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FROll THE KEW TORK EVENroO MIRROR.

'• Thf true Jeffrey whom we meet with In theie Toliimes, present! > character iomewhat of this sort :—
*•

lie was furmcd undoubtedly to he the first critic of the age ; and of poetry, he was probably the best judg«

that eviT lived. An Intellect of the hi|.'hest capacity and of a very rare order of completeneBs,—educated by a

perfect arquaiutnnce with the bent syitems of metaphysical philosophy,—is, in him, pervaded and informed by

lho«e moral perceptions which indeed form so Invariable an adjunct of the highest kind of great understandings,

that they oupht perhaps to be treated as merely the loftiest sort of mental qualities. His perception of truth ia

•Imott an instinct, and his love of it truly conscientious. His objects, in taking up any work or subject, are to

appreciate and to Jiidjo ; his searching and sensitive intelligence makes him sure of the former, ami the sound-

ness of his views fits him for the other. Ilia temper is admirable. He seems to have no )ireposse8sions—to be

free from all vanity and Jealousy—to possess a tone of impartiality and generous candour, almost cavalier in it*

lonine.is. He has not a particle of cant, none of the formality or pretension of professional style ; but on the eon-

Irnry, writes thoroughly like a gentleman, and with the air of perfect breeding. He inspires you with entire con-

ndenre and a cordial liking. All his own displays are in the truest good taste—simple, easy, natural, without

ambiiinn or effurt. He has the powers, the morals, and the manners of the best style of writing. There are,

however, hut two persons who stand so prominently before the world, that they deserve to be set for comparison
with Jeffrey: they, of course are Carlyle and Macauley. We should distinguish them by saying that Macaulcy
u a good reviewer, but a sorry critic; Carlyle an admirable critic, but a miserable reviewer ; while we look on

Jeffrey as being at once the best critic and the best reviewer of the age.
" We mtiiit content ourselves with this brief note tending to propitiate the regard of the reader, in advance,

for the Lord Jeffrey ; for our limits forbid extracts. Else, we could show a specimen of the most exquisite beauty
lo composition, and of the noblest eloquence, that the literature of any age can furnish. Rut the strength of Jef-

flrey does not lie in a paragraph, and sentences ; but in the vigour, soundness and candour of the whole criticism,*
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PREFACE.

No reasonable man, I suppose, could contemplate without alarm, a project for reprint-

ing, with his name, a long series of miscellaneous papers
—written hastily, in the intervals

of graver occnpations, and published anonymously, during the long course of Forty preced-

ing years !
—

especially if,
before such a suggestion was made, he had come to be placed in

a Situation which made any recurrence to past indiscretions, or rash judgments, peculiarly

unbecoming. I expect therefore to be very readily believed, when I say that the project of

this publicatiou did not originate, and never would have originated with me : And that I have

I been induced to consent to
it, only after great hesitation

;
and not without misgivings—

which have not yet been entirely got over. The true account of the matter is this.

The papers in question are the lawful property, and substantially at the disposal, of the

j publishers of the Edinburgh Review: And they, having conceived an opinion that such a
'
publication would be for their advantage, expressed a strong desire that I should allow it to

go out with the sanction of my name, and the benefit of such suggestions as I might be dis-

posed to offer for its improvement : and having, in the end, most liberally agreed that I

should have the sole power both of determining to what extent it should be carried, and also

of selecting the materials of which it should be composed. I was at last persuaded to agree
to the proposition: and this the more readily, in consequence of intimation having been re-

ceived of a similar publication being in contemplation in the United Slates of America;*—
over which, of course, I could not, under any arrangements, expect to exercise the same
ethcient control.

With all this, however, I still feel that I am exposed to the imputation, not only of great

presumption, in supposing that any of these old things could be worth reprinting, but of a
more serious Impropriety, in thus openly acknowledging, and giving a voluntary sanction to

the republication (of some at least) of the following pieces : And I am far from being sure

that there may not be just grounds for such an imputation. In palliation of the offence,
however—if such offence shall be taken—I would beg leave humbly to state, First, that

what I now venture to reprint, is but a small part
—less 1 believe than a third,

—of vhat I

actually contributed to the Review ; and. Secondly, that I have honestly endeavoured to select

Mom that great mass—not those articles which I might think most likely still to attract notice,

uy boldness of view, severity of remark, or vivacity of expression
—but those, much rather,

which, by enforcing what appeared to me just principles and useful opinions, I really thought
had a tendency to make men happier and better.

I am quite aware of the arrogance which may be ascribed to this statement—and even
of the ridicule which may attach to it. Nevertheless, it is the only apology which I now
wish to make—or could seriously think of making, for the present publicatiou : And if it

should be thought utterly to fail me. I shall certainly feel that I have been betrayed into an
act. not of imprudence merely, but of great impropriety, I trust, however, that I shall not

be driven back on so painful a conviction.

The Edinburgh Review, it is well known, aimed high from the beginning:
—

And, refus-

ing to confine itself to the humble task of pronouncing on the mere literary merits of the

works that came before it, professed to go deeply into the Principles on which its judgTnenta
were to be rested; as well as to take large and OrigiiTal views of all the fmportant qTiestiona
to which those works might relate. And, on the whole, I think it is now pretty generally
admitted that it attained the end it aimed at. Many errors there were, of course—and some
considerable blunders:—abundance of indiscretions, especially in the earlier numbers; and
far too many excesses, both of party zeal, overweening confidence, and intemperate blame.
But with all these drawbacks, I think it must be allowed to have substantially succeeded—
in familiarising the public mind (that is, the minds of very many individuals) with higher

* Carey & Hart, Pliiladelpliia, announced that a selection would be made from the Edin-

[burgh Review, at tiie time tliey first jinhlished a selection of Mr. Macanley's
" Critical MisceU

llanies," and wrote to a friend of Lord Jeffrey, solicitincf a list of that writer's articles. The pub-
I
Ushers of the Review afterwards concluded to print these "Contributions," and at the author's

Irequcst, forwarded a copy of tiie work to C & H., from which the present edition is printed, ver-

|hatim, without abridgment.
— (Jmerican I'ublishert.)
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rpecniations, and sviiindcr and larcrer views of the preat objects of human pursuit, than had

ever belore b<*fii brouyht as flfeclually liome to iheir apprehensions; and also, in i)erma-

nenily raisijiff the Btandard, and increasing the influence of all such Occasional writings; not

only in this country, but over the greater part of Europe, and the free Slates of America :

While it proiwrtionally enlarj^ed the capacity, and improved the relish of the growing multi-

tudes to whom such writings were addressed, for "the stronger meats" which were then

first provided for their digestion. ^

With these convictions and impressions, it will not I think be expected, or required of

me, that I should look back—from any sLition—upon the part I took in originating and con-

duclnig such a work, williout some mixture of agreeable f^eelings: And, while I seek not to

decline my full share of the faults and follies to which I have alluded, I trust I may be
al-j

lowed to take credit, at the same time, for some participation in the Merits by wliich these]

were, to a certain extent at least, redeemed or atoned for.

If 1 might be permitted farther to state, in what particular department, and generally,
OM account of what. I should most wish to claim a sliare of those merits, I should certainly ,

BRy, that it was by iiaving constantly endeavoured to combine Ethical precepts with Literary

Criticism, and earnestly sought to impress my readers with a sense, both of the close con-

nection b«'t\veen sound Intellectual attainments and the higher elements of Duty and Enjoy-

ment; and of the just and ultimate subordination of the former to the latter. The praise ia'

short to which I aspire, and to merit which I am conscious that my efforts were most con-

stantly directed, is, that I have, more uniformly and earnestly than any preceding critic, made
the Moral tendencies of the works under consideration a leading subject of discussion

;
and

neglected no opportunity, in reviews of Poems and Novels as well as of graver productions,
of elucidating the true constituents of human happiness and virtue : and combating those

besetting prejudices and errors of opinion which appear so often to withhold men from the

path of their duty
—or to array them in foolish and fatal hostility to each other. I cannot, of

course, do more, in this place, than intimate this proud claim : But for the proof
—or at least

the explanation of
it,
—I think I may venture to refer to the greater part of the papers that

follow.

I wrote the first article in the first Number of the Review, in October 1802:—and sent

mv last contribution to
it,

in October 1840 ! It is a long period, to have persevered in well—or in ill doing! But I was by no means equally alert in the service during all the inter-

mediate lime. I was sole Editor, from 1803 till late in 1829; and during that period was no
doubt a large and regular contributor. In that last year, however, I received the great honour
of being elected, by my brethren of the Bar, to the office of Dean of the Faculty of Advo-
cates :

—When it immediately occurred to me that it was not quite fitting that the official

head of a great Law Corporation should continue to be the conductor of what might be fairly

enough rejirc.sented as, in many respects, aParfy Journal : and I consequently withdrew at

once and altogether from the management :*—whicFThas ever since been in such hands, as
can have left those who take an interest in its success, no cause to regret my retirement.

But I should not have acted up to the spirit of this resignation, nor felt that I had redeemed
the pledge of neutrality I meant to give by it, if I had not at the same time substantially
ceased to contribute to, or to concern myself, in any way, with the conduct or future fortunes

of the Review. I wrote nothing for
it, accordingly, for a considerable time subsequent to

1829 : and during the whole fourteen years that have since elapsed, have sent in all but
Four papers to that work—none of them on political subjects. I ceased, in reality to be a

contributor, in 1829.

In a professed Reprint of former publications I did not of course think myself entitled to

make (ami accordingly I have not made) any change in the substance of what was originally

published
—nor even in the e.xpression. except where a slight verbal correction seemed neces-

sary, to clear the meaning, or to remedy some mere slip of the pen. I have not however
held myself equally precluded from making occasional irtrcnchments from the papers as they
first appeared ; though these are mostly confined to the citations that had been given from the
books reviewed—at least in the three first of these volumes: But notice, I believe, is given
of all the considerable omissions—(with some intimation of the reasons)

—in the places where
they occur.

It will be observed that, in the Arrangement of the pieces composing this collection, I

have not followed, in any degree, the Chronological order of the original publications: though
the actual date of its first appearance is prefixed to each paper. The great extent and very

* For my own sake in part, but principally for the honour of n-.y Conservative Brethren who
Oltimaiely concurred in my appointmerK, I think it riglit to state, that this resignation was m no
decree a mailer of compromise or arranijement, with n view to that appointment:—the fact bn-
ing, on the contrary, tliat I gave no him of m^- purpose, in any quarter, till after the election was
over—or at dll events till afier the withdrawal of the learned and distingnislied Person who had
l)een put in nomination against me, had made it certain tliat my return would be unanimous
His perseverance, I doubt not, might have endangered that result: For, though considerably my
junidr, his eminence in the profession was, even then I believe, qui'e equal to mine. Bin h*
generously deferred to my Seniority.
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miecellaneous nature of the subjects discussed, seemed to make such a course ineligible ;
and

rather to suggest the propriety of a distribution with reference to these subjects. I have now
attempted therefore to class them under a few general Heads or titles, with a view to such a
connection : And, though not very artificially digested, or strictly adhered to, I think the
convenience of most readers will be found to have been consulted by this arrangement. The
particular papers in each group or division, have also been placed in the order, rather of their

natural dependence, or analogy to each other, than of the times when they were respectively
written. I am now sensible that, by adopting this plan, I have brought more strikingly into

view, the repetitions, as well as the discrepancies and small inconsistencies, which I take to

be incident to this kind of writing. But this is a reproach, or disadvantage, to which I must
be content to submit: and from which I do not apprehend that I shall have much to sufTer,
ill the judgment of good-natured readers. There are many more important matters as to

which I am conscious that I shall need all their indulgence : But to which I do not think it

necessary, as I am sure it would not be prudent, now to direct their attention.

Before closing this notice, there is a little matter as to which several of my friends have

suggested that I ought to take this opportunity of giving an explanation. My own first

impression was, that this was unnecessary; and. but for the illustrious name which is con-
nected with the subject, I should still be of that opinion. As it

is, I cannot now refuse to

say a few words on it.

In the second volume of Mr. Lockhart's Life of Sir Walter Scott, there are (at page 219)
several extracts from a letter of Sir Walter to Mr. George Ellis, dated in December 1808,
and referring among other things to the projected establishment of the Quarterly Review: in

connection with which topic, the following passage occurs—"Jeffrey has offered terms of

pacification
—

engaging that no party politics should again appear hi his Review. I told him I

thought it was now too late; and reminded him that I had often pointed out to him the con-

sequences of letting his work become a party tool. He said, he did not care for the conse-

quences; They were but four men he feared as opponents, &c. All this was in great good
humour. He has no suspicion of our Review whatever."

Now though I have no particular recollection of the conversation here alluded to, and
should never dream, at any rate, of setting np any recollection of so distant an occurrence in

opposition to a contemporary record of it by such a man as Sir Walter Scott—I feel myself
fully warranted in saying that the words I have put in italics are calculated to convey an
inaccurate impression of any thing I could possibly have said on that occasion;

—and that I

am morally certain that I never offered to come under any such engagement as these words,
in their broad and unqualified sense, would seem to imply. Of course, I impute no intentional

misrepresentation to Sir Walter Scott. Of that he was as incapable, as I trust I am of the
baseness of making the im.putation. Neither can I think it possible that he should have
misunderstood me at the time. But in hastily writing a familiar letter I am satisfied that he
has expressed himself inaccurately

—or at least imperfectly
—and used words which convey

a far larger and more peremptory meaning than truly belonged to any thing I could have
uttered. My reasons for this conviction I think may be stated, to the satisfaction even of
those to whom the circumstances o^

the parties may yet be unknown.

My first reason
is,

that I most certainly had no power to come under any such engagement,
without the consent of the original and leading Contributors,

—from whom no such consent
could then have been expected. I was not the Proprietor of the work—nor the representative,
in any sense, of the proprietors

—but merely the chosen (and removeable) manager for the

leading contributors; the greater part of whom certainly then looked upon the Political

influence of the Review, as that which gave it its chief value and importance. ThifTcon-
dition of things was matter of notoriety at Edinburgh at the time. But at all events nobody
was more thoroughly aware of it than Sir Walter Scott. He has himself mentioned, in the

passage already quoted, that he had frequently before remonstrated witli me on what he

thought the intemperate tone of some our political articles: and though I generally made
the best defence I could for them, I distinctly remember more than one occasion on which,
after admitting that the youthful ardour of some of our associates had carried them farther

than I could approve of, I begged him to consider that it was quite impossible for me always
to repress this—and to remember that I was but a Feudal monarch, who had but a slender
control over his greater Barons—and really could not prevent them from occasionally waging
a little private war, upon griefs or resentments of their own. I am as certain of having
repeatedly expressed this sentiment, and used this illustration to Sir Walter Scott, as I am
of my own existence.

But in the next place it requires no precise recollection of words or occasions, to enable
me now to say, that, neither in 1808, nor for long periods before and after, did my party
principles (or prejudices or predilections) sit so loosely upon me, as that I should ever have

agreed to lay them aside, or to desist fiom their assertion, merely to secure the assistance
of a contributor (however distinguished), to what would then have been a mere literary

undertaking. For the value I then set on those principles I may still venture to refer to

twenty-five years spent as their uncompromising advocate—at the hazard at least, if not to

the injury, of my personal and professional interests. I have no wish at this moment to

recall the particulars of that advocacy: But I think I may safely say that
if,

in December
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I80S. T coiiM havp barijalnod to dcRist from it. and to silence the Edinburgh Review as an organ

of pftrttj,
I ini^rlu hiive stipulated for somewhat higlier advaiitagos than the occasional co-

op*«ralion of Sir Waltf r St-ott (for he never wasa reir"/ar contributor even to the Quarterly) in

a work ill which I had little interest beyond that of commanding a ready vehicle for the di»-

seminatioii of my own favoured opinions.
All this rests, it will be observed, not upon the terms of any particular conversation, which

might of counw bo imperfectly remembered—but upon my own certain knowledge of tho

principles by which I was actuated for a long course of years; and which I cannot but think

were ihi'n iridiiat'-d by a sufficient number of overt acts, to make it easy to establish the

mastery ihev exercised over me, by extrinsic evidence, if necessary. If tho prevalence of

these principles, however, is plainly inconsistent with the literal accuracy of trie passaj^e in

question, or the fact of my having actually made such an offer as is there mentioned, I think

myself entitled to conclude that the statement in that passap'e ts inaccurate; and that a care-

leiw expression has led to an incorrect representation of the fact.

And here also I hope I may be permitted to refer to a
very

distinct recollection of tho

tenor, not of one but of many conversations with Sir Walter, in which he was directly apprised
of tho impossibility (even

if I could have desired it) of excluding politics (which of course

could mea.i nothing but party politics) from the Review. The undue preponderance of such
artic'-i '..\ that journal was a frequent subject of remonstrance with him: and I perfectly
remember that, when urging noon me the e.xpediency of making Literature our great staple,
and only indulging occasionally in those more exciting discussions, I have repeatedly told

him that, with the political influence we had already acquired, this was not to be expected
—

and that by such a course the popularity and authority of the Review would be fatally im-

paired, even for its literary judgments:
—and upon one of these occasions, I am ([uite certain

that I made use of this expression to him—"The Review, in short, has but two legs to stand

on. Literature no doubt is one of them: But its Right leg is Politics." Of this I have the
clearest recollection.

I have dwelt too long, I fear, on this slight but somewhat painful incident of my early
daj^. But I cannot finally take leave of it without stating my own strong conviction of what
must have actually passed on the occasion so often referred to; and of the way in which 1

conceive my illustrious friend to have been led to the inaccuracy I have already noticed, ia

his report of it. I have already said, that I do not pretend to have any recollection of this

particular conversation: But combining the details which are given in Sir Walter's letter,
with my certain knowledge of the tenor of many previous conversations on the same subject,
I have now little doubt that, after deprecating his threatened secession from our ranks, I

acknowledged my regret at the needless asperity of some of our recent diatribes on politics
—

expressed my own disapprobation of violence and personality in such discussions—and
engaged to do wliat I could to repress or avoid such excesses for the future. It ia easy, I

think, to see how this engagement,—to discourage, .so far as my influence went, all violent
and unfair party politics,

—might be represented, in Sir Walter's brief and sunfmary report,
as an engagement to avoid party politics altogether:

—the inaccuracy amounting only to the
omission of a qualification,

—to which he probably ascribed less importance than truly
belonged to it.

Other imputations, lam aware, have been publicly made against me, far heavier than this
which has tempted me into so long an explanation. But with these I do not now concern
myself: And, as they never gave me a moment's anxiety at the time, so I am now contented
to refer, for their refutation, to the tenor of all I have ever written, and the testimony of all

to whom I have been persfjnally known. With any thing bearing the name of Sir Walter
Scott, however, the case is different: And when, from any statement of

hi.s, I feel that I may
be accused, even of the venial offences of assuming a power which did not truly belong to
me—or of being too ready to compromise my political opinions, from general love to litera-

ture or deference to individual genius, I think myself called upon to offer all the explanations
in my power:

—While I do not stoop to meet, even with a formal denial, the absurd and
degrading charges with which I have been occasionally assailed, by persons of a difTerent

description.

F. JEFFREY.

Crsigcrook, lOlh November) 1843.
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Essays on the Nature and Principles of Taste.—By Archibald AjlisoNj LL. B., F. R. S,
Prebendary of Sanun,* &c. 2 vols. 8vo.

There are few parts of our nature which
have given more trouble to philosophers, or

appeared more simple to the unreflecting,
than the perceptions we have of Beauty, and
the circumstances under which these are pre-
sented to us. If we ask one of the latter (and
larger) class, what beauty is? we shall most

probably be answered, that it is what makes
ihings pleasant to look at; and if we remind
iim that many other things are called and
Derceived to be beautiful, besides objects of

iight. and ask how, or by what faculty he

mpposes that we distinguish such objects, we
:uust generally be satisfied with hearing that

t has pleased God to make us capable of such
t perception. The science of mind may not

ippear to be much advanced by these re-

sponses ;
and yet, if it could be made out, as

ome have alleged, that our perception of

)eauty was a simple sensation, like our per-

.eption of colour, and that the faculty of taste

vas an original and distinct sense, like that

'f seeing or hearing; this would be truly the

[
inly account that could be given, either of the

; ense or of its object;
—and all that we could

'

io, in investigating the nature of the latter,
70uld be to ascertain and enumerate the cir-

umstances under which it was found to indi-

ate itself to its appropriate organ. All that
76 can say of colour, if we consider it very
trictly, is, that it is that property in objects
y which they make themselves known to

tie faculty of sight; and the faculty of sight
an scarcely be defined in any other way than
s that by which we are enabled to discover
tie existence of colour. When we attempt
) proceed farther, and, on being asked to

* The greater part of this paper was first printed
1 the Edinbiirgli Review for May 1811

; but was
flerwards considerably enlarged, and inserted as a

sparaie ariicle (under the word Bfauty) in the
~
ipplement to the Encyclopcedia Brillannica, pub-
shed in 1824, and subsequently incorporated into
18 new ediiion of that threat work in 1841, from
'hich it is now reprinted in its complete form, by
»e liberal allowaiicc of the proprietors.

define what green or red
is, say that green is

the colour of grass, and red of roses or of

blood, it is plain that we do not in any respect
explain the nature of those colours, but only
give instances of their occurrence; and that
one who had never seen the objects referred
to could learn nothing whatever from these

pretended definitions. Complex ideas, on the
other hand, and compound emotions, may al-

ways be defined, and explained to a certain

extent, by enumerating the parts of which
they are made up, or resolving them into the
elements of which they are composed : and
we may thus acquire, not only a substantial,

though limited, knowledge of their nature,
but a practical power in their regulation or

production.
It becomes of importance, therefore, in the

very outset of this inquiry, to consider whether
our sense of beauty be really a simple sen-

sation, like some of those we have enume-

rated, or a compound or derivative feeling,
the sources or elements of which may be in-

vestigated and ascertained. If it be the

former, we have then only to refer it to the

peculiar sense or faculty of which it is the

object ;
and to determine, by repeated obser-

vation, under what circumstances that sense
is called into action: but if it be the latter,
we shall have to proceed, by a joint process
of observation and reflection, to ascertain what
are the primary feelings to which it may be

referred; and by what peculiar modification
of them it is produced and distinguished. Wa
are not quite prepared, as yet, to exhaust the

whole of this important discussion, to which
we shall be obliged to return in the .sequel of

our inquiry ;
but it is necessary, in order to

explain and to set forth, in their natural order,
the difliculties with which the subject is sur-

rounded, to state here, in a very few words,
one or two of the most obvious, and, as we
think, decisive objections against the notion

of beauty being a simple sensation, or the

object of a separate and peculiar faculty.
The first, and perhaps the most consider-

B 13
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able, is the want of agreement as to the

presence and existence of beauty in
particular

objects, amonjj men whose organization is

f»erfect,

ami who are plainly possesseii of the

aoulty, whatever it may be, by which beauty
ii discerned. Now, no such lhiii<; liappeiis,

we imaj^ine, or can be conceived to happen,
in the case of any other simple sensjitioii, or

the exercise of any other distinct faculty.

Where one man sees li;,dit. all men who have

eyes see light also. All men allow grass to

be green, and sugar to be sweet, and ice to be

cold ; and the unavoidable inference from any

apparent disagreement in such matters neces-

sarily is, that the party is insane, or entirely

destitute of the sense or organ concerneil in

the perception. With regard to beauty, how-

ever, it is obvious, at tiist sight, that the case

is entirely ditrereul. One man sees it per-

petually, where to another it is quite invisible,

or even where its reverse seems to be con-

spicuous. Nor is this owing to the insensi-

bility of eitlier of the parties; for the same

contrariety exists where both are keenly alive

to the induences of the beauty they respect-

ively discern. A Chinese or African lover

would probably see nothing at all attractive

in a belle of London or Paris
; and, undoubt-

edly, an elc^ansformarum spectator from either

of those cities would discover nothing but de-

formity in the Venus of the Hottentots. A
little distance in time often produces the

same effects as distance in place ;

—the gar-

dens, the furniture, the dress, which appeared
beautiful in the eyes of our grandfathers, are

odious and ridiculous in ours. Nay, the dif-

ference of rank, education, or employments,
gives rise to the same diversity of sensation.

The little shop-keeper sees a beauty in his

roadside bo.\:, and in the staring tile roof,
wooden lions, and clipped boxwood, which
strike horror into the soul of the student of

the picturesque; while he is transported in

surveying the fragments of ancient sculpture,
which are nothing but ugly masses of mould-

ering stone, in the judgment of the admirer
of neatness. It is needless, however, to mul-

tiply instances, since the fact admits of no
contradiction. But how can we believe that

beauty is the object of a peculiar sense or

faculty, when persons undoubtedly possessed
of the faculty, and even in an eminent degree,
can discover nothing of it in objects where it

is distinctly felt and perceived by others with
the same use of the faculty?

This one consideration, we confess, appears
to us conclusive against the supposition of

beauty being a real property of objects, ad-

dressing itself to the power of taste as a sepa-
rate sense or faculty; and it seems to point
irresistibly to the conclusion, that our sense
of it is the result of other more elementary
feelings, into which it may be analysed or

resolved. A second objection, however, if

possible of still greater force, is suggested, by
considering the prodigious and almost infinite

Tariety of things to which this property of

beauty is ascribed; and the impossibility of

imagining any one inherent quality which
can belong to them all, and yet at the same

time possess so much unity as to pass univer-

sally by the same name, and be recogniseU
as the peculiar object of a separate sense or

faculty. All simplequalities that are perceived
in any one object, are immediately recognised
to be Ike same, when they are again perceived
in another; and the objects in which they are

thus perceived are at once felt so far to re-

semble each other, and to partake of the same
nature. Thus snow is seen to be white, and
chalk is seen to be white; but this is no
sooner seen, than the two substances, how-
ever unlike in other respects, are felt at once'

to have this quality in common, and to
re-|

semble each other completely in all that
re-j

lates to the quality of colour, and the
sensaj

of seeing. But is this felt, or could it even bel

intelligibly asserted, with regard to the
qualitjrj

of beauty! Take even a limited and specific sort!

of beauty—for instance, the beauty of form.

The form of a fine tree is beautiful, and thai

form of a fine woman, and the form of a column,]
and a vase, and a chandelier. Yet how can it

be said that the form of a woman has anj

thing in common with that of a tree or a tem-^

pie 1 or to which of the senses by which forma

are distinguished can it be supposed to appeal
that they have any resemblance or affinity?
The matter, however, becomes still more

inextricable when we recollect that beautj
does not belong merely to forms or colours

but to sounds, and perhaps to the objects of

other senses; nay, that in all languages anc

in all nations, it is not supposed to reside ex^
clusively in material objects, but to belonj

also to sentiments and ideas, and intellectual

and moral existences. Not only is a tree

beautiful, as well as a palace or a waterfall]
but a poem is beautiful, and a theorem ir

mathematics, and a contrivance in mechanics.'

But if things intellectual and totally segre-

gated from matter may thus possess beauty,
how can it possibly be a quality of material

objects'? or what sense or faculty can that be,
whose proper office it is to intimate to us the

existence of some property which is common
to a flower and a demonstration, a valley and
an eloquent discourse?
The only answer which occurs to this is

plainly enough a bad one; but the statement

of it, and of its insufficiency, will serve better,

perhaps, than any thing else, to develope the

actual difficulties of the subject, and the true

state of the question with regard to them. It

may be said, then, in answer to the questions
we have suggested above, that all these ob-

jects, however various and dissimilar, agree
at least in being agreeable, and that this

agreeahlencss, which is the only quality they
possess in common, may probably be the

beauty which is ascribed to them all. Now,
to those who are accustomed to such discus-

sions, it would be quite enough to reply, that

though the agreeableness of such objects de-

pend plainly enough upon their beauty, it by
no means follows, but quite the contrary, that

their beauty depends upon their agreeable-

ness; the latterbeiiig the more comprehensive
or generic teiTn, under which beauty must
rank as one of the species. Its nature, there-
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fore, is n) more explained, nor is less ab-

surdity substantially committed, by saying
that things are beautiful because they are

agreeable, than if we were to give the same

explanation of the sweetness of sugar; for no

one, we suppose, will dispute, that though it

be very true that sugar is agreeable because
it is sweet, it would be manifestly prepos-
terous to say that it was sweet because it was

agreeable. For the benefit, however, of those

who wish or require to be more regularly
initiated in these mysteries, we beg leave to

add a few observations.

In the first place, then, it seems evident,
that agreeableness, in general, cannot be the

same with beauty, because there are very

many things in the highest degree agreeable,
that can in no sense be called beautiful.

Moderate heat, and savoury food, and rest,

and exercise, are agreeable to the body; but

none of these can be called beautiful; and

among objects of a higher class, the love and
esteem of others, and fame, and a good con-

science, and health, and riches, and wisdom,
are all eminently agreeable; but none at all

beautiful, according to any intelligible use of

the word. It is plainly quite absurd, therefore,
to say that beauty consists in agreeableness.
without specifying in consequence of what it

is agreeable
—or to hold that any thing what-

ever is taught as to its nature, by merely
classing it among our pleasurable emotions.

In the second place, however, we may re-

mark, that among all the objects that are

agreeable, whether they are also beautiful or

not, scarcely any two are agreeable on account
of the same qualities, or even suggest their

agreeableness to the same faculty or organ.
Most certainly there is no resemblance or

affinity whatever between the qualities which
make a peach agreeable to the palate, and a

beautiful statue to the eye; which soothe us
in an easy chair by the fixe, or delight us in a

philosophical discovery. The truth is, that

agreeableness is not properly a quality of any
object whatsoever, but the effect or result of

certain qualities, the nature of which, in every
particular instance, we can generally define

pretty exactly, or of which we know at least

with certainty that they manifest themselves

respectively to some one particular sense or

faculty, and to no other; and consequently it

would be just as obviously ridiculous to sup-
pose a faculty or organ, whose office it was to

perceive agreeableness in general, as to sup-
pose that agreeableness was a distinct quality
.hat could thus be perceived.
The class of agreeable objects, thanks to

;he bounty of Providence, is exceedingly large.
Certain things are agreeable to the palate, and
)thers to the smell and to the touch. Some
igain are agreeable to our faculty of imagina-
jon, or to our understanding, or to our moral

"eelings; and none of all these we call beau-
iful. But there are others which we do call

ieautiful
;
and those we say are agreeable to

)ur faculty of taste;
—but when we come to

isk what is the faculty of taste, and what are
he qualities which recommend the subjects
o that faculty ? - -we have no such answer to

give ;
and find ourselves just wnere we wera

at the beginning of the discussion, and em-
barrassed with all the difliculties arising from
the prodigious diversity of objects which seem
to possess these qualities.
We know pretty well what is the faculty

of seeing or hearing; or, at least, we know
that what is agreeable to one of those facul-

ties, has no effect whatever on the other. We
know that bright colours afford no delight to

the ear, nor sweet tones to the eye ;
and are

therefore perfectly assured that the qualities
which make the visible objects agreeable,
cannot be the same with those ^^hich give

pleasure to the ear. But it is by the eye and

by the ear that all material beauty is per-
ceived

;
and yet the beauty w hich discloses

itself to these two separate senses, and conse-

quently viust depend upon qualities which
have no sort of affinity, is supposed to be one
distinct quality, and to be perceived by a pe-
culiar sense or faculty ! The perplexity be-
comes still greater when we think of the

beauty of poems or theorems, and endeavour
to imagine what qualities they can possess ir

common with the agreeable modifications ol

light or of sound.

It is in these considerations undoubtedly
that the difficulty of the subject consists. The
faculty of taste, plainly, is not a faculty like

any of the external senses, the range of whose

objects is limited and precise, as well as the

qualities by which they are gratified or of-

fended
;
and beauty, accordingly, is discovered

in an infbiite variety of objects, among which
it seems, at first sight, impossible to discover

any other bond of connexion. Yet boundless
as their diversity may appear, it is plain that

they must resemble each other in something,
and in something more definite and definable

than merely in being agreeable ;
since they

are all classed together, in every tongue and

nation, under the common appellation of beau-

tiful, and are felt indeed to produce emotions
in the mind that have some sort of kindred or

affinity. The words beauty and beautiful, in

short, do and must mean something; and are

universally felt to mean something much
more definite than agreeableness or gratifica-
tion in general : and while it is confessedly

by no means easy to describe or define what
that something is, the force and clearness of

our perception of it is demonstrated by the

readiness with which we determine, in any
particular instance, whether the object of a

given pleasurable emotion is or is not prop-

erly described as beauty.
What we have already said, we

confeasj

appears to us conclusive against the idea oi

this beauty being any fixed or hiherent prop-

erty of the objects to which it is ascribed, or

itself the object of any separate and inde-

pendent faculty; and we will no longer con-

ceal from the reader what we take to be the

true solution of the difficulty. In our opinion,

then, our sense of beauty depends entirely oq
our previous experience of simpler pleasured
or emotions, and consists in the si^ggcstion of

agreeable or interesting sensations wllh which
I we had formerly been made familiar by tho
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direct and imellimble agency of our common

aenflibilitit's; aiidtliat vast variety of obitcts,

to wliich wo give the common name of beau-

tiful, become entitU-d to that appellation,

merely bi-c-aiisc ihey all ikjsscbs the power of

recalling or rellecliiig those sensations of

which they have been the accomi)ariimentB,
or with which they have been associated in

our inuigiiiation by any other more casual

bond of coiuiection. According to this view

of the matter, therefore, beauty is not an in-

to imagine, that recollections thus strikingly

suggested by some real and present existence,
should present themselves under a djllerei^

aspect, and move the mind somewhat difi'er-
'

enlly from those which arise spontaneously in

the ordinary course of our rellections, and do

inot thus grow out of a direct, present, and

peculiar impression.
1 The whole of this doctrine, however, we
shall endeavour by and bye to e^tllbliHh upon

I
more direct evidence. But having now ex-

herent property or quality
of objects at all,

I

plained, in a general way, both the dilhcultiei

but the' result 'of the accidental relations m
which thi-y may stand to our experience of

pleasures or emotions
;
and does not depend

upon any particular configuration of parts,

proportions, or colours, in external things, nor

opon the unity, coherence, or simplicity of

intellectual creations—but merely upon the

associations w hich, in the case of every indi-

ridual, may enable these inherent, and other-

wise indifferent qualities, to suggest or recall

to the mind emotions of a pleasurable or in-

teresting description. It follows, therefore,
that no object is beautiful in itself, or could

appear so antecedent to our experience of di-

rect pleasures or emotions
;
and that, as an

infinite variety of objects may thus reflect in-

teresting ideas, so all of them may acquire
the title of beautiful, although utterly diverse

and disparate in their nature, and possessing

nothing in common but this accidental power
of reminding us of other emotions.

This theory, which, we believe, is now very

generally adopted, though under many need-
less qualifications, shall be farther developed
and illustrated in the sequel. But at present
we shall only remark, that it serves, at least,
to solve the great problem involved in the

discussion, by rendering it easily conceivable

how objects which have no inherent resem-

blance, nor, indeed, any one quality in com-

mon, should yet be united in one common
relation, and consequently acquire one com-
mon name

; just as all the things that belonged
to a beloved individual may serve to remind
lis of him, and thus to awake a kindred class

of emotions, thoui^h just as unlike each other
as any of the objects that are classed under
the general name of beautiful. His poetry,
for instance, or his slippers

—his acts of bounty
or his saddle-horse—may lead to the same
chain of interesting remembrances, and thus

agree in possessing a power of excitement,
for the sources of which we should look in

rain through all the variety of their physical
or metaphysical qualities.

By the help of the same consideration, we
get rid of all the mystery of a peculiar sense
or

faculty, imagined for the express purpose
of perceiving beauty; and discover that the

power of taste is nothing more than the habit
of tracing those as.<50ciations, by which almost
all objects maybe connected with interesting
emotions. It is ea.sy to understand, that the
recollection of any scene of delight or emotion
must produce a certain agreeable sensation,
and that the objects which introduce these
recollections should not appear altogether in-

different to us : nor is
it, perhaps, very difficult

of the subject, and our suggestion as to tlieir

true solution, it is proper that we should take a

short review of the more considerable theoriei

that have been proposed for the elucidation

of this curious question; which is one of the

most delicate as well as the most popular in

the science of metaphysics
—was one of the

earliest which exercised the speculative ingflf»

nuity of philosophers
—and has at last, we

think, been more successfully treated than

any other of a similar description.
In most of these speculations we shall find

rather imperfect truth than fundamental error;

or, at all events, such errors only as arise natu-

rally from that peculiar difficulty which we
have already endeavoured to explain, as con-

sisting in the prodigious multitude and di-

versity of the objects in which the common

quality of beauty was to be accounted for.

Those who have not been sufficiently aware
of the difficulty have generally dogmatised
from a small number of instances, and have
rather given examples of the occurrence of

beauty in some few classes of objects, than

afforded any light as to that upon which it

essentially depended in all
;
while those who

felt its full force have very often found no

other resource, than to represent beauty ai

consisting in properties so extremely vague
and general, (such, for example, as the power
of

elude
exciting ideas of relation.) as

'!
our comprehension, and, at

almost to

the same

time, of so abstract and metaphysical a de-

scription, as not to be very intelligibly stated,

as the elements of a strong, familiar, ana

pleasurable emotion.

This last obsen'ation leads us to make one

other remark upon the general character of

these theories
;
and this is, that some of them,

though not openly professing that doctrine,
seem necessarily to imply the existence of a

peculiar sense or faculty for the perception
of beauty; as they resolve it into properties
that are not in any way interesting or agree-
able to any of our known faculties. Such

are all those which make it consist in propor-

j

tion—or in variety, combined with regular-

ity
—or in waving lines—or in unity

—or in

the perception of relations—without explain-

ing, or attempting to explain, how any of these

things should, in any circumstances, affect U8

with delight or emotion. Others, again, d(f

I

not require the supposition of any such sepa-
rate faculty; because in them the sense of

I
beauty is considered as arising from other

more simple and familiar emotions, w hich

are in themselves and beyond all dispute
I agreeable. Such are those which teach that
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ocaulv depends on the perception of utility,

'ir of design, or litness, or in tracing associa-

tions between its objects and the common

joys or emotions of our nature. Which of

these two classes of speculation, to one or

other of which, we believe, all theories of

beauty may be reduced, is the most philo-

Bophical in itself, we imagine can admit cf

no question ;
and we hope in the sequel to

1 'ave it as little doubtful, which is to be con-

siilered a-4 most consistent with the fact. In

the mean time, we must give a short account
of some of the theories themselves.

The most ancient of which it seems neces-

sary to take any notice, is that which may be
traced in the Dialogues of Plato—though we
are very far from pretending that it is possible
ti) give an}' intelligible or consistent account
of its tenor. It should never be forgotten,

however, that it is to this subtle and inge-
nious spirit that we owe the suggestion, that

it is mind alone that is beautiful
;
and that,

in perceiving beauty, it only contemplates
the shadow of its own a flections;

—a doctrine

which, however mystically unfolded in his

writings, or however combined with extrava-

SMxX. or absurd speculations, unquestionably
carries in it the the germ of all the truth that

has since been revealed on the subject. By
'ar the largest dissertation, however, that this

^roat philosopher has left upon the nature of

beauty, is to be found in the dialogue entitled

The Greater Hippias, which is entirely de-

voted to that inquiry. We do not learn a
cat deal of the author's own opinion, in-

ed. from this performance; for it is one of

;he dialogues which have been termed Ana-

'rptic. or confuting—in which nothing is

included in the afiirmative, but a series of

phistical suggestions or hypotheses are suc-

ssively exposed. The plan of it is to lead

on Hippias, a shallow and confident sophist,
lo make a variety of dogmatical assertions as

la the nature of beauty, and then to make
i ini retract and abandon them, upon the

statement of some obvious objections. So-
• rates and he agree at first in the notable

imposition, "that beauty is that by which
ill beautiful things are beautiful;" and then,
liter a great number of suggestions, by far

oo childish and absurd to be worthy of any
iiitice—such as, that the beautiful may per-
id venture be gold, or a fine woman, or a
landsome mare—they at last get to some

oppositions, which show that almost all the
heories that have since been propounded on
his interesting subject had occurred thus

>arly to the active and original mind of this

ceen and curious inquirer. Thus, Socrates
irst suggests that beauty may consist in the

itness or suitableness of any object to the
)lace it occupies ;

and afterwards, more gen-
!rally and directly, that it may consist in

itility
—a notion which is ultimatelv reject-

'1, however, upon the subtle consideration
hat the useful is that which produces good.
iiid that the producer and the product being
ecessarily dilTerent, it would follow, upon
Mt supposition, that beauty could no'i be
od nor good beautiful. Finally, ho sug-

gests that beauty may be the mere organic

delight of the eye or the ear; to which, aftei
"^

stating very slightly the objection, that it

would be impossible to account upon this

ground for the beauty of poetry or eloquence,
he proceeds to rear up a more refined and
elaborate refutation, upon such grounds as

these :
—If beauty be the proper name of thai

which is naturally agreeable to the sight and

hearing, it is plain, that the objects to which
it is ascribed must possess some common and

distinguishable property, besides that of being

agreeable, in consequence of which they arc

separated and set apart from objects that are

agreeable to our other senses and faculties.

and, at the same time, classed together under
the common appellation of beautiful. Now,
we are not only quite unable to discover what
this property is, but it is manifest, that objects
which make themselves known to the ear,
can have no property as such, in common
with objects that make themselves known to

the eye; it being impossible that an object
which is beautiful by its colour, can be beau-

tiful, from the same quality, with another
which is beautiful by its sound. From all

which it is inferred, that as beauty is admitted
to be something real, it cannot be merely what
is agreeable to the organs of sight or hearing.
There is no practical wisdom, we admit, in

those fine-drawn speculations; nor any of that

spirit of patient observation by which alone

any sound view of such objects can ever

be attained. There are also many marks
of that singular incapacity to disting-uish
between what is absolutely puerile and

foolish, and what is plausible, at least, and

ingenious, Avhich may be reckoned among
the characteristics of " the divine philoso-

pher." and in some degree of all the philoso-

phers of antiquity: but they show clearly

enough the subtle and abstract character of

Greek speculation, and prove at how early
a period, and to how great an extent, the

inherent difficulties of the subject were felt,

and produced their appropriate effects.

There are some hints on these subjects in

the works of Xenophon ;
and some scattered

obsei-vations in those of Cicero
;
who was the

first, we believe, to observe, that the sense

of beauty is peculiar to man
;
but nothing

else, we believe, in classical antiquity, which

requires to be analysed or explained. It ap-

pears that St. Augustin composed a large
treatise on beauty ; and it is to be lamented,
that the speculations of that acute and ardent

genius on such a subject have been lost. We
discover, from incidental notices in other parts
of his writings, that he conceived the beauty
of all objects to depend on their unity, or on

the perception of that princijile or design
which fixed the relations of their various

parts, and presented them to the intellect or

imagination as one harmonious whole. It

;

would not be fair to deal very strictly with

a theory with which we are so imperfectly

acquainted : but it may be observed, that.

]

while the author is so far in the right as to

make beauty consist in a relation to mind,
and not in any physical quality, he has taken

B 2
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far lixj iinrniw ami circumscribt'd a view of

tho iiKitttT, and one which seoiiis almost cx-

cluHivfly applicable to works of lainiaii art;

11 beiii;( plain enough, we think, that a beau-

tiful ianiLscape, or a beautiful horse, has no

more unity, and no more traces of design,
lh;in one which is not beautiful.

We do not pretend to know what the

BchiMjInu'u tau;.dit ujwju this subject during the

dark agi's; but the discussion does not seem
lo have been resumed for long after the re-

vival of letters. The followers of Leibnitz

were pleased to maintain that beauty coii-

Bisted in perfection ;
but w hat constituted

perfection (in this respect) they did not at-

temiJt to (letine. I\I. Crouzas wrote a long

essay, to show that beauty ilepended on these

five elements, variety, unity, regularity, order,
and proportion; antl tho Pcre Andre, a still

longer one to prove, that, admitting these to

be the true foundations of beauty, it was still

most important to consider, that the beauty
which results from them is either essential,
or natural, or artificial—and that it may be

greater or less, according as the character-

istics of each of these classes are combined
pr set in opposition.

Among oursel^-es, we are not aware of any
considerable publication on the subject till

the appearance of Lord Shaftesbury's Charac-

teristics ; in which a sort of rapturous Platonic

doctrine is delivered as to the existence of a

primitive and Supreme Good and Beauty, and
of a certain internal sense, by which both

beauty and moral merit are distinguished. ,

Addison published several ingenious papers ;

in The Spectator, on the pleasures of the
|

imagii;ation, and was the first, we believe, [

who referred them to the specific sources of !

beautj", sublimity, and novelty. He did not !

enter much, however, into the metaphysical ;

discussion of the nature of beauty itself; and
the first ])hilo3ophical treatise of note that ap-

'

peared on the subject, may be said to have
been the Inquiry of Dr. Hucheson, first pub-
lished, we believe, in 1735.

i

In this work,- the notion of a peculiar in- '

temal sense, by vvhich we are made sensible
',

of the existence of beauty, is very boldly pro- !

mulgated, and maintained by many ingenious ;

arguments: Yet nothing, we conceive, can be
more extravagant than such a proposition;
and nothing but the radical faults of the other

parts of his theory could possibly have driven
|

the learned author to its adoption. Even I

after the existence of the sixth sense was as-
j

Bumed, he felt that it was still necessary that I

he should explain what were the qualities by
which it was gratified; and these, he was
pleased to allege, were nothing but the com-
binations of variety with uniformity; all ob-

jects, as he has himself expressed it, which
are equally uniform, being beautiful in pro-
portion to their variety

—and all objects
equally various being beautiful in proportion
to th'-ir uniformity. Now, not to insist upon
the obvious and radical objection that this is

not true in fact, as to fiow(>rs, landscapes, or
indeed of any thing but architecture, if it be

'

true of that—it could not fail to strike the '

I ingenious author that these qualities of uni-

formity and variety were not of themselves

agreeable to any of our known senses or facul-

ties, except when considered as symbols of

I

utility or design, and thereibre could not in-

I telligibly account for the very livclv emotions

[which we often experience from the percep-
tion of beauty, where tlie notion of design or

utility is not at all suggested. He was con-

j
strained, therefore, either to abandon this view
of the nature of beauty altogether, or to ima-

J gine a new sense or faculty, whose oidy func-

tion it should be to receive delight from the

combinations of uniformity and variety, with-

I

out any consideration of their being significant
of thinirs aiireeable to our other faculties: and

I

this being accomplished by the mere force
' of the definition, there was no room for farther

.dispute or difficulty in the matter.

I

Some of Hucheson's followers, such as Ge-

j

rani and others, who were a little startled at

the notion of a separate faculty, and yet

j

wished to retain the doctrine of beauty de-

I pending on variety and uniformity, endea-

voured, accordingly, to show that these quali-
ties were naturally agreeable to the mind, and
were recommended by considerations arising
'from its most familiar properties. Uniformity
or simplicity, they observed, render:-^ our con-

, ception of objects easy, and saves the mind
from all fatigue and distraction in the con-

' sideraf Ion of them : whilst variety, if circum-
: scribed and limited byan ultimate unifoiTnitv,

gives it a pleasing exercise and excitement,
.and keeps its energies in a state of pleasur-

;

able activity. Now, this appears to us to be

I

mere trifling. The varied and lively emot'ons

I

which we receive from the perception of

! beauty, obviously have no sort of resemblance
! to the plea.eure of moderate intellectual exer-

1
tion : nor can any thing be conceived more

utterly dissimilar than the gratification we
I

h.T.ve in gazing on the fonn of a lovely woman,
and the .satisfaction Ave receive from working
an ea.sy problem in arithmetic or geometry.

I If a triangle is more beautiful than a regular

polygon, as those authors maintain, merely be-

cause its figure is more easily comprehended,
the number four should be more beautiful

than the number .327, and the form of a gibbet
far more agreeable than that of a branching
oak. The radical error, in short, consists in

fixing upon properties that are not interesting
in themselves, and can never be conceived,
therefore, to excite any emotion, as the foun-

tain-spring of all our emotions of beauty : and
it is an absurdity that must infallibly lead to

others—whether these take the .'^hape of a
violent attempt to disguise the truly different F

nature of the properties so selected, or of the

bolder expedient of creating a peculiar faculty,
whose office it is to find them interesting.
The next remarkable theory was that pro-

posed by Edmund Burke, in his Treatise of
the Svllimc and BeatTtifnl. But of this, in

spite of the great name of the author, we can|. H'

not persuade ourselves that it is necessary^!'
say much. His explanation is founded upon
a species of materialism—not much to have
been expected from the general character of

I
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k'i4 genius, or the strain of his other specula- 1

lions—for it ail ;esolves into lliis—that all

objects appear It^^autiful, whlcii have the

power of producing a peculiar relaxation of

our nerves and fibres, and thus inducing a

i-crtain degree of bodily languor and sinking.
i)[ ail the suppositions that have been at any
I line hazarded to explain the phenomena of

I't'auty, this, we think, is the most unfortu-

iKitely imagined, and the most weakly sup-

{lorled. There is no philosophy in the doctrine
—and the fundamental assumption is in every
w ay contradicted by the most familiar expe-
nce. There is no lelaxation of the fibres

i I the perception of beauty
—anil there is no

pleasure in the relaxation of the fibres. 1(

there were, it would follow, that a warm halh
would be by far the most beautiful thing in

the world—and that the brilliant lights, nud
braciim' airs of a line autumn morninii;, would
be the very reverse of beautiful. Accordingly,
though the treatise alluded to will always be
valuable on account of the many fine and just
remarks it contains, we are not aware that

there is any accurate inquirer into the subject

(with the exception, perhaps, of Mr. Price, in

whose hands, however, the doctrine assumes
a new character) by whom the fundamental

principle of the theory has not been expli-

citly abandoned.
A yet more extravagant doctrine was soon

afterwards inculcated, and in a tone of great

authority, in a long article from the brilliant

pen of Diderot, in the French Encyclopedie ;

and one which exemplifies, in a very striking

manner, the nature of the diliicnlties with
which the discussion is embarrassed. This

ingenious person, perceiving at once, that the

beauty which we ascribe to a particular class

of objects, could not be referred to any pecu-
liar and inherent quality in the objects them-

selves, but depended upon their power of

exciting certain sentiments in our minds
;
and

being, at the same time, at a loss to discover
what common power could belong to so vast

a variety of objects as pass under the general
appellation of beautiful, or by what tie all the

various emotions which are excited by the

perception of beauty could be united, was at

]a.«t driven, by the necessity of keeping his

definition sufficiently wide and comprehen-
sive, to hazard the strange assertion, that all

objects were beautiful which excite in us the

idea of relation ; that our sense of beauty con-
sisted in tracing out the relations which the

object possessing it might have to other ob-

jects ;
and that its actual beauty was in pro-

portion to the number and clearness of the

relations thus suggested and perceived. It is

scarcely necessary, we presume, to expose by
any arg-uments the manifest fallacy, or rather

the palpable absurdity, of such a theory as

this. In the first place, we conceive it to be

obvious, that all objects whatever have an

infinite, and consequently, an equal number
Of relations, and are erjually likely to suggest
them to those to whom they are presented;

—
or. at all events, it is certain, that ugly and

disagreeable objects have just as many rela-

tions as those that are agreeable, and ought,

therefore, to be just as beautiful, if the sense
of beauty consisted in the perception of rela-

tions. In the next place, it seems to be suffi-

ciently certain, from the experience and com-
mon feelings of all men, that the perception of

relations among objects is not in itself accom-

panied by any pleasure whatever; and in par-
ticular has no conceivable resemblance to the

emotion we receive from the perception of

beauty. When we perceive one ugly old

woman sitting exactly opposite to two other

ugly old women, and observe, at the same

moment, that the first is as big as the other two
taken together, we humbly conceive, that this

clear perception of the relations in wlucfi these

three Graces stand to each other, cannot well
be mistaken for a sense of beauty, and that it

does not in the least abate or interfere with our
sense of their ugliness. Finally, we may ob-

serve, that the sense of beauty results instanta-

neously from the perception of the object ;

whereas the discovery of its relations to other

objects must necessarily be a work of time and

reflection, in the course of which the beaulyof
the object, so far from being created or brought
into notice, must, in fact, be lost sight of and

forgotten.
Another more plausible and ingenious theory

was suggested by the Pere Buffier, and after-

wards adopted and illustrated with great talent

in the Discovmes of Sir Joshua Reynolds. Ac-

cording to this doctrine, beauty consists, as
Aristotle held virtue to do, in mediocrity, or

conformity to that which is most usual. Thus
a beautiful nose, to make use of Dr. Smith's

very apt, though homelj-, illustration of this

doctrine, is one that is neither very long nor

very short—very straight nor very much
bent—but of an ordinary form and proportion,

compared with all the extremes. It is the

form, in short, which nature seems to have
aimed at in all cases, though she has more

frequently deviated from it than hit it; but

deviating from it in all directions, all her de-

viations come nearer to it than they ever do
to each other. Thus the most beautiful m
every species of creatures bears the greatest
resemblance to the Avhole species, while mon-
sters are .so denominated because they bear
the least : and thus the beautiful, though in

one sen.se the rarest, as the exact medium is

but seldom hit. is invariably the most common,
because it is the central point from which all

'the deviations are the least remote. This
view of the matter is adopted by Sir Joshua in

its full extent, and is even carried so far by
this great arti.st, that he does not scruple to

conchide,
" That if we were more used to de-

formity than beauty, deformity would then
lose the idea that is now annexed to it, and
take that of beauty;

—
just as we approve and

admire fashions in dress, for no other reason

than that we are used to them."

Now, not to dwell upon the very startling
conclusion to which thc^e principles must

lead, viz. that things are beautiful in propor-
tion as they are ordinary, and that it is

merely their familiarity which constitutes

their beauty, we would observe, in the first

place, that the whole theory seems to have
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boon BO^f'slivl by a consnlt'mtion of animal

foirns, or iM-ihaps ot tlu' human ligaire f.vclu-

sively. In ihfstr forms, it is (jnite trin^ that

great and monstrous ih'viations from the usual

projH)rtions are extremely disagreeable. But

this, we have no doubt, arises entirely from

ftomu idea of pain or disaster attaeheil to their

existenee; or from their obvious unfitness for

the functions they hav(> to nerform. In vege-
table forms, aeeoVdiiigly, tliese irregularities

excite no sneh disgust; it being, in fact.

the great object
of culture, in almost all the

more beautiful kinds, to produce what may
be called monstrosities. And, in mineral sub-

stances, where the idea of suffering is still

more comjjletely excluded, it is notorious that,

60 far from the more ordinary configurations

being thought the most beautiful, this epithet
is scarcely ever employed but to denote some
rare and unusual combination of veins, colours.

or dimensions. As to landscapes, again, and
almost all the works of art, without exception,
the theory is ])lainly altogether incapable of

application. In what sense, for example, can

it be said that the beauty of natural scenery
consists in mediocrity; or that those landscapes
are the most beautiful that are the most com-
mon ? or what meaning can we attach to the

proposition, that the most beautiful building,
or picture, or poem, is that which bears the

nearest resemblance to all the individuals of

its class, and
is, upon the whole, the most

ordinary and common ?

To a doctrine which is liable to these obvi-

ous and radical objections, it is not perhaps
necessary to make any other; but we must
remark farther, fust, that it necessarily sup-

poses that our sense of beauty is,
in all cases,

preceded by such a kvrge conipari.son between
various individuals of the same species, as

may enable us to ascertain that average or

mean form in which beauty is supposed to

consist
; and, consequently, that we could

never discover any object to be beautiful an-
tecedent to such a comparison ; and, secondly,
that, even if we were to allow that this theory
afforded some explanation of the superior

beauty of any one object, compared with
others of the same class, it plainly furnishes
no explanation whatever of the superior

beauty of one class of objects compared with
another. We may believe, if we please, that

one peacock is handsomer than another, be-
cause it approaches more nearly to the ave-

rage or mean form of peacocks in general ;

but this reason will avail us nothing whatever
in explaining why any peacock is handsomer
than any pelican or penguin. We may say,
without manifest absurdity, that the most
beautiful pig is that which has least of the
extreme qualities that sometimes occur in the
tribe

;
but it would be palpably absurd to give

this reason, or any thing like it. for the superior
beauty of the tribe of antelopes or spaniels.
The notion, in short, seems to have been

hastily adoptc^d by the ingenious persons who
have maintained

it, partly upon the narrow
ground of the disgust produced by monsters
in the animal creation, which has been already
sufficiently explained

—and partly in conse-

I quence of the fallacy w hich lurks ir. the vague
' and general proposition of those things beinjj
beautiful \\ hich are neither too big nor loo lit

tie, too massive nor too slender, &c.
;
from

which it was concluded, that beauty must con-

sist in mediocrity:
—not considerhig that tho

particle loo merely denotes those degrees
\\ hich are exclusive of beauty, without in any
way fixing what those degrees are. For the

plain meaning of tliese phrases is, that the re-

jected objects are too massive or too slender

to be beautiful ; and, therefore, to say that an

object is beautiful which is neither too big nor

too little, &c. is really saying nothing more
than that beautiful objects are such as are not

in any degree ugly or disagreeable. The il-

lustration as to the efiects of use orcu.stomin
the article of dress is singularly inaccurate

and delusive
;
the fact being, that we never

admire the dress which we are most accus-

tomed to see —which is that of the common
people

—but the dress of the few who are dis-

tinguished by rank or opulence; and that we
recjuire no more custom or habit to make us
admire this dress, w hatever it may be, than is

necessary to associate it in our thoughts with
the wealth, and dignity, and graceful manners
of those who w ear it.

We need say nothing in this place of the

opinions expressed on the subject of beauty by
Dr. Gerard, Dr. Blair, and a w hole herd of rhe-

toricians; because none of them pretend to

have any new or original notions with regard
to

it, and, in general, have been at no pains to

reconcile or render consistent the various ac-

counts of the matter, which they liave con-

tented themselves with assembling and laying
before their readers all together, as aflbrding

among them the best explanation that could

be offered of the question. Thus they do not

scniple to say, that the sense of beauty ig

sometimes produced by the mere organic af-

fection of the senses of sight or hearing; at

other times, by a perception of a kind of re-

gular varietj' : and in other instances by tho

association of interesting conceptions;
—thus

abandoning altogether any attempt to answ-er

the radical question
—how the feeling of

beauty should be excited by such opposite
causes—and confounding together, without any
attempt at discrimination, those theories which

imply the existence of a separate sense—or

facult}', and those which resolve our sense
of beauty into other more simple or familiar

emotions.

Of late years, however, Ave have had three

publications on the subject of a far higher
character—we mean, Mr. Alison's Esmys on
the Nature and Principles of Taste—Mv. Payns
Knight's Analytical Inquiry into the same sub-

jects
—and Mr. Dugal Stewart's Dissertations

on the Beautiful and on Taste, in hib volume
of Philosophical Essays. All these works pos-
sess an infinite deal of merit, and hare among
them disclosed almost all the truth that is to be
known on the subject ; though, as it seems to

us, with some little admixture of error, from
which it will not, however, be difficult to sepa-
rate it.

Mr. Alison maintains, that all beauty, or at

i
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least that i.ll the beauty of material objects,

depends on the associations that may have
connected them with the ordinary affections

m emotions of our nature; and in this, which
is the fundamental point of his theory, we
conceive him to be no less clearly riijht,

than

he is convincing and judicious in th*copious
tmd beautiful illustrations by Avhich he has

sought to establish its truth. When he pro-

ceeds, however, to assert, that our sense of

beauty consists not merely in the suggestion
of ideas of emotion, but in the contemplation
l)f a connected series or train of such ideas, and
indicates a state of mind in which the facul-

ties, half active and half passive, are given up
to a sort of reverie or musing, in which they
may wander, though among kindred impres-

sions, far enough from the immediate object
of perception, we will confess that he not only
seems to us to advance a very questionable

proposition, but very essentially to endanger
the evidence, as well as the consistency, of

his general doctrine. We are far from deny-
ing, that, m minds of sensibility and of reflect-

ing habits, the contemplation of beautiful ob-

jects will be apt, especially in moments of

leisure, and when the mind is vacant, to give
rise to such trains of thought, and to such pro-
tracted meditations

;
but we cannot possibly

admit that their existence is necessary to the

perception of beauty, or that it is in this state

of mind exclusively that the sense of beauty
exists. The perception of beauty, on the con-

trary, we hold to be, in most cases, quite m-

stantaneous, and altogether as immediate as

the perception of the external qualities of the

object to which it is ascribed. Indeed, it seems

only necessary to recollect, that it is to a pre-
sent material object that we actually ascribe

and refer this beauty, and that the only thing
to be explained is, how this object comes to

appear beautiful. In the long train of inter-

esting meditations, however, to which Mr.
Alison refers—in the delightful reveries in

which he would make the sense of beauty
consist—it is obvious that we must soon lose

sight of the external object which gave the

first impulse to our thoughts ;
and though we

may afterwards reflect upon it,
with increased

interest and gratitude, as the parent of so

many charming images, it is impossible, we
conceive, that the perception of its beauty can
ever depend upon a long series of various and

shifting emotions. ''

It likewise occurs to us to observe, that if

every thing was beautiful, which was the oc-

casion of a train of ideas of emotion, it is not

easy to see why objects that are called ugly
should not be entitled to that appellation. If

they are sufficiently ugly not to be viewed
with indifl"erence, they too will give rise to

idea,s of emotion, and those ideas are just as

likely to run into trains and series, as those of

a more agreeable description. Nay, as con-
trast itself is one of the principles of associa-

tion, it is not at all unlikely, that, in the train

of impressive ideas which" the sight of ugly
objects may excite, a transition may be ulti-

mately made to such as are connected with

pleasure ; and, therefore, if the perception of

the beauty of the object which first Bjggest-
ed them depended on its having produced a
series of ideas of emotion, or even of agreea-
ble emotions, there seems to be no good rea-

son for doubting, that ugly objects may thus
be as beautiful as any other, and that beautj
and ugliness may be one and the same thing.
Such is the danger, as it appears to us, of de-

serting the object itself, or going beyond its

immediate effect and impression, in order to

discover the sources of its beauty. Our view
of the matter is safer, we think, and far more
simple. We conceive the object to be asso-

ciated cither in our past experience, or by
some universal analogy, with pleasures, or

emotions that upon the whole are pleasant ;

and that these associated pleasures are instan-

taneously suggested, as soon as the object is

presented, and by the first glimpse of its phy-
sical properties, with which, indeed, they are

consubstantiated and confounded in our sen-
sations.

The work of Mr. Knight is more lively, va-

rious, and discursive, than Mr. Alison's—but
not so systematic or conclusive. It is the
cleverer book of the two—but not the most

philosophical discussion of the subject. He
agrees with Mr. Alison in holding the most

important, and, indeed, the only considerable

part of beauty, to depend upon association;
and has illustrated this opinion with a great

variety of just and original observations. But
he maintains, and maintains stoutly, that there

is a beauty independent of association—prior
to

it,
and more original and fundamental—the

primitive and natural beauty of colours and
sounds. Now, this we look upon to be a

heresy; and a heresy inconsistent with the

very first principles of Catholic philosophy.
We shall not stop at present to give our rea-

sons for this opinion, which we shall illustrate

at large before we bring this article to a close
;—but we beg leave merely to suggest at pre-

sent, that if our sense of beauty be confess-

edly, in most cases, the mere image or reflec-

tion of pleasures or emotions that have been
associated with objects in themselves indiffer-

ent, it caimot fail to appear strange thnt it

should also on some feiv occasions be a mere

organic or sensual gratification of these par-
ticular organs. Language, it is believed,
affords no other example of so whimsical a

combination of different objects under one ap-

pellation ;
or of the confounding of a direct

physical sensation with the suggestion of a

social or sympathetic moral feeling. We
would observe also, that while Mr. Knight
stickles so violent!)' for this alloy of the senses

in the constitution of beauty, he admits, un-

equivocally, that sublimity is, in every in-

stance, and in all cases, the effect of associa-

tion alone. Yet sublimity and beauty, in any
just or large sense, and with a view to the

philosophy of either, are manifestly one and
the same; nor is it conceivable to us, that, if

sublimity be always the result of an associa-

tion with ideas of power or danger, beauty
can possibly be, in any case, the result of a

mere pleasurable impulse on the nerves of the

eye or the ear. We shall retuni; howeverj to
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this discussion hereafter. Of Mr. Knight we
have only further to observe, that we think

he is not less heretical in maintaininjL', that

we have no jilcasure in sjnniuithisiiig
with

distress or suffering, but
only

with nu'iital

energy ;
and that, in contemplating the sub-

lime, we are moved oidy with a sense of

power and grandeur, and never with any feel-

uig of tt-rror or awe.—These errors, however,
are less intimately connected with the subject
of our present di.'*cussi()n.

With Mr. Stewart we have less occasion for

quarrel : chielly, jierliaps, because he has

made fewer positive assertions, and entered

less into the matter of controversy. His Esamj
on the Hi-autiful is rather philological than

metaphysical. The object of it is to show by
wh;it gradual and successive extensions of

meaning the word, though at first appropri-
ated to denote the pleasing effect of colours

alone, mipht naturally come to signify all the

other pleasing things to which it is now ap-

plied. In this investigation ho makes many
admirable remarks, and touches, with the

hand of a master, upon many of the disputa-
ble parts of the question ;

but he evades the

particular point at issue between us and Mr.

Knight, by stating, that it is quite immaterial
to his purpose, whether the beauty of colours

be supposed to depend on their organic effect

on the eye, or on some association between
them and other agreeable emotions—it being
enough for his purpose that this was probably
the first sort of beauty that was observed, and
that to which the name was at first exclusively
applied. It is evident to us, however, that he
leans to the opinion of Mr. Knight, as to this

beauty being tnily sensual or organic. In ob-

serving, too, that beauty is not now the name
of any one thing or quality, but of very many
different qualities

—and that it is applied to

them all, merely because they are often united
m the same objects, or perceived at the same
time and by the same organs

—it appears to us
that he carries his philology a little too far,
and disregards other principles of reasoning oi

far higher authority. To give the name of

beauty, for example, to every thing that in-

terests or pleases us through the channel of

sight, including in this category the mere im-

pulse of light that is pleasant to the organ,
and the presentment of objects whose whole
charm consists in awakening the memory of
social emotion.?, seems to us to be confound-

ing things together that must always be sepa-
rate in our feelings, and giving a far greater
importance to the mere identity of the organ
by which they are perceived, than is warrant-
ed either by the ordinary language or ordinary
experience of men. Upon the same principle
we should give this name of beautiful, and no

other, to all acts of kindness or magnanimity,
and, indeed, to every interesting occurrence
which took place in our sight, or came to our

knowledge by means of the eye :
—

nay, as the
ear is also allowed to be a channel for iinjires-
sions of beauty, the same name should be

given to any intere.sting or pleasant thing that
we hear—and good news read to us from the

gazette should be denominated beautiful,

just as much as a fine composition of music.

These things, however, are never called beau-

tiful, and are felt, indeed, to allord a gratilica

tion of quite a dilferent nature. It is no doubt

true, as Mr. Stewart has observed, that beauty
is not one thing, but many—and does not

produceW)ne uniform emotion, but an infijiite

variety of emotions. But this, we conceive,
is not merely because many pleasant things

may be intimated to us by th(3 same sense,
but because the thhigs that are called beauti-

ful may be associated with an infinite variety
of agreeable emotions of the specific character

of which their beauty will consecpiently par-
take. Nor does it follow, from the fact of this

great variety, that there can be no other prin-

ciple of union among these agreeable emo-

tions, but that of a vamej extended to them all

upon the very slight ground of their coming
through the same organ ; since, upon our the-

ory, and indeed upon Mr. Stewart's, in a vast

majority of instances, there is the remarkable

circumstance of their behig all suggested by
association with some present sensation, and

all modified and confounded, to our feelings,

by an actual and direct perception.
It is unnecessary, however, to pursue these

criticisms, or, indeed, this hasty review of the

speculation of other writers, any farther. The
few observations we have already made, will

enable the intelligent reader, both to under-

stand in a general way what has been already
done on the subject, and in some degree pre-

pare him to appreciate the merits of that

theory, substantially the same with Mr. Ali-

son's, which we shall now proceed to illus-

trate somewhat more in detail.

The basis of it is, that the beauty which
we impute to outward objects, is nothing
more than the reflection of our own inward

emotions, and is made up entirely of certain

little portions of love, pit)',
or other afi^ections,

which have been connected with the.se ob-

jects, and still adhere as it were to them, and
move us anew whenever they are presented to

our observation. Before proceeding to bring

any proof of the truth of this propo.sition,
there are two things that it may be proper to

explain a little more distinctly. First, What
are the primary aff"ections, by the suggestion
of which we think the sense of beauty is

produced ? And, secondly, What is the na-

ture of the connection by which we suppose
that the objects we call beautiful are enabled
to suggest these affections'?

With regard to the first of these points, it for-

tunately is not necessary either to enter into aiiy
tedious details, or to have recourse to an)" nice

distinctions. All sensations that are not ab-

solutely indifferent, and are. at the same time,
either agreeable, when experienced by our-

selves, or attractive when contemplated in

others, may form the foundation of the emo-
tions of sublimity or beauty. The love of

sensation seems to be the ruling appetite of

human nature; and many sensations, in which
the painful maybe thought to predomin; ''.

are consequently sought for witli avidity, and
recollected Avith interest, even in our owir

persons. In the pereons of others emotions
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still more painful are contemplated with ea-

gerness and delight : and therefore we must
not be surprised to find, that many of the

pleasing sensations of beauty or sublimity re-

solve themselves ultimately into recollections

of feehngs that may appear to have a very
opposite character. The sum of the whole

is, that every feeling which it is agreeable to

experience, to recal, or to witness, may be-

Icome

the source of beauty in external objects,
when it is so connected with them as that

their appearance reminds us of that feeling.

Now, in real life, and from daily experience
and observation, we know that it is agreeable,
in the first place, to recollect our own pleasur-
able sensations, or to be enabled to form a

lively conception of the pleasures of other

men, or even of sentient beings of any de-

ecription. We know likewise, from the same
sure authority, that there is a certain delight
in the remembrance of our past, or the con-

ception of our future emotions, even though
attended with great pain, provided the pain
be not forced too rudely on the mind, and be
softened by the accompaniment of any milder

feeling. And finally, we know, in the same

manner, that the spectacle or conception of

the emotions of others, even when in a high
degree painful, is extremely interesting and

attractive, and draws us away, not only from
the consideration of indifferent objects, but
even from the pursuit of light or frivolous

enjoyments. All these are plain and familiar

facts; of the existence of which, however

they may be explained, no one can entertain

the slightest doubt—and into which, there-

fore, we shall have made no inconsiderable

progress, if we can resolve the more myste-
rious fact, of the emotions we receive from
the contemplation of sublimity or beauty.
Our proposition then

is,
that these emotions

are not original emotions, nor produced di-

rectly by any material qualities in the objects
which excite them; but are reflections, or

images, of the more radical and familiar

emotions to which we have already alluded;
and are occasioned, not by any inherent virtue

in the objects before us, but by the accidents,
if we may so express ourselves, by which
these may have been enabled to suggest or

recal to us our o\ati past sensations or sympa-
thies. We might almost venture, indeed, to

lay it dowm as an axiom, that, except in the

plain and palpable case of bodily pain or

pleasure, we can never be interested in any
thing but the fortunes of sentient beings;

—
and that every thing partaking of the nature of

mental emotion, must have for its object the

feelinfrs, past, present, or possible?, of something
. capable of sensation. Independent, therefore,

V of all evidence, and without the help of any
/ explanation, we shouul have been apt to con-

/ elude, that the em.otions of beauty and sub-

/ limity must have for their objects the suffer-

ings or enjoyments of sentient beings;
—and

/ to reject, as intrinsically absurd and incredi-
'

/ble, the supposition, that material objects,
/ which obviously do neither hurt nor delight
I the body, should yet excite, by their mere

j.hysical qualities, the very powerful emotions

I
which are sometimes excited by the spectacle
of beauty.

Of the feelings, by their connection with
which external objects become beautiful, we
do not think ii necessary to speak more mi-

nutely;
—

and, therefore, it only remains, under

this preliminary view of the subject, to ex-

plain the nature of that connection by which
we conceive this effect to be produced. Here,

also, there is but little need for minuteness,
or fulness of enumeration. Almost every tie,

by which two objects can be bound together
in the imagination, in such a manner as that

the presentment of the one shall recal the

memory of the other
;

—
or, in other words, /

almost every possible relation which can
subsist between such objects, may serve to

connect the things we call sublime and beau-

tiful, with feelings that are interesting or de-

lightful. It may be useful, however, to class

these bonds of association between mind and
matter in a rude and general way.

It appears to us, then, that objects are

sublime or beautiful, yjr.s^,
when they are the

natural signs, and perpetual concomitants of

pleasurable sensations, or, at any rate, of some
lively feeling or emotion in ounselves or in

some other sentient beings; or, secondly, when

they are the arbitrary or accidental concomi-
tants of such feelings; or, thirdly, when they
bear some analogy or fanciful resemblance to

things with which these emotioi:s are neces-

sarily connected. In endeavouring to illus-

trate the nature of these several relations, we
shall be led to lay before our readers some

proofs that appear to us satisfactory of the

truth of the general theory.
The most obvious, and the strongest asso-

ciation that can be established between in-

ward feelings and external objects is, where
the object is necessarily and universally con-

nected with the feeling by the law of nature,
so that it is always presented to the senses

when the feeling is impressed upon the mind—as the sight or the sound of laughter, with
the feeling of gaiety

—of weeping, with dis-

tress—of the sound of thunder, with ideas

of danger and power. Let us dwell for a

moment on the last instance.—Nothing, per-

haps, in the whole range of nature, is more

strikingly and universally sublime than the

sound we have just mentioned
; yet it seema

obvious, that the sense of sublimity is pro-

duced, not by any quality that is perceived

by the ear, but altogether by the impression
of power and of danger that is necessarily
made upon the mind, whenever that sound is

heard. That it is not produced by any pecu-

liarity in the sound itself, is certain, from the

mistakes that are frequently made with re-

jgard to it. The noise of a cart rattling over

the stones, is often mistaken for thunder; and
as long as the mistake lasts, this very vulgar
and insignificant noise is actually felt to be

prodigiously sublime. It is so felt, however,
it is perfectly plain, merely because it is then

associated with ideas of prodigious power and
undefined danger;

—and the sublimity is ac-

cordingly destroyed; the moment the asso-

i ciatioii is dissolved, though the sound itself
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and its pn'ect on the organ, continue exactly
the Kinu'. This, therefon*. is an instance in

which sublimity is distinctly proved to con-

dist, not in any physical (|uality of the object
lo vvliiih it IS ascribeil, but in its ncccssjjry
roiniwlion with that vast and uncontrolled

FowiT whii'h is the natural object of awe and

venenilion.

We may now take an example a little less

J>lain and ei»inenl;iry. The most beautiful

obji'Ct in nature, perhaps, is tlie countenance

of a young and beautiful woman;—and we
are apt at lirst to imagine, that, independent
of all asstjciation.s, the form and colours which
it displays are, in themselves, lovely and en-

p^jin;.'; and would ai)pear charminff to all

beholders, with whatever other qualities or

impressions they mii^^ht happen to be con-

nected. A very little reflection, however,
will prubaUy be suliicieiit to convince us of

the fallacy of thi.s impression : and to satisfy

us, that what we admire is not a combination
of forms and colours, (which could never ex-

cite any mental emotion,) but a collection of

siffus and tokens of certain mental feelings
and afTections, which are universally lecoi^-
niseil as the proper objects of love and sym-
pathy. Laying aside the emotions arising
from difference of sex, and supposing female

beauty to be contemplated by the pure and

unenvyinir eye of a female, it seems quite
obvious, that, among its ingredients, we should
trace the signs of two different sets of quali-
ties, that are neither of them the object of

sight, but of a far higher faculty;
—in the first

place, of youth and health
;
and in the second

place, of innocence, gaiety, sensibility, intel-

ligence, delicacy or vivacity. Now, without

enlarging upon the natural effect of these

suggestions, we shall just suppose that the

appearances, which must be admitted at

all events to be actually significant of the

qualities we have enumerated, had been by
the law of nature attached to the very oppo-
site qualities;

—that the smooth forehead, the
firm cheek, and the full lip, which are now
so distinctly expressive to us of the gay and
vigorous periods of youth—and the clear and
blooming complexion, which indicates health
and activity, had been in fact the forms and
colours by which old age and sickness were
characterised

;
and that, instead of being found

united to those sources and seasons of enjoy-
ment, they had been the badges by which
nature pointed out that state of suffering and
decay which is now^ signified to us by the
•ivitl and emaciated face of sickness, or the
A'rinkled front, the qnivering lip, and hollow
cheek of age ;

—If this were the familiar law
of our nature, can it be doubted that we should
look upon these appearances, not with rapture,
but with aversion—and consider it as abso-

lutely ludicrous or disgusting, to speak of the

beauty of what was interpreted by every one
as the lamented sign of pain and decrepitude?
Mr. Knight himself, though a firm believer in

the intrinsic beauty of colours, is so much of
this opinion, that he thinks it entirely owing
to those a.ssociations that we prefer the tame

smoothness, and comparatively poor colours

I of a youthful face, to the ricldy fretted and

variegated countenance of a pimpled dmnk
ard!

Such, we conceive, would be the incvita-

ble effect of dissolving the subsistingconnect-
ion between the animating ideas of hope and

enjoyment, and those visible appearances
which are now significant of those emotions,
and derive their whole beauty from that

signification. But the effect would be stiU

stronger, if we could suppose the moral ex-

pression of those appearances to be reversed

in the same manner. If the smile, which
now enchants us, as the expression of inno-

cence and affection, were the sign attached

by nature lo guilt and malignity
—if the blush

wfiich expresses delicacy, and the glance that

speaks intelligence, vivacity, and softness, had

always been found united with brutal j)assion
or idiot moodiness

;
is it not certain, that the

whole of their beauty would be extinguished,
and that our emotions from the sight of thera

would be exactly the reverse of what they
now are?

That the beauty of a living and sentient

creature should depend, in a great degree,
upon qualities peculiar to such a creature,
rather than upon the mere physical attributes

which it may possess in common with the

inert matter around
it,

cannot indeed appear
a very improbable supposition to any one.

But it may be more diliicult for some ])erson8
to understand how the beauty of mere dead
matter should be derived from the feelings
and sympathies of sentient beings. It is ab-

solutely necessary, therefore, that we should

give an instance or two of this derivation

also.

It is easy enough to understand how the

sight of a picture or statue should aflect us

nearly in the same way as the sight of the

original : nor is it much more difficult to con-

ceive, how the sight of a cottage should give
us something of the same feeling as the sight
of a peasant's family ;

and the aspect of a town
raise many of the same ideas as the appear-
ance of a multitude of persons. We may
begin, therefore, with an example a little

more complicated. Take, for instance, the
case of a common English landscape

—
green

meadows with grazing and ruminating cattle—canals or navigable rivers—well fenced,
well cultivated fields—neat, clean, scattered

cottages— humble antique churches, with

church-yard elms, and crossing hedgerows—
all seen under bright skies, and in good wea-
ther :

—There is much beauty, as every one
will acknowledge, in such a scene. But in

what does the beauty consist 1 Not certainly
in the mere mixture of colours and forms

;
for

colours more pleasing, and lines more grace-
ful, (according lo any theory of grace that

may be preferred,) might be spread upon a

board, or a painter's pallet, without engaging
the eye to a second glance, or raising the
lea.st emotion in the mind

;
but in the picture

of human happiness that is presented lo our

imaginations and afTections—in the visible

and unequivocal signs of comfort, and cheer-
ful and peaceful enjoyment

—and of that se-
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cure and taccessful iinJustry that ensures its

continuance—and of the piety by which it is

exalted—and of the simplicity by which it is

contrasted with the guilt and the fever of a

city life
;

—in the images of health and tem-

perance and plenty which it exhibits to every

eye
—and in the glimpses which it afibrds to

warmer imaginations, of those primitive or

fabulous times, when man was uncorrupted

by luxury and ambition, and of those humble
retreats in which we still delight to imagine
that love and philosophy may lind an unpol-
luted asylum. At all events, however, it is

human feeling that excites our sympathy, and

forms the true object of our emotions. It is

man, and man alone, that we see in the beau-

ties of the earth which he inhabits;
—

or, if a

more sensitive and extended sympathy con-

nect us with the lower families of animated

nature, and make us rejoice with the lambs

that bleat on the uplands, or the cattle that

repose in the valle}-, or even with the living

plants that drink the bright sun and the

balmy air beside them, it is still the idea of

enjoyment
—of feelings that animate the ex-

istence of sentient beings
—that calls forth all

our emotions, and is the parent of all the

beauty with which we proceed to invest the

inanimate creation around us.

Instead of this quiet and tame English

landscape, let us now take a Welch or a

Highland scene
;
and see whether its beau-

ties will admit of being explained on the

same principle. Here, we shall have lofty

mountains, and rocky and lonely recesses—
tufted woods hung over precipices

—lakes

intersected with castled promontories
—am-

ple solitudes of unploughed and untrodden

valleys
—nameless and gigantic ruins—and

mountain echoes repeating the scream of the

eagle and the roar of the cataract. This,

too, is beautiful
;

—
and, to those who can

interpret the language it speaks, far more
beautiful than the prosperous scene with

which we have contrasted it. Yet, lonely as

it is. it is to the recollection of man and the

suggestion of human feelings that its beauty
also is owing. The mere forms and colours

tliat compose its visible appearance, are no

more capable of exciting any emotion in the

mind, than the forms and colours of a Turkey
carpet. It is sympathy with the present or

the past, or the imaginary inhabitants of such
a region, that alone gives it either interest or

beauty; and the delight of those who behold

it,
will always be found to be in exact pro-

portion to the force of their imaginations, and

the wamith of their social affections. The

leading impressions, here, are those of ro-

mantic seclusion, and primeval simplicity;
lovers sequestered in these blissful solitudes,
"from towns and toils remote,"

—and rustic

poets and philosophers communing with na-

ture, and at a distance from the low pursuits
and selfish malignity of ordinary mortals;

—
then there is: the sublime impression of tire

Mighty Pow"r which ])iled the massive cliffs

upin each other, and rent the mountains

asunder, and scattered their giant fragments
dt their base

;

—and all the images connected

with the monuments of ancient mngnilicence
and extinguished hostility

—the tends, and
the combats, and the triumphs of its wild and

primitive inhabitants, contrasted with the

stillness and desolation of the scenes where

they lie interred;
—and the romantic ideas

attached to their ancient traditions, and the

peculiarities of the actual life of their des-

cendants—their wild and enthusiastic poetry—then- gloomy superstitions
—their attach-

ment to their chiefs—the dangers, and the

hard.ships and enjoyments of their lonely

huntingsand fishings
—their pastoral shielings

on the mountains in sunurier—and the tales

and the sports that amuse the little groups
that are frozen into their vast and trackless

valleys in the winter. Add to all this, the

traces of vast and obscure antiquity that are

impressed on the language and the habits of

the people, and on the cliffs, and caves, and

gulfy torrents of the land
;
and the solemn

and touching reflection, perpetually recuiring,
of the weakness and insignificance of perish-
able man, whose generations thus pass away
into oblivion, with all their toils and ambi-
tion

;
while nature holds on her unvarying

course, and pours out her stream.s, and re-

news her forests, with undecaying activity,

regardless of the fate of her proud and perish-
able sovereigTi.
We have said enough, we believe, to let

our readers understand what we mean by
external objects being the natural signs or

concomitants of human sympathies or emo-
tions. Yet we cannot refrain from adding
one other illustration, and asking on what
other principle we can account for the beauty
of Spring ] Winter has shades as deep, and
colours as brilliant; and the great forms of

nature are substantially the same through all

the revolutions of the year. We shall seek

in vain, therefore, in the accidents of mere

organic matter, for the sources of that "ver-

nal delight and joy," which subject all finer

spirits to an annual intoxication, and strike

home the sense of beauty even to hearts that

seem proof against it under all other aspects.
And it is not among the Dead but among the

Living, that this beauty originates. It is the

renovation of life and of joy to all animated

beings, that constitutes this great jubilee of

nature;
—the young of animals bursting into

existence—the simple and universal pleasures
which are diffused by the mere temperature,
of the air,

and the profusion of sustenance—
the pairing of birds—the cheerful resumption
of rustic toils—the great alleviation of all the

miseries of poverty and sickness—our sym-
pathy with the young life, and the promise
and the hazards of the vegetable creation—
the solemn, yet cheering, impression of the

constancy of nature to her great periods of

renovation—and the hopes that dart sponta-

neously forward into the new circle of exer-

tions and enjoyments that is opened up by her

hand and her example. Such are some of

the conceptions that are forced upon us by
the appearances of returning spring; and that

seem lo account for the emotions of delight
with \Ahich these appearances are hailedj by
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every mind endowed with any degree of sen-

eibility, s<)ni(>\vh;it b(Mler tlian tlie brightni'iss
of llio colours, or iho iigrd'ableness of ihe

erneUs that are then presented to our senses.

They are kindred conceptions
that consti-

tute all the beauty of chiUlhood. Tlie forms

and colours llial are peculiar to that ajze, are

not necessarily or absolutely beautiful in

themselves
; for, in a grown person, the same

forms and colours would be cither ludicrous

or disLTUstiiii,'. It is their iiidt'slructible con-

nection with the engaging ideas of innocence
—of careless gaiety

—of unsuspecting confi-

dence
;
—made still more tender and attract-

ive by the recollection of helplessness, and
blameifss and happy iicnorance—of the anx-

ious affection that watches over all their ways—and of the hopes and fears that seek to

pierce futurity, for those who have neither

fears nor cares nor anxieties for themselves.

These few illustrations will probably be
sufRcient to give our readers a general con-

ception of the character and the grounds of

that theory of beauty which we think affords

the oidy true or consistent account of its na-

ture. They are all examples, it will be ob-

served, of the First and most important con-

nectJGU which we think may be shown to

exist between external objects and the senti-

ments or emotions of the mind
;
or cases, in

which the visible phenomena are the natural

and universal accompaniments of the emo-

tion, and are consetjuently capable of reviving
that emotion, in some degree, in the breast

of every beholder. If the tenor of those
illustrations has been such as to make any
impression in favour of the general theory,
we conceive that it must be very greatly con-

firmed by the slightest consideration of the

Second class of cases, or those in which the
external object is not the natural and neces-

sary, but only the occasional or accidental

concomitant of the emotion which it recals.

In the former instances, some conception of

beauty seems to be inseparable from the ap-
pearance of the objects ;

and being impressed,
in some degree, upon all persons to whom
they are presented, there is evidently room
for

insinuating^
that it is an independent and

intrinsic quality of their nature, and does not
arise from association with any thing else.

In the instances, however, to which we are
now to allude, this perception of beauty is

not universal, but entirely dependent upon
the opportunities which each individual has
had to as.sociate ideas of emotion with the

object to which it is ascribed :
—the same

thing appearing beautiful to those who have
been exposed to the influence of such asso-

ciations, and indifferent to those who have
not. Such instances, therefore, really afford

an expcrimenhtm crucis as to the truth of the

theory in question ;
nor is it easy to conceive

any more complete evidence, both that there

is no such thing as absolute or intrinsic beauty,
and that it depends altogether on those asso-

ciations with which it is thus found to come
and to disappear.
The accidental or arbitrary relations that

may thus be established between natural

sympathies or
emotiqJ||,

and external objects,

may be either such a? occur to whole classes

of men, or are conJined to particular indi-

viduals. Among the former, those that ap
ply to different nations or races of men, are

the most important and remarkable; and con-

stitute the basis of those peculiarities by
which nalionul tastes are distinguished.

—
Take again, for example, the instance of fe-

male beauty
—and think what diiferent and

inconsistent standards would be fixed for it

in the different regions of the world;
—in

Afiica, in Asia, and in Europe;—in Tartary
and in Greece

;
in Lapland, Patagonia, and

Circassia. If there was any thing absolutely
or intrinsically beautiful, in any of the forma

thus distinguished, it is inconceivable that

men should differ so outrageously in their

conceptions of it: if beauty were a real and

independent (luality, it seems impossible that

it should be distinctly and clearly felt by one
set of persons, where another set, altogether
as sensitive, could see nothing but its oppo-

site; and if it were actually and inseparably
attached to certain forms, colours, or propor-

tions, it must appear utterly inexplicable that

it should be felt and perceived in the most

opposite forms and proportion, in objects of

the same description. On the other hand, if

all beauty consist in reminding us of certain

natural sympathies and objects of emotion,
with Avhich they have been habitually con-

nected, it is easy to perceive how the most
different forms should be felt to be equally
beautiful. If female beauty, for instance,
consist in the visible signs and expressions
of youth and health, and of gentleness, vi-

vacity, and kindness; then it will necessarily

happen, that the forms, and colours and pro-

portions which nature may have connected
with those qualities, in the dillercnt climates
or regions of the world, will all appear equally
beautiful to those who have been accustomed
to recognise them as the signs of such quali-

ties; while they will be respectively indif-

ferent to those who have not learned to inter-

pret them in this sense, and displeasing to

those whom experience has led to consider

them as the signs of oppo.site qualities.
The case is the same, though, perhaps to a

smaller degree, as to the peculiarity of national

taste in other particulars. The style of dress

and architecture in every nation, if not adopted
from mere want of skill, or penury of mate-

rials, always appears beautiful to the natives,
and somewhat monstrous and absurd to

foreigners :
—and the general cliaracter and

aspect of their landscape, in like manner, if

not associated with substantial evils and in-

conveniences, always appears more beautiful

and enchanting than the scenery of aijy other

region. The fact is still more striking, per-

haps, in the case of music
;

—in the t fltcts of

those national airs, with which even the most
uncultivated imaginations have connected so

many interesting recollections; and in the de-

light with which all persons of sensibility
catch the strains of their native melodies in

strange or in distant lands. It is owing chiefly
to the same sort of arbitrary and national as*

V
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Kociation, that white is thought a gay colour i

in Europe, where it is used at weddings—
j

and a dismal colour in China, where it is used
for mourning;—that we think yew-trees

gloomy, because they are planted in church-

yards
—and large masses of powdered horse- i

hair majestic,
because we see them on the

heads oi judges and bishops.
Next to those curious instances of arbitrary |

or limited associations that are exemplified in i

the diversities of national taste, are those that

are produced by the dillerences of instruction

or education. If external objects were sublime
|

and beautiful in themselves, it is plain, that
j

they would appear equally so to those who
,

were acquainted with their origin, and to those

to whom it was unknown. Yet it is not easy,

perhaps, to calculate the degree to which our

notions of beauty and sublimity are now influ-

enced, over all Europe, by the study of clas-

sical literature
;
or the number of impressions

of this sort which the well-educated conse-

quently receive, from objects that are utterly
indifferent to uninstructed persons of the same
natural sensibility. We gladly avail ourselves,

upon this subject, of the beautiful expressions
of Mr. Alison.

" The delight which most men of education

receive from the consideration of antiquity,
and the beauty that they discover in every
object which is connected with ancient times.

great measure, to be ascribed to the

same cause. The antiquarian, in his cabinet,
surrounded by the relics of former ages, seems
to himself to be removed to periods that are

long since past, and mdulges in the imagina-
tion of living in a world, which, by a very
natural kind of prejudice, we are always wil-

ling to believe was both wiser and better than
the present. All that is venerable or laudable
m the history of these times, present them-
selves to his memory. The gallantrj-, the

heroism, the patriotism of antiquity, rise aguin
before his view, softened by the obscurity in

which they are involved, and rendered more
seducing to the imagination by that obscurity

itself, which, while it mingles a sentiment of

regret amid his pursuits, sei-ves at the same
time to stimulate his fancy to fill up, by its

own creation, those long intervals of time of

which history has preserved no record.

"And what is it that constitutes that emotion
of sublime delight, which every man of com-
mon sensibility feels upon the first prospect of

Rome ?- It is not the scene of destruction which
is before him. It is not the Tiber, diminished
in his imagination to a paltry stream, flowing
amid the ruins of that magnificence which it

once adorned. It is not the triumph of super-
stition over the wreck of human greatness,
and its monuments erected upon the very
spot where the first honours of humanity have
been gained. It is ancient Rome which fills

his imagination. It is the country of Caesar,
and Cicero, and Virgil, which is before him.
It is the Mistress of the world which he sees,
and who seems to him to rise again from her

tomb, to give laws to the universe. All that

the labours of his youth, o- the studies of his

niaturer age have acquired^ with reg-ard to the

history of this great people, open at once be-

fore his imagination, and present him with a
field of high and solemn imagery, which can
never be exhausted. Take from him these

associations—conceal from him that it is

Rome that he sees, and how different would
be his emotion!"
The influences of the same studies may be

traced, indeed, through almost all our impres-
sions of beauty

—and especially in the feelings
which we receive from the contemplation of

rural sciMiery; where the images and recol-

lections which have been associated with such

objects, in the enchanting strains of the poets,
are perpetually recalled by their appearance,
and give an interest and a beauty to the pros-

pect, of which the uninstmcted cannot have
the slightest perception. Upon this subject,

also, I\lr. Alison has expressed hhnsplf with

his usual warmth and elegance. After ob-

serving, that, in childhood, the beauties of

nature have scarcely any existence for those

who have as yet but little general sympathy
with mankind, he proceeds to state, that they
are usually first recommended to notice by
the poets, to whom we are introduced in the

course of education
;
and who, in a manner,

create them for us, by the associations which

they enable us to foi-m with their visible ap-

pearance.
'• How different, from this period, become

the sentiments with which the scenery of

nature is contemplated, by those who have

any imagination ! The beautiful forms of an-

cient mytholog}-, with which the fancy of

poets peopled every element, are now ready
to appear to their minds, upon the prospect
of every scene. The descriptions of ancient

authors, so long admired, and so deserving of

admiration, occur to them at every momentj
and with them, all those enthusiastic ideas ot

ancient genius and glory, which the study of

so many years of youth so naturall)- leads

them to form. Or, if the study of modern

poetry has succeeded to that of the ancient, a

thousand other beautiful associations are ac-

quired, which, instead of destroying, serve

easily to unite with the former, and to afford

a new source of delight. The awful forms

of Gothic superstition, the wild and romantic

imagery, which the turbulence of the middle

ages, the Crusades, and the institution of

chivalry have spread over every country of

Europe, arise to the imagination in every
scene

; accompanied with all those pleasing
recollections of prowess, and adventure, and
courteous manners, which distinguished those

memorable times. With such images in their

minds, it is not common nature that appear.s
to surround them. It is nature embellished

and made sacred by the memory of Theocritus

and Virgil, and Milton and Tasso : their ge-
nius seems still to linger among the scenes

which inspired it,
and to irradiate eveiy object

where it dwells; and the creation of their

fancy seem the fit inhabitants of that nature,
which their descriptions have clothed with

beauty."
It is needless, for the purpose of mere illus-

tration, to pursue this subject of arbitrary or
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icciilenlal association through all the divisions

jf wliith it is susci'plible ; and, indeed, the

task wuuM be erulless; since there is scarcely

my class in society which may not be shown
to have peculiar associations of interest and
3nioti()n with objects wliicli are not so con-

:iected in the minds of any other class. The

j'ouni!; and the oiil—the rich and the poor
—

the artist and the man of science—the in-

habitant of the city and the inhabilaiit of the

country
—the man of business and the man

jf pleasure
—the domestic anil the dissipated,—

nay, even the followers of almost every
lifTerent study or profession, have perceptions
)f beauty, because they nave associations

ivilh external objects, which are peculiar to

themselves, and have no existence for any
jther persons. But, though the detail of such
Jistances could not fail to show, in the clear-

i'st and most convincing manner, how' directly
he notion of beauty is derived from some
nore radical and familiar emotion, and how
nany and various are the channels by which
;uch emotions are transmitted, enough, per-

haps, has been already said, to put our readers
n possession of the principles and general
jearings of an argument which we must not

hink-of exhausting.
Before entirely leaving this branch of the

;ubject. however, let us pause for a moment
>n the familiar but very striking and decisive

nstance of our varyhig and contradictory
judgments, as to the beauty of the successive

ashions of dress that have existed within our
iwn remembrance. All persons who still !

continue to find amusement in society, and
ire not old enough to enjoy only the recollec-

ions of their youth, think the prevailing
ashions becoming and graceful, and the

ashions of twenty or twenty-five years old

ntolerably ugly and ridiculous. The younger
hey are, and the more they mix in society,
his impression is the stronger; and the fact

s worth noticing; because there is really no
!

me thing as to which persons judging merely
'

rom their feelings, and therefore less likely
be misled by any systems or theories, are

very positive and decided, as that estab-
ished fashions are beautiful in themselves;

j

.nd that exploded fashions are intrinsically l

ind beyond all question preposterous and !

igly. VVe have never jet met a young lady |

ir gentleman, who spoke from their hearts
,nd without reserve, who had the least doubt
m the subject; or could conceive how any
)erson could be so stupid as not to see the
ntrinsic elegance of the reigning mode, or

lot to be struck with the ludicrous awkward-
less of the habits in which their mothers
^-ere disg-uised. Yet there can be no doubt,
hat if these ingenuous critics had been born,
vith the same natural sensibility to beauty,
)ut twenty years earlier, they would have
oined in admiring what they now laugh at;
s certa"nly as those who succeed them twenty
ears hereafter will laugh at ihcm. It is plain,

hen, and we think scarcely disputed, out of

he circles to which we have
here is, in the general case,

alluded, that

no intrinsic

leauty or deformity in any of those fashions
;

and tliat the forms, and colours, and materials,
that are, we may say, universally

and very
strongly felt to be beautiful wliile they are
in fashion, are sure to lose all their beauty as
.soon as the fashion has passed away. Now
the forms, and colours, and combinations re

main
e.vactly

as they were; and, therefore^
it seems indisputable, that the source of their

successive beauty and ugliness must be sought
in something extrinsic, and can only be found
in the associations wkich once e.xalted, and

ultimately degraded them in our estimation.

While they were in fashion, they were the
forms and colours which distinguished the
rich and the noble—the emijient, the envied,
the observed in society. They were the forma
and the colours in which all that was beauti-

ful, and admired, and exalted, were habitually
arrayed. They were associated, therefore,

with ideas of opulence, and elegance, ana

gaiety, and all that is captivating and bewitch-

ing, in manners, fortune, and situation—and
derived the whole of their beauty from those
associations. By and bye, however, they were
deserted by the beautiful, the rich, and the

elegant; and descended to the \'ulgar and de-

pendent, or were only seen in combination
with the antiquated airs of faded beauties or

obsolete beaux. They thus came to be asso-

ciated with ideas of \-ulgarity and derision,
and with the images of old and decayed per-

sons, whom it is difficult for their juniors to

believe ever to have been young or attractive}—and the associations being thus reversed, in

which all their beauty consisted, the beauty
itself naturally disappeared.
The operation of the same causes is dis-

tinctly visible in all the other apparent irreg-
ularities of our judgments as to this descrip-
tion of beauty. Old people have in genera]
but little toleration for the obsolete fashions
of their later or middle years ;

but will gene-
rally stickle for the intrinsic elegance of those
Avhich were prevalent in the bright days of

their early youth
—as being still associated

in their recollections, with the beauty with
which they were first enchanted, and the gay
spirits with which they were then inspired.
In the same way, w hile we laugh at the fash-

ions of which fine ladies and gentlemen were

proud in the days of our childhood, because

they are now associated only with images of

decrepitude and decay, we look with some
feelings of veneration on the habits of more
remote generations, the individuals of which
are only known to us as historical persons j

and with urimingled respect and admiration
on those still more ancient habiliments which
remind us either of the heroism of the feudal

chivalry, or the virtue and nobleness of clas-

sical antiquity. The iron mail of the Gothic

knight, or the clumsy shield and naked arms
of the Roman warrior, strike us as majestic
and graceful, merely because they are asso-

ciated wilh nothing but tales of romantic dar

ing or j)atr;otic prowess—while the lull-bot-

tomed periwigs that were added to the sol-

dier's equipment in the days of Lewis XIV.
and King William—and no doubt had a no-

ble effect in the eyes of that generation—
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now appeal \ i us equally ridiculous and un-

becoming; merely because such appendages
are no longer to be seen, but upon the heads
of sober and sedentary lawyers, or in the pic-
tures of antiquated estjuiies.
We cannot afford, however, to enlarge any

farther upon these considerations, and are in-

clined indeed to think, that what has been

already said on the subject of associations,

which, though not universal, are common to

whole classes of persons, will make it unne-

cessary to enlarge on those that are peculiar
lo each individual. It is almost enough, in-

deed, to transcribe the following short pas-

_j sage from Mr. Alison.

"There is no man, who has not some inter-

esting associations with particular scenes, or

airs, or books; and who does not feel their

beauty or sublimity enhanced to him by such

connections. The view of the house where
one was born, of the school where one was

educated, and ^^•here the gay years of infancy
were passed, is indifferent to no man. There
are songs also, which we have heard in our

infancy, which, when brought to our remem-
brance in after years, raise emotions for which
we cannot well account

;
and which, though

perhaps very indifferent in themselves, still

continue from this association, and from the

variety of conceptions which they kindle in

our minds, to be our favourites through life.

The scenes which have been distinguished

by the residence of any person, whose mem-
ory we admire, produce a similar effect.

Movemur enhn, nescio qvo pacto, locis ipsi:^. in

quibus eorum. qiios diligitnvsj aut admiramvr
adsunt vestigia. The scenes themselves may
be little beautiful

;
but the delight with which

we recollect the traces of their lives, blends

itself insensibly with the emotions which the

scenery excites; and the admiration which
these recollections afford, seems to give a kind
of sanctity to the place where they dwelt, and
converts every thing into beauty which ap-

pears to have been connected with them."
There are similar impressions

—as to the

sort of scenery to which we have been long-
accustomed—as to the style of personal beau-

ty by which we were first enchanted—and
even as to the dialect, or the form of versifi-

cation which we first began to admire, that

bestow a secret and adventitious charm upon
all these objects, and enable us to discover

in them a beauty which is invisible, because
it is non-existent to every other eye.

In all the cases we have hitherto consid-

ered, the external object is supposed to have

acquired its beauty by being actually connec-

ted with the causes of our natural emotions,
either as a constant sign of their existence,
or as being casually present on the ordinary
occasions of their excitement. There is a re-

j'lation, however, of another kind, to which
also it is necessary to attend, both to eluci-

date the general grounds of the theory, and
to explain several appearances that might
otherwise expose it to objections. This is the

relation which external objects may bear to

our internal feelings, and the power they may
lc(;usequently acquire of suggesting them, in

consequence of a sort of resemblance or an-

alogy which they seem to have to their natu-

ral and appropriate objects. The language
of Poetry is founded, in a great degree, upon
this analogy; and all language, indeed, is full

of it; and attests, by its structure, both the

extent to which it is spontaneously pursued,
and the effects that are produced by its sug-

gestion. We take a familiar instance from
the elegant writer to whom we have already
referred .

]
"
What, for instance, is the leatling impres-

sion we receive from the scenery of spring?
The soft and gentle green with which the

earth is spread, the feeble texture of the

plants and flowers, and the remains of winter

yet lingering among the woods and hills—
all conspire to infuse into our minds some-
what of that fearful tenderness with which

infancy is usually beheld. With such a sen-

timent, how innumerable are the ideas which

present themselves to our imagination ! ideas,
it is apparent, by no means confined to the

scene before our eyes, or to the possible deso-

lation which may yet await its infant beauty,
but which almost involuntarily extend them-
selves to a)ialogies with the life of man! and

bring before us all those images of hope or

fear, which, according to our peculiar situa-

tions, have the dominion of our hearts! The

beauty of autumn is accompanied with a

similar e.vercise of thought : the leaves begin
then to drop from the trees; the flowers and

shrubs, with which the fields -were adorned
in the summer months, decay; the woods
and groves are silent

;
the sun himself seems

gradually to withdraw his light, or to become
enfeebled in his power. Who is there, who,
at this season, does not feel his mind impres-
sed with a sentiment of melancholy? or who
is able to resist that current of thought,
which, from such appearances of decay, so

naturally leads him to the solemn imagina-
tion of that inevitable fate, which is to bring
on alike the decay of life, of empire, and of na-

ture itself?'^

A thousand such analogies, indeed, are sug-

gested to us by the most familiar aspects of

nature. The morning and the evening pre-
sent the same ready picture of youth and of

closing life, as the various vicissitudes of the

year. The withering of flowers images out

to us the langour of beauty, or the sickness of

childhood. The loud roar of troubled waters

seems to bear some resemblance to the voice

of lamentation or violence; and the softer

murmur of brighter streams, to be expressive
of cheerfulness and innocence. The purity
and transparency of water or of air, indeed,
is universally itself felt to be expressive of

mental purity and gaiety; and their darkness

or turbulence, of mental gloom and dejection.
The genial warmth of autumn suggests to us

the feeling of mild benevolence :
—the sunny

gleams and fitful showers of early spring, re-

mind us of the waywardness of infancy;
—

flowers waving on their slender sterns, im-

press us with the notion of flexibility and

lightness of temper. All fine and delicate

forms are typical of delicacy and gentlenesa
c 2
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ot diameter; and almost all forms, bounded

by waving or (lowing lines, suggest ideas of

easy movement, social pliability, and ele-

gance. Rapid am! impetuous motion seems
to be emblematical of violence and passion ;—slow and steady motion, of deliberation,

dignity, and resolution;
—

fluttering motion, of

inconstancy or terror;
—and waving motion,

according as it is slow or swift, of sadness or

playfulness. A lofty tower, or a massive

building, gives us at once trie idea of firm-

ness and elevation of character;
—a rock bat-

tered by til'' waves, of fortitude in adversity.
Stillness and calmness, in the water or the air,

seem to shadow out tenilerness, indolence,
and placidity;

—moonlight we call pensive
and gentle;

—and the unclouded sun gives us

an impression of exulting vigour, and domi-

neering ambition and glory.
It is not difficult, with the assistance which

language allbrds us, to trace the origin of all

these, and a thousand other associations. In

many instances, the qualities which thus sug-

gest mental emotions, do actually resemble
their constant concomitants in human nature;

as is obviously the case with the forms and
motions which are sublime and beautiful:

and, in some, their effects and relations bear

so obvious an analogy to those of human con-

duct or feeling, as to force itself upon the no-

tice of the most careless beholder. But. what-

ever may have been their original, the very
structure of language attests the vast extent

to which they have been carried, and the na-

ture of the suggestions to which they are in-

debted for their interest or beauty. Since we
all speak familiarly of the sparkling of wit—
and the darkness of melanchoh'—can it be

any way difficult to conceive that bright light

may be agreeable, because it reminds us of

gaiety
—and darkness oppressive, because it

is felt to be emblematical of sorrow ? It is

very remarkable, indeed, that, while almost
all the words by which the affections of the

mind are expressed, seem to have been bor-

rowed originally from the qualities of matter,
the epithets by which we learn afterwards to

distinguish such material objects as are felt

to be sublime or beautiful, are all of them

epithets that had been previously appropri-
ated to express some quality or emotion of

mind. Colours are thus familiarly said to be

gay or grave
—motions to be lively, or delib-

erate, or capricious
—fonns to be delicate or

modest—sounds to be animated or mournful—
prospects to be cheerful or melancholy—

rocks to be bold—waters to be tranquil
—and

a thousand other phrases of the same import ;

all indicating, most unequivocally, the sources

from which our interest in matter is derived,
and proving, that it is necessary, in all cases,
to confer mind and feeling upon it,

before it

can be conceived as either sublime or beauti-

ful. The great charm, indeed, and the great
secret of poetical diction, consists in thus

lending life and emotion to all the objects it

embraces; and the enchanting beauty which
we sometimes recognise in descriptions of

very ordinary phenomena, will be found to

arise from the force of imagination, by which

the poet has connected with human emotions,
a variety of objects, to which common mindB
could not discover such a relation. What the

poet does for his readers, however, by hid

original similes and metaphors, in these nigh-
er cases, even the dullest of those readers do,
in some degree, everyday, for themselves;
and the beauty which is perceived, when
natural objects are unexpectedly vivified b)
the Ldowing fancy of the fonner, is precisely
of the same kind that is felt when the close-

ness of the analogy enables them to force hu-
man feelinirs upon the recollection of all man-
kind. As the poet sees more of beauty in

nature than ordinary mortals, just because
he perceives more of these analogies and
relations to social emotion, in w hich all ,

beauty consists; so other men see more or

less of this beauty, e.xactly as they hap-

pen to possess that fancj', or those habits,
which enable them readily to trace out these

relations.

From all these sources of evidence, then,
we think it is pretty well made out, that the

beauty or sublimity of external objects is no-

thing but the reflection of emotions excited

by the feelings or condition of sentient be-

ings; and is produced altogether by certain

little portions, as it were, of love, joj-. pity,

veneration, or terror, that adhere to the ob-

jects that were present on the occasions of
,

such emotions.—Nor, after what we have al-

ready said, does it seem necessary to
reply

to more than one of the objections to which
we are aware that this theory is liable.—If

beauty be nothing more than a reflection of

love, pity, or veneration, how comes
it,

it may
be asked, to be distinguished from these sen-

timents "? They are never confounded with
each other, either in our feelings or our lan-

guage :
—Why, then, should they all be con-

founded under the common name of beauty?
and why should beauty, in all cases, afl'ect us
in a way so different irom the love or com-

passion of which it is said to be merely the
reflection 1

Now, to these questions, we are somewhat

tempted to answer, after the manner of our

country, by asking, in our turn, whether it be C

really true, that beauty always affects us in
\

one and the same manner, and always in a
different manner from the simple and ele-

mentary affections which it is its office to

recal to us? In very many ca?es, it appear
to ns. that the sensations which we receive

from olijeets that are felt to be beautiful, and
that in the highest degree, do not differ at alb

from the direct movements of tenderness
orj

pity towards sentient beings. If the epithet'
of beauty be correctly (as it is universally) ap-

plied to many of the most admired and en-

chanting passages in poetrj", which consist

entirely in the expression of affecting senti-

ments, the question would be speedily de-

cided; and it is a fact, at all events, too

remarkable to be omitted, that some of the

most powerful and delightful emotions that

are uniformly classed under this name, arise

altogether from the direct influence of such

pathetic emotions, without the intervention

/
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of any material imagery. We do not wish,

however, to dwell upon an argument, which

certainly is not applicable to all parts of the

question ; and, admitting that, on many oc-

casions, the feelings which we experience
from beauty, are sensibly different from the

i

primary emotions in which we think they
j

originate, we shall endeavour in a very few 1

words, to give an e.vplanation of this differ-
[

ence, which seems to be perfectly consist-
'

ent with the theory we have undertaken to i

illustrate.

A In the first place, it should make some dif-
'

'

/erence on the primary affections to which ;

we have alluded, that, in the cases alluded to,

ey are reflected from material objects, and
not directly excited by their natural causes.

The light of the moon has a very different

complexion from that of the sun;
—though it

is in substance the sun's light: and glimpses
of interesting, or even of familiar objects,
cans'ht unexpectedly from a mirror placed at

a distance fiom these objects, will affect us,
like sudden allusions in poetry, very differ-

ently from the natural perception of those ob-

jects in their ordinary relations. In the next

f place, the emotion, when suggested in the

shape of beauty, comes upon us, for the most

part, disencumbered of all those accompani-
ments which frequently give it a peculiar and
less satisfactory character, when it arises from
direct intercourse with its living objects. The

compassion, for example, that is suggested by
beauty of a gentle and winning description, is

not attended with any of that disgust and un-

easiness which frequently accompany the

spectacle of real distress; nor with that im-

portunate susfgestion of the duty of relieving

it,
from which it is almost inseparable. Nor

does the tem])orarj' delight which we receive

from beauty of a gay and animating charac-

ter, call upon us for any such expenditure of

spirits, or active demonstrations of sympathy,
as are sometimes demanded by the turbu-

7 lence of real joy. In the third place, the

^ emotion of beauty, being partlj- tbunded upon
illusion, is far more transitory in its own na-

ture, and is both more apt to fluctuate and

vary in its character, and more capable of

-4)eing dismissed at pleasure, than any of the
^

primary affections, whose shadow and repre-

l^j
sentative it is. In the fourth place, the per-

-7 caption of beauty implies a certain exercise
•' of the imagination that is not required in the

case of direct emotion, and is sufficient, of it-

self, both to give a new character to every
emotion that is suggested by the intervention

of such an ex(3rcise, and to account for our

classing all the various emotions that are so

suggested under the same denomination of

beauty. When we are injured, we feel in-

dignation
—when we are wounded, we feel

pain
—when we see suffering, we feel com-

passion
—and when we witness any splendid

act of heroism or generosity, we feel admira-

tion—without any effort of the imagination,
or the intervention of any picture or vision in

I

the mind. But when w-e feel indignation or

pity, or admiration, in consequence of seeing
some piece of inanimate matter that merely

suggests or recals to us the ordinary causes
or proper objects of these emotions, it is evi-

dent that our fancy is kindled by a sudden
flash of recollection; and that the efl'ect is

produced by means of a certain poetical crea-

tion that is instantly conjured up in the mind.
It is this active and heated .stale of the ima-

gination, and this divided and busy occupa-
tion of the mind, that constitute the great

peculiarity of the emotions we experience
from the perception of beauty.

Finally, and this is perhaps the most im
iDportant consideration of the whole, it should

be recollected, that, along with the shadow or

suggestion of associated emotions, there is

always present a real and direct perception,
which not only gives a force and liveliness to

all the images which it suggests, but seems
to impart to them some share of its own

\

reality. That there is an illusion of this kind
in the case, is sufficiently demonstrated by
the fact, that we invariably ascribe the inter-

:

est, which we think has been proved to arise

wholly from these associations, to the object

itself, as one of its actual and inherent quali-

ties; and consider its beauty as no less a prop-

erty belonging to
it,

than any of its physical
attributes. The associated interest, there-

fore, is beyond all doubt confounded with the

present perception of the object itself: and a

livelier and more instant impression is accord-

ingly made upon the mind, tha,n if the inter-

esting conceptions had been 'merely excited

in the memory by the usual operation of re-

flection or voluntary meditation. Something
analogous to this is familiarly known to occur

in other cases. When we merely think of an
absent friend, our emotions are incomparably
less lively than Avhen the recollection of him
is suddenly suggested by the unexpected
sight of his picture, of the house where he

dwelt, or the spot on which we last parted
from him—and all these objects seem for the

moment to w^ear the colours of our own asso-

ciated affections. When Captain Cook's com-

panions found, in the remotest corner of the

habitable globe, a broken spoon with the word
London stamped upon it—and burst into tears

at the sight !
—

they proved how differently we
may be moved by emotions thus connected

with the real presence of an actual percep-

tion, than by the mere recollection of the ob-

jects on w^hich those emotions depend. Every
one of them had probably thought of London

every day since he left it: and many of them

might have been talking of it with tranquilli-

ty, but a moment before this more eflectual

appeal was made to their sensibility.
If wc add to all this, that there is necessa-

rdy something of vagueness and variableness

in the emotions most generally excited by the

perception of beauty, and that the mind wan-

ders with the eye, over the different obiecrs
which may supply these emotions, witri a

degree of unsteadiness, and half voluntary
half involuntaiy fluctuation, we may come to

understand how the effect not only should be

essentially different from that of the simple

presentment of any one interesting concep-

tion, but should acquire a peculiarity w hich
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entltloB it to a difTeront dpnomination. Most
of the associations of which we have been last

speakinir, as beinpr founded on the analo^^ies
or faiicifnl rcscmiilances that are felt to exist

between jihysical objects and qualities, and
the interesting afTections of mind, are intrin-

sically of this vac^ue and wavering descrip-
tion—and when we look at a line landscape,
or any other scene of complicated beauty, a

great variety of such images are suddeidy
presented to the fancy, and as suddenly suc-

ceeded by others, as the eye ranges over tlie

different features of which it is composed, and
feeds upon the cliarms which it discloses.

Now, the direct perception, in all such cases,
not (Jidy perpetually accompanies the as.so-

ciated emotions, but is inextricably con-

founded with them in our feelings, and is

even recognised upon reflection as the cause,
not merely of their unusual strength, but of

the several peculiaiities by which we have
shown that they are distinguished. It is not

wonderful, therefore, either that emotions so

circumstanced should not be classed along
with similar affections, excited under different

circumstances, or that the perception of pre-
sent 'existence, thus mixed up, and indis.solu-

bly confounded with interesting conceptions,
should between them produce a sensation of

60 distinct a nature as naturally to be di.stin-

guished by a peculiar name—or that the

beauty which results from this combination

should, in ordinar)- language, be ascribed to

the objects themselves—the presence and

perception of which is a necessary condition

of its existence.

What we have now said is enough, we be-

lieve, to "ive an attentive reader that general

conception of the theory before us, which is

all that we can hope to give in the narrow
limits to which we are confined. It may be

observed, however, that we have spoken only
of those sorts of beauty which we think capa-
ble of being resolved into some passion, or

emotion, or pretty lively sentiment of our na-

ture; and though these are undoubtedly the

highest and most decided kinds of beauty, it

is certain that there are many things called
beautiful which cannot claim so lofty a con-
nection. It is necessary, therefore, to observe,
that, though every thing that excites any feel-

ing worthy to be called an emotion, "by its

beauty or sublimity, will be found to be re-

lated to the natural objects of human passions
or afTections, there are many things which are

pleasing or agreeable enough to be called

beautiful, in consequence of their relation
. merely to human convenience and comfort :

—
many others that please by suggesting ideas
of human skill and ingenuity;

—and many
that obtain the name of beautiful, by beins
associated with human fortune, vanity, or

splendour. After what has been already said,
it will not be necessary either to exemplify or

explain these subordinate phenomena. It is

enough merely to suggest, that they all please
upon the same great principle of sympathy v:ith

Imman feelings; and are explained by the

simple and indisputable fact, that we are

pleased with the direct contemplation of

human comfort, ingenuity, and fortune All

these, indeed, obviously resolve themselves
into the great object of sympathy—human
enjoyment. Convenience and cornlort is but
another name for a lower, but very indispen-
sable ingredient of that emotion. Skill and

ingenuity readily present themselves as means
by which enjoyment may be promotetl ;

and

high fortune, and opulence, and splendour,
pass, at least at a distance, for its certain

causes and attendants. The beauty of fitness

and adaptation of parts, even m the works of

nature, is derived from the same fountain—
partly by means of its obvious analogy to

works of human skill, and partly by sugges-
tions of that Creative power ami wisdom, to

which all human destiny is subjected. The
feeling.s, therefore, associated with all those

qualities, though scarcely rising to the height
of emotion, are obviously in a certain ilegree

pleasing or interesting; and when several of

them happen to be united in one object, may
accumulate to a very great degree of beauty.
It is needless, we think, to pursue these gene-
ral propositions through all the details to

which they .so obviously lead. We shall con-

fine ourselves, therefore, to a very few remarks

upon the beauty of architecture—and chiefly
as an illustration of our general position.
There are few things, about which men of

virtii are more apt to rave, than the merits of

the Grecian architecture: and most of those

who affect an uncommon purity and delicacy
of taste, talk of the intrinsic beauty of its pro-

portions as a thing not to be disputed, except
by barbarian ignorance and stupidity. Mr.

Alison,'' we think, was the first who gave a
full and convincing refutation of this myste-
rious dogma; and, while he admits, in the

most ample terms, the actual beauty of the

objects in question, has shown, we think, in

the clearest maimer, that it arises entirely
from the combination of the following asso-

ciations:— 1st, The association of utility, con-

venience, or fitness for the purposes of the

building: 2d, Of security and stability, with a
view to the nature of the materials; 3d, Of
the skill and power requisite to mould such
materials into ibrms so commodious; 4th, Of

magnificence, and splendour, and expense'
5th, Of antiquity; and. 6thly, Of Roman and
Grecian greatness. His observations are sum-
med up in the following short sentence.

'•'The proportions," he observes, '-'of these

orders, it is to be remembered, are distinct

subjects of beauty, from the ornaments with
which they are embellished, from the magni-
ficence with which they are executed, from
the purposes of elegance they are intended to

serve, or the scenes of grandeur they are des-

tined to adorn. It is in such scenes, however,
and with such additions, that we are accus-

tomed to observe them; and, while we feel

the effect of all these accidental associations,
we are seldom willing to examine what are

the causes of the complex emotion we feel,
and readily attribute to the nature of the ar-

chitecture itself, the Avhole pleasure which we
enjoy. But, besides these, there are othei

associations we have with these fomis. that
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utill more jowerfully serve to command our

admnatioii : for ihoy are the Grecian onlers;

they derive their origin from those times, and

were the ornament of those countries which
are mo.st hallowed inonr imaginations; and it

is difiicult for us to see thcni; even in their

modern copies, without feeling them operate

upon our mmds as relics of those polished
nations where they first arose, and of that

greater people by whom they were afterwards

borrowed."
This analysis is to us perfectly satisfactory.

But, indeed, we cannot conceive any more

complete refutation of the notion of an in-

trinsic and inherent beauty in the proportions
of tlie Grecian architecture, than the fact of

• the admitted beauty of such very opposite

proportions in the Gothic. Opposite as they

are, however, the great elements of beauty
-^are the same in this style as in the other—
the impressions of religious awe and of chi-

valrous recollections, coming here in place of

the classical associations which constitute so

great a share of the interest of the former. It

is well observed too by Mr. Alison, that the

great dm ability and costliness of the produc-
tions of this art. have had the effect, in almost

all regions of the world, of rendering their

Fashion permanent, after it had once attained

such a degree of perfection as to fulfil its

substantial purposes.
**

Buildings," he observes, "may last, and
are intended to last for centuries. The life

of man is very inadequate to the duration of

such productions ;
and the present period of

the world, though old with respect to those

arts which are employed upon perishable sub-

jects,
is yet young in relation to an art, which

IS employed upon so durable materials as

those of architecture. Instead of a few years,

therefore, centuries must probably pass before

such productions demand to be renewed:

and, long before that period is elapsed, the

sacredness of antiquity is acquired by the

subject itself, and a new motive given for the

preservation of similar forms. In every coun-

try, accordingly, the same effect has taken

place: and the same causes which have thus

served to produce amons: us, for so many
years, an uniformity of taste with regard to

the style of Grecian architecture, have pro-
duced also among the nations of the East, for

a much longer course of time, a similar uni-

formity of taste with regard to their orna-

mental style of architecture; and have per-

petuated among them the same forms which
were in use among their forefathers, before

the Grecian orders were invented."

It is not necessary, we think, to carry these

'llustrations any farther: as the theory they
are intended to explain, is now, we believe,

universally adopted, though with some limita-

tiona, which we see no reason to retain. Those

suggested by Mr. Alison, we have already en-

deavoured to dispose of in the few remarks
we have made upon his publication; and it

''only remains to say a word or two more upon
^ Mr. Knight's doctrine as to the primitive and

independent beauty of colours, upon which
«ve have already hazarded some remarks.

Agreeing as he does with Mr. Alison, and
all modern inquirers, that the whole beauty
of objects consists, in the far greater number-
of instances, in the associations to which we -

have alluded, he still maintains, that some
few visible objects affect us with a sense of

beauty in consequence of the pleasurable im-

pression they make upon the sense—and that

our perception of beauty is,
in these instances,

a mere organic sensation. Now, we have

already slated, that it would be something
quite unexampled in the history either of

mind or of language, if certain physical and

bodily sensations should thus be confounded
with moral and social feelings with which

they had no connection, and pass familiarly
•

under one and the same name. Beauty con-

sists confessedly, in almost all cases, in ihe

suggestion of moral or social emotions, mixed

up and modified by a present sensation or

perception; and it is this suggestion, and this

identification with a present object, that con-

stitutes its essence, and gives a common
character to the whole class of feelings it

produces, sufficient to justify their being de-

signated by a common appellation. If the

word beauty, in short, must mean something,
and if this be very clearly what it means, in

all the remarkable instances of its occurrence,
it is difficult to conceive, that it should occa-

sionally mean something quite different, and
denote a mere sensual or physical gratifica-
tion, unaccompanied by the suggestion of any
moral emotion whatever. According to Mr.

Knight, however, and, indeed, to many other

writers, this is the case with regard to the

beauty of colours; which depends altogether,

they say, upon the delight which the eye
naturally takes in their contemplation

—this

delight being just as primitive and sensual as

that which the palate receives from the con-

tact of agreeable flavours.

It must be admitted, we think, in the first

place, that such an allegation is in itself ex-

tremely improbable, and contrary to all anal-

ogy, and all experience of the structure of '»—

lang-uage, or of the laws of thought. It ia

farther to be considered, too. that if the plea-
sures of the senses are ever to be considered

as beautiful, those pleasures which are the

most lively and important would be the most

likely to usurp this denomination, and to take -'"

rank with the higher gratifications that result

from the perception of beauty. Now, it ad-

mits of no dispute, that the mere organic

pleasures of the eye (if indeed they have any
existence) are far inferior to those of the

palate, the touch, and indeed almost all the --

other senses—none of which, however, are in

any case confounded with the sense of beauty.
In the next place, it should follow, that if

what affords organic pleasure to the eye be

properly called beautiful, what ofl'ends or

gives pain to it, should be called ugly. Now,
~~

exce.'ssive or dazzling light is offensive to the

eye
—

but, considered by itself, it is never

called ugly, but only painful or disagreeable.
"

The moderate excitement of light, on the

other hand, or the soothing of certain bright
but temperate colours, when considered in
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this primary aspect, are not called beautiful,
but only a^'reeable or refreshing. S(i far as

the direct olfence or comfort of the organ, in

short, is referred to, the language w Inch we
use relates strictly to physical or bodily sensa-

tion, and is nut confounded witii that which
relates to mental emotion

;
and wo really see

no ground for supposing that there is any ex-

ception to this rule.

It is very remarkable, indeed, that the

sense whose organic giatiiicalion is here sup-

Eosed
to constitute the primary feeling of

eauty, should be one, in the first place,

\
whose direct organic gratLfications are of very
little force or intensity;

—
and, in the ne.\t

place, one whose oliice it is, almost exclu-

sively, to make us acquainted with the exist-

ence and properties of those external objects
which are naturally interesting to our inward

feelings and affections. This pecuharity
makes it {at the very least) extremely proba-
ble, that ideas of emotion should be associated

with the perceptions of this sense; but ex-

tremely improbable, that its naked and unas-

sociated sensations should in any case be

classed with such emotions. If the name of

beauty were given to what directly gratifies

any sense, such as that of tasting or sniellinir,

which does not make us acquainted with the

nature or relations of outward objects, there

woulil be less room for such an explanation.
But wlien it is the business of a ])articular

sense or organ to introduce to our knowledge
those objects which are naturally connected

with ideas of emotion, it is easy to understand

how its perceptions should be associated with
these emotions, and an interest and impor-
tance thus extended to them, that belong to

the intimations of no other bodily organ. But,
for those very reasons, we should be prepared
to .suspect, that all the interest they possess
is derived from this association

;
and to dis-

trust the accuracy of any observations that

might lead us to conclude that its mere or-

ganic impulses ever produced any thing akin

to tho.se associated emotions, or entitled to

pass under their name. This caution will

appear still more reasonable, when it is con-

sidered, that all the other qualities of visible

objects, except only their colours, are now
admitted to be perfectly indifferent in them-
selves, and to possess no other beauty than

they may derive from their associations with
our ordinary affections. There are uo fonns,
for example, even in Mr. Knight's opinion,
tluit have any intrinsic beauty, or any power
of pleasing or affecting us, except through
their associations, or afiinities to mental affec-

tions, either as expressive of fitness and utility,
or as types and symbols of certain moral or

intellectual qualities, in which the sources of

our interest are obvious. Yet the form of an
c* object is as conspicuous an ingredient of its

beauty as its colour
;
and a property, too,

which seems at first view to be as intrinsic-

ally and independently pleasing. Why, then,
should we persist m holdinsj that colours, or

combinations of colours, please from being

rwtnralhj agreeable to the organ of sight, when
it is admitted that other visible qualities,

which seem to possess the same power of

pleasing,
are found, upon examination, to owe

it entirely to the principle of association ?

The
only

reason that can be assigned, or

that actually exists for this distinction, is, that

it has been supposed more diflicult to ace )unt

for the beauty of colours, upon the principles
Mhich have accounted for other beauties, or

to specify the particular associations by virtue

of which they could acquire this quality.

Now, it appears to us that there is no such

difficulty; and that there is no reason what-
ever for holding that one c^^lour, or combina-
tion of colours, is more pleasing than another,

except upon the same grounds of association

which recommend particular forms, motions,
or proportions. It appears to us, that the or-

ganic pleasures of the eye are extremely few
and insignificant. It is hurt, no doubt, Dy an
excessive glare of light; and it is in some de-

gree gratified, perhaps, by a moderate degree
of it. But it is only by the quantity or in-

tensity of the light, we think, that it is so

affected. The colour of
it,

we take
it, is, in

all cases, absolutely indifl'erent. But it is the

colour only that is called beautiful or other-

wise
;
and these qualities we think it very

plainly derives from the common fountain of

association. •-

In the first place, we would ask, whethei\^
there is any colour that is beautiful in all)

situations? and, in the next place, whether \.

there is any colour that is not beautiful ia 1

some situation 1 With regard to the first, take
'

the colours that are most commonly referred

to as intrinsically beautiful—bright and soft

green—clear blue—bright pink, or vermilion.

The first is unquestionably beautiful in vernal

woods and summer meadows;—and, we
humbly conceive, is beautiful, because it is

the natural sign and concomitant of those

scenes and seasons of enjoyment. Blue, again,
is beautiful in the vernal sky;

—
and, as we be-

lieve, for the sake of the pleasures of which
such skies are prolific ;

and pink is beautiful

on the cheeks of a young woman or the leaves

of a rose, for reasons too obvious to be stated.

We have associations enough, therefore, to

recommend all those colours, in the situations

in which they are beautiful : But, strong as

these associations are, they are unable to

make them universally beautiful—or beauti- /

ful, indeed, in any other situations. Green S

would not be beautiful in the sky—nor blu8
(

on the cheek—nor vennilion on the glass. It "^

may be said, indeed, that, though they ara

alwaj's recognised as beautiful in themselves,
their obvious unfitness in such situations coun-
teracts the efiect of their beauty, and make^
an opposite impression, as of somethhig mon-
strous and unnatural; and that, accordingly,

they are all beautiful in indifferent situations,
where there is no such antagonist principle

—
in furniture, dress, and omamcnts. Now the

fact, in the first place, is not so :
—these bright

colours being but seldom and sparingly ad-

mitted in ornaments or works of art; and not

man, for example, choosing to have a blue)

house, or a green ceiling, or a pink coat. But, \
in the second place, if the facts were admitted
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we think it obvious, that the general beauty of

those colours would be sufficiently accounted
for by the very interesting and powerful asso-

ciations under which all of them are so fre-

quently presented by the hand of Nature.
The interest we take in female beauty.

—in

vernal delights,
—in unclouded skies,

—is far

too lively and too constantly recurring, not to

stamp a kindred interest upon the colours

that are naturally associated with such ob-

jects ;
and to make us regard with some aflec-

tion and delight those hues that remind us of

them, although we should only meet them

upon a fan, or a dressing-box, the lining of a

curtain, or the back of a screen. Finall}', we
beg leave to obser\-e, that all bright and clear

colours are naturally typical of cheerfulness

and purity of mind, and are hailed as em-
blems of moral qualities, to which no one can
be indifferent.

With regurd to ugly colours again, we really
are not aware of any to which that epithet
can be safely applied. Dull and dingy hues
are usually mentioned as in themselves the

least pleasing. Yet these are the prevailing
tints in many beautiful landscapes, and many
admired pictures. They are also the most
common colours that are chosen for dress

(male dress at least),
—for building,

—for fur-

niture.—where the consideration of beauty is

the only motive for the choice. In fact, the

shaded parts of all coloured objects pass into

tints of this description :
—nor can we at pre-

sent recollect any one colour, which we could

specify as hi itself disagreeable, without run-

ning counter to the feelings and the practice of

the great mass of mankind. If the fact, how-

ever, were otherwise, and if certain muddy
and dull colours were universally allowed to

be disagreeable, we should think there could

be no ditlrculty in referring these, too, to na-

tural associations. Darkness, and all that ap-

proaches it,
is naturally associated with ideas

of melancholy.
—of helplessness, and danger ;—and the gloomy hues that remind us of

it,

or seem to draw upon it,
must share in the

same associations,

b

swamps, and dreary morasses, are the natural

and most common wearers of these dismal
liveries. It is from these that we first become
acquainted with them

;
and it is needless,

therefore, to say, that such objects are neces-

sarily associated with ideas of discomfort, and

sadness, and danger; and that the colours that

remind us of them, can scarcely fail to recal

some of the same disagreeable sensations.

Enough, however, and more than enough,
has been said about the supposed primitive
and independant beauty of separate colours.

f It is chiefly upon the intrinsic beauty of their

mixture or combinations that Mr. Knight and
his adherents have insisted;

— and it is no
( doubt quite true, that, among painters and
) connoisseurs, we hear a great deal about the
i harmony and composition of tints, and the

charms and difHculties of a judicious colour-

ing. In all this, however, we cannot help sus-

[lecting

that there is no little pedantry, and no
ittle jargon; and that these phrases, when

Lurid skies, too, it should

observed, and turbid waters, and unfruitful

used without reference to the practical diffi-

culties of the art. which must go for nothing
in the present question, really mean little more
than the true and natural appearance of co-

loured objects, seen through the same tinted

or partially obscure medium that commonly
constitutes the atmosphere : and for the actual

optical efl'ects of which but few artists know
how to make the proper allowance. In na-

ture, we know of no discordant or offensive

colouring, except what may be referred to

some accident or disaster that spoils the moral
or sentimental expression of the scene, and
disturbs the associations upon which all its

beauty, whether of foirns or of hues, seems
to us very plainly dependent. We are per-

fectly aware, that ingenious persons have been

disposed to dogmatize and to speculate very
confidently upon these subjects; and have
had the benefit of seeing various learned trea-

tises upon the natural gamut of colours, and
the inherent congnaity of those that are called

complementarj-, with reference to the pris-
matic s'pcctrvm. But we confess we have no
faith in any of those fancies; and believe,

that, if all these colours were fairly arranged
on a plain board, according to the most rigid
rules of this supposed harmony, nobodj-, but

the author of the theory, would perceive the

smallest beauty in the exhibition, or be the

least offended by reversing their collocation.

We do not mean, however, to dispute, that

the laws of colouring, insisted on by learned

artists, will produce a more pleasing effect

vpon trained judges of the art, than a neglect
of these laws

;
because we have little doubt

that these combinations of colour are recom-
mended by certain associations, which render

them generally pleasing to persons so trained

and educated
;

—all that we maintain is, that

there are no combinations that are originally
and universally pleasing or displeasing to the

eye, independent of such associations; and it

seems to us an irresistible proof of this, that

these laws of hannonious colouring are per-

petually and deliberately violated by great
multitudes of persons, who not only have the

perfect use of their sight, but are actually be-

stowing great pahis and expense in providing
for its gratification, in the very act of this vio-

lation. The Dutch trader, who paints over the

outside of his country-house with as many
bright colours as are to be found in his tulip-

bed, and g-amishes his green shutters with

blue facings, and his purple roof with lilac

ridges, not only sees as well as the studied co-

lourist, who shudders at the exhibition, but

actually receives as much pleasure, and as

strong an impression of beauty, from the fin-

ished lusihaus, as the artist does from one of

his best pictures. It is impossible, then, that

these combinations of colours can be vaturally
or intrinsically offensive to the organ of .«ight;

and their beauty or ugliness must depend upon
the associations which different individuals

may have happened to form with regard to

them. We contend, however, for nothing
more

;
and are quite willing to allow that the

associations which recommend his staring
tawdriness to the burgomaster, are such as
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could not easily have been formed in the mind
of a diligent and extensive observer of nature,
and that they would probably be reversed by
habits of reilection and study. But the same

thing, it is obvious, may be said of the notions

of bL'auty of any other description that pre-
vail among the rude, the inexperienced, and
uninslructed

;

—
thouirh, in all other instances,

wo take it for granted, that the beauty which
IS perceived depends altogethi-r upon associa-

tion, and in no degree on its power of giving
a pleasurable impulse to the organ to which
it addresses itsell. If any considerable num-
ber of persons, with the perfect use of sight,

actually take pleasure in certain combinations
of colours—that is complete proof that such
combinations are not naturally oiTensive to the

organ of s'gh'. and that the pleasure of such

persons, exactly like that of those who disa-

gree with them, is derived not from the sense,
but from associations with its perceptions.
With regard, again, to the effect of broken

masses of light and shadow, it is proper, in

the first place, to remember, that by the eye
we see colour only ; and that lights and sha-

dows, as far as the mere organ is concerned,
mean nothing but variations of tint. It is

very true, no doubt, that we soon learn to refer

many of those variations to light and shade,
and that they thus become signs to us of

depth, and distance, and relief. But, is not

this, of itself, sulficient to refute the idea of

their affording any primitive or organic plea-
sure ] In so far as they are mere variations

of tints, they may be imitated by unmeaning-
daubs of paint on a pallet ;

—in so far as they
are signs, it is to the mind that they address

themselves, and not to the organ. They are

signs, too, it should be recollected, and the

only signs we have, by which we can receive

any correct knowledge of the existence and
condition of all external objects at a distance

from us, whether interesting or not interest-

ing. Without the assistance of variety of tint,

and of lights and shadows, we could never

distinguish one object from another, except by
the touch. These appearances, therefore, are

the perpetual vehicles of almost all our inter-

esting perceptions ;
and are consequently as-

sociated with all the emotions we receive from
visible objects. It is pleasant to see many
things in one prcspect, becau.se some of them
are probably aoreeable

;
and it is pleasant to

know the relations of those things, because
the qualities or associations, by means of
wViJch they interest us, generally depend upon
that knowledge. The mixture of colours and

shades, however, is necessary to this enjoy-
ment, and consequently is a sign of

it,
and a

source of associated interest or beauty.
iMr. Knight, however, goes much farther

than this
;
and maintains, that the beauty

which is .so distinctly felt in many pictures of

objects in themselves disagreeable, is to be
ascribed entirely to the effect of the brilliant

and harmonious tint.s, and the masses of light
and shadow that may be employed in the re-

presentation. The filthy and tattered rags of

a beggar, he observes, and the putrifying con-

lejats of a dunghill, may form beautiful objects

in a picture ; because, considered as mere
objects of sight, they may often present beau-
tiful effects ot colouring and shadow

;
and

these are preserved or heightened in the imi-

tation, disjointed from all their offensive ac-

companiments. Now, if the tints and shades
were the exclusive sources of our gratification,
and if this gratification was diminished, in-

stead of being heightened, by the suggestion
which, however transiently, must still intiiido

itself, that they appeared in an imitation of

disgusting objects, it must certainly follow,
that the pleasure and the beauty would be
much enhanced if there w as no imitation of
any thing whatever, and if the canvas merely
presented the thits and shades, unaccompa-
nied with the representation of any particular

object. It is perfectly obvious, however, that

it would be absurd to call such a collection of

coloured spots a beautiful picture ;
and that a

man would be laughed at w ho should hang
up such a piece of stained canvas among the

works of the great artists. Again, if it were

really possible for any one, but a student of

art, to confine the attention to the mere co-

louring and shadowing of any picture, there

is nothing so disgusting but what might form
the subject of a beautiful imitation. A piece
of putrid veal, or a cancerous ulcer, or the

rags that are taken fiom
it, may display the

most brilliant tints, and the finest distribution

of light and shadow. Does Sir. Knight, how-

ever, seriously think, that either of these ex-

periments would succeed? Or are there, in

reality, no other qualities in the pictures in

question, to which their beauty can be as-

cribed, but the organic effect of their colours ?

We humbly conceive that there are
;
and that

far less ingenuity than his might have been
able to detect them.

There is, in the first place, the pleasing as-

sociation of the .skill and power of the artist—a skill and power which we know may be

employed to produce unmingled delight;
whatever may be the character of the parti-
cular effort before us : and with the pride of

whose possessors we sympathise. But, in the

second place, we do humbly conceive tliat

there are many interesting associations con-

nected with the subjects which have been re-

presented as purely disgusting. The aspect
of human wretchedness and decay is not, at

all events, an indifferent spectacle; and, if

presented to us without actual offence to our

senses, or any call on our active beneficence,

may excite a sympathetic emotion, which is

known to be far from undelightful. ^lanyan
attractive poem has been written on the misc
ries of begg-ars; and Avhy should painting be

supposed more fastidious? Besides, it will

be observed, that the beggars of the painter
are generally among the most interesting of

that interesting order
;

—either young and

lovely children, whose health and gaiety, and
sweet expression, form an affecting contrast

with their squalid garments, and the neglect
and misery to which they seem to be destin-

ed—or old and venerable persons, mingling
something of the dignity and reverence of age
with the broken spirit of their condition, and
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Reeming to reproach mankind for exposing
Heads so old and white to the pelting of the

pitiless storm. While such pictures suggest

images so pathetic, it looks almost like a wil-

ful perversity, to ascribe their beauty entirely
o the mixture of colours which they display,
a;id to the forgetfulness of these images.
Even for the dunghill, we think it is possible
to say something,

—
though, we confess, we

have never happened to see any picture, of

which that useful compound formed the pe-
culiar subject. There is the display of the

painter's art and power here also
;
and the

dunghill is not only useful, but is associated

with many pleasing images of rustic toil and

occupation, and of the simplicity, and comfort,
and innocence of agricultural life. We do not

know that a dunghill is at all a disagreeable

object to look at, even in plain reality
—

pro-
vided it be so far off as not to ainioy us with

its odour, or to soil us with its effusions. In

a picture, however, we are safe from any of

these disasters; and, considering that it is

usually combined, in such delineations, with

other more pleasing and touching remem-
brancers of humble happiness and content-

ment, we really do not see that it was at all

necessary to impute any mysterious or intrin-

sic beauty to its complexion, in order to ac-

count for the satisfaction with which we can

then bear to behold it.

Having said so much with a view to reduce

to its just value, as an ingredient of beauty,
the mere organical delight which the eye
is supposed to derive from colours, we really
have not patience to apply the same consider-

ations to the alleged beauty of Sounds that are

supposed to be insignificant. Beautiful sounds,
in general, we think, are beautiful from as-

sociation only,
—from their resembling the

natural tones of A^irious passions and affec-

tions,—or from their being originally and most

frequently presented to us in scenes or on

occasions of natural interest or emotion. With

regard, again, to successive or coexistent

sounds, we do not, of course, mean to dispute,
that there are such things as melody and har-

mouy; and that most men are offended or

gratified by the violation or observance of

ihose laws upon which they depend. This,

however, it should be observed, is a faculty

quite unique, and unlike anything else in our

constitution; by no means universal, as the

sense of beauty is, even in cultivated societies
;

and apparently withheld from whole commu-
nities of quick-eared savages and barbarians.

Whether the kind of gratification, which re-

sults from the mere musical arrangement of

sounds, would be felt to be beautiful, or would

pass under that name, if it could be presented

entirely detached from any associated emo-

tions, appears to us to be exceedingly doubtful.

Even with the benefit of such combiiialioiis,

we do not fi:id, that every arrangement which

merely preserves inviolate the rules of com-

position, is considered as beautiful
;
and we

do not think that it would be consonant, either

with the common feeling or common language
of mankind, to bestow this epithet upon pieces
that had no other merit. At all events, and

whatever may be thought of tr:e proper name
of this singular gratification, of a musical ear,
it seems to be quite certain, that all that rises

to the dignity of an emotion in the pleasure we
receive from sounds, is as clearly the gift of

association, as in the case of visible beauty,
—

of association with the passionate tones and
modulations of the human voice,

—with the

scenes to which the interesting sounds are

native,
—with the poetry to which they have

been married,
—or even with the skill and

genius of the artist by whom they have been

arranged.
Hitherto we have spoken of the beauty of

external objects only. But the whole diffi-

culty of the theory consists in its application
to them. If that be once adjusted, the beauty
of immaterial objects can occasion no per-

plexity. Poems and other compositions in

words, are beautiful in proportion as they are

conversant with beautiful objects
—or as they

suggest to us. in a more direct way, the moral

and social emotions on which the beauty of

all objects depends. Theorems and demon-
strations again are beautiful, according as they
excite in us emotions of admiration for the

genius and intellectual power of their invent-

ors, and images of the magnificent and bene-

ficial ends to which such discoveries may be

applied ;

—and mechanical contrivances are

beautiful when they remind us of similar

talents and ingenuity, and at the same time

impress us with a more direct sense of iheir

vast utility to mankind, and of the great ad-

ditional conveniences with which life is con-

sequently adorned. In all cases, therefore,
there is the suggestion of some interesting

conception or emotion associated with a pre-
sent perception, in which it is apparently
confounded and embodied—and this, accord-

ing to the whole of the preceding deduction,
is the disting-uishing characteristic of beauty.

Having now explained, as fully as we think

necessary, the grounds of that opinion as to

the nature of beauty which appears to be most

conformable to the truth—we have only to

add a word or two as to the necessary conse-

quences of its adoption upon several other

controversies of a kindred description.
In the first place, then, we conceive that it

establishes the substantial identity of the

Sublime, the Beautiful, and the Picturesque;

and, consequently, puts an end to all contro-

versy that is not purely verbal, as to the dif-

ference of those several qualities. Every
material object that interests us, Avithout ac-

tually hurting or gratifying our bodily feelings,

must do so, according to this theory, in one

and the same manner.—that is. by suggesting
or recalling some emotion or affection of our-

selves, or some other sentient being, and pre-

senting, to our imagination at least, some
natural object of love, pity, admiration, or awe.

The interest of materiafobjects, therefore, is

always the same; and arises, in every case,

not from any physical qualities thvn- may
possess, but from their association with some
idea of emotion. But, though material objects
have but one means of exciting emotion, the

emotions they do excite are infinite. They
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are mirrors that may reflect all shades and all i

colours
J and, in point of fact, do seldom reflect

the same hues twice. No two interesting

objects, perhaps, whether known by the name
of Beautiful, Sublime, or Picturesfjue, ever

produced exactly the same emotion in the

oeholder; and no one object, it is most pro-

bable, ever moved any two persons to the

very same conceptions. As they may be as-

sociated Willi all the feedings and affections

of which the human mind is susceptible, so

they may suggest those feelings in all tlieir

variety, and, in fact, do daily e.vcite all sorts

of emotions—running through every gradation,
from extreme gaiety and elevation, to the

borders of horror and disgust.

Now, it is certainly true, that all the variety
of emotions raised in this way, on the single
basis of association, may be classed, in a rude

way, under the denominations of sublime,

beautiful, and picturesc|ue, according as they

partake of awe, tenderness, or admiration :

and we have no other objection to this nomen-

clature, except its extreme imperfection, and
the delusions to which we know that it has

given occasion. If objects that interest by
their association with ideas of power, and

danger, and terror, are to be distinguished by
the peculiar name of sublime, why should

there not be a sejiarate name also for objects
that interest by associations of mirth and

gaiety
—another for those that please by sug-

gestions of softness and melancholy
—another

for such as are connected with impressions
of comfort and tranquillity

—and another for

those that are related to pity, and admiration,
and love, and regret, and all the other distinct

emotions and affections of our nature 1 These
are not in reality less distinguishable from
each other, than from the emotions of awe
and veneration that confer the title of sublime
on tlici)' representatives j

and while all the

former are confounded under the comprehen-
sive appellation of beauty, this partial attempt
at distinction is only apt to mislead us into an
erroneous opinion of our accuracy, and to

make us believe, both that there is a greater

conformity among the things that pass under
the same name, and a greater difference be-

tween those that pass under difl'erent names,
than is really the case. We have seen already,
that the radical error of almost all preceding
inquirers, has lain in supposing that every
.hing that passed under the name of beautiful,
.nust have some real and inherent quality in

common with every thing else that obtained

that name: And it is scarcely necessary for

us to observe, that it has been almost as gene-
ral an opinion, that sublimity was not only
something radically difTerent from beauty,
but actually opposite to it; whereas the fact

is, that it is far more nearly related to some
sorts of beauty, than many sorts of beauty are

to each other
;
and that both are founded ex-

actly upon the same principle of suggesting
some past or possible emotion of some sentient

being.

Upon this important point, we are ha]5py to

find our opin«ons confirmed by the authority
of Mr Stewart, who, in his Essay on the

Beautiful, already referred to, has ojservedj

not only that there a])pears to him to be no

inconsistency or impropriety in such expres-
sions as the sublime beauties of nature, or of

the sacred Scriptures;
—but has added, in ex-

])ress terms, that, '-'to oppose the beautiful to

the sublime, or to the picturesque, strikes him
as something analogous to a contrast between
the beautiful and the comic—the beautiful

and the tragic
—the beautiful and the pathetic I

—or the beautiful and the romantic."

The only other advantage which we shall

specify as likely to result from the general

adoption of the "theory we have been endea-

vouring to illustrate is, that it seems cajcu-
'

lated to put an end to all these perplexing
and vexatious cjuestions about the standard V
of taste, which have given occasion to so

much impertinent and so much elaborate dis-

cussion. If things are not beautiful in them-

selves, but only as they serve to suggest in-

teresting conceptions to the mind, then every

thing which does in point of fact suggest such

a conception to any indiviiiual, is bcuiitifid to

that individual; and it is not only quite true

that there is no room for disputing about <

tastes, but that all tastes are equally just and

correct, in so far as each individual speaks

only of his own emotions. When a man calls

a thing beautiful, however, he may indeed

mean to make two very difTerent assertions;—he may mean that it gives Imn pleasure by
suggesting to him some interesting emotion

;

and^in this sense, there can be no doubt that,

if he merely speak truth, the thing is beauti-

ful
;
and that it pleases him precisely in the

same way that all other things please those

to whom they appear beautiful. But if he
mean farther to say that the thing possesses
some quality which should make it appear
beautiful to every other person, and that it is

owing to some prejudice or defect in them if

it appear otherwise, then he is as unreasona-

ble and absurd as he would think those who
should attempt to convince him that he felt

no emotion of beauty.
All tastes, then, are equally just and true,

in so far as concerns the individual whose
taste is in question; and what a man feels

distinctly to be beautiful, is beautiful to him,
whatever other people may think of it. All

this follows clearly from "the theory now in

question : but it does not follow, from it, that

all tastes are equally good or desiiable, oi

that there is any difficulty in describing tha-

which is really the best, and the most to b«

envied. The only use of the faculty of taste ]

is to afford an innocent delight, and to
assist]!

in the cultivation of a finer morality ;
and tha>\

man certainly will have the most delight from>

this faculty, who has the most numerous and

the most powerful perceptions of beauty.
But, if beauty consist in the reflection of our

afl"ections and sympathies, it is plain that he

will always see "the most beauty whose affec-

tions are "the warmest and most exercised—
whose imagination is the most ]')o\verful, and
who has most accustomed himself to attend to

the objects by which he is surrounded. In so

far as mere feeling and enjoyment are con-
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cerncdj therefore, it seems evident, that the

best taste must be that which belongs to the

best affections, tlieniost active fancy, and the

most attentive habits of observation. It will

follow pretty exactly too. that all men's per-

ceptions of beauty will be nearly in proportion
lo ihe dci;ree of their sensibility and social

eympathiesj and that those who have no af-

fections towards sentient beings, will be as

certainly insensible to beauty in external ob-

jects, as lie,
who cainiot hear the .sounil of

his friend's voice, must be deaf to its echo.

Ill so far as the sense of beauty is regaided
as a mere source of enjoyment, this seems to

be the oidy tlistinction that deserves to be

attendetl to; and the only cultivation that

taste should ever receive, with a view to the

gratification of the individual, should be

throuuh the indirect channel of cultivating

the ailections and powers of observation. If

we aspire, however, to be creators, as well as

observers of beauty, and ])lace any })art ol

our happiness in ministering to the grulilica-

tion ol' others—as artists, or poets, or authors

of any sort—then, iiideetl, a new distinction

of tastes, and a far more laborious system of

cultivation, will be necessary. A man who

pursues only his own tlelight. will be as much
charmeil with objects that suggest powerful
emotions in conseciueuce of personal and ac-

citlental associations, as with those that intro-

duce similar emotions by means of associa-

tions that are universal anil iinlestructible.

To him, all objects of the former class are

veally as beautiful as those of the latter—and

for his own gratification, the creation of that

sort of beauty is just as important an occupa-
tion: but if he conceive the ambition of cre-

ating beauties for the admiration of others, he

must be cautious to employ only such objects
as are the natural signs, or the inseparable
concomit»nts of emotions, of which the greater

part of mankind are susceptible; ami his

taste will then deserve to be calletl bail ami

false, if he obtrude upon the public, as beau-

tiful, objects that are not likely to be associa-

ted in common miiuls with any interesting

impressions.
For a man himself, then, there is no taste

that is either bad or false; and the only dif-

ference worthy of being attended to, is that

between a great deal and a very little. Some
•who have cold afrections, sluggish imagina-
tions, and no habits of observation, can with

difficulty discern beauty in any thinii'; \vhile

others, who are full of kindness ami sensi-

bility, and who have been accustomed to at-

tend to all the objects around them, feel it

almost in every thing. It is no matter what
other people may think of the objects of tlu>ir

admiration; nor ought it t) be any conceru

of theirs that the public would be astonished

or offended, if they were called upon to join
in that ailmiration. So long as no such call

is made, this anticipated discrepancy of feel-

ing need give them no uneasiness; and the

suspicion of it should proiluce no contempt iu

any other persons. It is a strange aberration

indeeil of vanity that makes us despise per-
sons for being hap}iy

—for having sources of

eiijoyment in which we cannot share:—and

}et "this is the true .source of the ridicule,

which is so generally pouretl upon individuals

who seek only to enjoy their peculiar tastes

unmolested :
— for. if there be any truth in tho

theory we have been expoumrnig, no taste is

bad lor any other reason than because it i.s

peculiar
—as the objects in which it delights

must actually serve to suggest to the indi-

vidual those common emotions ami uiiiversa.1

ailections upon which the sense of beauty is

every where foumled. The misfortune is,

however, that we are apt to consider all ])er-

.sons who make known their peculiar relishes,
and especially all who create any objects for

their gratilicatioii, as in some measure dic-

tating to the public, ami setting up an idol for

general adoration; ami hence this intolerant

interference with almost all peculiar percep-
tions of beauty, and the unsparing derision

that pursues all deviations from acknowleil^ed
standards. This intolerance, we admit, is often

provokeil by something of a spirit of proselyt'
ism and arrogance, in those who mistake their

own casual associations for natural or univer-

sal relations; ami the consequence is, that

mortilied vanity ultimately dries up, even for

them, the fountain of their peculiar enjoy-

ment; and tlisenchants, by a new association

of general contempt or ridicule, the scenes

that had been coii.secrated by some innocent

but accidental emotion.

As all men must have some peculiar asso-

ciations, all men must have some peculiar
notions of beauty, and, of course, to a certain

extent, a taste that the public woukl be en-

titleil to consider as false or vitiated. For

those who make no demands on public admi-

ration, however, it is hard to be obliged to

sacrifice this source of enjoyment ; ami, even

lor those who labour for applause, the wisest

course, perhaps, if it were only practicable,
would be, to have tico tastes—one to enjoy,
and one to work by—one founded ujion uni-

versal a.ssociations. according to which they
finishetl those performances for which they

challeiigetl universal praise
—andanotherguid-

eil by all casual ami imlividual associations,

through which they might still look loudly

upon nature, and upon the objects of ihei^

secret admiration.
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Whex we say that Madame de Stael is de- 1 and manners; or who has thro^vn bo strong a

cidedly the most eminent literary female of light upon the capricious and apparently un-

ner ajie, we do not mean to deny that there

may be others whose writings are of more di-

rect and indisputable utility
—who are distin-

guished by greater justness and sobriety of

thinking, and may pretend to have conferred

more practical benefits on the existing genera-
tion. But it is impossible, we thiidc, to deny,
that she has pursued a more lofty as well as

a more dangerous career
;

—that she has treat-

ed of subjects of far greater difficulty, and far

more extensive interest
j and, even in her

failures, has frequently given indication of

greater powers, than have sufficed for the

success of her more prudent contemporaries.
While other female writers have contented

themselves, for the most part, with embel-

lishing or explaining the truths wliich the

more robust intellect of the other sex had

previously established—in makhig knowledge
more familiar, or virtue more engaging

—
or,

at most, in multiplying the finer distinctions

which may be detected about the boundaries

of taste or of morality
—and in illustrating the

importance of the minor virtues to the general

happiness of life—this distinguished person
has not only aimed at extending the bounda-
ries of knowledge, and rectifying the errors of

received opinions upon subjects of the greatest

importance, but has vigorously applied her-

self to trace out the operation of general

causes, and, by combining the past with the

present, and pointing out the connection and

reciprocal action of all coexi.stent phenomena,
to develope the harmonious system which ac-

tually prevails in the apparent chaos of human
affairs

;
and to gain something like an assur-

ance as to the complexion of that futurity to-

wards which our thoughts are so anxiously

driven, by the selfish as well as the generous
principles of our nature.

We are not acquainted, indeed, with any
writer who has made such bold and vigorous

attem])ts to carry the generalizing spirit of

true philosophy uito the history of literature

*
I reprint this paper as containincr a more com-

prehensive view ot the pros^ress of I/iterature, es-

perially in thi^ ancient world, than any other from
which I could mnke the .selection

;
and also, in

some degree, for the sake of the treneral discussion

on Perleciibility, which I siill think saiisfactonly
conducted. I regret that, in the body of the ariicle,

the poiiions that arc taken from .Madame de Stael

are not better discriminated from those for which I

only am responsible. The reader, however, will

not go far wrong, if he aitribuie to that distinguished

person the greater part of what may strike him as

bold, iinaginative, and original ; and leave to me
the humbler province of the sober, corrective, and
ilistrusiful.

accountable diversities of national taste, ^,^
-

nius. and morality
—by connecting them with

the political structure of society, the accidents

of climate and external relation, and the va-

I riety of creeds and superstitions. In her fighter

! works, this spirit is indicated chiefly by the

I force and comprehensiveness of those general
observations with vhich they abound; and

j

which strike at once, by their justness and

novelty, and by the great extent of their ap-

plication. They prove also in how rrmark-
able a degree efie possesses the rare talent

I

of embodying in one luminous proposition
I tho.se sentiments and impressions which float

unquestioned and undefined over many an

understanding, and give a colour to the cha-

i racter. and a bias to the conduct, of multitudes,

I

who are not so much as aware of their exist-

!

ence. Besides all this, her novels bear

j

testimony to the extraordinary accuiac)- and

minuteness of her observation of human cha-

racter, and to her thorough knowledge of

those dark and secret workings of the heart,

by which misery is so often elaborated liora

j

the pure element of the aflections. Her
'

knowledge, however, we must say, seems to

be more of evil than of good : For the pre-

dominating sentiment in her fictions is. despair
!
of human happiness and human virtue; and

i their interest is founded almost entirely on

! the inherent and almost inevitable ht artless-
'

ness of polished man. The impression which

they leave upon the mind, thereibre, though
I powerfully pathetic, is both jainlul and hu-

j miliating ;
at the same time that it proceeds,

we are inclined to believe, upon the double

error of supposhig that the bulk of intelligent

people are as selfish as those .spli-ndid victims

of fashion and philosophy from whom her cha-

racters are selected
;
and that a sensibility to

unkindness can long survive the extinction

of all kindly emotions. The work before

us, however, exhibits the fairest spfcimen
which we have yet seen of the systematizing

spirit of the author, as well as of the moral

enthusiasm by which she seems to be pos-
sessed.

The professed object of this work is to show
that all the pecufiarities in the literature of

different ages and countries, may be explained

by a reference to the condition of society, and
the political and religious institutions of each;—and at the same time, to point out in what
wav the progress of letters has in its turn

modified and affected the govemment and

religion of those nations among w hoin ihey
have flourished. All this, however, is bot-

tomed upon the more fimdamcntal and fa-
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vourite proposition, that there is a
progress,

to

produce these effects—that letters and intelli-

gence are in a state of constant, universal, and

irresistible advancement—in othei words, that

human nature is tending, by a slow and inter-

minable progression, to a state of perfection.
This fascinating idea seems to have been kept

constantly in view by JMadame de Stael, from

the beginning to the end of the work before

us;
—ami though we conceive it to have been

pursued with far too sanguine and assured a

spirit, and to have led in this way to most of

what is rash and questionable in her conclu-

.sions, it is impossible to doubt that it has also

helped her to many explanations that are

equally solid and ingenious, and thrown a

light upon many phenomena that would other-

wise have appeared very dark and unac-

countable.

In the range which she here takes, indeed,
she has need of all the lights and all the aids

that can present themselves
;

—for her work
contains a critiqiie and a theory of all the

literature and philosophy in the world, from

the days of Homer* to the tenth year of the

French revolution. She begins with the early

learning and philosophy of Greece
;*
and after

characterizing the national taste and genius
of that illustrious people, in all its depart-

ments, and in the different stages of their

progress, she proceeds to a similar investi-

gation of the literature and science of the

Romans
;
and then, after a hasty sketch of

the declme of arts and letters in the later

days of the empire, and of the actual progress
of the human mind during the dark ages,
when it is supposed to have slumbered in

complete inactivity, she enters upon a more
detailed examination of the peculiarities, and
the caus3s of the peculiarities, of all the dif-

ferent a.-pects of national taste and genius that

characterize the literature of Italy, Spain,

England, Gemiany, and France—entering, as

to each, into a pretty minute exposition of its

general merits and defects—and. not only of

the circumstances in the situation of the coun-

try that have produced those characteristics,
but even of the authors and productions, in

which they are chiedy exemplified. To go

through all this with tolerable success, and
without committing any very gross or ridicu-

lous blunders, evidently required, in the first

place, a greater allowance of learning than

has often fallen to the lot of persons of the

learned gender, who lay a pretty bold claim

to distinction upon the ground of their learn-

ing alone : and. in the next place, an extent

of general knowledge, and a power and com-

prehensiveness of thinking, that has still more

rarely been the ornament of great scholars.

Madame de Stael may be surpassed, perhaps,
in scholarship (so far as relates to accuracy at

least, if not extent.) by .some—and in sound

philosophy by others. But there are few in-

deed who can boast of having so much of

both
;
and no one, so far as we know, who

ha3 applied the one to the elucidation of the

other w-ith so much boldness and success.

But it is time to give a little more particular
account of her lucubrations.

6

There is a very eloquent and high-toned
Introduction, illustrating, in a general way,
the hitluence of literature on the morals, the

glory, the freedom, and the enjoyments of the

people among whom it flourishes. It is fuU

of brilliant thoughts and profound observa-

tions; but we are most suuck with those

sentiments of mingled triumph and morlili-

cation by which she connects these magnifi-
cent speculations with the tumultuous aspect
of the times in w hich ihey w ere nourished.

" Que lie puis-je rappeler tous leseeprits 6claircs

a la jouissance des nu'ditaiions philosophiqiies ! Los

conieniporains d'une Revoluiion pcrdent soiivent

loui iiiiciei a la recherche de la veriic. Taut d'eve-

neniens decides par la force, tant de criines al)sou3

par le succes, tant de vcrius fletries par Ic blame,
tant d'iiifortunes insultocs par le poiivoir, taut de

seniinieiis geiiereux devenus I'ohjct de la inoquerie,
tant de vilscalculs philosophiqucmeni comnientesj
tout lasse de resperance les homines les plusfideles
au culte de la raison. Neanmoins lis doivent se •••

ranimer en observant, dans i'hisioire de I'esprit

humain, qii'il n'a exisie ni une pensee mile, ni une
veritc piofonde qui n'ait trouvc sod siccle et ses

admiraieurs. C'est sans douie un trii-te effort que
de transporter son inieiet, de reposer son aitente, a

travers Tavenir, sur nos succcsscurs, sur les eiran-

gers bien loin de nous, sur les iiiconnus, sur tous

les hommes entin dont le souvenir et I'itnage ne

peuvent se retracer a notre esprit. Mais, helas ! si

I'on en excepte quelques amis inallerablcs, la plu-

part de ceux qu'on se rappelle aprts dix annees de

revolution, contristent votre occur, etoufient vos

mouveniens. en imposent a voire talent meme, nori

par leur snperiorile. maispar ceite malveillaiice qui
ne cause de la douleur qu'aux ames douces, et ne

fait souflrir que ceux qui ne la merilent pas."
—Tom.

i. p. 27, 28.

The connection between good morals and
that improved state of intelligence which
Madame de Stael considers as synonymous
with the cultivation of literature, is too obvi-

ous to require any great exertion of her talents

for its elucidation. She observes, with great
tmth. that much of the guilt and the misery
which are vulgarly imputed to great talents,*

really arise from not having talent enough—
and that the only certain cure for the errors

which are produced by superficial thinking,
is to be found in thinking more deeply:

—At
the same time it ought not to be forgotten,
that all men have not the capacity of think-

ing deeply
—and that the most general culti-

vation of literature will not invest every one

with talents of the first order. If there be a

degree of intelligence, therefore, that is more
unfavourable to the interests of morality and.

just opinion, than an utter want of intelli-

gence, it may be presumed, that, in very en-

lightened times, this will be the portion of

the greater multitude—or at least that nations

and individuals will have to pass through this

troubled and dangerous sphere, in their
way^-

to the loftier and purer regions of perfect un-

derstanding. The better answer therefore

probably is,
that it is not intelligence that

does the mischief in any case whatsoever,
but the presumption that sometimes acconi-

panies the lower degrees of it; and
\yliich

is

best disjoined from them, by making the

higher degrees more attainable. It is quite

trae, as Madame de Stael observes, that the

1)2
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power of public opinion, which is the only
sure and ultimate guardian either of freedom
or of virtue, is greater or less exactly as the

public is more or less enlightened; and that

this public can never be trained to the habit

of just and commanding sentiments, except
under the inlluence of a sound and progressive
literature. The abuse of power, and the

abuse of the means of enjoyment, are the

great sources of misery and d.'pravity in an

advanced stage of society. Both originate
with those who stand on the highest stages
of human fortune

;
and the cure is to be found.

in both cases, only in the enlightened opinion
of those who stand a little lower.

Liberty, it will not be disputed, is still

more clearly dependent on intelligence than

morality itself. When the governors are ig-

norant, they are naturally tyrannical. Force
is the obvious resource of those who are inca-

% pable of convincing ;
and the more unworthy

any one is of the power with which he is in-

vested, the more rigorously will he exercise

that power. But it is in the intelligence of

the people themselves that the chief bulwark
of.their freedom will be found to consist, and
all the principles of political amelioration to

originate. This is true, however, as INIadame
de Stael observes, only of what she terms
^^ la haute litterature ;" or the general cultiva-

tion of philosophy, eloquence, history, and
those other departments of learning which
refer chiefly to the heart and the understand-

ing, and depend upon a knowledge of human
nature, and an attentive study of all that

contributes to its actual enjoyments. What
is merely for delight, again, and addresses
itself exclusively to the imagination, has
neither so noble a genealogy, nor half so

illustrious a progeny. Poetry and works of

gaiety and amusement, together with music
and the sister arts of painting and sculpture,
have a much slighter connection either with

' virtue or with freedom. Though among their

most graceful ornaments, they may yet flour-

ish under tyrants, and be relished in the midst
of the greatest and most debasing conuption
of manners. It is a fine and a just remark

too, of Madame de Stael, that the pursuits
which minister to mere delight, and give to

life its charm and voluptuousness, generally
produce a great indifl"erence about dying.
They supersede and displace all the stronger

passions and affections, by which alone we
are bound very closely to existence

; and,
while they habituate the mind to transitory
and passive impressions, seem naturally con-

nected with those images of indolence and
intoxication and slumber, to which the idea
of death is so readily assimilated, in charac-
ters of this description. When life, in short.

*
is considered as nothing more than an amuse-

ment, its tennination is contemplated with
far less emotion, and its course, upon the

whole, is overshadowed with deeper clouds
of ennui, than when it is presented as a scene
of high duties and honourable labours, and
holds out to us at every turn—not the perish-
able pastimes of the passinsj hour, but the

fixed and distant objects of those serious and

lofty aims wliich connect us with a lon^

futurity.
The introduction ends with an eloquent

profession of the author's unshaken faith in

the philosophical creed of Perfectibility :
—

upon which, as it does not happen to be our

creed, and is very frequently brought into

notice in the course of the work, we nmst
here be indulged with a few preliminary
observations.

This splendid illusion, which seems to have
succeeded that of Optimism in the favour of

philosophical enthusiasts, and rests, like it,

upon the notion that the whole scheme of a.

beneficent Providence is to be developed in

this world, is supported by Madame de Stael

upon a variety of grounds: and as, like most
other illusions, it has a considerable admix-
ture of truth, it is supported, in many points,

upon grounds that are both solid and ingeni-
ous. She relies chiefly, of course, upon the

experience of the past; and. in particular,

upon the marked and decided superiority oi

the moderns in respect of thought and reflec-

tion—their more profound knowledge of hu-

man feelings, and more comprehensive views
of human attairs. She ascribes less import-
ance than is usually done to our attainments

in mere science, and the arts that relate to

matter; and augurs less confidently as to the

future fortune of the species, from the exploits
of Newton, Watt, and Davy, than from those

of Bacon, Bossuet, Locke, Hume, and Voltaire.

In eloquence, too, and in taste and fancy, she

admits that there has been a less conspicuous

advancement; because, in these thiiigs, there

is a natural limit or point of perfection, which
has been already attained : But there are no
boundaries to the increase of human know-

ledge, or to the discovery of the means of hu-

man happiness; and every step that is g-ained
in those higher walks, is gained, she conceives,
for posterity, and for ever.

The great objection derived from the signal
check which the arts and civility of life re-

ceived from the inroads of the northern bar-

barians on the decline of the Roman power,
and the long period of darkness and degrada-
tion which ensued, she endeavours to obviate,

by a very bold and ingenious speculation. It

is her object here to show that the invasion

of the northern tribes not only promoted their

own civilization more eflectually than any
thing else could have done, but actually im-

parted to the genius of the vanquished, a

character of energy, solidity, and seiiousness,
Mhich could never have sprung up of itself

in the volatile regions of the South. The

amalgamation of the two races, she thinks,
has produced a mighty improvement on both;
and the vivacity, the elegance and versatility
of the warmer latitudes, been mingled, in-

finitely to their mutual advantage, with the

majestic melanchol}', the profound thought,
and the sterner morality of the North. This

combination, again, she conceives, could have

been effected in no way so happily as by the

successful invasion of the ruder people ;
and

the conciliating influence of that common

faith, which at once repressed the frivolous^
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and mollified the ferocious tendencies of our
nature. The temporary disappearance there-

fore of hterature and politeness, upon the first

shock of this mighty collision, was but the

subsidence of the sacred flame under the

heaps of fuel which were thus profusely
provided for its increase

;
and the seeming

waste and sterility that ensued, was but the
first aspect of ihe fertilizing flood ami accu-
mulateti manure under which vej^etation was
buried for a while, that it might break out
at last with a richer and more indestructible

luxuriance. The human intellect was neither

dead nor inactive, she contends, during that

long slumber, in which it was collecting vig-
our for unprecedented exertions; and the

occupations to which it was devoted, though
not of the most brilliant or attractive descrip-

tion, were perhaps the best fitted for its ul-

timate and substantial improvement. The
subtle distinctions, the refined casuistry, and

ingenious logic of the school divines, were
all favourable to habits of careful and accu-
rate thinking; and led insensibly to a far

more thorough and profound knowledge of

human nature—the limits of its faculties and
the grounds of its duties—than had been
attained by the more careless inquirers of

antiquity. When men, therefore, began again
to reason upon human affixirs, they were found
to have made an immense progress during the

period when all appeared to be either retro-

grade or stationary; and Shakspeare, Bacon,
Machiavel, Montaigne, and Galileo, who ap-
peared almost at the same time, in the most
distant countries of Europe, each displayed a
reach of thought and a power of reasoning
which we should look for in vain in the elo-

quent dissertaions of the classical ages. To
them succeeded such men as Jeremy Taylor,
Moliere, Pascal, Locke, and La Bruyere

—all

of them observers of a character, to which
there is nothing at all parallel in antiquity;
and yet only preparing the way, in the suc-

ceeding age, for jNlontesquieu, Hume, Voltaire.

Smith, Burke, Bentham, Malthus. and so many-
others

;
who have made the world familiar

with truths, which, however important and
demonstrable at all times, certainly never
entered into the conception of the earlier in-

habitants of the world. Those truths, and
others still more important, of which they
are destined to be

tli^ parents, have already,
according to Madame de Slael, produced a

prodigious alteration, and an incalculable im-

provement on the condition of human nature.

Tlirousti their infiuence, assisted no doubt by
that or the Gospel, slavery has been abolished,
trade and industry set free from restriction,

and war disarmed of half its horrors; while,
ni private life, women have been restored to

their just rank in society; sentiments of jus-
tice and humanity have been universally cul-

tivated, and public opinion been armed with
a power which renders every other both safe

and salutary.

Many of these truths, which were once tlie

doubtful or derided discoveries of men of

original genius, are now admitted as chmien-

taiy principles in the reasonings of ordinary

people; and are every day extending their

empire, and multiplying their progeny. Ma»
dame de Stael sees no reason to doubt, there-

fore, that they will one day inherit the whole
earth

; and, under their reign, she takes it to

be clear, that war, and poverty, and all the

misery that arises from vice and ignorance,
will disappear from the face of society; and
that men, universally convinced that justice
and benevolence are the true sources of en-

joyment, will seek their cnvn happiness in a
constant endeavour to promote that of their

neighbours.
It would be very agreeable to believe all

this—in spite of the grudging which would

necessarily arise, from the refiection that we
ouiselves were born so much too soon for vir-

tue and enjoyment in this world. But it is

really impossible to overlook the maaifold

imperfections of the reasoning on which this

splendid anticipation is founded
;

— though it

may be worth while to ascertain, if possible,
in what degree it is founded in truth.

The first thing that occurs to a sober-mind-
ed listener to this dream of perfectibility, is

the extreme narrowness of the induction from
which these sweeping conclusions are so con-

fidently deduced. A progress that is in its

own nature infinite and irresistible, must

necessarily have been both universal and

unremitting; and yet the evidence of its ex-

istence is founded, if we do not deceive our-

selves, upon the history of a very small por-
tion of the human race, for a very small num-
ber of generations. The proposition is, that

the human species is advancing, and has al-

ways been advancing, to a state of perfection,

by a law of their nature, of the existence of

which their past history and present state

leave no room to doubt. But when we cast

a glance upon this high destined species,
we find this necessary and eternal jorogress

scarcely begun, even now, in the old inhabi-

ted continent of Africa—stationary, as far

back as our information reaches, in China—
and retrograde, for a period of at least twelve
centuries, and up to this day, in Egypt, India,

Persia, and Greece. Even in our own Europe,
which contains probably less than one tenth

part of our kind, it is admitted, that, for up-
wards of a thousand years, this gre«,f work of

moral nature not only ^ooil still, but went
visibly backwards, over its fairest regions;
and though there has been a prodigious pro-

gress in England and France and Germany
(luring the last two hundred years, it may be
doubted whether any thing of this sort can
be said of Spain or Italy; or various other

portions, even of this favoured quarter of the

world. It may be very natural for Madame
de Slael, or for us. looking only to what has

happened in our own world, and in our own

times, to indulge in those dazzling views of

the unbounded and universal improvement
of the whole human race; but such specu-
lations would appear rather wild, we suspect,
to those whose lot it is to philosophize among
the unchanging nations of Asia; and would

probably carry even something of riiUcula

with them, if propounded upon the rui>\s of
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Thebes or Babylon, or even among the pro-
laiit'il relics of Athens or Rome.
We are not incHned, however, to push this

very far. The world is certainly something
the wiser for its past experience;

—and there is

ail aecumulatiun of useful knowledge, which
we think likely to increase. The invention

of printing and lire-arms, and the perfect
communication that is established over all

Europe, insures us, we think, against any
considerable falling back in respect of the

sciences; or the arts and attainments that

minister to the conveniences of ordinary life.

We have no idea that any of the important
discoveries of modern times will ever again
be lost or forgotten ;

or that any future gene-
ration will be put to the trouble of inventing,
for a second time, the art of making gunpow-
der or telescopes

—the astronomy of Newton,
or the mechanics of Watt. All knowledge
\\ liieh admits of demoustratioii will advance,
we have no doubt, and extend itself; and all

processf!S will be improved, that do not inter-

fere with the passions of human nature, or

the apparent interests of its ruling classes.

But with regard to every thing depending on

probable reasoning, or susceptible of debate,
and especially with regard to every thing

touching morality and enjojinent, we really
are not sangTiine enough to reckon on any
considerable improvement ;

and suspect that

men will go on blundering in speculation,
and tran.sgressing in practice, pretty nearly as

they do at present, to the latest period of their

history.
Ill the nature of things, indeed, there can

be no end to disputes upon probable, or what
is called moral evidence

;
nor to the contra-

dictory conduct and conseqiient hostility and

oppression, which must re.sult from the oppo-
site views that are taken of such subjects ;

—
and th's, partly, because the elements tliat

enter into the calculation are so vast and nu-

merous, that many of the most material must

always be overlooked by persons of ordinary
talent and information

;
and partly because

there not only is no standard by which the

value of those elements can be ascertained

and made manifest, but that they actually
have a different value for almost every dif-

ferent individual. With regard to all nice,
and indeed all debateable questions of happi-
ness or morals, ther^ore, there never can be

any agreement among men
; because, in re-

ality, there is no truth in which they can

agree. All quf^stions of this kind turn upon
a comparison of the opposite advantages and

disadvantages of any particuliar course of con-

duct or habit of mind ; but these are really
of very different magnitude and importance to

different persons; and their decision, there-

fore, even if they all saw the whole con-

sequences, or even the same set of conse-

quences, must be irreconcileably diverse. If

the matter in deliberation, for example, be,
whether it is better to live without toil or ex-

ertion, but, at the same time, without wealth
or glory, or to venture for both upon a scene
of labour and hazard—it is easy to see, that

the determination which would be wise and

expedient for one individual, might be just
the reverse for another. Ease and obscurity
are the suvimum boiium of one description of

men
;
while others have an irresistible voca^

tion to strenuous enterprise, and a positive

delight in contention and danger. Nor is the

magnitude of our virtues and vices referabit*

to a more invariable standard. Intemperance
is less a vice in the robust, and dishonesty
less foolish in those who care but little for

the scorn of society. Some men find their

chief hai)piness in relieving sorrow—some in

sympathizing with mirth. Some, again, de-

rive most of their enjoyment from ine exer-

cise of their reasoning faculties—others from
that of their imagination;

—\\hile a third sort

attend to little but the gratilication of theii

senses, and a fourth to that of their vanity.
One del gilts in crowds, and another m soli-

tude
;

—one thi:iks of nothing but glory, and
another of comfort;

—and so on, through all

the infinite variety, and infinite combinations,
of human tastes, temperaments, and habits.

Now, it is plain, that each of those persons
not only will, but plainly ought to pursue a
dilferent road to the common object of hap-

piness ;
and that they must clash and conse-

(luently often jostle with each other, even if

I'ach were fully aware of the peculiarity of

his own notions, and of the consequences of

all that he did in obedience to their impulses-
It is altogether impossible, therefore, we
humbly conceive, that men should ever set-

tle the point as to what is,
on the whole, the

wisest course of conduct, or the best dispo-
sition of mind

;
or consequently take even

the first step towards that perfection of moral

science, or that cordial concert and co-opera-
tion in their common pursuit of happiness,
which is the only alternative to their fatal

ojjposition.
This impossibility will become more appa-

rent when it is considered, that the only in-

strument by which it is pretended that this

moral perfection is to be attained, is such a

general illumination of the intellect as to make
all men fully aware of the consecjuences of

their actions; while the fact is,
that it is not,

in general, through ignorance of their conse-

quences, that actions producing misery are

actually performed. When the misery is in-

flicted upon others, the actors most frequently

disregard it, upon a faiiL enough comparison
of its amount with the^ain they should in-

flict on themselves by forbearance
;
and even

when it falls on their own heads, they will

generally be found rather to have been un-

lucky in the game, than to have been tiiily

unacquainted with its hazards; and to have
ventured with as full a knowledge of the

risks, as the fortunes of others can ever im-

press on the enterprizing. There are many
men, it should always be recollected, to whom
the happiness of otliers gives very little satis-

faction, and their sufferings very little pain,—and who would rather eat a luxurious meal

by themselves, than scatter plenty and grati-

j

tude over twenty famishing cottages. No

j

enlightening of the understanding will make
I such men the instruments of general happi-
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ness : and wherever there is a competition
—

•wherever the question is stirred as to whose
claims shall bo renounced or asserted, we are

all sucri men, we fear, in a greater or a less

degree. There are others, again, who pre-
sume upon their own good fortune, with a de-

gree of confidence that no exposition of the

clianccs of failure can ever repress ;
and in

all cases where failure is possible, there must
be a risk of suffering from its occurrence,
however prudent the venture might have ap-

peared. Thesr^, however, are the chief sources

of all the uiihappiness which results from the

conduct of man
;

—and they are sources which
we do not see that the improved intellect, or

added e.xperience of the species, is likely to

close or diminish.

Take the case, for example, of War— by
far the most prolific and extensive pest of the

human race, whether we consider the suffer-

ings it inflicts, or the happiness it prevents
—

and see whether it is likely to be arrested by
the progress of intelligence and civilization.

In the first place, it is manifest, that instead

of becoming less frequent or destructive, in

proportion to the rapidity of that progress,
our European wars have, in point of fact, been

incomparably more constant, and more san-

guinary, since Europe became signally en-

lightened and humanized— and that they
have uniformly been most obstinate and most

popular, in its most polished countries. The
brutish Laplanders, and bigoted and profli-

gate Italians, have had long intervals of re-

pose; but France and England are now pretty

regularly at war, for about fourscore years out

of every century. In the second place, the

lovers and conductors of war are by no means
the most ferocious or stupid of their species—but for the most part the very contrary;

—
and their delight in

it, notwithstanding their

compassion for human suffering, and their

complete knowledge of its tendency to pro-
duce suffering, seems to us sufficient almost
of itself to discredit the confident prediction
of those who assure us, that when men have
attained to a certain degree of intelligence,
war must necessarily cease among all the

nations of the earth. There can be no better

illustration indeed, than this, of the utter fu-

tility of all those dreams of perfectibility;
which are founded on a radical ignorance of

what it is that constjtutes the real enjo}'ment
of human nature, and upon the play of how
many principles and opposite stimuli that hap-
piness depends, which, it is absurdly ima-

gined, would be found in the mere negation
of suffering, or in a state of Quakerish pla-

cidity, dulness. and uniformity. Men delight
in war, in spite of the pains and miseries

which they know it entails upon them and
their fellows, because it exercises all the

talents, and calls out all the energies of their

nature—because it holds them out conspicu-

ously as objects of public sentiment and gene-
ral sympathy—because it gratifies their pride
of art, and gives them a lofty sentiment of

their own power, worth and courage— but

principally because it sets the game of exist-

(i-nce upon a higher stake, and dispels, by its

powerful interest, those feelings of cnmtt
which steal upon every condition from which
hazard and anxiety are excluded, and drive

us into danger and suffering as a relief. While
human nature continues to be distinguished by
those attributes, we do not see any chance of

war being superseded by the increase of wis-

dom and morality.
We should be pretty well advanced in the

career of perfectibility, if all the hdiabitants

of Europe were as intelligent, and upright,
and considerate, as Sir John Moore, or Lord

Nelson, or Lord Collingwood, or Lord Wel-

lington
— but we should not have the less

war, we take
it,

with all its attendant mise-
ries. The more wealth and intelligence, and

liberty, there is in a country indeed, the

greater love we fear there will always be for

war;—for a gentleman is uniformly a more

pugnacious animal than a plebeian, and a free

man than a slave. The case is the same,
with the minor contentions that agitate civil

life, and shed abroad the bitter waters of po-
htical animosity, and grow up into the ran-

cours and atrocities of faction and cabal. The
leading actors in those scenes are not the

lowest or most debased characters in the

country
— but. almost without exception, of

the very opposite description. It would be
too romantic to suppose, that the whole popu-
lation of any country should ever be raised to

the level of our Fox and Pitt, Burke, ^Vind-

ham, or Grattan
;
and yet if that miraculous

improvement were to take place, we know
that thev \\ ould be at least as far from agree*

ing, as they are at present ;
and may fairly

conclude, that they would contend with far

greater warmth and animosity.
For that great class of evils, therefore,

which arise from contention, emulation, and

diversity of opinion upon points which admit
of no demonstrative solution, it is evident that

the general increase of intelligence Avould

afford no remedy ;
and there even seems to

be reason for thinking that it would increase

their amount. If we turn to the other great
source of human sufTering, the abuse of power
and wealth, and the other means of enjoy-

ment, we suspect we shall not find any ground
for indulging in more sanguine expectations.
Take the common case of youthful excess and

imprudence, for example, in which the evil

commonly rests on the head of the trans-

gressor
— the injury done to fortune, by

thoughtless expense
—to health and character,

by sensunl indulgence, and to the Avhole feli-

cit}^ of after life, by rash and unsorted mar-

riages. The whole mischief and hazard of

such practices, we are persuaded, is just as

thoroughly known and understood at present,
as it will be when the world is five thousand

years older; and as much pains are now
taken to impress the ardent spirits of youth
with the belief of those hazards, as can well

be taken by the monitors who may discharge
that office in the most remote futurity. But

the truth is, that the offenders do not offend

so much in ignorance, as in presumption.

They know very well, that men are oftener

mined than enriched at the gaming table;
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and that love marriages, clapt up under ago,
are frequently followed by divorces : But

they know too, that this is not always the

case
;
and they flatter themselves that their

good luck, and good judgment, will class them

among the exceptions, and not among the

ordinary examples of the rule. They are told

•well enough, lor the most part, of the excess-

ive folly of acting upon such a presumption,
in matters of such importance :

—But it is the

nature of youth, to despise much of the wis-

dom that is thus pressed upon them
;
and to

think well of their fortune and sagacitj', till

they have actually had experience of their

plipporiness. We really
have no idea that

their future teachers wdl be able to change
this nature : or to destroy the eternal distinc-

tion between the character of early and mature

life; and therefore it
is,

that we despair of

the cure of the manifold evils that spring from

this source
;
and remain persuaded, that young

men will be nearly as foolish, and as incapa-
ble of profiting by the experience of their

seniors, ten thousand years hence, as they are

at this moment.
With regard to the other glittering curses

of -life—the heartless dissipations
—the crael

seductions—the selfish extravagance
—the re-

jection of all interesting occupation or serious

affection, which blast the splendid summit
of human fortune with peqietual barrenness

and discomfort—we can only say, that as

they are miseries which now exist almo.st

exclusively among the most polished and in-

telligent of the species, we do not think it

very probable, at least, that they will be eradi-

cated by rendering the species in general
more polished and intelligent. They are not

occasioned, we think, by ignorance or im-

proper education
;
but by that eagerness for

strong emotion and engrossing occupation,
which still proclaim it to be the irreversible

destiny of man to earn his bread by the sweat
of his brows. It is a fact indeed rather per-

plexing and humiliating to the advocates of

f)erfectibility,

that as soon as a man is de-

ivered from the necessity of subsisting him-

self, and providing for his family, he gene-

rally falls into a state of considerable unhap-
piness; and if some fortunate anxiety, or

necessity for exertion, does not come to his

relief, is commonly obliged to seek for a

slight and precarious distraction in vicious

and unsatisfactory pursuits. It is not for

want of knowing that they are unsatisfactory
that he persists in them, nor for want of

being told of their folly and criminality ;

—for

moralists and divines have been occupied
with little else for the best part of a century;
and writers of all descriptions, indeed, have

charitably expended a good part of their own
ennui in copious directions for the innocent

and effectual reduction of that common ene-

my. In spite of all this, however, the malady
has increased with our wealth and refine-

ment; and has brousht along with it the

increase of all those vices and follies in which
its victims still find themselves constrained

to seek a temporary relief. The trvith is,

that military and senatorial glory is neither

within the reach, nor suited to the taste, of

any very great proportion of the suflerers:

and that the cultivation of waste lands, and
the superintendence of tippling-houses and

charity .schools, have not always been found
such effectual and delightful remedies as the

inditcrs of godly romances have sometimes

represented. So that those whom fortune

has cruelly exempted from the necessity of

doing any thing, have been led very generally
to do evil of their own accord

;
and have

fancied that they rather diminished than
added to the sum of human misery, by en-

gaging in intrigues and giiming-clubs, and

establishing coteries for detraction or sen-

suality
The real and radical difficulty is to find

some laudable pursuit that will permanently
interest—some worthy object that will con-

tinue to captivate and engross the faculties :

and this, instead of becoming easier in pro-

portion as our intelligence increases, obvious-

ly
becomes more dilficult. It is knowledge

that destroys enthusiasm, and dispels all those

prejudices of admiration which people sim-

pler minds with so many idols of enchant-

ment. It is knowledge that distracts by its

variety, and satiates by its abundance, and

generates, by its communication, that dark
and cold spirit cf fastidiousness and derision

which revenges on those whom it possesses,
the pangs which it inflicts on those on whom
it is exerted. Yet it is to the increase of

knowledge and talents alone, that the prophets
of perfectibility look forward for the cure_of
all our vices and all our unhappiness!
Even as to intellect, and the pleasures that

are to be derived from the exercise of a vigor-
ous understanding, we doubt greatly whether
we ought to look forward to posterity with

any very lively feelings of envy or humilia-

tion. More knowledge they probably will

have—as wc have undoubtedly more know-

ledge than our ancestors had two hundred

years ago; but for vigour of understanding,
or pleasure in the exercise of

it,
we must beg

leave to demur. The more there is already

known, the less there remains to be discover-

ed; and the more time a man is obliged to

spend in ascertaining what his predecessors
have already established, the less he will

have to bestow in adding to its amount.—
The time, however, is of less consequence;
but the habits of mind that are formed by
walking patiently, humbly, and passively in

the paths that have been traced by otherh.,

are the very habits that disqualify us for

vigorous and independent excursions of our

own. There is a certain degree of knowledge
to be sure, that is but wholesome aliment to

the understanding
—materials for it to work

upon—or instruments to facilitate its labours:
—but a larger quantity is apt to oppress and
encumber it

;
and as industry, which is ex-

cited by the importation of the raw material,

may be' superseded and extinguished by the

introduction of the finished maimfacture, so

the minds which are stimulated to activity

by a certain measure of instruction may,
unquestionably, be reduced to a state of pas-
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Bive and languid acquiescence, by a more

profuse and rt-dundant supply.
Rladame de Stael, and the other advocates

of her system, talk a great deal of the pro-

digious advantage of having the results of the

laborious discoveries of one generation made
matters of familiar and elementary know-

ledge in another; and for practical utility, it

may be so : but nothing, we conceive, can
be so completely destructive of all intellect
tual enterprise, and all force and originality
of thinking, as this very process, of the re-

duction of knowledge to its results, or the

multiplication of those summary and accessi-

ble pieces of information in which the stu-

dent is saved the^wlioie trouble of investiga-

tion, and put in possession of the prize, with-

out either the toils or the excitement of the

contest. This, in the first place, necessarily
makes the prize much less a subj(>ct of ex-

- ultation or delight to him
;

for the chief plea-
sure is in the chase itself, and not in the ob-

tect

which it pursues; and he who sits at

Lome, and has the dead g-ame brouifht to the

side of his chair, will be very apt, we be-

lieve, to regard it as nothing better than an

nn fragrant verniin. But, in the next place, it

does him no good; for he misses altogether
the uivigorating exercise, and the invaluable

training to habits of emulation and sagacity

ancFi^^urage. for the sake of which alone the

pursuit is deserving of applause. And, in

the last place, he not only fails in this way
to acquire the qualities that may enable hira

to run down knowledge for himself, but nec-

essarily finds himself without taste or induce-

ment for such exertions. He thinks, and in

one sense he thinks justly, that if the proper

object of study be to acquire knowledge, he
can employ his time much more profitably
in implicitly listening to the discoveries of

others, than in a laborious attempt to discover

something for himself. It is infinitely more

fatiguing to think, than to remember; and

jincomparably shorter to be led to an object,
than to explore our own way to it. It is in-

conceivable what an obstruction this fur-

nishes to the original exercise of the under-

standing in a certain state of information
;
and

how effectually the general diffusion of easily
accessible knowledge operates as a bounty
upon indolence and mental imbecility.

—
\Vh:?re the quantity of approved and collected

knowledge is already very great in any coun-

try, it is naturaUy required of all well edu-

cated persons to possess a considerable share

of it
;
and where it has also been made very

accessible, by being reduced to its summary
and ultimate results, an astonishing variety
of those abstracts may be stowed away in

the memory, with scarcely any fatigue or

exercise to the other faculties. The whole
mass of attainable intelligence, however, must
Btill be beyond the reach of any individual

;

and he may go on, therefore, to the end of a

long and industrious life, constantly acquir-

ing knowletlge in this cheap and expeditious
manner. But if. in the course of these pas-
sive and humble researches, he should be

tempted to inquire a little for himself, he

cannot fail to be struck with the prodigious
waste of time, and of labour, that is neces-

sary for the attainment of a ver)' inconsider-

able portion of original knowledge. His pro-

gress is as slow as that of a man who is

making a road, compared with that of those

who afterwards travel over it; and he feels,

that in order to make a very small advance
in one department of study, he must consent

to sacrifice very great attainments in others.

He is disheartened, too, by the extreme in-

significance of any thing that he can expect
to contribute, when compared with the great
store that is already in possession of the pub-

lic; and is extremely apt to conclude, that it

is not only safer, but more profitable to fol-

low, than to lead
;
and that it is fortunate for

the lovers of wisdom, that our ancestors have
accumulated enough of it for our use, as well

as for their own.
But while the general diffusion of know-

ledge tends thus powerfully to repress all

original and independent speculation in indi-

viduals, it operates still more powerfully in

rendering the public indifferent and unjust to

their exertions. The treasures they have in-

herited from their predecessors are so ample,
as not only to take away all disposition to

labour for their farther increase, but to lead

them to undervalue and overlook any little

addition that may be made to them by the

voluntary offerings of individuals. The works
of the best models are perpetually before their

eyes, and their accumulated glory in their re-

membrance
;
the ver^- variety of the sorts of

excellence which are constantly obtruded on
their notice, renders excellence itself cheap
and vulgar in their estimation. As the mere

possessors or judges of such things, they are

apt to ascribe to themselves a character of

superiority, which renders any moderate per-
foi-mance unworthy of their reg-ard; and their

cold and languid familiarity with what is best,
'

ultimately produces no other effect than to

render them insensible to its beauties, and at

the same tune intolerant of all that appears to

fall short of it.

In such a condition of society, it is obvious

that men must be pecidiarly disinclined from

indulging in those bold and original specula-

tions,"for which their whole training had pre-

viously discpialified them
;
and we appeal to

our readers, whether there are not, at this day,

apparent s}Tnptoms of such a condition of so-

ciety. A childish love of novelty may indeed

give a transient popularity to works of mere

amusement; but the age of original genius,

and of comprehensive and independent rea-

soning, seems to be over. Instead of such

works as those of Bacon, and Shakspeare, and

Taylor, and Hooker, we have Encyclopaedias,
and geographical compilations, and county

histories, and new editions of black letter au-

thors—and trashy biographies and posthumous
letters—and disputations upon prosody

—and

ravings about orthodoxy and metnodism. Men
of general infomiation and curiosity seldom

think of adding to the knowledge that is

already in the worid
;
and the inferior persons

uponwhom that task is consequently devolved,
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carry it on, for the most pan, by mpans ot that

xnhiute subdivision of Jabour vhicli is the

great secret of the meehauieal arts, but can

never be introduced into bteralure Avitlunit

depriving its liigher branches of all force, dig-

nity, or importance. One man spends his life

in improving a method of dyeing cotton red;—another in adding a tew insects to a cata-

logue which nobody reads;
—a tiiird in settling

the metres of a "few Greek Choruses;
—a

fourth in decyphering illegible romances, or

old grants of farms;
—a filth in picking rotten

bones out of the earth;
—a sixth in describing

all the old walls and hillocks iii his parish ;

—
and five hundred others in occupations equal-

ly liberal and important: each of them being,
for the most part, iirofbundly ignorant of every

thing out of his own narrow department, and

very generally and deservedly despised, by
his competitors for the favour of that public

—
which despises and supports them all.

Such, however, it appears to us, is the state

of mind that is naturally produced by the

great accumulation and general diflusion of

various sorts of knowledge. Men learn, in-

stead of reasoning. Instead of meditating,

they remember; and, in place of the glow of

inventive genius, or the warmth of a generous

admiration, nothing is to be met with, in so-

ciety, but timidity on the one hand, and fas-

tidiousness on the other—a paltry accuraoj^,
and a more paltry derision—a sensibility to

small faults, and an incapacity of great merits
—a disposition to exaggerate the value of

knowledge that is not to bt; used, and to un-

derrate the importance of powers which have
ceased to exist. If these, hoAvever, are the

consequences of accumulated and diffused

knowledge, it may well be questioned whether
the human intellect will gain in point of dig-

nity and energy by the only certain acquisi-
tions to which we are entitled to look forward.

For our own part, we will confess we have no

such expectations. There will be improve-

ments, we make no doubt, in all the mechani-
cal and domestic arts;

—better methods of

working metal, and preparing cloth;
—more

commodious vehicles, and more efbcient im-

plements of war. Geography wall be made
more complete, and astronomy more precise ;—natural history will be enlarged and di-

gested;
—and perhaps some little improve-

ment suggested in the forms of administering
law. But as to any general enlargement of

the understanding, or more prevailing vigour
of judgment, we will own, that the tendency
seems to be all the other way ;

and that we
think strong sense, and extended views of

human aflairs, are more likely to be found,
and to be listened to at this moment, than

two or three hundred years hereafter. The
trath is,

we suspect, that the vast and endur-

ing products of the virgin soil can no longer
be reared in that factitious mould to which
cultivation has since given existence

;
and that

its forced and deciduous progeny will go on

degenerating, till some new deluge shall re-

store the vigour of the glebe by a temporary
destruction of all its generations.

Hitherto we have spoken only of the higher

and more instructed classes of society,
—I*

whom it is reasonable to suppose that the per-
fection of wisdom and hap))iness will come

fust, in their jirogress through the whole race

of men; and we have seen what reason theio

is to doubt of their near approach. The
lower orders, however, we thnik, have still

less good fortinie to reckon on. In the whole

history of the species, there has been nothing
at all comparable to trie improvement of Eng-
land within the last century; never anywhere
was there such an increase of wealth and lux-

ury
—so many admirable inventions in the

arts—so many works of learning and inge-

nuity
—such a progress in cultivation—such

an enlargement of commerce:—and yet, in

that century, the inimber of paupers in Eng-
land has increa.'^ed fourfold, and is now rated

at one tenth of her whole population; and,

notwithstanding the enormous sums that are

levied and given privately for their relief, and
the nudtitudes that are drained off by the

Avaste of war, the peace of the country is per-

petually threatened by the outrages of fam-

ishing multitudes. This fact of itself is deci-

sive, we think, as to the tffect of general
refinement and intelligence on the condition

of the loAver orders; but it is not difficult to

trace the steps of its operation.

Increasing refinement and ingenuity lead

naturally to the establishment of manufac-

tures
;
and not only enable society to spare a

great proportion of its agricultural labourers

for this purpcse, but actually encourage the

breeding of au additional population, to be
maintained out of the profits of this new oc-

cupation. For a time, too, this answers
;
and

the artisan shares in the conveniences to which
his labours have contributed to give birth

;

but it is in the very nature of the manufac-

turing system, to behable to great fluctuation,

occasional check, and possible destruction
;

and at all events, it has a tendency to produce
a greater population than it can pennanently

support in comfort or prosperity. The average
rate of Avages, for the last forty years, has

been insufiicient to maintain a labourer Avith

a tolerably large family ;

—and yet such have

been the occasional fluctuations, and such the

sanguine calculations of persons incapable of

taknig a comprehensive vicAv of the whole,
that the manufacturing population has been

prodigiously increased in the same period. It

is the interest of the manufacturer to keep
this population in excess, as the only sure

means of keeping Avages Ioav; and A\herever

the means of subsistence are uncertain, and
liable to A-ariation, it seems to be the general
laAv of our nature, that the population should

be adapted to the highest, and not to the

average rate of supply. In India, Avhere a dry
season used to produce a failure of the crop,
once in every ten or tAvelve years, the popu
lation Avas always up to the measure of the

greatest abundance; and in manufacturing

countries, the miscalculation is still more san-

gTiine and erroneous. Such countries, there-

fore, are ahvays overpeopled ;
and it seems to

be the necessary efl'ect of increasing talent and

refinement, to convert all countries into this
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denomination. China, the oldest manufacturing
nation in the world, and by far the greatest that

ever existed with the use of httle machinery,
has always suffered fiom a redundant popula-

tion, and has always kept the largest part of

its inhabitants in a state of the greatest poverty.
The effect then wdiich is produced on the

lower orders of society, by that increase of

industry and refinement, and that multiplica-
tion of conveniences which are commonly
looked upon as the surest tests of increasing

prosperity, is to convert the peasants into

manufacturers, and the manufacturers into

paupers; while the chance of their ever

emerging from this condition becomes con-

stantly less, the more complete and mature
the system is which hail originally produced
it. When manufactures are long established,
and thoroughly understood, it will always be

found, that persons possessed of a large capi-

tal, can carry them on upon lower profits than

persons of any other description ;
and the

natural tendency of this system, therefore, is

to throw the whole business into the hands
of great capitalists ;

and thus not only to render
it next to impossible for a common workman
to advance himself into the condition of a

master, but to drive from the competition the

greater part of those moderate dealers, by
whose prosperity alone the general happiness
of the nation can be promoted. The state of

the oj erative manufacturers, therefore, seems

every day more hopelessly stationary: and
that great body of the people, it appears to

us, is likely to grow' into a fixed and degraded
caste, out of which no person can hope to es-

cape, who has once been enrolled among its

menibers. They cannot look up to the rank
of master manufacturers

; because, without
considerable capital, it will every day be more

impossible to eng-age in that occupation
—and

l)ack they cannot go to the labours of agricul-

ture, because there is no demand for their

services. The improved system of famiing,
furnishes an increased produce with many
fewer hands than were formerly employed in

procuring a much smaller return
;
and besides

all this, the lower population has actually in-

creased to a far greater amount than ever was
at any time employed in the cultivation of the

ground.
To remedy all these evils, which are likely,

as we conceive, to be aggravated, rather than

relieved, by the general progress of refinement
and intelligence, we have little to look to but
the beneficial effects of this increasing intelli-

gence upon the lower orders themselves;—
and we are far from undervaluing this influ-

ence. By the universal adoption of a good
system of education, habits of foresight and

self-control, and rigid economy, may in time
no doubt be pretty generally introduced, in-

stead of the improvidence and profligacy
which too commoidy characterize the larger
assemblages of our manufacturing population ;

and if these lead, as they are likely to do, to

the general institution of Friendly Societies
and banks for savings among the workmen, a

great palliative will have been provided for

the disadvantages of a situation, which must
7

I always be considered as ",ne of the least for-

tunate which Providence has assigned to an>
of the human race.

There is no end, however, we find, to these

speculations; and we must here close our re-

marks on perfectibility, without touching upon
the Political changes which are likely to be

produced by a long course of progressive re-

finements and scientific improvement—though
we are afraid that an enlightened anticipation
would not be much more cheering in this

view, than in any of those we have hitherto

considered. Luxury and refinement have a

tendency, we fear, to make men sensual and

selfish; and, in that state, increased talent

and intelligence is apt only to render them
more mercenary and servile. Among the

prejudices which this kind of philosophy roots

out, that of patriotism, we fear, is generally
among the first to be surmounted

;

—and then,
a dangerous opposition to power, and a sacri-

fice of interest to affection, speedily come to

be considered as romantic. Arts are discov-

ered to palliate the encroachments of arbitrary

power; and a luxurious, patronizing, and
vicious monarchy is firmly established amidst
the adulations of a corrupt nation. But we
must proceed at last to Madame de ^taePa

History of Literature.

Not knowing any thing of the Egj'ptians
and Phcenicians, she takes the Greeks for the
first inventors of literature—and explains

many of their peculiarities by that supposition.
The first development of talent, she says, is

in Poetry; and the first poetry consists in the

rapturous description of striking objects in na-

ture, or of the actions and exploits that are

then thought of the greatest importance.
There is little reflection—no nice development
of feeling or character—and no sustained

strain of tenderness or moral emotion in this

primitive poetry ;
which charms almost en-

tirely by the freshness and brilliancy of its

colourhig
—the spirit And naturalness of its

representations
—and the air of freedom and

facility with which every thing is executed.

This, was the age of Homer. After that,

though at a long intervSt, Cll'TYle the age of

Pericles :
—When human nature was a little

more studied and regarded, and poetry re-

ceived accordingly a certain cast of thought-

fulness, and an air of labour—eloquence bcg-ao
to be artful, and the rights and duties of men
to be subjects of meditation and inquiry.

This, therefore, was the era of the tragedians,
the orators, and the first ethical philosophers.
Last came the age ofj^lexander, when science

had superseded fancy, and all the talent of

the country was turned to the pursuits of

philosoph)'. This, Madame de Stacl tliinks,
is the natural progress of literature in all

countries
;
and that of the Greeks is only dis-

tinguished by their having been the first that

pursued it,
and by the peculiarities of their

mythology, and their political relations. It is

not quite clear indeed that they were the first;

but IVIadame de Stael is very eloquent upon
that supposition.
The state of society, however, in those early-

times, was certainly such as to impress ye'y
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strongly on the mind those objects and occur-

rences which formed the first maleriuis of

poetry. The intercourse with distant coun-

tries being dithcult and dangerous, the legends
of the traveller were naturally invested with

more than the modern allowance of the mar-

Tellous. The smuUnt'ss of the civilized states

connected every individual in tliem with its

leaders, and made him personally a debtor for

the protection which thi-ir prowess afforded

from the robbers and wild beasts which then

infested the unsubdued earth. Gratitude and

terror, therefore, combined to e.xcile the spirit

of enthusiasm
;
and the same ignorance w hich

imputed to the direct agency of the gods, the

more rare and dreadful phenomena of nature,

gave a character of supernatural greatness to

the reported exploits of their heroes. Philoso-

phy, which has led to the exact investigation
of cau5?s, has robbed the worKl of much of

its sublimity; and by preventing us from be-

lieving much, and from wondering at any
thing, has taken away half our enthusiasm,
and more than half our admiration.

The purity of taste which characterizes the

very earliest poetry of the Greeks, seems to us

more ditiicult to be accounted for. Madame
de Stael ascribes it chiefly to the influence

of their copious mythology ;
and the eternal

presence of those Gods—which, though al-

ways about men, were always above them,
and gave a tone of dignity or elegance to the

whole scheme of their existence. Their tra-

gedies were acted in temples
—in the sup-

posed presence of the Gods, the fate of whose
descendants they commemorated, and as a

part of the religions solemnities instituted hi

their honour. Their legends, in like manner,
related to the progeny of the immortals : and
their feasts—their dwellings

—their farming—
their battles—and every incident and occupa-
tion of their daily life being under the imme-
diate sanction of some presiding deity, it was

scarcely possible to speak of them in a vulgar
or inelegant manner; and the nobleness of

their style therefore appeared to result natu-

rally from the elegance of their mythology.
Now, even if we could pass over the ob-

vious objection, that this mythology was itself

a creature of the same poetical imagination
which it is here supposed to have modified,

it is impossible not to observe, that though
the circumstances now alluded to may ac-

count for the raised and lofty tone of the Gre-
cian poetry, and for the exclusion of low or

familiar life from their dramatic representa-

tions, it will not explain the far more substan-

tial mdications of pure taste afforded by the

absence of all that gross exaggeration, violent

incongruity, and tedious and childish extrava-

gance which are found to deform the primi-
tive poetry of most other nations. The Hin-

doos, for example, have a mythology at least

as copiou.s, and still more closely interwoven
with every action of their lives : But their le-

gends are the very models of bad taste
;
and

unite all the detestable attributes of obscurity,

pnerilit}', insufferable tediousness, and the

most revolting and abominable absurdity.
The poetry of the northern bards is not much

more commendable : But the Greeks are won-

derfully rational and moderate in all theii

works of imagination; and s])eak. for the most

part, with a degree of justness and brevity^
which is only the more marvellous, when it ia

considered how much religion had to do in the

bu.siness. A better explanation, perhaj s, of
their superiority, may be derived from iccol-

lecting that the sins of affectation, and inju-
dicious effort, really cannot be committed
where there are no models to be at once co-

pied and avoided. The first writers naturally
took possession of what was most striking,
and most capable of producing effect, in na-

ture and in incident. Their successors con-

sequently found these occupied ;
and were

obliged, for the credit of their originality, to

produce something which should be difl'erent,
at least, if not better, than their originals.

They had not only to adhere to nature, there-

fore, but to avoid representing her exactly as

she had been represented by their predeces-

sors; and when they could not accomplish
both these objects, they contrived, at least, to

make sure of the last. The early Greeks had
but one task to perform: they were in no

danger of comparisons, or imputations of pla-

giarism: and wrote down whatever struck

them as just and impressive, without fear of

finding that they had been stealhig from a

predeccs.sor. The wide world, in short, was
before them, unappropriated and uiimarked

by any preceding footstep; and they took their

way. without hesitation, by the most airy

heights and sunny valleys ;
while those who

came after, found it so seamed and crossed

with tracks in which they were foi bidden to

tread, that they were frequently driven to

make the most fantastic circuits and abrupt
descents to avoid them.
The characteristic defects of the early

Greek poetry are all to be traced to the same

general causes,
—the peculiar state of society,

and that newness to w hich they were indebt-

ed for its principal beauties. They describe

ever}' thing, because nothing had been pre-

viously described; and incumber their whole
diction with epithets that convey i o informa-

tion. There is no reach of thought, or fine-

ness of sensibility, because reflection had not

yet awakened the deeper sj mj athies of their

nature; and we are perpetually shocked with

the imperfections of their molality, and the

indelicacy of their affections, because society
had not subsisted long eiiough in peace and

security to develop those finer sources of

emotion. These defects are most conspicuous
in every thing that relates to women. They
had absolutely no idea of that mixture of

friendship, veneration, and desire, which is

indicated by the worel Love, in the m.odern

languages of Europe. The love of the Greek

tragedians, is a species of insanity or frenzy,
—

a blind and ungovernable impulse inflicted by
the Gods in theirvengear.ee. and hading its

humiliated victim to the commission of all

sorts of enoimities. Racine, in his Phadre,
has ventured to exhibit a love of this descrip-
tion on a modern stage; but the softenings of

delicate feeling
—the tenderness and profound
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affliction Avhich he has been forced to add to

the fatal impulse of the original character,

shoW; mi. re strongly than any thing else, the
radical difference between the ancient and
the modern conception of the passion.
The Political institutions of Greece had also

a remarkable effect on their literature; and

nothing can show this so strongly as the strik-

ing contrast between Athens and Sparta
—

placed under the same sky
—with the same

language and religion
—and yet so opposite in

their government and in their literary pur-
suits. The ruling passion of the Athenians
was that of amusement; for, though the

emulation of glory was more lively among
them than among any other people, it was still

subordinate to their rapturous admiration of

successful talent. Their law of ostracism is

a proof, how much they were afraid of their

own propensity to idolize. They could not
trust themselves in the presence of one who
had become too popular. This propensity
also has had a sensible effect upon their

poetry ;
and it should never be forgotten, that

it was not composed to be read and studied
and criticized in the solitude of the closet,
like the works that have been produced since

the invention of printing; but to be recited to

music, before multitudes assembled at feasts

and h'gh solemnities, where every thing fa-

voured the kindling and diffusion of that en-

thusiasm, of which the history now seems to

us so incredible.

There is a separate chapter on the Greek
drama—which is full of brilliant and original

observations;
—

though we have already antic-

ipated the substance of many of them. The
great basis of its peculiarity, was the constant

interposition of the Gods. Almost all the
violent passions are represented as the irre-

sistible inspirations of a superior power;—
almost all their extraordinary actions as the
fulfilment of an oracle—the accoraphshment
of an unrelenting destiny. This probably
added to the awfulness and terror of the rep-

resentation, in an audience which believed

implicitly in the reality of those dispensations.
But it has impaired their dramatic excellence,
by dispensing them too much from the ne-

cessity of preparing their catastrophes by a

gradation of natural events.—the exact de-
lineation of character,

—and the touching rep-
resentation of those preparatory struggles
which precede a resolution of horror. Orestes
kills his mother, and Electra encourages him
to the deed,—without the least indication, in

either, of that poignant remorse which after-

wards avenges the parricide. No modern
dramatist could possibly have omitted so im-

portant and natural a part of the exhibition
;

—
but the explanation of it is found at once in

the raling superstition of the age. Apollo had
commanded the murder—and Orestes could
not hesitate to obey. When it is committed,
the Furies are commissioned to pursue him

;

and the audience shudders with reverential
awe at the torments they inflict on their victim.
Human sentiments, and human motives, have
but little to do in bringing about these catas-

trophes. They are sometimes suggested by

I

the Chorus;
—but the heroes themselves act

always by the order of the Gods. Accord-

ingly, the authors of the most atrocious actions

arc seldom represented in the Greek tragedies
as properly guilty, but only aspiacular;

—and
their general moral is rather, that the God?
are omnipotent, than that crimes should give
rise to punislunent and detestation.

A great part of the effect of these represen-
tations must have depended on the exclusive

nationality of their subjects, and the extreme

nationality of their auditors; though it is a

striking remark of Madame de Stacl, that the

Greeks, after all. were more national than re-

publican,
—and were never actuated with thn.t

profound hatred and scorn of
tyianny which

afterwards exalted the Roman character. Al-

most all their tragic subjects, accordingly, are

taken from the misfortunes of kings ;

—of kings
descended from the Gods, and upon whose

genealogy the nation still continued to pride
itself. The fate of the Tarquins could never
have been regarded at Eome as a worthy oc-

casion either of pity or horror. Piepublican
sentiments are occasionally introduced into

the Greek Choruses;
—

though we cannot agree
with Madame de Stael in considering these mu-
sical bodies as intended to represent the people.

It is in their comedy, that the defects of the

Greek literature are* most conspicuous. The
world was then too young to supply its mate-
rials. Society had not existed long enough,
either to develop the finer shades of character

in real life, or to generate the talent of ob-

serving, generalizing; and representing them.
The national genius, and the form of govern-

ment, led them to delight in detraction and

popular abuse
;

for though they admired and

applauded their great men, they had not in

their hearts any great respect for them
;
and

the degradation or seclusion in which they
kept their women, took away almost all inte-

rest or elegance from the intercourse of private

life, and reduced its scenes of gaiety to those
of coarse debauch, or broad and humourous de-

rision. The extreme coarseness and vulgarity
of Aristophanes, is apt to excite our wonder,
when we first consider him as the contempo-
rary of Euripides, and Socrates, and Plato;

—
but the truth is. that the Athenians, after all,

were but an ordinary populace as to moral

delicacy and social refinement. Enthusiasm,
and especially the enthusiasm of superstition
and nationality, is as much a passion of the

vulgar, as a delight in ribaldry and low buf-

foonery. The one was gratified by their

tragedy;
—and the comedy of Aristophanes

was exactly calculated to give delight to the

other. In the end, however, their love of

buffoonery and detraction unfortnnalely proved
too strong for their iiationalit}-. When Philip
was at their gates, all the eloquence of Demos-
thenes could not rouse ihem from their the-

atrical dissipations. The great danger whicn

they always apprehended to their liberties,
was from the excessive power and popularity
of one of their own great men

;
and. by a

singular fatality, they perished, from a piofli-

gate indifference and insensibi' ty to tne
charms of patriotism and greatness.
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In philosophy, Madame do Statil does not

rank the Greeks very high. The greater jxirt

of them, indeed, weri; orators and poets,
rather than profound thinkers, or exai-t in-

quirers. They discour-sed rhetorically upon
vague and abstract ideas

; and, up to the time

of Aristotle, procecdi?d upon the radical error

of sub.stitutin^ hypotlu'sis for observation.

That eminent person (irst showed the use and
the necessity of analysis; and did infinitely

more for po.sterity than all the mystics that

went before him. As their states were small,
and their domestic life inelegant, men seem
to have been considered almost e.vclusively
in their relations to the public. There is,

accordingly, a noble air of patriotism and de-

votediK'ss to the common weal in all the mo-

rality of the ancients
;
and though Socrates

set the e.vample of fixing the principles of

virtue for private life, the ethics of Plato, and

Xenophon, and Zeno, anil most of the other

philosophers, are little else than treati.ses of

political duties. In modern times, from the

prevalence of monarchical government, and
the great extent of societies, men are very

generally loosened from their relations with

the" public, and are but too much engrossed
with their private interests ajid affections.

This may be venial, when they m.erely foiget
the state,

—by which they are forgotten ;
but

it is base and fatal, when they are guided by
thoise interests in the few public functions they
have still to perform. After all, the morality
of the Greeks was very clumsy and imperfect.
In political science, the variety of their govern-

ments, and the perpetual play of war and nego-

tiation, had made them more expert. Their

historians narrate with spirit and simplicity;
and this is their merit. They make .scarcely

any reflections; and are marvellously indiffer-

ent as to vice or virtue. They recorti the most
atrocious and most heroic actions—the most

disgusting crimes and most exemplary gener-

osity
—with the .same tranquil accuracy with

which they would describe the succession of

storms and sunshine. Thucydides is .some-

what of a higher pitch; but the immense dif-

ference between him and Tacitus proves,
better perhaps than any general reasoning, the

progress which had been made in the interim

in the powers of reflection and observation
;

and how near the Greeks, with all their

boasted attainments, shoulil be placed to the

intellectual infancy of the species. In all

their productions, indeed, the fewness of their

ideas is remarkable; and their most impres-
sive writings may be compared to the music
of certain rude nations, which produces the

most astonishing effects by the combination
of not more than four or five simple notes.

Madame de Stael now proceeds to the Ro-

mans—who will not detain us by any means
so long. Their literature was confessedly
borrowed from that of Greece; for little is

ever invented, where borrowing will sei-ve the

purpose : But it was marked with several dis-

tinctions, to which alone it is now necessary
to attend. In the first place

—and this is very
remarkable—the Romans, contrary to the

cu&tora of all other nations, began their career

of letters with philo.sophy; and the cause of

this peculiarity is very characteristic ol the

nation. They had subsisted longer, and ef-

fected more, without literature, than any other

people on reconl. They had become a great

state, wisely constituted and skilfully admin-

istered, long before any one of their citizens

had ever appoaretl as an author. The lova

of their country was the jia.'^sion of each indi-

vidual—the greatness of the Roman name the

object of their pride and enthusiasm. Studies

which had no reference to political objects,

therefore, could find no favour in their eyes;
and it was from their subserviency to popular
and senatorial oratory, and the aid which they
promised to affortl in the management of fac-

tions and national concerns, that they were
first led to listen to the lessons of the Greek

philosophers. Nothing else could have in-

ducetl Cato to enter upon such a study at such
an advanceil period of life. Though the Ro-
mans borrowed their philosophy from the

Greeks, however, they made much more use
of it than their masters. They carried into

their practice much of what the others con-

tentetl themselves with setting down in their

books
;
and thus came to attain much more

precise notions of practical duty, than could
ever be invented by mere discoursers. The
philosophical writings of Cicero, though in-

cumbered with the subtleties of his Athen-
ian preceptor.s. contain a much more complete
code of morality than is to be found in all the

volumes of the Greeks—though it may be

doubted, whether his political information and
acuteness can be compared with that of Aris-

totle. It was the philosophy of the Stoics,

however, that gained the hearts of the Ro-

mans; for it was that whicli fell in with theii

national habits and dispositions.
The same character and the same national

institutions that led them to adopt the Greek

philosophy instead of their poetry, restrained

them from the imitation of their theatrical

excesses. As their free government was

strictly aristocratical, it could never pennit
its legitimate chiefs to be held up to mockery
on the stage, as the democratical licence oi

the Athenians held up the pretenders to their

favour. But, independently of this, the severer

dignity of the Roman character, and the deeper
respect and prouder affection they entertained

for all that exalted the glory of their country,
would at all events have hiterdicted such in-

decorous and humiliating exhibitions. The

comedy of Aristophanes never could have
been tolerated at Rome

;
and though Plautus

antl Terence were allowed to imitate, or rather

to translate, the more inofTensive dramas of a
later age, it is remarkable, that they seldom
ventured to subject even to that mitigated
and more general ridicule any one invested

with the dignity of a Roman citizen. The man-
ners represented are almost entirely Greek
manners

;
and the ridiculous parts are almost

without any exception assigned to foreigners,
and to persons of a servile condition. Women
were, from the beginning, of more account in

the estimation of the Romans than of the

Greeks—though their province was still strict*
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ly domesiic, and did not extend to what, in

moJem tunes, is denominated society. With
all the sev^erity of their character, the Romans
tiad much more real tenderness than the

Greeks,
—

ihougli they repressed its external

indications, as among those marks of weak-
ness which were unbecoming men intrusted

with the interests and the honour of their

country. Madame de Stael has drawn a

pretty picture of the parting of Brutus and
Portia

;
and contrasted it, as a specimen of

national character, with the Grecian group of

Pericles pleadhig for Aspasia. The general

observation, we are persuaded, is just ;
but

the examples are not quite fairly chosen.

Brutus is a little too good for an average of

Jioman virtue. If she had chosen Mark An-

tony, or Lepidus, the contrast would have
been less brilliant. The self-control which
their principles required of them—the law
which they had imposed on themselves, to

have no indulgence for suffering in them-
selves or m others, excluded tragedy from
the range of their literature. Pity was never
to be recognized by a Roman, but when it

came in the shape of a noble clemency to a

vanquished foe
;

—and wailings and complamts
were never to disgust the ears of men, who
knew how to act and to suffer in tranquillity.
The very frequency of suicide in Rome, be-

longed to this characteristic. There was no
other alternative, but to endure firmly, or to

die
;

—nor were importunate lamentations to

be endured from one who was free to quit
life whenever he could not bear it without

murmuring.
What has been said relates to the literature

of republican Rome. The usurpation of Au-

gustus gave a new character to her genius ;

and brought it back to those poetical studies

with which most other nations have beuTin.

Ihe cause of this, too, is obvious. While

liberty survived, the study of philosophy and
oratory and history was but as an instrument
in the hands of a liberal and patriotic ambi-

tion, and naturally attracted the attention of
all whose talents entitled them to aspire to

the first dignities of the state. After an ab-
solute government was established, those

high prizes were taken out of the lottery of

life; and the primitive uses of those noble
instruments expired. There was no longer
any safe or worthy end to be gained, by in-

fluencing the conduct, or fixing the principles
of men. But it was still permitted to seek
their applause by ministering to their delight;
and talent and ambition, when excluded fiom
the nobler career of political activity, naturally
sought for a humbler harvest of glory in the

cultivation of poetry, and the arts of imagina-
tion. The poetry of the Romans, however,
dei-ived this advantage from the lateness of

Its origin, that it was enriched by all that

knowledge of the human heart, and those

habits of reflection, which had been generated
by the previous study of philosophy. There is

unifomily more thought, therefore, and more

development, both of reason and of moral

feeling, in the poets of the Augustan age, than
ill any of their Greek predecessors; and though

repressed in a good degree by the remains of

their national austerity, there is also a great
deal more tenderness of affection. In spite
of the pathos of some scenes in Euripides,
and the melancholy passion of some frag-
ments of Simonides and Sappho, there is no-

thing at all like the fourth book of Virgil, the

Alcmene, and Baucis and Thilemon of Ovid,
and some of the elegies of Tibullus. in the

^^•hole range of Greek literature. The memory
of their departed freedom, too, conspired to

give an air of sadness to much of the Roman

poetry, and their feeling of the lateness of the

age in which they were born. The Greeks

thought only of the present and the future;
but the Romans had begun already to live in

the past, and to make pensive rellections on
the faded glory of mankind. The historians

of this classic age, though they have more of

a moral character than those of Greece, are still

but superficial teaciiers of wisdom. Their

narration is more animated, and more pleas-

ingly dramatised, by the orations with which
it is interspersed ;

—but they have neither the

profound reflection of Tacitus, nor the power
of explaining great events by general causes,
which distmgTiishes the writers of modem
times.

The atrocious tyranny that darkened the

earlier ages of the empire, gave rise to the

third school of Roman literature. The suffer-

ings to wliich men were subjected, tumed
their thoughts inward on their own hearts;
and that philosophy which had first been
courted as the handmaid of a generous ambi-

tion, was now sought as a shelter and con-

solation in misery. The maxims of the Stoics

were ag-ain revived,
—

not, indeed, to stimulate

to noble exertion, but to harden against mis-

fortune. Their lofty lessons of virtue were

again repeated
—but with a bitter accent of

despair and reproach; and that indulgence, or

indifference towards vice, which had charac-

terised the first philosophers, was now con-

verted, by the terrible experience of its evils,

into vehement and gloomy invective. Seneca,

Tacitus, Epictetus, all fall under this descrip-

tion; and the same spirit is discernible in

Juvenal and Lucan. Much more profound
views of human nature, and a far greater mo-
ral sensibility characterise thisage,

—and show
that even the unspeakable degradation to

which the abuse of power had then sunk the

mii^tress of the world, could not arrest alto-

gether that intellectual progress which g-athers
its treasures from all the varieties of human
fortune. Quintilian and the two Plinys afl'ord

further evidence of this progress;
—for they

are, in point of thought and accuracy, and

profound sense, conspicuously superior to any
writers upon similar subjects in the days of

Augui^tus. Poetry and the fine arts Janguish-

ed, indeed, under the rigours of tliis blasting

despotism;
—and it is honourable, on the

Avhole, to the memory of their fonner great-

ness, that so few Roman poets should have

sullied their pens by any traces of adulation

towards the monsters who then sat in the

place of power.
We pass over Madame de StaiiPs view of

£2
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the mldJle ages, and of the manner m which

tlie mixture ot the northern and southern races

amehorated the intellect and Uie morality of

both. One frreat cause of their mutual im-

provement, however, she truly stales to liave

been the general prevalence of Christianity;

which, by the abolition of domestic slavery,

removed 'the chief cause, both of the corrup-

tion and the ferocity of ancient manners. By
investing the conjugal union, too, with a sacred

character of e(iuahtv, it at once redressed the

long injustice to which the female sex had

been subjected, and blessed and gladdened

private lite with a new progeny of joys, and a

new fund of kiiowledge of the most interest-

ing description. Upon a subject of this kuid,

we naturally e.>:pect a woman to e.xpress her-

self with peculiar animation; and Madame
de Stael has done it ample justice in the fol-

lowing, and in other passages.
" C'est done alors que les fcmmes commenccTcnt

a eire de nioiiie dans I'associaiion liuniaine. C'esi

alors aussi que Ton connui veritablemenl le bonlieur

domesiique. Trop de puissance deprave la bontc,

alt'M-e loutes les joiiissances de la dcHcatesse \ les

vertiis et les seniimrns ne peuvent rc-ister d'une

par,t a Texerciee du ponvoir, de I'anire a I'habiiude

de la crainte. La (eliciic de riiomme s'accrui de

loute I'independance qu'obtint I'objet de sa ten-

dresse ; il put se croire aime ; un ctre libre le

choisit; un cire libre obeit a ses desirs. Les ap-

per5us de I'esprit, les nuances seniles par le ca;\ir

Be niultiplierent avec les ideas et les impressions de

ces ames nouvelles, q\ii s'essayoient a I'e.xisienee

morale, aprcs avoir long-temps langui dans la vie.

Les femmes n'oni poinfconipose d'ouvrages verit-

ablemenl supeiieurs; maiselles n'en ont pas moins

eminemment servi les progres de^
la liiterature,

par la foule de pensees qu'oni inspirees au,x hommes
les relations eiitretenues avec ces etres mobiles et

delicais. Tous les rapports se sent doubles, pour
ainsi dire, depuis que les objets ont ete considercs

sous un point de vue tout-a-fait nouveau. La con-

fiance d'un lien iniime en a plus appris sur la naiure

morale, que tous les irailcs et tous les svsiemes qui

peignoient i'homme lel qu'il se montre a I'homme,
et non tei qu'il est reeilement."—pp. 197, 198.

" Les femmes ont decouvert dans les caracieres

une foule de nuances, que le besoiii de dominer ov
la crainte d'etre asservies leur a tail appercevoir:
elles ont fourni au talent dramatique de nouveaux
eecrets pour emouvoir. Tous les sentimens aux-

quels il leur est permis de se livrer. la crainte de la

mort, le regret de la vie, le devouement sans

bornes, I'indignation sans mesure, enrichi=seni la

litterature d'expressions nouvelles. De-la vieni

que les moralistes modernes ont en general beau-

coup plus de finesse et de sagacite dans la connois-

sance des hommes, que les moralistes de Fantiquite.

Qiiiconque, cbez les anciens, ne pnuvoit atteindrea

lai-renommee, n'avoit aucun motif de developpe-
ment. Depuis qu'on est deux dans la vie domes-

iique, les communications de I'esprit et I'exercice

de la morale existent toujours, au moins dans un

fietit

cercle ;
les enfans sont devenus plus chers a

eur parens, par la lendresse reciproque qui firme le

lien conjugal ; et loutes les affections ont pris I'eni-

preinte de cette divine alliance de I'amour et de

f'amine, de I'estime et de I'aitraii, de la confiance

meritee et de la seduction involoniaire.
" Un age aride, que la gloire et la vertu pouvoient

nonorer, mais qui ne devoit plus ctre raniine par
les emotions du fceur. la vieillesse s'est enrichie de

loutes les pensees de la melancolie; il lui a ete

donne de se ressouvenir, de regreiter, d'aimer en-

core ce qu'elle avoit aime. Les affections morales,

unies, des la jeunesse, a\ix passions brnlantes_,

peuvent se prolonger par de nobles traces jusqu'a

la fin de I'cxistence, et laisser voir encore le mema
tableau sous le crepe funebre du lenips.

" Une sensibilite reveuse et profonde est un des

plus grands charmes de quelques ouvrages mo-

dernes; et ce soni les femmes qui, ni coiinoissant

de la vie que la faculie d'anner, ont fait passer la

douceur de leurs impressions dans le style de quel-

ques ecrivains. En lisant les livrcs composes de-

puis la renaissance des letires, i'on pourroit mar-

quer a chaque page, qu'elles sont les idees qu'on
n'avoit pas, avani qu'on eul accorde aux temme&
une sorie d'egaliie civile. La generosile, la valeur,

rhumanite, out pris a quelques egards une occep-
lion diflerente. 'J'oulcs les verius des anciens

oioient fondees sur I'amour de la pairie ; les feminea

exercent leurs quaiites d'une nianiereindependanle.
La pitie pour la foibiesse, la sympathie pour ie mal-

heur, une elevation d'ame, sans autre but que la

jouissance meme decelie elevation, sont beaucoup

plus dans leur nature que les verius poliiiques. Les

modernes, influenpes par les femmes, ont facile-

ment cede aux liens de la philantliropie ; et I'esprit

est devenue plus philosophiquement libre, en se

livrant moins a I'empire des associations exclusives."

—pp. 212—215.

It is principally to this cause that she

ascribes the improved morality of modern
times. The improvement of their intellect

she refers more generally to the accunmla-

tion of knowledge, and the experience of

which they have had the benefit. Instead

of the eager spirit of emulation, and the un-

weighed and rash enthusiasm w hich kindled

the genius of antiquity into a sort of } outhful

or instinctive animation, w-e have a spirit of

deep reflection, and a feeling of mingled

melancholy and philanthropy, inspired by a

more intimate knowledge of the sufferings,

the affections, and the frailties of human
nature. There is a certain touching and pa-
thetic tone, therefore, diffused over almost

all modern writings of the higher order; and

in the art of agitating the soul, and moving
the gentler affections of the heart, there is

nothing in all antiquity that can be considered

as belonging to the same class with the wri-

tings of Bossuet or Rousseau—many passages
in the English poets

—and some few in those

of Germany. The sciences, of course, have

made prodigious advances; for in these noth-

ing once gained can be lost,
—and the mere

elapse of ages supposes a vast accumulation.

In morals, \he progress has been greatest in

the private virtues—in the sacred regard for

life—ill compassion, sympathy, and benefi-

cence. Nothing, indeed, can illustrate the

difference of the two systems more strikingly,

than the opposite views they take of the re-

lation of parent and child. Filial obedience

and submission was enjoined by the ancient

code with a rigour from which reason and

justice equally revolt. According to our pre-

sent notions, parental love is a duty of at least

mutual obligation; and as nature has placed
the power of showing kindness almost exclu-

sively in the hands of the father, it seems

but reasonable that the exercise of it should

at last be enjoined as a duty.
Madame de Stael begins her review of

modern literature with that of Italy. It was
there that the manuscripts

—the monuments
—the works of art of the imperial nation,

were lost;—and it was there, of course, that
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ihey were ultimately recovered. The re-

searches necessary for this, required authority
and money; and they -were begun, accord-

ingly, i.nder the patronage of princes and
academies:—circumstances favourable to the

accunuilation of knowledge, and the forma-

tion of mere scholars—but ailverse to the

development of original genius. The Italians,

accordingly, have been scholars, and have
furnished the rest of Europe with the im-

plements of liberal study; but they have
achieved little for themselves in the high

philosophy of politics and morals—though

they have to boast of Galileo, Ca.ssini, and a

long list of celebrated names in the physical
sciences. In treating of subjects of a large
and commanding interest, they are almost

always bombastic and shallow. Nothing, in-

deed, can be more just or acute than the

following delineation of this part of their

character.

" Les Italiens, accoutumes souvent a ne rien

croire et a lout pvofcsscr, se sont bien plus exerccs

dans la plaisanterie que dans le raisonnement. lis se

moqiieut de leur piopre maniere d'etre. Qiiaiid lis

veuleiit renoncer a leur talent natural, a Tesprit

comique, pour essnyer de reloquence oraioire, lis

out presque toujoursde rali'ectaiion. Les souvenirs

d'une grandeur passce, sans aucuii sentiment de

frandeur
presenle, produisent le gigantesque. Les

taliens anroicnt de la digniie, si la plus sombre
tristesse iornioit leur caractere ; niais quand les

successeurs des Romains, prives de tout eclat na-

tional, de toute liberie poli:ique, sont encore un des

peuples les phis gals de la terre, ils ne peuvent
avoir aucun elevation naturelle.

" Les Iialiens se moquent dans leur contes, et

souvent meme sur le theatre, des preires, au.xquels
ils sont d'ailleiirs entierement asservis. Mais ce

n'est point sous un point de viie philosophiqiie qu'ils

attaquent les abus de la religion. lis n'ont pas,
coninie tjuelques-uns de nos ecrivains, le but de re-

former les defauis dont ils plaisantent ;
ce qu'ils

veulent setilement, c'est s'amuser d'atUant plus

que le sujet est plus serieux. Leurs opinions sont,
dans le tbnd, assez opposees a tous les genres
d'autorite au.xquels ils sont soumis; mais cet esprii

d'opposiiion n'a de force que ce qu'il fuut pour

pnuvoir niepriser ceux qui les commaiident. C'est

la ruse des enians envers leurs pedagogues ;
ils leur

obeissent, ii condition qu'il leur soil permis de s'eri

moquer."
—

p. 2-18.

In poetry, however, the brilliant imagina-
tion of the South was sure to re-assert its

claims to admiration; and the first great

poets of modern Italy had the ailvantage of

opening up a new career for their talents.

Poetical fiction, as it is now known in Europe,
seems to have had two distinct sources.

Among the fierce and illiterate nations of

the North, nothing had any chance of being
listened to, that did not relate to the feats of

war in which it was their sole ambition to

excel
;
and poetical invention Mas ibrced to

display itself in those legends of chivalry,
which contain merely an exaggerated picture
of scenes that were familiar to all their audi-

tors. In Asia, again, the terrors of a san-

guinary despotism had driven men to express
their emotion.s, and to insinuate their moral

admonitions, in the form of apologiies and

fables; and as these necessarily took a very
wild and improbable course, their fictions

assumed a much more extravagant and va-

ried form than those of the northern roman-
cers. The t\\ styles however were brought

together, partly by the effect of the crusades,
and parti}' by the Moorish settlement in

Spain ;
and Ariqsto had the merit of first

combining them into one, in that miracnloup

poem, Mhich contains more painting, more

variety, and more imagination, than any other

poem in existence. The fictions of Boyardo
are more purely in the taste of the Oiientals;
and Tasso is imbued far more deeply with the

spirit and maimer of the Augustan classics.

The false refinements, the conccili. the in-

genious turns and misplaced subtlety, which
have so long been the reproach of the Italian

literature, ]\ladame de Stael ascribes to their

early study of the Greek Theologians, and
later Platonists. who were so much in favour

at the first revival of learning. The nice

distinctions and sparkling sophistries which
these gentlemen applied, with considerable

success, in argument, were unluckily trans-

ferred, by Petrarch, to subjects of love and

gallantry ;
and the fashion was set of a most

-unnatural alliance between wit and passion
—

ingenuity and profound emotion,
—^\hich has

turned out, as miglit have been expected, to

the discredit of both the contracting parties.
We admit the fact, and its consequences : but
we do not agree as to the causes which are

here supposed to have produced it. We really
do not think that the poleinics of Constanti-

nople are answerable for this extravagance ;

and have little doubt that it originated in that

desire to impress upon their productions the

visible marks of labour and art, A\hich is felt

by almost all artists in the infancy of the

study. As all men can speak, and set words

-together in a natural order, it was likely to

occur to those Avho first made an art of com-

position, and challenged general admiration

for an arrangement of words, that it was

necessary to make a veiy strong and con-

spicuous distinction between their composi-
tions and ordinary and casual discourse; and
to proclaim to the most careless reader or

hearer, that a great ditKcnlty had been sur-

mounted, and something effected which every
one was not in a condition to accomplish.
-This feeling, we have no doubt, first gave
occasion to versification in all languages ;

and
will serve to account, in a good degree, for

the priority of metrical to prose compositions:
hut where versification was remarkably easy,
or already familiar, some visible badge of

artifice would also be required in the thought;
and. accordingly, there seems to have been a

certain stage in the progress of almost all

literature, in which this excess has been com-
mitted. In Italy, it occurred so early as the

time of Petrarch. In France, it became con-

spicuous in the writings of Voiture, Balsac,
.^jmI all that coterie

;
and in England, in Cow-

ley, Donne, and the whole tribe of meta-

,-pliy.sical poets. Simplicity, in short, is the

last attainment of progressive literature; and
men are very long afraid of being natural,
from the dread of being taken for ordinary.
There is a simplicity, indeed, that is antece

dent to the existence of acythuig like literarj
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ambition or critical taste in a nation,
—tlie sim-

plicity of the primitive ballads and legends
of all rude nations; but alter a certain liegree
of taste lias been created, and composition
has become an object of pretty general atten-

tion, simplicity ia sure lo be despised for a

considerable j)eriod ;
and indeed, to be pretty

uniformly violated in practice, even after it is

restored to nominal honour and veneration.

We do not, however, agree the less cordial-

ly
with j\Iadarne de !>tael ill her remarks upon

truj irreparable injury which affectation does
to taste and to character. The following is

marked with all her spirit and sagacity.
"

L'afTeciation est de tons les defains dcs carac-

teres et des ecrits, celui qui tarit de la nianir;re la

plus irreparable la source de tout bien
; car elle

blase sur ia verite nieme, dont elle iiniie I'accent.

Dans qiielque genre que ce soit, tous les mots qui
ont servi ii des idocs tausses, a de fmides exaj^c'ra-
tions. son! pendant long-temps f'rapprs d'aridite;
et telle l.mgue meine peut perdre eniiurement la

puissance d'crnnuvoir sur tel sujel, si elle a eie Irop
Bouvent prodiguce a ce sujet memo. Ainsi peut-eire
rilalien esi-il de loutes les langues de TEuiope la

moins piopre a ['eloquence passionnee de raniour,
comine la noire esi maintenant usee pour rclo-

qucnce de la liberie."—pp. 241, 242.

Their superstition and tyranny
—their in-

quisition and arbitrary governments have ar-

rested the progress of the Italians—as they
have in a great degree prevented that of the

Spaniards in the career of letters and philoso-

phy. But for this, the Spanish genius would

probably have gone far. Their early roman-
ces show a grandeur of conception, and a gen-
uine enthusiasm

;
and their dramas, though

irregular, are full of spirit and invention.

Though bombastic and unnatural in most of

their serious compositions, their extravagance
is not so cold and artificial as that of the Ital-

ians
;
but seems rather to proceed from a

natural exaggeration of the fancy, and an in-

considerate straining after a magnificence
which they had not skill or patience to attain.

We come now to the literature of the North,—by which name IMadame de Stael desig-
nates the literature of England and Germany,
and on which she passes an encomium which
we scarcely expected from a native of the
South. She startles us a little, indeed, when
she sets off with a dashing parallel between
Homer and Ossian

;
and proceeds to say, that

the peculiar character of the northern litera-

ture has all been derived from that Patriarch
of the Celts, in the same way as that of the
south of Europe may be ultimately traced
back to the genius of Homer. It is certainly
rather against this hypothesis, that the said

Ossian has only been known to the readers
and writers of the North for about forty years
from the present day, and has not been held
in especial reverence by those who have most

distinguished themselves in that short period.

However, we shall suppose that Madame de
Stael means only, that the style of Ossian re-

unites the peculiarities that distinguish the
nortl'iern school of letters, and may be sup-
posed to exhibit them such as they were
before the introduction of the classical and
fiouthem models. We rather think she is

right in saying, that there is a radical differ-

ence in the taste and genius ul" the two re-

gions; and that there is more melancholy.
more tenderness, more deep feeling ami lixeu

and lofty passion, engendered among the

clouds and mountains of the North, tliiin upon
the sununer seas or beneath the perfumed
groves of the South. The cau.ses of the dif-

ference are not peihaps so satisfactorily sta-

ted. ]\Iadame de Staiil gives the lirst place
to the climate.

Another cliaracteristic is the heredilarj

independence of the northern tribes—arising

partly from their scattered population and in-

accessible retreats, and partly from the physi-
cal force and hardihood which their ^\ ay of

jjfe, and the exertions requisite to procure
subsistence in those regions, necessarily pro-
duced. Their religious creed, too, even be-

fore their conversion to Christianity, was less

fantastic, and more capable of leading to

heroic emotions than that of the southern
nations. The respect and tenderness with
which they always regarded their women, is

another cause (or effect) of the peculiarity of

their national character
; and, in later times,

-ttieir general adoption of the Protestant faith

has tended to confirm that charatrfer. For
our own part, we are inclined to ascribe more

weight to the last circumstance, than to all

the others that have been mentioned
;
and

that not merely from the better education
which it is the genius of Protestantism to

bestow" on the lower orders, but from the nec-

essary effect of the universal study of the

Scriptures which it enjoins. A very great

proportion of the Protestant po^nilation of

Europe is familiarly acquainted with the Bi-

ble
;
and there are many who are acquainted

with scarcely any other book. Now, the
Bible is not only full of lessons of patience
and humilif}'^ and compassion, but abounds
with a gloomy and awful poetry, which can-
not fail to make a powerful impression on
minds that are not exposed to any other, and
receive this under the persuasion of its divine

origin. The peculiar character, therefore,
which Madame de Stael has ascribed to the

people of the North in general, will now be

found, we believe, to belong only to such of

them as profess the reformed religion ;
and

to be discernible in all the communities that f

maintain that profession, without much re-

gard to the degree of latitude which they in-

habit—though at the same time it is unde-

niable, that its general adoption in the North
must be explained by some of the more gene-
ral causes which we have shortly indicated
above.

The great fault which the French impute
to the writers of the North, is want of taste

and politeness. They generally admit that

they have genius; but contend that they do "*
not know- how to use it; while their partisans

maintain, that what is called want of taste is

merely excess of genius, and independence
of pedantic rules and authorities. Madame
de Stael, though admitting the transcendent
merits of some of the English writers, takes

part, upon the whole, against them in tins
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controveisj-; and, after professing her unquali-
fied preference oi a piece compounded ofgreat
blemishes and great beauties, compared with
one free of faults, but distinguished by little

excellence, proceeds very wisely to remark,
that it would be still better if the great faults

were corrected—and that it is but a bad spe-
cies of independence which manifests itself

by being occasionally offensive : and then she
attacks Shakespeare, as usual, for interspers-

ing so many puerilities and absurdities and

grossiercles with his sublime and pathetic

passages.

Now, there is no denying, that a poem
would be better without faults

;
and that ju-

dicious painters use shades only to set off

their pictures, and not blots. But there are

two little remarks to be made. In the first

place, if it be true that an extreme horror at

faults is usually found to exclude a variety
of beauties, and that a poet can scarcely ever-

attain the h'gher excellencies of his art, with-

out some degree of that rash and headlong
confidence which naturally gives rise to blem-
ishes and excesses, it may not be quite so

absurd to hold, that this temperament and

disposition, with all its hazards, deserves en-

couragement, and to speak with indulgence
of faults that are symptomatic of great beau-
ties. There is a primitive fertility of soil that

naturally throws out weeds along with the

matchless crops which it alone can bear; and
we might reasonably grudge to reduce its

Wgour for the sake of purifying its produce.
There are certain savage virtues that can

scarcely exist in perfection in a state of com-

plete civihzation; and, as specimens at least,
we may wish to preserve, and be allowed to

admire th-^m, with all their exceptionable
accompaniments. It is easy to say, that

there is no necessarj' connection between the

faults and the beauties of our great dramat-
ist

;
but the fact is, that since men have be*-

come afraid of falling into his faults, no one
has approached to his beauties; and we have

already endeavoured, on more than one oc-

casion, to explain the grounds of this con-
nection.

But our second remark
is, hat it is not quite

fair to reprfbWlt the controversy as arising

altogether from the excessive and undue in-

dulgence of the English for the admitted
faults of their favourite authors, and their per-

sisting to idolize Shakespeare in spite of his

buffooneries, extravagancies, and bombast:
We admit that he has those faults; and, as

they are laults, that he would be better with-
out them : but there are many more things
which the French call faults, "but which we
deliberately consider as beauties. And here,
we suspect, the dispute does not admit of any
settlement : Because both parties, if they are

really sincere in their opinion, and understand
the subject of discussion, may very well be

right, and for that very reason incapable of

coming to any agreement. We consider taste

to mean merely the faculty of receiving plea-
sure from beauty; and, so far as relates to the

person rcfc/rnjg that pleasure, we apprehend
it to admit of little doubt, that the best taste

8

is that which enables him to receive the

greatest quantity of pleasure from the greatest
number of things. With regard to the author

again, or artist of any other description, who

pretends to bestow the pleasure, his object of

course should be, to give as much, and to as

many persons as possible ;
and especially to

I hose who, from their rank and education, are

likely to regulate the judgment of the re-

mainder. It is his business therefore to as-

certain what does please the greater part of

such persons; and to fashion his productions

aocoiding to the rules of taste which may be
deduced from that discovery. Now, we hum-

bly conceive it to be a complete and final jus-

tification for the whole body of the English
nation, who understand French as well as

English and yet prefer Shakespeare to Kacine,

just to state, modestly and firmly, the fact of

that preference; and to declare, that their

habits and tempers, and studies and occupa-

tions, have been such as to make them receive

far greater pleasure from the more varied

imagery
—the raoia flexible tone—the closer

imitation of nature—the more rapid succes-

sion of incident, and vehement ouists of pas-
sion of the English author, than from the

unvarying majesty
—the elaborate argument—and epigrammatic poetry of the French dra-

matist. For the taste of the nation at large,
we really cannot conceive that any other apol-

ogy can be necessary; and though it might
be very desirable that they should agree with

their neighbours upon this point, as well as

upon many others, we can scarcely imagine

any upon which their disagreement could be
attended with less inconvenience. For the

authors, again, that have the misfortune not

to be so much admired by the adjoining na-

tions as by their own countrymen, we can

only suggest, that this is a very common mis-

fortune; and that, as they wrote in the lan-

guage of their country, and will probably be

always most read within its limits, it was not

perhaps altogether unwise or unpardonable in

them to accommodate themselves to the taste

which was there established.

Madame de Stael has a separate chapter

upon Shakespeare ;
in which she gives him

full credit for originality, and for havirg been
the first, and perhaps the only considerable

author, who did not copy from preceding

models, but drew all his greater conceptions

directly from his own feelings and observa-

tions. His representations of human passions,

therefore, are incomparably more true and

touching, than those of any other writer
;
and

are presented, moreover, in a far more elemen-

tary and simple slate, and without any of

those circumstances of dignity or contrast

with which feebler artists seem to have held

it indispensable that they should be set off.

She considers him as the first writer who has
ventured upon the picture of overwhelming
sorrow and hopeless wretchedness;

—ihatde
solation of the heart, which arises from the

long contemplation of ruined hopes and irre

parable privation ;

—that inward anguish and
bitterness of soul which the public fife of the

ancients prevented them from feeling, and
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their stoical precepts Interdicted them from

disclosing. Th.; Gurmaa poets, and some

succeeding English authors, have produced a

prodigious elFoct by the use of this powerful

instrument; but nothing can exceed the orig-

inal sketches of it exliibited in Lear, in Ham-

let^ in Timon of Athens, and in some parts of

liicliard and of Olh'ilio. He has likewise

drawn, with the hand of a master, the strug-

gles of nature under the immediate contem-

plation of approachiin; death; and that with-

out ihuse supports of conscious dignity or

exertion witli which all other writers have

thought it necessary to blend or to contrast

their pictures of this emotion. But it is in the

excitement of the two proper tragic passions
of pity and terror, that the force and origin-

ality of his genius are most conspicuous; pity
not only for youth and innocence, and noble-

ness and virtue, as in Imogen and Desdemona,
Brutus and Cariolanus—but for insignificant

persons like the Duke of Clarence, or profli-

gate and worthless ones like Cardinal Wolsey ;—
terror, in all its forms, from the madness

of Lear, and the ghost of Hamlet, up to the

dreams of Richard and Lady Macbeth. Ii>

comparing the effects of such delineations

with the superstitious horror excited by the

mythological persons of the Greek drama, the

vast superiority of the English author cannot

fail to be apparent. Instead of supernatural

beings interfering with their cold and impas-
sive natures, in the agitations and sufferings
of men, Shakespeare employs only the magic
of powerful passion, and of the illusions to

which it gives birth. The phantoms and ap-

paritions which he occasionally conjures up
to add to the terror of the scene, are in truth

but a bolder personification of those troubled

dreams, and thick coming fancies, which har-

row up the souls of guilt and agony : and
even his sorcery and incantation are but traits

of the credulity and superstition which so

frequently accompany the exaltation of the

greater passions. But perhaps the most mi-
raculous of all his representations, are those

in which he has pourtrayed the wanderings
of a disordered intellect, and especially of

that species of distraction which arises from
excess of sorrow. Instead of being purely
terrible, those scenes are, in his hands, in the

highest degree touching and pathetic ;
and

the wilibiess of fancy, and richness of imagery
which they display, are even less admirable
than the constant, though incoherent expres-
sion of that one sentiment of agonizing grief
which had overborne all the faculties of the

soul.

Sucli are the chief beauties which INIadame
de Stael discovers in Shakespeare; and thouah

they are not perhaps exactly what an English
reader would think of bringinaf most into no-

tice, it is interesting to know what strikes an

intelligent foreigner, in pieces with which we
ourselves have always been familiar. The
cnief fault she imputes to him, besides the

mixture of low buffoonery with tragic passion,
are occasional tediousness and repetition

—loo

much visible horror and bloodshed—and the

jiersonal d^iformity of Caliban and Richard

III.; for all which Mfl shall leave it to our

readers to make the best apology they can.

Madame de Stael thinks very poorly of our

talent for pleasantry; and is not very success-

ful in her delineation of what we call humour.
The greater part of the nation, she says, lives

either in the serious occupations of business

and politics, or in the tranquil circle of family
affection. What is called society, therefore,

has scarcely any existence among them
;
ana

yet it is in that sphere of idleness and frivolity,

that taste is matured, and gaiety made ele-

gant. They are not at all trained, therefore,

to observe the finer shades of character and
of ridicule in real life

;
and consequently nei-

ther thiidc of delmeating them in their com-

positions, nor are aware of their merit when
delineated by others. We are unwilling to

think this perfectly just ;
and are encouraged

to suspect, that the judgment of the ingenious
author may not be altogether without appeal
'on such a subject, by observing, that she rep-
resents the paltry flippancy and disgusting
affectation of Sterne, as the purest specimen
of true English humour; and classes the char-

acter of Falstaff along with that of Pistol, as

parallel instances of that vulgar caricature

from which the English still condescend to

receive amusement. It is more just, how-

ever, to observe, that the humour, and in
|

general the pleasantry, of our nation, ha.^ very i

frequently a sarcastic and even misanthropic

character, which distinguishes it from the

mere playfulness and constitutional gaiety of

our French neighbours ;
and that we have not,

for the most part, succeeded in our attempts
to imitate the graceful pleasantry and agree-

'

able trifling of that ingeifious people. We
develope every thing, she maintains, a great
deal too laboriously; and give a harsh and

painful colouring to those parts which the

very nature of their style requires to be but

lightly touched and delicately shaded. We
never think we are heard, unless we cry out;—nor understood, if we leave any thing un-

told :
—an excess of diffuseness and labour

which could never be endured out of our own
island. It is curious enough, indeed, to ob-

serve, that men who have nothing to do with

their time but to get rid of it in amusement,
are always much more impatient of any kind

of tediousness in their entertainers, than those

who have but little leisure for entertainment.

The reason
is,

we suppose, that familiarity
with business makes the latter habitually
tolerant of tediousness; while the less en- J

grossing pursuits of the former, in order to,
"

retain any degree of interest, require a very|
rapid succession and constant variety. On
the whole, we do not think Madame de Stael

very correct in her notions of English gaiety ;

and cannot help suspecting, that she must
have been in some respects unfortunate in her

society, during her visit to this country.
Her estimate of our poetry, and of our works

of fiction, is more unexceptionable. She does

not allow us much invention, in the strictest

sense of that word; and still less grace and

sprightliness in works of a light and playful
character: But, for glowing descriptions of
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nature—for the pure lang-uage of the affec-

tions—for profound thought and lofty senti-

ment, she admits, that the greater poets of

England are superior to any thing else that

the world has yet exhibited. Milton, Young,
Thomson, Goldsmith, and Gray, seem to be
her chief favourites. We do not find that

Cowper, or any later author, had come to her

knowledge. The best of them, however, she

says, are chargeable with the national faults

of e.xaggeration, and 'dcs longueurs.^ She
overrates the merit, we think, of our nov(^ls,
when she says, that with the exception of La
Nouvelle Heloise,which belongs exclusively to

the genius of the singular individual who jiro-

duced
it,

and has no relation to the character

of his nation, all the novels that have suc-

ceeded in France have been undisguised imi-

tations of the English, to whom she ascribes,
without qualification, the honour of that meri-

torious invention.

The last chapter upon English literature re-

lates to their philosophy and eloquence ;
and

here, though the learned author seems aware
of the transcendent merit of Bacon, we rather

think she proves herself to be unacquainted
with that of his illustrious contemporaries or

immediate successors, Hooker, Taylor, and
Barrow—for she places Bacon as the only lu-

minary of our sphere in the period preceding
the Usurpation, and considers the true era of

British philosophy as commencing with the

reign of King William. We cannot admit the

accuracy of this intellectual chronology. The
character of the English philosophy is to be

patient, profound, and always guided by a

view to utility. They have done wonders in

the metaphysic of the understanding; but
have not equalled De Retz, La Bruyere, or

even Montaigne, in their analysis of the pas-
sions and dispositions. The following short

passage is full of sagacity and talent.

" Les Anglais ont avancp dans Ips sciences phi-

losophiqnes comme dans I'industrie commerciule,
a I'aide de la paiience et du temps. Le penchant
de leiirs philosophes pour les abstractions semliloit

devoir les entrainer dans des sysiemes qui pouvoient
etre contraires a la raison ; nais I'esprit de calcul.

qui regularise, dans leur application, les combinai-
sons abslraites, la nioraliie. qui est la plus e.xperi-
mentale de toules les idees huinaines, I'inieret du
commerce, Tamourde la liberie, onl toujoursramene
les piiilosophes Anglais a des resullais pratiques.
Que d'onvrages entiepris pour servir uiilenieni les

hommes, pour roHucalion des enlans, pour le sou-

lagement des malheureux. pour I'economie politi-

que, la legislation ci iminelle. les sciences, la morale,

lameiaphysique 1 Quelle philosophie dans les con-

ceptions ! quel respect pour I'experience dans le

choi.x des moyens!" C'est a la liberte qu'il fatit attribiier cette

Emulation et cette sagesse. On pouvoit si raremeni
86 flatter en France d'influer par ses ecrits sur les

institutions de sou pays, qu'on ne songeoit qu'a
montrer de I'esprit dans les discussions meme les

plus seiieuses. On poussoif jusqu'au parado.veun
eystenie vrai dans tine certaine mesure ; la raison
ne pouvant avoir ime cffet utile, on vouioit au moins
que le parado.xe fiit brillant. D'ailleurs sous line

monarcbie absolue, on pouvoit sans danger vanter,
comme dans le Contiat Social, la democratjp pure ;

mais on n'auroit point ose approcher des idces

possibles. Tout cioit jeu d"ei-prit en France, hors
les arrets du con.-<.ii du roi : tandis qu'en Angle-

terre, cliacun pouvant agir d'une maniure quelcon-
que sur les resolutions de ses represenians, I'on

prend I'habiiude de comparer la pensce avec I'ac-

tioii, et Ton s'accoutume a I'amour du bien public

par Tespoir d'y contribuer."— Vol. ii. pp. 5—7.

She returns again, however, to her former

imputation of ^'longueurs,'' and repetitions,
and excessive development ;

and maintain"^
that the greater part of English books are

obscure, in consequence of their prolixity, and
of the author's extreme anxiety to be perfectly
understood. We suspect a part of the confu-

sion is owing to her v%'ant of familiarity with
the language. In point of fact, we know of

no French writer on similar .subje^kso con-

cise as Hume or Smith; andbeliev^We might
retort the charge of longueurs, in the name
of the whole English nation, upon one half of

the French classic authors—upon their Piollin

and their JMasillon—their D'Alembeit—their

Buffon—their Helvetius—and the whole tribe

of their dramatic writers:—while as to repe-

titions, we are quite certain that there is no
one English author who has repeated the .same
ideas half so often as Voltaire himself—cer-

tainly not the most tedious of the fraternity.
She complains also of a want of wannth and
animation in our prose writers. And it is

Jrue that Addison and Shaftesbury are cold;
but the imputation only convinces us the

more, that she is unacquainted with the writ-

ings of Jeremy Taylor, and that illustrious

train of successors which has terminated, we
fear, in the person of Burke. Our debates in

parliament, she says, are more remarkable for

their logic than their rhetoric; and have more
in them of sarcasm, than of poetical figure
and ornament. And no doubt it is so—and
must be so—in all the discussions of perma-
nent assemblies, occupied from day to day,
and from month to month, with great ques-
tions of internal legislation or foreign policy.
If she had heard Fox or Pitt, however, or

Burke or Windham, or Grattan, we cannot
conceive that she should complain of our want
of animation; and, warm as she is in her en-
comiums on the eloquence of Mirabcau, and
some of the orators of the first revolution, she
is forced to confess, that our system of elo-

quence is better calculated for the detection

of sophistr)-, and the effectual enforcement
of all salutary truth. We really are not aware
of any other purposes which eloquence can
serve in a great national assembly.
Here end her remarks on our English litera-

ture—and here we must contrive also to close
this desultory account of her lucubrations—
though we have accompanied her through
little more than one half of the work before
us. It is impossible, however, that we can
now find rooin to say any thing of her expo-
sition of German or of French literature—and
still less of her anticipations of the change
which the establishment of a Republican gov-
ernment in the last of those countries is likely
to produce,

—or of the liints and cautions with

which, in contemplation of that event, she
thinks it necessary to provide her countrymen.
These are perhaps the most curious parts of

the work :
—but we cannot enter upoir them
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at present:— and indeed, in what we have

already said, we have so far exceeded the

limits to which we always wish to coidiiie

ourselves, that we do not very well know what

aix)lo<Ty to make to our reailcrs—except

merely, that we are not without hope, that

tlie miscellaneous nature of the subject, by
which we have been insensibly drawn into

this {Treat prolixity, may have earned them
also alonir, with as motlei-ate a i^hare of fatigue
as we have ourselves experienced. If it be
otherwise—we must have the candour and
the ^"^illantry to say, that we are persuaded
the faults to bo imputed to us, and not to

the ingenious author upon whose work w«
have been employed ;

and that, if we had
confined ourselves to a mere abstract of her
lucubrations, or interspersed fewer of our own
remarks w iln the account we have attempted
to give of their substance, we might have
extended this article to a still greater length,
without provoking the impatience even of the
more fastidious of our readers. As it

is, we
feel that we have done but scanty justice,
either to our author or her subject

—
though

we can now make no other amends, than by
earnestly entreating our readers to study both
of them for themselves.

(lithj, 1S0G.)

The Complete Works, in Philosophy^ Politics, and Morals, of the late Dr. Benjamin Franklin.
Now Jirst collected and arranged. With Memoirs of his Early Life, written by himself.

—
3 vols. 8vo. pp.

and arranged.
1450. Johnson, London : 1806.

NoTHixG, we think, can show more clearly
thy singular want of literary enterprise or

activity, in the United States of America,
than that no one has yet been found in that

flourishing republic, to collect and publish
the works of their only philosopher. It is not

even very creditable to the liberal curiosity
of the English public, that there should have
been no complete edition of the writings of

Dr. P^anklin, till the year 1806 ; and we
should have been altogether unable to ac-

count for the imperfect and unsatisfactory
marmer in which the task has now been per-

formed, if it had not been for a statement in

the prefatory advertisement, which removes
all blame from the editor, to attach it to a

higher quarter. It is there stated, that re-

ce'itly after the death of the author, his

grandson, to whom the whole of his papers
had been bequeathed, made a voyage to

London, for the purpose of preparing and dis-

posing of a complete collection of all his

published and unpublished writings, with
memoirs of his life, brought down by himself
to the year 1757, and continued to his death

by his descendant. It was settled, that the
work should be published in three quarto
volumes, in England, Gemiany, and France

;

and a negotiation was commenced with the

booksellers, as to the terms of the purchase
and I'ublication. At this stage of the busi-

ness, however, the proposals were suddenly
withJrawn

;
and nothing more has been heard

of the work, in this its fair and natural mar-
ket. " The proprietor, it seems, had found a

bidder of a difTercnt description, in some emis-

sary of Government, whose object was to

withhold the manuscripts from the world,
—

not to benefit it by their publication ;
and

they thus either passed into other hands, or

the perspn to whom they were bequeathed, re-

ceived a remuneration iox suppressing them."
If ih's statement be correct, we have no

hesitation in saying, that no emissary of Gov-
ernment was ever employed on a more miser-

able and unworthy service. It is ludicrous

to talk of the danger of disclosing in 1795,

any secrets of state, with regard to the war
of American independence; and as to any
anecdotes or observations that might give
offence to individuals, we think it should

always be remembered, that public func-

tionaries are the property of the public; that

their character belongs to history and to pos-

terity; and that it is equally absurd and dis-

creditable to think of suppressing any part of

the evidence by which their merits must be

ultimately determined. But the whole of the

works that have been suppressed, certainly
did not relate to republican politics. The

history of the author's life, down to 1757,
could not well contain any matter of offence;
and a variety of general remarks and specu-
lations which he is understood to have left

behind him, might have been permitted to

see the light, though his diplomatic revelations

had been forbidden. The emissary of Gov-

ernment, however, probably took no care of

those things. He was resolved, we suppose,
"to leave no rubs nor botches in his work;"
and, to stifl'? the dreaded revelation, he thought
the best way was to strangle all the iimocents

in the vicinage.

Imperfect as the work now before us nec-

essarily is,
we think the public is very much

indebted to its editor. It is presented in a

cheap and unostentatious form
;
and though

it contains little that has not been already

printed as the composition of the author, and
does not often settle any point of disputed

authenticity in a satisfactory manner, it seems,
on the whole, to have been compiled with.

sufTicient diligence, and arranged with con-

siderable judgment. Few writings, indeed,

recjuire the aid of a commentator less than

those of Dr. Franklin; and though this editor

is rather too sparing of his presence, we are

infinitely better satisfied to be left now and
then to our conjectures, than to be incumber-
ed with the explanations, and overpowered
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with the loquacity, of a more officious at-

tendant.

We do not propose to give any thing hke a

regular account of the papers contained in

these volumes. The best of them have long-

been familiar to the public: and there are

many which it was proper to preserve, that

carmot now be made interesting to the general
reader. Dr. Franklin, however, is too great
a man to be allowed to walk past, without

some observation
;
and our readers, we are

persuaded, will easily forgive us, if we yield
to the temptation of making a few remarks on

his character.

This self-taught American is the most ra-

tional, perhaps, of all philosophers. He never

loses s'ght of common sense in any of his

speculations ;
and when his philosophy does

not consist entirely in its fair and vigorous

application, it is always regulated and con-

trolled by it in its application and result. No
individual, perhaps, ever possessed a juster

understanding ;
or was so seldom obstructed

in the use of
it, by indolence, enthusiasm, or

authority.
Dr. Franklin received no regular education;

and he spent the greater part of his life in a

society where there was no relish and no en-

couragement for literature. On an ordinary

mind, ttiese circumstances would have pro-
duced their usual effects, of repressing all

sorts of intellectual ambition or activity, and

perpetuating a generation of incurious me-
chanics : but to an understanding like Frank-

lin's, we cannot help considering them as

peculiarly propitious ;
and imagine that we

can trace back to them, distinctly, almost all

the peculiarities of his intellectual charac-

ter.

Regular education, we think, is unfavour-

able to vigour or originality of understanding.
Like civilization, it makes society more in-

telligent and agreeable ;
but it levels the dis-

tinctions of nature. It strengthens and assists

the feeble
;
but it deprives the strong of his

triumph, and casts down the hopes of the

aspiring. It accomplishes this, not only by
training up the mind in an habitual veneration
for authorities, but, by leading us to bestow a

disproportionate degree of attention upon
studies that are only valuable as keys or in-

struments for the understanding, they come
at last to be regarded as ultimate objects of

pursuit; and the means of education are ab-

surdly mistaken for its end. How many
powerful understandings have been lost in

the Dialectics of Aristotle ! And of how
much good philosophy are we daily defraud-

ed, by the preposterous error of taking a

knowledge of prosody for useful learning!
The mind of a man, who has escaped this

training, will at least have fair play. What-
ever other errors he may fall into, he will be
safe at least from these infatuations : And if

he thinks proper, after he grows up, to study
Greek, it will probably be for some better

purpose than to become critically acquainted
with its dialects. His prejudices will be
those of a man, and not of a schoolboy; and
ais speculations and conclusions will be inde-

pendent of the maxims of tutors, and the
oracles of literary patrons.
The consequences of hving in a refmed and

literary community, are nearly of the same
kind with those of a regular education. There
are so many critics to be satislied—so many
qualifications to be established—so many ri-

vals to encounter, and so much derision to be

hazarded, that a young man is apt to be de-
terred from so perilous an enterprise, and led
to seek for distinction in some safer line of

exertion. He is discouraged by the fame and
the perfection of certain models and J'avourites,
who are always in the mouths of his judges,
and,

" under them, his genius is rebuked,"
and his originality repressed, till he sinks into
a paltry copyist, or aims at distinction, by ex-

travagance and affectation. In such a state

of society, he feels that mediocrity has no
chance of distinction : and what beginner can

expect to rise at once into excellence? He
imagines that mere good sense will attract no

attention; and that the manner is of much
more importance than the matter, in a candi-
date for public admiration. In his attention
to the manner, the matter is apt to be ne-

glected; and, in his solicitude to please those
who require elegance of diction, brilliancy of

wit, or harmony of periods, he is in some dan-

ger of forgetting that strength of reason, and

accuracy of observation, by which he first pro-

posed to recommend himself. His attention,
when extended to so many collateral objects,
is no longer vigorous or collected

;

—the stream,
divided into so many channels, ceases to flow
either deep or strong;

—he becomes an unsuc-
cessful pretender to fine writing, or is satis-

fied with the frivolous praise of elegance or

vivacity.
We are disposed to ascribe so much power

to these obstructions to intellectual originality,
that we cannot help fancying, that if Franldin
had been bred in a college, he would have
contented himself with expounding the me-
tres of Pindar, and mixing argument with his

port in the common room; and that if Boston
had abounded with men of letters, he would
never have ventured to come forth from his

printing-house ;
or been driven back to

it,
at

any rate, by the sneers of the critics, after the

first publication of his Essays in the Busy
Body.

This will probably be thought exaggerated ;

but it cannot be denied, we think, that the

contrary circumstances in his history had a

powerful effect in determining the character

of his understanding, and in producing those

peculiar habits of reasoning and investigation

by which his writings are distinguished. He
was encouraged to publish, because there was

scarcely any one around him whom he could

not easily excel. He wrote with great brevi-

ty, because he had not leisure for more volu-

minious compositions, and because he knew
that the readers to whom he addressed him-
self were, for the most part, as busy as him-
self. For the same reason, he studied great

perspicuity and simpficity of statement. His

countrj-men had then no relish for fine writ-

ing, and could not easily be made lo under-
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•t.irul a dediiction depending on a long or

v»I;iboiate process of reasoning. He was

forced, therefore, to concentrate what he had

to say; and since he had no chance of being
admired for the beauty of his composition, it

was natural for him to aim at maiving an ini-

pressioii by the force and the clearness of his

statements.

His conclusions were often rash and inaccu-

rate, from the same circumstances which ren-

dered his ))roductions concise. Philo-sophy
and speculation did not form the business of

his life; nor did he dedicate himself to any
particular stuily, with a view to exhaust and

complete the investigation of it in all its parts,

and un(l(.T all its relations. He engaged in

every interesting inquiry that suggested itself

to him, rather as the necessary exercise of a

jjowerful and active mind, than as a task

which he had bound himself to perform. He
cast a quick and penetrating glance over the

facts and the data that were presented to him
;

and drew his conclusions with a rapidity and

precilsion that have not often been equalled.
But he did not generally stop to examine the

completeness of the data upon which he pro-

ceeded, nor to consider the ultimate effect or

application of the principles to which he had
been conducted. In all questions, therefore,

.where the facts upon which he was to deter-

mine, and the materials from which his judg-
ment was to be formed, were either few in

number, or of such a nature as not to be over-

looked, his reasonings are, for the most part,

perfectly ju.st and conclusive, and his decisions

une.xceptionably sound; but where the ele-

ments of the calculation were more numerous
and widely scattered, it appears to us that he
has often been precipitate, and that he has
either been misled by a partial apprehension of

the conditions of the problem, or has discovered

only a portion of the truth which lay before

him. In all physical inquiries; in almost all

questions of particular and immediate policy ;

and in much of what relates to the practical
Avisdom and happiness of private life, his

views will be found to be admirable, and the

reasoning by which they are supported most

masterly and convincing. But upon subjects of

general politics, of abstract morality, and politi-
cal economy, his notions appear to be more un-

satisfactory and incomplete. He seems to have
wanted leisure, and perhaps inclination also,
to spread out before him the whole vast pre-
mises of those extensive sciences, and scarcely
to have had patience to hunt for his con-
clusions throu^'h so wide and intricate a region
as that upon wh'ch they invited him to enter.

He has been satisfied, therefore, on many occa-

sions, with reasoning from a very limited view
of the facts, and often from a particular in-

stance; and he has done all that sagacity and
sound sense could do with such materials :

but it cannot excite wonder, if he has some-
times overlooked an essential part of the argu-

ment, and often advanced a particular truth

into the place of a general principle. He sel-

dom reasoned upon those subjects at all, we
believe, without having some practical appli-
cation of them immediately in view

;
and as

he began the investigation rather to determlnn
a particular case, than to establish a general

maxim, so he probably desisted as soon as he
had relieved himself of the present diflicultv.

There are not many among the thorongn-
bred scholars and philosophers of Europe, who
can lay claim to distinction in more than one
or two departments of science or literature.

The uneducated tradesman of America has
left writings that call for our respectful atten-

tion, in natural philosophy,
—in politics,

—in

political economy,
—and in general literature

and morality.
Of his labours in the department of Physics,

we do not propose to say much. They were
almost all suggested by views of utility in the

beginning, and were, without exception, ap-

plied, we believe, to promote such views in

the end. His letters upon Eltctricity have
been more extensively circulated than any of

his other writings of this kind; and are en-

titled to more praise and popularity than they
seem ever to have met with in this country.

Nothing can be more admirable than the lu-

minous and graphical precision with which
the experiments are narrated: the ingenuity
with which they are projected : and the saga-

city with which the conclusion is inferred,

limited, and confirmed.

The most remarkable thing, however, in

these, and indeed in the whole of his physical

speculations, is the unparalleled simplicity
and facility with which the reader is con-

ducted from one stage of the inquiry to an-

other. The author never appears for a mo-
ment to labour or to be at a loss. The most

ingenious and profound explanations are sug-

gested, as if they were the most natural

and obvious way of accounting for the phe-
nomena: and the author seems to A'alue him-
self so little on his most important discoveries,
that it is necessary to compare him W'ith

others, before we can form a just notion of his

merits. As he seems to be conscious of no

exertion, he feels no partiality for any part of

his speculations, and never seeks to raise the
reader's idea of their importance, by any arts

of declamation or eloquence. Indeed, the ha-

bitual precision of his conceptions, and his

invariable practice of referring to specific facts

and observations, secured him, in a great mea-
sure, both from those extravagant conjectures
in which so many naturalists have indulged,
and from the zeal and enthusiasm A^hich

seems so naturally to be engendered in their

defence. He was by no means averse to give

scope to his imagination, in suggesting a va-

riety of explanations of obscure and unman-

ageable phenomena; but he never allowed
himself to confound these vague and conjec-
tural theories with the solid results of experi-
ence and observation. In his iMet enrol ogical

papers, and in his Observ-ations upon Heat and

Light, there is a great deal of such bold and

original suggestions: but he evidently sets but
little value upon them; and has no sooner

disburdened his mind of ihe impressions from
which they proceeded, than he seems to dis-

miss them entirely from his consideration,
and turns to the legitimate pliilosophy of ex-
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periment with unabated diligence and hu-

mility. As an instance of this disposition, we
may quote part of a letter to the Abbe Sou-

laive, upon a new Theory of the Earth, which
he proposes and dismisses, without concern or

anxiety, in the course of a few sentences;

though, if the idea had fallen upon the brain

of an European philosopher, it might have ger-
minated into a volume of eloquence, like

Buffou's, or an infinite array of paragraphs and

observations, like those of Parkinson and Dr.

Hutton.

After remarking, that there are manifold

indications of some of the highest parts of the

land having been formerly covered by sea,

Dr. Franklin observes—
"Such changes in the superficial parts of the

globe, seemed to me unlikely to happen, if the

earth were solid in the centre. I therefore iinngined,
that the iruernal parts might be a fluid more dense,
and of greater ?pfeific gravity than any of the solids

we are acquaialed wiih, which therefore might
swim in or upon that fluid. Thus the surface of

the globe would be a shell, capable of being broken
and disordered by the violent movements of the

fluid on which it rested. And as air has been com-

pressed by art so as to be twice as dense as water,
and as we know not yet the degree of density to

which air nviy be compressed, and M. Amontons
calculated i hut its density increasing as it approached
the centre in the same proportion as above the sur-

face, it would, at the depth of leagues, be heavier

than gold, and pnssiidy the dense fluid occupying
the internal parts <>t the globe might therefore be

air compressed. And as the force of expansion in

dense air, when heated, is in proportiim to its

density, this central air might afflird anoiher aarent

to move the surface, as well as be of use in keeping
alive (he snblerraneous fires; though, as you observe,
the sudden rarefaction of water coming into contact

with those fiies, may also be an agent sufficiently

strong for that purpose, when acting between the

inciinibent earth and the fluid on which it rests.
"

If one might indiil<{e imagination in supposing
how such a globe was formed, I should conceive,
that all the elements in separate particles being
originally mixed in confusion, and occupying a great

space, they would (as soon as the Almitihiy fiat or-

dained gravity, or the mutual attraction of certain

pans, and tiie muiiial repulsioti of others to exist)

all move to their common centre : that the air being
a fluid whose parts repel each other, though drawn
to the cominon centre by their gravity, would be
densest towards the centre, and rarer as more re-

mote
; consequently, all matters lighter than the

central parts of that air, and immersed in it. would
recede from the centre, and rise till they arrived at

that region of the air which was of the same specific

gravity with themselves, where they would rest
;

while other matter, mixed with the lighter air,

would descend, and the two, meeting, would form
the shell of the first earth, leaving the upper atmos-

phere nearly clear. The original movement of the

parts towards their common centre, would natu-

rally form a whirl there ; which would continue,

upon the turnitig of the new-fonned globe upon its

axis: and the greatest diameter of the shell would
be in its equator. If, by any accident afterwards,
the axis should be changed, the dense mternal fluid,

by altering its form, must burst the shell, and throw
all its substance into the confusion in which we find

it. I will not trouble you at present with my fan-

cies concerning the manner of forming the rest of
our system. Superior beings smile at our theories,
and at our presumption in making them."—vol. ii.

pp. 117—119.

He afterwards makes his theory much finer

and more extravagant, by combining with it a

very wild speculation upon magnetism ;
and.

notwithstanding the additional temptation ot

this new piece of ingenuity, he abandons it in

the end with as much unconcern, as if he

had had no share in the making of it. We
shall add the whole passage.

"
It has long been a supposition of mine, that the

iron contained in the surface of the glolje bus made
it capable of becoming, as it is, a great magnet ;

that the fluid of magnetism perhaps exists in all

space; so that there is a magiietical norih and

south of the Universe, as well as of ibis globe, so

that if it were possible for a mati to fly from star to

star, he might govern bis course by ibe compass ;

that it was by the power of ibis general magnetism
this globe became a particular magnet. In soft or

hot iron the fluid of magnetistn is naturally diflused

equally: But when within the influence of the

magnet, it is drawn to one end of the iron ; made
denser there, and rarer at the other. While the

iron continues soft and hot, it is oidy a temporary

magnet : if it cools or grows hard in that situation,

it becomes a permanent one, the magnetic fluid not

easily resuming its equilibrium. Peihaps it may
be owing to the permanent magnetism of this globe,
which it had not at first, that its axis is at present

kept parallel to itself and not liable to the changes
it formerly suffered, which occasioned the rupture
of its shell, the submersions and emersions ot its

lands, and the confusion of its seasons. The present

polar and equatorial diameters differing from each

other near ten leaeues, it is easy to conceive, in case

some power should shift the axis gradually, and

place it in the present equator, and make the new
equator pass through the present poles, what a

sinking of the waters would happen in the present

equatorial regions, and what a rising in the present

polar regions ;
so that vast tracts would be dis-

covered, that now are under water, and others

covered, that are now dry, the water risitig and

sinking in the diflerent extremes near five leagues.
Such an operation as this possibly occasioned much
of Europe, and among the rest this Mountain of

Passy on which I live, and which is composed of

limestone rtjck and sea-shells, to be abandoned by
the sea, and to change its ancient climate, which
seems to have been a hot one. The globe being
now become a perfect magnet, we are, perhaps,
safe froin any change of its axis. But we are still

subject to the accidents on the surface, which are

occasioned by a wave in the internal ponderous
fluid ; and such a wave is producible by the sudden
violent explosion you mention, happenitig from the

junction of water and fire under the earth, which
not only lifts the incumbent earth that is over the

explosion, but impressing with the same firce the

fluid under it, creates a wave, that may run a

ihousatid leagues, lifting, and thereby shaking, suc-

cessively, all the countries under winch it passes. I

know not whether I have expressed myself so

clearly, as not to get out of your sight in these

reveries. If they occasion any new inquiries, and

produce a better hypothesis, they will not be quite
useless. You see I have given a loose to itiiagination;

but I approve much more your method of pliiloso-

phizing, which proceeds upon actual observation,
makes a collection of facts, and concludes no further

than those iacts will warrant. Iti my present cir-

cumstances, that mode of studying the nature of

the globe is out of my power, and therefore I have

permitted mvself to wander a htile in the wilds of

fancy."—vol', ii. p. 119—121.

Our limits Avill not permit us to make any
analysis of the other physical papers contained

in this collection. They are all admirable for

the clearness of tl!e description, the felicity

and familiarity of the illustrations, and the

singular sagacity of the remarks with which

I they are interspersed. The theory of whirl
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winds and waterppouts, as well as the obser-

vations on the course ol tin; winds and on cold,
pecm to be excellent. The paper called Mari-
time Observations is fnll of ingenuity and

practical good sense
;
and the remarks on

Evaporation, and on the Tides, most of which
are contained in a series of letters to a young
lady, are admirable, not merely for their per-

spicuity, but for the interest and amusement

they are calculated to communicate to every

description of readers. The remarks on Fire-

places and Smoky chimnies are infinitely more

original, concise, and scientific, than those of

Count Ruinford
;
and the observations on the

Gul])h-stream afford, we believe, the first

e.vample of just theory, and accurate investi-

gation, applied to that phenomenon.
Dr. Franklin, we think, has never made ii.se

of the mathematics, in his investigation of the

phenomena of nature; and though this may
render it surprising that he has fallen into so

few errors of importance, we conceive that it

helps in some measure to explain the un-

equalled perspicuity and vivacity of his expo-
sitions. All algebraist, who can work wonders
with letters, seldom condescends to be much
indebted to words : and thinks himself enti-

tled to make his sentences obscure, provided
his calculations be distinct. A writer who
has nothing but words to make use of, must
make all the use he can of them : he cannot
afford to neglect the only chance he has of

being understood.

We should now say something of the politi-
cal writings of Dr. Franklin,

—the productions
which first raised him into public office and

eminence, and which will be least read or

attended to by posterity. They may be di-

vided into two parts; those which relate to

the internal affairs and provincial differences

of the American colonies, before their quarrel
with the mother country; and those which
relate to that quarrel and its consequences.
The former are no longer in any degree in-

teresting : and the editor has done wisely, we
think, in presenting his readers with an ab-
stract oidy of the longest of them. This was
published in 1759, under the title of an His-

torical Review of the Constitution of Pennsyl-
vania, and consisted of upwards of 500 pages,
composed for the purpose of showing that the

political privileges reserved to the founder of

the colony had been illegally and oppressively
used. The Canada pamphlet, written in 1760,
for the purpose of pointing out the importance
of retaining that colony at the peace, is given
entire

;
and appears to be composed with great

force of reason, and in a style of extraordinary
perspicuity. The same may be said of what
are called the Albany Papers, or the plan for

a general political union of the colonies in

1754
;
and a variety of other tracts on the

provincial politics of that day. All these are
worth preserving, both as monuments of Dr.

Franklin's talents and activity, and as afford-

ing, in many places, very excellent models of

strong reasoning and popular eloquence : but
the interest of the subjects is now completely
gone by; and the few specimens of general
reasoning which we meet with, serve only to

increase our regret, that the talents of the
author .should have been wasted on such

peri.shable materials.

There is not much written on the subject ol

the di.«pute with the colonies; and most of Dr.
Franklin's papers on that subject are already
well known to the public. His examination be-
fore the House of Commons in 1766 allords a

striking proof of the extent of his information,
the clearness and force of his eitcmpore com-

position, and the steadiness and self-possession
which enabled him to display these qualities
with BO much effect upon such an occasion.
His letters before the commencement of hos-
tilities are full of grief and anxiety; but, no
sooner did matters come to extremities, than
he appears to have assumed a certain keen
and confident cheerfulness, not unmixed with
a seasoning of

asperity,
and more vindictive-

ness of spirit than perhaps became a philo.«o-

pher. In a letter written in October 1775, he

expresses himself in this manner:—
" Tell our dear good friend * *

*, wlio sometimes
has his doubts and despondencies aliout our firm-

ness, that America is dciermiiied and unanimous;
a very few Tories and placemen excepted, who
will probably soon export themselves. Britain, at

the expense of three millions, has killed one hun-
dred and fifty Yankies this campaign, which is

20,000Z. a head; and, at Bunker's Hill, she gained
a mile ot ground, half of wliich she lost again by
our taking post on Ploughed Hill. Duruig the
same time, sixty thousand children have been born
in America, from these data, his mathematical
head will easily calculate the time and expense nec-

essary 10 kill us all. and conquer our whole terri-

tory."—vol. iii, p. 357, 358.

The following letters, which passed between
Dr. Franklin and Lord Howe, when his Lord-

ship arrived off the American coast with what
were called the pacificatory proposals in 1776,
show not only Ihe consideration in Avhich the
former was held by the Noble Commissioner,
but contain a very striking and prophetic state-

ment of the consequences to be apprehended
from the perseverance of Great Britain in her
schemes of compulsion. His Lordship writes,
in June 1776,

—
"

I cannot, my worthy friend, permit the letters

and parcels, vvliich I have sent (in the state I re-

ceived them.) to be landed, without adding a word
upon tlie subject of the injurious extremities io

which our unhappy disputes have engaged us.
" You will learn the nature of my mission, from

the official despatches which I have recommended
to be forwarded by the same conveyance. Retain-

ing all the earnestness I ever expressed, to see our
difierences accommodated ; I shall conceive, if I
meet with the disposition in the colonies which I

was once taught to expect, the most flattering hopes
of proving serviceable in the objects of the King's
paternal solicitude, by promoiing the establishment
of lasting peace and union with the Colonies. But,
if the deep-rooted prejudices of America, and tho

necessity of preventing her trade from passing into

foreign channels, must keep iis still a divided people,
I shall, from every private as well as public motive,
most heartily lament, that this is not the moment,
wherein those great objects of my ambiiion are to

be attained, and that I am to be longer deprived of
an opportunity to a.=sure you, personally, ot the re-

gard with which I am, «S6C."—vol. iii. p. 365—367.

Dr. Franklin answered,
—

"I received safe the letters your Lordship so
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kindlv forwarded to me, and beg you to accept my
thanks.

" The official despatches to which you refer me,
contain noiliing more ihan whai we had seen in the

act of Parliament, viz-
'

Offers of pardon npon snb-

mission ;' which I was sorry to find', as it must

give your Lordship pain to be sent so far on so

hopeless a business.
"
Directing pardons to be offered to the colonies,

who are the very parties injured, e.xpresses indeed
that opinion of our ignorance, baseness, and insen-

sibility, which your uninformed and proud nation

has long been pleased to entertain of us
•,
but it can

have no other etTect than that of increasing our re-

sentments. It is itupossible we should think of
submission to a goverimieiit that has, with the most
wanton barbarity and cruelty, burned our defence-

less towns in the midst of winter; excited the

savages to massacre our (peaceful) farmers, and our
slaves to murder their masters ; and is even now*
bringing foreign mercenaries to deluge our settle-

ments with blood. These atrocious injuries have

extingiiighed every spark of affection for that parent

country we once held so dear: but, were it possible
for us to forget and forgive them, it is not possible
for yuu (I mean the British nation) to forgive the

people you have so heavily injured. You can
never confide again in those as fellow-subjects, and

permit them to enjoy equal freedom, to whom you
know you have given such just causes of lasting

enmity: and this must impel you, were we again
under your government, to endeavour the breaking
our spirit by the severest tyranny, and obstructing,

by every means in your power, our growing strength
and prosperity.
"But your Lordship mentions 'the King's pa-

ternal solicitude for promoting the establishment of

lasting peace and union with the Colonies.' If by
veace is here meant, a peace to be entered into by
distinct states, now at war

; and his Majesty has

given your Lordship powers to treat with us of such
a peace ; I may venture to say, though without au-

thority, that I think a treaty for that purpose not

quite impraciicahle, before we enter mto foreign
alliances. But I am persuaded yoti have no such

powers. Your nation, though, by punishing those
American governors who have fomented the discord,

rebuilding our burnt towns, and repairing as far as

possible the mischiefs done us, she might recover a

great share of our regard, and the greatest share
of our growing commerce, with all the advantages
of that addiiional strength, to be derived from a

friendship with us ; yet I know loo well her abound-

ing pride and deficient wisdom, to believe she will

ever take such salutary measures. Her fondness for

conquest as a warlike nation ; her hist of dominion
as an ambitious one; and her thirst for a gainful

monopoly as a commercial one, (none of them legit-
imate causes of war.) will join to hide from her

eyes every view of her true interest, and con-

tinually goad her on in those ruinous distant expe-
ditions, so destructive both of lives and of treasure,
that they rriust prove as pernicious to her in the end,
as the Croisades formerly were to most of the na-
tions of Europe.

_

"I have not the vanity, my Lord, to think of in-

timidating, by thus predicting the effects of this

war; for I knov/ it will in England have the fate

of all my former predictions
—not to be believed

till the event shall verify it.
"
Long did I endeavour, with unfeigned and un-

wearied zeal, to preserve from breaking that fine

and noble porcelain vase—the British empire ; for I

knew that, being once broken, the separate parts
could not retain even their share of the strength atid

value that existed in the whole: and that a perfect
reunion of those parts could scarce ever be hoped
for. Your Lordship may possibly remember the
tears of jov that wetted my cheek, when, at vour
good sister's in Tjondon, you once gave me expec-

* About this time the fiessiaii-s, &c. lia'l just arrived
from Europe at Staten Island and New York. B. V.

9

lations that a reconciliation might soon take place.
I had tiie misfortune to find these expectations dis-

appointed, and to be treated as the cause of the

mischief I was labouring to prevent. My consola-
tion under that groundless and malevolent treatment

was, that I retained the friendship of many wise
and good men in that country; and, among the

rest, some share in the regard of Lord Howe.
" The well-founded esteem, and, permit me to

say, affection, which I shall always have for your
Lordship, make it painful to me to see you engaged
in conducting a war, ihe great ground of which (aa

described in your letter) is
' the necessity of pre-

venting the American trade from passing into

foreign channels.' To me it seems, that neither
the obtaining or retaining any trade, how valuable

soever, is an object for which men may justly spill
each other's blood; that the true and sure means
of extending and securing commerce, are the good-
ness and cheapness of commodities ;

and that the

profits of no trade can ever be equal to the ex-

pense of compelling it, and holding it by fleets and
armies. I consider this war against us, therefore,
as both unjust and unwise ; and I am persuaded that

cool and dispassionate posterity will condemn to

infamy those who advised it; and that even success
will not save from some degree of dishonour, those
who have voluntarily engaged to conduct it.

"
I know your great motive in coming hither was

the hope of being instrumental in a reconciliation ;

and I believe, when you find that to be impossible,
on any terms given you to propose, you will then

relinquish so odious a command, and return to a

more honourable private station.
" With the greatest and most sincere respect, I

have the honour to be, &c."—vol. iii. p. 367—371.

None of Dr. Franklin's political AYritings,

during the nine years when he resided as
Ambassador at the Court of France, have yet
been made public. Some of them, we should

imagine, must be highly interesting.
Of the merit of this author as a political

economist, we have already had occasion to

say something; in the general remarks which
we made on the character of his genius; and
we cannot now spare time to go much into

particulars. He is perfectly sound upon many
important and practical points:

—upon the

corn-trade, and the theory of m.oiiey, for in-

stance
;
and also upon the more general doc-

trines, as to the freedom of commerce, and
the principle of population. In the more ele

mentary and abstract parts of the science,
however, his views seem to have been les?

just and luminous. He is not very consi.sient

or profound in what he says of the effects of

luxury; and seems to have gone headlong
into the radical error of the Econoviistes. when
he maintains, that all that is done by manu-

facture, is to embody the value of the manu-
facturer's subsistence in his work, and that

agriculture is the only source from which a
real increase of wealth can be derived. An
other favourite position is,

that all commerce
is cheating, where a commodity, produced by
a certain quantity of labour, is exchanged for

another, on which more labour has been ex-

pended ;
and that the only fair price of any

thing, is some other thing requiring the same
exertion to bring it to market. This is evi-

dently a very narrow and erroneous view of

the nature of commerce. The fair price to

the purchaser is, whatever he deliberately
chooses to give, rather than go without the

commodity :
—it is no matter to him, whether

F2
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(he seller bestowed much or little labour upon
it. or wht'thfT it cnme into his possession
without any labour at all;

—whclher it be* a

diamond, wliidi he picked up^
or a picture; at

which he had been woikinj^ for years. The

commodity is not valued by the purchaser,
on account of the labour which is supposed to

be embodied in it, but solely on account of

certain qualities, which he finds convenient

or agreeable : he compares the convenience

and delight which he expects to derive from

this object, with the convenience and delight

which is afforded by the things asked in ex-

change for it; and if he find the former pre-

ponderate, he consents to the exchange, and

makes a beneficial bargain.
We have stated the case in the name of a

purchns(M-, because, in barter, bolh parties
are truly purchasers, and act upon the same

principles ;
and it is easy to show, that ail

commerce resolves itself, ultimately, into bar-

ter. There can be no unfairness in trade,

except where there is concealment on the

part of the seller, either of the defects of the

commodit}'-, or of the fact that the purchaser

may be supplied with it at a cheaper rale by
another. It is a matter of fact^ but not of

morality, that the price of most commodities
will bo influenced by the labour employed in

producing them. If they are capable of being

produced in unlimited quantities, the compe-
tition of the producers will sink the price very

nearly to what is necessary to maintain this

labour; and the impossibility of continuing
the production, without repaying that labour,
will prevent it from sinking lower. The doc-

trine does not apply at all, to cases where the

materials, or the skill necessary to work them

up, are scarce in proportion to the demand.
The author's speculations on the eflects of

paper-money, seem also to be superficial and
inaccurate. Statistics had not been carefully
studied in the days of his activity; and. ac-

cordingly, we meet with a good deal of loose

assumption, and sweeping calculation in his

writings. Yet he had a genius for exact ob-

servation, and complicated detail; and proba-

bly wanted nothing but leisure, to have made
very great advances in thisbranch of economy.
As a writer on morality and general litera-

ture, the merits of Dr. Franklin cannot be
estimated properly, without taking into con-

sideration the peculiarities that have been

already alluded to in his early history and
situation. He never had the benefit of any
academical instruction, nor of the society of

men of letters;—his style was formed entirely

by his own judgment and occasional reading;
and most of his moral pieces were written

while he was a tradesman, addressing him-
self to the tradesmen of his native city. We
cannot expect, therefore, either that he should
write with extraordinary elegance or grace;
or that he should treat of the accomplish-
ments, follies, and occupations of polite life.

He had no great occasion, as a moralist, to

expose the gxiilt and the folly of gaming or

seduction
;
or to point a poignant and playful

ridicule against the lighter immoralities of

fashionable life. To the mechanics and tra-

ders of Boston and Philadelphia, such warrj»

ings were altogether unnecessary ;
and he

endeavoured, therefore, with more appropri-
ate eloquence, to impress upon them the im-

portance of industry, sobriety, and economy,
and to direct their wise and humble ambition
to the altaimniMit of useful knowledge and
honourable independence. That morality,
after all. iscertaiidy the most valuable, which
is adapted to the circumstances of the greater

part of mankind; and that eloquence the most

meritorious, that is calculated to convince and

persuade the multitude to virtue. IVothing
can be more perfectly and beautifully adapted
to its object, than most of Dr. Franklin's

compositions of this sort. The tone of famili-

arity, of good-will, and homely jocularity
—

the plain and pointed illustrations—the short

sentences, made up of short words—and the

strong sense, clear information, and obvious

conviction of the author himself, make most
of his moral exhortations perfect models of

popular eloquence ;
and afford the fijiest spec-

imens of a style which has been but too little

cultivated in a country which numbers per-

haps more than half a million of readers

among its tradesmen and artificers.

In writings which possess such solid and
unusual merit, it is of no great consequence
that the fastidious eye of a critic can discover

many blemishes. There is a good deal of

vulgarity in the practical writings of Dr.

Franklin
;
and more vulgarity than was any

way necessary for the object he had in view.

There is something childish, too, in some of

his attempts at pleasantr}-; his story of the

Whistle, and his Parisian letter, announcing
the discovery that the sun gives light as soon

as he rises, are instances of this. The solilo-

quy of an Ephemeris, however, is much bet-

ter
;
and both

it,
and the Dialogue with the

Gout, are executed with the lightness and

spirit of genuine French compositions. The
Speech in the Divan of Algiers, composed as
a parody on those of the defenders of the

slave trade, and the scriptural parable against

persecution are inimitable
;

—
they have all

the point and facility of the fine pleasantries
of Swift and Arbuthnot, with something more
of directness and apparent sincerity.
The style of his letters, in general, is ex-

cellent. They are chiefly remarkable, for

great simplicity of language, admirable good
sense and ingenuity, and an amiable and
inoffensive cheerfulness, that is never over-

clouded or eclipsed. Among the most valua-

ble of the writings that are published for the

first time, in the present edition, are four let-

ters from Dr. Franklin to Mr. Whatley, writ-

ten within a few years of his death, and

expressive of all that unbroken gaiety, phi-

lanthropy, and activity, Avhich distinguish the

compositions of his earlier years. We give
with pleasure the following extracts.

"
I am not acqnninted with the saying of Alphon-

pus. whifli yon alliirle to n?j a sanctitiration of your
ripidity, in refnsinjj to allow me the plea of old age
a.s an excuse tor my want of exaciiinde in corre-

spondence. What was that saying ?
—You do not, it

seems, feel any occasion for such an excuse, though
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you nrp, as you ?ay, risintr pevenly-five, hut I am
risiric (perhaps more properly falling) eighty

—and
I leave the excuse vviih you till you arrive at that

age ; perhaps you may then be niore sensible of its

validity, and see fit to use ii for yourself.
'•

I must agree with you that the gout is bad, and
that the stone is worse. I am happy in not having
them both together ; and [ join in your prayer, that

you may live till you die without either. But I doubt
the author of the epitaph you sent me is a little mis-
taken, when, speaking of the world, he says, that

' he ne'er car'd a pin
What they said or may say of the mortal within.*
"

It is so natural to wish to be well spoken of,
wheth<;r alive or dead, that I imagine he could not
be quite exempt from that desire; and that at least
he wished to be thought a wit, or he would not
have given himself the trouble of writing so good
an epitaph to leave behind him."—"You see I

have some reason to wish that in a future state I

may not only be as well as I tvas, but a little better.
And I hope it : for I, too, with your poet, trust in
God. And when I observe, that there is great fru-

gality as well as wisdom in his works, since he has
been evidently sparing both of labour and materials;
for, by the various wonderful inventions of propa-
gation, he has provided for the continual peopling
his world with plants and animals, without being
at the trouble of repeated new creations : and by
the natural reduction of compound substances to
their original eleinents, capable of being employed
in new compositions, he has prevented the neces-
sity of creating new matter; for that the earth,
water, air, and perhaps fire, which being compound-
ed, form wood, do, when the wood is dissolved, re-

turn, and again become air, earth, fire and water j
—

I say, that when I see nothing annihilated, and not
even a drop of water wasted, I cannot suspect the
annihilation of souls; or believe that he will sufl'er

the daily waste of millions of minds ready made
that now exist, and put himself to the continual
trouble of making new ones. Thus finding my-
self to exist in the world. I believe I shall in some
shape or other always exist. And with all the in-
conveniences human life is liable to, I shall not

object to a new edition of mine; hoping, however,
that the errata of the last may be corrected."—Vol
iii. pp. 546—548.

" Our constitution seems not to be well under-
stood with you. If the congress were a permanent
body, there would be more reason in being jealous
of giving it powers. But its members are chosen
annually, and cannot be chosen more than three
years successively, nor more than three years in
seven, and any of them may be recalled at any time,
whenever iheir constituents shall be dissatisfied
with their conduct. They are of the people, and
return again to mix with the people, having no
nT>re dtirable preeminence than the diff'erent grains
ot sand in an hour-glass. Such an assembly can-
not easily become dangerous to liberty. They are
the servants of the people, sent together to do the

people's business, and promote the public welfare
;

iheir powers must be sufficient, or their duties can-
not be performed. They have no profitable ap-
pointments, but a mere payment of daily wages,
such as are scarcely equivalent to their expenses ;

so that, having no chance of great places and enor-
rnous salaries or pensions, as in some countries,
there is no intriguing or bribing: for elections. I

wish Old England were as happy in its govern-
ment, but I do not see it. Your people, however,
think their constitution the best in the world, and
aflect to despise ours. It is comfortable to have a

good opinion of one's self, and of every thing that

belongs to us; to think one's own religion, kino-,
and wife, the best of all possible wives, kings, atrd

religions. I remember three Greenlanders, who
had travelled two years in Europe, under the care
of .some Moravian missionaries, and had visited

Germany. Denmark, Holland, and England : when
I asked them at Philadelphia (when they were in

their way home) whether, now (hey had seen how'
much more commodiously the wiuie people lived

by the help of the arts, they w^ould not choose to
remain among us—their answer was, that they were
pleased with having had an opportunity of 'seeing
many fine things, but they chose to live in their own
country: whicli country, by the way, consisted of
rock only : for the Moravians were obliged to car-

ry earth in their ship from New York, lor the pur-
pose of making there a cabbage garden I"—Vol. iji.

pp. 550, 551.
" You are now seventy-eight, and I am eighty,

two. You tread fast upon my heels; but, though
you have more strength and spirit, you cannot
come up with me till 1 stop, which must now be
soon

; for I am grown so old as to have buried most
ol the friends ot my youth ; and I now olten hear
persons, whom I knew when children, called oli
Mr. such a one, to distinguish them from their sons,
now men grown, and in business; so that, by liv-

ing twelve years beyond David's period, I seem to
have intruded mysell into the company of posterity,
when 1 ought to have been abed and asleep. Yet
had I gone at seventy, it would have cut ofi' twelve
of the most active years of my life, employed, too,
in matters of the greatest importance: but' whether
I have been doing good or mischief, is for time to
discover. I only know that I intended well, and
I hope all will end well.

" Be so good as to present my aflfectionate re-

spects to Dr. Rowley. I am under great obliga-
tions to him, and shall write to him shortly, "it
will be a pleasure to him to hear that my malady
does not grow sensibly worse, and that is a great
point; for it has always been so tolerable, as not
to prevent my enjoying the pleasures of society,
and, being cheerful in conversation. I owe this in
a great measure to his good counsels."—Vol. iii.

pp. 5.55, 556.
" Your eyes must continue very good, since you

are able to write so small a hand without specta-
cles. I cannot distinguish a letter even of large
print; but am happy in the invention of double
spectacles, which, serving for distant objects as well
as near ones, make my eyes as useful to me as
ever they were. If all the other defects and in-

firmities of old age could be as easily and cheaply
remedied, it would be worth while, my friend, to live
a good deal longer. But I look upon death to be aa

necessary to our constitutions as sleep. We shall
rise refreshed in the morning. Adieu, and believe
me ever, <fcc."—Vol. iii. pp. 544, 545.

There is something extremely amiable in
old age, when thus exhibited without queru-
lousness, discontent, or impatience, and free,
at the same time, from any affected or unbe-

coming levity. We thiiik there must be
many more of Dr. Franklin's letters in exist-

ence, than have yet been given to the public;
and from the tone and tenor of those which
we have seen, we are satisfied that they
would be read with general avidity and im-

provement.
His account of his own life, down to the

year 1730, has been in the hands of the pub-
lic since 1790. It is written with great sim-

plicity and liveliness, though it contains too

many trifling details and anecdotes of obscure
individuals. It affords however a striking
example of the irresistible force with which
talents and industry bear upwards in society;
as well as an impressive illustration of the
substantial wisdom and good policy of invaria-

ble integrity and candour. We should think
it a very useful reading for all young persona
of unconfimied principles, who have their

fortunes to make or to mend in the world.
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Upon the uhole, wc look upon the life and

writings of Dr. Franklin as aflbrdinga striking

illustration of the incalculable value of a

Bound and well directed understanding; and

of the comparative usolessness of learning
and laborious acconijilis-hments. Without the

Blightest pretensions to the character of a

scholar or a man of science, he has extended

the bounds of human knowledge on a variety
of subjects, which scholars and men of sci-

ence had previously investig-ated without suc-

cess
]
and has only been fowul deficient in

those studies which the learneil have gene-

rally turned from in disdain. ^Ve m ould not be
understood to say any thing in disparagement
of scholarship and science; but the value
of these instruments is apt to be over-rated

by their possessors; and it is a wholesome

mortification, to show them that the work

may be done without them. AVe have long
known that their employment does not insure

its success.

(Srptcmbn-, ISIG.)

The Works of Jonathan Swift, D. D., Dean of St

tional Letters, Tracts, and Poems not hitherto published

thor, by Walter Scott, Esq. 19 vols. 8vo. Edinburgh:

Dublin. Containing Addi-
With Notes, and a life of the Avk-

1815.

Ry far the most considerable change which
has taken place in the world of letters, in our

days, is that by which the wits of Queen
Anne's time have been gradually brought
down from the supremacy which they had

enjoyed, without competition, for the best part
of a century. When we were at our studies,
some twenty-five years ago, we can perfectly
remember that every young man was set to

read Pope, Swift, and Addison, as reg-ularly
as Virgil, Cicero, and Horace. All who had

any tincture of letters were familiar with their

writings and their history ;
allusions to them

abounded in all popular discourses and all

ambitious conversation; and they and their

contemporaries were universally acknow-

ledged as our great models of excellence, and

placed without challenge at the head of our

national literature. New books, even when
allowed to have merit, were never thought
of as fit to be placed in the same class, but

were generally read and forgotten, and passed
away like the transitory meteors of a lower

sky ;
while they remained in their brightness,

and were supposed to shine with a Hxed and
unalterable glory.

All this, however, Ave take
it,

is now pretty
well altered

;
and in so far as persons of our

antiquity can judge of the training and habits

of the rising generation, those celebrated

writers no longer form the manual of our stu-

dious youth, or enter necessarily into the in-

stitution of a liberal education. Their names,
indeed, are still familiar to our ears

;
but their

writings no longer solicit our habitual notice,
and their subjects begin already to fade from
our recollection. Their high privilieges and

proud distinctions, at any rate, have evidently

passed into other hands. It is no longer to

them that the ambitious look up with envy,
or the humble with admiration

;
nor is it in

their pages that the pretenders to wit and

eloquence now search for allusions that are

sure to captivate, and illustrations that cannot

that they are declined considerably from 'the

high meridian of their glory,' and may fairly
be apprehended to be '

hastening to their set-

ting.' Neither is it time alone that has

wrought this obscuration
;

for the fame of

Shakespeare still shines in undecaying bright-

ness; and that of Bacon has been steadily

advancing and gathering new honours during
the whole period which has witnessed the rise

and decline of his less vigorous successors.

There are but two possible solutions for

phenomena of this sort. Our taste has either

degenerated—or its old models have been

fairly surpassed; and we have ceased to ad-

mire the writers of the last century, only be-

cause they are too good for us—or because

they are not good enough. Now, we confess

we are no believers in the absolute and per-
nnanent corruption of national taste; on the

contrary, we think that it is,
of all faculties,

that which is most sure to advance and im-

prove with time and experience; and that,
with the exception of those great physical or

political disasters which have given a check
to civilization itself, there has always been a
sensible progress in this particular; and that

the general taste of every successive genera-
tion is better than that of its predecessors.

little capricious fluctuations, no

tion they have few advocates, and no imita-

tors : and from a comparison of many obser-

vations, it seems to be clearly ascertained,

There are

doubt, and fits of foolish admiration or fasti-

diousness, which cannot be so easily account-
ed for: but the great movements are all pro-

gressive: and though the progress consists bX,
one time in withholding toleration from gross

faults, and at another in giving their high
prerogative to great beauties, this alternation

has no tendency to obstruct the general ad-

,
on the contrary, is

'

course in which it

the best and
can be con-

vance; but

the safest

ducted.
_ We are of opinion, then, that the writers

who adorned the beginning of the last cen-

tury have been eclipsed by those of our own
time

;
and that they have no chance of ever

be mistaken. In this decay of their reputa^ regaining the supremacy in which they have
thus been supplanted. There is not, however,
in our judgment, any thing very stupendous
in this triumph of our contemporaries and
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the greater wonder with us, is, that it was so

Inng delayed, and left for them to achieve.

For the truth is, that the w]-iters of the former
ao-e had not a i>reat deal more than their iudi;-

ment and industry to stand on: and were

always much more remarkable for the few-
ness of their faults than the greatness of their

beauties. Their laurels were won much more

by good conduct and discipline, than by en-

terprising boldness or native force*—nor can
it be regarded as any very great merit in those

who had so little of the inspiration of genius,
to have steered clear of the dangers to which
that inspiration is liable. Speaking generally
of that generation of authors, it may be said

that, as poets, they had no force or greatness
of fancy

—no pathos, and no enthusiasm
;

—
and, as philosophers, no comprehensiveness,
depth, or originality. They are sagacious, no

doubt, neat, clear, and reasonable
j

but for

the most part cokl, timid, and superficial.

They never meddle with the great scenes of

nature, or the great passions of man
;
but

content themselves with just and sarcastic

representations of city life, and of the paltry

passions and meaner vices that are bred in

that lower element. Their chief care is to

avoid being ridiculous in the eyes of the

witty, and above all to eschew the ridicule

of e.vcessive sensibility or enthusiasm—to be
at once witty and rational themselves, with
as good a grace as possible; but to give their

countenance to no v%nsdom. no fancy, and no

morality, which passes the standards current

in good company. Their inspiration, accord-

ingly, is little more than a sprightly sort of

good sense; .and they have scarcely any in-

vention but what is subservient to the pur-

poses of derision and satire. Little gleams
of pleasantry, and sparkles of wit, glitter

through their compositions: but no glow of

feeling
—no blaze of imagination—no flashes

of genius, ever irradiate their substance. They
never pass beyond '4he visible diurnal

sphere.'' or deal in any thing that can either

lift us above our vulgar nature, or ennoble its

reality. With these accomplishments, they
may pass well enouij-h for sensible and polite

writers,
—but scarcely for men of genius; and

it is certainly far more surprising, that per-
sons of this description should have maintain-
ed themselves, for near a century, at the head
of the literature of a country that had pre-

viously produced a Shakespeare, a Spenser, a

Bacon, and a Taylor, than that, towards the

end of that loivj; period, doubts s?iould have
arisen as to the legitimacy of the title by
which they laid claim to that high station.

Both parts of the phenomenon, however, we
dare say, had causes which better expounders
might explain to the satisfaction of all the

world. We see them but imperfectly, and
have room only for an imperfect sketch of

what we see.

Our first literature consisted of saintly le-

gends, and romances of chivalry,
—though

Chaucer gave it a more national and popular
character, by his original descriptions of ex-

ternal nature, and the familiarity and gaiety
of his social humour. In the lime of Eliza-

beth, it received a copious infusion of classical

-•iitiages and ideas: but it was still intrinsically
romantic—serious—and even somewhat lofty
and enthusiastic. Authors were then so few
in number, that they were looked upon with
a sort of veneration, and considered as a kind

of inspired persons ;
at least they were not

yet so numerous, as to be obliged to abuse
each other, in order to obtain a share of dis-

tinction for themselves;
—and they neither

affected a tone of derision in their ^vritings,
nor wrote in fear of derision from others.

They were filled with their subjects, and dealt

with them fearlessly in their own way; and
the stamp of originality, force, and freedom,
is consequentl}- upon almost all their produc-
tions. In the reigii of James I., our literature,
with some few exceptions, touching rather

the form than the substance of its merits, ap-

pears to us to have reached the greatest per-
fection to which it has yet attained; though
it would probabl}' have advanced still farther

in the succeeding reign, had not the great na-

tional dissensions which then arose, turned

the talent and energy of the people into other

channels—first, to the assertion of their civil

rights, and afterwards to the discussion of

their leligious interests. The graces of litera-

ture suffered of course in those fierce conten-

tions; and a deeper shade of austerity was
thrown upon the intellectual character of the

nation. Her genius, however, though less cap-

tivating and adorned than in the happier days
which preceded, was still active, fruitful, and

commanding; and the period of the civil wars,
besides the mighty minds that guided the

public councils, and were absorbed in public
cares, produced the giant powers of Taylor,
and Hobbes, and Barrow—the muse of Mil-

ton—the learning of Coke—and the ingenuity
of Cowley.
The Restoration introduced a French court
—under circumstances more favourable for

the effectual exercise of court influence than

ever before existed in England : but this of

itself would not have been sufficient to ac-

count for the sudden change in our literature

which ensued. It Avas seconded by causes

of far more general operation. The Re.stora-

tion was undoubtedly a popular act;
—

and,
indefensible as the conduct of the army and
the civil leaders was on that occasion, there

can be no question that the severities of Crom-

v/ell, and the extravagancies of the sectaries,

had made republican professions hateful, and

religious ardour ridiculous, in the eyes of a

great proportion of the people. All the emi-

nent writers of the preceding period, however,
had inclined to the party that was now over-

thrown; and their wi'itings had not merely
been accommodated to the character of the

government under which they were produced,
but were deeply imbued with its obnoxious

principles, which were those of their respect-
ive authors. When the restraints of authority
were taken off, therefore, and it became pro-

fitable, as well as popular, to discredit the

fallen party, it was natural that the leadbg
authors should affect a style of levity and

derision, as most opposite to that of their op-
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ponents, and best calculated for the purposes

they had in view. The nation, too. was now
for tlie lirst time essentially divided in j)oiiit

of character and principle, and a much greater

proportion were capable both of writing in

support of their own notions, and of being in-

fluenced by what was written. Add to all

this, that there were real and serious defects

in tne style and manner of the former gener-

ation; and tliat the grace, and brevity, and

vivacity of that gayer manner which was now
introduced from France, were not only good
and captivating in themselves, but had then

all the chamis of novelty and of contrast
;

and it will not be difficult to understand how
it came to supplant that which had been es-

tablished of old in the country,
—and that so

suddenly, that the same generation, among
whom Milton had been formed to the severe

sanctity of wisdom and the noble independ-
ence of genius, lavished its loudest applauses
on the obscenity and servility of such writers

as -Rochester and Wycherly.
This change, however, like all sudden

changes, was too fierce and violent to be long
maintained at the same pitch ;

and when the

wits and profligates of King Charles had suf-

ficiently insulted the seriousness and virtue

of their predecessors, there would probably
have been a revulsion towards the accustomed
taste of the nation, had not the party of the

innovators been reinforced by champions of

more temperance and judgment. The result

seemed at one time suspended on the will

of Dryden—in whose individual person the

genius of the English and of the French school

of literature may be said to have maintained
a protracted struggle. But the evil principle

prevailed ! Carried by the original bent of

his genius, and his familiarity with our older

models, to the cultivation of our native style,
to which he might have imparted more steadi-

ness and correctness—for in force and in

sweetness it was already matchless—he was

unluckily seduced by the attractions of fash-

ion, and the dazzling of the dear wit and gay
rhetoric in which it delighted, to lend his

powerful aid to the new corruptions and re-

finements; and in fact, to prostitute his great
gifts to the purposes of party rage or hcentious

ribaldry.
The sobriety of the succeeding reigns al-

layed this fever of profanity ;
but no genius

arose sufficiently powerful to break the spell
that still withheld us from the use of our own
peculiar gifts and faculties. On the contrary,
it was the unfortunate ambition of the next

generation of authors, to improve and perfect
the new style, rather than to return to the old
one

;
—and it cannot be denied that they did

improve it. They corrected its gross indecen-

cy
—increased its precision and correctness

--made its pleasantry and sarcasm more pol-
ished and elegant

—and spread through the
whole of its irony, its narration, and its re-

flection, a tone of clear and condensed good
sense, which recommended itself to all who
had, and all who had not any relish for higher
beauties.

This is ih(; pra'sc of Queen Anne's wits—

and to this praise they are justly entitled.

This was left fur them to do, and they did it

well. They were invited to it by the circum-
stances of their situation, and do nut seem to

have been possessed of any such bold or vigor-
ous spirit, as either to neglect or to outgo the
invitation. Coming into lile immediately after

the consummation of a bloodless revolution,
effected much more by the cool sense, than
the angry passions of the nation, they seem
to have felt that they were born in an age of

reason, rather than of feeling or fancy; and
that men's minds, though considerably di-

vided and unsettled upon many points, were
in a much better temper to relish judicious

argument and cutting satire, than the glow
of enthusiastic passion, or the richness of a
luxuriant imagination. To those

accordingly
they made no pretensions; but, •writing with
infinite good sense, and great grace and vi-

vacity, and, above all, writing for the first

time in a tone that was peculiar to the upper
ranks of society, and upon subjects that were
almost exclusively interesting to them, they
naturally figured, at least while the manner
was new, as the most accomplished, fashiona-

ble, and perfect writers which the world had
ever seen

;
and made the wild, luxuriant, and

humble sweetness of our earlier authors ap-
pear rude and untutored in the comparison.
Men grew ashamed of admiring, and afraid of

imitating writers of so little skill and smart-
ness

;
and the opinion became general, not

only that their faults were intolerable, but
that even their beauties were puerile and bar-

barous, and unworthy the serious regard of a

polite and distinguishing age.

These, and similar considerations, will go
far to account for the celebrity which those

authors acquired in their day; but it is not

quite so easy to explain how they should
have so long retained their ascendant. One
cause undoubtedly was, the real excellence
of their productions, in the style which they
had adopted. It was hopeless to think of

surpassing them in that style; and, recom-
mended as it was, by the felicity of their exe-

cution, it required some courage to depart
from

it,
and to recur to another, which seemed

to have been so lately abandoned for its sake.

The age which succeeded, too. was not the

age of courage or adventure. There never

was, on the whole, a quieter time than the

reigns of the two first Georges, and the great-
er part of that which ensued. There were
two little provincial rebellions indeed, and a
fair proportion of foreign war; but there was

nothing to stir the minds of the people at

large, to rouse their passions, or excite their

imaginations
—

nothing like the agitations of

the Reformation in the sixteenth century, or

of the civil wars in the seventeenth. They
went on, accordingly, minding their old busi-

ness, and reading their old books, with great

patience and stupidity: And certainly there

never was so remaikable a dearth of oi iginal
talent—so long an interregnvm of native ge-
nius—as during about sixty years in the

middle of the last century. The dramatic
art was dead

fil'ty years before—and poetry
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seemed verging' to a similar extinction. The
few sparks that appeared, too, showed that

the old fire was burnt out, and that the aUar
must hereafter be heaped with fuel of another

quality. Gray, with the talents, rather of a
critic than a poet

—with learning, fastidious-

ness, ami scrupulous delicacy of taste, instead

of fire, tenderness, or invention—began and
ended a small school, which we could scarce-

ly have wished to become permanent, admir-
able in many respects as some of its produc-
tions are—being far too elaborate and artifi-

cial, either for grace or for fluency, and fitter

to excite the admiration of scholars, than the

delight of ordinary men. However, he had
the merit of not being in any degree French,
and of restoring to our poetry the dignity of

seriousness, and the tone at least of force and

energy. The Whartons, both as critics and
as poets, were of considerable service in dis-

crediting the high pretensions of the former

race, and in bringing back to public notice

the great stores and treasures of poetry which

lay hid in the records of our older literature.

Akenside attempted a sort of classical and

philosophical rapture, which no elegance of

language could easily have rendered popular,
but which had merits of no vulgar order for

those who could study it. Goldsmith wrote
with perfect elegance and beauty, in a style
of mellow tenderness and elaborate simplici-

ty. He had the harmony of Pope without his

quaintaess, and his selectness of diction with-

out his coldness and eternal vivacity. And,
last of all, came Cowper, with a style of com--

plete originality,
—

and, for the first time, made
It apparent to readers of all descriptions, that

Pope and Addison were no longer to be the

models of English poetry.
In philosophy and prose writing in general,

the case was nearly parallel. The name of

Hume is by far the most considerable which
occurs in the period to which we have al-

luded. But. though his thinking was English,
his style is entirely French; and being natu-

rally of a cold fancy, there is nothing of that

eloquence or richness about him, which char-

acterizes the writings of Taylor, and Hooker,
and Bacon—and continues, with less weight
of naatter, to please in those of Cowley and
Clarendon. Warburton had great powers;
and wrote with more force and freedom than
the wits to whom he succeeded—but his

faculties were perverted by a paltry love of

paradox, and rendered useless to mankind by
an unlucky choice of subjects, and the arro-

gance and dogmatism of his temper. Adam
Smith was nearly the first who made deeper
reasonings and more exact knowledge popu-
lar among us; and Junius and Johnson the

first who again familiarized us Avith more

glowing and sonorous diction—and made us
feel the tameness and poorness of the serious

style of Addison and Swift.

This brings us down almost to the present
times—in which the revolution in our litera-

ture has been- accelerated and confirmed by
the concurrence of many causes. The agita'
tions of the Fiench revolution, and the discu?- I

Kons as well as the hopes and terrors to^

which it gave occasion—the genius of Ed-
nmnd Burke, and some others of his land of

genius
—the impression of the new literature

of Germany, evidently the original of our

lake-school of poetry, and many innovations

in our drama—the rise or revival of a more

evangelical spirit, in the body of the people—and the vast extension of our political and
commercial relations, which have not only
familiarized all ranks of people with distant

coinitries. and great undertakings, but have

brought knowledge and enterprise home, not

mereh^ to the imagination, but to the actual

experience of almost every individual.—All

these, arid several other circumstances, have
so far improved or excited the character of

our nation, as to have created an efi'ectual

demand for more profound speculation, and
more serious emotion than was dealt in by
the writers of the former century, and which,
if it has not yet produced a correspontling

supply in all branches, has at least had the

effect of decrying the commodities that were

previously in vogue, as unsuited to the altered

condition of the times.

Of those ingenious writers, whose charac-

teristic certainly was noj; vigour, any more
than tenderness or fancy, Swift was indis-

putably the most vigorous
—and perhaps the

least tender or fanciful. The greater part of

his works being occupied with politics and

personalities that have long since lost all in-

terest, can now attract but little attention,

except as memorials of the manner in which

politics and personalities were then conduct-

ed. In other parts, however, there is a vein

of peculiar humour and strong satire, which
will always be agreeable

—and a sort of

heartiness of abuse and contempt of mankind,
which produces a greater sympathy and ani-

mation in the reader than the more elaborate

sarcasms that have since come into fa.shion.

Altogether his merits appear to be more unique
and inimitable than those of any of his con-

temporaries ;
and as his works are connected

in many parts with historical events which it

must always be of importance to understand,
we conceive that there are none, of which a

new and careful edition is so likely to be ac-

ceptable to the public, or so worthy to engage
the attention of a person qualified for the

undertaking. In this respect, the projectors
of the present publication must be considered

as eminently fortunate—the celebrated per-
son who has here condescended to the func-

tions of an editor, being almost as much
distinguished for the skill and learning re-

quired for that humbler office, as for the

creative genius which has given such unex-

ampled popularity to his original compositions—and uniting to the minute knowledge and

patient research of the Malones and Chal-

merses, a vigour of judgment and a vivacity
of style to which they had no pretensions.
In the exercise of these comparatively humble

functions, he has acquitted himself, we think,

on the present occasion, with great judgment
and ability. The edition, upon the whole, is

much better than that of Dryden. It is less

loaded with long note* and illustrative quota-
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lions; while it furnishes all the information

that can reasonably be ciesireii, in a simple
and compc'iulious form. It contains upwards
of a hundred letters, and other original pieces
of Swift's never before published

—and, among |

the rest, all that has been preserved of his

correspondence with the celebrated Vanessa.

Explanatory notes and remarks are supplied
with great diligence to all the passages over

which time may have thrown any obscurity;
and the critical observations that are prefixed
to the more considerable productions, are,
with a reasonable allowance for an editor's

partiality to his author, very candid and in-

genious.
The Life is not every where extremely well

written, in a literary point of view; but is

drawn up, in substance, with great intelli-

gence, liberality, and good feeling. It is quite
fair and moderate in politics; and perhaps
rather too indulgent and tender towards indi-

viduals of all descriptions
—more full, at least,

of kindness and veneration for genius and
social virtue, than of indignation at baseness
and profligacy. Altogether, it is not much
like the production of a mere man of letters,
or a fastidious speculator in sentiment and

morality; but exhibits throughout, and in a

very pleasing form, the good sense and lartre

toleration of a man of the world—with much
of that generous allowance for the

" Fears of the brave, and follies of ihe wise,"

which genius too often requires, and should
therefore always be most forward to show.
It is impossible, however, to avoid noticing.
that Mr. Scott is by far too favourable to the

personal character of his author; whom we
think, it would really be injurious to the cause
of morality to allow to pass, either as a very
dignified or a very amiable person. The truth

is,
we think, that he was extremely ambi-

tious, arrogant, and selfish
;
of a morose, vin-

dictive, and haughty temper; and, though
capable of a sort of patronizing generosity
towards his dependants, and of some attach-
ment towards those who had long known and
flattered him. his general demeanour, both in

public and private life, appears to have been
far from exemplary. Destitute of temper and

magnanimity—and, we will add, of principle,
in the former

; and, in the latter, of tender-

ness, fidelity, or compassion.
The transformation of a young Whig into

an old Tory—the gradual falling ofl' of pru-
dent men from unprofitable virtues, is. per-
haps, too common an occurrence, to deserve
much notice, or justify much reprobation.
But Swift's desertion of hin first principles
was neither gradual nor earlj-

—and Avas ac-

complished under such circumstances as reallv

require to be exposed a
little, and cannot well

be passed over in a fair account of his life

and character. He was bred a Whig under
Sir William Temple—he took the title pub-
licly in various productions: and, during all

the reign of King William, was a strenuous,
and indeed an intolerant advocate of Revolu-
tion principles and Whig pretensions. His
first patrons were Somers, Hortland, and Hali-

fax
; and, luider that ministry, the members

of which he courted in private and defended
in public, he received church preferment to

the value of near 400L a jear (equal at lea«t

to 1200/. at present), with the promise of still

farther favours. He was dis.sati.sfied. how-

ever, because his livings were not in England ;

and having been sent over on the allairs of

the Irish clergy in 1710, when he found the

Whig ministry in a tottering condition, he

temporized for a few months, till he saw that

their downfal was inevitable; and then, with-
out even the pretext of any public motive,
but on the avowed ground of not having been

sufficiently rewarded for his former services,
he went over in the most violent and decided
manner to the prevailing party; for whose

gratification he abused his former fiiends and

benefactors, with a degree of virulence and

rancour, to which it would not be too much
to apply the term of brutality; and, in the

end, when the approaching death of the

Queen, and their internal dissensions made
his services of more importance to his new
friends, openly threatened to desert them also,
and retire altogether from the scene, unless

they made a suitable provision for him
;
and

having, in this 'v^ay, extorted the deanery of
St. Patrick's, which he always complained
of as quite inadequate to his merits, he coun-
selled measures that must have involved the

country in a civil war, for the mere chance
of keeping his party in power; and. finally,
on the Queen's death, retired in a state of

despicable despondency and bitterness to his

living, where he continued, to the end of his

life, to libel liberty and mankind w ith unre-

lenting and pitiable rancour—to correspond
withconvjcted traitors to the constitution they
had sworn to maintain—and to lament as the
worst of calamities, the dissolution of a minis-

try which had no merit but that of having
promised him advancement, and of which
several of the leading members immediately
indenmified themselves by taking office in

the court of the Pietender.
As this jiart of his conduct is passed over a

great deal too slightly by his biographer; and
as nothing can be more pernicious than the

notion, that the political sins of eminent per-
sons should be forgotten in the estimate of

their merits, we must beg leave to verify the

comprehensive sketch we have now given, by
a few references to the documents that are to

be found in the volumes before us. Of his

original Whig professions, no proof will pro-

bably be required ;
the fact being notorious,

and admitted by all his biographers. Abundant

evidence, however, is furnished by his first

successful pamphlet in defence of Lord So-

mers. and the other Whig lords impeached in

1701;
—by his own express declaration in

another work (vol. iii. p. 240). that "having
been long conversant with the Greek and
Latin authors, and therefore a lover of liberty,
he was naturally inclined to be what they call

a Wliig in politics;''
—by the copy of verses

in which he deliberately designates himself
a Whig, and one who wears a gown ;"

—by
to Tisdal, whom hehis exulting statement
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lopioaclies with being a Tory, and says
— '•' To

cool your insolence a little, know that the

Queen, and Court, and House of Lords, and
half the Connnons almost, are Whigs, and the

number daily increases:"—And, among in-

numerable other proofs, by the memorable
verses on Whitehall in which, alluding to the

execution of King Charles in front of that

building, he is pleased to say, with more zeal

than good prosody,
" That theatre produced an action truly great.
On wliieh eternal acclamations wait," &c.

Such being the principles, by the zealous

profession of which he had first obtained dis-

tinction and preferment, and been admitted
to the Irieudship of such men as Somers, Ad-

dison, and Steele, it only remains to be seen

on what occasion, and on what considerations,
he afterwards renounced them. It is,

of itself,

a tolerably decisive fact, that this change
took place just when the Whig ministry went
out of power, and their adversaries came into

full possession of all the patronage and inter-

est of the government. The whole matter,

however, is fairly spoken out in various parts
of his own writings :

—and we do not believe

there is anywhere on record a more barefaced
avowal of political apostasy, undisguised and

unpalliated by the slightest colour or piretence
of public or conscientious motives. It is quite
a sing-ular fact, we believe, in the history of

this sort of conversion, that he nowhere pre-
tends to say that he had become aware of any
danger to the country from the continuance
of the Whig ministry

—nor ever presumes to

call in question the patriotism or penetration
of Addison and the rest of his former asso-

ciates, who remained faithful to their first

professions. His otdy apology, in short, for

this sudden dereliction of the principles
which he had m.aintained for near forty years—for it was at this ripe age that he got the

first glimpse of his youthful folly
—is a pre-

tence of ill usage from the party with whom
he' had held them : a pretence

—to say nothing
of its inherent baseness—which appears to be

utterly without foundation, and of which it is

enough to say, that no mention is made, till

that same party is overthrown. While they
remain in office, they have full credit for the

sincerity of their good wishes (see vol. xv. p.

250; &c.
)

:
—and it is not till it becomes both

safe and profitable to abuse them, that we
hear of their ingratitude. Nay, so critically
and judiciously timed is this discovery of

their unworthiness, that, even after the worthy
author's arrival in London in 1710, when the
movements had begun which terminated in

their ruin, he continues, for some months, to

keep on fair terms with them, and does not

give way to his well considered resentment,
till it is quite apparent that his interest must

gain by the indulgence. He says, in the
Journal to Stella, a few days after his arrival,
"The Whigs would gladly lay hold on me, as
a twig, while they are drowning—and their

great men are making me their clumsy apolo-

gies. But my Lord Treasurer (Godolphin)
received me with a great deal of coldness,
which has enraged me so, that I am almost

10

In a few weeks after- -

the change being by that time complete—he
takes his part definitively, and makes his ap-

proaches to Harle}-, in a manner which we
should really imagine no rat of the present

day would have confidence enough to imitate.

In mentioning his first interview with that

eminent person, he says, "I had prepared
him before by another hand, where he was

very intimate, and got myself represented

(which I might justly do) as one extremely ill

Ksed by the last ministry^ after some obligation,
because I refused to go certain lengths they
would have me." (Vol. xv. p. 350.) About
the same period, he gives us farther lights
into the conduct of this memorable conver-

sion, in the following passages of the Journal.

" Oct. 7. He (Harley) told me he must bring
Mr. St. John and me acquainted ; and spoke so

many things of personal kindness and esteem, that

I am inclined to believe what some friends had told

me, that he would do every thing to hrin<r vie over.

He desired me to dine with him on Tuesday ; and,
after four hours being with him, set me down at

St. James's coffee-house in a Hackney-coach."
I must tell you a great piece of refinement in

Harley. He charged me to come and see him
often; I told him I was loath to trouble him, in so
much business as he had, and desired I might have
leave to come at his levee

;
which he immediately

refused, and said,
' That was no place ior fiiends.'

"
I believe never was any thing compassed so

soon: and purely done by my personal credit with
Mr. Harley ;

who is so excessively obliging, that 1
kttow not what to make of it, uidess to shew the ras-

cals of Ihe other -party, thai they used a man unwor-

thily who had deserved better. He speaks all the

kind things of me in the world.—Oct. 14. I stand
with the new people ten times better than ever I

did with the old, and forty times more caressed."

Life. vol. i. p. 126.
" Nov. 8. Why should the Whigs think I came

to England to leave them ? But who the devil cares

what they think ? Am 1 under obligations in the

least to any of them all? Rot them, ungiafeful

dogs. I will make tliem repent their usage of me,
hel'ore I leave this place. They say the same thing
here of my leaving the Whigs ; but they oivn they
cniuiot blame me, consideriitg the treatmeiit I have

had," &-C. &c.

If he really ever scrupled about going
lengths with his Whig friends (which we do

believe), he seems to have resolved, that his

fortune should not be hurt by any delicacy of

this sort in his new connection
;

—for he took

up the cudgels this time with the ferocity of

a hireling, and the rancour of a renegade. In

taking upon himself the conduct of the paper
called "The Examiner," he gave a new char-

acter of acrimony and bitterness to the con-

tention in which he mingled
—and not only

made the most furious and unmeasured at-

tacks upon the body of the party to which it had

formerly been his boast that he belonged, but

singled out, with a sort of savage discourtesy,
a v.iiiety of his former friends and benefac-

tO!f, and made them, by name and descrip-

tion, the objects of the most malignant abuse.

Lord Somers, Godolphin, Steele, and many
others with whom he had formerly lived in

intimac)^, and from whom he had received

obligations, were successively attacked in pub-
lic with the most rancorous personalities, and
often with the falsest insinuations : In short,

G
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as he has himsolf empliatically e.vpressed it

in tlio Journal, he "libi'llcd them all loiiiid."

Whilt! he was thus abusini,' men he cuuld not

have ceased to esteem, it is quite; natural, and
in course, to find him ])rofossini; tlie greatest
affection for those lie hated and despised. A
thorough partisan is a thorough despiscr of

sincerity ;
and no man seems to have jjfot over

that weakness more completely than the rev-

erend person before us. In every page of

the Journal to Stella, we lind a triumphant
statement of things he was writing or saying
to the people about him, in direct contradic-

tion to his real sentiments. We may quote a

Ime or two from the first passage that pre-
sents itself. -'I desired my Lord Radnor's

brother to let my Iprd know I would call on

him at six, which I did
;
and was arguing

with him three hours to bring him over to us
;

and I spoke so closely, that 1 believe he will

be ti'actable. But he is a scoundrel; and

thouo:h I said I only talked from my love to him,
I told a lie ; for I did not care if he icere hang-
ed : but every one gained over is of conse-

quence.^'
—Vol. iii. p. 2. We think there are

not many even of those who have served a

regular apprenticeship to corruption and job-

bing, who could go through their base task

\vi h more coolness and hardihood than this

pious neophyte.
These fewM'eferences are, of themselves, suf-

ficient to show the spirit and the true motives
of this dereliction of his first principles ;

and
seem entirely to exclude the only apology
which the partiality of his biographer has
been able to suggest, viz. that though, from
first to last, a Whig in politics, he was all

along still more zealously a High-Church-
man as to rel'gion

• and left the Whigs merely
because the Tories seemed more favourable to

ecclesiastical pretensions. It is obvious, how-

ever, that this is quite inadmissible. The
Whigs were as notoriously connected with the

Low-Church party Avhen he joined and de-

fended them, as when he deserted and re-

viled them
;

—nor is this anywhere made the

specific ground ^'^ his revilings. It would not

have been A^ery easy, indeed, to have asserted

such a principle as the motive of his libels on
the Earl of Nottingham, who, though a Whig,
was a zealous High-Churchman, or his eulo-

gies on Bolingbroke, who was pretty well
known to be no churchman at all. It is plain,

indeed, that Swift's High-Church principles
were all along but a part of his selfishness and
ambition

;
and meant nothing else than a de-

sire to raise jhe consequence of the order to

which he happened to belong. If he had
been a layman, we have no doubt he would
have treated the pretensions of the priesthood,
as he treated the persons of all priests who
were opposed to him, whh the most bitter

and irreverent disdain. Accordingly, he is so

far from ever recommending Whig principles
of goremmcnt to his High-Chuich friends, or

from confining his abuse of the Whigs to their

tenets in matters ecclesiastical, that he goes
the whole length of proscribing the party, and

proposing, with the desptn-ation of a true

apostate, that the Monarch should be made

substantially absolute by the assistance of a

military force, in ouler to make it impossible
that their principles should ever again acquire
a ))reponderance in the country. It is impos-

sible, we conceive, to give any other mean-

ing to the advice contained in his " Free

Thoughts on the Slate of Affairs," which he
wrote just before the Queen's death, and
which Bolingbroke himself thought too strong
for publication, even at that critical period.
His leading injunction there, is to adopt a sys-
tem of the most rigorous exclusion of all

Whigs from every kind of employment )
and

that, as they cannot be too much or too soon

disabled, they ought to be proceeded against
with as strong measures as can possibly con-

sist with the lenity of our government; so

that in no time to come it should be in the

power of the Crown, even if it wished it, to

choose an ill majority in the House of Com-
mons. Thisgreat work, he adds very explic-

itly, could only be well carried on by an
entire new-modelling of the army : and espe-

cially of the Royal Guards,—which, as they
then stood, he chooses to allege were litter to

guard a prince to the bar of a high court of

justice, than to secure him on the throne.

(Vol. V. p. 404.) This, even Mr. Scott is so

little able to reconcile with the alleged Whig
principles of his author, that he is forced to

observe upon it,
that it is "daring, uncom-

promising counsel
;
better suited to the genius

of the man who gave it, than to that of the

British nation, and most likely, if followed, to

have led to a civil war." After this admis-

sion, it really is not very easy to understand

by what singular stretch of charity the learn-

ed editor conceives he may consistently hold,
that Swift was always a good Revolution

Whig as to politics, and only sided with the

Tories—reluctantly, we must suppose, and
with great tenderness to his political oppo-
nents—out of his overpowering zeal for the

Church.
While he thus stooped to the dirtiest and

most dishonourable part of a partisan's drudge-

ry, it was not to be expected that he should

decline any of the mean arts by Avhich a Court

party may be maintained. Accordingly, Ave

find him reg-ular in his attendance upon Mrs.

Masham, the Queen's favourite; and, after

reading the contemptuous notices that occur

of her in some of his Whig letters, as "one
of the Queen's dressers, who, by great in-

trigue and flattery, had gained an ascendant

over her," it is very edifying to find him

writing periodical accounts of the progress of

her pregnancy, and "praying God to preserve
her life, which is of great importance to this

nation," &c. &c.

A connection thus begun upon an avowed
dissatisfaction with the reward of former

services, cannot, with consistency, be sup-

posed to have had any thing but self-interest

as its foundation : and though Swift's love of

power, and especially of the power of wound-

ing, was probably gratified by his exertions

in behalf of the triumphant party, no room is

left for doubting that these exertions were

substantially prompted by a desire to better
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his own fortune, and that his opinion of the

merits of the party depended entirely upon
their power and apparent inclination to per-
form this first of all duties. The thing is

spoken out continually m the confidential

Journal to Stella; and though he was very
angry with Harley for offering him a bank
note for fifty pounds, and refused to be his

chaplain, this was very plainly because he
considered these as no sufficient pay for his

services—by no means because he wished to

serve without pay. Very soon after his pro-
fession of Toryism, he writes to Stella— •' This

is the last sally I shall ever make
;
but I hope

it will lurn to some account. I have done more
for these, and I think they are more honest

than the last." And a httle after—"My new
friends are very kind

;
and I have promises

enough. To return without some mark of

distinction, would look extremely little
)
and

I would likewise gladly be somnvhat richer than

I cwi." At last, he seems to have fairly asked
for the see of Hereford (Vol. xvi. p. 45.) ;

and
when this is refused, he says, "I dined with

Lord Tjeasurer. who chid me for being absent

three days. Mighty kind with a p— ! Less
of civility, and more of interest!" At last,

when the state of the Queen's health made
the duration of the ministry extremely pre-

carious, and the support of their friends more

essential, he speaks out like a true Swiss, and
tells them that he will run away and leave

them, if they do not instantly make a provi-
sion for him. In the Journal to Stella, he

writes, that having seen the warrants for three

deaneiies, and none of them for him, he had

gone to the Lord Treasurer, and " told him I

had nothing to do but to go back to Ireland

immediately ;
for I could not, with any reputa-

tion, stay longer here, unless I had something
honourable immediately given to me. He after-

wards told me he had stopped the warrants,
and hoped something might be compassed for

me," &c. And in the page following we fuid,
that all his love for his dear friend the Lord

Treasurer, would not induce him ever to see

him again, if he was disappointed in this ob-

ject of ambition. "The warrants for the

deaneries are still stopped, for fear I should
be gone. Do you think any thing will be
done ] In the mean time, I prepare for my
journey, and see no great people ;

—nor will I
see Lord Treasurer any morc^ if I go." (Vol. iii.

p. 207.) It is under this threat that he extorts

the Deanery of St. Patrick's,
—which he ac-

cepts with much grumbling and discontent,
and does not enter into possession till all hope
of better preferment seems for the time at an
end. In this extremity he seems resolved,

however, to make the most of it
;
and finding

that the expenses of his induction and the

usual payments to government on the occa-

sion come to a considerable sum, he boldly
resolves to ask a thousand pounds from the

ministers, on the score of his past services, in

order to make himself easy. This he an-

nounces to Stella soon after the appointment.
"I hope in time they will be persuaded to

give me some money to clear off these debts.

They expect I shall pass the next winter

here
;
and then I will drive them to give me a

sitm of money.'' And a little after—-' I shall

be sadly cramped, unless the Queen v.ill give
me a thousand i)ounds. 1 am sure she owes
me a great deal more. Lord Treasurer rallies

me upon it, and, I am sure, intends it—but

quandoV And again
—"Lord Treasurer useia

me barbarously. He laughs when I mention a

thousand pounds
—though a thousand pounds

is a very serious thuig." It appears, however,
that this modest request never was complied
with

; for, though Bolingbroke got the Queen's
warrant for

it,
to secure Swift's attachment

after he had turned out Harley, yet her ma-

jesty's immediate death rendered the gift

unavailing.
If any thing were wanting to show that his

change of party and his attachment to that

which was now uppemiost, was wholly foun-

ded on personal, and in no degree on public

considerations, it would be supplied by the

innumerable traits of personal vanity, and the

unrestrained expressions of eulogy or abuse,

accoiding as that vanity vi-as gratified or

thwarted, that are scattered over the ^^hole

journal and correspondence,
—and which are

utterly irreconcileable with the conduct of a
man who was acting on any principle of dig-

nity or fairness. With all his talent and all

his pride, ,mdeed, it appears that Swift ex-

hibited, during this period of favour, as much
of the ridiculous airs of a parvenu

—of a low-

bred underling brought suddenly into contact

with wealth and splendour, as any of the base

understrappers that ever made party disg-ust-

ing. The studied rudeness and ostentatious

arrogance with which he withheld the usual

tribute of respect that all well-bred persons

pay to rank and office, may be reckoned

among the signs of this. But for a fuller pic-

ture, we would refer to the Diary of Bishop

Kennet, Avho thus describes the demeanour
of this politic partisan m the year 1713.

" Dr. Swift came into the coffee-house, and liad a

bow from every body but me. When I came to

the aniichamber to wait before prayers, Dr. Swift

was the principal man of talk and business, and
acted as a master of requests. He was soliciting
the Earl of Arran to speak to his brother ihe Duke
oi Ormond, to get a chaplain's place established in

the garrison of Hull for Rlr. Fiddes, a clergy nian in

that neighbourhood, who had lately been in jail, and

published sermons to pay fees. He was promising
Mr. 'I'horold to undertake with my Lord Treasurer,
that, according to his petition, he should obtain a

salary of 200/. per unnum as minister of the English
church at Rotterdam. He stopped F. Gwynne,
Esq., going in with the red bag to the Queen, and
told him aldud he had something to say to him ironi

my Lord 'treasurer. He talked with the son of

Dr. Davenant to be sent abroad, and took out his

pocket-book, and wrote down several thing.s, as

memoranda, to do for him. He turned to the fire,

and took out his gold watch, and telling the lime of

the day, complained it was very late. A gentleman
said "lie was too fast.'—'How can I help it,' says
the doctor,

'

if the courtiers give me a watch tliat

won't go right?' Then he instructed a young no-

bleman, that the best poet in England was Mr.
Pope (a papist), who had begun a translation of

Homer into English verse, for whicii 'he must have
them all subscribe;'— 'for,' says lie, 'the author
sltatl not begin to print till 1 have a thousand guineas
lor him.' Lord Treasurer, after leaving the Queen,
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cam» through the room, becUonini; Dr. Swift tf>

follow liiiii : both went uil' jusl bifore pnii/tis."
—

Li/c, vol. i. p. 139, 140.

We are very unwilling, in any case, to as-

cribe to unworthy motives, what may be suf-

ficiently accounted for upon better considera-

tions; but we really have not charity enou<,di

to impute Swift's zealous ell'oi ts to prevent the

rupture between Harley and Bolingbroke, or

his contiimed friendship with both after that

rupture took place, to liis personal and disin-

terested affection for those two individuals.

In the first place, he had a most manifest in-

terest to prevent their disunion, as that which

plainly tended to the entire dissolution of the

ministry, and the ruin of the party on which
he depended; and, as to his remaining the

friend of both after they had become the most
rancorous enemies of each other, it must be
remembered that they were still respectively
the two most eminent individuals with whom
he had been connected

;
and that, if ever that

party ghould be restored to power, from which
alone he could now look for preferment, he
who stood well with both these statesmen

would have a double chance of success. Con-

sidering, indeed, the facility with which he
seems to have cast off friendships far more
intimate than the inequality of their condition

renders it possible that those of Oxford or Bo-

hngbroke could be with him, whenever party
interest interfered with them;—considering
the disrespect with which he spoke of Sir

William Temple's memory, alter he had ab-

jured his principles;
—the coarseness with

which he calls Lord Somers "a false deceit-

ful rascal," after having designated him as the

modern Aristides, for his blameless integrity;—and the unfeelmg rancour with which he

exposes the personal faihngs and pecuniary
embarrassments of Steele, with whom he had
been long so closely united

;

— it would seem
to require something more than the mere per-
sonal attachment of a needy pamphleteer to

two rival peers, to account for his exi:)ressions
of affection for both, after one had supplanted
the other. The natural solution, indeed,
seems to lie sufficiently open. After the per-

fidy he had shown to the Whig party, and the

virulence with which he had revenged his

own apostasy, there was no possibility of his

being again received by them. His only
chance, therefore, was in the restoration of the

Tories, and his only policy to keep well with
both their great leaders.

Mr. Scott, indeed, chooses to represent him
as actuated by a romantic attachment to Lord

Oxford, and pronounces an eloquent encomium
on his devoted generosity in applying for

leave of absence, upon that nobleman's dis-

grace, in order to be able to visit him in his

retirement. Though he talks of such a visit,

however, it is certain that he never did pajr

it; and that he was all the time engaged in

tlie most friendly correspondence with Bo-

lingbroke, from whom the very day after he
had kicked out his dear friend with the most

undisguised anger and contempt, he conde-
scended to receive an order for the thousand

pounds he had so long solicited from his pre-

dece.s.sor in vain. The following, too, are the
terms in which Bolingbroke, at that very time,
thought there was no impropriety, and could
be no offence, in writing of Oxford, in a pri«
vate confidential letter to this his dear de-
voted friend. "Your state of late passages is

right enough. I reflect upon them with in-

dignation; and shall never forgive mjself for

having trusted so long to so much real pride
and awkward humility;

—to an air of such fa^

miliar friendship, and a heart so void of all

tenderness;
— to such a temper of engrossing

business and power, and so perfect an inca-

pacity to manage one, with such a tyrannical
disposition to abuse the other," &c. &c. (Vol.
xvi. p. 219.) If Swift's feelings for Oxford had
borne any resemblance to those which Mr.
Scott has imputed to him, it is not conceiv-
able that he should have continued upon a

footing of the greatest cordiality with the man
who. after supplanting him, could speak in

those terms of his fallen rival. Yet Swift's

friendship, as they called
it,

with Bolingbroke,
continued as long as that with Oxford; and
we find him not only giving him his advice
how to act in the government which had now
fallen entirely into his hands, but kindly of-

fering, "if his own services may be of any
use, to attend him by the beginning of win-
ter." (Id. p. 215.) Those who know of what
stuff political friendships are generally made,
indeed, will not require even this evidence to

prove the hollowness of those in which Swift
was now connected. The following passage,
in a letter from Lewis, the most intimate and
confidential of all his coadjutors, dated only a
week or two before Oxford's disgrace, gives a
delicious picture, we think, of the whole of

those persons for whom the learned Dean waa
thus professing the most disinterested attach-

ment, and receiving, no doubt, in return, pro-
fessions not less animated and sincere. It is

addressed to Swift in July, 1714.

"I meet with no man or woman, who pretend
upon any probable grountls to judge who vvill carry
the great point. Our female friend (Mrs. Masham)
told the dragon (Lord Oxford) in her own house,
last "^I'hursday morning, these words: 'You never
did the Queen any service, nor are you capable of

doing her any.' He made no rejily, hut supped
with her and Mercurialis (Bolingbroke) thut night
at her own house.—His rei'enge is not the less medi-
tated for that. He tells the words clearly and dis-

tinctly to all mankind. Those who range nnder his

banner, call her ten thousand bitches and kitchen-

ujcnches. Those who hate him do the same. And
from my heart, I grieve that she should give such
a loose to her passion ;

for she is su.=cepiiLile of true

friendship, and has many social and domestic vir-

tues. The great attorney (Lord Chancellor Har-

couri) who made you the sham ofler of the York-
shire living, had a lonK conference with the dragon
on 'I'hursday, hissed him at partijig, and cursed him
at night.'"—vol. xvi. p. 173, 174.

The death of Queen Anne, however, which

happened on the 1st of August thereafter.

speedily composed all those dissensions, and
confouiided the victors and the vanquished in

one common proscription. Among the most
miserable and downcast of all the mourners
on that occasion, we confess we were some-
what surprised to find our reverend author.
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He who, but a few months before, was willing
to have hazarded all the horrors of a civil war,
for the chance of keeping his party in office,

Bunk instantl}' into pitiable and unmanly des-

pondency upon the tinal disgrace of that party.
We are unwilling to believe, and we do not

m fact believe, that Swift was privy to the de-

signs of Bolingbroke, Ormond, and INIar, to

bring in the Pretender on the Queen's demise,
and are even disposed to hold it doubtful

whether Oxford concurred in those measures;
but we are sure that no man of common firm-

ness could have felt more soriow and despair,
if the country had been conquered by a law-

less invader, than this friend of the Act of

Settlement did upon the quiet and regular
transmission of the sceptre to the appointed

heir; and the discomfiture of those ministers

who are proved to have traitorously conspired
to accomplish a counter revolution, and re-

store a dynasty which he always aflected to

consider as justly rejected. How all this sor-

row is to be reconciled to the character of a

good Revolution Whig, we leave it to the

learned editor, who has invested him Avith

that character, to discover. To us it merely
affords new evidence of the selfishness and
ambition of the individual, and of that utter

and almost avowed disregard of the public,
which constituted his political character. Of
the sorrow and despondency itself, we need

produce no proofs,
—for they are to be found

in every page of his subsequent writings.
His whole life. indeed, after this event, was
or.e long fit of spleen and lamentation : and,
to the very end of his days, he never ceases

bewailing the irreparable and grievous calam-

ity which the world had suff"ered in the death
of that most imbecile princess. He speaks
of it. in short, throughout, as a pious divine

might be supposed to speak of the fall of

primeval man from the state of innocence.

The sun seems darkened for ever in his eyes,
and mankind degenerated beyond the tolera-

tion of one who was cursed with the remem-
brance of their former dignity I And all this

for what 1—because the government was, with
the full assent of the nation, restored to the

hands of those whose talents and integrity he
had once been proud to celebrate—or rather,
because it was taken from those who would
have attempted, at the evident risk of a civil

war, to defeat that solemn settlement of which
he had always approved, and in virtue of

which alone the late Sovereign had succeed-
ed

;

—because the liberties of the nation were

again to be secured in peace, under the same
councils which had carried its glories so high
in w-ar—and the true friends of the Revolution
of 16S8 to succeed to that patronage which
had previously been exercised by its virtual

enemies ! Such were the public calamities

which he had to lament as a patriot ;

—and
the violence done to his political attachments
seems to have been of the same character.

His two friends were Bolingbroke and Ox-
ford : and both these had been abusing each

other, and endeavouring to supplant each
other, with all their might, for a long period
of time

;

—and, at last, one of them did this

good office for the other, in the most insult-

ing and malignant manner he could devise:

and yet the worthy Dean had charity enough
to love them both just as dearly as ever. He
was always a zealous advocate, too, for the

Act of Settlement; and has in twenty places

expressed his abomination of all who could

allow themselves to think of the guilt of call-

ing in the Pretender. If, therefore, he could
love and honour and flatter Bolingbroke, who
not only turned out his beloved Oxford, but

actually went over to the Pretender, it is not

easy to see Avhy he should have been so im-

placable towards those older friends of his.

who only turned out Bolingbroke in order to

prevent the Pretender from being brought in.

On public grounds, in short, there is nothing
to be said for him

;

—nor can his conduct or

feelings ever receive any explanation upon
such principles. But every thing becomes

plain and consistent when we look to another

quarter
—when we consider, that by the ex-

tinction of the Tory party, his hopes of pre-
ferment were also extinguished ;

and that he
was no longer to enjoy the dearer delight of

bustling in the front of a triumphant party
—

of inhaling the incense of adulation from its

servile dependants
—and of insulting with im-

punity the principles and the benefactors he
had himself deserted.

That this was the true key to his feelings,
on this and on every other occasion, may be
concluded indeed with safety, not only from
his former, but from his after life. His Irish

politics may all be referred to one principle
—

a desire to insult and embarrass the govern-
ment by which he was neglected, and with
which he despaired of being reconciled :

—A
single fact is decisive upon this point. While
his friends were in power, we hear nothing
of the grievances of Ireland

;
and to the last

we hear nothing of its radical grievance, the

oppression of its Catholic population. His

object was, not to do good to Ireland, but to

vex and annoy the English ministry. To do
this however with efi'ect, it was necessary
that he should speak to the interests and the

feelings of some party who possessed a cer-

tain degree of power and influence. This

unfortunately was not the case in that day
with the Catholics

;
and though this gave them

only a stronger title to the services of a truly
brave or generous advocate, it was sulficicnt

to silence Swift. They are not so much as

named above two or three times in his writ-

ings
—and then only with scorn and reproba-

tion. In the topics which he does take up, it

is no doubt true, that he frequently inveighs
against real oppression and acts of indisput-
able impolicy; yet it is no want of charity to

say, that it is quite manifest that these were
not his reasons for bringing them forward, and
that he had just as little scruple to make an

outcry, where no public interest was concern-

ed, as where it was apparent. It was suffi-

cient for him, that the subject was likely to

excite popular prejudice and clamour,
—or

that he had some personal pique or animosity
to gratify. The Drapiei 's letters are a sufli

cient proof of the influence of the former
g2
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Eriiiciplt"

;
ami tho Lfgion Club, aiui the iium-

erlrss brutalities against Tiglic and Bt'lfcs-

worth, of tho lattc^r. Every body is now
Batisfied of the perfect harmlessness, and in-

deed of the 1,'reat utility of Wooil's scheme
for a new-copper coinage ;

and the only pre-
texts lor the other scurrilities to which we
have alluded were, that the Parliament had

Bhowa a disposition, to interfere for tho alle-

viation, in some inconsiderable particulars, of

the intolerable oppression of the tithe system,—to the detriment, as Swift imagined, of the

order to which he himself belonged j
and that

Mr. Tighe had obtained for a friend of his

own. a living which Swift had wished to se-

cure for one of his dependants.
His main object in all this, we make no

doubt, was personal pique and vengeance;—
yet it is probable, that there was occasionally,
or throughout, an e.vpectation of being again

brought into the paths of power and prefer-

ment, by the notoriety which these publica-
tions "enabled him to maintain, and by the

motives which they held out to each succes-

sive ministry, to secure so efficient a pen in

their favour. That he was Milling to have
made his peace with Walpole, even during
the reign of George I.,

is admitted by IMr.

Scott,—though he discredits the details which
Lord Chesterfield and others have given, ap-

Earently

from very direct authority, of the

umiliating terms upon Avhich he was willing
to accede to the alliance;

—and it is certain,

that he paid his court most assiduously to the

successor of that Prince, both while he was
Prince of Wales, and after his accession to

the throne. The manner in which he paid
his court, too, was truly debasing, and espe-

cially unworthy of a High-Churchman and a

public satirist. It was chiefly by flatteries

and assiduity to his mistress, JNIrs. Howard !

with whom he maintained a close correspond-

ence, and upon whom he always professed

mainly to rely for advancement. When
George I. died. Swift was among the first to

kiss the hands of the new sovereign, and in-

dulged anew in the golden dreams of prefer-
ment. Walpole's recal to power, however,
soon overcast those visions; and he then wrote
to the mistress, humbly and earnestly entreat-

ing her, to tell him sincerely what were his

chances of success. She flattered him for

a while with hopes; but at last he discovered
that the prejudice against him was too strong
to be overcome • and ran back in terrible hu-
mour to Ireland, where he railed ever after

with his usual vehemence against the King,
the Queen, and the concubine. The truth, "it

seems, was, that the latter was disposed to fa-

vour him; but that her influence with the King
was subordinate to that of the Queen, who
made it a principle to thwart all applications
which were made through that channel.

Such, we think, is a faithful sketch of the

political career of this celebrated person;
—

and if it be correct in the main, or even in

any material particulars, we humbly conceive
that a more unprincipled and base course of

])roceeding never was held up to the scorn

and ridicule of mankind. To the errors and

even the inconsistencies of honcFt minds, vro

hope we shall always be sulliciently indulgent ;

and especially to such errors hi i>iactical lifo

as are incident to literary and ingenious men.
For Swift, however, there is no such apology.
His profession, through life, was much more
that of a politician than of a clergyman or an
author. He was not led away in any degree
by heated fancy, or partial aflectioii— by de-

luding visions of impo-ssible improvements, or

excessive indignation at incurable vices. He
followed, from first to last, the eager, but

.steady impulse of personal ambition and per-
sontal animosity; and in the dirty and devious
career into which they impelled liim, he never

spared the character or the feelings of a single
individual who appeared to stand in his way.
In no respect, therefore, can he have any
claim to lenity;

—and now, when his faults

are of importance only as they may serve the

purpose of warning or misleading to others,
we consider it as our indispensable duty to

point them out in their true colours; and to

show that, even when united to talents as

distinguished as his, political profligacj- and

political rancour must lead to universal dis-

trust and avoidance during the life of the in-

dividual, and to contempt and infamy there-

after.

Of Swift's personal character, his ingenious

biographer has given almost as partial a rep-

resentation, as of his political conduct
;
—^a

great part of it indeed has been anticipated,
in tracing the principles of that conduct;—
the same arrogance and disdain of mankind,
leading to profligate ambition and scurrility in

public life, and to domineering and selfish

habits in private. His character seems to have
been radically overbearing and tyrannical;

—
for though, like other tyrants, he could stoop
low enough where his interests required it, it

was his delight to exact an implicit compli-
ance with his humours and fancies, and to

impose upon all around him the task of ob-

serving and accommodating themselves to his

habits, without the slightest regard to their

convenience or comfort. Wherever he came,
the ordinary forms of society were to give way
to his pleasure; and every thing, even to the

domestic arrangements of a family, to be sus-

pended for his caprice.
—Tf he was to be intro-

duced to a person of rank, he insisted that the

first advances and the first visit should be made
to him. If he went to see a friend in the coun-

try, he would order an old tree to be cut down,
if it obstructed the view from his window—and
was never at his ease unless he was allowed
to give nicknames to the lady of the house,
and make lampoons upon her acquaintance.
On going for the first time into any family, he

frequently prescribed beforehand the hours

for their meals, sleep, and exercise : and in-

sisted rigorously upon the literal fulfilment of

the capitulation. From his intimates he uni-

formly exacted the most implicit submission
to all his whims and absurdities; and carried

his prerogative so far, that he sometimes used
to chase the Graf tans and other accommodating
friends, through the apartments of the Dean-

ery, and up and down stairs, driving them Jika
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horses, with a large whip, till he thought he

had enouah of exercise. All his jests have

the same character of insolence and coarse-

ness. When he first came to his curate's

house, he announced himself as " his mas-

ter;"
—took possession of the fireside, and or-

dered his wife to take charge of his shirts and

stockings. When a young clerg3-man was in-

troduced to him, he offered him the dregs of

a bottle of wine, and said, he always kept a

poor parson about him to drink up his dregs.

Even in hiring servants, he always chose to

insult them, by inquiring into their qualifica-

tions for some filthy and degrading office.

And though it may be true, that his after

conduct was not exactly of a piece with those

preliminaries, it is obvious, that as no man of

proper feelings could submit to such imperti-

nence, so no man could have a right to indulge
in it. Even considered merely as a manner
assumed to try the character of those with

whom he lived, it was a test which no one

but a tyrant could imagine himself entitled to

apply;
—and Swift's practical conclusion from

it was just the reverse of what might be ex-

pected. He attached himself to those only
who were mean enough to bear this usage,
and broke with all who resented it. While

he had something to gain or to hope from the

world, he seems to have been occasionally
less imperious : but, after he retired to Ireland,

he g-ave way without restraint to the native

arrogance of his character; and, accordingly,
confined himself almost entirely to the society
of a few easy-tempered persons, who had no

talents or pretensions to come in competition
with his : and who, for the honour of his ac-

quaintance, were WMlling to submit to the do-

minion he usurped.
A singular contrast to the rudeness and ar-

rogance of this behaviour to his friends and

dependants, is afTorded by the instances of

extravagant adulation and base humility,
which occur in his addresses to those upon
whom his fortune depended. After he gets
into the society of Bolingbroke and Oxford,
and up to the age of forty, these are composed
in somi'thina' of a better taste; but the true

models are to be found in his addresses to Sir

William Temple, the first and most honoured

of his patrons, upon whose sickness and re-

covery he has indited a heroic epistle and a

Pindaric ode, more fulsome and extravagant
than any thing that had then proceeded from

the pen even of a poet-laureate ;
and to whom,

after he had left his family in bad humour,
he sends a miserable epistle, entreating a cer-

tificate of character, in terms which are scarce-

ly consistent with the consciousness of de-

serving it; and are, at all events, infinitely

inconsistent with the proud and peremptory
tone which he assumed to those who would

bear with it. A few lines may be worth

quoting. He was then full twenty-seven years
of a^e, and a candidate for ordination. After

explaining this, he adds—
"I entreat that your honour will consider this,

and will please to send me some ceriificate of my
behaviour dnriny; almost three vears in your family;

wherein I shall stand in n« 2d of all your goodness to

excuse my many weaknesses and oversights, much
more to say any ihing to my advantage. The par-

liculars e.vpecied of nie are what relare to morals

and learning, and the reasons of quilling your
honour's family, that is, whether the last was oc-

casioned by any ill actions. They are all left emirely
to your honour's mercy, though in the first 1 think

I cannot reproach myself any farther than for in-

Jirmilies-" This is all I dare beg at present from your honour,
under circumstances of life not worth your regard.

What is left me to wish (ne.Kt to the health and pros-

perity of your honour and family), is, that Heaven
would one day allow me the opportunity of leaving

my acknowledgments at your feet for so many fa-

vours 1 have received ; which, whatever effect they
have had upon my fortune, shall never fail to have

the greatest upon my mind, in approving myself,

upon all occasions, your honour's most obedient

and most dutiful servant."—Vol. xv. pp. 230, 231.

By far the most characteristic, and at the

same time most discreditable and most inter-

esting part of Swift's history, however, is that

which relates to his connection with the three

unfortunate women, whose happiness he ru-

ined, and whose reputation he did what was
in him to destroy. We saj-, the three women
—for though Varina was cast off before he

had fame or practice enough in composition
to celebrate her in song, like Stella or Vanessa,
her injuries seem to have been nearly as great,

and altogether as unpardonable as those of the

other two. Soon after leaving college, he

appears to have foiTned, or at best professed,

an attachment to a Miss Jane Waryng. the

sister of a fellow-student, to whom his assidu-

ities seemed to have rendered him acceptable,

and with whom he corresponded for a series

of years, under the preposterous name of Va-

rina. There appear to be but two letters of this

correspondence preserved, both written by
Swift, one in the height of his passion, and

the other in its declii\e—and both extremely
characteristic and curious. The first is dated

in 1696, and is chiefly remarkable for its ex-

treme badness and stupidity; though it is full

enough of love and lamentation. The lady,

it seems, had long before confessed a mutual

flame; but prudential considerations made
her averse to an immediate union.—upon
which the lover raves and complains in the

following deplorable sentences,
—

written, it

will be observed, when he was on the borders

of thirty, and proving, along with his early

poems, how very late he came to the use of

his faculties.

" :\Iadam—Impatience is the most inseparable

quality of a h)ver, and indeed of every person who
is in pursuit of a design whereon he conceives his

greatest happiness or misery to depend. It is the

same thing in war, in courts, and in common busi-

ness. Evc'ry one who hunts after pleasure, or fame,
or fortune, is still restless and uneasy till he has

hunted down his game ; and all this is not only

very natural, hut something reasonable loo: for a

violent desire is little better than a distemper, and

therefore men are not to blame in looking after

a cure. / find myself hugely iii/ectcd with this

malady, and am easily vain enough to believe it

has some very good reasons to excuse it. For in-

deed, in my case, there are some circumstances

whioh will admit pardon for more than ordinary

disquiets. That dearest object upon which all

my prospect of happiness entirely depends, is in

perpetual danger to be removed for ever from my
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ight. Varinn's lif«« is daily wasiinj; ; mid iliouijli

one just niul lioiioiirnhic nrlion would l'uriii«li Ix-tilili

to hiT, nnd uiispciiknblo hiipiiiiioss lo us liolli, vet

some power ilmt rcpiiu's nt liuinau Icliciiy Inis liiiii

influenco to liold her continually dealing upon her

cruelly, nnd nic on iho cnuso ol it.

" Would to Heaven you were hut n while sensi-

ble of the iliou-^his into whi.h iny present distrac-

tions plunge nie ; l/ni/ hale tnc a Ikousand ways,
ami I not able to btar l/itin. It is so, hi/ Ihavcn:
The love of Varina isot more irneiLal conseciuence
than her cruelly. Would to (MKryou had treated

and scorned me Irnm the boK'""'"!?- 1' ^^'^s your

pity opened the lirst way to my misfortune ; and
now your love is tinisliing my ruin : and is it so

then f In one forinight I must take eternal farewell

of Varina: and (I wonder) will she weep at parl-

inij, a lillle to justify her poor pretences of some
afl'eciion lo me ?

"
Surely, Varina. you have but a very mean

opinion of ihe joys that accompany a true, honour-

able, unlimiled love ; yel riiher nature and our an-

cestors hnvu highly deceived us, or else all other

sublunary thini,'s are dross in comparison. Is it

possible you can be yet insensible to the prospec-t
of a rapture and delight so innocent and so exalied ?

By Ihavcn, Varinn, you are more rrpcrieiiccd and
have less virrrin hinocence than I. AV'ould not your
conduct make one think you were hugely skilled

in all ihe litile politic methods of intrigue ? Lovo,
with ihe gall of too much discretion, is a thousand
times worse than with none at all. It is a peculiar

part of nature which art debauches, but cannot

improve.
"
Farewell, madam ; and may love make you a

while forget your temper to do mc justice. Only
remember, that if you slill refuse lo be mine, you
will quickly lose, for ever lose, him that has resolved

to die as he has lived, all yours, Jo.'J. Swirx."—
Vol. XV. pp. 232—237.

Notwithslandinp- these tragic denunciations,
he neither died—nor married—nor broke off

the connection, for four years thereafter; in

the latter part of which, having been at last

presented to two brings in Ireland, worth
near 400L a year, the lady seems to have
been reduced to remind him of his former

impatience, and fairly to ask him, whether
his affections had suffered any alteration. His

answer to this appeal is contained in the

second letter
;

—and
is,

we think, one of the

most complete patterns of meanness, selfish-

ness, and brutality, we have ever met with.

The truth uudoubiedly was, that his affections

were estranged, and had probably settled by
this time on the unfortunate Stella: but in-

stead of either fairly avowing this inconstancy,
or honourably fulfilling engagements, from
which inconstancy perhaps could not release

him, he thinks (it to write, in the most frigid,
insolent, and hypocritical terms, undervaluing
her fortune and person, and finding fault with
her humour;—and yet pretending, that if sh;-

would only comply with certain conditions

which he specifies, he might still be persuaded
to venture himself with her into the perils of

matrimony. It will be recollected, that Avhen

he urged immediate marriage so passionately
in 1696, he had no provision in the world, and
must have intended to live on her fortune,
which yielded about 100/. a year, and that he

thought her health as well as happiness would
be saved by the match. In 1700, when he
had got two livings, he addresses her as fol-

lows—
"

I desire, therefore, you will let me know if

your iiealih be otherwise than it was when yoo
lold mc the doctors advised you against marriage,
as what would certainly hazard your ide. Arw
they or you grown of another opinion in this partic-
ular? are you in a condition to manage domestic
afliiirs, with an income of less (perhaps) than 300/.

a-year? (it must have been near .'iOO/.) have you
such an inclination to my person and humour, as
to comply with my desires and way of living, and
endeavour to make us both as happy as you can?
can you bend your love and esteem and indifference
to others the same way as I do mine ? .shall I have
so much power in your heart, or you so much gov-
ernment of your passions, as to grow in good
humour upon my approach, though provoked by a

? have you so much good nature as to

endeavour by soft words to smooth any rugged
htmiour occasioned by the cross accidents of life?

shall llie i)lace wherever your husband is throwrj
bo more welcome than courts or cities without
him ? In short, these are some of the iiecessary me-
tliods to jdcase men, who, like rne, are deep read in
the world ; and to a person thus made, I should he

proud in pivi/ig all due returns towards making
her happy."

—Vol. xv. pp. 247, 248.

He then tells her, that if every thing else

were suitable, he should not care whether
her person were beautiful, or her fortune large.

" Cleanliness in the first, and competency in the

other, is all I look for. I desire, indeed, a i)lentiful

revenue, but would rather it should be of my own ;

though I should bear from a wife to be reproached
for the greatest."

—Vol. xv. pp. 248.

To complete the picture of his indifference,
or rather his ill-disgTiised disinclination, he
adds—

" The dismal account you say I have given yoti
of my livings I can assure you to be a true one;
and, since it is a dismal one even in your own
opinion, you, can hest draw consequences from it.

The place where Dr. Bolton lived is upon a living
which he keeps with the deanery; but the place
of residence for that they have given me is within
a mile of a town called Trim, twenty miles from
hence

;
and there is no other way but to hire a

house at Trim, or build one on the spot : the frst
is hardly to he done, and the other I am too poor to

perform at present."
—Vol. xv. p. 246.

The lady, as was to be expected, broke off

all correspondence after this letter—and so

ended Swift's first matrimonial engagement,
and first eternal passion !

—What became of

the unhappy person, whom he thus heartlessly

abandoned, with impaired health, and morti-

fied affections, after a seven-years' courtship,
is nowhere explained. The fate of his next

victim is at least more notorious.

Esther Johnson, better known to the reader

of Swift's works by the name of Slella, was
the child of a London merchant, who died in

her infancy; Avhen she went with her mother,
who was a friend of Sir W. Temple's sister,

to reside at Moorpark, where Swift was then

domesticated. Some part of the charge of her

education devolved upon him
;

—and though
he was twenty years her senior, the interest

with which he regarded her, appears to have

ripened into something as much like affection

as could find a place in his selfish bosom.

Soon after Sir William's death, he got his

Irish livings, besides a considerable legacy;
—

and as she had a small independence of her

own, it is obvious that there w as nothing to

prevent their honourable and immediate union.

Some cold-blooded vanity or ambition, how-
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ever, or some politic anticipation of hi.s o^^^l

possible inconstancy, deterred him from this

onward and open course
;
and ltd him to an

arrangement which was dishonourable and
absurd in the beginning, and in the end pro-
iiuctive of the most accumulated mis(M y. lie

prevailed upon her to remove her residence

from the bosom of her own family in Eng-
land, to his immediate neighbourhood in Ire-

land, where she took lodgings with an elderly

companion, of the name of ]\Irs. Dingley
—

avowedly for the sake of his society and pro-

tection, and on a footing of intimacy so very

strange and unprecedented, that whenever he

left his parsonage house for England or Dub-

lin, these ladies immediately took possession,
and occupied it till he came back.—A situa-

tion so extraordinary and undefined, was liable

of course to a thousand misconstructions; and
must have been felt as degrading by any
woman of spirit and delicacy : and accord-

ingly, though the master of this Platonic se-

raglio seems to have used all manner of paltry
and insulting piactices, to protect a reputation
which he had no right to bring into question,—by never seeing her except in the presence
of Mrs. Dingley, and never sleeping under
the same roof with her,

— it is certain both

that the connection was regarded as indeco-

rous by person.? of her own sex, and that she

herself felt it to be humiliating and improper.

Accordingly, vrithin two years after her set-

tlement in Ireland, it appears that she encou-

raged the addresses of a clergjTnan of the

name of Tisdall, between whom and Swift

there was a considerable intimacy ;
and that

she would have married him, and thus sacri-

ficed her earliest attachment to her freedom
and her honour, had she not been prevented
by the private dissuasions of that false friend,
who did not choose to give up his own claims

to her, although he had not the heart or the

Honour to make her lawfully his own. She
was then a blooming beauty, of little more
than twenty, with fine black hair, delicate

features, and a playful and affectionate char-

acter. It seems doubtful to us, whether she

originally felt for Swift any thing that could

properly be called love—and her willingness
to marry another in the first days of their

connection, seems almost decisive on the

subject : but the ascendancy he had acquired
over her mind, and her long habit of submit-

ting her own judgment and inclinations to

his, gave him at least an equal power over

her, and moulded her pliant affections into

too deep and exclusive a devotion. Even
before his appointment to the Deanery of St.

Patrick'.s, it is utterly impossible to devise

any apology for his not marrying her, or allow-

ing her to marry another; the oidy one that

he ever appears to have stated himself, viz.

the want of a sufficient fortune to sustain the

expenses of matrimony, being palpably absurd
in the mouth of a man born to nothing, and

already more wealthy than nine-tenths of his

order : but, after he obtained that additional

preferment, and was thus ranked among the

well beneficed dignitaries of the establish-

ment, it wag plainly an insult upon common
11

sense to pretend that it was the want of mo-

ney that prevented him from fullilling hia

engngements. Stella was then twenty-six,
and he near forty-five; and both had hitherto

lived very far within an income that was now
more than doubled. That she now expected
to be made his wife, appears from the pains
he takes in the Journal indirectly to destroy
that expectation; and though the awe iri

which he" habitually kept her, probably pre-
vented her either from complaining, or in-

quiring into the cause, it is now certain that

a new attachment, as heartless, as unprinci-

pled, and a.« fatal in its consequences as either

of the others, -vAas at the bottom of tliis cruel

and unpardonable proceeding.

During his residence in London, from 1710

to 1712, he had leisure, in the intervals of his

political labours, to form the acquaintance of

iVIiss Esther Vanhomrigh, whose unfortunate

love he has recorded, with no great delicacy,
under the name of Vanessa. This young
lady, then only in her twentieth year, joined
to all the attractions of youth, fashion, and

elegance, the still more dangerous gifts of a

lively imagination, a confiding temper, and a

capacity of strong and permanent affection—
Swift, regardless of the ties which bound him
to Stella, allowed himself to be engaged by
those qualities; and, without explaining the

nature of those ties to his new idol, strove by
his assiduities to obtain a return of affection—
while he studiously concealed from the un-

happy Stella the wrong he was conscious of

doing her. We Avillingly borrow the words
of his partial biographer, to tell the rest of a

story, which, we are afraid, we should tell

with little temper ourselves.

" While Vanessa was occupying much of his

time, and much doublless of his llioughis, she is

never once nieniioned in ihe Journal directly by
name, and is only twice casually indicated by the

title of Vanhomrigh's eldest daughter. There was,
therefore, a consciousness on Swift's part, that his

attachment to his younger pupil was of a nature

which could not be graiilying to her predecessor,

although he probably shut his own eyes to me con-

sequences ol an intimacy which he wished to con
ceal from those of Stella. Miss Vanhomiigh, in

the mean while, conscious of the pleasure which
Swift received from her society, and of the advan-

tages of youth and fortune v.hich she possessed,
and ignorant of the peculiar circuinstances in which
he stood with respect to another, naturally, and

surely wiihout ofl'ence either to reason or virtue,

gave way to the hope of forming an union with a

man whose talents had first attracted her admira-

tion, and whose attentions, in the course ot their

mutual studies, had, by degrees, gained her afi'ec-

tions, and seemed to warrant his own. I'he friends

coniinued to use the language of friendship, bui

with the assiduity and earnestness of a warmer

passion, until Vanessa rent asunder the veil, by in

timaling to Swift the state ol her affections; and in

this, as she conceived, she was justified by his own
favourite, though dangerous maxim, of doing that

which seems in itself right, without respect to the

common opinion of the world. We cannot doubt

that he actually felt the
'

shame, disappointment,

guilt, surprise,' expressed in his celebrated poem,
thousli he had not courage to take the open and

manly course of avowing those engagements with

Stella, or other impediments which prevented him
liom accepting the hand and fortune of her rival.—
Wiihout, therefore, making this painful but just
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oonfeuion, he nnswerod the avownl of Vnuessa's

poHsion, nt first in raillery, nnd nfrerwnrds liy an

offer of devoted and everlii.siini; friendslni), loinnldi

on the basis of virliious csloeni. Vanessa seems
neither to hnvo been eonieiitcd nor silenoetl by ihf

result of her dei-iarntion ; but to the very close ol

her life persisted in endcavourint;, by enireniies and

argumeiiis, to extort a more lively return to her

passion, than this cold prolfcr was calculated to

iflbrd.
" The effect of his increasinjr intimacy with the

fascinaiing Vanessa, may be plainly traced in the

Journal to Stella, which, in the course of its pro-

gress, becomes more and more cold and indiUer-

ent,—lireathes fewer of those aspirations afier the

quiet felicity of a life devoted to M. D. and the

willows at Laracor,—uses less frequently the affec-

tionate jariioii, called the
'

little language,' iu which
his fondness at first displays itself,

—
and, in short,

exhibits all the symptoms of waning aU'eciion.

Stella was neither blind to the altered style of his

correspondence, nor deaf to the rumours which
were wafted to Ireland. Her letters are not prc-
uerved; but, from several passages of the Jounutl,
it appears that they intimated displeasure and jea-

lousy, which Swift endeavours to appease."
Upon Swift's return to Ireland, we may guess

at the disturbed state of his feelings, wounded at

once by uiigratified ambition, and harassed by his

affection benig divided between two objects, each

worthy of his attachment, and each having great
claims upon him, while neither was likely to remain
contented with the limited return of friendship in

exchange lor love, and that friendship too divided
with a rival. 'I'he claims of Stella were preferable
in point of date; and, to a man of honour and good
faith, in every respect irresistible. She had resigned
her country, iter friends, and even hazarded her
character, in hupes of one day being united to

Swili. But if Stella had made the greatest sacri-

fice, Vanessa was the more important victim. She
had yoiiili, tbrtuiie, fas all the acquired ac-

C(miplishmenls and information in which Stella was
deficient ; possessed at least as much wit, and cer-

tainly higher powers of imagination. That he had
no intention to marry Vanessa, is evident from |)as-

£nges in his letters, which are inconsistent with
puch an arrangement; as, on the other hand, their

whole tenor excludes that of guilty intimacy. On
the other hand, his conduct, with respect to Stella,
was equally dubious. So soon as he was settled in

the Deanery-house, his first care was to secure

lodgings for Mrs. Dingley and Stella, upon Or-
moiid's Quay, on the other side of the Liffy ; and
to resume, with the same guarded cautioti, the in-

tercourse which had formerly existed between them.
But circumstances soon compelled him to give that

connection a more definite character.
" Mrs. Vanhomrigh was now dead. Her two

sons survived her but a short time
;
and the cir-

cumstances of the young ladies were so far em-
barrassed by inconsiderate expences, as gave them
a handsome excuse for retiring to Ireland, where
their lather bad left a small property near Celbridge.
The arrival of Vanessa in Dublin excited the ap-
preheiifiDiis of Swift, and the jealousy of Stella.

Howcvei; imprudently the Dean might have in-

dulged himself and the unfortunate young ladv, by
frequenting her society dining his residence in iEng
land, there is no doubt that he was alive to all the
hazards that might accrue to the reputation and
peace of both, by continuing the same intimacy in

Dublin. But the means of avoiding it were no
longer in his power, although his reiterated re-

monstrances assumed even the character of uiikind-
ness. She importuned him with complaints of ne-

glect and cruelty ; and it was obvious, that any
decisive measure to break their correspondence,
would be attended "ith some such trrigic conse-

quence, as, though late, at length coiu'lnded their

story. Thus etigaged in a labyrinth, where persc-
•'erance was wrong, and retreat seemed almost im-

possible, Swift resolved to temporise, in hopes
probably, that time, accident, the mutability inci-

dent lo violent affections, niiiiht extricate himself
and Vanessa from the snaie in which liis own
culpable imprudence had involved them. Mean
while, he continued to bestow on her those marks
of regard which it was impossible to refuse to her

feelings towards him, even if tliey had not been
reciprocal. But the conduct which he adopted
as kindest to Miss Vanhomrigh, was likely to prove
fatal to Stella. His tears and affections were next
awakened for that early favourite, whose suppress-
ed grief and jealousy, acting upon a frame naturally
ilelioaie, menaced her health in an alarming man-
ner. The feelings with which Swift beheld the
wreck which his conduct had occasioned, will not
hear description. Mrs. Johnson had forsaken iier

country, and clouded even her reputation, to be-
come the sharer of his torlunes, when at their

lowest ; and the im[)licd ties by w hich he was bound
to make her compensation, were as s;rong as the
most solemn promise, if indeed even promises of
future marriage had not been actually exchanged
between them. He employed Dr. St. (ieorge
Ashe, Bishop of Clogher, his tutor and early friend,
to request the cause of her melancholy ; and he
received the answer which his conscience must
have anticipated

—
it was her sensibility to his recent

indifference, and to the discredit which her own
character sustained from the long subsistence of
the dubious and mysterious connection between
them. To convince her of the constancy of his

affection, and to remove her beyond the reach of

calumny, there was but one remedy. To this com-
munication Swift replied, that he had formed two
resoluiions concerning matrimony :

—
one, that he

would not marry till possessed of a conipelent for-

tune
; the other, that the event should take place

at a time of life which gave him a reasonable pros-
pect lo see his children settled in the world. The
independence proposed, he said, he had not yet
achieved, being still embarrassed by debt; and, on
the other hand, he was past that term of lile after

which he h:id determined never to marry. Yet he
was ready to go through the ceremony lor the ease
of Mrs. Johnson's mind, providing it should re-

main a strict secret from the public, and tl;at they
should continue to live separately, and in the same
guarded manner as f()rmerly. To these hard terms
Stella subscribed ; they relieved her own mind at

least from all scruples on the impropriety of their

connection ; and they soothed her jealousy, by
rendering it impossiljle that Swift should ever give
his hand to her rival. They were married in the

garden of the Deanery, by the Bishop of Clogher,
in the year 1716."—Vol. i. pp. 229—238.

Even admitting all the palliations that are
here sugarested, it is plain that Swift's conduct
is utterly indefensible—and that his ingenious

biographer thinks nearly as ill of it as we do.

Supposiiiii it possible that a man of his pene-
tration should have inspired an innocent young
girl with a violent passion, without being at

all aware of
it,

what possible apology can
there be for his not disclosing his engage-
ments with Mrs. Johnson, and peremptorily
breaking ofi'ail intercourse with her rejected
rival 1—He was bound to her by ties even
more sacred than those of actual marriage—
and was no more at liberty, under such cir-

cumstances, to disguise that connection than
the other:—or if he had himself unconsciously
imbibed an irresistible passion for his younger
admirer, it would have been- far less guilty or

tiishotioniable to have avowed this lo Stella,
and followed the impulse of such a fatal at-

tachment. In either of ihtse wavs. he would
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have spared at least one of his victims. But
he had not the apology of any siu-h passion ;

and, desirons tipparently of savuig himself
the shock of any unpleasant disclosure, or

wishing to secure to himself the gratification
of boih their attachments, he endeavoured

basely to conceal from each the share which
the other had in his affections, and sacriliced

the peace of both to the indulgence of this

mean and cold-blooded dujilicity. The same

disgusting sellishness is, if possible, still more

apparent, in the mortifying and degrading
conditions he annexed to his nominal marriage
with Stella, for the concealment of which no
reason can be assigned, to which it is possible
to listen with patience,

—at least after the

death of Vanessa had removed all fear of its

afflicting or irritating that unhappy rival. This

tragical event, of which Swift was as directly
and as guiltily the cause, as if he had plunged
a dagger into her heart, is described with
much feeling by Mr. Scott, who has added a

fuller account of her previous retirement than

any former editor.

" About the year 1717, she retired from Diihlin,
to her house and property near GeUjridge, to nurse
her hopeless pas.^ion in sechision from the \s'orld.

Swift seems to have foreseen and warned her

against the consequences of this step. His letters

uniformly exhort her to seek general society, to

take e.xercise, and to divert, as much as possible,
the current of her thoughts from the unfortunate

subject which was preying upon her spirits. He
even e.xhoris her to leave Ireland. Until the year
1720, he never appears to have visited her at Cel-

bridge ; they only met when she was occasionally
in Dublin. Bin in that year, and down to the time
of her death, Swift came repeatedly to Celbridge ;

and, from the inlormaiion of a most obliging cor-

respondent, I am enabled to give account of some
minuie particulars attending them.

'
Marley .Abbey, near Celbridge, where Miss

Vanliomrigh resided, is built much in the form of a

real cloister, especially in its external appearance.
An aged man (upwards of ninety by his own ac-

counO showed the grounds to my correspondent.
He was the son of Mrs. Vanhomrigh's gardener,
and used to work with his father in the garden when
a boy. He remembered the unfortunate Vanessa
well, and his account of her corresponded wiih the
usual description of her person, especially as to her

emhonpaint. He said she went seldom abroad, and
saw little company : her constant amusement was
reading, or walking in the garden. Yet, according
to this authority, her society was courted by several
families in the neighbourhood, who visited her.

noiwiihslanding her seldom returning that atien-

tion,
—and he added, that her manners interested

every one who knew her. But she avoided com-
pary, and was always melancholy save when Dean
-Swift was there, and then she seemed happy.

—
The garden was to an uncommon decree crowded
wiiii laurels. The old man said, that when Miss

Vanhoiinigh expecied the Dean, she always plani-
ed, with her own hand, a laurel or two against liis

arrival. He showed her favourite seat, still called

Vanessa's Bower. Three or four trees, and some
laurels, indicate the spot. They had formerly,
according to the old man's information, been train-

ed into a close arbour. There were two seats and
and a rude table within the bower, the opening of
which commanded a view of the Liffy, which had
a romaniic effect

;
and there was a small cascade

thar murmured at some distance. In this seques-
tered spot, according to the old gardener's account,
the Dean and Vanessa used often to sit. with books
and writing-materials on the table before them.

"Vanessa, besides musing over her unhappy
attachment, had, during her residence in this soli-

tude, the care of nursing the declining healih of
her youn.ffcr sister, who at length died about 1720.
This event, as it left her alone in the world, seems
10 have increased the energy of her faial passion for

.Swilt, while he, on the contrary, saw room lor still

greater reserve, when hersUuation became that o(

a solitary female, wiiliimt the society or counte-
nance of a female relation. But Miss Vanliomrigh,
irritated at the situation in which she found herself,
determined on bringing to a crisis those e.xpecta-
tions of an union with the object of her affections,
10 the hope of which she had clung amid every
vicissitude of his conduct towards her. The most
probable bar was his undefined connection with
Mrs. Johnson, which, as it must have been per-

fectly known to her, had, doubtless, long e.xcited

her secret jealousy : although only a single hint to

that purpose is to be found in their correspondence,
and that so early as 1713, when she writes to him,
then in Ireland,

"
If you are very happy, it is ill-

natured of you not to tell me so, except 'tis what
is inconsistent with mine.' Her silence and pa-
tience under this state of uncertainty, for no less

than eight years, must have been partly owing to

her a«e for Swifi, and pnrily perhaps to the weak
stale of her rival's health, which from year to year,
seemed to announce speedy dissolution. At length,
however, Vanessa's impatience prevailed ; and she
ventured on the decisive step of writing to Mrs.
Johnson herself, requesting to know the nature of
that connection. Stella, in reply, informed her of
her marriage with the Dean ; and, full of the high-
est resentment against Swift for having given an-
other female such a right in him as Miss Vanhom-
righ's inquiries implied, she sent to him her rival's

letter of interrogation, and, without seeing him, or

awaiting his reply, retired to the house of Mr.
Ford, near Dublin. Every reader knows the con-

sequence. Swift, in one of those paroxysms of

fury to which he was liable, both from temper and

disease, rode instantly to Marley Abbey. As he
entered the apartment, the sternness of his counte-

nance, which was peculiarly formed to express the
fiercer passions, struck the unfortunate Vanessa
with such terror, that she could scarce ask whether
he would not sit down. He answered by flinging
a letter on the table: and, instantly leaving the

house, mounted his horse, and returned to Dublin.
When Vanessa opened the packet, she only found
her own letter to Stella. It was her death warrant.
.She sunk at once under the disappointment of the

delayed, yet cherished hopes, wlrch had so long
sickened her heart, and beneath the unrestrained
wrath of him for whose sake she had indulged
them. How long she survived this last interview,
is uncertain, but the lime does not seem to have
exceeded a few weeks."—Life, vol. i. pp. 248—2.53.

Among the novelties of the present edition,
is what is called a complete copy of the cor-

respondence betwixt Swift and this unfortu-
nate lady. To us it is manifest, that it is by
no means a complete copy;

—and. on the

whole, the parts that are now publi.«hed for

the first time, are of less moment than those
that had been formerly printed. But it is

altogether a very interesting and painful col-

lection
;
and there is something to us inex-

pressibly touching in the innocent fondness,
and almost childish gaiety, of Vanessa at its

commencement, contrasted with the deep
gloom into which she sinks in its later stages;
while the ardour of affection which breathes

through the whole, and the tone of devoted

innocence and simplicity of character which
are every where preserved, make us both

hate and wonder at the man who could de-
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liberately break a heart so niacie to be c-lit>r-

ished. We caiinol resist the temptation ol

extracting a little of the only part of this

whole publication in which any thing like

heart or tenderness is to be iliscovered. His

first letter is written immediately after their

first separation, and while she yet believed

that his slowness in returning her passion

arose, as he had given her ample warrant to

suppose, (see the whole of the poem of Cad-

enusand Vanessa, vol. .\iv,) from nothing but

a sense of the unsuitableness of their years
and habits, w hich would give way to the con-

tinued proofs of its constancy and ardour.

He had written her a cold )iote on his journey,
to which she thus rapturously answers :

—
" Now you are good beyond expression, in send-

ing me iliat dear volniitaiy from St. Alban's. It

fives

me more happiness ilian you can imagine, or

describe, to find that your head is so much beiiur

already. I do assure you all my wishes are em-

ployed" for die continuance of it. I hope the nc.\t

will tell me they have been of force. Pray, why
did not you remember me at Dunstable, as well as

Moll? Lord! what a monster is Moll grown since.

But nothing of poor Hess ; except that the mark
will he in the same place of Davilhi where you left

it. Indeed, it is not much advanced yet, lor I iiave

been studying of Rochelbucault to see if he de-

scribed as tnuch of love as I found in myself a Sim-

day, and I find he falls very short of it. I am very

impatient to hear from you at Chester. It is im-

possible to tell you how often I have wished you a

cup of cofTee and an orange at your inn."— Vol.

xix, pp. 403, 40J.

Upon hearing of his arrival in Ireland, she

writes again in the same spirit.

" Here is now three long weeks passed since

you wrote to me. Oh! happy Dublin, that can

employ all your thoughts, and happy Mrs. Emer-
son, that could hear from you the moment you
landed. Had it not been for her, I should be yet
more uneasy than I am. I really believe, before

you leave Ireland, I shall give you just reason to

wish I did not know my letters, or at least that I

could not write : and I had rather you should wish

so, than entirely forget me. Mr. Lewis has given
me '

ie.t Dialos^ues Des 3Iorfes,^ and I am so

charmed with them, that 1 am resolved to quit my
body, let the consequence be what it will, except

you will talk to me, for I find no conversation on

earth comparable to yours ; so, if you care I should

stay, do but talk, and you will keep me with plea-
sure."—Vol. xi.x, pp. 407—409.

There is a great deal more of this trifling

of a heart at ease, and supported by enchant-

ing hopes. It is miserable to think how sadly
the style is changed, when she comes to know
better the object on whom she had thus irre-

trievably lavished her affections. The follow-

ing is the first letter that appears after she fol-

lowed him to Ireland in 1714
;
and it appears

to us infinitely more touching and pathetic,
in the truth and simplicity of the wretched-

ness it expresses, than all the eloquent despair
nf all the heroines of romance. No man,
with a heart, we think, could receive such
letters and live.

" You bid me be easy, and you'd see me as often

as you could . you had better have said as often as

you could get the better of your Inclinations so
much

;
or as often as you remembered there was

Buch a person in the world. If you continue to

treat nic as you do, you will not be made tmeasy

by me long. "I'is impossible to describe what 1

have siifVcred since 1 saw you last ; I am sure 1

could have borne liie rack nmch belter than those

killing, killing words of yours. Sometimes 1 have

resolved to die without seeiiig you more, l)ui those

resolves, to your misfortune, did not Insi long: for

there is someihing in luiman nature that prompts
one so to find reliet in this world : I must give way
to it, and beg you'd see me, and speak kindly to

me ! for I am sure you would not condemn any
one to sufTcr what I have done, could you but know
it. The reason I write to you is, because 1 cannot

tell it you, should I see you; for when 1 begin to

complain, then you are angry, and there is some-

thing in your look so awful, that it strikes me dumb.
(Jh ! that you may but have so much regard lor me
left, that this complaint may touch your soul with

piiy. I say as little as ever I can. Did you but

know what I thought, I am sure it would move

you. Forgive me, and believe I cannot help tell-

ing you this, and live."—Vol, xix. p. 421.

And a little after,
"

I am, and cannot avoid being in the spleen to

the last (iegree. Every thing combines to make
me so. Yet this and all other disappointments in

life I can bear wiih ease, but that of being neglected

by ... . Spleen I cannot help, so you must ex-

cu.se it. I do all I can to get the belter of it
; but

it is too strong tor me. 1 have read more since 1

saw Cad, tlian 1 did in a great while pas.std, and

chose those hooks that required most atiennon, on

purpose to engage my ihoughis, but I find the more
I think the more unhappy 1 am.

"
I had once a mind not to iiave wrote to you,

for fear of making you uneasy to find me so dull ;

but I could not keep to that rcsohition, for tiie

pleasure of writing to you. The satisfaction I have

in your remembering me, when you read iny letters,

and the delight I have in expecting one from Cad,
makes me rather choose to give you some uneasi-

ness, than add to my own."— Vol. xix. pp. 431, 432.

As the correspondence draws to a close, her

despair becomes more eloquent and agonizing.
The following two letters are dated in 1720.

" Believe me, it is with the utmost regret that I

now complain to you ;

—
yet what can I do ? 1 rnust

eiiher unload my heart, and tell you all its griefs,

or sink under the inexpressible disuess I now suffer

by your prodigious neglect of me. 'Tis now ten

long weeks since I saw you, and in all that time I

have never received but one letter from you, and
a little note with an excuse. Oh, how have you
forgot me ! You endeavour by severities to force

me from you: Nor can I blame you; for with the

utmost distress and confusion, I behold myself the

cause of uneasy reflections to you, yet I cannot

comfort you, but here declare, that 'tis not in the

power of time or accident to lessen the inexpressible

passion which I have for
" Put my passion under the utmost restraint,

—
send me as distant from you as the earth will allow,—

yet you cannot banish those charming ideas which
will ever slick by me whilst I have the use of

memory. Nor is the love I bear you only seated

in my soul, for there is not a single atom of my
frame that is not blended wiih it. Therefore, don't

flatter yourself that separation will evei; change my
sentiments; for I find myself unquiet in the midst

of silence, and my heart is at once pierced with

sorrow and love. For Heaven's sake, tell me what

has caused this prodigious change on you, which I

have found of laie. If you have the least remains of

pity for me left, tell me' tenderly. No: don't : tell

it so that it may cause my present dcatl , and don't

suffer me to live a life hke a lancuishing deaih,

which is the only life I can lead,
il^ you have lost

anvof your tenderness for me."—Vol. xix. pp. 441,

442.

"Tell me sincerely, if you have once wished
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with earnestness to see me, since I wrote last to

you. No, so far frotn that, you have not once

pitifd Mie, though I told you how 1 was distressed.

Soliiude IS insupportable to a mind which is not at

ease. I have worn on my days in sighing, and my
niglits with watching and tiiiniiitig of ... . who
thinks not of me. How many letters must I send

you before I shall receive an answer ? Can you
deny me in my misery the only comfort which I

can e.xpect at present ? Oh ! that I could hope to

Bee you here, or that 1 could go to you '. 1 was
born with violent passions, which terminate all in

one, tiiat inexpressible passion I have for you.
Consider the killing emotions which 1 feel from

your neglect, and show some tenderness for me. or

1 shall lose my senses. Sure you cannot possibly

be so much taken up, but vou might command a

moment to write to me, and force your inclinations

10 do so great a charity. I firmly believe, could I

know your thoughts which no human creature is

capable of L'uessing at, (because never any one

living thought like you.) I should find you have

ofieii in a rage wished me religious, hoping then I

should have paid my devotions to Heaven: but

that would not spare you,
—for was I an enthusiast,

still you'd be the deity 1 should worship. What
marks are there of a deity, but what you are to be

known by?—you are present everywhere: your
dear image is always before mine eyes. Some-
times you strike me with that prodigious awe, I

tremble wiih fear, at other times a charming com-

passion shi[tes through your countenance, which

revives my soul. Is it not more reasonable to adore

a radiant form one has seen, than one only de-

scribed ?"—Vol. xix. pp. 442, 443.

From this heart-breaking scene we turn to

another, if possible, still more deplorable.
Vanessa was now dead. The grave had

heaped its tranquillising mould on her agi-
tated heart, aiad given her tormentor assur-

ance, that he should no more suffer from her

reproaches on earth : and yet, though with her

the last pretext was extinguished for refusing
to acknowledge the wife he had so infamously

abused, we find him, with this dreadful ex-

ample before his eyes, persisting to withhold

from his remaining victim, that late and im-

perfect justice to which her claim was so

apparent, and from the denial of which she

was sinking before his eyes in sickness and

sorrow to the grave. It is utterly impossible
to suggest any excuse or palliation for such

cold-blooded barbarity. Even though we
were to believe with i\Ir. Scott, that he had
ceased to be a man, this would afford no

apology for his acting like a beast ! He

might still have acknowledged his wife in

public; and restored to her the comfort and
the honour, of which he had robbed her with-

out the excuse of violent passion, or thought-
less precipitation. He was rich, far beyond
what either of them could have expected
when their union was first contemplated ;

and

had attained a name and a station in societj'

which made him independent of riches. Yet,
for the sake of avoiding some small awkward-
ness or inconvenience to himself—to be se-

cured from the idle talking of those who might
wonder why, since they were to marry, they
did not marry before—or perhaps merely to

retain the object of his regard in more com-

plete subjection and dependence, he could

bear to see her pining, year after year, in

solitude and degradation, and sinking at last

into an untimely giave, prepared by his hard

and unrelenting refusal to clear her honour to

the world, even at her dying hour. There
are two editions of this dying scene—one on

the authority of Mr. Sheridan, the other on

that of iVlr. Theophilus Swift, who is said to

have received it from Mrs. Whiteway. Mr.

Scott, who is unable to discredit the former,
and is inclined at the same time to prefer the

least disreputable for his author, is reduced

to the necessity of supposing, that both may
be true, and that Mr. Sheridan's story may
have related to an earlier period than that

reported by Mrs. Whiteway. We shall lay
both before our readers. Mr. Sheridan saya^

" ' A short time before her death, a scene passed
between the Dean and her, an account of which I

had from my father, and which I shall relate with

reluctance, as it seems to bear more hard on Swift's

humanity than any other part of his conduct in life.

As she found her final dissolution approach, a few

days before it happened, in the presence of Dr.

Sheridan, she addressed Swift in the most earnest

and pathetic terms to grant her dying request;
"

I'hat, as the ceremony of marriage had passed
between them, though tor sundry considerations

they had not cohabited in that state, in order to put
it out of the power of slander to be busy with her

fame after death, she adjured him by their friend-

ship to let her have the satisfaction of dying at

least, though she had not lived, his acknowledged
wife."

" • Swift made no reply, but, turning on his heel,

walked silently out of the room, nor ever saw her

afterward, during the few days she lived. This
behaviour threw Mrs. Johnson into unspeakable

agonies, and for a time she sunk under the weight
of so cruel a disappointment. But soon alter,

roused by indignation, she inveighed against his

cruelly ill the bitterest terms; and, sending for a

lawyer, made her will, bequeathing her fortune by
her own name to charitable uses. 'I'his was done

in the presence of Dr. Sheridan, whom she ap-

pointed one of her executors.'
"—Vol. i. p. 357.

If this be true, Swift must have had the

heart of a monster
;
and it is of little conse-

quence, whether, when her death was nearer,

he pretended to consent to what his unhappy
victim herself then pathetically declared to

be 'too late;' and to what, at all events, cer-

tainly never was done. Mrs. Whiteway's
statement is as follows :

—
" ' When Stella was in her last weak state, and

one day had come in a chair to the Deanery, she

was with difficulty brought into the parlour. The
Dean had prepared some mulled wine, and kept it

by the fire for her refreshment. After tasiiiig it,

she became very faint, but having recovered a little

by degrees, when her breath (for she was asthmatic),

was allowed her, she desired to lie down. She
was carried up stairs, and laid on a bed

;
the Dean

sitting by her, held her hand, and addressed her in

the most afieciionate manner. She drooped, how-

ever, very much. Mrs. Whiteway was the only
ihird person present. After a short tune, her po-

liteness induced her to withdraw to the adjoining

room, but it was necessary, on account of air, that

the door should not be closed,
—

it was half shut:

the rooms were close
adjoining.

Mrs. Whiteway
had too much honour to listen, but could not avoid

observing, that the Dean and Mrs. Johnson con-

versed together in a low tone; the latter, indeed,

was too weak to raise her voice. Mrs. Whiteway
paid no attention, having no idle curiosity, but at

lerffth she heard the Dean say, in an audible voice,
" WfJf. my deiir, if you iiish it, it fiiall he owned,'"

to which .Stella answered with a sigh,
"

/( is too

Zafc."—Vol. i. pp. 355, 356.

H
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With the consciousness of having thus bar-

barously ih'slroy«'ii all the wonicn for whom
he had ever professed affection, it is not won-

derful that his latter days should have been

overshadowed with ;^'loom and dejection: but

it was not the denression of late regret, or un-

availing self-condemnation, that darkened his

closing scene. It was but the rancour of dis-

appointed ambition, and the bitterness of proud

misanthropy: and we verily believe, that il

his party had got again into j)ov,er, and given
him the jnefermeiit he expected, the pride
and joy of his vindictive triumph would have

been but little alloyed by the remembrance
of the innocent and accomplished women of

whom we have no hesitation to pronounce him
the murderer. In tlie whole of his later

writings, indeed, we shall look in vain for any
traces of that penitential regret, which was
due to the misery he had occasioned, even if

it had arisen without his guilt, or even of that

humble and solemn self-reproach, which is

apt to beset thoughtful men in the decline of

hfe and animation, even when their conduct

has been generally blameless, and the judg-
ment of the candid finds nothing in them to

condemn: on the contrary, there is nowhere
to be met with, a tone of more insolent re-

proach, and intolerant contempt to the rest of

the world, or so direct a claim to the posses-
sion of sense and virtue, which that world
was no longer worthy to employ. Of women,
too, it is very remarkable, that he speaks with
unvaried rudeness and contempt, and rails

indeed at the whole human race, as wretches
with whom he thinks it an indignity to share

a common nature. All this, we confess, ap-

pears to us intolerable; for, whether we look

to the fortune, or the conduct of this extraor-

dinary person, we really recollect no individual

who was less entitled to be either discontented
or misanthropical

—to complain of men or of

accidents. Born almost a beggar, and neither

very industrious nor very engaging in his early
habits, he attained, almost with his first efforts,
the very height of distinction, and was re-

warded by appointments, which placed him
in a state of independence and respectability
for life. He was honoured with the acquaint-
ance of all that was distinguished for rank,

literature, or reputation;
—

and, if not very
generally beloved, was, what he probably
valued far more, admired and feared by most
of those with whom he was acquainted.
When his party was overthrown, neither his

person nor his fortune suffered ;
—but he was

indulged, through the whole of his life, in a
licence of scurrility and abuse, which has
never been ])ermitted to any other writer,

—
and pos.«essed the exclusive and devoted af-

fection of the only two women to whom he
wished to appear interesting. In this history,
we confess, we see but little apology for dis-

content and lamentation
;
—

and, in his conduct,
there is assuredly still less for misanthropy.
In public life, we do not know Avhere we
CJu'id have found any body half so profligate
and unprincipled as himself, and the friends
to whom he finally attached himself;

—nor
can we conceive that complaints of venality,

and want of patriotism, could ever come w .ih

so ill a grace from any cjuarter, as IVom him
who had openly deserted and libelled his

original party, without the pretext of any
other cause than the insuliiciency of the re-

wards they bestowed upon him,
—and joined

himself with men, who were treach'-rous not

only to their first professions, but to their

country and to each other, to all of w horn he

adhered, after their mutual hatred and vil-

lanies were detected. In private life, again,
with w hat face could he erect himself into a

rigid censor of morals, or pretend to complain
of men in general, as unw orthy of his notice,
after breaking the hearts of tw o, if not three,
amiable women, whose affections he had en-

gaged by the most constant assiduities.—after

savagely libelling almost all his early friends

and benefactors, and exhibiting, in his daily
life and conversation, a picture of domineering
insolence and dogmati.sm. to w hich no paiallel
could be found, we believe, in the history of

any other individual, and which rendered his

society intolerable to all w ho w ere not subdued

by their awe of him, or inured to it by long
use 1 He had some right, perhaps, to look with
disdain upon men of ordinary understandings;
but for all that is the proper object of reproach,
he should have looked only within: and what-
ever may be his merits as a writer, we do
not hesitate to say. that he was despicable as
a politician, and hateful as a man.
With these impressions of his personal char-

acter, perhaps it is not easy for us to judge
quite fairly of his works. Yet we are far

from being insensible to their great and very
peculiar merits. Their chief peculiarity is^
that they w ere almost all what may be called

occasional productions
—not written for fame

or for posterit)-
—from the fulness of the mind, ^i

or the desire of instructing mankind—but on
'

the spur of the occasion—for promoting some

temporary and immediate object, and pro-

ducing a practical effect, in the attainment
of which their whole importance centered.

With the exception of The Tale of a Tub, Gul-

liver, the Polite Conversation, and about half
a volume of poetry, this description will ap-
ply to almost all that is now before us

;
—and

it is no small proof of the vigour and vivacity
of his genius, that posterity should have been
so anxious to preserve these careless and

hasty productions, upon which their author

apjiears to have set no other value than as
means for the attainment of an end. The
truth is, accordingly, that they are very extra-

ordinary performances : And. considered with
a view to the purposes for which they were

intended, have probably never been equalled
in any period of the world. They are writ-

ten with great plainness, force, and intrepidity—advance at once to the matter in dispute
—

give battle to the strength of the enemy, and
never seek any kind of advantage from dark
ness or obscurity. Their distinguishing fea-

ture, however, is the force and the vehe-
mence of the invective in which they abound

^—the copiou-sness, the steadiness, ihe perse-

verance, and the dexterity with which abuse
and ridicule are showcrtd upo i the adver-
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sary. This, avp think, Avas, beyond all dou'b),

Swift's great talent, and the weapon by which
he made himself formidable. He was, with-

out exception, the irreatest and most efficient

libeller that ever exercised the trade; and

possessed, in an eminent degree, all the quali-
fications which it requires :

—a clear head—a

cold heart—a vindictive temper—no admim-
tion of noble qualities

—no sympathy with sm-

fering
—not much conscience—not much con-

sistency
—a ready wit—a sarcastic humour—

a thorough knowledge of the baser parts of

human nature— and a complete familiarity
with every thing that is low, homely, and fa-

miliar in language. These were his gifts j
—

and he soon felt for what ends they were

given. Almost all his works are libels; gene-

rally upon individuals, sometimes upon sects

and parties, sometimes upon human nature.

Whatever be his end, however, personal

abuse, direct, vehement, unsparing invective,
is his means. It is his sword and his shield.

his panoply and his chariot of war. In all his

writings, accordingly, there is nothing to raise

or exalt our notions of human nature.—but

every thing to vilify and degrade. We may
learn from them, perhaps, to dread the con-

sequences of base actions, but never to love

the feelings tliat lead to generous ones. There
is no spirit, mdeed, of love or of honour in any
part of them

;
but an unvaried and harassing

display of insolence and animosity in the

writer, and villany and folly in those of whom
he is writing. Though a great polemic, he
makes no use of general principles, nor ever

enlarges his views to a wide or comprehen-
sive conclusion. Every thing is particular
with him, and, for the most part, strictly per-
sonal. To make amends, however, we do
think him quite without a competitor in

personalities. With a quick and sagacious

spirit, and a bold and popular manner, he

joins an exact knowledge of all the strong and
the weak parts of every cause he has to man-

age ; and, without the least restraint from

delicacy, either of taste or of feeling, he
seems always to think the most effectual

blows the most advisable, and no advantage
unlawful that is likely to be successful for

the moment. Disregarding all the laws of

i^olished hostility, he uses, at one and the
same moment, his sword and his po'soned
dagger

—his hands and his teeth, and his en-
venomed breath,

—and does not even sciuple,

upon occasion, to imitate his own yahoos, by
discharging on his unhappy victims a shower
of

filth,
from which neither courage nor dex-

terity can afford any protection.
—

Against
such an antagonist, it was, of course, at no
time very easy to make head

;
and accord-

ingly his invective seems, for the most part,
to have been as much dreaded, and as tre-

mendous as the personal ridicule of Vollaire.

Both were inexhaustible, well-directed, and

unsparing; buteven when Voltaire drewblood,
lie did not matigle the victim, and was only
mischievous when Swift was brutal. Anv one
who will compare the epigrams on M. Franc
de Pompignan with those on Tighe or Bettes-

worlh, will easily understand the distinction

1

Of the few works which he wrote in the

capacity of an author, and not of a party zealot

or personal enemy, The Tale of a Tub was

by far the earliest in point of time, and has,

by many, been considered as the first in point
of merit. We confess we are not of that opin-
ion. It is by far too long and elaborate for a

piece of pleasantry ;

—the humour sirdis, in

many places, into mere buffoonery and non-

sense;
—and there is a real and extreme te-

diousness arising from the too succes.sful mim-
icry of tediousness and pedantry. All these

defects are apparent enough even in the main

story, in which the incidents are without the

shadow of verisimilitude or interest, and by
far too thinly scattered

;
but they become in-

sufferable in the interludes or digressions,
the greater part of which are to us utterly

illegible, and seem to consist almost entirely
of cold and forced conceits, and exaggerated
representations of long exploded whims and
absurdities. The style of this work, which

appears to us greatly inferior to the History of

John Bull or even of Martinus Scriblerus, is

evidently more elaborate than that of Swift's

other writings,
— but has all its substantial

characteristics. Its great merit seems to con-

sist in the author's perfect familiarity with
all sorts of common and idiomatical expres-

sions, his unlimited command of established

phrases, both solemn and familiar, and the

unrivalled profusion and propriety with which
he heaps them up and applies them to the

exposition of the most fantastic conceptions.
To deliver absurd notions or incredible tales

in the most authentic, honest, and direct

term.s, that have been used for the commu-
nication of truth and reason, and to luxuriate

in all the variations of that grave, plain, and

perspicuous phraseology, which dull men us«
to express their homely opinions, seems to bu
the great art of this extraordinary humorist,
and that which gives their character and
their edge to his sly strokes of satire, his

keen sarcasms and bitter personalities.

JT"he voyaaes of Captain Lemuel Gulliver

is indisputably his greatest work. The idea

of making fictitious travels the vehicle ol

satire as well as of amusement, is at least as

old as Lucian
;
but has never been carried

into execution with such success, spirit, and

originality, as in this celebrated performance.
The brevitj-, the minuteness, the homelines.s.

the unbroken seriousness of the narrative, all

give a character of truth and simplicity to the

work, which at once palliates the extrava-

gance of the fiction, and enhances the cfTect

of those weighty reflections and cutting se-

verities in which it abounds. Yet though it

is probable enoueh, that without those touch-

es of satire and observation the work would
have appeared childish and preposterous, we
are persuaded that it pleases chiefly by the

novelty and vivacity of the extraordinar}- pic-
tures it presents, and the entertainment we
receive from following the fortunes of the

traveller in his several extraordinary adven-
tures. The greater part of the wisdom and
satire at least appears to us to be extremely
vulgar and common-place; and we have no
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I idea Ihat they could possibly appear eithor

impressive or entertaininfr, if presented willi-

(lut thf so acc(*mpaiiiineiils. A cousideiable

])art of the pleasure \v«' derive from the voy-

ages of Gulliver, iu short, is of the siiine de-

Rcriptioii with that which we receive from

those of Siiibad the sailor: and is chiefly

neij^hteiied, we believe, by the greater brevi-

ty and mimiteness of the story, and the .su-

perior art that is employed to give it an ap-

pearance of truth and probability, in the very
midst of its wonders. Among those arts, as

Mr. Scott has judiciously observed, one of

ihe most important is the exact adaptation of

ihe narrative to the condition of its supposed
author.

" The characier of the imaginary traveller is ex-

actly iliat ot Dampier. or any oilier sturdy naulical

wanderer ut" ihe period, endosved with courage and

comnioii sense, wlio sailed through distant seas,

without lositiK a siiurlc English prejudice which he

had brought from Portsmouth or Plymouih, and

on his return gave a grave and simple narrative of

what lie had seen or heard in foreign countries.

The characier is perhaps strictly English, and can

be hardly relislied by a foreigner. The reflections

and observations of Gulliver are never more refined

or deeper than might be expected from a plain mas-
ter of a merchantman, or surgeon in the Old .Jew-

ry; and there was such a reality given to his whole

person, that one seaman is said to have sworn he

knew Captain Gulliver very well, but he lived at

Wapping, not at Roihcrhithe. It is the contrast

between the natural ease and simplicity of such a

etyle, and the marvels which the volume contains,

that forms one great charm of this memorable satire

on the imperfections, follies, and vices of mankind.
The exact calculations preserved in the first and
second part, have also the effect of qualifying the

extravagance of the fable. Itissaid that in natural

objects where proportion is exactly preserved, the

marvellous, whether the object be gigantic or di-

minutive, is lessened in the eyes of ilie spectator;
and it is certain, in general, that proportion forms
an essential attribute of truth, and consequently of

verisimilitude, or that which renders a narration

probable. If the reader is disposed to grant the

traveller his postulates as to the existence of the

Strange people whom he visils, it would be difficult

to delect any inconsistency in his narrative. On
the contrary, it would seem that he and ihey con
duct themselves towards each other, precisely as

must necessarily have happened in the respective
circumstances which the author has supposed. In

this point of view, perhaps the hiefhesl praise that

could have been bestowed on Gulliver's Travels
was the censure of a learned Irish prelate, who
said the book contained some things which be could
not prevail upon himself to believe."—Vol. i. pp.
340, 341.

That the interest does not arise from the

eatire but from the plausible description of

physical wonders, seems to be farther proved
by the fact, that the parts which please the

least are those in which there is most satire

and least of those wonders. In the voyage
to Laputa, after the first description of the

flying island, the attention is almost exclu-

sively directed to intellectual absurdities
;

and every one is aware of the dulness that is

the result. Even as a satire, indeed, this

part is extremely poor and defective
;
nor can

any thing show more clearly the author's in-

capacity for large and comprehensive views
than his signal failure in all those parts which
i ivite h'ui to such contemplations. In the

multitude of his vulgar and farcical represen-
tations of particular errors in philo.^ojJiy, he

nowhere appears to have any sense of its

true value or principles; but satisfies him-

self with collecting or imagining a nnniber

of fantastical (luackerie.s. which tend to illus-

trate nothing but his contempt for human un-

derstanding. Even where his subject seema
to invite him to something of a higher flif^ht,

he uniformly shrinks back I'rom
it,

and lakes

shelter in common-place derision. What, for

instance, can be poorer than the use he makes
of the evocation of the illustrious dead—in

which Hannibal is conjured up, just to say
that he had not a drop of vinegar in his curnp j

and Aristotle, to ask two of his commentators,
" whether the rest of the tribe were as great
dunces as themselves'?" The voyage to the

Houyhnhmns is commonly supposed to dis-

please by its vile and degrading representa-
tions of human nature; but. if we do not

strangely mistake our own leelings on the

subject, the impression it produces is not so

much that of disgust as of dulness. The jiic-

ture is not only extravagant, but bald and
tame in the highest degree ;

while the story
is not enlivened by any of those numerous
and uncommon incidents which are detailed

in the two first parts, with such an inimitable

air of probability as almost to persuade us of

their reality. For the rest, we have observed

already, that the scope of the whole work,
and indeed of all his writings, is to degrade
and vilify human nature; and though' some
of the images which occur in this part may
be rather coarser than the others, we do not

think the difference so considerable as to ac-

count for its admitted inferiority in the power
of pleasing. \

His only other considerable works in prose,
are the "Polite Conversation," which we
think admirable in its sort, and excessively

entertaining; and the "Directions to Ser-

vants," which, though of a lower pitch, con-

tains as much perhajis of his peculiar, vigor-
ous and racy humour, as any one of his pro-
ductions. The Journal to Slella. which was

certahily never int(>nded for publication, is

not to be judged of as a literary work at all

—but to us it is the most interesting of all

his productions
—

exhibiting not only a minute
and masterly view of a very extraordhiary

political crisis, but a truer, and, upon the

whole, a more favourable picture of his own
mind, than can be gathered from all the rest

of his writings—together with innumerable
anecdotes characteristic not only of various

eminent individuals, but of the private man-
ners and public taste and morality of the

times, more nakedly and surely authentic

than any thing that can be derived from con-

tejTiporary publications.
/ (5f his Poetry, we do not think there is

lYnuch to be said
;

—for we cannot persuade
'ourselves that Swift was in any respect a

poet. It would be proof enough, we think,

just to observe, that, though a popular and
most miscellaneous writer, he does not men-
tion the name of Shakespeare above two or

three times in any part of liis woiks, and ha^
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nowhere said a word in his praise. His par-
tial editor admits that he has produced noth-

ing which can be called either sublime or

pathetic : and we are of the same opinion as

to the beautiful. The merit of correct rhymes
and easy diction, we shall not deny him; but

the diction is almost invariably that of the

most ordinary prose, and the matter of his

pieces no otherwise poetical, than that the

Muses and some other persons of the Hea-
then mythology are occasionally mentioned.
He has written lam])Oons and epigrams, and
satirical ballads and abusive songs in great

abundance, and with infhiite success. But
these things are not poetry ;

—and are better

in verse than in prose, for no other reason

than that the sting is more easily remem-
bered, and the ridicule occasionally enhanced,

by the hint of a ludicrous parody, or the drol-

lery of an extraordinary rhjTne. His witty

verses, when they are not made up of mere
filth and venom, seem mostly framed on the

model of Hudibras
;
and are chiefly remarka-

ble, like those of his original, for the easy and

apt application of homely and familiar phrases,
to illustrate ingenious sophistry or unexpected
allusions. One or two of his imitations of

Horace, are executed with spirit and eleg-ance,
and are the best, we think, of his familiar

pieces: unless we except the verses on his

own death, in which, howeA'er, the great
charm arises, as we have just stated, from
the singular ease and exactness with which
he has imitated the style of ordinary society,
and the neatness with which he has brought

together and reduced to metre such a number
of natural, characteristic, and common-place
expressions. The Cadenus and Vanessa

is,

of itself, complete proof that he had in him
none of the elements of poetry. It was writ-

ten when his faculties were in their perfec-

tion, and his heart animated with all the ten-

derness of which it was ever capable
—and

yet it is as cold and as flat as the ice of Thule.

Though describing a real passion, and a real

perplexity, there i^not a spark of fire nor a

throb of emotion in it from one end to the

other. All the return he makes to the warm-
hearted creature who had put her destiny into

his hands, consists in a frigid mythological
fiction, in which he sets forth, that Venus and
the Graces lavished their gifts on her in her

infancy, and moreover got j\iinerva, by a trick,

to inspire her with wit and wisdom. The style
is mere prose

—or rather a string of familiar

and vulgar phrases tacked together in rhyme,
like the general tissue of his poetry. How-

ever, it has been called not only easy but

elegant, by some indulgent critics—and there-

fore, as we take it for granted nobody reads it

now-a-days, we shall extract a few lines at

random, to abide the censure of the judicious.
To us they seem to be about as much poetry
as so many lines out of Coke upon Littleton.

" But in (he poets we inay find

A wholesome law, time out of mind,
Had bspn confirm'd by Fate's decree,
That gods, of whatsoe'er degree,
Resume not what them=plves have given,
Or any brother god in Heaven :

12

Which keeps the peace among the gods,
Or they must always be at odds :

And Pallas, if she broke the laws,
Must yield her ibe the sironger cause;
A shame to one so much ador'd
For wisdom at Jove's council board ;

Besides, slie fear'd tlie Queen of Love
Would meet witli better friends above.
And though she must wiih grief reflect,
To see a mortal virgin deck'd
With graces hitherto unknown
To female breasts e.xcepi her own:
Yet she would act as best l)ecame
A goddess of unspotted fame.
She knew by aug\]ry divine,
Venus would fail in her design :

She studied well the point, and found
Her foe's conclusions were not sound,
From premises erroneous brought ;

And therefore the deduction's naught.
And must have contrary efiects,
To what her ireaciierous foe expects."

Vol. xiv. pp, 448, 449.

The Rhapsody of Poetry, and the Legion
Club, are the only two j^ieces in which there
is the least glow of poetical animation ; though,
in the latter, it takes the shape of ferocious
and almost frantic invective, and, in the for-

mer, shines out but by fits in the midst of the
usual small wares of cant phrases and snap-
pish misanthropy. In the Rhapsody, the fol-

lowing lines, for instance, near the beginning,
are vigorous and energetic.
" Not empire to the rising sun

By valour, conduct, fortune won
;

Not highest wisdom in debates
For framing laws to govern states;
Not skill in sciences profound
So large to grasp the circle round :

Such heavenly influence require,
As how to strike the Muse's lyre.
Not begsar's brat on bulk begot;

Not bastard of a pedlaj Scot
;

Not boy brought up to cleaning shoes,
The spawn of bridewell or the stews;
Nor infants dropped, the spurious pledges
Of gypsies littering under hedges;
Are so disqualified by iaie

To rise in church, or law, or slate.
As he whom Phcebus in his ire

Has blasted with poetic fire."

Vol. xiv. pp. 310, 311.

Yet, immediately after this nervous and po-
etical line, he drops at once into the lownesa
of vulgar flippancy.
" What hope of custom in the fair,

While not a soul demands your ware ?" &c.

There are undoubtedly many strong lines,
and much cutting satire in this poem ;

but

the staple is a mimicry of Hudibras, without

the richness or compression of Butler; as, for

example,
" And here a simile comes pat in :

Though chickens take a month to fatten,
The guests in less than half an hour.
Will more than half a score devour.

So, after toiling twenty days
To earn a stock of pence and praise,

Thy labours, grown the critic's prey.
Are swallow'd o'er a dish of tea:

Gone to be never heard of more,
(Jone where the chickens went before.

How shall a new attempier learn

Of difl^erent spirits to discern.

And how distinguish which is wnich.
The poet's vein, or scribbling itch ?"

Vol. xiv. pp. 311, 312.

H 2
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The Legion Club is a Futiro, or mtlier a

tremendous invective on the Irish House of

Commons, who hail incurred tlie reverend
author's disi)lfasnre for entcrtaiMin^j some

propositions about aMeviatiiij; ihc burden of

the tithes in Ireland
;
and is ehiefly remari<a-

ble, on the whole, as a proof of the extraor-

dinary liberty of the press which was in-

dulired to tht! disallected in those days
—no

prosecution havinir been instituted, eitlier by
that Honourable House itself, or by any of the

individual members, who are there attacked
in a way in which no public men were ever

attacked, before or since. It is also deserving
of attention, as the most thoroughly animated,
fierce, and energetic, of all Swift's metrical

compositions; and though the animation be
altogether of a ferocious character, and seems

occasionally to verge upon absolute insanity,
there is still a force and a terror about it which
redeems it from ridicule, and makes us shud-
der at the sort of demoniacal inspiration with
which the malison is vented. The invective
of Swift appears in this, and some other pieces,
like the infernal fire of INlilton's rebel angels,
which

" Scorched and blasted and o'ertlirew—"

and was launched even against the righteous
with such impetuous fury,
" That whom itliit none on (heir feet might stanr],

ThoLiL'h standing else as rocks—but down tjiev
fell

By thousands, angel on archangel rolled."

It is scarcely necessary to remark, however,
that there is never the least approach to dig-

nity or nobleness in the style of these terrible

invectives; and that they do not even pretend
to the tone of a high-minded disdain or gene-
rous impatience of unworthiness. They are
honest, coarse, and violent effusions of furious

anger and rancorous hatred; and their effect

depends upon the force, heartiness, and ap-
parent sincerity with which those feelings are

expressed. The author's object is simply to

vilify his opponent,
—byno means to do honour

to himself. If he can make his victim writhe,
he cares not what may be thought of his tor-

mentor
;

—or rather, he is contented, provided
he can make him sufficiently disgusting, that
a good share of the filth which he throws
should stick to his own fingers ;

and that he
should himself excite some of the loathing
of which his enemy is the principal object.
In the piece now before us, many of the

personalities are too coarse and filthy to be
quoted ; but the very opening shows the spirit
in which it is written.

"As I stroll the city oft I
See a Iniilding \arire and lofty,
Not a how-shot from the college,
Half the globe from sense and knowledge !

By the prudent^ architect,
Plar'd against the church direct,
Making good my grandam's jest,
' Near ihe church'—you know the rest."

Tell us what the pile contains ?

Many a head that holds no brains.
These demoniacs let me dub
With the name of Legion Cluh.
Such assemblies, you might swear,
Meet when butchers bait a bear :

Such a noiae and such haranguing;,
\VlR'n a brodicr iliief is hanging:
Such a roin and siicli a rabble
liun to liear Jackijuddmg gabble :

Such a crowd dicir ordure tlirows
On a far less villain's nose.
" Could I from the building's top

Hear the rattling thunder droj),
Wliile the dfvil upon the roof
(It the devil be thimder prool )

Should with poker tiery red
Crack the stones, and melt the lead ;

Drive them down on every scull,
When the den of thieves is full;

Quite destroy the harpies' nest
;

How then might our isle be blest !

" Let ihem, when they once get in,
Sell I lie naii(jn for a pin ;

While ihey sit a picking straws,
Let them rave at making laws;
While they never hold their t(jngue,
I/Ct ihem dabble in their dung;
Let them form a grand committee.
How to plague and starve the ciiy ;

Let them stare, and storm, and Irown
^V'llen they see a clergy gown ;

Let them, ere they crack a louse ;

Call for th' orders ol the H juse
;

Let them, with their gosling quills.
Scribble senseless heads of bills;
We may, while they strain their *liroats,

Wipe our noses with their votes.
" Let Sir Tom, that rampant as&,

Stuff" his guts with flax and grass;
But before the priest he fleeces.
Tear the Bible all to pieces :

At the parsons, Tom, halloo, boy!
Worthy offspring of a shoeboy,
FooimanI traitor! vile seducer !

Perjur'd rebel ! brib'd accuser !

Lay thy paltry privilege aside.

Sprung from Papists, and a regicide !

Fall a working like a mole.
Raise the dirt about your hole I"

Vol. X. pp. 548—550.
This is strong enough, we suspect, for most

readers; but we shall venture on a feM- lines

more, to show the tone in which the leading
characters in the country might be libelled

by name and surname in those days.
"In the porch Briareus stands.
Shows a bribe in all his hands;
Briareus the secretary.
But we mortals call bin? '^arcy.
When the rogues their country fleece,

They may hope for pence a-piece."
Clio, who had been so wise

To put on a fool's disguise,
To bespeak some approbation.
And be diought a near relation,
When she saw three hundred brutes
All involv'd in wild disputes.

Roaring till their lungs were spent.
Privilege of Parlia.ment,
Now a new misfortune feels.

Dreading to be laid by th' heels," &c.
"
Keeper, show me where to fix

On the puppy pair of Dicks:
By their lantern jaws and leailiern,
You might swear they both are brethren*
Dick Fitzhaker, Dick the player !

Old acquaintance, are you there ?

Dear companions, hug and kiss.
Toast Old Glorious in jour ;

Tie them, keeper, in a tether.
Let them starve and sunk together;
Both are apt to be unruly.
Lash them daily, lash them duly ;

Though 'tis hopeless to reclaim them,
Scorpion rods, perhaps, may lame them."

Vol. X. pp. 553, 554.
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Such were the libels which a Tory writer

found it sale to publish under a Whig admin-
istration in 1736

)
and we do not find that any

national disturbance arose from their impu-
nity,

—though the libeller was the most cele-

brated and by far the most popular writer of

the age. Nor was it merely the exasperation
of bad fortune that put that polite party upon
the use of this discourteous style of discus-

sion. In all situations, the Tories have been
the great libellers—and, as is fitting, the

great prosecutors of libels
;
and even in this

early age of their glory, had themselves, when
in power, encouraged the same licence of

defamation, and in the same hands. It will

scarcely be believed, that the following char-

acter of the Earl of Wharton, then actually
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, M^as publicly

printed and sold, with his Lordship's name
and addition at full length, in 1710, and was
one of the first productions by which the rev-

erend penman bucklered the cause of the

Tory ministry, and revenged himself on a

parsimonious patron. We cannot afford to

give it at full length
—but this specimen will

answer our purpose.
"
Thomas, Earl of Wharton, Lord Lieutenant

of Ireland, by the force of a wonderful constituiion,
has some years passed his grand cHrnateric, wiihoui

any visible effects of old age, either on his body or

his mind
; and in spite of a continual prostitution to

those vices which usually wear out both. His be-

haviour is in all the forms of a young man at five-

and-twenty. Whether he walks, or whistles, or
talks bawdy, or calls names, he acquits himself in

each, beyond a templar of three years' standing.
—

He seems to be but an ill dissembler, and an ill liar,

although they are the two talents he most practises,
and most values himself upon. The ends he has

gained by lying, appear to be more owina to the fre-

C[uency, than the art of them : his lies being some-
times detected in an hour, often in a day, and al-

ways in a week. He tells them- freely in mixed
companies, although he knows half of those thnf

hear him to be his enemies, and is sure they will

discover them the motnent they leave him. He
swears solemnly he loves and will serve you ;

and

your back is no sooner turned, but he tells those
about him, you are a dog and a rascal. He gnes
constantly to prayers in the forms of his place, and
will talk bawdy and blasphemy at the chapel-door.
He is a presbyterian in poliiics, and an atheist in

religion ; but he chooses at present to whore wiih a

papist.
—He has sunk his fortune by endeavouring

to ruin one kingdom, and has raised it by going far
in the ruin of another.

" He bears the gallantries of his lady with the
indifference of a stoic; and thinks them well re-

compensed, by a return of children to support his

family, without the fatigues of being a father." He has three predominant passions, which you
will selrlom find united in the same man. as arisiiiK
from different dispositions of mind, and naturally
thwarting each other : these are, love of power,
love of money, and love of pleasure ; they ride him
eometimes by turns, sometimes all toijeiher. Since
he went into Ireland, he seems most disposed to

the second, and has met with great success; hav-

ing gained by his goverment, of under two years,
five-and-forty thousand pounds by the most favour-
able computation, half in the regular way, and half
in the prudential." He was never yet known to refuse, or keep a

promise, as I remember he told a lady, but with an
exception to the promise he then mtide (which was
to get her a pension) ; yet he broke even that, and,
1 ronless, deceived us both. But here I desire to

distinguish between a promise and a bargain ; for

he will lie sure to keep the latter, when he has the
fairest oiler."—Vol. iv. i)p. 149— 152.

We have not left ourselves room now to

say much of Swift's style, or of the general
character of his literary genius :

—But our

opinion may be collected fiom the remarks
we have made on particular passage.s, and
from our introductory observations on the

school or class of authors, with whom he
must undoubtedly be rated. On the subjects
to which he confines himself, he is unques-
tionably a strong, masculine, and perspicuous
writer. He is never finical, fantastic, or

absurd—takes advantage of no equivocations
in argument—and puts on no tawdriness for

ornament. Dealing always with particulars,
he is safe from all great and systematic mis-

takes; and, in fact, reasons mostl3'in a series

of small and minute propositions, in the hand-

ling of which, dexterity is more requisite than

genius ;
and practical good sense, with an

exact knowledge of transactions, of far more

importance than profound and high-reaching
judgment. He did not write history or phi-

losophy, but party pamphlets and journals ;
—

not satire, but particular lampoons ;

—not

pleasantries for all mankind, but jokes for a

particular circle. Even in his pamphlets, the
broader questions of party are always waved,
to make way for discussions of personal or im-
mediate interest. His object is not to show
that the Tories have better principles of gov-
ernment than the Whigs,

—but to prove Lord
Oxford an angel, and Lord Somers a fiend, to

convict the Duke of Marlborough of avarice

or Sir Richard Steele of insolvency ;

—not to

point out the wrongs of Ireland, in the depres-
sion of her Catholic population, her want of

education, or the discouragement of her in-

dustry; but to raise an outcry against an
amendment of the copper or the gold coin, or

against a parliamentary proposition for remit-

ting the tithe of agistment. For those ends,
it cannot be denied, that he chose his means

judiciousl)^, and used them with incomparable
skill and spirit. But to choose such ends,
we humbly conceive, was not the part either

of a high intellect or a high character
;
and

his genius must share in the disparage-
ment which ought perhaps to be confined to

the impetuosity and vindictiveness of his

temper.
Of his style, it has been usual to speak with

great, and, we think, exaggerated praise. It

is less mellow than Dryden's—less elegant
than Pope's or Addison'.s—less free and noble
than Lord Bolingbroke's—and utterly without
the glow and loftiness which belonged to our
earlier masters. It is radically a low and

homely style
—without grace and without af-

fectation
;
and chiefly remarkable for a great

choice and profusion of common words and

expressions. Other wrhers. who have used a

plain and direct style, have been for the most

part jejune and limited in their diction, and

generally give us an impression of the poverty
as well as the lameness of their language ;

but Swift, without ever trespassing into figured
or poetical expressions^ or ever employing a
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word thai cxin bi^ calKnl fine, or peilantic. has

a pnidiyioui variety of good set phrases al-

ways at his joinrnaiul, and displays a sort of

homely richness, like the plenty of an old

Kiiylish dinner, or the wardrobe of a wealthy

bur;,^ess. This taste for the plain and sub-

istantial was fatal to his poetry, which subsists

not on such elements; but was in the highest

degree favourable to the effect of his humour,

very nmch of which depeiuis on the imjiosing

gravity with which it is delivered, and on the

various turns and heightenings it may receive

from a rapidly shifting and always appropriate

expression. Almost all his works, after The
Tale of a Tub, seem to have been written

very fast, and with very little minute care of

the diction. For his own ease, therefore, it

is probable they were all pitched on a low

kej', and set about on the ordinary tone of a

familiar letter or conversation
j
as that from

which there was a little hazard of falling,

even • in moments of negligence, and from
which any rise that could be effected, must

always be easy and conspicuous. A man
fully possessed of his subject, indeed, and
confident of his cause, may almost always
Write with vigour and effect, if he can get
over the temptation of writing fine!}-, and

really confine himself to the strong and clear

exposition of the matter he has to bring for-

ward. Half of the affectation and offensive

pretension we meet with in authors, arises

from a want of matter,
—and the other half,

from a paltry ambition of being eloquent and

ingenious out of place. Swift had complete
confidence in himself; and had too much real

business on his hands, to be at leisure to in-

trigue for the fame of a fine writer;
—in con-

sequence of which, his writings are more ad-

mired by the judicious than if he had bestowed
all his attention on their style. He was so

much a man of business, indeed, and so much
accustomed to consider his writings m-erely as

means for the attainment of a practical end—
whether that end was the strengthening of a

party, or the wounding a foe—that he not only
disdained the reputation of a composer of

pretty sentences, but seems to have been

thoroughly nidifferent to all sorts of literary
fame. He enjoyed the notoriety and influence

which he had procured by his writings; but
it was the glory of having carried his point,
and not of having written well, that he valued.
As soon as his publications had served their

turn, they seem to have been entirely forgot-
ten by their author;

—
and, desirous as he was

of being ricier, he appears to have thought
as little of making money as immortality by
means of tliem. He mentions somewhere,

that except 300L which he got for Gulliver, ho
never made a farthing by any of his writings.

Pope understood his trade better,
—and not

only made knowing bargains for his own
works, but occasionally borrowed his friends'

l)ieces, and pocketed the price of the whole.
This was notoriously the case with three
volumes of Miscellanies, of which the greater

part were from the pen of Swift.

In humour and in irony, and in the talent of

debasing and defiling what he hated, we join
with all the world in thinking the Dean of St.

Patrick's without a rival. His humour, though
sufiiciently marked and peculiar, is not to be

easily defined. The nearest description we
can give of

it,
would make it consist in ex-

pressing sentiments the most absurd and
ridiculous—the most shocking and atrocious—or sometimes the most energetic and origi-
nal—in a sort of composed, calm, and uncon-
scious way, as if they were plain, undeniable,
commonplace truths, which no person coulu

dispute, or expect to gain credit by announcing—and in maintaining them, always in the

gravest and most familiar language, with a

consistency which somewhat palliates their

extravagance, and a kind of perverted inge-

nuity, which seems to give pledge for their

sincerity. The secret, in short, seems to con-

sist in employing the language of hun;ble

good sense, and simple undoubting convictionj
to express, in their honest nakedness, senti-

ments which it is usually thought necessary
to disgiiise under a thousand pretences—or

truths which are usually introduced with a
thousand apologies. The basis of the art is

the personating a character of great simplicity
and openness, for whom the conventional or

artificial distinctions of society are supposed
to have no existence; and making use of this

character as an instrument to strip vice and

folly of their disguise.s, and expose guilt in all

its deformity, and truth in all its terrors. In-

dependent of the moral or satire, of ^hich

they may thus be the vehicle, a great part of

the entertainment to be derived from works
of humour, arises from the contrast between
the grave, unsuspecting indifl'erence of the
character personated, and the ordinary feel-

ings of the world on the subjects which he
discusses. This contrast it is easy to heighten,
by all sorts of imputed absurdities : in w hich

case, the humour degenerates into mere farce

and buffoonery. Swift has yielded a little to

this temptation in The Tale of a Tub
;
but

scarcely at all in Gulliver, or any of his later

writings in the same style. Of his talent for

reviling, we have already said at least enough^
in some of the preceding pages.
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The popular works of La Harpe and Mar-
montel have made the names at least of these

ladies pretty well known in this country; and
we have been induced to place their corres-

pondence under one article, both because their

history is in some measure connected, and

because, though extremely unlike each other,

they both form a decided contrast to our own
national character, and, taken together, go far

to exhaust what was peculiar in that of France.

Most of our readers probably remember
what La Harpe and Marmontel have said of

these two distinguished women ; and, at all

events, it is not necessary for our purpose to

give more than a very superficial account of

them. Madame du Deffand was left a widow
with a moderate fortune, and a great reputa-
tion for wit, about 1750; and soon after gave
up her hotel, and retired to apartments in the

convent de St. Joseph, where she continued to

receive, almost every evening, whatever was
most distinguished in Paris for rank, talent,
or accomplishment. Having become almost

blind in a few years thereafter, she found she

required the attendance of some intelligent

young woman, who might read and write for

ner, and assist in doing the honours of her

conversazioni. For this purpose she cast her

eyes on Mademoiselle Lespinasse, the illegiti-

mate daughter of a man of rank, who had
been boarded in the same convent, and was
for some time delighted with her election.

By and bye, however, she found that her

young companion began to engross more of

the notice of her visitors than she thought
suitable; and parted from her with violent,

ungenerous, and implacable displeasure.
Mademoiselle de Lespinasse, however, carried

with her the admiration of the greater part of

her patroness' circle; and having obtained a
email pension from government, opened her
own doors to a society not less brilliant than
that into which she had been initiated under
Madame du Deffand. The fatigue, however,
which she had undergone in reading the old

marchioness asleep, had irreparably injured
her health, which was still more impaired by
the agitations of her own inflammable and
ambitious spirit; and she died, before she had
obtained middle age, about 1776,

—
leaving on

the minds of almost all the eminent men in

France, an impression of talent, and of ardour
of imagination, which seems to have been
considered as without example. Madame du
Deffand continued to preside in her circle till

a period of extreme old age ;
and died in

1780, in full possession of her faculties.

Where the letters that are now given to the

world have been secreted for the last thirty

years, or by whom they are at last publish-

ed, we are not informed in either of the works
before us. That they are authentic, we con-

ceive, is demonstrated by internal evidence
;

though, if more of tfiem are extant, the selec-

tion that has been made appears to us to be a
little capricious. The correspondence of

Madame du Deffand reaches from the year
1738 to 1764;—that of Mademoiselle de Les-

pinasse extends only from 1773 to 1776. The
two works, therefore, relate to different pe-

riods; and, being entirely of different charac-

ters, seem naturally to call for a separate
consideration. We begin v/ith the correspon-
dence of Madame du Deffand, both out of

respect to her seniority, and because the va

riety which it exhibits seems to afford room
for more observation.

As this lady's house was for fifty years the

resort of every thing brilliant in Paris, it is

natural to suppose, that she herself must have

possessed no ordinary attraction—and to feel

an eager curiosity to be introduced even to

that shadow of her conversation \Ahich we
may expect to meet with in her correspond-
ence. Though the greater part of the letters

are addressed to her by various correspond-

ents, yet the few which she does write are

strongly marked with the traces of her pecu-
liar character and talent; and the whole taken

together give a very lively idea of the struc-

ture and occupations of the best French so-

ciety, in the days of its greatest splendour.

Laying out of view the greater constitutior.al

gaiety of our neighbours, it appears to us, that

this society was distinguished from any that

has ever existed in England, by three circum-

stances chiefly:
—in the first place, by the

exclusion of all low-bred persons; secondly,

by the superior intelligence and cultivation of

the women
; and, finally, by the want of politi-

cal avocations, and the- absence of political

antipathies.

By the first of these circum.stanccs, the old

Parisian society was rendered considerably
more refined, and infinitely more easy and
natural. The general and peremptory pro-

scription of the bourgeois, excluded, no doubt,
a good deal of vulgarity and coarseness; but

it had a still better effect in excluding ihose

feelings of mutual jealousy and contempt, and
that conflict of family pride and consequential

opulence, which can only be prevented from

disturbing a more promiscuous assembly, by
means of universal and systematic reserve.
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Where all .ire
noblCj

all are equal j

—there is

110 room for ostt'iitation or pretciitrion of any
sort;

—
every one is in his plat'e every where;

and the same manners being familiar to the

whole society from their childhood, manners
cease in a great measure to be an object of

attention. Nobody apprehends any imputa-
tion of vulgarity; and nobody values himself

on being free from it. The little peculiarities

by which individuals are distinguished, are

ascribed, not to ignorance or awkwardness,
but to caprice merely, or to peculiarity of dis-

position ;
antl not being checked by contempt

or derision, are indulged, for the most part, as

caprice or disposition may dictate; and tnus

the \cvy highest society is brought back, and

by the same causes, to much of the freedom
and simplicity of the lowest.

In England, we have never had this ar-

rangement. The great wealth of the mercan-
tile classes, and the privilege which every
man here possesses of aspiring to every situa-

tion, lias always prevented any such complete
separation of the high and the low-born, even
in ordinary society, and made all large assem-

blages of people to a certain degree promis-
cuous. Great wealth, or great talents, being
sufficient to raise a man to power and emi-

nence, are necessarily received as a sufficient

passport into private company ;
and fill

it,
on

the large scale, with such motley and dis-

cordant characters, as visibly to endanger
either its ease or its tranquillity. The pride
of purse, and of rank, and of manners, mutu-

ally provoke each other; and vanities which
were undiscovered while they were vmiver-

sal, soon become visible in the light of oppo-
site vanities. With us. therefore, society,
when it passes beyond select clubs and asso-

ciations, is apt either to be distracted with
little jealousies and divisions, or finally to

settle into constraint, insipidity, and reserve.

People meeting from all the extremes of life,

are afraid of being misconstrued, and despair
of being understood. Conversation is left to

a few professed talkers; and all the rest are

satisfied to hold their tongues, and despise
each other in their hearts.

The superior cultivation of French Women,
however, was productive of still more sub-
stantial advantages. Ever since Europe be-
came civilised, the females of that country
have stood more on an intellectual level with
the men than in any other,

—and have taken
their .share in the politics and literature, and

public controversies of the day, far more

largely than in any other nation with which
we are acquainted. For more than two cen-
turies, they have been the umpires of polite

letter.s, and the depositaries and the agents of
those intrigues by which the functions of gov-
ernment are usually forwarded or impeded.
They could talk, therefore, of every thing that

men could wish to talk about; and general
conversation, consequently, assumed a tone,

both less frivolous and
has ever attained in our country
The grind source, however, of the differ- I

ence between the good society of France and
I

of England, is, that, in the former counry, men ]

ess uniform, than it

had nothing but society to attend to
; whceas,

in the latter, almost all who are conside-able
for ranks or for talents, are

continually en-

grossed with politics. They have no leisure,

therefore, for society, in the first place : in the
second place, if they do enter it at all, they are

apt to regard it as a scene rather of relaxatioa

than exertion
; and, finally, they naturally

acquire those habits of thinking and of talk-

ing, which are better adapted to carry on
business and debate, than to enliven people
assembled for amusement. In England, men
of condition have still to perform the high
duties of citizens and statesmen, and can oiuy
rise to eminence by dedicating their days and

nights to the study of business and affairs—
to the arts of influencing those, with whom,
and by whom, they are to act—and to the
actual management of those strenuous con-

tentions by which the government of a free

state is perpetually embarrassed and pre-
served. In France, on the contrary, under
the old monarchy, men of the first rank had
no political functions to discharge

—no control

to exercise over the government—and no rights
to assert, either for themselves or their fellow

subjects. They were either left, therefore,
to solace their idleness with the frivolous en-

chantments of polished society, or, if they had

any object of public ambition, were driven to

pursue it by the mediation of those favourites

or mistresses who were most likely to be won
by the chaiTns of an elegant address, or the

assiduities of a skilful flatterer.

It is to this lamentable inferiority in the

government and con.stitution of their country,
that the French are indebted for the superi-

ority of their polite assemblies. Their saloons

are better filled than ours, because they have no
senate to fill out of their population ;

and their

conversation is more sprightly, and their so-

ciety more animated than ours, because there

is no other outlet for the talent and ingenuity
of the nation but society and conversation.

Our parties of pleasure, on the other hand, are

mostly left to beardless youths and superan-
nuated idlens—not because our men want
talents or taste to adorn them, but because
their ambition, and their sense of public duty,
have dedicated them to a higher service.

When we lose our constitution—when the

houses of parliament are shut up, our assem-

blies, we have no doubt, will be far more ani-

mated and rational. It would be easy to have

splendid gardens and parterres, if we would

only give up our com fields and our pastures:
nor should we want for magnificent fountains

and ornamental canals, if we were contented
to drain the whole surrounding country of the

rills that maintain its fertility and beauty.
But, while it is impossible to deny that the

French enjoyed, in the agreeable constitution

of their higher society, no slight compensation
for the want of a free government, it is curious,
and not unsatisfactory, to fee able to trace the

operation of this same compensating principle

through all the departments we have alluded

to. It is obviously to our free government,
and to nothing else, that we owe that mixture
of ranks and of characters, which certainly
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renders our large society less amiable, and
less unconstrained, than that of the old French

nobility. IMen, possessed of wealth and po-
litical power, must be associated with by all

with whom they choose to associate, and to

whom their friendship or support is material.

A trader who has bought his borough but)-es-

terday, will not give his influence to any set

of noblemen or ministers, who will not receive
him and his family into their society, and

agree to treat them as their equals. The same

principle extends downwards by impercepti-
ble gradations ;

—and the whole community is

mingled in private life, it must be owned with
some little discomfort, by the ultimate action

of the same principles which combine them,
to their incalculable benefit, in public.
Even the backwardness or the ignorance of

our women may be referred to the same no-

ble origin. Women have no leg-al or direct

political functions in any country in the uni-

verse. In the arbitrary governments of Eu-

rope, however, they exert a personal influence

over those in power and authority, which
raises them into consequence, familiarizes

them in some di-gree with business and affairs,
and leads them to study the character and the

dispositions of the most eminent persons of

their da)'. In free states, again, where the

personal inclination of any individual can go
but a little way, and where every thing must
be canvassed and sanctioned by its legitimate

censors, this influence is very inconsiderable;
and women are excluded almost entirely from

any concern in those affairs, with which the

leading spirits of the country are necessarily
occupied. They come, therefore, almost un-

avoidably, to be considered as of a lower order
of intellect, and to act, and to be treated, upon
that apprehension. The chief cause of their

inferiority, however, arises from the circum-
stances that have been already stated. Most
of the men of talent in upper life are engaged
in pursuits from which women are necessarily
excluded, and have no leisure to join in those

pursuits which might occupy them in com-
mon. Being thus abandoned in a good degree
to the society of the frivolous of our sex. it is

impossible that they should not be frivolous

in their turn. In old France, on the contrary,
the men of talents in upper life had little to

do but to please and be pleased with the wo-
men

;
and they naturally came to acquire that

knowledge and those accomplishments which
fitted them for such society.
The last distinction between good French

and good English society, arises from the dif-

ferent position which was occupied in each

by the men of letters. In France, certainly,

they mingled much more extensively with the

polite world.—incalculably to the benefit both
of that world, and of themselves. In England,
our great scholars and authors have commonly
lived in their studies, or in the society of a
few learned friends or dependants; and their

life has been so generally gloomy, laborious

and inelesant, that literature and intellectual

eminence have lost some of their honours, and
much of their attraction. With us, when a
naan takes to authorship, he is commonly 1

looked upon as having renounced both the gay
and busy world : and the consequence is, that

the gay are extremely frivolous, and the ac-

tive rash and superficial ;
while the man of

genius is admired by posterily, and finishes

his days rather dismally, without knowing or

caring for any other denomination of men,
than authors, booksellers and critics.

This distinction too. we think, arises out of
the difference of government, or out of some
of its more immediate consequences. Our

politicians are too busy to mix with men of

study: and our idlers are too weak and too

frivolous. The studious, therefore, are driven

in a great measure to herd with each other,
and to form a little world of their own, in

which all their peculiarities are aggravated,
their vanity encouraged, and their awkward-
ness confirmed. In Paris, where talent and
idleness met together, a society grew up, both
more inviting and more accessible to men of

thought and erudition. What they commu-
nicated to this society rendered it more intel-

ligent and respectable ;
and what they learned

from
it,

made them much more reasonable,

amiable, and happy. They learned, in short,
the true value of knowledge and of wisdom,
by seeing exactly how much they could con-

tribute to the government or the embellish-
ment of life : and discovered, that there were
sources both of pride and of happiness, far

more important and abundant than thinking,

writing, or reading.
It is curious, accordingly, to trace in the

volumes before us, the more intimate and

private life of some of those distinguished

men, whom vje find it difficult to represent to

ourselves under any other aspect, than that

of the authors of their learned publications.

D'Alembert, Montesquieu. Henault, and sev-

eral others, all appear in those letters in their

true and habitual character, of cheerful and
careless men of the world—whose thoughts
ran mostly on the little exertions and amuse-
ments of their daily society ;

who valued even
their greatest works chiefly as the means of

amusing their leisure, or of entitling them to

the admiration of their acquaintances ;
and

occupied themselves about posteiity far less

than posterity Avill be occupied about them.
It will probably scandalize a good part of our
men of learning and science (though we think

it Avill be consolatory to some) to be told, that

there is great reason for suspecting that the

most profound of those authors looked upon
learning chiefly as a sort of tranquil and in-

nocent amusement
;
to \\hich it was very well

to have recourse when more lively occupa-
tions were not at hand, but which it was wise
and meritorious, at all times, to postpone to

pleasant parties, and the natural play, either

of the imagination or of the afiVcfions. It ap-

peals, accordingl)-, not only that they talked

easily and familiarlj'of all their works to theil

female friends, but that they gave themsolvea

very little anxiety either about their sale, or

their notoriety out of the sphere of their own
acquaintances, and made and invited all sorts

of jokes upon them with unfeigned giiiety and
indifference. The lives of our learned men
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would be much happior, ami their learning
much more useful and ainiahle, if they coulil

bii persuaded tti see things in the same li^rht.

It is more than time, however, to inlroiluce

the reader to the cliaracters in the volumes

before us.

Madame du Dt-fland's correspondence con-

sists of letters from I\Iontes(|uieu, D'Alem-

bert, Henault, D'Ar<rens, Formont, Benistorfl,

Schefler, &c. amon^' the men,—and Mesdames
de Staal, de Choiseul, &c. among the women.
Her own letters, as we have already intimat-

ed, form but a very inconsiderable part of

the collection
;

—
and, as these distinguished

names naturally e.xcile, in persons out of Paris,

more interest than that of any witty mar-

chioness whatsoever, we shall begin with

some specimens of the intimate and private

style of those eminent individuals, who are

already so well known for the value and the

beauty of their public instructions.

Of jhese, the olde.st and the most popularly

known, was IMontesquieu,
—an author who

frequently appears profound when he is only

paradoxical, and seems to have studied with

great success the art of hiding a desultory and
fantastical style of reasoning in imposing
aphorisms, and epigrams of considerable ef-

fect. It is impossible to read the Esprit des

Loixj without feeling that it is the work of an
indolent and very ingenious person, who had
fits of thoughtfulness and ambition

;
and had

meditated the different points which it com-

prehends at long intervals, and then connect-

ed them as he best could, by insinuations,

metaphors, and vague verbal distinctions.

There is but little of him in this collection;
but what there is, is extremely characteristic.

D'Alembert had proposed that he should write

the articles Democracy and Despotism, for the

Encyclopedie ;
to which proposal he answers

with much naivete, as follows :

"
Quant a mon introduction dans I'EncycIope-

die, c'est un bean palais ou je serais bien glorieux
de mettre les pieds ; mais pour Ics deux articles

Democratic et Deapotisme, je ne voiidrais pas pren-
dre ceux-la

; j'ai tire', sur ces articles, de mon cer-

veou tout ce qui y elait. L'eaprit que j'ai est un
moule; on n en tirejamais que les mfmes portraits:
ainsi je ne vous dirais que ce que j'ai dit, et peui-
eire plus nial que je ne I'ai dit. Ainsi, si vous
voulez de moi, laissez a mon esprit le choix de quel-

ques articles
;

et si vous voulez ce choix, ce fera

chez madame du DpfFand avec du marasquin. Le
pere Castel dit qu'il ne pent pas se corriger, parce
qu'en corrigeant son ouvrage, il en fait un autre

;
et

moi je ne puis pas me corriger, parce que je chante

toujours la mcme chose. II me vient dans I'esprit

que je pourrais prendre peut-etre I'article Gout, et

je prouveriii bien que difficile est proprie communia
dicere."—Vol. i. pp. SOi^Bl.

There is likewise another very pleasing let-

ter to M. de Henault, and a gay copy of verses
to Madame de Mirepoix;—but we hasten on
to a personage still more engaging. Of all

the men of genius that ever existed, D'Alem-
bert perhaps is the most amiable and truly

respectable. The great extent and variety of

his learning, his vast attainments and dis-

coveries in the mathematical sciences, and the

beauty and eloquence of his literary composi-
tions, are known to all the world : But the

simplicity and openness of his character—hia

perpetual gentleness and gaiety in society-
the unostentatious independence of his seii/i-

ments and conduct—iiis natural and cheerful

superiority to all feelings of worldly ambition,

jealousy, or envy—and that air of perpetual
youth and unassuming kindness, which made
him so delightful and so happy in the society
of women,—are traits which we scarcely ex-

pect to find in combination with those splendid
qualifications : and compo.se altogether a char-
acter of which we should have been tempted
to question the reality, were we not fortunate

enough to be familiar with its counterpart in

one living individual.*

It is not possible, perhaps, to give a better
idea of the character of D'Alembert, than

merely to state the fact, and the reason of his

having refused to go to Berlin, to preside over
the academy founded there by Frederic. In
answer to a most flattering and urgent appli-
cation from that sovereign, he writes thus to

M. D'Argens.t
" La situation oil je suis seroit peut-etre, mon-

sieur, un n)otif suffisant pour bien d'autres, de re-
noncer a leur pays. Ma fortiuie est au-dessous du
mediocre ; 1700 liv. de rente font tout mon revenu :

eniieremeru independant et niatire de nies volontes,

je n'ai point de famille qui s'y oppose; oublie du
gouvernement connne lant de gens le sont de la

I^rovidence, persecute meme autant qu'on peut
I'etre quand on evite de donner trop d'avantages
sur soi a la mechancete des hommes

; je n'ai aucune
pnrt aux recompenses qui pleuvent ici sur les gens
de letires, avec plus de profusion que de lumieres.

jMalgre tout cela, monsieur, la tranquilliie dont je
jouis est si pariaite et si douce, que je ne puis me
resoudre a liii laire courir le moindre risque."—"
Superieur a la mauvaise fortime, les epreuves de

toute espece que j'ai essuyees dans ce genre, m'ont
endurci a rindiwence et au nialheur, et ne m'ont
laisse de sensibilite que pour ceux qui me ressem-
blent. A force de privations, je me suis accoutume
sans effort a me contentcr du plus etroit nccessaire,
et je serois meme en etat departager mon peu de for-

tiuie avec d'honnetes gens plus pauvres que moi. J'ai

commence, comme les autres hommes, par desirer
les places et les richesses, j'ai fini par y renoncer ab-
solument

;
et de jour en jour je m'en trouve micux.

La vie retiree et assez obscure que je mene est

parfaitement conforme a mon caractere, a mon
amour extreme pour I'indcpendance, et peut-etre
meme a un peu d'cloignement que les evenenicns
de ma vie m'ont inspire pour les hommes. La rc-

Iraite ou le regime que me prescrivent mon etat et

mon goiit m'ont procure lasantc la plus parfaiie et

la plus rgale
—

c'est-a-dire, le premier bien d'un

philosoplie ;
enfin j'ai le bonheur de jouir d'un petit

nombre d'amis, dont le commerce et la confiance
font la consolation et le charme de ma vie. Jugez
maintenanl vous-meme, monsieur, s'il m'est possi-
ble de renoncer a ces avantages, et de changer un
bonheur sur pour une situation toujours incertaine,

quclque brillante qu'elle puisse etre. Je ne doute
nullement des bontcs du roi, et de tout ce qu'il peut

*
It cannot now offend the modesty of any living

reader, if I explain that the person here alluded to

was my excellent and amiable friend, the late Pro-
fessor Playfair.

t 'I'his learned person writes in a very affected

and precieuse style. He ends one of his letters to

D'Alembert with the following eloquent expres-
sion :

—" Ma sante s'eflToiblit tons les jours de plus
en plus ;

et je me dispose a alter faire bii7ilnt met
reverences au pere elernel: mais inndis que je res-

terai dans ce monde je serai le plus zelc de vos ad-

niirateurs."
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faire pour me rendre agreable mon nnuvel ciat

;

inais, inallieureiisement pour moi, toiues les ciixoii-

siances esseniiellos a moii bonlieur ne sont pas en
son pouvoir. Si ma same venoit a s'alierer, cequi
lie seroit que trop a craindre, que devieiidrois-je
niors ? Incnpable de me rendre uiile au roi, je me
vcrrois force a aller finir mes jours loin de lui. et a

reprendre dans ma patrie, ou aiileurs, men ancien

I'tat, qui aiiroii perdu ses premiers charnies. Pcui-
etre menie n'aurois-je plus la consolaiiou de re-

trouver en France les amis que j'y aurois laisses, et

a qui je percerois le ccEur par mon depart. Je vous

avoue, monsieur, que cettc derniere raisoti seule

peut tout sur moi.
" Enfin (et je vous prie d'etre persuade que je ne

cherche point a me parer ici d'une fausse niodcsiie)

je dilute que je fusse aussi propre a cetie place que
>S. M. veut bien le croire. Livre des mon cnlnnce
a des etudes coniinuelles, je n'ai que daiis la liioorie

la connoissance des hommes, qui est si neccssaire

dans la p atique quand on a affaire a eux. La tran-

quilliie, et, si je I'ose dire, Voisivele du caliinel,

m'ont rendu absolument incapable des details aux-

quels le chef d'un corps doit se livrer. D'ailleurs,

dans les diflerens objets dont 1' Academic s'occupe,
il en est qui me sont entieremeni inconnus, conime
la chimie, I'liistoire naturelle, et pKisieurs aulres.

stir lesquels par consequent je ne pourrois eire aussi

utile que je le desirerois. Enfin une place aussi

brillante que celle dont le roi veut m'honorer, oblige
a une sorte de representation tout-a-fait cloignce
du train de vie que j'ai pris jusqu'ici; elle engage
a un gr;;nd nomhre de devoirs: et les devoirs sont

les entraves d' un hornme libre.'
'—Vol. ii. pp.73

—78.

This ^Tho]e transaction Avas kept quite se-

cret for many months
;
and. when it began to

take
air, he speaks of it to Madame du Def-

fand, in the following natural manner.

"Apres tout, que cela se repande ou ne se re-

pande pas, je n'en suis ni fache ni bien-aise. Je

garderai auroi de Prusse son secret, meme lorsqu'il
ne I'exifre plus, et vous verrez aisement que mes
lettres ii'ont pas etc faties pour etre vues du minis-

lere de France ; je stiis bien resolu de ne lui pas
demander plus de graces qu'aiix ministresdu roi de

Congo; et je me contenterai que la posti'riie lise

sur mon tombeau
; il fiit eslimt des honneles fretis,

et est mort pativre. farce qib il I'a hien voulii. Voilii,

madame, de quelle maniere je pense. Je ne veux
braver ni aussi flatter les gens qui m'ont fait du mal,
ou qui sont dans la disposition de m'en faire ; mais je
me conduirai de maniere que je lea reduirai seule-

nienl a ne me pas faire du bien."—Vol. ii. pp. 33, 34.

Upon publishing his Melanges, he was
furiously attacked by a variety of acrimonious
writers

;
and all his revenge was to retire to

his geometry, and to write such letters as the

following to Madame du DefTand.
" Me voila claqueniure pour long-temps, et vrai-

Bemblablement pour toujours, dans ma trisie. mais
tres-clii-re et trcs-paisible Geometrie ! Je suis fort

content de trouver un pretexie pour ne plus rien

faire, dans le dechatnement que mon livre a excite
centre moi. Je n'ai pourtant ni aitacjue persoime,
ni meme designe qui que ce soit, plus que n'a fail

I'auieur du Mechant, et vingt auires. centre lesquels
personne ne s'est dcchame. Mais il n'y a qu'lieur
et niaiheur. Je n'ai besoin ni de I'nmitie de tons
ces gens-la. puisqiie assiirement je ne veux rien

leur demander, ni de Icur estime, puisque j'ai bien
resolu de ne jamais vivre avec eu.x : aussi je les rneis
a pis faire.

"Adieu, Madame; halez votre retour. Que ne
savez-vous de la geometrie ! qu'avec elle on se

passe de bien des clioses!"— Vol. i. pp. 104, 105.
"

?.Ion ouvrage esl public ; il s'est un peu vendu ;

les frais de I'impression sont reiires ; lea eloges,
les critiques et I'argent viendront quand ils vou-
dront."—" Je n'ai encore rien touche. Je vous man-

13

derai ce que je gagnerai : il n'y a pas d'ap; nrence

que cela se monte lorl haut ;
il n'y a p;is d'appa-

rence non plus que je continue a travailler dans ce

genre. Jeftrai de la giomelrie, et je lirui Tacit e !

II me semlile qu'ou a grande envie que je me laise.

el en veriie je ne demande pas micux. Quand ma
petite fortune ng sufbra plus a ma subsistence, je
me retirerai dans quclque endroii oii je puisse vivre

el mourir a bon marchc. Adieu, Madame. Es-
timez, comme moi, les hommes ce qu'ils valent, et

il ne vous manquera rien pour etre heureu^e. On
dif Voltaire raccommode avec le roi de Prusse, et

Maupertuis retombe. Ma foi, les hommes sont
bien loux, a commencer par les sages."-

—Vol. ii.

pp. 50, 51.
" Eh bien ! vous ne voulez done pas, ni P'ormont

non plus, que je me claqueniure dans ma geome-
trie ? J 'en suis pourtant bien leiiie. Si voussaviez
cotnbien eeite seomcirie est une retraiie douce a la

pares.se ! et puis les sots ne vous lisent point, et par
consequent ne vous blament ni ne vous loucnt : et

comptcz-vous cet avantage-la pour rien ? En tout

cas, j'ai de la geometrie pour un an, tout au moins.
A\\ ! que je fais a present de belles choses que per-
sonne ne lira !

"J'ai bien quelques morccaux de litierature a

trailer, qui seroieni peut-eire assez agreable? ; mais
je chasse tout celade ma tcie, comme mauvais train.

La geometrie est ma femme, et je me suis remis en

menage.
"Avec cela, j'ai plus d'argent devant moi que

je n'en puis depenser. Ma foi, on est bien fou de
se tant lourmenter pour des choses qui ne rcndent

pas plus heureux: on abienplulot fait de dire: Ne
pourrois-je pas me passer de cela ? Et c'esi la recette

dont j'use depuis long-temps."
—Vol. ii. pp.52, 53.

With all this softness and carelessness of

character, notliit^g could be more firm and
inflexible Avhen truth and justice Avere in

question. The President Heiiault was the

oldest and first favourite of JNIadame du Def-
fand

; and, at the time of publishing the En-

c3-clop£Edia, jNIadame du Deffand had more

power over D'Alembert than any other person.
She wished very much that something flatter-

ing should be said of her favourite in the In-

troductory Discourse, which look a review of

the progress of the arts and sciences; but
D'Alembert resisted, with heroic courage, all

the entreaties that Avere addressed to him on
this subject. The following may serve as

specimens of the tone which he maintained
on the occasion.

" Je suis devenu cent fois plus amoureux de la

reiraite et de la solitude, que je ne I'ciois quand
vous avez quiiie Paris. Je dine et soupe chez moi
tous les jours, ou presque tous les jours, et je me
trouve tres-bien de cette maniere de vivre. Je vous
verrai done quand vous n'aurez personne, el aux
heiires on je pourrai esperer de vous .rouver seule:
dans d'auircs temps, j'y rencontrerois votre presi-
dent, qui m'embarrasseroii, parce qu'il eroiroit avoir
des reproehes a me faire, que je ne crois point en
meriler, et que je ne veux pas clre dans le casde le

dcsobliger, en me jusiifianl aiipres de lui. Ce que
vous me demandez pour lui est impossible, et je

puis vous assurer qu'il est bien impossible, puisque
je ne fais pas cela pour vous. En premier lieu, le

Di.=cours prcliminaire est imprimc, il y a plus de six

semaines : ainsi je ne pourrois pas I'y iourrcr au-

jourd'hui, meme quand je le voudrois. En second

lieu,p(ri?ez-vous de bonne foi, madame, que dans
un ouvrage desiine a celebrer les grands genics de
la nation et les ouvrages qui ont veritablement coii-

tribue aux progres des lettres et des sciences, je
doive parler de I'Abrege chronologiqnc ? C'est
un ouvrase utile, j'en conviens, et asse7 commode;
mais voila tout en verite: c'est la ce q:!p les gens
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de leiires on pcnscnl, c'csl la ce qii'on en dira qunnd
le prrsidciil IIP sera plus: el qiinnd jo ne scriii plus

nioi, j(; suis juloiix <pron ne nio repiDclie pas
d'avoir (loniie d'elogcs cxccs^ifs a. pcrsonne."

—
Vol. li. pp. 3.'>. 36.

^"
J'ai line coii('es.sii>n u voiis faire : j'ai parlc di;

lui dans rKiicyclopedie, noii p.is a Cliroiwlu^ie, car

cela I'Si pour Newton, Peiau et Scaliger, inais a

C/iro^ioloffii/iir. J'y dis que nous avon-s, en noire

langue, plii.sienrs bous abreuit'.s clironologicpie.s : le

sieii, uii auire qui vaui pour le nioins auiunt, et un

truisiiMie
ijui

vaui niieux. Cela n'esl pas dit si

crumi'iii, ainsi ne vous laoliez p;is. II trouvera la

louansje Lien mince, suriout la partagcant avec

d'awtres; rnais Dieu et vous, et meine vous loute

senlr, lie ine leroieut pas changer de lantjage."
—

"
II (era sur rAcatleniie tout ce qui lui plaira j ma

conduiie prouve que je ne desire point d'en eire, et

en vrriie je le semis sins lui, si j'en avois bien

envie ; niais le plaisir de dire la vcrile librement

quniid on
n'ouirage

ni ii'atiaqne pcrsonne, vaut

mieii.x que touios Ics Acad(^mies du nionde, di puis
la Fraii§ I'se, jusqu'ricelle de Du'iasi."—"

Pub^que
je suis deja d'une Acadetnie, c'est un petit agrc-
ment de plus q\ie d'cire desautres; maissi j'avois
mon e.\i)erience, et quinze ans de inoins. je vous

reponds <iue je ne serois d'aucune."—Vol. ii. pp.
56—(il.

We may now take a peep at the female

correspoiideiils,
—in the first rank of whom

we must place INIadanie de Staal, so well

known to most of our readers by her charm-

injT Memoirs. This lady was attached to the

court of the Duche.ss of Maine; and her let-

ters, independent of tht^ wit and penetration

they display, are exceedingly interesting, from
the near and humiliating view they aflbrd of

the miserable ennui, the selfij^hness and paltry

jealousies which brood in the atmosphere of

a court,—and abundantly avenge the lowly
for the outward superiority that is assumed

by its inhabitants. There are few things more

instructive, or more compassionable, than the

picture which Madame de Staal has drawn, in

the following passages, of her poor princess

draij-ging herself about in the rain and the

burnmg sun, in the vain hope of escaping from
the load of her own inanity,

—
seeking relief,

m the multitude of her visitors, from the sad

vacuity of friendship and animation around

her,
—and poorly trying to revenge herself for

her own uidiappiness, by making every body
uear her uncomfortable.

"
.Te lus avaiit-hier votre lettre, ma reine, a S. A.

Elle eiaii dans un acces de frayeurdu tonnerre, qui
ne fit pris valoir vos galanteries. .I'aurai soin une
autre iois de ne vous pas e.xposer a Torage. Nous
nageons ces jours passes dans lajoie; nousnaireous
a present dans la pluie. Nos idces, devenues douces
et ni:rna!)les, vont rcpreiulie touto leur noirceur.
Pardessuscela est arrive, depnisden.x jours, a notre

prinresse un rbumc, avec do la fievre : ce nonoh-
Blant ft nialgrc le temps diaboiique, la promenade
va

louj'.ui^s
son train. II seml)le que la Providence

prennc soin de construire pour les princes des corps
a I'usage de leurs fantaisies, sans quoi ils ne pour-
raient aifraperage d'homme."— Vol i. pp. 161, 162.

" En dcpii d'un troisieme nrage plus violent que
les deux prccedens, nons anivons d'une chasse :

nous avons essuye la bordee au beau milieu de la

forct. .I'espcrais eviter comme a I'ordinaire ceiie

belle panic ;
mais on a admiiement tire parti des rai-

sons que j'avais allptrnces p^iur m'en dispenser; ce

qui ni'a mis liors d'etat de reculcr. (Test dotnmase
qu'un art .«i ingeiiietix soit employe a dcsoler les

gens
"—Vol. i. p. 164.

" Je suis trcslachee que vous manquiezd'amuse-

mons: c'est un niedieamenl necessaire a la sant^ ,

noire princesse le pense bien ; car eiant veritable-

inein nialade, elle va sans fin, sans cesse, quelqu«>

temps (pi'il fasse."— Vol. i. p. 168.
" Nous (aisons, nous discus toiijours les niemei

clioses : les promenades, les observations sur lo

vent, le cavagnole, les remarques sur la perie et le

gain, les mesures |)our tenir les portes fernieis quel-

que chaud qu'il fasse, la desolation de ce qu'on ap-

pclle les c't(jufri's, au nombre desqiiels je suis, e

dont vous n'etes i)as. qualite qui redouble le desi

de voire societc."—Vol. i. p. 197.
" Rien n'est egal a la surprise et au chagrin ci

Ton est, ma reine. d'avoir appris que vous avcz ete

cliez .Madame la Ducliesse de Modeue. Un amant
bien |)assionne et bien jalou.x snpportc plus Iran-

quilleinent les demarches les plus suspectes, qu'on
n'cndure celle-ci de votre part.

' Vous allez vous
devouer la, abandonner tout le resie ;

voila a quoi
on etoit reserve: c'est une desiinee bien cruelle !'

&.C. J'ai dit ce qu'il y avait a dire pour ramener
le calme ; on n'a voulu rien entendre. Quoique je
ne doive plus m'etonner, cette scene a encore irouve

moyen de me surprendre. Venez, je vous conjure,
ma reine, nous rassnrer centre cette alarme : ne
loiiez piiint la pcrsonne doni il s'agit, et suriout ne

parlf'z pis do son afl^liction ; car cela seraitpris pour
nil rcproche."

—Vol. ii. pp. 22, 23.

All this is miserable: but such are the

necessary consequences of being bred up
among flatterers and dependants. A prince
has more chance to escape this heartlessness

and insignificance; because he has high and
active duties to discharge, which necessarily

occupy his time, and e.xercise his unJerstand-

ijig; but the education of a princess is a work
of as great dilficultj' as it may come to be of

importance. We must make another extract

or two fi'om Madame de Staal, before taking
leave of her.

" Madame du Chaielet et Voltaire, qui s'etaicnt

annonces pour aiijourd'hui et qu'on avail pcrdiisde
vue, parurent hier, sur le minnit, conime deux

spectres, avec une odenr de corps embaunies qu'ils
semblaient avoir apportee de leurs tonil)eaux. On
snriait de table. C'elaient pourtant des spectres
affumes: il leur fallut un souper, et qui plus est, des

liis, qui n'c'taient pas prepares. La concierge, dejri

conchee, se leva a grande hate. Gaya, qui avait

ofiiert son logement pour les cas pressans, Int force

de le ceder dans celui-ci, demenagea avec autant

de precipitation et de deplaisir qu'nne arniee sur-

prise dans son camp, laissant une i)ariie de son

baonge au pouvoir de rcnnemi. Voltaire s'est

bien trouve du gite: cela n'a point du tout console

Ciaya. Pour la dame, .son lit ne s'est pas trouve
bien fait : il a (allu la deloger aiijourd'hui, Notez

que ce lit elle Tavait I'ait elle-meine, fame de gens,
et avait trouve un defaut de . . . . dans les niatelas,

ce qui, jft crois, a pins blesse son esprit exact que
son corps peu delicat."—"Nos revenans ne se

montrent point de jour, ils apparnrent hier a di.x

hemes du soir : je ne pense pas qu'on les voie guere
plus tot aiijourd'hui; I'un est a decrire de hauta

fails, Tauire a commenler Newton ; ils ne veulent

ni joiur ni se promener: ce sont bien des non-va-

leiirsdans une socieie, ou leurs doctes ecrits ne sont

d'aucun rapport."
—" Madame du Chaielet est

d'hier a son troisirme logement : elle ne pouvait

plus supporter celui qu'elle avait choisi ; il y avait

du bruit, de la f'umee sans feu (il me semble que
c'est son embleme). Le bruit, ce n'est pas la nuit

qu'il I'incommode, a ce qu'elle m'a dit, mais le

jour, ail fort de son travail: cela derange ses idees.

F.lle fait acinellement la revue de ses principes !

c'est nil exercice qu'elle rcitero chaqiie nnnee, sans

quoi ils ponrraient s'echapper, et peiii-cire s'en allei

si loin qu elle n'en retrouveraii pas un seiil. Je
crois bien que sa tele est pour eux f.ne niaison do
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forcb, et non pas le lieu de leur naissance : c'est !e

cas dfe vt'iller soiirneusemeiit a leiir garde. li^Ue

preterc le boti air de ceile occupation a lout atTUi!>e-

rdent, et persisie a ne se niotitierqu'a la unit close.

Voltaire a fait des vers galan--, qui reparent un peu
le mauvais cffjt de leur conduite iiiusitee."—Vol. i.

pp. ITS, 179. 182. 185, 186.

After all this experience of the follies of the

great and the learned, this lively little woman
concludes in the true tone of French practical

philosophy.
" O ma reine ! que les hoinmes et leurs femellcs

sont de plaisans aniniau.x ! Je ris de leurs manoeu-

vres, le jour que j'ai bien dormi ; quand le soni-

meil me manque, je suis prele a les assommcr.
Cetie varieie de mes dispositions me fait voir que
je ne degcnere pas de nion espece. Moqupns-iions
des autres, et qu'ils se moqnent de nous; c'est

bien fait de loute part !"—Vol. i. p. 181.

Among the lady writers in thete volumes,
we do not know if there be any entitled to

take precedence of la Duchesse de Choiseul,
who writes thus learnedly on the subject of

eiumi to Madame du Deffand.

"Savez-vous pourquoi vous vous ennuyez tant,

ma cliere enfant ? C'est justetnent par la peine
que vous prenez d'evker, de prevoir, de comhallre
reitnui. Vivez au jour la journee ; prenez le temps
cu'iirne il vient ; profitez de tous les momeii.s, ei

avoc cela vous verrez que vous ne vous ennuii-rez

pas : si les circoiistances vous sont coniraires, cedez
au torrent et ne pretendez pas y register."—

" Je m'aper9ois, ma chore enfant, que je vous
dis des choses bien communes; mais accouiuniez-
vous a les supporter, 1°, parce que je ne suis pas
en eiai de vous en dire d'autres ; 2°, parce qu'en
morale elles sont toujours les plus vraies, parre

qu'elles tiennent a la nature. Apres avoir liieu

e.xerce son esprit, le phi'osophe le plus eclaire sera

oblige d'en revenir, a c-t e^'ard, a I'a.xiiune du pUn
graiid sot, de ineme qu'il paitage avec lui Fair qu'il

respire."
—"Les prejugt'S se multiplient, les arts

s'accroissent, les seienees s'approfondi-sent : mais
la morale est tmijours la me ne, parce que la nature

ne change pas ;
elle est touj'jurs reduite a ces deux

points: e re juste pour e re bon, etre sage pour
etre heureu.x Sali, poete Pers.m, d.i que la ga-

eefse est de jouir, la bonle de faire jouir : j'y ajouie
la justice."

—
•

II y a trois choses dont vous diies que les fem-
mes ne conviennent jamai.^: I'une d'entre elles est

de s'ennuyer. Je n'en conviens pas non plus ici :

malere vos soap5ons, je \o\-. mes ouvriers, je crois

coiiduire leurs ouvrages. A ma toilette, j'ai cetto

peiiie Cor 'ie qui est laile, maisfraiihe comme une

jieclie, fo!le comme un jeuiie chien
; qui cliante,

qui rit, qui joue du c'avecin, qui daiise, qui sauie

au lieu de marcher, qui ne sait ce qu'elle fait, et

fait tout avec grace, qui nesait ce qu'elle dit, et dit

tout avec esprit, et surtout une n.i'iveie charmanie.
La nuit je dors, le jour je reve, et ces plai.sirs si

dou.x, si passils, si beies, sont preciseineni ceux qui
me convienneiit le mieux."—Vol. ii. pp. 13-4. 13.5.

Tt is time now that we should come to

Madame du Deffand herself:—the wittiest, the

most seliish, and the most ennuye of the whole

party. Her wit, to be sure, is ver}' enviable
and very entertaining; but it is really con-

solatory to common mortals, to find how little

it could amuse its possessor. This did not

proceed in her, however, from the fastidious-

ness which is sometimes supposed to arise

from a long familiarity with excellence, so

much as from a long habit of selfishness, or

rather from a radical want of heart or affec-

tion. La Harpe says of her, "Qu'il etoit dif-

ficile d'avoir moins de sensibilite, et plus

d'egoisme." With all /his, she was greatly

given to gallantry in hot youth ; though her

attachments, it would seem, were of a kind
not very likely to interfere with her peace of

mind. The very evening her first lover died,
after an intimacy of twenty years, La Harpe
assures us, "Qu'elle vint souper en grande
compagnie chez Madame de Marchais, oii

j'etais; et on lui parla de la perte qu'elle ve-

nait de faire. Helas ! il est mort ce soir a six

hcures ; sans cela, vous ne me verricz pas ici.

Ce furent ses propres paroles ;
et elle soupa

comme a son ordinaire, c'est-a-dire fort bienj
car elle etait tres-gourmande." (Pref. p. xvi.)
She is also recorded to have frequently de-

clared, that she could never bring herself to

love any thing,
—

though, in order to take

every possible chance, she had several times

attempted to become devote—with no great
success. This, we have no doubt, is the

secret of her ennui ; and a fine example it is

of the utter worthlessness of all talent, ac-

compli-shment, and glory, when disconnected
from those feelings of kindness and generosity,
which are of themselves suflicient for happi-
ness. Madame du Deffand, however, must
have been delightful to those who sought only
for amusement. Her tone is admirable

;
her

wit flowing and natural
;
and though a little

given to detraction, and not a little importu-
nate and cxigcante towards those on whose

complaisance she had claims, there is always
an air of politeness in her raillery, and of

knowledge of the world in her murmurs, that

prevents them from being either wearisome
or offensive.

Almost all the letters of her writing which
are published in these volumes, seem to have
been written in the month of July 1742,
when she spent a few weeks at the waters of

Forges, and wrote almost daily to the Presi-

dent Henault at Paris. This close corres-

pondence of theirs fills one of these volumes;
and, considering the rapidity and carelessness

with which both parties must have written,
must give, we should think, a very correct,
and certainly a very favourable idea of the

style of their ordinary conversation. We
shall give a few extracts very much at ran-

dom. She had made the journey along with

a Madame de Pequigni, of whom she gives
the following account.

" Mais venons a un article hien plus interrssant,
c'est ma compagne. O mon Dieu ! qu'elle me
deplan ! Elle est radicaleinent folic ;

elle ne con-
noil point d'heiire pour ses repas ;

elle a dejeune a
(lisors a huit heures du maiin, avec du veau Iroid ;

a Cournay, elle a mange du [lain irempo dans le

pot, pour nnurrir un Limousin, ensuite un morceau
de brioche, et puis irois assez srands biscuits. Notia

arrivmis, il n'est qu'' deu.x heures et demie, et cllo

vent du riz et une capiloiadt' ;
elle mange tomme

un singe; ses mains resseniblent a leurs pattes; elle

ne cesse de bavarder. Sa pretention est d'avoir de

I'imagination, et de voir toutcs choses sous de.s laces

singidieres, et comme la nouveaute des idees lui

manque, elle y supplee par la hizarrerie de I'ex-

pression, sous pretexte qu'elle est naturelle. Elle
me declare toutes ses fantaisies, en m'assurant

qu'elle ne veut que ce qui me convicnt ;
mais ja

crains d'etre force a etre sa complaisante; cepen-
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dant je comptc bion que ccla ne s'oiendra pas sur

ce qui intpre^sern inoii i^^iinc. Ellc conipioit loiil

a I lieiiro 8't>i:il)lir (iatis ma chainliro pour y laire

see rcpns, mnis jf lui ni liii (jue j'allois ccrire : je

I'ni price df liiirc dire a .Madame l^aroclie Ics lieures

ou elle vouliiii mniii,'er ei I'c (|u'clle voudroil man-

(jer, el ou ellt- vouloit iiiansjiT ; et que, pour moi,

je compiois nvoir la meme liberie : en consequence

je man^eiai du riz ei uii poulct a Imit heuies du

soir."—Vol. ii. pp. 191, 192.

After a few (lays .she returns again to this

unl'ortunute companion.
" La Pequigni n'est d'nucune ressource, et son

esprit est comme I'espace : il y a eiendue, profon-

deur, el pein-eire touies les auires dimensions que

je ne saurnis dire, parce que je ne les sais pas;
mais cela n'est que du vide pour I'usage. Elle

a loui senii, lout jugo, tout eprouvo, lout choisi,

tout rejeic ;
elle est, dii-ellc, d'une difliculie sin-

gulioro
en compagnie, et cependaiit elle est touie

fa journee avec toutes nos peiiles madames a

jaboter comme une pic. Mais ce n'est pas ce|a

qui me deplait en elle : cela m'est commode des

aujourd'hui, et cela me sera tres agreable siioi

que Formont sera arrive. Ce qui m'cst insup-

portable, c'est le diner; elle a I'air d'uof tolle

en mangeant ;
elle depi^ce une poularde dans le

plat ou on la sert, ensuiie elle la met dans un autre,

se fait rapporter du bnuillon pour metire dessus,

tout semblahle a cclui qii'elle rend, et puis elle

prend un liaut d'aile, ensuite le corps dont elle ne

mange que la moitie
;

et puis elle ne veut pas que
Ton leiourne le veau pour conper un os, de peur

qu'on n'amollisse la peau ;
elle coupe un os avec

toute la peine possible, elle le ronge a demi, puis
retourne a sa poularde ; apres elle pule tout le

dessus du veau, ensuiie e!le revient a ronger sa

poularde : cela dure deux heures. Elle a sur son

assiette des morceaiix d'os rongees, du peaux su-

cees, et pendant ce temps, ou je m'ennuie, a la

mort, ou je inange plus qu'il ne faudiait. C'est

une curiosiie de kti voir manger un biscuit; cela

dure une demi-Iieure, et le total, c'est qu'elle

mange comrne un loup: il est vrai qu'elle fait un
exercice enrage. Je suis f&.fhee que vous ayez de

commun avec elle I'impossibilite de resier une
minute en repos."

—Vol. iii. pp. 39—41.

The rest of her rompany do not come any
better off. The lady she praises most, seems
to come near to the English character.

" Madame de Bancour a trente ans; elle n'est

pas vilaine
;

elle est tres douce et tres polie, et ce
n'est pas sa faute de n'elre pas plus amusante

;

c'est fauie d'avoir rien vu : car elle a du bon sens,
n'a nuUe preieniion, et est fort naturelle ; son ton

de voix est doux, na'if et mcme un pen niais, dans
le goiit de Jelioi

; si elle avail vecu dans le monde,
elle serait aimable : je lui fais conter sa vie

;
elle

est occupee de ses devoirs, sans ausierite ni osten-
tation ; si elle ne m'ennuyait pas, elle me plairait
assez."—Vol. iii. p. 26.

The following are some of her wailings
over her banishment.
"

II me prend des etonnemena funestes d'etre ici :

c'est comme la pensee de la mort
;

si je ne m'en
distrayais, j'en niourrais recllpnient. Vous ne sau-
riez vous figurcr la iristesse de ce sejour ; mais si

fait, puisque vous eies a Plombieres: mais non ;

c'est que ce n'est point le lieu, c'est la compagnie
dont il est impossible de faire aucun usage. Heu-
reusement depuis que je suis ici, j'ai un certain
hebetement qui fcrait que je n'entendrais pasle plus
oetit raisonnement : je vegete."

—" Je ne crois

pas qu'aucun remede puisse cire bon lorsqu'on
fc'ennuie autant que je fais: ce n'est pas que je

Bupporie mon mal paiiemment ; mais jamais je ne
suis bien-aise, et ce n'est que parce que je vegete
que je suis tranquille : quand dix heures arrivent je

suis rnvie, je vois la fin &c la journee avec atlices.

Si je n'avais pas mon lit et mon lauteuil, je seraia

cent fois plus nialhcureu.se."— Vol. iii. pp. 96—98.

The following, though short, is a good spec-
imen of the tone in which she treats her

lover.
" Je crois que vous me regrettez, c'esf-ii-dire,

que vous pensez beaucoup a moi. Maia (comme
de raison) vous vous diveriissez ibrt bien : vous etes

comme les quiciistes, vous Jailes tout en moi, pour
moi et par moi ; mais le iait est que vous laites tout

sans moi ei que vos journees se passent gaiement,

que vous jouissez d'une certaine liberie qui vous

plait, et vous eies fort aise que pendant ce lemps-la

je travaille a me bien porier. Mcs iiuils ne sont

pas irop bonnes, el je crois que c'est que je mange
un peu irop: bier je me suis retranche le beeul, au-

jourd'hui je compie reformer la quaniitc de pain."—" N'allez point vous corriger sur rien, j'ainie que
vous me parliez ormonux, ruisscaux, moineaux, etc.,

et ce m'est une occasion trcs-agreable de vous don-

ner des demeniis, de vous conlondre, de vous
Jour-

menler, c'esi je crois ce qui contril>ue le plus a me
faire passer mes eaux."— Vol. iii. pp. 126, 127. 129.

We have scarcely left ourselves room to

give any of the gentleman's part of this cor-

respondence. It is very pleasingly and gaily
sustained by him,—though he deals mostly in

the tittle-tattle of Paris, and appears a little

vain of his own currency and distinction. We
extract the following paragraphs, just as they
turn up to us.

" Je ne crois pas que I'on puisse cire heureux en

province quand on a passe sa vie a Paris ; mais
heureux qui n'a jamais connu Paris, et qui n'ajouie

pas necessairement a cetie vie les maux chinic-

riques, quisoni les plus grands! caroi peut guerir un

seigneur qui gemit de ce qu'il a etc grele, en lui

faisani voir qu'il se trompe, et que sa vigne est cou-

verte de raisin ;
mais la grele metaphysique ne peut

eire combattue. La naiure, ou la providence n'est

pas si injuste qu'on le veut dire
; n'y meltons rien

du notre, et nous serons moins a plaindre ;
et puis

regardons le teriiie qui approche, le nnarieau qui va

frapper I'heurc, et pensons que tout cela va dis-

paraiire." Ah ! I'inconcevable Pont de Vevle ! il vient de
donner une parade choz M. le due d' Orleans: ceitc

scene que vous connaissez du vcndeur d'orvietan.

Au lieu du Forcalquier, c'eiait le peiit GaiifTin qui
faisait le Giles; et Pont de Veyle a disiribue au
moins deux cents hoiies avec un couplet pour tout

le monde: il est plus jeune que quand vous I'avez

vu la premiere fois ; il s^amuse de toul ; n'nime rien;
et n'a conserve de la memoire de la detunte que la

haine pour la musique fran5aise."
—Vol. i. pp.

110, 111.

At the end of the letters, there are placed
a variety of portraits, or characters of the most

distinguished persons in Madame du Def-

fand's societ)^ written by each other—some-
times with great freedom, and sometimes
with much flattery

—but almost always with
wit and penetration. We give the following

by Madame du DefTand as a specimen,

chiefly because it is shorter than most of the

others.
" Madame la Duchesse d'Aiguillon a la bouche

enfonce, le nez de travers. le regard fol et haidi,—
et malgre cela elle est belle. L'eclat de son teint

I'emporte sur I'irregulariie de ces traits.
" Sa laille est grossicre, sa gorge, scs bras soni

enormes
; cependant elle n'a point I'air pesant ni

epais : la force supplee en elle a la legerete." Son esprit a beaucoup de rapport a sa fig jre : il

est pour ainsi dire aussi mal aessine que son visage
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et aussi eclatant : I'abondance, I'aciivi.e, rimpeiu-
osite en sont les qualites dominantes. Sans gout,
sans grace, et sans justesse, elle oiomie, die sur-

preiid, inais elle ne plait ni n'iiiteresse.
" On pouirait comparer Madame la Duchesse

d' Aigiiillon a ces statues faites pour le cintre, et qui

paraisseiit moiistrueuses e'laiit dans le parvis. Sa

figure ni son esprit ne veulent point etre vus ni ex-

amines de trop pres ;
une ceriaine distance est neces-

saire a. sa beauie : des juges peu eelaires et pen
dclicats sonl les seuls qui puissent etre favorables a

son esprit." Seinblable a la trompette du jugement, elle est

faite pour resusciter les morts; ce sont les iinpuis-

fians qui doivent I'aiiner, ce sont les sourdsqui doi-

veiit lentendre."—Vol. iii. pp. 154—156.

There are three characters of Madame du

Deffaiid herself, all very flattering. That by
the President Ilenault is the least so. It ends

as follows.

"
Cependant, pour ne pas niarqner trop de pre-

veniiun et ohtenir plus de croyance, j'ajonterai que
I'age, sans lui oter ses lalens, I'avait rendue ja-

iouse et mefiante, cedant a ses premiers niouve-

meiis. maladroite pour conduire les liointnes dont

elle disposait naturellement ; enfin de I'hunieur

inegale, injuste, ne cessant d'etre ainiable qu'aux

yeux des personnes auxquelles il lui importnit de

plaire, et, pour finir, la personne par laquelle j'ai

ete le plus heureux et le plus malheureux, parce

qu'elle est ce que j'ai leplus aime."—Vol. iii. p. 188.

He is infinitel}^ more partial to a Madame
de Flamarens, whose character he begins
with great elegance as follows.

" Madame de Flamarens a le visage le plus
touchant et le plus modeste qui fut jamais ;

c'est un

genre de beauic que la nature n'a attrape qu'une
fois : il y a dans ses traits quelque chose de rare et

de mysterieux. qui aurait fait dire, dans les temps
fabuleux, qu'une immortelle, sous cette forme, ne

s'ciait pas assez deguisee!"
—Vol. iii. p. 196.

We take our leave now of these volumes:

and of the brilliant circle and brilliant days
of Madame du DefTand. Such a society pro-

bably never will exist again in the world :
—

nor can we say we are very sorry for it.

It was not very moral, we are afraid
;
and we

have seen, that the most distinguished mem-
bers of it were not very happy. When we

say that it must have been in the highest de-

gree delightful to those who sought only for

amusement, we wish it to be understood, not

only that amusement does not constitute hap-

piness, but that it can afford very little plea-
sure to those M-ho have not other sources of

happiness. The great extent of the accom-

plii^hed society of Paris, and the familiarity
of its intercourse, seems to have gradually
brought almost all its members to spend their

wl.oie lives in public. They had no notion,

therefore, of domestic enjoyments; and their

affections being dissipated among so many
competitors, and distracted by such an inces-

sant variety of small occupations, came natur-

ally to be weakened and exhausted
;
and a

certain heartless gaiety to be extended indis-

criminately to the follies and the misfortunes

of thpir associates. Bating some little fits of

gallantrv, therefore, there could be no dcvo-

tedness of attachment ; and no profound sym-
pathy for the sufferings of the most intimate

friends. Every thing, we find accordingly,
was made a subject for epigrams; and those

who did not make jests at their friends' ca-

lamities, were glad, at any rate, to forget them
in the society of those who did. When we
recollect, too, that the desertion of all the high
duties of patriots and statesmen, and the in-

sulting and systematic degiadation of the great

body of the people were necessary condition.s

of the excellence of this society, we cannot

hesitate in saying, that its brilliancy was
maintained at far too great a cost, and that

the fuel which was wasted in its support,
would have been infinitely better applied in

diffusing a gentler light, and a more genial

heat, through the private dwellings of the

land.

We have occupied ourselves so long with

Madame du Deffand and her associates, that

we can afford but a small portion of our atten-

tion for Mademoiselle de Lespinasse. Avery
extraordinary person we will allow her to have

been
;
and a most extraordinary publication

she has left us to consider. On a former oc-

casion, we took some notice of the account

which Marmontel had given of her chaiacter

and conduct, and expressed our surprise that

any one, who had acted the unprincipled and
selfish part w hich he imputes to her, should

be thought worthy, either of the admiration

he expresses, or of the friendship and patron-

age of so many distinguished characters, or

of the devoted attachment of such a man as

D'Alembert. After reading these letters, we
see much reason to doubt of the accuracy of

Marmontel's representation ; but, at the same

time, find great difliculty in settling our own

opinion of the author. !^Iarmontel describes

her as having first made a vain attempt ujioa

the heart of M. de Guibert, the celebrated

author of the Tactics,
—and then endeavoured

to indemnify herself by making a conquest of

M. de Mora, the son of the Spanish ambassa-

dor, upon whose death she is stated to have

died of mortification
; and, in both cases, she

is represented as having been actuated more

by a selfish and paltry ambition, than by any
feeling of affection. The dates, and the tenor

of the letters before us, enable us to detect

many inaccuracies in this statement; while

they throw us into new perplexity as to the

true characler of the writer. They begin in

1773, after M. de Mora had been recalled to

Spain by his relations, and when her whole

soul seems to be occupied with anguish for

this separation; and they are all addressed to

M. de Guiberl, who had then recently recom-

mended himself to her, by the tender interest

he took in her affliction. From the very be-

ginning, however, there is more of love in

them, than we can well reconcile with the

subsistence of her first engrossing passion;

and, long before the death of M. Mora, she

expresses the most vehement, unequivocal,
and passionate attachment to M. Guibert.

Sometimes she has fits of remorse for thisj

but, for the most part, she seems quite uiicon-

scious, either of inconsistency or impropriety;
and ]\T. Guibert is, in the same letter, ad-

dressed in terms of the most passionate ado-

ration, and made the confident of her un-
,

speakable, devoted, and unalterable love for

I 2
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M. Mora. Soshf»frooson,
—most fuiiouslyaiu]

oulnigt'ously in lovo with llicrn botli at the

Kime time,—till the death of M. INIoia, in

1774. This event, however, makes no dilier-

ence in her feeliag;? or expressions; she con-

tinues to love his memory, just as ardently as

his living successor in her aliectioii
;
and her

letters are divided, as before, between ex-

pressions of heart-rending grief and unbounded

attachment—between her bcsoin de mourir for

M. Mora, and her delight in living for M.
Guibert. There are still more hiexplicable

things in those letters. None of Guibert's

letters are given,
—so that we cannot see how

he responded to all these raptures; but, from

the very first, or almost from the first, she

complains bitterly of his coldness and dissipa-

tion
;
laments that he has a heart incapable

of tenderness; and that he feels nothing but

gratitude or compassion for a being whom he

had fascinated, exalted, and possessed with

the most ardent and unbounded passion. We
cannot say that we see any clear traces of her

ever having hoped, or even wished that he

should marry her. On the contrary, she re-

commends several wives to him
;
and at last

he takes one, with her approbation and con-

sent, while the correspondence goes on in the

same tone as before. The vehemence and
excess of her passion continue to the last of

the letters here published, wliich come down
to within a few weeks of her death, in 1776.

The account which we have here given ap-

pears ridiculous: and there are people, and
wise people, who, even after looking into the

book, will think INIademoiselle de Lespinasse

deserving of nothing but ridicule, and consign
her and her ravings to immeasurable con-

tempt. Gentle spirits, however, will judge
more gently; and there are few, we believe,
who feel interest enough in the work to read

it through, who Avill not lay it down with
emotions of admiration and profound com-

passion. Even if we did not know that she

was the chosen companion of D'Alembert,
and the respected friend of Turgot, Condillac,

Condorcet, and the first characters in France,
there are, in the strange book before us, such
traces of a powerful, generous, and ardent

mind, as necessarily to command the respect
even of those who may be provoked with her

inconsistencies, and wearied out with the ve-

hemence of her sorrow. There is something
60 natural too, so eloquent, and so pathetic in

her expression
—a tone of ardour and enthusi-

asm so infectious, and so much of the true

and agonizing voice of heart-struck wretched-

ness, that it burdens us with something of the

weight of a real sorrow
;
and we are glad to

make ourselves angry at her unaccountable-

ness, in order to get rid of the oppression. It

ought to be recollected also, that during the

whole course of the correspondence, this poor

young woman was dying of a painful and ir-

iitating disease. Tortured with sickness, or

agitated with opium, her blood never seems
in all that time to have flowed peaceably in

^er veins, and her nerves and her pass'ons
Beem to have reacted upon each other in a
series of cruel agitations. Why she is so very

wretched, and so very angry, we do nol in

deed always understand
;
but there is no mis-

taking the language and real emotion, and
while there is something wearisome, perhaps,
in the uniformity of a vehemence of which we
do not clearly see the cause, there is some-

thing truly dechirant in the natural and pite-
ous iteration of her eloquent complainings,
and something captivating and noble m the

fire and rapidity with which ^he pours out her

emotions. The .style is as original and extra-

ordinary as the character of its author. It is

quite natural, and even negligent
—

altogether
without gaiety or assumed dignity

—and yet
full of elegance and spirit, and burning with

the flames of a heart abandoned to passion,
and an imagination exalted by enthusiasm.

It is not easy to fall into the measure of such
a composer, in running over a miscellany of

amusement; but we cannot avoid adding a
few extracts, if it were only to make what
we have been saying intelligible, to some at

least of our readers.
" Je nie senloi.s une n'pugnance morteile a ouvrir

votre lettrc: si je n'livois craint de vous offenser,

j'allois vous la renvoyer. Quelque chose me disoit

qu'elle irriieroit mes niaux, et je voulois me me-

nagpr. La soufTrance coniinuelle de mon corps
afiaisse mon ame : j'ai encore eu la fievre ; je n'ai

pas ferme I'teil ; je n'en puis plus. De grace, par

piiie, lie tourmentezplnsunevie qui s'eieint, et dont

tous les instans sont devoucs a la douleur et aux

regrets. Je iie vous accuse point, je n'exige rien,

vous ne me devez rien : car, en eifei, je n'ai pas eu
un mouvement, pas un senlinieni auquel j'ai con-

sent! ; et quand j'ai eu le malhcur d'y ceder, j'ai

toujours deteste la Ibrce, ou la toiblesse, qui in'en-

trainoit. Vous voyez que vous ne ine devez aucune

recoiuiaissance, et que je n'ai le droit de vous faire

aucun reproclie. Soyez done libre, reiournez a ce

que vous aimez, et a ce qui vous convient plus que
vous ne croyez peiit-etre. Laissez-nioi a ma dou-

leur
;
laissez-inoi m'occuper sans disir cnon du seul

olijet que j'ai adore, et dont le souvenir m'est plu3
cher que tout ce qui reste dans la nature. Mon
Dieu! je ne devrois pas le pleurer ; j'aurois du le

suivre: c'est vous qui me faites vivre, qui faiies le

tourment d'une creature que la douleur consume,
ct qui emploie ce qui lui reste de forces a invoquer
la mort. Ah ! vous en f'aiies trop, et pas assez pour
moi. Je vous le disois bien il y a huit jours, vous
me rendez difiicile, exigeante : en donnant lout, on
veut obicnir quelque chose. Mais, encore une fois,

je vous pardiinne, et je ne vous h;iis point : ce n'est

pas par generosite que je vous pardoniie, ce n'est

pas par lioiiie quo jo ne vous h;iis pas; c'est que
nion ame est lasse, qu'elle nieurt de fatigue. Ah!
mon ami, laissoz-moi. ne me diles plus que vous
m'aimez : ce baume devient du poison ; vous calmez
et dechirez ma plaie tour a tour. Oh ! que vous
me iaiies m:il ! que la vie me pese ! que je vous
aime pourtant, et que je sorois desolee de mettre de
la irisiesse dans voire ame ! Mon ami, eile est trop

pariagee, trop dissipoe, pour que le vrai plaisir y
puis.se peiietrer. Vous voulez que je vous voie ce

soir ;
et bien, venez done !"—Vol. ii. pp. 206—208.

" Combien de fois aurois-je pu me plaindre ; com-
bien de fois vous ai-je cache mes larnies ! Ah ! je
le vols trop bien: on ne sauroit ni retenir, ni ra-

mener un cceur qui est eniraine pur un autre pen-
chant ; je me le dis sans cesse, q\ielquefois je me
crois guerie ; vous paroissez, et tout est detruit.

La reflexion, mes resolutions, le malheur, tout perd
sa force an premier mot que vous prononcez. Je
ne vois plus d'asile que la mort, et j-imais aucuti

nialheureux ne I'a invoquee avec plus d'ardeut

Je retiens la moitie de mon ame: sa ch:Ueur, son

mouvement vous importuneroit, et vous eleindroi
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tout-a-fnit ;
le feu qui n'ccliaufTe pns, incr.mmcdo.

Ah! SI vuus savicz, si vous lisicz coiiiuic j'ai laii

jouir line aine tone et passioiiiioe, du ))laisir d'etre

oimee ! Jl comparoit. ce qui I'avDit aiiiie, ce qui

raimuit encore, et il nie disoit sans cosse :

' Oh!
elies ne sunt pas digues d'etre vos ecolicres; voire

ame a etc chauffee par le solcil de Lima, et mes

compatriotes sembicnt etre nees sous h's giaccs de

la Laponie.' Et c'ctoit do Madrid qu'il me iiiaiidoit

cela! Moil ami, il ne me iouoit pas; il jouissoii ;

et je ne crois point nie loucr, qnand jo vous dis

qu'en vous aimant a la t'olie, je ne vous donne que
ce que je ne puis pas garder ou rcteiiir."—Vol. ii.

pp. 215—217.
" Oh, nion Dieu '. que I'on Vnfort iorsqu'on est

mort ii tout, excepie a un ohji't qui est I'univers

pour nous, et qui s'empare tellement de touies

nos i'acuUes, qu'il n'est plus possible de vivre dans

d'auires lenips que dans le moment oii Ton est!

Eh! comment voulez-voiis que je vous dise si je

vous aimcrai dans Irois viois ? Comment pourrois-

je, avec ma pensee, me dislraire de mon senti-

ment ? Vous voudriez que, lorsque je vous vois,

lorsque votre presence charme mes sens et mon
arne, je pusse vous rendre compte de I'eftet que je

recevrai de votre mariage ;
mon ami, je n'en sais

rien,
—niais rien du tout. S'il me guerissoit, je

vous le du'ois, et vous etes assez juste pour ne ni'en

pas blamer. Si, au contraire, il portoit le desespoir

dans mon ame, je ne me plaindrois pas, et je souffri-

rois bien peu de temps. Alors vous seriez assez

sensible et assez delicai pour approuver un parti qui

ne vous couteroii que des regrets p;issagers, et dont

votre nouvelle situation vous distrairoit bien vite ;
et

je vous assure que ceite pensee est consolante pour
moi : je m'en sens plus libre. Ne me demandez
done plus ceque je terai Kirsque vous aurez engage
votre vie a une autre. Si je n'avois que de la vaniie

et de I'ainour-propre. je serois bien plus eelairee sur

ce que j'eprouverai alors. II n'y a guere de meprise
aux calculs de I'amour-propre ;

il prevoit assez

juste: la passion n'a point d'avenir
;

ainsi en vous

disant : je vous aime, je vous dis tout ce que je sais

et lout ce que je sens.—Oh ! mon ami, je me sens

capable de tout, excepte de plier: j'aurois la force

d'un martyr, pour satisfaire ma passion ou celle de

la personne qui m'aimeroit: mais je ne trouve rien

en moi qui me reponde de pouvoir jamais faire le

sacrifice de mon sentiment. La vie n'est lien en

comparaison, et vous verrez si ce ne sont lii que les

discours d'une tete e.xaltee. Oui, peut-etre ce sont

la les pensces d'une ame exaliee, mais a laqutUe

appariiennent l«s actions fortes. Seroit-ce a la rai-

aon qui est si prevoyante, si foible dans ses vues, et

meme si impuissante dans ses moyens, que ces

pensees pourroieni appartenir ? Mon ami, je ne suis

point raisonnable, et c'est pent-otre a force d'etre

passionnee que j'ai mis touie ma vie tant de raison a

tout ce qui est soumis au jugement et a I'opinion des

indiftV'rens. Combien j'ai usurpe d'eloges sur ma
moderation, sur ma noblesse d'ame, sur mon desiii-

teressement, sur les sacrifices pretendus que je

faisois a une memoire respectable et chere, et ii la

maison d'Alb. . . . ! Voilii comme le monde juge,
comme il voii ! Eh, bon Dieu ! sots que vous eies,

je ne merite pas vos louances : mon ame n'etoii

pas faite pour les peiits iniereis qui vons occupent ;

toute enticre au boidienr d'aimeret d'etre, aime il

ne m'a fallu ni force, ni honnetete pour supporter
la pauvrete, et pour dedaigner les avantages dc la

vanite. J'ai taut joui, j'ai si bien senti le prix de la

vie, quo s'il falloit rccommencer, je voudrnis que ce

ffit aux memes conditions. Aimer et souffrir—le

ciel, I'enfer,
—voila a quoi jp me devouerois. voilti

ce que je voudrois scntir, voila le clitnat que je vou-

drois liabiter; et noti cet eiat tempere dans lequel

vivent tons les sots et lous les automates dont nous

somines environncs."—Vol. ii. pp. 228—233.

All this is ravirc; no doitbt
;
but It is the

thehrart; and, when we think that this ex-

traonlinury woman wrote all this, not in the

days of impatient youth, when the heart is

strong- for snUt'ring-, and takes a strange de-

light^in the vehemence even of its painful

emotions; but after years of misery, and with

death before her eyes—advancing by gradual

but visible steps, it is impossible not to feel

an indescribable emotion of pity, resentment,
and admiration. One little word more.

"Oh! que vous pescz sur mon(reur, lorsque

vons voulez me pmuvcr qu'il doil etre content du

voire ! Je ne me plaindrois jamais, mais vous me
forcez souvcnt a crier, tant le mal que vous tiie

laites est aigu et profond ! Mon ami. j'ai et(' aimee,

je le suis encore, et je meurs de regret en ptnsant

que ce n'est pas de vous. J'ai beau me dire que je

ne nieritai jamais le bonheur que je regretle ; mon
ccBur cette fois iait laiie mon amour-propre: il me
dit que, si je dus jamais etre aimce, c'ctoit de celui

qui auroit assez de charme a mes yeux, pour me dis-

traire de M. de M et pour me retenir a la vie,

apres I'avoir perdu. Je n'ai fail que languir depuis

votre depart ; je n'ai pas ele une heme sans souf-

fraiice: le mal de mon ame passe a mon corps; j'ai

tons les jours la fievre, et mon modecin, qui "'est

pas le plus habile de tons les h()mines, me repete

sans cesse que je suis coiisumee de chagrin, que
m'>n pouls, que ma respiration annoncent une dou-

leur active; et il s'en va toiijours en me disant:

nous ji.'(ivn?ix point de rcmtde pour Vnme. II n'y en

a plus pour moi : ce n'est pas guerir que je voudrois,

mais me calmer, mais retrouver quelques momens
de repos pour me conduire a celui que la nature

in'accordera bientol."—Vol. iii. pp. 14(5, 147.
" Je n'ai plus assez de force pour mon ame—elle

me tue. Vons ne pouvez plus rien sur moi, que

me faire soufTrir. Ne lachez done plus a me conso-

ler, el cessez de vouloir me faire le victime de voire

morale, apres m'avoir fait celle de voire logereie.—
Vons ne m'avez pas vue, parce que la journee n'a

que douze heures, et que vous aviez de quoi les

rcmplir par des inierets el des plai>irs qui vous sent,

et qui doiveiit vous etre plus chers que mon inal-

hfur. Je ne reclame rien, je n'exige rien, el je nie

dis sans cesse que la source de mon bonheur et de

mon plaisir est perdu pour jamais."
—Vol. iii. p. 59.

We cannot leave our readers with these

painful impressions; and shall add just one

word or two of wliat is gayest in these deso-

lating volumes.

" M. Grimm est de retour ; je I'ai accablc de

questions. II pcint la Czarine, non pas comme une

souveraine, mais comme une f'emme aimable. pleine

d'esprit, de sriillies, et de tout ce qui pent sednire

et charmer. Mais aaiis tout ce qu'il me disoit, je

recoimoissois plutoi cet art charmant d'une courti-

sane grecque, que la dignitc el Teclat de^l'Impera-
trice d'un grand empire."

—Vol. ii. p- 105.
"

.A,vant dnier je vais voir rue de Clery des auto-

mates ; qui simt prodisrieux. a ce qii'on dit. Quand

j'allois dans le monde', je n'aurois pas eu cette cu-

riosite: deux ou trois soupers en donnent satiete;

mais ceux dc la rue de Clery valent mieux : ils

agissent et ne parlcnt point. Venez-y, en allant

au .Marnis, et je vous dirai In si j'ai la loge de INI.

lediicd'Aumont. Madame de Ch. . . ne vous croit

point c(uipable de negligence : elle m'a demande

aujonrd'liui si votre retraite duroit encore. Ce que

les fcinmes veulent seulement, c'est d'etre prele-

rees. Presque personne n'a besoin d'etre aime, et

cela est bien heureu.x : car c'est ce qui se fait le

plus mal ii Paris. lis osenl dire qu'ils airicnt ; et

ils sont calmes et dissipes ! c'est assurement bien

connoiire le sentiment et la passion. Pauvrcs gens !

il fani los loner comme les Lilipuliens: ils sonl

raving of real passion, and of a lofty and I'jen jolis, bien gentils, bien aimables. Adieu, mo)i

]>owe\ful spirit. It is the eloquent raving of
;
ami.'*—Vol. ii. pp. 197, 198.
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We have left ourst^lves no room to make

any reHectioiiB; except, only, thiit the French

fashion of livinjjr, and ahnost of dyinfT, •'»

public, is nowhere so 8lrikin^:Iy e\einpli/ied.

as in the h-tters of llils victim of j)as.sion
and

of fancy. While her heart is torn with tlie

most luronizing passions, and her thoughts
turned hourly on suicide, she dines out, and

makes visits every day; and, when she is

1 visibly within a few weeks of her end, and m

j

wasted with couirhs and spaems, she still hao

her salon filled twice a day with com])any.
and drags herself out to supper with all tho

countesses of her acquaintance. There is a

great deal of French cliaracter, indeed, ijt

both the works of wliich we now lake our

leave;
—a great deal to admire, and to wonder

at—but very little,
we thinlv, to envy.

(august, 1S25.)

Wilhdin Meislers Apprenticeship : a Novel. From the Gennan of Goethe.

pp. 1030. Edinburgh: 1824.

3 vols. 12mo.

There are few things that at first sight ap-

pear more capricious and unaccountable, than

the di\-ersities of national taste
;
and yet there

are not many, that, to a certain e.\tent at least,

admit of a clearer explanation. They form

evidently a section in the great chapter of

National Character
; and, proceeding on the

assumption, that human nature is everywhere
fundamentally the same, it is not perhaps

very difficult to indicate, in a general way,
the circumstances which have disting-uished
it into so many local varieties.

These may be divided into two great class-

es,
—the one embracing all that relates to the

newness or antiquity of the society to which

they belong, or. in other words, to the stage
which any particular nation has attained in

that great progress from rudeness to refine-

ment, in which all are engaged ;

—the other

comprehending what may be termed the ac-

cidental causes by which the character and
condition of communities may be affected

;

such as their government, their relative posi-
tion as to power and civilization to neighbour-

ing countries, their prevailing occupations,
determined in some degree by the capabilities
of their soil and climate, and more than all

perhaps, as to the question of taste, the still

more accidental circumstance of the character

of their first models of excellence, or the

kind of merit by which their admiration and
national vanity had first been excited.

It is needless to illustrate these obvious
sources of peculiarity at any considerable

length. It is not more certain, that all primi-'
tive communities proceed to civilization by
nearly the same stages, than that the progress
of taste is marked by corresponding gradations,
and may, in most cases, be distinguished into

periods, the order and succession of which is

nearly as uniform and determined. If tribes

of savage men always proceed, under ordinary
circumstances, from the occupation of hunting
to that of pasturage, from that to agriculture,
and from that to commerce and manufactures,
the sequence is scarcely less invariable in the

history of letters and art. In the former,
verse is uniformly antecedent to prose

—mar-
vellous legends to correct history

—
exagge-

rated sentiments to just representations of

nature. Invention, iii short, regularly comes

before judgment, warmth of feeling before

correct reasoning
—and splendid declamation

and broad humour before delicate simplicity
or refined wit. In the arts again, the progress
is strictly analagous

—from mere monstrosity
to ostentatious displays of labour and design,
first in massive formality, and next in fantas-

tical minuteness, variety, and flutter of parts;—and then, through the gradations of start-

ling contrasts and overwrought expression, to

the repose and simplicity of graceful nature-

These considerations alone explain much
of that contrariety of taste by which different

nations are distinguished. They not only
start in the great career of improvement at

diflerent times, but they advance in it with

different velocities—some lingering longer in

one stage than another—some obstructed and
some helped forward, by circumstances oper-

ating on them from within or from without.

It is the unavoidable consequence, however,
of their being in any one particular position,
that they will judge of their own productions
and those of their neighbours, according to

that standard of taste which belongs to the

place they then hold in this igreat circle
;
—

and that a whole people will look on their

neighbours with wonder and scorn, for ad-

miring what their own grandfathers looked on
with equal admiration,

—while they them-
selves are scorned and vilified in return, for

tastes which will infallibly be adopted by the

grandchildren of those who despise them.

What we have termed the accidental causes

of great differences in beings of the same

nature, do not of course admit of quite so

simple an exposition. But it is not in reality
more difficult to prove their existence and

explain their operation. Where great and

degrading despotisms have been early estab-

lished, either by the aid of superstition or of

mere force, as in most of the states of Asia,

or where small tribes of mixed descent have
been engaged in perpetual contention for free-

dom and superiority, as in ancient Greece—
where the ambition and faculties of Individ

uals have been chained up by the institution

of castes and indelible separations, as in India

and Egypt, or where all men practise all oc-

cupations and aspire to all honours, as in Ger-

many or Britain—where the sole occupation
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f>f the people has been war, as in iiifaiil Komo.
or where a vast pacific population has been
lor ages inured to mechanical drudgery, as in

China—it is needless to say, that very oppo-
site notions of what conduces to delight and
amusement must necessarily prevail ;

and that

the Taste of the nation must be ailected both

bv the sentiments which it has been taught to

cultivate, and the capacities it has been led

to unfold.

The influence of early models, however, is

perliaps the most considerable of anyj and

may be easily enough understood. When
men have been accustomed to any particular
kind of excellence, they naturally become

good judges of
it,

and account certain consid-

erable degrees of it indispensable,
—while

they are comparatively blind to the merit of

other good qualities to which they had been
less habituated, and are neither offended by
their absence, nor at all skilful in their estima-

tion. Thus those nations who, like the English
and the Dutch, have been long accustomed to

great cleanliness and order in their persons
and dwellings, naturally look with admiration

on the higher displays of those qualities, and
are proportionally disgusted by their neglect;
while they are apt to undervalue mere pomp
and stateliness, when destitute of these re-

commendations : and thus also the Italians

and Sicilians, bred in the midst of dirt and

magnificence, are curiously alive to the beau-
ties of architecture and sculpture, and make
but litb account of the more homely comforts

\vhich are so highly prized by the others. In

the same way, if a few of the first successful

adventurers in art should have excelled in

any particular (jualities, the taste of their na-

tion will naturally be moulded on that stand-

ard—will regard those qualities almost ex-

clusively as entitled to admiration, and will

not only consider the want of them as fatal to

all pretensions to excellence, but will ur.duly

despise and undervalue other qualities, in

themselves no^ less valuable, but with which
their national models had not happened to

make them tiraeously familiar. If, for ex-

ample, the first great writers in any country
should have distinguished themselves by a

pompous and severe regularity, and a certain

elaborate simplicity of design and execution,
it will naturally follow, that the national taste

will not only become critical and rigorous as

to those particulars, but will be proportionally
deadened to the merit of vivacity, nature, and

invention, when combined with irregularity,

homeliness, or confusion. While, if the great

patriarchs of letters had excelled in variety
and rapidity of invention, and boldness and
truth of sentiment, though poured out with
considerable disorder and incongruity of man-

ner, those qualities would quickly come to be
the national criterion of merit, and the cor-

rectness and decorum of the other school be

despised, as mere recipes for monotony and
lameness.

Th.;s8, we think, are the plain and certain

effects of the peculiar character of the first

great popular writers of all countries. But
still we do not conceive that they depend al-

14

together on any thing so purely accidental as

the temperament or early histoiy of a lew in-

dividuals. No doubt the national taste of

France and of England would at this moment
have been different, had Shakespeare been a

\ Frenchman, and Boileau and Eacine written

in English. But then, we do not think that

Shakespeare could have been a Frenchman;
and we conceive that his character, and that

of other original writers, though no doubt to

be considered on the whole as casual, must

yet have been modified to a great extent by
the circumstances of the countries in w hich

they were bred. It is plain that no original
force ofgenius could have enabled Shakespeare
to write as he had done, if he had been bom
and bred among the Chinese or the Pemvians.
Neither do we think that he could have done

so, in any other country but England—free,

sociable, discursive, refonned. familiar Eng-
land—whose motley and mingling population
not onjy presented

"
every change of many-

coloured life" to his eye, but taught and per-
mitted every class, from the highest to the

lowest, to know and to estimate the feelings
and the habits of all the others—and thus

enabled the gifted obsen'er not only to deduce
the true character of human nature from this

infinite variety of experiments and examples,
but to speak to the sense and the hearts of

each, with that truly universal tongue, which

every one feels to be peculiar, and all enjoy
as common.
We have said enough, however, or rather

too much, on these general views of the sub-

ject
—which in truth is sufficiently clear in

those extreme cases, where the contrariety is

great and universal, and is only perplexing
when there is a pretty general confomiity
both in the causes which influence taste and
in the results. Thus, we are not at all sur-

prised to find the taste of the Japanese or the

Iroquois very different from our own—and
have no difficulty in both admitting that our

human nature and human capacities are sub-

stantially the same, and in referring this dis-

crepancy to the contrast that exists in the

whole state of society, and the knowledge,
and the opposite qualities of the objects to

which we have been respectively accustomed
to give our admiration. That nations living in

times or places altogether remote, should dis-

agree in taste, as in every thing else, seems
to us quite natural. They are only the nearer

cases that puzzle. And, that great European
countries, peojjled by the same mixed races,
educated in the admiration of the sjmie clas-

sical models—venerating the same remains
of antiquity

—engaged substantially in the

same occupations
—communicating every day,

on business, letters, and society
—bound up in

short in one great commonwealth, as against
the inferior and barbarous parts of the world,
should yet differ so widely

—not only as to

the comparative excellence of their respective

productions, but as to the constituents of ex-

cellence in all works of genius or skill, does

indeed sound like a paradox, the solution of

which every one may not be able to deduce
from the preceding observations.
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The fjreat practic:il pquation on uhich we
in this couiilry liavn bi-fii liithcito must frc-

quently emploj fd, has been bf twfcii our own
staiiilard of tastf and that which is recognized

among our neiirhboiirs of France:—And cer-

tainly, though I'ei'Hngs of rivalry have some-

what aggravated hs apparent, beyond its real

amount, there is a great and substantial differ-

ence to be accounted for.—in the way we have

suggested
—or in some other way Stating that

difference as generally as possible, we would

say, that the French, compared with ourselves,
are more sensitive to faults, and less trans-

ported with beauties—more enamoured of art.

and less indulgent to nature—more charmed
with overcoming difficulties, than with that

power which makes us unconscious of their

existence—more averse to strong emotions, or

at least less covetous of them in their intensity—more students of taste, in short, than adorers

of genius
—and far more disposed than any

other people, except perhaps the Chinese, to

circumscribe the rules of taste to such as they
themselves have been able to practise, and to

limit the legitimate empiie of genius to the

provinces they have explored. There has
been a good deal of discussion of late years,
in the face of literary Europe, on these de-

batable grounds ;
and we cannot but think

that the result has been favourable, on the

whole, to the English, and that the French
have been compelled to recede considerably
from many of their exclusive pretensions

—a

result which we are inclined to ascribe, less

to the arguments of our native champions,
than to those circumstances in the recent his-

tory of Europe, which have compelled our

ingenious neighbours to mingle more than

they had ever done before with the surround-

ing nations—and thus to become better ac-

quainted with the diversified fonns which

genius and talent may assume.
But while we are thus fairly in the way of

settling our differences with France, we are

little more than beginning them,we fear, Avith

Gei-many ;
and the perusal of the extraordinary

volumes before us, which has suggested all

the preceding reflections, has given us. at the

same time, an impression of such radical, and

apparently irreconcilable disagreement as to

principles, as we can scarcely hope either to

remove by our reasonings, or even very satis-

factorily to account for by our suggestions.
This is allowed, by the general consent of ali-

Germany, to be the very greatest work of their

very greatest writer. The most original, the
most varied and inventive,

—the most charac-
teristic, in short, of the author, anil of his coun-

try. We receive it as such accordingly, with

implicit faith and suitable respect; and have

perused it in consequence with very gieat at-

tention and no common curiosity. VVe have

perused it, indeed, only in the translation of

which we have prefixed the title: But it is a
translation by a professed admirer : and by one
who is proved by his Preface to be a person of

talents, and by every part of the work lo be no

ordinary master, at least of one of the languages
with which he has to deal. We need scarcely

Bay_ iLal we profess to judge of the work only

accordingtoourownprinciplesof judgment and

habit s of tee! -ug: and. nKaniiig nothing less thu'j

to dictate to the rcjiders or the critics of Gc-
many what they should tliink of their favour-

ite authors, propose only to let them know, in

all plainness and modesty, what we. and we

really believe most of our countrymen, actually
think of this chef-iVautre of Teutonic genius.
We must say, then, at once, that we cannot

enter into the spirit of this German idolatry;
nor at all comprehend upon what grounds the

work before us could ever be considered as

an admirable, or even a commendable per-
foiTnance. To us it certainly appears, after

the most deliberate consideration, lo be emi-

nently absurd, puerile, incongruous, vulgar,
and affected

;

—
and, though redeemed b)' con-

siderable powers of invention, and some traits

of vivacity, to be so far from perfection, as to

be, almost from beginning to end. one flagrant
offence against every principle of taste, and

every just rule of composition. Though indi-

cating, in many places, a mind capable both
of acute and profound reflection, it is full of

mere silliness and childish affectation
;

—and

though evidently the work of one vho had
seen and observed much, it is throughout al-

together unnatural, and not so piojtrly im-

probable, as affectedly fantastic and absurd—
kept, as it were, studiously aloof fiom general
or ordinary nature—never once bringing us
into contact with real life or gen nine chaiacter—

and, where not occupied with the profes-
sional squabbles, paltry jargon, and scenical

profligacy of strolling players, tumblers, and
mummers (which may be said to foim its

staple), is conversant only with incomprehen-
sible mystics and vulgar m.en of Avhim, with

whom, if it were at all possible to understand
them, it would be a baseness to be acquainted.

Every thing, and every body we meet with,
is a riddle and an oddity ;

and though the tis-

sue of the story is sufficiently coarse, and the

manners and sentiments infected with a strong

tinge of vulgarity, it is all kept in the air, like

a piece of machinery at the minor theatres,
and never allowed to touch the solid ground,
or to give an impression of reality, by the

disclosure of known or living features. In
the midst of all this, however, there are, every
now and then, outbieakings of a fine specula-

tion, and gleams of a warm and sprightly

imagination
—an occasional wild and exotic

glow of fanc)' and poetr)-
—a vigorous heaping

up of incidents, and touches of bright and

powerful description.
It is not very easy certainly to account for

these incongruities, or to suggest an intelligi-

ble theory for so strange a practice. But in

so far as we can guess, these peculiarities
of German taste are to be referred, in part, to

the comparative newness of original compo-
sition among that ingenious people, and to

the state of European literature when they
first ventured on the experiment

—and in part
to the state of society in that great country
itself, and the comparatively humble coiidition

of the greater part of those who write, or to

whom writing is there addresfed.

The Germans, though undoubtedl}- an ima-
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ginative and even enthusiastic race, had ne- 1

gjected their native literature for two hundred

5'eais
—and were chieiiy known for their

learning and industry. They wrote huge
Latin treatises on Law and Theology—and

put forth bulky editions and great tomes of

annotations on the classics. At last, however,
they grew tired of being respected as the

learned drudges of Europe, and reproached
with their consonants and commentators; and

determined, about fifty years ago, to show
what metal they were made of, and to give
the world a taste of their quality, as men of

genius and invention. Li this attempt the

first thing to be effected was at all events to

avoid the imputation of being scholastic imi-

tators of the classics. That would have smelt

too much, they thought, of the old shop ;
and

in order to prove their claims to originality, it

was necessary to go a little into the opposite

extreme,
—to venture on something decidedly

modern, and to show at once their indepen-
dence on their old masters, and their supe-

riority to the pedantic rules of antiquity.
With this view some of them betook them-
selves to the French models—set seriously to

study how to be gay—appendre a etre vif
—and

composed a variety of petites pieces and
novels of polite gallantry, in a style

—of which
we shall at present say nothing. This manner,
however, ran too much counter to the general
character of the nation to be very much fol-

lowed—and undoubtedly the greater and bet-

ter part of their writers turned rather to us,
for hints and lessons to guide them in their

ambitious career. There was a greater original

affinity in the temper and genius of the two
nations—and, in addition to that consideration,
our great authors v\'ere indisputably at once
more original and less classical than those of

France. England, however, we are sorry to

say, could furnish abundance of bad as well

as of good models—and even the best were

perilous enough for rash imitators. As it

happened, however, the wor,st were most

generally selected—and the worst parts of the

good. Shakespeare was admired—but more
for his flights of fancy, his daring improprie-
ties, his trespasses on the borders of absurdit}',
than for the infinite sagacity and rectifying

good sense by which he redeemed those ex-

travag-ancies, or even the profound tenderness
and simple pathos which alternated with the

lofty soaring or dazzling imagery of his style.

Altogether, hovrever, Shakespeare was bejond
their rivalry ;

and although Schiller has dared,

and not ingloriously. to emulate his miracles.

it was plainly to other merits and other rival-

ries that the body of his ingenious country-
men aspired. The ostentatious absurdity-^=^
the affected oddity

—the pert familiarity
—the

broken style, and exaggerated sentiment of

Tristram Shand}-
—the mawkish morality,

dawdling details, and interminable agonies of

RicAardson—the vulgaradventures, and home-

ly, though, at the same time, fantastical specu-
lations of Johji Buncle and others of his for-

gotten class, found far more favour in their

eyes
sical

-)

They were original, startling, nnclas-

,
and puzzling. They excited curosity

by not being altogether intelligible
—efTectu-

ally excluded monotony by the rapidity and
violence of their transitions, and promised to

rouse the most torpid sensibility, bv the vio-

lence and perseverance with which tliey thun-

dered at the heart. They were the very
things, in short, which the German originals
were in search of;

—and they were not slow,

therefore, in adopting and improving on them.
In order to make them thoroughly their own,
they had only to exaggerate their peculiarities—to mix up with them a certain allowance
of their old visionary philosophy, misty meta-

physics, and superstitious visions—and to in-

troduce a few crazy sententious theorists, to

sprinkle over the whole a seasoning of rash

speculation on morality and the fine arts.

The style was also to be relieved by a va-

riety of Olid comparisons and unaccountable

similes—borrowed, for the most part, from
low and revolting objects, and all the better

if they did not exactly fit the subject, or even
introduced new perplexity into that which

they professed to illustrate.

This goes far, we think, to explain the ab-

surdity, incongruity, and affectation of the

works of which we are speaking. But there

is yet another distinguishing quality for which
we have not accounted—and that is a peculiar
kind of vulgarity which pervades all their va-

rieties, and constitutes, perhaps, their most

repulsive characteristic. We do not know

very well how to describe this unfortunate

peculiarity, except by saying that it is the

vulgarity of pacific, comfortable burghers, oc-

cupied with stuffing, cooking, and providing
for their coarse personal accommodations.
There certainly never were any men of genius
who condescended to attend so minutely to

the non-vatvrals of their heroes and heroines

as the novelists of modern Germany. Their

works smell, as it were, of groceries—of

brown papers filled with greasy cakes and
.slices of bacon,

—and fryings in frowsy back

parlours. All the hiteresting recollections of

childhood turn on remembered tidbits and

plunderings of savoury store-rooms. In the

midst of their most passionate scenes there is

always a serious and affectionate notice of the

substantial pleasures of eating and drinking.
The raptures of a tete-a-tete are not complete
without a bottle of nice wine and a "trim
collation." Their very sages deliver their

oracles over a glass of punch ;
and the en-

chanted lover finds new apologies for his

idolatry in taking a survey of his mistress'

'combs, soaj), and towels, with (he traces of

their use." These baser necessities of oui

nature, in short, which all other writers who
have aimed at raising the imagination or

touching the heart have xept studiously out

of view, are ostentatiously brought foiward,
and fondl)' dwelt on by the pathetic authors

of Germany.
We really cannot well account for this ex-

traordinary ta.ste. But we suspect it is owing
to the importance that is really attached to

those solid comforts and supplies of neces-

saries, by the greater part of the readers and
writers of that country. Though ihere is a
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great deal of freedom in Gennaiiy; it operates
less by raising the mass of the people to a

potential equality with the nobles, than by
securing to them their inferior and plebeian

privileges ;
and consists rather in the immu-

nities of their incorporated tradesmen, ^hich

may (Miable them to become rich as sucli, than

in any general participation of national rights,

by AvKich they may aspire to dignity and ele-

gance, as well as opulence and comfort. Now.
the writers, as well as the readers in that

country, belong almost entirely to the plebeian
and vulgar class. Their learned men are

ahnost all wolully poor and dependent ;
and

the comfortable burghers, who buy entertain-

ing books by the thousand at the Frankfort

fair, probably agree with their authors in noth-

ing £0 much as the value tliey set on those

homely comforts to which their ambition is

mutiuiUy limited by their condition
;
and enter

into no part of them so heartily as those which
set forth their paramount and continual im-

portance.
It is time, however, that we should proceed

to give some more particular account of the

work which has given occasion to all these

observations. Nor indeed have we anything
more of a general nature to premise, except
that we really cannot join in the censure which
we have found so generally bestowed on it

for its alleged grossness and immorality. It

is coarse, certainly, in its examples, and by
no means very rigorous in its ethical precepts.
But it is not worse in those respects than many
works on which we pride ourselves at home—
Tom Jones, for example, or Roderick Random.
There are passages, no doubt, that would
shock a delicate young lady ;

but to the bulk
of male readers, for whom we suppose it was

chiefly intended, we do not apprehend that it

will either do any great harm, or give any
great offence.

Wilhelm Meister is the son of a plodding
merchant, in one of the middling towns of

Germany, who, before he is out of his ap-

prenticeship, takes a passion for play-going;
which, he very naturally follows up by en-

gaging in an intrigue with a little pert actress,
who performed young officers and other male
parts with great success. The book opens
with a supper at her lodgings; where he tells

her a long silly story of his passion for puppet-
shows in his childhood—how he stole a set

of puppets out of a pantry of his mother's, into

which he had slipped to filch sugar-plums—
how he fitted up a puppet-show of his own, in

a garret of his father's house, and enacted
David and Goliah, to the wonder and delight
of the whole family, and various complaisant
neighbours, who condescended to enact audi-
ence—how a half-pay lieutenant assisted him
in painting the figiues and nailing up the
boards—and how out of all this arose his early
taste for playhouses and actresses. This

goodly stuff extends through fifty mortal

pages—all serious, solemn, and silly, far be-

yond the pitch of the worst gilt tfiing ever

published by Mr Newberry. As this is one
of the most characteristic parts of the woik,
we must verify the account we have ventured

to give of it by a few extracts. Wilhehn in

describing the dress of the prophet Samuel in

his Punch's Opera of Goliali, and telling "how
the taflela of the cassock had been taken from
a gown of his grandmother's," when a noise

is heard in the street, and the old maid Bar-

bara informs them that

" The disturbance arose from a set of jolly com-
panions, who were just then sallying out of the
I'aiian Tavern, hard by, where they had been busy
discussing //wft oysters, a cargo of wliicli had just
arrived, and by no means sparing their champagne.
'

Pity,' Mariana said, 'that we did nut think of it

in lime ; we might have had some entertainment to

ourselves.'
'

It is not yet too late,' said Wilhelm,
giving Barbara a louis d'or :

'

get us what we want ;

then come and take a share with us.' The old
dame made speedy work ; ere long a trimly-covered
table, wnh a neat collation, stood before the lovers,

'i'hey made Barbara sit with them ; they ate and
drank, and enjoyed themselves. On such occa-

sions, there is never want of enough to say. Mari-
ana soon took up little Jonathan again, and the old
dame turned the conversation upon VViihelm's
favourite topic.

' You were telling us,' she said,
'about the first exhibition of a puppet-show on
Christmas-eve : I remember you were interrupted,

just as the liallet was going to begin.' 'I assure

you,' said Willn-lm, 'it went off quite well. And
certainly the strange caperings of these Moors and
Mooresses, these shepherds and shepherdesses,
these dwarfs and dwarfesses, will never altogether
leave my recollection while I live,'

" &c. &c.

We spare our readers some dozen pages of

doll-dressing and joinery, and come to the

following choice passage.
" 'In well adjusted and regulated houses,' con-

tinued Wilhelm,
• children have a feeling not unlike

what 1 conceive rats and mice to have; they keep
a sharp eye on all crevices and holes, where they
may come at anij forbidden dainty; they enjoy it

also with a fearful, stolen satisfaction, which lorms
no small part of the happiness of childhood. More
than any other of the young ones, I was in the habit
of looking out attentively to see if I could notice

a7iy cupboard left open, or key standing in its lock.
The more reverence I bore in my heart for those
closed doors, on the outside of which I had to pass
by lor weeks and months, caichirg only a furtive

glance when our mother now and then opened the
consecrated place to take something from it,

—the

quicker \vas I to make use of any opportunities
which the furgetfulness of our housekeepers at limes
afliirded me. Among all the doors, that of the store-

room was. of course, the one I watched most nar-

rowlv. Few of the joyful anticipations in life can

equal the feeling which I used to have, when my
mother happened to call me. that I might help her to

carry out any thing, after which I might pii k up a
few dried plums, either with her kind permission,
or by help of my own de,\terity. The accumulated
treasures of this chamber look hold of my iriiagina-
tidu hy their magnitude ; the very fragrance e.\halea

by so multifarious a collection of sweet-smelling
spices produced such a craving efi'ect on me, that I

never failed, when passing near, to linger for a little,

and regale myself at least on the unbolted atmos-

phere. At length, one Sunday morning, my mo-
tfier, being hurried by the ringing of the church
bells, forgot to take this precious key with heron
shutting the door, and went away leaving all the

house in a deep sabhaih stillness. No sooner had
I marked this oversight, than gliding sofily once or
twice to and from the place, I at last approached
very g ngerly, opened the door, and fell myself,
after a single step, in immediate contact \^iIll these
manifold and loii(.'-wishcd-for means of haf'piness.
I glanced over fx^asses. c/iests, and hnss. and drawers
and boxes, with a quick and doubtful eye, consider*
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ingwhat I ought to take; turned finally to my dear

witliered plums, provided myself also with a lew

dried apples, and completed the forage sviih an

orange-ehip. I was quietly retreaiing with my
plunder, when some little chests, lying piled over

one another, caught my attention : the more so, as I

noticed a wire with hooks at the end of it, slicking

throuiih the joint of the lid in one of them. Full

of eager hopes, I opened this singular package ;

and judge of my emotions, when I tound my glad

world of heroes all sleeping safe within ! I meant

to pick out the topmost, and, having examined them,

to pull up those below ;
but in this attempt the

wires got very soon entangled, and I fell into a

fright and fliuier. more particularly as the cook jusi

then began making some stir in Ihe kitchen, which

lay close hy; so that I had noihir)g for it but to

squeeze the whole together, the best way I could,

and to shut the chest, having siolen from it nothmg
but a little written book, which happened to be

lying above, and contained the whole drama of

GolFah and David. With this booty I made good

my retreat into the garret.'
"—

pp. 20—22.

This, we suppose, will be received as a

sufficient specimen of the true German taste

for comfits, cooking-, and cockering. If any
one should wish for a sample of pure childish-

ness, or mere folly, there are pages on pages
like the following.

" '

It was natural that the operas, wi;h their

manifold adventures and vicissitudes, should attract

me more than any thing beside. In these compo-

sitions, I found stormy seas; gods descending in

chariots of cloud; and, what most of all delighted

me, abundance of thunder and lightning. I did my
best with pasteboard, paint, and paper: I could

make night very prettily ; my lightning was feaiful

to behold ; only my thunder did not always pros-

per, which however was of less importance. In

operas, moreover. I found frequent opporliiniiies of

introducing my David and Goliah. persons whom
the regular drama would hardly admit. Daily I felt

more attachment for the hampered spot where I

ei'joved so many pleasures; and. I must confess,

the fragrn7ice wliich the puppets had acquired from

the store-room added not a little to my saiisfaclion.

" ' The decorations of my theatre were now in a

tolerable state of completeness. I had always had

the nack of drawing with compas.ses, and clipping

pasteboard, and colouring figures ;
and here it serv-

ed me in good stead. But the more sorry was I, on

fheothor'hand, when, as frequently happened, my
stock of actors would not suffice for representing

great afifairs.—My sisters dressing and undressing
their dolls, awoke in me the project of f^urnishing

my heroes by and by with garments, which might
also be put ofT and on. Accordingly, I slit the

scraps of cloth from off their bodies ;
tacked the

fragments together as well as possible ;
saved a par-

ticle of money to buy new ribbons and lace ; beg-

ged many a rag of taffeta; and so formed, by de-

grees, a full theatrical wardrobe, in which hoop-

petticoats for the ladies were especially remember-

ed.—My troop was now fairly provided wiih dresses

for the most important piece, and you might have

expected that henceforth one e.xhibi'ion would fol-

low close upon the heels of anoiher. But it hap-

pened with me, as it often happens wiih children ;

they embrace wide plans, make mighty prepara-

tions, then a few trials, and the whole undertaking
»s abandoned. I was guiliy of this fault,'

" &c. &.c.

But we must get on with our story. While

he is lulling his little actress to sleep by these

edifying discourses, and projecting to go on

the stage along with her, our mercantile hero

is suddenly sent off by his father, to collect

debts from" their country customers. The in-

genious author, however, cannot possibly let

liim go, without presenting his readers with

an elaborate character of the worthy old trader

and his partner. Old Meister, it seems, had
" A peculiar inclination for magnificence, for

whatever catches the eye and possesses at the same
time real worth and durability. In his house, he

would have all thmgs solid and massive ; his stores

must be copious*nd rich, all his plate must be

heavy, the furniture of his table must be costly.

On the other hand, his guests were seldom invited ;

for every dinner was a festival, which, both tor its

e.xpense and for its inconvenience, could not often

be repeated. The economy of his house went on at

a settled uniform rate, and every thing that moved
or had a place in it was just what yielded no one

any real enjoyment." The elder Werner, in his dark and hampered
house, led quite another sort of life. The business

of the day, in his narrow counting-room, at his an-

cient desk, once done, Werner liked to eat well and

if possible to drink belter. Nor could he fully en-

joy irood things in solitude ; with his family lie luust

always see at table his friends and_ any stranger
that had the slightest connection with his house.

His chairs were of unknown age and antic fashion,

but he daily invited some to sit on them. The dainty
victuals arrested the attention of his guests, ana

none remarked that they were served up in com-
mon ware. His cellar held no great stock of wine ;

but the emptied niches v\ ere usually filled by more
of a superior sort."—pp. 56, 57.

This must be admitted not to be the very
best exemplification of the style noble. Nor
is the outfit of the hero himself described in

a vein more lofty.
' He must prepare," said Meisfer,

" and set

forth as soon as possilde. Where shall we get a

horse for him to suit this business?— VVe shall not

seek far. The shopkeeper in H ,
vho owes us

somewhat, but is withal a good man, has offered me
a horse instead of payment. My son knows it. and

tells me it is a serviceable beast, tie may fetch it

himself; let him go with the diligence ;
the day

after to-morrow he is back again betimes ;
we have

his saddle-hngs and letters made ready in the mean
time; hecanset out Monday morning."

The following passage, however, is a fairer

sample of the average merit of the work;
and exhibits some traits of vivacity and elo-

quence, though debased by that affectation

of singularity, and that predominating and

charac'teristic vulgarity, of which we have

already said so much.
"

He is describing his

hero's hours of fascination, in the playhouse,
and elsewhere.

" For hours he would stand by the sooty lighi

frame, inhaling the vapour of tallow lamps, look-

ing out at his mistress ;
and when she returned and

cast a kindly glance upon him, he was himself

lost in ecstacy, and. though close upon laths and

bare spars, he seemed transported into paradise.

The stuffed bunches of wool denominated lambs,
the water-f;il!s of tin, the paper roses, and the one-

sided huts of straw, awoke in him fair poetic visions

of an old pastoral world. Nay, the very dancing

girls, ugly as they were when seen at hand, did

not always inspire him with dissust. They trod

the same floor with Mariana. So true is it, that

love, which alone can give their full charm to rose-

bowers, myrtle-groves, and moonshine, can also

communicate, even to shavings of wood and paper

clippings, the aspect of animated nature. It is so

strong a spice, that tasteless, or even nauseous

soups, are by it rendered palatable !

" So potent a spice was certainly required to ren

der tolerable, nay at Inst agreeable, the state in

which he usually found her" chamber, not to say
herself.— Brought up in a substantial burgher's

house, cleanliness and order were the element in

K
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I'hich he breathed ;
and inheriting as he did a por- I

ion of his father's tas'e for fin. ry, it had always

een his care, in bovhood, to fnrriish up his chani-

ler, which he regar'di-d as his Utile kingdom, in the

lateliest fashion. He had got himself a carpet for

he middle of his chamlier, and a finer one for his

able. He had also a white cap^which
he wore

tnii^ht up like a turban! and trie sleeves of his

light-gown he had caused to be cut short, in the

node of the Orientals. As a reason for this, he

iretended, that long wide sleeves encumbered him

n writing." In those times, hovtr happy did he think the

ilnvers, whom he saw possessed of so manysplen-
lid garments, trappings, and arms; and iinhecon-

ta-iT practice of a loTty demeanour, the spirit of

vhich seemed to hold up a mirror of whatever, in

he opinions, relations, and passions of rnen, was

itaielie!^t and most magnificent. Of a piece with

his, thought Wilhelm, is also the player's domes-

ic life
;
a series of dignified transactions and em-

)loynients, whereof their appearance on the slaze

s but the outmost portion ! Like as a mass of sil-

rer. Ions simmering about in the purifying furnace.

It lengili gleams with a bright and beau'iful tinge

n the eye of the refiner, and shows him, at the same

ime, that the metal now is cleansed of all foreign

nixrure.
" Great, accordingly, was his surprise at first,

vhen he found himself beside his mistress, and

ooked down, through the cloud that environed

lim, on tables, stools, and floor. The wrecks of a

ransient, light, and false decoration lay, like ths

rlittering coat of a shinned fish, dispersed in wild

lisorderT 'I'he implements ot personal cleanliness,

;ombs, soap, towels, with the traces of their use.'

vere not concealed. Music, portions of plays and

)airs of shoes, washes and Italian flowers, pin-

lushions, hair-skewers, rouge-pots and ribbons,

)ooks, and s'raw-hats; no article despised the

leighhourhood of another; all were united by a

;ommon element, powder and dust. Yet as Wil-

lelm scarcely noticed in her presence aught e.xcept

lerself; nay. as all that had belonged to her. that

she had touched, was dear to him, he came at last

o feel, in this chaotic housekeeping, a charm which

;he proud pomp of his own habita'ion never had

:ommuiiicated. When, on this hand, he lifted

iside her boddice, to get at the harpsicord ;
on that,

hrew her gown upon the bed. that he mi?ht find a

seat: when she herself, with careless freedom, did

lot seek to hide from him many a natural office !

which, out of respect for the -presence of a second per-

ton, is usually concealed; he felt as if by all this

he was coming nearer to her every moment, as if

the fom in union betwixt them was fastening by in-

visible lies !"

In the midst of all these raptures, and just
after he had been gallantly serenading her

with the trumppts of a travelling showman,
he detects his frail fair one in an intrigue with

a rival
;
and falls into ihe most horrible ago-

nies, the nature and violence of which the in-

genious author illustrates by the following

very obvious and dignified simile.

*' As when by chance, in the preparation o( some

artificial fire-'xorks, any part of the composition
kindles before its time, and the skiKully bored and

loaded barrels,—which, arranged, and burning
after a seitled phn, would have painted in the air a

magnificently varying series of flaming images,
—

now hissing and roaring, promiscuously explode
with a confused and dangerous cra--h ; so, in our

hero's case, did happiness and hope, pleasure and

joys, realities and dreams, clash togcilier with de-

structive tumult, all at once in his bosom."

He sets off, however, on his joumev; and

speedily gels into tho.se more e.xtensive theat-

rical connections, from which he can scarcely

be said to escape till the end of the woik.

Nothing, indeed, (an be more ludicrously uri-

natural than the luck he has in meeting witu

nothing but players, and persons connecte(i

with playhouses. On his very first sally, he
fails in with a player who had run away with

a young lady, whom he had captivated from

the stage
—and has scarcely had time to ad-

mire the mountain scenery among \\hich he
has to pass his first evening, when he i? sur-

prised to learn that the work-people in the

adjacent village are about to act a play !
—the

whole process of which is described with as

solemn a tediousness as Ms own original pup-

pet-show. In the first town to which he

descends, he meets fir.st with a seducing com-

pany of tumblers and rope-dancers, reinforced

by the valuable addition of a Strong Man ;

and in half an hour after makes acquaintance
with a gay and bewitching damsel—who
sends across the street to beg a nosegay she

sees in his hands—and turns out, by the hap-

piest accident in the world, to be a strolling

actress, waiting there for the chance of em-

p]o}Tnent. To give our readers an idea of

the sort of descriptions with which the great
writers in Germany now electrify their read-

ers, we copy the following simple and impres-
sive account of the procession of the tumbling

party.
" Preceded by a drum, the manager advanced on

horseback; he was followed by a female dancer

mounted on a corresponding hack, and holding a

child before her, all bedizened with ribbons and

spangles. Next came the remainder of the troop
on loot ;

some of them carrying children on their

shoulders in dangerous postures, yet smoothly and

lightly ; among these the young, dark, black-haired

figure again attracted Wilhelm's notice.—Pickle-

herring ran gaily up and down the crowded multi-

tude, distributing his hand-bills wiih much practical

fun
;
here smacking the lips of a girl, there breech-

ing a boy, and awakening generally among the

people an invincible desire to know more of him.—
On the painted flags, the manifold science of the

company was visibly delineated."

The new actress, to whom he is introduced

by another of the fraternity whom he finds at

his inn, is named Philina; and her character

is sketched and sustained throughout the book

with far more talent than could be expected
from any thing we have hitherto cited. She

is gay, forward, graceful, false, and good-na-
tured

;
with a daring and capricious pleasantry,

which, if it often strikes as unnatural, is fre-

quently original and effective. Her debut,

however, we must say, is in the author's most

characteristic manner.
" She came out from her room in a pair of tight

little slippers with hiph heels, to give them welcome.
.She had thrown a black mantle over her. above a

white negligee, not indeed superstitiously clean,

but which, for that very reason, gave her a more
frank and domestic air! Her short dre.ss did not

hide a pair of the prettiest feet and ancles in the

world.— ' You are welcome,' she cried lo Wilhelm,
' and I thank you for your charming flower.s.' She
led him into her chamber with the one hand, press-

ing the nosei'ay to her breast with the o'her. Be-

ing all sealed, and got into a pleasant train of general

talk, to which slie had the art of giving a delightful

turn, Laer'es threw a handiul of singerhTcad nuts

into her lap. and she immediately bepan to eat

them.— ' Look what a child this young gallant is!'
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eho snia .

' He wants to persuade you that T am
toiid of such confectionary ;

and it is himself that

cannot hve without liching his lips over something
of the kind.'— ' Let us confess,' rephed Laertes,
'

that, m this point, as in others, you and I go hand
in nand. For example,' he continued,

' the weather
18 delightful to-day : what if we should take a drive

into the country, and eat our dinner at the Mill?'
"

—Vol. i. pp. 143, 144.

Even at the mill they are fortunate enough
to meet with a dramatic representation

—some
miners in the neighbourhood having, by great

good luck; taken it ijito their heads to set forth

the utility of their craft in a sort of recitative

dispute with some unbelieving countrymen,
and to sing through a part of Werner's Lec-
tures on ^Mineralogy

—upon which very natural
and probable occurrence our apprentice com-

ments, in this incredible manner.
" '

In this little dialogue,' said Wilhelm, when
sealed at table,

' we have a lively proof how useful
the theatre might be to all ranks ; what advania!;e
even Ihe Stale might procure from it, if the occupa-
tions, trades, and undertakings of men were all

brought upon the stance! and presented on their

praiseworihy side, in that point of view in which
the State itself should honour and protect ihem !

As matters stand, we exhibit only the ridiculous

side of men.—Might it not be a worthy and pleasing
task for a sta'esman to survey the natural and re-

ciprocal influence of all classes on each other, and
to guide some pqpi, gifted with sufticienl humour,
in such labours as lliese? In this way, I am per-

suaded, many very entertaining, both agreeable
and useful pieces, might be executed.'

"

Such is the true sublime of Gennan specu-
lation ! and it is by writing such sheer non-

sense as this that men in that country acquire
the reputation of great genius

—and of uniting
with pleasant inventions the most profound

sugirestions of political wisdom ! Can we be

wrong in maintainhig, after this, that there

are diversities of national taste that can never

be reconciled, and scarcely ever accounted

for?

On another day they go in a boat, and a<rree,

by way of pastime, to
•'•'

extemporise a Plaj-,"

by each taking an ideal character, and at-

tempting to sustain it—and this,
" because it

forces each to strain his fancy and his wit to

the uttermost," is pronounced to be a most
"comfortable occupation,'"

—and is thus mo-
ralized upon by a reverend clergyman who
had joined their party, and enacted a country-

parson with great success.
•

I think this practice very useful among actors,
and even in the company of friends and acquaint-
ances. It is the best mode of drawing men out of

themselves, and leading them, by a circuitous path,
back into themselves again.'

''

Their evening occupation is not less intel-

lectual and dramatic; though it ends, we
must o^^'n, with rather too much animation.

They all meet to read a new play ; and
—"between the third and fourth acu the punch
arrived, in an ample bowl ; and there being much
fighting and drinking in the piece itself, nothing
was more natural than that, on every such occur-

rence, the con pany should transport themselves
into the situation of the heroes, should flourish and
Birike along wi:h them, and drink long life to their

favourites among the dramatis persova.
" Each individual of the party was inflamed with

ths most noble fire of national spirit. How it grati-

fied this German company to be poetically enter-

tained, according to their own character, on stuff"

of their ow?i manufacture .' In particular, the vaulta

and caverns, the ruined castles, the moss and hol-

low trees; but above all the nocturnal Gipsey-
scenes, and the Secret Tribunal, produced a quite
incredible eflTectj" Towards the fifth act the approbation became
more impetuous and louder; and at last, when the

hero actually trampled down his oppressor, and
the tyrant met his doom, the ecstasy increased to

such a height, that all averred they h;id never

passed such happy moments. Melina, whom the

liquor had inspired, was the noisiest ; and « hen the

second bowl was empty, and midnight near, Laertes
swore through thick and ihin, that no living mortal
was worthy ever more to put these glasses to his

lips; and, so swearing, he pitched his own right
over his head, through a window-pane, out into the

street. The rest fofiowcd his examfile ;
and not-

withstanding the protestations of the landlord, who
came running in at the noise, Ihe punch-howl itself,

never after this festivity to be polluted by unholy
drink, was dashed into a thousand shreds. Philina,
whose exhilaration was the least noticed, the other

two girls by that time having laid themselves upon
the sofa in no very elegant positions, maliciously

encouraged her companions in their tumult.
" Meanwhile the lown-guard had arrived, and

were demanding admission to the house. Wilhelm,
much heated by his reading, thouah he had drank
but little, had enough to do with the landlord's help
to content these people by money and good words,
and afterwards to get the various members of his

party sent home in that unseemly case."

Most of our readers probably think they
have had enough of this goodly matter. But
we cannot spare them a taste of the manner of

courtship and flirtation that prevailed among
these merry people. Philina one day made a

garland of flowers for her own hair—and then

another, which she placed on the brows of

our hero.

"'And I, it appears, must go empty!' said

Laertes.— ' Not by any means ; you shall not have
reason to complain,' replied Philina, taking off the

garland from her own head, and putting it on his.—•

'
If we were rivals.' said Laertes,

' we might now
dispute very warmly which of us stood liigher in

thy favour.'— ' And the more fools you,' said she,
whilst she bent herself towards him, and offered

him her lips to kiss: and then immediately turned

round, threw her arm about Wilhelm, and be-

stowed a kind .salute on him also.
' Which of

them tastes hest ?' said she archly.
— '

Surprisingly !'

exclaimed Laertes:
'
ii seems as if noiliing else

had ever such a tang of wormwood in it.'— ' As
little wormwood,' she replied, 'as any gift that a
man may enjoy without envy and wi'hout conceit.

But now,' cried she, 'I should like to have an
hour's dancing, and after that we must look to our
vauhers.'

"

Another evening, as Wilhelm was sitting

pensively on the bench at the inn door,
"

Philina came singing and skipping along

through the front door. She sat down by him ; nay,
we might almost say, on him, so close did she

press herself towards him ; she leant upon his

shoulders, began playing with his hair, patied hitn,

and gave him the best words in the world. She

begged of him to stay with them, and not leave her

aloiie in that company, or she must die of ennui:

she could not live any longer in the same house

with Melina, and had come over to lodtie in the

other inn for that very reason.—He tried in vain to

satisfy her with denials ; to make her understand

that he neither could nor would remain any longer.
She did not cease her entreaties ; nay, suddenly

1 she threw her arm about his neck, and kissed him
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with fhft livplicst expression of fondness.—' Arc

you ni;id, Thiliim?' cried Willu-lni, cn<lfavourinK

to difffigiigf liimsrH";
' to in:ike l/ir nprit sin el tlie

scene ot 9U.li i:ire«so8, whicli I novvi-^c nicrii ! I.el

me go; I cnniuil and I will not stay.'—' And I will

holiTthee fust,' miid she,
' nnd kiss ili.e here on

the open street, nnd kiss thee till iliou promise

whut I wont. I eiinll die of laughing,' she con-

tinued :

•

l{y this liiiniliiiriiy the good people here

must lake me lor thy wife ol four weeks' siiinding ;

and hu.<l>.iiids that witness this loui-hiiisr scene will

commend me to iheir wives ns a pattern ot child-

like simple tenderness.'—.Some persons were just

then iroing by ; she caressed him in the most

graceful wav ; and he, to avoid givinir scandal, w.is

constraiiied'to play the part of tiie patient husband.

Then she made faces at the people, when their

backs were turned; and, in the wildest humour,

continueil to ccunmil all sorts of improprieties, till

at last he was obliged to promise that he svould not

go that dav, or the morrow, or the next day.
—

' You are a true clod !

'

said she, quitting iiim
;

'and I am but a tool to spend so much kindness

on you.' "—Vol. i. pp. 208, 209.

But Ave are tired of extracting so much
trash, and must look out for something better.

Wouid any one believe, that the same ^vol•k

which contains all these platitudes of vulgarity
Bhould have furnished our great novelist ^vith

one of his most fantastical characters, and

Lord Byron with one of the most beautiful

passages in his poetry? Yet so it is. The
character of Fenella, in Peveril of the Peak,
is borrowed almost entire from the Mignon
of the work before us—and the prelude to

the Bride of Abydos, beginnuig, '-0 know

you the land where the cypress and myrtle V
IS taken, with no improvement, from a little

wild air which she sings. It is introduced

here, too, with more propriety, and effect

than in the work of the noble author
;

for she

is represented as having been stolen from

Italy ;
and the song, in this its original form,

ehadows out her desire to be restored to that

delightful land and the stately halls of her

ancestors,
—

retracing her way by the wild

passes of the Alps. It is but fair to the poet-
ical powers of Goethe to give this beautiful

Bong, as it is here, apparently, very ably trans-

lated.

"Know'st thou the land where the lemon-trees
bloom ?

Where the gold orange glows in the deep thick-

et's gloom ?

Where a wind ever soft from the blue heaven
blows,

A nd I he Kroves ore of laurel and myrtle and rose ?

Know'st thou it ?

Thither! O thither.

My dearest and kindest, with thee would I go.

Know'st (hou the house, with its turreted walls.
Where the chambers are glancing, and rast are

the halls?

Where the figures of marble look on me so mild,
As if thinking:

' Why thus did they use thee,

poor child ?'

Know'st thou it ?

Thither ! O tliiiber,

My guide and my guardian, with thee would I go.

Know'st thou the mountain, its cloud-cover'd
arch.

Where the mules among mist o'er the wnld tor-

rent march ?

hi the clefts of it, dragons lie coil'd with their

brood :

The rent crag rushes down, and above it the flood.

Know'st thou it?

Thither! O thither.

Our way leadetli: Father! O ronie It t ns go I"

Vol. i. p. 229.

The mystery that hangs over (lie original
condition of Fenella in Rushiii Castle, is dis-

carded, indeed, as to IMigiion, from the first;

for she is first exhibited to us as actually tum-

bling!
—and is rescued by our hero Ironi the

scouige of the master tumbler, who was dis-

.salisfifd with her performance. But the fonds
of the character is the same. She is beautiful

and dwarlii^h, unaccountable, and lull of sen-

sibility, and is secretly in love with her pro-

tector, who feels for her nothing but common
kindness and compassion. She comes at last,

to be sure, to be rather more mad than Fenel-

la, and dies the victim of her hopeless passion.
The following is the description, something
overworked ])eihaps, and not quite intelligible,

but, on the whole, most powerful and impres-

sive, of this fairy creature's first indication

of her love to her youthful deliverer.

"
Nothing is more touching than the first disclo-

sure of a love which has been nursed in silence, of

a faith grown strong in secret, and which at last

comes forth in the hour of need, and reveals itself

to him who lormerly has reckoned it of small ac-

count. The bud, which had bee^i closed so long
and firmly, was now ripe, to burst its swathings,
and Wilhelin's heart rould never have been readier

to welcome the impressions of affeciion.
" She stood before him, and noticed his disquiet-

ude. 'Master!' she cried, 'if thou art unhappy,
what will become of Mignon?' 'Dear little crea-

ture,' said he, taking her hands,
' thou too art part

of my anxieties. I must go.' She looked at his

eyes, glistening with restrained tears, and knelt

down widi vehemence before him. He kept her
hands ; she laid her head upon his knees, and re-

mained quite still. He played with her hair, patted

her, and spoke kindly to her. She contiinied mo-
tionless for a considerable time. At last he felt a sort

of palpitaiing movement in her, which began very
sofily,and then by degrees with increasing violence

difRi-sed i'sell over all her frame.
' W'hat ails thee,

Mignon ?' cried he ;

' what ails thee ?' She raised

up her little head, looked at him, and all at once
laid her hand upon her heart, with the countenance
of one repressing the uitcrance of pain. He raised

her up, and she fell upon his breast ;
he pressed

her towards him, and kissed her. She replied not

by any pressure of the hand, by any motion what-
ever. She held firmly against her heart ;

and all at

once gave a cry, which was accompanied by spas-
modic movements of the body. She started up,
and immediately fell down before him, as if broken
in every joint. It was an excruciating moment !

' My child !' cried he, raising her up, and clasping
her fast ;

' My child, what ails thee ?' The palpita-
tions continued, spreading from the heart over all

the lax and powerless limbs
;

she was merely
hanging in his arms I All at once she again became

quite stiflT, like one enduring the sharpest corporeal

agony ; and soon with a new vehemence all her
frame once more became alive ; and she threw her-

self about his neck, like a bent spring that is closing;
while in her soul, as it were a strong rent took

place, and at the saine moment a stream of tears

flowed from her shut eyes into his bosom. He held

her fast. She wept ! and no tongue can express
the force of these tears. Her long hair had loosened,
and was hanging down before her ;

it seemed as if

her whole being was melting incessantly into a

brook of tears ! Her ricid limbs were again become
relaxed ;

her inmost soul was pouring i'self forth !

In the wild confusion of the moment, Wilhelmwaa
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ifVaid slie would dissolve in his nrms, and leave

lothing lli>/re tor him to grasp. He held her fhsier

ind tasicr.
" My ciiild I' cried lie,

'

riiy child !'

Her tears continued llowing. At last she raised hcr-

iclf; a taint gladness shone upon her face. 'My
aihor !' cried she,

' thou wilt not i'orsake nie ? Wilt
)e my lather ( I am thy child.'

"

We cannot better illustrate the strange in-

consistency of our author's manner, than by
subjoining to this highly passionate and really
Deautilul scene, his account of the egg dance,
ivhich this little creature performs a lew days
ifter, for her friend's entertainment.

" 8he came mto his room one evening carrying a

ittle carpet below her arm, which she spread out

jpon the rioor. She then brought four candles, and
Diaced one upon each corner of the carpet A little

aasUet of eggs, which she next carried in, made her

purpose clearer. Carefully measuring her steps,
she then walked to and fro on the carpet, spreading
3ut the eggs in certain figures and positions ; which

done, she called in a man that was waiting in the

louse, and cc)uld play on the violin. He reiired

with his instrument into a corner
;
she tied a band

ibout her eyes, gave a signal, and, like a piece of

wheel-work set a-going, she began moving the

same instant as the music, accompanying her beats

ind the iioies of the tune with the strokes of a pair
rif castanets.
"

Lightly, nimbly, quickly, and with hairsbreadth

iccuracy, she carried on the dance. She skipped
so sharply and surely along between the eggs, and
irode so closely down beside them, that you would
have thought every instant she must trample one
of them in pieces, or kick the rest away in her rapid
turns. By no means! She touched no one of them,

though winding herself through their mazes with
all kinds of steps, wide and narrow, nay even with

leaps, and at last half kneeling.
—Constant as the

movement of a clock, she ran her course
; and the

strange music, at each repetition of the tune gave a

new impulse to the dance, recommencing and again
rushing olf'as at first.

"The dance being ended, she rolled the eggs
together softly with her foot into a little heap, left

none behind, harmed none
;
then placed herself

beside it, taking the bandage from her eyes, and

concluding her performance with a little bow."

Soon after this, the whole player party are

taken to the castle of a wealthy Count, to as-

sist him in entertaining a great Prince and his

numerous attendants, from whom he was ex-

pecting a visit. Our hero is prevailed on to

go also, and takes Mignon along with him—
and ihouiih treated with some indignity, and

very ill lodged and attended, condescends to

compose a complimentary piece in honour of

the illusliious stranger, and to superintend, as

well as to take a part in, all the private theat-

ricals. By degrees, however, he steals into

the favour of the more distinguished guests
—

is employed to read to the Countess, and at

last is completely fascinated with her elegance
and beauty

—
while,'as it turns out, he has un-

consciously made some imi)ression on her in-

nocent heart. He is not a little assisted in his

designs, whatever they may have been, b)' a
certain intriguing Baroness, who dresses him

out, on one occasion, in the Count's clothes,
when that worthy person was from home, in-

tending to send the Countess in upon him. by
telling her that her lord was suddenly return-

ed. But this scheme is broken up by the

unexpected verification of her fable
;

for the

Count actually returns at the moment : and.

15

on stepping into his dressing-room, is so much
terrified at seeing himself sitting quietly in an

arm-chair by the lire, that he runs out in a

great fright, and soon after becomes a vision-

ary, and joins the insane flock of Swedenborg.
A critical scene, however, is at last brought
on accidentally

—and though the transaction

recorded is by no means quite correct, we
cannot help inserting the account of

it, as a

very favourable specimen of the author's most
animated and most natural style. VVillielm

had been engaged in reading, as usual, to the

Countess and her female party, when they
are interrupted by the approach of visitors.

The Baroness goes out to receive ihem
;

"And the Countess, while about to shut her

wriiing-desk, which was standing open, took up
her casket, and put some other rings upon her fin-

ger.
' We are soon to part,' said she, keeping her

eyes upon the casket :

'

accept a memorial of a true

friend, who wishes nothing more earnestly, than
that you may always prosper

' She then took out

a ring, which, underneath a crystal, bore a little

plate of woven hair, beautifully set with diamonds.
She held it out to Wilhelm, who, on taking it,

knew neither what to say nor do, but stood as if

rooted to the ground. The Countess shut her desk,
and sat down upon the sofa.

' And I nnist go
empty ?' said Philina, kneeling down at the Count-
ess' right hand.

' Do but look at the man ! he
carries such a store of words in his mouth, when '

no one wants to hear them ;
and now he cannot

stammer out the poorest syllable of thanks. Quick,
sir! E.xpress your services, by way of pantomime
at least ;

and it to-day you can invent nothing ; then,
for Heaven's sake, be my imitator !' Philiiia seized

the right hand of the Countess, and kissed it warm-

ly. WilheliTi sank upon his knee, laid hold of the

left, and pressed it to his lips. The Couniess seem-
ed embarrassed, yet without displeasure.

' Ah !'

cried Philina ;

'

so much splendour ol attire I may
have seen betbre ; but never one so fit to wear it.

What bracelets, but also what a hand! What a

neck-dress, but also what a bosom !'
'

Peace, little

cozener I' said the Countess. '

Is this his Lordship
then?' said Philina, pointing to a rich medallion,
which the Countess wore on her left side, by a

particular chain.
' He is painted in his bridal dress,'

replied the Countess. 'Was he then so young?'
inquired Philina; I know it is but a year or two
since you were married.'

' His youth must be

placed to the artist's account,' replied the lady.
' He is a handsome man,' observed Philina. ' But
was there never,' she continued, placing her hand

upon the Countess' heart,
' never any other image

that found iis svay in secret hither?'
' I'hou art

very bold, Philina!' cried she; 'I have spoiled
thee. Let me never hear such another speech.
'

If you are angry, then am I unhappy,' said Phi
lina. springing up, and hastening from the n^om.

" Wilhelm still held that lovely hand in both *
his. His eyes were fi.xed upon the bracelet-clasp
he noticed, with extreme surprise, that his initia.

were traced on it, in lines of brilliants.
' Have i

then,' he modestly inquired,
'

you own hair in th.?

precious ring ?'
'

Yes,' replied she in a faint voice
,

then suddeidy collecting herself, she said, and

pressed his hand: 'Arise, and fare you well!'
' Here is my name,' cried he,

'

by the most curious

chance!' He pointed to the bracclct-clasp. 'How?'
cried the Countess;

'

it is the cipher of a female
friend !'

'

They are the initials of my name. For-

get me not. Your image is engraven on my heart,
and will never be effaced. Farewell ! I must be

gone.' He kissed her hand, and meant to rise; but
as in dreams, some strange thing fades and changes
into something stranger, and the succeeding wonder
takes us by surprise ; so, without knowing how it

happened, he foimd the Countess in bis arms ! Her
K 2
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lips
wtTi- rf^iiiii} I poll his, nnd their wnrni imiiuiil

ki8»i's were yiculmj; tliem ihni lilcsscthiciiit. which

iiioriiiU sip Iroiii the topmost epaikhii'; louiii on the

Ircslilv poiiri'd cup of liivc !

"
l(iT hfiid lav iiiioii iiis slioulder ;

the disordered

ringlets ni.d iiitll-s were lor^'otlfH. .Slie had

thrown her arm around him; lio clasped ht-r with

vivacity ;
and pri'>scd her nijain and ajjaiii to his

brensi. () that .such a inonient could but last lor-

ever 1 And wo to envious laie that shortened even

this hriet moment to our friends I How terrified

WHS Wilhclm, how astounded did he start from this

happv dream, when the Countess, with a shriek,

on a sudden tore herself away, and hastily pressed
her hand aj,'Minst her heart. lIi- stood cunlounded

before her; she held the other hand upon her eyes,

and, id'ter a moment's pause, e.\clainied :
' Away !

leave me I delay not!' lie continued standing.
' Leave me !' she cried; and taking off her hand

from her eyes, she looked at him with an indescrib-

able e.xpression of countenance ; and added, in the

most lend<r and affecting voice:
'

Fly, if you love

me.' AV'ilhelni was out of the chaiTiher, and again
in his room, Itclore he knew what he was doing.

Unhap<)y creatures I What singular warning of

chance or of destiny tore them asunder ?'
"

These questionable doings are followed up
by long .speculations on the art of playing, and
the proper studies and exercises of actors.

But in the end of these, which are mystical
and prosiiig enough, we come suddenly upon
what we do not hesitate to pionouiice the

most able, eloqnetit. and profound e.xposition
of the character of Hamlet, as conceived by
our great diamati.st, that has ever been given
to the world. In justice to the author, we
shall give a part of this admirable critique.
He tirst delineates him as he was before the

calamities of his family.
" '

Soft, and from a noble stem, this royal flower
had sprung ui) under the immediate influences of

majesty: tlie idea of moral rectitude with that of

princely elevation, the feeling of the good and dig-
nified with the consniousness of high binh, had in

him been unfolded simultaneously. lie was a

prince, by binh a prince; and he wished to reign,

only that good men iniglit be good without obsi ruc-

tion. Pleasing in form, polished by nature, cour-
teous from ihe heart, he was meant to be the pat-
tern of youth and the joy of the world.

" ' Without any prominent passion, his love for

Ophelia was a still presentiment of sweet wants.
His zeal in knightly acconiplishrnents was not en-

tirely his own ; it needed to be quickened and in-

flamed by praise bestowed on others for e.xcelling
in them. He was calm in his temper, artless in his

conduct, neither pleased with idleness, nor too vio-

leiitly eager for employment. The routine of a

university he seemed to continue when at court.
\le po.ssessed more mirth of humour than of heart

;

ne was a good companion, pliant, counnons, dis-

creef, and jiUle to forget and forgive an injury ; yet
never able to unite himself with those who over-

stept the limits of the right, the good, and the

becoming.'
"

He then considers the efTects of the mis-
fortunes of his house on such a disposition.
The first is the death of his father, by which
his fair Lopes of succession are disappointed.

" He is now poor in <joods and favour, and a

stranger in the scene which from youth he had
looked upon as his inheritance. His temper here
assumes its first mournful tinge. He feels that now
he is not more, that he is less, than a private no-
bleman ; he offers himself as the servant of every
one ; he is not courteous and condescending, he is

needy and degraded.

"'The second stroke that came jpon h-.iu

wounded deeper, bowed slill more. i". was :ho

marriage ol Ins mother. The faithful tender son
had

yet
a mother, when his lather jiasstd away.

He hoped, in the company of iiis surviving and
noble-minded parent, to reverence the heroic form
of the departed ;

but his mother too lie loses ! and
'it id scmcthin^ worse than death that robs him of

her. The trustful image, which a good child loves

to form of his parents, is gone. Willi the dead
there is no help

—on the living no hold ! >She also

is a woman, and her name is Frailty, like that of all

her sex.
"

'Figure to yourselves this youth,' cried he,
'this son of princes; conceive him vividly, bring
his slate before your eyes, and then observe him
when he learns that his father's spirit walks!
Stand by him in the terrors ot the night, when the

veneralile ghost itself apjiears before him. A hor-

rid shudder passes over him
;
he speaks to the mys-

terious form; he sees it beckon him
;
he follows it,

and hears. The fearful accusation of his uncle

rings in his ears; the suminons to revenge, and the

piercing oft-repeated prayer, Remember me !

" 'And when tiie ghost has vanished, who is it

that stands before us? A young hero panting for

vengeance ? A prince by birili, rejoicing to be
<'alled to punish the usurper of his crown? No!
Trouble and astonishment take hold of the solitary

young man : he grows bitter against smiling vil-

lains, swears that he will not forget the spirit, and
concludes with the e.xpressive ejaculation :

Thie time is out of joint : O! cursed spile.
That ever I was born 10 set tlieiri right !

" '

In these words. I imagine, will be found the

key to Hamlet's whole procedure. To me it is

clear that Shakespeare meant, in the present case,
to represent the effects of a great action laid upon a

soul laifit for the performance of it. In th:s view
the whole piece seems to me to be composed. An
oak-tree is planted in a costly jar, which should
have borne only pleasant flowers in its bosom ; the

roots expand, the jar is shivered ! A lovely, pure,
noble, and most moral nature, without the strength
of nerve which forms a hero, sinks beneath a bur-

den which it cannot bear, and must not cast away.
•All duties arc holy for him ;

the present is too hard.

Impossibilities have been required of him; not in

themselves impossibilities, but such for him. He
winds, and turns, and torments himself; he advances
and recoils; is ever put in mind, ever puts himself
in mind; at last does all but lose his purpose from
his thoughts; yet still without recovering his peace
of mind.'

"

There is nothing so good as this in any of

our own commentators—nothing at once so

poetical, so feeling, and so just. It is incon-

ceivable that it should have been written by
the chronicler of puppet-shows and gluttonous
vulirarities.

The players, with our hero at their head,
now travel across the country, rehearsing,

lecturing, .scjuabbling, atid kissing as usual.

There is war however on their track
j
and

when seated pleasantly at dinner in a wood
on their journey, they are attacked by some
armed maraudi^is, robbed of their goods, and

poor Wilhelm left wounded and senseless on-

the field. What follows, though not very
original in conception, is described with effecl

and vivacity.
" On again op(?ning his eyes, he found himself in

the strangest posture. The first thing that pierced
the dimness which yet swam before his vision, was
Philina"s face bent down over his. He felt himself
weak

;
and making a movement to rise, he dis-

covered that he was in Philina'.s lap ; into which,
indeed, he again sank down. She was sitting on
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i!»' sward. She had sofily pressed towards licr the
hi;rid of ihe (alien young man ; and made for hini

an easy couch, as tar as this was in her power.
Mignoii was kiieehiig with dishevelled and bloody
hair at his ibet, wlucli she eniliraced with many
tears. Pliilina let him know that this true-heartecl

creat\ire, seeing her friend wounded, and in the

hurry of the instant, heing able to think of noihing
which would staunch ihe blood, had taken her own
hair that was flowinsr round her head, and tried to

Btop the wounds with it
;
but had soon been ohli<red

to give up the vain attempt; that afterwards they
had bound with moss and dry mushrooms, Philina
herself giving np her neck-kerchief for that purpose." After a lew mnmerits. a younu lady issued from
the thickets, ridinsr on a gray courser, and accom-
panied by an elderly gentleman and some cavaliers.

Grooms, servants, and a troop of hussars, closed up
the rear. Fhilina stared at this phenomenon, and
was about to call, and entreat the Amazon for help ;

when the latter, turning her astonished eyes on the

group, instantly checked her horse, rode up to

them, and halted. She inquired eagerly about the
wounded man, whose posture in the lap of this light-
minded Samaritan seemed to strike her as peculiar-
ly strange.

'

Is it your husband ?' she inquired of
Philina.

'

Only a friend,' replied the other, with a

tone that Wilhclm liked e.xtremely ill. He had
fixed his eyes upon the soft, elevated, calm, sympa-
thizing features of the stranger: he thought he had
never seen aught nobler or more lovely. Her shape
he could not see : it was hid by a man's great-coat,
which she seemed to have borrowed from some of
her attendants, to screen her from the chill evening
air."—Vol. ii. pp. 38—43.

A surgeon in this compassionate party ex-
amines his wounds, and the lovely young
woman, after some time

—"turned to the old gentleman, and said, 'Dear
uncle, may I be generous at your expense ?' She
took ofTthe great-coat, with the visible intention to

give it to the stript and wounded youth."
\V'ilhp|m. whoin the healing look of her eyes

had hitlierto held fixed, was now. as the surtout fell

away, astonished at her lovely figure. She came
near, and softly laid the coat above hiin. At this

moment, as he tried to open his mouth, and stam-
mer out some words of gratitude, the lively impres-
sion of her presence worked so strongly oti liis

senses, already causrht and bewildered, that all at
once it appeared to him as if her head were encir-
cled with rays ; and a glancing light seemed by de-

grees to spread ii.self over all her fbrin ! .\t this
moment the surgeon, endeavouring to extract the
ball from his wound, gave him a sharper twinge ;

the angel faded away trotn the eyes of the faituing
pntieni : he lost all consciousness

; and, on returnins;
to himself, the horsemen and coaches, the fair one
with her attendants, had vanished like a dream."

He, meanwhile, wrapt up in his warm surtout,
was lying peacefully upon the liner. An electric
warmth seemed to flow from the fine wool into his

body: in short, he felt hiinself in the most delicht-
ful frame of mind. The lovelv beinsr, svhom'tliis

garment lately covered, had afTected him to the
very heart. He still saw the coat falling down
from her shoulders: saw that noble form, begirt
with radiance, stand beside him

; and his soul hied
over rocks and forests on the footsteps of his de-
parted benefactress.—Vol. ii. pp. 45—47.

The party afterwards settles in a large
lowii, under the charge of a regular maiiafrer.
There are endless sqabbles and intrisnaeS; and
inteiTTiinable dissertations on acting. Our hero

performs Hamlet with great applause, and
gets tipsy with the whole company at a riotous

supper after it—the rehearsals," the acting,
and the said supper being all described with

great spirit and animatioit.

the end of the latter.

We may extract

"
.-\mid the pleasures; of the entertainment, it

had not been noticed tliai the children and the Harper
were away. Ere long they made their entrance,
and were blithely v\elcomed by the company.
They came in together, very strangely decked:
Felix was beating a triangle, Mignon a tambou-
rine

; the old man had his large harp hung round
his neck, and was playing on it whilst he carried it

bef()re him. They marched round and round the

table, and sang a multitude of songs. Eutalles

sverp handed to them ; and the guests believed

they could not do a greater kindness to the children,
than by giving them as much swetl v>lne a.s they
chose to drink. For the company themselves had
not by any means neglected a stock of savoury
frrsJat, presented by the two amateurs, which had
arrived this evening in baskets. The children

tripped about and sang ; Mignon in particular was
frolicsome lieyond what any one had ever seen her.

She beat the tambourine witii the greatest liveli-

ness and grace : now, with her finger pressed
aL'ainst the parchment, she hummed across it quick-
ly to and fro

;
now rattled on it with her knuckles,

now with the back of her hand
; nay sometimes,

with alternating rhythm, she struck it first against
her knee and then against her head ; and anon
twirling it in her hand, she made the shells jingle

by themselves
;
and thu-s, from the simplest instru-

ment, elicited a great variety of tones. The com-
pany, as much as they had laughed at her at first,

were in fine obliged to curb her. But persuasion
was of small avail

;
for she now sprang up, and

raved, and shook her tambourine, and capered
round the table. V/ith her hair flying out behind
her, with her head thrown back, and her limbs as
it were cast into the air, she seemed like one of
those antique Maenades, whose wild and all but

impossible positions still strike us with astonish-
ment when seen on classic monuments, &c.

"
It was late ; and Aurelia, perhaps the only one

retaining self-possession in the parly, now stood up,
and signified that it was time to go. By way of
termination, Serlo gave a firework, or what resem-
bled one : for he could imitate the sound of crack-

ers, rockets, and fire-wheels with his mouth, in a

style of nearly inconceivable correctness. You
had only to shut your eyes, and the deception was
complete. On reaching the open air, almost all

of them observed that thei/ had drank loo liberally.
They glided asunder without taking leave.

"The instant Wilhelm gained his room, he

stripped, and, extinguishing his candle, hastened
into bed. Sleej) was overpowering him without

delay, when a noise, that seemed to issue from be-
hind the stove, aroused him. In the eye of his

heated fancy, the image of the harnessed king was
hovering near him : he sat up that he might address
the spectre ; hut he felt himself encircled with soft

arms, and his mouth was shut with kisses, uhich
he had not force to push away !"—Vol. ii. pp. 205—
209.

In this division of the story we hear a great
dealof an Aurelia—a sister of the manager's—
an actress of course—but a woman of talent

and sentiment—who had been peilidiously
left b}' her lover—and confided all the bitter

ness of her heart to our hero. There is a

good deal of eloquence in some of these dia-

logues
—and a nearer approach to nature, than

in any other part of the work. This is a

sample of them.

"'One more forsaken woman in the world!'

you will say. You are a man. You are thinking:
' What a noise she makes, the fool, about a neces-

sary evil, which certainly as death awaits womer
when such is the fidelity of men !' Oh, my friend!

if my fate were common, I wodd gladly u' dp-^i
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A common evil. Bill it is so singular : why cannot

1 present it to vou in a mirror, why not command
some one lo tell it you? dh, had I, had 1 l)cen

seduced, surprised, and afierwards forsaken ! llu-re

would then l)e comfort in despair : but I am far

more miserahle ;
I have been my own deceiver ;

I

have willingly betrayed myself; and this, this is

what shall never he forgiven nu-.'

"'I hate the P>cnch language,' she addea,

'from the bottom of my soul. During the period

of our kindliest connection, he wrote in German,

and whai genuine, powerful, cordial German ! It

was not till he wanicd to get quit of tne, that he

began seriously to write in French. I marked, I

felt what he meant. What he would have blushed

to uiter in his mother tongue, he could by ihis

means write wiih a quiet conscience. It is the lan-

guage of reseivaiions, equivocaiions, and lies: it is

a perfidious language ! Heaven be praised ! I can-

not find another word to express this perfide of

theirs in all its compass. Our poor treulos, the

faiUiless of the English, are innocent as babes be-

side it. Perfide means faithless wiih enjoyment,
with insolence and malice. How enviable is the

culture of a nation that can figure out so many
shades of meaning by a single word ! French is

e.xactly ihe language of the world; worthy to be-

come the universal language, that all may have it

in their power to cheat, and cozen, and betray each

other! His P'rench letters were always smooth
and plea.sant while you read them. If you chose

to believe it, they sounded warmly, even passion-

ately : but if you e.\amined narrowly, they were

but phrases, accursed phrases ! He has spoiled my
feeling to the whole language, to French literature,

even to the beautiful delicious e.xpre.=sions of noble

souls which may be found in it. I shudder when
a French word is spoken in my hearing.'

"

What follows is still more in the raving

style
—and we suppose is much more adnaired

in Germany.
" She sunk in thought ;

then after a brief pause,
she exclaimed with violence :

' You are accustomed
to have all things fly into your arms. No, you
cannot feel ; no man is in a case to feel the worth

of a woman that can reverence herself. By all the

holy angels, by all the images of blessedness which
a pure and kindly heart creates, there is not any
thing more heavenly than the soul of a woman that

gives herself to the man she loves! We are cold,

proud, high, clear-sighted, wise, while we deserve

the name of women ;
and all these qualities we

lay down at your feet, the instant that we love, that

we hope to excite a return of love. Oh ! how have

I cast away my entire existence wittingly and wil-

lingly ! But now will I despair, purposely despair.
There is no drop of blood within me but shall

BufTer, no fibre that I will not punish. Smile, I

pray you; laugh at this theatrical display of pas-
sion.'

" Wilhelm was far enough from any tendency
to laugh. This horrible, half-natural, half-fictitious

condition of his friend aftlicied him but too deeply.
She looked him intently in the face, and asked :

' Can you say that you never yet betrayed a woman,
that you never tried with thoughtless gallantry,
with false asseverations, with cajoling oaths, to

wheedle favour from her ?'
'

I can,' said Wilhelm,
' and indeed without much vanity ; my life has been

so simple and sequestered, I have had but few en-

ticements to attempt such things. And what a

warning, my beautiful, my noble friend, is this

melanclioly state in which I see you ! Accept of

me a vow, which is suited to my heart, &c. ;
no

woman shall receive an acknowledgment of love

from my lips, to whom I cannot consecrate my
life.' She looked at him with a wild indifference ;

and drew back some steps as he offered her his

hand. ' 'Tis of no mpment !' cried she :

'

so many
women'* tears more or fewer! the ocean will not

swell by reason of them ! And yet,' continued

she,
'

among thousands one woman saved ! that still

is something : among thousands one honest man
discovered ;

this is not to be refused. Do you
know then what you promise?' 'I know it,' ari

swered Wilhelm with a smile, and holding out hia

hand. 'I accept it then,' said she, and made a

movement with her right hand, as if meaning to

take hold of his: but instantly she darted it inti«

her pocket, pulled out her dagger as quick as light

iiing, and scored with the edge and point of it

across his hand ! He hastily drew back his arm
but the blood was already running down.

" ' One must mark you men rather sharply, if

one means you to take heed,' cried she with a wild

mirth, which soon passed into a quick assiduity.

She took her handkerchief, and bound his hand

with it to staunch the fast-flowing blood. 'For-

give a half crazed being,' cried she, 'and regret
not these few drops of blood. I am appeased, I

am again myself On my knees will I crave your

pardon : leave me the comfort of healing you.'
"—

Vol. ii. pp. 128—132.

Alternating with these agonies, we have

many such scenes as the following
" ' 'Tis a pity, I declare,' said Serlo to Philina,

'

that we have no ballet ; else I would make you
dance me a pas de duex with your first, and another

with your second husband : the harper might be

lulled to sleep by the measure
;
and your iiits of

feet and ancles would look so pretty, tripping to

and fro upon the side stage.'
' Of my ancles you

do not know much,' replied she snappishly;
' and

as to my bits of feet,' cried she, hastily reaching
below the talile, pulling off her slippers, and hold-

ing them out to Serlo
;

' here are the cases of them,
and I give you leave to find me nicer ones.'

'
It

were a serious task,' said he, looking at the elegant
half-shoes. 'In truth, one does not often nieet

with any thing so d.ainty.' They were of Parisian

workmanship ;
Philina had obtained them as a pre-

sent from the countess, a lady whose foot was
celebrated for its beauty. 'A charming thing!'
cried Serlo

;

' my heart leaps at the sight of them.'
' What gallant throbs !' replied Philina.

' There is

nothing in the world beyond a pair of slippers,' said

he ; 'of such pretty manufacture, in their proper
time and place

'

Philina took her slippers

from his hands, crying,
' You have squeezed them

all ! They are far too wide for me !' She played
with them, and rubbed the soles of them together.
' How hot it is !' cried she, clapping the sole upon
her cheek, then again rubbing, and holding it to

Serlo. He was innocent enough to stretch out his

hand to feel the warmth. '

Clip ! clap !' cried she,

giving him a sinart rap over the knuckles with the

heel, that he screamed and drew back his hand;
'

I will teach you how to use my slippers better.'
' And I will teach you also how to use old folk like

children,' cried the other ;
then sprang up, seized

her, and plundered many a kiss, every one of which

she artfully contested with a show of serious reluct-

ance. In this romping, her long hair goot lease,

and floated round the group; the chair overset ; and

Aurelia, inwardly inditrnant at such rioting, arose

in great vexation."—Vol. ii. pp. 166, 167.

This said Aurelia has a little boy called

Felix—and dymg at last of her sorrow, leaves

a letter for her betrayer, which she had en-

gaged our hero to deliver to him in person.
But between the giving and execution of this

mandate, the ingenious author has interpo-

lated a separate piece, which he has entitled
'' the confessions of a fair Saint"—and which

has no other apparent connection Avith the

story, than that poor Aurelia's physician had
lent it to her to read in her last moments.

Though eminently characteristic of the authc-
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It need not detain us long. The lirst part is

full of vulgarity and obscurity
—the last ab-

solutely unintelligible. This fair saint lived

in her youth among a set of people whom she
calls German courtiers, and says, with singu-
lar delicacy,

"
I look upon it as a providential guidance, that

none of these many handsome, rich, and well-

dressed men could lake my fancy. They were
rakes, and did not hide it ; this scared me back :

their speech was frequently adorned with double

meanings ;
this offended me. and made me act with

coldness towards them. Many limes their impro-
prieties surpassed behef ! and I did not prevent my-
self from being rude. Besides, my ancient coun-

sellor had once in confidence contrived to tell me,
that, with the greater part of these lewd fellows,
health as well as virtue was in danger! I now
shuddered at the sight of them ;

I was afraid, if one
of them in any way approached too near me. I

would not touch their cups or glasses, even the
chairs they had been sitting on ! Thus morally
and physically I remained apart from them."

She then falls in love with a certain Narciss,
with whom her first acquaintance was formed
at a ball, where, ''after having jigged it for a
while in the crowd, he came into the room
where I was, in consequence of a bleeding at

the nose, with which he had been overtaken,

and began to speak about a multitude of

things !" In spite of this promising beginning,

however, the mutual fiame is not caught till

they meet again at a diimer, where,
"Even at table, we had many things to suffer;

for several of the gemlenien had dranh too much:
and after rising from it, they insisted on a game at

forfeits. It went on with great vivacity and tumult.

Narciss had lost a forfeit : they ordered him, by
way of penalty, to whisper something pleasant in

the ear of every member of the company. It seems,
he staid too long beside my neighbour, the lady of
a captain. The latter on a sudden struck him such
a 6ox with his fist , that the powder flew about my
eyes and blinded me! When I had cleared my
sight, and in some degree recovered from my terror,
I saw that boih of them had drawn their swords.
Narciss was bleeding; and the other, mad with

wine, and rage, and jealousy, could scarcely be
held back by all the company: I seized Narciss,
led him by tiie arm up stairs; and as I did not think

my friend even here in safety from his frantic

enemy, I shut the door and bolted it."

After this they are soon betrothed
;
but she

grows Methodistical, and he cold,
—and their

engagement flies off;
—And then she becomes

pious in good earnest, and is by turns a Hal-
lean and a Herrnhuther, and we do not know
how many other things, and raves through
seventy or eighty pages, of which we have
not courage to attempt any analysis.
We now get rid in a great degree of plays

and players, and emerge into the region of

mysticism. Wilhelm goes to the country to

deliver Aurelia's letter to Lothario
;
but finds

that worthy Baron so busy preparing to fight
a duel, that he cannot find an opportunity to

discharge himself of his mission. He remains,

however, in the castle, and soon finds himself
in the midst of several peremptory and om-
niscient people, who make what they please
of him. In discourse, they happen to make
mention of a certain Count, a brother-in-law

of Lothario's, who had grown melancholy, and
talked of joining the Herrnhuthers, with his

beautiful wife. Wilhehn immediately inquire;
what Count they are speakmg of.

" ' One whom you know very well,' said Jarnct

'You yourself are the ghost that havo chased the

unhappy wiseacre into piety ; you are the villain

who have brought his pretty wife to such a state,

that she inclines accompanying him.' 'And she
is Lothario's sister ?' cried our friend.

' No other !'— ' And Lothario knows ?'
— ' The whole.'

' O ler

me fly !' cried Wilhelm :

' How shall I appear be
fore him? What can he say to me?' 'That nc
man should cast a stone at his brother

;
that when

one composes long speeches, with a view to shame
his neighbours, he should speak them to a looking-
glass.' 'Do you know that also?' 'And many
things beside,' said Jarno with a smile."

From this moment our hero gives up the
idea of reproaching the Baron with his perfidy
to Aurelia. and offers his services to decoy
away from him another love-sick damsel who
is then in the house, and whose hj'sterics, it

is thought, might retard the cure of the wound
he has just received in his duel. He takes
her away, accordingly, under some false pre-
text, to a certain Theresa, another deserted
love of Lothario, and who is distingTiished by
a singular passion for housekeeping and all

manner of economical emplojinents. The
conception of this character, which is dwelt
on at great length, is one of the most glaring
absurdities and affectations in the book. The
author has actually endeavoured, in serious

earnest, to exalt the common qualifications
of a domestic drudge, or notable housewife,
into heroic virtues, and to elaborate his fa-

vourite heroine out of these base materials.

The whole scene is tinged, even beyond the

average standard of the book, with the appa-
rently opposite faults of vulgarity and extrava-

gance. This is the debut.

"She entered Wilhelm's room, inquiring if he
wanted anything. 'Pardon me,' said she, 'for

having lodged you in a chamber which the smell of
paint still renders disagreeable: iny litile dwelling
is but just made ready; you are handselling thi?

room, which is appointed for my guests; also, you
will hnve many things to pardon. My cook has run

away frotn me, at this unseasonable time
; and a

serving-man has bruised his hand. I might be
forced to manage all myself; and if it were so, we
must just put up with it. One is plagued with no-

body so much as with one's servants: not one of
them will serve you, scarcely even serve himself.'

She said a good deal more on different matters : in

general she seemed to like to speak.

They then take a walk together, and, on
their return,
" Wilhelm testified his admiration at her skill in

husbandry concerns, ' Decided inclination, early
opportunity, external impulse, and continued occu-

pation in a useful business,' said she,
' make many

things, which were at first far harder, possible in

life.' On returning home, she sent him to her little

garden. Here he scarce could turn himself, so

narrow were the walks, so thickly was it sown and

planted. On looking over to the court, he could
not keep from smiling: the JJrficoorf was lying there,
as accurately sawed, split, and piled, as it it had
been part of the building, and had been intended to

abide there constantly. I'he tuhs and implements,
all clean, were standing in their places: the houso
was -painted v)hite and red; it was really pleasant
to behold! Whatever can be done by handicraft,
that knows not beautiful proportions, but that la-

bours for convenience, cheerfulness, and durability

appeared united on the spot."
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Sho Ihen puts on tncn^n clothes! vhich, iii-

det'il, slu' yeaomlly won? as most handy; ami

lhe> hav»' another walk, in tlio coiusf ol wliich

phe' tells him lier stoi y. She was nobly born.

But
" ' From my enrlicsl youth, the hitchm, the store-

room, tlie gran:iri<'s, tiiu fi.'lJ, wvyc my si leciocJ

element ! Clenniiiicss anJ order in the house

seemed, even wh;le I wn.< playing in it, to be my
peculiar insiinct, my pfciiliar ohji'c-i. This leiidency

gave pleiisure to my luiher; and he hy dcarrees ai-

IDtded it the most iiuiiahle employment. When wo
were l>y oursi-lves, when walkins.' ihrongh the ficUs.

when I was helpinir 'o exannne his accounts, I

could perceive what iiajipinifss lie was enjoyini,'.'
"

Her mother took great delight in a private
theatre—" But I," she observed,

"
very seldom

staid among the audience
] however, I aliccvjs

smiffid their candles, and prepared the xuppcr,—and put the wardrobe in order." Alter her

father's death, her mother wastes the property,
and she goes as a kind of steward or manager,
into the iamily of a neighbouring lady, whom
"she faithfully as.sisted in struggling with her

steward and domestics."

"'I am neither of a niggardly nor grudging
temper; but wc women are aecusiomcd lo insist,

more earnestly than men. that nothing alialf lie

wasted. Emliezzlement of all sorts is intolerable

to us. Here 1 was in my element once more.'
"

This is enough, we suppose, for the char-

acter of Theresa. But the accomplished Lo-

thario falls in love with this angel, and here

are the grounds on which he justifies his pre-
ference.
" ' What is the highest happiness of mortals, if

not to e.vecute what we consider right and good ;

to be really masters of the moans conducive to our
aims? And where should or can our first and
nearest aims be but wittu?i the house? All those

indispensable, and still to be renewed supplies,
where do we expect, do we require to find them,
if it is not in the place where we arise and where
we so to sleep, where kitchen and cellar, and every
species of accoinmodalinn for ourselves and ours is

to be always ready ? What unvarying activity is

needed to conduct this constantly recurring series

in unbroken living order ! It is when a woman has
attained this inward mastery, that she truly makes
the husband whom slie loves a master: her atten-

tion will afqnire all sorts of knowledge for her
;
her

activity will turn them all to profit. 'Thus is she de-

pendent upon no one
;
and she procures her husband

genuine independence, that which is interior and
domestic : whatever he possesses he beholds se-

cured ; what he earns, well employed.'
" &c.

They are engaged accordingly to be mar-
ried

;
but the match is broken off' by an un-

lucky discovery, that this gay Lothario had

formerly had a love affair with Theresa's

mother, Avhen she was travelling abroad under
a feigned name ! We are rather surprised,
we confess, at the notable fair one's delicacy,
in considering this as a bar to their union—for

her notions on the subject of conjusal fidelity

must bo owned to be sufficiently liberal,

having intimated, in reference to her lover's

subsequent intrigues with Aurelia and others,

that

"Even if he had been her husband, she would
have had snflficion! spirit to endure a matter of this

kind, if it had not troiihled her domrflic order: at

least she often n.sed to say. that a wife, who pro-

perly conducted her economy, should take no um-

brage at such Utile fanrlcs of her hushand, bill bl

always certain that he would return."

Our hero returns to the castle quite en-

chtinted with this paragon of women—and
his rising llaine is fed by the conversation
which takes place with regard to her. Alter

amusing themselves with each telling confi-

dentially their pretty love adventures, the

accomplished Lothario holds forth in thi»

edifying and decided manner.

"'It is true,' observed Lothaiio, 'there can

srarcely any leeliiig in the world be more agreea-
ble, than when the heart, after a pause of indifier-

ence, agaiti o[)ens to love for some 7iew object. Yet
I would Ibr ever have renounced that happiness,
had fate been pleased to unite me with Theresa.
What a heaven had I figured for myself beside
Theresa I Not the heaven of an enthusiastic bliss;
but of a sure lite on earth: oidi:r in prosperity,

courage in adversity, rare for the smallest, and a

spirit capable of comprehending and manapiu^ the

greatest. You may well forgive me.' added he,
and turned to Wilhelm with a smile, 'that I for-

sook Aurelia for Theresa: with the one I could

e.xpeci a calm and cheerful life, with the other not
a happy hour.'

'

I will confess,' said Wilhelm,
'

that in coming hither, I had no small anger in my
heart against you ;

that I proposed to censure with

severity your conduct to Aurelia.' 'It was really
censurable,' said Lothario: '

I should not have ex-

changed my friendship for her with the sentiment
of love

;
I sliould not, in place of the respect which

she deserved, have intruded an attachment she waa
neither calculated to excite nor maintain. Alas !

she was 7iot Joveh/ rrhen she loved! the greatest misery
which can befall a woman.' "

And in this cavalier manner is the subject
dismissed. He denies, however, that Felix is

his child, or Aurelia's either; and avers that

he was brought to her by the old woman
Barbara, by whom the boy was generally
attended. On this hint Wilhelm flics back
to the town, finds out Barbara, in whom he
at length recognises the attendant of his first

love, Mariana, and learns from her that the

boy Felix is the offspring of their early con-

nexion, and that the unhappy mother died in

con.sequence of his desertion, not only heart-

broken but iimocent ! He is long incredulous,
and appoints the ancient crone to come to him

again at night, and abide all his interroga-
tions.—The scene which follows, we think, is

very powerfully executed, and is the onlypart
almost of the book which produces any thing
of a pathetic effect.

"
Midnight was past, when something rustled at

the half-open door, and Barbara came in with a

little basket.
'

I am to tell you the story of our
woes.' said she ;

' and I must believe that you will

sit unmoved at the recital; that you are waiting for

me but to satisfy your curiosity ;
that you will now,

as you did ibrinerly, retire within your cold selfish-

ness, while our hearts are breaking. But look you
here ! TJius. on that happy eveniiiff, did I bring you
the bottle of chnnipafine ! tlms did I place the three

glasses on the table ! and as you then began, with
soft nursery tales, to cozen us and lull us asleep,
so will I now with stern truths instruct you and

keep you waking.'
" \Vilhelm knew not what to say, when the crone

in fact let go the cork, and filled three glasses to

the brim.
' Drink !' cried she. having emptied at

a dranfrht her fiiaminrr slass.
' Drink, ere the spirit

of it pass! This third glass shall froth away nn

tasted, to the memory of my unhappy IVIariai:a!

How red were her lips, when she then drank your
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healili ! Ah', and now for ever pale and cold!'
'

Sihyl ! Fury!' WiUielm cried, ppringing up, and
strilunur tlie lable with liis fisi. '.Solily, Mein
Herri' replied ilie crone; 'you shall not rutlle

rue. Your debts to us are deep and dark : the

railing of a debtor does not anger one. Bui you
are right : the simplest narrative will punish you
siilUcieritly. Hear, then, the struggle ami the vic-

tory of Mariana sirivini; to continue yours.'
"

She llieii tells a long story, explainiiii'- away
the indications of perfidy, on the strength of

which he had quitted her
;
and the scene

ends in this very dramatic and truly touching-
manner.

" '

Good, dear Barbara !' cried Wilhelm, spring-

ing up, and seizing the old woman by the hand,
' we have had enougii of mummery and prepara-
tion ! Thy indifierent, thy calm, coiiienied loiie

betrays thee. Give me back my Mariana ! Siie

is living ! she is near at hand! Not in vain didst

thou choose this late lonely hour to vif^it me ; not

in vain hast thou prepared me by thy most delicious

narrative. Where is she? where hast thou hid

her? I believe all, 1 will pronnse to believe all.

Thy object is attained. Where hast thou hid her ?

Let me light ihee wiih this candle,
—let me once

more see her fair and kindly lare!'
" He had pulled old Barbara from hercliair: she

stared at him ;
tears started to her eyes ; wild pangs

of grief took hold of her.
' What luckless error,'

cried she, leaves you siill a moment's hope ? Yes,
I have hidden her—but beneath the ground ! nei-

ther the light of the sun nor any social taper shall

again illuminate her kindly lace. Take the boy
Feli.v to her grave, and say to him: " There lies

thy mother, whom thy father doomed unheard."
The heart of Mariana beats no longer with impa-
tience to behold you. Not in a neighbouring
chamber is she wailing the conclusion of my narra-

tive, or fable
;
the dark chamber nas received her,

to which no bridegroom follows, from which none
comes to meet a lover." She cast herself upon the

floor beside a chair, and wept bitterly."

She then shows him some of the poor girl's

letters, which he had refused to receive, and
another which she had addressed to him on
her deathbed. One of the former is as follows.

" ' Thou regardest me as guilty
—and so I am ;

but not as thou thinkest. Come lo me! It in-

volves the safety of a soul, it involves a life, two
lives, one of which must ever be dear to thee.

This, too, thy suspicion will discredit ; yet I will

speak it in the hour of death; the child which I

carry underneath my heart, is thine. Since I

began to love thee, no other man has even pressed
my hand: O that thy love, that thy uprightness,
had been the companions of my youth !'

"

After this he sends the boy and Mignon to

his new love. Theresa, and goes back himself
to Lothario, by Mhom, and his energetic

friends, the touching tale he had to tell "is

treated with indifference and levity." And
now comes the mystery of mysteries. After

a "Teat deal of oracular talk, he is ordered,

one mornnig at sunrise, to pioceed to a part
of the castle to which he had never before

found access; and when he gets to the end of

a dark hot passage, he hears a voice call " En-
ter !" and he lifts a tapestry and enters !

—
"The hall, in which he now stood, appeared to

nave at one time been a chapel ; instead ol the allar

he observed a large lable raised some steps above
the floor, and covered with a green cloth hanging
over it. On the lop of this, a drawn curtain seemed
as it it hid a picture; on the sides were spaces beau-

tifully worked, and covered in \\iih fine wire net-

ting, like the shelves of a hbrary ; only iiere, instead

of books, a nuiliiiude of rolls had been inserted.

Nobody was in the hall. The rising sun shone
throuiih the window, right on \S ilhelm, and kindly
salutc'd him as he came in.

'•'Be seated!' cried a voice, v\liich stiined to

issue from the altar. VVilhelm pliictd hmibelt in u

small arm-chair, which stood against the tapestry
where he had entered. There was no seat but this

in the room ;
Wilhelm was obliged to take it,

though the morning radiance da/.zled him ; the

cliair stood last, he could only keep his hand before

his eyes.
"But now the curtain, which hung down above

the allar, went asunder wiih a gentle rustling; and

showed, within a picture-frame, ;i dark empty aper-
ture. A man siepl forward at it, in a common dress ;

saluted the astonished looker-on, and said to him :

' Do you not recognise me?' "

We have not room, however, for the detail

of all this mummery. A succession of figures,
known and unknown, present themselves :

—
among others, the ghost of Hamlet. At last,
after a pause.

" The Abbe came lo view, and placed himself
behind the green table.

' Come hither I' cried he
to his marvelling friend. He went, and mounted
up the steps. On the green cloth lay a little roll.

Here is your Indtnturc,' said the Abbe
;

'

take it

to heart; it is ot weighty import.' Wilhelm lilted,

opened it, and read :

" Inde^jtuee.—
" Art is long, life short, judgment difficult, occa-

sion transient. 'I'o act is easy, lo think is hard
; to

act according to our thought is irouble.-ome. Every
beginning is cheerful

;
the threshold is the place of

expectation. The boy stands astonished, his im-

pressions guide him
;
he learns sportfully, serious-

ness comes on him by surprise. Imitation is born
with us ;

what should be imitated is not easy to

discover. The excellent is rarely found, more

rarely valued. The height charms us, the steps to

it do not
;
with the summit in our eye, we love to

walk along the plain. It is but a part ol art that

can be taught ; the artist needs it all. V\ ho knows
it halt, speaks much and is always wrong ; who
knows it wluiliy, inclines toaci, and speaks seldom
or late. I'he former liave no secrets and no lorce ;

the instruction they can give is like baked bread,

savoury and saiisljiiig for a single day ; but flour

cannot be sown, and seed-corn ought not to be
trround. Words are good, but they are not the best,

i'he best is not to be exphiined by words. The
sjjirit in which we act is the highest matter. Action
can be understood and again represented by the

spirit alone. No one knows v\ hat he is doiitg, wliile

he acts rightly ; but of what is wrong we are always
conscious. U'lioever works with symbols only, is

a pedant, a hyjiocrite, or a bungler. There are

many such, and they like to be together. Their

babbling detains the scholar; their obstinate medi-

ocrity vexes even the best. The instrui!iion, which
the true artist gives us, opens up the mind

; lor

where words fail him, deeds speak. The true

scholar learns from the known to untold the un-
known, and approaciies more and more to being a

master.

"'Enough!' cried the Abbe;
'

the rest in due
time. Now, Iciok round you among these cases.'
" Wilhelm went and read the titles of the rolls.

With astonishment, he found Lolhni io s Apprenike-
sliiji. Jaino's Apprcfi tire.''hip, and his own Aitiircn-

ticffhip placed there, with many others whose
names he did not know. 'May I hope to cast a
look into liiese rolls'?'

' In this chamber, there is

now^ nothing hid troin you.' 'May 1 put a qucs- »
lion?' ' Ask not,' said the Abbe. '

Hail to thee,

young man ! Thy apprenticeship is done
; Nature

has prfmonnced thee free.'
"

When he afterwards inspects this
roll, he
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finds "his whole life delineated with larye,

nharp Rtiokrs, and a number of bland and

ijeneial refieetioiis !'' We doubt whether
there is any sueh nonsense as this, any
where el8<' in the universe.

After this illumination, the first step he

lakes, with the assent of these oracular siiges,

is to ])ro|)ose for Theresa, in a long letter.

But \vhil(! waitinir for her answer, he is sent

by Lothario to visit his sister, to who.se care,

it appears, poor JMignon had been transferred

by Theresa. This sister he takes, of course.

for the Countess from whom he had parletl

eo strangely in the castle, and is a little em-
barras.sed at the thought of meeting her. But
he discovers on the road that there is another

sister: and that she is the very healing an-

gel who had given him the great coat when
wounded in the forest, and had haunted his

fancy ever since.
" He er.tcrcd the house

; he found himself in the

most earnpst, and, as he almost felt, the holiest

lace, ^liich he had ever trod. A pendent dazzling
uslre threw its li^ht upon abroad and softly rising

stair, which lay before him, and which parted into

two divisions at a turn above. Marble statues and
busts were standing upon pedestals, and arranged in

niches; some of them seemed known to him. The
impressions of our childhood abide with us, even
in their minutest traces. He recognised a Muse
which had formerly belonged to his grandtather."

He finds poor INIignon in a wretched state

of health—and ascertains that it is a secret

passion for him that is preying on her deli-

cate form. In the mean time, and just as his

romantic love for Natalia (his fair hostess)
has resumed its full sway, she delivers him
Theresa's letter of acceptance

—
very kind and

confiding, but warning him not to lay out any
of his money, till she can assist and direct him
about the investment. This letter perplex-
es him a little, and he replies, wuth a bad

grace, to the warm congratulations of Natalia—when, just at this moment Lothario's friend

steps in most opportunely to inform them.
that Theresa had been discovered not to be
the daughter of her reputed mother !

—and
that the bar to her union with Lothario was
therefore at an end. Wilhelm afl^ects great

magnanimity in resigning her to his prior
claims—but is puzzled by the warmth of her
late acceptance—and still more, when a still

more ardent letter arrives, in which she sticks

to her last choice, and assures him that "her
dream of living with Lothario has wandered
far away from her soul ;" and the matter
seems finally settled, when she comes post-
haste in her own person, flies into his arms,
and e.vclaims, "'My friend—my love—my
husband ! Yes, for ever thine ! amidst the
warmest kisses"—and he responds. "0 my
Theresa!"—and kisses in return. In spite
of all this, however, Lothario and his friends
come to urge his suit

; and, with the true Ger-
man taste for impossibilities and protracted
agonie.s, the whole party is represented as

living together quite quietly and hamionious-

ly for .several weeks—none of the parties

pressing for a final determination, and all of
them occupied, in the interval, with a variety
of

task,'?, duties, and dissertations. At last

the elective affinities prevail. Theresa begins
to cool to her new love

; and, on condition of

Natalia inidertaking to comfort Wilhelm. con-

sents to go back to her engagements with Lo-
thario—and th(! two couples, and some more,
are happily united.

This is the ultimate catastrophe
—though

ihey who seek it in the book will not get at it

([uite so easily
—there being an infinite varie-

ty of other events intermingled or premised.
There is the death of poor Alignon—and her
musical obsequies in the Hall of the Past—
the arrival of an Italian Marchese, A\ho tunis

out to be her uncle, and recognises his brother

in the old crazy harper, of whom, though he
has borne us company all along, we have not

had time to take notice—the return of Phili-

na along with a merry cadet of Lothario's

house, as sprightly and indecorous as ever—
the saving of Felix from poisoning, by his

drinking out of the bottle instead of the glass—and the coming in of the Count, whom
Wilhelm had driven into dotage and piety by
wearing his clothes—and the fair Countess,
who is now discovered to have suffered for

years from her momentary lapse in the castle—the picture of her husband liaving, b-y a
most apt retribution, been pressed so hard to

her breast in that stolen embrace, as to give

pain at the lime, and to afliict her with fears

of cancer for very long after ! Besides all

this, there are the sayings of a very decided
and infallible gentleman called Jarno—and
his final and not verj- intelligible admission,
that all which our hero had seen in the hall

of the castle was ''but the relics of a youthful

undertaking, in which the greater part of the

initiated were once in deep earnest, though
all of them now viewed it with a smile."

Many of the passages to which we have
now alluded are executed with great talent

j

and we are very sensible are better worth ex-

tracting than many of those we have cited.

But it is too late now to change our selections—and we can still less afford to add to them.
On the whole, we clo.se the book with some

feelings of mollification towards its faults,
and a disposition to abate, if possible, some

part of the censure we were impelled to be-

stow on it at the beginning. It improves cer-

tainly as it advances—and though nowhere

probable, or conversant indeed either with
natural or conceivable characters, the invent-

ive powers of the author seem to strengthen

by exercise, and come gradually to be less

frequently employed on childish or revolting

subjects. While we hold out the work there-

fore as a curious and striking instance of that

diversity of national tastes, which makes a
writer idolized in one part of polished Europe,
who could not be tolerated in another, we
would be understood as holding it out as an

object rather of wonder than of contempt ;

and though the greater part certaiidy could

not be endured, and indeed could not have
been w'ritten in England, there are many pas-

sages of which any country might reasonably
be proud, and which demonstiate, that if taste

be local and variable, genius is permanent anrf

universal.
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The public has great reason to be satisfied,
we think, with JNIrs. Barbauld's share in this

publication. She has contributed a very well

written Introduction; and she has suppressed
about twice as many letters as are now pre-
sented to our consideration. Favourably as

we are disposed to think of all for which
she is directly resjionsible, the perusal of the

whole six volumes has fully convinced us
that we are even more indebted to her for-

bearance than to her bounty.
The fair biographer umiuestionabl)- posses-

ses very considerable talents, and exercises

her powers of writing with singular judgment
and propriety. Many of her observations are

acute and striking, and several of them very
fine and delicate. Yet this is not, perhaps,
the general character of her genius; and it

must be acknowledged, that she has a tone

and manner which is something formal and

heavy; that she occasionally delivers trite and
obvious truths with the pomp and solemnity
of important discoveries, and sometimes at-

tempts to exalt and magnify her subject by
a very clumsy kind of declamation. With
all those defects, however, we think the life

and observations have so much substantial

merit, that most readers will agree with us

HI thinking that they are worth much more
than all the rest of the publication.

She sets off indeed with a sort of formal

dissertation upon novels and romances in

general; and, after obligingly recapitulating
the whole history of this branch of literature,
from the Theagenes and Chariclea of Helio-

dorus to the Gd Bias and Nouvelle Heloise
of modern times, she proceeds to distinguistu
these performances into three several classes,

according to the mode and form of narration

adopted by the author. The first, she is

pleased to inform us, is the narrative or epic
form, in which the whole story is put into the

juouth of the author, who is supposed, like

ihe Muse, to know every thing, and is not
j

obliged to give any account of the sources of
;

his information; the second is that in \\hich

the hero relates his own adventures; and the
,

third is that of epistolary correspondence,
<

where all the agents in the drama successive-

ly narrate the incidents in which they are !

principally concerned. It was with Richard-
;

eon, Mrs. Barbauld then informs us, that this
'

last mode of novel writing originated ;
and

she enters into a critical examination of its ad-

vantaijes and disadvantages, and of the com-

parative probability of a person dispatching a '

narrative of every interesting incident or con- '

versation in his life to his friends by the post, j

16

and of his sitting down, after his adventures

are concluded, to give a particular account of

them to the public.
There is .something rather childish, we

think, in all this investigation ;
and the prob-

lem of comparative probability seems to be
stated purely for the pleasure of the solution.

No reader was ever disturbed, in the middle
of an interesting story, by any scruple about
the means or the inducements which the nar-

rator may be presumed to have had for tell-

ing it. While he is engaged with the story,
such an inquiry never suggests itself; and
when it is suggested, he recollects that the

whole is a fiction, invented by the author for

his amusement, ami that the best way of

communicatmg it must be that by which he
is most interested and least fatigued. To U3
it appears very obvious, that the first of the

three modes, or the author's own nariative. is

by far the most eligible ;
and for this plain

reason, that it lays him under much less re-

straint than either of the other two. He can
introduce a letter or a story whenever he
finds it convenient, and can make use of the

dramatic or conversation style as often as
the subject requires it. In

epistolary writing
there must be a great deal of repetition and

egotism; and we must submit, as on the

stage, to the intolerable burden of an insipid

confidant, with -whose admiration of the hero's

epistles the reader may not always be dis-

po.sed to sympathize. There is one species
of novel indeed (but only one), to which the

epistolary style is peculiarly adapted ;
that

is,

the novel; in which the whole interest de-

pends, not upon the adventures, but on the

characters of the persons represented, and in

which the story is of very subordinate im-

portance, and only serves as an occasion to

draw forth the sentiments and feelings of the

agents. The Heloise of Rousseau may be
considered as the model of this .species of

writing; and Mrs. Barbauld certainly over-

looked this obvious distinction, when she as-

serted that the author of that extraordinary
work is to be reckoned among the imitators of

Richardson. In the Heloise, there is scarcely

any narrative at all; and the interest may be
said to consist altogether in the eloquent ex

pression of fine sentiments and exalted pas-
sion. All Richardson's novels, on the other

hand, are substantially narrative
;

and the

letters of most of his characters contain little

more than a minute journal of the conversa-

tions and transactions in which they were

successively engaged.. The style of Richard-

son might be perfectly copied, though the
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epistolary forrr. wore to be dropped ;
but no

imitation' of itn- Hcloipo could hu recognised,
if it were iiol in the shape of letters.

After fiuisliiiig her discourse upon Novels,
Mrs. Barbauld proceeds to lay before her

readers some account of the life and perform-
ances of Kichard.soii. The biography is very

scanty, and contains nothing that can be

thouiiht very interesting. He was the son of

a joiner in Derbyshire ;
but always avoided

mentionini: the town in which he was born.

He was intended at first for the church; but

his father, finding that the expense of his

education would be too heavy, at last bound
him ajipn-ntice to a printer. He never was

acciuanitcd with any language but his own.

From his childhood, he was remarkable for

invention, and was famous among his school-

fellows for amusing them with tales and
stories which he composed extempore, and

usually rendered, even at that early age, the

vehicle of some useful moral. He was con-

stitutionally shy and bashful : and instead of

mixing with Ixis companions in noisy sports
and exercises, he used to read and converse
with the sedate part of the other sex, or assist

them in the composition of their love-letters.

The following passage, extracted by Mrs.
Barbauld from one of the suppressed letters,
is more curious and interesting, we think,
than any tiling in those that are published.

"As a bashful and not forward boy, I was an

early favourite wiili all the yoLinc; women of taste

and reading in the neighbourhood. Half a dozen
of them, when met to work with their needles,
used, when they got a book they liked, and thought
I should, to borrow me to read to them

;
their

motlu;rs sometimes with them; and both mothers
and daughters used to be pleased with the observa-
tions liiey put me upon making.
"I was not more than thirteen, when three of

these young women, unknown to each other, having
an high opinion of my taciturnity, revealed to me
their love-secrets in order to induce me to give them
copies to write after, or correct, for answers to their

lovers' letters; nor did any of ihem ever know that

I was the secretary to the others. I have been di-

rected to chide, and even to repulse, when an
oflence was either taken or given, at the very time
that the heart of the chider or repulser was open
before me, overflowing with esteem and affection:

and the fair repulser, dreading to be taken at her

word, directing this word, or l/iat expression, to be
softened or changed. One highly gratified with
her lover's fervour and vows of everlasting love,
has said, when I h:ive asked her direcuon— I can-
not tell you what to write

;
but (her heart on her

lips) you cannot write too kindlv. All her fear

was only that she should incur slight for her kind-
ness."—Vol. i. Introduction, p. x.\.xi.\. xl.

We add Mrs. Barbauld's observation on
this passage, for the truth of the sentiment it

contains, though more inelegantly written
than any other sentence in her performance.

" Human nature is h\nnan nature in every class
;

the ho|)es and the fears, the perplexities and the

struggles, of these low-breJ girls in probably an
obscure villag<^. supplied the tuture author with
those ideas which, by their gradual development,
produced the cliaracters of a Clarissa and a Cle-
mentina

;
nor was he probably happier, or amused

in a more lively manner, when sittinrrin his grotto,
with a circle of the best j^iformed women iu Eng-
land about him, who in after tmies courted iiis

society, than in reading to these girls in. if may be,
a little back shop, or a maiuua-maker's parlour
with a brick floor."—p. xl. xli.

During his apprenticeship, he distinguished
himself only by exemplary diligence and

fidelity ] though he informs us, that he even
then enjoyed the correspondence of a gentle

man, of great accompli slunents, from whose

patronage, if he had lived, he entertained the

highest expectations. The rest of his worldly

history seems to have been pretty nearly that

of Hogarth's virtuous apprentice. He married
his master's daughter, and succeeded to his

business; extended his wealth and credit by
sobriety, punctuality, and integrity ; bought a
residence in the country ; and, though he did

not attain to the supreme dignity of Lord

Mayor of London, arrived in due time at the

respectable situation of ^Master of the Wor-

shi])fnl Company of Stationers. In this course

of obscure prosperity, he appears to have
contiimed till he had passed his fiftieth year,
witliout giving any intimation of his future

celebrity, and even without appearing to be
conscious that he was differently gifted from
the other flourishing traders of the metropolis.
He says of himself, we observe, in one of

these letters—''INly business, tdl within these

few years, filled all my time. I had no
leisure : nor, being unable to write by a regu-
lar plan, knew I that I had so much invention,
till I almost accidentally slid into the writing
of Pamela. And besides, little did I imagine
that any thing I could write would be so

kindly received by the world." Of the origin
and progress of this first work he has himself
left the following authentic account.

"Two booksellers, my particular friends, en-
treated me to write for them a little volume of

letters, in a common style, on such subjects as

might be of use to those country readers who were
unable to indite for theinselves. Will it be any
harm, said I, in a piece you want to be written so

low, if we should instruct them how they should
think and act in common cases, as well as indite?

They were the more urgent with me to begin the

little volume for this hint. I set about it; and, in

the progress of it, writing two or three letters to

instruct handsome girls, who were obliged to go
out to service, as we phrase it, how to avoid the

snares that might be laid against their virtue; the

above story recurred to my thought: and hence

sprung Pamela."—Inirod. p. liii.

This publication, we are told, which }nade
its first appearance in 1740, was received with
a burst of applause. Dr. Sherlock recom-
mended it from the pulpit. Mr. Pope said it

would do more good than volumes of .setmons;
and another literary oracle declared, that if

all other books were to be burnt. Pamela and
the Bible shotild be preserved ! Its success

was not less brilliant in the world of fashion.

"Even at Ranelagh," Mrs. Barbauld assures

us, "it was usual for the ladies to hold up the

volumes to one another, to show they had got
the book that everyone Avas talking of." An<l,
what will appear stdl more extraordinary, one

gentleman tleclares, that he will give it to 7i.s

son as soon as he can read, that he may have
an early impression of virtue.—After faithfully

reciting these and other testimonies of tiie
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hJch estimation in vrhich this Avork vas once

held by all ranks of people, Mrs. Barbauld

subjoins some very acute and judicious ob-

Rervations both on its literary merits and its

moral tendency. We cannot find room for the

crhole of this critique ;
but there is so much

good sense and propriety in the followi ng pae-

Bage, that we camiot refrain from inserting it.

" So long as Pamela is solely occupied in sclienies

to escape from her persecutor, her virtuous resist-

ance obtains our unqualified approbation ; but from

the moment she betrins to entertain hopes of mar-

rying him, we admire her guarded prudence, rather

than iier purity of mind. She has an end in view,

an interested end
;
and we can only consider her as

the conscious possessor of a treasure, which she is

wisely resolved not to part with but for its just price.

Her Slaying in his house a moment after she found

herself at liberty to leave it, was totally unjustifiable:

her repentant lover ought to have followed her to

her father's cottage, and to have married her from

thence. The familiar footing upon which she con-

descends to live with the odious Jewkes, shows

also, that her fear of offending the man she hoped
to make her husband, had got the better of her

delicacy and just resentment ;
and the same fear

leads her to eive up her correspondence with honest

Mr. Williams, who had generously sacrificed his

interest with his patron in order to effect her deliv-

erance. In real life, we should, at this period, con-

sider Pamela as an interesting girl: but the author

says, she married Mr. B. because he had won her

affection : and we are bound, it may be said, to be-

lieve an author's own account of his characters.

But again, it is quite natural that a girl, who had

such agenuine love for virtue, should feel her heart

altrac:ed to a man who was endeavouring to destrov

that virtue? Can a woman value her honour infi-

nitely aliove her life, and hold in serious detestation

every word and look contrary to the nicest purity,

and yet be won by those very attempts against her

honour to which she expresses so much repugnance?—His attempts were of the grossest nature; and

previous to. and during those attempts, he endeav-

oured to intimidate her by sternness. He puts on

the master too much, to win upon her as tlie lover.

Can affection be kindled by outrage and insult ?

Surely, if her passions were capable of beirig awa-

kened in his favour, during such a persecution, the

circumstance would be capalde of an interpretation

very little consistent with that delicacy the author

meant to give her. The other alternative is, that

she married him for

'The gilt coach and dappled Flanders mares.'

Indeed, the excessive humility and gratitude e.x-

pressed by herself and her parents on her exaltation,

shews a regard to rank and riches beyond the just
measure of an independent mind. The pious good-
man Andrews should not have thought his virtuous

daughter so infinitely beneath her licentious mas-

ter, who, after all, married her to gratify his own
passions.

—Introd. pp. Ixiii.—Ixvi.

The first part of this work, which concludes

with the marriage of the heroine, was written

in three months; and was fotmded, it seems,
on a real story which had been related to

Richard.soti by a gentleman of his acquaint-
ance. It was followed by a second part, con-

fessedly very inferior to the first, and Avas

ridiculed by Fielding in his Joseph Andrews;
an onciico for which he was never foigiven.
Wilhin eight years after the appearance of

Pamela, Richardson's reputation may be said

to have attained its zenith, by the succe^jsive

publication of the volumes of his Clarissa.

We have great pleasure in laying before onr

renders a part of Mrs. Barbaul 's very judi-

cious observations upon this popular and

original performance. After a slight sketch

of the story, she observes,
" The plot, as we have seen, is simple, and no

underplots interfere with the main design
—no di-

gressions, no episodes. It is wonderful that, without

these helps of common writers, he could support a

work of such length. With Clarissa it begins,
—

with Clarissa it ends. We do not come upon un-

expected adventures and wonderful recognitions, by

quick turns and surprises : We see her fate from

afar, as it were throush a long avenue, the gradual

approach to which, without ever losing sight of the

object, has more of simi)licity and grandeur than the

most cunning labyrinth that can be contrived by
art. In the approach to the modern counn-y seat,

we are made to catch transiently a side-view ot it

through an oijening of the trees, or to burst npoti it

from a sudden turning in the road ;
but the old

mansion stood lull in the eye of the traveller, as he

drew near it, contemplating its turrets, which grew
larger and more distinct every step that he ad-

vanced; and leisurely fillint: his eye and his imagin-
ation with still increasing ideas of its magiiificence.
As the work advatices, the character rises; the

distress is deepened ;
our hearts are torn with pity

and indignation ; bursts ofgrief succeed one another,

till at length the mind is composed and harmonized
with emotions of milder sorrow; we are calmed
into resignation, elevated with pious hope, and dis-

missed glowing with the conscious triumphs ol vir-

tue.—Introd. pp. Ixxxiii. bcxxiv.

She then makes some excellent remarks on

the conduct of the story, and on the characters

that enliven it
;
on that of the heroine, she

observes,
"In one instance, however, Clarissa certainly

sins against the delicacy of her character, that is,

in allowing herself to be made a show of to the

loose companions of Lovelace. But, how does her

character rise, when we come to the more distress-

ful scenes; the view of her horror, when, deluded

by the pretended relations, she re-enters the fatal

house ; her temporary insanity after the outrage, in

which she so affectingly holds up to Lovelace the li-

cence he had procured, and her dignified behaviour

when she first sees her ravisher, after the perpetra-

tion of his crime ! What finer subject could be pre-

setited to the painter, than the prison scene, where
she is represented kneelinc amidst the gloom and

horror of that dismal abode; illuminating, as it

were, the dark chamber, her face reclined on her

crossed arms, her white garments floating round

her in the negligence of woe ;
Bellbrd contemplating

her with respectful commiseration : Or, the scene

of calmer but heart-piercing sorrow, in the interview

Colonel Morden has with her in her dying mo-

ments ! She is represented fallen into a slumlier, in.

her elbow-chair, leaning on the widow Loyick,
whose left arm is around her neck : one faded

cheek resting on the good woman's bosom, the

kindly warmth of which had overspread it with a

faintish flush, the other pale and hollow, as if al-

ready iced over by death ; her hands, the blueness

of the veins contrasting tlieir whiteness, hanging
lifeless before her—the widow's tears dropping un-

felt upon her face—Colonel Morden, with his arms

folded, gazing on her in silence, her coffin just ap-

pearing behind a screen. What admiration, what

reverence, does the author inspire us with lor the

innocent sufferer, the sutferings too of such a pecu-
liar nature !

"There is something in virgin purity, to which

the imagination willingly pays homage. In all ages,

something saintly has been attached to the idea of

unblemished chastity; but it was reserved foi

Pvichardson to overcome all circumstances of dis-

honour and dissrace, and to throw a splendour
around the violated virgin, more radiant than sho

possessed in her first bloom. He has drawn tJ'o
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triunipli of nicnml chastity : he has drawn it un-

coiiiaininalcd. mitariiishiid, and iricapalilc of niin-

phiiK with polluiion.
—The stenes whicli follow the

deaili of ihc lieroiiic, exhibit {.'"'J'^
'" "" n/TeciitiK

varii'tv of forms, as it is modified by the characters

of different survivors. They run into considerable

leniiih. but we have been so deeply iiileresied, thai

we feel it a r<lief to have our grief drawn off, as it

were, bv a vari-'iy of sluices, and we are glad not

to be disnii'sed (ill we have shed tears, even to

Baiiety."
— Iiitrod. pp. .\ciii.

—.\cvii.

This criticism we think is equally judicious

and n-fiiied; and we could easily prolong this

extract, in a style not at all inferior. With

regard to the morality of the work, Mrs. Bar-

bauld is very indignant at the notion of its

being intended to exhibit a rare instance of

femait! chastity.
She objects "with some reason,, to the num-

ber of interviews whtch Clarissa is represented
to have had with Lovelace after the catas-

trophe ;
and adds,

"
If the reader, on casually

openiiiiT the book, can doubt of any scene be-

tweeil them, whether it passes before or after

the outrage, that scene is one too much."—
The character of Lovelace, she thinks, is very
much of a fancy piece ;

and affirms, that our

national maimers do not admit of the existence

of an original. If he had been placed in

France, she observes, and his gallantries di-

rected to married women, it might have been

more natural; "but, in England, Lovelace

would have been run through the body, long
before he had seen the face either of Clarissa

or Colonel Morden."
Mrs. Barbauld gives us a copious account

of the praise and admiration that poured in

upon the author from all quarters, on the pub-
lication of this extraordinary work : he was
overwhelmed with complimentary letter,?,

messages, and visits. But we are most grati-

fied with the enthusiasm of one of his female

correspondent.s, who tells him that she is very

sorry, '-'that he was not a tt07nan, and blest

with the means of shining as Clarissa did ; for

a person capable of drawing such a character,
would certainly be able to act in the same

manner, if in a like situation!''

After Clarissa, at an interval of about five

years, appeared his Sir Charles Grand ison.

Upon this work, also, Mrs. Barbauld has made

many excellent observations, and pointed out

both its blemishes and beauties, with a very
delicate and discerning hand. Our limits will

not permit us to enter upon this disquisition:
we add only the following acute paragrap'..i.

"
Sir Charles, as a Christian, was not to fifiht a

duel ; yet he was to be recognised as the finished

gentleman, and could not be allowed to want the

most essential pnrt of the character, the deportment
of a man of honour, co\irau;e, and spirit. And, in

order to exhii)it his spirit and courage, it was neces-

sary to bring them into action by adventures and
rencounters. His first appearance is in the rescue

of Miss Byron, a meritorious action, but one which
must necessarily e.xpose him to a challenge. How
must the author untie this knot? He makes him
so very good a swordsman, that he is always capa-
ble of disarming his adversary without endangering
either of their lives. But are a man's principles
to depend on the science of his fencing-master?
Every one jannot have the skill of Sir Charles ;

every one c"»a^ot be the best swordsman ; and the

mail who.^e siudv it is to avoid fighting is not quit*
so likely as another to be the best."

Inirod. pp. c.xxvii. cxxviii.

Besides his great works, Richardson pub-
lished oidy a paper in the Rambler (the 97th);
an edition of ^sop's Fables, with Reflections;
and a volume of Familiar Letters for the use

of persons in inferior situations. It was this

latter work which gave occasion to Pamela:
it is excellently adapted to its object, and we
think may be of singular use to Mr. Words-
worth and his friends in their great scheme
of turning all our poetry info the language of

the common people. In this view, we re-

commend it very earnestly to their considera-

tion.

There is little more to be said of the trans-

actions or events of Richardson's life. His

books were pirated by the Dublin booksellers:

at which he was very angry, and could obtain

no redress. He corresponded with a great
number of females

;
and gradually withdrew

himself from the fatigues of business to his

country residence at Parson's Green
;
where

his life was at last terminated in 1761, by a
stroke of apoplexy, at the age of seventy-two.

His moral character was in the highest de-

gree exemplary and amiable. He was tem-

perate, industrious, and upright ; punctual and
honourable in all his dealings; and with a
kindness of heart, and a liberality and gene-

rosity of disposition, that must have made him
a very general favourite, even if he had never

acquired any literary distinction.—He had a

considerable share of vanit}'. and was obsei-v-

ed to talk more willingly on the subject of his

own works than on any other. The lowness

of his original situation, and the lateness of

his introduction into polite society, had given
to his manners a great shyness and reserve

;

and a consciousness of his awkwardness and
his merit together, rendered him somewhat

jealous in his intercourse with persons in more

conspicuous situations, and made him require
more courting and attention, than every one

was disposed to pay. He had high notions of

parental authority, and does not seem always

quite satisfied with the share of veneration

which his wife could be prevailed on to show
for him. He was particularly partial to the

society of females; and lived, indeed, as Mrs.

Barbauld has expressed it, in a flower-garden
of ladies. Mrs. Barbauld will have it, that

this was in the way of his profession as an
author

;
and that he frequented their society

to study the female heart, and instruct him-
self in all the niceties of the female charac-

ter. From the tenor of the correspondence
now before us, however, we are more inclin-

ed to believe, with Dr. Johnson, that this par-

tiality was owing to his love of continual

superiority, and that he preferred the conver-

sation of ladies, because they were more
lavish of their admiration, and more easily en-

gaged to descant on the perplexities of Sir

Charles, or the distresses of Clarissa. His

close application to business, and the seden-

tary habits of a literary life, had materially

injured his health: He loved to complain, as

most invalids do who have any hope of tieing
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Jistened tO; and scarcely writes a letter with-

out some notice of his nervous tremors, his

giddiness and catchinss.
'•

I had originally
a good constitution," he says, in one place,
" and hurt it by no intemperance, but that of

application.'"'
In presenting our readers with this imper-

fect summary of Mrs. Barbauld's biographical
dissertation, we have discharged by far the

most pleasing part of our task; and proceed
to the consideration of the correspondence
which it introduces, with considerable heavi-

ness of spirit, and the most unfeigned reluct-

ance. The letters are certainly authentic
;

and they were bought, we have no doubt, for

a fair price from the legal proprietors : but

their publication, we think, was both im-

proper and injudicious, as it can only tend to

lower a very respectable character, without

communicating any gratification or instruction

to others. We are told, indeed, in the pre-

face,
'' that it was the employment of Mr.

Richardson's declining years, to select and

arrange the collection from which this publi-
cation has been made

;
and that he alwa^'s

looked forward to their publication at some
distant period ;" nay,

•" that he was not with-

out thoughts of publishing them in his life-

time
;
and that, after his death, they remain-

ed in the hands of his last surviving daughter,

upon whose decease they became the properly
of his grandchildren, and were purchased
from them at a very liberal price by Mr. Phil-

lips." We have no doubt that what Mrs.
Barbauld has here stated to the public, was
stated to her by her employers : But we can-

not read any one volume of the letters, with-

out being satisfied that the idea of such a

publication could only come into the mind of

Richardson, after his judgment was impaired
by the infirmities of "

dech'nmg years ;" and
we have observed some passages in those

which are now published, that seem to prove

sufficiently his own consciousness of the im-

propriety of such an exposure, and the ab-

sence of any idea of giving them to the world.

In the vear 1755, when nine-tenths of the
whole collection must have been completed,
we find him expressing himself in these words
to his friend Mr. Edwards :

"I am employing myself at present in looking
over and sorting and classing my correspondences
and other papers. This, when done, will amuse
me, by reading over again a very ample corres-

pondence, and in comparing the sentiments of my
correspondents, at the time, with the present, and

improving from both. The many letters and papers
I shall destroy will make an executor's work the

easier
;
and if any of my friends desire their letters

to be returned, they will be readily come at for that

purpose. Oiherwise they will amuse and direct

my children, and teach them to honour their father's

friends in their closets for the favours done him."
Vol. iii. pp. 113, 114.

Accordingly, they remained in the closet

till the death of the last of his children; and
then the whole collection is purchased by a

bookseller, and put into the hands of an

editor, who finds it expedient to suppress two-
thirds of it !

These who have looked into the volumes

in question, will be at no loss to com]/rehend
the reasons of the unqualified reprehension
we are inclined to bestow on their publica-
tion. For the information of those who have
not had an opportunity of seeing them, we
may observe that, so far from containing any
view of the literature, the politics, or manners
of the times—any anecdotes of the eminent
and extraordinary personages to whom the

author had access—or any pieces of elegant

composition, refined criticism, or interesting

narrative, they consist almost entirely of com-

pliments and minute criticisms on his novels,
a detail of his ailments and domestic con-

cerns, and some tedious prattling disputations
with his female correspondeirts, upon the

duties of wives and children
;
the whole so

loaded with gross and reciprocal flattery, as

to be ridiculous at the outset, and disgusting
in the repetition. Compliments and the novels
form indeed the staples of the whole corres-

pondence : we meet with the divine Clarissa,
and the more divine Sir Charles, in every
page, and are absolutely stunned with the

clamorous raptures and supplications with
which the female train demand the conver-
sion of Lovelace, and the death or restoratioir

of Clementina. Even when the charming
books are not the direct subject of the corres-

pondence, they appear in eternal allusions,
and settle most of the arguments by an au-

thoritative quotation. In short, the Clarissa

and Grandison are the scriptures of this con-

gregation ;
and the members of it stick as

close to their language upon all occasions, as

any of our sectaries ever did to that of the

Bible. The praises and compliments, again,
which are interchanged among all the parties,
are so extremely hyperbolical as to be ludi-

crous, and so incessant as to be excessively
fatiguing. We shall trouble our readers with,

but a very few specimens.
The first series of letters is from Aaron Hill,

a poet of some notoriety, it seems, in his day;
but, if we may jirdge from these epistles, a

very bad composer in prose. The onl}' amus-

ing things we have met with in this volume
of his inditing, are his prediction of his own
great fame, and the speedy downfal of Pope's;
and his scheme for making English wine of a

superior quality to any that can be imported.
Of Pope he says, that he died '' in the wane
of his popularity ;

and that it arose originally

only from meditated little personal assiduities,
and a certain bladdery swell of management.''
And a little after—
" But rest his memory in peace ! It will very

rarely be disturbed by that time he himself is ashes.
Ii is pleasant to observe the justice of forced fime;
she lets down those, at once, who got themselves

pushed upward ;
and lifts none above the fear of

felling, but a few who never teased her.
" What she intends to do with me, the Lord

knows!"—Vol. i. p. 107.

In another place he adds,
" For my part, I

am afraid to be popular ;
I see so many who

write to the living, and deserve not to live,

that I content myself with a resurrection

when dead :" And after lamenting the un-

popularity of some of his writings, he says
l2
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"But there tcill arise a i'lmo in which they
will be seen in a far (li/Tereiit li<.'ht. I A-/ioia'

it on a surer hope? tliari that of vanity." The
wiiH' project, w hicli is detailed in many pages,

re(]uires no noliee. Ap a specimen of the

adulation with which Richardson was in-

cetised by all his correspondents, we may
add the following sentences.

" Whore will your wonders end ? or how conld

I be aide to express the joy it gives me to discern

your aeniiis ri-Mngwitli the grace and boldness ol a

piJiiirT &-C. Go on, dear sir (I see you will and

must), to charm and cnpiivate the world, and force

a scribbHng race to learn and practise one rare

viriue—to be pleased with what diseraces tliem."

—"
'I'liere is a manner (so beyond ilie mailer, ex-

traordniary too as that is) in whatever you say or

do, that makes it an impossibility to speak tiiose

Beniimonis which it is equally impossible not to

conceive in reverence and atlection lor your good-
ness."

In allusion to the promise of Sir Charles,
he says

—
"I am greatly pleased at the hint you gave of a

design to raise another Alps upon this Appenine:
we can never see too many of his works who has

no equal in his labours."

These passages, we believe, will satisfy

most readers
;
but those who have any desire

to see more, may turn up any page in the

volume : It may be of some use, perhaps, as

a great commonplace for the materials of

"soft dedication."

The next series of letters is from Miss

Fielding, who wrote David Simple, and JNliss

Collier, who assisted in writing The Cry.
What modern reader knows any thing about

the Cry, or David Simple 1 And if the elabo-

rate performances of these ladies have not

been thought worthy of public remembrance,
what likelihood is there that their private and
confidential letters should be entitled to any
notice ? They contain nothing, indeed, that

can be interesting to any description of read-

ers
;
and only prove that Richardson was in-

dulgent and charitable to them, and that their

gratitude was a little too apt to degenerate
into flattery.
The letters of Mrs. Pilkington and of Colley

Gibber appear to us to be still less worthy of

publication. The former seems to have been
a profligate, silly actress, reduced to beggary
in her old age. and distressed by the miscon-

duct of her ill-educated children. The com-

passionate heart of Richardson led him to

pity and relieve her
;
and she repays him

with paltry adulation, interlarded, in the bom-
bastic style of the green room, with dramatic

mis(|Uotations misapplied. Of the letters of

Gibber, Mrs. B. says that ''they show in

everv line the man of wit and the man of the

world." We are sorry to dissent from so re-

spectable an opinion ;
but the letters appear

to us in every respect contemptible and dis-

gusting; without one spark of wit or genius
of any sort, and bearing all the traces of

vanity, impudence, affectation, and superan-
nuated debauchery, which might have been

expected fiom the author. His first epistle
is to I\Irs. Pilkington (for the editor has more
than once favoured us with letters that have

no sort of relation to Richard.son or his writ-

ings), and sets off in this manner :

" Thou frolicfome farce of fortune ! What ! la

there another act of you to come then? I waa
afraid, some time ago, you had made your last e,\it.

Well! but wiihout wit or compliment, 1 am glad
to hear you are so tolerably alive," &c.

We can scarcely conceive that this pitiful

slang conld appear to Mrs. Barbaukl like the

pleasantry of a man of fashion. H:s letters

to Richardson are, if any thing, rather more

despicable. After reading some of the proof
sheets of Sir Charles, he writes,

" Z ds ! I have not patience, (ill 1 know what
has become of her. Why, you

— I do not know
what to call vou !

—Ah ! all ! you may laugh if you
please : but liow will you be able to look me in the

face, if the lady should ever bo able to show /icrs

again ? What piicous, d d, disgraceful pickle
have you plunged her in ? f\)r God's sake send
me the sequel ;

or—I dont know what to say 1
—"

The following is an entire letter :

"
'I'he dehcious meal I made of Miss Byron on

Sunday last has given me an appetite for another

slice of her, off from the spit, before she is served

up to the public table. If about five o'clock to-

morrosv af^tcrnoon will not be inconvenient, Mrs.
Brown and I will come and piddle upon a bit more
of her: but pray let your whole family, with Mrs.
Richardson at the head of them, come in tor their

share. This, sir, will make me more and more

yours," &c.

After these polite effusions, we have a cor-

respondence with Mr. Edwards, the author

of the Canons of Criticism, a good deal of

which is occupied as usual with flattery and
mutual compliments, and the rest with con-

sultations about their different publications.
Richardson exclaims, '-Othat you could re-

solve to publish your pieces in two pretty
volumes !" And Mr. Edwards sends him

long epistles in exaltation of Sir Charles and
Clarissa. It is in this correspondence that

we meet v.'ith the first symptom of that most
absurd and illiberal prejudice \\hich Richard-

son indulged against all the writings of Field-

ing. He writes to Mr. Edwards—
" Mr. Fielding has met with the disapprobation

vou foresaw he would meet with, of his Amelia.
He is, in every paper he pnblii^hes under the liile

of the Conmion Garden, coniribuiing to his own
overthrow. He has been overmatched in his own
way iiy people whom he liad des|iised, and whom
he thought lie had vogue enough, from the success

his spurious brat Tom .lones so unaccountalily met
with, to write down, hut who have turned his own
artillery against him, and lieat him out of the field,

and made him even poorly in his Court ot Criiicism

give up his Amelia, and promise to write no mora
on the like subjects."

—Vol. iii. pp. 33—34.

This, however, is but a small specimen of

his antipathy. He says to his French trans-

lator, "Tom Jones is a dissolute book. Its run
is over, even with us. Is it true that France

had virtue enough to refuse to license such a

profligate performance V But the worst of

all is the following
—

"
I have not been able to read any more than ihu

first volume of Amelia. Poor Fielding ! I could

not help lellhig his sinter, that I was equally sur-

prised at, and concerned for, his continued lowness

Had your brother, said I, been born in a stable, or
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oeen a runner at a &ponging house, we slioulJ I'l.'ivc

thought liim a genius, and wished he liad had the

advantage of a liberal edueation, and ot heiiig ad-

mitted into good company ;
but it is beyond my

conception, that a man ot lamily, and who had
some learning, and who really is a writer, should

descend so excessively low in all his pieces. Who
can care tor any ot his peo|)le ? A person ot

honour asked nie, the crfher day, what he could

mean, by saying, in his Covent (harden Journal,
that he had lollowed Homer and Virgil ni his

Amelia? I answered, that he was justified in say-

ing so, because he must mean Cotton's VivAi Tra-

vesiied. where the women are drabs, and the men
ecouiidrels."— Vol. vi. jip. 154, 155.

It is lamentable that such things should

have been written conlidentially; it was sure-

ly unnecessary to make them public.
After the dismissal of Mr. Edwards, we

meet with two or three very beautiful and

interesting letters from ]\Irs. Klopstock, the

first wife of the celebrated German poet.

They have pleased us infinitely beyond any
thing else in the collection

;
but how far they

are indebted for the charm we have found in

them to the lisping innocence of the broken

English in which they are written, or to their

intrinsic merit, we cannot pretend to deter-

mine. We insert the following account of

her courtship and marriage.
" After having seen him two hours, I was obliged

to pass the ever.rng in a company, which never had

been so wearisome to me. I could not speak, I

could not play ; I thought I saw nothing but Klop-
stook. I saw him ilie next day, and the tollowing,

and we were very seriously friends. But the lourih

day he departed. It was an strong hour the hour

of his departure ! He wrote soon after, and from

that lime our correspondence began to be a very
diligent one. I sincerely believed my love to be

frieiidsfn'p. I spoke with my friends of nothing
but Klopslock, and showed his letters. 'I'hcy

raillied at me, and slid I was in love. I rnilhed

them again, and said that they must have a very

friendshipless heart, if they had no idea of friend-

ship to a man as well as to a woman. Thus it

coniiiuied eiglu months, in wliich time my friends

found as much love in Klopstock's letters as in me.

I perceived it likewise, but I would not believe it.

At the la.st Klopstock said plainly that he loved ;

and 1 stanled as for a wrong thing. I answered,
that it was no love, but friendship, as it was what 1

felt for him ;
we had not seen one another enough

to love (as if love must have more time than friend-

ship !) This was sincerely my meaning, and I had

this meaning till Klopslock came again to Ham-
burir. This he did a year after we had seen one

another the first time. We saw, we were friends.

we loved; and we beheved that we loved: and, a

short time after, I could even tell Klopstock that I

loved. But we were obliged to part again, and

wait two years for our wedding. My mother

would not let mo marry a stranger. I could marrv

then without her consentment. as by the death ot

my father my fortune depended not on lier ; but

this was an horrible idea for me ; and thank Hea-
ven that I have prevailed by prayers ! At this

time knowing Klopslock, she loves him as her

hfely son, and ihanks God that she has not per-
sisted. ^^'e married, and I am the liappiest wife

in the world. In some few months it will be four

years that I am so happy, and .still I dote upon
klopstock as if he was my bridegroom.
"If you knew my husband, you would not

wonder. If you knew his poem, I could describe

liim very briefly, in saying he is in all respects what

he is as a poet." This"! can say with all wifely ino-

desiy But [ dare not to speak of my hus-

band; I am all raptures when I do it. A.iJ as

happy as I am in love, so happy am I in friendship,
in my mother, two elder sisters, and five other
women. How rich I am !"—Vol. iii. pp. 146—149.

One of the best letters is dated from Tun-

bridge in 1751. We shall venture on an extract.
"
ButAjere, to change the scene, to see I\Ir. Walsh

at eighty (Air. Gibber calls him papa), and Mr.
Gibber at seventy-seven, hunting after new faces j

and thinking themselves happy if they can obtain

the notice and familiarity of a tine woman !
—How

ridiculous I
—

" Mr. Gibber was over head and cars in love with
.Miss Ghudleigh. Her admirers (such was his hap-

piness I) were not jealous ot hiin ; but, pleased with
that wit in him which they had not, were always
for calling him to her. She said pretty things

—for

she was Miss Ghudleigh. He said pretty things
—

for he was Mr. Gibber; and all the company, men
and women, seemed to think they had an interest

in what was said, and were half as well pleased as
if they had said the sprightly things themselves;
and mighty well contented were they to be second-
hand repeaters of the pretty things. But once I

faced the laureate squatted upon one of the benches,
with a face more wrinkled than ordinary with dis-

appointment. 'I thought,' said I, 'you were of the

party at the tea treats—Miss Ghudleigh is gone into

the tea-room.'— ' Pshaw !' said lie,
'

tliere is no

coming at her, she is so surrounded by the toupets.'—'And I left him upon the fret—But he was called

to soon after i and in he flew, and his face shone

again, and looked smooth.
"Another extraordinary old man we have hai

here, but of a very difi'erent turn; the noted Mr.

Whistnn, showing eclipses, and explaining other

phenomena of the stars, and preaching the millen-

nium and analiaptism (for he is now, it seems, of

that persuasion) to gay people, who, if they have
while teeth, hear him with open mouths, though
perhaps shut hearts

;
and after his leciure is over,

not a bit the wiser, run from him the more eagerly
to C—r and W—sh, and to flutter among the loud-

laughing young fellows upon the walks, like boys
and girls at a breaking up."

—Vol. lii. p. 316—319.

As Richardson was in the habit of flattering
his female correspondents, by asking their

advice (though he never foUov.-ed it) as to the

conduct of his works, he prevailed on a cer

tain Lady Echlin to communicate a nevir

catastrophe Avhich she had devised for hia

Clarissa. She had reformed Lovelace, by
means of a Dr. Christian, and made him die

of remorse, though the last outrage is not

supposed to be committed. How far Lady
Echlin's epistles are likely to meet with

readers, in this fastidious age, may be «ion-

jectured, from the following specimen.
"

I heartily wish every Christain would read and

wisely consider Mr. Skelton's fine and pious les-

sons. I admire the warmth of this learned gentle-
man's zeal ;

it is laudable and necessary,
'

especially
in an age like this, which, for its coldness (he ob-

serves) may be called the winter of Ghristianily.'
A niehmcholy truth, elegantly expressed! I havn

only perused a small part of this divine piece, and
am greatly delighted with what I have read.

Sureh/ he is a henvenli/ mnn. I am ahn very fond

of Br. CJarl-: and excellent cfoml Seed! I" thank

you, sir, for introducing another wise charmer, not

less worthy of every body's regard. He merits atten-

tion, and religiously commands it."—Vol. v. p. 40.

Next come several letters from the Rever-

end Mr. Skelton, mostly on the subject of tne

Dublin piracy, and the publication of some
works of his own. He seems to have been a

man of strong, coarse sense, but extremely
irritable. Some delay in the publication of
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his Bermoiis draws from him the following

amusing piece ol fretfulness.

" Jolinaton kept tliciu ;i month on ilic way;
Wilson kept them ilirrc, and does notliiM^, only
hints a sort of conti'mpinoiis censure ot them lo you,
nnd hufls them out ot his hands. 'J'he boo^eellers

despise them, and I nm forced to print them, when
the season for sale is over, or hurn them. God's

y/M he done ! If I had wrote against my Saviour,

or his relii»ion. my work would long ago have been

bought, atid reprinted, and houyht again. Millar

would have now been far advanced in his third

edition of it ! But why do I make these weak com-

plainis/ I know my work is calculated to serve

the cause of (Jod and truth, and by no means con-

temptibly executed. I am confident also, I shall,

if God spares me life to give it the neces.sary intro-

duction, sell it to advaniage, and receive the thanks

of every good man for it. I will therefore be in the

hands of (Jod, and not of IMr. Millar, whose indif-

ference to my performances invite me not to any
overtures."—Vol. v. p. 234, 235.

Although Richardson is not responsible for

more than one fifth part of the dulness ex-

hibited in this collection, still the share of it

that may be justly imputed to him is so con-

siderable, and the whole is so closely asso-

ciated with his name, that it would be a sort

of injustice to take our final leave of his works,
without casting one glance back to those orig-
inal and meritorious performances, upon
which his reputation is so firmly established.

The great excellence of Richardson's novels

consists, we think, in the unparalleled minute-

ness and copiousness of his descriptions, and
in the pains he takes to make us thoroughly
and intimately acquainted with every particu-
lar in the character and situation of the per-

sonages with whom we are occupied. It has
been the policy of other writers to avoid all

details that are not necessary or impressive, to

Iiurry over all the preparatory scenes, and to

reserve the whole of the reader's attention for

those momentous passages in which some de-

cisive measure is adopted, or some great

passion brought into action. The consequence
is, that we are only acquainted with their

characters in their dress of ceremony, and
that, as we never see them except in those

critical circumstances, and those moments of

strong emotion, which are but of rare occur-

rence in real
life, Ave are never deceived into

any belief of their reality, and contemplate
the whole as an exaggerated and dazzling
illusion. With such authors we merely make
a visit by appointment, and see and hear only
what we know has been prepared for our re-

ception. With Richardson, we slip, invisible,
into the domestic privacy of his characters,
and hear and see every thing that is said and
done among them, whether it be interesting
or otherwise, and whether it gratify our curi-

osity or disappoint it. We sympathise with
the former, therefore, only as we sympathise
with the monarchs and statesmen of historj-,
of whose condition as individuals we have but
a very imperfect conception. We feel for the

latter, as for our private friends and acquaint-
ance, vi'ith whose whole situation we are

familiar, and as to whom we can conceive

exactly the effects that will be produced by
every thing that may befal them. In this

art Richardson is undoubtedly without an
equal, and, if we except De l-oe, without a

competitor, we believe, in the wliole hi,storY

of literature. We are often fatigued, as we
listen to his prolix descriptions, and the repeti-
tions of those rambling and inconclusive con-

versations, in which so many pages are con-

sumed, without any apparent progress in the

story; but, by means of all this, we get so

intimately acquainted with the chaiacters,
and so impressed with a persuasion of their

reality, that when any thing really disastrous
or important occurs to them, we feel as for old
frieniis and companions, and are irresistibly
led to as livly a conception of their sensa-
tions, as if we had been spectators of a real

traiLsaction. This we certainly think the chief
merit of Richardson's productions: For. great
as his knowletlge of the human heart, and his

powers of pathetic description, must be ad-
mitted to be, we are of opinion that he might
have been equalled in those particulars by
many, whose productions are infinitely less

interesting.
That his pieces were all intended to be

strictly moral, is indisputable ;
but it is not

quite so clear, that they will uniformly be
found to have this tendency. We "have

already quoted some observations of Mrs.
Barbauld's on this subject, and shall only add,
in general, that there is a certain air of irk-

some regularity, gloominess, and pedantry,
attached to most of his virtuous characters,
which is apt to encourage more unfortunate
associations than the engaging qualities with
which he has invested some of his vicious

ones. The mansion of the Harlowes, which,
before the appearance of Lovelace, is repre-
sented as the abode of domestic felicity, is a

place in which daylight can scarcely be sup-
posed to shine; and Clarissa, with her formal

devotions, her intolerably early rising, her

day divided into tasks, and her quantities of
needle-work and discretion, has something in

her much less winning and attractive than in-

ferior artists have often communicated to an
innocent beauty of seventeen. The solem-

nity and moral discourses of Sir Charles, his
bows, minuets, compliments, and immoveable

tranquillity, are much more likely to excite

the derision than the admiration of a modem
reader. Richardson's good people, in short,
are too wise and too formal, ever to appear in

the light of desirable companions, or to excite

in a youthful mind any wish to resemble
them. The gaiety of all his characters, too,
is extremely girlish and silly, and is much
more like the prattle of spoiled children, than
the wit and pleasantry of persons acquainted
with the world. The diction throughout is

heavy, vulgar, and embarrassed: though the
interest of the tragical scenes is too powerful
to allow us to attend to any inferior considera-

tion. The novels of Richardson, in short,

though praised perhaps somewhat beyond
their merits, will always be read with ad-

miration; and certainly can never appear to

greater advantage than A^hen contrasted with
the m.elancholy farrago A\hich is here entitled

his Correspondence.
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This is certainly a very entertaining book
—though a little too bulky

—
and, the greater

part of
it,

not very important. We are glad
to see

it, however; not only because we are

glad to see any thing entertaining, but also

because it makes us acquainted with a per-

son, of whom every one has heard a great
deal, and most people hitherto known very
little. There is no name which comes oftener

across us, in the modern history of French

literature, than that of Grimm
;
and none,

perhaps, ^^-hose right to so much notoriety
seemed to most people to stand upon such

scanty titles. Coming from a foreign country,
without rank, fortune, or exploits of any kind

to recommend him, he contrived, one does not

very well see how, to make himself conspicu-
ous for forty years in the best company of

Paris
;
and at the same time to acquire great

influence and authority among literary men
of all descriptions, without publishing any
thing himself, but a few slight observations

upon French and Italian music.

The volumes before us help, in part, to ex-

plain this enigma ;
and not only give proof of

talents and accomplishments quite suthcient

to justify the reputation the author enjoyed

among his contemporaries, but also of such a

degree of industry and exertion, as entitle

him, we think, to a reasonable reversion of

fame from posterity. Before layuig before

our readers any part of this miscellaneous

chronicle, we shall endeavour to give them a

general idea of its construction—and to tell

them all that we have been able to discover

about its author.

Melchior Grimm was bom at Ratisbon in

1723, of very humble parentage; but, being

tolerably well educated, took to literature at

a very early period. His first essays were
made in his own country

—and, as we under-

stand, in his native language
—where he com-

posed several tragedies, which were hissed

upon the stage, and unmercifully abused in

the closet, by Lessing, and the other oracles

of Teutonic criticism. He then came to Paris,
as a sort of tutor to the children of M. de

Schomberg, and was employed in the humble

capacity of reader to the Duke of Saxe-Gotha,
when he was first brought into notice by
Rousseau, who was smitten with his enthusi-

asm for music, and made him known to

Diderot, the Baron d'Holbach, and various

other persons of eminence in the literary
world. His vivacity and various accompli.sh-
ments soon made him generally acceptable ;

while his uniform prudence and excellent

good sense prevented him from ever losing

any of th« friends he had gained. Rousseau,

indeed, chos"^ to quarrel with him for life,

17

upon his sitting down one evening in a seat

which he had previously fixed upon for him-

self; but with Voltaire and D'Alembert, and

all the rest of that illustrious society, both

male and female, he continued always on the

most cordial footing; and, while he is re-

proached with a certain degree of obsequious-
ness toward the rich and powerful, must be
allowed to have used less flattery toward his

literary associates than was usual in the in-

tercourse of those jealous and artificial beings.
When the Duke of Saxe-Gotha left Paris,

Grimm undertook to send him regularly an

account of every thing remarkable that oc-

cured in the literary, political, and scandalous

chronicle of that great city; and acquitted
himself in this delicate office so much to the

satisfaction of his noble correspondent, that

he nominated him, in 1776, his resident at

the court of France, and raised him at the

same time to the rank and dignity of a Baron.

The volumes before us are a part of the des-

patches of this literary plenipotentiary ;
and

are certainly the most amusing state papers
that have ever fallen under our obversation.

The Baron de Grimm continued to exercise

the functions ofthis philosophical diplomacy,
till the gathering storm of the Revolution

drove both ministers and philosophers from

the territories of the new Republic. He then

took refuge of course in the court of his mas-

ter, where he resided till 1795; when Catha-

rine of Russia, to Avhose shrine he had for-

merly made a pilgrimage from Paris, gave
him the appointment of her minister at the

court of Saxon)-
—which he continued to hold

till the end of the reign of the unfortunate

Paul, when the partial loss of sight obliged
him to withdraw altogether from business,
and to return to the court of Saxe-Gotha,
where he continued his studies in literature

and the arts with unabated ardour, till he
sunk at last under a load of years and infirmi-

ties in the end of 1807.—lie was of an un-

comely and grotesque appearance
—with huge

projecting eyes and discordant features, which
he rendered still more hideous, by daubing
them profusely with white and with red paint—according to the most approved costume of

pct^fs-maitres, m the year 1748, when he
made his dcbiit at Paris.

The book embraces a period of about twelve

years only, from 1770 to 1782, with a gap for

1775 and part of 1776. It is said in the title-

page to be partly the work of Grimm, and

partly that of Diderot,
—but the contributions

of the latter are few, and comparatively of

Ijttle importance. It is written half in the

stvle of a journal intended for the public, and

half in that of private and confidentizd cor
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repponilt'iice ; and, notwilhstandiiif^ the re-

tri'iiohiiit'iils which tht; editor boasts of having
made in the riiaiiuseript, contains a vast mis-

cellany of all sorts of intelligence;
—

critiques

Ujion all new publications, new operas, and

new pcrlornu-rs at the theatres
;

—accounts

of all the niet'tings and elections at the acade-

mies,
—and of the deaths and characters of all

ihe eminent persons who demised in the

period to which it extends;
—

copies of the

epiirranis, and editions of the scandalous sto-

ries that occupied the idle population of Paris

durinjr tlie s;ime period
—

interspersed with

various original compositions, and brief and

pithy dissertations upon the general subjects
that are suggested by such an enumeration.

Of these, the accounts of the operas and the

actors are (now) the most tedious,
—the criti-

cal and bioiiiapiucal sketches the most live-

ly,
—and the general observations the most

striking and important. The whole, however,
is giveu with great vivacity and talent, and
with a degree of freedom which trespasses

occasionally upon the borders both of pro-

priety and of good taste.

There is nothing indeed more exactly paint-
ed in these graphical volumes, than the char-

acter of M. Grimm himself
;

—and the beauty
of it is, that as there is nothing either natural

or peculiar about it, it may stand for the char-

acter of most of the wits and philosophers
he fretiiieuted. He had more wit, perhaps,
and more sound sense and information, than

the greater part of the society in which he
hved—But the leading traits belong to the

whole class, and to all classes indeed, in

similar situations, in every part of the ^^orld.

Whenever there is a very large assemblage
of persons who have no other occupation but

to amuse themselves, there will infallibly be

generated acuteness of intellect, refinement
of manners, and good taste in conversation

;

—
and, with the same ceitainty, all profound
thought, and all serious affection, will be

generally discarded from their society. The
multitude of persons and things that force

themselves on the attention in such a scene,
and the rapidity with which they succeed
each oth(n- and pass away, prevent any one
from making a deep or permanent impression ;

and the mind, having never been tasked to

any course of application, and long habituated
to this lively succession and variety of objects,
comes at last to require the excitement of

perpetual change, and to find a multiplicity
of friends as indispensable as a multiplicity
of amusements. Thus the characteristics of

large and polished society, come almost in-

evitably to be, wit and heartlessness—acute-

ness and perpetual derision. The same im-

patience of uniformity, and passion for va-

riety, which gives so much grace to their

conversation, by excluding tediousness and

pertinacious wrangling, make them incapable
of dwelling for many minutes on the feelings
and concerns of any one individual

;
while

the constant pursuit of little gratifications, and
the weak dread of all uneasy sensations,
render them equally averse from serious sym-

pathy and deep thought. They speedily find

out the shortest and most pleaaant way to all

truth.=, to which a short and a pleasant way
can reatlily be discovered

;
anil then lay it

down as a ma.vim, that no others are worth

looking after—and in the same way, they do
such petty kindnesses, and nicluJge such light

sympathies, as do not put ihi'm to any trouble,
or encroach at all on their amusements,—
while they make it a principle to wrap them-
selves up in those amusements from the as-

sault of all more engrcsting or importunate
affections.

The turn for derision again arises naturally
out of this order of things. When passion
and enthusiasm, affection and serious occupa-
tion have once been banished by a short-sight-
ed voluptuousness, the sense of ridicule is

almost the only lively sensation that remains;—and the envied lite of those who have

nothing to do but to enjoy themselves, would
be utterly listless and without hiterest, if they
were not allowed to laugh at each other.

Their quickness in perceivnig ordinary follies

and illusions too, allords great encouragement
to this laudable practice;

—and as none of

them have so much passion or enthusiasm

left, as to be deeply wounded by the shafts

of derision, they fall lightly, and without

rankling, on the lesser vanities, which supply
in them those master springs of human action

and feeling.
The whole style and tone of this publica-

tion afl'ords the most striking illustration of

these general remarks. From one end of it

to the other, it is a display of the most com*

plete heartlessness, and the most uninterrupt-
ed levity. It chronicles the deaths of half the

author's acquaintance
—and makes jests upon

them all
;
and is much more serious in dis-

cussing the merits of an opera dancer, than
in considering the evidence for the being of a

God, or the first foundations of morality.

Nothing, indeed, can be more just or conclu-

sive, than the remark that is forced from M.
Grimm himself, upon the utter carelessness

and instant oblivion, that followed the death
of one of the most distinguished, active, and
amiable members of his coterie;

— -'tant il

est vrai que ce qui nous appellons la Societiy
est ce ([u'il y a de plus leger, de plus ingrat,
et de plus frivole au monde !"

Holding this opinion very firmly ourselves,
it will easily be believed that we are very far

from envying the brilliant persons who com-

posed, or gave the tone to this exquisite so-

ciety;
—and while we have a due admiration

for the elegant pleasantry, correct taste, and

gay acuteness, of which they furnish, perhaps,
the only perfect models, we think it more de-

sirable, on the whole, to be the spectators,
than the possessors of those accomplishments;
and would no more wish to buy them at the

price of our sober thinking, and settled affec-

tions, than we would buy the dexterity of a

fiddler, or a ropedancer, at the price of our

personal respectability. Even in the days of

youth and high spirits, there is no solid enjoy
ment in livnig altogether with people who
care nothing about us

;
and when we begin to

grow old and unamuseable, there can be
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nothing so comfortlpss as to be surronndod
with thosR >vho think of nothing but amuse-
ment. The spectacle, however, is gay and
beautiful to those who look upon it with a

good-natured sympathy; or inclulgence; and

naturally suggests reflections that may be in-

leresting to the most serious. A judicious

extractor, we have no doubt, might accom-
modate both classes of readers, from the

ample magazine that lies before us.

The most figuring person in the work, and
indeed of the age to which it belongs, was

beyond all question Voltaire,
—or whom, and

of whose character, it presents us with many
very amusing traits. He receives no other

name throughout the book, than " The Patri-

arch" of the Holy Philosophical Church, of

which the authors, and the greater part of

their friends, profess to be humble votaries

and disciples. The infallibility of its chief,

however, seems to have formed no part of the

creed of this reformed religion; for, with all

his admiration for the w'it, and playfulness,
and talent of the philosophic pontiff, nothing
can exceed the freedoms in which M. Grimm
indulges, both as to his productions, and his

character. All his poetry, he says, after Tan-

cred, is clearly marked w'ith the symptoms
of approaching dotage and decay; and his

views of many important subjects he treats

as altogether erroneous, shallow, and con-

temptible. He is particularly offended with
him for not adopting the decided atheism of

the Sifxteme de la Nature, and for weakly stop-

ping short at a kind of paltry deism. "The
Patriarch," says he, "still sticks to his Re-

munerateur-Ven<rci(r, without whom he fancies
the world would go on very ill. He is reso-

lute enough, I confess, for putting down the

god of knaves and bigots, but is not for part-

ing with that of the virtuous and rational. He
reasons upon all this, too, like a baby—a very
smart baby it must be owned—but a baby
notwithstanding. He would be a little puz-
zled, I take

it,
if he were asked what was

the colour of his god of the virtuous and wise.
&c. &c. He cannot conceive, he says, how
mere motion,undirected by intelligence, should
ever have produced such a world as we in-

habit—and we verily believe him. Nobody
can conceive it—but it is a fact nevertheless;
and we see it—which is nearly as good,"
We give this merely as a specimen of the

disciple's irreverence towards his master; for

nothing can be more contemptible than the

reasoning of M. Grimm in support of hisown
desolating opinions. He is more near being-

right, where he makes himself merry with
the Patriarch's icrnorance of natural philoso-

phy. Every Achilles however, he adds, has
a vulnerable heel—and that of the hero of

Femey is his Physics.*

* This is only true, however, with regard to nnr-
ural history and cliemistrv; for as to the nobler

part of physics, which depends on science, his at-

tainments were equal perhaps to those of any of
his age and country, with the p.vception of D'Alem-
bert. Even his astronomy, however, though by
no means " mince et raccoiiriie." had a tendency
to confirm him in that paltry Deism, for which he

M, Grimm, however, reveals warse infirmi-

ties than this in his great preceplor. There
was a young Mademoiselle Rancour, it seems,

who, though an actress, enjoyed an unblem-
ished reputation. Voltaire, who had never

seen her, chose one morning to write to the

Marechal de Richeheu, by whom she was

patronized, that she was a notorious prosti-

tute, and ready to be taken into keeping by
any one who would offer for her. Tliis im-

putation having been thoughtlessly communi-
cated to the damsel herself, produced no little

commotion
;
and upon Voltaire's being re-

monstrated with, he immediately retracted

the whole story, which it seems was a piece
of pure invention

;
and confessed, that the

only thing he had to object to Madlle. Rancour

was, that he had understood they had put off

the representation of a new play of his. in or-

der to gratify the public with her appearance
in comedy;—"and this was enough," says
M. Grimm,

" to irritate a child of seventy-

nine, against another child of seventeen, who
came in the way of his gratification !"

A little after, he tells another story which
is not only very disreputable to the Patriarch,
but affords a striking example of the monstrous
evils that arise from religious intolerance, in

a country where the whole population is not

of the same communion. A Mdns. de B. in-

troduced himself into a protestant family at

Montauban, and after some time, publicly
married the only daughter of the house, in the

church of her pastor. He lived several years
with her, and had one daughter—dissipated
her whole property—and at last deserted her,
and married another woman at Paris—upon
the pretence that his first union was not bind-

ing, the ceremony not having been performed
b)' a Catholic priest. The Parliament ulti-

mately allowed this plea ;
and farther direct-

ed, that the daughter should be taken from its

mother, and educated in the true faith in a
convent. The transaction excited general in-

dignation ;
and the legality of the sentence,

and especially the last part of it. was very
much disputed, both in the profession and out

of it
;

—when Voltaire, to the astonishment of

all the world, thought fit to put forth a pam-
phlet in its defence ! M. Grimm treats the

whole matter wath his usual coldness and

pleasantry:
—and as a sort of apology for this

extraordinary proceeding of his chief, very
coolly observes, "The truth is, that for some
time past, the Patriarch has been sus* ected,
and indeed convicted, of the mo.st abominable
cowardice. He defied the old Parliament in

his youth with signal courage and intrepidity;
and now he cringes to the new one, and even
condescends to be its panegyrist, from an ab-

surd dread of being persecuted by it on the

very brink of the tomb. "Ah ! Seigneur Pat-

is so unmercifully rated by M. Grimm. We do
not know many quartains in French poetry more
beautiful than the following, which the Patriarch
indited impromptu, one fine summer evening

—
"Tons ces vastes pays d'Azur et de Lumiere,
Tir^s du sein dii vide, et form6s sans matiere,
Arroiidis sans coinpas, et tnnriians sans pivot,
Ont S. peine cout6 la depense d'un moll"
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riarchc !" he concludes, in the true Parisian

accent, "Horace was much more excusable for

Hatterinpj Augustus, who had honoured him,

ihou^'h he destroyed the republic, than you

are, for juslifyinir,
witlmul any intellijjibic mo-

tive, a nroce'edimr so utterly detestable, and

upon whii-h, if you had not courage to speak
as bec^ime you, yon were not called upon to

say any thing."

'

It must be a comfort to the

reader to learn, that immediately after this sen-

tence, a M. Vanrobais, an old and most re-

spectable gentleman, was chivalrous enough,
at the age of

seventy,
to marry the deserted

widow, and to place her in a situation every

way more respectable than that of which she

haa been so basely defrauded.

There is a great deal, in the first of these

volumes, about the statue that was voted to

Voltaire by his disciples in 1770.—Pigalle the

sculptor was despatched to Ferney to model

him, in spite of the opposition he affects to

make, in a letter to Madame Necker, in which

he very reasonably observes, that in order to

be modelled, a man ought to have a face—
but that age and sickness have so reduced

him, that it is not easy to point out where-

abouts his had been
;
that his eyes are sunk

into pits three inches deep, and the small

remnant of his teeth recently deserted
;
that

his skin is like old parchment wrinkled over

dry bones, and his legs and arms like dry

spindles ;

—in short,
"
qu'on n'a jamais sculpte

un pauvre homme dans cet etat." Phidias

Pigalle, however, as he calls him, goes upon
his errand, notwithstanding all these discour-

agements; and finds him, according to M.

Grimm, in a state of great vivacity. "He

skips up stairs," he assures me, "more nimbly
than all his subscribers put together, and is

as quick as lightning in running to shut doors,
and open windows; but, with all this, he is

very anxious to pass for a poor man in the

last extremities
;
and would take it much

amiss if he thought that any body had dis-

covered the secret of his health and vigour."
Some awkward person, indeed, it appears, has

been complimenting him upon the occasion
;

for he writes me as follows :
—" My dear

friend—though Phidias Pigalle is the most
virtuous of mortals, he calumniates me cruel-

ly ;
I understand he goes about saying that I

am quite well, and as sleek as a monk !
—

Such is the ungrateful return he makes for

the pains I took to force my spirits for his

amusement, and to puff up my buccinatory
muscles, in order to look well in his eyes !

—
Jean Jacques, to be sure, is far more pufTed

up than I am
;
but it is with conceit—from

which I am free." In another letter he says,—" When the peasants in my village saw JPi-

galle laying out some of the instruments of

his art, they flocked round us with great glee,
and said, Ah ! he is going to dissect him—
how droll !

—so one spectacle you see is just
as good for some people as another."

The account which Pigalle himself gives
of his mission, is extremely characteristic.

For the first eight days, he could make noth-

ing of his patient,
—he was so restless and

full of grimaces, starts, and gesticulations.

He promised every night, indeed, lo give him
a long sitting next day, and always kept his

word;—but then, he could no more sit still,

than a child of three years old. He dictated

letters all the time to his secretary: and, in

the mean time, kept blowing peas in the air,

making pirouettes round his chamber, or in-

dulging in other feats of activity, ec]ually fata]

to the views of the artist. Poor Phidias was
about to return to Paris in despair, without

having made the slightest progress in his de-

sign ;
when the conversation happening by

good luck to turn upon Aaron's golden calf,

and Pigalle having said that he did not think

such a thing could possibly be modelled and

cast in less than six months, the Patriarch

was so pleased with him, that he submitted

to any thing he thought proper all the rest of

the day, and the model was completed that

very evening.
There are a number of other anecdotes,

extremely characteristic of the vivacity, im-

patience, and want of restraint which distin-

guished this e.xtraordinary person. One of

the most amusing is that of the conge which
he gave to the Abbe Coyer, who was kind

enough to come to his castle at Ferney, Avith

the intention of paying a long visit. The
second morning, however, the Patriarch in-

terrupted him in the middle of a dull account

of his tiavels, with this perplexing question,
" Do you know, M. L'Abbc, in what you difl'er

entirely from Don Quixotte?" The pool
Abbe was unable to divine the precise point
of distinction

;
and the philosopher was pleas-

ed to add,
"
Why, you know the Don took all

the inns on his road for castles,
—but it ap-

pears to me that you take some castles for

inns." The Abbe decamped without waiting
for a further reckoning He behaved still

worse to a M. de Barthe, whom he invited to

come and read a play to him, and afterwards

drove out of the house, by the yawns and

frightful contortions with which he amused

himself, during the whole of the perform-
ance.

One of his happiest repartees is said to have
been made to an Enirlishman, who had re-

cently been on a visit to the celebrated Hal-

ler, in whose praise Voltaire enlarged with

great warmth, extolling him as a great poet,
a great naturalist, and a man of universal

attainments. The Englishman answered, that

it was very handsome in M. De Voltaire to

speak so well of Mr. Haller, inasmuch as he,
the said Mr. Haller, was by no means so

liberal to M. de Voltaire. "Ah!" said the

Patriarch, with an air of philosophic indul-

gence,
"

I dare say we are both of us very
much mistaken."

On another occasiorT, a certain M. de St.

Ange, who valued himself on the graceful
turn of his compliments, having come to see

him, took his leave with this studied allusion

to the diversity of his talents, "My visit to-

day has only been to Homer—another morn-

ing I shall pay my respects to Sophocles and f

Euripides
—another to Tacitus—and another

to Lucian." "Ah, Sir!" replied the Patri-

arch,
"

I am wretchedly old,
—could you not
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contrive to see all these gentlemen together'?"
]\1. Mercier, who h.ad the same passion for

fine speeches, told hun one day, "You outdo

every body so much in their own way, that I

arr. sure you will beat Fontenelle even, in

longevity." "No, no, Sir!" answered the

Patriarch, "Fontenelle was a Norman; and.

you may depend upon it, contrived to trick

Nature out of her rights."
One of the most prolific sources of witti-

cisms that is noticed in this collection, is the

Patriarch's elevation to the dignity of temporal
father of the Capuchins in his district. The
cream of the whole, however, may be found

in the following letter of his to M. De Riche-

lieu.

" Je voudrais bien, monseigneur, avoir le plaisir

(le vous donner ma benediction avant de niouiir.

L'e.vpression vous paraitra un peu forte : elle est

pourtant dans la verite. J'ai I'honneiir d'etre ca-

pucin. Notre general qui est a Rome, vient de

m'envoyer mes patenies ; men tiire est; Frtre

Spirilael et Fire Tempurel des Capucins. Man-
dez-moi laquelle devos inaitresses vous voulez re-

tirer du purgatoire : je vous jure sur ma barbe

qu'elle n'y sera pas dans vingtquatre heures.

Comma je dois me detacher des biens de ce

monde, j'ai abandonn6 a mes parens ce qui m'est
dii par la succession de feu madame la princesse
de Guise, et par M. votre intendant

;
ils iront a

ce sujet prendre vos ordres qu'ils regarderont
comme un bienfait. Je vous doiine ma benedic-

tion. Signe Voltaire, Capucin indigne, et qui
n'a pas encore eu de bonne fortune de capucin."

—
pp. 54, 55.

We have very full details of the last days
of this distinguished person. He came to

Paris, as is well known, after twenty-seven

years' absence, at the age of eighty-four;
and the very evening he arrived, he recited

himself the whole of his Irene to the players,
and passed all the rest of the night in cor-

recting the piece for representation. A few

days after, he was seized w-ith a violent vomit-

ing of blood, and instantly called stoutly for

a priest, saying, that they should not throw
him out on the dunghill. A priest was ac-

cordingly brought ;
and the Patriarch very

gravely subscribed a profession of his faith

in the Christian religion
—of which he was

B-shamed, and attempted to make a jest, as

goon as he recovered. He was received with

unexampled honours at the Academy, the
whole members of which rose together, and
came out to the vestibule to escort him into

the hall
; while, on the exterior, all the ave-

nues, windows, and roofs of houses, by which
his carriage had to pass, were crowded with

spectators, and resounded with acclamations.
But the great scene of his glory was the thea-

tre
;
in which he no sooner appeared, than the

whole audience rose up, and continued for

upwards of twenty minutes in thunders of

applause and shouts of acclamation that filled

the whole house with dust and agitation.
When the piece was concluded, the curtain

was again drawn up, and discovered the bust
ot their idol in the middle of the stage, while
the favourite actress placed a crown of laurel

on its brows, and recited some verses, the
words of wdiich could scarcely be distin-

guished amidst the tmnultuous shouts of the

spectators. The whole scene, says M. Grimm,
reminded us of the classic days of Greece and
Rome. But it became more truly touching at

the moment when its object rose to retire.

Weakened and agitated by the emotions he
had experienced, his limbs trembled beneath

him; and, bending almost to the earth, he
seemed ready to expire under the weight of

years and honours that had been laid vpon
him. His eyes, filled with tears, still spaiKled
with a peculiar fire in the midst of his pale
and faded countenance. All the beauty and
all the rank of France crowded round hiin in

the lobbies and staircases, and literally bore

him in their arms to the door of his carriage.
Here the humbler multitude took their turn

;

and, calling for torches that all might get a

sight of him, clustered round his coach, and
followed it to the door of his lodgings, with
vehement shouts of admiration and triumph.
This is the heroic part of the scene

;

—but M.
Grimm takes care also to let us know, that the

Patriarch appeared on this occasion in long
lace ruffles, and a fine coat of cut velvet, with
a grey periwig of a fashion forty years old,
which he used to comb every morning with
his own hands, and to which nothing at all

parallel had been seen for ages—except on
the head of Bachaumont the novelist, who
was known accordingly among the wits of

Paris by the name of "Voltaire's wigblock."
This brilliant and protracted career, how-

ever, was fast drawing to a close.—Retaining
to the last, that untameable spirit of activity
and impatience which had characterized all

his past life, he assisted at rehearsals and

meetings of the Academy, with the zeal and
enthusiasm of early youth. At one of the

latter, some objections were started to his

magnificent project, of giving an improved
edition of their Dictionary ;

—and he resolved

to compose a discourse to obviate those ob-

jections. To strengthen himself for this task,
he swallowed a prodigious quantity of strong

cofi'ee, and then continued at work for up-
wards of twelve hours without intermission.

This imprudent efibrt brought on an inflam-

mation in his bladder; and being told by M.
De Richelieu, that he had been much reheved
in a similar situation, by taking, at intervals,
a few drops of laudanum, he provided him-
self with a large bottle of that medicine, and
with his usual impatience, swallowed the

greater part of it in the course of the night
The consequence was, as might naturally
have been expected, that he fell into a son
of lethargy, and never recovered the use of

his faculties, except for a few minutes at a

time, till the hour of his death, which hap-
pened three days after, on the evening of the

30th of May, 1778. the priest to whom he
had made his confession, and ; nother, entered
his chamber a short time before he breathed
his last. He recognized them with difficulty,

and assured them of his respect.s. One oi

them coming close up to him. he threw his

arm round his neck, as if to embrace him.
But when M. le Cure, taking advantage of

this cordiality, proceeded to urge him to make
some sign or acknowdedjzment of his belief in
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the CliristKiii faith, ho gently pushed him

back, am! said, "Alas! let me die in peace."
The priest turned to his companion, and with

great moileration and presence of mind, ob-

Berved aloud, "You see his faculties are (piite

gone." They then quietly left the apartment ;

—and the dyin;,' man, having testified his

gratitude to liis kind antl vigilant attendants,

nnd named several times the name of his

favourite niece Madame Denis, shortly after

expired.

Nothing can better mark the character of

(he work before us, and of its author, than to

state, that the despatch which contains this

striking account of the last hours of his illus-

trious patron and friend, terminates with an

obscene epigram of INI. Rulhiere, and a g-;iy

criticjue on the new administration of the

opera Buffa ! There are various epitaphs on

Voltaire, scattered through the sequel of the

volume :
—we prefer this very brief one, by a

lady of Lausanne.

"Ci-git Venfant f^ate du monde qu' il gata."

Amonff the other proofs which M. Grimm
has recorded of the celebrity of this extra-

ordinary person, the incredible multitude of

his portraits that were circulated, deserves to

be noticed. One ingenious artist, in particular,

of the name of Huber, had acquired such a

facility in forming his countenance, that he

could not only cut most striking likenesses

of him out of paper, with scissars held be-

hind his back, but could mould a little bust

of him in half a minute, out of a bit of bread,
and at last used to make his (/og manufacture

most excellent profiles, by making him bite

ofT the edge of a biscuit which he held to

him in three or four different positions !

There is less about Rousseau in these

volumes, than we should expect from their

author's early intimacy with that great writer.

What there is. however, is candid and judi-

cious. M. Grimm agrees with Madame de

Stael, that Rousseau was nothing of a French-

man in his character;
—and accordingly he

observes, that though the magic of his style
and the extravagance of his sentiments pro-
cured him some crazy disciples, he never had

any hearty partisans among the enlightened

part of the nation. He laughs a good deal at

his affectations and unpardonable animosi-

ties,
—but gives, at all times, the highest

praise to his genius, and sets him above all

his contemporaries, for the warmth, the ele-

gance, and the singular richness of his style.
He says, that the general opinion at Paris was,
that he had poisoned himself;—that his natu-

ral disposition to melancholy had increased in

an alarming degree after his return from Eng-
land, ami had been agijravated by the sombre
and solitary life to which he had condemned

himself;
—that mind, he adds, at once too

strong and too weak to bear the burden of

existence with tranquillity, was perpetually

prolific
of monsters and of phantoms, that

haunted all his steps, and drove him to the

borders of distractior. There is no doubt,
continues M. Grimm, that for many months
tnfore his death he had firmly persuaded

himself that all the powers of Europe ha.l

their eyes fixed upon him as a most dangei-
ous and portentous being, whom they should

take the first oi)portunity to destroy. He was
also satisfied that M. de Choiseul had pro-

jected and executed the conquest of Corsica,
for no other purpose but to deprive him of the

honour of legislating for it; and that Prussia

and Russia had agreed to partition Poland

upon the same jealous and unworthy con-

sideration. While the potentates of Europe
w-ere thus busied in thwarting and mortifying
him abroad, the philosophers, ho was per-

suaded, were entirely devoted to the same

project at home. They had spies, he firmly

believed, posted round all his steps, and were

continually making efforts to rouse the popu-
lace to insult and murder him. At the head
of this conspiracy, of the reality of which he
no more doubted than of his existence, he
had placed the Due de Chois<'ul, his physi-
cian Tronchin, M. D'Alembert, and our au-

thor!—But we must pass to characters less

known or familiar.

The gayest, and the most naturally gay
perhaps of all the coterie, was the Abbe Go-

Hani, a Neapolitan, who had resided for many
years in Paris, but had been obliged, very
much against his will, to return to his own

country about the time that this journal com-
menced. M. Grimm inserts a variety of hia

letters, in all of which the infantine petulance
and freedom of his character are distinctly

marked, as well as the singular acuteness and
clearness of his understanding. The first is

written immediately after his exile from Paris

in 1770.

"Madame, je suis toujourg inconsolable d'avoir

quiite Paris; et encore plus inconsolable de n'avoir

re^u aucune nouvelle ni de vous, ni du pares.eeux

philosophe. Est-il possible que ce monstre, dans

son impassibilitie, ne senie pas a quel point mon
honneur, ma gloire. dont je me fiche. mon plaisir

et celui de nies amis, dont je me soucie bcaucoup,
sont interesses dans I'affaire que je hii ai confiee, et

combirn je suis impaiient d'apprendre qu'en fin la

pacotille a double le cap et passe le terrible defile

de la revision : car, aprcs cela, je serai tranquille

sur le reste.
"

IVIon voyage a ete trrs heurenx sur la terre et

stirl'onde ; il a nieme 6ied'un bonheurinconcevable.

Je n'ai jamais eu chaud, et toujours ie vent en poupe
sur le Rhone et sur la mer; il parait que tout me
potisse a m'eloigner de tout ce que j'aime au monde.
L'horoisme sera done bien plus grand et bien plus

memorable, de vaincre les elemens, la nature, les

dieux conspires, et de retourner a Paris en depit
d'eux. Oui, Paris est ma pairie ; on aura beau

m'en exiler, j'y reiomberai. Attendez-vous done
a me voir eiabli dnns la rue Fromenteau, au quatri-

eme, sur le derriere, chez la nommce , fille

majeure. La demeurera le plus grand genie de

notrc age, en pension a trente sous par jour; et il

sera heureux. Quel plaisir que de delirer !

^
Adieu.

.Te vous prie d"envoyer vos lettres toujours a I'hotel

de I'ambassadcur.
" Grimm est-il de retour de son voyage ?"

Another to the Baron Holbach is nearly in

the same tone,

" Que faiies-vous, mon clier baron ? Vousamusez-
vous ? La linronne se porie-t-elle bien ? Comment
vont vos enfans? La philosophie, dont vous otes

Ic premier maure d'hotel, niange-t-cUe toujours
d'un aussi bon appetii ?
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"Pciirmoi, je mVnnuie mortelletiieiit ici
; je ne

vois ptrsDiiiie, excepic deux cm trois Frai)5ais. Je
Buis le Gulliver reveiiu du pays dus floymliyiius,
auj ne fait plus socieio (ju'avec sos deux ciicvaux-.

Je vais lendre des visiles de devoir aux lenuues
des deux laiiiif-tres d'eiai et de finances; et puis je
dors ou jfi reve. Quelle vie ! llien n'atnuso ici :

point d'ediis, point de reductions, point de reienues,

point de suspensions de paieniens : la vie y est d'une
unit'ormiie tuante ; on ne dispute de rien, pas inenie
de religion. Ah I nion cher Pans ! ah ! que je te

regreite !

" Donnez-nioi quelciues nouvelles litteraircs,
mais n'en attendoz pas en revanche. Pour les

grands eveneinens en Europe, je crois que nous en
allons devenir le bureau. On dii, en efi'et, que la

flolte Russe a entin debarq\ie a Patras, que toute la

Moree s'est revolice et declaree en faveur des de-

barques, et que sans coup f'erir ils s'en sunt rendus

maiires, excepte des villes de Corinthe et de Napoli
de Romanic : cela meriie confirmation. Quelle
avanture ! Nous serous liniitrophes des Russes

;

etd'Otrante a Petersbourg il n'y aura plus qu'un
pas, et un petit trajet de mer: Dux fceminn facli.
line (emme aura luit cela I Cela est trop beau pour
etre vrai."

The next is not such pure trifling.
" Vous avez reconnu Voltaire dans son sermon

;

moi je n'y reconnais que I'echo de teu M. de Vol-
taire. Ah ! il rabache trop a present. Sa Catherine
est une maitresse iemme, parce qu'elle est inlol-

erante et conqueranie ; tous les grands homnies
ont eie intolerans, eJ il fant I'eire. Si Ton rencontre
sur son chemin un prince sot, il faut lui precher la

tolerance, afin qu'il donne dans le piege, et que le

parti ecrase ait le temps de se relever par la tolerance

qu'on lui accorde. et d'ecraserson adversaire a son
tour. Ainsi le sermon sur la tolerance est un ser-

mon fait aux sots ou aux gens dupes, ou a des gens
qui n'ont aucun intcret dans la chose : voila pour-
quoi, quelquefow, un prince seculier dnit ecouier la

tolerance ; c'est Inrsque I'nff'aire inieresse les prelres
sans interesser les souvcrains. Mais en Pologne, les

eveques sont tout a la lois pretres et souverains. et.

s'ils le peuvent, ils leront fort bien de chasser les

Russes, et d'envoyer au diable tous les Dissidens ;

et Catherine fera fort bien d'ecraser les eveques si

cela lui reussit. IVIoi je n'en crois rien
; je crois que

les Russes ecraseront les I'urcs par contre-coup,
et ne feront qu'agrandir et reveiller les Polonais,
comme Philippe II. et la maison d'Auiriche ccra-
serent rAliemagne et I'ltalie, en voulant troubler
la France qu'ils ne firent qu'ennoblir : voila mes
propheties."" Voire lettre du 8 juin n'est point gaie ; il s'en
faut nieme beaucoup : vous avouez vous-mAme que
vous n'avez que quelques lueurs de gaieie ; je crains

que cela ne lienne au physique, et que vous ne vous

porliez pas bien : voila ce qui me faclie. Pour moi,
je fais lout ce que je puis pour vous cgayer, et ce
n'est pas un petit effi)rt pour moi: ear je suis si

ennuye de mon existence ici, qu'en veriio, je deviens
homme d'aflaires et homnie grave de jour en jour
davaniage, et je finirai par devenir Nepolitaiii, tout

conime un autre."

Another contains some admirable remarks
on the character of Cicero, introduced in the
same style of perfect ease and familiarit)-.

" On pent regarder Ciceron coinme lii'eratenr.

comme philosophe et comme homtne d'etat. 11 a

ete un des plus errands litieraieurs qui aieni jamais
ete ; il savait tout ce qu'on savait de son tem])s,
excepte la geometrie et autres sciences de ce geiue.
II etait mediocre philosophe : car il savait lout ce

que les Grecs avaient pense, et le rendait avec une
clarte admirable, mais il ne pensait rien et n'avait

pas la force de rien imaginer. Comme iiomme
d'etat, Ciceron, eiant d'une basse exiraciior et

voulant p.-vvenir, aiu-ait du se Jeter d-iris le par; de

I'oppositioii, de lu clnmbre basse on du peuple, si

vous voulez. Cela lui etait d'autant plus aise, que
i\Iarius, fondaieiir de ce parti, etait de .son pays. II

en hit incme tenie, cur \\ debuia par aiiaquer .Sylla
et par se her avec les gen.s du jiarti de I'opposiiion,
ii la lele de.scpiels, apres la niort de Marius, eiaiellt

Claudius, Calilina, Cesar. Mais le parti des grands
avait besoin d'un jurisconsulte et d'un savant

; car
l(!s grands seigneurs, en general, ne savent ni lire

ni ecrnc ; il sentit done qu'on auraii plus besoin de
lui dans le parti des grands, et qu'il y jouerait un
role plu;s brillant. 11 s'y jeia, et des-lors on vit un
homme nouveau, un parvenu inele avec les patri-
ciens. Figurez-vous en Angleierre un avocat dont
la cour a besoin pour iaire un chancelier, et qui suit

par consequent le parti du ministere. Ciceron brilla

done a cote de Pompee, etc., toiites les tois qu'il
elait question de choses de jurisprudence i mais il

lui maiiijuait la naissance, les rictiesses
; et surtout

n'etant pas homme de guerre, il jouait de cec6te-la
un role subalterne. D'ailleurs, par inclination

naiurelle, il aimait le parti de Cesar, el il elait

fatigue de la morgue des grands qui lui taisaient

seniir sonvent le prix des bienfaiis dont on I'avait

coinble. II n'etait pas pusillanime, il eiail incertain;
il ne defendaii pas des scelerats, il defendaii les gens
de son parti qui ne vaiaient guere niieux que ceux
du parti coniraire."

We shall add only the following.
" Le dialogue des tableaux du Louvre interesse

peu a cinq cents lieues de Paris
;

le baron de Glei-

chen et moi, nous en avons ri : personnes ne nous
aurait entendus. Au reste, a propos des tableaux,

je reinarque que le caraclere dominant des Fran9ais
perce toujours ;

ils sont causeurs, raii-onneurs, badins

par essence. Un mauvais tableau enlaiiie une
bonne brochure

;
ainsi vous parlerez mieux des arts

que vous ne les culiiverez jamais. 11 se trouvera
au bout du compte, dans quelques siecles, que vous
aurez le mieux raisonne, le mieux discute ce que
loutes les autres nations auront fait de mieux.
Cherissez done I'impnmerie, c'est voire lot dans ce
has nionde. Mais vous avez mis un impot sur le

pa|)ier. Quelle soitise ! Plaisanierie a part, un
impot sur le papier est la fanle en politique la plus
forte que se soil commise en France depuis un siccle.

II valait mieux faire la banqueroute universelle, et

laisser au Fraiigais le plaisir de parler a 1' Europe a.

peu de frais. Vous avez plus conquis de pays par
les livres que par les amies. Vous ne devcz la

gioire de la nation qu'a vos ouvrages, et vous voulez
vous forcer a vous taire !"

" Ma belle dame, s'il servait a quelque chose de

pleurer les moils, je viendrais pleurer avec vous la

perte de noire Helvetius: mais la mort n'est autre
chose que le regret des vivans

;
si nous ne le regret-

tons pas, il n'est pas mort : lout comme si nous ne
I'avions jamais ni comiu ni aime, il ne seraii pas ne.

Tout ce qui e,xiste. existe en nous par rapport a
nous. Souvenez-voiis (pie le petit prophete faisait

de la metaphysiquc lorsqu'il etait tiiste
; j'en lais de

tTii'me a present. Mais enfin le nial de la perte
d'llelveiius est Ic vide qu'il laisse dans la ligiie du
baiaillon. Serrons done les lignes, aimons nous

davaniage, nous qui restons, el il n'y parattra pas.
Moi qui suis le major de ce malheureux regiment,
je vous crie a tons : scrrez les lignes, avancez, feu !

On ne s'apercevra pas de noire perte. Ses enfans
n'ont perdu ni jeunesse ni beanie par la mort de
leur pere ;

elles ont gagne la qualito d'heniieres ;

pour()uoi diable allez-voiis pleurer sur leur sort?
Flics se marieront, n'en doutez pas: cet oracle est

pl/is si/r que celui de Calchas. Sa femine est plus a

plaindre, a moins qu'elle ne rencontre un gendro
aiissi raisonnable que son mari, ce qui n'csi pas
bien aise, mais plus aise a Paris qu'ailleurs. II y a
encore i)ien des niosurs, des vertus, de I'licroVsme

dans voire Paris; il y en a plus qu'ailleurs, croyez-
nioi : c'est ce qui me le fait regretter, et me le fera

peut-eire revoir un jour."

The notice of the death of Ilclvctius, con-

tained in this last extract, leads us naturally
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to turn to the pobsa^e in M. Grimm in which
this event is commemomteil

;
and we there

find a very full and curious account ol this

zealous philosopher. Helvetius was of Dutch

extraction; and his father havin^jf been chief

physician to the Uueen, the son was sj)eediiy

appointed to the very lucrative situation of

Farmer-'^eneral of the Finances. He was re-

markably jfood tempered, benevolent, and

liberal : and passed his youth in idle and vo-

luptuous indulgence, keeping a sort of seraglio
as a part of his establishment, and exercising
himself with universal applause hi the noble

science of dancing, in which he attained such

eminence, that he is said to have several

times supplied the place of the famous Dupre
in the ballets at the opera. An unhappy pas-
sion for literary glory came, however, to dis-

turb this easy life. The paradoxes and ef-

frontery of Maupertuis had brought science

into fashion; and for a season, no supper was

thought complete at Paris without a mathe-
matician. Helvetius, therefore, betook him-
self innnediately to the study of geometry :

But he could make no hand of it
;
and for-

tunately the rage passed away before he had
time to expose himself in the eyes of the in-

itiated. Next came the poetical glory of Vol-

taire;
—and Helvetius instantly resolved to be

a poet
—and did with great labour produce a

long poem on happiness, which was not pub-
lished however till after his death, and has
not improved his chance for immortality. But
it was the success of the President Montes-

quieu's celebrated Esprit des Loix, that final-

ly decided the literary vocation of Helvetius.

That work appeared in 1749; and in 1750 the

Farmer-general actually resigned his office
;

married, retired into the country, spent ten

long years in digesting his own book Dc
V Esprit^ by which he fondly expected to rival

the fame of his illustrious predecessor. In

this, however, he was wofully disappointed.
The book appeared to philosophers to be

nothing but a paradoxical and laborious repe-
tition of truths and difficulties with which all

good thinkers had long been familiar
;
and it

probably would have fallen into utter oblivion,
had it not been for the injudicious clamour
which was raised against it by the bigots and
devotees of the court. Poor Helvetius. who
had meant nothing more than to make him-
self remarkable, was as much surprised at

the outcries of the godly, as at the silence

of the philosophers ;
and never perfectly re-

covered the shock of this double disappoint-
ment. He still continued, however, his habits
of kindness and liberality

—gave dinners to

the men of letters when at Paris, and hunted
and compiled philosophy with great perse-
verance in the country. His temper was so

good, that his society could not fail to be

agreeable ;
but his conversation, it seems, was

not very captivating ;
he loved to push every

matter of discussion to itsvery last results; and
reasoned at times so very loosely and largely,
as to be in danger of being taken for a person
very much overtaken with liquor. He died of

gout in his stomach, at the age of fifty-six;

and, as an author, is now completely forgotten.

Nobody knows a better or a more amiable

figure in this book, than Madame Gkofkiun.
Active, reasonable, indulgent, and mumlicent

beyond example for a woman in private life,

she laid a sure claim to popularity by taking
for her maxim the duty of "giving and for-

giving;" and showed herself so gentle in her

deportment to children and servants, that if

she had not been overcome with an unlucky
passion for intrigue and notoriety, she might
have afl'orded one exception at least to the

gi-neral heartlessness of the society to which
she belonged. Some of the repartees re-

corded of her in these volumes, are very
remarkable. M. de Kulhiere threatened to

make public, certain very indiscreet remarks
on the court of Russia, from the sale of which
he exjiected great profits. Madame GeofTrin,
who thought he would get into difliculties by
taking such a step, ofi'ered him a very hand-
some sum to put his manuscri])t in the fire.

He answered her with many lofty and ani-

mated observations on the meanness and un-
worthiness of taking money to suppress truth.

To all which the lady listened with the utmost

complacency; and merely replied, "Well!

say yourself how much more you must have."
Another mot of hers became an established

canon at all the tables of Paris. The Comte
de Coigny was wearying her one evening
with some interminable story, when, upon
somebody sending for a part of the dish be-
fore him, he took a little knife out of his

pocket, and began to carve, talking all the
time as before. "Monsieur le Comte," said

Madame Goeffrin, a little out of patience,
"at table there should only be large knives
and short stories. In her old age she was
seized with apoplexy ;

and her daughter,
during her illness, refused access to the phi-

losophers. When she recovered a
little, she

laughed at the precaution, and made her

daughter's apology
—by saying,

" She had
done like Godfrey of Bouillon—defended her
tomb from the Infidels." The idea of her

ending in devotion, however, occasioned much
merriment and some scandal among her phi-

losophical associates.

The name of Marmontcl occurs very often
in this collection ; but it is not attended with

any distinguished honours. M. Grimm ac-

cuses him of want of force or passion in his

st3le, and of poverty of invention and little-

ness of genius. He says something, however,
of more importance on occasion of the first

representation of that writer's foolish little

piece, entitled, "S//ram." The courtiers and
sticklers for rank, he observes, all pretended
to be mightily alarmed at the tendency of this

little opera in one act
;
and the Due de Noailles

took the trouble to say, that its plain object
was to show that a gentleman could do noth-

ing so amiable as to marry his maid servant,
and let his cottagers kill his game at their

pleasure. It is really amusing, continues M.
Grimm, to observe, how positive many people
are, that all this is the result of a deep plot
on the part of the Encyclopedistes, and thai

this silly farce is the fruit of a solemn con-

spiracy against the privileged o.ders, and in
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support of the horrible doctrine of universal

•equality. If they would only condescend tc

consult me, however, he concludes, I coulri

oblige them with a much simpler, though less

maguiliceiit solution of the mystery; the truth

being, that the extravagance of M. Marmon-
tePs little plot proceeds neither from his love

of equality, nor from the commands of an anti-

social conspiracy, but purely from the poverty
of his imagination, and his want of talent for

dramatic composition. It is always much
more easy to astonish by extravagance, than

to interest by natural representations; and
those commonplaces, of love triumphing over

pride of birth, and benevolence getting the

better of feudal prejudices, are among the

most vulgar resources of those who are inca-

pable of devising incidents at once probable
and pathetic.

This was written in the year 1770;
—and

while it serves to show us, that the imputa-
tion of conspiracies against the throne and
the altar, of which succeeding times were
doomed to hear so much, were by no means
an original invention of the age which gave
them the greatest encouragement, it may
help also to show upon what slight founda-

tion such imputations are usually hazarded.

Great national changes, indeed, are never the

result of conspiracies
—but of causes laid deep

and wide in the structure and condition of so-

ciety.
—and which necessarily produce those

combinations of individuals, who seem to be
the authors of the revolution when it happens
to be ultimately brought about by their in-

strumentalit}'. The Holy Church Philosophic
of Paris, however, was certainly quite inno-

cent of any such intention
; and, we verily be-

lieve, had at no time any deeper views in its

councils than are expressed
e.xtract from its registers.

" Comme il estd'usage, dans notre saiiite E^lise

philosophiqup, de noas reanir quelqupfois pour don-

ner aux fidclf.'s de salutaires et utiles instructions

eur Teiat acluel de la foi. les progres et bonnes
ceuvres de nos freres, j'ai I'lioniieur de vous adres-

ser les annonces et bans qui out eu lieu a la suite de

notre dernier sermDii."
" Frere Thomas fait savoir qu'il a compose un

Essai siir les Femm.es, qui fera un oiivrage con-

siderable. L'Ei^lise esiime la purete de mcEurs et

les vert us de trere Thomas; elle craint qu'il ne

connaisse pas encore assez les femnies ; elle lui

conseille de se lier plus intimemeiit, s'il se pent,
avec queiques unes des heroines qu'il frequente,

fpour

le plus grand hien de son ouvrage ; et, pour
e plus grand bien de son style, elle le conjure de

considerer combien, suivant la decouverte de noire

illustre patriarche, I'adjectif afi'aiblit souvent le sub-

eianiif, quoiqu'il s'y rapporte en cas, en noinbre et

en genre.
" ScBur Necker fait savoir qu'elle donnera tou-

jours a diner les vendredis : I'Eglise s'y rendra,

parce qu'elle fait cas de sa personiie et de celle de
eon epoux ;

elle voudrait pouvoir en dire autant de

son cuisinier.
" SoBur de I'Espinasse fait savoir que sa fortune

ne lui permet pas d'ofTrir ni a diner, ni a soiiper, et

qu'elle n'en a pas nioins d'envie de recevoir chez
elle les freres i]ui vouilront y venir digerer. L'Eglise
m'ordonne de lui dire qu'elle s'y rendra, et que,

quand on a autant d'esprit et de merite, on peut se

passer de beauie et de fortune.
" Mere Geoffrin fait savoir qu'ei'e renouvelle les

defenses et lois proliibitives des unnees precedentes,
18

ni the following

t qu'il ne sera pas plus permis que pai ifc passe do

)arler chez elle ni d'ali'aires inierieuies. ni d'uflai'ea

exierieures ;
ni d'ailaires de la cour, ni d'affaires de

la ville ; ni de paix, in do guerre; iii de religion,

ni de gouvernemeiit ;
in de iheologie, ni demeta-

physique ; ni de gramniaire, ni de niusique; ni, en

general, d'aucunc iiiatiere quelconqiie ; et qu'elle
com met doin Burigni, benedictin de ro'ie courte,

pour faire taire tout le monde, a cause de sa dex-

terile, connue, et du grand credit doi.'i il jouit, et

pour etre gronde par elle, en particu'ier, de toutes

les contraventions a ces defenses. L'Eglise, con«

siderant que le silence, et notamincnt sur les ma-
tieres dont est question, n'est pas son fort, piomet
d'obcir autant qu'elle y sera contrainte par forme
de violence."

We hear a great deal, of course, of Diderot^
in a work of which he was partly the author;
and it is impossible to deny him the praise
of ardour, originality, and great occasional

eloquence. Yet we not only feel neither re-

spect nor affection for Diderot—but can sel-

dom read any of his lighter pieces without a

certain degree of disgust. There is a tone of

blackguardism
—

(we really can find no other

word)
—both in his indecency and his pro-

fanity, which we do not recollect to have met
with in any other good writer; and which is

apt, we think, to prove revolting even to those

who are accustomed to the licence of this

fraternity. They who do not choose to look

into his Religicuse for the full illustration of

this remark—and we advise no one to look

there for any thing
—may fhid it abundantly,

though in a less flagrant form, in a little essay
on women, which is inserted in these volumes
as a supplement or corrective to the larger
work of M. Thomas on that subject. We
must say, however, that the whole tribe of

French writers who have had any pretensions
to philosophy for the last seventy years, are

infected with a species of indelicacy which is

peculiar, we think, to their nation
;
and strikes

us as more shameful and ofiensive than any
other. We do not know very well how to

describe
it,

otherwise than by saying, that it

consists in a strange combination of physical
science with obscenity, and an attempt to

unite the pedantic and disgTisting details of

anatomy and physiology, with images of vo-

luptuousness and sensuality;
—an attempt,

we think, exceedingly disgusting and de-

basing, but not in the least degree either

seductive or amusing. Maupertuis and Vol-

taire, and Helvetius and Diderot, are full of

this. Buffon and d'Alembert are by no means
free of it

;
and traces of it may even be dis-

covered in the writings of Rousseau himself.

We could pardon some details in the Emile
—or the Confessions

;

—but we own it appears
to us the most nauseous and unnatural of all

things, to find the divine Julie herself inform-

ing her cousin, with much complacency, that

she had at last discovered, that "quoique son

ccEur trop tendre avoit besoin d'amour, ses

sens n'avoient plus besoin d'un amant."
The following epigram is a little in the

taste we have been condemning ;

—but it has

the merit of being excessively clever. Ma-
dame du Chatelet had long lived separate
from her husband, and was understood to re-

ceive the homage of two lovers—Voltaire aad
M 2
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M cl.> St. Lnmbcrt. She dii'd in childbirth;
and tln» tollowing dranialie v\c<^y was oiicu-

latod all over Paris the week alter that catas-

Iroj)!*?.

'M de CluUclet.—AV.l ce n'est pas ma
faute !

'•' M. di Vullaire—Je I'avais prcdit !

<' M. de St. Lambert.—EWe I'a voulu !"

Crebillon the yoiniger is naturally brouf^ht

to our rocolUclioii by the rneution of wit and

indecency. We have an account of his death,
and a just and candid estimate of his merits,
in one of the volumes before us. However
frivolous and fanl.istie tlie style of his novels

may appear, he luu\ still the merit of invent-

ing that style, and of adorning it with much
uigenuity. wit, and character. The taste for

liis writings, it seems, passed away very ra-

pidly and completely in France; and long
Dcfore his death, the autlior of the Sopha, and
Lcs fJgaretneiis du Cceur et de VEsprit, had
the mortification to be utterly forgotten by
the public. ]\1. Grinmi thinks this reverse of

fortune rather unmerited; and observes, that

in foreign countries he was still held in esti-

mation, and that few French productions had
had such currency in London as the Sopha.
The reason perhaps may be, that the manners
and characters which the French at once
knew to be unnatural, might be mistaken by
us for true copies of French originals. It is a

little more ditiicult, however, to account for

the fact, that the i^erusal of his works inspired
a young lady of good family in this country
with such a jiassion for the author, that she
ran away from her friends, came to Paris,
married him, and nursed and attended him
with exemplary tenderness and affection to

his dying day. But there is nothing but luck,

good or bad—as M. Grimm sagely observes—
in this world. The author of a licentious

novel inspires a romantic passion in a lady of

rank and fortune, who crosses seas, and
abandons her famil}' and her native country
for his sake

;

—while the author of the Nouvcllc

Ileloise, the most delicate and passionate of

all lovers that ever existed, is obliged to clap
up a match with his singularly stupid cham-
bermaid !

Of all the loves, however, that are recorded
in this chronicle, the loves of Madame du
Defiant and M. de Ponte-de-Vesle, are the
most exemplary ;

for they lasted upwards of

fifty years without quarrel or intermission.
The secret of this wonderful constancy is, at

all events, worth knowing; and we give it in

the words of an authentic dialogue between
this venerable Acme and Septimius.

" PoMt-de- Vesle ?
—Madame ?

—Oil eles-vous ?—Au coin de voire cheiniiiee.— Couche les pieds
Bur les clietiets, (ujnune on est cliez ses amis?—
Qui, Madame.—II faut convenir qu'il est pen de
liaisnn.s! au?«i anrienncs que la notre.—Cela est

vrai.— 11 y a cinqiianie ans —Oui, cinquante ans

passes
—Et dans ce lonij iutervalle avicun nuage,

pas mrine rapparence d'une brouillerie.—C'est ce

que j'ai lonjours admire.—Mais, Pont-de-VesIe,
cela tie viendrait-il point de ce qu'au fond nous
avons 'oiijours ete fort iiuJiffi'rens I'un a ['autre ?

—
CeUi se pourrait hieii. JMadame."

The evening this veteran admirer diedj she

came rather late to a great supper in tlie neigh*
bourhood

;
and as it was known that she made

it a point of honour to attend on him, the

catastroj)he was generally euspecled. She
mentioned

it, however, herself, immediately
on coming in

;

—
adding, that it was lucky he

had gone off so early in the evening, as she

might otherwise have been prevented from

appearing. She then sate down to table, and
made a very hearty and merry meal of it !

Besides Pont-de-Vesle, however, this cele-

brated lady had a lover almost as ancient, in

the President Ilenault—whom also she had
the misfortune to survive; though he had the

complaisance, as well as his predecessor, to

live to near ninety years for her sake. The

poor president, however, fell into dotage, be-

fore his death; and one day, when in that

state, ]\Iadame du Defiant liaving happened
to ask him, whether lie liked her or Madame
de Castelmoron the best, he, quite unconscioua
of the person to whom he was speaking, not

only declared his preference of the absent

lady, but proceeded to justify it by a most

feeling and accurate enumeration of the vices

and defects of his hearer, in which he grew
so warm and eloquent, that it was quite im-

possible either to stop him, or to prevent all

who were present from proliting by the com-
munication. When Madame de Chatelet died,
Madame du Deffant testified her grief for the

most intimate of her female acquahitance, by
circulating all over Paris, the very next morn-

ing, the most libellous and venomous attack

on her person, her understanding, and hex
morals. When she came to die herself, how-

ever, she met with just about as much sym-
pathy as she deserved. Three of her dearest

friends used to come and play cards every
evening by the side of her couch—and as she
cho.se to die in the middle of a very interest-

ing game, they quietly played it out—and
settled their accounts before leaving the apart-
ment. We hope these little traits go near to

justify w hat we ventured to say in the outset,
of the tendency of large and agreeable society
to fortify the heart;

—at all events, they give
us a pretty lively idea of the Jiai.^ons that

united kindred souls at Paris. We might add
to the number several anecdotes of the Presi-

dent Henault—and of the Baron d"Holbach,
who told Helvetius, a little time before the

death of the latter, that though he had lived

all his life with irritable and indigent men of

letters, he could not recollect that he had
either quarrelled with, or done the smallest

service to, any one among them.
There is a great deal of admirable criticism

in this work, upon the writings and genius of

almost all the author's contemporaries
—

Dorat,

Piron, Millot, Bernard, Mirabeau. IMoncrif,

Colardeau, and many others, more or less

generally known in this country ;
nor do we

know any publication, indeed, so well calcu-

lated to give a stranger a just and comprehen-
sive view of the recent literature of France.
The little we can afford to extract, however,
must be hung upon names more notorious.

The publication of a stupid journal of il/on-

taigne's Travels in Italy gives ^M. GrJmra ao
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opportunity of saylnp; something of the Essays
of that most agreeable veteran. Nothing can
be more just than the greater part of the fol-

jowing observations.

"
Quoi-qu'il y ait dans ses Essais mie infinite de

fails d'anecdotes el de ciiations, il n'est pas dilFu'ile

de s'appercevoir que ses etudes n'eiaicnt ni vasies
ni profondes. II ii'avait guere lu que (juelciiics po-
etes latins, quelques livres de voyage, el son Seneque
et eon Plutarque."" De tons ies auteurs qui nous restent de Tan-

tiquite, Plutarque est, sans contredit, celui qui a

recueilli ie plus de verites de tail et de speculation.
Ses ceuvres sent une mine itiepuisable de luniieres
et de coiniaissances : c'est vrainieut rEiicyclopedie
des anciens. Montaigne nous en a doinie la fleur,

et il y a ajouie Ies reflexions Ies plus fines, et sur-

tout Ies resuliats Ies plus secrets de sa propre ex-

perience. II me semble done que si j'avais a donner
une idee de ses Essais, je dirais en deux mots que
c'est un commentaire que Montaigne fit sur lui-

meme en meditant Ies ecrits de Plutarque. . .Je

pense encore que je dirais mal: ce serait lui preter
un projef. . .Montaigne n'en avail aucun. En niet-

tant la plume a la main, il parait n'avoir songe qu'au
plaisir de causer familiereinent avec son lecteur. II

lui rend compte de ses lectures, de ses pensees, de
ses reflexions, sans suite, sans desseiii : il veut avoir
le plaisir de penser tout haut, et il en jouit a son
aise. II cite souvent Plutarque, parce que Plu-

tarque etait son livre favori. La seule loi qu'il
eemble s'etre prescriie, c'est de ne jamais parler
que de ce qui rinleressait vivemenl : de la renernie
et la vivacite de ses expressions, la grace el I'origi-
nalite de son langage. Son esprit a cette assurance
et cette franchise aimable que I'on ne trouve que
dans ces enfans bien nes, dont la conirainie du
nionde et de I'cducaiion ne gcna point encore Ies

mouvemens faciles el naturels."

After a still farther encomium on the sound
sense of this favourite writer, M. Grimm con-

cludes—
" Personne n'a-t-il done pense plus que Mon-

taigne ? Je I'ignore. Mais ce que je crois bien
savoir, c'est que personne n'a dil avec plus de siiu-

plicite ce qu'il a senti, ce qu'il a pense. On ne pent
rien ajouter a I'eloge qu'il a fait lui-meiue de son

ouvrage ; c' est ici un livre de hoime fox. Cela est

divin, et cela est exact."
"
Qu'est-ce que loutes Ies connaissances hu-

tnaines? !e cercle en est si borne ! . . . . Et depuis
quatre mille ans, qu'a-t-on fait pour I'etendre?

Montesq\iieu a dil qneltpie part, qu il IravaiUail a
un livre de dome pases, qui contiendrail tout ce que
nous Savons sur la Metajihysiqne, la Politique ef la

Morale, et tout ce que de grands auteurs ont ouhlie

dans Ies volumes quails ont do7iiies sur ces srienccs-
la Je suis tres serieusement persuade qu'il
ne tenait qu'a lui d'accomplir ce grand projet."

Montesquieu, Buffon, and Raynal are the

only authors, we think, of whom M. Grimm
speaks with serious respect and admiration.
Great praise is lavished upon Robertson's
Charles V.—Young's Night Thoughts are said,
and with justice, to be rather ingenious than

pathetic) and to show more of a gloomy irri-

igination than a feeling heart.—Thomson's
Seasons are less happily stigmatized as ex-

cessively ornate and artificial, and said to

stand in the same relation to tlie Georgics,
that the Lady of Loretto, with all her tawdry
finery, bears to the naked graces of the Venus
de Medici.—John.son's Life of Savage is ex-
tolled as exceediiigly entertaining

—thouiih
the auth'ir is laughed at, in the true Parisian

las^e, for 'Jot having made a jest
i i his hero.

—Hawkesworth's Voyages are also very much
commended

;
and Sir William Jones' letter to

Anquetil du Perron, is said to be capable, with
a few retrenchmtMits, of being made worthy
of the pen of the Patriarch himself.—Mrs.

Montagu's Essay on Shakespeare is also ap-

plauded to the full extent of its merits; and,

indeed, a very laudable degree of candour and
moderation is observed as to our national taste

in the drama.—Shakespeare, he observes, is

fit for us, and Racine for them
;
and each

should be satisfied with his lot. and would do
well to keep to his own national manner.
When we attempt to be regular and dignified,
we are merely cold and stiff") and when they
aim at freedom and energy, they become ab-

surd and extravagant. The celebrity of Gar-
rick seems to have been scarcely less at Paris

than in London,—their greatest actor being
familiarly designated

" Le Garrick Francois."
His powers of pantomime, indeed, were uni-

versally intelligible, and seem to have made
a prodigious impression upon the theatrical

critics of France. But his aulhority is quoted
by M. Grimm, for the observation, that there
is not the smallest affinity in the tragic dec-
lamation of the two countries

)

—so that an
actor who could give the most astonisliing ef-

fect to a passage of Shakespeare, would not,

though perfectly master of French, be able to

gTiess how a single line of Racine should be

spoken on the stage.
We cannot leave the subject of the drama,

however, without observing, with what an

agreeable surprise we discovered in M. Grimm,
an auxiliary in that battle which Me have for

some time waged, though not without trepida-

tion, against the theatrical standards of France,
and in defence of our own more free and irreg-
ular drama. While a considerable part of our
own men of letters, carried away by the author-

ity and supposed unanimity of the continental

judges, were disposed to desert the cause of

Shakespeare and Nature, and to recognize
Racine and Voltaire, as the only true models
of dramatic excellence, it turns out that the

greatest Parisian critic, of that best age of

criticism, was of opinion that the very idea
of dramatic excellence had never been de-

veloped in France
)
and that, from the very

causes which we have formerly specilied,
there was neither powerful passion nor real

nature on their stage. After giving some ac-

count of a play of La Harpe's, hi' observes,
"

I am more and more confirmed in the

opinion, that true ii-agedy, i^ucli as lias never

yet existed in France, must, after all. be writ-

ten in prose )
or at least can never accommo-

date itself to the jiompous and rhetorical tone
of our stately versification. The ceremonious
and affected dignity which belongs to such

compositions, is quite inconsistent with the

just imitation of nature, and destructive of all

true pathos. It may be very fine and very jio-

etical
;
but it is not dramatic:—and accord-

ingly I have no hesitation in maintaining, that

all our celebrated tragedies belong to the epic
and not to the dramatic division of poetry.
The Greeks and Romans had a dramatic

verse, which did not interfere with
simplicity
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or famili irity of diction
;
but as wo have none,

wo iiiusl make up our miiiiis lo compose our

tratrcdit'S in prose, it we ever e\|)t'cl to have

any that may deserve the name. Wliat then ?"

ho continues; "must we throw our Racines

and Voltaires in the fire?—by no means;—
on the contrary, we nmst keep them, and

Btudv and admire them more than ever;
—

but With rif^ht o)nceptions of their true nature

and merit—as masterpieces of poetry, and

reasoninj,', and description ;

—as the first works

of the first geniuses that ever adorned any
nation under heaven :

—But not as tragedies,—not as pieces intended to exhibit natural

characters and passions speaking their own

languaire. and to produce that terrible impres-
sion which such pieces alone can produce.
Considered in that light, their coldness and
childishness will be immediately apparent ;

—
and though the talents of the artist will al-

ways be conspicuous, their misapplication
and failure will not be less so. With the

prospect that lies before us, the best thing,

perhaps, that we can do is to go on, boasting
of the unparalleled excellence we have at-

tained. But how speedily should our boastings
be silenced if the present race of children

should be succeeded by a generation of men !

Here is a theory," concludes the worthy Baron,
a little alarmed it would seem at his own te-

merity,
" which it would be easy to confirm

and illustrate much mors completely
— if a

man hud a desire to be stoned to death before

the door of the llieatre Frangois I But, in the

mean time, till I am better prepared for the

honours of martyrdom, I must entreat you to

keep the secret of my infidelity to yourself."
Diderot holds very nearly the same lan-

guage. After a long dissertation upon the

difference between real and artificial dignity,
he proceeds,

—'-What follows, then, from all

this—but that tragedy is still to be invented
in France

;
and that the ancients, with all their

faults, were probably much nearer inventing
it than we have been ]—Noble actions and

sentiments, with simple and familiar language,
are among its first elements;

—and I strongly

suspect, that for these two hundred years, we
have mistaken the stateiiness of Madrid for

the heroism of Rome. If once a man of ge-
nius shall venture to give to liis characters

and to his diction the simplicity of ancient

dignity, plays and players will be very differ-

ent things from what they are now. But how
much of this," he adds also in a fit of sympa-
thetic terror,

" could I venture to say to any
body but you ! I should be pelted in the

streets, if I w-ere but suspected of the blas-

phemies I have just uttered."

With the assistance of two such allies, we
shall renew the combat against the Continental

dramatists with fresh spirits and confidence;
and shall probably find an early opportunity
to brave the field, upon that important theme.
In the mean time we shall only remark, that

we suspect there is something more than an

analogy between the government and political
constitution of the two countries, and the char-

acter of their drama. The tragedy of the

Continent is conceived iL the very genius and

spirit of absolute monarchy—the same ariid-

cial stateiiness—the siime slow moving of few

per.son,s
—the same suppression of ordinary

emotions, and ostentatious display of lofty

sentiments, and, finally, the same jealousy of

the interference of lower agents, and the same
horror of vulgarity and tumult. When we
consider too. that in the countries where this

form of the drama has been established, the

Court is the chief patron of the theatre, and
courtiers almost its only supporters, we shali

probably be inclined to think that this uni-

formity of character is not a mere accidental

coincidence, but that the same causes which
have stamped those attributes on the serious

hours of its rulers, have extended them to

those mimic representations w hich were orig-

inally devised for their amusement. In Eng-
land, again, our drama has all along partaken
of the mixed nature of our government,—
persons of all degrees take a share in both,
each in lus own peculiar character and fasliion :

and the result has been, in both, a much
greater activity, variety, and vigour, than was
ever exhibited under a more exclusive system.
In England, too, the stage has in general been

dependent on the nation at large, and not on
the favour of the Court;

—and it is natural to

sup])ose that the character of its exhibitions

has been aff"ected by a due consideration of

that of the miscellaneous patron whose feel-

ings it was its business to gratify and reflect.

After having said so much about the stage,
we cannot afford room either for the quarrels
or witticisms of the actors, which are report-
ed at great length in these volumes—or for

the absurdities, however ludicrous, of the
" Diou de Danse" as old Vestris ycleped him-
self—or even the famous "

affaire du MenueV^
which distracted the whole court of France
at the marriage of the late King. We can
allow only a sentence indeed to the elaborate

dissertation ii; which Diderot endeavours to

prove that an actor is all the worse for having
any feeling of the passions he represents, and
is never so sure to agitate the souls of his

hearers as when his own is perfectly at ease.

We are persuaded that this is not correctly

true;
—though it might take more distinctions

than the subject is worth, to fix precisely
where the truth lies. It is plain we think,

however, that a good actor must have a capa-

city, at least, of all the passions whose lan-

guage he mimics,
—and we are rather inclined

to think, that he must also have a transient

feeling of them, whenever his mim-cry is

very succe.ssful. That the emotion should be

very short-lived, and should give way to tri-

vial or comic sensations, with very little in-

terval, affords but a slender presumption
against its reality, when we consider how
rapidly such contradictory feelings succeed
each other, in light minds, in the real business
of life. That real passion, again, never would
be so graceful and dignified as the counter-

feited passion of the stage, is either an im-

peachment of the accuracy of the copy, or a
contradiction in terms. The real passion of a

noble and dignified character must always be

dignified and graceful,
—and if Cajsar, when
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Rftnally bleeding In the Senate-house, folded
his robe around him, that he might fall with
decorum at the feet of his assassins, why
should we say that it is out of nature for a

player, both to sympathise with the passions
of his hero, and to think of the figure he
makes in the eyes of the spectators'? Strong
conception is, p(!rha[)S in every case, attended
with a temporary belief of the reality of its

objects;
—and it is impossible for any one to

copy with tolerable success the symptoms of

a powerful emotion, without a very lively ap-

prehension and recollection of its actual pre-
sence. We have no idea, we own, that the

copy can ever be given without some partici-

pation in the emotion itself—or that it is pos-
sible to repeat pathetic words, and with the

true tone and gestures of passion, with the

same indifference with which a schoolboy re-

peats his task, or a juggler his deceptions.
The feeling; we believe, is often very mo-

mentary ;
and it is this which has misled

those who have doubted of its existence.

But there are many strong feelings equally
fleeting and undeniable The feelings of the

spectiitors, in the theatre, though frequently
more keen than they experience anj^where
else, are in general infinitely less durable than
those excited by real transactions

;
and a lu-

dicrous incident or blunder in the perform-

ance, will carry the whole house, in an instant,
from sobbing to ungovernable laughter : And
even in real life, we have every day occasion

to observe, how quickly the busy, the dissi-

pated, the frivolous, and the very youthful,
can pass from one powerful and engrossing
emotion to another. The daily life of Vol-

taire, we think, might have furnished Diderot

with as many and as striking instances of the

actual succession of incongruous emotions, as

he has collected from the theatrical life of

Sophie Arnoud, to prove that one part of the

succession must necessarily have been ficti-

tious.

There are various traits of the oppressions
and abuses of the government, incidentally
noticed in this work, which maintains, on the

whole, a very aristocratical tone of politics.
One of the most remarkable relates to no less

a person than the Marechal de Saxe. This

great warrior, who is known never to have
taken the field without a small travelling se-

raglio in his suite, had engaged a certain

Madlle. Chantilly to attend him in one of his

campaigns. The lady could not prudently
decline the honour of the invitation, because
she was very poor ;

but her heart and soul
' were devoted to a young pastry cook of the

name of Favart, for whose sake she at last

broke out of the Marshal's camp, and took

refuge in the arms of her lover
;
who reward-

ed her heroism by immediately making her
his wife. The history of the Marshal's la-

mentation oa finding himself deserted, is

purely ridiculous, and is very well told
;
but

our feelings take a very different character,

when, upon reading a little farther, we find

that this illustrious person had the baseness
and brutality to apply to his sovereign for a

lettre de cachet to force this unfortunate woman

from the arms of her lawful husband, and to

compel her to submit again to his embraces.—
and that the court was actually guilty of the

incredible atrocity of granting such an order!

It was not only granted, M. Grimm assures

us, but e.xecuted,
—and this poor creature was

dragged from the house of her husband, and
conducted by a file of grenadiers to the quar-
ters of his highness, where she remained till

his death, the unwilling and disgusted victim
of his sensuality ! It is scarcely possible to

regret the subversion of a form of govei-n-

ment, that admitted, if but once in a century,
of abuses so enormous as this: But the tone

in M-hich M. Grimm notices
it,

as a mere foi-
blesse on the part of le Grand Maurice, gives
us reason to think that it was by no means
without a parallel in the contemporary hi.story.

In England, we verily believe, there never

was a time in which it would not have pro-
duced insurrection or assassination.

One of the most remarkable passages in

this philosophical journal, is that which con-

tains the author's estimate of the advantages
and disadvantages of philosophy. Not being
much more of an optimist than ourselves, M.
Grimm thinks that good and evil are pretty

fairly distributed to the different generations
of men

;
and that, if an age of philosophy be

happier in some respects than one ot ignor
ance and prejudice, there are particulars in

which it is not so fortunate. Philosophy, he

thinks, is the necessary fruit of a certain ex-

perience and a certain maturity ;
and implies,

in nations as well as individuals, the extinc-

tion of some of the pleasures as well as the

follies of early life. All nations, he observes,
have begun with poetry, and ended with phi-

losophy
—

or, rather, have passed through the

region of philosophy in their way to that of

stupidity and dotage. They lose the poetical

passion, therefore, before they acquire the

taste for speculation ; and, with it, they lose

all faith in those allusions, and all interest in

those trifles which make the happiness of the

brightest portion of our existence. If, in this

advanced stage of society, men are less brutal,

they are also less enthusiastic;
—if they are

more habitually beneficent, they have less

warmth of affection. They are delivered in-

deed from the yoke of many prejudices; but

at the same time deprived of many motives
of action. They are more prudent, but more
anxious—are more affected with the general
interests of mankind, but feel less for their

neighbours; and, while curiosity takes the

place of admiration, are more enlightened, but
far less delighted with the universe in which

they are placed.
The effect of this philosophical spirit on the

arts, is evidently unfavourable on the whole.
Their end and object is delight, and that of

philosophy is truth; and the talent that seeks

to instruct, will rarely condescend to aim

merely at pleasing. Racine and Moliere, and
Boileau. were satisfied with furnishing amuse-
ment to such men as Louis XIV., and Colbert,
and Turenne

;
but the geniuses of the pres-

ent day pretend to nothing less than enlight-

ening their rulers
;
and the same young men
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who wouM Ibmiprly have made their debut

with a pastoraJ or a tn^jedy, now generally
leave colle^a' with a new system of philoso-

phy and government in their porttblios.
The

very metaphysical, pryiiifr,
and expounding

turn of minil that is nourished by the spirit

of philosophy, unquestionably deadeiis our

sensibility to'those enjoyments which it con-

verts into subjects of speculation. It busies

itself in endeavouring to understand tho.se

emotions which a simpler age was contented

with enjoying;—and seeking, like Psyche, to

have a distinct view of thi; sources of our

pleasures, is punished, like her, by their in-

stant annihilation.

Religion, too, continues M. Grimm, consid-

ered as a source of enjoyment or consolation

in this world, has suffered from the progress
of philosophy, exactly as the fine arts and af-

fections have done. It has no doubt become

infinitely more rational, and less liable to

atrocious perversions ;
but then it has also

become much less enchanting and ecstatic—
much less prolific of sublime raptures, bea-
tific visions, and lofty enthusiasm. It has

sufTercd, in short, in the common disenchant-

ment
;
and the same cold spirit which has

chased so many lovely illusions from the earth,
has dispeoplecl heaven of half its marvels and
its .splendours.
We could enlarge with pleasure upon these

just and interesting speculations; but it is

time we should think of drawing this article

to a close
;
and we must take notice of a very

extraordinary transaction which M. Grimm
has recorded with regard to the final publica-
tion of the celebrated Encydnpedie. The re-

daction of this great work, it is known, was

ultimately confided to Diderot ; who thought
it best, after the disturbances that had been
excited by the separate publication of some
of the earlier volumes, to keep up the whole
of the last ten till the printing was finished;
and then to put forth the complete work at

once. A bookseller of the name of Breton^
who was a joint proprietor of the work, had
the charge of the mechanical part of the con-

cern
; but, being wholly illiterate, and indeed

without pretensions to literature, had of

course no concern with the correction, or even
the perusal of the text. This person, how-

ever, who had heard of the clamours and
threatened prosecutions which were excited

by the freedom of some articles in the earlier

volumes, took it into his head, that the value
and security of tli,e property m'\ghl be improv-
ed, by a prudent castigation of the remaining

?arts;

and accordingly, after receiving from
»iderot the last proofs and revises of the dif-

ferent articles, took them home, and, with the

assistance of another tradesman, scored out,

altered, and suppressed, at their own discre-

tion, all the passages which they in their wis-

dom apprehended might give offence to the

court, or the church, or any other persons in

authority
—

giving themselves, for the most

part, no sort of trouble to connect the disjoint-
ed paspiiges that were left after these mutila-

tions—and sometimes soldering them together
with masses of their own stupid vulgarity.

After these precious ameliorations were com-

pleted, they threw of the full imi)ression;

and, to make all sure and irremediable, con-

signed both the manuscript and the original

proofs to the flames I i^uch, says IVI. Grimm,
is the true explanation of that mass oi' im-

pertinences, contradictions, and incoherences,
with which all the world has been struck, in

the last ten volumes of this great compilation.
It was not discovered till the very eve of the

publication ;
when Diderot having a desir? to

look back to one of his own articles, printed
some years before, with difficulty obtained a

copy of the sheets containing it from the

warehouse of M. Breton—and found, to hia

horror and consternation, that it had been gar-
bled and mutilated, in the manner we have

just slated. His rage and vexation on the

discovery, are well expressed in a long letter

to Breton, which M. Grimm has engrossed in

his register. The mischief however was ir-

remediable, without an intolerable delay and

expense ;
and as it was impossible for the

editor to take any steps to bring Breton to

punishment for this " horrible forfait," with-

out openly avowing the intended publication
of a work which the court only tolerated by
affecting ignorance of its existence, it was at

last resolved, with many tears of rage and

vexation, to keep the abomination secret—at

least till it was proclaimed by the indignant
denunciations of the respective authors whose
works had been subjected to such cruel mu-
tilation. The most surprising part of the

story however is, that none of these authors
ever made any complaint about the matter.
Whether the number of years that had elaps-
ed since the time when most of them had
furnished their papers, had made tliem in-

sensible of the alterations—whether they be-

lieved the change effected by the base hand
of Breton to have originated with Diderot,
their legal censor—or that, in fact, the altera-

tions were chiefly in the articles of the said

Diderot himself, we cannot pretend to say;
but M. Grimm assures us, that, to his aston-

ishment and that of Diderot, the mutilated

publication, when it at last made its appear-

ance, was very quietly received by the in-

jured authors as their authentic production,
and apologies humbly made, by some of them,
for imperfections that had been created by
the beast of a publisher.
There are many curious and original anec-

dotes of the Empress of Russia in this book
;

and as she always appeared to advantage
where munificence and clemency to individu-

als were concerned, they are certainly calcu-

lated to give us a very favourable impression
of that extraordinary woman. We can only
afford room now for one, which characterises

the nation as well as its sovereign. A popu-
lar poet, of the name of Sumarokoff, had

quarrelled with the leading actress at Moscow,
and protested that she should nlsver again
have the honour to perform in any of his tra-

gedies. The Governor of ]\Ioscow, however,
not being aware of this theatrical feud,

thought fit to order one of Sumarokoff 's trage-
dies for representation, and also to command
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ihe services of the offending actresa on the

'jccasion. Sumarokoff did not venture to take

any step against his Excellency the Gover-

nor
;
but when the heroine advanced in full

Muscovite costume on the stage, the indig-
nant poet rushed forward from behind the

scenes, seized her reluctantly by the collar

and waist, and tossed her furiously from the

boards. He then went home, and indited two

querulous and sublime epistles to the Em-
press. Catherine, in the midst of her gigantic
schemes of conquest and improvement, had
the patience to sit down and address the fol-

lowing good-humoured and sensible exliorta-

tion to the disordered bard.

" Monsieur Sumarokoff, j'ai cte fort etonnee de
voire leitre du 28 Janvier, et encore plus de celie

du premier t'evrier. Touies deux contieiinent, a

ce qu'il me sembie, des plaintes contre la Belmon-
tia qui pourtant n'a fait que suivre les ordres du
comte Soitikoff. Le feld-marechal a desire de voir

representer votre trageriie; cela vous fait honneur.
II etait convenabiede vous conformer audesirde la

premiere personne en aulorite a Moscou
;
mais si

elle a jugc a propos d'ordonner que cetie piece fiit

represenioe, il fnllait executer sa volonte sans con-
testation. Je crois que vous savez niieu.x que per-
sonne combien de respect meriient des liommes qui
ont servi avec eloire, et dont la tete est couverie de
cheveii.x blancs; c'est pourquoi je vous conseille

d'eviter de pareilles disputes a I'avenir. Par ce

moyen vous conserverez la tranquillite d'ame qui
est necessaire pour vos ouvrages, et il me sera tou-

jours plus agreable de voir les passions repn'scniees
dans vos drarncs quede les lire dans vos lettres.

*' Au surplus, je suis voire affectionnee.

Signi Catherine."
" Je conseille," adds M. Grimm, "a lout min-

istre charge du deparienicnt des lettres de cachet,

d'enregislrer ce formulaire a son greffe, et a lout

hasard de n'en jamais delivrer d'autres aux poetes
et a tout ce qui n droit d'etre du genre irritable,

c'est-a-dire enfant et fou par etat. Apres cette

letire qui moriie peur-etre autant I'immortalite que
les moiuiiriens de la sagesse et de la glnire du regne
actuel de la Russie, je meurs de peur de m'afforniir

dans la pensee heretique que I'esprit ne gate jamais
rien, meme sur le trone."

But it is at last necessary to close these en-

tertaining volumes,
—

though we have not

been able to furnish our readers with any
thing like a fair specimen of their various and

miscellaneous contents. Whoever wishes to

see the economist wittily abused—to read a
full and picturesque account of the tragical

rejoicings that filled Paris with mourning at

the marriage of the late King—to leam how
Paul Jones was a writer of pastorals and love

songs
—or how they made carriages of leather,

and evaporated diamonds in 17 72—to trace

the dehid of Madame de Stael as an author at

the age of twelve, in the year !
—to un-

derstand M. Grimm's notions on suicide and

happiness
—to know in what the unique charm

of JMadlle. Thevenin consisted—and in what
manner the dispute between the patrons of
the French and the Italian music was con-
ducted—will do well to peruse the five thick

volumes, in which these, and innumerable
other matters of equal importance are dis-

cussed, with the talent and vivacity with
which the reader must have been strack, in

the least of the foregoing extracts.

We add but one trivial remark^ which is

forced upon us, indeed, at almost every page
of this correspondence. The profession of lit-

erature must be much w holesomer in Fiance
than in any other country:

—for though the
volumes before us may be reg'arded as a great

literary obituary, and record the deaths, we
suppose, of more than an hundred persons of
some note in the world of letters, we scarcely
meet with an individual who is less than

seventy or eighty years of age
—and no very

small proportion actually last till near ninety
or an hundred—although the greater part of

them seem neither to have lodged so high,
nor lived so low, as their more active and ab-
stemious brethren in other cities. M. Grimm
observes that, by a remarkable fatality, Eu-

rope was deprived, in the course of little more
than six months, of the splendid and com-

manding talents of Rousseau, Voltaire, Haller,

LinnEBUs, Heidegger. Lord Chatham, and Le
Kain—a constellation of genius, he adds, that

when it set to us, must have carried a dazzling
light into the domains of the King of Terrors,
and excited no small alarm in his ministers—
if they bear any resemblance to the ministers
of other sovereigns.

( lanuarji, 1S10.)

Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Victor A lfieri. Written by Himself.

pp. 614. London: 1810.

2 vols. 8vo,

This book contains the delineation of an

extraordinary and not very engaging charac-

ter; and an imperfect sketch of the rise and

progress of a great poetical genius. It is de-

serving of notice in both capacities
—but

chiefly in the first; as there probably never
was an instance in which the works of an
author w-ere more likely to be influenced by
his personal peculiarities. Pride and enthu-
siasm—irrepressible vehemence and ambition—and an arrogant, fastidious, and somewhat
narrow system of taste and opinions, were the

great leading features in the mind of Alfieri.

Strengthened; and in some degree produced,
by a loose and injudicious education, those
traits were still further developed by the pre-
mature and protracted indulgences of a very
dissipated youth ;

and w hen, at last, they ad-

mitted of an application to study, imparted
their own character of impetuosity to those

more meritorious exertions;—converted a
taste into a passion; and left him, for a great

part of his life, under the influence of a true

and irresistible inspiration. Every thing in
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him, itiiiocd, «pprars to have been passion and

ungoviTiicd impulse; and, while he was
raised abovo the common level of his dejrone-

rate couiitryiui'ii by a stern and seli-willed

han^'htincss, that niii:ht liavo become an an-

cient Ixonian, he was chieliy distinguished
from other erect spirits by the vehemence
which formed ill.' basis of his character, and

by the uncontiolletl dominion which he al-

lowed to his various and successive i)ropensi-

lies. So constantly and entirely, indeed, was

he under the inlluence of these domineering
attachmi^nts. that his whole life and character

might be summed up by describing him as

the victim, successively, of a passion for

horses—a passion for travelling
—a passion for

literature—and a passion for what he called

uulependence.
The memoirs of such a life, and the con-

fessions of such a man, seem to hold out a

promise of no common interest and amuse-
ment: Yet, though they are here presented
to us with considerable fulness and apparent

fidelity, we cannot say that we have been
much amused or interested by the perusal.
There is a proud coldness in the narrative,
which neither invites sympathy, nor kindles

the imagination. The author seems to dis-

dain giving himself c?i spectacle to his readers;
and chronicles his various acts of extrava-

gance and fits of passion, with a sober and

languid gravity, to which we can recollect no

parallel. In this review of the events and

feelings of a life of adventure and agitation,
he is never once betrayed into the genuine
language of emotion

;
but dwells on the scenes

of his childhood without tenderness, and on

the struggles and tumults of his riper years
without any sort of animation. We look in

vain through the whole narrative for one

gleam of that magical eloquence by which
Rousseau transports us into the scenes he de-

scribes, and into the heart which responded
to those scenes,

—or even for a trait of that

social garrulity which has enabled Marmontel
and Cumberland to give a grace to obsolete

anecdote, and to people the whole space
around them with living pictures of the beings
among whom they existed. There is not one
character attempted, from beginning to end
of this biography ;

—which is neither lively, in

short, nor eloquent
—neither playful, impas-

sioned, nor sarcastic. Neither is it a mere

unassuming outline of the author's history and

publications, like the short notices of Hume
or Smith. It

is, on the contrary, a pretty co-

pious and minute narrative of all his feelings
and adventures; and contains, as we shouTd

Buppose, a tolerably accurate eimmeration of

his migrations, prejudices, and antipathies. It

is not that he does not condescend to talk

about trifling things, but that he will not talk

about them in a lively or interesting manner;
and systematically declines investing any part
of his statement with those picturesque de-

tails,
and that warm colouring, by which alone

the story of an individual can often excite

much interest among strangers. Though we
have not been able to see the original of these

Memoirs, we will venture to add, that they

are by no means well written
;
and that they

will form no exception to the general obser-

vation, that almost all Italian prose is feeble

and deficient in precision. There is some-

thing, indeed, quite remarkable in the wordi-

ness of most of the modern writers in this

language,
—the very copiousness and smooth-

ness of which seems to fonri an apology for

the want of force or exactness—and to hide,
with its sweet and uniform flow, both from
the writer and the reader, that penury of

thought, and looseness of reasoning, which
are so easily detected when it is rendered into

a liarsher dialect. Unsatisfactory, liowever,
as they are in many particulars, it is still im-

possible to peruse the memoirs of such a man
as AlHeri without interest and gratification.
The traits of ardour and originality that are

disclosed through all the reserve and gravity
of the style, beget a continual expectation and

curiosity; and even those parts of the story
which seem to belong rather to his youth,

rank, and education, than to his genius or pe-
culiar character, acquire a degree of import-

ance, from considering how far those very
circumstances may have assisted the forma-

tion, and obstructed the development of that

character and genius; and in what respects
its peculiarities may be referred to the obsta-

cles it had to encoimter, in misguidance,
passion, and prejudice.

Alfieri was born at Asti, in Piedmont, of

noble and rich, but illiterate parents, in Janu-

ar)r 1749. The history of his childhood,
which fills five chapters, contains nothing

very remarkable. The earliest thing he re-

members, is being fed with sweetmeats by
an old uncle with square-toed shoes. He was
educated at home by a good-natured, stupid

priest ;
and having no brother of his own age,

was without any friend or companion for the

greater part of his childhood. When about
seven years old, he falls in love with the

smooth faces of some male novices in a neigh-

bouring church; and is obliged to Avalk about
with a green net on his hair, as a punishment
for fibbing. To the agony which he endured
from this infliction, he ascribes his scrupulous
adherence to truth through the rest of his life;—all this notwithstanding, he is tempted to

steal a fan from an old lady in the family,
and grows silent, melancholy, and reserved

;—at last, when about ten years of age, he is

sent to the academy at Turin.

This migration adds but little to the interest

of the narrative, or the improvement of the

writer. The academy was a great, ill-regu-

lated establishment; in one quarter of which
the pages of the court, and foreigners of dis-

tinction, were indulged in every sort of dissi-

pation
—while the younger pupils were stowed

into filthy cells, ill fed, and worse educated.

There he learned a little Latin, and tried, in

vain, to acquire the elements of mathematics;
for, after the painful application of several

months, he was never able to comprehend
the fourth proposition of Euclid ; and found,
he says, all his life after, that he had "a com-

pletely anti-geometrical head " Fiom the

bad diet, and preposterously early hours of
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the academy, he soon fell into wretched

health, and, growing more melancholy and

solitary than everj became covered over with

sores and vdcers. Even in this situation,

however, a little glimmering of literary ambi-

tion became visible. He procured a copy of

Ariosto from a voracious schoolfellow, by giv-

ing up to him his share of the chickens which

formed their Sunday regale ;
and read Metas-

tasio and Gil Bias with great ardour and de-

light. The inflammability of his imagination,

however, was more strikingly manifested in

the effects of the first opera to which he was

admitted, when he was only about twelve

years of age.
" This varied and enchanting music," he ob-

serves, sunk deep iiilo my soul, and made the most

astonishing impression on my imaginaiioii ;
—

it agi-

tated the inmost recesses of my heart to such a

degree, that for several weeks I experienced ihe

most profound melancholy, which was not, how-

ever, wholly unattended with pleasure. I became
tired and disgusted with my studies, while at liie

same time the most wild and whimsical ideas took

such possession of my mind, as would have led me
to portray them in the most impassioned verses,

had I not been wholly unacquainted with the true

nature of my own feehngs. It was the first time

music had produced such a powerful effect on my
mind. I had never experienced any thing similar,

and it long remained engraven on my memory.
When I recollect the feelings excited by the repre-
eentation of the grand operas, at which I was pre-
sent during several carnivals, and compare them
with those whicii I now experience, on returning
from the performance of a piece I have not wit-

nessed for some time, I am fully convinced that

nothing acts so powerfully on my mind as all spe-
cies of music, and particularly the sound of female

voices, and of contro-allo. Nothing excites more
various or terrific sensations in my mind. Thus
the plots of the greatest number of my trai'edies

were either formed while listening to music, or a

few hours afterwards."—p. 71—73.

With this tragic and Italian passion for

Music, he had a sovereign contempt and ab-

horrence for Dancing. His own account of

the origin of this antipathj'', and of the first

rise of those national prejudices, which he
never afterwards made any effort to over-

come, is among the most striking and charac-

teristic passages in the earlier part of the

story.
" To the natural hatred I had to dancing, was

joined an invincible aatipaihy lowaids my master—a Frenchman newly arrived from Paris. He
possessed a certain air of polite assurance, which.

joined to his ridiculous motions and absurd dis-

course, greatly increased the innate aversion I Ich

towards this frivolous art. So unconquerable was
this aversion, that, after leaving school, I conhl

never be prevailed on to join in any dance what-

ever. The very name of this amusement still

makes me shudder, and laugh at the same time—
a circumstance by no means unusual with me. I

attribute, also, in a great measure, to this d:nici.'ig-

master the unfavourable, and perhaps erroneous,

opinion I have formed of the French people! who,
nevertheless, it must be confessed, possess \-wn\

agreeable and estimable qualities. But it is diifi-

cult to weaken or efface impressions recciveil in

early youth. Two other causes also contril)\Hed in

render me trom my infancy disgusted nith tlv

French character. The first was the inipres-sioii

made on my mind by the sight of the laities v\li.'

accompanied the Duchess of Parma it) her j.'urncv
19

to Asti, and were all bedaubed with rouge
—the

nse of which wa.slhen exclneively confined to the

French. I have Irequently mentioned diis circum-

stance several years afterwards, not being able to

account for such an absurd and ridiculous practice,

which is wholly at variance with nature
;

for when
men, to disguise the effects of sickness, or other

calamities, besmear themselves with this detestable

rouge,
—

they carefully conceal it
;
well knowing

that, when discovered, it only excites the laughter
or pity of the beholders. These painted French

figures left a deep and lasting impression on niy

mind, and inspired me with a certain feeling of dis-

gust towards the females of this nation.
" From my geographical studies resulted another

cause of antipathy to that nation. Having seen on
the chart the gieat difference in extent and popula-
tion between England or Prussia and France ;

and

hearing, every time news arrived from the armies,
that the French had been beaten by sea and land

;—
recalling to mind the first ideas of my infancy,

during which I was told that the French had fre-

quently been in possession of Asii ;
and that during

the last time, they had suffered themselves to be
taken prisoners to the number of six or seven
thousand, without resistance, after conductingthem-
selves, while they remained in possession of the

place, with the greatest insolence and tyranny ;

—
all these different circumstances, hehig associated

with the idea of the ridiculous dnnciii^-master.' tend-

ed more and more to nvet in my mind an aversion

to the French nation."—pp. 83—86.

At the early age of fourteen, Alfieri was

put in possession of a considerable part of his

fortune; and launched immediately into every
sort of fashionable folly and extravag-ance.
His passion for horses, from which he was
never entirely emancipated, now took entire

posse-'sion of his soul
;
and his days were

spent in galloping up and down the environs

of Turin, in company chiefly with the young
English who were resident in that capital.

From this society, and these exercises, he

soon derived such improvement, that in a

short time he became by far the most skilful

jockey, farrier, and coachman, that modern

Italy could boast of producing.
For ten or twelve years after this period,

the life of Alfieri presents a most humiliating,
but instructive picture of idleness, dissipation,

and ennui. It is the finest and most flattering

illustration of Miss Edgeworth's admirable

tale of Lord Glenthorn; and, indeed, rather

outgoes, than falls short of that high-coloured
and apparently exaggerated representation.

—
Such, indeed, is the coincidence between the

traits of the fictitious and the real character,
that if these Memoirs had been published when
Miss Edgeworth's story was written, it would
have been impossible not to suppose that she

had derived from them every thing that is strik-

ing and extraordinary in her narrative. For

two or three years, Alfieri contented himself

with running, restless and discontented, over

the different states and cities of Italy; almost

ignorant of its langitage, and utterly indiffer-

ent both to its literature and its arts. Con-

sumed, at every moment of inaction, with the

most oppressive discontent and unhappiness,
he had no relief but in the velocity of his

movements and the rapidity of his transitions.

Disappointed with every thing, and believing

himself incapable of application or reflection

he passed his days in a perpetual fever o'

N
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impatiencn and dissipation ;

—
apparently pur-

Buiiig eujovmcnt with an ea;L,'eiiiess which

was in reality inspired by the vani hope of

escapinij from misery. There is much gene-
ral truth, as well as peculiar character, in the

following simple confession.

" In spile, however, of this constant whirl of

dissipation, my l)fing master of my own actions;

noiwiilifltaiulin? I had plenty of money, was in the

heyday of vonth, and possessed a prepossessini.r

figure; I yet felt every where satiety, ennui, and

disiiust. My greatest pleasure consisted in attend-

ing^ the opera bufTa, though the gay and lively

music left a deep and melancholy impression in my
mind. A thousand gloomy and mouriiful ideas

assailed my imagination, in which I delighted to

indulge by wandiring alone on the shores near the

Chiaja and Portici."—Vol. i. p. 128.

When he gets to Venice, things are, if pos-

sible, still worse,
—though like other hypo-

chondriacs, he is disposed to lay the blame
on the winds and the weather. The tumult

of the- carnival kept him alive, it seems, for a

few days.
" But no sooner was the novelty over, than my

habitual melancholy and ennui returned. I passed
several days together in complete solitude, never

leaving the house nor stirring from the window,
whence I made signs to a young lady who lodged

opposite, and with whom I occasionally exchanged
a few words. During the rest of the day, which

hung very heavy on my hands, I passed my time

either in sleeping or in drcamiiitr, I knew not which,
and frequently in weeping without any apparent
motive. I had lost mv tranquillity, and 1 was unable

even to divine what fiad deprived me of it. A tew

years afierwirds, on investigating the cause of this

occurrence, I discovered that it proceeded from a

malady which attacked me every spring, some-
tihies in April, and sometimes in June: its dura-

lion was longer or shorter, and its violence very
different, according as my mind was occupied.

"
I likewise experienced that my intellectual

faculties resembled a barometer, and that I pos-
sessed more or less talent for composition, in pro-

portion to the weight of the atmosphere. During the

revalence of the solstitial and equinoctial winds,
was always remarkably stupid, and uniformly

ernced less penetration in the evening than the

morning. I likewise perceived that the force of

my imagination, the ardour of enthusiasm, and ca-

pability
iif invention, were possessed by me in a

higher desree in the middle of winter, or in the

middle of summer, than during the intermediate

periods. This materiality, which I believe to be
common to all men of a delicate nervous system,
has greatly contributed to lessen the pride with

which the good I have done might have inspired

me, in like manner as it has tended to diminish

the shame I might have felt for the errors I have

committed, particularly in my own art."—Vol. i.

pp. 140—142.

In his nineteenth year, he extends his

travels to France, and stops a few weeks at

Marseilles, where he passed his evenings

exactVy as Lord Glenthorn is represented to

have done his at his Irish castle. To help

away the hours, he went every night to the

play, although his Italian ears were disgusted
with the poverty of the recitation

j and,

—"after the performance was over, it was my
recrular practice to bathe every evening in the sea.

I was induced to indulge myself in this luxury, in

consequence of finding a very agreeable spot, on a

tongue of land lying to the right of the harbour,

where, seated on the sand, with my back leaning

?

against a rock, I could beho'd the sea and skjr

without interruption. In the
contemplation

oi iheae

objects, embellished by the rays of the setting sun,
I passed my lime dreaming ot future deligiiis."—
Vol. i. pp. 150, 151,

In a very short time, however, these reve-

ries became intolerable
;
and he very nearly

killed himself and his horses in rushing, witQ

incredible velocity, to Paris. Tliis is hi« own
account of the impression which was made

upon him by his first sight of this brilliant

metropolis.

"
It was on a cold, cloudy, and rainy morning,

between the 15th and 20ih of August, that J

entered Paris, by the wretched suburb of St. Mar-
ceau. Accustomed to the clear and serene sky of

Italy and Provence, I felt much surprised at the

thick fog which enveloped the city, especially at

this season. Never in my life did I experience
more disagreeable feelings than on enteriii)^ the

damp and dirty suburb of St. Germain, where I

was to take up my lodging. What inconsiderate

haste, what mad folly had led me into this sink

of filth and nastiness ! On entering the inn, I felt

myself thoroughly undeceived ; and I should cer-

tainly have set off again immediately, had not shame
and fatigue withheld me. My illusions were still

further dissipated when I began to ramble through
Paris. The mean and wretched buildings; the

contemptible ostentation displayed in a few houses

dignified with the pompous appellation of hotels

and palaces ;
the filtliiiiess of the Gothic churches ;

the truly vandal-like construction of the public
theatres at that time, besides innumerable other

disagreeable objects, of which not the least db-

gusting to me was the plastered countenances

of many very ugly women, far outweighed in my
mind the beauty and elegance of the public walks
and gardens, the infinite variety of fine carriages,
the lofty facade of the Louvre, as well as the num-
ber of spectacles and entertainments of every
kind."—Vol. i. pp. 153, 154.

There, then, as was naturally to be ex-

pected, he again found himself tormented

"by the demon of melancholy;" and, after

trying in vain the boasted stimulant of play,
he speedily grew wearied of the place and
all its amusements, and resolved to set off,

without delay, for England. To England,

accordingly, he goes, at midwinter; and with

such a characteristic and corapassionable cra-

ving for all sorts of powerful sensations, that
" he rejoiced exceedingly at the extreme cold,
which actually froze the wine and bread in his

carriage during a part of the journey." Pre-

pared, as he was, for disappointment, by the

continual extravagance of his expectation.
Alfieri was delighted with England. "The

roads, the inns, the horses, and, above all, the

incessant bustle in the suburbs, as well as in

the capital, all conspired to fill ray mind with

delight." He passed a part of the winter in

good society, in London ; but soon "becoming
disgusted with assemblies and routs, deter-

mined no longer to play the lord in the

drawing-room, but the coachman at the gate !"

and accordingly contrived to get through
three laborious months, by being "five or

six hours every morning on horseback, and

being seated on the coachbox for tu-o or three

hours every evening, whatever was the state

of the weather." Even these great and

meritorious exertions, however, could not
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long keep down his inveterate malady, nor

quell the evil spirit that possessed him
;
and

he was driven to make a hasty tour through
the west of England, which appears to have

afforded him very considerable relief.

" The country then so much enchanted me that

I determined to settle in it ; not that I was much
attached to any individual, but because I was de-

lighted with the scenery, the simple manners of the

inhabitants, the modesty and beauty of the women,
and, above all, with the enjoyment of political lib-

erty,
—all which made me overlook its mutable

rliniate, the melancholy almost inseparable trom it,

and the exorbitant price of all the necessaries of

life."—Vol. i. pp. 162, 163.

Scarcely, however, was this bold resolution

of settling adopted, when the author is again
"seized with the mania of travelling j" and

skims over to Holland in the beginning of

summer. And here he is still more effec-

ttially diverted than ever, by falling in love

with a young married lady at the Hague, who
was obliging enough to return his affection.

Circumstances, however, at last compel the

fair one to rejoin her husband in Switzer-

land
;
and the impetuous Italian is affected

with such violent despair, that he makes a

desperate attempt on his life, by taking off

the bandages after being let blood
;
and re-

turns sullenly to Italy, without stopping to

look at any thing, or uttering a single word to

his servant during the whole course of the

journej'.
This violent fit of depression, however, and

the seclusion by which it was followed, led

him, for the first time, to look into his books;
and the perusal of the Lives of Plutarch seems

to have made such an impression on his ardent

and susceptible spirit, that a passion for liberty

and independence now took the lead of every
other in his soul, and he became for life an

emulator of the ancient republicans. He read

the story of Timoleon, Brutus. &c., he assures

us, with floods of tears, and agonies of admi-

ration. "I was like one beside himself; and

shed tears of mingled grief and rage at having
been born at Piedmont

;
and at a period, and

under a government, where it was impossible
to conceive or execute any great design."
The same sentiment, indeed, seems to have
haunted him for the greater part of his life;

and is expressed in many passages of these

Memoirs besides the following.
"
Having lived two or three years almost wholly

among the English ; having heard their power and

riches everywhere celebrated ; having contemplated
their great political influence, and on the other hand

viewing Italy wholly degraded from her rank as a

nation, and the Italians divided, weak, and enslaved,
I was ashamed of being an Italian, and wished not

to possess any thing in common with this nation."—
Vol. i. p. 121.
"

I was naturally attached to a domestic life ; but

after having visited England at nineteen, and read

Plutarch with the greatest interest at twenty years
of age, I experienced the most insufferable repug-
nance at marrying and having my children born at

Turin."—Vol. i. p. 175.

The time, however, was not yet come
when study was to ballast and anchor this

agitated spirit. Plutarch was soon thrown
aside

;
and the patriot and his horses gallop

off to Vienna. The stale of his mmd, both

as to idleness and politics, is strikingly repre-
sented in the following short passage.

"
I might easily, during my stay at Vienna, have

been introduced to the celebrated poet Metasiasio,
at whose house our minister, the old and respecta-
ble Count Canale, passed his evenings in a select

company of men ol letters, whose chief amusement
consisted in reading portions from the Greek, La-

tin, and Italian classics. Having taken an affec-

tion for me, he wished, out of piiy to my idleness,

to conduct me thither. But I declined accoiripany-

ing him, either from my usual awkwardness, or

from the contempt which the constant habit of

readii% Fretich works had giv-en me for Italian pro-
ductions. Hence I concluded, that this assemblage
of men of letters, with their classics, could be only
a dismal company of pedants. Besides, I had seen

Metastasio, in the gardens of Schoenbrunn. perform
the customary genuflexion to Maria Theresa in

such a servile and adulatory manner, that I, who
had my head stufl^td with Plutarch, and who exag-

gerated every tiling I conceived, could not think of

binding myself either by the ties of familial iiy or

friendship, with a poet who had sold himself to a

despotism which I so cordiallv detested."

Vol. i. pp. 182, 183.

From Vienna he flew to Prussia, M-hich, he

says, looked all like one great guardhouse ;

and where he could not repress "the horror

and indignation he felt at beholding oppres-
sion and despotism assuming the mask of

virtue." From Prussia he passed on to Den-
mark

;
where his health was seriously affect-

ed by the profligacy in which he indulged ;

and where the only amusement he could rel-

ish, consisted in "driving a sledge with in-

conceivable velocity over the snow." In this

way he wandered on through Sweden and
Finland to Russia

;
and experienced, as usual,

a miserable disappointment on arriving at St.

Petersburg.
" Alas ! no sooner had I reached this Asiatic as-

semblage of wooden huts, than Rome, Genoa, Ve-

nice, and Florence rose to my recollection; and I

could not refrain froin laughing. What I after-

wards saw of this country tended still more strongly
to confirm my first impression, that it merited not

to be seen. Every thing, except their beards and
their horses, disgusted me so much, that, during six

weeks I remained among these savages, I deter-

mitied not to become acquainted with any one
;
nor

even to see the two or three youths with whom I

had associated at Turin, and who were descended
from the first families of the country. I took no
measure to be presented to the celebrated Auto-
cratrix Catherine II. ; nor did I even behold the

countenance of a sovereign who in our days has

outstripped fame. On investigating, at a future pe-
riod, the reason of such extraordinary conduct, I

became convinced that it proceeded from a certain

intolerance of character, and a hatred to every spe-
cies of tyranny, and which in this particular instance

attached itself to a person suspected of the most
horrible crime—the murder of a defenceless hus-

band."—Vol. i. pp. 194, 195.

This rage for liberty continued to possess
him in his return through Prussia, and really
seems to have reached its acme when it dic-

tated the following most preposterous pas-

sage,
—

which, we cannot help suspecting, is

indebted for part of its absurdity to the trans-

lator.

"
I visited Zorndorff, a spot rendered famous by

the sanguinary battle fought between the Russians

and Prussians, where thousands of men on boih
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•ides were immolntnd on the nlinr of despotism,
and ihtis escapi d from the galling yoke which op-

pressed ihem. 'I"he plnro of ihcir iiilcnnent wns

ensily recognised by iis Ercaior verdure, and hy

yielding more abiindnni crops llinn the barren and

unproductive soil in its immedinte vicinity. On litis

orcanwn. I nfltclid, with sorrow, Ihal slaves srrm

everi^wherr o'nh/ hum to fertilize the soil on which

they v<-!retate:'
— Wo\. i. pp- lit*;, li>7.

After this he meets with a beautiful ass at

Gottiiiseiij
and reprets that his indolence pre-

rented hiin from availing himself of this

excellent opportunity for writing some im-

measurably facetious verses "upon this ren-

counter of a German and an Italian ass, in so

celebrated an university !" After a hasty ex-

pedition to Spa, he again traverses Germany
and Hollanil, and returns to England in the

twenty-third year of his age; where he is

speedily involved in some very distressing
and discreditable adventures. He engages in

an intrigue with an English lady of rank, and

is challenged, and slightly wounded by her

husband. After this eclat, he consoles him-

self with the thought of marrying the frail

fair, with whom he
is,

as usual, most heroic-

ally in love
;
when he discovers, to his infi-

nite horror and consternation, that, previous
to her connection with him, she had been

equally lavish of her favours to her husband's

froom!
whose jealous resentment had led

im to watch and expose this new infidelity.

After many struggles between shame, resent-

ment, and unconquerable love, he at last tears

himself from this sad sample of English vir-

tue, and makes his way to Holland, bursting
with grief and indignation ;

but without

seeming to think that there was the slightest
occasion for any degree of contrition or self-

condemnation. From Holland he goes to

France, and from France to Spain
—as idle,

and more oppressed with himself than ever
—

buying and caressing Andalusian horses,
and constantly ready to sink under the heavy
burden of existence. At Madrid he has set

down an extraordinary trait of the dangerous
impetuosity of his temper. His faithful ser-

vant, in combing his hair one day, happened
accidentally to give him pain by stretching
one hair a little more than the rest, upon
which, without saying a word, he first seized

a candlestick, and felled him to the ground
with a huge wound on his temple, and then
drew his sword to despatch him, upon his

ofTering to make some resistance. The sequel
of the story is somewhat more creditable to

his magnanimity, than this part of it is to his

self-command.
"

I was sboeked at the brutal excess of passion
into which 1 had fallen. Though Elias was some-
what calmed, he still appeared to retain a certain

degree of resentment
; yet I was rot disposed to

display towards him the smallest distrust. Two
hours after nis wound was dressed I went to bed,

leaving the door open, as usual, between my apart-
ment and the chamber in which he slept ; notwith-

standing the remonstrance of the Spaniards, who
pointed out to me the absurdity of putting ven-

geance in the power of a man whom I had so much
irritated. I said even aloud to Elias, who was al-

ready in bed, that he migiit kill me, if be was so

inclined, during the night ; and that I jusdy merited

auch a fate. But this brave man, who possessed as

much elevation of soul as myself, took no other ro.

venge lor my outrageous conduct, except preserve

ing for several years two handkerchiefs stained with
blood which had been bound round his head, and
which he occasionally displayed to my view. It ia

necessary to be fully acouainted with the character

and manners of the Pieclmontese, in order to com-

prehend the mi.\ture of ferocity
and generosity dis-

played on both sides in this affair.
" When at a more mature age, I endeavoured to

discover the cause of this violent transport oi rage.
I became convinced that the trivial circumstance

which gave rise to it, was, so to speak, like the last

drop poured into a vessel ready to run over. My
irascible temper, which must have been rendered
still more irritable by solitude and perpetual idle-

ness, required only the slightest impulse to cause it

to burst forth. Besides, I never lifted a hand

aijainst a domestic, as that would have been putting
ihem on a level with myself. Neither did I ever

employ a cane, nor any kind of weapon in order to

chastise them, though I frequently threw at them

any moveable that fell in my way, as many young
people do, during the first ebullitions of anger ; yet
1 dare to aflirin that I would have approved, and
even esteemed the domestic who should on such
Occasions have rendered me back the treatment he

received, since I never punished them as a master,
but only contended with them as one man with
another."— Vol. i. pp. 244—246.

At Lisbon he forms an acquaintance with a

literary countrj-man of his own, and feels, for

the first time of his life, a glow of admiration

on perusing some passages of Italian poetry.
From this he returns to Spain, and, after

lounging over the whole of that kingdom, re-

turns through France to Italy, and arrives at

Turin in 1773. Here he endeavours to main-
tain the same unequal contest of dissipation

against ennui and conscious folly, and falls

furiously in love, for the third time, with a
woman of more than doubtful reputation, ten

years older than himself. Neither the in-

toxication of this passion, however, nor the

daily exhibition of his twelve fine horses,
could repress the shame and indignation
which he felt at thus wasting his days in in-

glorious licentiousness
;
and his health was at

last seriously affected by those compunctious
visitings of his conscience. In 1774, wdiile

watching by his unworthy mistress in a fit of

sickness, he sketched out a few scenes of a
dramatic work in Italian, which was thrown
aside and forgotten immediately on her re-

covery ;
and it was not till the year after,

that, after many struggles, he formed the reso-

lution of detaching himself from this degrad-

ing connection. The efforts which this cost

him, and the means he adopted to ensure his

own adherence to his resolution, appear al

together wild and extravagant to our northern

imaginations. In the first place, he had him-

self lashed with strong cords to his elbow

chair, to prevent him from rushing into the

presence of the syren ; and, in the next place,
he entirely cut off his hair, in order to make
it impossible for him to appear with decency
in any society ! The first fifteen days, he
assures us, he spent entirely

" in uttering the

most frightful groans and lamentations," and
the next in riding furiously through all the

solitary places in the neighbourhood. At last,

however, this frenzy of grief began to sub-

side
) and, most fortunately for the world and
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the author, gave place to a passion for litera-

ture, which absorbed the powers of this fiery

spirit duriiis; the greater part of his future ex-

istence. The perusal of a wretched tragedy

on the story of Cleopatra, and the striking re-

semblance he thought he discovered between

his own case and that of Antony, first inspired

him with the resolution of attempting a dra-

matic piece on the same subject ; and, after

encountering the most extreme difficulty from

his utter ignorance of poetical diction, and of

pure Italian, he at last hammered out a trage-

dy, which w-as represented with tolerable

success in 1775. From this moment his whole

heart w^as devoted to dramatic poetry ;
and

literary glory became the idol of his imagi-

nation.

In entering upon this new and arduous ca-

reer, he soon discovered that greater sacrifices

were required of him than he had hitherto

ofTered to any of the former objects of his

idolatry. The defects of his education, and

his long habits of indolence and inattention to

every thing connected with letters, imposed

upon him far more than the ordinary labour

vi a hterary apprenticeship. Having never

been accustomed to the use of the pure Tus-

tan, and being obliged to speak French during

so many years of travelling, he found himself

shamefully deficient in the knowledge of that

beautiful language, in which he proposed to

^nter his claims to immortality ;
and began,

therefore, a course of the most careful and

critical reading of the great authors who had

adorned it. Dante and Petrarca were his

great models of purity : and, next to them,

Ariosto and Tasso
;
in which four writers, he

gives it as his opinion, that there is to be

found the perfection of every style, except
that fitted for dramatic poetry

—of w^hich, he

more than insinuates, that his owni writings

are the only existing example. In order to

acquire a perfect knowledge and command
of their divine language, he not only made

many long visits to Tuscany, but absolutely

interdicted himself the use of every other

sort of reading, and abjured for ever that

French literature which he seems to have

always regarded whh a mixture of envy and

disdain. To make amends for this, he went

resolutely back to the rudiments of his Latin
;

and read overall the classics in that language
with a most patient and laborious attention.

He likewise committed to memory many thou-

sand lines from the authors he proposed to

imitate; and sought, with the greatest assi-

duity, the acquaintance of all the scholars and

critics that came in his way,
—

pestering them

with continual queries, and with requesting
their opinion upon the infinite quantity of bad

verses which he continued to compose by way
of exercise. His two or three first tragedies

he composed entirely in French prose ;
and

afterwards translated, wath infinite labour, into

Italian verse.

" In this manner, without any other judge than

mv own feelings, I have only finished those, the

sketches of which I had written with energy and

enthusiasm; or, if I have finished any other, I

have at least never taken the trouble to clothe them

in verse. This was the case with Charles I., which

I began to write in French prose, immediately after

finishing Philippe. When I had reached to about

the middle of the third act, my heart and my hand

became so benumbed, that I found it impossible to

hold my pen. The same thing happened in regard

to Romeo and Juliet, the whole of which I nearly

e.\panded, though with much labour to myself, and

at long intervals. On reperusing this sketch, I

found mv enthusiasm so much lowered, that, trans-

pnried with rage against myself, 1 could proceed no

further, but threw my work into the fire."—Vol. ii.

pp. 48—51.

Two or three years were passed in these

bewitching studies; and, during this time,

nine or ten tragedies, at least, were in a con-

siderable stateof forwardness. In 1778, the

study of Machiavel revived all that, early zeal

for liberty which he had imbibed from the

perusal of Plutarch; and he composed with

great rapidity his two books of " La Tiranide ;"—perhaps the most nervous and eloquent of

all his prose compositions. About the sanie

period, his poetical studies ex-perienced a still

more serious interruption, from the commence-

ment of his attachment to the Countess of

Albany, the wdfe of the late Pretender;—an

attachment that continued to soothe or to

asitate all the remaining part of his existence.

This lady, who was by birth a princess of the

house of Stolberg, was then in her twenty-

fifth year, and resided with her ill-matched

husband at Florence. Her beauty and ac-

complishments made, from the first,* a pow-
erful impression on the inflammable heart of

Alfieri, guarded as it now was with the love

of glory and of literature; and the loftiness

of his character, and the ardour of his admi-

ration, soon excited corresponding sentiment.s

in her, Avho had suffered for some time from

the ill temper and gross vices of her super-

annuated husband. Though the author takes

the trouble to assure us that " their intimacy

never exceeded the strictest limits of honour,"

it is not difficult to understand, that it should

have aggravated the ill-humour of the old

husband; which increased, it seems, so much,
that the lady was at last forced to abandon

his society, and to take refuge with his brother,

the Cardinal York, at Rome. To this place

Alfieri speedily followed her; and remained

there, divided' between love and study, for

upwards of two years; w^hen her holy guar-

dian becoming scandalized at their intimacy,

it was thought necessary for her reputation,

that they should separate. The effects of

this separation he has himself described in

the following short, but eloquent passage.

"For two years I remained incapable of any

kind of study whatever, so dififerent was my pres-

* His first introduction to her, we have been in-

formed, was in the great gallery of Florence ;—a
circumstance which led him to signalize his admira-

tion by an extraordinary act of gallantry. A? tliey

stopped to examine the picture of Charles XII. of

Sweden, the Countess observed, that the singular

uniform in which that prince is usually painted, ap-

peared to her extremely becoming. Noihing more

was said at the time ; but, in two days alter, Alfieri

appeared in the streets in the e.xact costume of that

warlike sovereign,—to the utter consternation of

all the peaceful inhabitants.

^ 2
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ent forlorn state from the happiness I enjoyed
durins my laie residence in |{ome :—ihere the Villa

isirozzi near to ihe warm bailis ot" Dioclesian, af-

forded nie a delighifiil retreat, where I passed my
mornings in study, only riding lor an hour or two

through the vast solitudes which, in the tieighbour-

hood of Rome, invite to melancholy, mediiaiion,

and poetry. In the evening, I proceeded to the

city, and tound a relaxation Irom study in the so-

ciety of her who constituted the charm of my ex-

istence ; and, contented and happy, 1 returned to

my solitude, never at a later hour than eleven

o'clock. It was impossible to find, in the circuit

of a great city, an abode more cheerful, more re-

tired,
—or bet'ier suited lo my taste, my character,

and my pursuits. Delightful spot !—the remem-
brance of which I shall ever cherish, and which

through hfe I shall long lo revisit."— Vol. ii. pp.

121, 122.

Previously to this time, his extreme love of

independence, and his desire to be constantly
with the mistress of his affections, had in-

duced him to take the very romantic step of

resigning his -whole property to his sister
;

reserving to himself merely an annuity of

14,000 livres, or httle more than 500L As
this transference was made with the sanction

of the King, who was very well pleased, on
the whole, to get rid of so republican a sub-

ject, it was understood, upon both sides, as a

tacit compact of expatriation ;
so that, upon

his removal from Rome, he had no house or

fi.xed residence to repair to. In this desolate

and unsettled state, his passion for horses re-

vived with additional fury; and he undertook
a voyage to England, for the sole purpose of

purchasing a number of those noble animals;
and devoted eight months " to the study of

noble heads, fine necks, and well-turned but-

tocks, without once opening a book or pursuing
any literary avocation." In London, he pur-
chased fourteen horses,

—in relation to the

number of his tragedies !
—and this whimsical

relation frequently presenting itself to his

imagination, he would say to himself with a
smile—"Thou hast gained a horse by each

tragedy !"—Truly the noble author must have
been far gone in love, when he gave way to

such innocent deliration.—He conducted his

fourteen friends, however, with much judg-
ment across the Alps; and gained great glory
and notoriety at Sienna, from their daily pro-
cession through the streets, and the feats of

dexterity he exhibited in riding and driving
them.

In the mean time, he had printed twelve
of his tragedies; and imbibed a sovereign
contempt for such of his countrymen as pre-
terded to find them harsh, obscure, or affect-

edly sententious. In 1784, after an absence
of more than two years, he rejoined his mis-
tress at Baden in Alsace; and, during a stay
of two months with her. sketched out three
new tragedies. On his' return to Italy, he
took up his abode for a short time at Pisa,

—
where, in a fit of indignation at the faults' of

Pliny's Panegyric on Trajan, he composed in

fivt? days that animated and eloquent piece
of the same name, which alone, of all his
works have fallen into our hands, has left on
oiii minds the impression of ardent and flow-

ing eloquence. His rage for liberty likewise

prompted him to compose several odes on the

subject of American independence, and seve-

ral miscellaneous productions of a similar

character;—at last, in 1786, he is permitted
to take up his permanent abode with his mis-

tress, whom he rejoins at Alsace, and never
afterwards abandons. In the course of the

following year, they make a journey to Paris,
with which he is nearly as much dissatisfied

as on his former visit.—and makes arrange-
ments with Didot for printing his tragedies in

a superb form. In 1788, however, he resolves

upon making a complete edition of his whole
works at Kehl

;
and submits, for the accom-

modation of his fair friend, to take up his

residence at Paris. There they receive in-

telligence of the death of her husband,
which seems, however, to make no change in

their way of life;
—and there he continues

busily employed in correcting his various

works for publication, till the year 1790, when
the first part of these memoirs closes with

anticipations of misery from the progress of

the revolution, and professions of devoted at-

tachment to the companion whom time had

only rendered more dear and respected.
The supplementary part bears date in May

1803—but a few months prior to the death of

the author,
—and brings down his history,

though in a more summary manner, to that

period. He seems to have lived in much un-
easiness and fear in Paris, after the com-
mencement of the revolution

;
from all appro-

bation, or even toleration of which tragic

farce, as he terms
it,

he exculpates himself
with much earnestness and solemnity; but,

having vested the greater part of his fortune

in that country', he could not conveniently
abandon it. In 1791, he and his companion
made a short visit to England, with which he
was less pleased than on any former occasion,—the damp giving him a disposition to gout,
and the late hours interfering with his habits

of study. The most remarkable incident in

this journey, occurred at its termination. As
he was passing along the quay at Dover, on
his way to the packet-boat, he caught a

glimpse of the bewitching woman on whose
account he had suffered so much, in his for-

mer visit to this country nearly twenty years
before ! She still looked beautiful, he says,
and bestowed on him one of those enchanting
smiles which convinced him that he was re-

cognised. Unable to control his emotion, he
rushed instantly aboard—hid himself below—and did not venture to look up till he was
landed on the opposite shore. From Calais

he addressed a letter to her of kind inquiry
and offers of service

;
and received an answer

which, on account of the singular tone of can-

dour and magnanimity which it exhibits, he
has subjoined in the appendix. It is un-

doubtedly a very remarkable production, and
shows both a strength of mind and a kindness
of disposition which seem worthy of a nappier
fortune.

In the end of 1792, the increasing fury of

the revolution rendered Paris no longer a place
of safety for foreigners of high birth

;
and

Alfieri and his countess with some difficulty
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effected their escape from
it,

and established

themselves, with a diminished income, at his

beloved Florence. Here, with his usual im-

petuosity, he gave vent to his anti-revolution-

ary feelings, by composing an apology for

Louis XVI.; and a short satirical view of the

French excesses, which he entitled '' The

Aiitigallican." He then took to acting his

own plays: and, for two or three years, this

new passion seduced him in a good degree
from literature. In 1795. however, he tried

his hand in some satirical productions : and

began, with much zeal, to reperuse and trans-

late various passages from the Latin classics.

Latin naturally led to Greek: and. in the

forty-ninth year of his age, he set seriously to

the study of this language. Two whole years
did this ardent genius dedicate to solitary

drudger}", without being able to master the

subject he had undertaken. At last, by dint

of perseverance and incredible labour, he be-

gan to imderstand a little of the easier authors
;

and, by the time he had completed his fiftieth

year, succeeded in interpreting a considerable

part of Herodotus, Thucydides, and Homer.
The pernsal of Sophocles, in the following

year, impelled him to compose his last trage-

dy of Alceste in 1798. In the end of this

year, the progress of the French armies threat-

ened to violate the tranquillity of his Tuscan
retreat ! and. in the spring following, upon
the occupation of Florence, he and his friend

retired to a small habitation in the country.
From this asylum, however, they returned so

precipitately on the retreat of the enemy,
that thev were surprised by them on their

second invasion of Tuscany in 1800
;
but had

more to suffer, it appears, from the importu-
nate civility, than from the outrages of the

conquerors. The French general, it seems,
was a man of letters, and made several at-

tempts to be introduced to Al fieri. When
evasion became impossible, the latter made
the following haughty but guarded reply to

his warlike admirer :
—

"
If the general, in his official capacity, com-

mands his presence. Victor Alfieri, who never re-

sists constituted auihorityof any kind, will imme-
diately hasten to obey the order; biu if, on tiie

contrary, he requests an interview only as a private
individual, Alfieri begs leave to observ?, that be-

ing of a very retired turn of mind, he wishes not to

form any new acquaintance; and therefore entreats
the French general to hold him excused."'—Vol. ii.

pp. 2S6, 287.

Under these disastrous circumstances, he
was suddenly seized with the desire of sig-

nalizing himself in a new field of exertion
;

and sketched out no fewer than six comedies

at once, which were nearly finished before

the end of 1802. His health, during this year,
was considerably weakened bv repeated at-

tacks of irregular gout and inflammatory af-

fections; and the memoir concludes with the

description of a collar and medal which he
had invented, as the badire of " the order of

Homer,"' which, in his late sprung ardour for

Greek literature, he had founded and en-

dowed. Annexed to this record is a sort of

postscript, addressed, by his friend the Abbe

C-aluso, to the Countess of Albany j
from which

it appears, that he was carried off by an in-

flammatory or gouty attack in his bowels,
which put a period to his existence after a
few days' illness, in the month of October
1803. We have since learned, that the pub-
lication of his posthumous works, which had
been begun by the Countess of Albany at

Milan, has been stopped by the French gov-
ernment

;
and that several of the manuscripts

have, by the same authority, been committed
to the flames.

We have not a great deal to add to this

copious and extraordinary narrative. Many
of the peculiarities of Alfieri may be safely
referred to the accident of his birth, and the

errors of his education. His ennvi. arrogance,
and dissipation, are not very unlike those of

many spoiled youths of condition
;.

nor is there

any thing very extraordinary in his subse-

quent application to study, or the turn of his

tirst political opinions. The peculiar nature of

his pursuits, and the character of his literary

productions, afford more curious matter for

speculation.
In reflecting on the peculiar misery which

Alfieri and some other eminent persons are

recorded to have endured, while their minds
were withheld from any worthy occupation,
we have sometimes been tempted to con-

clude, that to suffer deeply from cmvii is an
indication of superior intellect

;
and that it is

only to minds destined for higher attainments
that the want of an object is a source of real

affliction. Upon a little reflection, however,
we are disposed to doubt of the soundness of

this opinion : and really cannot pennit all the

shallow coxcombs who languish under the
buiden of existence, to take themselves, on
our authority, for spell-bound geniuses. The
most powerful stream, indeed, will stagnate
the most deeply, and will burst out to more
wild devastation when obstructed in its peace-
ful course

;
but the weakly current is, upon

the whole, most liable to obstruction
;
and wfll

mantle and rot at least as dismally as its bet-

ters. The innumerable blockheads, in short,
M'ho betake themselves to suicide, dram-

drinking, or dozing in dirty nightcaps, will not

allow us to suppose that there is an}' real

connection between ennui and talent
;
or that

fellows who are fit for nothing but mending
shoes, may not be very miserable if they are

unfortunately raised above their proper occu-

pation.
If it does frequently happen that extraor-

dinary and vigorous exertions are found to

follow this heavy slumber of the faculties,
the phenomenon, we think, may be explained
without giving any countenance to the sup-

position, that vigorous faculties are most liable

to such an obscuration. In the first place, the

relief and delight of exertion must act with
more than usual force upon a mind which has
suffered from the want of it; and will be apt
to be pushed further than in cases where the

exertion has been more regular. The cb'ef

cause, however, of the signal success which
has sometimes attended those who have been
rescued from ennui, we really believe to be
their ignorance of the difficilties they havo
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to cncoiintiT, and tlnit inexperience whit^h

makes ihcni venture on umlcitakin^rs whieh

more piudeMl ealeulalors would tleeliMc. We
have

alreatly noliced, more than once, the

effect of early study and faniiharity wilh the

best mod<'ls in repressing emulation by de-

spair; and have endeavoured, upon this jiriii-

ciple. to explain why so many original autliors

iiave been in a great degree without educa-

tion. i\ow, a youth spent in lassitude and

dissipation leads necessarily to a manhood of

ignorance and inexperience; and has all the

ndvantages, as well as the inconveniences; of

buch a "situation. If any inward feeling of

strength, ambition, or other extraordinary im-

pulse, therelbre, prompt such a person to at-

tempt any thing arduous, it is likely that he

will go about it with all that rash and vehe-

ment courage which results from unconscious-

ness of the obstacles that are to be overcome:
and it is needless to say how often success is

ensured by this coniideut and fortunate auda-

city. Thus Alfieri, in the outset of his literary

career, ran his head against dramatic poetry,
almost before he knew what was meant either

by poetry or the drama; and dashed out a

tragedy while but imperfectly acquainted
with the language in which he was writing,
and utterly ignorant either of tlie rules that

had been delivered, or the models which had
been created by the genius of his great prede-
cessors. Had he been trained up from his

early jonth in fearful veneration for these

rules and these models, it is certain that he
would have resisted the impulse which led

him to place himself, w'ith so little prepara-

tion, within their danger ;
and most probable

that he would never have thought himself

qualiiied to answer the test they required of

him. In giving way, however, to this pro-

pensity, with all the thoughtless freedom and
vehemence which had characterised his other

indulgences, he found himself suddenly em-
barked in an unexpected undertaking, and in

sight of unexpected distinction. The success
he had obtained with so little knowledge of

the subject, tempted him to acquire what was

wanting to deserve it
;
and justified hopes and

stimulated exertions which earlier reflection

would, in all probability, have for ever pre-
vented.

The morality of Alfieri seems to have been
at least as relaxed as that of the degenerate
nobles, whom in all other things he professed
to reprobate and despise. He confesses, with-
out the slightest appearance of contrition, that

his general intercourse with women was pro-

fligate in the extreme
;
and has detailed the

particulars of three several intrigues wilh
married women, without once appearing to

imagine that they could require any apojog}'
or expiation. On the contrary, while record-

ing the deplorable consequences of one of

them, he observes, with great composure,
that it was distressing to him to contemplate
a degradation, of which he had,

"
though in-

nocently," been the occasion. The general
arrogance of his manners, too, and the occa-

pional brutality of his conduct towards his

lufeiiors, are far from giving us an amiable

impression of his general character; nor have
\\v been able to iind, in the whole of theso

confessions, a single trait of kindness ol heart,
or generous philanthro])y, to jilace in the bal-

ance agiiinst so many indications of sellish

iiess and violence. There aie proofs enough,
indeed, of a fiim, elevated, and manly spirit;
but small appearance of any thing gentle, or

even, in a moral sense, of any thing very re-

spectable. In his admiration, in short, of the
worthies of antiquity, he appears to have

copied their harshness and indelicacy at least

as faJthluUy as their loftiness of characterj
and, at the same time, to have combined with
it all the licentiousness and presumption of a
modern Italian noble.

We have been somewhat perplexed with
his politics. After speaking as we have seen,
of the mild government of the kings of Sar-

dinia,
—after adding that, -'when he had read

Plutarch and visited England, he felt the most
unsurmountable repugnance at marrying, or

having his children born at Turin,"
—after re-

cording that a monarch is a master, and a

subject a slave.—and •'that he shed tears of

mingled grief and rage at having been bom
m such a state as Piedmont ;"

—after all this—after giving up his estates to escape from
this bondage, and after writing his books on
the Tiranide, and his odes on American lib-

erty,
—we really were prepared to find him

taking the popular side, at the outset at least

of the French Revolution, and exulting in the
do\Mifal of one of those hateful despotisms,
against the whole system of which he had

previously inveighed with no extraordinary
moderation. Instead of this, ho-,vever, we
find him abusing the revolutionists, and ex-

tolling their opponents with all the zeal of a

professed antijacobin,
—

writing an eulogiura
on the dethroned monarch like IMr. Pybus,
and an Antigallican like Peter Porcupine.

Now, we are certainly very far from saying,
that a true friend of liberty might not exe-

ciate the proceedings of the French revolu-

tionists; but a professed hater of royalty

might have felt more indulgence for the new
republic ;

such a crazy zealot for liberty, as
Alfieri showed himself in Italy, both by his

writings and his conduct, might well have
been carried away by that promise of eman-

cipation to France, which deluded sounder
heads than his in all the countries of Europe.
There are two keys, we think, in the work
before us, to this apparent inconsistency.,

Alfieri, with all his abhorrence of t)iants,

was, in his heart, a great lover of aristocracy;
and. he had a great spite and antipathj- at

the French nation, collectively and individ-

ually.

Though professedly a republican, it is easy
to see, that the republic he Avanted was one
on the Roman model,—where there were
Patricians as well as Plebeians, and w here a
man of great talents had even a good chance
of being one day appointed Dictator. He did

not admire kings indeed,—because he did not

happen to be born one, and because they
were the only beings to whom he \\as born

inferior : but he had the utmost veneration
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(or nobles,
—because fortune had placed him

in that order, and because the power and dis-

tinction V hich belonged to it \vere agreeable
to him, and. he thought, would be exercised

for the good of his inferiors. When he heard
that Voltaire had written a tragedy on the

story of BiutuS; he fell into a great passion,
and exclaimed, that the subject was too lofty
for "a French plebeian, who, during twenty
years, had subscribed himself gentleman in

ordinary to the King!"
This love of aristocracy, however, will not

e.vplain the defence of monarchy and the abuse
of republics, which formed the substance of his

But the truth is, that he was
from his youth up; and would

never have forgiven that nation, if they had
succeeded in establishing a free government,—

especially while Italy was in bondage.
The contempt which Voltaire had expressed

Antigallican.

antigallican

for Italian literature, and ihe general degra-
dation into which the national character had

fallen, had sunk deep into his fierce and

haughty spirit, and inspired him with an

antipathy towards that j^eople by whom his

own countrymen had been subdued, ridiculed,
and outshone. This paltry and vindictive feel-

ing leads him, throughout this whole work,
to speak of them in the most unjust and un-

candid terms. There may be some truth in

his remarks on the mean and meagre articu-

lation of their language, and on their "horri-

ble u, with their thin lips drawn in to pro-
nounce it,

as if they were blowing hot soup."

Nay, we could even excuse the nationality
which leads him to declare, that '"he would
rather be the author of ten good Italian verses,
than of volumes written in English or French,
or any such harsh and unharmonious jargon,

—
though their cannon and their armies should

continue to render these languages fashion-

able." But we cannot believe in the sinceri-

ty of an amorous Italian, who declares, that

he never could get through the first volume
of Rousseau's Heloise

;
or of a modern author

of regular dramas, who professes to see nothing
at all admirable in the tragedies of Racine or

Voltaire. It is evident to us, that he grudged
those great writers the glory that was due to

them, out of a vindictive feeling of national

resentment : and that, for the same reason,
he grudged the French nation the freedom, in

which he would otherwise have been among
the first to believe and to exult.

It only remains to say a word or two of the

literary productions of this extraordinary per-
son:—a theme, however interesting and at-

tractive, upon Avhich we can scarcely preteiicl,
to enter on the present occasion. We have
net yet been able to procure a complete copy
of the works of Alfieri

; and, even of those

which have been lately transmitted to us, we
will confess that a considerable portion re-

mains to be perused. We have seen enough,
however, to satisfy us that they are deserving
of a careful analysis, and that a free and en-

lightened estimate of their merit may be ren-

dered both interesting and instructive to the

greater part of our readers. We hope soon to

be in a condition to attempt this task; and
20

shall, in the mean time, confine ourseives to

a very few observations suggested by the

style and character of the tragedies with
which we liave been for some time ac-

quainted.
These pieces approach much nearer to the

ancient Grecian model, than any other mod-
ern production with which we are acquaint-
ed

)
in the simplicity of the plot, the fewness

of the persons, the directness of the action,
and the uniformity and elaborate gravity of

the composition. Infinitely less declamatory
than the French tragedies, they have less

brilliancy and variety, and a deeper tone of

dignity and nature. As they have not adopt-
ed the choral songs of the Greek stage, how-

ever, they are, on the whole, less poetical
than those ancient compositions; although
they are worked throughout with a fine and
careful hand, and diligently purified from

every thing ignoble or feeble in the expres-
sion. The author's anxiety to keep clear of

figures of mere ostentation, and to exclude all

showpieces of fine writing in a dialogue of

deep interest or impetuous passion, has be-

trajed him, on some occasions, into too sen-

tentious and strained a diction, and given an
air of labour and heaviness to many parts of

his composition. He has felt, perhaps a little

too constantly, that the cardinal virtue of a
dramatic writer is to keep his personages to

the business and the concerns that lie before

them
;
and by no means to let them turn to

moral philosophers, or rhetorical describersof

their own emotions. But, in his zealous ad-

herence to this good maxim, he seems some-
times to have forgotten, that certain passions
are declamatory in nature as well as on the

stage ;
and that, at any rate, they do not all

vent themselves in concise and pithy sayings,
but run occasionally into hyperbole and am-

plification. As u is the great excellence, so

it is occasionally the chief fault of Alfieri's

dialogue, that every word is honestly em-

ployed to help forward the action of the play,

by serious argument, necessary narrative, or

the direct expression of natural emotion.

There are no excursions or digressions,
—no

episodical conversations,
—and none but the

most brief moralizings. This gives a certain

air of solidity to the whole structure of the

piece, that is apt to prove oppressive to an or-

dinary reader, and reduces the entire drama
to too great uniformity.
We make these remarks chiefly with a ref-

erence to French tragedy. For our own
part, we believe that those who are duly sen-

sible of the merits of Shakespeare, will never

be much struck with any other dramatical

compositions. There are no other plays, in-

deed, that paint human nature,
—that strike

off the characters of men with all the fresh-

ness and sharpness of the original,
—and

speak the language of all the passions, not

like a mimic, but an echo—neither softer nor

louder, nor differently modulated from the

spontaneous utterance of the heart. In these

respects he disdains all comparison with Al-

fieri, or with any other mortal: nor is it
fair,

perhaps, to suggest a comparison, where no
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rivalry can be ima;2:ined. Alfieri, like all the

continental dramatists, consiilers a tragi'dy as

a poem. In EMirlami, we look upon it rather

as a representation of ehanu-ter and passion.
With them, of course, the style and diction,

and the conf^ruity and proportions of the

piece, are the main objects;
—with us, the

truth ami the force of the imitation. It is suf-

ficient for them, if there be character and

action enough to prevent the composition from

languishing, anil to give spirit and propriety
to the polished dialogue of which it consists;—we are satisfied, if there be management
enough in the story not to shock credibility

entirely, and beauty and polish enough in the

diction to exclude disgust or derision. In his

own way, Alfieri, we think, is e.xcellent. His

fables are all admirably contrived and com-

pletely developed; his dialogue is copious and

progressive; and his characters all deliver

natural sentiments with great beauty, and
often-with great force of expression. In our

eyes, however, it is a fault that the fable is too

simple, and the incidents too scanty; and that

all the characters express themselves with

equal felicity, and urge their opposite views
and pretensions with equal skill and plausi-

bility. We see at once, that an ingenious
author has versified the sum of a dialogue ;

and never, for a moment, imagine that we
hear the real persons contending. There may
be more eloquence and dignity in this style
of dramatising;

—there is infinitely more de-

ception in ours.

With regard to the diction of these pieces,
it is not for tramontane critics to presume to

offer any opinion. The)- aie considered, in

Italy, we believe, as the purest specimens of

the faveUa Toscana that late ages have pro-
duced. To us they certainly seem to want

something of that flow and sweetness to which
we have been accustomed in Italian poetry,
and to be formed rather upon the model oi

Dante than of Petrarca. At all events, it is

obvious that the style is highly elaborate and

artificial; and that the author is constantly
striving to give it a sort of factitious force and

energy, by the use of condensed and em-
phatic expressions, interrogatories, antitheses,
and short and inverted sentences. In all

these respect.s, as well as in the chastised

gravity of the sentiments, and the temperance
and propriety of all the delineations of pas-

sion, these pieces are exactly the reverse of

what we should have expected from the fiery,

fickle, and impatient character of the author.

From all that Alfieri has told us of himself,
we should have expected to find in Lis plays
great vehemence and irregular eloquence

—
sublime and extravagant sentiments—pas-
sions rising to frenzy

—and poetry swelling
into bombast. Instead of this, we have a sub-

dued and concise representation of energetic
discourses—passions, not loud but deep—and
a style so severely correct and scrupulously
pure, as to indicate, even to unskilful eyes,
the great labour which must have been be-

stowed on its purification. No characters can
be more different than that AAhich we should
infer from reading the tragedies of Alfieri, and
that which he has assigned to himself in these
authentic memoirs.

(2l})rU, 1803.)

The Life and Posthimotis Writings of William Cowper, Esq. With an Introductory Letter
to the Right Honourable Earl Coicper. By William Hayley, Esq. 2 vols. 4to. Chi-
chester: 1803.

This book is too long; but it is composed
on a plan that makes prolixity unavoidable.
Instead of an account of the poet's life,

and a

view of his character and performances, the

biographer has laid before the public a large
selection from his private correspondence, and

merely inserted as much narrative between
each series of letters, as was necessary to pre-
serve their connection, and make the subject
of them intelligible.

This scheme of biography, which was first

Introduced, we believe, by INIason, in his life

of Gray, has many evident advantages in

point of liveliness of colouring, and fidelity
of representation. It is something intermediate
between the egotism of confessions, and the

questionable narrative of a surviving friend,
who must be partial, and may be mistaken :

It enables the reader to judge for himself,
from materials that were not provided for the

purpose of determining his jnc1gTi:ient ;
and

holds up to him, instead of a flattering or un-
faithful portrait, the living lineaments and

features of the person it intends to commemo-
rate. It is a plan, however, that requires so

much room for its execution, and consequently
so much money and so much leisure in those
who wish to be masters of

it,
that it ought to

be reserved, we conceive, for those great and
eminent characters that are likely to excite

an interest among all orders and generations
of mankind. While the biography of Shake-

speare and Bacon shrinks into the corner of
an octavo, we can scarcely help wondering
that the history of the sequestered life and

solitary studies of Cowper should have ex-

tended into two quarto volumes.
The little Mr. Hayley writes in these vo'

umes is by no means well written; though
certainly distinguished by a very amiable

gentleness of temper, and the strongest ap-
pearance of sincere veneration and affection

for the departed friend to whose memory it is

consecrated. It will be very hard, too, if they
do not become popular: as Mi'. Hayley sermn
to have exerted himself to concifiate readers
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of every dpscripfion, not only by the most
lavish and indiscrinainate praise of every in-

dividual he has occasion to mention, but by a

general spirit of approbation and indulgence
towards every practice and opinion which he
has found it necessary to speak of. Among
the other symptoms of hook making which this

publication contains, we can scarcely forbear

reckoning the expressions of this too obsequious
and unoffending philanthropy.
The constitutional shyness and diffidence

of Cowper appeared in his earliest childhood,
and was not subdued in any degree by the

bustle and contention of a Westminster edu-

cation
; where, though he acquired a consid-

erable portion of classical learning, he has

himself declared, that " he was nevei* able to

raise his eye above the shoe-buckles of the

elder boys, who tj^annized over him." From
this seminary, he seems to have passed, with-

out any acadennical preparation, into the So-

ciety of the Inner Temple, where he continued

to reside to the age of thirty-three. Neither
his biographer nor his letters give any satis-

factory account of the way in which this large
and most important part of his life was spent.

Although Lord Thurlow was one of his most
intimate associates, it is certain that he never
made any proficiency in the study of the law;
and the few slight pieces of composition, in

which he appears to have been engaged in

this interval, are but a scanty produce for fif-

teen years of literary leisure. That a part of

those years was very idly spent, indeed, ap-

pears from his own account of them. In a

letter to his cousin, in 1786, he says,
"

I did actually live three years with Mr. Chap-
man, a solicitor

;
ihat is to say, I slept three years

in his house ; but I hved, that is to say, I spent my
days in Southampton Row, as you very well re-

member. There was I, and the future Lord Chan-
cellor, constantly employed, from morning to night,
in giggling, and making giggle, instead ot studying
the law."—Vol. i. p. 178.

And in a more serious letter to Mr. Rose,
he makes the following just observations.

" The colour of our whole life is generally such
as the three or four first years, in which we are our
own masters, make it. Then it is that we may be
said to shape our own destiny, and to treasure up
for ourselves a series of future successes or disap-

pointments. Had I employed my time as wisely as

you, in a situation very similar to yours, I had never
been a poet perhaps, but I might by this time have

acquired a character of more iinportance in soci-

ety ; a situation in which my friends would have
been better pleased to see me. But three years
misspent in an attorney's office, were almost of
course followed by several more equally misspent
in the Temple; and the consequence has been, as

the Italian epitaph says,
"
Stoqui."

—The only use
I can make of myself now, at least the best, is to

6erve in lerrorem to others, when occasion may
happen to offer, that they may escape (so far as my
admonitions can have any weight with them) my
folly and my fate."—Vol. i. pp. 333, 334.

Neither the idleness of this period, however,
nor the gaiety in which it appears to have
been wasted, had corrected that radical defect

in his constitution, by which he was disabled

from making any public display of his acqui-
sitions

j
and it was the excess of this diffi-

dence, if we
riphtly understand his biographer,

that was the immediate cause of the unfor-

tunate derangement that overclouded the re-

mainder of his life. In his thirty-first year,
his friends procured for him the office of

reading-clerk to the House of Lords : but the
idea of reading in public, was the source of

such torture and apprehension to him, that ho

very soon resigned that place, and had interest

enough to exchange it for that of clerk of the

journals, which was supposed to require no

personal attendance. An unlucky dispute in

Parliament, however, made it necessary for

him to appear in his place : and the conse-

quences of this requisition are stated by Mr.

Hayley. in the following, not very lucid, ac-

count.

" His terrors on this occasion arose to such an

astonishing height, that they utterly overwhelmed
his reason : for although he had endeavoured to

prepare himself for his public duty, by attending
closely at the office for several months, to examine
the parliamentary journals, his application was ren-

dered useless by that excess of diffidence, which
made him conceive, that whatever knowledge he

miglit previously acquire, it would all forsake him
at the bar of the House. This distressing appre-
hension increased to such a degree, as the time for

his appearance approached, that when the day so

anxiously dreaded arrived, he was unable to make
the experiment. The very friends, who called on
him for the purpose of attending him to the House
of Lords, acquiesced in the cruel necessity of relin-

quishing the prospect of a station so severely for-

midable to a frame of such singular sensibility."" The conflict between the wishes ofJust affec-

tionate ambition, and the terrors of diffidence, so

entirely overwhelmed his health and faculties, that

after two learned and benevolent divines (Mr. John
Cowper, his brother, and the celebrated Mr. Mar-
tin Madan. his first cousin) had vainly endeavoured
to establish a lasting tranquillity in his mind, by
friendly and religious conversation, it was found

necessary to remove him to St. Alban's, where he
resided a considerable time, under the care ot that

eminent physician Dr. Cotton, a scholar and a poet,
who added to many accomplishments a peculiar
sweetness of manners, in very advanced life, when
I had the pleasure of a personil acquaintance with
him."—Vol. i. pp. 2.5, 26.

In this melancholy state he continued for

upwards of a year, when his mind began
slowly to emerge from the depression under
which it had laboured, and to seek for con-

solation in the study of the Scriptures, and
other religious occupations. In the city of

Huntingdon, to which he had been removed
in his illness, he now formed an acquaintance
with the family of the Reverend Mr. Uiiwin,
with whose widow the greater part of his after

life was passed. The series of letters, which
Mr. Hayley has introduced in this place, are

altogether of a devotional cast, and bear evi-

dent symptoms of continuing depression and

anxiety. He talks a great deal of his conver-

sion, of the levity and worklliness of his

former life, and of the grace which had at last

been vouchsafed to him
;
and seems so entirely

and constantly absorbed in those awful medi-

tations, as to consider not only the occupations
of his earlier days, but all temporal business

or amusement, as utterly unworthy of his at-

tention. We do not think it necessary to make
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any extract from this part of the publication :

and jk-rliaiis Mr. Mayli'V nii<;ht have si)ared

Borne of the methudistical raptures and dissert-

ations that are contained in those letters,

without any injury either to the memory of

his friend, or the rei)utation
of his own per-

formance.
Aft.'r the death of Mr. Unwin, he retired

w'ah his widow to the village of OIney in

17G8, where he continued in the same pious

and sequestered habits of life till the year

1772, when a second and more protracted
visitation of the same tremendous malady ob-

scured his faculties for a melancholy period
of eight years

; during which he was attended

by Mrs. Unwin with a constancy and tender-

ness of affection, which it was the great busi-

ness of his after life to repay. In 1780, he

began gradually to recover; and in a letter

of that year to his cousin, describes himself

m this manner :

"You see me sixteen years older, at the least,

than when I saw you last ;
but the effects of lime

seem 10 have taken place rather on the ouiside of

my head tlian within it. What was brown is be-

come grey, but what was foohsh remains foolisli

Still. Green fruit must rot before it ripens, if the

season is such as to afford it nothing but cold winds

and dark clouds, that interrupt every ray of sunshine.

My days steal away silently, and march on (as poor
mad King Lear would have made his soldiers

march) as if they were shod wiih felt ! Not so

silently but that I hear them
; yet were it not that I

am always listening to their flight, having no in-

firmity that I had not when I was much younger, I

should deceive myself with an imagination that 1

am still young."
—Vol. i. pp. 96, 97.

One of the first applications of his returning

powers was to the taming and education of

the three young hares, which he has since

celebrated in his poetry : and, very soon after,

the solicitations of his affectionate companion
first induced him to prepare some moral pieces
for publication, in the hope of giving a salu-

tary employment to his mind. At the age of

fifty, therefore, and at a distance from all the

excitements that emulation and ambition u.su-

ally hold out to a poet, Cowper began to write

for the public, with the view of diverting his

own melancholy, and doing service to the

cause of morality. Whatever effect his pub-
lications had on the world, the composition
of them certainly had a most beneficial one

on himself. In a letter to his cousin he says,

"
Dejection of spirits, which I suppose may have

prevented many a man (rom becoming an author,
made me one. I find constant employment neces-

sary, and therefore take care to be constantly em-

ployed.
—Manual occupations do not engage the

mind sufficiently, as I know by experience, having
tried many. But composition, especially of verse,
absorbs it wholly. I write, therefore, generally
three hours in a mornins. and in an evening I

transcribe. I read also, but less than I write."—
Vol. i. p. 147.

There is another passage in which he talks

of his performance in so light and easy a

manner, and assumes so much of the pleasing,

though antiquated language of Pope and Ad-

dison, that we cannot resist extracting it.

" My labours are principally the production of

last winter ; all indeed, except a few of the minor

pieces. When I can find no other occupation,

think; and when I think, I am very apt to do it in

rhyme. Hence it comes lo pass, that the season
of the year which generally pinches off the flowers

of poetry, unfolds mine, such as they are, and
crowns me with a winter garland. In th's respect,

therefore, I and my contemporary bards are by no
means upon a par. 'I'hey write when the delightful
influence of fine weather, fine prospects, and a brisk

motion of the animal s|)iriis, make poetry almost the

languafje
of nature ;

and I, when icicles depend from
all the leaves of the Parnassian laurel, and when a
reasonable man would as little expect to succeed in

verse, as to hear a blackbird whistle. This must
be my apology to you for whatever want ol fire and
animation you may observe in what you will shortly
have the perusal of. As to the public, if they like

me not, there is no remedy."
—Vol. i. pp. 105, 106.

The success of his first volume, which ap-

peared in the end of the year 1781, was by
no means such as to encourage him to proceed
to a second; and, indeed, it seems now to be
admitted by every body but Mr. Hayley, that

it was not well calculated for becoming popu-
lar. Too serious for the general reader, it

had too much satire, wit, and criticism, to be
a favourite with the devout and enthusiastic:

the principal poems were also too long and

desultory, and the versification throughout was
more harsh and negligent, than the public had

yet been accustomed to. The book therefore

was very little read, till the increasing fame
of the author brought all his works into notice

;

and then, indeed, it w-as discovered, that it

contained many traits of strong and original

genius, and a richness of idiomatical phrase-

ologj^, that has been but seldom equalled in

our language.
In the end of this year, Cowper formed an

accidental acquaintance with the widow of Sir

Thomas Austen, which, in spite of his insuper-
able shyness, ripened gradually into a mutual
and cordial friendship, and was the immediate
source of some of his happiest hours, and
most celebrated productions.

—The facetious

history of " John Gilpin" arose from a sug-

gestion of that lady, in circumstances and in

a way that marks the perilous and moody
state of Cowper's understanding more strik-

ingly perhaps than any general description.
"

It happened one afiernoon, in those years,
when his acconipli.'jhed friend Lady Austen made a

part of his liitle evening circle, that she observed
him sinking into increasing dejection; it was her

custom, on these occasions, to try all the resources
of her sprightly powers for his immediate relief.

She told him the story of John Gilpin (which had
been treasured in her memory from her childhood) to

dissipate the gloom of the passing hour. Its effects

on the fancy of Cowper had the air of enchantment,
fie informed her the next morning, that convnhions

of Inushler. brought on by his recollection of her

story, had kept him waking during the greatest part
of ihe night ! and that he had turned it into a ballad,—So arose the pleasant poem of John Gilpin."

—
Vol. i. pp. 128, 129.

In the course of the year 1783, however,

Lady Austen Avas fortunate enough to direct

the poet to a work ofmuch greater importance ;

and to engage him, from a very accidental

circumstance, in the composition of "The
Task,"' by far the best and the most popular
of all his performances. The anecdote, w hich

is such as the introduction of that poem has
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probably suggested to most readers, is given
in this manner by Mr. Hayley.

"
Tliis lady happened, as an admirer of Milton,

to be partial to blank verse, and oiien solicited her

poetical friend to try his powers in that species of

composition. After repealed solicitation, he pro-
mi.«ed her, if she would furnish the suliject, to com-
ply with her request.

' Oh !' she replied,
'

you can
aever be in want of a subject ,

—you can write upon
any
—write ujjon this sola !' The poet obeyed her

command; and, from the lively repartee of iamiliar

conversation, arose a poem of many thousand verses,

une.xampied, perhaps, both in its origin and e.vcel-

lence."—Vol. i. p. 135.

This e.xtraordinary production was finished

in less than a year, and became extremely
popular from the very first month of its publica-
tion. The charm of reputation, however, could

lot draw Cowper from his seclusion; and his

•iolitude became still more dreary about this

period, by the cessation of his nitercourse

with Lady Austen, with whom certain little

jealousies on the part of Mrs. Unwin (which
the biographer might as well have passed
over in silence) obliged him to renounce any
farther connection. Besides the Task and
John Gilpin, he appears to have composed
several smaller poems for this lady, which are

published, for the first time, in the work now
before us. We were particularly struck with
a ballad on the unfortunate loss of the Royal
George, of -which the following stanzas may
serve as a specimen.

" Toll for the brave !

Brave Kem pen felt is gone ;

His last seafight is fought ;

His work of glory done.

"
It was not in the battle ;

No tempest gave the shock ;

She sprang no fatal leak
;

She ran upon no rock.

" His sword was in its sheath
;

His fingers held the pen,
When Kempenfelt went down.
With twice four hundred men.

Vol. i. p. 127.

The same year that saw the conclusion of

"The Task," found Cowper engaged in the
translation of Homer. This laborious under-

taking, is said, by Mr. Hayley, to have been
first suggested to him by Lady Austen also;

though there is nothing in the correspondence
he has published, that seems to countenance
that idea. The work was pretty far advanced
before he appears to have confided the secret
of it to any one. In a letter to Mr. Hill, he

explains his design in this manner :

"
Knowing it to have been universally the opinion

of the literati, ever since they have allowed them-
selves to consider the matter coolly, that a tratisla-

tion, properly so called, of Homer, is, notwithstand-

ing what Pope has done, a desideratum in the

English language, it struck me, that an attempt to

eupply the deficiency would be an honourable one
;

and having made myself, in former years, some-
what critically a master of the original, I was, by
this double translation, induetd to make the attempt
myself. I am now translating into blank verse
the last book of the Iliad, and mean to publish by
subscripiion."

—Vol. i. p. 151.

Some observations that were made by Dr.

Maty and others, upon a specimen of his

translation, about this time, seem to have
drawn from him the following curious and
unafTected delineation of his own thoughts and

feelings.

"
I nm not ashamed to confess, that having com-

menced an author, I am most abundantly desirous
to succeed as such. J have {vihat perhaps you little

suspect me of) m my nature, an infmite share of am-
hition. But with it, I have at the same time, aa

you well know, an equal share of diffidence. To
this combination of opposite qualities it has been
owing, that, till lately, 1 stole through life wiihout

undertaking any thing, yet always wishtiig to dis-

tinguisii myself. At last I ventured : ventured, too,
in t!ie only path that, at so late a period, was yet
open to me

;
and I am determined, if God hath not

determined otherwise, to work my way through
the obscurity that hath been so long my portion,
into notice."—Vol. i. p. 190.

As he advanced in his work, however, he
seems to have become better pleased with
the execution of it; and in the year 1790,
addresses to his cousin the following candid
and interesting observations : though we can-
not but regret that we have not some speci-
mens at least of what he calls the quaint and
antiquated style of our earlier poets: and are
not without our suspicions that we should
have liked it better than that which he ulti-

mately adopted.

" To say the truth, I have now no fears about
the success of my translation, though in time past
I have had many. I knew there was a style some-
where, could I but find it, in which Homer ought
to be rendered, and which alone would suit him.

Long time I blundered about it, ere I could attain
to any decided judgment on the matter. At first I
was betrayed, by a desire of accommodating my
language to the simplicity of his, into much of the

quaintness that belonged to our writers of the fif-

teenth century. In the course of many revisals, I
have delivered my.sclf from this evil, I believe, en-

tirely : but I have done it slowly, and as a man
separates himself from his mistress, w hen he is

goin^ to marry. I had so strong a predilection in
favour of this style, at firs't, that I was crazed to
find iiiat others were not as much enamoured with
it as myself. At every passage of that sort, which
I obliterated, I groaned bitterly, and said to myself,
I am spoiling my work to please those who have
no taste for the simple graces of antiquity. But in

measure, as I adopted a more modern phraseology,
I became a convert to their opinion : and in the last

revisal, which I am now making, am not .sensible
of having spared a single expression of the obsolete
kind. I see my work so much improved by this

alteration, that I am filled with wonder at my own
backwardness to assent to the necessity of it

; and
the more, when I consider, that Milton, -with
whose manner I account myself intimately ac-

quainted, is never quaint, never twangs through the
nose, but is every where grand and elegant, without

resorting to musty antiquity for his beauties. On
the contrary, he took a long stride forward, left the

language of his own day far behind him, and antic-

ipated the expressions of a century yet to come."
—Vol. i. pp. 360, 3(51.

The translation was finished in the year
1791, and published by sub.'icription imme-
diately after. Several applications were made
to the University of Oxford ;or the honour of
their subscription, but without success. Their
answer was, "That they subscribed to noth-

ing."
—"It seems not a little extraordirary."

says the offended poet on this occasioa,
" Uiat
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peisons so nobly patronised themselves on the

score of literature, should resolve to {jive no

encoura^^ement to it in return.'' We think

80 too.

The peiiod that elapsed from the publica-
tion of his first volume in 1781, to that of his

Homer in 1791, seems to have been by far

the happiest and most brilliant part of Cow-

per's existence. It was not only animated bv

the vigorous and successful exertions in which
he was engaged, but enlivened, m a very

pleasing maimer, by the correspondence and

society of his cousin, Lady He.sketh, who re-

newed, about this time, an
intimacy that

seems to have endeared the earlier
tlays

of

their childhood. In his letters to this lady.
we have found the most interesting traits of^

his sirnjtle and affectionate character, com-
bined with an iiniocent playfulness, and viva-

city, that charms the more, when contrasted

with the gloom and horror to which it suc-

ceeded, and by which it was unfortunately

replaced. Our limits will not allow us to

make many extracts from this part of the

publication. We insert, however, the follow-

ing deliuhtful letter, in answer to one from

Lady He.sketh, promising to pay him a visit

during the summer.
"

I shall see you again !
—I shall hear your voice—

we shall take walks together: I will show you my
prospects, the hovel, the alcove, the Ouse, and iis

banks, every thing that I have described. I antici-

pate the pleasure of those days not very far distant,
and (eel a part of it at this moment. Talk not ol

an inn
; mention it not for your life. We have

never had so many visitors, but we could easily ac-

commodate them all, though we have received

Unwin, and his wilie, and his sister, and his son,
all at once. My dear, I will not let you come till

the end of May, or beginning of June, because be-
fore that time my green-house will not be ready to

receive us; and it is the only pleasant room be-

longing to us. When the plants go out, we go in.

I line it with mats, and spread the floor with mats,
and there you shall sit with' a bed of mignonette at

your side, and a hedge of honeysuckles, roses, and
jesmine; and I will make you a bouquet of myrtle
eve.'y day. Sooner than the time I mention, the

country will not be in complete beauty. And I

will tell you what you shall find at your first en-
trance. Imprimis, As soon as you have entered
the vesiiliule, if you cast a look on either side of

yon. you shall see on the riaht hand a bo.\ of my
making. It is the box in which have been lodged
all my hares, and in which lodges puss at present.
But he, poor fellow, is worn out with age, and pro-
mises to die before you can see him. On the right
hand stands a cupboard, the work of the satne
author. It was once a dove-cage, but I transform-
ed it. Opposite to you stands a table, which I also

made; but a merciless servant having scrubbed it

until it became paralytic, it serves no purpose now
but of ornament

; and all my clean shoes stand
under it. On the left hand, at the farther end of
this superb vestibule, you will find the door of the

parlour into which I shall conduct you, and where
I will introduce you to Mrs. Unwin (unless we
should meet her before),—and where we will be as

happy as the day is long ! Order yourself, my
cousin, to the Swan at Newport, and there you
shall find me ready to conduct you to Olney.

'• My dear. I have told Homer wiiat you say
about casks and urns: and have asked him whether
he is sure that it is a cask in which .lupiter keeps
his wine. He swears that it is a cask, and that it

will never be any thing better than a cask to eternity.
So if the god is content with it, we must even

wonder at his taste, and be so too."—Vol. i ppi
IGI— 1(;3.

The following is very much in the same

style.
" This house, accordingly, since it has been oc-

cupied by us and our Meuhles, is as much superior
to what II was when you saw it as you can imagine,
'i'he parlour is even elegant. When I say that the

parlour is elegant, I do not mean to insinuate that

the study is not so. It is neat, warm, and silent,
and a much better study than I deserve, if I do not

produce in it an incomparable translation of Homer.
I think every day of those lines of Milton, and con-

gratulate niyselt on having obtained, before I am
(juite superaimuated, what he seems not to have

hoped for sooner.
' And may at length my weary age
Find out the peaceful hermitage.'

For if it is not a hermitage, at least it is a much
better thing; and you must always understand,
my dear, iliat when poets talk of collages, hermit-

ages, and such like things, they mean a house with
six sashes in front, two comfortable parlours, a
smart staircase, and three bedchambers oi conve-
nient dimensions; in short, exactly such a house
as this."—Vol. i. pp. 227, 228.

In another letter, in a graver humour, he

sayg
"

I am almost the only person at Weston, known
to you, who have enjoyed tolerable health this

winter. In your next letter give us some account
of your own state of health, for I have had my
anxieties about you. The winter has been mild ;

but our winters are in general such, that, when a
friend leaves us in the beginning of that season, I

always feel in my heart a perhaps, importing that
we have possibly met for the last time, and that the
robins may whistle on the grave of one of us before
the return of summer.

"
Many thanks for the cuckow, which arrived

perfectly safe, and goes well, to the amusement
and amazement of all who hear it. Hannah lies

awake to hear it ; and I am not sure that we have
not others in the house that admire his music as
much as she."—Vol. i. p. 331.

In the following passage, we have all the
calmness of a sequestered and good-natured
man, and we doubt whether there was another
educated and reflecting individual to be found
in the kingdom, who could think and speak
so dispassionately of the events which were
pas.sing in 1792.

" The French, who, like all lively folks, are ex-
treme in every thing, are such in their zeal for
freedom

;
and if it were possible to make so noble

a cause ridiculous, their manner of promoting it

could not fail to do so. Princes and peers reduced
to plain gentlemanship, and gentles reduced to a
level with their own lackeys, are excesses of which
they will repent hereafter. Difference of rank and
subordination are, I believe, of God's appointment,
and, consequently, essemial to the well-being of

society : but what we mean by fanaticism in reli-

gion, is exactly that which animates their politics;
and, unless time should sober them, they will,
after all, be an unhappy people. Perhaps it de-
serves not much to be wondered at, that at their
first escape from tyrannic shackles, they should
act extravagantly, and treat their kings as they have
sometimes treated their idols. To these, however,
they are reconciled in due time again ; but their

respect for monarchy is at an end. They want
nothing now but a little English sobriety, and that

they want extremely. I heartily with them some
wit in their anger; for it were great pity that so

many millions should be miserable for want of it."

—Vol. i. p. 379.
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Homer was scarcely finished, when a pro-

posal was made to the indefatigable translator,
to engage in a magnilicent edition of Milton,
for which he was to furnish a version of his

Latin and Italian poetry, and a critical com-

mentary upon his whole works. Mr. Hayley
had, at this time, undertaken to write a life

of Milton : and some groundless reports, as
to an intended rivalry between him and Cow-
per, led to a friendly explanation, and to a

very cordial and affectionate intimacy. In

the year 1792, Mr. Hayley paid a visit to his

newly acquired friend at Weston
;
and hap-

pened to be providentially present with him
when the agony which he experienced from
the sight of a paralytic attack upon Mrs. Un-
win. had very nearly affected his understand-

hig. The anxious attention of his friend, and
the gradual recovery of the unfortunate pa-
tient, prevented any very calamitous effect

from this unhappy occurrence : But his spirits

appear never to have recovered the shock
;

and the solicitude and apprehension which he

constantly felt for his long tried and affection-
ate companion, suspended his literary exer-

tions, aggravated the depression to which he
had always been occasionally liable, and ren-

dered the remainder of his life a very preca-
rious

strugg-le against that overwhelming mal-

ady by which it was at last obscured. In the
end of summer, he returned Mr. Hayley's visit

at Earlhatn
;
but came back again to Weston,

with spirits as much depressed and forebod-

ings as gloomy as ever. His constant and
tender attention to Mrs Unwin, was one cause
of his neglect of every thing else. "

I cannot
sit." he says in one of his letters, "with my
pen in my hand, and my books before me, while
she is, in effect, in solitude—silent, and look-

ing in the fire." A still more powerful cause

was, the constant and oppressive dejection
of spirits that now began again to overwhelm
him. '-It is in vain," he says, "that I have
made several attempts to write since I came
from Sussex. Unless more comfortable days
arrive, than I have now the confidence to look

for, there is an end of all writing with me !

I have no spirits. When Rose came, I was
obliged to prepare for his coming, by a nightly
dose of laudanum."

In the course of the year 1793, he seems
to have done little but revise his translation
of Homer, of which he meditated an im-
proved edition. ]VIr. Hayley came to see him
a second time at Weston, in the month of
November

;
and gives this affecting and pro-

phetic account of his situation—
"He possessed completely at this period all the

admirable faculties of his mind, and all the native
tenderness of his heart

; but there was someiiiing
indescribable in his appearance, which led me to

apprehend, that, without some signal event in his

favour, to re-animate his spirits, they would n;radu-
ally sink into hopeless dejection. iThe state ofliis

aged infirm companion, afforded additional' ground
for increasing solicitude. Her cheerful and benefi-
cent spirit could hardly resist her own accumulated
maladies, so f\>r as to preserve ability sufKcient to
watch over the tender health of him whom she had
watched and guarded so long. Imbecility of body
and tnind must gradually render this tender and
heroic woman unfit for the charge which she had
BO laudably sustained. The signs of such imbe-

cility were beginning to be painfully visible ; nor
can nature present a spectacle more truly jiiiiable,
than imbecility in such a shape, eagerly grasping
for dontinion, vvliieh it knows not either how to

retain, or how to relinquish."
—Vol. ii. pp. 161, 162.

From a part of these evils, however, the

poet was relieved, by the generous compas-
sion of Lady Hesketh, who nobly took upon
herself the task of superintending thisraelan

choly household. We will not withhold from
our readers the encomium she has so weU
earned from the biographer.

" Those only, who have lived with the super-
annuated aiid melancholy, can jiroperly appreciate
the value of such magnanimous friendship ; or per-
fectly apprehend, what personal sufferings it must
cost the mortal who e.xerts it, if that mortal has
received from nature a frame of compassionate
sensibility. The lady, to whom I allude, has felt

but loo severely, in her own health, the heavy tax
that mortality is forced to pay for a resolute perse-
verance in such painful duty.'"

—Vol. ii. p. 177.

It was impossible, however, for any care or
attention to arrest the progress of that dread-
ful depression, by which the faculties of this
excellent man were destined to be extin-

guished. In the beginning of the year 1794,
he became utterly incapable of any sort of
exertion, and ceased to receive pleasure from
the company or conversation of his friends.
Neither a visit from Mr. Hayley, nor his

Majesty's order for a pension 300/.
a-year,

Avas able to rouse him from that lang-uid and

melancholy state into which he had gradually
been sinking; and, at length, it was thought
necessary to remove him from the village of
Weston to Tuddenham in Norfolk, Avhere he
could be under the immediate superintend-
ence of his kinsman, the Reverend Mr. John-
son. After a long cessation of all correspond-
ence, he addressed the following very moving
lines to the clergyman of the favourite vil-

lage, to which he was no more to return :

"
T will forget, for a moment, that to whomso-

ever I may address myself, a letter from me can no
otherwise be welcome, than as a curiosity. To
you, sir, I address this, urged by extreme penury
of employment, and the desire I feel to learn some-
thing of what is doing, and has been done, at
Weston (my beloved VVeston !) since I left it ?

No situation, at least when the weather is clear
and bright, can be pleasanter than what we have
here ; which you will easily credit, when 1 add,
that it imparts something a little resembling plea-
sure even to me.—Gratify me with news ot"^ Wes-
ton !

—If Mr. Gregson and the Courtney's are
there, mention me to them in such terms as you
see good. Tell me if my poor birds are living !

I never see the herbs I used to give them, without
a recollection of them, and sometimes am ready to

gather them, forgetting that I am not at home.—
I'ardon this intrusion."

In summer 1796, there were some faint

glimmerings of returning vigour, and he again
applied himself, for some time, to the revisal

of his translation of Homer. In December,
Mrs. Unwin died

;
and such was the severe

depression under which her companion then

laboured, that he seems to have suffered but
little on the occasion. He never afterwards

mentioned her name ! At intervals, in the

summer, he continued to work at the revisa]

of his Homer, which he at length finished in

1799; and afterwards translated some of
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Gay's Fables into Latin verse, and made
Erujlish tr.inslations of several Greek and
Latin Epi^^rains. Tliis huif^uid exercise of

his oiice-vi^orous jxjwers was continued till

the month of January 1800, when symptoms
of dropsy became visible in his person, and

soon assumed a very formidable appearance.
After a very rapid but j^radual decline, which
did not seem to aflect the general state of lus

spirits, he expired, without struggle or agita-

tion, on the 25th of April, 1800.

Of the volumes now before us, we have

little more to say. The biography of Cowper
naturally terminates with this account of his

death
;
and the posthumous works that are

now given to the public, require very few
observations. They consist chiefly of short

and occasional poems, that do not seem to

have been very carefully finished, and will

not add much to the reputation of their

author. The longest is a sort of ode upon
Friendship, in which the language seems to

be studiously plain and familiar, and to which
Mr. Hayley certainly has not given the highest

poetical praise, by saying that it
'' contains the

essence of every thing that has been said on
the subject, by the best writers of different

countries." Some of the occasional songs
and sonnets are good ;

and the translations

from the anthologia, which were the employ-
ment of his last melancholy days, have a

remarkable closeness and facility of expres-
sion. There are two or three little poetical

pieces, written by him in the careless days
of his youth, while he resided in the Temple,
that are, upon the whole, extremely poor and

unpromising. It is almost inconceivable, that

the author of The Task should ever have been

guilty of such verses as the following :

"
'Tis not with eiiher of these views,
That I presume to address the Muse ;

But to divert a fierce banditti,

(Sworn foes to every thing that's witty !)

That, with a black infernal train,

Make cruel inroads in my brain.
And daily threaten to drive thence

My little garrison of sense :

The fierce banditti which I mean,
Are gloomy thoughts, led on by spleen.
Then there's another reason yet,
Which is, that I may fairly quit
The debt which justly became due
The moment when I heard from you :

And you might grumble, crony mine.
If paid in any other coin."— Vol. i. p. 15.

It is remarkable, however, that his prose
was at this time uncommonly easy and ele-

gant. Mr. Hayley has preserved three num-
bers of the Connoisseur, which were written

by him in 1796, and which exhibit a great
deal of that point and politeness, which has
been aimed at by the best of our periodical

essayists since the days of Addison.
The personal character of Cowper is easily

estimated, from the writings he has left, and
the anecdotes contained in this publication.
He seems to have been chiefly remarkable
for a certain feminine gentleness, and deli-

cacy of nature, that shrunk back from all

that was boisterous, presumptuous, or rude.

His secluded life, and awful impressions of

religion, concurred in fixing upon his man-

ners, something of a saintly purity and de-

corum, and in cherishing that pensive and
contemnlative turn of mind, by which he was
so much distinguished. His temper appears
to have been yielding and benevolent

;
and

though sufficiently steady and confident in

the opinions he had adopted, he was very
little inclined, in general, to force them upon
the conviction of others. The warmth of his

religious zeal made an occasional exception :

but the habitual temper of his mind was
toleration and indulgence ;

and it would be

difficult, perhaps, to name a satirical and

popular author so entirely free from jealousy
and fastidiousness, or so much disposed to

make the most liberal and impartial estimate

of the merit of others, in literature, in poli-

tics, and in the virtues and accompli.'^hments
of social life. No angry or uneasy passions,

indeed, seem at any time to have found a

place in his bosom; and, being incajmble of

malevolence himself, he probably passed
through life, without having once excited

that feeling in the breast of another.

As the whole of Cowper's works are now
before the public, and as death has finally
closed the account of his defects and excel-

lencies, the public voice may soon be expect-
ed to proclaim the balance

;
and to pronounce

that impartial and irrevocable sentence which
is to assign him his just rank and station in the

poetical commonwealth, and to ascertain the

value and extent of his future reputation. As
the success of his w orks has, in a great mea-

sure, anticipated this sentence, it is the less pre-

sumptuous in us to offer our opinion of them.
The great merit of this writer appears to

us to consist in the boldness and originality
of his composition, and in the fortunate au-

dacity with which he has carried the do-

minion of poetry into regions that had been
considered as inaccessible to her ambition.

The gradual refinement of taste had, for nearly
a century, been weakening the force of origi-
nal genius. Our poets had become timid and
fastidious, and circumscribed themselves both
in the choice and the management of their

subject.';, by the observance of a limited num-
ber of models, who were thought to have ex-

hausted all the legitimate resources of the art.

Cowper was one of the first who crossed this

enchanted circle; who reclaimed the natural

liberty of invention, and walked abroad in the

open field of observation as freely as those by
whom it was originally trodden. He passed
from the imitation of poets, to the imitation

of nature, and ventured boldly upon the rep-
resentation of objects that had not been sanc-

tified by the description of any of his prede-
cessors. In the ordinary occupations and
duties of domestic life, and the consequences
of modern manners, in the common scenery
of a rustic situation, and the obvious contem-

plation of our public institutions, he has found
a multitude of subjects for ridicule and re-

flection, for pathetic and picturesque descrip-

tion, for moral declamation, and devotional

rapture, that would have been looked upon
with disdain, or A' .th despair, by most of our

poetical adventu crs. He took as wide a
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range I:i lanfruage too, as in matter
j

and.

phaking' off ihe tawdry incumbrance of that

poetical diction which had nearly reduced
the art to the skilful collocation of a set of

conventional phrases, he made no scruple to-

Bet down in verse every expression that would
have been admitted in prose, and to take ad-

Vantage of all the varieties with which our

language could supply him.
But while, by the use of this double licence,

he extended the sphere of poetical composi-
tion, and communicated a singular character
of freedom, force, and originality to his own
performances, it must not he dissembled, that

the presumption which belongs to most inno-

vators, has betrayed him into many defects.

In disdaining to follow the footsteps of others,
he has frequently mistaken the way, and has
been exasperated, by their blunders, to rush
into opposite extremes. In his contempt for

their scrupulous selection of topics, he has
introduced some that are unquestionably low
and uninteresting; and in his zeal to strip off

the tinsel and embroidery of their language,
he has sometimes torn it (like Jack's coat in

the Tale of a Tub) into terrible rents and

beggarly tatters. He is a great master of

English, and evidently values himself upon
his skill and facility in the application of its

rich and diversitied idioms: but he has in-

dulged himself in this exercise a little too

fondly, and has degraded some grave and
animated passages by the unlucky introduc-

tion of expressions unquestionably too collo-

quial and familiar. His impatience of control,
and his desire to have a great scope and va-

riety in his compositions, have led him not

only to disregard all order and method so en-

tirely in their construction, as to have made
each of his larger poems professedly a com-

plete miscellany, but also to introduce into

them a number of subjects, that prove not to

be very susceptible of poetical discussion.
There are specimens of argument, and dia-

logue, and declamation, in his works, that

partake very little of the poetical character,
and make rather an awkward appearance in

a metrical production, though they might
have had a lively and brilliant effect in an

essay or a sermon. The structure of his sen-

tences, in like maimer, has frequently much
more of the copiousness and looseness of

oratory, than the brilliant compactness of

poetry; and he heaps up phrases and circum-
stances upon each other, with a profusion that

IS frequently dazzling, but which reminds us as
often of the exuberance of a practised speaker,
as of the holy inspiration of a poet.

Mr. Hayley has pronounced a warm eulo-

gium on the satirical talents of his friend :

but it does not appear to us, either that this

was the stjde in which he was qualified to

excel, or that he has made a judicious selec-

tion of subjects on which to exercise it.—
There is something too keen and vehement
in his invective, and an excess of austerity in

his doctrines, that is not atoned for by the
truth or the beauty of his descriptions. Fop-
pery and affectation are not such hateful and

iri;;antic vices, as to deserve all the anathema.s
21

that are bestowed upon them
;
nor can we

believe that soldiership, or Sunday music,
have produced all the terrible effects which
he ascribes to them : There is something very
undignified, too, to say no worse of them, in

the protracted parodies and mock-heiT)ic pas-

sages with which he seeks to enliven some
of his gravest productions. The Snfa (for

instance, in the Task) is but a feeble imita-

tion of -'The Splendid Shilling; the Monitor
is a copy of something still lower

;
and the

tedious directions iox raising cucumbers^ which

begin with calling a hotbed " a stercorarious

heap," seem to have been intended as a

counterpart to the tragedy of Tom Thumb.
All his serious pieces contain some fine devo-
tional passages : but they are not without a
taint of that enthusiastic intolerance whick

religious zeal seems but too often to produce.
It is impossible to say any thing of the de-

fects of Cowper's writings, without taking
notice of the occasional harshness and inele-

gance of his versification. From his corre-

spondence, however, it appears that this was
not with him the effect of negligence merely,
but that he really imagined that a rough and
incorrect line now and then had a very agree-
able effect in a composition of any length.
This prejudice, we believe, is as old as Cow-

ley among English writers
;
but we do not

know that it has of late received the sanction

of any one poet of eminence. In truth, it

does not appear to us to be at all capable of

defence. The very essence of versification

is uniformity ;
and while any thing like versi-

fication is preserved, it must be evident that

uniformity continues to be aimed at. What
pleasure is to be derived from an occasional

failure in this aim, we cannot exactly under-
stand. It must afford the same gratification,
we should imagine, to have one of the but-

tons on a coat a little larger than the rest, or

one or two of the pillars in a colonnade a little

out of the perpendicular. If variety is want-
ed, let it be variety of excellence, and not a
relief of imperfection : let the writer alter the

measure of his piece, if he thinks its uni-

formity disagreeable ;
or let him interchange

it every now and then, if he thinks proper,
with passages of plain and professed prose ;

but do not let him torture an intractable scrap
of prose into the appearance of verse, nor slip
in an illegitimate line or two among the

genuine currency of his poem.
There is another view of the matter, no

doubt, that has a little more reason in it. A
smooth and harmonious verse is not so easilv

written, as a harsh and clumsy one; and, in

order to make it smooth and elegant, the

strength and force of the expression must
often be sacrificed. This seems to have been

Cowper's view of the subject, at least in one

passage. "Give me," says he, in a letter to

his publisher, "a manly rough line, with a
deal of meaning in

it, rather than a whole

poem full of musical periods, that have noth-

ing but their smoothness to recommend them."
It is obvious, however, that this is not a de-

fence of harsh versification, but a confession

of inability to wrile smoothly. Why should
o 2
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not harmony and meaninpgo toofplhor? It is

didii-ult. to he sure; and w) it is,
to make

meaning and verse of any kind go together:
But it in the business of a poet to overcome
these (litricnlties, and if he do not overcome
them both, he is plainly detieient in an ac-

complishment lliat others have attained. To
those who find it impossible to pay due at-

tention both to the sound and the sense, we
would not oidy address the preceding exhort-

ation of Cowpcr, but should have no scruple
to e.vclaim, "Give us a sentence of plain

pro.'sp, full of spirit and meaning, rather than

a poem of any kind that lias nothing but its

versification to recommend it."

Though it be impossible, therefore, to read

the proiluctions of Cowper, without being de-

lighted witlihis force, his originality, and his

variety; and although the enchantment of

his moral enthusiasm freepiently carries us

insensibly through all the mazes of his digres-

sions,- it is equally true, that we can scarcely
read a single page with attention, without

being offended at some coarseness or lowness
of expression, or disappointed by some " most
lame and impotent conclusion." The dignity
of his rhetorical periods is often violated by
the intru.sion of some vulgar and colloquial
idiom, and the full and transparent stream of

his diction broken upon some obstreperous
verse, or lost in the dull stagmation of a piece
of absolute prose. The effect of his ridicule

is sometimes impaired by the acrimony with
which it is attended

;
and the exquisite

beauty of his moral painting and religious

views, is injured in a still greater degree by
the darkness of the shades which his enthu-
siasm and austerity have occasionally thrown

upon the canvas. With all these defects,

however, Cowper will probably very long re-

tain his popularity with the readers of Eng-
lish poetry. The great variety and truth of

his descriptions; the rriinute and correct

painting of fnose liome scenes, and private

feelings with which every one is internally fa-

miliar; the sterling weight and sense of most
of his observations, and. above all, the great

appearance of facility with whic?i every thing
is executed, and tlie happy use he has so

often made of the most common and ordinary
language ;

all concur to stamp upon his poems
the character of original genius, and remind
us of the merits that have secured immor-

tality to Shakespeare.
After having said so much upon the original

writings of Cowper, we cannot take our leave

of him without adding a few words upon the

merits of the translation with which we have
found him engaged for so considerable a por-
tion of his life. The views with which it was
undertaken have already been very fully ex-

plained in the extracts we have given from
his correspondence ;

anti it is impossible to

deny, that his chief object has been attained

in a very considerable degree. That the

translation is a great deal more close and lite-

ral than any that had previouslv been at-

tempted in English verse, probably will not

be disputed by those w.io are the least dis-

posed to admire it: that the style into which

it is translated, is a true English style, though
not perhaps a very elegant or poetical one,

may also be assumed
;
but we are not sure

that a rigid and candid criticism will go far-

ther in its commendation. The language is

often very tame, and even vulg;ir; and there

is by far too great a profusion of antiquated
and colloquial forms of expression. In the

dialogue part, the idiomatical and familiar

turn of the language has often an animated
and happy effect; but in orations of dignity,
this dramatical licence is frequently abused,
and the translation approaches to a parody.
In the course of one page, we observe that

Nestor undertakes "to entreat Achilles to a

calm.^' Agamemnon calls him,
•' this wrangler

here." And the godlike Achilles himself

complains of being treated '-'like a fellow of

no worth."
" Ye criiirs sny,

How poor to this was Homer's style !"

In translating a poetical writer, there are

two kinds of fidelity to be aimed at. Fidelity
to the matter, and fidelity to the manner o{ the

original. The best translation would be that,

certainly, which preserved both. But. as this

is generally impracticable, some concessions

must be made upon both sides; and the largest

upon that which will be least regretted by
the common readers of the translation. Now,
though antiquaries and moral philosophers,

may take great delight in contemplnting the

state of manners, opinions, and civilization,
that prevailed in the age of Homer, and be

offended, of course, at any disseise or modem
embellishment that may be thrown OA-er his

representations, still, this will bo but a second-

ary consideration with most readers of poet-

ry; and if the smoothness of the verse, the

perspicuity of the expression, or ihe vigour
of the sentiment, must be sacrificed to the

observance of this rigid fidelitj-, they will

generally be of opinion, that it ought rather

to have been sacrificed to them
;
and that the

poetical beauty of the original was better

worth preserving than the literal import of

the expressions. The splendour and magnifi-
cence of the Homeric diction and versification

is altogether as essential a part of his compo-
sition, as the sense and the meaning which

they convey. His poetical reputation depends
quite as much on the one as on the other; and
a translator must give but a very imperfect and
unfaithful copy of his original, if he leave out

half of those qualities in which the excellence

of the original consisted. It is an indispensa-
ble part of his dut}-, therefore, to imitate the

harmony and elevation of his author's lan-

guage, as well as to express his meaning; and
he is equally unjust and unfaithful to his

original, in passing over the beauties of his

diction, as in omitting or disguising his sen-

timents. In Cowper's elaborate version, there

are certainly some striking and vigorous pas-

sages, and the closeness of the translation

continually rccals the original to the memory
of a classic'il reader; but he will look in vain

for the melodious and elevated language of
I Homer in the unpolished verses and collo-

I ([uial phraseology of his translator.
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The Life and Posthrmous Writings of Wim.iam Cowper, Esq. With an Introductory Letter

to the Right Honourable Earl Coicper. By William Haylev, Esq. Vol. III. 4to. pp.
416. Johnson, London: 1804.

This is the continuation of a work of which
we recently submitted a very ample account
and a very full character to our readers: On
that occasion, we took the liberty of observ-

ing, that two quarto volumes seemed to be
almost as much as the biography of a seclud-

ed scholar was entitled to occupy- and, with
a little judicious compression, we are still of

opinion that the life and correspondence of

Cowper might be advantageously included in

somewhat narrower limits. We are by no
means disposed, however, to quarrel with this

third volume, which is more interesting, if

possible, than either of the two former, and
will be read, we have no doubt, with general
admiration and delight.

Though it still bears the title of the life of

Cowper, this volume contains no further par-
ticulars of his history; but is entirely made
up of a collection of his letters, introduced by
a long; rambling dissertation on letter-writing
in general, from the pen of his biographer.
This prologue, we think, possesses no pecu-
liar merit. The writer has no vigour, and

very little vivacity; his mind seems to be

cultivated, but not at all fertile
; and, while

he always keeps at a safe distance from ex-

travagance or absurdity, he does not seem to

be uniformly capable of distinguishing affect-

ation from elegance, or dulness from good
judgment. This discourse upon letter-writ-

ing, in short, contains nothing that might not

have been omitted with considerable advan-

tage to the publication ;
and we are lather

inclined to think, that those who are ambi-
tious of being introduced to the presence of

Cowper, will do well not to linger very long-
in the antichamber with Mr. Hayley.
Of the letters themselves, we may safely

assert, that we have rarely met with any
similar collection, of superior interest or

beauty. Though the incidents to which they
relate be of no public magnitude or moment,
and the remarks which they contain are not

uniformly profound or original, yet there is

something in the sweetness and facility of the

diction, and more, perhaps, in the glimpses
they afford of a pure and benevolent mind,
that diffuses a charm over the whole collec-

tion, and communicates an interest that is not

often commanded by performances of greater

dignity and pretension. This interest was

promoted and assisted, no doubt, in a consid-

erable degree, by that curiosity which always
seeks to penetrate into the privacy of celebrat-

ed men, and which had been almost entirely
frustrated in the instance of Cowper. till the

appearance of this publication. Though his

writings had long been extremely popular,
the author himself was scarcely known to the

public; and having lived in a state of entire

seclusion from the world, there were no anec-

dotes of his conversation, his habits or opin-

ions, in circulation among his admirers. The

publication of his correspondence has in a

great measure supplied this deficiency; and
we now know almost as much of Cowper as

we do of those authors who have spent their

days in the centre and glare of literary or

fashionable notoriety. These letters, however,
will continue to be read, long after the curi-

osity is gratified to which perhaps they owed
their first celebrity : for the character with

which they make us acquuinted, will always
attract by its rarity, and engage by its ele-

gance. The feminine delicacy and purity of

Cowper's manners and disposition, the ro-

mantic and unbroken retirement in which his

innocent life was passed, and the singular

gentleness and modesty of his whole charac-

ter, disarm him of those terrors that so often

shed an atmosphere of repulsion around the

persons of celebrated writers, and make us

more indulgent to his weaknesses, and more

delighted with his excellences, than if he had
been the centre of a circle of wits, or the ora-

cle of a literary confederacy. The interest

of this picture is still further heightened by
the recollection of that tremendous malady,
to the visitations of which he was subject. an(l

by the spectacle of that perpetual conflict

which was maintained, through the greater

part of his life, between the depression of those

constitutional horrors, and the gaiety that re-

sulted from a playful imagination, and a heart

animated by the mildest affections.

In the letters now before us, Cowper dis-

plays a great deal of all those peculiarities by
which his character was adorned or distin-

guished ;
he is frequently the subject of his

own observations, and often delineates the

finer features of his understanding with all the

industry and impartiality of a stranger. But

the most interesting traits are those which are

unintentionally discovered, and which the

reader collects from expressions that were em-

ployed for very different purposes. Among
the most obvious, perhaps, as well as the most

important of these, is that extraordinary com-
bination of shyness and ambition, to which
we are probably indebted for the very exist-

ence of his poetry. Being disqualified, by
the former, from vindicating his proper place
in the ordinary scenes either of business or of

society, he was excited, by the latter, to at-

tempt the only other avenue to reputation that

appeared to be open, and to assci't the rvA

dignity of the talents with which lie felt that

he was gifted. If he could only have mu.e-

tered courage enough to read the journals oi'
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the House of Lords, or been able to get over

the (litrultMicfi which fettered his utterance in

fjeiieral

society, his <,'('nius would probably
lave evaporated in conversation, or been con-

tented with the humbler j^lory of contributing

to the Rolliad or the Connoisseur.

As the present collection relates to no par-

ticular set of subjects or occurrences, but

exhibits a view of the author's miscellaneous

corresixjndence with the few intimate friends

he had retained, it is impossible to give any
abstract of its contents, or to observe any
order in the extracts that may be made from

it. We shall endeavour, however, to intro-

duce as great a variety as possible.

Though living altogether in retirement,

Cowper appears to have retained a very nice

perception of the proprieties of conduct and

manners, and to have exercised a great deal

of acuteness and sagacity upon the few sub-

jects of practical importance which he had

occasion to consider. The following sketch

is by a "fine and masterly hand
;
and proves

how much a bashful recluse may excel a gen-
tleman from the grand tour in delicacy of ob-

servation and just notions of politeness.
" Since I wrote last, we had a visit from . I

did not fee! myself vehemently disposed lo receive

him with that complaisance, from which a stranger

generally infers that he is welcome. By his man-

ner, which was rather bold than easy, I judged that

there was no occasion for it
;
and that it was a trifle

which, if he did not meet with, neither would he

feel the want of He has the air of a travelled man,
but nDt of a travelled gentleman ;

is quite delivered

from that reserve, which is so common an ingre-
dient in the English character, yet does not open
himself sently and gradually, as men of polite be-

haviour do, but bursts upon you all at once. He
talks very loud ; and when our poor little robins

hear a great noise, they are immediately seized with

an ambition to surpass it
—the increase of their vo-

ciferation occasioned an increase of his; and his, in

return, acted as a stimulus upon theirs—neither side

entertained a thought of giving up the contest, which
became continually more interesting to our ears

during the whole visit. The birds, however, sur-

vived it,
—and so did we. They perhaps flatter

themselves they gained a complete victory, but I

believe Mr. would have killed them both in

another hour."—pp. 17, 18.

Cowper's antipathy to public schools is well

known to all the readers of his poetry. There
are many excellent remarks on that subject
in these letters. We can only find room for

the following.
" A public education is often recommended as the

most eflTectual remedy for that bashful and awkward
restraint, so epidemical ainong the youth of our

country. But I verily believe, that, instead of being
a cure, it is often the cause of it. For seven or

eight years of his life, the boy has hardly seen or

conversed with a man, or a woman, except the

mails al his boarding house. A gentleman or a

lady, are consequently such novelties to him, that

he is perfectly at a loss to know what sort of beha-

viour he should preserve before them. He plays
wiih his buttons, or the strings of his hat, he blows
his nose, and hangs down his head, is conscious of

his own deficiency to a degree that makes him quite

unhappy, and trembles lest any one should speak to

liim, because that would quite overwhelm him. Is

not all this mi.^erable shyness the effect of his edu-

cation ? To me it appears to be so. If he saw good
c-on)p:iny every day, he would never be terrified at

•.h.; sigh! of it, and a room full of ladies and gentle-

men, would alarm him no more than the chairs thfly

sit on. Such i.s liie eflect ol custom."—p. CO.

There is much acuteness in the following
examination of Dr. Paley's argument in favour

of the English hierarchy.
" He says first, that the appointment of various

orders in the church, is attended with this Kood
consequence, that each class of people is supplied
with a clergy of their own level and description,
wiih whom they may live and associate on terms
of equality. But in order lo effect this good pur-

pose, there ought to be at least three parsons in

every parish ;
one for the gentry, one lor the traders

and mechanics, and one tor the lowest of the vul-

gar. Neither is it easy to find many parishes,
where the laiiy at large have any society with their

minister at all: tliis therefore is fanciful, and a mere
invention. In the next place, he says it gives a

dignity to the ministry iisdt; and the clergy share
in the respect paid to their superiors. Much good
may such participation do them ! They themselves
know how litde it amounts to. The dignity a cu-

rate derives from the lawn sleeves and sqtinre cap
of liis diocesan, will never endanger his humility
Again— ' Rich and splendid situations in the church,
have been justly regarded as prizes, held out lo in-

vite persons of good hopes and ingenious attain-

ments.' Agreed. But the prize held out in the

.Scripture, is of a very different kind ; and our ec-

clesiastical bails are too often snapped by the worth-

less, and persons of no attainments at all. They
are indeed inceniives to avarice and ambition, but

not to those acquirements, by which only the min-
isterial fuiictiiin ('an be adorned, zeal for the salva-

tion of men, humility, and self-deiial. Mr. Paley
and I therefore caimot agree."

—
pp. 172, 173.

One of the most remarkable things in this

volume, is the great profusion of witty and
humorous passages which it contains

; though

they are usually so short, and stand so much
connected with more indifferent matter, that

it is not easy to give any tolerable notion of

them by an extract. His style of narrative is

particularly gay and pleasing, though the in-

cidents are generally too trifling to bear a

separation from the whole tissue of the cor-

respondence. We venture on the following
account of an election visit.

" As when the sea is uncommonly agitated, the

water finds its way into creeks and holes of rocks,
which in its calmer stale it never reaches, in like

maimer the cfFect of these turbulent times is felt

evert at Orchard-side, where in general we live as

undisiiirbcd by the political element, as shrimps or

cockles iliat have been accidently deposited in some
hollow beyond the water-mark, by the usual dash-

ing of the waves. We weie silling yesterday after

dinner, the two ladies and myself, very composedly,
and without the least apprehension of any such in-

trusion, in our snug parlour, one hidy knitting, the

other netting, and the gentleman winding worsted,
when, to our unspeakable surprise, a mob appeared
before the window, a smart rap was heard at the

door, the boys halloo'd, and the maid announced
Mr. (1 . Puss* was unfortunately let out of her

box, so that the candidate, with all his good friends

at his heels, was refused admittance at the grand
entry, and referred to the back door, as the only

possible way of approach.
" Candidaies are creatures not very susceotible

of affronts, and wrmld rather. I suppose, climb in

at the window than be absolutely excluded. In a

minute, the yard, the kitchen, and the parlour were
filled. Mr. G , advancing toward me, shook
me by the hand with a degree of cordiality tl\nt was

extremely seducing. As soon as he, and as many

• His tame hare.
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Bs could find chairs were seated, he began to open

the intent of iiis visit. I told him I had no voic, tor

which he readily gave me credit. I assured him I

had no influence, which he was not equally inclined

to believe, and the less no doubt because Mr. G ,

addressing himself to me at that moment, informed

me that Thad a great deal. Supposing that I could

not be possessed of such a treasure without knowing
it, I ventured to confirm my first assertion, by say-

ing, that if I had any, I was utterly at a loss to

inragine where it could be, or wherein it consisted.

ThiTs ended the conference. Mr. G- squeezed
me by the hand again, kissed the ladies, and with-

drew. He kissed likewise the maid in the kitchen ;

and seemed upon the whole a most loving, kissing,

kind-hearted gentleman. He is very young, gen-

teel, and handsome. He has a pair of very good

eyes in his head, which not being snfiicient as it

should seem for the many nice and difficult purposes

of a senator, he had a third also, which he wore

suspended bv a riband from his bution-hole. The

boys halloo'd. the dogs barked, puss scampered ;

the hero, with his long train ofobsequious followers,

withdrew. We made ourselves very merry with

the adventure, and in a short time settled into our

former tranquillity, never probably to be thus inter-

rnpted more. I thought myself, however, happy
in being able to affirm truly, that I had not that in-

fluence for which he sued, and for which, had I

been possessed of it, with my present views of the

dispute between the Crown and the Commons, I

must have refused him, for he is on the side of the

former. It is comfortable to be of no consequence
in a world where one cannot exercise any without

disobliging somebody."
—

pp. 242—244.

Melancholy and dejected men often amuse

themselves with pursuits that seem to indicate

the greatest levity. Swift wrote all sorts of

doggrel and absurdity while tormented with

spleen, giddiness, and misanthropy. Cowper

composed John Gilpin during a season of most

deplorable depression, and probably indited

the rhyming letter which appears in this col-

lection", in a moment equally gloomy. For

the amusement of our readers, we annex the

concluding paragraph, containing a simile, of

which we" think'they must immediately feel

the propriety.
"

I have heard before of a room, with a floor laid

upon springs, and such like things, with so much

art, in every- part, that when you went in, you was

forced to begin a minuet pace, with an air and a

grace, swinmiing about, now in and now out, with

a deal of state, in a figure of eight, without pipe or

string, or any such thing ;
and now I have writ, in

a rhyming fit, what will make you dance, and as

you advance, will keep you still, though against

your will, dancing away, alert and gay, till you
come to an end of what I have penn'd; which that

you may do, ere madam and you, are quite worn

out, with jiggling about, I take my leave ; and here

you receive a bow profound, down to the ground,
from your humble me—W. C."—p- 89.

As a contrast to this ridiculous effusion, we
idd the following brief statement, which, not-

vithstanding its humble simplicity, appears
us to be an example of the true pathetic.
" Yovi never said a better thing in your life, than

when you assured .Mr. of the expedience of a

^ift of bedding to the poor of Olney. There is no

one article of this world's comforts with which, as

FalstafT says, they are so heinously unprovided.
When a poor woman, whom we know well, carried

home two pair of blankets, a pair for herself and

husband, and a pair for her six children, as soon as

the children saw them, they jumped out of their

straw, caught them in their arms, kissed them,

blessed them and danced for joy. Another old

woman, a very old one, the first night that she

found herself so comforialdy covered, could not

sleep a wink, being kept awake by the contrary

emotions, of transport on the one hand, and the lear

of not being thankful enough on the other."

pp. 347 348.

The correspondence of a poet may be ex-

pected to abound in poetical iir.agery and

sentiments. They do not form the most

prominent parts of this collection, but they
occur in sufficient profusion ;

and we have

been agreeably surprised to tiid in these let-

ters the germs of many of the finest passages
in the '-Task." There is all the ardour of

poetry and devotion in the following passages.
" Oh I I could spend whole days, and moon-light

nights, in feeding upon a lovely prospect ! My eyes
drink the rivers as they flow. If every human be-

ing upon earih could think for one quarter of an

hour, as I have done for many years, there might

perhaps be many miserable men among them, but

not an unawakened one could be found, from the

arctic to the antarctic circle. At present, the dif-

ference between them and me is greatly to their

advantage. I delight in baubles, and know them to

be so; for, rested in, and viewed without a refer-

ence to their Author, what is the earth, what are

the planets, what is the sun itself, but a bauble?

Better for a man never to have seen them, or to see

them with the eyes of a brute, stupid and uncon-

scious of what he beholds, than not to be able to

say,
' The Maker of all these wonders is my friend I'

Their eyes have never been opened, to see that

they are trifles; mine have been, and will be, till

they are closed for ever. They think a fine estate,

a large conservatory, a hot-house rich as a West In-

dian garden, things of consequence; visit them

with pleasure, and muse upon them with ten times

more. I am pleased with a frame of four lights,

doubtful whether the few pines it contains will ever

be worth a farthing; amuse myself wiih a green-

house, which Lord Bute's gardener could take upon
his back, and walk away with ; and when I have

paid it the accustomed visit, and watered it, and

given it air, I say to myself—This is not mine, 'tia

a plavthing lent me for the present, I must leave it

soon.'"—pp. 19, 20.
" We keep no bees ;

but if I lived in a hive. I

should hardly hear more of their music. All the

bees in the neighbourhood resort to a bed of mig-
nonette, opposite to the window, and pay me for

the honev they get out of it, by a hum, which,

though rather monotonous, is as agreeable to my
ear, as the whistling of my linnets. All the sounds

that nature utters are delightful, at least in this

country. I should not perhaps find the roaring of

lions in Africa, or of bears in Russia, very pleasing;

but I know no beast in England whose voice I do not

account musical, save andexcept always the braying
of an ass. The notes of all our birds and fowla

please me, without one exception. I should not in-

deed think of keeping a goose in a cage, that I might

hang him up in the parlour, for the sake of his mel-

ody ;
but a goose upon a common, or in a farm

yard, is no bad performer. And as to insects, if the

black beetle, and beetles indeed of all hues, will

keep out of n;y way, I have no olijection to any of

the rest ; on the contrary, in whatever key they

sing, from the knat's fine treble to the bass of the

humble bee, I admire them all. Seriously, how-

ever, it strikes me as a very observable instance of

provideniinl kindness to man, that such an exact

accord has been contrived between his ear and the

sounds with which, at least in a rural situation, it is

almost every moment visited. All the world is

sensible of the uncomfortable effect that certain

sounds have upon the nerves, and consequently

upon the spirits ;
and if a sinful world had been

filled with such as would have curdled the blood,

and have made the sense of hearing a perpetual in
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convenience, I do not know ihai \vc fslionld have

had a right to complain.
— Thrrf i.< fomewhtre \n in-

finite space, a world thai does not roll within the

precincts of' nicrcy ; and as it is rcasonalilc, and even

scriptural, to suppose that there is music in heaven,
in those dismal regions pi riia|)s the reverse ol il is

found. Tones so dismal, as lo make woe itself

more insupporiable, and to a<'nminati' even despair.

But my paper admonishes me in good lime to draw
the reins, and lo check the descent of my fancy
into deeps with which she is but too familiar.

pp. 287—289.

The following short sketches, though not

marked with so much eiilhusiartm, are con-

ceived with the same vigour and distinctness.

" When we look back upon our forefathers, we
seem to look back upon the people of another na-

tion, almost upon creatures of another species.
Their vast ramlilini; mansions, spacious halls, and

painted ca.«emenis, their Gothic porches smothered
with honeysuckles, their liiile gardens and high
walls, their box-edgings, balls of holly, and yew.
tree siatues, are become so entirely unfashionable

now, tliat we can hardly believe it possible that a

people who resembled us so little in their taste,

should resemble us in any thing else. But in every
thing else, I suppose, they were our counterparts
exactly ; and time, that has sewed up the slashed

sleeve, and reduced the large trunk-hose to a neat

pair of silk stockings, has left human nature just
•where it found it. The inside of the man, at least,

has undergone no change. His passions, appetites,
and aims are just what They ever were. They wear
perhaps a handsomer disguise than they did in days
of yore ; for philosophy and literature will have their

effect upon the exterior ; but in every other respect
a modern is only an ancient in a different dress."

p. 48.

"I am much obliged to you for the voyages,
which I received, and began to read last night. iVIy

imagination is so captivated upon these occasions,
that I seem to pariake vviih the navigators in all the

dangers they encountered. I lose my anchor ; my
main-sail is rent into shreds ; I kill a shark, and by
signs converse with a Patagonian,

—and all this

without moving from the fire-side. The principal
fruits of these circuiis that have been made around
the globe, seem likely to be the amusement of those
that staid at home. Discoveries have been made,
but such discoveries as will hardly satisfy the ex-

pense of such undertakings. We brought away an
Indian, and, having debauched him, we sent him
home again to communicate the infection to his

country
—fine sports to be sure, but such as will

not defray the cost. Nations that live upon bread-

fruit, and have no mines to make them worthy of
our acquaintance, will be but little visited for the
future. So much the better for them ; their poverty
is indeed their mercy."

—
pp. 201, 202.

Cowper's religious impressions occupied too

great a portion of his thoughts, and exercised
too great an influence on his character, not to

make a prominent figure in his correspond-
ence. They form the subject of many elo-

quent and glowing passages ;
and have some-

times suggested sentimetits and expressions
that cannot be perused without compassion
and regret. The following passage, however,
is liberal and important.

•' No man was ever scolded out of his sins. The
heart, corrupt as it is, and because it is so, grows
an^ry if it be not treated with some managemetit
and 2ood manners, and scolds again. A surly mas-
tiff will bear perhaps to be stroked, though he will

growl even under that operntion ; but if you touch
him roughly, he will bile. There is no grace that

tne spir'.t of self can counterfeit with more success
than a religious zeal. A man thinks he is fighting

for Christ, when he is fighting for his own notions.

He thinks that he is skilfully searching the hearts
of others, while be is only gratifying the malignity
of his own ; and cliariialiiy supposes his hearers
destitute of all grace, that lie may shine the more
in his own eyes by comparison."

—
pp. 179, 180.

The following, too, is in a fine style of

eloquence.
" We have exchanged a zeal that was no better

than madness, for an indifference equally pitiable
and absurd. The holy sepulchre has lost its im-

portance in the eyes of nations called Christian;
not because the littht of true wisdom had delivered
them from a supersiiiious ailachment to the spot,
but because he that was buried in it is no longer

regarded by them as the Saviour of ihe world.
The exercise of reason, enlightened by philosophy,
has cured them indeed of the misery of an abused

understanding; but, together with the delusion,

they have lost the substance, and, lor the sake of
ihe lies that were grafted upon it, have quarrelled
with the truth itself Here, then, we see the ne

plus ultra of human wisdom, at least in afiairs of

religion. It enlightens the mind with respect to

non-essentials; but, with respect to that in which
ihe essence of Christianity consists, leaves it per-

fectly in the dark. It can discover many errors,
that in different ages have disu;raced the faith ; but
it is only to make way for tne admission of one
more fatal than ihem all, which represents that

faith itself as a delusion. Why those evils have
been permitted, shall be known hereafter. One
thing in the meantime is certain

;
that the folly and

frenzy of the professed disciples of the gospel have
been more dangerous to its interest than all the

avowed hostiliiies of its adversaries."—pp. 200, 201.

There are many passages that breathe the

very spirit of Christian gentleness and sober

judgment. But when he talks of his friend

Mr. Newton's prophetic intimations (p. 35.),
and maintains that a great proportion of the

ladies and gentlemen who amuse themselves
wdth dancing at Brighthelmstone. must nec-

essarily be damned (p. 100.), we cannot feel

the same respect for his understanding, and
are repelled by the austerity of his faith.

The most remarkable passage of this kind,

however, is that in which he supposes the

death of the celebrated Captain Cook to have
been a judgment on him for having allowed
himself to be ivorshippcd at Owhyhee. Mr,

Hayley assures us, in a note, that Cowper
proceeded altogether on a misapprehension of
the fact. The passage, however, is curious,
and shows with what eagerness his powerful
mind followed that train of superstition into

which his devotion was sometimes so unfortu-

nately betrayed.
" The reading of those volumes afforded me

much amusement, and I hope some instruction.

No observation, however, forced itself upon me
with more violence than one, that I could not help

making, on the death of Captain Cook. God is a

jealous God
; and at Owhyhee the poor tnan was

content to be worshipped! From that moment,
the remarkable interposition of Providence in his

favour, was convened into an opposition that

thwarted all his purposes. He left the scene of bis

deification, but was driven back to it by a most
violent storm, in which he suffered more than m
any that had preceded it. When he departed, he
left his worshippers still infatuated with an idea of

his godship. consequently well disposed to serve

him. At his return, he found them sullen, dis-

trustful, and mysterious. A trifling theft was com-

mitted, which, by a blunder of his own in pursuing
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the thief after ibft property had been restored, was

magnified to an affair of tlie last importance. One
of tlieir tavouriie ciiiefs was killed, loo, by a blun-

der. Noiliiny, in .^liort, but blunder and inisiakc

attended him, till he fell breathless into the water—and then all was smooth again I The world in-

deed will not take notice, or see that the dis^pensa-
tioii bore evident marks of divine displeasure ; but
a mind, I think, in anv decree spiritual, cannot
overlook i hem."—pp. 2'93, 294.

From these extracts, our readers will now
be able to form a pretty accurate notion of

the contents and compo.sitioii of this volume.
Its chief merit consists in the siiisular ease,

eleg-ance, and familiarity with whicli every
thing is expressed, and in the simplicity and

sincerity in which every thing appears to be
conceived. Its chief fault, perhaps, is the too

frequent recurrence of those apologies for dull

letters, and complaints of the want of sub-

jects, that seem occasionally to bring it down
to the level of an ordinary correspondence,
anil to represent Cowper as one of those who
make every letter its own subject, ami cor-

respond with their friends by talking about
their correspondence.

Besides the subjects, of which we have
exhibitetl some specimen.^, it contains a good
deal of occasional criticism, of which we do
not think very highly. It is not easy, indeed,
to say to what degree the judgments of tfio.se

who live in the world are bia.s.sed by the

opinions that prevail in it
; but, in matters of

this kiinl, the general prevalence of an opinion
is almost the only test we can have of its

truth
;
mid the jmlgment of a secluded man

is almost as justly convicted of error, when it

runs counter to that opinion, as it is extolled
for sagacity, when it happens to coincide with
it. The critical remarks of Cowper funiLsh
us with instances of both sorts; bnt perhaps
with most of the former. His admiraiion of
Mrs. Macaiilay's History, and the rapture
with which he speaks of the Heniy and
Emma of Piior, and the compositions of

Churchill, will not, we should imagine, at-

tract the sympathy of many readers, or sus-

pend the sentence which time appears to be

passing on those performances. As there is

scarcely anything of love in the poetry of

Cowjier, it is not very wonderful that there
shouhl be nothing of it in his corresjiondence.
There is .comelliing very tender ami amiable
in his afrectlon for his cousin Lady Hesketh;
but we do not remember any pas.sage where
he approaches to the language of gallantry,
orappears lo have indulged in the Sfullments
that might htive led to its employmcnl. It is

also somewhat remarkable, that dminii- the
whole course of his rellrement, though a gooil
deal embarrassed in his circnmslances. and

frec|uenlly very much dislresseil for want of

employment, he never seems lo have had an
idea of Iclaking himself to a profession. The
solution of lliis ilifficulty is probably to be
found in the infirmity of his mental health:
but there were ten or twelve years of his life,
when he seems to have been lit for any exer-
tion that did not require a public appearance,
and to have sufTered very much from the

want of all occupation.

This volume closes with a fragment of a

poem by Cowper, which Mr. Hayky \\ as for-

tunate enough to discover by accident among
some loose pa])ers whicli had been found in

the poet's study. It consists of sornetliing
less than two hundred lines, and is addressed
to a very ancient and decayed oak m the

vicinity of Weston. We do not think quite
so highly jf this production as the editor ap-
pears to do

;
at the same time that we con-

fess it vo be impressed with all the marks
of Cov pcr's most vigorous hand : we do not
know any of his compositions, indeed, that

affords a more stiiking exemplification of

most of the excellences and defects of his

peculiar style, or might be more fairly quoted
as a specimen of his manner. It is full of the

conceptions of a vigorous and poetical fancy,
expressed in nervous and familiar language ;

but it is reiiilered harsh by uiuiecessary m-

versions, and debased in several places by
the use of antiquated and vulgar phrases.
The following are about the besf lines which
it contains.

" Thou wast a bauble once ; a cup and hall,

Which babes might play with; and the thievish

Seeking her ibod. wiih ease might liave purloin'd
The auburn nut that held ihee, svvalbjwing down
Thy yet close-folded latitude ot boughs.
And all thine embryo vastness, as a eulpl
But late thy growth decreed; autumnal rains,
Beneath ihy parent tree, mellow'd the soil

Design'd thy cradle, and a skipping deer,
Wiih pointed hoof dibbling ihe glebe, prepar'd
The suit receptacle, in which secure

Thy rudiments should sleep the winter through."

" I'ime made thee what ihou wast—King of the
woods !

And lime hath made thee what thou art—a cave
h'or owls to roost in I Once thy spreading boughs
O'erhung the champaign, and the numerous flock

That gru/.'d it, stood beneath that ample cope
Uncrovvded, yet safe-slieliered trom the storm!
No flock irequcnts thee now; thou hast ouiliv'd

Thy popularity ;
and art become

(Unless verse rescue thee awhile) a thing

Forgotten, as the loliage of thy youth I"

" One man alone, ihe father of us all,

Drew not Ins life from woman
;
never gaz'd,

With mute unconsciousness ot what he saw,
On all around him ; learn'd not by degrees,
Norow'd articulation to liis ear;
But moulded by his Maker into man
At once, upstood intelligeiU ; survey'd
All creatures; with precision understood
Their purport, uses, properties ; assign'd
To each his name signiricant, and, fill'd

Willi love and wisdom, rendered back to heaven.
In praise harmonious, the first air he drew !

lie was e.xcns'd the penalties of dull

Minority ; no tutor ciiarg'd his hand
Will) the thought-tracing quill, or task'ii his mind
With problems; History, not wanted yet,
Jjcan'd on her elbow, wa,lching lime, wliose cause

Eventful, should sujjply her wiih a theme."

pp. 'Ho, 416.

On the whole, though we complain a little

of the size ami the price of the volumes now
before us, we take our leave of them with

reluctance; and lay down our pen with no
little reoret. to think that we shall review no
more of this author's produclions.
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We have not often met with any thin^more
interesting and curious than this volume. In-

dependent of its being a contemporary nar-

rative of by far the most animating and im-

portant part of our history, it challenges our

attention as containing an accurate and lu-

minous account of military and political aff"airs

from the hand of a woman
;
as exhibiting the

most liberal and enlightened sentiments in

the person of a puritan; and sustaining a high
tone of aristocratical dignity and pretension,

though the work of a decided republican.
The views which it opens into the character of

the writer, and the manners of the age, will

be to many a still more powerful attraction.

Of the times to which this narrative be-

longs
—times to which England owes all her

freedom and all her glory
—we can never hear

too much, or too often : and though their story
has been transmitted to us, both with more
fulness of detail and more vivacity of colour-

ing than any other portion of our annals, every
reflecting reader must be aware that our in-

formation is still extremely defective, and

exposes us to the hazard of great misconcep-
tion. The work before us, we think, is cal-

culated in a good degree to supply these de-

ficiencies, and to rectify these errors.

By ft r the most important part of history,
as we Lave formerly endeavoured to explain,
is that which makes us acquainted with the

character, dispositions, and opinions of the

great and efiicient population by whose mo-
tion or consent all things are ultimately gov-
erned. After a nation has attained to any
degree of intelligence, every other principle
of action becomes subordinate

;
and. with re-

lation to our own country in particular, it may
be said with safety, that we can know nothing
i)\ its past history, or of the applications of
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that history to more recent transactions, if we
have not a tolerably correct notion of the
character of the people of England in the

reign of Charles I., and the momentous pe-
riods which ensued. This character depended
very much on that of the landed proprietors
and resident gentry ;

and Mrs. Hutchinson's
memoirs are chiefly valuable, as containing a

picture of that class of the community.
Agriculture was at this period still the

chief occupation of the people ;
and the truly

governing part of society was consequently
the rustic aristocracy. The country gentle-
men—who have since been worn down by
lu.xury and taxation, superseded by the ac-

tivity of office, and eclipsed by the opulence
of trade—were then all and all in England j

and the nation at large derived from them its

habits, prejudices, and opinions. Educated
almost entirely at home, their manners were
not yet accommodated to a general European
standard, but retained all those national pecu-
liarities which united and endeared them to

the rest of their countrymen. Constitutionally

serious, and living much with their families,

they had in general more solid learning, and
more steady morality than the gentry of other

countries. Exercised in local magistracies,
and frequently assembled for purposes of

national cooperation, they became conscious

of their power, and jealous of their privileges:
and having been trahied up in a dread and
detestation of that popery which had been
the recent cause of so many wars and perse-

cutions, their religious sentiments had con-

tracted somewhat of an austere and polemical

character, and had not yet settled from the

ferment of reformation into tranquil and regu-
lated piety. It was upon this side, accord-

ingly, that they were most liable to error:
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imd llie extravagimces into which a part of

ihem was actually betrayed, has been the

chief cause of the misrepresentations to which

they were then exposed, and of the miscon-

ception which still prevails as to their char-

acter and principles of action.

In the middle of the reign of Charles I. al-

most the whole nation was serious and devout.

Any licence and excess wliich existed was

mostly encouraged and patronised by the

Royalists; who made it a point of duty to

deride the sanctity and rigid morality of their

opponents ;
and they again exaggerated, out

of party hatred, the peculiarities by which

they were most obviously distinguished from

their antagonists. Thus mutually receding
from each other, from feelings of general

hostility, they were gradually led to realize

the imputations of which they were recipro-

cally the subjects. The cavaliers gave way
to a certain degree of licentiousness

;
and the

adherents of the parliament became, for the

most part, really morose and enthusiastic. At
the Restoration, the cavaliers obtained a com-

plete and final triumph over their sanctimo-

nious opponents; and the exded monarch
and his nobles imported from the Continent a

taste for dissipation, and a toleration for de-

baucherv, far exceeding anv thina that had

previously been known in England. It is

from the wits of that court, however, and the

writers of that party, that the succeeding and
the present age have derived their notions of

the Puritans. In reducing these notions to

the standard of truth, it is not eas)^ to deter-

mine how large an allowance ought to be
made for the exaggerations of party hatred,
the perversions of witty malice, and the illu-

sions of habitual superioritj\ It is certain,

however, that ridicule, toleration, and luxury
gradually annihilated the Puritans in the

higher ranks of society : and after-times, seeing
their practices and principles exemplified only
among the lowest and most illiterate of man-
kind, readily caught the tone of contempt
which had been assumed by their triumphant
enemies; and found no absurdity in believing
that the base and contemptible beings who
were described under the name of Puritans

by the courtiers of Charles II., were true

representatives of that valiant and conscien-
tious party which once numbered half the

gentry of England among its votaries and
adherents.

That the popular conceptions of the auster-
ities and absurdities of the old Roundheads
and Presbyterians are greatly exaggerated,
will probably be allowed by every otie at all

conversant with the subject; but we know
of nothing so well calculated to dissipate the

existing prejudices on the subject, as this

book of Mrs. Hutchinson. Instead of a set

of gloomy bigots waging war with all the

elegancies and gaieties of life, we find, in this

calumniated order, ladies of the first birth
and fashion, at once converting their husbands
to Anabaptism, and instructing their children
in music and dancing,

—valiant Presbyterian
colonels refuting the errors of Arminius, col-

lecting pictures, and practising, with great
22

applause, on the A'iolin,
—stout esquires, al

the same time, praying and quafiing October
with their godly tenants,—and noble lords

disputing with their chaplains on points of

theology in the evening, and taking them out

a-hunting in the morning. There is nothing,
in short, more curious and instructive, than

the glimpses which we here catch of the old

hospitable and orderly life of the country
gentlemen of England, in those days when
the national character was so high and so

peculiar.
—when civilization had produced all

its effects, but that of corruption,
—and when

serious studies and dignified pursuits had not

yet been abandoned to a paltry and efi'eminate

derision. Undoubtedly, in reviewing the an-

nals of those times, we are struck with a
loftier air of manhood than presents itself in

any after era
;
and recognize the same char-

acters of deep thought and steady enthusiasm,
and the same principles of fidelity and self-

command, which ennobled the better days of

the Roman Republic, and have made every
thing else appear childish and frivolous in

the comparison.
One of the most striking and valuable

things in Mrs. Hutchinson's perfomiance, is

the information which it affords us as to the

manners and condition of women in the period
with which she is occupied. This is a point
in which all histories of public events are

almost necessarily defective
; though it is evi-

dent that, without attending to it. our notions

of the state and character of any people must
be extremely imperfect and erroneous. Mrs.

Hutchinson, however, enters into no formal

disquisition upon this subject. What we
learn fi'om her in relation to

it,
is learnt inci-

dentally
—

partly on occasion of some anec-

dotes which it falls in her way to recite—but

chiefly from what she is led to narrate or dis-

close as to her own education, conduct, or

opinions. If it were allo\^able to take the

portrait which she has thus indirecth' given
of herself, as a just representation of her fair

contemporaries, we should form a most exalt-

ed notion of the republican matrons of Eng-
land. Making a slight deduction for a iew
traits of austerity, borrowed from the bigotry
of the age, we do not know where to look for

a more noble and engaging character than

that under which this lady presents herself to

her readers
;
nor do we believe that any age

of the world has produced so worthy a coun-

terpart to the Valerias and Portias of antiquity.
With a high-minded feeling of patriotism and

public honour, she seems to have been pos-
sessed b}- the most dutiful and devoted at-

tachment to her husband
;
and to have com-

bined a taste for learning and the arts with
the most active kindness and munificent hos-

pitality to all who came within the sphere of

her bounty. To a quick perception of char-

acter, she appears to have united a masculine
force of understanding, and a singTilar capacity
for affairs

;
and to have possessed and exer-

cised all those talents, without affecting any
superiority over the rest of her sex, or aban

doning for a single instant the delicacy ind

reserve which were then its most uidispenta-
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ble ornaments. Education, certainly, is far

more cri'iu'niMy difliiscil in our days, and ac-

cornplishnifiits iiilinitcly more common
3
Bat

the perusal of this volume has taught us to

doubt, whetlior the hotter sort of women were
not fashioiii'd of old by a better and more ex-

ahed statidurd, and whether the most eminent

female of llie present day would not appear
to di.s;idvanta;^e by the side of Mrs. Hutcnin-

Bon. There is,
for the most part, something

intriguing and profligate and theatrical in the

clever women of this generation ;
and if we

are dazzled by their brilliancy, and delighted
with their talent, we can scarcely ever guard
against some distrust of their judgment or

some suspicion of their purity. There is

something, in short, in the domestic virtue,
and the calm and commanding mind of our

English matron, that makes the Corinnes and
Heloises appear small and insignificant.
The admirers of modern talent will not ac-

cuse us of choosing an ignoble competitor, if

we desire them to weigh the merits of Mrs.
Hutchinson against those of Madame Roland.
The English revolutionist did not indeed

compose weekly pamphlets and addresses to

the municipalities;
—because it was not the

fashion, in her days, to print everything that

entered into the heads of jwliticians. But she
shut herself up with her husband in the gar-
rison with which he was intrusted, and shared
his counsels as well as his hazards. She en-

couraged the troops by her cheerfulness and
Iieroism—ministered to the sick—and dressed
V ith her own hands the wounds of the cap-

tives, as well as of their victors. When her
husband was imprisoned on groundless sus-

picions, she laboured, without ceasing* for his

deliverance—confounded his oppressors by
her eloquence and arguments—tended him
with unshaken fortitude in sickness and soli-

tude—and, after his decease, dedicated her-

self to form his children to the example of his

virtues; and drew up the memorial which is

now before us, of his worth and her own
genius and afiection. All this, too, she did
without stepping beyond the province of a

private woman—without hunting after com-

pliments to her own genius or beautj-
—with-

out sneering at the dulness, or murmuring at

the coldness of her husband—without hazard-

ing the fate of her country on the dictates of

her own enthusiasm, or fancying for a moment
that she was born with talents to enchant and

regenerate the world. With equal power of

discriminating character, with equal candour
and eloquence and zeal for the general good,
she is elevated beyond her French competitor
by superior prudence and modesty, and by a
certain simplicity and purity of character, of

which, it appears to us, that the other was
unable to form a conception.

After detaining the reader so long with
these general observations, we shall only with-
hold him from the quotations which we mean
to lay before him, while we announce, that

Mrs. Hutchinson writes in a sort of lofty,

classical, translated style; which is occasion-

ally diffuse and pedantic, but often attains to

great dignity and vigour, and still more fre-

quently charms us by a sort af antique sim*

plicity and sweetness, admirably in urison
with the sentiments and manners it is em-
ployed to represent.
The fragment of her own history, with

which the volume opens, is not the least in-

teresting, and perhaps the most characteristic

part of its contents. The following brief ac-
count of her nativity, will at once make the
reader acquainted with the pitch of this lady's
sentiments and e.\pressions.
"

It was one the 29th day of January, in the yeare
of our Lord KijJ, that in the 'I'ower of London,
the principal! cine of ilie Englisii Isle. I was about
4 of the clock in the morning brought forth to be-
hold the ensuing light. My faiher was Sr. Allen

Apsley, leilienant of the Tower of London ; my
mother, his third wife, was Lucy, the youngest
dauirhter ot Sr. John St. John, ot Lidiard 'I'regoz,
in Wiltshire, by his second wife. My faiher had
then living a sonne and a daughter by his former
wives, and by my mother three sonns, I being her
eldest daughter. The land was then att peace (it

being towards the latter end of the reigne of King
James), if that quiettnesse may be call'd a peace,
which was rather like the calme and smooth surface
of the sea, whose darke -womb is allready impreg-
nated of a horrid tempest."

—
pp. 2, 3.

She then draws the character of both her

parents in a very graceful and engaging man-
ner, but on a scale somewhat too large to

admit of their being transferred entire into

our pages. We give the following as a speci-
men of the style and execution.

" He was a most indulgent husband, and no lesse
kind to his children; a most noble master; who
thought it not enough to mainiaine his servants

honourably while ihcy were with him, but, for all

thai deserv'd ii, provided offices or settlements as
for children. He was a father to all his prisoners,

sweeining with such compassionate kindnesse their

restraint, that the afhciion of a prison was not felt

in his dayes. He had a singular kindnesse for all

persons ihat were eminent either in learning or
amies

;
and when, through the ingratitude and vice

of that affe. many of the wives and chilldren of

Queene Elizabeth's glorious rapiaines were reduc'd
to poverty, his purse was their conmion treasury,
and they knew not the inconvenience of decay'd
fortunes till he was dead: many of those valliant

seamen he maintain'd in prison ; many he redeem'd
out of prison and cherisht wiih an extraordinary
bounty. He was severe in the •—

-julaiing of his

famely ; especially would not enoure the least im-
modest behaviour or dresse in any woman under
his roofe. There was noihing he hated more than
an insignificant gallant, that could o?ih/ make his

/fiTir-' and prv7ie hivisflf. a?iil rouit a lady, but had
not braines to employ liimselle in things more sute-

able to man's nobler sex. Fidelity in hisinist, love
and loyalty to his piince, were not the least of his

vertues, but those wherein he was not excell'd by
any of his owne or succeeding times. He gave my
mother a noble allowance of 300/. a yeare for her
owne private expence. and had given her all her
owne portion to dispose of how she pleas'd, aa
soone as she was married ; which she snfTcr'd tr en-
crease in her friend's hands ;

and what my father

allowed her she spent not in vanilies. alt hough she
had what was rich and requisite upon occasions, but
she lay'd most of it out in pious and cliariiable uses.

Sr. Waller Rawleigli and Mr. Ruiliin being prisoners
in the Tower, and addicting themselves to chimis-

trie, she suffer'd them to make their rare experi-
ments at her cost, parily to comfort and divert the

poorc prisoners, and partly to gaine the knowledge
of their experiments, and the medicines 10 helpe
such poore people as were not able to seeke to phi
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Bilians. By these means slie acqiiir'd a grcate deale

of skill, wliich was very profitable to many all lier

life. She was not only to these, but to all the oilier

prisoners tjiat came into the Tower, as a mother.
All the lime she dwelt in the 'I'ower, it any were
Bick she made them broths and restoratives with her

owne hands, vij^iied and took care of them, and

provided them all necessaries: If any were aflicted

she comforted ihein, so that they lelt not the incon-

venience of a prison who were in that place. She
was not lesse bouniil'ull to many poore widdowes
and orphans, whom officers of higlier and lower
rank had left behind them as objects of charity.
Her owne house was fiU'd with distressed iainilies

of her relations, whom she supplied and maintained
in a noble way."—pp. 12— 15.

For herself, being her mother's first daugh-
ter, unusual pains were bestowed on her edu-
cation

;
so that, when she was seven years of

age, she was attended, she informs us, by no
fewer than eight several tutors. In conse-

quence of all this, she became very grave and

thoughtful ;
and withal very pious. But her

early attainments in religion seem to have
been by no means answerable to the notions
of sanctity which she imbibed in her raaturer

years. There is something very innocent and
natural in the Puritanism of the following
passage.

"
It pleas'd God tiiat thro' the good instructions

of my mother, and the sermons she carried me to,

I was convinc'd that the knowledge of God was
the most excellent study ;

and accordingly applied
niyselle to it, and to practise as I was taught. I

us'd to e.vhort my mother's maides much, and to

turne their idle discourses to good subjects ; but I

thought, when 1 had done this on the Lord's day,
and every day perform'd my due taskes of reading
and praying, that then I was tree to aiiie thing that
was not sin

; for I was not at that time convinc'd of
the vanity of conversation which was not scandal-

ously wicked
;
I thought it no sin to learne or heare

wittie songs and amorous sonnets or poems, and

twenty things of that kind
; wherein I was so apt

that I became the confident in all the loves that

were managed among my mother's young women :

and there was none of them but had many lovers
and some particular friends belov'd above the rest

;

among these I have ."—p. 17, 18.

Here the same spirit of austerity which
dictated the preceding passage, had moved
the fair writer, as the editor informs us, to

tear away many pages immediately following
the words with which it concludes—and thus
to defraud the reader of the only love story
with which he had any chance of being
regaled in the course of this narrative.

Although Mrs. Hutchinson's abhorrence of

any thing like earthly or unsanctified love,
has withheld her on all occasions from the
insertion of any thing that related to such

feelings, yet it is not difficult, we think, to

perceive that she was oriainally constituted

with an extraordinary sensibility to all power-
ful emotions

;
and that the suppression of

those deep and natural impressions has given
a singular warmth and animation to her des-

criptions of romantic and conjugal affection.

In illustration of this, we may refer to the

following story of her husband's grandfather
and grandmother, which .she recounts with
much feeling and credulity. After a very
ample account of their mutual love and love-

liuessj she proceeds— I

" But wliile the incoinparable motlier stiin'd in

all the humane glorie she wisht, and had thecrowne
ot all outward telicity to the full in the enjoyment
of the niuluall love of her most beloved liusband,
God in one moment tooke it away, and alienated
her most excellent understanding in a ditliculi child-

birth, wherein she brought forth two daughters
which liv'd to be married, and one more that died,
I think assoone or before it was borne. But after

that, all the art of the best physitians in Kngland
could never restore her understanding. Yet she
was not frantick, but had such a pretty dcliiaiion,
that her ravings were more delightful than other
weomen's most rationall conversations. U[)on this

occasion her husband gave himselfe up to live re-

tired with her, as became her condition. The
daughters and the rest of the children as soon as

they grew up were married and disperst. I think
I have heard she had some children after tiiat

childbirth which distemper'd her; and then my
lady Hutchinson must have bene one of them. I
have heard her servants say, that even after her

marriage, she would steale many melancholy houres
to siti and weepe in remembrance of her. Meane-
while her parents were driving on their age, in no
lesse constancy of love to each other, when even
that distemper which had estrang'd her mind in all

things elce, had left her love and obedience entire
to her husband, and he retein'd the same Ibnd-
nesse and respect for her, after she was distemper'd,
as when she was the glory of her age ! He had
two beds in one chamber, and she being a little sick,
two weomen watcht by her, some time before she
died. It was his custome, as soon as ever he un-
clos'd his eies, to aske how she did ; but one night,
he being as tiiey thought in a deepe sleepe, she

quietly departed towards the morning. He was
that day to have gone a hunting, his usuall e.xercise

for his health; and it was his custome to have hia

chaplaine pray with him before he went out: the

weomen, fearfull to surprise him with the ill

newes, knowing his deare affection to her, had
siollen out and acquainted the chaplaine, desiring
him to informe him of it. Sr. John waking, did
not that day, as was his custome, ask for her ; but
call'd the chaplaine to prayers, and ioyiiing with
him, in the middst of the prayer, expir'd !

—and
both of them were buried together in the same
grave. Whether he perceiv'd her death and
would not take notice, or whether some strange
sympathy in love or nature tied up their lives in

one, or whether God was pleased to exercise an
unusuall providence towards them, preventing
them both from that bitter sorrow which such

separations cause, it can be but conjectur'd," &c.
—p. 26—28.

The same romantic and suppressed sensi-

bility is discernible, we think, in her whole
account of the origin and progress of her
husband's attachment to her. As the story
is in many respects extremely characteristic

of the times as well as the persons to which
it relates, we shall make a pretty large extract

from it. Mr. Hutchinson had learned, it

seems, to '-dance and vault" with great

agility, and also attained to "great mastery
on the violl" at the University; and, upon
his return to Nottingham, in the twentieth

year of his age, spent much of his time with
a licentious but most accomplished gentle-

man, a witty but profane physician, and a

plea.sant but cynical old schoolmaster. la

spite of these worldly associations, however,
we are assured that he was a most godly
and incorruptible person ; and, in particular,

proof against all the allurements of the fair

sex, whom he frequently "lepioved. but in a

handsome way of raillery, far their pride and
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vanity." In this hopeful frame of mind, it

was i)roposifil to liiiri lo
si)eiicl a few summer

moutlisat Riciunoiid, wIutc the young princes
then held iheir court.

"Mr. Iliiicliinsun considering iliis, resolv'd to

accepi liis nU'er; and tliat day idling a genileinan
o( (lie house vvliiilicr lie was going, the gentleman
bid iiiiii lake het'd ot the place, tor it was so laiall

for love, iliat never any young disengag'd person
went ihiiher. who reiurn'd again tree. Mr.
Huicliinsuii Inught at him ; but he, to confirme
it, (old him a very trui; story of a gentleman,
who not long hcfbre had come lor some time to

lodge there, and tound all the people he came in

company with, bewailing the death of a gentle-
woman liiat had lived there. Hearing her so much
deplor'd, he made enquiry after her, and grew so
in love with the description, that no other discourse
could at first phase him, nor could he at last endure
any other; he grew desperately melancholly, and
would g.re to a mount where the print of her toote
was cnti. and lie there pining and kissing of it all

the day long, till ait length death in some months
space concluded his languishment. This story was
very.irue; liut Mr. Hutchinson was neither easie
to believe it, nor frighted at the example; thinking
himselfe not likely to make another."—p. 37, 38.

He goes accordingly to Richmond,, and
boards with his music-master; in whose
hou.se a younger sister of his future wife

happened then to be placed,
—she herself

having gone into Wiltshire with her mother,
with some expectations of being married be-
fore her return.

_"
This gentlewoman, that was left in the house

with Mr. Hutchinson, was a very child, her elder
Bister being at that lime scarcely past it; but a
child of such pleasuntnesse and vivaciiy of spiritt,
and iiigcnuity in the quallity she practis'd, that Mr.
Huicliinson tooke pleasure in hearing her praciise,
and would fall in discourse with her. She having
the keyes other mother's house, so.nie halfe a mile
distant, would some times aske Mr. Hutchinson,
when she went over, to walk along wiih her: one
day when he was there, looking upon an odde
byshelf, in her sister's closett, he tound a few
Latine bookes ; asking whose they were, he was
told they were her elder sister's

; whereupon, en-

quiring more after her, he began first to be sorrie
she was gone, before he had seene her. and gone
upon such an account, that he was not likely to see
her; then he grew to love to heare mention of
her; and the other gentleweomen who had bene
her

cotTipanions, used to lalke much to him of her,
telling him how reserv'd and studious she was, and
other things which they esteem'd no advantage ;

but it so much inllam'd Mr. Hutchinson's desire of
seeing her, that he began to wonder at himselfe,
that Ins heart, which had ever had such an indiffer-

ency lor the most excellent of weomenkind, should
have so strong iinpulses towards a stranger he
never saw."—" While he was exercis'd in this,

many days past not, but a foote-boy of my lady
her mothers came to young Mrs. Apsley as they
were at dinner, bringing newes that her mother
and sister would in tew dayes return

; and when
they enqiiir'd of him, whether Mrs. Apsley was
married, having before bene instructed to make
them believe it, he smiled, and pull'd out some
bride laces, which were given at a wedding in the
house where she was, and gave ihem to ihe young
genilewoman and the gentleman's dausrhter of the
hotse, and told them Mrs. Apsley bade him tell

no news, but give them those tokens, and carried
the matter so, that all the companie believ'd she
had bene inarried. Mr. Hutchinson immediately
turned pale as ashes, and felt a fainting to seize
liis spiriits, in that extraordinary manner, that

findhig himselfe ready to sinUe att table, he was

faine to pretend something had oflTendcd his sto-
mach, and to retire from the table into the garden,
where the genileman ot the house going with him,
it VN'as not necessary for him to feigne sickness, for
the distemper of his mind had intected his body with
a cold sweate and such a dispersion ot spiritt, that
all the courage he could at present recollect was
little enough to keep him allive. While she so
ran in his thoughts, meeting the boy ngaine, he
found out, upon a little stricter examination of
him, that she was not married, and pleas'd him.
selle in the hopes of her speedy returne, when
one day, htiving bene invited by one of the ladies
of that neighbourhood, to a noble treatment at
Sion Garden, which a courtier, that wan her ser-
vant, had made for her and whom she would bring,
Mr. Hutchinson, Mrs. Apsley, and Mr. Coleman^s
daughter were of the pariie, and having spent the
day in severall pleasant divertisements, att evening
they were att supper, when a messenger came to
tell Mrs. Apsley her mother was come. She
would immediately have gone; but Mr. Plutchin-
son, pretending civiliiy to conduct her home, made
her stay 'till the supper was ended, of which he
eaie no more, now only longing for that sight,
which he had with such perplexity expected, 'fhis
at length he obteincd

;
but his heart being prepos-

sesst with his owne fancy, was not free to dis*
cerne how little there was in her to answer so
greaie an expectation. She was not ugly

—in a
carelesse riding-habiit, she had a melancholly negh-
gence both ol herselfe and others, as if she neither
affected to please oihcrs, nor looke notice of anie

thing before her; yet spile of all her indifferency,
she was surpris'd with some unusual liking in her
soule, when she saw this gentleman, who had haire,
eies, shape, and countenance enough to begett love
in any one at the first, and these sett ofi' wiih a
gracetuU and a generous mine, which promis'd an
extraordinary person. Although he had but an
evening sight of her he had .so long desir'd, and
that at disadvantage enough for her, yett the pre-
vailing synipailiie of his soule, made him thinke all
his paynes well pay'd, and this first did whett his
desire to a second sight, which he had by accident
the next day, and to his ioy found she was wholly
disengaged from that treaty which he so much
fear'd had been accomplisht ;

he found wiihall, that

thouijh she was modest, she was accostable, and
willing to entertaine his acquaintance. This soone
past into a muluall friendship betweene them, and
though she innocently thought nothing of love, yet
was she glad to have acquir'd such a friend, who
had wisedotne and vertue enough to be trusted
with her councells. Mr. Hutchinson, on the other
side, having bene told, and seeing how she shunn'd
all other men, and how civilly she entertain'd him,
believ'd that a secret power had wrought a mutuall
inclination betweene them, and dayly frequented
her mother's house, and had the opportuniiie of

conversing with her in those pleasant walkes,
which, at that sweete season of the spring, invited
all the neighbouring inhabitants to seeke their

ioys; where, though they were never alone, yet
they had every day opportuniiy for converse with
each other, which the rest shar'd not in, while
every one minded their own delights."

—
pp. 3S—44.

Here the lady breaks off her account of this
romantic courtship, as of "matters that are
to be forgotten as the vanities of youth, and
not worthy mention among the greater trans-
actions of their lives." The consent of

parents having been obtained on both sides,
she was married at the age of eighteen.

" That day that the friends on both sides met to
conclude the marriage, she fell sick of the small-
pox, which was many ways a greate triall upon
him ; first her life was nllmost in desperate hazard,
and then the disease, for the present, made her the
most deformed person that could be seene, for a
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grcate v;hile after she recover'd; yeit l;e was noth-

in~ trouoled at it, hut married hor assoone as she

was able to quilt the chamlier, when the priest and

ail that saw her were aOViixhied to looive on her!

but God reconipenc'd ins iusiiee and constancy, by
restorini^ her. though she was longer than ordinary
before she recover'd, as well as before."—i)p. 45, 46.

There is a good deal more of this affection-

ate and romantic style of writing throughout
the book; but the Shade of Mrs. Hutchinson

would not forgive us. if we were to detain the

reader longer with these '-vanities of her

youth." We proceed, therefore, to graver
matters.

We might cull many striking specimens of

eloquence from her summary account of the

English Constitution and of the Reformation
;

but the following view of the changes which
took place on the accession of James and of

Charles, are more characteristic of the age
nnd of the party to which she belongs.

"The honor, wealth, and glory of the nation,

wherein Queene Elizabeth left it, were .<oone pro-

digally wasted by this thriftlesse hcire, the nobility
of the land utterly debas'd by setting honors to pub-
lick sale, and conferring them on persons that had
neither blood nor meriit fin to weare, nor estates to

beare up their titles, but were faine to invent pro-
tects to pill* the people, and pick their purses for

the maintenance of vice and lewdiiesse. 'I'he gene-
ralliiy of the gentry of the land soone learnt the

court fashion, and every grcate house in the country
became a sty of uneleaniiesse. To keepe the peo-

ple in their deplorable security, till vengeance over-

tooke thetn, they were eniertaiii'd with masks,

stage playes, and sorts of ruder sports. Then be-

gan murther, incest, adultery, drunkennesse, swear-

ing, fornication, and all sorts of ribaldry, to be no
conceal'd but countenanc'd vices; because they
held such conformity with the court e.xanrple."

—
" And now the ready way to preferment there, was
to declare an opposition to the power of godlinesse,
under that naine ;

so that their pulpitts might iusily
be called the scorner's chair, those sermons only
pleasing that flatler'd them in their vices, and told

the poore king that he was Solomon !
— that his sloth

and cowardize, by which he betrey'd the cause of
God and honour of the nation, was gospell mceke-
nesse and pcaceablenesse, for which they rays'd him
up above the heavens, while he lay wallowing like

a swine in the mire of his lusts. He had a little

learning,
—and this they call'd the spiriit of wi.«e-

dome, and so magnified him, so falsely flatter'd him,
that he could not endure the words of truth and
soundtesse, but rewarded these base, wicked, un-
failhlidl fawners with rich preferments, attended
with pomps and titles, whirh heav'd them up above
a hutnane heighth : With their pride their envie
awell'd against the people of God, whom they be-

gan to proiect how they might roote out o( the land
;

and when they had once civen them a name, what-
ever was odious or dreadfuU to the kins, that they
fixt upon the Puritane, which, according to their

character, was nothing but a factious hypocrite."
pp. 59—61.

" The face of the court was much chang'd in the

change of the king; for King Charles was teinper-
oie, chast, and serious; so that the fboles and
bawds, mimifks and ctitamites of the former court

grew out of fashion; and the nobility and courtiers,
who did not quite abandon their flebo,<!heries, had

yet that reverence to the king, to retire into corners
to practise them: Men of learning and ingenuity in

nil arts were in esteeme, and recciv'd encourage-
ment from the king; who was a most excellent

ndge and a greats lover of paintings, caivings,

• » Pill—pillage, plunder."

gravings, and many other ingenuities, less ofToiisive

then the prophane abusive witt, which was the only
exercise of the other court."—p. 65.

The characters of this king's counsellors

are drawn, in general, with great force and

liveliness; and with a degree of candour

scarcely to have been expected in the widow
of a regicide. We give that of Lord Strafford

as an example.
" But there were two above all the rest, who led

the van of the king's evill councellors, and thesu

were Laud, archbishop of Canterbury, a telldw of

meaiie extraction and arrogant pride, and the earl

ot Strafford, who as much outstript all the rest in

favour as he did in abilities, being a man of deep

policy, Sterne resolution, and ambitious zeale to

keepe up the slory of his own greatncsse. In the

beginning of this king's reigne, this man had bene
a strong assertor of the liberties of the people,

among whom he had gain'd himselfe an honorable

reputation, and was dreadfuU to the court party,
who thereupon strew'd .=narcs in his way, and when
they found a breach at his nmbiiion, his soule was
thai V ay enter'd and captivated. He was ad-

vanc'd first to be lord president of the councell in

the north, to he a baron, after an earle, then deputy
of Ireland

;
the neerest to a favourite of any man

since the death of the duke of Buckingham, who
was rays'd by his first master, and kept up by the

second, upon no account of personall worth or any
deserving abiliiies in him, but only upon violent and

private inclinations of the princes ;
but the earle of

Strafford wanted not any accomplishment that

could be desir'd in the most serviceable minister of

state: besides, he having made hiinselfe odious to

the people, by his revolt from their interest to that

of the oppressive court, he was now oblig'd to keep
up his owne interest with his new parly, by all the

mallitious practises that piide and revenge could in-

spire him with."—pp. 68, 69.

One of Mrs. Hutchinson's great talents, in-

deed, is the delineation of characters; and

though her affections are apt to throw rather

too glowing or too dark a tint over the canvas,

)'et this very warmth carries with it an im-

pression of .sincerity, which adds not a little

to the interest of her pictures. We pass by
her short sketches,

—of the Earl of Newcas-

tle, who was "a prince in his own country,
till a foolish ambition of glorious slavery
carried him to court ;"

—the Earl of Kingston,
" whose covetousness made him divide his

sons between the two parties, till his fate

drew him over to the king's side, where he
behaved himself honourably, and died re-

markably;"—the Earl of Clare, "who was

very often of both parties, and, I think, nevei

advantaged either,"
—and a great number of

other persons, who are despatched with equal

brevity; and venture to put her talents to a

severer test, by trying whether they can inter-

est the reader in a description of the burghers
and private gentlemen of Nottingham, at the

breaking out of these great disturbances.

"There were seven a'dermen in the towne, and
of these only alderman James, then mayor, own'd
the parliament. He was a very honest, bold man,
but had no more but a burgher's discietion; he was

yett very well assisted by his wife, a wcoman of

grcate zeal and courage, and more understanding
than wcomen of her ranke usually have. All the

devout peonle of the towne were very viirorous and

ready to offer their lives and famelies, but there was
not halfe the halfe of the towne that consisted of

these. The ordinary civill sort of people coldly
P2
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tdlier'il to llic liclicr ; but all the de'iioshi, and such

as Uhd liv'd upon tlio liislu-ps purscTUiing courts,

and bene the lacqnevs ol protectors and nioiiopo-

liiers, and the hke,' they were all liiiturly inali^'-

nant. Yeti (Jod awed them, thai they could not at

that time hinder his people, whom he overrul'd

ome ol their greatest enemies to assist, such as

were one ChadwicU and IMumptre, two who, at

Ihe first, put themselves most lorward into the

businesse. • •
•

"
Plumptre was a doctor of phisick, an inhabitant

of Noitiiii-ham, who had learning, naturall parts,

and undersiaiidmg enough to discerne belweene

nalurall civiil righieousnesse and iniusiice, but he

was a horrilile atheist, and had such an iniolleralile

pride, that he brook'd no superiours, and having

some wilt, tooke the boldnesse to exercise it, in the

abuse of all the gentlemen wherever he came."—
" This man had seiice enough to approove the par-

liamem's cause, in poynt of civiil right, and pride

enough to desire to breake the bonds of slavery,

whereby the king endeavour'd to chaine up a free

people ;
and upon these scores, appearing high for

the parliaineni's interest, he was admitted into the

consultations of those who were then putting the

country into a posture of defence.
'• Chadwick was a fellow of a most pragmaticall

temper, and, to say truth, had strangely wrought
himselfe into a station unfiit for him. He was at

first a bov that scraped trenchers in the house of one

of the poorest iustices in the county, but yet such a

one as had a greaie deale of formallity and under-

standing of the statute law, from whom this boy

pick'd such ends of law, that he became firs; the

lustice's, then a lawyer's clearke. Then, I know
not how, gott to be a parcell-iudge in Ireland, and

came over to his owne country swell'd wiih the

reputa'ion of it, and sett on foote a base, absolute,

arbitrary court there, which the Conqueror of old

had given to one Peverel his bastard," &c.—
" When the king was in towne a little before, this

man so insinuated into the court that, comming to

kis3e the king's hand, the king told him he was a

very honest man ; yet by flatteries and dissimula-

tions he kept up his crediit with the godly, cutiing
his haire, and taking up a forme of godlinesse, the

better to deceive. In some of the corrupt times he

had purchas'd the honor of a barrister, though he

had neither law nor learning, but he had a voluble

tongue, and v;as crafty ;
and it is allmost incredible

that one of his meane education and poverty should

arrive to such things as he reacht. This baseness

he had, that all the iust reproaches in the world

could not moove him, but he would fawne upon any
man that told him of his villanies to his face, even

at the very time. Never was a truer .Tudas. since

Iscarioti's lime, than he
;

for he would kisse the

man he had in his heart to kill ;
he naturally de-

lighted in rnisehiefe and treachery, and was so ex-

quisite a villaine. that he destroy'd those designes
he might have thriven by, with overlaying them
with fresh knaveries."—pp. 110—113.

We have not room for many of the more
favontable delineations with which these are

contrasted
;
but we ^ive the following short

sketch of Mr. Thornhagh, who seems to have

been a great favourite of Mrs. Hutchinson's.
" Mr. Francis Thornhagh, the eldest sonne of

Sr. Francis Thornhagh. was a man of a most np-

right faithfull heart to God and God's people, and

to his countrie's true interest, comprehended in the

parliament's cause; a man of greater vallour or

more noble daring fought not for them ;
nor indeed

ever drew sword in any cause ; he was of a most

excellent good nature to all men, and zealous for

his friend ;
he wanted councell and deliberation,

and was sometimes too facile to flatterers, but had

iudgment enough to discerne his errors when they
were represented to him, and worth enough not to

persist in an iniurious mistake because he had once

tntertaiaed it.
'—

p. 114.

Tliis gallant gentleman afterwards fell at

the battle of Preston. IMrs. Hutchinson has

given the following animated description of

his fate.

" In the beginning of this battle, the valliant ColL

Thornhagh was wounded to death. Being at the

beginning of the charge on a horse as courageous
as became such a master, he made such furious

speed, to sett upon a company of Scotch lanciera,

that he was singly engaged and mortally wounded,
before it was possible tor his regiment, though as

brave men as ever drew sword, and too afectionatc

to their coUonell to be slack in lollowing him, to

come time enough to breake the hirie of that body,
which shamed not to unite all their force against
one man. His soule was hovering to take her flight

out of his body, but that an eager desire to know
the successe of that battle kept it within, till the

end of the day, when the newes being brought him,
he clear'd his dying counicnance, and say'd, 'I
now reioyce to die, since God hath leit me see the

overthrow of this perfidious enemy ; I could not lose

my life in a better cause, and I have the favour from
God to see my blood avcng'd.' So he died

; with
a large testimony of love to his souldiers, but more
to the cause, and was by mercy remoov'd, that the

temptations of future limes might not prevaile to

corrupt his pure soule. A man of greater courage
and integritie fell not nor fought not in this glorious

cause; he had also an excellent good nature, but

easie to be wrought upon by flatterers, yeit as flexi-

ble to the admonitions of his friends; and this virtue

he had, that if sometimes a cunning insinuation

prevail'd upon his easie faith, when his error was
made known to him, notwithstanding all his greate

courage he was readier to acknowledge and repaire,
then to pursue his mistake."—pp. 289, 290.

The most conspicuous person by far, of the

age to which INIrs. Hutchinson belongs, was
Cromwell • and there is no character, accord-

ingly, which she appears to have studied

more, or better comprehended. Her work
contains a .great number of original anecdotea

with regard to him; and with all the advan-

tages which later times have derived from the

collation of various authoritie.s, and from con-

sidering, at a dispassionate distance, the vari-

ous turns of his policy, we doubt whether any
historian has yet given a more just or satis-

factory account of this extraordinary personage
than this woman, who saw him only in the

course of his obliquities, and through the

varying medium of her own hopes and appre-
hensions. The profound duplicity and great
ambition of his nature, appear to have been

very early detected by Colonel Hutchinson,
whose biographer gives this account of his

demeanour to the Levellers and Presbyte-

rians, who were then at the height of their

rivalry.
" These were they," says she, speaking of the

former, "who first began to discover the ambition

of Lieftenant-general Cromwell and his idolaters,

and to suspect and dislike it. About this time, he

was sent downe, after his victory in Wales, to en-

counter Hamilton in the north. When he went

downe, the chiefe of these levellers following him
out of the towne, to take their leaves of him, re-

ceiv'd such professions from him, of a spiritt bent

to pursue the same iust and honest things that they
desir'd, as they went away with greate satisfaction,—
'till they heard that a coach full of Presbyterian

prieitis comming afier them, went away no less

pleas'd; by which it was apparent he dissembled

with one or the other, and by so doing lost his

creditt with both.
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" When he came to Notlingham, Coll. Hulcliin-

Bon went to see him, whom he embrac'd wi:h all

the expressions of kindnesse tiiat one friend could

make to anoiher, and then retiring with him, prest

him to tell him what thoughts his friends, ilie

levellers, had ot him. The collonell, wiio was the

freest man in the world from concealing truth from
his friend, especially when it was requir'd of him
in love and pluiiinesse, not only told him what others

thought of him, but what he himselfe conceiv'd, and
how much it would darken all his glories, if he

should become a slave to his owne ambition, atid

be guilty of what he gave the world iust cause to

buspect, and therefore begg'd of him to weare his

heart iti his lace, and to scorne to delude his enemies,
but to make use of his noble courage, to maintaine

what he believ'd iust, against all greate oposers.
Cromwell made mighty professions of a sincere

heart to him. but it is certeine that for this and such

like plaiiie dealing with him, he dreaded the collonell,

and mado it his particular bnsinesse to keepe him
out of the artnie ;

but the collonell, never desiring

command, to serve himselfe, but his country, would
not use that art he detested in others, to procure
himselfe any advanage."

—
pp. 285—287.

An after scene is still more remarkable, and
moie characteristic of both the actors. After

Cromwe]] had possessed himself of the sove-

reif'nty, Colonel Hutchinson came accidentally
to the "knowledge of a plot which had been laid

for his assassination; and was moved, by the

nobleness of his own nature, and his re^jard

for the Protector's great qualities
—though he

had openly testified against his usurpation,
and avoided his presence since the time of

it— to give such warning of it to Fleetwood,
as might enable him to escape that hazard,
but at the same time without betraying the

names of any of the conspirators.
"

.A.fier Collonell Hutchinson had given Fleet-

wood that caution, he was going into the country,
when the protector sent to search him out with all

the earnestnesse and haste that could p<'>=sibly be,

and the collonell went to him ; who melt liim in one
of the galleries, and receiv'd him with open amies
and the kindest embraces that could be given, and

complain'd that the collonell should be so unkind
as never to give him a visitt, professing how well-

come he should have bene, the most wellcome

person in the land
; and with these smooth insinu-

ations led him allong to a priva'e place, giving him
thankes tor the advertisement he had receiv'd from
Fleetwood, and using all his art to gett out of the

collonell the knowledge of the persons eneag'd in

the conspiracy against him. But none of his ciui-

ning, nor promises, nor flatteries, could prevaile
with the collonell to informe him more than he

thought necessary to prevent the execution of the

designe ; which when the protector perceiv'd. he

gave him most infinite thankes for what he had
told him, and acknowledg'd it open'd to him some
misieries that had perplext him, and agreed so with
other intelligence he had, that he must owe his

preservation to him :
'

But,' says he,
' deare collo-

nell, why will not you come in and act among us V
The collonell told him plainly, because he liked not

any of his wayes since he broke thcparliament, as

being those which led to certeine and unavoydable
destruction, not only of themselves, but of the \\ hole

parliament panv and cause, and thereupon tooke

occasion, with his usuall freedom, to tell him into

what a sad hazard all things were put, and how
apparent a svay was made for the restitution of all

former tyranny and bondage. Cromwell seem'd
to receive this honest plaiimesse witli the greatest
afTpciion that could be. and acknowledg'd his pre-

ripiiatenes^e in some things, and rolth ienrex com-
plained how Ijaniberf had put him upon all those
violent actions, for which he now accus'd him and

sought his ruine. He expresst an earnest desire to
restore the people's liberties, and to take and pursue
more safe and sober councells, and wound up all

with a very fair courtship ol the collonell to engage
with him, offering him any thing he would account

worthy of hiin. The collonell told him, he could
not be forward to make his owne advantage, by
serving to the enslaving of his country. The other
told him, he intended nothing more then the re-

storing and confirming the liberties of the good
people, in order to which he would employ such
men of honor and interest as the peojjle should re-

joyce, and he should not refuse to be one of them.
And after, with all his arts, he had endeavour'd to

excuse his publiqiie actions, and to draw in the

collonell, he dismist him with such expressions a3

were publickely taken notice of by all his little

courtiers then about him ;
when he went to the end

of the gallery with the collonell, and there, embrac-

ing him, sayd allowd to him,
'

Well, collonell, satis-

fied or dissatisfied, you shall be one of us. for wee
can no longer exempt a person so able and faithfuU

from the publique service, and you shall be satisfied

in all honest things.' The collonell left him with
that respect that became the place he was in

; when
immediately the same courtiers, who had some
of them past him by without knowing him when
he came in, although they had bene once of his

familiar acquaintance ;
and the rest, who had look'd

upon him with such disdainful! neglect as those
li'ile people use to those who are not of their fac-

tion, now flockt about him, striving who should

expresse most respect, and, by an extraordinary
officiousnesse. redeeme their late slightings. Some
of them desir'd he would command their service in

any businesse he had with their lord, and a thou-
sand such frivolous compliments, which the collonell

smiled att, and, quitting himselfe of them as soone
as he could, made haste to returne into the country.
There he had not long bene but that he was in-

form'd, notwithstanding all these faire shewes, the

protector, finding him too constant to be wrought
upon to serve his tirannie, had resolv'd to secure
his person, least he should head the people, who
now grew very weary of his bondage. But though
it was certainly confirm'd to the collonell how much
he was afraid of his honesty and freedome, and
that he was resolv'd not to let him longer be att

liberty, yet, before his guards apprehended the

collonell, death imprison'd bimselle. and confin'd

all his vast ambition, and all his cruell designes into

the narrow compasse of a grave."
—

pp. 340—342.

Two other anecdotes, one very discreditable

to Cromwell, the other afibrding a striking

proof of his bravery and knowledge of man-

kind, may be found at p. 308. and 316. But
we dismiss the subject of this "

great bad

man," with the following eloquent representa-
tion of his government after he had attained

the height of his ambition
;

—a representation
in which the keen regrets of disappointed

patriotism are finely mingled with an indig-
nant contempt for those who submitted to

tyranny, and a generous admission of the tal-

ents and magnanimity of the tyrant.

"In the interim Cromwell and his armie grew
wanton with their power, and invented a thousand
tricks of government, which, when nobody oppos'd,

they themselves fell to dislike and vary every day.
First he calls a parliament out of his owne pockett,
himselfe naming a sort of ffodly men for every

county, who meeting and not agreeing, a part of

them, in the name ot the people, give up the sove-

reignty to him. Shortly alter, he makes up seve-

rall sorts of mock parliaments, but not finding one
of them absolutely for his turne, turti'd them off

againe. He soone quitted himselfe of his triumvirs,

and first thrust out Harrison, then tooke away
Lambert's commission, and would have bene king
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but for feare of quilling his gcnerallsiiip. lie weed-

ed, in a l«^w iiioriiha limi", iibovti a luiinlred and

fifiy {;i)dly (i(]ii-ors oiil of the arrnie, with whom
:.iniiy of the rehijioiis soiiMiers went off, and in their

roome ahiindance of the king's dissolute souldiers

were enterinin'd, and the arnne was ahnost chang'd
from iliat podly rehyions arniie, whose vallour God
had crown'd with triumph, into the dissolute armie

ihey h:id beaten, htnring yett a helter name. His

Yfile. and children too, were setting up (or princi-

pahty, which suited no helter with any of them than

BcarlVtton the ape; only, to speaii the iniih ol him-

Belfe, he had much naturall greatnesse, and well

became the place he had usurp'd. His daughter
Fleeiewood was humbled, and not exalted, with

these things; but the nst were insolent tooles.

Cleypoole, who married his daughter, and his son

Henry, were two del)aucli'd ungodly cavaliers.

Richard was a peasant in hi.s nature ; yet gentle and

verluous; but became not greatnesse. His court

was full f)f sinne and vaniiy, and the more ahomi-

nable, because tiicy had not yett quite cast away
the name ol God, but prophan'd it by taking it in

vaine upon them. True religion was now almost

lost, even among the religious party, and hipocrisie
becatiie an epidemicall disease, to the sad griele ol

Collonell Ilulchiiison, and all true-hearted Chiis-
lians and Englishmen. Almost all the ministers

every where iell in and worship! this beast, and
eourted and made addresses to him. So did the

city of London, and many of the degenerate lords

of the land, with the poore spirited gentry. 'I'he

cavaliers, in pollicy, who saw that while Cromwell
reduc'd all the e.xercise of tirannicall power under
another name, there was a dnore open'd for the re-

etoring of their party. f< II much in with Cromwell,
and lieighien'd all his disorders. He at last e.\-

ercis'd such an arl)iirary power, that the whole
land grew weary of him, while he sett up a com-
panie of silly meane iellows, call'd maior-generalls,
as governors in every county. These rul'd, accord-

ing to their wills, by no law but what seem'd good
in their owiie eies

; imprisoning men, obstructing
the course of iusii're beiweene man and man, per-

verting right through partiallity, acquitting some
that were guilty, and punishing some that were
innocent as guilty. Then he exercised another

proiect to rayse mony, by decimation of the estates
of all the king's party, ol which actions 'tis said

Lam!>ert was the instig;itor. At last he tooke

upon hill) to make lords and kniiiliis ;
and wanted

not many fooles, both of the artnie and gentry, to

accept of and siruit in his mock titles. Then the
Earle of Warwick's grandchild and the Lord Fal-

conbridge married his two daughters; such pitiilull

slaves were the nobles of those Hayes. Att last

Lambert, perceiving himselfe to have bene all this

while deluded with hopes and promises of succes-
eion. and seeing that Cromwell now intended to

confirme the government in his own famely, fell

off from him, but beliav'd himselfe very piitifully
and meanely, was turn'd out of all his places, atid

return'd againe to plott new vengeance at his house
at Wimbledon, where he fell to dresse his flowers
in his garden, and worke at the needle wiih his

wife and his maides I while he was watching an

oppertiiniiy to serve againe his ambition, which had
this diflerence from the protector's; the one was
gallant and greate, the other had nothing but an

unworthy pride, most insolent in prosperity, and as
abiect and base in adversity."

—
p. 335—338.

In making these miscellaneous extracts, for

the amusement of our readers, we are afraid

that we have too far lost sight of the worthy
colonel, for whose honour the whole record

was designed j
and though the biography of a

private person, however eminent, is seldom
of much consequence to the general reader,

except where it illustrates the manners of the

times, or connects with '.he public history of

the nation, there is something in this account
of Colonel Hutchinson which appears to us

deserving of notice with reference to both
these particulars.

Soon after his marriage, he retired to his
house at Owthorpe, where he took to the study
of divinity; and having his attention roused
to the state of public atfaiis, by the dreadful
nriassacres of Ireland, in 1641, set himself

diligently to read and consider all the disputeo
which were then begun between the King
and Parliament

;
the result of which was, a

steady conviction of the justice of the pre-
tensions maintained by the latter, with a

strong anxiety for the preservation of peace.
His hist achievement (we are sorry to sa})
was, to persuade the parson of his parish to

deface the images, and break the painted
glass in the windows of his church, in obe-
dience to an injunction of the parliament:
his next, to resist Lord Newark in an illegal

attempt to carry off the ammunition belonging
to the county, for the u.se of the King. His

deportment upon this last occasion, when he
was only twenty-five years of age, affords a

very singular pioof of temper and firmness,—
perfect good breeding, and great powers of

reasoning.
When the King set up his standard at Not

tingham, Mr. Hutchinson repaired to the camp
of Essex, the parliamentary general; but "did
not then fuid a clear call from the Lord to join
with him." His irresolution, however, was
speedily dissipated, by the persecutions of the

Royalists, who made various effoits to seize
him as a disaffected person. He accordingly
began to con.su It with others in the same pre-
dicament : and having resolved to try to defend
the town and castle of Nottingham against the
assaults of the enemy, he was first elected

governor by his associates, and afterwards
had his nomination confirmed by Fairfax and
by the Parliament. A great deal too much
of the book is occupied with an account of the

petty enterprises in which this little garrison
was engaged ;

the various feuds and dissen-
sions which arose among the different officers

and the committees who were appointed as
their council; the occasional desertion and

treachery of various individuals, and the many
contrivances, and sacrifices, and exertions by
which Colonel Hutchinson was enabled to

maintain his post till the final discomfiture of

the Royal party. This narrative contains, no
doubt, many splendid examples of courage
and fidelity on both sides

; and, for the variety
of intrigues, cabals, and successful and un-
successful attempts at corruption which it

exhibits, may be considered as a complete
miniature of a greater history. But the insig-
nificance of the events, and the obscurity of

the persons, take away all interest from the

story; and our admiration of Colonel Hutch-
inson's firmness, and disinterestedness and

valour, is scarcely sufficient to keep our atten-

tion alive through the langTiishing narrative

of the obscure warfare in which he was em-

ployed .

It has often been remarked, and for the

honour of our country can never be too often
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lepeated, that history affords no example of a

civil contest carried on for years at the point
of the sword, and yet producing so little fero-

city in the body of the people, and so few
instances of particular violence or cruelty.
No proscriptions

—no executions—no sacking
of cities, or laying waste of provinces—no

vengeance wreaked, and indeed scarcely any
severity inlliuted, upon those who were noto-

riously hostile, unless found actually in arms.

Some passages in the wars of Henry IV., as

narrated by Sully, approach to this character;
but the horrible massacres with which that

contest was at other stages attended, exclude

it from all parallel with the generous hostility
of England. This book is full of instances, not

merely of mutual toleration, but of the most
cordial friendship subsisting between indi-

viduals actually engaged in the opposite par-
ties. In particular, Sir Allan Apsley, Mrs.

Hutchinson's brother, who commanded a troop
of horse for the King, and was frequently

employed in the same part of the country
where Colonel Hutchinson commanded for

the Parliament, is represented throughout as

living on a footing of the greatest friendship
and cordiality with this valiant relative. Un-
der the protection of mutual passes, they pay
frequent visits to each other, and exchange
various civilities and pieces of service, with-

out any attempt on either side to seduce the

other from the cause to which his conscience

had attached him. In the same w^ay, the

houses and families of various royalists are

left unmolested in the district commanded by
Colonel Hutchinson's forces; and officers con-

ducting troops to the siege of the castle, are

repeatedly invited to partake of entertain-

ments with the garrison. It is no less curious

and unique to fuid Mrs. Hutchinson officiating
as a surgeon to the wounded

;
and the Colonel

administering spiritual consolation to some
of the captives who had been mortally hurt

by the men whom he had led into action.

After the termination of the war. Colonel

Hutchinson was returned to Parliament for

the town which he had so resolutely defended.
He was appointed a member of the High
Court of Justice, for the trial of the King;—
and after long hesitation, and frequent prayer
to God to direct him aright in an affair of so

much moment, he deliberately concurred in

the sentence which was pronounced by it :
—

Mrs. Hutchinson proudly disclaiming for him
the apology, afterwards so familiar in the

mouths of his associates, of having been over-

awed by Cromwell. His opinion of the Pro-

tector, and of his government, has been pretty

fuUy explained in the extracts we have already

given. Durinir that usurpation, he lived in

almost unbroken retirem(mt, at Owihorpe ;

where he occupied himself in superintending
the education of his child ren, whom he him-
self instructed in music and other elegant

accomplishments; in the embellishment of

his residence by building and planting; in

administering justice to his neighbours, and
in making a very choice collection of painting
and .sculpture, for which he had purchased a
inimbe»" of articles out of the cabinet of the

23

late King. Such were the liberal pursuits
and elegant recreations of one whom all our
recent histories would lead us to consider as
a gloomy fanatic, and barbarous bigot !

Upon the death of the Protector, he again
took his seat in Parliament, for the county of

Nottingham; and was an indignant spectator
of the base proceedings of Monk, and the

headlong and improvident zeal of the people
in the matter of the restoration. In the course
of the debate on the treatment to be dealt to

the regicides, such of them as were members
of the House rose in their places, and made
such a defence of their conduct as they re-

spectively thought it admitted of. The fol-

lowing passage is very curious, and gives us
a high idea of the readiness and address of

Colonel Hutchinson in a situation of extraor-

dinary difficulty.

" When it came to Inglesbies turne, he, with

many leares, protest his repentance for that niurther;
and tdld a talse tale, how Cromwell held his hand,
and forc'd him to subscribe the senience ! and made
a most whining recantation; after which he reiir'd,
and another had almost ended, when Collonell
Hutchinson, who was not there at the beginning,
came in, and was told what they were about, and
that it would be expected he should say something.
He was surpriz'd with a thing he e.\pecied not ; yet
neither then, nor in any the like occasion, did he
ever faile himselfe, but told them,

' That for hia

actings in those dayes, if he had err'd, it was the

inexperience of his age, and the defect of his ludge-
ment. and not the malice of his heart, wliich had
ever prompted him topersue the generall advantage
ot his country more then his owne

;
and if the sacri-

fice of him might conduce to the pubhck peace and
settlement, he should freely submit hia life and for-

tunes to their dispose ; thai the vain e.\pence of hi3

age, and the greate debts his publick employments
had runne him into, as they were testimonies that

neither avarice nor any other interest had carried
him on, so they yielded him iust cause to repent
that he ever forsooke his owne blessed quieti, to

embarque in such a troubled sea, where he had
made shipwrack of all things hut a good conscience ;

a7id as to that particular action of the hills', he de-

sired thfrn to believe he had that sence of it that be-

filled an Englishman, a Christian, and a gentle'
tnatt.' Assoone as the collonell had spoken, he
retir'd into a roome, where Inglesbie was, with his

eies yet red, who iiad call'd up a little spirit to suc-

ceed his whinings, and embracing Collonell Hut-
chinson.

' O collonell,' say'd he,
'
did I ever imagine

wee could be brought to this ? Could I have sus-

pected it, wlien I brought them Lambert in the
other day, this sword should have redeem'd us from

being dealt with as criminalls, by that people, for
\\ hom we had so gloriously exposed ourselves.'

The collonell told him, he had foreseene. ever since
those usurpers thrust out the lawfull authority of
the land, to enthrone themselves, it could end in

nothing else ;
but the integrity of his heart, in all

he had done, made him as chearefully ready to

suffer as to triumph in a good cause. The result
of the house that day was to suspend Collonell
Hutchinson and the rest from sitting in the house.

I\Ionke, alter all his greate professions, now sate

still, and had not one word to inierposc for any per-
son, but was as forward to sett vengeance on foot

as any man."—pp. 367—369.

He was afterwards comprehended in the

act of amnesty, and with some difficulty ob-

tained his pardon ; upon which he retired to

the country; but was soon after brought to

town, in order to see if he could not be pre-
vailed on to give evidence against such of the
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regicides as it was resolved to bring to trial.

The Iiiglfwby who is commcmoratod in the

procoding extrai-t, is known to have been the

chief iiitormcr on th:it occasion; and Colonel

Hutchinson nndcrslood, that it was by his in-

stigation that he also had been called as a

witness. His deportment, when privately ex-

amined bv tlio Attorney-General, is extremely

chaiacti-ristic, and inclndes a very fine and

bitter piece of irony on his base associate,

who did not disilain to save himself by false-

hood antl treachery. When pressed to specify
some overt acts against the prisoners,

—"the colloncll answered him, that in a busi-

nesse transacted so many years acoe, wherein life

was conceraM, he dufst not l)eare a testimony ;

having at that time hene so little an observer, that

he could Jwt Ttinemher the least title of that most

etniiirnt cirrumstaii.ee, of CromwtlV s forcitig Collo-

nell Inglesbi/ to sett lo liis unvjilling hand, which, if
his life had depended. 07i that circumslance. he could

not hove nffirm'd !
' And then, sir,' sayd he,

'

if I

have lust so great a thin" as that, it cannot be ex-

pected lesse eminent passages remaine with me.'
"

p. 379.

It was not thought proper to examine him
on the trial; and he was allowed, for about a

year, to pursue his innocent occujjations in

the retirement of a country life. At last he
was seized, upon suspicion of being concern-

ed in some treasonable conspiracy ; and,

though no formal accusation was ever exhib-

ited against him, and no sort of evidence spe-
cified as the ground of his detention, was

conveyed to London, and committed a close

prisoner to the Tower. In this situation, he
was treated with the most brutal harshness;
all which he bore with great meekness of

spirit, and consoled himself in the constant

study of the Scriptures, and the society of

his magnanimous consort, who, by the power-
ful intercession of her brother, was at last ad-

mitted to his presence. After an imprison-
ment of ten months, during which the most

urgent solicitations could neither obtain his

deliverance, nor the specification of the charges
against him. he was suddenly ordered down
to Sandown castle in Kent, and found, upon
his arrival, that he was to be closely confined
in a damp and unwholesome apartment, in

which another prisoner, of the meanest rank
and most brutal manners, was already estab-

lished. This aggravated oppression and in-

dignity, however, he endured with a cheerful

magnanimity; and conversed with his wife
and daughter, as she expresses it,

" with as

pleasant and contented a spirit as ever in his

whole life. Sir Allen Apsley at last procured
aa order for peimitting him to walk a certain

time every day on the beach
;
but thismitiga

tion came too late. A sort of aguish fever,

brought on by damp and confinement, had
settled on his constitution; and, in ]'

removal
iltle more

than a month after his removal from the

Tower, ho was delivered by death from the

mean and cowardly ojipression of those whom
he had always disdained either to flatter o)

betray.

England
haviiiir giv

should be proud, we tliink, oi

en birth to Mrs. Hutchinson and
her husband

;
and chiefly because their char-

acters are truly and peculiarly English; ac-

cording to the standard of those times in which
national characters were most distinguishable.
Not exempt, certainly, from errors and defects,

they yet seem to us to hold out a lofty example
of substantial dignity and virtue

;
and to possess

most of those talents and principles by which

j^ublic life is made honourable, and privacy
delightful. Bigotry must at all times debase,
and civil dissension embitter our existence

j

but, in the ordinary course of events, we may
safely venture to assert, that a nation whicn

produces many such wives and mothers as
Mrs. Lucy Hutchmson, must be both great
and happy.

For the Reverend Julius Hutchinson, the

editor of these Memoirs, it is easy to see that

he is considerably perplexed and distracted,
between a natural desire to extol those illus-

trious ancestors, and a fear of being himself
mistaken for a republican. So he gives us
alternate notes in laud of the English levellers,
and in vituperation of the atheists and jaco-
bins of Fiance. From all this, our charity
leads us to infer, that the said Reverend Julius

Hutchinson has not yet obtained that prefer-
ment in the church which it would be conve-

nient for him to possess; and that, when he
is promoted according to his merits, he will

speak more uniformly in a manner becoming
his descent. In the mean time, we are very
much obliged to him for this book, and for the

pains he has taken to satisfy us of its authen-

ticity, and of the accuracy of its publication.
We do not object to the old spelling, which
occasions no perplexity ; but when the work
comes to another edition, we would recom-
mend it to him to add a few dates on the

margin, to break his pages into more para-

graphs, and to revise his punctuation. He
would make the book infinitely more saleable,

too, if,
without making the slightest variation

in what is retained, he would omit about two
hundred pages of the siege of Nottingham,
and other parish business; especially as the

whole is now put beyond the reach of loss oi

corruption by the present full publication.
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(October, 1829.)

Memoirs of Laet Fanshawe, Wife of the Right Honourable Sir Richard Fanshatre, Baronet,
Ainbassador from Charles the Second to ihe Court of Madrid in 16G5. Written by herself.

To which arc added, Extracts from the Correspondence of Sir Richard Fanshawe. 8vo. pp.
360. London: 1829.

Therk is not much in this book, either of

individual character, or public story. It is,

indeed, but a small affair—any way; but yet

pleasing, and not altogether without interest

or instruction. Though it presents us with no

traits of historical importance, and but few of

personal passion or adventure, it still gives us

a peep at a scene of surpassing interest from
anew quarter; and at all events adds one
other item to the great and growing store of

those contemporary notices which are every
day familiarizing.us more and more with the

living character of by-gone ages ;
and without

which we begin. at last, to be sensible, that we
can neither enter into their spirit, nor even un-

derstand their public transactions. Writings
not meant for publication, nor prepared for

purposes of vanity or contention, are the only
memorials in which the true "form and pres-
sure" of the ages which produce them are

ever completely preserved ; and, indeed, the

only documents from which the great events

which are blazoned on their records can ever

be satisfactorily explained. It is in such

writings alone,
—contidential letters—private

diaries—family anecdotes—and personal re-

monstrances, apologies, or explanations.
—that

the true springs of action are disclosed—as

well as the obstructions and impediments,
whether in the scruples of individuals or the

general temper of society, by which their

operation is so capriciously, and, but for these

revelations, so unaccountably controlled.—
They are the true key to the cipher in which

public annals are almost necessarily written
;

and their disclosure, after long intervals of

time, is almost as good as the revocation of

their writers from the dead— to abide our in-

terrogatories, and to act over again, before us,
in the very dress and accents of the time, a

portion of the scenes which they once guided
or adorned. It is not a very striking portion,

perhaps, that is thus recalled by the publica-
tion before us; but whatever interest it pos-
sesses is mainly of this character. It belongs
to an era. to which, of all others in our history,

curiosity will always be most eagerly directed
;

and it constantly rivets our attention, by ex-

citing expectations which it ought, in truth,
to have fulfilled

;
and suggesting how much

more interesting and instructive

easily have been made.

Lady Fanshawe was, as is generally known,
the wife of a distinguished cavalier, in the

Heroic Age of the civil wars and the Protec-

torate
;
and survived till long after the Res-

toration. Her husband was a person of no
mean figure in those great transactions

;
and

she, who adhered to him with the most de-

it might so

voted attachment, and participated not un-

worthily in all his fortunes and designs, was,
consequently, in continual contact with the

movements which then agitated society; and
had her full share of the troubles and triumphs
which belonged to such an e.xistence. Her
memoirs ought, therefore, to have formed an

interesting counterpart to those of Mrs. Hutch-
inson

;
and to have recalled to us, with equal

force and vivacity, the aspect under which
those great events presented themselves to a
female spectatress and sufferer, of the oppo-
site faction. But. though the title of the book,
and the announcements of the editor, hold
out this promise, we must say that the body of

it falls far short of performance : and, whether
it be that her side of the question did not admit
of the same force of delineation or loftiness of

sentiment
;

or. that the individual chronicler

has been less fortunately selected, it is certain

that, in point both of interest and instruction;
in traits of character, warmth of colouring, or

exaltation of feeling, there is no sort of com-

parison between these gossiping, and, though
affectionate, yet relatively cold and feeble,

memoranda, and the earnest, eloquent, ana

graphic representations of the puritan heroine.

Nor should it be forgotten, even in hinting at

such a parallel, that, in one important respect,
the royalist cause also must be allowed to

have been singularly happy in its female rep-
resentative. Since, if it may be said with
some show of reason, that Lucy Hutchinson
and her husband had too many eleg-ant tastes

and accomplishments to be taken as fair speci-
mens of the austere and godly republicans;
it certainly may be retorted, with at least equal

justice, that the chaste and decorous Lady
Fanshawe, and her sober diplomatic lord,
shadow out rather too favourably the general
manners and morals of the cavaliers.

After all, perhaps, the true secret of her

inferiority, in all at least that relates to politi-
cal interest, may be found in the fact, that the
fair writer, though born and bred a royalist,
and faithfully adhering to her husband in his

efforts and sufferings in the cause, was not

naturally, or of herself, particularly studious
of such matters

;
or disposed to occupy her-

self more than was necessary with any public
concern. She seems to have followed, like a

good wife and daughter, where her parents or

her husband led her
;
and to have adopted

their opinions with a dutiful and implicit con-

fidence, but without being very deeply moved

by the principles or passions which actuated

those from whom they were derived
;
while

Lucy Hutchinson not only threw her whole
heart and soul into the cause of her party
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but, like Lady Macbelh or Matlame Roland,

imparled her own lire to lier more phlegrnatic

heipiiiate,
— ''chastised him," when neces-

sary,
" with the valour of her tongue," and

cheered him on, by the encouragement of her

high example, to all the ventures and sacri-

ficee, the triumphs or the martyrdoms, that

lay visibly across her daring and lofty course.

The Lady Fanshawe, we take it,
was of a less

passionate temperament; and her book, ac-

cordingly, is more like that of an ordinary

woman, though living in extraordinary times.

She begins, no doubt, with a good deal of love

and domestic devotion, and even echoes, from

that sanctuary, certain notes of loyalty; but,

in very truth, is chiefly occupied, for the best

part of her life, with the sage and serious

business of some nineteen or twenty accowc/ic-

mens, which are happily accomplished in dif-

ferent parts of Europe ;
and seems, at last, to

be wholly engrossed in the ceremonial of

diplomatic presentations,
—the description of

court dresses, state coaches, liveries, and

jewellery,
—the solemnity of processions, and

receptions by sovereign princes,
—and the due

interchange of presents and compliments with

persons of worship and dignity. Fully one-

third of her book is taken up with such goodly

matter; and nearly as much with the geneal-

ogy of her kindred, and a faithful record of

their marriages, deaths, and burials. From
the remainder, nowever, some curious things

maybe gathered; and we shall try to extract

what strikes us as most characteristic. We
may begin with something that preceded her

own recollection. The following singular le-

gend relates to her mother
;
and is given, it

will be observed, on very venerable author-

ity:

"Dr. Howlsworth preached her funeral sermon,
in which, upon his own knowledge, he told, before

many hundreds of people, this accident following:
That my mother, being sick to death of a (ever three

months after I was born, which was the occasion

she gave me suck no longer, her friends and ser-

vants thought, to all outward appearance, that she

was dead, and so lay almost two days and a night ;

but Dr. Winston, coming to comfort my father,

went into my mother's room, and looking earnest-

ly on her face, said siie was so handsome, and now
looks so lovely, I cannot think she is dead

;
and

suddenly took a lancet out of his pocket, and with

it cut the sole of her foot, which bled. Upon this,

he immediately caused her to be laid upon the bed

again, and to be rubbed, and such means, as she

came to life, and opening her eyes, saw two of her

kinswomen stand by her, my Lady Knollys and

my Lady Russell, both with great wide sleeves,
as the fashion then was, and said. Did not you
promise me fifteen years, and are you come again
already? which they not understanding, persuaded
her to keep her spirits quiet in that great weakness
wherein she then was; but, some hours after, she
desired my father and Dr. Howlsworth might be
left alone with her, to whom she said, I will ac-

quaint you, that, during the time of my trance, I

was in great quiet, but in a place I could neither

distinguish nor describe ; but the sense of leaving

my girl, who is dearer to me than all my children,
remained a trouble upon my spirits. Suddenly I

saw two by me, cloathed in long white garments,
and methought I fell down with my face in the

dust ; and they asked me why I was troubled in so

great happiness. I replied, O let me have the same

grant given to Hezekiah, that I may live fifteen

years, to see my daughter a woman : to which they
answered. It is done: and then, at that instant, I

awdke out of my trance; and Dr. Howlsworth
did there atrirni, that lliat day she died made just
fifteen years from that time."—pp. 2lj—28.

This gift of dreaming dreams, or seeing

visions, seems, indeed, to have been hered.

tary in the family ;
for the following is given on

the credit of the fair m riter's own experience.
When she and her husband went to Ireland,
on their way to Portugal, they were honour-

ably entertained by all the distinguished royal-
ists who came in their way. Among others,
she has recorded that,

" We went to the Lady Honor O'Brien's, a lady
that went for a maid, but few believed it ! She
was the youngest daughter of the Earl of Thomond.
There we staid three nights. The first ofWhich I

was surprised by being laid in a chamber, where,
about one o'clock, I heard a voice that wakened
ine. I drew the curtain, and, in the casement of

the window, I saw, by the light of the moon, a

woman leaning into the window, through the case-

ment, in white, with red hair, and pale and ghastly

complexion. She spoke loud, and in a tone I had
never heard, thrice,

' A horse !' and then, with a

sigh more like the wind than breath, she vanished,

and, to me, her body looked more like a thick cloud
than substance. I was so much friglitened, that

my h;iir stood on end, and my night-clothes fell ofT.

I pulled and pinched your father, who never woke
during the disorder I was in

;
but at last was much

surprised to see me in tliis friglit. and more so when
I related the siory and showed him the window

opened. Neither of us slept any more that night,
but he entertained me with telling me how much
more these apparitions were usual in this country
than in England! and we concluded the cause to

be the creat superstition of the Irish, atid the want
of that knowing faith, which should defend them
from the power of the devil, which he exercises

ainong them very much."

Ingenious and orthodox as this solution of

the mystery must be allowed to be, we con-

fess we should have been inclined to prefer
that of the fair sleeper having had a lit of

nightmare ;
had it not been for the conclusive

testimony of the putative virgin of the house
of Thomond, who supplies the following as-

tonishing confirmation; and leads us rather

to suspect that the whole might have been a

trick, to rid herself the sooner of their scru-

pulous and decorous company.
" About five o'clock," continues Lady Fan-

shawe, "the lady of the house came to see us,

saying she had not been in bed all night, because
a cousin O'Brien of hers, whose ancestors had
owned that house, had desired her to stay with
him in his chamber, and that he died at two o'clock,
and she said,

'

I wish you to have had no dis-

turbance, for 'tis the custom of the place, that,

when any of the family are dying, the shape of a

woman appears in the window every night till they
be dead. This woman was many ages ago got
with child by the owner of this place, who inur-

dered her in his garden, and flung her into the river

under the window, but truly 1 thought not of it

when I lodged you here, it being the best room in

the house.' We made little reply to her speech,
but disposed ourselves to be gone suddenly."

We shall close this chapter, of the super-

natural, with the following rattier remarkable

ghost story, which is calculated, we think, to

make a strong impression on the imagination.
Our diligent chronicler picked it up, it seems,
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on het ivaj tnrough Canterbury in the year
1663

;
and it is thus nonourably attested :

" And here I cannot omit relating tlie eiisuinir

Btory, confirmed by Sir Tlionias Batien, Sir Arnold
Breanies, liie Dean of Canterbury, with many more
gentlemen and persons of this town.

" There lives not far from Canterbury a gentle-
man, called Colonel Colepcper, whose mother
was widow unto the Lord Stranyford: this gentle-
man iiad a sister, who liveii with him. as the world

said, in too much love. She married Mr. Porter.
This brother and sister being both atheists and

living a lite according to their protession, went in

a frolick into a vault of their ancestors, where, be-

fore they returned, they pulled some of their lather's

and mother's hairs ! Within a very lew days alter,

Mrs. Porter fell sick and died. Her brother kept
her body in a coffin set up in his buttery, saying it

would not be long before he died, and then they
would be both buried together ; but from the night
after her death, until the time tliat we were told the

etory, which was three months, they say that a head,
as cold as death, with curled hair like his sister's,

did ever lie by him wherever he slept, notwith-

standing he removed to several places and countries
to avoid it ; and several persons told us they also

kad felt this apparition."

We may now go back a little to the affairs of

this world. Deep and devoted attachments are

more frequently conceivetl in circumstances
of distress and danger than in any other :

and, accordingly, the love and marriage of

Sir Richard Fanshawe and his lady befel dur-

ing their anxious and perilous residence with
the court at Oxford, in 1644. The following-
little sketch of the life they passed there is

curious and interesting :

" My father commanded my sister and myself to

come to him to Oxford, where the Court then was;
but we, that had till that hour lived in great plenty
and great order, found ourselves like fishes out of
the water, and the scene so changed, that we knew
not at all how to act any part but obedience; for,

from as good a house as any gentleman of England
had, we came to a baker's house in an obscure
street ; and from rooms well furnished, to lie in a

very bad bed in a garret, to one dish of meat, and
that not the best ordered, no money, for we were
as poor as Job, nor clothes more than a man or two
brought in their cloak bags: we had the perpetual
discourse ol losing and gaining towns and men : at

the windows the sad spectacle of war, sometimes
plagues, sometimes sicknesses of other kind, by
reason of so many people being packed together,
as, I believe, there never was before of that quality ;

always in want, yet I must needs say, that most
bore it with a martyr-like cheerfulness. For my
own part, I began to think we should all, like

Abraham, live in tents all the days of our lives.

The king sent my father a warrant for a baronet,
but he returned it with thanks, saving he had too
much honour of his knighthood, which his majesty
had honoured him with some years before, for the
fortune he now possessed."

—
pp. 35—37.

They were married very privately the year
after; and certainly entered upon life with lit-

tle but their mutual love to cheer and support
them

]
but it seems to have been sufficient.

"Both his fortune and my promised portion,
which was made lO.OOOZ . were both at that time in

expectation ; and we might truly be called merchant
adventtirers, for the stock we set up our trading
with did not ainount to twenty pounds betwixt us

;

but, however, it was to us as a little piece of armour
is against a bullet, which, if it be right placed,
though no bigger than a shilling, serves as well as
a whole suit of armour; so our stock bought pen,

ink, and paper, which was your father's trade, and

by it, I assure you, we lived better than those who
were born to iOOOl. a year, as long as he liad his

hberty."—pp. 37, 38.

The next scene presents both of them in so

amiab^ and respectable a light, that we think
it but justice to extract

it, though rather long,
without any abridgment. It is, indeed, one
of the most pleasing and interesting passages
in the book. They had now gone to Bristol,
in 1645.

"My husband had provided very good lodgings
for us, and as soon as he could come home from
the council, where lie was at tny arrival, he with
all expressions of joy received me in his arms, and
gave me a hundred pieces ol gold, saying,

'

I know
thou that keeps my heart so well, will keep my
fortune, which from this time I will ever put into

thy hands as God shall bless me with increase;'
and now I thought myself a perfect queen, and
my husband so glorious a crown, that I more valued
myself to be called by his name than born a

princess; for I knew him very wise and very good,
and his soul doated on me,—upon which confidence
I will tell you what happened. My Lady Rivers,
a brave woman, and one tliat had suffered many
thousand pounds loss for the king, and whom I had
a great reverence for, and she a kindness for me as
a kinswoman, in discourse she tacitly commended
the knowledge of state affairs

; and that some
wc)men were very happy in a good understanding
thereof, as my Lady Aubigny, Lady Isabel Thynne,
and divers others, and yet none was at first more
capable than I; that in the night she knew there
came a post from Paris from the queen, and that
she would be extremely glad to hear what the

queen commanded the king in order to his affairs;

saying, if I would ask my husband privately, he
would tell me what he found in the packet, and I

might tell her. I, that was young and innocent, and
to that day had never in my mouth ' What news V
began to think there was more in inquiring into

public affairs than I thought of; and that it being a

fashionable thing would make me more beloved of

my husband, i( that had been possible, than I was.
When my husband returned home from council,
after welcoming him, as his custom ever was, he
went with his handful of papers into his study for an
hour or more

;
I followed him ; he turned hastily, and

said, 'What wouldst thou have, my lilie?' I told

him, I heard the prince had received a packet from
the queen, and I guessed it was that in his hand, and
I desired to know what was in it

;
he smilingly re-

plied,
' My love, I will immediately come to thee

;

pray thee go, for I am very busy :' when he came
out of his closet I revived my suit ; he kissed me,
and talked of other things. At supper I would eat

nothing ;
he as usual sat by me, and drank often to

me* which was his custom, and was full of discourse
to company that was at table. Going to bed I asked

again ;
and said I could not believe he loved me if

he refused to tell me all he knew; but he answer-
ed nothing, but stopped my mouth with kisses. So
we went to bed; I cried, and he went to sleep!
Next morning early, as his custom was, he called
to rise, but began to discourse with me first, to

which I made no re[)ly ;
he rose, came on the other

side of the bed and kissed me, and drew the cur-

tains sofilv, and went to court. W'hen he came
home to dinner, he presently came to me as was
usual, and when I had him by the hand, I said,
' Thou dost not care to see me troubled ;' to which
he, taking me in his arms, answered,

' My dearest

soul, nothing upon cartk can afflict me like that:

But when you asked me of my business, it was
wholly out of my power to satisfy thee ;

for my life

and fortune shall be thine, and every thought of

my heart in which the trust 1 am in may not be
revealed: But my honour is my own; which I

cannot preserve if I communicate the prince's

Q
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nflnirs ; nnd, prny tliir, willi this nnswtT rest salis-

faii.' So LTcnl was his reiisoii und goodness, that,

upon considfrniion, it nindc my lolly iippi-ar lo nu'

PC vile, lliot IroiM that day until the day ot his

death, I never tlioui^ht til to nsk him any business,

but what lie cominuiu'-ated Ireely lo me, ill order

to his tstaic or laiiiily."
^

After the ill success of the royal ariiis had

made it iieces.sary for the Prince to retire be-

yond seas, Lady Faiishawe and her husband

attended hmi to llu; Scilly Islands. We give

this natural and siini)le picture of their dis-

comforts on that expedition:
—

" The next day, after having been pillaged, and

extremely sieli and big with child, I was set on

shore, almost dead, in the island ol Scillv
;
when

we had got to our quarters near the casile, where

the prince lay, I went immediately to bed, which

was so vile that my lootman ever lay in a better,

and we had but three in the whole house, which

consisted of four rooms, or rather partitions, two

low rooms, and two little lofts, with a ladder to go
up: in one of these they kept dried fish, which was
his trade, and in this my husband's two clerks lay;
one there was lor my sister, and one for myself,
and one amongst the rest of the servants; but

when 1 waked in the morning, I was so cold I

knew not what to do
;
but the daylight discovered

that my bed was near swimming with the sea,

which the owner told us afterwards it never did—
but at spring tides."

We must not omit her last interview with

her unfortunate Sovereign, which took place
at Hampton Court, when his star was hastening
to its setting! It is the only interview with

that unhappy Prince of which she has left

any notice
;
and

is, undoubtedly, very touch-

ing and amiable.

"
During his stay at Hampton Court, my hus-

band was with him
;

to whom he was pleased to

talk much of his concerns, and gave him three

credentials for Spain, with private instructions, and
letters for his service: But God, for our sins, dis-

posed his Majesty's affairs otherwise. I went three

times to pay my duty to him, both as 1 was the

daughter of his servant, and wife of his servant.

The last time I ever saw him, when I took my
leave, I could not refrain from weeping. When he

had saluted me, I prayed to God to preserve his

majesty with long life and happy years; he stroked
me on the cheek, and said,

'

Child, if God pleaseth
it shall be so ! both you and I must submit to God's
will, and you know in what hands 1 am in ;' then

turnitig to your father, he said,
' Be sure, Dick, to

tell my son all that I have said, and deliver those
letters to my wife; pray God bless her! I hope I

shall do well ;' and taking him in his arms, said,
' Thou hast ever been an honest man, and I hope
God will bless thee, and make thee a happy ser-

vant to my son, whom I have charged in my letter

to continue his love, and tiust to you ;' adding,
'

I

do promise you, that if ever I am restored to my
dignity, 1 will bountifully reward you for both your
Rprvice and suf!urin<rs.' Thus did we part from
that glorious sun, that within a few months after

was murdered, to the grief of all Christians that

were not forsaken by God."

These are almost sufficient specimens of

the work before us
;
for it would not be fair to

extract the whole substance of it. However,
we must add the following striking trait of

heroism and devoted affection, especially as

we have spoken rather too disparagingly of

the fair writer's endowment of those qualities.
in point of courage and love t6 her husband
it is oi:ite on a level, peihaps with any of the

darings of Mrs. Hutchinson,
—

though we can-

not say that the occasion called so clearly for

their disi)lay. During their voyage to Purtu

gal, and—
" When we had just passed the Straits, we saw

comins.' towards us, with full sails, a Turkish galley,
well manned, and we believed we should be all

carried away slaves, lor this man had so laden hia

ship with goods for Spain, that his guns were use-

less, thcjugli the ship carried si.xty guns. He called

for brandy, and alter he had well drunken, and all

his men, which were near two hundred, he called

for arms, and cleared tlie deck as well as he could,

resolving to fight rather than lose his ship, which
was worth 30,000/. This was sad for us passengers :

but my husband bid us be sure to keep in the cabin,
and not appear, the women, which would make the

Turks think that we were a man-of-war, but if

they saw women, they would take us for merchants,
and board us. He went upon the deck, and took a

gun and bandoliers, and sword, and, with the rest

of the ship's company, stood upon deck expecting
the arrival of the Turkish maii-ol'-war. This beast,
the captain, had locked me up in the cabin ; I knock-
ed and called long to no purpose, until at length the

cabin-boy came and opened the door. I, all in

tears, desired him lo be so good as to give me hia

blue thrum cap he wore, and his tarred coat, which
be did, and I gave him halt-a-crown, and putting
them on, and flinging away my night-clothes, I

crept up softly and stood upon the deck by my
husband's side, as free from sickness and fear as, I

confess, from discretion ;
but it was the eflect of

that passion which I could never master.
"
By this time the two vessels were engaged in

parley, and so well satisfied with speech and sight
of each other's forces, that the Turks' man-of-war
lacked about, and we continued our course. But
when your father saw it convenient to retreat, look-

ing upon me, he blessed himself, and snatched me
up in his arms, saying. 'Good God, that love can
make this change !' and though he seemingly chid

me, he would laugh at it as often as he remembered
that voyage."

What follows is almost as strong a proof of

that "love which ca,steth out fear;" while it

is more unexceptionable on the score of pru-
dence. Sir Richard, being in arms for the

King at the fatal battle of Worcester, was af-

terwards taken ])risoner. and brought to Lon-
don

;
to which place his faithful consort im-

mediately repaired, where, in the midst of

her anxieties,

"
I met a messenger from him vi-ith a letter,

which advised me of his condition, and told me ho
was very civilly used, and said little more, but that

I should be in some room at Charing Cross, where
he had promise from his keeper that he should rest

there in my company at dinner-time ;
this was

meant to him as a great favour. I expected him
with impatience, and on the day appointed provided
a dinner and room, as ordered, in which I was with

my father and some more of our friends, where,
about eleven of the clock, we saw hundreds of

poor soldiers, both English and Scotch, march all

naked on foot, and many with your father, who
was very cheerful in appearance ; who, after he had
spoken and saluted me and his friends there, said,
'

Pray let us not lose time, for I know not how
little I have to spare; this is the chance of war;
nothing venture, nothing have; so let us sit down
and be merry whilst we may ;' then taking my
hand in his, and kissing me,

' Cease weeping, no
other thing upon earth can move me; remember
we are all at God's disposal.'

"
During the time of his imprisonment, T failed

not constaiuly to go, when the clock struck four in

the morning, with a dark lantern in my hand ai'
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nlone and on foot, from my lodgin? in Cliancery
Lane, at my cousin Young's, to W'hiU'luill. in at

the en'iy that went om of King Rirert into the

bowhng-green. There I woulti no under his window
and soltly call him

; he, alter the first time except-
ed, never failed to put out his head at the first call ;

thus we talked together, and sometimes I was so

wet with the rain, that it w-eni in at my neck and
out at my heels. lie directed how I should make
my addresses, which I did ever to their general,
Cromwell, who had a great respect for your father,

and would have bought him otTto his service, upon
any terms.
"
Being one day to soHcit for my husband's

liberty for a titne, he bid me bring, the next day. a

certificate from a physician that he was really ill.

Immediately I went to Dr. Batters, that was by
chance boih physician to Cromwell and to our

family, who gave me one very favourable in my
husband's behalf. I delivered it at the Council

Chamber, at three of the clock that afternoon, as

he commanded me, and lie himself moved, that

seeing they could make no use of his imprisomnent,
whereby to lighten them in their business, that he

might have his liberty upon 4000/. bail, to take a

course of physic, he being dangerously ill. Many
spake against it ; but most Sir Henry Vane, who
said he would be as instrumental, for ought he

knew, to hang them all that sat there, if ever he
had opportunity ; but if he had liber'y for a time,
that he might lake the engagement before he went

out; upon whi'h Cromwell said, 'I never knew
that the engagement was a medicine for the scor-

butic !' They, hearing i heir general say so, thought
it obliged him, and so ordered him his liberty upon
bail."

These are specimens of what we think oest

in the work
;
but. as there may be readers

who would take an interest in her desci-iption i

of court ceremonies, or, at least, like to see i

bow she manages them, we shall conclude
with a little fraguieri^of such a description.

"This afternoon I went to pay my visit to the
Duchess of Albuquerque. When I came to take

coach, the soldiers stood to their arms, and the
lieuienant thai held the colours displaying them,
which is never done to any one but kings, or such
as represent their persons: 1 stood siill all the

while, (hen at the lowering of the c>ilours lo the

ground, ihey received tor them a low courtesy from
me, and for himself a bow; then taking coach, with

very many persons, both in coaches and on foot, I

went to tiie duke's palace, where I was again re-

ceived by a guard of his excellency's, with the
same ceremony of the king's colours as before.

Then I was received by the duke's brother and
near a hundred persons of quality. I laid my hand
upon the wrist of his excellency's right hand; he

putting his cloak thereupon, as the Spanish fashion

is, went up the stairs, upon the top of wliich stood
the duchess and her daughter, who received me with

great civility, putting me into every door, and ail

my children, till we came lo sit down in her excel-

lency's ciiamber, where she placed me upon her

right hand, upon cushions, as the fashion of this

court is, being very rich, and laid upon Persian

carpels."
"The two dukes embraced my husband with

great kindness, welcoming him to the place, and
the Duke of Medina Celi led me to my coach, an
honour that he had never done any Imt once, when
he wailed on your qtieen to help lier on the like

occasion. The Duke d'Alcala led my eldest daugh-
ter, and the younger led my second, and the Gov-
ernor of Cadiz, iJon Antonio de Fimeiitel, led the
third. Mrs. Kestian carried Betty in her arms."

There is great choice of this sort for those

who like it; and not a little of the more
solemn and still duller discussion of diplomatic
etiquette and precedence. But, independent
of these, and of the genealogies and obitua-

ries, which are not altogether without interest,
there is enough both of heart, and sense, and

observation, in these memoirs, at once to re-

pay gentle and intelligent readers for the

trouble of perusing them, and to stamp a
character of amiableness and respectability
on the memory of their author.

(3)5'ot)cmber 1825.)

Memoirs of Samuel Pepys, Esq. F.R.S., Secretary to the Admiralty in the Reign of Charles
II. and James II., comprising his Diary frovi 1659 to 1669, deciphered by the Rev. John
Smith, A. B., of St. John's College, Cambridge, from the original Shorthand 31S. in the

Pepysian Library, and a Selection from his Private Correspondence. Edited by Richard
Lord Braybrooke. 2 vols. 4to. London: 1825.

We have a great indulgence, we confess.
for the taste, or curiosity, or whatever it may
be called, that gives its value to such publica-
tions as this; and are inclined to think the
desire of knowing, pretty minutely, the man-
ners and habits of former times,—of under-

standing, in all their details, the character and

ordinary way of life and conversation of our
forefathers—a very liberal and laudable de-

sire; and by no means to be confound(>d with
that hankering after contemporarv slainler,
with which this age is so miserably infested,
and so justly reproached. It is not only curi-
ous to see from what beginnings, and by what
steps, we have come to be what we are :

—
But it is most important, for the future and
foi he present; to ascertain what practices,

and tastes, and principles, have been com-

monly found associated or disunited : And
as, in uncultivated lands, we can often judge
of their inherent fertility by the quality of the
weeds they spontaneously produce

— so we
may learn, by such an inspection of the moral

growths ol^ a country, compared with its sub

sequent history, what prevailing manners are

indicative of vice or of virtue—what e.xisting
follies foretell approaching wisdom — what
forms of licentiousness give promise of com
ing purity, and what of deeper degradation

—
what uncertain lights, in short, announce the

rising, and what the setting sun ! While, in

like manner, we may trace in the .same records
the connection of public and private morality,
and the mutual action and reaction of govern-
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xnent and manners;—and discover what indi-

vidual corruptions spring from jwlitiral dis-

honour— what doini'stic prolligacy leads to

the sacrifice of freedom—and what national

virtues are most likely to resist the oppres-
sions, or yield to the seductions ot courts.

Of all these things History tells us little—
and yet they are the most important that she

could have Leen employed in recording. She

has been contented, however, for llie most

part, with detailing merely the broad and ap-

parent results—the great public events and

transactions, in which the true working prin-

ciples of its destiny have their end and con-

sununation
;
and points only to the w recks or

the triumphs that Hoat down the tide of human
afTairs. without giving us any light as to those

grotmd currents by which its central masses
are jrovenied. anil of which those superficial

appearances are, in most cases, the necessary

though unsuspected effects.

Every one feels, w-e think, how necessary
this information is, if we wish to understand

what antiquity really was, and what manner
of men existed in former generations. How
vague and unsatisfactorj-, without

it,
are all

public annals and records of dynasties and
battles—of how little interest to private indi-

viduals—of how little use even to philosophers
and statesmen ! Before we can apply any
example in history, or even comprehend its

fictual import, we must know somethmg of

the character, both of the age and of the per-
sons to which it belongs

—and understand a

good deal of the temper, tastes, and occupa-
tions, both of the actors and the .sufferers.—
Good and evil, in truth, change natures, with
a change of those circumstances

;
and we

may be lamenting as the most intolerable of

calamities, what was scarcely felt as an inflic-

tion, by those on whom it fell. Without this

knowledge, therefore, the most striking and

important events are mere w^onders, to be
stared at—altogether barren of instruction—
and probably leading us astray, even as occa-

sions of sympathy or moral emotion. Those

pninute details, in short, which History has so

often rejected as below her dignity, are indis-

pensable to give life, certainty, or reality to

her delineations
;
and we should have little

hesitation in asserting, that no history is really
worth any thing, imless it relate to a people
and an age of which we have also those hum-
bler and more private memorials. It is not in

the grand tragedy, or rather the epic fictions,
of History, that we learn the true condition of

former ages—the real character of past gene-
rations, or even the actual effects that were

Produced
on society or individuals at the time,

y the great events that are there so solemnly
recorded. If we have not some remnants or

some infusion of the Comedy of middle life,

we neither have any idea of the state and
colour of the general existence, nor any just

understanding of the transactions about which
we are reading.

For what we know of the ancient Greeks
for example—for all that enables us to ima-

gine what sort of thing it would have been to

Eave lived among them, or even what effects

were produced on the society of Athens ot

Sparta by the battles of Marathon or Salaniia.

we are indebted not so much to the histories

of Herodotus, Xenophon. or Thncydides, as
to theDei]inosophi.sts of Athena'us—the ajiec-

dotes of Plutarch—the introductory and inci-

dental passages of the Platonic dialogues—•

the details of some of the private orations*—
and parts of the plays of Plautusand Terence,
apparently copied from the Greek comedies.
For our personal knowledge of the Romans,
again, we do not look to Livy, or Dionysius

—
or even to Ca-sar, Sallust, or Tacitus; but to

Horace, Petronius, Juvenal, and the other
satirists—to incidental notices in the Orations
and Dialogues of Cicero—and above all to his

invaluable letters,
—followed up by those of

Pliny,
—to intimations in Plutarch, and Seneca,

and Lucian—to the books of the Civil law—
and the biographies and anecdotes of the

Empire, from Suetonius to Procopiuo. Of the
feudal times—the heroic age of modern Eu-

rope
—we have fortunately more abundant and

minute information, both in the Romances of

chivalr)-, which embody all the details of

upper life
;
and in the memoirs and chronicles

of such writers as Commines and Froissart,
which are filled with so many individual pic-
tures and redundant particularities, as to leave
us scarcely any thing more to learn or to wish

for, as to the manners and character, the tem-

per and habits, and even the daily life and
conversation of the predominating classes of

society, who then stood for everj' thing in

those countries : And, even W'ith regard to

their serfs and vassals, we are not without
most distinct and intelligible lights

—both in

scattered passages of the works we have al-

ready referred to, in various ancient ballads
and legends relating to their condition, and in

such invaluable records as the humorous and
more familiar tales of our immortal Chaucer.
For the character and ordinary life of our
more immediate ancestry, we may be said to

owe our chief knowledge of it to Shakespeare,
and the comic dramatists by whom he was
succeeded—reinforced and supported by the
infinite quantity of obscure and insignificant
matter Avhich the industry of his commenta-
tors has brought back to light for his elucida-

tion—and which the matchless charm of his

popularity has again rendered both interesting
and familiar. The manners and habits of still

later times are known to us, not by any means

by our public histories, but by the writers of

farces and comedies, polite essays, libels, and
satires—by collections of private letters, like

those of Gray, Swift, Arbuthnot, and Lord
Orford—by private memoirs or journals, such
as those of INIrs. Lucy Hutchinson, Swift's

Journal to Stella, and Doddington's Diary
—

and, in still later times, by the best of our gay
and satirical novels—by caricature prints

—by
the better newspapers and magazines,

—and

by various minute accounts (in the manner of

Boswell's Life of Johnson) of the private life

and conversation of distinguished individuals.

The work before us relates to a period of

which we have already very considerable

memorials. But it is, notwithstanding, of
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»er} great interest and curiosity. A good
deal of what it contains derives, no doubt, its

chiei' interest from having happened one hun-
dred and eighty years ago: But there is little

,of it that does not, for that very reason, throw
valuable liglits on our intermediate history.
It consists, as the title shows, of a very minute
and copious Diary, continued from the year
1659 to 1669—and a correspondence, much
less perfect and continuous, down nearly to

the death of the author hi 1703. Fortunately
for the public part of the story, the author

was, from the very beginning, in immediate
contact with persons in high office and about

court—and, still more fortunately for the pri-

vate part, seems to have been possessed of

the most extraordinary activity, and the most

indiscriminating. insatiable, and miscellane-

ous curiosity, that ever prompted the re-

searches, or supplied the pen, of a daily
chronicler. Although excessively busy and

diligent in his attendance at his office, he
finds time to go to every play, to every exe-

cution, to every procession, lire, concert, riot,

trial, review, city feast, public dissection, or

picture gallery that he can hear of. Nay,
there seems scarcely to have been a school

examination, a wedding, christening, charity

sermon, bull-baiting, philosophical meeting,
or private merry-making in his neighbour-

hood, at which he was not sure to make his

appearance, and mindful to record all the

particulars. He is the iirst to hear all the

court scandal, and all the public news—to

observe the changes of fashions, and the

downfal of parties
—to pick up family gossip,

and to retail philosophical intelligence
—to

criticise evei*y^4iew,}iouse or carriage that is

built—every new book or new beauty that

appears—every measure the King adopts,
and every mistress he discards.

For the rest of his character, he appears to

have been an easy tempered, compassionate,
and kind man

) combining an extraordinary

diligence and regTilarity in his official busi-

ness and domestic economy, with a singular
love of gossip, amusement, and all kinds of

miscellaneous information—a devoted attach-

ment, and almost ludicrous admiration of his

wife, with a wonderful devotion to the King's

mistresses, and the fair sex in general, and
rather a suspicious familiarity with various

pretty actresses and singers; and, above all,

a practical sag-acity and cunning in the man-

agement of affairs, with so much occasional

credulity, puerility; and folly, as would often

tempt us to set him down for a driveller.

Though born with good blood in his veins.

and a kinsman, indeed, of his great patron,
the first Earl of Sandwich, he had nothing to

boast of in his immediate progenitors, being
born the son of a tailor in London, and enter-

nig on life in a state of the utmost poverty. It

was probably from this ignoble vocation of his

father, that he derived that hereditary taste

for dress which makes such a conspicuous
figure in his Diary. The critical and affec-

tionate notices of doublets, cloaks, beavers,

periwigs, and sword-belts, actually outnum-

bering, we think, all the entries on any other

24

subject whatever, and plainly engrossinff; even
in the most agitating circumstances, no small
share of the autlior's attention. Pernaps it is

to the same blot in his scutcheon, tnat we
should trace a certain Avant of manliness in

his whole character and deportment. Certain

it is at least, that there is room for such an

imputation. He appears before us. from first

to last, with the true temper, habits, and man-
ners of an Underling

—
obsequious to his supe-

riors—civil and smooth to all men—lavish in

attentions to persons of influence whom he
dislikes—and afraid and ashamed of being
seen with his best friends and benefactors,
when they are supposed to be out of favour—most solicitous to keep out of quarrels of

all sorts—and ensuring his own safety, not

only by too humble and pacific a bearing in

scenes of contention, but by such stretches of

simulation and dissimulation as we cannot

easily reconcile to our notion of a brave and
honourable man.
To such an extent, indeed, is this carried,

that, though living in times of great actiial,

and greater apprehended changes, it is witli

difficulty that we can guess, even from this

most copious and unreserved record of his in-

most thoughts, what were really his political

opinions, or whether he ever had any. We
learn, indeed, from one passage, that in his

early youth he had been an ardent Roinid-

head, and had in that capacity attended with
exultation the execution of the King—observ-

ing to one of his companions at the time, that

ilf he had been to make a sermon on the occa-

sion, he would have chosen for his text the

words, "The memory of the wicked shall

rot." This, to be sure, was when he was

only in his eighteenth year
—but he seems

afterwards to have accepted of a small office

in the Republican Court of Exchequer, of

which he is in possession for some time after

the commencement of his Diarj'. That work

begins in January 1659, while INIonk was on
his march from Scotland

;
and yet, not only

does he continue to frequent the society of

Harrington, Hazlerigge, and other staunch

republicans, but never once expresses any
wish of his own, either for the restoration of

the Royalty, or the continuance of the Pro-

tectorate, till after he is actually at sea with
Lord Sandwich, with the ships that brought
Charles back from Breda ! After the Restora-

tion is consolidated, indeed, and he has got a

good office in the Admiralt)", he has recorded,

amply enough, his anxiety for the permanency
of the ancient djniasty

—though he cannot

help, every now and then, reprobathig the

profligacy, wastefulness, and neglect of the

new government, and contrastin.o: them disad-

vantageously with the economj', energy, and

popularity, of most of the measures of the

Usurper. While we give him credit, there-

fore, for great candour and impartiality in the

private judgments which he has here record-

ed, we can scarcely pay him the compliment
of saying that he has any political principles
whatever—or any, at least, for which he
would ever have dreamed of hazarding Iris

own worldly prosperity.
q2
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Another indication of the same low and

ignoblo turn of mind is to be found, wo think,

in his penurious anxiety about his money—
the intense satisfaction with which he watches

its increase, and the sonlid and vulgar cares

to which he cornh'scends, to check its ex-

penditure. Even after he is in possession of

a great income, he goes and sits by the tailor

till he sees him sew all the buttons on his

doublet—and spends four or five hours, of a

very busy day, ni watching the coach-maker

laying on the coats of varnish on the body of

his coach ! When he gives a dinner, he knows

exactly what every dish has cost him—and

tells a long story of his paddling half the

night with his lingers in the dirt, digging up
some money he had buried in a garden, and

conveying it with his own hands, with many
fears and contrivances, safely back to his

house. With all this, however, he is charit-

able to the poor, kind to his servants and de-

Eendents,

and very indulgent to all the mem-
ers of his family

—though we find him chron-

icling his own munificence in helping to fit

out his wife's brother, when he goes abroad

to push his fortune, by presenting him with
" ten shillings

—and a coat that I had by me—a close-bodied, light-coloured, cloth coat—
with a gold edging on each seam—that was
the lace of my wife's best petticoat, when I

married her!"
As we conceive, a good deal, not only of

the interest, but of the authority and just
construction of the information contained in

the work, depends on the reader having a

correct knowledge of the individual by whom
it is furnished, we think we cannot do better

than begin our extracts with a few citations

illustrative of the author's own character,

iabits, and condition, as we have already at-

tempted to sketch them. The very first entry
exhibits some of his peculiarities. He was
then only twenty-seven years of age—and
had been received, though not with much
honour, into the house of his kinsman Sir Ed-
ward Montague, afterwards Earl of Sandwich.
This is his condition in the beginning of 1659.

"Jan. 1st (Lord's day). This morning, (we
living lately iti the garret,) I rose, put on my suit

with great skirts, having not lately worn any other
clothes but them. Went to Mr (junning's chapel
at Exeter House, &c. Dined at home in the garret,
where my wife dressed the remains of a turkey,
and in the doing of it she burned her hand. I staid

at home the whole afternoon, looking over my ac-

counts ; then went with my wife to my father's, &c.—2d. From the Hall I called at home, and so went
to Mr. Crewe's (my wife she was to go to her

father'.*), and Mr. Moore and land another gentle-
man went out and drank a cup of ale together in the

new market, and there I eat some bread and cheese
for my dinner."

His passion for dress breaks out in every
page almost

;
but we shall insert only one or

two of the early entries, to give the reader a
notion of the style of it.

"
10th. This day I put on my new silk suit, the

Irst that ever I wore in my life.—12th. Home, and
called my wife, and took her to Clodins' to a great

wedding of Nan Hartlib to Mynheer Roder, w hich

was kept at Goring House with very great state,

cost and noble company. But among all the

beauties there, my wife was thought the grealest.--
13th. Up early, the first day that 1 put on my black

camlett coal with silver luitloii.s. 'I'o Mr. Spong,
whom I toiiiid iti his night-gown, &-c.— 14th. To
the Privy 8eale, and thence to my Lord's, where
.Mr. Pirn tlie tailor and I agreed upon making me a
velvet coal.—2.'3th. This night W. Hewer brought
me home from Mr. Pirn's my velvet coal and cap,
the first that ever I had. This the first day that

ever I saw my wife wear black patches since we
were married.—My wile seemed very pretty to-day,
it being tlie first time I had given her leave to wearo
a black patch.

—22d. This morning, hearing that the

Queene grows worse again, I sent to stop the mak-

ing of my velvet cloak, till I see whether she Uvea
or dies.—30ih. To my great sorrow find myself
43Z. worse than I was the last nionih, which was
then 760/., and now it is bm 717Z. But it hath

chiefly arisen from my layings out in clothes for

myself and wife; viz. for her about 12Z. and for

myself 55Z., or thereabouts ; having made myself a

velvet cloak, two new cloth skirts, black, plain
both ; a new shag gown, trimmed with gold but-

tons and twist, with a new hat, and silk lops lor my
legs, and many other things, being resolved hence-
forward to go like myself. And also two perriwiggs,
one whereof costs me 3/. and the other 40s. I have
worn neither yet, but will begin next week, God
willing.

—29ih. Lord's day. This morning I put
on my best black cloih suit, trimmed witli scarlett

ribbon, very neat, with my cloak lined with velvett,
and a new beaver, which altogether is very noble,
with my black silk knit canons I bought a month

ago.
—30th. Up, and put on a new summer black

bombazin suit ; and being come now to an agree-
ment with my barber to keep my perriwig in good
order at 20s. a year, I am like to go very spruce,
more than I used to do.—31st. This day 1 got a

little rent in my new fine camlett cloak with the

latch of Sir G. Carteret's door; but it is darned up
at my tailor's, that it will be no great blemish to it;

but it troubled me."

This, we suppose, is enough—though there

are more than five hundred such notices at the

service of any curious reader. It maybe sup-

posed what a treat a Coronation would be to

such a fancier of fine clothes
;
and accordingly,

we have a most rapturous description of
it,

in

all its glory. The King and the Duke of York
in their morning dresses were, it seems, "but

very plain men ;" but. when attired in their

"most rich embroidered suits and cloaks, they
looked most noble." Indeed, after some time,
he assures us, that " the show was so glorious
with gold and silver, that we are not able to

look at it any longer, our eyes being so much
overcome !"

As a specimen of the credulity and twaddle

which constitutes another of the staples of

this collection, the reader may take the fol-

lowing.
"

19th. Waked with a very high wind, and said

to my wife,
'

I pray God I hear not of the death of

any great person,
—this wind is so high I' fearing

that the Queene might be dead. So up; and going
by coach with Sir W. Batten and Sir J. Minnes to

St. James', they tell me that Sir W. Compton, who
it is true had been a little sickly for a week or fort-

night, but was very well upon Friday night last, at

the Tangier Committee with us, was dead,—died

yesterday : at which I was most exccedingly sur-

prised,
—he heing, and so all the world saying that

he was, one of the worihyest men and best officers of
State now in Engla7id .'

"23d. To Westminster Abbey, and there did
see all the tombs very finely ; having one with us
alone (there being no other company this day to se*i

the tombs, it being Shrove-Tuesday): and here we
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did see, by particular favour, tlie body of Queen
Kaiherine of Valois

;

—and I had the upper part of

her body in my hands,—and I did kiss her niouih !—
reHecting upon it that I did kiss a queene, and

that this was my birth day,
—

thirty-six years old !—that I did kiss a queene ! But here this man, wiio

seems to understand well, tells me that the saying
is not true that she was never buried,

—for she was
buried.—Only when Henry the Seventh built his

chapel, she was taken up and laid in this wooden
coffin; but I did there see that in it the body was
buried in a leaden one, which remains under the

body to this day, &.c. &c.—29th. We sat under the

boxes, and saw the fine ladies; among others, my
Lady Kerneguy, who is most devilishly painted.
And so home—it being mighty pleasure to go alone

with my poor wife in a coach of our own to a play 1

and makes us appear mighty great, I think, in the

world ;
at least, greater than ever I could, or my

friends for me, have once expected; or, I think,

than ever any of my family ever yet lived in my
memory—but my cosen Pepys in Salisbury Court."

Or the following memorandums of his

travels.
" A mighty cold and windy, but clear day ;

and
had the pleasure of seeing the Medway running
winding up and down mightily,

—and a very fine

country: and I went a little out of the way to have
visited Sir John Bankes, but heat London ; but here

I had a sight of his seat and house, the outside, which
is an old abbey just like Hinchingbroke, and as

good at least, and mightily finely placed by the

river ; and he keeps the grounds about it, and
walks and the house, very handsome : I was might-

ily pleased with the sight of it. Thence to Mayd-
Btone, which I had a mighty mind to see, having
never been there; and walked all up and down the

town,—and up to the top of the steeple
—and had a

noble view, and then down again : and in the town
did see an old man beating of flax ! and did step
into the barn and give him money, and saw that

piece of husbandry, which I never saw; and it is

very pretty ! In the street also I did buy and send
to our inne, the Bell, a dish of fresh fish. And so

having walked ail round the town, and found it very
pretty as most towns I ever saw, though not very
big. and people of good fashion in it, we to our inne

and had a good dinner ; and a barber came to me
and there trimmed me, that I might be clean against

night to go to Mr*. Allen, &.c.
" So all over the plain by the sight of the steeple

(the plain high and low) to Salisbury by night ; but

before I came to the town, I saw a great fortifica-

tion, and there light, and to it and in it ! and find it

prodigious ! so as to fright me to be in it all alone,
at that time of night

—
it being dark. I understand

since it to be that that is called Old Sarum. Come
to the George Inne, where lay in a silk bed ; and

very good diet, &,c. &c.—22d. So the three women
behind W. Hewer, Murford, and our guide, and I

single to Stonehenge, over the plain, and some great
hills, even to fright us! Come thiiher, and find

them as prodigious as any tales I ever heard of

them, and worth going this journey to see. God
knows what their use was: they are hard to tell,

but yet may be told.—12th. Friday. Up, finding
our beds good, hut lousy; which made us merry !—9th. Up, and got ready, and eat our breakfast ;

and then took coach : and the poor, as they did

yesterday, did stand at the coach to have something
given them, as they do to all great persons ;

and I

did give them something! and the town music did

also come and play; but. Lord! what sad music

they made ! So through the town, and observed at

our College of Magdalene the posts 7ieiv painted!
and understand that the Vice-Chancellor is there

this year."

Though a great playgoer, we cannot say
much for his taste in plays, or indeed in litera-

ture in general. Of the IMidsumraer's Dream,

he says, "it is the most insipid, ridiculous

play I ever saw in my life." And he is al-

most equally dissatisfied with the Merry Wives
of Windsor, and Henry the IV. To make
amends, however, for these misjudgmerjts, he
is often much moved by the concord of sweet

sounds; and has, in the following passage,
described the effects they produced on him,
in a way that must be admitted to be original
The Virgin Martyr (of Massinger), he says,
was "mighty pleasant ! Not that the play is

worth much, but it is finely acted by Beck
Marshall. But that which did please me be-

yond any thing in the whole world, was the

wind-musique when the angel comes down:
which is so sweet that it ravished me, and

indeed, in a word, did wrap up my soul, so

that it made me really sick !—just as I have

formerly been when in love with my ivife!"

Though "mighty merry" upon all occa-

sions, and, like gentle dulness, ever loving a

joke, we are afraid he had not much relish for

wit. His perplexity at the success of Hudibras
is exceedingly ludicrous. This is his own
account of his first attempt on him—

"Hither come Mr. Baitersby ;
and we falling

into discourse of a new hook of drollery in use,
called Hudehras, I would needs go find it out, and
met with it at the Temple: cost me 2s. 6d. But
when I come to read it, it is so silly aii abuse of
the Presbyter Knight going to the warrs, that I am
ashained of it; and by and by meeting at Mr.
Townsend's at dinner, / sold it to him for I8d.'"

The second is not much more successful.

"To Paul's Church Yard, and there looked

upon the second part of Hudibras—which I buy not,

but borrotv to read,
—to see if it be as good as the

first, which the world cried so mightily up; though
it hath not a good liking in me, though I had tried

twice or three times reading, to bring myself to

think it witty.''

The following is a ludicrous instance of his

parsimony and household meanness.

"29th. (King's birth-day.) Rose early, and put
six spoons and a porringer of silver i?i my pocket, to

give away to-day. Back to dinner at .Sir William
Batten's

;
and then, after a walk in the fine gar-

dens, we went to Mrs. Browne's, where Sir W.
Pen and I were godfathers, and Mrs. Jordan and

Shipman godmothers to her boy. And there, be

fore and after the christening, we were with the

woman above in her chamber; but whether we car

ried ourselves well or ill, I know not
; but I was

directed by young Mrs. Batten. One passage, of

a lady that eate wafers with her dog, did a little dis-

please me. I did give the midwife IO.'j., and the nurse

5s., and the maid of the house 2.<!. But, for as

much as I expected to give the name to the childe,
but did not (it being called John), Iforebore then to

give my plate."

On another occasion, when he had, accord-

ing to the fashion of the time, sent a piece of

plate, on a holiday, to his ofiicial superior, he
records with great joy,

" After dinner Will, comes to tell me that he ha(J

presented my piece of plate to Mr. Coventry, who
takes it very kindly, and sends me a very kind let-

ter, and the plate hack again,
—of which my heart u

very glad."

Throughout the whole work, indeed, he is

mainly occupied with reckoning up and se-

curing his gains
—turnir^ them into good
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gold
—and bagcring and hiding them in holes

and corners. Hie prosperity, indeed, is mar-

vellous
;
and chows ns how good

was to be in oliice, even in the ,....

When he goes with Lord fsmdwich to bring
•ver the King, he is overjoyed with his Ma-

jesty's bounty of a month's pay to all the

Bhips' otHcers—and exultinirly counts up his

share, and '
linding himself to be worth very

nearly 100/., blesses Almighty God for it—not

having been worth 251. clear when he left his

home." And yet, having got the office of

Clerk of the Acts in the Admiralty, and a few

others, he thrives with such prodigious ra-

pidity, that before the end of 1666, this is his

own account of his condition.

"To my nccounts, wherein at last I find them
clear and ri<;ht ;

but to my trreat disconieni do find

that my jietiings iliis year have been 573/. less than

my last: it being this year in all but 29SGZ.; where-

as, the last. I got 3560Z. ! And then again my
spendings this year have exceeded my spendings
tiie last, by Gill. : my whole spendings last year
being but SO'JZ. ;

whereas this year it appears I have

spent 1154Z..—which is a sum not fit to be said that

ever I should spend in one year, before I am mas-
ter of a betier estate than Tam. Yet, blessed be
God ! and I pray God make me thankful for it, I

do find myself worth in money, all good, above
6200/.

; which is above 1800/. more than I was the
last year."

We have hinted, however, at a worse mean-
ness than the care of money, and sordid house-
hold economy. When his friends and patrons
seem falling into disgrace, this is the way he
takes to countenance them.

"I found my Lord Sandwich there, poor man!
I see with a melancholy face, and suffers his beard
to grow on his upper lip more than usual. I took
him a little aside to know when I should wait on
him, and where : he told me, that it would be best
to meet at his lodgings, v)ithout being seen to walk
together. Which I liked very well ; and, Lord !

to see in what difficulty I stand, that /r/are not walk
with Sir W. Coventry, for fear my Lord or Sir G.
Carteret should see me; nor with either of them,
for fear Sir W. Coventry should ! &c.

_"
To Sir W. Coventry's

—after much discotirse
with him, I walked out with him into James'
Park ; where, being afraid to be see?i with him (he

having not yet leave to kiss the King's hand, hut
notice taken, as I hear, of all that go to him). I did
take the pretence of my attending the Tangier Com-
mittee to take my leave of him."

It is hut a small matter, after this, to find,
that when the office is besieged by poor sail-

ors' wives, clamouring for their arrears of pay,
he and Mrs. Pepys are dreadfully

' afraid to

send a venison pasty, that we are to have for

supper to-night, to the cook to be baked—for

fear of their offering violence to it."

Notwithstanding his great admiration of his
wife and her beauty, and his unremitting at-

tention to business and money, he has a great
deal of innocent (?) dalliance with various

pretty actresses at the playhouses, and passes
a large part of his time in very profligate so-

ciety. Here is a touch of his ordinary life,
which meets us by accident as we turn over
the leaves.

" To the King's house ; and there going in met
with Knipp, and she took us up into the tireing-
rooms ; and to the women's shift,

—where Nell (that
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is, Nell Gwyn)—was dressing herself, aod was \\l

unready, and is very pretty, prettier than 1 ihougl.!.
And into the scene-room, and there sal down, and
she gave us (ruit : and here I read the (lucsiions lo

Knipp, while she answered me, ilirough all lier part
ot

'

i'Mora's Figary's,' which was acted to-uay.
But, Lord I to see how they were both painted,
would make a man mad, and did make me loath

them ! and what base company of men comes
among them, and how lewdly they talk! And
how poor the men are in clothes, and yei what a

shew they make on the stage by candle-light is very
observable. But to see fiow Nell cursed,—IcHr

having so few people in the pit, was strange."

Now. whether it was strange or not, it was

certainly very wrong in Nell to curse so un-

mercifully, even at a thin house. But we
must say, that it was neither .so wrong nor so

strange, as for this grave man of office, to

curse deliberately to himself in this his pri-
vate Diary. And yet but a few pages after,
we find this emphatic entry,

—" in fear or

nothing but this damned business of the prizes.
I fear my lord will receive a cursed deal of

trouble by it."

The following affords a still stronger picture
of the profligacy of the times.

" To Fo,\ Hall, and there fell into the company
of Harry Killigre%v, a rogue newly come back out
of France, but siill in disgrace at our Court, and
young Newport and others ; as very rogues as any
in the town, who were ready to take hold of every
woman that come by them. And so to supper in

an arbour: but. Lord ! their mad talk did make my
heart ake ! And here I first understood by their lalK

the meaning of the company that lately were called
Bailers

;
Harris telling how it was by a meeting of

some young blades, where he was among them,
and my Lady Bennet and her ladies; and there

dancing naked! and all the roguish things in the
world. But, Lord I what loose company was this

that I was in to-night ! though full of wit
; and

worth a man's being in for once,
—to know the na-

ture of it, and their manner of talk and lives."

These however, we have no doubt, were
all very blameless and accidental associations

on his part. But there is one little liaison of
which we discover some indications in the

journal, as to which we do not feel .so well

assured, unreserved as his confessions un-

doubtedly are, that he has intrusted the whole
truth even to his short-hand cipher. We al-

lude to a certain Mrs. Mercer, his wife's maid
and occasional companion, of whom he makes
frequent and very particular mention. The
following entry, it will be allowed, is a little

suspicious, as well as exceedingly character-
istic.

" Thence home—and to sing with my wife and
Mercer in the garden ; and coming in, I find my
wife plainly dissatisfied with me, that I can spend
so mu'jh time with Mercer, teaching her to sing,
and could never take the pains with her. Which I

acknowledge ;
but it is because the girl do take

music mighty readily, and she do not,
—and music

is the thing of the world that I love most, a7id al
the pleasure almost that lean now take. So to bed,
ill some little discontent,

—hut no words from me.'"

We trace the effect of this jealousy very
curiously, in a little incident chronicled with

great simplicity a few days after, where he
mentions that being out at supper, the party
returned " in tu-o coaches,

—Mr. Batelier and
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nia sister Mary, and my wife and
I,

in one,
—

and Mercer alone in the other."

We are sorry to observe, however, that he
seems very soon to have tired of this caution

and forbearance
;
as the following, rather out-

rageous merry-ni'iking, which takes place on

the fourth day after, may testify.
"

After dinner with my wife ami Mercer to the

Beare-g;irdon ;
whi*re I have not bten, I ihink, ot

many years, and saw some good sport of the bull's

tossing of the dr)gs: one into the very boxes. But

it is a very rude and nasty pleasure. We had a

great niatiy hectors in the same bo.x with us, (and

one, very fine, went into the pit, and played his dog
for a wager, which was a strange sport for a gen-
tleman.) where they drank wine, and drank Pier-

cer's health Jirst ; which 1 pled<red xi'ith my hat off.'

We supped at home, and very merry. And thi'n

about nine o'clock to Mrs. Mercer's gate, where
the fire and boys e.xpected us, and her son had pro-
vided abundance of serpents and rockets : and there

mighty merry, (my Lady Pen and Pegg going
thither with us, and Nan VV right,) till about twelve

at night, flinging our fireworks, and burning one
another and the people over the way. And at last

oiir businesses being most spent, we into Mrs. Mer-
cer's, and there mighty merry, umiiltlng one another

with candle-grease and soot, till most ot us were
like dtvils ! And that being done, then we broke

up, and to my house
;
and there I made them drink,

and up stairs we went, and then fell into dancing,

(W. Balelicr dancing well.) and dressing him and I

and one Mr. Bannister (who with my wife come
over also with us) like women ; and Mercer put on

a suit of Tom's, like a boy, and iniahiy niinh we
had—and Mercer danced ajigg.' and Nan Wright,
and my wife, and Pegg ren put on perriwigs.
Thus, we spent till three or four in the morning

—
mighty merry !"—Vol. i. p. 438, 439.

After all this, we confess, we are not very
much surprised, though no doubt a little

shocked, to find the matter come to the fol-

lowing natural and domestic, though not very
dignified catastrophe.

"This day, fiercer being not at home, but,

against her mistress' order, gone to her mother's,
and my wife, going thither to speak with W. Hewer,
beat her there ! !—and was angry; and her mother

saying that she was not a preniice girl, to ask leave

every time she goes abroad, my wife with good
reason was angry, and when she come home hid

her he gone again. And so she went away ! which
troubled me,—but yet less than it would, because
of the condition we are in, in fear of coming in a

little time to be less able to keep one in her quality."

Matters, however, we are happy to say,
seem to have been wonderfully soon made up
aguin

—for we find her attending Mrs. P., as

usual, in about six weeks after
;
and there are

various subsequent, though very brief and
discreet notices of her, to the end of the Diary.

It is scarcely fair, we confess, thus to drag
to light the frailties of this worthy defunct

secretary : But we really cannot well help it

—he has laid the temptation so directly in

our way. If a man will leave such things on

record, people will read and laugh at them,
although he should long before be laid sung
in his grave. After what we have just ex-

tracted, the reader will not be surprised at

the following ingenious confession.

" The truth is, I do indulge myself a little the
more in pleasure, knowing that tliis is the proper
age of my life to do it ; and out of my observation,
that most men that do thrive in the world do for-

get to take pleasure during the time that they are

getting their estate, but reserve that till they have

got one, and then it is too late for them to enjoy it."

One of the most characteristic, and at the

same time most creditable pieces of naivete

that we meet with in the book, is in the ac-

count he gives of the infinite success of a

speech which he delivered at the bar of the
House of Commons, in 1667, in explanation
and defence of certain alleged niismaiiage-
ments in the navy, then utider discussion in

that assembly. The honourable House pro-

bably knew but little about the business
;
and

nobody, we can well believe, knew so much
about it as our author,

—and this, we have no

doubt, was the great merit of his discourse,
and the secret of his success :

—For though
we are disposed to give him every credit for

industry, clearness, and practical judgineut,
we think it is no less plain from his manner
of writing, than from the fact of his subse-

quent obscurity in parliament, that he could
never have had any pretensions to the char-

acter of an orator. Be that as it may, how-

ever, this speech seems to have made a great

impression at the time
;
and certaiidy gave

singular satisfaction to its worthy maker. It

would be unjust to withhold from our readers
his own account of this bright passage in his

existence. In the morning, when he came
down to Westminster, he had some natural

qualms.
" And to comfort myself did go to the Dog and

drink half a pint ot iniillcd sack,—and in the hall

did drink a drum of brandy at Mrs- Hewlett's ! and
with ihe warmth of this did find myself in belter

order as to courage, truly."

He spoke three hours and a half '•' as com-

fortably as if I had been at my own table,"
and ended soon after three in the afternoon

;

but it was not thought fit to put the vote that

day, "many members having gone out to

dinner, and come in again half drunk." Next

morning his glory opens on him.
"

6ih. LTp betimes, and with Sir D. Gauden to

Sir \V. Coventry's chamber; where the first word
he said to me was,

'

Good-morrow, Mr. Pepys,
that must be Speaker of the Parliament [louse:'

and did protest 1 had got honour for ever in Parlia-

ment. He said that his brother, that sat by him,
admires me; and another gentleman said that I

could not get less than 1000/. a year, if I woidd;H/<
on a gowji and plead at the Cha?icrn/-bar. Hut,
what pleases me most, he tells me that the Solici-

tor-generall did protest that he thought I spoke the

best of any man in E?iglnnd. My Lord Barkeley
did cry me up for what they had heard of it ; and
others. Parliament-men there about the King, did

say that they never heard such a speech in their lives,

delivered in that manner. From thence I went to

Westminster Hall ; where I met with Mr. G. Mon-
tagu, who catnc to me and kissed me, and told me
that he had often heretofore kissed my hands, but

now he would kiss my lips: protesting that 1 was
another Cicero! and .said all the \\or\d said the same
of me. Mr. Godolphin ;

Mr. Sands, who swore he

would go twenty miles at any time to hear the like

again, and that he never saw so many sit four hours

together to hear any man in his life as there did to

hear me. Mr. Chichly, Sir John Dnncomb, and

every body do say that the kingdomv^ill ring of my
abilities, and that I have done myselt right for my
whole life ;

and so Captain Coke and others of my
friends say that 7io man had ever such an oppor-
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lunily of making his abilities known. And that I

may ciie all at once, Mr. Li>uicnant of iho Tower
did tell me that Mr. Vaiif;imii did i)roiesi to him,

and tiiat in his lienring said so to the Duke ol Al-

berniarle. and afterwards to Sir W. Coventry, that

he had sat twcmv-si.v years in Parliaiiient and never

heard fiuh a s/ieirh there before ! lor s\ liicll the Lord

God nialve me ihankfiil ! and that I may make use

of it, not to pride and vain<;lory, but that, now I

have this esiecm, I may do nothing that may
lessen it I"

There is a great deal more of this—but we
have given rather too much space already to

Mr. Pcpys' individual concerns : and must

turn now to something of more public interest.

Before taking leave of private life, however,
we may notice one or two things, that we
collect incidentally, as to the maimers and

habits of the times. The playhouses, of which
there seem to have been at least three, opened

apparently soon after noon—though the en-

tertainments often lasted till late in the night—but we cannot make out whether they were
ever exhibited by daylight. The pit, in some
of them at least, must have been uncovered

;

for our author speaks repeatedly of being an-

noyed in that place by rain and hail. For
several years after the Restoration, women's

parts were done by boys,
—

though there seem

always to have been female singers. Tha
hour of dinner was almost always twelve

]
and

men seem generally to have sat at table with
their hats on. The wines mostly in use ap-

pear to have been the Spanish white wines—both sweet and dry
—some clarets—but no

port. It seems still to have been a custom to

go down to drink in the cellar. The Houses
of Parliament met, like the courts of law, at

nine, and generally adjourned at noon. The

style of dress seems to have been very vari-

able, and very costly
—

periwigs appear not to

have been introduced, even at court, till 1663
—and the still greater abomination of hair

powder not to have been yet dreamed of.

Much of the outskirts of the town, and the

greater part of Westminster, were not paved—and the police seems to have been very

deficient, as the author frequently speaks of

the danger of returning from Whitehall and
that neighbourhood to the city early in the

evening— no lamps in the streets. Some
curious notices of prices might be collected

out of these volumes—but we have noted but

a few. Coaches seem to have been common,
and very cheap—our author gets a very hand-
Bome one for 32L On the other hand, he pays
Al. 10s. for a beaver, and as much for a wig.
Pictures too seem to have brought large prices,

considering the value of money and the small

proportion of the people who could then have

any knowledge of the art. He pays 25/. for

a portrait of his wife, and 30L for a miniature,
besides eight guineas for the setting

—and
mentions a flower-piece for which the painter
refused 101. We may take leave of him and
his housekeeping, by inserting his account of

two grand dinners he seems to have given
—

both which he appears to have regarded as

matters of very weighty concernment. As to

the first he says
—

'' My head being full of to-morrow's dinner,

went to my Lord Crewe's, there to invite Sir

Thomas, &.c. Thence home
; and there find ono

laying of my napkins agaiiisi to-morrow in figures
ol all sorts

;
which is mighty pretty ; and it seems

ii is his trade, and he gets nmch money by it. 14th.

Up very betimes, and with Jane to Levelt's, there

to conclude upon our dinner
;
and thence to the

pcwierer's to buy a pewter sesterne, which 1 have
ever hitherto been without. Anon comes my com-

pany, viz. my Lord Hinchingbrokc and his lady,
."^ir Philip Carteret and his lady, Godolphin and my
cosen Roger, and Creed : and mighty merry ; and

by and by to dinner, which was very good and

pleniilul (and I should have said, and Mr. George
.Montagu, who came at a very little warning, which
was e.xceeding kind oi him). And there, among
other things, my lord had Sir Samuel Morland's
late invention for casting up of sums of £ s. d.;
which is very pretty, but not very useful. .Most
of our discourse was of my Lord Sandwich and his

family, as being all of us of die family. And with

extraordinary pleasure all the afternoon, thus to-

gether, eating and looking over my closet."

The next seems to have been still more
solemn and successful.

"23d. To the office till noon, when word

brought me that my Lord Sandwich was come ; so
I presently rose, and there I fmmd my Lords .Sand-

wich, Peierboroutrh, and Sir Charles Harbord ; and

presently afier them comes iny Lord Hinching-
broke, Mr. Sidney, and Sir William Godolphiru
And after greeting them and sometime spent in

talk, dinner was brought up. one dish after another,
Liut a dish at a time ;

Imt ;ill so go(jd ! But, above
all things, the variety of wines and excellent of their

kind I had for them, and all in so good order, that

they were mighlily pleased, and myself full of con-

tent at it : and indeed it was, of a dinner ol about
six or eight dishes, as noble as any man need to

have, I think ; at least, all %vas done in the noblest

manner that ever [ had any, and I have rarely seen

in my life better any where else, even at the Court.

.After dinner my lords lo cards, and the rest of ua

silting alioui them and talking, and loeking on my
books and pictures, and my wile's drawings, which

ihey commended mightily: and mighty merry all

day long, with exceeding great content, and so till

seven at night ;
and so took their leaves, it being

dark and foul weather. Thus was this entertain-

ment over— tlie best of its kind and the fullest of

honour and content to me that ever I had in my
hie

;
and I shall not easily have so good again."

On turning to the political or historical

parts of this record, we are rather disap-

pointed in finding so little that is curious or

interesting in that earliest portion of it which
carries us through the whole work of the

Restoration. Though there are almost daily
entries from the 1st of January 1659, and

though the author was constantly in commu-
nication with persons in public situations—
was personally introduced to the King at the

Hague, and came home in the same ship
with him, it is wonderful how few particulars
of any moment he has been enabled to put

down; and how little the tone of his journal
exhibits of that interest and anxiety which
we are apt to imagine must have been uni-

versal during the dependence of so moment-
ous a revolution. Even this barrenness, how-

ever, is not without instruction—and illustrates

by a new example, how insensible the con-

temporaries of great transactions often are of

their importance, and how much more pos-

terity sees of their character than those who
were parties to them. We have already ob-
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served theit the author's own political predi-

leciions are scared)^ distinguishable till he

is embarked in the fleet to bring home the

King—and the greater part of those with

•whom he converses seem to have been nearly
Bs undecided. Monk is spoken of through-
out with considerable contempt and aversion;
and among many instances of his duplicity,

it is recorded that upon the 21st day of Feb-

ruary 1660. he came to Whitehall, "and there

made a speech to them, recommending to

them a Commonwealth, and against Charles

Stuart." The feeling of the city is repre-

sented, no doubt, as extremely hostile to the

Parliament (here uniformly called the Rump);
but their aspirations are not said to be directed

to royalty, but merely to a free Parliament

and the dissolution of the existing junto. So

late as the month of March our author ob-

serves, "great is the talk of a single person.

Charles, George, or Richard again. For the

last of which my Lord St. John is said to

speak very high. Great also is the dispute
in the House, in whose name the writs shall

issue for the new Parliament." It is a com-

fort however to find, in a season of such uni-

versal dereliction of principle, that signal

perfidy, even to the cause of the republic,
is visited with general scorn. A person of

the name of Morland, who had been em-

ployed under the Protector in the Secretary
of State's office, had been in the habit of

betraying his trust, and communicating pri-

vately Avith the exiled monarch—and. upon
now resorting to him, had been graced with

the honour of knighthood. Even our cold-

hearted chronicler speaks thus of this deserter.

" Mr. Morland, now Sir Samuel, was here on

board ; hut I do not find that my lord or any body
did give him any respect

—he being looked upon
by iiim and all men as a knave. Among others

he be'rayed Sir Rich. Willis that married Dr. F.

Jones' daujihter, who had paid him 1000/. at one

time by the Protector's and Secretary 'I'hiirloe's

order, for intelligence that he sent concerning the

King."

And there is afterwards a similar expres-
sion of honest indignation against

" that per-
fidious rogue Sir G. Downing," who, though
he had served in the Parliamentary army
under Okey, yet now volunteered to go after

him and Corbet, with the King's warrant, to

Holland, and succeeded in bringing them
back as prisoners, to their death—and had
the impudence, when there, to make a speech
to " the Lords Slates of Holland, telling them
to their faces that he observed that he was
not received with the respect and observance

now, that he was when he came from the

traitor and rebell Cromwclll by whom, I am
6ure, he hath got all he hath in the worl(],

—
and they know it too."

When our author is presented to the King,
he very simply puts down, that " he seems
to be a very sober man!" This, however,

probably referred only to his dress and equip-
ment

; which, from the following extract,
eeems to have been homely enough, even for

a republic.
" This afternoon Mr. Edward Pickering told me

in what a sad, poor condition for dotkes and money

the kincr was, and all his attendants, when he came
lo him first from my lord; llwir c.\o\\ws 7tot being
worlli forty shiUiiigs

—the best of ihem. And how
overjoyed the King was when Sir J. Greenville

brought him some money ;
so joyful, that he called

the Princess Royal and Duke of York to look

upon it, as it lay in the portmanteau before it was
taken out."

On the voyage home the names of the

ships are changed—and to be sure the Rich-

ard, the Nascby, and the Dunbar, were not

very lit to bear the royal flag
—nor even the

Speaker or the Lambert. There is a long ac-

count of the landing, and a still longer, of

Lord Sandwich's investment with the Order

of the Garter—but we do not find any thhig
of moment recorded, till we come to the

condemnation and execution of the regicides—a pitiful and disgiisting departure from the

broad principle of amnesty, upon the basis

of which alone any peaceful restoration could

be contemplated, after so long and so une-

quivocally national a suspension of royalty.
It is disgusting to find, that Monk sate on the

bench, while his companions in arms, Harri-

son, Hacker, and Axtell, were arraigned for

the treasons in which he and they had been
associated. Our author records the whole
transactions with the most perfect indifl'er-

ence, and with scarcely a remark—for ex-

ample,
"

13ih. I went out to Charing Cross, to see

Major-General Harrison hanged, drawn, and quar-
tered

;
which was done there ;

he looking as cheer-

fid .' as any man could do in that condiiioii.— 18ih.

This morning, it being expected that Colonel
Hacker and Axtell should die, I went to Newgate,
but found they were reprieved till to-morrow.—
19; h. This morning my dining-room was finished

with greene serge hanging and gill leather, which
is very handsome. This morning Hacker and
Axtell were hanged and quartered, as the rest

are."

He is, to be sure, a little troubled, as he

expresses it,
at the disinterring and gibbet-

ting of Cromwell's dead and festering body—
thinking it unfit that "a man of so great

courage as he was, should have that dis-

honour—though otherwise he might deserve

it—enough!" He does not fail, however, to

attend the rest of the executions, and to des-

cribe them as spectacles of ordinary occur-

rence—thusj
" 19th. This morning, before we sat, I went to

Aldgate ;
and at the corner shop, a draper's, I

sioud, and did see Barkestead, Okey, and Corbet,
drawne towards the gallows at Tiburne

;
and there

they were hanged and quartered. They nil looked

very cheerful .' but I hear they all die defending
what they did to the King to be just ;

which is

very strange !"
" 14th. About eleven o'clock, having a room got

ready for us, we all went out to the Tower Hill;

and there, over against the scaffold, made on pur-

pose this day, saw Sir Henry Vnne brought. A
very great press of people. He made a long

speech, many times interrupted by the sheriffe and

others there
;
and

they
wmild have taken his paper

out of his hand, but he would not let it go. But

they caused all the books of those that writ after

him to be given to the sheriffe ; and the trumpets
were brouglu under the scaffold that ho might
not be heard. Then he prayed, and so fitted him

self, and received the blow ; but the scaffold was
so crowded that we could not see it done. He
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hnd n blister, or issue, upon liis nock, which hf

irsired llitin not to hurl ! He changed not his

colour or speech to the lii.st. but died jusiilyiiur

himself and the cause he had stood lor ;
and

epoke vcrv conlidenilv of his being presently at

the rijiht hand of Christ ;
and in all ihinjis ap-

peared the III081 resolved man that ever died in

that manner."

Ill spite of those ri<rorous measures, the

author very pooii <rets \iisgusted with "the

lewdness, be^'i^ary. aiul wastetulness," of tlie

new {roveriimeut—and after sagaciously re-

markiiitr, that "
I doubt our new Lords of the

Council do not mind things as the laic powers
did—but iheir pleasure or profit more," he

proceeds to make llie following striking re-

marks on the ruinous policy, adopted on this,

and many other restorations, of excluding the

only men really aetinainted with business, on

the' score of their former opposition to the

party in power.
" From that we discoursed of the evil of put-

ting out men of experience in business, and ot ilie

condiiion of the King's parly at present, who, as

the Papists, though otherwise fine persons, yet

bein<r by law kept for these tour-score years out of

employment, they are now whoUij uncapahle of

business ; and io the Cavaliera. ior twenty years,

who tor the most part have either given themselves

over to look after country and i'amily business, and

those the best of tiiem, and the rest to debau-

chery, &c. ; and that was it that hath made him

high against the late bill brought into the House
for making all men incapable of employment that

had served against the King. People, says he, in

the sea-service, it is impossible to do any thing
without them, there being not more than three

men of the whole King's side that are fit to com-
mand almost ;

and there were Captn. Allen, Smith,

and Beech ;
and it may be Holmes, and Uiber ;

and

Batts might do somediing."

In his account of another conversation with

the same shrewd observer, he gives the fol-

lowing striking picture of the different temper
and moral character of the old Republican

soldiers, as contrasted with those of the Roy-
alists—of the former he reports—
"Let the King think what he will, it is them that

must help him in the day of vvarr. For generally

they arc the most s\ibslaniiall sort of people, and

the soberest ;
and did desire me to observe it to my

Lord Sandwich, among other things, that of all the

old army now you cannot see a man begging about

the streets; but wlial? you shall have this captain
turned a shoemaker; this lieutenant a baker; this a

brewer; that a haberdasher; this common soldier

a porter ;
and every man in his apron and frock, &,c.

as if ihey never had dmie any thing else : Whereas
the other go with their bells and swords, swearing
and cursing, a?td stealing; running into people's
houses, by force oftentimes, to carry r.way some-

thing ; and this is the difference between the temper
of one and the other; and concludes (and I think

with some reason), that the spirits of the old Par-

liament soldiers are so quiet and contented with

God's providence, that the King is safer from any
evil meant him by them, one thousand times more
than from his own discontented Cavaliers. And
then to the publiek management of business; it is

done, as he observes, so loosely and so carelessly,
that the kingdom can never be happy with it, every
man looking after himself, and his own lust and

luxury.''

The following is also very remarkable.

"It is strange bow every body now-a-days do

refect upon Oliver, and commend him ; \\ hat brave

tilings he did, and made all the neighbour princes

fear him ; while here a prince, come in with all the

love and prayers and good liking of his people, who
have given greater signs of loyally and willingness
to serve iiim wiiii their estates than ever was done

l)y any jieople, hath lost all so soon, that it is a

miracle that a man could devise to lose so much in

so little lime."

The following particulars of the condition

of the Protector's family are curious, and

probably authentic. The conversation is in

the end of 1664.

" In my way to Brampton in this day's journey
I met with Mr. White, Cromwell's chaplain that

was, and had a great deal of discourse with him.

.'^mong others, he tells me that Richard is, and hath

long been, in France, and is now going into Italy.

He owns publickly, tliut he do correspond, and re-

lurn him all his money. That Ri(-hard hath been
in some straits in the beginning; but relieved by
bis friends. That he goes by another name, but

do not disguise himself, nor deny himself to any
man that challenges him. He tells me, fi)r certain,

that offers had been made to the old vum, of marriage
between the king and his daughter, to have obliged
him—lull he would not. He thinks (with me) that

it never was in his power to l)ring in the King with

the consent of any of his officers about him
; and

that he scorned to bring him in, as Moiik did, to

secure himself and deliver every body else. When
I told him of what I found writ in a French book
of one Monsieur Sorbiere, that gives an account of

his observations here in England ; among other

things he says, that it is reported that Cromwell
did, in his lifetime, transpose many of the bodies

of the kings of England from one grave to another ;

and that by that means it is not known certainly
whether the head that is now set upon a post be that

of Cromwell, or of one of the kings ;
Mr. White tells

nie that he believes he never had so poor a low

thought in him, to trouble himself about it. He saya
the hand of God is much to be seen

;
and that all his

children are in good condition enough as to estate,

and that their relations that betrayed their family are

all now either hanged or very miserable."

The most frequent and prolific topic in the

whole book, next perhaps to that of dress, is

the profligacy of the court—or w hat may fairly

be denominated court scandal. It would be

endless, and not very edifying, to attempt any
thing like an abstract of the shameful immor-
alities which this loyal author has recorded

of the two royal brothers, and the greater part
of their favourites—at the same time, that

they occupy so great a part of the work, that

we cannot well give an account of it without

some notice of them. The reader will pro-

bably be satisfied with the following speci-

mens, taken almost at random.
" In the Privy Garden saw the finest smocks and

linen petticoats of my Lady Castlemaine's, laceJ

with rich lace at the bottom, that ever I saw ; and
did me good to look at them. Sarah told me how the

King dined at my Lady Castlemaine's, and supped,

every day and night the last week; and that the

nisht that the bonfires were made for joy of the

Quecne's arrivall, the King was there. But there

was no fire at her door, though at all the rest of tha

doors almost in the street ;
which was much ob

served : and that the King and she did send for a

pair of scales, and weighed oJie another; and she,

beingwith child, was said to be heaviest."

"Mr. Pickering tells me the siory is very tru«

of a child being dropped at the ball at Court
; and

that the King had it in his closet a week afier. and

did di.fsect it
;
and makit;g great sport of it, said thai

in his opinion it must have been a month and three

houres old; and that, whatever others think, he

hath the greatest loss (it being a boy, as he says).
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that hath lost a subject by tlie business. lie

told me also how loose the Court is, nobody look-

ing alter business, but every man his hist and

gain; and how the King is now become so besotted

upon Mrs. Stewart, that lie gets inio corners, and
wih be with her half an hour together kissing her

to the observation ol all the world
;

antl she now
Stays by herself and expects it as my Lady Castle-

maine did use to do; to whom the King, lie says,
is still kind," &.c.

" Coming to St. James, I hear that the Queene
did sleep five hours pretty well to-night. The King
they all say, is ntost londly disconsohite for her,

and weeps by iter, whicii makes her weep ;
which

one this day told me he reckons a good sign, i'or

that it carries awiiy some rheum from the head !

She tells us that the Qiieenc's sickness is the spotted
fever ;

that she was as iuU of the spots as a leopard :

which is very strange that it should be no more
known; but perhaps it is not so. And that the

King do seem to take it much to heart, for that he
hath wept before her; but for all that, hehnlh not

missed one nif^ht, since slie was sick, of supping
with my Lady Castlemaine ! which I believe is

true, for she says that her husband hath dressed the

suppers every night ; and I conless I saw him my-
self coming through the street dressing up a great

supper to-night, which Sarah says is also for the

King and her; which is a very strange thing."" Pierce do tell me, among other news, the late

frohck and dcbanciiery of Sir Charles Sedley and
Buckhursi running up and dosvn all the night, al-

most naked, through the streets; and at last fight-

ing, and being beat by the watch and clapped up
all night ; and how the King takes their parts ;

and

my Lord Chief Justice Keeling hath laid the con-

stable by the heels to answer it next sessions;
which is a horrid shame. Also how the King and
these gentlemen did make the fiddlers of Thetford,
this last progress, to sing them all the obscene

songs they could think oT! That the King was
drunk at Saxam with Sedley, Buckhurst, (fee. the

night that my Lord Arlington came thither, and
would not give him audience, or could not: which is

true, for it was the night that I was there, and saw
the King go up to his chamber, and was told that

the King had been drniking."
—" He tells me that

the King and my Lady Castlemaine are quite broke

off, and she is gone away, and is with child, and
swears the King shall own it

;
and she will have it

christened in the chapel at White Hall so, and
owned for the King's as other kings have done ; or

she will bring it into White Hall gallery, a7id dash
the braiJis of it out before the King's face! He tells

me that the King and court were never in the world
so bad as they are now, for gaminof, swearing,
women, aid drinking, and the most abominable
vices that ever were in the world ; so that all must
come to nought.""

They came to Sir G. Carteret's house at Cran-
bourne, and there were entertained, and all made
drunk; and, being all drunk, Armerer did come to

the King, and swore to him by God,
'

Sir,' says
he, 'you are not so kind to the Duke of York of

late as you used to be.'— ' Not I !' says the King.
' Why so?'—'Why,' says he, 'if you are, let us

drink his health.'— ' Why let us,' says the King.
Then he fell on his knees and drank it

;
and having

done, the King began to drink it.
'

Nay, sir,' says
Armerer, 'by God you must do it on your knees!'

So he did, and then all the company: and having
done it, all fell a crying for joy. 6cm? all maudlin
and kissing o7ie another! the King the Duke of

York, and the Duke of York the King! and in

such a maudlin pickle as never people were: and
so passed the day !"

It affords us no pleasure, however, to expose
these degrading traits—even in departed roy-

alty; but it is of more consequence to mark
the political vices to which they so naturally
led The following entry, on the King's ad-

25

journing the Parliament in 1667, gives such a

picture of the court policy, as makes one
wonder how the lievolutiou could have beeo
80 long deferred.

" Thus they are dismissed again, to their general
great distaste, I believe tlie greatest that I'ver Par-
liament was, to see themselves so fooled, and the
nation in certain condition of ruin, while the King,
they see, is only governed by his lust, and women,
and rogues about him. They do all give up the

kingdom for lost, that I speak to; and do hear U)7(a<

the King says, how he and the Duke of York do
DO WHAT THEY CAN TO GET UP AN ARMY, THAT THEY
MAY NEED NO MOKE PARLIAMENTS: and llOW my
Lady Castlemaine hath, before the late breach be-
tween her and the King, said to the King, thnt he
must rule hi/ an army, or all would he lost ! 1 am
told that many petitions were provided for the Par-
liament, complaining of the wrongs they have re-

ceived from the court and courtiers, in city and
country, if the Parliament had but sat: and I do
perceive they all do resolve to have a good account
of the money spent, before ever they give a farthing
more; and the whole kingdom is every where sen-
sible of their being abused," Slc.

The following confirmation of these specu-
lations is still more characteristic, both of the

parties and their chronicler.

" And so she (Lady Castlemaine) is come to-day,
when one would think his mind should 1)6 full of
some otlier cares, having but this morning broken

up such a Parliament with so much discontent and
so many wants upon him, and but yesterday heard
such a sermon against adultery! But it seems she
hath told the King, that whoever did get it, he
should own it. And the bottom of the quarrel is

this :
—She is fallen in love with young Jermin, who

hath of late been with her oftener than the King,
and is now going to marry my Lady Falmouth ;

the King is mad at her entertaining Jermin, and
she is mad at Jermin's going to marry fron) her : so

they are all mad !
—and thus the kingdom is gov-

erned ! But he tells me for certain that nothing
is more sure than that the King, and Duke of York,
and the Chancellor, are desirous and labouring all

they can to get an army, whatever the King says to

the Parliament
;
and he believes that they are at

last resolved to stand and fall all three together."

A little after we find traces of another pro-

ject of the same truly legitimate school.

" The great discourse now is, that the Parlia-

ment shall be dissolved and another called, which
shall give the King the dean a?id chapter lands;
and that will put him out of debt. And it is said

that Buckingham do knowingly meet daily with
Wildman and other Commonwealth-men ; and that

when lie is with them he makes the King believe

that he is with his wenches."

The next notice of this is in the form of a
conlidetitial conversation with a person of

great intelligence.

".'\nd he told me, upon my several inquiries to that

purpose, that he did believe it was not yet resolved
whether the Parliament should ever meet more or no,
the three great rulers of things now standing thus:—The Duke of Buckingham is absolutely against
their meetirig, as moved thereto by his people that

he advi.-^es w-ith, the people of the late times, who
do never expect to have any thing done by this

Parliament lor their religion, and who do propose
that, by the sale of the church lands, they shall be
able to put the King out of debt, &.c. He tells me
that he is really persuaded that the design of the

Duke of Buckingham is to bring the slate into

such a condition as, if the King do die without

issue, it shall, upon his death, break iiito pieces

again; and so put by the Duke of Vck,—whom
K
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ihpv linvo disobliged, they know, to that degree as 1

to de«p:iirur Ins imrdon. lie hIIh me ihtit iliere is

no way to ruU- the kini; l>iit hy liriskiiessi-,
—wliicli

the Duke ol Huckiiinliiim hiiih above ull men ; and

that the Uuke ot York having it not, Am best way
is what he prniiises,

—ihai is to say. a good lemper,
whieh will siip.iori him nil the L-)iike of Buiking-
hani and Lord Arlington (all out, which cannot be

long first
;
the former knowing that the latter did,

in the time ol the Chancellor, endeavour with the

Chancellor to /law/r fiim at that time, when he was

proclaimed against."

Aiid again
—

"The talk which these people about our King
have, is to tell him how neither privilege ol parlia-

ment nor city is any thing ;
hut that his wili is all,

and oiishl to be so: and their 'discourse, it seems,
when I hey are alone, is so base and sordid, that it

makes the eares of the very gentlemen ol ihe back
stairs (l think he called them) to tingle lo hear it

spokf in the King's hearing ; a?id thai must be very
bad indeed/'

The following: is not so material as to doc-

trine—though we think it very curious.

"After the bills parsed, the King, siiiins; on his

throne, wiih his speech writ in a paper which he
held in his

1,-ip, and scarce looked off of it all the

time he made his speech to them, giving them
thanks for their siibsidys, of which, had he not

need, lie would not have asked or received ihein ;

and that need, not from, any extravaganrys of his.

he was sure, in any thing !
—but the disorders of

the times. His speech was very plain ; nothing at

all of spirit in it, nor spoke with any; but rather

on the cimirary imperfectly, repealing many time

his words, ihougli he read all : which I am sorry to

see, it having not been hard for him to have got all

the speech wiihout booke."—And upon another

occasion,
"

I crowded in and heard the King's
speech to ihctn ;

but he speaks the worst that ever 1

heard <i man in my life: worse than if he read it

all, and he had it in writing in his hand."

It is observed soon after—viz. in 1664—as

a siniiular thing, that there should be but two
seamen in Parliament—and not above twenty
or thirty merchants: And yet from various

intiniatioiis we gather that the deportment of

this aristocratical assembly was by no means

very decorous. We have already had the

incidental notice of many members coming
in from dinner half drunk, on the day of the

author's great oration—and some of them

appear now and then to have gone a little

farther,
—

early as the hours of business then
were.

" He did tell me, and so did Sir W. Batten, how
Sir Allen Fjroderifke and Sir Allen Apsley did

come drunk the oiher day into the House; and did

both speak for half an hour, together, and could not

be
eiihei; laughed, or pulled, or bid to sit down and

hold I heir pi^ace,
—to the great contempt of King's

servants and cause ; which I am grieved at with
all my heart."

The mingled extravagance and penury of

this disorderly court is strikingly illu.strated

by two etitries, not far from each other, in the

year 1667—in one of which is recorded the

royal wardrobeman's pathetic lamentation
over the King's necessities—representing that

his Majesty has "
actually no handkerchiefs,

and but three bands to his neck"—and that

he does not know where to take up a yard of

linen for his service !
—and the other .setting

forth, that his said Majesty had lost 25,000L

in one night at play with Lad yCastlcnaine—
and staked lOOU/. and 1500/. on a cast. It

is a far worse trait, however, in liis char-

acter, that he was by no means scrupulous aa
to the pretexts upon which he obtained money
from his people

—these memoirs containing

repeated notices of accounts deliberately
falsified for this purpose

—and not a few iii

particular, in whicli the expen.ses of the navy
are exaggerated

—we are afraid, not without
our author's co-operation

—to cover the mis-

application of the money voted for that most

popular branch of the service, to very different

purt)Oses. In another royal imposture, our
tiuthor now appears to have been also impli-

cated, though in a mantier far less derogatory
to his personal honour,

—we mean in pro-

curing for the Duke of York, the credit which
he has obtained with almost all our historians,
for his great skill in maritime affairs

j
and the

extraordinary labour which he bestowed in

improving the condition of the navy. On this

subject we need do little more than transcribe

the decisive statement of the noble Editor, to

whose care we are indebted for the publica-
tion before us; and who, in the summary of

Mr. Pepys' life which he has prefLvcd to
it,

observes—
" Mr. Stanier Clarke, in particular, actually

dwells upon the essential and lasting benefit which
that monarch conferred on his country, by build-

ing up and regenerati7ig the naval power; and as-

sens as a proof of the King' s great ability, that

the regiilalitins still enforced under the orders of the

admiralty are nearly the same as those originally
drawn up by him. It becomes due therefore to Mr.

Pepys to e.xplain, that for these improvements, the
value of which no person can doubi, we are indebt-

ed to him, and not to his royal mtister. To estab-

lish this fact, it is only necessary to refer to the
MSS. connected with the sulgect in the Bodleian
and Pepysian libraries, by winch the extent of Mr.

Pepys' official labours can alune be appreciated;
and we even find in the Diary, as early as 1668,
that a long letter of reg\ilaiion, produced before the
commissioners of the navy l>y tlie Duke of York,
as his OW71 composition, v^as entirely written by our
clerk of the acts."—(I. xxx.)

We do not know whether the citations we
have now made from these curious and most
miscellaneous volumes, will enable our readers
to form a just estimate of their value. But
we fear that, at all events, we cannot now in-

dulge them in any considerable addition to

their number. There is a long account of

the great lire, and the great sickness in 1666,
and a still longer one of the insulting advance
of the Dutch fleet to Chatham in 1667, as
well as of our absurd settlement at Tangiers,
and of various naval actions during the period
to which the Diary extends. But, though all

these contain much curious matter, we are

not tempted to make any extiacts: Both be-

cause the accounts, being given in the broken
and minute way which belongs to the form
of a Diary, do not aflbrd many striking or

summary passages, and because \\ hat is new
in them, is not for the most part of any great

importance. The public besides has been

lately pretty much satiated with derails on
most of those sul jects, in the contrmporary
work of Evelyn,

—of which we shall only say,
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that though its author was indisputably more
of a gentleman, a scholar, and a man of taste

than our actuary, it is far inferior both in in-

terest, curiosity, and substantial instruction,
to that which we are now considering. The
two authors, however, we are happy to find,
were great friends

;
and no name is mentioned

in the latter part of the Diar^' with more uni-

form respect and affection than that of Evelyn—though it is very edifying to see how the

shrewd; practical sairacity of the man of busi-

ness, revenges itself on the assumed supe-

riority of the philosopher and man of letters.

In this respect we think there is a fine keep-

ing of character in the sincerity of the fol-

lowing passage
—

"
By water to Deptford, and there made a visit

to Mr. Evelyn, who, among other thincs, showed
me most excellent painting in little ; in distemper,
Indian incke, water colours : graveing ; and above
all. the whole mezzo-tinto, and the manner of it,

which is very pretty, and good things done with it.

He read to me very much also of his discourse, he
hath been many years and now is about, about
Gardenaire ; which is a most noble and pleasant

piece. He read me part of a play or two of his

own making—very good, hut not as he conceits

them, I think, to be. He showed me his Horius

Hyemalis ; leaves laid up in a book of several plants

kept dry, which preserve colour, however, and
look very finely, better than an herball. In fine a

most excellent person he is,
—and munt be allowed

a little for a little conceiledness ; but he may well

be so, being a man so much above others. He read

me, though vjilh too much gvffo, some little poems
of his own that were not Ira>ifcenda7it ; yet one or
two very pretty epigrams ; among others, of a lady
looking in at a grate, and being pecked at by an

eagle that was there."

And a little after he chuckles not a little

over his learned friend's failure, in a specula-
tion about making bricks—concluding very
sagely, -'so that I see the most ingenious
men may sometimes be mistaken !"

We meet with the names of many distin-

guished men in these pages, and some char-

acteristic anecdotes,—but few bold characters.

He has a remarkable interview with Claren-

don—in which the cautious and artful de-

meanour of that veteran politician is finely

displayed, though on a very trivial occasion.
Thp Navy Board had marked some trees for

cutting in Clarendon Park without his leave—
at which he had expressed great indignation;
and our author went, in a prodigiotis fright, to

pacify him. He found him busy hearing
causes in his chamber.?, and was obliged to wait.
"

After all done, he him.self called,
' Come. Mr.

Pepys. you and I will take a turn in the garden.'
So he was led down stairs, having the sfoute, and
there walked with me, I think above an hour, talk-

ing most friendly, hut cu7i>ii!islif .'
—He told me he

would not direct me in any thing, that it might not
be said that the I^ord Chancellor did labour to abuse
the King; or (as I offered) direct the suspending the

report of the purveyors: but T see what he means,
and will make it my work to do him service in it.

But Ijord ! to see how we poor wretches dare not
do the King good service, for fear of the greatness
of these men!"

There is no literary intelligence of any value
to be gained from this work. Play collectors

will probably find the names of many lost

pieces
—but of our classical authors there are

no notices worth naming—a bare intimatioa
of the deaths of Waller, Cowley, and Daven-

ant, and a few words of Dryden—Milton, we
think, not once mentioned. There is more
of the natural philosophers of Gresham Col-

lege, but not much that is valuable—some
curious calculations and speculations about

money and coinages
—and this odd but au.

thentic notice of Sir W. Petty's intended will.

"Sir William Petty did tell me that in good
earnest he hath in his will left some parts ot his

estate to him that could invent surh and such

things. As among others, that could discover truly
the way of milk coming into the breasts of a wo-
man ! atid he that could invent proper characters to

express to another the mixture of relishes and
tastes. And says, that to him that invents gold, he

gives nothing for the philosopher's stone; ior (says
he) they that find out that, will be able to pay them-
selves. But, says he, by this means it is better

than to go to a lecture ; for here my executors, that

must part with this, will be sure to be well con-
vinced of the invention before they do part with
their money."

The Appendix, which seems very judicious-

ly selected, contains some valuable fragments
of historical information : but we have not now
left ourselves room for any account of them;
and are tempted to give all we can yet spare
to a few extracts from a very curious corres-

pondence between Mr. Pepys and Lord Reay
and Lord Tarbut in 1699, on the subject of

the Second Sight among our Highlanders.
Lord Reay seems to have been a firm believer

in this gift or faculty
—but Lord Tarbut had

been a decided sceptic, and was only con-

verted by the proofs of its reality, which oc-

curred to himself while in the Highlands, in

the year 1652 and afterwards. Some of the

stories he tells are not a little remarkable.

For example, he says, that one night when
one of his Celtic attendants was entering a
house where they had proposed to sleep, he

suddenly started back with a scream, and fell

down in an agony.
"

I asked what the matter was, for he seemed to

me to be very much frighted: he told me very seri-

ouslvthat I should not lodge in that house, because

shortly a dead cofTm would be carried out of it. for

many were carrying it when he was heard cry ! I

neglecting his words and staying there, he said to

others of the servants he was very sorry for it, and
that what he saw would surely come to pass: and

though no sick person was then there, yet the land-

lord, a healthy Highlander, ditd of an apoplectic ft
before 1 left the house."

Another occurred in 1653, when, in a very

rugged part of the country, he fell in with a
man who was staring into the air with marka
of great agitation. Upon asking what it was
that disturbed him, he answered,

"
I see a troop of Englishmen leading their horses

down thai hill—and some of them are already in the

plain, eating the barley which is growing in the

field near to the hill.' This was on the 4ih of May
(for I noted the day), and it was four or five days
before any barley was sown in the field he spoke of.

Ale.xander Monro asked him how he ktiew they
were Englishmen : he answered, because they were

leading horses, and had on hats and boots, which
he knew no Scotchmen would have on tht re We
took little notice of the whole story as oiber than a

foolish vision, but wished that an English party were

there, we being then at war with them, and the
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place almost inaccpssible for liorspinen. Hut ilie

brijinniuf; of Au<^uft thiritifltr, llio Kiirl <>t Allddlu-

toii, llii'ii lieiiifimiil lor llif Ki:iK in \ht'. Hifililarids,

having occnsioii lo inarcli n pnriy of his lowarda the

South li^lniids, HtMii his loot iliroiiijh a plai-n calleii

Inverlncxvell. niid the loreimrt, winch was lirsi down
the hill, did lull lo i-nnng the barley which was on

the liiile plan) tinder ii."

Another of his lordship's experiences was
as follows. Ill .laiiuary 1682, he was sitting

with two frii'iuls in a house in Iloss-shire,

when a man from the islands

" Desired me to ris=e from that chair, for it was
nn unlucky one. I asked

' Why ?' fie answered,
'Because there wa.« a dead man in the chair ne.\t

to it.'
— '

Well,' said I, 'if it be but in the nc.\i, I

may safely sit here : but what is the likeness of the

mail ?' lie said he was a tall man with a long grey
coat, booted, and one of his legs hanging over the

chair, and his head hanging down to the other side,

and his arm backward, as it were broken. There
were then some English troops quartered near the

place, and there being at that time a great frost

after a thaw, the country was wholly covered over
wiih ice. Four or five En.|..'lislimen riding by this

house, not two hours after the vision, where we
were silling by the fire, we heard a great noise,
which proved to be these troopers, with the help of
other servants, carrying in one of their numiier who
had got a very mischievous fall and had his arm
broke; and falling frequently into swooning fitj,

they brought him to the hall, and set him i?i Ilie

very chair and in l/if. very posture which the seer

half proposed : but the man did not die, though he
revived with great difficulty."

These instances are chiefly remarkable as

being given upon the personal knowledge of

an individual of great judgment, acuteness,
and firmness of character. The following is

from a still higher quarter; since the reporter
was not even a Scotchman, and indeed no less

a person than Lord Clarendon. In a letter to

Mr. Pepys in 1701, he informs him, that, in

1661, upon a Scottish gentleman being in his

presence introduced to Lady Cornbury, he
was observed to gaze upon her with a singu-
lar expression of melancholy; and upon one
of the company asking the reason, he replied,
"I see her in blood!'' She was at that time
in perfect health, and remained so for near a

month, when she fell ill of small-pox : And
"
Upon the ninth day after the small-pox ap-

peared, in the morning, she bled at the nose, whicji

quickly stopt ; but in the nfiernoon the blood burst
out again wiih great violence at her nose and
mouth, and about eleven of the clock that night
she dyed, almost weltering in her blood T'

There is a great number of similar stories,

reported on the most imposing testimony
—

though, in some instances, the seer, we must

say, is somewhat put to it to support his

credit, and make out the accomplishment of
his vi.sion. One chieftain, for instance, had
long been seen by the gifted, with an arrow

sticking in his thigh; from which they all in-

ferred, that he was either to die or to suffer

greatly, from a wound in that place. To their

surprise, however, he died of some other in-

fliction, and the seers were getting out of repu-
tation; when luckily a fray arose at the fune-
ral, and an arrow was shot fairly ihrough the

thigh of the dead man, in the very spot where
the vision had shown it ! On another occa-

sion, Lord Reay's grandfather was told that

he had been seen with a dagi^er nm into hia

breast—and though nothing ever liapj)eMed to

him, one of his servants, to whom he had
given the doublet which he wore at the time
of this intimation, was stabbed through it, in

the very place whero the dagger had been
seen. Lord Ileay adds the tollowing addi-
tional instance, of this glancing, as it were, of
the prophecy on the outer garment.
"John Macky, of Dilril. having put on a new

suit of clothes, was told by a .seer that he did see
the gallows upon his coat, which he never noticed ;

but some time alter gave his coal to his servant,
William Forbess, lo whose honesty there could be

nothing said at that time ; but he was shortly after

hanged! for iheft, with the same cant about him: my
informer being an eye-witness of his execution, and
one who had heard what the seer said hi fore."

His lordship also mentions, that these
visions were seen by blind people, as well as

those who had sight,
—and adils, that there

was a blind woman in his time who had the

faculty in great perfection; and foretold many
things that afterwards happened, as hundreds
of living witnesses could attest. We have no
time now to speculate on these singular le-

gends—but, as curious mementos of the lubri-

city of human testimony, we think it right

they should be once more brought into notice.

And now we have done with Mr. Pepys.
There is trash enough no doubt in his journal,— trifling facts, and silly observations in

abundance. But we can scarcely say that

we wish it a page shorter; and are of opin-

ion, that there is very little of it which does
not help us to understand the character of hia

times, and his conteinporaries, better than
we should ever have done without it

; and
make us feel more assured that we compre-
hend the great historical events of the age,
and the people who bore a part in them.

Independent of instruction altogether too,
there is no denying, that it is very entertain-

ing thus to be transported into the very heart

of a time so long gone by ;
and to be admitted

into the domestic intimacy, as well a? the

public councils, of a man of great activity and
circulation in the reign of Charles II. Read-

ing this book, in short, seems to us to be quite
as good as living with Mr. Samuel Pepys in

his proper person,
—and though the court

scandal may be detailed with more grace and

vivacity in the Memoires de Grammont, we
have no doubt but even this part of his multi-

farious subject is treated with far greater

fidelity and fairness in the work before us—
while it gives us more clear and undistorted

glimpses into the true English life of the

times—for the court was substantially foreign—than all the other memorials of them put
together, that have come down to our own.
The book is rather too dear and magnifi-

cent. But the editor's task we think excel-

lently performed. The ample text is not

incumbered with ostentatious commentaries.
But very brief and useful notices are supplied
of almost all the individuals who are men-
tioned

;
and an admirable and very minute

index is .subjoined, which methodises the im-

mense miscellany
—and places the vast chaoa

at our disposal.
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(luiti, isas.)

A History of the early Part of the Reign of James the Second; with an Introductory Cliapter.

By the Right Honourable Charles Jamks Fox. To which is added an Appendix. 4to

pp. 340. Miller, London : 1808.

If it be true that high expectation is almost

always followed by disappointment, it is

scarcely possible thai the readers of Mr. Fox's

history should not be disappointed. So great
a statesman certainly has not appeared as an
author since the time of Lord Clarendon;
and, independent of the great space w hich he
fills in the recent history of this country, and
the admitted splendour of his general talents,—his known zeal for libert}'. the fame of his

eloquence, and his habitual study of every
thing relating to the constitution, concurred to

direct an extraordinary degree of attention to

the work upon which he was known to be

engaged, and to fix a standard of unattainable

excellence for the trial of his first acknowl-

edged production. The very circumstance of

his not having published any considerable
work during his life, and of his having died
before bringing this to a conclusion, served to

increase the general curiosity ;
and to accu-

mulate upon this single fragment the interest

of his W'hole literary existence.

No human production, we suppose, could
bear to be tried by such a test : and those who
sit down to the perusal of the work before us,
under the influence of such impressions, are

very likely to rise disappointed. With those.

however, who are at all on their guard against
the delusive effect of these natural emotions,
the result, we venture to predict, will be dif-

ferent : and for ourselves, we are happy to

say, that we have not been disappointed at

all
; but, on the contrary, very greatly moved

and delighted with the greater part of this

singular volume.
We do not think it has any great value as a

history ;
nor is it very admirable as a piece

of composition. It comprehends too short a

period, and includes too few events, to add
much to our knowledge of facts

;
and abounds

too little with splendid passages to lay much
hold on the imagination. The reflections

which it contains, too, are generally more re-

markable for their truth and simplicity, than
for any great fineness or apparent profundity
of thinking: and many opportunities are ne-

glected, or rather purposely declined, of en-

tering into large and general speculations.

Notwithstanding all this, the work, we think,
is invaluable

;
not only as a memorial of the

high principles and gentle dir-positions of its

illustrious author, but as a lecord of those
sentiments of true English constitutional in-

depende.ice, which seem to have been nearly
forgotten in the bitterness and hazards of our
more recent contentions. It is delightful as
the picture of a character; and most instruct-

ive and opportune as a remembrancer of pub-
iiC duties: And we must be permitted to -say
a word or two upon each of these subjects.

To those who know Mr. Fox only by t'r.e

great outlines of his public history,
—wlio

know merely that he passed from the dissi-

imtions of too gay a youth into the tumults
and cabals of a political life,

—and that his

days were spent in contending about public
measures, and in guiding or averting the tem-

pests of faction,
—the spirit of indulgent and

tender feeling which pervades this book must

appear very unaccountable. Those who live

much in the world, even in a private station,

commonly have their hearts a little hardened,
and their moral sensibility a little impaired.
But statesmen and practical politicians are,
with justice, suspected of a still greater forget-
fulness of mild impressions and honourable

scruples. Coming necessarily into contact

with great vices and great sufferings, they
must gradually lose some of their horror for

the first,
and much of their compassion for

the last. Constantly engaged in contention,

they cease pretty generally to regard any hu-
man beings as objects of sympathy or disin-

terested attachment
; and, mixing much w ith

the most corrupt part of mankind, naturally
come to regard the species itself with indif-

ference, if not with contempt. All the softer

feelings are apt to be worn off in the rough
' conflicts of factious hostility ;

and all the finer

i moralities to be effaced, by the constant con-

I
templation of expediency, and the necessities

of occasional compliance.
!

Such is the common conception which we
form of men who have lived the life of l\Ir.

Fox; and such, in spite of the testimony of

partial friends, is the impression which most

private persons would have retained of him,
if this volume had not come to convey a tmer
and a more eng'aging picture to the world at

large, and to posterity.

By far the most remarkable thing, then, in

this book, is the tone of indulgence and un-

feigned philanthropy which prevails in every
part of it;

—a most amiable sensibility to all

the kind and domestic affections, and a sort

of softheartedness towards the sufferings of

individuals, which seems hitherto to have
been thought incompatible with the stern dig-

nity of history. It cannot but strike us with

something still more pleasing than surprise,
to meet with traits of almost feminine tender-

ness in the sentiments of this veteran states-

man : and a general character of charity
towards all men, not only remote from the

rancour of vulgar hostility, but purified in a

great degree from the asperities of party con-

tention. He expresses indeed, throughout, a

high-minded contempt for what is base, imd
a thorough detestation for what is cruel : Bui

yet is constantly led, by a sort of generous

prejudice m favour of human nature, to admit
R 2
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a'.i possible palliations for iho conduct of the

iiuiividiuil dcliiHiucnt, and never attempts to

shut him out frurn the Ix-nelit of tliose natural

Bynipalhies of which the Uid as well as the

good are occasionally the objects,, from their

fortune or situation. He has given a new

character, we think, to history, by this soft

and condescending concern for the feelings

of individuals; and not only left a splendid
record of the gentleness and allectionate sim-

plicity of his own dispositions, but set an ex-

ample by w hich we hope that men of genius

maybe taught hereafter to render their in-

structions more engaging and impressive.

Nothing, we are persuaded, can be more

gratifying to his friond.S; than the impression
of his character which this work will carry
down to posterity ;

nor is it a matter of indif-

ference to the country, that its most illustrious

statesman should be yet more distinguished
for the amiableness of his private affections.

This softness of feeling is the first remark-

able thing in the work before us. The second

is perhaps of more general importance. It is,

that it contains the only appeal to the old

principles of English constitutional freedom,
and the only expression of those firm and

temperate sentiments of independence, which
are the peculiar produce, and natural protec-
tion of our mixed government, which we recol-

lect to have met with for very many years.
The tone of the work, in this respect, recalls

us to feelings which seem of late to have
slumbered in the country which they used to

inspire. In our indolent reliance upon the

imperishable virtue of our constitution, and
in our busy pursuit of wealth, we appeared to

be forgetting our higher vocation of free citi-

zens
; and, in our dread of revolution or foreign

invasion, to have lost sight of those intestine

dangers to which our liberties are always
more immediately exposed. The history of

the Revolution of 1688, and of the times im-

mediately preceding, was eminently calculated

to revive those feelings, and restore those

impressions, which so many causes had in

our days conspired to obliterate
; and, in the

hands of Mr. Fox, could scarcely have failed

to produce a very powerful effect. On this

account, it must be matter of the deepest re-

gret that he was not permitted to finish, or

indeed to do more than begin, that inspiring
narrative. Even in the little which he has

done, however, we discover the spirit of the

master : Even in the broken prelude which
he has here sounded, the true notes are struck

with such force and distinctness, and are in

themselves so much in unison with the natu-

ral chords of every British heart, that we think

no slight vibration will be excited throughout
the country ;

and would willingly lend our
assistance to propagate it into every part of

the empire. In order to explain more fully

the reasons for which we set so high a value

upon the work before us on this particular ac-

count, we must be allowed to enlarge a little

upon the evil which we think it calculated to

correct.

We do not think the present generation
of our countrymen substantially degenerated

from their ancestors in the days of the Revohi
tion. In the same circumstances, we are per-

suaded, they would have acted with the same

spirit;
—

nay, in consequence of the more

general diffusion of education and intelli-

gence, we believe they would have been still

more zealous and more unanimous in the

cause of liberty. But we have of late been

exposed to the operation of various causes,
which have tended to lull our vigilance, ana
relax our exertions; and which threaten, un-

less powerfully counteracted, to bring on,

gradually, such a general indifference and

forgetlulness of the interests of freedom, as to

prepare the people for any tolerably mild
form of servitude which their future rulers

may be tempted to hnpose upon them.
The first, and the principal of these causes,

however paradoxical it may seem, is the ac-

tual excellence of our laws, and the supposed
inviolability of the constitution. The second

is, the great increase of luxury, and the tre-

mendous patronage of the government. Tfee

last is,
the impression made and maintained

by the events of the French Revolution. We
shall say but a word upon each of these pro-
liiic themes of speculation.
Because our ancestors stipulated wisely for

the public at the Revolution, it seemed to

have become a common opinion, that nothing
was left to their posterity but to pursue their

private interest. The machine of Govern-
ment was then completed and set agoing—
and it will go on without their interference.

Nobody talks now of the divine right, or the

dispensing power of kings, or ventures to pro-

pose to govern without Parliaments, or to

levy taxes without their authority ;

—there-

fore, our liberties are secure
;

—and it is only
factious or ambitious people that affect any
jealousy of the executive. Things go on very
smoothly as they are

;
and it can never be

the interest of any party in pQ,wer, to attempt
any thing very oppressive or injurious to the

public. By such reasonings, men excuse their

abandonment of all concern for the commu-
nity, and find, in the very excellence of the

constitution, an apology for exposing it to cor-

ruption. It is obvious, however, that liberty,
like love, is as hard to keep as to win

;
and

that the exertions by which it was originally

gained will be worse than frailless. if they be
not followed up by the assiduities by which
alone it can be preserved. Wherever there

is power, we may be sure that there is, or

will be, a disposition to increase it; and if

there be not a constant spirit of jealousy and
of resistance on the part of the people, every
monarchy will gradually harden into a des-

potism, it will not, indeed, wantonly provoke
or alarm, by seeking again to occupy those

very positions from which it had once been

dislodged: but it Avill extend itself in other

quarters, and march on silently, under the

colours of a venal popularity.
This indolent reliance on the sufficiency of

the constitution for its own preservation, af-

fords great facilities, no doubt, to those who

may be tempted to project its destruction
;

but the efficient means are to be found chiefly
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in the prevailing manners of the people, and
the monstrous patronage of the government.
It can admit of no doubt, we suppose, that

trade, which has made us rich, has made us
fitill more luxurious

;
and that the increased

necessity of expense, has in general outgone
the means of supplying it. Almost every in-

dividual now finds it more ditficuU to live on
a level with his equals, than he did when all

were poorer ; almost every man, therefore, is

needy ;
and he who is both needy and luxu-

rious, holds his independence on a very pre-
carious tenure. Government, on the other

hand, has tlie dispostil of nearly twenty mil-

lions per annum, and the power of nominating
to two or three hundred thousand posts or

places of emolument
;

—the whole population
of the country amounting (1808) to less than

five millions of grown men. The consequence

is, that, beyond the rank of mere labourers,
there is scarcely one man out of three who
does not hold or hope for some appointment
or promotion from government, and is not

consequently disposed to go all honest lengths
in recommending himself to its favour. This,
it must be admitted, is a situation which

justifies some alarm for the liberties of the

people ; and, when taken together with that

general indifterence to the public which has
been already noticed, accounts sufficiently for

that habit of presuming in favour of all exer-

tions of authorit}', and against all popular
discontent or interference, which is so re-

markably the characteristic of the present

generation. Fitom this passive desertion of

the people, it is but one step to abet and de-

fend the actual oppressions of their rulers
j

and men, otherwise conscientious, we are

afraid, too often impose upon themselves by
no better reasonings than the
" This measure,
what tyrannical;

—but men are not angels;
all human government is imperfect ; and, on

the whole, ours is much too good to be quar-
relled with. Besides, what good purpose
could be answered by my individual opposi-
tion? I might ruin my own fortune, indeed,
and blast the prospects of my children

;
but it

would be too romantic to imagine, that the

fear of my displeasure would produce an im-
maculate administration—so I will hold my
tongue, and shift for myself as well as possi-
ble." When the majority of those \^ho have
influence in the country reason in this manner,
it surely cannot be unnecessary to remind us,
now and then, of the great things that were
done when the people roused themselves

against their oppressors.
In aid of these actual temptations of inter-

est and indolence, come certain speculative

doctrines, as lo the real value of liberty, and
the illusions by which men are carried away
who fancj'' themselves acting on the principle
of patriotism. Private happiness, it is dis-

covered, has but little dependence on the

nature of the government. The oppressions
of monarchs and demagooues are nearly equal
in degree, though a little different in form

;

and the only thing certain is,
that in flying

from the one we shall fall into the other, and

followmg—
to be sure, is bad, and some-

suffer tremendously in the period of transition.

If ambition and great activity therefore be not

necessary to our happiness, we shall do wisely
to occupy ourselves with the many innocent
and pleasant pursuits that are allowed under
all governments; instead of spreading tumult
and discontent, by endeavouring to lealize

some political conceit of our own imagination.
]\Ir. Hume, we are afraid, is chiefly responsi-
ble for the prevaloice of this Epicurean and

ignoble strain of sentiment in this country,
—

an author from whose dispositions and under-

standing, a very different doctrine might have
been anticipated.* But, under whatever au-

thority it is maintained, we have no scruple
in saying, that it seems to us as obviously
false as it is pernicious. We need not appeal
to Turkey or to Russia to prove, that neither

liberal nor even gainful pursuits can be car-

ried on with advantage, where there is no

political freedom : For, even la)ing out of

view the utter impossibilitii of securing the

persons and properties of individuals in any
other way, it is certain that the consciousness
of independence is a great enjoyment in itself,

and that, without
it,

all the powers of the

mind, and all the capacities of happiness, are

gradually blunted and destroyed. It is like

the privation of air and exercise, or the emas-
culation of the body;—which, though they
may appear at first to conduce to tranquillity
and indolent enjoyment, never fail to enfeeble
the whole frame, and to produce a state of

oppressive languor and debility, in compari-
son with which even wounds and fatigue
would be delicious.

To counteract all these enervating and de-

pressing causes, we had, no doubt, the increas-

ing opulence of the lower and middling orders

of the people, naturally leading them to aspire
to greater independence, and improving their

education and general intelligence. And thus,

public opinion, which is in all countries the

great operating check upon authority, had
become more extensive and more enlightened;
and might perhaps have been found a suffi-

* Few things seem more unaccountable, and in-

deed absurd, ilinn that Hume should hnve taken

pan with liish-church and iii(jh-m()nan-liy men.
The perseruiions which lie sufl'eied in Ins ynuih
frojii ihe Presbyterians, may perhaps iiave influ-

enced his ecclesiastical pariialiiies. But that he
should have sided with the Tudorsand the Stuarts

against the people, seems quite inconsisienf with
all the great traits of his character. His luirivalled

sasacity must have looked with contempt on the

preposterous arguments by which the /«.« div'mum
was maintained. His natural bei evolcnce must
have sufifgested the cruelty of sulijecling the enjoy-
ments of thousands to the caprice of one unfeeling
individual ; and his own practical independence in

private life, might have taught him the value of

those feelings which he has so mischievously de-

rided. Mr. Fox seems to have been struck with

the same surprise at this strange trait in the charac-

ter of oiu' philosopher. In a letter to Mr. I/aiiig,

he says,
" He was an excellent man. and of great

powers of mind; but his partinliiy to kings and

princes is intolerable : nay, it is, in my opinion,

quite ridiculous; and is more like the loolish ad-

miration which women and children someiimea
have for kings, than the opinion right or wrong,
of a philosopher."
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cieiil forroctivo of all our other corruptions,
had things ;,'on<' on around us in llii'ir usual

and arrustotni'd chaiuit'ls. Unfortunately,

however, the French Revolution came, to as-

tonish and appal the world
; and, originating

with the people, not only subverted thrones

and pslaolishnients, but ina<le such havoc on

the lives and properties and principles of in-

dividuals, as
very naturally to excite the horror

and alarm of all whose condition was not al-

ready iiitulerable. This alarm, in so far as it

related to this country, was always excessive,
and in a great degree unreasonable : But it

was impossible perhaps altogether to escape
it

;
and the consequences have been incalcu-

lably injurious to the interests of practical
liberty. During the raging of that war which
Jacobinism in its most disgusting form carried

on against rank and royalty, it was natural for

those who apprehended the possibility of a

similar conflict at home, to fortify those orders

with afl that reason and even prejudice could

supply for their security, and to lay aside for

vhe time tliose jealousies and hereditary

jTTudges, upon which, in better days, it was
iheir duty to engage in contention. While a

aging fever of liberty was epidemic in the

neighbourhood, the ordinary diet of the people
appeared too inflammatory for their constitu-

tion
;
and it w'as thought advisable to abstain

from articles, which, at all other times, were
allowed to be necessary for their health and

vigour. Thus, a sort of tacit convention was
entered into,

—to say nothing, for a \vhile, of

the follies and vices of priiices, the tyranny
of courts, or the rights of the people. The
Revolution of 1688, it was agreed, could not

be mentioned with praise, without giving
some indirect encouragement to the Revolu-
tion of 1789; and it was thought as well to

say nothing in favour of Hampden, or Russell,
or Sydney, for fear it might give spirits to

Robespierre, Danton, or Marat. To this strict

regimen the greater part of the nation sub-
mitted of their own accord

;
and it was forced

upon the remainder by a pretty vigorous sys-
tem of proceeding. Now, we do not greatly
blame either the alarm, or the precautions
which it dictated

;
but we do very seriously

lament, that the use of those precautions
should have degenerated into a sort of na-
aonal habit

;
and should be continued and

approved of so very long after the danger
which occasioned them has ceased.

It is now at least ten years since Jacobinism
was prostrated at Paris"^; and it is still longer
since it ceased to be regarded with anj' thing
but horror in this country. Yet the favourers
of power would still take advantage of its

name to shield authority from question ;
and

to throw obloquy on the rights and services
of the people. The power of habit has come
unfortunately to their aid; and it is still un-
fashionable, and, we are afraid, not very
popular, to talk of the tyranny of the Stuarts,
and the triumph of the Revolution, in the
tone which was universal and established
within the.se lasttwent)' years. For our parts,
however, we see no sort of reason ^or this

^hange : and we hail, wnth pleasure, this ^ork

of Mr. Fox's, as likely to put an end to a

system of timidity so apt to graduate into

servilit)-; and to familiarize his countrymen
once more to speak and to think of Charles,
of Jamep, and of Strafford,

—and of William,
and Russell, and Sydney,

—as it becomes

Englishmen to speak and to think of such
characters. To talk with affected tenderness
of oppressors, may suit the policy of those
who wish to bespeak the clemency of an

Imperial Conqueror; but must appear pecu-
liarly base and inconsistent in all who profess
an anxiety to rouse the people to great exer-
tions in the cause of their independence.
The volume itself, which has given occasion

to these reflections, and from \vhich we have
withheld our readers too long, consists of a

preface or general introduction from the pen
of Lord Holland

;
an introductory chapter,

comprising a review of the leadinir events,
from the year 1640 to the death of Charles
If.

;
two chapters of the history of the reign

of James, which include no more than seven
months of the year 1685, and narrate very
little but the unfortunate e.\peditions of Ar-

gyle and of Monmouth
;
and a pretty long

Appendix, consisting chiefly of the corre-

spondence between Barillon, the French con-

fidential minister at the court of England, and
his master Louis XIV.
Lord Holland's part of the volume is written

with great judgment, perspicuity, and pro-

priety ;
and though it contains less anecdote

and minute information with regard to hia

illustrious kinsman than every reader must
wish to possess, it not only gives a very satis-

factory account of the progress of the work
to which it is prefixed, but affords us some
glimpses of the character and opinions of its

author, Avhich are peculiarly interesting, both
from th<! authenticity of the source from ^vhich

they are derived, and from the unostentatious

simplicity with which they are communicated.
Lord Holland has not been able to ascertain
at what period Mr. Fox first formed the de-

sign of writing a history; but, from the year
1797. when he ceased to give a regular attend-
ance in parliament, he Avas almost entirely

occujiied with literary .schemes and avoca-
tions. The following little sketch of the tem-

per and employments of him Avho was pitied

by many as a disappointed politician, is ex-

tremely amiable
; and, we are now convinced

by the fragment before us, correctly true.

"
During his retirement, that love of literature,

and fondne.ss for poetry, which neither pleasure nor
business had ever extinguished, revived with an
ardour, such as few, in the eagerness of youth or
in pursuit of fame or advantage, are capable of

feeling. For some lime, however, his studies were
not directed to any particular object. Such was the

happy di.sposition of his mind, that his own reflec-

tions, whether supplied by conversation, desultory
reading, or the common occurrences of a life in the

country, were always sufficient to call forth the
visour and exertion of his faculties. Intercourse
with the world had so little deadened in him the
sense of the simplest enjoyments, that even in the
hours of apparent leisure and inactivity, he retained
that keen relish o{ existence, which, alter the first

impressions ol life, is so rarely excited but by grea*
interests and strong passions. Hence it was thai
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in (he inten'f^I between his active attendance in par-
haineru, and the undertaking of his History, he
never tell the tedium of a vacant day. A verse in

Cowper, wiiich he frequently repeated,
'How yarioiis hia employments whom the world
Calls idle :'

was an accurate description of the life he was then
leading; and I am persuaded, that if he had con-
suhed his own gratifications only, it would have
continued to be so. The circumstances which led
him once inore to take an aciive part in public dis-

cussions, are foreign to the purposes of (his preface.
It is sufficient to remark, that they could not be
foreseen, and that his notion of engaging in some
literary undertaking was adopted during his retire-

ment, and with the prospect of long and uninter-

rupted leisure before him."—p. iii. iv.

He seems to have fixed finally on the his-

tory of the Revolution, about the year 1799;
but even after the work was begun, he not

only dedicated large portions of his time to

the study of Greek literature, and poetry in

general, but meditated and announced to his

corresijondents a great variety of publications,
upon a very wide range of subjects. Among
these were, an edition of Dryden—a Defence
of Racine and of the French"Stage—an Essay
on the Beauties of Euripides

—a Disquisition
upon Hume's History

—and an Essay or Dia-

logue on Poetry, History, and Oratory. In

1802, the greater part of the work, as it now
stands, was finished; but the author wished
lo consult the papers in the Scotch College,
and the Depot dcs Affaires ctrangeres at Paris,
and took the opportunity of the peace to pay
a visit to that capital accordingly. After his

return, he made some additions to his chap-
ters; but being soon after recalled to the
duties of public life, he never afterwards
found leisure to go on with the work to which
he hacf dedicated himself with so much zeal
and assiduity. What he did write was finished,
however, for the most part, with very great
care. He wrote very slow: and was extremely
fastidious in the choice of his expressions

•

holding pedantry and affectation, however, in'

far greater horror than carelessness or rough-
ness. He commonly wrote detached sentences
on slips of paper, aiid afterwards dictated them
off" to Mrs. Fox, who copied them into the
book from which the present volume has been
printed without the alteration of a single syl-
lable.

The only other part of Lord Holland's state-
ment, to which we think it necessary to call
the attention of the reader, is that in which
he thinks it necessary to explain the peculiar
notions which iVlr. Fox entertained on the

subject of historical
composition, and the very

rigid laws to which he had subjected himself
in the execution of his important task.

"
It is therefore nece.esnry to observe, that he had

formed his plan so c.vchisively on the model of an-
cient writers, that he not only felt some re|)U2nance
lo the modern practice of notes, but he thonsTht that
all which an liis;orian wished to say, should~be in-
trodueed as pirt of a continued narration, and never
assume the appearance of a digression, much less
of a dissertation annexed to it. From the period,
thereHire, that he closed his Introductory Chapieri
he defined his duty as an author, to consist in re-
counting the facts as they arose; or in his simple
«nd forcihle language, in telling the story of those

26

times. A conversation which passed on the sub-
ject of the literature of the age of James the Se-
cond, proves his rigid adherence to these ideas;
and perhaps the substance of it may serve to illus-
iraie and explain them. In speaking of t.'-.e tvritera
of that period, he lamented that he had not devised
a method of interweaving any account of them or
their works, much less any criticism on their style,
into his history. On my suggesting the example
of Hume and Voltaire, who had discussed such
topics at some length, either at the end of each
reign, or in a separate chapter, he observed, with
much commendation of their execution of it, that
such a contrivance might be a good mode of writing
critical essays, but that it was, in his opinion, in-

compatible with the nature of his undertaking,
w;hich, if it ceased lo be a narrative, ceased to be a
history."

—
p. xxxvi. xxxvii.

Now, we must be permitted to say, tnat
this is a view of the nature of historv, which,
in so far as it is intelligible, appears to be
very narrow and erroneous; and which seems,
like all such partial views, to have been so
little adhered to by the author himself, as

only to exclude many excellences, without at-

taining the praise even of consistency in error.

The object of history, we conceive, is to give
us a clear narrative of the transactions of past
ages, with a view of the character and condi-
tion of those who were concerned in them,
and such reasonings and reflections as may
be necessary to explain their connection, ar
natural on reviewing their results. That some
account of the authors of a literary age should
have a place in such a composition, seems to

follow upon two considerations : first, because
it is unquestionably one object of history to

give us a distinct view of the state and condition
of the age and people with whose affairs it is

occupied : and nothing can serve so well to

illustrate their true state and condition as a
correct estimate and description of the great
authors they produced : and, secondly, be-
cause the fact that such and such authors did
flourish in such a period, and were ingenious
and elegant, or rude and ignorant, are facta
which are interesthig in themselves, and may
be made the object of narrative just as pro-
perly as that such and such princes or minis-
ters did flourish at the same time, and were
ambitious or slothful, tyrannical or friends to

liberty. Political events are not the only
events which are recorded even in ancient

history : and, now when it is generally ad-

mitted, that even political events cannot be
fully understood or accounted for without

taking into view the preceding and concomi-
tant changes in manners, literature, com-
merce, &c. it cannot fail to appear surprising,
that an author of such a compass of mind as
belonaed to JMr. Fox, should have thought of

confining himself to the.mere chronicling of
wars or factions, and held himself excluded,
by the laws of historical composition, from

touching upon topics so much more interest-

ing.
The truth is, however, that Mr. Fox has by

no means adhered to this plan of merely"
telling the story of the times" of which he

treats. On the contrary, he is more full of

argument, and what is properly called reflec-

tion, than most modern historians with whom
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we are acquainted. His arf^meiit, to be surej
is chiefly directed to afcerlaiii llie tiiilh ot

repult'il "tacts, or the motives of ambiguous
actions

;
ami liis refiections, however just and

natural, may coninioiily be considered as re-

dundant. Willi u view' to mere information.

Of another kind of reasoning, indeed, lie is

more sparing; though of a kind far more valu-

able, and, in our apprehension, far more es-

sential to the true perfection of history. We
allude now to those general views of tlie

causes which inllueiice the character and dis-

position of the people at large ;
and wliich, as

they vary from age to age, bring a greater or

a smaller part of the nation into contact with

its government, and ultimately produce the

success or failure of every scheme of tyranny
or freedom. The more this subject is medi-

tated, tlie more certain, we are persuaded, it

will appear, that all permanent and important
occurrences in the internal history of a coun-

try, .are the re.sult of those changes in the

general character of its population ;
and that

kings and ministers are necessarily guided in

their projects by a feeling of the tendencies
of this varying character, and fail or succeed,
exactly as they had judged correctly or erro-

neously of its condition. To trace the causes

and the modes of its variation, is therefore to

describe the true sources of events
; and,

merely to narrate the occurrences to vhich it

gave rise, is to recite a history of actions with-

out intelligible motives, and of effects without

assignable causes. It is true, no doubt, that

political events operate in their turn on that

national character by which they are previ-

ously moulded and controuled : But they are

very far, indeed, from being the chief agents
in its formation

;
and the history of those very

events is necessarily imperfect, as well as

uninstructive, if the consideration of those

other agents is omitted. They consist of

every thing which affects the character of

individuals:—manners, education, prevailing

occupations, religion, taste,
—and. above all.

the distribution of wealth, and the state of

prejudice and opinions.
It is the more to be regretted, that such a

mind as Mr. Fox's should have been bound

up from such a subject by the shackles of an
idle theory ;

because the period of which he
treats afTords the finest of all opportunities for

prosecuting such an inquiry, and does not, in-

deed, admit of an intelligible or satisfactory

history upon any other conditions. There are

three great events, falling within that period,
of which, it appears to us, that " the story"
has not yet been intelligibly told, for want of

some such analysis of the national feelings.
One is,

the univers^ joy and sincere confi-

dence with which Charles II. was received

back, without one stipulation for the liberties

of the people, or one precaution against the

abuses of power. This was done by the very
people who had waged war against a more
amiable Sovereign, and quarrelled with the

Protector for depriving them of their freedom.
It is saying nothing, to say that INIonk did this

by means of the army. It was not done
either b)' Monk or the army, but by the na-

tion
;
and even if it were not oo, the (|uestion

would still be,
—by what chanire in tlie dis-

positions of the army and the nation Moiik
was able to make them do it. The second

event, which must always appear unaccount-
able upon the mere narrative of the circum-

stances, is the base and abject submission of

the people to the avowed t}ranny oi the re-

stored Charles, when he was pleased at last

to give up the use of Parliaments, and to tax

and govern on his own single authority. This

I happened when most of those must have still

been alive who had seen the nation rise up in

arms against his father; and within five years
of the time when it rose up still more unani-

mously against his successor, and not only
changed the succession of the crown, but very
strictly defined and limited its prerogatives.
The third, is the Revolution itself; an event
which was brought about by the very indi-

viduals who had submitted so quietly to the

domination of Charles, and \\ ho, when assem-
bled in the House of Commons under James

himself, had, of their own accord, sent one of

their members to the Tower for having ob-

served, upon a harsh and tyrannical expres-
sion of the King's, that " he hoped they were
all Englishmen, and not to be frighted with a
few hard words." It is not to give us the

history of these events, merely to set down
the time and circumstances of the occurrence,

They evidently retjuire some exj)lanation, in

order to be comprehended ;
and the narrative

will be altogether unsatisfactory, as well as

totally barren of instruction, unless it give
some account of those changes in the general

temper and opinion of the nation, by which
such contradictory actions became possible.
Mr. Fox's conception of the limits of legiti-

mate history, restrained him, we are afraid,
from entering into such considerations; and

they will best estimate the amount of his

error, Avho are most aware of the importance
of the information of which it has deprived
us. Nothing, in our apiiiehension, can be

beyond the province of legitimate history,
which tends to give us clear conceptions of

the times and characters with which that his-

tory is conversant; nor can the story of any
time be complete or valuable, unless it look

before and after.—to the causes and conse-

quences of the events which it details, and
mark out the period with which it is occupied,
as part of a greater series, as well as an object
of separate consideration.

In proceeding to the consideration of Mr.
Fo.x's own part of this volume, it may be
as well to complete that general estimate of

its excellence and defects which we have
been led incidentally to express in a good

degree already. We shall then be able to

pursue our analysis of the successive cnap-
ters with less distraction.

The sentiments, we think, are almost aL

just, and candid, and manlv; but the narra-

tive is too minute and diffusive, and does

not in general flow with much spirit or fa-

cility. Inconsiderable incidents are detailed

at far too great length ;
and an extreme and

painful anxiety is shown to ascertain the
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exact truth of dotibtfu] or contested passages,
and the probable motives of insignificant and

ambiguous actions. The labour Avhich is

thus visibly bestowed on the work, often ap-

pears, therefore, disproportioned to the im-

jMjrtance
of the result. The history becomes,

m a certain degree, languid and heavy ;
and

eomelhing like a feeling of disappointment
and impatience is generated, from the tardi-

ness and excessive caution with ^vhich the

story is carried forward. In those constant

attempts, too, to verify the particulars which
are narrated, a certain tone of debate is fre-

quently assumed, which savours more of the

orator than the historian
;
and though there

is nothing florid or rhetorical in the general
cast of the diction, yet those argumentative

passages are evidently more akin to public

speaking than to written composition. Fre-

quent interrogations
—short alternative propo-

sitions—and an occasional mi.xture of fari^liar

images and illustrations,
—all denote a certain

habit of personal altercation, and of keen and
animated contention. Instead, therefore, of

a work emulating the full and flowing nar-

rative of Livy or Herodotus, we find in Mr.
Fox's book rather a series of critical remarks
on the narratives of preceding writers, min-

gled up with occasional details somewhat
more copious and careful than the magnitude
of the subjects seemed to require. The his-

tory, in short, is planned upon too broad a

scale, and the narrative too frequently inter-

rupted by small controversies and petty inde-

cisions. We are aware that these objections

may be owing in a good degree to the small-

ness of the fragment upon which we are un-

fortunatel}' obliged to hazard them
;
and that

the proportions which appear gigantic in this

little relic, might have been no more than

majestic in the finished work
;
but even after

making allowance for this consideration, we
cannot help thinking that the details are too

minute, and the verifications too elaborate.

The introductory chapter is full of admi-
rable reasonings and just reflections. It be-

gins with noticing, that there are certain

periods in the history of every people, which
are obviously big with important consequen-
ces, and exercise a visible and decisive in-

fluence on the times that come after. The
reiga of Henry VII. is one of these, with re-

lation to Enaland;—another is that comprised
between 1588 and 1640;

—and the most re-

markable of all, is that which extends from
the last of these dates, to the death of Charles
II.—the era of constitutional principles and

practical tyranny—of the best laws, and the

most corrupt administration. It is to the re-

view of this period, that the introductory
chapter is dedicated.

JNIr. Fox approves of the first proceedings
of the Commons

;
but censures without re-

serve the unjustifiable form of the proceed-
ings against Lord Strafford, whom he qualifies
with the name of a great delinquent. With
regard to the causes of the civil war, the most
difficult question to detennine is, w hether the

Parliament made sufficient efforts to avoid

bringing affairs to such a decision. That they

had justice on their side, he says, cannot be

reasonably doubted,
—but seems to think that

something more might have been done, to

bring matters to an accommodation. With

regard to the execution of the King, he makes
the following striking obsei-vations, in that

tone of fearless integrity and natural mild-

ness, which we have already noticed aa

characteristic of this perfoiTnance.

"The execution of the King, though a far less

violent measure than that of Lord Strafford, is an
event of so singular a nature, that we cannot

wonder that it should have exciied more sensation

than any other in the annals of England. This ex-

emplary act of substantial justice, as it has been
called by some, of enormous wickedness by others,
must be considered in two points of view. First,

was it not in itself just and necessary I Secondly,
was the example ot it likely to be salutary or per-
nicious ? In regard to the first of these questions,
Mr. Hume, not perhaps intentionally, makes the

best justification of It, by saying, that while Charles

lived, the projected Republic could never be secure.

But to justify taking away the life of an individual,

upon the principle of self-defence, the danger must

be, not problematical and remote, but evident and
immediate. The danger in this instance was not

of such a nature ; and the imprisonment, or even
banishment of Charles, might have given to the

republic such a degree of security as any govern-
ment ought to be content with. It must be con-

fessed, however, on the other side, that if the re-

publican government had suflfered the King to

escape, it would have been an act of justice and

generosity wholly unexampled ; and to have

granted him even his life, would have been one

among the more rare efforts of virtue. The short

interval between the deposal and death of princes
is become proverbial ;

and though there may be
some few examples on the other side, as tar as

life is concerned, I doubt whether a single in-

siance can be found, where liberty has been

granted to a deposed monarch. Among the

modes of destroying persons in such a situation,

there can be little doubt but that adopted by
Cromwell and his adherents is the least dis-

honourable. Edward the Second, Richard the

Second, Henry the Sixth, Edward the Fifth, had
none of ihein long survived their deposal ; but

this was the first instance, in our history at least,

where, of such an act, it could be truly said, that

it was not done in a corner.
" As to the second question, whether the advan-

tage to be derived trom the example was such aa

to justify an act of such violence, it appears to me
to be a complete solution of it to observe, that with

respect to England (and I know not upon what

ground we are to set examples for other nations,

or, in other words, to take the criminal justice of

the world into our hands), it was wholly needless,
and therefore unjustifiable, to set one ior kings, at

a time when it was intended the office of king
should be abolished, and consequently that no per-
son should be in the situation to make it the rule

of his conduct. Besides, the miser es attendant

upon a deposed monarch, seem to be sufficient to

deter any prince, who thinks of consequences, from

running the risk of being placed in such a situa-

tion
; or if death be the only evil that can d^ter

him, the fate of former tyrants deposed by their

subjects, would by no means encourage him to

hope he could avoid even that catastrophe. As
far as we can judge from the event, the example
was certainly not very effectual; since both the

sons of Charles, though having their father's fate

before their eyes, yet feared not to violate the lib-

erties of the people even more than he had at

tempted to do.

"After all. however, notwithstanding what the

more reasonable part of mankind may think upon
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tliiti question, it is niiirli to be doultlcd whether

this siiifiulur proceeding him not. us much uj uiiy

oilu-r cireunisiatiie, servtd to rais-e llii: character

of the Knghsli nation in the opinion of Kiirope in

general.
He who has read, and 8I1II more lie who

has iieard in conversation, discussions upon this

Buhject, by foreigners, must have perceived, that.

even in the minds of those who condemn the act,

ihc impression made by it has bt en far more that

of respcci and admiiaiioii, tliuii that of disgust and

horror. Tiie truth is, that the guih of the action,

that is to say, the taking away the life of the

King, is what most men in the place of Cromwell

and" his ossociai.s would have incurred. What
there is of splendour and of magnanimity in it, I

mean the publicity and solemnity of the act, is

what few wodd be ca|)able of displaying. It is a

degrading fact to human nature, that even the

sending away of the Duke of Gloucester was an

insianc" ol generosity almost unexampled in the

history of transactions of this nature."—pp. 13—17.

Uiidpr the Protector, of whom he speaks
with singular candour, the governineiit was

absolute—aiai. on his death, fell wholly into

the hands of the army. He speaks with con-

tempt and severe censure of Monk for the

precipitate and unconditional submission into

which he hurried the country at the Restora-

tion
;
and makes the following candid reflec-

tion on the subsequent punishment of the

regicides.
" With respect to the execution of those who

were accused of having been more immediately con-

cerned in the King's death, that of Scrope, who
had come in upon the proclamation, and of the

military officers who had attended the trial, was a

violation of every principle oi law and justice. But

the late of the others, though highly dishonourable

to Monk, whose whole power had arisen from his

zeal in their service, and the favour and confidence

wiih which they had rewarded him, and not per-

haps very creditable to the nation, of which many
had applauded, more had supported, and almost all

had acquiesced in the act, is not certainly to be im-

puted as a crime to the King, or to those of his ad-

visers who were of the Cavalier party. The pas-

siort of revenge, though properly condemned both

by philosophy and religion, yet when it is excited

by iijurious treatment of persons justly
dear to us,

is among the most excusable of human frailties ;
and

if Charles, in his general conduct, had shown

stronger feelings of gratitude for services performed
to his father, his character, in the eyes of many,
would be rather raised than lowered by this example
of severity against the regicides."

—
pp.22, 23.

The mean and unprincipled submission of

Charles to Louis XIV., and the profligate pre-
tences upon which he was perpetually solicit-

ing an increase of his disgraceful stipend, are

mentioned with becoming reprobation. The
delusion of the Popish plot is noticed at some

length ;
and some admirable remarks are in-

troduced with reference to the debates on the

expediency of passing a bill for excluding the

Duke of York from the Crown, or of imposing
certain restrictions on him in the event of his

succession. The following observations are

distinguished for their soundness, as well as

their acuteness
;
and are applicable, in prin-

ciple, to every period of our history in which

it can be necessary to recur to the true prin-

ciples of the constitution.

"
It is not easy to conceive upon what principles

even the Tories could justify their support of the

restrictions. Many among them, no doubt, saw
the jrovisions m the same light in which the Whigs

represented thern, as an expedient, admirably in*

deed adapted 10 the real object of upholding ih«

present king's power, by the defeat of the exclu-

sion, but never likely to take effect for their pre-

tended purposeof controuling that of his successor ;

and supported them for that very reason. But such

a principle of conduct was too fraudulent to be

avowed ; nor ought it perhaps, in candour, to be

imputed 10 the majority ol the party. To those

who acted with good faith, and meant that the re-

strictions should really take place, and be eflfectual,

surely it ought to have occurred (and to those who
most prized the prerogatives of the crown, it ouoht

most forcibly to have occurred), that, in consentmg
to curtail the powers of the crown, rather than to

alter the succession, they were adopting the greater,
in order to avoid the lesser evil. The fitiesiion of,

what are to be the powers of the crown ? is surely
nf superior importance to that of, who shall wear it f

Those, at least, who consider the royal prerogative
as vested in the king, not for his own sake, but for

that of his subjects, must consider the one of these

questions as much above the other in dignity, as

the rights of the public are more valuable than those

of arlniidividual. In ih\s y'lew, the prerogatives of
the cromn are in siihalance and effect the rights of
the people : and these rights of the people were not to

be sacrificed to the purpose ofpreserving the succes-

sion to the most favoured prince, much less to one

who, on account of his religious persuasion, was

justly feared and suspected. In truth, the ques-
tion between the exclusion and restrictions seema

peculiarly calculated to ascertain the different views

in which the different parties in this country have

seen, and perhaps ever will see, the prerogatives
ol the crown. The Whigs, who consider them aa

a trust for the people, a doctrine which the 'I'oriea

themselves, when pushed in argument, will some-
times admit, naturally think it their duty rather to

change the manager of the trust, than to impair the

subject of it ;
while others, who consider them as

the right or property of the king, will as naturally
act as they would do in the case of any other prop-

erty, and consent to the lessor annihilation of any
part of it, for the purpose of preserving the remain-

der to him, whom they style the rightful owner.
If the people be the sovereign, and the king the

delegate, it is better to change the bailiff than to

injure the farm ;
but if the king be the proprietor,

it is better the farm should be impaired, nay, part
of it destroyed, than that the whole should pasa
over to an usurper. The royal prerogative ought,

according to the Whigs (not in the case of a Popish
successor only, but in all cases), to be reduced to

such powers as are in their exercise beneficial to

the people ;
and of the benefit of these they will not

rashly suffer the people to be deprived, whether
the executive power be in the hands of an heredi-

tary, or of an elected king ; of a regent, or of any
other denomination of magistrate ; while, on the

other hand, they who consider prerogative with

reference only to royalty, will, with equal readi-

ness, consent either to the extension or the sus-

pension of its exercise, as the occasional interests

of the prince may seem to require."
—

pp. 37—39.

Of the reality of any design to assassinalo

the King, by those engaged in what was called

the Rye-Honse Plot, Mr. Fox appears to en-

tertain considerable doubt, partly on account

of the impidbability of many of the circum-

stances, and partly on account of the uniform

and resolute denial of Rumbold, the chief ol

that party, in circumstances when he had no

conceivable inducement to disguise the truth.

Of the condemnation of Russell and Sydney,
he speaks with the indignation which must

be felt by all friends to liberty at the recol-

lection of that disgraceful proceeding. The

following passage is one of the most eloquent
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and one of the most characteristic in the whole

volume.
"
Upon evidence such as has been stated, was

this great and excellent man (Sydney) condemned
to die. Pardon was not to be expected. Mr.

Hume says, that such an interference on the part

of the King, though it might liave been an act of

heroic generosity, could not be regarded as an in-

dispensable duty. He might have said, with more

propriety, that it was idle to expect that the govern-
ment, after having incurred so much guilt in order

to obtain the senience, should, by remitting it, re-

linquish the object just when it is wiihin its grasp.
The same historian considers the jury as highly
blameable : and so do I

; But what was their guilt,

in comparison of that of the court who tried, and

of the government who prosecuted, in this infamous

cause ? Yet the jury, being the only party that

can with any colour be stated as acting independ-

ently of the government, is the only one mentioned

by him as blameable. The prosecutor is wholly
omitted in his censure, and so is the court ; this

last, not from any tenderness for the judge (who,
to do this author justice, is no favourite with him),

but lest the odious connection between that branch

of the judicature and the government should strike

the reader too forcibly : For Jefferies, in this in-

stance, ought to be regarded as the mere tool and
instrument (a fit one, no doubt) of the prince who
had appointed him for the purpose of this and simi-

lar services. Lastly, the King is gravely intro-

duced on the question of pardon, as if he had had
no prior concern in the cause, and were now to

decide upon the propriety of extending mercy to a

crimi:!al condemned by a court of judicature I

Nor are we once reminded what that judicature
was,—by whom appointed, by whom influenced,

by whom called upon to receive that detestable

evidence, the very recollection of which, even at

this distance of time, fires every honest heart with

indignation. As well might we palliate the mur-
ders ofTiberius ; who seldom put to death his vic-

tims without a previous decree of his senate. The
moral ol all this seems to be, that whenever a

prince can, by intimidation, corruption, illegal evi-

dence, or other such means, obtain a verdict against
a subject whom he dislikes, he may cause him to

be executed without any breach of indispensable

duty ; nay, that it is an act of heroic generosity, il he

spares him. I never reflect on Mr. Hume's state-

ment of this matter but with the deepest regret.

Widely as I differ from him upon many other occa-

sions, this appears to me to be the most reprehen-
sible passage of his whole work. A spirit of adu-
lation towards deceased princes, though in a good
measure free from the imputation of interested

meanness, which is justly attached to flattery, when
applied to living monarchs ; yet, as it is less intel-

ligible with respect to its motives than the other, so

is It in its consequences still more pernicious to the

general interests of mankind. Fear of censure
from contemporaries will seldom have much effect

upon men in situations of unlimited authority.

They will too often flatter themselves, th;it the

same power which enables them to commit the

crime, will secure them from reproach. 'Ihe dread
of posthumous inlamy, therefore, being the only
restraint, thtir consciences excepted, upon the pas-
sions of such persons, it is lamentable that this hist

defence (feeble enough at best), should in any de-

gree be impaired ;
and impaired it must be. if not

totally destroyed, when tyrants can hope to find in

a man like Hume, no less eminent for the integrity
and benevolence of his heart, than for the depth
and soundness of his understanding, an apologist
for even their foulest murders."—pp. 48—50.

The uncontrouled tyranny of Charles' ad-

mmistration in his latter days, is depicted with
much force and fidelity; and the clamour
Kiised by his other ministers against the Mar-

quis of Halifax, for having given an opinion
in council that the North American colonies

should be made participant in the benefits of

the English constitution, gives occasion to the

following natural reflection.

"There is something curious in discovering,

that, even at this early period, a question relative

to North American liberty, and even to North
American taxation, was considered as the test of

principles friendly or adverse, to arbitary power at

home. But the truth is, that among the several

controversies which have arisen, there is no other

wherein the natural rights of man on the one hand,
and the authority of artificial institution on the other,
as applied respectively, by the Whigs and Tories,
to the Engli.-h constitution, are so fairly put in issue,

nor by which the line of separation between the

two parties is so strongly and distinctly marked."

—p. 60.

The introductory chapter is closed by the

following profound and important remarks,
which may indeed sen-e as a key to the whole
transactions of the ensuing reign.
" Whoever reviews the interesting period which

we have lieen discussing, upon the principle recom-
mended in the outset of this chapter, will find, that,

trom the consideration of the past, to prognosticate
the future, would, at the moment of Charles' de-

mise, be no easy task. Between two persons, one
of whom should expect that the country wmild re-

main sunk in slavery, the other, that the cause of

freedom would revive and triumph, it would be
diflTicult to decide, whose reasons were better sup-
ported, whose speculations the more probable. I

should guess that he who desponded, had looked
more at the state of the public; while he who was

sanguine, had fixed his eyes more attentively upon
the person who was about to mount the throne.

Upon reviewing the two great parlies of the nation,
one observation occurs very forcibly, and that is,

that the great strength of the Whigs consisted in

their being able to brand their adversaries as favour-

ers of Popery ;
that of the Tories (as far as their

strength depended upon opinion, and not merely
upon the power of the crown), in their finding col-

our to represent the Whigs as republicans. From
this observation we may draw a further inference,

that, in proportion to the rashness of the crown, in

avowing and pressing forsvard the cause of Popery,
and to the moderation and steadiness ofthe Whigs,
in adhering to the form of monarchy, would be the

chance of t^he people of England, for changing an

ignominious despotism for glory, liberty, and hap-
piness."

—
pp. 66, 67.

James was known to have had so large a
share in the councils of his brother, that no
one expected any material change of system
from his accession. The Church, indeed, it

was feared, might be less safe under a pro-
fessed Catholic; and the severity of his tem-

per misht inspire some dread of an aggravated

oppression. Ft seems to be Mr. Fox's great

object, in this first chapter, to prove that the

object of his early policy was, not to establish

the Catholic religion, but to make himself

absolute and independent of his Parliament.

The fact itself, he conceives, is comjiletely
established by the manner in which his se-

cret negotiations with Fiance were carried

on
;

in the whole of which, he was zt^alously

served by ministers, no one of whom had the

slightest leaning towards Popery, or could

ever be brought to countenance the measures
which he afterwards pursued in its favour.

It is made still more evident by the complexior.
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of hi*« procondiriga in Scotlurul; whore the

test, wliich ho enforced at the piint of the

bayonet, was a Protestant test,
—so much so.

indccil. that he himself could not take it,
—and

the objects of his persecution, dissenters from

the IVoleslant church of England. We con-

sider this ponit therefore—and it is one of no

small importance in the history of this period—as now suthciently established.

It does not seem necessary to follow the

author into the detail of that sordid and de-

grading coiniexion which James was so anxi-

ous to establish, by becoming, like his

brother, the pensioner of the French mon-
arch. The bitter and dignified contempt with

which it is treated by Mr. Fox, may be

guessetl at from the following account of the

first remittance.

" Widiin a very few days from that in which the

latter of tiiem had pa.ssed, he (the French ambassa-
dor) was empowered to accompany the dehvery of

a letter from his master, with the agreeable news
of havinsj received trom him bills of excliaiige to the

amount of five hundred thousand livrcs, to be u.'sed

in whatever maimer might be convenient to the

King of England's service. The account which
Barillon gives of the manner in which this sum was
received, is altogether ridiculous: the King's eyes
were full of tears ! and three of his ministers, Ro-
chester, Sunderland, and Godolphin, came seve-

rally to the French ambassador, to express the

sense their master had of the obligation, in terms
the most lavish. Indeed, demonstrations of grati-
tude from the F'Cing directly, as well as through his

ministers, for this stipply, were such as, if they had
been used by some unfortunate individual, wlio,
with his whole family, had been saved, hy the

timely succour of some kind and powerful protector,
from a gaol and all its horrors, would be deemeti
rather too strong than too weak. Barillon himself
eeems surprised when he relates them ; but imputes
them to what was probably their real cause, to the

apprehensions that had been entertained (very un-
reasonable ones'.), that the King of France might
no longer choose to interfere in the affairs of Eng-
land, and, consequently, that his support could not

be relied on for the grand object of assimilating this

goverinnent to his own."—pp. 83, 84.

After this. Lord Churchill is sent to Paris

on the part of the tributary King.

"How liiile could Barillon guess, that he was
negotiating with one who was destined to be at the

head of an administration which, in a few years,
would send the same Lord Churchill, not to Paris
to implore Lewis for succours towards enslaving
England, or to thank him for pensions ro her mon-
arch, but to combine all Europe against him in the
cause of liberty ! to route his armies, to take his

towns, to humble his pride, and to shake to the

foundation that fabric of power which it had been
the business of a long life to raise, at the expense
of every sentiment of tenderness to his subjects,
and of justice aid good faith to foreign nations ! It

IS with difficulty the reader can persuade himself
that the Godolphin and Churchill here mentioned,
are the same persons who were afterwards, one in

the cabinet, one in the field, the great conductors
of the war of the Succession. How little do they
appear in the one instance ! how great in the other I

And the investigation of the cause to which this ex-
cessive difference is principally owing, will produce
a most useful lesson. Is the difference to be at-

tributed to any superioritv of genius in the prince
whom I hey served in the latter period of their lives ?

Queen Anne's capacity appears to have been in-

ferior even to her father's. Did they enjoy, in a

greater degree, her favour and confidence ? The

very reverse is the fact. But, in one case, they
were the tools of a king plotting against his people;
in the other, the ministers of a free g<A'erimient
acting upon enlarged principles, and wiili energies
whicli no state that is not in some degree republican
can supply. How forcilily nuist the contemplation
of these men in such opposite situations leach persons
engaged in political lite, that a free and popular gov-
ernment is desirable, not only for the public good,
but for their own greatness and consideration, for

every object of generous ambition."—pp. 88, 89.

As James, in the outset of his reign, pro-
fessed a resolution to adhere to the system of

government esttiblished by his brother, and
made this declaration in the first place, to his
Scottish Parliament, Mr. Fo.v thinks it neces-

sary to take a slight retrospective view of the

proceedings of Charles towards that unhappy-
country; and details, from unquestionable au-

thorities, such a scene of intolerant oppression
and atrocious cruelty, as to justify him in

saying, that the state of that kingdom was
"a state of more absolute slavery than at

that time subsisted in any part of Christ-

endom."
In both Parliaments, the Khig's revenue

was granted for life, in terms of his demand,
without discussion or hesitation

;
and Mr.

Hume is censured with severity, and appa-
rently with justice, for having presented his

readers with a summary of the arguments
which he would have them believe were

actually used in the House of Commons on
both sides of this question.

" This misrepre-
sentation," Mr. Fox observes,

" is of no small

importance, inasmuch as, by intimating that
such a question could be debated at

all, and
much more, that it was debated with the en-

lightened views and bold topics of argument
Avith which his genius has supplied him, he
gives us a very false notion of the character
of the Parliament, and of the times which he
is describing. It is not improbable, that if

the arguments had been used, which this his-

torian supposes, the utterer of them would
have been expelled, or sent to the Tower; and
it is certain that he would not have been
heard with any degree of attention, or even

patience."
—

p. 142.

The last chapter is more occupied with nar-

rative, and less w-ith argument and reflection,
than that which precedes it. It contains the

story of the unfortunate and desperate expe-
ditions of Argyle and INIonmouth, and of the
condemnation and death of their unhappy
leaders. Mr. Fox, though convinced that the

misgovernment was such as fully to justify
resistance by arms, seems to admit that both
those enterprises were rash and injudicious.
With his usual candour and openness, he ob-

sei-ves, that " the prudential reasons against
resistance at that time were exceedingly
strong; and that there is no point, indeed, in

human concerns, wherein the dictates of

virtue and of worldly prudence are so identi-

fied, as in this great question of resistance by
force to established governments."
The expeditions of Monmouth and Argyle

had been concerted together, and were in-

tended to take effect at the same moment.

Monmouth, however, who was reluctantly
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forcod upon llio enterprise, was not so soon

ready; and Argyle landed in the Highlands
with a very small force before the Diike had

sailed fron-i Holland. The details of his ir-

resolute councils and ineffectual marches, are

given at far too great length. Though they

give occasion to one profound and important

remark, which we do not recollect ever to

have met with before
; but, of the justice of

which, most of those who have acted with

parties must have had melancholy and fatal

experience. It is introduced when speaking
of the disunion that prevailed among A rgyle's
little band of followers.

"Add to all this," he says, "that where spirit

was not wanting, it was accompanied with a degree
and species of piTversity wholly inexplicable, and
which can hardly gain belief from any one whose

experience has not made him acquainted with the

extreme difFiciilty of persuading men, who pride
themselves upon an extravagant love of liberiy,

rather to compromise upon some points with those

who have, in the main, the same views with them-

eelves, than to give power (a power which will in-

fallibly be used for their own destruction) to an

adversary, of principles diametrically oppnsiie ;
in

other words, rather to concede sometliin<r to a

friend, than every thing to an enemy."
—

pp. 187,188.

The account of Argyle's deportment from
the time of his capture to that of his exe-

cution, is among the most striking passages in

the book; and the mildness and magnanimity
of his resignation, is described with kindred

feelings by his generous historian. The merits

of this nobleman are perhaps somewhat ex-

ai^gerated ;
for he certainly wanted conduct

and decision for the part he had undertaken
;

and mort^ admiration is expressed at the equa-
nimity with which he went to death, than the

recent frequency of this species of heroism
can allow us to sympathize with : But the

story is finely and feelingly told
;
and the im-

pression which it leaves on the mind of the

reader is equally favourable to the author and
to the hero of it. We can only make room
for the concluding scene of the tragedy.

"Before he left the rastle he had his dinner at

the usual hour, at which he discoursed not only
calmly, but even cheerfully, with Mr. Chnrtcris and
others. After dinner he retired, as was his custom,
to his bed-chamber, where, it is recorded, that he

elept quietly (or about a quarter of an hour. While
he was in bed, one of the members of the council
came and intimated to the attendants a desire to

epeak with him : upon being told that the earl was
asleep, and had left orders not to be disturbed, the

manager disbelieved the account, which he consid-
ered as a device to avoid further questionings. To
satisty him, the door of the bed-chamber was half

opened, and he then beheld, enjoying a sweet atid

tranquil slumber, the man who, by the doom of

him and his fellows, was to die within the space of
two short hours! Struck with the sitrht. he hurried
out of the room, quitted the caslle with the utmost

precipitation, and hid himseU in the lodi.'ings of an

acquaintance who lived near, where he flung him-
self upon the first bed that presented itself, and had

every appearance of a man suffering the most ex-

cruciating torture. His friend, who had been ap-
prized by the servant of the state he was in. and
who naturally concluded that he was ill, offered
him some wine. He refused, saying, 'No, no, that

will not help me : I have been in at Ar<ryle, and
saw him sleeping as pleasantly as ever man did,

within an hour of eternity! But as for me '

The name of the person to whom this anecdote re-

lates is not mentioned ; and the truth of it may
therefore be fairly considered as liable to that degree
of doubt with which men of judgment receive

every species of traditional history. Woodrovv,
however, whose veracity is above suspicion, saya
he had it from the most unquestionable authority.
It is not in itself unlikely ; and who is there that

would not wish it true ? What a satisfactory spec-
tacle to a philosophical mind, to see the oppressor,
in the zenith of his power, envying his victim!

What an acknowledgment of the superiority of vir-

tue ! What an affeciiing and fbrcilde testimony to

the value of that peace of mind, which innocence
alone can confer ! We know not who this man was ;

but when we reflect, that the guilt which agonized
him was probably incurred for the sake of some
vain title, or at least of some increase of wealth,
which he did not want, and possibly knew not how
to enjoy, our disgust is turned into something like

compassion for that very foolish class of men, whom
the world calls wise in their generation."

pp. 207—209.
" On the scaffold he embraced his friends, Mve

some tokens of remembrance to his son-in-Taw,
Lord Maitland, for his daughter and grandchildren ;

stript himself of part of his apparel, of which he
likewise made presents ;

and laid his head upon the

block. Having uttered a short prayer, he gave the

signal to the executioner; which was instantly

obeyed, and his head severed from his body. Such
were the last hours, and such the final close, of this

great man's life. May the like happy serenity in

such dreadful circumstances, and a death equally

glorious, be the lot of all, whom tyranny, of what-
ever denomination or description, shall in any age,
or in anv country, call to expiate their virtues on
the scaffold !"—p. 211.

Rumbold, who had accompanied Argyle in

this expedition, speedily shared his fate.

Though a man of intrepid courage, and fully
aware of the fate that awaited him, he persist-
ed to his last hour in professing his innocence

of any design to assassinate King Charles at

the Ryehouse. Mr. Fox gives great import-
ance to this circumstance; and seeins disposed
to conclude, on the faith of

it,
that the Rye-

house plot itself was altogether a fabrication

of the court party, to transfer to their adver-

saries the odium which had been thrown upon
them with as little justice, by the prosecutions
for the Popish plot. It does not appear to us,

however, that this conclusion is made out in a

manner altogether satisfactory.
The expedition of Monmouth is detailed

with as redundant a fulness as that of Argyle;
and the character of its leader still more over-

rated. Though Mr. Fox has a laudable jeal-

ousy of kings, indeed, we are ai'raid lie has

ralher a partiality for nobles. Monmcnith ap-

pears to have been an idle, handsome, pre-

sumptuous, incapable youth, with none of the

virtues of a patriot, and none of the talents

of an usurper; and we really cannot discover

upon what grounds Mr. Fox would exalt him
into a hero. He was in arms, indeed, against
a tyrant ;

and that tyrant, though nearly con-

nected with him by the ties of blood, sen-

tenced him w^ith unrelenting cruelty to death.

He was plunged at once from the heights of

fortune, of youthful pleasure, and of ambition,
to the most mii?erable condition of existence,—to die disgracefully after having stooped to

ask his lifeby abject submission ! Mr. Fox
dwells a great deal too long, we think, both
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upon his wavering and unskilful movemonts
before his defeat, and on some ambiguous
words in the letter which he afterwards wrote

to King .lames) but the natural teniieruess of

his disposition enables him to inteit'st us in

the description of liis after suflerings. The

following extract, we think, is quite charac-

leristic of the author.

"
In the mean wliiie. the Queen Dowager, who

eecnis to have behaved with a uniforinity of kind-

ness towjinis her hiishaiid's son that does her 2reat

nonour, iirsjeiiily pressed the King to admit liis

nephew to an audience. Importuned therefore by
entreaties, and instigated by the curio.^ity which
Monmouth's mysterious expressions, and Sheldon's

etory had excited, he consented, though with a

fixed detcrmiiiaiioM to show no mercy. James was
not ol tlic number ot those, in whom the want of
an extensive understanding is compensated by a

delicacy of sentiment, or l)y those right feelings
which are otieii found to be better guides for the

conduct, than the most accurate reasoning. His
nature did not revolt, his blood did not run cold, at

the thoughts of beholding the son of a brother whom
he had loved, embracing his knees, petitioning, and
petitioning in vain, for life I

—of interchanging words
and looks with a nephew on whom he was inex-

orably determined, within forty-eight hours, to in-

flict an ignominious death.
"

In jMacpherson's extract from King James'
Memoirs, it is confessed that the King ought not to
have seen, if he was not disposed to pardon the

culprit ; but whether the observation is made by the
exiled prince himself, or by him who gives the ex-
tract, is in this, as in many other passages of those
Memoirs, difficult to determine. Surely, if the King
had made this reflection before Monmouth's exe-
cution, it must have occurred to that monarch, that
if he had inadvertently done that which he ought
not to have done wiihoiu an intention to pardon,
the only remedy was to correct that part of his

conduct which was still in his power; and since he
could not recall the interview, lo grant the pardon."

pp. 258, 259.

Being sentenced to die in two days, he made
a humble application to the King for some
little respite) but met with a positive and
stern refusal. The most remarkable thing in

the history of his last hours, is the persecution
which he suffered from the bishops who had
been sent to comfort him. Those reverend

persons, it appears, spent the greater part of
the time in urging him to profess the orthodox
doctrines of passive obedience and non-resist-
ance

)
without which, they said, he could not

be an upright member of the church, nor at-

tain to a proper state of repentance ! It must
never be forgotten, indeed, as Mr. Fox has

remarked, if we would understand the history
of this period, "that the orthodox members
of the church regarded monarchy, not as a

human, but as a divine institution) and pas-
sive obedience and non-resistance, not as po-
litical measures, but as articles ofreligionJ'
The following account of the dying scene

of this misguided and unhappy youth, is very
striking and pathetic) though a certain tone
of sarcasm to\^a^ds the reverend assistants
does not, to our feelings, harmonize entirely
with the more tender traits of the picture.

"At ten o'clock on the 15th. Monmouth pro-
ceeded, in a carriage of the Lieutenant of the
Tower, to Tower Hill, the place destined for his
execution. Two bishops were in the carriage with

him; and one ol them took that opportunity of in

(brining him, that their controversial alicrcatiotis

were not yet at an end ; and that upon the scaffold,
he would again be pressed for more explicit and
satisfactory declarations of repentance. When ar-

rived at the bar, which had been put up for the pur-
pose of keeping out the multitude, Monmouth
descended from the carriage, and mounted tho
scafTold \vith a firm step, attended by his spiritual
assistants. The sheriffs and executioners were al-

ready there. The concourse of spectators was in-

numerable, and, if we are to credit traditional

accounts, never was the general comj)assion more
affeciinHly expressed. The tears, sighs, and groans,
which the first sight of this heart-rending sfiectacle

produced, were soon succeeded by an umversal and
awful silence; a respectful attention, and affection-
ate anxiety, to hear every syllable that should pass
the lips ol the sufferer. The Duke began by saying
he should speak little

; he came to die
; and he

should die a Protestant of the Church of England.
Here he was interrupted by the assistants, and
told, that if he was ot the Church of p]ngland, he
must acknowledge the doctrine ot Non-resistance
to be true. In vain did he reply, that, if he ac-

knowledged the doctrine of the church in general,
it included all : they insisted he should own that
doctrine particularly with respect to his case, and
urged much more concerning their favourite point ;

upon which, however, they obtained noijiing but a

repetition, in substance, of former answers.

pp. 265, 266.

After making a public profession of his at-

tachment to his beloved J^ady Harriet Went-
worth, and his persuasion that their connection
Avas innocent in the sight of God, he made
reference to a paper he had signed in the

morning, confessing the illegitimacy of his

birth, and declaring that the title of King had
been forced on him by his followers, much
against his o^^n inclination.

"The bishop, however, said, that there was
nothing in that paper about resistance

; nor, though
Monmouth, quite worn out with their importuni-
ties, said to one of them in a most affecting manner,
'

I am to die !
—

pray my lord !
—I refer lo my

paper,' would these men think it consistent with
their duty to desist. There were only a few words
they desired on one point. The substance of these

applications on one hand, and answers on the other,
was repealed, over and over again, in a manner
that could not be believed, if the facts were not at-

tested by the signature of the persons principally
concerned. If the Dnke, in declaring his sorrow
for what had passed, used the word invasion, 'give
it the true name,' said they, 'and call it rebellion.'
' What name you please,' replied the mild-tempered
Monmouih ! He was sure he was going to everlast-

ing happiness, and considered the serenity of his

mind, in his present circumstances, as a certain
earnest of the favour of his Creator. His repent-
ance, he said, must be true, for he had no fear of

dying ; he should die like a lamb !

' Much may come
from natural courage,' was the unfeeling and stupid
reply of one of the assistants. Monmouth, with
that modesty inseparable from true bravery, denied
that he was in general less fearfid than other men,
maintaining that his present courage was owing to
his consciousness that God had forgiven him his

past transgressions, of all which generally he re-

pented, with all his soul.

"At last the reverend assistants consented to

join with him in prayer; but no sooner were they
risen from their kneeling posture, than they re-

turned to their charge. Not satisfied with what
had passed, they exhorted him to a true and ihoroush

repentance. Would he not pray for the King ? arid

send a dutiful message to his majesty, to recom-
mend the duchess and his children? 'As you
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pleast .' was the reply,
'

I pray for him and for all

men.' He now spoke lo the executioner, (iesirinc;

that h(; might have no cap over his eyes, and began
undressing. One would have thought that in this

last sad ceremony, the poor prisoner might have
been unmolested, and that the divines would have
been saiislled, that prayer was the only part of tiieir

function lor which their duty now called upon them.

They judged diti'erenily ; and one of them had the

foriiiude to request the Duke, even in this stage of
the business, that he would address liimself to the

soldiers then present, lo tell them he stood a sad

example of rebellion, and entreat iho people to

be loyal and obedient to the King.
'

I have said I

will make no speeciies,' repeated Monmouth, in a

tone more peremptory than he had before been

provoked to
;

'I will make no speeches ! I come
to die.' 'My lord, ten words will be enough,'
said tiie persevering divine; to which the Duke
made no answer, but turning to the executioner,

expressed a hope that he would do his work belter

now than in the case of Lord Russell. He then
felt the axe, which he apprehended was not sharp

enough, but being assured that it was of proper
sharpness and weight, he laid down his head. In
the mean time, many fervent ejaculations were
used by the reverend assistants, who, it .must be

observed, even in these moments of horror, showed
themselves not unmindful of the points upon which
they had been disputing ; praying God to accept his

imperfect and general repentance." The executioner now struck the blow; but so

feebly or unskilltully, that Monmouth, being but

slightly wounded, lifted up his head, and looked
him in the face as if to upbraid him; but said noth-

ing. The two following strokes were as inefTeciual

as the first, and the headsman, in a fit of horror,
declared he could not finish his work. The sheriffs

threatened him
;
he was forced again to make a

further trial
;
and in two more strokes separated

the head from the body."
—

pp. 267—269.

With the character of Monmouth, the

second chapter of the history closes
j
and

nothing seems to have been written for the

third, but a few detached observations, oc-

cupying but two pages. The Appendix is

rather longer than was necessary. The
greater part of the diplomacy which it con-

tains, had been previously published by
Macpherson and Dalrymple ;

and the other

articles are of little importance.
We have now only to add a few words as

to the style and taste of composition which

belongs to this work. We cannot say that

we vehemently admire it. It is a diffuse,

and somewhat heavy style,
—clear and man-

ly, indeed, for the most part, but sometimes
deficient in force, and almost ahvays in vi-

vacity. In its general structure, it resembles
tlie style of the age of which it treats, more
than the balanced periods of the succeeding
century

—though the diction is scrupulously
purified from the long and Latin words which
defaced the compositions of Milton and Har-

rington. In his antipathy to every thing that

might be supposed to look like pedantry or

affected loftiness, it appears to us, indeed,
that the illustrious author has sometimes
fallen into an opposite error, and admitted a

variety of words and phrases rather more

homely and familiar than should liiid place
in a grave composition. Thus, it is said in

p. 12, that " the King made no point of adher-

ing to his concessions." In p. 20, we heat
of men,

^^

swearing away the lives" of theii

accomplices ;
and are afterwards told of " the

style of thinking" of the country
—of "/Ac cry-

i?ig injustice^' of certain proceedings
—and of

persons who Avere ^^fond of ill-treating and

insulting" other persons. These, we think,
are phrases too colloquial for regular history,
and \\hich the author has probably been in-

duced to adtnit into this composition, from his

long familiarity with spoken, rather than with
written language. What is merely lively and
natural in a speech, however, will often ap-

pear low and vapid in writing. The following
is a still more striking illustration. In speak-
ing of the Oxford Decree, which declared the

doctrine of an original contract, the lawfulness
of changing the succession, &c. to be impious
as well as seditious, and leading to atheism as
well as rebellion, Mr. Fox is pleased to ob-

serve—"If Much Ado about Nothing had
been published in those days, the town-clerk's

declaration, that receiving a thousand ducats
for accusing the Lady Hero wrongfully, was

^^Jlat burglary,'^ might be supposed to be a
satire upon this decree

; yet Shakespeare,
well as he knew human nature, not only as
to its general course, but in all its eccentric

deviations, could never dream that, in the

person of Dogberry, Verges, and their follow-

ers, he was representing the vice-chancellors

and doctors of our learned University." It

would require all the credit of a well-estab-

lished speaker, to have passed this compari-
son, with any success, upon the House of

Commons; but even the high name of Mr.

Fox, we believe, will be insufficient to con-

ceal its impropriety in a serious passage of

a history, written in imitation of Livy and

Thucydides.
Occupied, indeed, as we conceive all the

readers of Mr. Fox ought to be with the sen-

timents and the facts which he lays before

them, we should scarcely have thought of

noticing those verbal blemishes at all, had
we not read so much in the preface, of the
fastidious diligence with which the diction

of this work was purified, and its style elabo-

rated by the author. To this praise we can-
not say we think it entitled; but. to praise of
a far higher description, its claim, we think,
is indisputable. Independent of its singular
value as a memorial of the virtues and talent?

of the great statesman whose name it bears
we have no hesitation in saying, that it is

written more truly in the spirit of constitu-

tional freedom, and of temperate and practical

patriotism, than any history of which the

public is yet in possession.

27 82
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Amonc; the many evils which the French i characters of those who were connected with

RevoUilion has inflicted on mankind, the most
|
those memorable occurrences. The tide of

deplorable, perhaps, both in point of extent

and of probable duration, consists in the in-

jury which it has done to the cause of rational

freedom, and the discredit in which it has in-

volved the principles of political philosophy.
The warnings which may be derived from
the misfurtniies of that country, and the les-

sons which may still be read in the tragical

consequences of her temerity, are memorable,
no doubt, and important : But they are such
as are j)rcsented to us by the historj- of every
period of the world

;
and the emotions by

which they have been impressed, are in this

case too violent to let their import and appli-
cation be properly distinguished. From the

miscarriage of a scheme of frantic innovation,
we have conceived an unreasonable and un-

discriminating dread of all alteration or re-

form. Tiie bad success of an attempt to make
government perfect, has reconciled us to im-

perfections tiiat might easily be removed
;
and

the miserable consequences of treating every
thing as prejudice and injustice, which could

not be reconciled to a system of fantastic

equality, has given strength to prejudices,
and sanction to abuses, which were gradually
wearing away before the progress of reason
and philosophy. The French Revolution, in

short, has thrown us back half a century in

the course of political improvement ;
and

driven many among us to cling once more,
with superstitious terror, to those idols from
which we had been nearly reclaimed by the

lessons of a milder philosophy. When we
look round on the wreck and ruin which the

whirlwind has scattered over the prospect
before us, we tremble at the rising gale, and
shrink even from the w'holesome air that stirs

the fig-leaf on our porch. Terrified and dis-

gusted with the brawls and midnight murders
which proceed from intoxication, we are al-

most inclined to deny ourselves the pleasures
of ageneroushospitality ;

and scarcely venture
to diffuse the comforts of light or of warmth
m our dwellings, when we turn our eyes on
the devastation which the flames have com-
mitted around us.

The same circumstances which have thus
led us to confound what is salutary with
what is pernicious in our establishments,
Lave also perverted our judgments as to the

*
I have been templed to let this be reprinted

'.though sensible enough of vices in the style) to

8ho\v at how early a period those views of the
character of the French Revoluiion, and its first

effects on other countries, were adopted
—which

Lave not since received much modification. i

: popular favour, which ran at one time with Ji

dangerous and headlong violence to the sido

of innovation and political experiment, has
now set, perhaps too strongly, in an opposite

direction; and the same misguiding passions
that placed factious and selfi.sh men on a
level with patriots and heroes, has now
ranked the blameless and the enlightened in

the herd of murderers and madmen.
There are two classes of men, in particular,

to whom it appears to us that the Revolution

has thus done injustice ;
and who have been

made to share in some measure the infamy
of its most detestable agents, in consequence
of venial errors, and in spite of extraordinary
merits. There arc none indeed who made a

figure in its more advanced stages, that may
not be left, without any great breach of

charit}'^,

to the vengeance of public opinion: and both
the descriptions of persons to whom we have
alluded only existed, accordingly, at the period
of its commencement. These were the phi-

losophers or speculative men who inculcated
a love of liberty and a desire of reform by
their writings and conversation

;
and the vir-

tuous and moderate, who attempted to act

upon these principles at the outset of the

Revolution, and countenanced or suggested
those measures by w hich the ancient frame
of the government was eventually dissolved.

To confound either of these classes of men
with the monsters by whom they were suc-

ceeded, it would be necessary to forget that

they were in reality their most strenuous op-

ponents—and their earliest victims ! If they
were instrumental in conjuring up the tem-

pest, we may at least presume that their co-

operation was granted in ignorance, since

they were the first to fall before it
;
and can

scarcely be supposed to have either foreseen
or intended those consequences in which
their own ruin was so inevitably involved.

That they are chargeable with imprudence
and with presumption, may be afliimed, per
haps, without fear of contradiction

; though,
with regard to many of them, it would be no

easy task, perhaps, to point out by what con-

duct they could have avoided such an impu-
tation; and this charge, it is manifest, ought
at any rate to be kept carefully separate from
that of guilt or atrocity. Benevolent inten

tions, though alloyed by vanity, and mis-

guided by ignorance, can never become the

objects of the highest moral reprobation ;
and

enthusiasm itself, though it does the work of

the demons, ought still to be distinguished from

treachery or malice. The knightly adven-
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turer, v ho broke the chains of the galley-

slaves, purely that they might enjoy their de-

liverance from bondage, will always be re-

garded with other feelings than the robber

who freed them to recruit the ranks of his

banditti.

We have examined in a former article the

extent of the participation which can be fairly

imputed to the philosophers, in the crimes and
miseries of the Revolution, and endeavoured
to ascertain in how far they may be said to

have made themselves responsible for its

consequences, or to have deserved censure for

their exertions: And, acquitting the greater

part of any mischievous intention, we found

reason, upon that occasion, to conclude, that

there was nothing in the conduct of the ma-

jority which should expose them to blame, or

deprive them of the credit which thej^ would
have certainly enjoyed, but for consequences
which they could not foresee. For ihose who,
with intentions equally blameless, attempted
to carry into execution the projects which had
been suggested by the others, and actually

engaged in measures which could not fail to

terminate in important changes, it will not be

easy, we are afraid, to make so satisfactory
an apology. What is written may be cor-

rected
;
but what is done cannot be recalled

;

a rash and injudicious publication naturally
calls forth an host of answers

;
and where the

subject of discussion is such as e.vcites a very
powerful interest, the cause of truth is not

always least effectually served by her oppo-
nents. But the errors of cabinets and of legis-
latures have other consequences and other

confutations. They are answered by insur-

rections, and confuted by conspiracies. A

Earadox
which might have been maintained

y an author, without any other loss than that

of a little leisure, and ink and paper, can

only be supported by a minister at the ex-

pense of the lives and the liberties of a na-

tion. It is evident, therefore, that the pre-

cipitation of a legislator can never admit of

the same excuse with that of a speculative

inquirer; that the same confidence in his

opinions, which justifies the former in main-
taining them to the world, will never justify
the other in suspending the happiness of his

country on the issue of their truth
;
and that

he, in particular, subjects himself to a tre-

mendous responsibility, who voluntarily takes

upon himself the new-modelling of an ancient
constitution.

We are very much inclined to do justice
to the virtuous and enlightened men who
abounded in the Constituent Assembly of

France. We believe that the motives of

many of them were pure, and their patriot-
ism unaffected : their talents are still more
indisputable : But we cannot acquit tliem of

blameable presumption and inexcusable im-

prudence. There are three points, it appears
to us. in particular, in which they were bound
to have foreseen the consequences of their

proceedinirs.
Ti, \hi.^ first place, the spirit of exasperation,

defiHrice. and intimidation, with which from
the beginning they carried on their opposi-

tion to the schemes of the sourt, the clergy
and the nobility, appears to us to have been
as impolitic with a view to their ultimate
success, as it was suspicious perhaps as to

their immediete motives. The parade which

they made of their popularity; the support
which they submitted to receive from the

menaces and acclamations of the mob; the

joy which ihey testified at the desertion of

the royal armies
;
and the anomalous mili-

tary force, of which they patronized the for-

mation in the city of Paris, were so many
preparations for actual hostility, and led al-

most inevitably to that appeal to force, by
which all prospect of establishing an equita-
ble government was finally cut off. San-

guine as the patriots of that assembly un-

doubtedly were, they might still have re-

membered the most obvious and important
lesson in the whole volume of history, That
the nation which has recourse to anns for

the settlement of its internal affairs, neces-

sarily falls under the iron yoke of a militarj'

government in the end
;
and that nothing

but the most evident necessity can justify
the lovers of freedom in forcing it from the

hands of their governors. In France, there

certainly was no such necessity. The whole

weight and strength of the nation was bent

upon political improvement and reform.—
There was no possibility of their being ulti-

matelj" resisted ; and the only danger that

was to be apprehended was. that their pro-

gress would be too rapid. After the Slates-

General Avere once fairly granted, indeed, it

appears to us that the victory of the friends

to liberty was certain. They could not have

gone too slow afterwards
; they could not

have been satisfied with too little. The
great object, then, should have been to ex-

clude the agency of force, and to leave no

pretext for an appeal to violence. Nothing
could have stood against the force of reason,
which ought to have given way; and from
a monarch of the character of Louis XIV.
there was no reason to apprehend any at-

tempt to regain, by violence, what he had

yielded from principles of philanthropy and
conviction. The Third Estate would have
srou'n into power, instead of usurping it ;

and would have gradually compressed the
other orders into their proper dimensions,
instead of displacing them by a violence
that could never be forgiven. Even if the
Orders had deliberated separately, (as it ap-
pears to us they ought clearly to have done,)
the commons were sure of an ultimate pre-

ponderance, and the government of a per-
manent and incalculable amelioration. Con-
vened in a legislative assembly, and engross-

ing almost entirely the respect and affeciions

of the nation, they would have enjoyed the

uidimited liberty of political discussion, and

gradually impressed on the government the

character of their peculiar principles. By
the restoration of the legislative function to

the commons of the kingdom, the eystem
was rendered complete, and required <nly to

be put into action in order to assume all those

improvements which necessarily resul'ed from
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the increased wealth and irilelligence of its

repreBeiitativt'8.
Of this fair di.ince of amelioration, the

nation was disjippointcd, chiefly, we are in-

clined to think, by the needless asperity and

injudicious menaces of the popular party.

Tht'y rolieil openly upon the strenf,'th of iheir

adherents among the populace. If they did

not actually encourage them to threats and to

acts of violence, they availed themselves at

least of those which" were committed, to in-

timidate and depress their opponents ;
for it

J8 indisputably
certain, that the unconditional

compliance of the court with all the demands
of the Constituent Assembly, was the result

either of actual force, or the dread of its im-

mediate application. This was the inaus-

picious commencement of the sins and the

sufferings of the Revolution. Their progress
and termination were natural and necessary.
The multitude, once allowed to overawe the

old government with threats, soon subjected
the new government to the same degradation ;

and, once permitted to act in arms, came

speedily to dictate to those who were assem-

bled to deliberate. As soon as an appeal was
made to force, the decision came to be with

those by whom force coukl at all times be

cormnanded. Reason and philosophy were
discarded

;
and mere terror and brute vio-

lence, in the various forms of proscriptions,

insurrections, massacres, and military e.xecu-

tions, harassed and distracted the misguided

nation, till, by a natural consummation, they
fell under the despotic sceptre of a military

usurper. These consequences, we conceive,
were obvious, and might have been easily for-

seen. Nearly half a century had elapsed
since they were pointed out in those memo-
rable v/ords of the most profound and philo-

sophical of historians. "
By recent, as well

as by ancient example, it was become evi-

dent, that illegal violence, with whatever

pretences it may be covered, and whatever

object it may pursue, must inevitably end at

last in the arbitrary and despotic government
of a single person."*
The second inexcusable blunder, of which

the Constituent Assembly was guilty, was
one equally obvious, and has been more fre-

quently noticed. It was the e.xtreme rest-

lessness and precipitation with which they
proceeded to accomplish, in a few weeks, the

legislative labours of a century. Their con-

stitution was struck out at a heat
;
and their

measures of reform proposed and adopted like

toasts at an election dinner. Within le.ss

than six months from the period of their first

convocation, they declared the illegality of all

the subsisting taxes; they abolished the old

constitution of the States-General; they set-

tled the limits of the Royal prerogative, their

own inviolability, and the responsibility of

ministers. Before they put any one of their

projects to the test of experiment, they had

adoj)ted such an enormous multitude, as en-

tirely to innovate the condition of the country,

* Hume's History, chapter i.x. at the end. The
tvhole passage 13 deserving of ihe moat profound
jiif.'fitalion.

and to expose even those which were salutary
to misapprehension and miscarriage. From
a scheme of reformation so impetuous, ana
an impatience so puerile, nothing permanent
or judicious could be reasonably expected.
In legislating for their country, they seem to

have forgotten that they were operating on a

living and sentient substance, and not on an
inert and passive mass, which they might
model and compound according to their pleas-
ure or their fancy. Human society, however,
is not like a piece of mechanism which may
be safely taken to pieces, and put together by
the hands of an ordinary artist. It is the

work of Nature, and not of man
;
and haa

received, from the hands of its Author, an

organization that cannot be destroyed with-

out danger to its existence, and certain prop-
erties and powers that cannot be altered or

su.^pended by those who may have been en-

trusted with its management. By studying
those properties, and directing those powers,
it maybe modified and altered to a very con-

siderable extent. But they must be allowed

to develope themselves by their internal en-

ergy, and to familiarize themselves with their

new channel of exertion. A child cannot be

stretched out by engines to the stature of a

man
;
or a man compelled, in a morning, to

excel in all the exercises of an athlete. Those
into whose hands the destinies of a great
nation are committed, should bestow on its

refomnation at least as much patient observ-

ance and as much tender precaution as are

displayed by a skilful gardener in his treat-

ment of a sickly plant. He props up the

branches that are weak or overloaded, and

gradually prunes and reduces those that are

too luxuriant : he cuts away what is absolutely
rotten and distempered : he stirs the earth

about the root, and sprinkles it with water,
and waits for the coming spring ! He trains

the young branches to the right hand or to the

left
;
and leads

it, by a gradual and sponta'
neous progress, to expand or exalt itself, sea-

son after season, in the direction which he

had previously determined : and thus, in the

course of a few summers, he brings it,
with-

out injury or compulsion, into that form and

proportion which could not with safety have

been imposed upon it in a shorter time. The
reformers of France applied no such gentle

solicitations, and would not wait for the effects

of any such preparatory measures, or volun-

tary developments. They forcibly broke its

lofty boughs asunder, and endeavoured tc

straighten its crooked joints by violence : they
tortured it into symmetry in vain, and shed

its life-blood on the earth, in the middle of its

scattered branches.

The third great danger, against which we
think it was the duty of the intelligent and

virtuous part of the Deputies to have provided,
was that which arose from the sudden trans-

ference of power to the hands of men who
had previously no natural or individual influ-

ence in the communhy. This was an evil

indeed, which arose necessarily, in some de-

gree, from the defects of the old government,
and from the novelty of the situation in which
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the country was placed by the convocation

of the States-General
;
but it was materially

aagraA'ated by the presumption and improvi-
dence of those enthusiastic legislators, and
tended powerfully to produce those disasters

by which they were ultimately overwhelmed.
No representative legislature, it appears to

us, can ever be respectable or secure, unless

it contain within itself a great proportion of

those who form the natural aristocracy of the

countr_v, and are able, as individuals, to influ-

ence the conduct and opinions of the greater

part of its inhabitants. Unless the power and

weight and authority of the assembly, in

short, be really made up of the power and

W"eight and authority of the individuals who

compose it,
the factitious dignity they may

derive from their situation can never be of

long endurance
;
and the dangerous power

with which they may be invested, will be-

come the subject of scrambling and conten-

tion among the factions of the metropolis, and
be employed for any purpose but the general

good of the comraimity.
In England, the House of Commons is made

up of the individuals who, by birth, by for-

tune, or by talents, possess singly the greatest
influence over the rest of the people. The
most certain and the most permanent influ-

ence, is that of rank and of liches
;
and these

are the qualifications, accordingly, which re-

turn the greatest number of members. Men
submit to be governed by the united will of

those, to whose will, as individuals, the greater

part of them have been previously accustomed
to submit themselves

;
and an act of parlia-

ment is reverenced and obeyed, not because
the people are impressed with a constitutional

veneration for an institution called a parlia-
ment, but because it has been passed by the

authority of those who are recognised as their

natural superiors, and by whose influence, as

individuals, the same measures might have
been enforced over the greater part of the

kingdom. Scarcely any new power is ac-

quired, therefore, by the combination of those

persons into a legislature : They carry each
their share of influence and authority into the

senate along with them
;
and it is by adding

the items of it together, that the influence

and authority of the senate itself is made up.
From such a senate, therefore, it is obvious
that their power can never be wrested, and
that it would not even attach to those who
might succeed in supplanting them in the

legislature, by violence or intrigue ;
or by any

other means than those by which they them-
selves had originally secured theirnomination.

In such a state of representation, in short, the

influence of the representatives is not borrow-
ed from their office, but the influence of the

office is supported by that which is personal
to its members; and parliament is chiefly

regarded as the great depository of all the

authority which formerly existed, in a scat-

tered state, among its members. This author-

ity, therefore, belonging to the men, and not

to their places, can neither be lost by them,
if they are forced from their places, nor found

b}' those who may supplant them. The Long

Parliament, after it was purged by the Inde-

pendents, and the assemblies that met undei

that name, during the Protectorate of Crom-

well, held the place, and enjoyed all the form
of power that had belonged to their predeces-
sors: But as they no longer contained those

individuals who were able to sway and influ-

ence the opinion of the body of the people,

xhey were without respect or authority, and

speedily came to be the objects of public deri-

sion and contempt.
As the power and authority of a legislature

thus constituted, is perfectly secure and in-

alienable, on the one hand, so, on the other, the

moderation of its proceedings is guaranteed

by a consciousness of the basis upon which
this authority is founded. Every individual

being aware of the extent to which his own
influence is likely to reach among his constit-

uents and dependants, is anxious that the

mandates of the body shall never pass beyond
that limit, within which obedience may be

easily secured. He will not hazard the loss

of his own power, therefore, by any attempt
to enlarge that of the legislature ;

and feel-

ing, at every step, the weight and resistance

of the people, the whole assembly proceeds
with a due regard to their opinions and pre-

judices, and can never do any thing very in-

jurious or very distasteful to the majority.
—

From the very nature of the authority with

which they are invested, they are in fact con-

substantiated with the people for whom they
are to legislate. They do not sit loose upon
them, like riders on inferior animals; nor

speculate nor project experiments upon their

welfare, like operators upon a foreign sub-

stance. They are the natural organs, in fact,

of a great living body ;
and are not only

warned, by their own feelings, of any injury
which they may be tempted to inflict on

it,

but would become incapable of performing
their functions, if they were to proceed far in

debilitating the general system.

Such, it" appears to us, though delivered

perhaps in too abstract and elementary a form,
is the just conception of a free representative

legislature. Neither the English House of

Commons, indeed, nor any assembly of any
other nation, ever realized it in all its perfec-
tion : But it is in their approximation to such

a standard, we conceive, that their excellence

and utility will be found to consist
;
and where

the conditions upon which we have insisted

are absolutely wanting, the sudden institution

of a representative legislature will only be a

step to the most frightful disorders. Where
it has grown up in a country in which per-
sonal liberty and property are tolerably secure,
it naturally assumes that form which is most
favourable to its beneficial influence, and has
a tendency to perpetual improvement, and to

the constant amelioration of the condition of

the whole society. The difference between
a free government and a tyrannical one. con-

sists entirely in the diff'erent proportions of

the people that are influenced by their opin-
ions, or subjugated by intimidation or force.
In a large society, opinions can only be re-

united by means of representations; and the
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natural representativo is the individual whoso

example and authurity can inllui-nco the opin-
ions of the ^'n-ater pari of those in whose
belialf he is delegated. This is the natural

aristocracv of a civilized nation
;
and its legis-

lature is then upon the best possible footing,

when it is in the hands of those who answer

to that description. The whole people are

then governeil by the laws, exactly as each

clan or district of them would have been by
the patriaichal authurity of an elective and

unarmeil chieftain
;
and the lawgivers are not

only secure of their places while they can

maintain their individual influence over the

people, but are withheld from any rash or

injurious measure by the consciousness and

feeling of their dependence on this voluntary
deference and submission.

If this be at all a just representation of the

conditions upon which the respectability and

security of a representative legislature must

always depend, it will not be difficult to ex-

plain how the experiment miscarried so com-

pletely, in the case of the French Constituent

Assembly. That assembly, which the enthu-
siasm of the public, and the misconduct of

the privileged orders, soon enabled to engross
the whole power of the country, consisted

almost entirely of persons without name or

individual infiuence
;
who owed the whole of

their consequence to the .situation to which

they had been elevated, and were not able,
as individuals, to have influenced the opinions
of one-fiftieth part of their countrymen.

—
There was in France, indeed, at this time, no

legitimate, wholesome, or real aristocracy.
—

The noblesse, who were persecuted for bear-

ing that name, were quite disconnected from
the people. Their habits of perpetual resi-

dence in the capital, and their total independ-
ence of the good opinion of their vassals,

had deprived them of any real influence over
the mhids of the lower orders

;
and the or-

ganization of society had not yet enabled the
rich manufacturers or proprietors to assume
such an influence. The persons sent as de-

puties to the States-General, therefore, were
those chiefly who, by intrigue and boldness,
and by professions of uncommon zeal for what
were then the great objects of popular pursuit.
had been enabled to carry the votes of the
electors. A notion of talent, and an opinion
that they would be loud and vehement in

supporting those requests upon which the

people had already come to a decision, were
their passports into that assembly. They
were sent there to express the particular
demands of the people, and not to give a

general pledge of their acquiescence in what
might there be enacted. They were not the

hereditary patrons of the people, but their

hired advocates for a particular pleading.
—

They had no general trust or authority over

them, but were chosen as their special mes-
senger?, out of a multitude whose influence
ai.d pretensions were equally powerful.
When these men found themselves, as it

were by accident, in possession of the whole

power of the state, and invested with the !

absolute government of the greatest nation
'

that has existed in modern times, it is not to

be wondered at if they forgot the slender ties

by which they were bound to their constitu-

ents. The powers to which they had suo-

ceeded were so infinitely beyond any thing
that they had enjoyed in their individual

capacity, that it is not surprising if they never

thought of exerting them with the same con-

sideration and caution. Instead of the great
bases of rank and property, which cannot be
transferred by the clamours of the factious,
or the caprice of the inconstant, and w hich

serve to ballast and steady the vessel of the

state in all its wanderings and perils, the

assembly possessed only the basis of talent

or reputation ; (jualities which de])cnd upon
opinion and opportunity, and which may be
attributed in the same proportion to an incon-

venient multitude at once. The whole legis-

lature may be considered, therefore, as com-

posed of axlvcnturers. \\ ho had already attained

a situation incalculably above their original

pretensions, and were now tempted to push
their fortune by every means that held out

the promise of immediate success. They
had nothing, comparatively speaking, to lose,
but their places in that assembly, or the infiu-

ence which they possessed within its walls
j

and as the authority of the assembly itself

depended altogether upon the popularity of

its measures, and not upon the intrinsic au-

thority of its members, so it Avas oidy to be
maintained by a succession of brilliant and

imposing resolutions, and by satisfying or out-

doing the extravagant wishes and expectations
of the most extravagant and sanguine populace
that ever existed. For a man to get a lead in

such an assembly, it was by no means neces-

sary that he should have previously possessed

any influence or authority in the community;
that he should be connected with powerful

families, or supported by great and extensive

associations. If he could dazzle and overawe
in debate

;
if he could obtain the acclamations

of the mob of Versailles, and make himself
familiar to the eyes and the ears of the as-

sembly and its galleries, he was in a fair train

for having a great shaie in the direction of an

assembly exercising absolute sovereignty over

thirty millions of men. The prize was too

tempting not to attract a multitude of com-

petitors; and the assembly for many months
was governed by those who outvied their

associates in the impracticable extravajyance
of their patriotism, and sacrificed most pro-

fusely the real interests of the people at the

shrine of a precarious popularity.
In this way, the assembly, from the inherent

vices of its constitution, ceased to l^e respect-
able or u.seful. The same causes speedily

put an end to its security, and converted it

into an instrument of destruction.

Mere popularity was at first the instrument

by which this unsteady legislature was gov-
erned : But -when it became apparent, that

whoever could obtain the direction or com-
mand of it. must possess the whole authority
of the state, parties became less scrupulous
about the means they employed for that pur-

pose, and soon found out that violence and
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terror were infinitely more effectual and ex-

peditious than persuasion and eloquence. The

people at large, who had no attacliment to

any families or individuals among their dele-

gates, and who contented themselves with

idolizing the assembly in general, so long as

it pass(>d decrees to their liking, were passive
and indifferent spectators of the transference

of power which was effected by the pikes of

the Parisian multitude : and looked with equal
affection upon every successive junto which
assumed the management of its deliberations.

Having no natural representatives, they felt

themselves equally connected with all who
exercised the legislative function; and, being-

destitute of a real aristocracy, were without

the means of giving effectual support even to

those who might appear to deserve it. En-

couraged by this situation of affairs, the most

daring, unprincipled, and profligate, proceeded
to seize upon the defenceless legislature, and,

driving all their antagonists before them by
violence or intimidation, entered without op-

position upon the supreme functions of gov-
ernment. They soon found, however, that

the arms by which they had been victorious,

were capable of being turned ag-ainst them-

selves; and those who were envious of their

success, or ambitious of their distinction, easily
found means to excite discontent among the

multitude, now inured to insurrection, and to

employ them in pulling down those very in-

dividuals whom they had so recently exalted.

The disposal of the legislature thus became a

prize to be fought for in the clubs and con-

spiracies and insurrections of a corrupted

metropolis; and the institution of a national

representative had no other effect, than that

of laying the government open to la\Al(,'ss

force and flagitious audacity.
It is in this manner, it appears to us. that

from the want of a natural and efficient aris-

tocracy to exercise the function? of represent-
ative legislators, the National Assembly of

France w^as betrayed into extravagance, and
fell a prey to faction

;
that the institution

itself became a source of public misery and

disorder, and converted a civilized monarchy,
first into a sanguinary democracy, and then

into a military despotism.
It would be the excess of injustice, we

have already said, to impute those disastrous

consequences to the moderate and virtuous

individuals who sat in the Constituent As-

sembly : But if it be admitted that ihey might
'lave been easily foreseen, it will not be easy
to exculpate them from the charge of very
blameable imprudence. It would be difficult,

indeed, to point out any course of conduct by
which those danjei's might have bren entirely
avoided: But they would undoubli dly have

been less formidable, if the enlightened mem-
bers of the Third Estate had endeavoured to

form a party with ihe more liberal and popu-
lar among the nobility: if they had associated

to themselves a greater number of those to

whose persons a certain degree of influence

was attached, from their fortune, their age, or

their oificial .siaiion
; if,

in short, instead of

grasping presumptuously at the exclusive di-

rection of the national councils, and arrogating

every thing on the credit of their zealous

patriotism and inexperienced abilities, they
had sought to strengthen themselves by an
alliance with what was respectable in the

existing establishments, and attached them-

selves at first as disciples to those whom they

might fairly expect speedily to outgrow and

eclipse.

Upon a review of the whole matter, it

seems impossible to acquit those of the revo-

lutionary patriots, whose intentions are ad-

mitted to be pure, of great precipitation, pre-

sumption, and imprudence. Apologies may
be found for them, perhaps, in the inexpe-
rience which was incident to their situation

;

in their constant apprehension of being sepa-
rated before their task was accomplished ;

in

the exasperation which was excited by the

insidious proceedings of the cabhiet ; and in

the intoxication which naturally resulted from
the magnitude of their early triumph, and the

noise and resounding of their popularity. But
the errors into which they fell were inex-

cusable, we think, in politicians of the eight-
eenth century: and while we pity their suf-

ferings, and admire their genius, we cannot

feel much respect for their wisdom, or any
surprise at their miscarriage.
The preceding train of reflection was irre-

sistibly suggested to us by the title and the con-

tents of the volumes now before us. Among
the virtuous members of the first Assembly,
there was no one who stood higher than Bailly.
As a scholar and a man of science, he had

long stood in the very first rank of celebrity :

His private moials were not only irreproach-

able, but exemplary ;
and his character and

dispositions had always been remarkable for

gentleness, moderation, and philanthropy.
Drawn unconsciously, if we may believe has

own account, into public life, rather than im-

pelled into it by any movement of ambition,
he participated in the enthusiasm, and in the

imprudence, from which no one seemed at

that time to be exempted ;
and in spite of an

early retreat, speedily suffered that fate by
which all the well meaning were then des-

tined to expiate their errors. His popularity
was at one time equal to that of anj- of the

idols of the day; and if it was gained by
some decree of blameable indulgence and

unjustifiable zeal, it was forfeited at last (and
along with his life) by a resolute ojiposition
to disorder, and a meritorious perseverance
in the discharge of his duty.

The se(]uei of this article, containing a full

abstract of tne learned author's recollections

of the first six months only of his mayoralty,
is now omitted: both as too minute to retain

any interest at this day, and as sui.erseded

by the more comprehensive details whicb
will be found in the succeeding article.
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great transaction, and thnu^li its history may
ihert'fore be wrillcii with most advantage

very Ions? after its occurrence, it does not tol-

low that such a history will not be deficient

in many (jualiiit's wliich it would be desira-

ble for It to jwssess. All we say is,
that they

are qualities which will generally be found

incompatible with those larger and sounder

views, which can hardly be matured while

the subjects of them are recent. That this is

an imperf^'ction in our histories and histori-

ans, is sutliciently obvious; but it is an im-

perfection to which we must patiently resign

ourselves, if it appear to be an unavoidable

consequence of the limitation of our faculties.

We cannot both enjoy the sublime efTect of a

vast and various landscape, and at the same
time discern the form of every leaf in the for-

est, or the movements of every living crea-

ture that breathes within its e.vpanse. Beings
of a higher order may be capable of this;

—
and it would be very desirable to be so :

But, constituted as we are, it is impossible;

and; in our delineation of such a scene, all

that is minute and detached, however inter-

esting or important to those who are at hand,
must therefore be omitted—while the general
efTect is entrusted to masses in which nothing
but the great outlines of great objects are pre-

served, and the details left to be inferred from
the character of their results, or the larger
features of their usual accompaniments.

It is needless to apply this to the case of

history; in which, when it records events of

permanent interest, it is equally impossible to

retain those particular details which engrossed
the attention of contemporaries

—both because
the memory of them is necessarily lost in the

course of that period which must elapse be-

fore the just value of the whole can be
known—and because, even if it were other-

wise, no human memory could retain, or

human judgment discriminate, the infinite

number of particulars which must have been

presented in such an interval. We shall only

observe, further, that though that which is

preserved is generally the most material and

truly important part of the story, it not un-

frequently happens, that too little is pre-
served to afford materials for a satisfactory
narrative, or to justify any general conclu-

ages, true at least to the general fealiires of

such perio<ls, we have iiolhiug but a trau-

sion; and that, in such cases, the historian

often yields to the temptation of connecting
the scanty materials that have reached him
by a sort of general and theoretical reasoning,
which naturally takes its colour from the pre-

vailing views and opinions of the individual

writer, or of the age to which he beloiiirs. If

an author of consummate judgment, and with
a thorough knowledge of the unchangeable
principles of human nature, undertake this

task, it is wonderful indeed to see how much
he may make of a subject that appears so un-

promising
—and it is almost certain that the

view he will give to his readers, of such an
obscure period, will, at all events, be at least

as instructive and interesting as if he had had
its entire annals before him. In other hands,
however, the result is very different; and, in-

stead of a masterly picture of rude or remote

script of the author's own most recent fanta-

sies and follies, ill disguised under thfl

masquerade character of a few traditions**

names.—It is only necessary to call to miua
such books as Zouche's Life of Sir Philip

Sydney, or Godwin's Life of Chaucer, to feel

this much more strongly than we can now
e.xpress it. These, no doubt, are extreme

cases;
—but we suspect that our impressions

of almost all remote characters and events,
and the general notions we have of the times
or societies which produced ihern, are much
more dej)endent on the peculiar temper and
habits of the popular writers in whom the

memory of them is chiefly presejved, than it

is very pleasant to think of. If we ever take

the trouble of looking for ourselves into the

documents and materials out of which those

histories are made, we feel at once how much
room there is for a very different representa-
tion of all those things from that which is

current in the world : And accordingly we
occasionally have very opposite representa-
tions. Compare Bossuet's Universal History
with Voltaire's—Rollin with jNIitford—Hume
or Clarendon with Ralph or Mrs. M'Aulay;
and it will be difficult to believe that these

different writers are speaking of the sarad

persons and things.
The work before us, we have already said,

is singularly free from faults of this descrip-
tion. It is written, w^e do think, in the true

spirit and temper of historical impartiality.
But it has faults of a difJ'erent character; and,
with many of the merits, combines some of

the appropriate defects, both of a contempo-
rary and philosophical history. Its details are

too few and too succinct for the former—they
are too numerous and too rashly selected for

the latter
;
—while the reasonings and specu-

lations in which perhaps its chief value con-

sists, seem already to be too often thrown

away upon matters that carniot long be had
in remembrance. We must take care not to

get entangled too far among the anecdotes—
but the general reasoning cannot detain us

very long.
It is the scope of the book to show that

France must have a free government—a
limited monarchy—in express words, a con-

stitution like that of England. TIjis, Madame
de Stael says, was all that the body of the

nation aimed at in 1789—and this she says
the great majority of the nation are resolved

to have still—undeterred by the fatal miscar-

riage of the last experiment, and undi.«gu8ted

by the revival of ancient pretensions which
has signalised its close. Still, though she
maintains this to be the prevailing sentimeni
of the French people, she thinks it not alto-

gether unnecessary to combat this discour

agement and this disgust;
—and the great

object of all that is argumentative in her

book, is to show that there is nothing in the

character or condition, or late or early history
of her countrymen, to render this regulated
freedom unattainable by them, or to dis-

qualify tlem fiom the enjoyment of a repre
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sentative government, or the functions of free

citizens.

For this purpose she takes a rapid and mas-

terly view of the progress of the different

European kingdoms, from their primitive con-

dition of feudal aristocracies, to their present
state of monarchies limited by law, or miti-

gated by the force of public opinion; and en-

deavours to show, that the course has been
the same in all

;
and that its unavoidable ter-

mination is in a balanced constitution like that

of England. The first change was the reduc-

tion of the Nobles,
—

chiefly by the aid which
the Commons, then first pretending to wealth
or intelligence, afforded to the Crown—and,
on this basis, some small states, in Italy and

Germany especially, erected a permanent
system of freedom. But the necessities of

war, and the substitution of hired forces for

the feudal militia, led much more generally
to the establishment of an arbitrary or des-

potical authority ;
which was accomplished in

France, Spain, and England, under Louis XL,
Philip II., and Henry VIII. Then came the

age of commerce, luxury, and taxes,
—which

necessarily ripened into the age of general
intelligence, individual wealth, and a sense
both of right and of power in the people :

—
and those led irresistibly to a limitation on
the powers of the Crown, by a representative
assembly.

England having less occasion for a land

army—and having been the first in the career
of commercial prosperity, led the way in this

great amelioration. But the same general

principles have been operating in all the Con-
tinental kingdoms, and must ultimately pro-
duce the same effects. The peculiar advan-

tages which she enjoyed did not prevent
England from being enslaved by the tyranny
of Henry VIII., and Mary ;

—and she also ex-

perienced the hazards, antl paid the penalties
which are perhaps inseparable from the as-

sertion of popular rights.
—She also overthrew

the monarchy, and sacrificed the monarch in

her first attempt to set limits to his power.
The English Commonwealth of 1648, origi-
nated in as wild speculations as the French
of 1792—and ended, like

it,
in the establish-

ment of a military tyranny, and a restoration
which seemed to confound all the asserters
of liberty in the general guilt of rebellion :

—
Yet all the world is now agreed that this was
but the first explosion of a flame that could
neither be extinguished nor permanently re-

pressed ;
and that what took place in 1688,

was but the sequel and necessary consumma-
tion of what had been begun forty years be-
fore—and which might and would have been

accomplished without even the slightest shock
and disturbance that was then experienced,
if the Court had profited as much as the
leaders of the people by the lessons of that first

experience. Such too, Madame de Stael as-

sures us, is the unalterable destiny of France
;—and it is the great purpose of her book to

show, that but for circumstances which cannot
recur—mistakes that cannot be repeated, and
accidents which never happened twice, even
the last attempt would have led to that blessed

consummation—and that every thing is now
in the fairest train to secure

it, without any
great effort or hazard of disturbance.

That these views are supported with infinite

talent, spirit, and eloquence, no one who has
read the book will probably dispute j

and we
should be sorry indeed to tfiink that they were
not substantially just. Yet we are not, we
.confess, quite so sanguine as the distinguished
writer before us

;
and though we do not doubt

either that her principles are true, or that her

predictions will he ultimately accomplished, we
fear that the period of their triumph is not yet
at hand

;
and that it is far more doubtful than

she will allow it to be, whether that triumph
will be easy, peaceful, and secure. The ex-

ample of England is her great, indeed her only
authority ;

but we are alraid that she has run
the parallel with more boldness than circum-

spection, and overlookeda variety ofparticulars
in our case, to which she could not easily find

any thing equivalent in that of her country. It

might be invidious to dwell much on the oppo-
site character and temper of the two nations;

though it is no answer to saj-, that this character
is the work of the government. But can Ma-
dame de Stael have forgotten, that England had
a parliament and a representative legislature
for five hundred years before 1648

;
and that it

was by that organ, and the widely spread and

deeply founded machinery of the elections on
which it rested, that the struggle was made, and
the victory won, w hich ultimately secured to us
the blessmgs of political freedom] The least

reflection upon the nature of government, and
the true foundations of all liberty, will show
what an immense advantage this was in the
contest

;
and with what formidable obstacles

those must have to struggle, who are obliged
to engage in a similar conflictwithout it.

All political power, even the most despotic,
rests at last, as was profoundly obseived by
Hume, upon Opinion. A government is Jnstf
or otherwise, according as it piomotes, more
or less, the true interests of the people who
live under it. But it is Stable and secure, ex-

actly as it is directed by the opinion of those

who really possess, and know that they pos-

sess, the power of enforcing it,
and upon whose

opinion, therefore, it constantly depends;—
that

is,
in a military despotism, on the opinion

of the soldiery ;

—in all rude and ignorant

communities, on the opinion of those who
monopolise the intelligence, the wealth, or the

discipline which constitute power—the priest-
hood—the landed proprietors

—the armed and
inured to war

;

—
and, in civilised societies, on

the opinion of that larger proportion of the

people who can bring their joint talents,

wealth, and strength, to act in concert when
occasion requires. A government may indeed
subsist for a time, although opposed to the

opinion of those classes of persons; but its

existence must always be precarious, and it

probably will not subsist long. The natural

and appropriate Constitution, therefore, is, in

every case, that which enables those who ac

tually administer the government, to ascertain

and confoim themselves in time to the opinion
of those who have the power to ovejturn it;
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and no government whatever can possibly be

Becurc whi'ie there are no arran^^-nients for

this pnrpose. Thus it is plainly for want of a

proper Despotic Cunstilution—for want of a

re^^lar ami safe way of gettinji at the opinions
of their armies, that the Snhans and olher

Asiatic sovereigns are so frecjuently beheaded

by their janissaries or insurgent soldiery : and,
in like manner, it was for want of a proper
Feudal Constitution, that, in the decline of that

system, the King was so often dethroned by
his rebellious barons, or excommunicated by
an usurj)ing priesthood. In more advanced

times, there is the .s;ime necessity of conform-

ing to the prevailing opinion of those more
extended and diversified descriptions of per-
sons in whom the power of enforcing and re-

sisting has come to reside
;
and the natural

and only safe constitution for such societies,
must therefore embrace a representative as-

sembly. A government may no doubt go on,
in opposition to the opinion of th's virtual aris-

tocrac)', for a long time after it has come into

existence. For it is not enough that there is

wealth, and intelligence, and individual influ-

ence enough, in a community to overbear all

pretensions opposed to them. It is necessary
that the possessors of this virtual power should

be aware of their own numbers, and of the

conformity of their sentiments or views ; and
it is very late in the progress of society before

the means of communication are so multiplied
and improved, as to render this practicable in

any tolerable degree. Trade and the press,

however, have now greatly facilitated those

communications; and in all the central coun-
tries of Europe, they probably exist in a de-

gree quite sufficient to give one of the parties,
at least, very decided impressions both as to

its interests ajid its powers.
In such a situation of things, we cannot

hesitate to say that a representative govern-
ment is the natural, and will be the ultimate

remedy ;
but if we find, that even where such

an institution existed from antiquity, it was

possible so fatally to miscalculate and mis-

iudge
the opinions of the nation, as proved to

)e the case in the reign of our King Charles,
is it not manifest that there must be tenfold

risk of such miscalculation in a country where
no such constitution has been previously
known, and where, from a thousand causes,
the true state of the public mind is so apt to be

oppositely misconceived by the opposite par-
ties, as it is up to the present hour in France 1

The great and cardinal use of a representa-
tive body in the legislature is to afford a di-

rect, safe, and legitimate channel, by which
the public opinion may be brought to act on
the government: But, to enable it to perform
this function with success, it is by no means
enough, that a certain number of deputies are
sent into the legislature by a certain number
of electors. Without a good deal of previous
training, the public opinion itself can neither
be formed, collected., nor expressed in any au-
thentic or efTectual manner; and the first

e.stablishment of the representative system
must be expected to occasion very nearly as
much disturbance as it may ultimately pre-

vent. In countries where tnere never have
been any political elections, and few local

magistracies, or occasions of provincial and

parochial assemblages for public purposes, the
real state of opinion must be substantially
unknown even to the most observant resident
in each particular district;

—audits general
bearing all over the country can never possi-

bly be learned by the most ddigent inquiries,
or even guessed at with any reasonable de-

gree of probability. The lirst deputies, there-

fore, are necessarily returned, without any
firm or assured knowledge of the sentiments
of their constituents—and they again can
have nothing but the most vague notions of

the temper in which these sentiments are to

be enforced—while the whole dej)uties come
together without any notion of the disposi-

tions, or talents, or designs of each other, and
are left to scramble for distinction and influ-

ence, according to the measure of their indi-

vidual zeal, knowledge, or assurance. In

England, there were no such novelties to be

hazarded, either in 1640 or in 1688. The
people of this country have had an elective

parliament from the earliest period of their

history
—

and, long before either of the periods
in question, had been trained in every hamlet
to the exercises of various political franchises,
and taught to consider themselves as connect-

ed, by known and honourable ties, with all

the persons of influence and consideration in

their neighbourhood, and. through them, by
an easy gradation with the political leaders
of the State;

—
while, in Parliament itself, the

place and pretensions of every man were

pretty accurately known, and the strength of
each party reasonably well ascertained by
long and repeated experiments, made under
all variety of circumstances. The organiza-
tion and machinery, in short, for collecting
the public opinion, and bringing it into con-
tact with the administration, was perfect, and
in daily operation among us, from very an-
cient times. The various conduits and chan-
nels by which it was to be conveyed from its

first faint springs in the villages and burghs,
and conducted in gradually increasing streams
to the central wheels of the government, were
all deep worn in the soil, and familiarly

known, with all their levels and connections,
to every one who could be affected by their

condition. In France, when the new sluices

were opened, not only were the waters uni-

versally foul and turbid, but the quantity and
the currents were all irregular and unknown

j

and some stagnated or trickled feebly along,
while others rushed and roared with the vio-

lence and the mischief of a torrent. But it is

time to leave these perplexing generalities,
and come a little closer to the work before us.

It was the Cardinal de Richelieu, according
to Madame de Stael, who completed the de-

gradation of the French nobility, begun by
Louis XI.

;

—and the arrogance and Spanish
gravity of Louis XIV., assumed, as she says,
"
pour eloigner de lui la familiarite des juge-

mens," fixed them in the capacity of cour

tiers; and put an end to that gay and easy
tone of commmiication, wh'ch, in the days of
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Henri IV., had made the task of a convtier

both li'ss wearisome and less degrading. She

has no partiality, indeed, for the memory of

that buckram hero—and is very milignant at

his being regarded as the patron of literature.

*'ii persecuta Port-Royal, dont Pascal ctoitle

chef; il fit mourir de chagrin Racine
;

il exila

Fenelon; il s'opposa constamment aux hon-

neurs qu'on vouloit rendre a La Fontaine, et

ne professa de I'admiration que pour Boileau.

La litterature, en I'exaltant avec exces, a hien

plus fait pour lui qu'il ira fait pour elle.'"—
(Vol. i. p. 36.) In his own person, indeed, he

outlived his popularity, if not his fame. The

brilliancy of his early successes was lost in

his later reverses. The debts he had con-

tracted lay like a load on the nation
;
and the

rigour and gloominess of his devotion was one

cause of tiie alacrity with which the nation

plunged into all the excesses and profligacy of

the regency and the suceeding reign.
That reign

—the weakness of Louis XV.—
the avowed and disgaisting influence of his

mistresses and all their relations, and the na-

tional disasters which they occasioned—to-

gether with the general spread of intelligence

among the body of the people, and the bold

and vigorous spirit displayed in the writings
of Montesquieu, Voltaire, and Rousseau, cre-

ated a general feeling of discontent and con-

tempt for the government, and prepared the

viray for those more intrepid reformers who
were so soon destined to succeed.

Louis XVI., says Madame de Stael, would
have been the mildest and most equitable of

despots, and the most constitutional of consti-

tutional kings
—had he been born to adminis-

ter either an estab]i.shed despotism, or a

constitutional monarchy. But he was not

fitted to fdl the throne during the difficult and

trying crisis of a transition from the one state

to the other. He was sincerely anxious for

the happiness and even the rights of his peo-

ple ;
but he had a hankering after the absolute

power which seemed to be his lawful inherit-

ance ; and was too easily persuaded by those

about him to cling to it too long, for his own

safety, or that of the country. The Queen,
with the same amiable dispositions, had still

more of those natural prejudices. M. de Mau-
repas. a minister of the old school, was com-

pelled, by the growing disorders of the

finances, to call to his aid the talents of Tur-

got and Necker about the year 1780. We
hear enough, of course, in this book, of the

latter: But though we can pardon the filial

piety which has led the author to discuss, at

so great length, the merit of his plans of

finance and government, and to dwell on the

prophetic spirit in which he foresaw and fore-

told all the consequences that have llowed
from rejecting them, we have too much re-

gard for our readers to oppress them, at this

time of day, with an analysis of the Compte
Rendu, or the scheme for provincial assem-
blies. As an historical personage, he must
have his due share of notice

;
and no fame

can be purer than that to which he is entitled.

His daughter, we think, has tmly described
the scope of his endeavours, in his first minis-

try, to have been,
" to persuade the King to

do of himself that justice to the people, to

obtain which they afterwards insisted for rep-
resentatives." Such a coun.sellor, of course,
had no chance in 1780; and, the year after,
M. Necker was accordingly dismissed. The
great objection to him was, that he proposed
iiniovations—"et de toutes les innovations,
celle que les courtisans et les financiers de-

testent le plus, c'est 1'Economie." Before

going out, however, he did a great deal of

good ;
and found means, while M. de Mau-

repas had a bad fit of gout, to get M. de Sar-

tine removed from the ministry of marine—a

personage so extremely diligent in the studies

belonging to his de])artment, that when M.
Necker went to see him soon after his appoint-

ment, he found him in a chamber all hung
round with maps; and boasting with much
complacency, that "he could already put his

hand upon the largest of them, and point, with
his eves shut, to the four quarters of the

world!"
Calonne succeeded—a frivolous, presump-

tuous person,
—and a financier, in so far as we

can judge, after the fashion of our poet-lau-
reate : For he too, it seems, was used to call

pr04ligality
'• a large economy ;" and to assure

the King, that the more lavish he and his

court were in their expenses, so much the

better would it fare with the country. The
consequence was, that the disorder soon be-

came irremediable
;
and this sprightly minis-

ter was forced at last to adopt Turgot's pro-

posal of subjecting the privileged orders to

their share of the burdens—and finally to ad
vise the convocation of the Notables, in 1787,

The Notables, however, being all privileged

persons, refused to give up any of their im
munities—and they and M. de Calonne were
dismissed accordingly. Then came the waver-

ing and undecided administration of M. de

Brienne, which ended with the resolution to

assemble the States-General
;

—and this was
the Revolution !

Hitherto, says Madame de Stacl, the nation

at large, and especially the lower orders, had
taken no share in those discussions. The
resistance to the Court—the complaints

—the

call for reformation, originated and was con-

fined to the privileged orders—to the Parlia-

ments—the Nobles and the Clergy. No rev-

olution indeed can succeed in a civilised

country, which docs not begin at least with

the higher orders. It was in the parliament
of Paris, in which the peers of France had

seats, and which had always been most tena-

cious of the privileges of its members, that

the suggestion was first made which set fire

to the four quarters of the kingdom. In that

kingdom, indeed, it could hardly fail, as it

was made in the form of a pun or bon mot.

They were clamouring against the minister

for not exhibiting his account of the public

expenses, when the Abbe Sabatier said—
" Vous demandez. messieurs, les ctats dc rccette

et de depense
—et ce sont les Etats-Generaux

qu'il nous faut !"—This was eagerly repeated
in every order of society; addresses to that

effect were poured in, in daily heaps; and at

T 2
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fyund means to put off from day to day the

publication
of ihe imporlaiit instrument

;
and

a wholi; month was unpardonably wasted in

idle discussions; during which, nearly one

half of the nobles and clergy had joined the

deputies of the Commons, and taken the name
of the National Assembly. Their popularity

and conliikMice had been dangerously in-

creased, in the mean time, by their orators

and pampideteers; and the Court had become

the object of suspicion and discontent, both by
the rumour of the approach of its armies to

the capital, and by what INIadame de Stael

calls the accidental exclusion of the deputies
from their ordinary place of meeting—which

gave occasion to the celebrated and theatrical

oath of the Tennis-court. After all, IVladame

de Stael says, much might have been regained
or saved, by issuing M. Neckers declaration.

But the very night before it was to be deliv-

ered, the council was adjourned, in conse-

quence of a billet from the Queen :
—two new-

councillors and two princes of the blood were

called to take part in the deliberations
;
and

it was suddenly determined, that the King
should announce it as his pleasure, that the

Three Estates should meet and vote in their

three separate chambers, as they had done

in 1614!
M. Necker, full of fear and sorrow, refused

to go to the meeting at which the King w as

to make this important communication. It

was made, however—and received with mur-
murs of deep displeasure; and, when the

Chancellor ordered the deputies to withdraw-

to their separate chamber, they answered,
that they were the National Assembly, and

would stay where they were 1 The whole

visible population seconded this resolution,

with indications of a terrible and irresistible

violence : Perseverance, it was immediately

seen, would have led to the most dreadful

consequences; and the same night the Queen
entreated M. Necker to take the management
of the State upon himself, and solemnly en-

gaged to follow no councils but his. The
minister complied;

— and immediately the

obnoxious order was recalled, and a royal
mandate w-as issued to the Nobles and the

Clergy, to join the deliberations of the Tiers

etat.

If these reconciling measures had been sin-

cerely followed out, the country and the mon-

archy might yet perhaps have been saved.

But the party of the Ultras— ''

qui parloit avec

beaucoup de dedain de I'autorite du roi d'An-

gleterre, et vouloit faire considerer comme un
attentat, la pensee de reduire un roi de France
an miserable sort du monarque Britannique"—this misguided party

—had still too much
weight in the royal councils; and, while they
took advantage of the calm produced by M.
Necker's measures and popularity, did not

cease secretly to hasten the march of M. de

Rroglie with his German regiments upon Paris—with the design, scarcely dissembled, of

employing them to overawe, and, if neces-

sary, to disperse the assembly. Considering
from whom her information is derived, we
nan scarcely refuse our implicit belief to the

following important statement, which ha.%

never yet been made on equal authority.

" M. Necker n'ignoroit pas le vt'riiable objet

pour leriucl on faisciit avancer les troupes, bien

qu'on vou 'at Ic lui cacher. L'imeiition de la cour
eioit de re yiiir a Compiegne tous les inembres des
irois ordrcs qui n'avoient point favorise le systema
des innovations, et la de leur faire conscniir a la hate
les iinpois et les emprunis dont eile avou besoin,
afiii de les renvoyer ei'.suite I Coninie un tel projet
tie pouvoit etre secondc par M. Necker, on se prf»-

posoit de le renvoyer dus que la force niiiiiaire seroit

rassenililee. Cinquante avis par jour I'informoient

de sa bituation, et il ne lui eioii pas possible d'en dou-
ter ;

mais il savoit aussi que, dans les circonstances

oii Toil se trouvoit alors, il ne pouvoit quitter sa

place sans continner les bruits qui se repai;doient
sur les mesures violenies que Ton prcparoit a la

cour. Le roi s'ctant resolu a ces mesures, M.
Necker ne vouhit pas y prendre part, mais il ne
vouloit pas non plus donner le signal de s'y opposer ;

et il resioit la conime une seniuielle qu'on laissoil

encore a son posie, pour tromper les aiiaquans sur

la manoeuvre."—Vol. i. pp. 231—233.

He continued, accordingly, to go every day
to the palace, where he was received with

cold civility ;
and at last, when the troops

were all assembled, he received an order in

the middle of the night, commanding him in-

stantly to quit Fiance, and to let no one know
of his departure. This was on the night of the

11th of July;
—and as soon as his dismissal

w as known, all Paris rose in insurrection—an

army of 100,000 men was arrayed in a night—
and, on the 14th, the Bastile was demol-

ished, and the King brought as a prisoner to

the Hotel de Ville, to express his approbation
of all that had been done ! M. Necker, who
had got as far as Brussels, was instantly re-

called. Upwards of tw-o millions of men took

up arms throughout the country
—and it was

manifest that a great revolution was already
consummated !

There is next a serif s of lively and mas-

terly sketches of the different parties in the

Constituent Assembly, and their various lead-

ers. Of these, the most remarkable, by far,

was Mirabeau
;
who appeared in opposition

to Necker, like the evil spirit of the Revo-
lution contending with its better angel.
Madame de Stael says of him, that he was
" Tribun par calcul, et Aristocrat par gout."
There never, perhaps, was an instance of so

much talent being accompanied and neutral-

ized by so much profligacy. Of all the

daring spirits that appeared on that troubled

scene, no one, during his life, ever dared to

encounter him
;
and yet, such was his want

of principle, that no one party, and no one

individual; trusted him with their secrets.

His fearlessness, promptitude, and energy,
overbore all competition ;

and his ambition

seemed to be, to show how the making or the

marring of all things depended upon his good
pleasure. Madame de Stael confirms what
has often been said of his occasional diffi-

culty in eitcmpore speaking, and of his ha-

bitually employing his friends to write his

speeches and letters
; but, after his death,

she says none of them could ever produce
for themselves any thing equal to what they
used to catch from his inspiration. In de-
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bate, he was artful -when worsted, and mer-
ciless when successful. What he said of

Abhe Maury, was true of all his opponents—
''Quand il a raison, nous disputons; quand il

a tort, je I'ecrase /"

Opposed to this, and finely contrasted with

it,
is the character of M. de la Fayette

—the

purest, the most temperate, and therefore the

most inflexible friend of rational liberty in

France. Considering the times in which he
has lived, and the treatment he has met

with, it is a proud thing for a nation to be
able to name one of its public characters, to

whom this high testimony can be borne,
without risk of contradiction. "Depuis le

depart de M. de la Fayette pour I'Amerique,
il y a quarante ans, on ne peut citer ni une

action, ni une parole de lui qui n'ait ete dans
la meme ligne, sans qu'aucun interet per-
sonnel se soit jamais mele a sa conduite."

The Abbe Sieyes seems to us a little like our

Bentham. At all events, this little sketch of

him is worth preserving.

"II avoit mene jusqu'a quarante ans une vie

solitaire, reflechissant siir les questions politiques,

etporiant une grande force d'abstraction dans cetie

etude ; mais il etoit pen fait pour communiqueraveo
les autres hommes. tant il s'irritoit aisement de leurs

travers, et tant il les blessoit par les siens. Touie-
fois, comma il avoit un esprit superieuret des fa9ons
de s'exprirner laconiques et tranchantes, c'eloit la

mode dans Tassemblee de lui montrer nn respect

presque superstitieux. Mirabeau ne demandoit pas
mieux que d'accorder au silence de I'Abbe Sieyes
le pas sur sa propre eloquence ; car ce genre de
rivalite n'est pasredoiitable. On croyoit a Sieyes,
a cet homme mysterieiix, des secrets siir les con-

stitutions, dont on esperoit toujours des effets eton-
nans quand il les reveleroit. Quelques jeunes
pens, et meme des espriis d'une prande force, pro-
fessoient la plus haute admiration pour lui; et Ton
e'accordoil a le lo\ier aux depens de tout autre,

parce qu'il ne sefaisoit jamais jus;er en entier, dans
aucune circonstance. Ce qu'on savoit avec certi-

tude, c' est qu'il deiestoit les distinctions nobiliaires;
et cependant il avoit conserve de son ctat de pretre
un attachement au clerge, qui se manif'esta le plus
clairement du monde lors de la suppression des
dimes. //.< veident ttre libres, et iie savent pas etre

justes ! disoii-il a cette occasion; et toutes les

fautes de I'asseniblee etoient renfermees dans ces

paroles."—Vol. i. pp.305, 306.

The most remarkable party, perhaps, in the

Assembly was that of the Aristocrats, con-

sisting chiefly of the Nobles and Clergy, and
about thirty of the Commons. In the situa-

tion in which they were placed, one would
have expected a good deal of anxiety, bit-

terness, or enthusiasm, from them.
"

But,
in France, things affect people differently.

Nothing can be more characteristic than the

following powerful sketch. " Ce parti, qui
avoit proteste centre toutes les resolutions de

I'assemblee, n'y assistoit que par prudence.
Tout ce qu'on y faisoit lui paroissoit insolent.

mais tres-peii serieux I tant il trouvoit ridicule

cette decouverte du dix-huitieme siecle, une
nation!—tandis qu'on n'avoit eu jusqu'alors
que des nobles, des pretres, et du peuple !"—
(Vol. i. p. 298.) They had their counterpart,
however, on the opposite side. The specu-
lative, refining, and philanthropic reformers,
were precisely a match for them. There is

29

infinite talent, truth, and pathos, m the fol-

lowing hasty observations.
"

lis gngnerent de rascpndanl dans I'assf niblee,
en se moquant des moderes, comnie si la modera-
tion etoit de la foiblesse, et qu'eux seuls fussent des
caracieres forts. On les voyoit, dans les salles et

sur les bancs des deputes, tourner en ridicule qui-

conque s'avisoit de leur representer qu'avant eux
les hommes avoient existe en soeieie ; que les

ecrivains avoient pense, et que I'Angleterre etoit

en possession de quelque liberte. On eut dit qu'on
leur repeioit les contes de leur nourrice, tant ils

ecoutoietit avec impatience, tant ils pronon^oient
ayec dedain de certaines phrases bien e.xagerees et

b^en decisives, sur I'impossibiliie d'admettre un
senat hereditaire, un senat meme a vie, un veto ab-

solu, une condiiion de proprieie, enfin tout ce qui,
disoient-i!s, aitentoit a la souverainete du peuple!
lis -portoient la fatuile des cours dans la cause demo-

cratique; et pUisieurs deputes du tiers etoient, tout
a la lois, eblouis par leurs belles manicres de gen-
tilshommes, el captives par leurs doctrines demo-
craiiques." Ces chefs elegans du parti populaire vouloient
entrer dans le ministere. Ils souhaitoient de con-
duire les affaires jusqu'au point ou Ton auroit besoin
d'eux

; mais. dans cette rapide descente, le char ne
s'arreta point ii leurs relais

;
ils n'etoient point con-

spirateurs, mais ils se confioient trop en leur pouvoir
sur I'assemblee, et se flattoient de relever de trone
des qu'ils I'auroient fait arriver jusqu'a leur portee.
Mais, quand ils vouhirent de bonne foi reparer le

mal deja fait, il n'etoit plus temps. On ne sauroit

compter combien de dcsasires auroient pu etre

epargnes a la France, si ce parii de jeunes gens se
flit reuni avec les moderes : car, avant les evene-
mens du 6 Octobre, lorsque le roi n'avoit point ete
enlcve de Versailles, et que I'armee Frangoise,
repandue dans les provinces, conservoit encore

quelque respect pour le trone, les circonslances
etoient telles qu'on pouvoit etablir une monarchie
raisonnable en France."—Vol. i. pp. 303—305.

It is a curious proof of the vivacioiisness of

vulgar prejudices, that Madame de Stael

should have thought it necessary, in 1816, to

refute, in a separate chapter, the popular
opinion that the disorders in France in 1790
and 1791 were fomented by the hired agents
of England.

There is a long and very interesting ac-

count of the outrages and horrors of the 5th
of October 1789, and of the tumultuous con-

veyance of the captive monarch from Ver-
sailles to Paris, by a murderous and infuriated

mob. INIadame de Stael was herself a spec-
tatress of the whole scene in the interior of

the palace ;
and though there is not much that

is new in her account, we cannot resist mak-
ing one little extract. After the mob had
filled the courts of the palace,

—
" La reine parut alors dans le salon

; ses cheveux
eioient en dc'sordre, sa figure etoit pale, mais digne,
et tout, dans sa personne, frappoit I'imagination : le

peuple demanda qu'elle parut sur le balcon
; et,

comme toute la cour, appelee la cour de marbre,
etoit remplie d'hommes qui tenoient en main des
amies a feu. on put apercevoir dans la physionomie
de la reine ce qu'elle redoutoit. Neanmoins elle

s\iva?iga, sans htsiter. avec ses deu.x enfans qui lut

servoient de sauvegarde." La multitude parut attendrie, en voyant la reine

comme mere, et les fureurs politiques s'apaiserent
a cet aspect; ceuxqui, la nuit meme, avoient. peut-
etre voulu I'assassiner, porterent son nom jusqu'au^
nues.

" La reine, en sortant du balcon, s'approcha de
ma mere, et lui dit. avec des sanglots etouffes : lit

vont nous forcer, le roi et mot, a 7iout rendre a Pan
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—avrc let letes tie nog pardrg du corps porti-ex de-

vanl nous an haul dr Inirt piiinrs.'
Sa pn'diclion

faillil s'accomplir. Aitisi la reme el le roi lureiil

amenes dans leurcopiiule ! Nous revinmes a Paris

par line autre rouie, qui nous ('loigiioii do cet aHreux

spcciucle : c'r:oic a iravt-rs le bois de Boulogne que
nous pns.-aines, «t le temps eioit d'uiie rare lieaute;

I'air Bgiidit a peine ies arbres, et le soleil avoit assez

d'tc'iai pour ne iuisser ricn de sombre dans la cam-

pagne: aucun objit exi^rieur ne repondoit a notre

tnsti^se. Conibieii de fois ce contraste, eriire la

beaiiie de la nature et Ies soufTrances imposees par
Ies lionimes, ne se renouvelle-i-il pas dans le corns

de la vie !

"
Quel specincie en effei que cet ancien palaia des

Tuileries, abandoniie depiiis plus d'un siecle, par ses

augustes holes ! La vetusie di-s olijeis exierieurs

agissoii sur I'inia.'jinaiion, et la iaisoit errer dans Ies

temps passes. Coninie on etoit loin de prevoir I'ar-

rivee de la tainille royale, tres-peu d'appartemens
etoient habitables, el la reine avoit eie obligee de

faire dresser des liis de camp pour ses eniaiis, dans
la chambre meme oii elle recevoii ; elle nous en fit

des excuses, en ajoutant : Votig snvez que je ne
m'alteiidoix pas a oenir ici. Sa physionomie etoit

belle et irriu'e ;
on ne peut I'oublier quand on I'a

vuc.—Vol. i. pp. 347—349.

It has always struck us as a singular defect

in all the writers who have spoken of those

scenes of decisive violence in the early history
of the French Revolution, such as the ]4lh of

July and this of the 6th of October, that they
do not so much as attempt to explain by what

instigation they were brought about—or by
whom the plan of operations was formed, and
the means for carrying it into execution pro-
vided. That there was concert and prepara-
tion in the business, is sufficiently apparent
from the magnitude and suddenness of the

assemblage, and the skill and sj^stematic per-
severance with which they set about accom-

plishing their purposes. Yet Ave know as
little,

at this hour, of the plotters and authors of the

mischief, as we do of the Porteous mob.
Madame de Stael contents herself with sayh)g,
that these dreadful scenes signalized "I'ave-

nement des Jacobins;" but seems to e.xcul-

pate all the known leaders of that party from

any actual concern in the transaction
;

—and

yet it w-as that transaction that subverted the

monarchy I

Then came the abolition of titles of no-

bility
—the institution of a constitutional cler-

gy—and the federation of 14th July 1790.

In spite of the storms and showers of blood
which we have already noticed, the political

horizon, it seems, still looked bright in the

eyes of France. The following picture is

lively
—and is among the traits which history

does not usually preserve
—and which, what

she does preserve, certainly would not enable
future ages to conjecture.
" Les etrangers ne sauroient concevoir le rhnrme

et I'cclat tant vante dc la pocieie de Paris, s'ils

n'ont vu la France que depuis vingt ans : Mais on

pent dire avec veriie, que jamais cette societe n'a
ete aussi brillante et aus-i seriense tout ensemble,
que pendant les irois on qiiatre premiereis amiees de
la revoluiion, a compter de 1788 jusqu'a la fin de
1791. Comme les affaires poliiiques eioient encore
entre les main.s de la premiere classe. loiite la vigiieur
de la libera' et toiite la crace de la poliiesse ancicnne
66 reunissoient dans les memes personnes. Les
hommes du tiers etat, distingiies par leurs luniii'^res

et leurs talens, se joignoient a ccs gentilshomrnes

plus fiers de leur propre nieriie que des privilegoa
de leur corps; el les plus liautes oxesiions quo
I'ordre social ait jamais fait naiire euieni traiices

par les esprits les plus capables de les enlvodre et

de les disculer.
" Ce qui nuit aux agrcmens de la societe en An-

gleterre, ce sont les occiijjaiions et les iiiteretad'un
niat depuis long-icnips repn'senlaiif. Ce qui ren-
doit ail contraire la societe iran^oise un peu super-
ficielle, c'etoient les loisirs de la moriarehie. Mais
tout a coup la force de la liberie vim se meler a

I'elegance de I'arisiocratie
;

dans aucun pays ni
dans aucun temps. I'art de parler sous toutes sea
formes n'a etc aussi remarquable que dans les pre-
mieres annces de la revolution.
" L'assemblee consiituante, comme je I'ai deji

dit, ne suspendit pas un seul jour la liberie de la

presse. Ainsi ceux qui souffroient de se trouver
constamment en minoriie dans l'assemblee, avoient
au moins la saiisiaciion de se moquer de tout le

parti contraire. Leurs joiirnaux faisoient de spirit-
uels calembours sur les circonstances les plus im-

portantes ; c'eioit I'histoire du motide changee en

commerage ! Tel est pariout le caraciere de I'aris-

tocratie des cours. C'est la derniere fois, helas !

que I'esprit fraii9oise se soil montre dans tout son
eclat

; c'est la derniere fois, et a queiqiies egards
aussi la premiere, que la societe de Paris ait pu
donncr I'idee de cette communication des esprits

superieurs eiiire eu.\, la plus noble jouissance dont
la nature humaine soil capable. Ceux quiont vocu
dans ce temps ne sauroient s'empeclier d'avouer

qu'on n'a jamais vu ni tant de vie ni tant d'eirprit
niiUe pan ; Ton peut juger, par la foule d'hoiiiiues

de talens que les circonsiances developperent alors,
ce que seroieni les Francois s'ils etoient appeles si

se meler des affaires publiques dans la nuit tracee

par line constitution sage et sincere."— Vol. i. po.
383—386.

Very soon after the federation, the King en-

tered into secret communications with Mira-

beau, and expected by his means, and those

of M. Bouille aiid his army, to emancipate
himself from the bondage in which he was
held. The plan was, to retire to Compiegnej
and there, by the help of the anny, to purge
the Assembly, and restore the royal authority.
Madame de Stael says, that Mirabeau insisted

for a constitution like that of England: but,
as an armed force was avowedly the organ by
which he was to act, one may be permitted
to doubt, whether he could seriously expect
this to be granted. In the mean time, the

policy of the King was to appear to agree to

every thing; and, as this appeared to M.
Necker, who was not in the secret, to be an

unjustifiable abandonment of himself and the

country, he tendered his resignation, and was
allowed to retire—and then followed the death
of Mirabeau, and shortly after the flight and

apprehension of the King
—the revision of

the constitution—and the dissolution of the

Constituent Assembly, with a self-denying or-

dinance, declaring that none of its members
should be capable of being elected into the,

next legislature.
There is an admirable chapter on the emi-

gration of, 1791—that emisration. in the spirit
of party and of bon ton. which at once exasper-
ated and strengthened the party \\ ho ought to

have been opposed, and irretrievably injured a

cause which was worse than dpserted, when
foreigners were called in to support it. Ma-
dame de Stael is decidedly of opinion, that

the Nobles should have staid, and resisted
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'vhat Avas wrong—or submitted to it. "Mais
lis ont trouve plus simple d'iiivoquer la gen-
darmerie Europeeniie, aflu de mettre Paris a.

raison." The fate of their country, which

ought to have been their only concernj was

always a secondary object, in their eyes, to

the triumph of their own opinions
—"

ils I'ont

voulu comme un jalou.v sa maitresse—fidelle

au morte,'"
—and seem rather to have con-

sidered themselves as allied to all the other

nobles of Europe, than as a part of the French
nation.

The Constituent Assembly made more laws

in two years than the English parliament had
done in two hundred. The succeeding as-

sembly made as many—with this difference,
that while the former aimed, for the most

part, at general reformation, the last were all

personal and vindictive. The speculative re-

publicans were for some time the leaders of

this industrious body
•—and Madame de Stael,

in describing their tone and temper -while in

power, has given a picture of the political

tractability of her countrymen, which could

scarcely have been endured from a stranger.

" Aucun argument, aiicune inquietude n'etoient

ecouies par ses chefs. lis repondoient aux obser-
vations de la sagesse, et de la sagesse desinieressee,

par un sourire moqueur, sympiome de Taridiie qui
resulte de I'amour-propre : On s'epuisoit a leur

rappeler les circonstances, et a leur en deduire les

causes
;
on passoit tour a tour de la theorie a I'ex-

perience, et de I'experience a la theorie, pour leur

en montrer I'identite ; et, s'ils consenioient a re-

pondre, lis nioient les fails les plus autheniiques,
et coiiibattoient les observations les plus evidenies,
en y opposant quelques maximes communes, bien

qu'exjjrimees avec eloquence. Ils se regardoicnt
entre eiix, comme s'ils avoient eie seuls dignes
de s'entendre, et s'encourageoient par I'idee que
lout etoit pusillanmiite dans la resistance a leur

manicre de voir. Tels soiit les signes de I'esprit
de parti cbez les Fran5ois ! Le dedain pour leurs

adversaires en est la base, et le dedain s'oppose
toiijours a la connoissance de la verite."—"Mais
dans les debats poliiiques," she adds,

"
oii la masse

d'une nation prend part, il n'y a que la voix des
evenemens qui soil entendue

; les argumens n'in-

Bpirent que le desir de leur repondre."

The King, who seemed for a time to have

resigned himself to his fate, was roused at

last to refuse his assent to certain brutal de-
crees against the recusant priests

—and his

palace and his person were immediately in-

vaded by a ferocious mob—and he was soon
after compelled with all his family to assist at

the anniversary of the 14th July, where, ex-

cept the plaudits of a few children, every
thing was dark and menacing. The following
few lines appear to us excessively touching.

"
I! falloit le caraclere de Louis XVL, ce carac-

tere de martyr qu'il n'a jamais dementi, pour sup-
porter ainsi une pnrcille situaiion, Sa manicre de
marcher, sa contenance avoient quelque chose de

parliculicr.
Dans d'autres occasions, on auroit pu

lui souhaiier plus de grandeur ; mais il suffisoit dans
ce moment de rester en tout le meme, pour paroTire
sublime, Je suivis de loin sa tete poudree au mi-
lieu de ces tetes a cheveux noirs ; son habit, encore
brode comme jadis, ressortoit a cote du costume
des gens du peuple qui se pressoient autourde lui.

Quand il monta les degres de I'autel, on crut voir
la victime sainte, s'offrant volontairement en sacri-
fice ! li redescendit ; et, traversant de nouveau

les rangs en desordre, il revint s'asseoir auprcs de
la reine et de ses entans. Depuis ce jour, le peuple
ne I'a plusrevu

—
que sur I'echalaud I"

Vol. ii. pp. 54, 55.

Soon after, the allies entered France; the

King refused to take shelter in the amiy ol

M. de la Fayette at Compiegiie. His palace
was stormed, and his giiards butchered, on
the lOlh of August. He was committed to

the Temple, arraigned, and executed ! and
the reign of terror, with all its unspeakable
atrocities, ensued.
We must pass over much of what is most

interesting in the book before us; forwelind,
that the most rapid sketch we can trace, would
draw us into great length. Madame de Stael
thinks that the war was nearly unavoidable
on the part of England; and, after a brief

character of our Fox and Pitt, she says,
"

II pouvoit etre avantageux toutefois a I'.Angle-
terre que .M. Pitt fut le chut de I'etat dans lacrise la

plus dangereuse ou ce pays se soil trouve
; mais il

ne I'eioit pas moins, qu'un esprit aussi eiendu que
celui de M. Fox souiint les principes malgre les

circonstances; et sut preserver les dieux pcnales
des amis de la liberie, au milieu de I'incendie. Ce
n'est point pour conienter les deux pariis que je lea
loue ainsi tous les deux, quoiqu'ils aieni souienu
des opinions tres-opposces, Le Kontraire en F'rance
devroit peut-etre avoir lieu; les factions diverses y
sont presque toujours egalement biamables : Mais
dans un pays libre, les partisans du ministere et
les niembres de I'opposition peuveni avoir tous rai-

son a leur maiiieie
;

et ils font souvent chacun du
liien selon I'epoque.- Ce qui importe seulement,
c'est de

ne^ pas prolonger le pouvoir acquis par
la lutte, apres que le danger est passe."

Vol. ii. p. 113.

There is an excellent chapter on the ex-
cesses of the parties and the people of France
at this period ;

which she refers to the sudden
exasperation of those principles of natural

hostility by which the high and the low are

always in some degree actuated, and which
are only kept from breaking out by the mu-
tual concessions v/hich the law, in ordinary
times, exacts from both parties. The law was
now annihilated in that country, and the natu-
ral antipathies were called into uncontrolled

activity ;
the intolerance of one party having

no longer any check but the intolerance of
the other.

" Les qiierelles des patriciens et des plebeiens,
la guerre des esclaves, celle des paysans, celle qui
dure encore entre les nobles et les bourgeois, toutea
out eu egnleriient pour origine la difficuhe de main-
teiiir la socieie hunuiine, sans desordre et sans in-

justice. Les hommes ne pourroient exister aujour-
d'hiii.nisepares, ni rcunis, si le respect de la loi ne
s'eiablissoit pas dans les teles: tous les crimes nai-
iroient de la socieie meme qui doit les prevenir.
Le poiivoir abstrait des gouveriiemeiis representa-
til's n'irritc en rien I'orgueil des iiommes; et
c'est par cette institution que dnivcnt s'eteindre
les flambeanx des furies. lis se sont allumes
dans un pays ou tout etoit amour-propre ;

et

I'amour-propre irrite, cliez le jjcuple, ne rei^semble
poit a nos nuances fugitives; c'est le besoin do
donner la mort !

" Des massacres, non moins affreux que ceux de
la terreur, ont ete commis au nom de la religion ;

la race humaine s'est epuisee pendant plusieura
siecles en efforts inutiles pour contraindre tous les
hommes a la meme croyance. Un tel but ne pou.
voit etre atteint ; et i'idee la plus simple, la toie-
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ranee, telle que Guilluuiiic Penn I'a professi'e, a

banni pour toujmirs, du uord dc rAiiionquis le

fanntismc doiit Ic ini(lin6l6 I'linVeux ilu'aire.
^

II en

est de meitie du liimiisnie politique ;
la liberie seule

peui le calmer. Apresuii ceriain temps, quelques
verites ne siront plus contesiees ;

el Ton parlera

des vieilles insiiiuiioiiscomme des uruicns systcmes
de physique, enticremeiii ellaces par I'evidi-nce des

fails.''— Vol. ii. p. 11')— 118.

Wo can alForJ to say notliing of the Direc-

tory, or of the suecc'sscs of the national army;
but it is impossible to pass quite over the 18th

Fructidor (1th September) 1797, when the

majority of the Directory sent General Auge-
reau with an armed force to disperse the legis-

lative bodies, and arrest certain of their mem-
bers. This step Madame de Stael considers

as the begiiuiing of that system of military

despotism which was afterwards carried so

far; and seems seriously to believe, that, if

it had not been then adopted, the reign of law

might yet have been restored, and the usurpa-
tion of Bonaparte prevented. To us it seems

infinitely more probable, that the Bourbons

would then have been brought back without

any conditions—or rather, perhaps, that a

civil war, and a scene of far more sanguinary
violence would have ensued. She does not

dispute that the royalist party was very strong
in both the councils; but seems to think, that

an address or declaration by the army would
have discomfited them more becomingly than

an actual attack. We confess we are not so

delicate. Law and order had been sufficiently
trodden on already, by the jacobin clubs and

revolutionary tribunals; and the battalions of

General Augereau were just as well entitled

to domineer as the armed sections and butch-

ering mobs of Paris. There was no longer,
in short, any sanctity or principle of civil right

acknowledged ;
and it was time that the force

and terror which had substantially reigned for

three years, should appear in their native

colours. They certainly became somewhat
less atrocious when thus openly avowed.

We come at last to Bonaparte
—a name that

will go down to posterity, and of whom it is

not yet clear, perhaps, how posterity will

judge. The greatest of conquerors, in an age
when great conquests appeared no longer

possible
— the most splendid of usurpers,

where usurpation had not been heard of for

centuries—who entered in triumph almost all

the capitals of Continental Europe ;
and led,

at last, to his bed, the daughter of her proud-
est sovereign—who set up kings and put them
down at his pleasure, and. for sixteen years,
defied alike the sword of his foreign enemies
and the daggers of his domestic factions !

This is a man on whom future generations
must yet sit in judgment. But the evidence

by which they are to judge must be trans-

mitted to them by his contemporaries. Ma-
dame de Stael has collected a great deal of

this evidence; and has reported it,
we think,

on the whole, in a tone of great impartiality :

thovgh not without some indications of per-
sonal dislike. Her whole talents seem to be
roused and concentrated when she begins to

speak of this extraordinary man ;
and much

and ably as his character has been lately dis-

cu.ssed, we do think it has never been half so

well described as in the volumes before us.

We shall venture on a pretty long extract, be-

ginning with the account of their first inter-

view
;

for on this, as on most other subjects,
Madame de Stael has the unspeakable ad-

vantage of writing from her own observation.

After mentioning the great popularity he had

acquired by his victories in Italy, and the

peace by which he had secured them at

Campo Formio, she says
—

" C'est avec ce sentiment, du moins, que je le vig

pour la premiere fois a Paris. Je ne trouvai pas de

paroles pour lui ropondre, quarid il vim a moi me
dire qu'il avoit cherche mon pcre a Coppet, el qu'il

retjretioit d'avoir passe en Suisse sans le voir. Mais,

iorsque je fus un peu remise du trouble de I'admi-

raiioii. un sentiment de crainte trcs-prononce lui

succeda ! Bonaparle aiors n'avoit aucune puis-
sance ;

on le croyoit nieme assez menace par Ics

siiup5ons onibrageu.\ du directoire
; ainsi, la crainte

qu'il inspiroit n'etoit causee que par le singulier
effel de sa personne sur presque tons ceu.\ qui I'ap-

prochent ! J'avois vu des hommes Ires-digries de

respect ; j'avois vu aussi des hommes feroces : il n'y
avoit rien dans I'impression que Bonaparle produisit
sur moi, qui put me rappeler ni les uns ni les autrcs.

J'aper^us asscz vile, dans les differentes occasions

que j'eusde le rencontrer pendant son sojoura Paris,

que son caraciere ne pouvoit ctre dofiiii par les mots
dont nous avons coutume de nous servir ; il n'eioit

ni bon, ni violent, ni doux, ni cruel, a la fa5on
des individus ii nous connus. Un tel eire n'ayant

point de pareil, ne pouvoit ni ressentir, ni faire

eprouver aucune sympailiie. C'etoit plus ou moins

qu'un liomnie ! Sa tournure, son esprit, son Ian-

gage son! empreints d'une nature eirangere
—avan-

taae de plus pour subjuguer les Fran5ois, ainsi que
nous I'avons dit ailleurs.

" Loin de me rassurer en voyant Bonaparte plus
souvent, il m'iniimidoit toujours davantage ! Je
sentois confusoment qu'aucune emotion de coeur ne

pouvoit agir sur lui. II regarde une creature hu-
maine comme un fait ou comme une chose, niaia

non comme un semblable. II ne bait pas plus qu'il
n'aime. II n'y a que lui pour lui ; tout le reste

des creatures sont des chiffres. La force de sa vo-

lonie consisie dans I'imperturbable calcul de son

egoisme ;
c'est un habile joueur d'echccs, dont le

genre Inimain est la partie adverse qu'il se propose
de fiiire echec et mat. Ses succes liennent autant

aux qualiies que lui niaiiquent, qu'aux talens qu'il

posscde. Ni la piiie, ni I'attraii, ni la religion, ni

i'altaohement a une idee quelconque ne sauroient

le deiourner de sa direction principale. II est pour
son inleret, ce que le juste doit etre pour la vertu :

si le i)ut etoit bon, sa perseverance seroit belle.
"
Chaque fois que je I'entendois parler, j'etois

frappee de sa superiorite. Elle n'avoit pourtant
aucun rapport avec celle des hommes instruits et

culiives par I'ctude ou la societe. tels que I'Angle-
terre et la France peuvent en otTrir des exempies.
Mais ses discours indiquoient le tact des circon-

siancfis, comme le chasseur a celui de sa proie.

Quelquefois ii racontoit les faits politiques et mili-

taires de sa vie d'une fa5on tres-intcressante ; il

avoit meme, dans les recits qui permetioient de la

gaicic, un peu de I'imaginaiion italienne. Cepen-
dant rien ne pouvoit triompher de mon invincible

eloignement pour ce que j'apercevois en lui. Je

sentois dans son ame une epee froide et trauchante

qui gla^oit en blessant ! Je sentois dans son esprit

une ironie profonde a laquelle rien de grand ni de

beau, pas meme sa propre gloire, ne pouvoit cchap-

per : Car il meprisoit la nation dont il vouloit les

suffrages, et nulls etincelle d'enthousiasme ne se

meloit a son besoin d'etonner I'espcce humaine.
" Ce fut dans Tiiitervalle entre le retour de Bona-

parle et son depart pourl'Egypte, c'est-a-dire, vers

la fin de 1797, que je le vis plusieurs foie a Paris;
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cf jamais la difficulte de respirer que j'eprouvoisrn
sa presence ne put se dissiper. J'eiois un j<uir a

table eiitre luiei I'ablie Sieyes: singuliere siiuaiiou,

si j'avois pu prevoir I'aveiiir ! J'exaniiiiois avec

altt'iiiioii la figure de Bonaparte ; niaisciiaque fois

qu'il dccouvroit en moi des regards observateurs,
il avoit I'art d'oter a ses yeux touie expression,
coniine s'ils fussent devenus de niarbre. Son visage
^foii alors immobile ; excepie un sourire vague qu'il

pia^oit sur ses levres a tout hasard, pour derouter

quiconque voudroit observer les sigues exterieurs

de sa pensee." Sa ligure, alors maigre et pale, etoit assez

agreabie ; depuis, il est engraisse, ce qui lui va
tres-inal : car on a besoin de croire un tel homme
tourmenie par son caracitire, pour tolerer un peu
que ce caraciere fasse lellement souffVir les auires.

Comnie sa staiure est petiie, et cependant sa taille

fort longue, il etoit beaucoup mieux a cheval qu'a
pied ;

en tout, c'est la guerre, et seuleinent la guerre
qui lui sied. Sa maniere d'etre dans la societe est

genee sans limiditc. II a quelque chose de dedaig-
neux quand il seconiient, et de vulgaire, quand il

66 met a I'aise. Le dedain lui va mieux—aussi ne
s'en fait-il pas f'aute.

" Par une vocation naturelle pour I'etat de prince,
il adressoit deja des questions insignifiantes a tous

ceux qu'on lui presenloit. Etes-vous marie ? de-
mandoit-il a I'un des convives. Combien avez-
vous d'enfans? disoit-il a I'autre. Depuis quand
etes-vous arrive? Quand partez-vous ? Et autres

interrogations de ce genre, qui eiablissent la supe-
rioriie de celui qui les fait surcelui qui veut bien se

laisser qucstionner ainsi.
" Je I'ai vu un jour s'approcher d'une Frangoise

fres-connue par sa beaute, son esprit et la vivacitc

de ses opinions ; il se pla^a tout droit devant elle

com me le plus roide des generaux allemands, et

lui dil :

'

JSJadame, je tialme pas que les femmes se

meleiit de politique.'
— ' Vous avez raison, general,'

lui repondit-elle :

' mais dans un pays ou on leur

coupe la lete, il est nalurel qu'eUes aient envie de
savoir poiirquoi-' Bonaparte alors ne repliqua
rien. C'est un homme que la resistance veritable

apaise ; ceux qui ont souffert son despotisme, doi-

vent en etre autant accuses que lui-meme."
Vol. ii. pp. 198—204.

The following little anecdote is every way
characteristic.

" Un soir il parloit avec Barras de son ascendant
sur les peuples italiens, qui avoient voulu le faire

due de Milan et roi d'ltalie.
' Mais je ne pense,'

dit-il,
' h rien de semhlahle dans aucun pays'

—
' Vous fiiiles hien de n'y pas songer en France,'
repondit Barras ;

'

car, si le direcloire vous envoyoil
demain au Temple, il n'y auroit pas qualre person-
nes qui s' y opposassenf. Bonaparte etoit assis sur
un canape a cote de Barras : a ces paroles il s'e-

lan^a vers la cheminee, n'etant pas maitre de son
irritation ; puis, reprenant cette espece de calme
apparent dont les hommes les plus passiones parmi
les habiums du Midi sont capables, il declara qu'il
vouloit etre charge d'une expedition miliiaire. Le
direcloire lui proposa la descente en Angleterre ;

il

alia visiier les coles ; et reconnoissant bicniot que
cette expedition etoit insensee, il revint decide a
tenter la conquete de I'Egvpte."

Vol. ii. pp. 207, 208.

We must add a few miscellaneous passages,
to develope a little farther this extraordinary
character. Madame de Stael had a long con-
versation with him on the slate of Switzer-

land, in which he seemed quite insensible to

any feelings of generosity.
" Cette conversation," however, she adds,

" me
fit cependant concevoir I'agrement qu'on pent lui

frouver quand il prend I'air bonhomme, et parle
comme d'une chose simple de lui-meme et de ses

projets. Cet art, le plus redoutable de tous, a

captive beaucoup de gens. A cette meme epoque,
je revis encore quelquefois Bonaparte en societe, et

il me parut toujours proloiidement occupe des rap-

ports (ju'il vouloit eialilir eiitre lui et les autres

hommes, les tenant a distance ou les rapprochant
de lui, suivant qu'd croyoit se les attacher plus
suremeni. Quand il se trouvoit avec les directeurs

surtout, il craignoit d'avoir I'air d'un general sous
les ordres de son gouvernement, et il essayoit lour
a lour dans ses manieres, avec cette sorte de supe-
rieurs, la dignite ou la fainiliarite ; mais il manquoit
le ton vrai de I'une et de I'autre. C'e^t un homme
qui ne sauroil etre nalurel que dans le commaixde-
7ne;^^"—Vol. ii. pp. 211, 212.

The following remark relates rather to the
French nation than their ruler. We quote it

for its exquisite truth rather than its severity.
" Sa conversation avec le Mufti dans la pyramide

de Cheops devoit enchanter les Parisiens ; parce

qu'elle reunissoit les deux chosesqui les captivent :

un certain genre de grandeur, et de la moquerie
tout ensemble. Les Francois sont bien aises d'etre

emus, et de rire de ce quils so?it emus ! Le char-

latanisme leur plait, et ils aident volontiers a se

tromper eux-memes ; pourvu qu'il leursoit permis,
tout en se conduisant comme des dupes, de mon-
trer par quelques bon mots que pourtant ils ne le

sont pas."
—Vol. ii. p. 228.

On his return from Egypt it was understood

by every body that he was to subvert the ex-

isting constitution. But he passed five weeks
at Paris in a quiet and apparently undecided

way—and, with all this preparatory stud_y,
acted his part hut badly after all. Nothing
can be more curious than the following pas-

sage. When he had at last determined to

put down the Directory,
—

" Le 19 brumaire, il arriva dans le conseil des

cinq cents, les bras croiscs, avec un air tres-sombre,
et suivi de deux grands grenadiers qui protegeoient
sa petite stature. Les deputes appeles jacobins

pousserent des hurlemens en le voyant entrer dans
la salle ; son friMe Lucien, bien heureusement pour
lui. etoit alors president ;

il agitoit en vain la son-

nette pour retablir I'ordie ;
les cris de traitre et

A' usurpateiLr se faisoient entendre de loutes parts;
et I'un des deputes, coinpatriote de Bonaparte, le

corse Arena, s'approcha de ce general et le secoua
fortement par le collet de son habit. Una suppose,
mais sans tbndement, qu'il avoit un poignard pour
le luer. Son action cependant tffraya Bonaparte;
et il dit aux grenadiers qui eioient ii cote de lui, en
laissant tomher sa tele sur I'epaule de V un d'eux :

' Tirtz-moi d' ici !' Les grenadiers I'enleverent du
milieu des deputes qui Tentouroient ; ils le port e-

rent liors de la salle en plein air
; et, des qu'il y fut,

sa presence d'esprit lui revint. II monta a cheval
a I'insiant meme ; et, parcourant les rangs de ses

grenadiers, il les determiiia bientot a ce qu'il vou-
loit d'eux. Dans cette circonstance, comine dans

beaucoup d'autres, on a remarquc que Bonaparte
pouvoit se troubler quand un autre danger que celui

de la guerre etoit en face de lui ; et quelques
personiies en ont conclu bien ridiculement qu'il

manquoit de courage. Certes on ne peut nier son
audace ; mais, comme il n'est rien, pas meme
brave, d'une fa§on genereuse, il s'ensuit qu'il ne

s'expose jamais que quand cela peut etre utile. II

seroit tres-facbe d'etre lue, parce que c'est un ro-

vers, et qu'il veut en tout du succes. II en seroit

aussi tiiche, parce que la mort deplait a son im-

agination : Miis il n'hnsiie pas a hasardcr sa vie,

lorsque, suivant sa maniere de voir, la panic yaut
le risfpie de I'enjeu, s'il est permis de s'exprinier
ainsi."—Vol. ii. pp. 240-242.

Although he failed thus strangely in the

theatrical pai t of the business, the substantial
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part was eflectually done. He sent in a

columu of yrciuidiors with fixed bayonets at

one end of lh»! hall of the f^reat council, anil

made tlicm advance steaddy to the other
;

driving the unhappy senators, in their fine

classical dr.iperies, before them, and forcing
thera to leaj) out of tlie windows, and scam-

per throu<^li the g-anlens in these strange
nabiliments ! Colonel Pride's purge itself was
not half so rough in its operation.

Tliere was now an end, not only of liberty,
but of rep\d)lic;ui tyrainiy;

and the empire of

the sword in the hand oi one man, was sub-

Btantially established. It is melancholy to

think, but history shows it to be true, that the

most abject servitude is usually established

at the close of a long, and even generous
struggle for freedom

; partly, no doubt, be-

cause despotism offers an image of repose to

those who are worn out with contention, but

chiefiy because that military force to which
all pa'rties had in their extremity appealetl,

naturally lends itself to the bad ambition of a

fortunate commander. This it was which
made the fortune of Bona{)arte. His answer
to all remoristrances was— "' Voulez-vous que
je vous livre aux Jacobins?" But his true

answer was, that the army was at his de-

votion, and that he defied the opinion of the

nation.

He began by setting up the Consulate : But
from the very first, says Madame de Stael,
assumed the airs and the tone of royalty.

"Tl prit les Tuileries pour sa demeure; ef ce fut

un coup de partie que le choix de cette habitation.

On avoit vu la le roi de France
; les habitudes mon-

archiques y etoieni encore preseiites a tous lea yeux,
et il suffisoit, pour ainsi dire, de laisser faire les

murs pour tout roiahlir. Vers les derniers jours du
dernier siecle, je vis entrer le premier consul dans
ce paiais ball par les rois ;

et quoique Bonaparte flit

bien loin encore de la magnificence qu'il a develop-
pee depiiis, Ton voyoit deja dans tout ce qui I'en-

touroit un empressement de se faire courtisan a

I'orientale, qui dul lui persuader que gouverner la

terre etoit chose bien facile. Quand sa voiture fut

arrivce dans la cour des Tuileries, ses valets ouvri-
rent la portiere et procipiterent le marchepied avec
une violence qui semhloit dire que les choses phy-
BJques elles-memes eioient insolentes quand eiles

retardoient un instant la marche de leur maitre ! Lui
ne regardoit ni ne remercioit personne; comme s'il

avoit craint qu'on put le croire sensible aux hom-
mages meme qu'il exigeoit. En montant I'escalier

au milieu de la foiile qui se pressoit pour le suivre.
ses yeux ne se portoient ni sur aucun objet, ni sur
aucune personne en particulier. II y avoit quelque
chose de vague et d'insouciant dans sa pliysionomie,
et ses regards n'exprimoient que ce qu'il lui con-
vient toujours de inonirer,

—I'indifference pour le

sort, et le dedain pour les honnnes."
Vol. ii. pp. 258, 259.

Ho had some reason, indeed, to despise
men. from the specimens he had mostly about
him : For his adherents were chiefly desert-
."^rs from the ruyalisl or the republican party;
- -the first willing to transfer their servility to

a -aew djTiasty,
—the latter to take the names

and emoluments of republican offices from
the hand of a plebeian usurper. For a while
he ihouaht it prudent to dissemble with each;
and wjth that utter contempt of truth which
belonged to his scorn of mankind, held, in the
same day, the most edifying discourses of

citizenship and equality to one set of hearers,
and of the sacred rights of sovereigns to an-
other. He extended the .same unprincipled
di.ssimnlation to the subject of religion. To
the prelates with whom he arranged his cele-

brated Concordat, he spoke in the most seri-

ous maimer of the truth and the awfulnessof
the Gospel; and to Cabanis and the philoso-

phers, he said, the same evening,
—" Savez-

vous ce que c'est la Concordat 1 C'est la

Vaccine de la Religio7i
—dans cinquante ans il

n'y aura plus en France !" He resolved!

however, to profit by it while it lasted; and
had the blasphemous audacity to put this,

among other things, into the national cate-

chism, approved of by the whole Gallicau
church:—"

Q/(. Que doit-on penser de ceux

qui manqueroient a leur devoir envers I'Em-

pereur Napoleon ? Reponse. Qu'ils resiste-

roient a I'ordre etabli de Dieu lui-meme—et

se rendroient digites de la damnation elcmcUc!"
With the actual tyranny of the sword began

the more pitiful persecution of the slavish

journals
—the wanton and merciless infliction

of exile on women and men of letters—and
the perpetual, restless, insatiable interference
in the whole life and conversation of every
one of the slightest note or importance. The
following passages are written, perhaps, with
more bitterness than any other in tlie book;
but they appear to us to be substantially just.

"Bonaparte, lorsqu'il disposoit d'un million
d'honnnes annes, n'en attachoit pas inoins d'im-

portance a I'art de guider I'esprit public par les

gazettes; il dictoit souvent lui-meme des ariiclesde

joiirnaux qu'on pouvoit reconnoitre aux saccades
violenies du style. On voyoit qu'il auroit voulu
meitre dans ce qu'il ecrivoit, des coups au lieu de
mots ! II a dans tout son etre un fond de vulgarilS

que le giganiesque de son ambition meme ne sauroit

toujours cacher. Ce n'est pas qu'il nc sache tres-

biei), un jour donne, se montrer avec beaucoup de
convenance ; mais il n'est a son aise que dans le

mepris pour les autres, et, des-qu'il pent y renirer,
il s'y complait. Toutefois ce n'eioit pas unique-
ment par "om qu'il se livroit a faire servir, dans sea
notes du Moniteur, le cynisme de la revolution au
maintien de sa puissance. II ne permetioit qu'a lui

d'etre jacobin en France.—Vol. ii. p. 264.

" Je fus la premiere femme que Bonaparte exila ;

Mais bientot aprcs il en bannit un grand nonibre,
d'opinionsopposees. D'oii venoit ce luxe en lait de
mechancete, si ce n'est d'une sorte de haine centre
tous les etresindependans? Et comme les iemmes,
d'une part, ne pouvoient servir en rien ses desseins

pohtiques, et que, de I'autre, elles etoient n)oinsac-
ccssibles que les hommesaux craintes et aux espe-
rances dont le pouvoir est dispensateur, elles lui

dormoient de I'hutneur comme des rehelles, el il se

plaisoit a leur dire des choses blessantes et vul-

gaires. II ha'issoit autant I'esprit de chevalerie qu'il
recherchoit I'eiiquetie : c'etoit faire un mauvais
choix parmi les anciennes moeurs. II lui restoit

aussi de ses premieres habitudes pendant la revolu-

tion, une certaine antipaihie jacobine conire la so-

cieie brillanic de Paris; sur laquelle les Iemmes
exergoient beaucoup d'ascendant. II redouioit en
elles I'art de la plaisanterie, qui, Ton doit en con-

venir, apparlient particulierement aux Francoises.
Si Bonaparte avoit voulu s'en tenir au snpei be role
de grand general et de premier manisirat de la rA-

publique, il auroit plane de toute la hauteur du
genie au-dessus des ppliis traits arere.^; ri.; I'esprit
de salon. Mais quand il avoit le desseiii de se faire

un roi parvenu, im bourgeois geniilhonHn(^ sur le

trone, il s'exposoit precisement a. la moquerie du
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bon ion, et il ne pouvolt la comprimer. comme il

'a fait, que par I'espionage et la terreur."

Vol. ii. pp. 306, 307.

The thin mask of the Consulate was soon

thrown oil'—and the Emperor appeared in his

proper habits. The following remarks, though
not all applicable to the same period, appear
to us to be admirable.

"
Bonaparte avoit lu I'liistoire d'line maniere

confuse. Pcu accouiunie a Tetude, il se rendoit

beaucoup inoiiis coinpte de ce qu'il avoit appris
dans les livres, que de ce qu'il avoii recueilli par
1' observation des hommes. 11 n'en etoit pas nioins

resie dans sa lete un certain respect pour Attila et

pour Charlemagne, pour les lois ieodales et pour le

despotisnie de I' Orient, qu'il appliquoit a tort et a

travers, ne se troinpaut jamais, loutefois, sur ce

qui servoit instautaiiemeiu a son pouvoir; mais du

reste, citant, blaniant, louant et raisonnant comnie
le hasard le conduisoit. II parloit ainsi des heures

entieres avec d'autant plus d'avantage, que per-
sonne ne I'interrompoit, si ce n'est par les applau-
dissemens involontaires qui echa[)pent toujours
dans des occasions semblables. Une chose smgu-
liere, e'est que, dans la conversation, plusieurs
ofliciers Boiiapariistes ont emprunte de leur chet

cet hero'ique galimatias, qui veritablement ne sig-

nifie rien qu' a la tete de iiuit cent miUe hommes."
Vol. ii. pp. 332, 333.

"
II fit occuper la plupart des charges de sa mai-

Bon par des Nobles de I'ancien regime ; il aimoit

les flatteries des courlisaiis d'aulretois. parce qu'ils

6'entendoient mieux a cet art que les hommes nou-

veau.x, nieme les plus empiesses. Chaque fois

qu'un geutilhomme de I'aiicienne cour rappeloii

I'etiquette du temps jadis, proposoit une reverence

de plus, une certaine fa5on de frapper a la porte
de quelque anii-chambre, une maniere plus cere-

monieuse de presenter une depeche, de plier une

lettre, de la terminer par telle ou telle formule. il

etoit accueilli comme s'il avuit fait faire des progres
au bonheiirde I'espece humaine ! Le code de I'eti-

quette imperiale est le document le plus remarqu-
ab'e de la bassesse a laquelle on pent reduire

I'espece humaine."—Vol. ii. pp. 334, 335.

"
Quand il y avoit quatre cents personnes dans

son salon, un aveugle auroit pu s'y croire seul, lant

le silence qu'on observoit etoit profond ! Les
marechaux de France, au milieu des faiigues de la

guerre, au moment de la crise d'une baiaille, en-

troient dans la tente de I'empereur pour lui de-

mander ses ordres,
—et il ne leur etoit pas permis

de s'y asseoir ! Sa famille ne souffroit pas moins

que les etrangers de son despotisme et de sa hau-

teur. Lucieii a mieux ainie vivre prisonnier en

Angleterre que regner sous les ordres de son frure.

Louis Bonaparte, dont le caractere est generale-
menl estime, se vit constraint par sa prohite meme,
a renoncer a la couronne de Hollande ; et, le croi-

roit-on? quand il causoii avec son frere pendant
deux heures leie-a-iete, force par sa mauvaise same
de s'appuycr penibleinent conire la muraille, Na-

fioleon

ne lui ofTroit pas une chaise ! il demeuroit
ui-meme debout, de crainie que quelqu'un ii'eut

I'idee de se familiariserassez avec lui, pour s'asseoir

en sa presence." Le peur qu'il causoit dans les derniers temps
etoit telle, que per.sonne ne lui adressoit le premier
la parole sur rien. Quelquefois il s'enireicnoit

avec la plus grande simplicito au milievi de sa cour,

et dans son conseil d'eiai. II soufTroil la contra-

9 diction, il y cncourageoit meme, quand il s'agissoit
de questions administratives on judiciaires sans re-

lation avec son pouvoir. II falloii voir alors I'altcn-

drissement de ccux aaxquels il avoit rendu pourun
moment la respiration lilire

; mais, q\iand le niatire

reparoissoit, on demandoit en vain aux ministres de

presenter un rapport a I'empereur contre une me-
sure injusto.

—II aimoit moins les louanges vraies

que les {latteries serviles ; ])arce que, dans les unes,
on n'auroit vu que son merite, tandis que les aiures

atiestoient son autoritc. En general, il a prefere
la puis.sance a la gloire ; car i'aeiion de la torce lui

plaisoit trop pour (ju'il s'occupa de la poslerite,

sur laquelle on ne peut I'exercer."

Vol. ii. pp. 399—401.

There are some fine remarks on the base-

ness of those -who solicited employment and
favours under Bouaparti;, and have since join-
ed the party of the Ultras, and treated the

whole Revolution as au atrocious rubeJiion—
and a very clear and masterly view of the

policy by which that great commander sub-

dued the greater part of Continental Europe.
But we can afford no room now for any further

account of them. As a general, she says, he
was prodigal of the lives of his soldiers—
haughty and domineering to his otiicers—and

utterly regardless of the miseries he inflicted

on the countries which were the scenes of

his operations. The following anecdote is

curious—and to us original.

" On I'a vu dans la guerre d'Autriche, en 1809,

quitter I'tle de Lobau, quand i! jugeoit la baiaille

perdue. II traversa le Danube, seul avec M. de

Czernitchef, I'un des iniri'pides aides de camp da

I'enipereur de Russie, et le maroclial Berthier.

L'empereur leur dit as-<ez tranquillement qu'opres
avoir sagne quaranle batailles, il ii' etoit pas extra-

ordinaire (Veil perdre une; et lorsqu'il tut arrive

de I'autre cole du fleuve, il se coucha et dormit

jusqiiaa le?idemain matin ! sans s'informer du sort

de f'armee frangoise, que ses generaux sauverent

pendant son sommeil."—Vol. ii. p. 358.

Madame de Stael mentions several other

instances of this faculty of sleeping in mo-
ments of great apparent anxiety. The most
remarkable is, that he fell fast asleep before

taking the field in 1814, while endeavouring
to persuade one of his ministers that he had
no chance of success in the approaching cam-

paign, but must inevitably be ruined !

She has extracted from the Moniteur of

July 1810, a very singular proof of the au-

dacity with which he very early proclaimed
his own .selfish and ambitious views. It is

a public letter addressed by him to his

nephew, the young Duke of Berg, in which

he says, in so many words. '^ N'oubliez ja-

mais, que vos premiers devoirs sont envers

Moi—vos seconds envers la France—ceux
envers les peuples que je pourrois vous con-

fier, ne viennent qu'apres." This was at

least candid—and in his disdain for mankind,
a sort of audacious candour was sometimes
alternated with his duplicity.

" Tin principo general, quel qu'il fiii, deplaisoit
il Bonaparle ;

conune une niaiscrie, ou conmie un

ennemi. II n'cioii point sanguinaire. mais indiffe-

rent a la vie des hommes. II ne la consiili^roit que
comme un moyeii d'arriver a son but, ou connne
un obstacle a ecarter de sa route. II n'eioit pas
meme aussi colere qu'il a souvetit paru I'eire: il

vouloit effrayer avec ses paroles, afin do s'rpargner
le fait par la tnenace. Tout etoit ehez lui nioyen
ou but

;
I'involoniaire ne se trouvoit nulle part, m

dans le bien, ni dans le mal. On preiend qu'il a

dit : J'ai tant de co7isrrits a depenser p/ir ati. Ce
propos est vraisemblablu ; car Bonaparte a .souvent

assez meprise ses audiieurs pour s<^ complaire dana

un genre de sincerite qui n'est que de Timpudence.—Jamais il n'a cru aux sentimens exaltes, soit dans
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les indiviJiis, soit dans Ics nations ; il a pris I'cx-

prcssi'in ilu ccs sentiniens pour de I'livpocrisie."
—

Vol. ii. pp. :wi. yji

Bonap;irte, Miulame de Stacl thinks, had
no altfinativi' but to <,Mve the French nation

a free eoiislilution ; or to oci'upy lliem in

war, and to da/zle them willi military ylory.
He had not mai^nanimity to do the one, and
he finally overdid the latter. His first great
error was the war with Spain; his last, the

campai-n in Russia. All that followed was

put upon him, and could not be avoided.

She rather admires his rejection of the terms

offered at Chatillon
;
and is moved with his

farewell to his le;j[ions and their eagles at

Fontainebleau. She feels like a French-
woman on the occupation of Paris by foreign

conquerors; but gives the Emperor Alexan-
der lull credit, both for the magnanimity of

his conduct as a conqueror, and the gene-

rosity ,of his sentiments on the subject of

French liberty and independence. She is

quite satisfied with the declaration made by
the King at St. Ouen, and even with the

charter that followed—though she allows

that many further provisions were necessary
to consolidate the constitution. All this part
of the book is written with great temperance
and reconciling wisdom. She laughs at the

doctrine of legitimacy, as it is now main-
tained

;
but gives excellent reasons for pre-

ferring an ancient line of princes, and a
fixed order of succession. Of the tlltras. or

unconstitutional royalists, as she calls them,
she speaks with a sort of mixed anger and

pity; although an unrepressed scorn takes

the place of both, when she has occasion to

mention those members of the party who
were the abject flatterers of Bonaparte du-

ring the period of his power, and have but
transferred, to the new occupant of the throne.

the servility to which they had been trained

under its late possessor.

" Mais ceux dont on avoit le plus de peine a
contenir I'indignation veriueuse conire le parti de

rusiirpnteur, c'etoient les nobles ou leurs adherens,
qui avoi>ni dcmande des places a ce meme u?ur-

paieur prndant sa puissance, et qui s'en etoieni

Bcpares bicn neitemeiu le jour de sa chute. L'en-
thousiasme pour lalegilimile de tel cliainbellan de
Madame mere, ou de telle dame d'atoiir de
Madame sceur, ne connoissoit point de boriies

; et

certes, nous autres que Bonaparte avoit proscriis
pendant tout le cours de son regne, nous nous
examinioiis pour savoir si nous n'avions pas ete
sea favoris, quand une certaine delicatesse d'ame
nous oblinfeoit a le defendre contre les invectives
do ceiix qu'il avoit combles de bienfaits."—Vol.
iii. p. 107.

Our Charles II. was recalled to the throne
of his ancestors by the voice of his people :

and yet that throne was shaken, and, withiii

twenty-five years, overturned by the arbitrary
conduct of the restored sovereigns. Louis
XVIII. was not recalled by his people, but

brought in and set up by foreig-n conquerors.
It must therefore be still more necessary for

him to guard against arbitrary measures, and
lo take all possible steps to secure the attach-
ment of that people whose hostility had so

lately proved fatal. If he like domestic ex-

amples better, he has that of his own Henri
IV. before him. That great and popular
prince at last found it necessary to adojjt the

religious creed of the great majority of his

people. In the present day, it is at least as

necessary for a less popular monarch to study
and adopt their political one. Some of those
about him, we have heard, rather recommend
the example of Ferdinand VII. ! But even the

Ultras, we think, cainiot really forget that

Ferdinand, instead of having been restored

by a foreign force, was dethroned by one;
that there had been no popular insurrection,
and no struggle for liberty in Sjjain ;

and that,
besides the army, he had the priesthood on
his side, which, in that country, is as omnip-
otent, as in France it is insignificant and

powerless, for any political purjioses. We
caimot now follow JNladame de Stael into the

profound and instructive criticism she makes
on the management of afiairs during Bona-

parte's stay at Elba;
—though much of it is

applicable to a later period
—and though we

do not remember to have met any where with
so much truth told in so gentle a manner.
Madame de Stael confirms what we believe

all well-informed persons now admit, that for

months before the return of Bonaparte, the

attempt was expected, and in some measure

prepared for—by all but the court, and the

royalists by whom it was surrounded. When
the news of his landing was received, they
were still too foolish to be alarmed

; and, when
the friends of liberty said to each other, with
bitter regret,

" There is an end of our liberty
if he should succeed—and of our national in-

dependence if he should fail,"
—the worthy

Ultras went about, saying, it was the luckiest

thing in the world, for they should now get
properly rid of him

;
and the King would no

longer be vexed with the fear of a pretender !

Madame de Stael treats with derision the idea
of Bonaparte being sincere in his professions
of regard to liberty, or his resolution to adhere
to the constitution proposed to him after his

return. She even maintains, that it was ab-
surd to propose a free constitution at such a
crisis. If the nation and the army abandoned
the Bourbons, nothing remained for the nation
but to invest the master of that army ^ith the

dictatorship ;
and to rise en masse, till their

borders were freed from the invaders. That

they did not do so, only proves that they had
become indifferent about the country, or that

they were in their hearts hostile to Bonaparte.
Nothing, she assures us, but the consciousness
of this, could have made him submit to con-

cessions so alien to his whole character and
habits—and the world, says Madame de Stael,
so understood him. ''Quand il a prononce les

mots de Loi et Liberie, PEurope s'est rassuree:
Elle a senti que ce n'etoit plus son ancien et

terrible adversaire."

She passes a magnificent encomium on the

military genius and exalted character of our

Wellington ;
but says he could not have con-

quered as he did, if the French had been led

by one who could rally round him the affec-

tions of the people as well as he could direct

their soldiers. She maintains, that after the
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battle, when Bonaparte returned to Paris, he
liad not the least idea of beini? called npon
again to abdicate : but expected to obtain from
the two chambers the means of renewing' or

continuing the contest. When he found that

this was impossible, he sunk at once into de-

spair, and resigned himself without a struggle.
The selfishness which had guided his whole

career, disclosed, itself in naked deformity in

the last acts of his public life. He abandoned
his army the moment he found that he could not

lead it immediately against the enemy—and
no sooner saw his own fate determined, than

he gave up all concern for that of the unhappy
country which his ambition had involved in

such disasters. He quietly passed by the

camp of his warriors on his way to the port

by which he was to make his own escape
—

Bnd, by throwing himself into the hands of

the English, endeavoured to obtain for him-
self the benefit of those liberal principles
which it had been the business of his life to

extirpate and discredit all over the world.

At this point Madame de Stael terminates

somewhat abruptly her historical review of

the events of the Revolution
;
and here, our

readers will be happy to learn, we must stop
too. There is half a volume more of her work,
indeed,

—and one that cannot be supposed the

least interesting to us, as it treats chiefly of

the history, constitution, and society of Eng-
land. But it is for this very reason that we
cannot trust ourselves with the examination of

it. We have every reason certainly to be satis-

fied with the account she gives of us; nor can

any thing be more eloquent arid animating than

the view she has presented of the admirable
mechanism and steady working of our consti-

tution, and of its ennobling effects on the char-

acter of all who live under it. We are willing
to believe all this too to be just ; though we
are certainly painted en beau. In some parts,

however, we are more shocked at the notions

she gives us of the French character, than

flattered at the contrast exhibited by our own.
In mentioning the good reception that gentle-
men in opposition to government sometimes
meet with in society, among us, and the up-

right posture they contrive to maintain, she

says, that nobody here would think of con-

doUns; with a man for being out of power, or

of receiving him with less cordiality. She
notices also, with a very alarming sort of ad-

miration, that she understood, when in Eng-
land, that a gentleman of the law had actually
refused a situation worth 6000Z. or 7000L a

year, merely because he did not approve of

the ministry by whom it was offered; and

adds, that in France any man who would re-

fuse a respectable office, with a salary of

8000 louis, would certainly be considered ap
fit for Bedlam : And in another place she ob-

serves, that it seems to be a fundamental
maxim in that country, that every man must
have a place. We confess that we have some

difficulty in reconciling these incidental inti-

mations with her leadingposition, that the great

majority of the French nation is desirous of a
free constitution, and perfectly fit for and de-

serving of it. If these be the principles, not

only upon which they act, but which they and
their advocates avow, we know no constitution

under which they can be free
;
and have no

faith in the power of any new institutions to

counteract that spirit of corruption b)' which,
even where they have existed the longest,
their whole virtue is consumed.
With our manners in society she is not quite

so well pleased ;
—

though she is kind enough
to ascribe our deficiencies to the most honour-
able causes. In commiserating the compara-
tive dulness of our social talk, however, has
not this philosophic observer a little overlooked
the effects of national tastes and habits—and
is it not conceivable, at least, that we who are

used to it may really have as much satisfac-

tion in our own hum-drum way of seeing each

other, as our more sprightly neighbours in

their exquisite assemblies'? In all this part
of the work, too, we think we can perceive
the traces rather of ingenious theory, than of

correct observation
;
and suspect that a good

part of the tableau of English society is rather

a sort of conjectural sketch, than a copy from
real life

;
or at least that it is a generalization

from a very few, and not very common ex-

amples. May we be pardoned too for hinting,
that a person of Madame de Stael's great
talents and celebrity, is by no means well

qualified for discovering the true tone and
character of English society from her own ob-

servation
;
both because she was not likely to

see it in those smaller and more familiar as-

semblages in which it is seen to the most ad-

vantage, and because her presence must have
had the unlucky effect of imposing silence on

the modest, and tempting the vain and ambi-
tious to unnatural display and ostentation.

With all its faults, however, the portion of

her book which we have been obliged to pass
over in silence, is well worthy of as ample a

notice as we have bestowed on the other

parts of
it,

and would of itself be sufficient to

justify us in ascribing to its lamented author

that perfection of masculine understanding,
and female grace and acuteness, which are

so rarely to be met with apart, and never, wo
believe, were before united.

30 v2
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(Jcbrnarii, 1810.)

Mimoires de Madame la Marquise de Larochejaquelein ;
avec deux Cartes du Theatre de la

Guerre de La Vendee. 2 tomes, 8vo. pp. 500. Paris: 1815.

This is a book to be placed by the side of

Mrs. Hulrliiipon's delignti'ul Memoirs of her

heroic husbaiul and his chivalrous Independ-
ents. Both are pictures, by a female hand,
of tumultuary and alnfiost private wars, car-

ried on by conscientious individuals against
the actual "iovcrnment of their country:

—and
both bring to light, not only innumerable traits

of the most romantic daring and devoted

fidelity in particular persons, but a general
character of domestic virtue and social gen-
tleness among those who would otherwise

have figured to our imaginations as adventur-
ous desperadoes or ferocious bigots. There
is less talent, perhaps, and less loftiness,
either of style or of character, in the French
than the English heroine. Yet she also has
done and suffered enough to entitle her to

that appellation ; and, while her narrative

acquires an additional interest and a truer

tone of nature, from the occasional recurrence
of female fears and anxieties, it is conversant
with still more extraordinary incidents and

characters, and reveals still more of what had
been previously malignantly misrepresented,
or entirely unknown.

Our readers will understand, from the title-

page which we have transcribed, that the

work relates to the unhappy and sanguinary
wars which were waged against the insur-

gents in La Vendee during the first and mad-
dest years of the French Republic : But it is

proper for us to add, that it is confined almost

entirely to the transactions of two years; and
that the detailed narrative ends with the dis-

solution of the first Vendean army, before the

proper formation of the Chouan force in Brit-

tany, or the second insurrection of Poitou
;

though there are some brief and imperfect
notices of these, and subsequent occurrences.
The details also extend only to the proceed-
ings of the Royalist or Insurgent party, to

which the author belonged ;
and do not affect

to embrace any general history of the war.
This hard-fated woman was very young,

and newly married, when she was thrown,
by the adverse circumstances of the time,
into the very heart of those deplorable con-

tests;
—

and, without pretending to any other
information than she could draw from her
own experience, and scarcely presuming to

pass any judgment upon the merits or de-

merits of the cause, she has made up her
book of a clear and dramatic description of

acts in which she was a sharer, or scenes of

which she was an eyewitness,
—and of the

characters and histories of the many distin-

guished individuals who partook with her of

their glories or sufferings. The irregular and

undisciplined wars which it is her business
to describe, are naturally far more prolific of

extraordinary incidents, unexpected tunis of

fortune, and striking displays of individual

talent, and vice and virtue, than the more so-

lemn movements of national hostility; where

every thing is in a great measure provided
and foreseen, and where the inflexible sub-
ordination of rank, and the severe exactions
of a limited

cluty,
not only take away the in-

ducement, but the opportunity, for those ex-

altations of personal feeling and adventure
which produce the most lively interest, and
lead to the most animating results. In the
unconcerted proceedings of an insurgent popu-
lation, all is experiment, and all is passion.
The heroic daring of a simple peasant lifts

him at once to the rank of a leader
;
and kin-

dles a general enthusiasm to which all things
become possible. Generous and gentle feel-

ings are speedily generated by this raised

state of mind and of destination
;
and the per-

petual intermi.xture of domestic cares and
rustic occupations, with the exploits of troops

serving without pay, and utterly unprovided
with magazines, produces a contrast which
enhances the effects of both parts of the de-

scription, and gives an air of moral pictur-

esqueness to the scene, which is both pathetic
and delightful . It becomes much more attract-

ive also, in this representation, by the singu-
lar candour and moderation—not the most
usual virtue of belligerent females—with
which Madame de L. has told the story of

her friends and her enemies—the liberahty
with which she has praised the instances of

heroism or compassion Avhich occur in the
conduct of the republicans, and the simplicity
with which she confesses the jealousies and
excesses which sometimes disgraced the in-

surgents. There is not only no royalist or

antirevolutionary rant in these volumes, but

scarcely any of the bitterness or exaggeration
of a party to civil dissensions; and it is rather

wonderful that an actor and a sufferer in the

most cruel and outrageous warfare by which
modern times have been disgraced, should

have set an example of temperance and im-

partiality which its remote spectators have
found it so difficult to follow. The truth

is,

we believe, that those who have had most
occasion to see the mutual madness of con-

tending factions, and to be aware of the traits

of individual generosity by which the worst

cause is occasionally redeemed, and of brutal

outrage by which the best is sometimes de-

based, are both more indulgent to human
nature, and more distrustful of its immaculate

purity, than the fine declaimers who aggra-
vate all that is bad on the side to which they
are opposed, and refuse to admit its existence

in that to which they belong. The general
of an adverse army has always more tolera
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tlon for the severities and even the miscon-
duct of his opponents, and the herd of ignorant

speculators at home
;

—in the same way as the

leade7s of political parties have uniformly far

less rancour and animosity towards their an-

tagonists, than the vulgar followers in their

train. It is no small proof, however, of an
elevated and generous character, to be able
to make those allowances; and Madame de
L. would have had every apology for falling
into the opposite error,

—both on account of

her sex, the natural prejudices of her rank
and education, the extraordinary sufferings to

•which she was subjected, and the singularly
mild and unoffending character of the be-

loved associates of whom she was so cruelly

deprived.
She had some right, in truth, to be delicate

and royalist, beyond the ordinary standard.

Her father, the Marquis de Donnison, had an

employment about the person of the King ;
in

virtue of which, he had apartments in the

Palace of Versailles
;
in which splendid abode

the writer was born, and continued constantly
to reside, in the very focus of royal influence

and glory, till the whole of its unfortunate in-

habitants were compelled to leave it, by the

fury of that mob which escorted them to

Paris in 1789. She had, like most French
ladies of distinction, been destined from her

infancy to be the wife of M. de Lescure, a
near relation of her mother, and the repre-
sentative of the ancient and noble family of

Salgues in Poitou. The character of this

eminent person, both as it is here drawn by
his widow, and indirectly exhibited in various

parts of her narrative, is as remote as possible
from that which we should have been in-

clined, a priori, to ascribe to a young French
nobleman of the old regime, just come to

court, in the first flush of youth, from a great

military school.
.
He was extremely serious,

bashful, pious, and self-denying,
—with great

firmness of character and sweetness of tem-

per.
—

fearless, and even ardent in war, but
humble in his pretensions to dictate, and most
considerate of the wishes and suff'erings of his

followers. To this person she was married in

the nineteenth year of her age, in October

1790,
—at a time when most of the noblesse

had already emigrated, and when the rage for

that unfortunate measure had penetrated even
to the province of Poitou, where M. de Les-
cure had previously formed a prudent asso-

ciation of the whole gentry of the country, to

whom the peasantry were most zealously at-

tached. It was the fashion, however, to emi-

grate ;
and so many of the Poitevin nobility

were pleased to follow
it,

that M. de Lescure
at last thought it concerned his honour, not to

remain longer behind
;
and came to Paris in

February 1791, to make preparations for his

journey to Coblentz. Here, however, he was

requested by the Queen herself not to go

farther; and thought it his duty to obey. The
summer was passed in the greatest anxieties

and agitations ;
and at last came the famous

Tenth of August. Madame de L. assures us,
that the attack on the palace was altogether

unexpected on that occasion, and that M.

Montmorin, who came to her from the King
late in the preceding evening, informed her,
that they were perfectly aware of an intention

to assault the ro^al residence on the night of

the 12th; but that, to a certainty, nothing
would be attempted till then. At midnight,
however, there were signs of agitation in the

neighbourhood; and before four o'clock in the

morning, the massacre had begun. M. de
Lescure rushed out on the first symptom of

alarm to join the defenders of the palace, but
could not obtain access within the gates, and
was obliged to return and disguise himself in

the garb of a Sansculotte, that he might min-

gle with some chance of escape m the crowd
of assailants. M. de Montmorin, whose dis-

guise was less perfect, escaped as if by a
miracle. After being insulted by the meb,
he had taken refuge in the shop of a small

grocer, by whom he was immediately recog-

nised, and where he was speedily surrounded

by crowds of the National Guards, reeking
from the slaughter of the Swiss. The good
natured shopkeeper saw his danger, and

stepping quickly up to him, said with a fa-

miliar air,
"
Well, cousin, you scarcely ex-

pected, on your arrival from the country, to

witness the downfal of the tyrant
—

Here,
drink to the health of those brave asserters

of our liberties." He submitted to swallow
the toast, and got off" without injury.
The street in which M. Lescure resided,

being much frequented by persons of the

Swiss nation, was evidently a very dangerous
place of retreat for royalists ; and, soon after

it was dark, the whole family, disguised in

the dress of the lower orders, slipped out,
with the design of taking refuge in the house
of an old fcmme-de-chambre, on the other side

of the river. M. de Donnison and his wife

went in one party ;
and Madame Lescure,

then in the seventh month of her pregnancy,
with her husband, in another. Intending to

cross by the lowest of the bridges, they first

turned into the Champs-Elysees. More than

a thousand men had been killed there that

day ;
but the alleys were now silent and

lonely ; though the roar of the multitude, and
occasional discharges of cannon and musketry,
were heard from the front of the Tuilleries,
where the conflagration of the barracks was
still visible in the sky. While they were

wandering in these horrid shades, a woman
came flying up to them, follow^ed by a drunken

patriot, with his musket presented at her

head. All he had to say was, that she was
an aristocrat, and that he must finish his day's
work by killing her. M. Lescure appeased
him with admirable presence of mind, by
professing to enter entirely into his sentiments,
and proposing that they should go back to-

gether to the attack of the palace
—adding

only. ''But you see what state my wife is in

—she is a poor timid creature—and I must

first take her to her sister's, and then I shall

return here to you." The savage at last

agreed to this, though before he went off', he

presented his piece several times at them,

swearing that he believed they were aristo-

crats after all, and that he had a mind to liave
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a pilot at thi'in. This n^iifoiitrc drovf thi-m

from llie lonely way ;
ami lln-y rctiinifd to

the public streets, all b'azing with iliumiiia-

lions, ami crowdi'il with (iniiiken and infuri-

ated w retches, armed willi pikr-s. and in many
instances stained with blood. The tumult

and terror of the scene inspired Madame de

L. with a kind of sj-mpathetic frenzy; and.

without knowing what she did, she screamed

out, Vive Irs Sansculottes ! a has les tyrans ! as

outraLreously as any of them. They glided

unhurt, however, through this horrible assem-

bliigp ; and crossing the river by the Pont

Netif. found the opposite shore dark, silent,

and de.sertetl, and speedily gained the humble

refuge in search of which they had ventured.

The domestic relations between the great
and their dependants were certainly more
cordial in old France, than in any other coun-

try
—and a revolution, which aimed profess-

edly at levelling all distinction of ranks, and

avenging the crimes of the wealthy, armed
the hands of but few servants against the lives

or liberties of their masters. M. de Lescure
and his family were saved in this extremity
by the prudent and heroic fidelity of some old

waiting-women and laundresses—and ulti-

mately effected their retreat to the country by
the zealous and devoted services of a former
tutor in the family, who had taken a very
conspicuous part on the side of the Revolution.

This M. Thomasin, who had superintended
the education of M. Lescure, and retained the

warmest affection for him and the whole

family, was an active, bold, and good-humour-
ed man—a great fencer, and a considerable
orator at the meetings of his section. He was

eager, of course, for a revolution that was to

give every thing to talents and courage ;
and

had been made a captain in one of the mu-
nicipal regiments of Paris. This kind-hearted

patriot took the proscribed family of M. de
Lescure under his immediate protection, and

by a thousand little stratagems and contriv-

ances, not only procured passports and con-

veyances to take them out of Paris, but

actually escorted them himself, in his national

uniform, till they were safely settled in a roy-
alist district in the suburbs of Tours. When
any tumult or obstruction arose on the journey,
M. Thomasin leaped from the carriage, and
assuminir the tone of zeal and authority that

belonged to a Parisian officer, he harangued,
reprimanded, and enchanted the provincial

patriots, till the whole party went off again in

the midst of their acclamations. From Tours,
after a cautious and encouraging exploration
of the neighbouring country, they at length
proceeded to M. Lescure's chateau of Clisson,
in the heart of the district afterwards but too
well known by the name of La Vendee, of
which the author has here introduced a very
clear and interesting description.
A tract of about one hundred and fifty miles

square, at the mouth and on the southern
bank of the Loire, comprehends the scene of
those deplorable hostilities. The most inland

part of the district, and that in which the in-

surrection first broke out. is called Le Bocaze;
and seems to have been almost as singular in

its physical conformation, as in the state and
condition of its population. A series of de-
tached eminences, of no great elevation, rose

over the whole face of the
country, with little

rills trickling in the hollows and occasional
cliffs by their sides. The whole space was
divided into small enclosures, each surround-
ed with tall wild hedges, and rows of pollard

trees; so that, though there were few large

woods, the whole region had a sylvan and

impenetrable appearance. The ground was

mostly in pasturage ;
and the landscape had,

for the most part, an aspect of wild verdure,
except that in the autumn some patches of

yellow corn appeared here and there athwart
the green enclosures. Only two great roads
traversed this sequestered region, running
nearly parallel, at a distance of more than

seventy miles from each other. In the inter-

mediate space, there was nothing but a laby-
rinth of wild and devious paths, crossing each
other at the extremity of almost every field—often serving, at the same time, as channels
for the winter torrents, and winding so ca-

priciously among the innumerable hillocks,
and beneath the meeting hedgerows, that the
natives themselves were always in danger of

losing their way when they went a league or

two from their own habitations. The coun-

try, though rather thickly peopled, contained,

as may be supposed, few large towns
;
ana

the inhabitants, devoted almost entirely to

rural occupations, enjoyed a great deal of

leisure. The noblesse or gentry of the coun-

try were very generally resident on their

estates
;
where they lived in a style of sim-

plicity and homeliness which had long disap-

peared from every other part of the kingdom.
No grand parks, fine gardens, or ornamented
villas: but spacious clumsy chateau.s, sur-

rounded with farm offices and cottages for tho

labourers. Their manners and Avay of
life,

too, partook of the same primitive rusticity.
There was great cordiality, and even much
familiarity, in the intercourse of the seigneurs
with their dependants. They were followed

by large trains of them in their hunting expe-
ditions, which occupied a great part of their

time. Every man had his fowlingpiece, and
was a marksman of fame or pretensions.

They v/ere po.sted in various quarters, to in-

tercept or drive back the game; and were
thus trained, by anticipation, to that sort of

discipline and concert in which their whole
art of war was afterwards found to consist.

Nor was their intimacy confined to their

sports. The peasants resorted familiarly to

their landlords for advice, both legal and
medical

;
and they repaid the visits in their

daily rambles, and entered with interest into

all the details of their agricultural opera-
tions. They came to the weddings of their

children, drank with their guests, and made
little presents 1o the young people. On Sun-

days and holidays, all the retainers of the

family assembled at the chateau, and danced
in the barn or the court-yard, according to the

season. The ladies of the house joined in tho

festivity, and that without any airs of conde-

scension or of mockerj' ; for, in their own liie,
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rtiere was little splendour or luxurious refine-

ment. They travelled on horseback, or in

heavy carriages drawn by oxen; and had lit-

tle other amusement than in the care of their

dependants, and the familiar intercourse of

neighbours among whom there was no rivalry
or principle of ostentation.

From all this there resulted, as Madame de
L. assures us, a certain innocence and kindli-

ness of character, joined with great hardihood
and gaiety,

—which reminds us of Henry IV.

and his Bearnois,
—and carries with

it, per-

haps, on account of that association, an idea

of something more chivalrous and romantic—
more honest and unsophisticated, than any
thing we now expect to meet with in this

modern world of artifice and derision. There
was great purity of morals accordingly, Ma-
dame de L. informs us, and general cheerful-

ness and content throughout the whole dis-

trict
;

—crimes were never heard of, and law-

suits almost unknown. Though not very well

educated, the population was exceedingly
devout

;

—though theirs was a kind of super-
stitious and traditional devotion, it must be

owned, rather than an enlightened or rational

faith. They had the greatest veneration for

crucifixes and images of their saints, and had
no idea of any duty more imperious than that

of attending on all the offices of religion.

They were singularly attached also to their

cures; who were almost all born and bred in

the country, spoke their paloix, and shared in

all their pastimes and occupations. When a

hunting-match was to take place, the clergy-
man announced it from the pulpit after prayers,
—and then took his fowlingpiece, and accom-

panied his congreafation to the thicket. It

was on behalf of these cures, in fact, that the

fijst disturbances were excited.

The decree of the Convention, displacing
all priests who did not take the oaths imposed
by that assembly, occasioned the removal of

several of those beloved and conscientious

pastors; and various tumults were excited by
attempts to establish their successors by au-

thority. Some lives were lost hi these tu-

mults; but their most important effect was
in diffusing an opinion of the severity of the

new government, and familiarizing the peo-

ple with the idea of resisting it by force.

The order of the Convention for a forced levy
of three hundred thousand men, and the pre-

parations to carry it into effect, gave rise to

the first serious insurrection
;

—and while the
dread of puinshment for the acts of violence

already committed deterred the in.surgents
from submitting, the standard was no sooner
raised between the republican government on
the one hand and the discontented peasantry
on the other, than the mass of that united and
alarmed population declared itself for their

as.sociates; and a great tract of country was
thus arrayed in open rebellion, without con-

cert, leader, or preparation. We have the

testimony of Madame de L. therefore, in ad-

dition to all other good testimony, that this

great civil war originated almost accidentally,
and certainly not from anv plot or conspiracy
of the leading royalists in the country. The

resident gentrj', no doubt, for the most part,
favoured that cause

;
and the peasantry felt

almost universally with their masters
;

—but
neither had the least idea, in the beginning,
of opposing the political pretensions of the
new government, nor, even to the last, much
serious hope of effecting any revolution in the

general state of the country. The first move-

ments, indeed; partook far more of bigotry
than of royalism ;

and were merely the rash
and undirected expressions of plebeian resent-

ment for the loss of their accustomed pastors.
The more extensive commotions which follow-

ed on the compulsory levy, were equally with-
out object or plan, and were confined at fiist tc

the peasantry. The gentry did not join until

they had no alternative, but that of taking up
arms either against their own dependants, or

along with them; and they went into the

field, generally, with little other view than
that of acquitting their own faith and honour,
and scarcely any expectation beyond that oi

obtaining better terms for the rebels they
were joining, or of being able to make a stand
till some new revolution should take place at

Paris, and bring in rulers less harsh and san-

guinary.
It was at the ballot for the levy of St. Flor-

ent, that the rebellion may be said to have

begun. The young men first murmured, and
then threatened the commissioners, who some-
what rashly directed a fieldpiece to be point-
ed against them, and afterwards to be fired

over their heads:—Nobody was hurt by the

discharge ;
and the crowd immediately rush-

ed forward and seized upon the gun. Some
of the commissioners were knocked down—
their papers were seized and burnt—and the

rioters went about singing and rejoicing for

the rest of the evening. An account, pioba-

bly somewhat exaggerated, of this tumult,
was brought next day to a venerable peasant
of the name of Cathclinemi, a sort of itinerant

dealer in wool, who was immediately struck

with the decisive consequences of this open
attack on the constituted authorities. The

tidings were brought to him as he was knead-

ing the weekly allowance of bread for his

family. He instantl}' wiped his arni.s, put on
his coat, and repaired to the village market-

place, where he harangued the inhabitants,
and prevailed on twenty or thirty of the bold-

est youths to take their arms in their hands
and follow him. He was universally respect-
ed for his piety, good sense, and mildness of

character; and, proceeding with his troop of

recruits to a neighbouring village, repeated his

eloquent exhortations, and instantly found
himself at the head of more than a hundred
enthusiasts. Without stopping a moment, he
led this new army to the attack of. a military

post guarded by four score soldiers and a

piece of cannon. The post was surprised,-
-

the soldiers dispersed or made prisoners,-
and the gun brought off in friunqih. From
this he advances, the same afternoon, to

another post of two hundred soldiers and three

pieces of cannon
;
and succeeds, by the same

surprise and intrepidity. The morning after,

while preparing for other enterprises, he is
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Toined by another band of insurgents, who had
associated to protect one of their friends, for

whose arrest a militar}- order had been issued.

The uniteo force, now amounting to a thou-

Band men, taen directed its attack on Chollet,
a considerable town, occupied by at least five

hundred of the republican army; and again
bears down all resistance by the suddenness

and impetuosity of its onset. The rioters find

here a considerable supply of arms, money,
and ammunition

;

—and thus a country is lost

and won. in which, but two days before, no-

body thought or spoke of insurrection !

II there was something astonishing in the

sudden breaking out of this rebellion, its first

apparent suppression was not less extraordi-

nary. These events took place just before

Lent; and, upon the approach of that holy

season, the religious rebels all dispersed to

their homes, and betook themselves to their

prayers and their rustic occupations, just as if

they had never quitted them. A column of

the republican army, which advanced from

Angers to bear down the insurrection, found

no insurrection to quell. They marched from
one end of the country to the other, and
met everywhere with the most satisfactory

appearances of submission and tranquillity.
These appearances, however, it will readily
be understood, were altogether deceitful

;
and

as soon as Easter Sunday was over, the peas-
ants began again to assemble in arms,

—and

now, for the first time, to apply to the gentry
to head them.

All this time Madame Lescure and her

family remained quietly at Clisson
; and, in

that profound retreat, were ignorant of the

singular events to which we have alluded, for

long after they occurred. The first intelli-

gence they obtained w-as from the indefatiga-
ble M. Thomasin, who passed his time partly
at their chateau, and partly in scampering
about the country, and haranguing the con-

stituted authoritie.<i—always in his national

uniform, and with the authority of a Parisian

patriot. One day this intrepid person came
home, with a strange story of the neighbouring
town of Herbiers having been taken either by
a party of insurgents, or by an English army
suddenly landed on the coast; and, at seven
o'clock the next morning, the chateau was in-

vested by two hundred soldiers,
—and a party

of dragoons rode into the court yard. Their
business was to demand all the horses, arms,
and ammunition, and also the person of an old

cowardly chevalier, some of whose foolish

letters had been carried to the municipality.
M. de L. received this deputation with his
characteristic composure—made the apology
of the poor chevalier, and a few jokes at his

expense—gave up some bad horses—and sent

away the party in great good humour. For a
few days they were agitated with contradic-

tory rumours : But at last it appeared that

the government had determined on vigorous
measures

;
and it was announced, that all the

gentry would be required to arm themselves
and their retainers against the insurgents.
This brought things to a crisis

;

—a council

was held in tne chateau, when it was speedily

determined, that no consideration of prudence
or of safety could induce men of honour to

desert their dependants, or the party to which,
in their hearts, they wished well

;

—and that,
when the alternative came, they w ould rather

fight with the insurgents than against them.
Henri de Larochejaquelein

—of whom the fair

writer gives so engaging a picture, and upon
whose acts of heroism she dwells throughout
with so visible a delight, that it is cpiite a dis-

appointment to find that it is not his name she
bears when she comes to change her ovra—had been particularly inquiied after and
threatened

;
and upon an order being sent

to his peasantry to attend and ballot for the

militia, he lakes horse in the middle of the

night, and sets out to place himself at their

head for resistance. The rest of the party
remained a few days longer in considerable

perplexity.
—M. Thomasin having become

suspected, on account of his frequent resort to

them, had been put in prison; and they were
almost entirely without intelligence as to what
was going on

;
when one morning, when they

were at breakfast, a party of horse gallops up
to the gate, and presents an order for the im-
mediate arrest of the w hole company. M. de
L. takes this with perfect calmness—a team
of oxen is yoked to the old coach; and tlie

prisoners are jolted along, under escort of the
National dragoons, to the town of Bressuire.

By the time they had reached this place, their

mild and steady deportment had made so

favourable an impression on their conductors,
that they were very near taking them back
to their homes;—and the municipal officers,
before whom M. de L. was brought, had little

else to urge for the arrest, but that it did not

seem advisable to leave him at large, when it

had been found necessary to secure all the

other gentry of the district. They were not

sent, however, to the common prison, but

lodged in the house of a worthy republican,
who had formerly supplied the family witn

groceries, and now treated them with the

greatest kindness and civility. Here they re-

mained for several days, closely shut up in

two little rooms; and were not a little startled,
when they saw from their windows two or

three thousand of the National guard march

fiercely out to repulse a party f)f the insur-

gents, who w-ere advancing, it was reported,
under the command of Henri de Larocheja-

quelein. Next day. however, these valiant

warriors came flying back in great confusion.

They had met and been defeated by the in-

surgents; and the town was filled with ter-

rors—and with the cruelties to which terror

always gives birth. Some hundreds of Mar-
seillois arrived at this crisis to reinforce the

republican army; and proposed, as a measure
of intimidation and security, that they should

immediately massacre all the prisoners.
—The

native leaders all expressed the greatest hor-

ror at this proposal
—but it was nevertheless

carried into efiect ! The author saw hundreds
of those unfortunate creatures marched out of

the town, under a guard of their butchers.

They were then drawn up in a neighbouring

field, and were cut down with the sa/)re—
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most of them quietly kneeling and exclaim-

ing, Vive le Roi ! It was natural for Madame
de L. and her party to think that their turn

was to come next : and the alarms of their

compassionate jailor did not help to allay
their apprehensions. Their fate hung indeed

upon the slightest accident. One day they
received a letter from an emigrant, congratu-

lathig them on the progress of the counter-

revolution, and exhorting them not to remit
their efforts in the cause. The very day after,
their letters were all opened at the munici-

pality, and sent to them unsealed ! The
patriots, however, it turned out, were too

much occupied with apprehensions of their

own, to attend to any thing else. The Na-
tional guards of the place were not much
accustomed to war. and trembled at the re-

taliation which the excesses of their Mar-
seillois auxUiaries might so well justify. A
sort of panic took possession even of their

best corps; nor could the general prevail on
his cavalry to reconnoitre beyond the walls

of the town. A few horsemen, indeed, once
ventured half a mile farther; but speedily
came galloping back in alarm, with a report
that a great troop of the enemy were at their

heels. It turned out to be only a single

country-man at work in his field, with a team
of six oxen !

There was no waiting an assault with such

forces; and, in the beginning of May 1793,
it was resolved to ev^acuate the place, and fall

back on Thouars. The aristocratic captives
were fortunately forgotten in the hurry of

this inglorious movement
;
and though they

listened through their closed shutters, with
no great tranquillity, to the parting clamours
and imprecations of the Marseillois, they soon

received assurance of their deliverance, in the

supplications of their keeper, and many others

of the municipality, to be allowed to retire

with them to Clisson, and to seek shelter

thc're from the vengeance of the advancing
royalists. M. de Lescure, with his usual

good nature, granted all these requests ;
and

they soon set off, with a grateful escort, for

their deserted chateau.

The dangers he had already incurred by
his inaction—the successes of his less prudent
friends, and the apparent weakness and ir-

resolution of their opponents, now decided M.
de Lescure to dissemble no longer with those

who seemed entitled to his protection; and
he resolved instantly to cast in his lot with
the insurgents, and support the efforts of his

adventurous cousin. He accordingly sent

round without the delay of an instant, to inti-

mate his purpose to all the parishes where he
had influence; and busied himself and his

household in preparing horses and arms,
while his wife and her women were engaged
in manufacturing white cockades. In the

midst of these preparations, Henri de Laroche-

{'aquelein
arrived, flushed with victory and

lope, and announced his seizure of Bressuire,
and all the storyof hisbrief and busy campaign.
Upon his first arrival in the revolted district

of his own domains, he found the peasants
•tither disheartened for want of a leader—

some setting off for the army of Arijou, and
others meditating a return to their own homes.
His appearance, however, and the heartiness
of his adherence to their cause, at once re-

vived the sinking flame of their enthusiasm,
and spread it through all the adjoining region.
Before next evening, he found himself at the
head of near ten thousand devoted followers—without arms or discipline indeed, but with
hearts in the trim—and ready to follow wher-
ever he would venture to lead. There were

only about two hundred firelocks in the whole

array, and these were shabby fowlingpieces,
without bayonets : The rest were equifjped
with scythes, or blades of knives stuck upon
poles

—with spits, or with good heaA^y cudgels
of knotty wood. In presenting himself to this

romantic army, their youthful leader made
the following truly eloquent and characteristic

speech—'-'My good friends, if my father were
here to lead you, we should all proceed with

greater confidence. For my part, I know I

am but a child—but I hope I have courage
enough not to be quite unworthy of supplying
his place to you—Follow me when I advance

ag-ainst the enemy—kill me when I turn my
back upon them—and revenge me, if they
bring me down!" That very day he led

them into action. A strong post of the repub-
licans w'ere stationed at Aubiers :

—
Henri,

with a dozen or two of his best marksmen,
glided silently behind the hedge which sur-

rounded the field in wliich they were, and

immediately began to fire—some of the un-
armed peasants handing forward loaded mus-
kets to them in quick succession. He himself
fired near two hundred shots that day; and a

gamekeeper, who stood beside him, almost as

many. The soldiers, though at first astonished

at this assault from an invisible enemy, soon

collected themselves, and made a movement
to gain a small height that was near. Henri
chose this moment to make a general assault;
and calling out to his men, that they were

running, burst through the hedge at their

head, and threw them instantly into flight and
irretrievable confusion

; got possession of their

guns and stores, and pursued them to within

a few miles of the walls of Bressuire. Such,
almost universally, was the tactic of those

formidable insurgents. Their whole art of

war consisted in creeping round the hedges
which separated them from their enemies,
and firing there till they began to waver or

move—and then rushing forward with shouts

and impetuosity, but without any regard to

order; possessing themselves first of the artil-

lery, and rushing into the heart of their op-

ponents with prodigious fierceness and activity.
In these assaults they seldom lost so much as

one man for every five that fell of the regu-
lars. They were scarcely ever discovered

soon enough to suffer from the musketry
—

and seldom gave the artillery an opportunity
of firing more than once. When they saw
the flash of the pieces, they instantly threw
themselves flat on the ground till the shot

flew over, then started up. and rushed on the

gunners before they could reload. If they
were finally repulsed, they retreated and dis-
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persed
with the same majrical rapidity, dart-

ing through the hedges, and scattering among
the defiles in a way that eluded all pursuit,
and exposed those who attempted it to mur-

derous ambuscades at every turning.
As soon as it was known that M. de Les-

cure had declared for the white cockade,

forty parishes assumed that bad^e of hos-

tility ;
and he and his cousin found themselves

at the heail of near twenty thousand men !

The day after, they brought eighty horsemen
to the chat''au. These gallant knights, how-

ever, were not ver}- gorgeously caparisoned.
Their steeds were of all sizes and colours—
many of them with packs instead of saddles,
and loops of rope for stirrups

—
pistols and

sabres of all shapes tied on with cords—
white or black cockades in their hats—and
tricoloured ones—with bits of epaulettes taken

from the vanquished republicans, dangling in

ridicule «t the tails of their horses! Such as

thev were, however, they filled the chateau
with tumult and exultation, and frightened
the hearts out of some unhappy republicans
who came to look after their wives who had
taken refuge in that asylum. They did them
no other harm, however, than compelling
them to spit on their tricoloured cockades,
and to call Vive le Roi !—which the poor

Eeople,
being '-'des gens honnetes et paisi-

les," very readily performed.
In the afternoon, Madame de L., with a

troop of her triumphant attendants, paid a
visit to her late prison at Bressuire. The
place was now occupied by near twenty thou-

sand insurgents
—all as remarkable, .she as-

sures us, for their simple piety, and the

innocence and purity of their morals, as for

the valour and enthusiasm which had banded
them together. Even in a town so obnoxious
as this had become, from the massacre of the

prisoners, there were no executions, and no

pillage. Some of the men were expressing a

great desire for some tobacco
j
and upon being

asked whether there was none in the place,
answered, quite .simply, that there was plenty,
but they had no money to buy it !

In giving a short view of the whole insur-

gent force, which she estimates at about

eighty thousand men, Madame de L. here
introduces a short account of its principal

leaders, whose characters are drawn with a
delicate, though probably too favourable hand.
M. d'Eibee, M. de Bonchamp, and M. de

Marigny, were almost the only ones who had

formerly exercised the profession of arms, and
were therefore invested with the formal com-
mand. Stofflet, a native of Alsace, had form-

erly served in a Swiss regiment, but had long
been a gamekeeper in Poitou. Of Cathelineau
we have spoken already. Henri de Laroche-

jaquelein. and M. de Lescure. were undoubt-

edly the most popular and important members
of the association, and are painted with the

greatest liveliness and discrimination. The
former, tall, fair, and graceful—with a shy,
affectionate, and indolent manner in private
life, had, in the field, all the gaiety, anima-
tion, and love of adventure, that he used to

display in the chase. Utterly indifferent lo

danger, and ignorant of the verj* name of feaj^
h's great faults as a leader were rashness iu

altac'f, and undue exposure of his person.
He knew

little, and cared les,s, for the scien-

tific details oi war; and could not always
maintain the gravity that was required in the

councils of the leaders. Sometimes after

bluntly giving his opinion, he would quietly

lay himself to sleep till the enil of the delibe-

rations : and, when
,

«.xi.ii reproached with this

neglect of his higher duties, would answer,
'•'What business had they to make me a Gen-
eral ?—I would much rather have been a

private light-horseman, and taken the sport
as it came.-' With all this light-lu^artedness,

however, he was full not only of kindness to

his soldiers, but of compassion for his prison-
ers. He would sometimes offer, indeed, lo

fight them fairly hand to hand, before accept-

ing their surrender; but never refused to give

quarter, nor ever treated them with insult or

severitv.

M. de Lescure was in many respects of an

opposite character. His courage, though of

the most heroic temper, was invariably united

with perfect coolness and deliberation. He
had a great theoretical knowledge of war,

having diligently stiidied all that was written

on the subject; and was the only man in the

party who knew any thing of fortification.

His temper was unalterably sweet and placid;
and his never-failing humanity, in the tre-

mendous scenes he had to pass through, had

something in it of an angelical character.

Though constantly engaged at the head of his

troops, and often leading them on to the as-

sault, he never could persuade himself to take

the life of a fellow-creature with his own
hand, or to show the smallest severity to his

captives. One day a soldier, who he thought
had surrendered, fired at him, almost at the

muzzle of his piece. He put aside the mus-
ket with his sword, and said, with perfect

composure, '-Take that prisoner to the rear."

His attendants, enraged at the perfidy of the

assault, cut him down behind his back. He
turned round at the noise, and flew into the

most violent passion in which he had ever

been seen. This was the otdy time in his

life in which he was known to utter an oath.

There was no spirit of vengeance in .short in

his nature; and he frequently saved more
lives after a battle, than had been lost in the

course of it.

The discipline of the army, thus command-

ed, has been already spoken of. It was never
even divided into regiments or companies.

—
When the chiefs had agreed on a plan of

operations, they announced to their followers;—M. Lescure goes to take such a bridge,
—

who will follow him ? M. Marigny keeps the

passes in such a valley
—who will go with

him 1—and so on. They were never told to

march to the right or the left, but to that tree

or to that steeple. They were generally very
ill supplied \vith ammunition, and were often

obliged to attack a post of artillery with cud-

gels. On one occasion, while ru.~h:ng on for

this purpose, they suddenly discovered a hoge
cric^fix in a recess of the woods on their flaiJi,
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and immediately every man of them stopped

short, and knelt quietly down, under the fire

of the enemv. They then got up. ran ris:-ht

fonvard, and took the cannon. They had
tolerable medical assistance : and found ad-

mirable nurses jOr
_fhe wounded, in the nun-

neries and other religious establishments that

existed in all the considerable towns.

Their first enterprise, after the capture of

Bressnire, was against Thouars. To get at

this place, a considerable river was to be cross-

ed.—M. de Lescure headed a party that was
to force the passage of a bridge ; but when he

came witliin the heavy fire of its defenders,
all his peasants fell back, and left him for

some minutes alone :
—His clothes were torn

by the bullets, but not a shot took effect on

his person :
—He returned to the charge again

with Henri de Larochejaquelein :
—Their fol-

lowers, all but two, again left them at the

moment of charging : But the enemy, scared

at their audacity, had already taken flight :

the bridffe was carried by those four men
;

and the town was iriven up after a short strug-

gle, thouirh not before Henri had climbed

alone to the top of the wall by the help of a

friend's shoulders, and thrown several stones

at the flving inhabitants within. The repub-
lican treneral Quetineau, who had defended

himself with cieat valour, obtained honour-

able terms in this capitulation, and was treated

with the greatest kindness by the insarsent

chiefs. He had commanded at Bressuire when
it was finally abandoned, and told ]M. Lescure.

when he was brought before him, that he saw
the closed window-shutters of his family well

enough as he marched out : and that it was
not out of forgetfulness that he had left them
unmolested. jNI. Lescure expressed his grati-

tude for his eenerosity, and pressed him to

remain with them.— ''• You do not agree in our

opinions. I know
;

—and I do not ask you to

take any share in our proceedings. You shall

b»> a prisoner at larsre among us : But if you
go back to the republicans, they will say you
gave up the place out of treachery, and you
will he rewarded by the executioner for the

gallant defence you have made.''—The cap-
tive answered in terms equally finn and spir-
ited.— ••

I must do my duty at all hazards.—
I should be dishonoured, if I remained vol-

untarily amonnf enemies
;
and I am ready to

answer for all I have hitherto done."—It will

surprise some violent royalists among our-

selves, we believe, to find that this frankness

and fidelity to his party secured for him the

friendship and esteem of all the Yendean
leaders. The peasants, indeed, felt a little

more like the liberal persons just alluded to.

Thcxi were not a little scandalized to find a

republican treated with respect and courtesy:—and. above all. were in horror when they
saw him admitted into the private society of

their chiefs, and discovered that M. de Bon-

champ actually trusted himself in the same
chamber with him at night ! For the first

two or three nights, indeed, several of them

kept watch at the outside of the door, to de-

fend him against the assassination they ap-

prehended ;
and once or twice he found in

31

the morning, that one moro distrust fnl than
the rest had glided into the room, and laid

himself down across the feet of his com-
mander.
From Thouars they proceeded to Fontenay,

where they had a still more formidable resist-

ance to encounter. ]\I. de Lescure was again

e.xposed alone to the fire of si.v pieces of can-

non charged with grape ;
and had his hat

pierced, a spur shot off, and a boot torn by
the discharsre;

—but he only turned roimd to

his men. Avho were hanging back, and said,
• You see these fellows can take no aim :

—
come on!" They did come on, and soon

carried all before them.
The republicans had retaken, in the course

of these encounters, the first piece of cannon
which had fallen into the hands of the insur-

gents, and to which the peasants had fondly
given the name of Marie Jeanne. After their

success at Fontenay. a party was formed to

recover it. One man, in his impatience, got
so far ahead of his comrades, that he was in

the heart of the enemy before he was aware.

Fortunately, he had the horse and accoutre-

ments of a dragoon he had killed the day
before, and was taken by the party for one of

their own company. They welcomed him

accordingly ;
and told him that he was just

come in time to repulse the brigands, who
were advancing to retake their Marie Jeanne.

"Are thev ?•' said he :
— '• follow me. and we

shall soon srive a irood account of them :"'—
and then, heading the troop, he rode on till

he came whhin reach of his own party, when
he suddenly cut down the two men on each

side of him. and welcomed his friends to the

victorv. At another time, four young officers,

in the wantonness of their A-alour, rode alone

to a large \-illage in the heart of the country

occupied bv the republicans, ordered all the

inhabitants' to throw down their tricoloured

cockades, and to prepare quarters for the ro}--

alist army, which was to march in, in the

evening, one hundred thousand strong. The
jrootl people began their preparations accord-

ingly, and hewed down their tree of liberty
—

when the voung men laughed in their faces,

and galloped unmolested away from upwards
of a thousand enemies!—The whole book is

full of such feats and adventures. Their re-

cent successes had encumbered them with

near four thousand prisoners, of whom, as

thev had no strong places or regular garrisons,

thev were much at a loss how to dispose.
—

To dismiss such a mob of privates, on their

parole not to serve any more against them,
thev knew would be of no avail

;
and after

much deliberation, they fell upon the ingeni-

ous expedient of shaving their heads, at the

same time that their parole was exacted ; so

that if they again took the field against them
within any moderate time, they might be

easily recognised, and dealt with accordingly.

Madame Lescure's father had the merit of

this happv invention.

The day after the capture of Fontenay. the

greater part of the army thought it was time

to go home for a while "to look after their cat-

tler and tell their exploits to their wives and
V
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cnildren. In about a week, however, a con-

eidtTable miniber of them came back again,
and proceeded to attack Sauniur. Here M.
de Lescuie received his first wound in the

arm; and Henri, throwing liis hat over the

entrenchments of tlie place, called to his men,
"Let us Bee now, who will bring it back to

me!"—and rushed at their head across the

glacis. A vast multitude of the republicans
fell in this battle; and near twelve thousand

prisoners were made,—who were all shaved

and let go. The insurgents did not lose four

hundred in all. In the castle they found

Quetineau, the gallant but unsuccessful de-

fender of Thouars, who, according to M. de

Lescure's prediction, had been arrested and
ordered for trial in consequence of that dis-

aster. He was again pressed to remain with

them as a prisoner on parole; but continued

firm in iiis resolution to do his duty, and leave

the rest to fortune. He was sent, accordingly,
to Paris a short time after—where he was

tried, condemned, and executed !

The insurrection had now attained a mag-
nitude which seemed to make it necessary to

have some one formally appointed to the chief

command
;
and with a view of at once flat-

tering and animating the peasants, in whose

spontaneous zeal it had originated, all voices

were united in favour of Cathelineau, the

humble and venerable leader under whom its

first successes had been obtained. It is very
remarkable, indeed, that in a party thus asso-

ciated avowedly in opposition to democratical

innovations, the distinctions of rank were

utterly disregarded and forgotten. Not only
was an humble peasant raised to the dignity
of commander-in-chief, but Madame de L.

assures us, that she herself never knew or

enquired whether one half of the officers

were of noble or plebeian descent
;
and men-

tions one. the son of a village shoemaker, Avho

was long at the head of all that M-as gallant
and distinguished in the body. We are afraid

that this is a trait of their royalism, which it

is no longer thought prudent to bring forward
in the courts of royalty.
Those brilliant successes speedily suggested

enterprises of still greater ambition and ex-

tent. A communication was now opened
with M. de Charrette. who had long headed
the kindred insurrection in Anjou ;

and a

joint attack on the city of Nantes was pro-

jected and executed by the two armies. That
of Poitou was now tolerably provided with
arms and ammunition, and decently clothed,
though without any attention to uniformity.
The dress of the officers was abundantly fierce

and fantastic. With pantaloons and jackets
of gray cloth, they wore a variety of great
red handkerchiefs all about their persons

—
one tied round their head, and two or three

about their waist, and across their shoulders,
for holding their pistols and ammunition.
Henri de Larochejaquelein introduced this

fashion
;
and it speeddy became universal

among his companions, giving them not a

little the air of brigands, or banditti, the name
early bestowed on them by the republicans,
and at last generally adopted and recognised

among themselves. The expedition to Xante*
was disastrous. The soldiers did not like to

go 60 far from home
;
and the armv, as it ad-

vanced, melted away by daily desertions.
There was also some want of concert in the
movements of the ditrercnt corps;

—and. aftei

a sanguinary conflict, the attack was abandon-

ed, and the forces dispersed all over the

country. The good Cathelineau was mortally
wounded in this affair, at which neither M.
de Lescure nor Henri were present ;

the latter

being in garrison at Saumur, and the other
disabled by his wound. The neAvs of this

wound came rather suddenly upon his wife,
who, though she had always before been ui

agonies of fear on horseback, instantly mount
ed a ragged colt, and galloped off to rejoin
him. She never afterwards had the least

alarm about riding. The army having spon-

taneously disbanded after the check at Nantes,
it was found impo.ssible to maintain the places
it had occupied. General Westermann arrived
from Paris, at the head of a larire force

; and,
after retaking Saumur and Parthenay, began
the relentless and exterminating system of

burning and laying waste the districts from
which he had succeeded in dislodging the in-

surgents. One of the first examples he made
was at M. de Lescure's chateau of Clisson.

It was burnt to the ground, with all its offices,

stores, and peasants' houses, as well as all the

pictures and furniture of its master. Having
long foreseen the probability of such a con-

summation, he had at one time given orders
to remove some of the valuable articles it

contained
;
but apprehensive that such a pro-

ceeding might discourage or disgust his fol-

lowers, he afterwards abandoned the design,
and submitted to the loss of all his family
moveables. The event. Madame de L. as-

sures us, produced no degree either of irrita-

tion or discouragement. The chiefs, however,
now exerted all their influence to collect their

scattered forces before Chatillon
;
and Madame

de L. accompanied her husband in all the

rapid and adventurous marches he made for

that purpose, through this agitated and dis-

tracted countr)'. In one of these fatiguing
movements with some broken corps of the

army, they stopped to repose for the night in

the chateau of Madame de Concise, who was
still so much an alien to the Vendean man-

ners, that they found her putting on rouge,
and talking of the airitation of her nerves !

The attack on Westermann's position at

Chatillon was completely successful
;
but the

victory was stained by the vindictive massa-
cres which followed it. The burnings and
butcheries of the republican forces were

bloodily avenged—in spite of the efforts of

M. de Lescure, who repeatedly exposed his

own life to save those of the vanquished. In

the midst of the battle, one of his attendants

seeing a rifleman about to fire at him, stepped

bravely before him, and received the shot in

his eye. The carriage of Westermann was
taken

;
and some young officers, to whom it

was entrusted, having foolishly broken open
the strong box, which was believed to be full

of money, there was a talk of bringing them
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to trial for the supposed embezzlement. M.
do L., however, havinir declared that one of

ihem had given him his word of honour that

the box was empty when they opened it, the

whole council declared themselves satisfied,
and acquitted the young men by acclamation.

In the course of the summer of 1793, various

sanguinary actions were fought with various

success
;
but the most remarkable event was

the arrival of M. Tinteniae, with despatches
from the English government, about the mid-
dle of July. This intrepid messenger had
come alone through all Brittany and Anjou,

carrying his despatches in his pistols as wad-

ding, and incessantly in danger from the re-

publican armies and magistrates. The des-

patches, Madame de L. informs us, showed
an incredible ignorance on the part of the

English government of the actual posture of

affairs. They were answered, however, with

gratitude and clearness. A. debarkation was

strongly recommended near Sables or Paim-
bcBuf. but by no means at L'Orient, Rochefort,
or Rochelle

;
and it was particularly entreated,

that the troops should consist chiefly of emi-

grant Frenchmen, and that a Prince of the

House of Bourbon should, if possible, place
himself at their head. Madame de L., who
wrote a small and very neat hand, was em-

ployed to write out these despatches, which
were placed in the pistols of M. Tinteniae,
who immediately proceeded on his adven-
turous mission. He reached England, it seems,
and was frequently emplojed thereafter in

undertakings of the same nature. He headed
a considerable party of Bretons, in endeavour-

ing to support the unfortunate descent at

Quiberon : and, disdaining to submit, even
after the failure of that ill-concerted expedi-

tion, fell bravely with arms in his hands.

After his departure, the insurgents were re-

pulsed at Lucon, and obtained some advan-

tages at Chantonnay. But finding the repub-
lican armies daily increasing in numbers, skill,

and discipline, they found it necessary to act

chiefly on the defensive; and, for this pur-

pose, divided the country into several districts,
in each of which they stationed that part of

the army which had been recruited within it,

and the general who was most beloved and
confided in by the inhabitants. In this way,
M. Lescure came to be stationed in the heart

of his own estates: and was not a little touched
to find almost all his peasants, who had bled
and suffered by his side for so long a time
without pay, come to make offer of the rents

that were due for the possessions to which

they were but just returned. He told them,
it was not for his rents that he had taken up
arms

J
—and that while they were exposed to

the calamities of war, they were well entitled

to be freed of that burden. Various lads of

thirteen, and several hale grandsires of sev-

enty, came at this period, and insisted upon
"

being allowed to share the dangers and glories
of theii kinsmen.
From this time, downwards, the picture of

the war is shaded with deeper horrors; and
the operations of the insurgents acquire a
character of greater desperation. The Con-

vention issued the barbarous decree, that the
whole countrj-, which still continued its re-

sistance, should be desolated; that the whole
inhabitants should be exterminated, without
distinction of age or sex: the habitations con-
sumed with fire, and the trees cut down with
the a.ve. Six armies, amounting in all to near
two hundred thousand men, were charged
with the execution of these atrocious orders;
and began, in September 1793, to obey them
with a detestable fidelity. A multitude of

sanguinary conflicts ensued
;
and the insur-

gents succeeded in repulsing this desolating
invasion at almost all the points of attack.

Among the slain in one of these encragements,
the republicans found the body of a young
woman, w hich INIadame de L. informs us gave
occasion to a number of idle reports ; many
giving out that it was she herself, or a sister

of M. de L. (who had no sister), or a new
Joan of Arc, who had kept up the spirit of

the peasantry by her enthusiastic predictions.
The truth was, that it was the body of an in-

nocent peasant girl, who had always lived a

remarkably quiet and pious life, till recently
before this action, when she had been seized

with an irresistible desire to take a part in

the conflict. She had discovered herself some
time before to Madame deL.; and begged
from her a shift of a peculiar fabric. The
night before the battle, she also revealed her
secret to M. de L.

;

—asked him to give her a

pair of .shoes—and promised to behave her-

self in such a manner in the morrow's fight^
that he should never thuik of parting with
her. Accordingly, she kept near his person

through the whole of the battle, and conduct-

ed herself with the most heroic bravery. Two
or three times, in the very heat of the fight,

she said to him, "No. mon, General, you shall

not get before me—I shall always be closer

up to the enemy even than you." Early in

the day, she was hurt pretty seriously in the

hand, but held it up laughing to her general,
and said,

"
It is nothing at all." In the end

of the battle she was surrounded in a charge,
and fell fighting like a desperado. There
were about ten other women, who took up
arms, Madame de L. says, in this cause;—
two sisters, under fifteen—and a tall beauty,
who wore the dress of an officer. The priests
attended the soldiers in the field, and rallied

and exhorted them; but took no part in the

combat, nor ever excited them to any acts of

inhumanity. There were many boys of the

most tender age among the combatants,
—

some scarcely more than nine or ten years of

age.
M. Piron gained a decided victory over the

most numerous army of the republic; bu*

their ranks being recruited by the whole gar-
rison of Mentz, which had been liberated on

parole, presented again a most formidable

front to the insurgents. A great battle was

fought in the middle of September at Chollet,

where the government army was completely

broken, and would have been finally routed,

but for the skill and firmness of the cele-

brated Kleber who commanded it,
and suc-

cessfully maintained a position which covered
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its retreat. In the middle of the battle one

of the peasants took a flageolet from his

pocket, and, in derision, began to play fa ira,

as he advanced against the enemy. A can-

non-ball struck oil" his horse's head, and

brought him to the ground ;
but he drew his

leg from the dead animal, and marched for-

ward on foot, without discontinuing his music.

One other picture of detail will give an idea

of the extraordinary sort of warfare in which

the country was then engaged. Westermann
was beat out of Chatillon, and pursued to

some distance; but finding that the insurgent
forces weie withdrawn, he bethought himself

of recovering the place by a coup de main.

He mounted an hundred grenadiers behind

an hundred picked hussars, and sent them at

midnight into the city. The peasants, as

usual, had no outposts, and were scattered

about the streets, overcome with fatigue and

brandy. However, they made a stout and

bloody resistance. One active fellow received

twelve sabre wounds on the same spot ;
an-

other, after killing a hussar, took up his

wounded brother in his arms, placed him on
the horse, and sent him out of the city ;

—
then returned to the combat; killed another

hussar, and mounted himself on the prize.
The republicans, irritated at the resistance

they experienced, butchered all that came
across them in that night of confusion ! All

order or discipline was lost in the darkness;
and they hacked and fired at each other, or

wrestled and fell, man to man, as they chanced
to meet, and often without being able to dis-

tinguish friend from foe.—An eminent leader

of the insurrection was trampled under foot

by a party of the republicans, who rushed past
him to mas.sacre the whole family where he

lodged, who were all zealous republicans.
—

The town was set on fire in fifty places,
—and

was at last evacuated by both parties, in mu-
tual fear and ignorance of the force to which

they were opposed. When the day dawned,
however, it was finally reoccupied by the in-

surgents.
After some more successes, the insurgent

chiefs found their armies sorely reduced, and
their enemies perpetually increasing in force

and numbers. M. de la Charette, upon some

misunderstanding, withdrew his corps ;
and

all who looked beyond the present moment,
could not fail to perceive, that disasters of the

most fatal nature were almost inevitably ap-

proaching. A dreadful disaster, at all events,
now fell on their fair historian. M. de L. in

rallying a party of his men near Tremblaye,
was struck with a musket ball on the eye-
brow, and instantly fell senseless to the ground.
He was not dead, however

;
and was with difR-

culty borne through the rout which was the

immediate consequence of his fall. His wife,

entirely ignorant of what had happened, was
forced to move along with the retreating army ;

and in a miserable little village was called, at

midnight, from her bed of straw, to hear mass

performed to the soldiers by whom she was
surrounded. The solemn ceremony was in-

terrupted by the approaching thunder of ar-

tillery, and the perpetual arrival of fugitive

and tumultuary parties, with tidings of evil

omen. Nobody had the courage to tell this

unfortunate woman the calamity that had be-

fallen her, though the priest awakened a vague
alarm by solemn encomiums on the piety of

M. de L., and the necessity of resignation to

the will of Heaven. Next night she found
him at Cherdron, scarcely able to move or to

articulate,
—but suffering more from the idea

of her having fallen into the hands of the

enemy, than from his own disasters.

The last great battle was fought near Choi-

let, when the insurgents, after a furious and

sangTiinary resistance, were at last borne down
by the multitude of their opponents, and
driven down into the low country on the banks
of the Loire. M. de Bonchamp, who had

always held out the policy of crossing this

river, and the advantages to be derived from

uniting themselves to the royalists of Brittany,
was mortally wounded in this battle

;
but his

counsels still influenced their proceedings in

this emergency; and not only the whole de-

bris and wreck of the army, but a great pro-

portion of the men and women and children

of the country, flying in consternation from
the burnings and butchery of the government
forces, flocked down in agony and despair to

the banks of this great river. On gaining the

heights of St. Florent, one of the most mourn-

ful, and at the same time most magnificent

spectacles, burst upon the eye. Those heights
form a vast semicircle

;
at the bottom of which

a broad bare plain extends to the edge of the

water. Near an hundred thousand unhappy
souls now blackened over that dreary expanse,—old men, infants, and women mingled with
the half-armed soldiery, caravans, crowded

baggage waggons and teams of oxen, all full

of despair, impatience, anxiety, and terror.—
Behind, were the smokes of their burning
villages, and the thunder of the hostile artil-

lery;
—

before, the broad stream of the Loire,
divided by a long low island, also covered
with the fugitives

—
twenty frail barks plying

in the stream—and, on the far banks, the

disorderly movements of those who had ef-

fected the passage, and were waiting there to

be rejoined by their companions. Such, Ma-
dame de L. assures us, was the tumult and
terrror of the scene, and so awful the recol-

lections it inspired, that it can never be effaced

from the memory of any of those who beheld
it

;
and that many of its awe-struck specta-

tors have concurred in stating that it brought

forcibly to their imaginations the unspeakable
terrors of the great day ofJudgment ! Through
this dismayed and bewildered multitude, the

disconsolate family of their gallant general
made their way silently to the shore;

—M. de
L. stretched, almost insensible, on a wretched

litter,
—his wife, three months gone with child,

walking by his side.—and, behind her, her

faithful nurse, with her helpless and astonish-

ed infant in her arms. When they arrived

on the beach, they with difficulty got a crazy
boat to carry them to the island

;
but the aged

monk who steered it would not venture to

cross the larger branch of the stream.—and
the poor wounded man was obliged to submit
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tc the agony of another removal. At length,

they were landed on the opposite bank : where
wretchedness and desolation appeared still

more conspicuous. Thousands of helpless
Wretches were lying on the grassy shore, or

roaming about in search of the friends from
vvhona they had been divided. There was a

general complaint of cold and hunger ;
and no

body in a condition to give... ~ U any directions, or

administer any relief. M. de L. sutlered excru-

ciating pain from the piercing air which blew

upon his feverish frame;
—the poor infant

screamed for food, and the helpless mother
was left to minister to both;

—while her at-

tendant went among the burnt and ruined

villages, to seek a drop of milk for the baby.
At length they got again in motion for the

adjoining village of Varades,—M. de L., borne
in a sort of chair upon the pikes of his soldiers,
with his wife and the maid-servant walking
before him, and supporting his legs, wrapped
up in their cloaks. With great difficulty they
procured a little room, in a cottage swarming
with soldiers,

—most of them famishing for

want of food, and yet still so mindful of the

rights of their neighbours, that they would
not take a few potatoes from the garden of

the cottage, till Madame de L. had obtained
leave of the proprietor.
M. de Bonchamp died as they were taking

him out of the boat
;
and it became necessary

to elect another commander. M. de L. roused
himself to recommend Henri de Larocheja-
quelein ;

and he was immediately appointed.
When the election was announced fo him. INI.

de L. desired to see and congratulate his

valiant cousin. He was already weeping-
over him in a dark corner of the room

;
and

now came to express his hopes that he should
soon be superseded by his recovery. "No,"
said M. de L.,

" that I believe is out of the

question : But even if I were to recover,
I should never take the place you have
now obtained, and should be proud to serve
as your aid-de-camp."

— The day after,

they advanced towards Rennes. M. de L.

could find no other conveyance than a bag-
gage-waggon ;

at every jolt of which he
suffered such angxiish, as to draw forth the
most piercing shrieks even from his manly
bosom. After some time, an old chaise was
discovered : a piece of artillery was thrown

away to supply it with horses, and the

wounded general was laid in
it,
—his head

being supported in the lap of Agatha, his

mother's faithful waiting-Avoman, and now
the only attendant of his wife and infant.

In three painful days they reached Laval
;

—
Madame de L. frequently suffering from
absolute want, and sometimes getting noth-

ing to eat the whole day, but one or two sour

apples. M. de L. was nearly insensible du-

ring the whole journey. He was roused but

once, when there was a report that a party
of the enemy were in sight. He then called

for his musket, and attemjited to get out of

the carriage ;

—addressed exhortations and re-

f)roaches

to the troops that were flyingaround
lim, and would not rest till an officer in whom
he had confidence came up and restored some

order to the detachment.—The alarm turned

out to be a false one.

At Laval they halted for several days; and
he was so much recruited by the repose, that

he was able to get for half an hour on horse-

back, and seemed to be fairly in the way
of recovery ;

when his excessive zeal, and

anxiety for the good behaviour of the troops,

tempted him to premature exertions, from the

consequences of which he never afterwards

recovered. 'J'he troops being all collected

and refreshed at Laval, it was resolved to

turn upon their pursuers, and give battle to

the advancing army of the republic. The
conflict was sanguinary; but ended most

decidedly in favour of the Vendeans. The
first encounter was in the night.

—and was
characterized with more than the usual con-

fusion of night attacks. The two armies
crossed each other in so extraordinary a

manner, that the artillery of each was sup-
plied, for a part of the battle, from the cms-

sons of the enemy ;
and one of the Yendean

leaders, after exposing himself to great hazard
in helping a brother officer, as he took him to

be, out of a ditch, discovered, by the next flash

of the cannon, that he was an enemy—and

immediately cut him down. After daybreak,
the battle became more orderly, and ended in

a complete victory. This was the last <;rand

crisis of the insurrection. The way to La
Vendee was once more open ;

and the fugi-

tives had it in their power to return triumphant
to their fastnesses and their homes, after rous-

ing Brittany by the example of their valour

and success. M. de L. and Henri both inclined

to this course; but other counsels prevailed.
Some were for marching on to Nantes—others

for proceeding to Rennes—and some, more

sanguine than the rest, for pushing directly
for Paris. Time was irretrievably lost in these

deliberations
;
and the republicans had leisure

to rally, and bring up their reinforcements,
before any thing was definitively settled.

In the meantime, M. de L. became visibly
worse

;
and one morning, when his wife alone

w as in the room, he called her to him, and

told her that he felt his death Mas at hand
,—that his only regret was for leaving her

in the midst of such a war, with a helpless
child, and in a state of pregnancy. For him-

self, he added, he died happy, and with

humble reliance on the Divine mercy ;
—but

her sorrow he could not bear to think of;
—

and he entreated her pardon for any neglect
or unkindness he might ever have shown her.

He added many other expressions of tender-

ness and consolation
;
and seeing her over-

whelmed with angTiish at the despairing tone

in which he spoke, concluded by saying, that

he might perhaps be mistaken in his prog-

nosis;
—and hoped still to live for her. Next

day they were under the necessity of moving
forward

; and, on the journey, he learned

accidentally from one of the officers, ihe

dreadful details of the Queen's execution,
which his wife had been at great pains to

keep from his knowledge. This intelligence

seemed to bring back his fever—though he

still spoke of living to avenge her—'-If I do

v2
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lire," he said, "it shall now be for vengeance

enly
—no more mercy from me!"—That

evening, Madame de L., entirely overcome

with anxiety and fatigue, had fallen into a

deep sleep on a mat before his bed :
—And

•con after, his condition became altogether

desperate. He was now speechless, and

nearly insensible;
—the sacraments were ad-

ministered, and various applications made
without awaking the inihaj)py sleeper by his

side. Soon after midnight, however, .she

started up, and instantly became aware of

the full extent of her
misery.

To fill up
its measure, it was announced in the course

of the morning, that they must immediately
resume their march with the last division of

the army. The thing appeared altogether

impossible ;
Madame de L. declared she

would
"

rather die by the hands of the re-

publicans, than permit her husband to bo

moved in the condition in which he then
thatwas. When she recollected, however,

these barbarous enemies had of late not only
butchered the wounded that fell into their

power, but mutilated and insulted their re-

mains, she submitted to the alternative, and

prepared for this miserable journey with a

heart bursting with anguish. The dying man
was roused only to heavy moanings by the

Eain

of lifting him into the carriage,
—where

is faithful Agatha again supported his head,
and a surgeon watched all the changes in

his condition. Madame de L. was placed
on horseback

; and, surrounded by her father

and mother, and a number of officers, went
forward, scarcely conscious of any thing that

was passing
—

only that sometimes, in the

bitterness of her heart, when she saw the

dead bodies of the republican soldiers on
the road, she made her horse trample upon
them, as if in vengeance for the slaughter of

her husband. In the course of little more
than an hour, she thought she heard some
little stir in the carriage, and insisted on stop-

Eing
to inquire into the cause. The officers,

owever, crowded around her
;
and then her

father came up and said that M. de L. was
in the same state as before, but that he suf-

fered dreadfully from the cold, and would
be very much distressed if the door was again
to be opened. Obliged to be satisfied with this

answer, .she went on in sullen and gloomy
silence for some hours longer in a dark and

rainy day of November. It was night when
they reached the town of Fougeres; and,
when lifted from her horse at the gate, she
was unable either to stand or walk :

—she
was carried into a wretched house, crowded
with troops of all descriptions, where she
waited two hours in agony till she heard that
the carriage with M. de L. was come up.
She was left alone for a dreadful moment
with her mother; and then M. de Beauvol-
liers came in, bathed in tears,

—and taking
both her hands, told her she must now think

only of saving the child she carried within
her ! Her husband had expired when she
eard the noise in the carriage, soon after

their setting out—and the surgeon had ac-

cordingly left it as soon as the order of the

march had carried her ahead
j
but the faith-

ful Agatha, ff-arful lest her appearance might
alarm her mistress in the midst of the jour-

ney, had remained alone with the dead body
for all the rest of the day ! Fatigue, grief,
and anguish of mind, now threatened ]\ladame
de L. with consequences which it seems al-

together miraculous that she should have

escaped. She was seized with violent pains,
and was threatened with a miscarriage in a
room which served as a common passage to

the crowded and miserable lodging she had
procured. It was thought necessary to bleed
her—and, after some difficulty, a surgeon
was procured. She can never forget, she

says, the formidable apparition of this warlike

phlebotomist. A figure six feet high, with
ferocious whiskers, a great sabre at his side,
and four huge pistols in his belt, stalked up
with a fierce and careless air to her bed-side;
and when she said she was timid about the

operation, answered harshly,
" So am not I—

I have killed three hundred men and upwards
in the field in my time—one of them only this

morning—I think then I may venture to

bleed a woman—Come, come, let us see your
arm." She was bled accordingly

—
and, con-

trary to all expectation, was pretty well again
in the morning. She insisted for a long time
in carrying the body of her husband in the

carriage along with her
;
—but her father,

after indulging her for a few days, contrived
to fall behind with this precious deposit, and
informed her when he came up again, that it

had been found necessary to bury it privately
in a spot which he would not specify.

This abstract has grown to such a bulk that

we find we cannot afford to continue it on the

same scale. Nor is this very necessary; for

though there is more than a third part of the

book, of which we have given no account—
and that, to those who have a taste for tales

of sorrow, the most interesting portion of it—
we believe that most readers will think they
have had enough of La Vendee

;
and that all

will now be in a condition to judge of the

degree of interest or amusement which the
work is likely to afford them. We shall add,
however, a brief sketch of the rest of its con-
tents.—After a series of murderous battles, to

which the mutual refusal of quarter gave an

exasperation unknown in any other history,
and which left the field so cumbered with
dead bodies that Madame de L. assures us
that it was dreadful to feel the lifting of the
wheels, and the cracking of the bones, as her

heavy carriage passed over them,
—the wreck

of the Vendeans succeeded in reaching An-

gers upon the Loire, and trusted to a furious

assault upon that place for the means of re-

passing the river, and regaining their beloved

country. The garrison, however, proved
stronger and more resolute than they had

expected. Their own gay and enthusiastic

courage had sunk under a long course of

suffering and disaster; and, after losing a

great number of men before the walls, they
were obliged to turn back in confusion, they
did not well know whither, but farther and
farther from the land to w hich all their hopes
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ami wishes were directed. In the tumult of

tliis retroatj Madame de L. lost sight of her

venera])le aunt, who had hitherto been the

mild and patient companion of their wander-

mgs : and learned afterwards that she had
fallen into the hands of the enemy, and, at

the age of eighty, been publicly executed at

Rennes, for the crime of rebellion ! At Fou-

geres, at Laval, at Dol, and Savenay, the

dwindled force of the insurgents had to sus-

tain new attacks from their indefatigable pur-

suers, in which the officers and most of the

soldiery gave still more extraordinary proofs,
than any we have yet recorded, of undaunted

valour, and constancy worthy of better for-

tune. The weather was now, in the latter

end of November, extremely cold and rainy ;

the roads almost impassable; and provisions

very scarce. Often, after a march of ten

hours, Madame de L. has been obliged to

fish for a few cold potatoes in the bottom of

a dirty cauldron, filled with greasy water, and

polluted by the hands of half the army. Her
child sickened from its teething, and insuffi-

cient nourishment; and every day she wit-

nessed the death of some of those gallant
leaders whom the spring had seen assembled
in her halls in all the flush of youthful confi-

dence and glory. After many a weary march,
and desperate struggle, about ten thousand

sad survivors got again to the banks of that

fatal Loire, which now seemed to divide them
from hope and protection. Henri, who had

arranged the whole operation with consum-
mate judgment, found the shores on both sides

free of the enemy:—But all the boats had
been removed

; and, after leaving orders to

cx)nstruct rafts with all possible despatch, he

liimself, with a few attendants, ventured over

in a little wherry, which he had brought with

him on a cart, to make arrangements for

covering their landing. But they never saw
the daring Henri again ! The vigilant enem}"
came down upon them at this critical moment
—

intercepted his return—and, stationing seve-

ral armed vessels in the stream, rendered the

passage of the army altogether impossible.

Thej' fell back in despair upon Savenay ;
and

there the brave and indefati2"able ]Mari<>nv

told IMadame de L. that all was now over—
that it was altogether impossible to resist the

attack that would be made next day—and
advised her to seek her safety in flight and

disguise, without the loss of an instant. She
set out accordingly, with her mother, in a

gloomy day of December, under the conduct

of a drunken peasant; and. after being out

most of the night, at length obtained shelter

in a dirty farm house,—from which, in the

course of the day, she had the misery of see-

ing her unfortunate countrymen scattered over

the whole open country, chased and butchered
without mercy by the republicans, who now
took a final vengeance for all the losses lhi>v

had sustained. She had long been clothed

in shreds and patches, and needed no disguise
to conceal her quality. She was sometimes
hidden in the mill, when the troopers came
to search for fugitives in her lonely retreat :

—and oftener sent, in the midst of winter, to

herd the .sheep or cattle of her faithful ami

compassionate host, along with his rawboned
daughter.

In this situation they remained till late in

the following spring;
—and it would be end-

less to enumerate the haiibreadlh 'scapes and

unparalleled sufferings to which they were

every day exposed—reduced frequently to

live upon alms, and forced every tv, o or three

days to shift their quarters, ui the middle of
the night, from one royalist cabin to another.
Such was the long-continued and vindictive

rigour of the republican part)-, that the mo.st

eager and unrelaxing search was made for

fugitives of all descriptions ;
and every ad-

herent of the insurgent faction who fell into

their hands was barbarously murdeiod, with-
out the least regard to age. se.\. or individual
innocence ! While skulking about in this

state of peril and desolation, they had glimpses
and occasional rencounters with some of their

former companions, whom similar misfortunes
had driven upon similar schemes of conceal-
ment. In particular, they t\\ice saw the

daring and unsubduable M. de Llarigiiy, who
had wandered over the whole country from

Angers to Nantes; and notwithstanding his

gigantic form and remarkable features, had
contrived so to disguise himself as to elude
all detection or pursuit. He could counterfeit

all ages and dialects, and speak in perfection
the patois of every village. He now appeared
before them in the character of an itinerant

dealer in poultry ;
and retired unsuspected by

all but themselves. In this wretched condi-

tion, the term of Madame de L.'s confinement
drew on: and, after a thousand frights and

disasters, she was delivered of two daughters,
without any other assistance than that of hei

mother. One of the infants had its wri.'^t dis-

located
;
and so subdued was the poor mother's

mind to the level of her fallen fortunes, that

she had now no other anxiety, than that she

might recover strength enough to carry it

herself to the waters of Bareges, which she

fancied might be of service to it
;

—but the

poor baby died within a fortnight after it was
born.

Towards the end of 1794, their lot was
somewhat softened by the compassionate
kindness of a jMadame Dumoutiers, who offer-

ed them an asylum in her house : in ^^ hich,

though still liable to the searches of the blood-

hounds of the municipality, they had more
assistance in eluding them, and less misery
to endure in the intervals. The whole his-

tory of their escapes would make the adven-
tures of Caleb Williams appear a cold an.d

barren chronicle
;
but we have room only to

mention, that after the death of Robespierre,
there was a great abatement in the r);L't)ur of

pursuit; and that a general amnestv was

speedily proclaimed, for all who had been
concerned in the insurrection. After several

inward struggles with piide anrl principle,
INladame de L. was prevailed on to repair to

Nantes, to avail herself of this amnesty ;

—
but,

first of all. she rode in to reconnoitre, and con-

sult with some friends of her hostess
;
and

proceeded boldly through the hostile city, in
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the dress of a peasant, witli a sack at her back,
and a pair of fowls in her hands. She found

that the tone was now to flatter and conciliate

the insur;u:ents by all sorts of civilities and

compliments; and after some time, she and

ner mother applied for, and obtained, a full

pardon for all their oflences against the Re-

publican irovernment.
This amnesty drew back to light many

of her former friends, who had been univer-

sally supposed to be dead
;
and proved, by

the prodigious numbers whom it brought from

their hidnig-places in tlie neighbourhood, how

generally the lower orders were attached to

their cause, or how universal the virtues of

compassion and fidelity to confiding misery
are in the national character. It also brought
to the writer's knowledge many shocking

{)articulars

of the cruel executions which so

ong polluted that devoted city. We may give
a few of the instances in her own words, as a

specimen of her manner of writing ;
to which,

in our anxiety to condense the information she

affords us, we have paid perhaps too little

attention.

" Mndame de Jourdain fut menee sur la Loire,

pour eire noyee avec ses trois filles. Un soldat

voulut sjinver la plus jcune, qui etait fort belle.

Elle se jeia a I'eau pour parlaper le sort de sa mere.
La malhenreuse enfant tomba sur des cadavres, et

n'enlbn^a point. Ellecriait: Poussez-moi, je n'ai

pas assez d'eau ! et elle perit." Mademoiselle de Cuissard, a^ee de seize ans,

qui etait plus l)elle encore, s'attira aussi ie meme
interet d'unoflicierqui passa trois heures a ses pieds,
la suppliant de se laisser sauver. Elle etait avec
une viello parente que cet homme ne voulait pas se

risquer a dcrober au siipplice. Mademoiselle de
Cuissard se precipita dans la Loire avec elle.

" Une mort affreuse fut celle de Mademoiselle de
la Roche St. Andre. Elle etait grosse : on I'epargna.
On lui laissa nourrir son enfant; mais il mourut,
et on la fit pcrir le leiidemain ! Au reste, il ne faut

pas croire que toutcs Ics femmes enceintes fussent

respectees. Cela otait meme fort rare
; plus com-

muncment Ics soldats massacraient femmes et en-
fants. II n'y avail que dcvant les tribunaux, oil Ton
observait ces exceptions ;

et on y laissait aux femmes
le tetnps de noiirrir leurs enfants, comme etant une

ohligalirm rf-pahlicaine. C'est en quoi consistait

I'humaniie des gens d'alors.

"Ma pauvrc .Agathe avait coiiru de bien grands
dangers. Elle ni'avaii quitte a Nort, pour profiler
de cette amnisiie pretenduc, dont on avait parle dans
ce moment^ Elle vint a Nantes, et fut conduite
devani le gf'neral liamberty, le plus ferocedes amis
de Carrier. La

figure d'Agathe lui plait:
' As-tu

peur, brisande ?' lui dit-il.
'

Non, general,' repondit-
elle.

' He bien! quand lii auras peur, souviens-toi
de Lamheriy.' ajouta-t-il. Elle fut conduite a

I'entrepot. C'est la trop fameiise prison oiz I'on
entassoit les victimes destinoes a etre noyees.
Chaque nuil on venait en prendre par ceiitaines,

pour les mettre sur les bateaux. Lii, on liaii les

malheureux deux a deux, et on les poussait dans
Teau, a coups de ba'ionnette. On saisissait indis-

tinctement tout ce qui se trouvait a I'entrepot ;

tellement qu'on noya un jour I'eiat major d'une
corvette Anglaise, qui etait prisonnier die suerre.

Une, autre fois, Carrier, voulaut donner un exemple
de I'austerite des inreursrcpublicaines, fit enfermer
trois cents filles publiques de In ville, et les mal-
heureuses creatures furent noyees! Enfin, Ton
estime qu'il a peri a I'entrepot quinze mille per-
Bonnes en un mois. II est vrai qu'outre les supplices,
la misere et la maladie ravageaient les prisontiiers,

«jui etaient presses sur la paille, et qui ne recevaient

aucun soin. A peine les connaissait-on. Les
cadavres restaient quclquefois plus d'un jour sans

qu'oii vint les emporicr."
Agailie ne douiaiit plus d'une mori prochaine,

envoya cliercher Lamberiy. II la coiiduisii dans un

petit baiitiiciit a soupape, dans lequel on avau noye
les preires, et que Carrier lui avait doiuic. II etait

seul avec elle, e; voulut en profiler: elle resisla.

Lamberiy la menaga de la noyer : elle courut pour
SR Jeter elle-menie a I'eau. A lors cet homme lui

(lit : A lions ! tu es une brave fille, je te sauveraL
II la laissa huit jours seule dans le bailment, oil elle

enieiidait Ics noyades qui se faisaient la nuii
; euBuite

il la caclia cbcz un iionnrie S * *
*, qui eiuii, com- ,

me lui, un fidele executeur des ordres de Carrier.
"
Quelqiie temps apres, la discorde divisa les re-

piiblicains de Nantes. (Jn prit le preiexie d'accusei

Lamberty d'avoir derobe des femmes aux noyades,
et d'cn avoir noye qui ne devaient pas I'ctre. Un
jeune homme, nommc Robin, qui etait fort devoue
a Lamberty, vint saisir Agathe chez Madame S***,
la Iraina dans le bateau, et vouliU la poignarder,

pour faire disparaitre une prcuve du crime qu'on
reprocliait a son patron. Agathe se jeta a ses pieds;

parvini a Tatiendrir, et il la cacha chez un de sea

atiiis, nomme Lavaux, qui etait honneie homme, el

qui avait deja rccueilli Madame de I'Epmay : mais
on siU des le lendemain I'asile d'Agaihe, et on vint

I'arreier.
"
Cependant le parti ennemi de liamberty con-

tinuait a vouloir le detruire. II resulta de cette

circonstance, qu'on jeta de I'intcret sur Agathe.
On loua S*** et Lavaux de leur humanite, el Ton

parvint a faire perir Lamberty ! Peu apres arriva la

mortde Robrspierre. Agathe resta encore quelques
mois en prison, puis obtint sa liberie."—Vol. ii. pp.
171—17.5.

When the means of hearing of her friends

were thus suddenly restored, there was little

to hear but what was mournful. Her father

had taken refuge in a wood with a small party
of horsemen, after the rout of Savenay, and
afterwards collected a little force, with which

ihey seized on the town of Ancenis, and had

nearly forced the passage of the Loiie
;
but

they wore surrounded, and made prisoners,
and all shot in the market-place ! The brave
Henri de Larochejaquelein had gained the

north bank with about twenty followers, and
wandered many days over the burnt and

bloody solitudes of the once happy La Vendee.
Overcome with fatigue and huiiiier, they at

last reached an inhabited farm-house, and fell

fast asleep in the barn. They were soon

roused, however, by the news that a party of

the republicans were approaching the same
house

;
but were so worn out, that they would

not rise, even to provide against that extreme
hazard. The party accordingly entered; and

being almost as much exhausted as the others,
threw themselves down, without asking any
questions, at the other end of the barn, and

slept quietly beside them. Henri afterwards

found out iVL de la Charrette, by whom he
was coldly, and even rudely received

;
but he

soon raised a little army of his own, and De

came again formidable in the scenes of nis

first successes :
—till one day, riding a little in

front of his party, he fell in with two repub-
lican soldiers, upon whom his followers were
about to fire, when he said, "JVo, no, they
shall have quarter;" and pu.shingup to them,
called upon them to surrender. Without say-

ing a word, one of them raised his piece, and
shot him right through the forehead. He fell
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»t once dead
where he fell.

before them, and was buried

" Ainsi peril, a vingt et un ans, Henri de la

Rochejaqneit'iii. Encore a present, quand ies pay-
Bans se rappellent Tardcuret i'eclatde son courage,

|

ea modesue, sa iaciliie, et ce caractore de guerrier,
et de bon erifant, ils parlent de iui avec fierte et avec
amour. II n'est pas un Vendeen dont on ne voie

le regard s'aninier, quand il raconte comment il a

Eervi sous M. Henri."— \^ol. ii. pp. 187, ld8.

The fate of the gallant Marigny was still

more deplorable. He joined Charrette and
Stofflet

;
but some misunderstanding having

arisen among them upon a point of discipline,

they took the rash and violent step of bring-

ing him to a court-martial, and sentencing him
to death for disobedience. To the horror of

all the Vendeans, and the great joy of the re-

publicans, this unjust and imprudent sentence

was carried into execution
;
and the cause de-

prived of the ablest of its surviving champions.
When they had gratified their curiosity with

these melancholy details, Madame de L. and
her mother set out for Bouideaux, and from
thence to Spain, where they remained for

nearly two years
—but were at last permitted

to return;
—

and, upon Bonaparte's accession

to the sovereignty, were even restored to a

great part of their possessions. On the earnest

entreaty of her mother, she was induced at

last to give her hand to Louis de Larochejaque-
lein, brother to the gallant Henri—and the in-

heritor of his principles and character. This

match took place in 1802, and they lived in

peaceful retirement till the late movements
for the restoration of the house of Bourbon.
The notice of this new alliance terminates the

original Memoirs; but there is a supplement,
containing rather a curious account of the in-

ti'igues and communications of the royalist

party in Bonrdeaux and the South, through
the whole course of the Revolution,

—and of

the proceedings by which they conceive that

they accelerated the restoration of the King in

1814. It may not be uninteresting to add,
that since the book was published, the second
husband of the unfortunate writer fell in bat-

tle in the same cause which proved fatal t«i

the first, during the short period of Bonaparte's
last reign, and but a few- days before the de^-

cisive battle of Waterloo.
We have not left room now for any genera)

observations—and there is no need of them.
The book is, beyond all question, extremely
curious and interesting

—and we really have
no idea that any reflections of ours could ap-

pear half so much so as the abstract we have
now given in their stead. One remark, how-

ever, we shall venture to make, now that our

abstract is done. If all France were like La
Vendee in 1793, we shou-M anticipate nothing
but happiness from the restoration of the

Bourbons and of the old government. But the

very fact that the Vendeans were crushed by
the rest of the countrj-, proves that this is not

the case : And indeed it requires but a mo-
ment's reflection to perceive, that the rest of

France could not well resemble La Vendee in

its royalism, unless it had resembled it in

the other peculiarities upon which that royal-
ism was founded—unless it had all its no-

blesse resident on their estates; and living in

their old feudal relations with a simple and

agricultural vassalage. The book indeed

shows two things very plainly,
—and both of

them well worth remembering. In the first

place, that there may be a great deal of kind-

ness and good affection among a people of

insurgents against an establisheil government;—
and, secondly, that where there is such an

aversion to a government, as to break out in

spontaneous insurrection, it is impossible en-

tirely to subdue that aversion, either by
severity or forbearance—although the differ-

ence of the two courses of policy is, that

severity, even when carried to the savage ex-

tremity of devastation and indiscriminate

slaughter, leads only to the adoption of similar

atrocities in return—while forbearance is at

least rewarded by the acquiescence of those

who are conscious of weakness, and gives
time and opportunity for those mutual conces-

sions by which alone contending factions or

principles can ever be permanently reconciled.

(j>3'ot)cmbcr, 1S12.)

Memoires de Frederique Sophie Wilhelmine de Prusse, Margrave de Barcith, Saur de Fre'

deric le Grand. Ecrits de sa Main. 8vo. 2 tomes. Brunswick, Paris, et Londres: 1812.

Philosophers have long considered it as

probable, that the private manners of absolute

sovereigns are vulgar, their pleasures low, and
their dispositions selfish;

—that the two ex-

tremes of life, in short, approach pretty closely
to each other; and that the Masters of man-

kind, when stripped of the artificial pomp and

magnificence which invests them in public,
resemble nothing so nearly as the meanest of

the multitude. The ground of this opinion

is, that the very highest and the very lowest

of mankind are equally beyond the influence

(il that wholesome control, to which all the

32

inteiTnediate classes are subjected, by their

mutual dependence, and the need they have

for the good will and esteem of their fellows.

Those who are at the very bottom of the scale

are below the sphere of this influence ;
and

those at the very top are above it. The one

have no chance of distinction by any effort

they are capable of making; and the other

are secure of the highest degree of it,
without

any. Both therefore are indiflTerent, or very

nearly so, to the opinion of mankind : the
i^or-

mer, because the naked subsistence which

they earn by their labour will not be affected
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by that opinion ; and the latter, because their

legal po\v(;r and preeminence are eejually in-

dependent of it. Those who liave nothing to

lose, in short, are not very far from the condi-

tion of those who have nothing more to gain;
and the maxim of reckoning one's-self last,

which is the basis of all jjoliteness, and leads,

insensibly, from the mere practice of dissimu-

lation, to habits of kindness and sentiments of

generous independence, is equally inapplica-
ble to ihe case of those who are obviously and
in reality the last of their kind, and those who
are quite indisputably the first. Both there-

fore are deprived of the checks and of the

training, which restrain the selfishness, and
call out the sensibilities of other men : And,
remote and contrasted as their actual situa-

tion must be allowed to be, are alike liable

to exlribit that disregard for the feelings of

others, and that undisguised preference for

their own gratification, which it is the boast of

modern refinement to have subdued, or at least

efTectually concealed, among the happier or-

ders of society. In a free country, indeed, the

monarch, if he share at all in the spirit of

liberty, may escape this degradation ;
because

he will then feel for how much he is depend-
ent on the good opinion of his countrymen ;

and, in general, where there is a great ambi-
tion for popularity, this pernicious efTect of

high fortune will be in a great degree avoided.

But the ordinary class of arbitrary rulers, who
found their whole claim to distinction upon
the accident of their birth and station, may be

expected to realize all that we have intimated

as to the peculiar manners and dispositions of

the Caste ; to sink, like their brethren of the

theatre, when their hour of representation is

over, into gross sensuality, paltry intrigiies,
and dishonourable squabbles; and, in short,
to be fully more likely to beat their wives and
cheat their benefactors, than any other set of

persons
—out of the condition of tinkers.

But though tliese opinions have long seem-
ed pretty reasonable to those who presumed
to reason at all on such subjects, and even

appeared to be tolerably well confirmed by
the few indications that could be obtained as

to the state of the fact, there was but little

prospect of the world at large getting at the

exact truth, either by actual observation or by
credible report. The tone of adulation and

outrageous compliment is so firmly establish-

ed, and as it were positively prescribed, for

all authorized communications from the inte-

rior of a palace, that it would be ridiculous

even to form a guess, as to its actual condi-

tion, from such materials : And, with regard
to the casual observers who might furnish

less suspected information, a great part are

too vain, and too grateful for the opportunities

they have enjoyed, to do any thing which

might prevent their recurrence; while others

are kept silent by a virtuous shame
;
and the

remainder are discredited, and perhaps not

always without reason, as the instruments of

faction or envy. There seemed great reason
to fear, therefore, that this curious branch of

Natural History would be left to mere theory
and conjecturej and never be elucidated by

the testimony of any competent observer;
when the volumes before ue made their ap»

pearance, to set theory and conjecture at rest,
and make the private character of such sove-

reigns a matter of historical record.

They bear to be INlemoirs of a Princess of

Prussia, written by herself; and are in fact

memoirs of the private life of most of the

princes of Germany, written by one of their

own number—with great freedom indeed—
but with an evident partiality to the fraterni-

ty ;
and unmasking more of the domestic

manners and individual habits of persons in

that lofty station, than any other work with
which we are acquainted. It is ushered into

the world without any voucher for its authen-

ticity, or even any satisfifbtory account of the

manner in which the manuscript was obtain-

ed : But its genuineness, we understand, is

admitted even by those whose inchnations

would lead them to deny it. and appears to us
indeed to be irresistibly established by inter-

nal evidence.* It is written in the vulgar

gossiping style of a chambermaid
;
but at the

same time with very considerable cleverness

and sagacity, as to the conception and delinea-

tion of character. It is full of events and por-
traits—and also of egotism, detraction, and

inconsistency ;
but all delivered with an air of

good faith that leaves us little room to doubt
of the facts that are reported on the writer's

own authority, or, in any case, of her own be-

lief in the justness of her opinions. Indeed,
half the edification of the book consists in the

lights it affords as to the character of the

writer, and consequently as to the effects of

the circumstances in which she \\ as placed :

nor is there any thing, in the very curious

picture it presents, more striking than the part
she unintentionally contributes, in the pecu-

liarity of her own taste in the colouring and
delineation. The heartfelt ennui, and the

afl^ected contempt of greatness, so strangely
combined with her tenacity of all its privi-

leges, and her perpetual intrigues and quarrels
about precedence

—the splendid encomiums
on her own inflexible integrity, intermixed

with the complacent uarrative of perpetual
trick and duplicity

—her bitter complaints of

the want of zeal and devotedness in her

friends, and the desolating display of her own
utter heartlessness in every page of the his-

tory
—and,

—
finally, her outrageous abuse of

almost every one with whom she is connect--

ed. alternating with professions of the greatest

regard, and occasional apologies for the most
atrocious among them, when they happen to

conduct themselves in conformity to her own
little views at the moment—are all, we think,
not only irrefragable proofs of the authen-

ticity of the singular work before us, but,

*
I have not reoenily marie any enqiiincs on ihis-

subject: and it is possible that the anthrnticity of

this siranwebook may have been diprrcdiied. since

the now remote period when 1 last heard it discuss-

ed. It is obvious at first sight that it is full of ex-

agwerations : But t\at is too common a characteristic

o? sennine memoiia written in the tranrhnnt SJyla

to which it belontrs, to detract much Irom the credit

to which the minuteness and confidence of its de

tails may otherwise be thought to entitle it.
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together with the lowness of its style and dic-

tion, are features—and pretty prominent ones—in tnai portraiture of royal manners and dis-

positions which we conceive it to be its chief

ofiice and chief merit to display. In this

point
of view, we conceive the publication to

be equally curious and instructive
;
and there

is a vivacity in the style, and a rapidity in the

narrative, which renders it at all events very-

entertaining, though little adapted for abstract

or abridgment.
—We must endeavour, how-

ever, to give our readers some notion of its

contents.

What is now before us is but a fragment,

extending from the birth of the author in

1707 to the year 1742, and is chiefly occupied
with the court of Berlin, down till her mar-

riage with the Prince of Bureith in 1731. She
sets off with a portrait of her father Frederic

William, whose peculiarities are already pret-

ty well known by the dutiful commentaries
of his son, and Voltaire. His daughter begins
with him a little more handsomely ;

and as-

sures us, that he had " talents of the first or-

der"—'-'an excellent heart" -and, in short.

'•all the qualities which go to the constitution

of great men " Such is the flattering outline:

But candour required some shading ;
and we

must confess that it is laid on freely, and with

good effect. His temper, she admits, was un-

governable, and often hurried him into ex-

cesses altogether unworthy of his rank and
situation. Then it must also be allowed that

he was somewhat hard-hearted
;
and through-

out his whole life gave a decided preference
to the cardinal virtue of Justice over the

weaker attribute of Mercy. Moreover,
" his

excessive love of money exposed him" (her

Royal Highness seems to think very unjustly)
"to the imputation of avarice." And, finally,

she informs us. without any circumlocution,
that he was a crazy bigot in religion

—
suspi-

cious, jealous, and deceitfnl—and entertained

a profound contempt for the whole sex to

which his dutiful biographer belongs.
This "great and amiable" prince was mar-

ried, as every body knows, to a princess of

Hanover, a daughter of our George the First
;

of whom he was outrageously jealous, and
whom he treated with a degree of brutality
that would almost have justified any form of

revenge. The princess, however, seems to

have been irreproachably chaste : But had,
notwithstanding, some of the usual vices of

slaves; and tormented her tyrant to very good
purpose by an interminable system of ihe

most crooked and provoking intrig-ues. chiefly
about the marriages of her family, but occa-

sionally upon other subjects, carried on by
the basest tools and instruments, and for a

long time in confederacy with the daughter
who has here recorded their history. But

though she had thus the satisfaction of fre-

quently enraging her husband, we cannot help
thinking that she had herself by far the worst
of the game ;

and indeed it is impossible to

read, without a mixed feeling of pity and con-

tempt, the catalogue of miserable shifts which
this poor creature was perpetually forced to

employ to avoid detection, and escape the

beatings with which it was frequently accom-

panied !
—

feigned sicknesses—midnight con-
sultations—hidings behind screens and under
beds—spies at her husband's drunken orgies—

burning of letters, pocketing of inkstands,
and all the paltry apparatus of boarding-school

imposture ;

—
together with the more revolting

criminality of lies told in the midst of caresses,
and lessons of falsehood anxiously inculcated

o[i the minds of her children.—It is edifying
to know, that, with all this low cunning, and

practice in deceiving, this poor lady was her-

self the dupe of a preposterous and unworthy
confidence. She told every thing to a favour-

ite chambermaid—who told it over again to

one of the ministers—who told it to the King:
And though the treachery of her confidante

was perfectly notorious, and she herself was
reduced privately to borrow money from the

King of England in order to bribe her to se-

crecy, she never could keep from her any one

thing that it was of importance to conceal.

The ingenious Princess before us had for

many years no other brother than the Great

Frederic, who afterwards succeeded to the

throne, but whose extreme ill health in his

childhood seemed to render her accession a
matter of considerable probability. Her al-

liance consequently became an early object
of ambition to most of the Protestant princes
of her time; and before she was fully eight

years old, her father and mother had had fifty

quarrels about her marriage. About the same

time, she assures us that a Swedish officer,
who was a great conjurer, informed her, after

inspecting her hand,
" that she would be

sought in marriage by the Kings of Sweden,
England, Russia, and Poland, but would not

be united to any of them :"—a prediction, the

good Princess "declares, that was afterwards

verified in a very remarkable manner. The
Swedish proposition indeed follows hard upon
the prophecy; for the very next year engage-
ments are taken for that match, which are

afterwards abandoned on account of the ten-

der age of the parties.
—The Princess here

regales us with an account of her own vivac-

ity and angelic memory at this period, and
with a copious interlude of all the court scan-

dal during the first days of her existence.

But as we scarcely imagine that the scandal-

ous chronicle of Berlin for the year 1712,
would excite much interest in this country in

the year 1812, we shall take the liberty to

pass over the gallantries of Madame de Blas-

l)il
and the treasons of M. Clement

; merely
noticing, that after the execution of the latter,

the King ordered every letter that came to

his capital to be opened, and never slept with-

out drawn swords and cocked pistols at his

side. But while he was thus trembling at

imaginary dangers, he was, if we can believe

his infant daughter, upon the very brink of

others sufficiently serious. His chief favour-

ites were the Prince of Anhalt, who is briefly
characterized in these Memoirs as brutal,
cruel and deceitful, and the minister Grum-

kow, who is represented, on the same author-

ity, as a mere concentration of all the vices.

These worthy persons had set their hearts
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upon our author's marriage with the nephew
of the former, and her ultimate elevation to

the throne by the death of her sickly brother.

But when that brolher begins to improve in

health, and the old King not otdy makes his

will without consulting them, but threatens

to live to an unreasonable age, they naturally
become impatient for the acx'om]ilishment of

their wishes, and resolve to cut off both father

and son, the first time they can catch them

together at an exhibition of ropedancing,
—

with which elegant entertainment it seems
the worthy monarch was in the habit of re-

creating hnnself almost every evening. The
whole of this dreadful plot, we are assured,
was revealed to the King, with all its particu-
larites. by a lady in the confidence of the con-

spirators : but they contrive, somehow or other,
to play their parts so adroitly, that, after a long

investigation, they are reinstated in favour,
and their fair accuser sent to pine, on bread

and water, in a damp dungeon at Spandau.
In the year 1717, Peter the Great came

with his Empress and court to pay a visit at

Berlin
;

—and as the whole scene is described

with great vivacity in the work before us, and
serves to illustrate its great theme of the pri-
vate manners of sovereigns, we shall make
rather a fuller abstract of it than we can afford

for most parts of the narrative. The degrees
of grossness and pretension are infinite—and
the court of Prussia, where the Sovereign got
drunk and kicked his counsellors, and beat

the ladies of his family, thought itself en-

titled to treat Peter and his train as a set of

Barbarians!—On his first presentation, the

Czar took Frederic firmly by the hand, and

said, he was glad to see him : he then offered

to kiss the Queen—but she declined the hon-
our. He next presented his son and daughter,
and four hundred ladies in waiting

—the

greater part of whom, our Princess assures

us, weie washerwomen and scullions pro-
moted to that nominal dignity. Almost every
one of them, however, she adds, had a baby
richly dressed in her arms—and when any
one asked A\hose it was. answered with great
coolness and complacency, that " the Czar had
done her the honour to make her the mother
of it."—The Czarine was very short, tawny,
and ungraceful—dressed like a provincial
German player, in an old fashioned robe,
covered with dirt and silver, and with some
dozens of medals and pictures of saints strung
down the front, which clattered every time
she moved, like the bells of a packhorse.
SLe spoke little German, and no French; and

finding that she got on but ill with the Queen
and her party, she called her fool into a corner
to come and entertain her in Russian—which
she did with such effect, that she kept her in

a continual roar of laughter before all the

court. The Czar himself is described as tall

and rather handsome, though with something
intolerably harsh in his physiognomy. On
first seeing our royal author he took her up in

his arms, and rubbed the skin off her face in

kissing her with his rough beard
; lauahing

Very heartily at the airs with which she re-

sented this familiarity. He was liable at

times to convulsive starts and spasms, and

being seized with one of them when at table,
with his knife in his hand, put his liosts into

no little bodily terror. He told the Queen,

however, that he would do her no harm, anc
took her hand in token of his good humour

;

but squeezed it so unmercifully that she was
forced to cry out—at which he laughed again
with great violence, and said,

" her bones
were not so well knit as his Catherine's."

There was to be a grand ball in the evening;
but as soon as he had done eating, he got up,
and trudged home by himself to his lodgings
in the suburbs. Next day they went to see
the curiosities of the place.

—What pleased
him most was a piece of antique sculpture,
most grossly indecent. Nothing, however,
would serve him but that his wife should kiss

this figure; and when she hesitated, he told

her he would cut off her head if she refused.

He then asked this piece and several other

things of value from the King, and packed
them off for Petersburgh, without ceremony.
In a few days after he took his departure ;

leaving the palace in which he had been

lodged in such a state of filth and dilapidation
as to remind one. says the princess, of the

desolation of Jerasalem.
We now come to a long chapter of the au-

thor's personal sufferings, from a sort of half

governess, half chambermaid, of the name of

Letti, who employed herself all day in beat-

ing and scratching her, for refusing to repeat
all that the King and the Queen said in her

hearing, and kept her awake all night by
snoring like fifty troopers. This accomplished
person also invented ingenious nicknames,
which seem to have had much currency, for

all the leading persons about the court. The
Queen she always called La grande dnesse^
and her two favourites respectively La grosse

vache, and La solle bete. Sometimes she only
kicked the Princess' shins—at other times
she pummelled her on the nose till

" she bled
like a calf;" and occasionally excoriated her
face by rubbing it with acrid substances.

Such, however, was the mag-nanimity of her

royal pupil, that she never made the least

complaint of this dreadful usage ;
but an old

lady found it out, and told the Queen, that

"her daughter was beaten every day like

plaster," and that she would be brought to

her one morning with her bones broken, if she
did not get another attendant. So La Letti is

dismissed, though with infinite difficulty, and
after a world of intrigue ;

because she had
been recommended by my Lady Arlington,
who had a great deal to say with the court of

England, with which it was. at that time, a

main object to keep well ! But she is got rid

of at last, and decamps with all the Princess'

wardrobe, who is left without a rag to cover

her nakedness. Soon after this, the King is

taken with a colic one very hot June, and is

judiciously shut up in a close room with a

large comfortable fire
; by the side of which

he commands his daughter to sit, and watch
like a vestal, till her eyes are ready to start

from her head; and she falls into a dysentery,
of which she gives a long history.
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Bein<r now at the ripe age of twelve, her

mother taKes her into ner confidence, and be-

gins with tellnig her, that there are certain

people who are her enemies, to whom she

commands her never to show any kindness or

civility. She then proceeds to name " three

fourths of all Berlin." But her great object
is to train her daughter to be a spy on her

father, and at the same time to keep every
thing secret from him and his counsellors;
and to arrange measures for a match between
her and her nephew the Duke of Gloucester—^afterwai'ds Prince of Wales, on the acces-

sion of his father George II. In 1723, George
I. comes to visit his daughter at Berlin, and is

characterised, we cannot say very favourably.

by his grandchild. He was very stupid, she

Bays, with great airs of wisdom—had no gen-

erosity but for his favourites, and the mis-

tresses by whom he let himself be governed—
spoke little, and took no pleasure in hearing

any thing but niaiserics:—since his accession

to the English throne he had also become in-

supportably haughty and imperious. When
the fair author was presented to him. he took

ut) a candle, held it close to her face, and ex-

amined her all over without saying a word :

at table he preserved the same magnificent

silence; judging wisely, the Princess observes,
that it was better to say nothing than to e.v-

pose himself by talking. Before the end of

the repast he was taken ill
;
and tumbled down

on the floor, his hat falling off on one side,
and his wig on the other. It was a full hour
befoi'e he came to himself; and it was whis-

pered that it was a sort of apoplexy: How-
ever, he was well enough next day; and

arranged every thing for the marriage of the

author with his grandson, and of her brother

with the Princess Amelia. Obstacles arose,

however, to the consummation of this double
alliance

;
and although the two Sovereigns had

another meeting on the subject the year after,
still the necessity of obtaining the consent of

parliament occasioned an obstruction
;
and in

the mean time Frederic having thought fit to

seize several tall Hanoverians, and enrol them

by force in his regiment of giants, the English
monarch resented this outrage, and died of

another attack of apoplexy before matters
could be restored to a right footing.

Soon after this catastrophe, Frederic takes
to drinking with the Imperial ambassador

;

and, when his stomach gets into disorder,
becomes outrageously pious; orders his valet

to sing psalms before him, and preaches him-
self to his family every afternoon. The
Princess and her brother are ready to suffo-

cate with laughter at these discourses
;
but

the hvpochondria gains ground; and at last

the King talks seriously of resigning his

crown, and retiring with his family to a small

house in the country; where his daughter
should take care of the linen, his son of the

provisions, and his wife of the kitchen. To
divert these melancholy thoughts, he is per-
suaded to pay a visit to the Elector of Sa.xony,

Augustus King of Poland
;
and there, large

potations of Hungarian wine speedily dissipate
all liis dreams of devotion. Nothing in modern

history, we suppose, comes nears the profli-

gacy of the Court of Dresden at that ]H"riod.

Augustus, who never closed a day in
.st^briety,

openly kept a large seraglio in his palace,
and had about three hundred and fifty chil-

dren by its inhabitants. One of those who
had all along been recognized as his daugh-
ter, was at this time his favourite mistress;
while she, disdaining to be faithful to this in-

cestuous connection, lavished all her favour

on a brother, who was her avowed lover, and
the rival of their common parent!

—
Frederic,

however, was so much pleased with these

doings, that he entered into a treaty for mar-

rying his daughter to this virtuous elector,
who was then fifty years of age ;

and the year
after, Augustus came to Berlin, to follow out

his suit, where he was received in great slate,
and the daughter-mistress caressed by the

chaste queen and her daughter. There is a

good description of a grand court dinner given
on this occasion

;
in which, after a long ac-

count of the marshalling of princes and prin-

cesses, the business of the day is summed up
in the following emphatic words—On but

force santes—on parla peu
—et on s'cnnuya

hcaucowpl The two kings, however, had \a.-

rious telc-d-ttte parties that were more jolly;
and in which they continued at table from
one o'clock, which was their hour of dinner,
till near midnight. In spite of all this cor-

diality, however, the treaty of marriage was
broken otT: the heir-apparent of Augustus
having obstinately refused to ratify those arti-

cles in it which required his concurrence.

The King now resolved to match his daugh-
ter with a poor German prince, called the

Duke of Weissenfield
;
at which his wife, Avho

had been all this time intriguing busily to

bring about the union originally projected
with the Prince of Wales, is in despair, and

persuades him to let her make one effort more
to bring her brother of England to a determi-

nation. And here we have a very curious

piece of secret history, which, though it touches

the policy of the Court of England, has hitherto

been unknown, we believe, in this country.
A confidential agent arrives from Hanover,
who informs the Queen, that the Prince of

Wales has made up his mind to come imme-

diately to Berlin, and to marry her daughter,
without waiting for the formal consent of hi?

father, or the English Parliament, who. how-

ever, he has no doubt, will neither of them
hesitate to ratify the act when it is once

over. The Queen is transported with this

news
;
and is so much intoxicated with joy

on the occasion, that she bethinks herself of

confidin<j
the whole story in the evening to

the English ambassador—who instantly writes

home to his Court
; and, his letter being ad-

dressed to the Secretary of Slate, produces an

immediate mandate to the Prince, to set out

for England without the
delay

of a moment.
This mandate arrives just as his Royal High-
ness is taking post with bridal impatience for

Berlin : and, "as it is addressed to him through
the puWic offices, requires his implicit obe-

dience. The truth of the matter is, the Prin-

cess assures us, that George II. was himself

W
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desirous that the match should be concluded
without -waiting for the uiicerlaiu sanction of

his Tarlianient, and had suggested liiis device

of a seeming ctourdcrie on the part of his son
;

but tlie indiscretion of her mother, in blabbing
the matter to the ambassador, and his com-
municatiou to the ministry, left the monarch
no choice, but to dissemble his mortification,
and lend his authority to prevent the execu-

tion of a project which had originated with

himself.

But, whatever may be the true theory of

this disaster, it seems to be certain, that the

disappointment put the King of Prussia into

exceeding bad humour, and, concurring with

an untimely fit of the gout, made the lives of

his family still more uncomfortable than he
took care at all times to render them. The
accouut indeed which is here given of the

domestic habits of this worthy sovereign,

though humiliating in some degree to human
nature, has yet something in it so extrava-

gant, as to be actually ludicrous and farcical.

He ordered his children to come to his apart-
ment at nine o'clock every morning, and kept
them close prisoners there the M'hole da)-,
not letting them once out of his sight, "pour
quelque raison que ce fut.'^ His employment
was to curse and abuse them with every
coarse term of reproach,

—his daughter getting
no other name than la Canaille Anglaise, and
his son, le Coquiii de Fritz. He had always
been in the practice of famishing them ; partly
out of avarice, and partly from the love of

tormenting ;
but now even the soup made of

bare bones and salt was retrenched. He often

refused to let them have any thing whatso-
ever and spit into the dishes out of which he
had helped himself, in order to prevent their

touching them ! At other times he would
insist upon their eating all sorts of unwhole-
some and disgusting compositions

—" ce qui
nous obligeait quelquefois de rendre, en sa

presence, tout ce que nous avions dans le

corps!" Even this, however, was not the

worst of it. He very frequently threw the

Elates

at their heads; and scarcely ever let

is daughter go out of the room, without aim-

ing a sly blow at her with the end of his

crutch. The unhappy Frederic he employed
himself almost every morning in caning and

kicking for a long time together; and was

actually, upon one occasion, in the act of

strangling him with the cord of a window
curtain, when he was interrupted by one of

his domestics. To make amends, however,
he once hung up himself; when the Queen,
by a rare act of folly, was induced to cut him
down. When free from gout, he was still

more dangerous ;
for then he could pur.sue his

daughters with considerable agility when they
ran away from his blows

;
and once caught

the author, after a chase of this kind, when
lie clutched her by the hair, and pushed her
into the fireplace, till her clothes began to

burn. During the heats of summer, he fre-

quently carried his family to a country-house,
called Vousterhausen, which was an old ruin-

ous mansion, surrounded with a putrid ditch
;

%nd there thej dined every day, in a tent

pitched on a terrace, with scarcely any thing
to eat, and their feet up to the ancles in mud,
if the weather happenctl to be rainy. After

dinner, which was served exactly at noon,
the good king set himself down to sleep for

two hours, in chair
plactid

in the full

glare of the sun. and compelled all his family
to lie on the ground around him, exposed to

the same intolerable scorching.
After some little time, England sends

a great

an-

other ambassador, who renews in due form the

proposal of the double marriage, and ofTera

such baits to the avarice or the King that mat
ters appear once more to be finally adjusted,
and the princess is saluted by ht;r houscholcl

with the title of Princess of Wales. This,

however, was not her destiny. Grumkow
intrigues with the Imperial ambassador to

break off the match—and between them they
contrive to persuade the King that he is made
a tool of by the Queen and her brother of

England : and inflame him to such a i-age by
producing specimens of their secret corre-

spondence, that when the English ambassador

appears next day with decisive proofs of

Grumkow's treachery and insolence, the King
throws the papers in his face, and actually
lifts his foot, as if to give him the family salute

of a kick. The blood of the Englishman
rouses at this insult

;
and he puts himself in a

posture to return the compliment with inter-

est, when the King makes a rapid retreat—
and the ambassador, in spite of the entreaties

of the Queen and her children, and various

overtures of apology from the King himself,
shakes the dust of "Berlin from his feet, and
sets off in high dudgeon for London. The
King then swears that his daughter shall have
no husband at all, but that he will make her

abbess in the monastery of Herford
;

—and
her brother Frederic, to her great mortifica-

tion, tells her it is the best thing she can do,
and that he sees no other way to restore peace
in the family.
We now proceed to the adventures of this

brother, which, as their outline is already

generally known, need not be fully narrated

in this place. Tired of being beaten and
kicked and reviled all day long, he resolves

to withdraw from his countiy. and makes
some movements to that efl'ect in confederacy
with an officer of the name of Katt, who was
to have been the companion of his flight.

Both, however, are arrested by the King's

order, who makes several attempts upon the

life of his son, Arhen he is brought as a prisoner
before him—and comes home foaming and
black with passion, crying out to the Queen
that her accursed son was dead at last

;
and

felling his daughter to the earth with his
fist,

as he tells her to go and bear her brother com-

pany. He then gets hold of a box of his son's

papers, which had been surprised at Katt's

lodgings, and goes out with it in great spirits,

exclaiming that he was sure he should find

in it enough to justify
him in cutting off the

heads both of le Coqiiin de Fritz, and la C»
naille de Wilhclmine. Wilhelmine, however,

and her politic mother had been beforehand

with him—for they had got hold of this same
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box the day preceding, and by false keys and
Beals had taken all the papers out of

it,
and

replaced them by harmless and insignificant

letters, which they had fabricated in the
course of one

day^
to the amount of near

seven hundred. Tne King, therefore, found

nothing to justify immediate execution
;
but

kept the Prince a close prisoner at Gastrin,
and shut the Princess up in her own chamber.
His son and Katt were afterwards tried for

desertion, before a court-martial composed of

twelve officers : Two M'ere for sparing the
life of the Prince, but all the rest were base

enough to gratify the sanguinary insanity of

their master by condemning them both to

death. All Germany, however, exclaimed

loudly against this sentence
;
and made such

representations to the King, that he was at

last constrained to spare his son. But the

unhappy Katt was sacrificed. His scaffold

was erected immediately before the window
of his unhappy master, who was dressed by
force in the same funeral gurment with his

friend, and was held up at the window by
two soldiers, while the executioner struck off

the head of his companion. There is no
record of such brutal barbarity in the history
of Nero or Domitian.

After this, the family feuds about his daugh-
ter's marriage revive with double fury. The
Queen, whose whole heart is set on the Eng-
lish alliance, continues her petty intrig-ues to

effect that object; while the King, rendered
furious by the haughty language adopted by
the English ministry on the subject of the in-

sult offered to their ambassador, determines
to have her married without a moment's

delay; and after threatening the Queen with
his cane, sends to oflTer her the hand of the

Prince of Bareith
;
which she dutifully ac-

cepts, in spite of the bitter lamentations and

outrageous fury of the Queen. That in-

triguing princess, however, does not cease to

intrigue, though deserted by her daughter—
but sends again in greater urgency than ever
to England ;

—and that court, if we are to be-
lieve the statement before us, at last seriously
afraid of losing a match every way desir-

able, sends off despatches, containing an en-
tire and unqualified acquiescence in all

Frederic's stipulations as to the marriage—
which arrive at Berlin the very morning of

the day on which the Princess was to be so-

lemnly betrothed to M. de Bareith, but are

wickedly kept back by Grumkow and the

Imperial Envoy, till after the ceremony had
been publicly and irrevocably completed.
Their disclosure then throws all parties into

rage and despair ;
and the intriguers are made

the ridiculous victims of their own baseness
and duplicity. The indefatigable Queen, how-

ever, does not despair even yet ;
but sends off

another courier to England, and sets all her
emissaries to prepare the King to break off

the match in the event of the answer feeing
favourable

;

—
nay, the very night before the

marriage, she takes her daughter apart, and

begs her to live with her husband as a sister

with her brother, for a few days, till the result

the embassage is known. But her usual

destiny pursues her. The fatal evening ar-

rives
;
and the Princess, with a train fori v-fivu

feet in length, and the spousal crown jilaced
on twenty-four twisted locks of false haii.

each thicker than her arm, enters the grand
saloon, and takes the irrevocable vow !

—and
her mother has just put her to bed, when she
hears that her courier has arrived, and leaves

her in rage and anguish.
The humours of the rest of the family ap-

pear to no great advantage during the briiial

festivities. In the first ])lace. the Princess'

sister, Charlotte, falls in love with the bride-

groom, and does her possible to seduce him.
Then old Frederic cheats the bride in her

settlements, which amount to a gross sum of

near 5001. a year:
—

and, finally, her brolher-

in-law, the ISlargrave of Anspach. rallies her

husband so rudely upon his mother's gallan-
tries, that the latter gives him a brave defi-

ance in the face of the whole court : at which
the poor Margrave is so dreadfully frightened,
that he bursts out into screams and tears, and
runs for refuge into the Queen's apartment,
where he hides himself behind the arras, from
which he is taken hi a filthy condition, and
carried to his apartments,

" ou il exhala sa

colere par des vomissemens et un diarrhee

qui pensa I'envoyer a I'autre monde."—Yet
the good Princess assures us. that this reptile
had " a good heart and a good understanding,"—with no fault but being a little passionate ;

and then, in the very next page, she records a

malignant and detected falsehood which he
had vented against her husband, and which
rendered him odious in the eyes of the whole
court. Being dissatisfied with her settle-

ments, she puts the King in a good humour by
giving a grand dinner to him and his oflicers,

at which they are all "ivres morts;" but

having mentioned her distresses through the

Queen, he is so much moved with them, that

he calls for the settlements, and strikes off

about one fourth of her allowance.

All this happened in autumn 1731
;
and in

January 1732, the Princess being far advanced
in pregnancy, and the roads almost impassa-

ble, it was thought advisable for her to set out

for her husband's court at Bareith. Sh>3 is

overturned of course several times, and obliged
to walk half the way :

—But we pass over the

disasters of the journey, to commemorate her

arrival in thi's ancient principality. The firft

village she reached was Hoff, which is on the

frontier—and has also the convenience of

being within three miles of the centre of the

territory : and here the grand marshal, and all

the nobility of the province, are mustered to

receive her at the bottom of the staircase, or,

in other words, of the wooden ladder which
led to her apartments. However, various

guns were fired off very successfully, and the

chief nobility were invited to dinner. The
Princess' description of these personages is

really very edifying. They had all faces, she

says, which a child could not look on without

screaming;
—huge masses of hair on their

heads, filled with a race of vermin as ancient

as their pedigrees ;

—clothed in old laced suits

that had descended through manvgenerationB
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the most part in rags, and no way fitting their

present wearers;—the greater part of them
covered with itch;

—and their conversation, of

oxen. Iininediately after dinner they beg;m
with the Princees'liealth in a Inige bumper,
and proceeded regularly in the same gallant
manner through (he whole of her genealogy;—so that in le.ss th;iii half an hour she found

herself in the middle of ihirty-four monsters,
so drunk that none of them could articulate,
'• et rendant les boyaux a tous ces desastreux

visages." Next day being Sunday, there was
a sermon in honour of the occasion, in which
the preacher gave an exact account of all the

marriages that had happened in the world,
from the days of Adam down to the last of

the patriarchs
—illustrated with so many cir-

cumstantial details as to the antecedents and

consequents in each, that the male part of the

audience laughed outright, and the female

pretended to blush throughout the whole dis-

course. The diinier scene was the same as

on the day preceding; with the addition of

the female nobility who came in the evening,
with their heads enveloped in greasy wigs
like swallows' nests, and ancient embroidered

dresses, stuck all over with knots of faded
ribands.

The day following, the Margrave, her father-

in-law, came himself to meet her. This

worthy prince was nearly as amiable, and not

quite so wise, as the royal parent she had left.

He had read but two books in the world,

Telemaque, and Amelot's Roman history, and
discoursed out of them so very tediously, that

the poor Princess fainted from mere ennui at

the very first interview;
—Then he drank night

and day—and occasionally took his cane to

the prince his son, and his other favourites.

Though living in poverty and absolute dis-

comfort, he gave himself airs of the utmost

magnificence
— went to dinner with three

flourishes of cracked trumpets
—received his

court, leaning with one hand on a table, in

imitation of the Emperor—and conferred his

little dignities in harangues so pompous, and
so awkwardly delivered, that his daughter-in-
law at once laughed and was ashamed of

him. He was awkward, too, and embarrassed
in the society of strangers of good breeding—
but made amends by chattering without end,
about himself and his two books, to those

who were bound to bear with him. Under
the escort of this great potentate the Princess
made her triumphal entry into the city of Ba-
reith the next morning : the whole procession
consisting of one coach, containing the con-

stituted authorities who had come out to meet

her, her own carriage drawn by six carrion

post-horses, that containing her attendants,
and six or seven wagons loaded with furni-

ture. The Margrave then conducted her from
the palace gate in great state to her apart-

ments, through a long passage, hung with

cobwebs, and so abominably filthy as to turn

her stomach in hurrying through it. This

opened into an antechamber, adorned with
oLl tapestry, so torn and faded that the figures
or. it looked like so many ghosts; and llxough
that into a cabinet furnished with green

damask all in tatters. Her bedchamber waa
also furnished with the same stuff—but m
such a condition, that the curtains fell in

pieces whenever they were touched. Half
of the windows were broken, and there was
no fire; though it was midwinter. The din-

ners were not eatable
;
and lasted three hours,

with thirty fiourishes of the old trumpets for

the bumper toasts with which they were en-
livened: Add to all this, that the poor Prin-
cess was very much indispo.'^ed

—that the

Margrave came and talked to her out of Tele-

macjue and Amelot, five or six hours every day—and that she could not muster cash enough
to buy herself a gown : and it will not appear
woniierful, that in the very midst of the wed-

ding revelries, she spent half her time in bed,
weeping over the vanity of human grandeur.

By and by, however, she found occupa-
tion in quarrelling with her sisters-in-law, and
in making and appeasing disputes bet\\een
her husband and his father. She agrees
so

ill, indeed, with all the family, that her

proposal of returning to lie-in at Berlin is re-

ceived Avith great joy :
—but while they are

deliberating about raising money for this

journey of two hundred mile.s, she becomes
too ill to move. Her sister of Anspach. and
her husband, come, and quarrel with her

upon points of etiquette; the Margrave falls

in love with one of her attendants
;
and in

the midst of all manner of perplexities she
is delivered of a daughter. The Margrave,
who was in the country, not happening to

hear the cannon Avhich proclaimed this great

event, conceives that he is treated with great

disrespect, and gives orders for having bis

son imprisoned in one of his fortresses. He
relents, however, at the christening; and is

put in good humour by a visit from another
son and a brother—the first of whom is des-
cribed as a kind of dwarf and natural fool,
who could never take seriously to any em-

ploj-ment but catching flies
;
and the other as

a furious madman, in whose company no one
was sure of his life. This amiable family
party is broken up, by an order on the Prin-

cess' husband to join his regiment at Berlin,
and another order from her father for her to

pay a visit to her sister at Anspach. On her

way she visits an ancient beauty, with a nose
like a beetroot, and two maids of honour so

excessively fat that they could not sit down
;

and, in stooping to kiss the Princess' hand,
fell over, and rolled like balls of flesh on the

carpet. At Anspach, she finds the Margrave
deep in an intrigue with the housemaid; and
consoles her sister under this affliction. She
then makes a great effort, and raises money
enough to carry her to Berlin

;
where she is

received with coldness and ridicule by the

Queen, and neglect and insult by all her
sisters. Her brother's marringe with the

Princess of Brunswick was just about to

take place, and we choose to give in her own
words her account of the manner in which
she was talked over in this royal circle.

" La reine, a table, fit lomber la conversation
siir la prince!?se royale future.

' Votre frcvn,' me
dit elleen le regardant,

'

est au desespoir de I'epou-
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rer, et n'a pas tort : c'es< unr vraibtle; clle rcpond
a tout ce qn'oii lui dit par un oiii et un noii, ac-

compagiie d'un rire niais qui iait nial an cojur.'

'Oh!' dit Ilia 6ceur Charlotte, 'voire iMiijesie ne
connoit pas encore lout son merite. J'ai eie un
matin a sa toilette ; j'ai cru y suffoqiier ; elle exha-
loit une odeur insupportable ! Je crois qu'elle a

pour le inoins dix ou douze fisiules—car cela ii'esi

pas nature!. J'ai remarque aussi qu'elle est con-

trefaite ; son corps de jape est rembourre d'un

cote, et elle a une haiiche plus haute que I'au-

tre.' Je fus fort etonnee de ces propos, qui se te-

noient en presence des domesiiques
—et suriuut de

mon frere ! Je m'aper5us qu'ils lui faisoient de
la peine et qu'il changeoit de couleur. II se

retira aussitot apres souper. J'en fis autant. II

vint me voir un moment apres. Je lui demandai
s'il etoit satisfait du roi ? li me repondit que sa

situation changeoit a tout moment ; que tantot il

etoit en faveur el tantot en disgrace ; que son plus

grand bonheur consistoit dans I'absence
; qu'il me-

noit une vie douce et tranquille a son regiment ;

que I'eiude et la musique y laisoient ses principales

occupations ; qu'il avoit fait baiir une maison et fait

faire un jardin charmant oii il pouvoii lire et se

promener. Je le pria de me dire si le portrait que
la reine et ma snsur m'avoient fait de la Princesse

de Brunswick etoit veritable ?
' Nous sommes

eeuls,' repartit-il,
'

et je n'ai rien de cache pour
vous. Je vous parlerai avec sincerite. La reine,

par ses miserables intrigues, est la seule source
de nos malheurs. A peine avez-vous eie partie

qu'elle a renoue avec I'Angleterre ; elle a voulu
vous su'istituer ma scEur Charlotte, et lui faire ppou-
ser le Prince de Galles. Vous jugez bien qu'elle
a employe tons ses efforts pour laire reussir son plan
et pour me marier avec la Princesse Am.elie.'

"

The poor Prince, however, confesses that

he cannot say much for the intellect of his

intended bride
;

—and really does not use a
much nobler language than the rest of the

family, even when speaking in her presence ;

for on her first presentation to his sister, find-

ing that she made no answer to the compli-
ments that were addressed to her, the enam-
oured youth encourages her bridal timidity

by this polite exclamation,
" Peste soit de la

bete!—reraercie done ma sceur!" The ac-

count of the festivities which accompanied
this marriage really excites our compiipsion ;

and is well calculated to disabuse any inex-

perienced person of the mistake of suppo-
sing, that there can be either comfort or en-

joyment in the cumbrous splendours of a
court. Scanty and crowded diimers at mid-

day—and formal balls and minuets imme-

diately after, in June, followed up with dull

gaming in the evening ;

—the necessity of

being up in full dress by three o'clock in the

morning to see a review—and the pleasure
of being stifled in a crowded tent without

seeing any thing, or getting any refreshment
for seven or eight hours, and then to return

famishing to a dinner of eighty covers;
—

at other times to travel ten miles at a foot-

pace in an open carriage during a heavy rain,

and afterwards to stand shivering on the wet

grass to see fireworks—to pay twenty visits

of ceremony every morning, and to present
and be presented in stately silence to persons
whom you hate and despise. Such were the

general delights of the whole court
;

—and
our Princess had the additional gratification
of being forced from a sick-bed to enjoy
I hem, and of undergoing the sneers of her
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mother, and the slights of her whole genera-
tion. Their domestic life, when these galaas
were over, was nearly as fatiguing, and still

more lugubrious. The good old custom of

famishing was kept up at table
;
and imme-

diately after dinner the King had his great
chair placed right before the tire, and snored
in it for three hours, during all which they
were obliged to keep silence, for fear of dis-

turbing him. When he awoke, he set to

smoking tobacco;
—and then sate four hours

at supper, listening to long stories of his

ancestors, in the taste of those sermons
which are prescribed to persons alliicted

with insomnolency. Then the troops began
their exercise under the windows before four

o'clock every morning,
—and not only kept

the whole household awake from that hour

by their firing, but sometimes sent a ram-
rod through the glass to assist at the Prin-

cess' toilette. One afternoon the King was
seized with a sort of apoplexy in his sleep,

which, as he always snored extremely loud,

might have carried him off without much
observation, had not his daughter observed
him grow black in the face, and restored him

by tinieh- applications. She is equally un-
fortunate about the same time in her father-

in-law the Margrave, who is mischievous

enough to recover, after breaking a blood-

vessel by falling down stairs in a fit of

drunkenness. At last she gets away with

great difficulty, and takes her second leave

of the parental roof, with even less regard
for its inhabitants than she had felt on first

quitting its shelter.

On her return to Bareith, she finds the old

Margrave quite broken in health, but extrava-

gantly and honourably in love with a lame,

dwarfish, middle-aged lady, the sister of her

ancient governess, whom he proposes to

marry, to the great discomfiture of the Prin-

cess and his son. They remonstrate with the

lady, however, on the absurdity of such an

union
;
and she promises to be cruel, and live

single. In the mean time, one of the Mar-

grave's daughters is taken with a kind of

madness of a very indecorous character
;

which indicates itself by frequent impro-

prieties of speech, and a habit of giving invi-

j

tations, of no equivocal sort, to every man
that comes near her. The worthy Margrave,
at first undertakes to cure this very trouble-

some complaint by a brisk course of beating;
but this not being found to ansvi-er, it is

thought expedient to try the efTect of mar-

riage ; and, that there may he no harm done
to any body, they look out a certain Duke of

Weimar, who is as mad as the lady
—though

somewhat in a different way. This jirince's

malady consisted chiefly in great unsteadi-

ness of purpose, and a trick of outrageous
and inventive boasting. Both the Princess

and her husband, however, take great pains
to bring about this well-assorted match; and,

I by dint of flattery and intimidation, it is

! actually carried through
—though the bride-

! groom sends a piteous message on the morn-

j

ing of his wedding day. begging to be let ofl,

' and keeps them from twelve till four o'clock

w2
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in the mornino; before he can bo persuaded
lo •;;o to bed. In the mean lime, the Princess

jfives great ofTence to the populace and the

jjreachers of Bareith, by giving a sort of

masked ball, and riding occasionally on

horseback. Her husband goes to the wars;
and returns very much out of liumour with

her brother Frederic, who talks contemptu-

ou.«ly of little courts and little princes. The
old Margrave falls into a conlirrned hectic,
and writes billets-doux to his little lady, so

tender as to turn one's stomach; but at last

dies in an edifying manner, to the great satis-

faction of all his friends and acquaintances.
Old Frederic promises fair, at the same time,
to follow his example ;

for he is seized with
a confirmed dropsy. His legs swell, and

burst; and give out so much water, that he
is obliged for several days to sit with them
in buckets. By a kind of miracle, however,
he recovers, and goes a campaigning for

several years after.

The Memoirs are rather dull for four or

five years after the author's accession to the

throne of Bareith. She makes various jour-

neys, and suffers from various distempers
—

has innumerable quarrels with all the neigh-

bouring potentates about her own precedence
and that of her attendants; fits up several

villas, gives balls; and sometimes quarrels
with her husband, and sometimes nurses him
in his illness. In 1740, the King, her father,
dies in good earnest

;
and makes, it must be

acknowledged, a truly heroic, though some-
what whimsical, ending. Finding himself

fast going. Ire had liimself placed early in the

morning in his wheel-chair, and goes himself
to tell the Queen that she must rise and see

him die. He then takes farewell of his chil-

dren
;
and gives some sensible advice to his

son, and tiie ministers and generals whom he
had assembled. Afterwards he has his best

horse brought, and presents it with a good
grace to the oldest of his generals. He next
ordered all the servants to put on their best

liveries
; and, when this was done, he looked

on them with an air of derision, and said,
"
Vanity of vanities !" He then commanded

his physician to tell him exactly how long he
had to live

;
and when he was answered,

''about half an hour." he asked for a looking-

gla.'is. and .said with a smile, that he certainly
did look ill enough, and saw

^'-qii'il fcrnit
une vilainc p-iviacc cnmourant V^ When the

clergymen proposed to come and pray with

him, he said, "he knew already all they had
to say, and that they might go about their

business." In a short time after he expired,
in great tranquillity.

Though the new King came to visit his sister

soon after his accession, and she w'ent to re-

turn the compliment at Berlin, she says there

was no longer any cordiality between them
;

and that she hv^ard nothing but complaints of

his avarice, his dl temper, his ingratitude, and
his arrogance. She gives him great credit

for talents
;
but entreats her readers to sus-

pend their judgment as to the real character

of this celebrated monarch, till they have

perused the \vhole of her Memoirs. What

seems to have given her the worst opinion of

him, was his impolite habit of making jokeu
about the small domains and scanty revenues
of her husband. For the two Ibllowing years
she travels all over Germany, abusing all the

principatiles she meets with. In 1742, she

goes to see the coronation of the new P>mperoi
at Francfort, and has a long negotiation about
the ceremony of her introdnction to the Era-

press. After various projcis had bi'en offered,

and rejected, she made the.se three conditions:—
1st, That the whole cortege of the Empress

should receive her at the bottom of the stair-

case. 2dly, That the Empress herself should
come to meet her at the outside of the door
of her bed-chamber. And, 3dly. That she
should be allowed an arm-chair during the
interview. Whole days were spent in the
discussion of this proposition; and at last the
two first articles were agreed to; but all

that she could make of the last was, that she
should have a very large chair, without arms •

and the Empress a very small one, with them !—Her account of the interview we add in her
own words.

" Je vis cette Princesse le jour snivant. J'avoue

qii'a sa place j'aurnis imajjine loiiles Ics eiiqueltes
et les ceremnnie.s du nionde pour m'empecher de

paruitre. L'liiiperairice est d'uiic tailie a\i-dessous

de la petite, et si puissante qu'eile seiiilile une
houle ; elle est laide au possible, sans air et sans

grace. Son esprit repoiid a sa figure ; elle est

liigotte a I'e.xccs, et passe les nnitsei les jours dans
son oratoire : les vieilles et les laides sont ordinaire-

nient le pariage du bon Dieu ! Elle me re^ut en
;remblant et d'un air si deconienance qu'eile ne

put me dire un mot. Nous nous assimes. Apres
avoir garde quclque temps le silence, je commen^a
la conversation en fraiignis. Elle me repondit, dana
son jargon auirichien, qu'eile n'entendoit pas bien
cette langue, et qu'eile me prioit de lui parler en
allemand. Cet entreiien ne int pas long. Le dia*

It'cie auirichien et le bas-saxon sont si difl'erens,

qu'a moins d'y eire accouiume on ne so coniprend
point. C'est aussi ce qui nous arriva. Nous aurions

prepare a rire a un tiers par les coq-a-l'ane que
nous faisions, n'eniendant que par-ci par-la un mot,
qui nous laisoit deviner le reste. Cetie princesse
etoit si fort csclave de son etiquette qu'eile auroit

cru fairc un crime de Icse-grandeur en ni'eiitrete-

nant dans une langue eirangcre ; car elle savoit le

fraii^ais ! L'Enipereur devoit se trouver a cette

visite ; mais il etoit tombe si malade qu'on craignoit
meme pour ses jours."

—
pp. 345, 346.

Alter this she comes home in a very bad

hturionr; and the Memoirs break off abruptly
with her detection of an intrigue between her

husband and her favourite attendant, and her

ilissatisfaction with the dull formality of the

court of Stutgard. AVe hope the sequel will

soon find its way to the public.

Some readers may think we have dwelt too

long on such a tissue of impertinencies; and

others may think an apology requisite for the

tone of levity in which we have spoken of so

many atrocities. The truth is. that Ave think

this book of no trifling importance ;
and that

we could not be serious upon the subject of it

without being both sad and angry. Before

concluding, however, we shall add one word
in seriousness—to avoid the misconstructions

to which we might otherwise be liable.

We are decidedly of opinion, that INlonarchy.
and Hereditary Monarchy, is by far the bes*
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form of government that human wisdom has

yet devised for the adniinistiation of consider-

able nations
;
and that it will alw ays continue

lo be the most perfect which human virtue

will culmit of. We are not readily to be sus-

pected, therefore, of any wish to produce a
distaste or contempt for this form of govern-
ment; and beg leave to say, that though the

facts we nave now collected are certainly
Biicn as to give no favourable impression of

the private manners or personal dispositions
of absolute sovereigns, we conceive that good,
rather than evil, is likely to result from their

dissemination. This we hold, in the first

place, on the strength of the general maxim,
that all truth must be ultimately salutary, and
all deception pernicious. But we think we
can see a little how this maxim applies to the

particular case before us.

In the first place, then, we think it of ser-

vice to the cause of royaUy, in an age of vio-

lent passions and rash e^ifwriments, to show
that most of the vices and defects which such
times are apt to bring to light in particular

sovereigns, are owing, not so much to any par-
ticular unworthiness or unfitness in the indi-

vidual, as to the natural operation of the cir-

cumstances in which he is placed ;
and are

such, in short, as those circumstances have

always generated in a certain degree in those

who have been exposed to them. Such con-

siderations, it appears to us, when taken along
with the strong and irresistible argiiments for

monarchical government in general, are well

calculated to allay that great impatience and

dangerous resentment with which nations

in turbulent times are apt to consider the

faults of their sovereigns; and to unite with
a steady attachment and entire respect for

the office, a very great degree of indulgence
for the personal defects of the individual who
may happen to fill it. Monarchs, upon this

view of things, are to be considered as per-
sons who are placed, for the public goocl, in

situations where, not only their comfort, but
their moral qualities, are liable to be greatly

impaired ;
and who are poorly paid in empty

splendour, and anxious power, for the sacri-

fice of their affections, and of the many en-

gaging quahties which might have blossomed
in a lower region. If we look with indulgence
upon the roughness of sailors, the pedantry of

schoolmasters, and the frivolousness of beau-

ties, we should learn to regard, with some-

thing of the same feelings, the selfishness and
the cunning of kings. i

In the second place, we presume to think
that the general adoption of these opinions as
to the personal defects that are likely to result

from the possession of sovereign power, may
be of use to the sovereigns themselves, from
whom the knowledge of their prevalence ca.i-

not be very long concealed. Such knowledge,
it is evident, will naturally stimulate the better

sort of them to counteract the causes which
tend to their personal degradation ;

and enable
them more generally to surmount their per-
nicious operation, by such eflbrts and reflec-

tions, as have every now and then rescued
some powerful spirits from their dominion,
under all the disadvantages of the delusions
with which they were surrounded.

Finally, if the general prevalence of these

sentiments as to the private manners and dis-

positions of sovereigns shotdd have the effect

of rendering the bulk of their subjects less

prone to blind admiration, and what may be
called personal attachment to them, we do
not imagine that any great harm will be done.
The less the public knows or cares about the

private wishes of their monarch, and the more
his individual will is actually consubstantiated
with the deliberate sanctions of his responsible

counsellors, the more perfectly will the prac-
tice of government correspond with its ad-

mitted theory ;
the more wisely will aflairs be

admhiistered for the public, and the more

harmoniously and securely both for the sove-

reign and the people. An adventurous war-
rior may indeed derive signal advantages from
the personal devotedness and enthusiastic at-

tachment of his followers; but in the civil

office of monarchy, as it exists in modem
times, the only safe attachment is to the office,
and to the measures which it sanctions. The

personal popularity of princes, in so far as we
know, has never done any thing but harm :

and incleed it seems abundantly evident, that

whatever is done merely for the personal

gratification of the reigning monarch, that

would not have been done at any rate on

grounds of public expediency, must be an

injury to the communit}', and a sacrifice of

duty to an unreturned affection
;
and whatever

is forborne out of regard to his pleasure, which
the interest of the country would otherwise

have required, is in like manner an act of base

and unworthy adulation. We do not speak,
it will be understood, of trifles or things of little

moment
;
but of such public acts of the gov-

ernment as involve the honour or the interest

of the nation.

(September, 1828.)

History of the Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus. By Washington Irving.

"4vols. 8vo. London: 1828.

This, on the whole, is an excellent book
;

j

ness of all that it implies. We are perfectly
and we venture to anticipate that it will be an aware that there are but few modern works

enduring one. Neither do we hazard this that are likely to verify it
;
and that it probably

prediction lightly, or without a full conscious- I could not be extended with safety to so many
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as one in a hundred even of tliose wliicli ^ve

Eraise.

For we mean, not merely tluil the

ook will be familiarly known and referred

to some twenty or
thirty years hence, and

will pass in solid binding into every consider-

able collection
;
but that it will supersede all

former works on the same subject, and never

be itself superseded. The first stage of

triumph, indeed, over past or existing com-

petitors, may often be predicted securely of

works of no very extraordinary merit
; which,

treating of a progressive science, merely em-

body, with some small additions, a judicious

digest of all that was formerly known
;
and

are for tlie time the best works on the subject,

merely because they are the last. But the

second stage of literary beatitude, in which
an author not only eclipses all existing rivals,

but obtains an immunity from the effects of

all future competition, certainly is not to be

so cheaply won
;
and can seldom, indeed, be

secured to any one, unless the intrinsic merit

of his production is assisted by the concur-

rence of some such circumstances as we think

now hold out the promise of this felicity to

the biographer of Columbus.

Though the event to which his work relates

is one which can never sink into insignificance
or oblivion, but, on the contrary, will probably
excite more interest with every succeeding

generation, till the very end of the world, yet
its importance has been already long enough
apparent to have attracted the most eager at-

tention to every thing connected with its de-

tails
;
and we think we may safely say, that

all the documents which relate to it have now-

been carefully examined, and all the channels

explored through which any authentic infor-

mation was likely to be derived. In addition to

the very copious, but rambling and somewhat

garrulous and extravagant accounts, which
were published soon after the discovery, and
and have since been methodised and arranged,
Don F. M. Navarette, a Spanish gentleman
of great learning, and industry, and secretary
to the Royal Academy of History at Madrid,
has lately given to the world a very extensive

collection of papers, relating to the history
and voyages of Columbus

;
a very considerable

portion of which appears not to have been
known to any of those who had formerly
written on the subject. Mr. Irving's first

design was merely to publish a translation

of this collection, with occasional remarks
;

but having, during his residence at Madrid,
had access, by the kindness of the Duke of

Veraguas, the descendant of the great Ad-

miral, to the archives of his family, and to

various other documents, still remaining in

manuscript, which had escaped the research

even of Navarette, he fortunately turned his

thoughts to the compilation of the more com-

prehensive and original work now before us—
in which, by those great helps, he has been

enabled, not only to supply many defects,
but to correct many errors, and reconcile

some apparent contradictions in the earlier

accounts.

It was evidently very desirable that such a
work should at length be completed ;

and we

think it peculiarly fortunate that the means
of completing it should have fallen into such
hands as Mr. Irving's. The materials, it was

obvious, were only to be found in Spain, and
were not perhaps very likely to be intrusted

without reserve to a stranger; while there

was reason to fear that a Spaniard might not

have courage to speak of the errors and crimes
of his countrymen in the tone which the truth

of history might require ;
or might not think

it safe, even yet, to expose the impolicy, or

canvass the pretensions, of the government.
By a happy concurrence of circumstances, an

elegant writer, altogether unconnected either

with Spain or her rivals and enemies, and
known all over the civilized world as a man
of intelligence and principle, of sound judg-

ment, and a calm and indulgent temper, re-

paired to Madrid at a time when the publica-
tion of Navarette had turned the public atten-

tion, in an extraordinary degree, to the

memorable era of Columbus
; and, by the

force of his literary and personal character,
obtained the fullest disclosure of every thing
that bore upon his history that was ever made,
to native or foreigner,

—at the same time that

he had the means of discussing personally,
with the best informed individuals of the na-

tion, all the points on which the written docu-

ments might seem to leave room for doubt or

explanation.
Of these rare advantages Mr. Irving has

availed himself, we think, with singular judg-
ment and abdity. He has written the history
of the greatest event in the annals of mankind,
with the fulness and the feeling it deserved;
and has presented us with a flowing and con-

tinuous narrative of the events he had to

record, far more luminous and comprehensive
than any which previously existed, and yet
much less diffuse and discursive than the

earlier accounts, from which it is mainly de-

rived : While, without sacrificing in any
degree the intense interest of personal adven-

ture and individual sympathy, he has brought
the lights of a more cultivated age to bear on
the obscure places of the story ;

and touched

skilfully on the errors and prejudices of the

times—at once to enliven his picture by their

singularity, and to instruct us by their explana-
tion or apology. Above all, he has composed
the whole work in a temper that is beyond
all praise. It breathes throughout a genuine

spirit of humanity; and, embellished as it is

with beautiful descriptions and wonderful

tales, its principal attraction in our eyes con-

sists in its soft-hearted sympathy with suffer-

ing, its fearless reprobation of injustice and

oppression, and the magnanimous candour of

its judgments, even on the delinquent.
But though we think all this of Mr. Irving's

work, we suspect it may not be altogether

unnecessary to caution our more sensitive and

sanguine readers against giving way to certain

feelings of disappointment, which it is not

impossible they may encounter at the outset

of their task
;
and to which two or three very

innocent causes are likely enough to expose
them. In the first place, many great admirers

of Mr. Irving's former works will probably
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miss .he brilliant, highly finished, and
ryth-

mical style, which attracted them so much in

those performances : and may find the less

artificial and elaborate diction of this history

comparatively weak and careless. In this

judgment, however, we can by no means

agree. Mr. Irving's former style, though un-

questionably very elegant and harmonious,
always struck us as somewhat too laboured

and exquisite
—

and, at all events, but ill fitted

for an extensive work, where the interest

turned too much on the weight of the matter
to be safely divided with the mere polish of

the diction, or the balance of the periods.
—

He has done well, therefore, we think, to dis-

card it on this occasion, for the more varied,

careless, and natural style, which distinguishes
the volumes before us—a style not only without

sententious pretension, or antithetical pretti-

ness, but even in some degree loose and un-

equal
—

flowing easily on, with something of

the fulness and clearness of Herodotus or

Boccaccio—sometimes languid, indeed, and
often inexact, but furnishing, in its very fresh-

ness and variety, the very best mirror, perhaps,
in which the romantic adventures, the sweet

descriptions, or the soft humanities, with which
the author had to deal, could have been dis-

played.
Another, and perhaps a more general source

of disappointment to impatient readers, is

likely to be found in the extent and minute-

ness of the prefatory details, with which Mr.

Irving has crowded the foreground of his pic-

ture, and detained us, apparently without

necessity, from its principal features. The

genealogy and education of Columbus—his

early love of adventure—his long and vain

solicitations at the different European courts—the intrigues and jealousies by which he
was baffled—the prejudices against which he
had to contend, and the lofty spirit and doubt-

ful logic by which they were opposed,
—are

all given with a fulness for which, however
instructive it may be, the reader, Mho knows

already what it is to end in, will be apt to feel

any thing but grateful. His mind, from the

very title-page, is among the billows of the

Atlantic and the islands of the Caribs
;
and

he does not submit without impatience to be
informed of all the energy that was to be

exerted, and all the obstacles to be overcome,
before he can get there. It is only after we
have perused the whole work that we perceive
the fitness of these introductory chapters ;

and

then, when the whole grand series of suffer-

ings and exploits has been unfolded, and the

greatness of the event, and of the character

with which it is inseparably blended, have
been impressed on our minds, we feel how
necessary it was to tell, and how grateful it is

to know, all that can now be known of the

causes by which both were prepared ;
and

instead of murmuring at the length of these

precious details, feel nothing but regret that

time should have so grievously abridged them.
The last disappointment, for which the

reader should be prepared, will probably fall

upon those who expect much new information

as to the first great voyage of discovery ;
or

suppose that the chief ii.tLrcst of the work
must be exhausted by its completion. That

portion of the story of Columbus has alwavs,
from obvious causes, been given with more

amplitude and fidelity than any other; and
Mr. Irving, accordingly, has been able to add
but few additional traits of any consideiable

importance. But it is not thert^, we think,
that the great interest or the tiue character
of the work is to be found. The mere geo-

graphical discovery, sublime as it undoubtedly
is, is far less impressive, to our minds, than
the moral emotions to which it opens the

scene. The whole history of the settlement
of Hispaniola, and the sulierings of its gentle

people
—the daring progress of the great di.s-

coverer, through unheard-of forms of peril,
and the overwhelming disasters that seem at

last to weigh him down, constitute the real

business of the piece, and are what truly bring

out, not only the character of the man, but
that of the events with which his memory is

identified. It is here, too, that both the ]-ower
and the beauty of the author's style chiefly

display themselves—in his account of the

innocence and gentleness of the simple races

that were then first introduced to their elder

brethren of Euiope, and his glowing pictures
of the lovely land, which ministered to their

primitive luxury
—or hi his many sketches of

the great commander himself, now towering
in paternal majesty in the midst of his newly-
found children—now invested with the daik

gorgeousness of deep and superstitious devo-

tion, and burning thirst of fame—or, still more
sublime, in his silent struggles with malevo-
lence and misfortune, and his steadfast reli-

ance on the justice of posterity.
The work before us embodies all these, and

many other touching representations; and in

the vivacity of its colouring, and the novelty
of its scene, possesses all the interests of a

novel of invention, with the startling and

thrilling assurance of its actual truth and
exactness—a sentiment which enhances and

every moment presses home to our hearts the

deep pity and resentment inspired by the suf-

ferings of the confiding beings it introduces

to our knowledge—mingled with a feeling of

something like envy and delighted wonder, at

the story of their child-like innocence, and
humble apparatus of enjoyment. No savages

certainly ever were so engaging and loveable

as those savages. Affectionate, sociable, and
without cunning, sullenness, inconstancy, or

any of the savage vices, but an aversion from

toil,
which their happy climate at once ui-

spired and rendered innoxious, they seem to

have passed their days in blissful ignorance
of all that human intellect has contrived for

human misery ;
and almost to have enjoyed

an exemption from the doom that followed

man's first unhallowed appetite foi- know.'cdge
of good and evil. It is appalling to think with

what tremendous rapidity the m hole of these

happy races were swept away ! How soon,
after "the feet of civilized Christians had touch-

ed their shores, those shores were depilate,
or filled only with mourning! How sooi^, how

frightfully soon, the swarming myriadso I idle
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and light-hearteil creatures, wlio caine troop-

ing from their fragrant woods to receive them
with smiles of welcome and gestures of wor-

ship, and whose songs and shoutings first

hailed them so sweetly over their fresh and

Bunny bays, were plunged, by the hands of

those fatal visitants, into all the agonies of

despair!
—how soon released from them by a

bloody extermination ! It humbles and al-

most crushes the heart, even at this distance

of time, to think of such a catastrophe, brought
about by such instruments. The learned, the

educated, the relined, the champions of chiv-

alry, the messengers of the gospel of peace,
come to the land of the ignorant, the savage,
the heathen. They find them docile in their

ignorance, submissive in their rudeness, and

grateful and affectionate in their darkness :
—

And the result of the mission is mutual cor-

ruption, misery, desolation ! The experience
or remorse of four centuries has not yet been
able to expiate the crime, or to reverse the

spell. Those once smiling and swanning
shores are still silent and mournful

;
or re-

sound only to the groans of the slave and the

lash of the slave-driver—or to the strange

industry of another race, dragged by a yet

deeper guilt from a distant land, and now

calmly establishing themselves on the graves
of their oppressors.
We do not propose to give any thing like

an abstract of a story, the abstract of which
is already familiar to every one

;
while the

details, like most other details, would lose

half their interest, and all their character, by
being disjoined from the narrative on which

they depend. We shall content ourselves,

therefore, by running over some of the par-
ticulars that are less generally known, and

exhibiting a few specimens of the author's

manner of writing and thinking.
Mr. Irving has settled, we think satisfacto-

rily, that Columbus was born in Genoa, about

the year 1435. It was fitting that the hemi-

sphere of republics should have been dis-

covered by a republican. His proper name
was Colombo, though he is chiefly known

among his contemporaries by the Spanish

synonyme of Colon. He was well educated,
but passed his youth chiefly at sea, and had
his full share of the hardships and hazards

incident to that vocation. From the travels

of iMarco Polo he seems first to have imbibed
his taste for geographical discovery, and to

have derived his grand idea of reaching the

eastern shores of India by sailing straight to

the west. The spirit of maritime enterprise
was chiefly fostered in that age by the mag-
nanimous patronage of Prince Henry of Portu-

gal, and it was to that court, accordingly, that

Columbus first offered his services in the year
1470. We will not withhold from our readers

the following brief but graphic sketch of his

character and appearance at that period :

" He was at tlia' time in the full vigour of

manhood, and ot an engaging presence. Minute

descriptions are given of liis per.son hv his son

Fernando, by Las Casas, and others of his con-

temporaries. Af'cordiriz to these accounts, he was
tall, well-formed, muscular, and of an elevated and

dignified demeanour. His visage was long, and

,

neither full nor meagre ;
his complexion fair

freckled, and inclined to ruddy ;
his no.«e acpiiline

his check-hones were rather high ; his eyes iigli

»rey, and apt to eidiindle ; his whole counienaticc

had an air of authority. His hair, in his youthful

days, was of a li^ht c(jlour ; but care and trouble,

according to Las Casas, soon turned it grey, and at

thirty years of age it was quite white. He was
moderate and simple in diet and apparel, eloquent
in discourse, engaging and affable with strangers,
and of an amiableness and suavity in domestic life,

that strongly attached his household to his person.
His temper was naturally irritable ;

but he subdued it

by the magnanimity of his spirit ; comporting him-

selfwith acourieousand gentle gravity, and neverin-

dultring in any intemperance of language. Through-
out his life he was noted for a strict attention to the

ofTnes of religion, observing rigorously the fasts

and ceremonies of the church; nor did his piety
consist in mere forms, but partook of that lofty and

solemn enthusiasm with which his whole character

was strongly tinctured."

For eighteen long years did the proud and

ardent spirit of Columbus urge his heroic suit

at the courts of most of the European mon-

archs; and it was not till after encountering
in every form the discouragements of wither-

ing poverty, insulting neglect, and taunting

ridicule, that, in his fifty-sixth year, he at last

prevailed with Ferdinand and Isabella, to sup-

ply him with three little ships, to achieve for

them the dominion of a world ! Mr. Irving

very strikingly remarks,

"After the great difficulties made by various

courts in furnishing this expedition, it is surprising
how inconsiderable an armament was required. It

is evident that Columbus had reduced his requi-

sitions to the narrowest limits, lest any great ex-

pense should cause impediment. Three small vefr

sels were apparently all that he had requested. Two
of them were light barques, called caravals, not

superior to river and coasting craft of mors modern

days. Representations of this class of vessels exist

in old prints and paintings. They are delineated as

open, and without deck in the centre, but built up
hitrh at the prow and stern, with forecastles and

cabins for the accommodation of the crew. Peter

Martyr, the learned contemporary of Columbus,
says that only one of the three vessels was decked.

The smallness of the vessels was considered an

advantage by Columbus, in a voyage of discovery,

enabling him to run close to the shores, and to enter

shallow rivers and harbours. In his third voyage,
when coasting the gulf of Paria, he complained of

the size of his ship, being nearly a hundred tons

burden. But that such long and perilous expedi-
tions into unknown seas, should be undertaken in

vessels without decks, and that they should live

through the violent tempests by which they were

frequently assailed, remain among the singular

circumstances of these daring voyages."

It was on Friday, the 3d of August, 1492,
that the bold adventurer sailed forth, with the

earliest dawn, from the little port of Palos,

on his magnificent expedition ;
and immedi-

ately began a regular journal, addressed to

the sovereigns, from the exordium of which,
as lately printed by Navarette, we receive a

strong impression both of the gravity and

dignity of his character, and of the import-
ance "he attached to his undertaking. We
subjoin a short specimen.

" Therefore your highnes.«es, as Catholic Chris-

tians and princes, lovers and promoters of the holy

Christian faiih, r.nd enemies of the .«e<-t of Ma-

homet, and of all idolatries and heresies, deter-

mined to send me, Christopher Columbus, to th«i
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ruid p..r!s of India, to see the said princes, and ilie

peoj.iu, ind lands, ;ind discover the nature and

dispositi.)M of them all, and the means to be taken
for ihe conversion ot iliem to onr holy faiih ; and
ordered that 1 should not go by land to the East,

by which ii is the custom go, but by a voyage to

tile West, by wiiich course, unto the present time,
we do not know for certain that any one hath

passed ; and for this purpose bestowed great favours

upon me. ennobling nie, that thenceforward I might
style myself Don, appointing me high admiral of

the Ocean Sea, and perpetual viceroy and governor
of all the islands and coniinenis I should discover

and gain, and which henceforward may be dis-

covered and gained, in the Ocean Sea; and that

my eldest son should succeed me, and so on, from

generation to generation, for ever. I departed,
therefore, from the city of Granada on Saturday
the 12th of May, of the same year, 1492, to Palos,
a sca-pori, where I armed three ships well calcu-

lated for such service, and sailed from that port
well furnished vvith provisions, and with many
eeamen, on Friday the 3d of August of ihe same

year, half an hour before sunrise, and took the

route for the Canary Islands of your highnesses, to

steer my course thence, and navigate until I should
arrive at the Indies, and deliver the embassy of

your highnesses to those princes, and accomplish
that which you had commanded. For this purpose,
I intend to write during this voyage very punctu-

ally, from day to day, all that I may do, and see,
and e.xperience, as will hereafter be seen. Also,

my sovereign princes, besides describing each night
all hat has occurred in the day, and in the day the

nav.gation of the night, I propose to make a chart,
in which I will set down the waters and lands of the

Ocean Sea, in their proper situations, under their

bearings; and, furth^ to compose a book, and il-

lustrate the whole in picture by latitude from the

equinoctial, and longitude from the West
; and upon

the whole it will be essential that I should lorget

Bleep, and attend closely to the navigation, to accom-

plish these things, which will be a great labour."

As a guide by which lo sail, Mr. Irving also

informs us, he had prepared
" a map, or chart,

improved upon that sent him by Paolo Tos-

canelli. Neither of these now exist
j
but the

globe, or planisphere, finished by Martin

Behem in this year of the admiral's first

voyage, is still extant, and furnishes an idea

of what the chart of Columbus must have
been. It exhibits the coasts of Europe and

Africa, from the south of Ireland to the end
of Guinea

;
and opposite to them, on the other

side of the Atlantic, the extremity of Asia,

or, as it was termed, India. Between them is

placed the island of Cipango, (or Japan,)

which, according to Marco Polo, lay fifteen

hundred miles distant from the Asiatic coast.

In his computations Columbus advanced this

island about a thousand leag-ues too much to

the east; supposing it to lie in the situation

of Florida, and at this island he hoped first to

arrive."

We pass over the kno^vn incidents of this

celebrated voyage, which are here repeated
with new interest and additional detail

;
but

we cannot refrain from extracting Mr. Irving's
account of its fortunate conclusion. The grow-

ing panic and discontent of his mutinous crew,
and their resolution to turn back if land was
not discovered in three days, are well known.

" And when on the evening of the third day they
beheld the sun go down upon a shoreless horizon,

they broke Ibrih into clamorous turbulence. For-

tunately, however, the manifestations of neighbour-

ing land were such on the following day as no

longer to admit a doubt. Resides a quaniiiy of
fresh weeds, such as grow in rivers, ihey saw a

green fish of a kind which keeps aljout ro<-ks; then
a branch of thorn, with berries on ii, and recently
separated from the tree, floated by them

; then they
picked up a reed, a small board, and, above all, a
staff artificially carved. All gloom and niuiiny now
gave way to sanguine e.xpeciation ;

and throughout
the day each one was eagerly on the watch, in

hopes of being the first to discover the long-sought-
for land.

" In the evening, when, according to invariable

custom on board of the admiral's ship, the mariners
had minff the salve regina, or vesper hj/mn to the

Virgin, he made an impressive address to his crew.
He pointed out the goodness of God in thus con-

ducting them by such soft and favouring breezes
across a tranquil ocean, cheering their hopes con-

tinually with fresh signs, increasing as their fears

augmented, and thus leading and guiding them to a

promised land.
" The breeze had been fresh all day, with more

sea than usual, and they had made great progress.
At sunset they had stood again to tlie west, and
were ploughing the waves at a rapid rate, the Pinta

keeping the lead, from her superior sailing. The
greatest animation prevailed throughout the ships;
not an eye was closed that night. As the evening
darkened, Columbus took his station on the top of

the castle or cabin on the hitih poop of his vessel.

However he mit;ht carry a cheerful and confident

countenance during the day, it was to him a time of
the most painful an.\ieiy; and now when he was
wrapped from observation by the shades of night,
he maintained an intense and unremitting watch,

ranging his eye along the dusky horizon, in search
of the most vague indications of land. Suddenly,
about ten o'clock, he thought he beheld a light

glimmering at a distance! Fearing tliat his eager
hopes might deceive him, he called to Pedro Gu-
tierrez, gentleman of the king's bed-chamber, and

inquired whether he saw a light in that direction;
the latter replied in the affirmative. Columbus, yet
doubtful whether it miaht not be some delusion of

the fancy, called Rodrigo Sanchez of Segovia, and
made the same inquiry- By the time the latter had
ascended the round- house, the light had disap-

peared. They saw it once or twice afterwards in

sudden and passing gleams; as it were a torch in

the bark of a fi^herman, ri.«ing and sinking with the

waves: or in the hand of some person on shore,
borne up and down as he walked from house to

house. So transient and uncertain were these

gleams, that few attached any importance to them;
Columbus, however, considered them as certain

signs of land, and moreover, that the land was in-

habited.

"They continued their course until two in the

morning, when a gun from the Pinta gave the joy-
ful signal of land. It was first disi'overed by a

mariner named Rodrigo de Triana
;
but the reward

was afterwards adjudged to the admiral, for having

previously perceived the light. The land was now

clearly seen about two leagues distant
; whereupon

they took in sail and lay-to, waiting impatiently for

the dawn.
" The thoughts and feelinos of Columbus in this

little space of time must have been lunuiltuous and

intense. At length, in spite of every difficulty and

danger, he had accomplished his object. The great

mystery of the ocean was revealed
;

his theory,

which had been the scofT of sages, was triumphant-

ly established ;
he had secured to himself a glory

which must be as durable as the world itself
"

It is difficult even for the imagination to con-

ceive the feelings of such a man at the moment of

so sublime a discovery. What a bewildering crowd
of conjectures must have thronged upon his miiid,

as to the land which lay before him, covered with

darkness. That it was fruitful was evident, from

the vegetables which floated from its shores. He
thought, too, that he perceived in the balmy air the
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fragrance of aromatic groves. The moving light

wliicli he liiid bt'lield, had proved that it was the

residence of man. IJiit wiiut were its inhahiiaiitn ?

Were they like those of the oiircr parts of tiie f^lobe;

or were they some stranjie and monstrous race,

Buch as the imagination in those times was prom' to

give to all remote and unknown regions? Had lie

come Uiion some wild island far in the Indian Sea;
or was this the famed Cipango itself, the object ot

hie golden fancies? A thousand speculations of the

kind must liave swarmed upon hitn, as, with liis

anxious crews, he wailed for the niglit to pa.-s

away : wondering; whether the morning light would

reveal a savage wilderness, or dawn upon spicy

groves, and glittering fanes, and gilded cities, and

all the splendour of oriental civilization.

The latid to which he was thus triumph-

antly borne was the island of Sau Salvador,

since called Cat Island, by the English: and

at early dawn he landed with a great com-

pany, sjilendidly armed and attired, and bear-

ing in his hand the royal standard of Castile.

" As they approached the shores, they were re-

freshed hy the sight of the ample forests, which in

ihose clinics h;ive extraordinary heauty and vegeta-
tion, 'i'lity beheld fruiis ol tempting hue, l)ut un-

known kind, growing among the trees which

overhung the shores. The purity and suavity of

the atmosphere, the crystal transsparency of the seas

which l)aihe these islands, give them a wonderful

beauty, and must have had their effect upon the

susceptible feelings of Columbus. No sooner did

he land, than he threw himself upon his knees,
kissed the earth, and returned thanks to God with

tears of joy. His example was followed by the

rest, whose hearts indeed overflowed with the same
feelings of gratitude.""

'i'he natives of the island, when, at the dawn
of day, they had beheld the ships, with their sails

set, hovering on their coast, had supposed them
some monsters which had issued Irom the deep dur-

ing the night. They had crowded to the beach,
and watched their movements with awful anxiety.
Their veering about, apparently without effort; the

shifting and tiirling of their sails, resembling huge
wings, fillfd them wiih astonishment. V\'hen they
beheld their boats approach the shore, and a num-
ber of strange beings, clad in glittering steel, or

raiment of various colours, landing upon the beach,

they fled in aflTright to their woods. Finding, how-
ever, that there was no attempt to pursue nor
molest them, they gradually recovered from their

terror, and approached the Spaniards with great

awe; freiiuently prostrating themselves on the

earth, and inaking signs of adoration. During the

ceremonies of taking possession, they remained

gazing in timid admiration at the complexion, the

beards, the 'shining armour, and splendid dress o(

the S|)aiii:ir(ls. The admiral particularly attracted

their attention, from his commanding height, his

air of authority, his dress of scarlet, and the defer-

ence which was paid him by his companions; all

which pointed him out to be tlie commander. When
they had s"ill further recovered from their fears,
thev approached the Spaniards, touched their beards,
and examined their hands and faces, admiring their

whiteness. Columbus, pleased with their sim-

plicity, their gentleness, and the confidence they
reposed in beings who must have appeared to them
80 strange and formidal)le, suffered their scrutiny
with perfect acquiescence. The wondering savages
were won by this benignity ; they now supposed
that the ships had sailed out of the crystal firma-

ment which l)Ounded their horizon, or that they had
descended from above on their ample wings, and
that these marvellous beings were inhabitants of the

,*kies."

Nothing is more remarkable in the journal
of the great discoverer, than his extraordinary

sensibility to the beauty of the scenery, an*!

the channs of thi; climate, of this new worju
;

and on his at rival at Cuba, these raptures are,
if possible, redoubled.

" As he approached this noble island, he was
struck with its magnitude, and the grandeur of its

features ; its tiigh and airy mountains, which re-

minded him of those of Sicily ;
its fertile valleys, and

l(jng sweeping plains, watered by noi>le rivers
; ila

stately forests; its bold |)roinoniories, and stretch-

ing headlands, which melted away into the remotest
distance. He anchored in a beautiful river, free

from rocks or shoals, of transparent water, its banks

overhung with trees. Here, landing, and taking
possession of the island, he gave it the name of

Juana, in honour of Prince Juan, and to the river

the name of San Salvador.
"
Returning to his boat, he proceeded for some

distance up the river, more and more enchanted
with tlie beauty of the country. 'I"he forests which
covered each bank were of

high
and wide-spreading

trees; some bearing fruits, others flowers, while in

some both fruits and flowers were mingled, be-

speaking a perpetual round of fertility : among them
were many palms, but differing from those of Spain
and Africa; with the great leaves of these the na-
tives thaiched iheir cabins.

" The continual eulogies made by Columbus on
the beauty of the scenery were warranted by the
kind of scenery he was beholding. There is a
wonderful splendour, variety, and luxuriance in the

vegetation of those quick and ardent climates. The
verdure of the groves, and the colours of the flowers

and blossoms, derive a vividness to the eye from the

transparent purity of the air, and the deep serenity
of the azure heavens. The forests, too, are full of

life, swarming wiih birds of brilliant plumage.
Painted varieties of parrots, and wood-peckers,
create a glitter amidst the verdure of the grove ; and

humming-birds rove from flower to flower, resem-

bling, as has well been said, animated particles of a
rainbow. The scarlet flamingos, too, seen some-
times through an opening of a forest in a distant

savannah, have the appearance of soldiers drawn up
in battalion, with an advanced scout on the alert, to

give notice ol approaching danger. Nor is the least

beautiful part of animated nature the various tribes

of insects that people every plant, displaying bril-

liant coats of mail, which sparkle to the eye like

precious gems." from his continual remarks on the beauty of
the scenery, and from the pleasure which he evi-

dently derived from rural sounds and objects, he

appears to have been extremely open to those deli-

cious influences, exercised over some spirits by the

graces and wonders of nature. He gives utterance
to these feelings with characteristic enthusiasm, and
at the same time with the artlessness and simplicity
of diction of a child. When speaking of some lovely
scene among the groves, or along the flowery shore,
of this favoured island, he says, 'one could live

there for ever.'— Cuba broke upon hitn like an ely-
sium. '

It is the most beautiful island,' he says,
'

that eyes ever beheld, full of excellent ports and

profound rivers.' The cliinate was more temperate
here than in the other islands, the nights being
neither hot nor cold, while the birds and grasshop-
pers sang all night long. Indeed there is a beauty
in a tropical night, in the depih of the dark-blue

sky, the lanibient purity of the stars, and the re-

splendent clearness of the moon, that spreads over
the rich landscape and the balmy groves a charm
more touching than the splendour of the day.

" In the sweet smell of the woods, and the odour
of the flowers, which loaded every breeze, Colum-
bus fancied he perceived the fragrance of oriental

spices; and along the shores he found shells of the
kind of oyster which produces pearls. Fron, the

grass growing to the very edge of the water, he in-

ferred the peacefulness of the ocean which bathes

these islands, never lasliing the shore with angry
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mirges. Kvcr since his arrival among these An-
tilles, he iiad experienced notliing but soil and

gentle weather, and he concluded that a perpetual

serenity rcii(ned over these happy seas. lie was
little suspicious of the occasional bursts of fury to

which they are hable."

Hispaniola was still more enchanting.
" In the transparent atmosphere of the tropics,

objects are descried at a great distance, and the

purity of (he air and serenity of the deep blue sky
gave a magical effect to the scenery. Under these

advantages, the beautiful island of Hayti revealed

itself to the eye as they approached. Its mountains
were higher and more rocky than those of the oilier

islands; but the rocks reared themselves from

among rich forests. The mountains swept down
into luxuriant plains and green savannahs

;
while

the appearance of cultivated fields, with the numer-
ous fires at night, and the columns of smoke which
rose in various parts by day, all showed it to be

populous. It rose before them in all the splendour
of tropical vegetation, one of the most beauiiful

islands in the world, and doomed to be one of the

most unfortunate."

The first interview with the friendly cacique
Guacanasrari, as well as his generous atten-

tions on the wreck of one of their vessels, are

described with great beauty. But we can

only find room for the concluding part of it.

" The extreme kindness of ihe cacique, the gen-
tleness of his people, the quantities of gold which
were daily brought to be exchanged for the veriest

trifles, and the iiiformation coniinually received of
Bources of wealih in the bosom of ihis beauiiful

island, all contributed to console the admiral fur the

misfortune he had suffered.
" The shipwrecked crew also, living on shore,

and mingling freely with the natives, became fas-

cinated with their easy and idle mode of lite. Ex-
empted by their simplicity from the painful cares
and toils which civilized man inflicts upon himself

by his many artificial wants, the existence of these
islanders seemed to the Spaniards like a pleasant
dream. They disquieted themselves about nothing.A few fields, culiivaied almost without labour, fur-

nished I he roots and vegetables which formed a

great part of their diet. Their rivers and coasts
abounded with fish; their trees were laden wiih
fruits of golden or blushing hue, and heightened
by a iropical sun to delicious flavour and fragrance.
Softened by the indulgence of nature, a great part
of their day was passed in indolent repose

—in that

luxury of sensation inspired by a serene sky and a

voluptuous climate ; and in the evenings they danced
in their fragrant groves, to their national songs, or
the rude sounds of their sylvan drums.
"Such was the indolent and holiday life of these

simple people ; which, if it had not the great scope
of enjoyment, nor the high-seasoned poignancy of

pleasure, which attend civilization, was certainly
destitute of most of its artificial miseries."

It was from this scene of enchantment and

promise, unclouded as yet by any shadow of

animosity or distrust, that Columbus, without
one drop of blood on his hands, or one stain of

cruelty or oppression on his conscience, set

sail on his return to Europe, with the proud
tidings of his discovery. In the early part of

his voyage he fell in with the Carribee Islands,
and had some striking encounters with the

brave but ferocious tribes who possessed
them. The distresses which beset him on his

home passage are well known
;
but we wil-

lingly pass these over, to treat our readers with
Mr. Ir-?ing's splendid description of his mag-
nificent reception by the court at Barcelona.

34

"
It was about the middle of April that Columbus

arrived at Barcelona, where every preparation had
been made to give him a solemn and magnificent
reception. The beauty and serenity of tiie weather
in that genial season and favoured climate, contrib-
uted to give splendour to this memorable cere,

mony. As he drew near the pla('e, many of the
more youthful courtiers, and hidalgos of gallant

bearing, togeiher with a vast concourse of the popu-
lace, came forth to meet and welcome hiiii. His
entrance into this noble city has been compared to

one of those triumphs which the Romans weie ac-
customed to decree to conquerors. First, were
paraded ihe Indians, painted according to their sav-

age fashion, and decorated wiih their national orna-
ments of gold. After these were borne various
kinds of live parrols, together wiih stuffed birds and
animals of unknown species, and rare plants, sup-
posed to be of precious qualities; while great care
was taken to make a conspicuous display of Indian
coronets, bracelets, and other decorations of gold,
which might give an idea of ihe wealth of the newly-
discovered regions. After this, followed Columbus
on horseback, surrounded by a brilliant cavalcade
of Spanish chivalry. The streets were almost im-
passable from the countless mnltiiude; the win-
dows and balconies were crowded with the fair ; the

very roofs were covered with spectators. It seemed
as if the public eye could not be sated wiih gazing
on these irophies of an unknown world

;
or on the

remarkable man by whom it had been discovered.
There was a sublimity in this event that mingled a
solemn feeling wiih the public joy. It was looked

upon as a vast and signal dispensation of Provi-

dence, in reward for the piety of the monarchs ; and
the majestic and venerable appearance of the dis

coverer, so diflierent from the youth and buoyancy
that are generally e.xpecied from roving enterprise,
seemed in harmony with the grandeur and dignity
of his achievement.

" To receive him with suitable pomp and dis-

tinction, the sovereigns had ordered their throne to

be placed in public, under a rich canopy of brocade
of gold, in a vast and splendid saloon. Plere the

king and queen awaited his arrival, seated in stale,
with the prince Juan beside them, and attended by
the dignitaries of their court, and the principal no-

bility of Castile, Valentia, Catalonia, and Arragon,
all impatient lo behold the man who had conferred
so incalculable a benefit upon the nation. At length
Columbus entered the hall, surrounded by a bril-

liant crowd of cavaliers, among whom, says Las
Casas, he was conspicuous for his stately and com-

manding person, which, with his countenance,
rendered venerable by his grey hairs, gave him the

august appearance of a senator of Rome ;
a modest

smile lighted up his features, showing that he en-

joyed the state and glory in which he came ; and

certainly nothing could be more deeply moving to

a mind inflamed by noble ambition, and conscious
of having greatly deserved, than these testimonials

of the admiration and gratitude of a nation, or rather
of a world. As Columbus approached, the sover-

eigns rose, as if receiving a person of the highest
rank. Bending his knees, he requested to kiss

iheir hands; but there was some hesitation on the

part of their majesties to permit this act of vassal-

age. Raisintr him in the most gracious manner,
they ordered him to seat himself in their presence ;

a rare honour in this proud and punctilious court."

In his second voyage he falls in again with

the Caribs, of whcse courage and cannibal

propensities he had now sufficient assurance.

Mr. Irving's remarks upon this energetic but

untameable race are striking, and we think

original.

" The warlike and unyielding character of these

people, so different from that of the pusillanimous
nations around them, and the wide scope of their

enterprises and wanderings, like those of the
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Noniade tribes of tlie Old World, entitle lliem to dis-

tinguished attention. They were trained to war
from their infancy. As soon as they could walk,
their intrepid mothers put in tiieir hands the bow
and arrow, and prepared them to take an early part
ill the hardy eiiierprisea of their fathers. Their
distant roamings by sea made them observant and

intelligent. The natives of the other islands only
knew how to divide time by day and night, by the

sun and moon
;
whereas these had acquired some

knowledge ot the stars, by which to calculate the

times and seasons.
" The traditional accounts of their origin, though

of course extremely vague, are yet capable of being
verified to a great degree by geographical tacts, and

open one of the rich veins of curious inquiry and

epectilation which abound in the New World. They
are said to have migrated from the remote valleys
embosomed in the Apalachian mountains. The
earliest accounts we have of them represent them
with their weapons in their hands, continually en-

gaged in wars, winning their way and shifting their

abode, until, in the course of time, they found them-
selves at the extremity of Florida. Here, abandon-

ing the northern continent, they passed over to the

Lucayos, and from thence gradually, in the pro-
cess of years, from island to island ol that vast and
verdant chain, which links, as it were, the end of

Florida to the coast of Paria, on the southern con-
tinent. The Archipelago, extending from Porto
Rico to Tobago, was their strong hold, and the

island of Guadaloupe in a manner their citadel.

Hence they made their expeditions, and spread the

terror of their name through all the surrounding
countries. Swarmsofthem landed upon the south-
ern continent, and overran some parts of Terra
Firma. Traces of them have been discovered far

in the interior of the country through which flows
the Oroonoko. The Dutch found colonies of them
on the banks of the Ikouteka, which empties into

the Surinam, along the Esquibi, the Maroni, and
other rivers of Guayana, and in the country watered

by the windings of the Cayenne ; and it would ap-

pear that they have extended their wanderings to

the shores of the southern ocean, where, among the

aboriginals of Brazil, were some who called them-
selves Caribs, distinguished from the surrounding
Indians by their superior hardihood subtlety, and

enterprise."
'i'o trace the footsteps of this roving tribe

throughout its wide migrations from the Apalachian
mountains of the northern continent, along the

clusters of islands which stud the Gulf of Mexico
and the Caribbean sea to the shores of Paria, and
BO across the vast regions of Guayana and Amazonia
to the remote coast of Brazil, would be one of the

most curious researches in aboriginal history, and

might throw much light upon the mysterious ques-
tion of the population of the New World."

We pass over the melancholy story of the

ruined fort, and murdered garrison, to which
our adventurer returned on his second voyage

•

and of the first dissensions that broke out in

his now increasing colony ;
but must pause

for a moment to accompany him on his first

march, at the head of four humhed armed
followers, into the interior of the country, and
to the mountain region of expected gold. For
two days the party proceeded up the banks
of a stream, which seemed at last to lose itself

in a narrow and rocky recess.

" On the following day, the army toiled up this

steep defile, and arrived where the gorge of the
mountain opened into ihe interior. Here a land of

promise suddenly burst upon their view. It was
the same glorious prospect which had delighted Oje-
da and his companions. Below lay a vast and de-
licious plain, painted and enamelled, as it were,
with all the rich variety of tropical vegetation. The

magnificent forests presented that mingled beauty
and majesty of vegetable forms known only to thes»

generous climates. Palms of prodigious height,
and spreading mahogany trees, towered from amid
a wilderness of variegated foliage. Universal fresh-

ness and verdure were maintained by numerous
streams, which meandered gle:iming through the

deep bosom of the woodland ; while various villages
and hamlets, peeping from among the trees, and
the smoke of others rising out of the midst of the

forests, gave signs of a numerous population. The
luxuriant landscape extended as far as the eye •ould

reach, until it appeared to melt away and mingle
with the horizon. The Spaniards gazed with rap-
ture upon this soft voluptuous country, which
seemed to realise their ideas of a terresiial paradise ;

and Columbus, struck with its vast extent, gave it

the name of the Vega Real, or Royal Plain.
"
Having descended the rugged pass, the army

issued upon the plain, in military array, with great
clangour of warlike instruments. When the In-

dians beheld this shining band of warriors, glitter-

ing in steel, emerging from the mountains with

prancing steeds and flaunting banners, and heard,
for the first lime, their rocks and forests echoing to

the din of drum and trumpet, they might well have
taken such a wonderful pageant for a supernatural
vision.
" On the next morning they resumed their march

up a narrow and steep glen, winding among craggy
rocks, where they were obliged to lead the horses.

Arrived at the summit, they once more enjoyed a

prospect of the delicious Vega, which here presented
a still grander appearance, stretching far and wide
on either hand, like a vast verdant lake. This
noble plain, according to Las Casas, is eighty
leagues in length, and from twenty to thirty in

breadth, and of incomparable beauty."" The natives appeared to them a singularly idle

and improvident race, indifferent to nTOSt of the ob-

jects of human anxiety and toil. T hey were im-

patient of all kinds of labour, scarcely giving
themselves the trouble to cultivate the yuca root,
the maize, and the potatoe, which formed the main
articles of subsistence. For the rest, their streams
abounded with fish

; they caught the utia or coney,
the guana, and various birds; and they had a per-

petual banquet from the fruits spontaneously pro-
duced by their groves. Though the air was some-
times cold among the mountains, yet they preferred

submitting to a little temporary suffering, rather

than take the trouble to weave garments from the

gossampine cotton which abounded in their forests.

'I'hus they loitered away existence in vacant inac-

tivity, under the shade of their trees, or amusing
themselves occasionally with various games and
dances."

"
Having accomplished the purposes of his resi-

dence in the Vega, Columbus, at the end of a few

days, took leave of its hospitable inhabitants, and
resumed his march for the hiirbour, returning with
his little army through the lofty and nigged gorge
of the mountains called the Pass of the Hidalgos.
As we accompany him in imagination over the

rocky height, from whence the Vega first broke

upon the eye of the Europeans, we cannot help

pausing to cast back a look of mingled pity and ad-

miration over this beautiful but devoted region.
The dream of natural liberty, of ignorant content,
and loitering idleness, was as yet unbroken, but the

fiat had gone forth ; the white man had penetrated
into the land

; avarice, and pride, and ambition, and

pining care, and sordid labour, were soon to follow,
and the indolent paradise of the Indian to disappear
for ever!"

There is something to us inexpressibly

pleasing in these passages ;
but we are aware

that there are readers to whom they may
seem tedious—and believe, at all events, that

we have now given a large enough specimen
of the kind of beauty they present. For per
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Bons of a different taste we ought to have ex-

tracted some account of the incredible darings,
and romantic adventures, of Alonzo de Ojeda;
or of the ruder prowess and wild magnanimity
of the cacique Caonabo, who alone of the

island chieftains dared to offer any resistance

to the invaders. When made prisoner, and
carried off from the centre of his dominions,
by one of the unimaginable feats of Ojeda,
Mr. Irving has reported that

" He always maintained a haughiy deportment
towards Columbus, while he never evinced the

least animosity against Ojeda for the artifice to which
he had fallen a victim. It rather increased his ad-

miration of him, as a consummate warrior, looking
upon it as the exploit of a master-spirit to have

flounced
upon him, and borne him off", in this hawk-

ike manner, from the very midst of his fighting-
men. There is nothing that an Indian more admires
in warfare, than a deep, well-executed stratagem." Columbus was accustomed to bear himself
with an air of dignity and authority as admiral and

viceroy, and exacted great personal respect. When
he entered the apartment therefore where Caonabo
was confined, all present rose, according to custom,
and paid him reverence. The cacique alone neither

moved, nor took any notice of him. On the con-

trary, when Ojeda entered, though small in person
and without external state, Caonabo immediately
rose and saluted him with profound respect. On
being asked the reason of this, Columbus being
Guamiquina, or great chief over all, and Ojeda but
one of his subjects, the proud Carib replied, that

the admiral had never dared to come personally to

his house and seize him, it was only through the

valour of Ojeda he was his prisoner ; to Ojeda,
therefore, he owed reverence, not the admiral."

The insolent licence of the Spaniards, and
the laborious searches for gold which they
imposed on the natives, had at last overcome
their original feelings of veneration; and,

trusting to their vast superiority in numbers,
they ventured to make war on their heaven-
descended visitants. The result was unre-

sisted carnage and hopeless submission ! A
tax of a certain quantity of gold dust was im-

posed on all the districts that afforded that

substance, and of certain quantities of cotton

and of grain on all the others—and various

fortresses were erected, and garrisons station-

ed, to assist the collection of the tribute.

" In this way," says Mr. Irving,
" was the yoke

of servitude fixed upon the island, and its thraldom

effectually ensured. Deep despair now fell upon
the natives, when they found a perpetual task in-

flicted upon them, enforced at stated and frequently

recurring periods. Weak and indolent by nature,
unused to labour of any kind, and brought up in the

untasked idleness of their soft climate and (heir

fruitful groves, death itself seemed preferable to a

life of toil and anxiety. They saw no end to this

harassing evil, which had so suddenly fallen upon
them ; no escape from its all-pervading influence ;

no prospect of return to that roving independence
and ample leisure, so dear to the wild inhabitants

of the forests. The pleasant life of the island was
at an end ; the dream in ihe shade by day ;

the

slumber during the sultry noon-tide heat by the

fountain or the stream, or under the spreading
palm-tree; and the song, the dance, and the game
in the mellow evening, when summoned to their

simple amusements by the rude Indian drum. They
were now obliged to grope day by day, with bend-

ing body and anxious eye, along the borders of

their rivers, sifiing the sands for the grains of gold
» liich every day grew more scanty ; or to labour

in their fields beneath the fervour of a tropical vjn,
to raise food

foi;
their task-masieis, or to produce

the vegetable tribute imposed upon them. 'I'hey
sunk to sleep weary and exhausted at night, with
the certainty that the next day was but to be a
repetition of the same toil and

suffering. Or if they
occasionally indulged in their naiional dances, the
ballads to which they kept time were of a melan-
choly and plaintive character. They spoke of the
times that were past before the white men had in-

troduced sorrow and slavery, and weary labour

among them
;
and they rehearsed pretended prophe-

cies, handed down from their ancestors, foretelling
the invasion of the Spaniards ; that strangers should
come into their island, clothed in apparel, with
swords capable of cleaving a man asunder at a
blow, under whose yoke their posterity should be
subdued. These ballads, or areytos, they sang
with mournful tunes and doleful voices, bewailing
the loss of their liberty and their painful servitude."

There is an interest of another kind in fol-

lowing the daring route of Columbus along
the shores of Cuba and Jamaica, and through
the turbulent seas that boil among the keys in

the gulf of Paria. The shores stillafforded the
same beauty of aspect

—the people the same
marks of submission and delighted wonder.

"It is impossible to resist noticing the striking
contrasts which are sometimes forced upon the
mind. The coast here described as so populous and
animated, rejoicing in the visit of the discoverers, is

the same that extends westward of the city of
Trinidad, along the gulf of Xagua. All is now
silent and deserted. Civilization, which has covered
some parts of Cuba with glittering cities, has ren-
dered this a solitude. The whole race of Indians
has long since passed away, pining and perishing
beneath the domination of the strangers whom they
welcomed so joyfully to their shores. Before me
lies the account of a night recently passed on this

very coast, by a celebrated traveller, (Humboldt,)
but with what different feelings from those of Co-
lumbus !

'

I passed,' says he,
'

a great part of the

night upon the deck. What deserted coasts ! not a

light to announce the cabin of a fisherman. From
Batabano to Trinidad, a distance ol fifty leagues,
there does not exist a village. Yet in the time of
Columbus this land was inhabited even along the

margin of the sea. When pits are digged in the

soil, or the torrents plough open the surface of the

earth, there are often found hatchets of stone and
vessels of copper, relics of the ancient inhabitants

of the island.'
"

We cannot resist the temptation of adding
the following full-length picture; which has
all the splendour of a romance, with the ad-
ditional charm of being true.

" One morning, as the ships were standing along
the coast, with a light wind and easy sail, they be-
held three canoes issuing from among the islands

of the bay. They approached in regular order;
one, which was very large and handsomely carved
and painted, was in the centre, a little in advance
of the two others, which appeared to attend and

guard it. In this were seated the cacique and his

family, consisting of his wife, two daughters, two
sons, and five brothers. One of the daughters was

eighteen years of age, beautiful in form and counte-

nance ; her sister was somewhat younger ; both
were naked, according to the custom of these

islands, but were of modest demeanour. In the

prow of the canoe stood the standard-bearer of the

cacique, clad in a kind of mantle of variegated
feathers, with a tuft of gay plumes on his head, and

bearing in his hand a fluttering while banner. Two
Indians, with caps or helmetsof feathers of uniforra

shape and colour, and their faces painted in a simi

lar manner, beat upon labors ;
two others, with
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hata curiously wrought of green feathers, held

trumpeis of a fine black wood, ingeniously carved ;

and there were six others, in large hats und white

feathers, who appeared to be jjuests
to the cacique.

This gallant little armada liavnig arrived alongside
of the admiral's ship, the cacique entered on board

with all his train. He appeared in his full regalia.

Around liis head was a band of small stones of

various colours, but principally green, symmetri-
cally arranged, with large white stones at intervals,

and connected in front by a large jewel of gold.
Two plates of gold were suspended to his ears by
rings of small green stones. 'I'o a necklace of white

beads, of a kind deemed precious by them, was

suspended a large plate, in the form of a fleur-de-

lys, of guanin, an inferior species of gold; and a

girdle ot variegated stones, similar to those round
his head, completed his regal decorations. His
wifie was adorned in a similar manner, having also

a very small apron of cotton, and bands oi the same
round her arms and legs. The daughters were
without ornaments, excepting the eldest and hand-

somest, who had a girdle of small stones, from
which was suspended a tablet, the size of an ivy

leaf, composed of various-coloured stones, em-
broided on net-work of cotton.

" When the cacique entered on board the ship,
he distributed presents of the produciions of his

island among the officers and men. The admiral
was at this time in his cabin, engaged in his morn-

ing devotions. When he appeared on deck, the

chieftain hastened to meet him with an animated
countenance. 'My friend,' said he, 'I have de-

termined to leave my country, and to accompany
thee. I have heard from these Indians who are with

thee, of the irresistible power of thy sovereigns,
and of il:e many nations thou hast subdued in their

name. Whoever refuses obedience to thee is sure

to suffer. Thou hast destroyed the canoes and

dwellings of the Caribs, slaying their warriors, and

carrying into captivity their wives and children.

All the islands are in dread of thee
;

for who can
withstand thee now, that thou knowest the secrets

of the land, and the weakness of the people?
Rather, therefore, than thou shouldst take away
Tny dominions, I will embark wi'h all my house-
hold in thy ships, and will go to do homage to thy
king and queen, and to behold their marvellous

country, of which the Indians relate such wonders.'
When this speech was explained to Columbus, and
he beheld the wife, the sons and daughters of the

cacique, and thought upon the snares to which
their ignorance and simplicity would be exposed,
he was touched with compassion, and determined
not to take them from their native land. He replied
to the cacique, therefore, that he received him
under his protectinn as a vassal of his sovereigns ;

but having many lands yet to visit before he re-

turned to his country, he would at some future
time fulfil his desire. Then, taking leave with

many cxpres.sions of amity, the cacique, with his

wife and daughters, and all his reiinue, re-embarked
in the canoes, returning reluctantly to their island,
and the ships continued on their course."

But we must turn from these bright le-

gends ;
and hurry onward to the end of our

extracts. It is impossible to give any abstract
of the rapid succession of plots, tumults, and

desertions, which blighted the infancy of this

great settlement
;
or of the disgraceful calum-

nies, jealousies, and intrigues, which gradu-
ally undermined the credit of Columbus with
his sovereign, and ended at last in the mission
of Bobadilla, with power to supersede him in

command—and in the incredible catastrophe
of his being sent home in chains by this arro-

gant and precipitate adventurer ! When he
arrived on board the caravel which was to

carry him to Spairij the master treated him

with the most profound respect, and offered

instantly to release him from his fetters.

" But to this lie would not consent. '

No,' said
he proudly, 'their majesties coinmanded me by
letter to submit to whatever Bodadilla should order
in their name

; by their auihoriiy he has put upon
me these chains— 1 will wear them until they shall

order them to be taken ofl", and I will preserve them
afterwards as relics and memorials of the reward
of my services.'

"
" ' He did so,' adds his son Fernando;

'

I saw
them always hanging in his cabinet, and he re»

quested that when he died they might be buried
with him !'

"

If there is something in this memorable

brutality which stirs the blood with intense

indignation, there is something soothing and
still more touching in the instant retribution.

" The arrival," says Mr. Irving,
" of Columbus

at Cadiz, a prisoner and in chains, produced almost
as great a sensatiim as his triumphant return from
his first voyage. It was one of those striking and
obvious facts, which speak to the feelings of the

multitude, and preclude the necessity of reflection.

No one stopped to inquire into the case. It was
sufficient to be told that, Columbus was brought
home in irons from the world he had discovered !

A general burst of indignation arose in Cadiz, and
in the powerful and opulent Seville, which was im-

mediately echoed throughout all Spain."
"Ferdinand joined with his generous queen in

her reprobation of the treatment of the admiral, and
both sovereigns hastened to give evidence to the
world that his imprisonment had been without their

authority, and contrary to their wishes. Without
waiting to receive any documents that might arrive
from Bobadilla, they sent orders to Cadiz that the

prisoners should be instantly set at liberty, and
treated with all distinction. They wrote a letter to

Columbus couched in terms of gratitude and affec-

tion, expressing their grief at all he had suffered,
and inviiing him to court. They ordered, at the
same time, that two thousand ducats should be ad-
vanced to defray his expenses." The loyal heart of Columbus was again cheered

by this declaration of his sovereigns. He fell con-
scious of his integrity, and anticipated an immediate
restitution of all his rights and dignities. He ap-
peared at court in Granada on the 17ih of Decem-
ber, not as a man ruined and disgraced, but richly
dressed, and attended by an honourable retinue.
He was received by their majesties wiih unqualified
favour and distinction. When the queen beheld
this venerable man approach, and thought on all he
had deserved and all that he had suffered, she was
moved to tears. Columbus had borne up firmly
against the stern conflicts of the world,—he had
endured with lofiy scorn the injuries and insults of

ignoble men, but he possessed strong and quick
sensibility. When he found himself thus kindly
received by his sovereigns, and beheld tears in the

benign eyes of Isabella, his long-suppressed feel-

ings burst forth ; he threw himself upon his knees,
and for some time could not utier a word for the
violence of his tears and sobbings !"

In the year 1502, and in the Bi.xty-sixth

year of his age, the indefatigable discoverer

set out on liis fourth and last voyage. In this

he reached the coast of Honduras
;
and fell

in with a race somewhat more advanced in

civilization than any he had yet encountered
in these remote regions. They had mantles
of woven cotton and some small utensils of

native copper. He then ran down the shore
of Veragua, and came through tremendous

tempests to Portobello, in search, it appears,
of a strait or inlet, by which he had per-
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g|iaded himself ho should find a ready way
to the shores of the Ganges : The extreme

severity of the season, and the miserable con-

dition of his ships, compelled him, however,
to abandon this great enterprise ;

the account

of which Mr. Irving winds up with the fol-

lowing quaint and not very felicitous observa-

tion :
" If he was disappointed in his expec-

tation of finding a strait through the Isthmus

of Darien, it was because nature herself had

been disappointed
—for she appears to have

attempted to make one, but to have attempted
it in vain."

After this he returned to the coast of Vera-

gua, where he landed, and formed a tempo-

rary settlement, with a view of searching for

certain gold mines which he had been told

were in the neighbourhood. This, however,
was but the source of new disasters. The

natives, who were of a fierce and warlike

character, attacked and betrayed him—and

his vessels were prevented from getting to

sea, by the formation of a formidable bar at

the mouth of the river.

At last, by prodigious e.xertlons, and the

heroic spirit of some of his officers, he was
enabled to get away. But his altered fortune

still ]j'irsued him. He was harassed by per-

petual storms, and after having beat up nearly
to Hi.spaniola, was assailed by

" A sudden tempest, of such violence, that, ac-

cording to the strong expression of Columlius, it

seemed as if the world would dissolve. 'I'hey lost

three of their anchors almost immediately, and the

caravel Bertnuda was driven with such violence

upon the ship of the admiral, that the bow of the

one, and the stern of the other, were greatly shat-

tered. The sea running high, and the wind being
boisterous, the vessels chafed and injured each other

dreadfully, and it was with great difficulty that they
were separated. One anchor only remained to the

admiral's ship, and this saved him from being driven

upon the rocks ; but at daylight the cable was found

nearly worn asunder. Had the darkness continued

an hour longer, he could scarcely have escaped
shipwreck.
"At the end of six days, the weather having

moderated, he resumed his course, standing east-

ward for Hispaniola:
'

his people,' as he says,
'

dis-

mayed and down-hearted, almost all his anchors

lost, and his vessels bored as full of holes as a

honeycomb."

His proud career seemed now to be hasten-

ing to a miserable end. Incapable of strug-

gling longer with the elements, he was obliged
to run before the wind to Jamaica, where he
was not even in a condition to attempt to

make any harbour.

" His ships, reduced to mere wrecks, could no

longer keep the sea, and were ready to sink even
in port. He ordered them, therefore, to be rim

aground, within a bow-shot of the shore, and fast-

ened together, side by side. They soon filled with
water to the decks. 'I'hatched cabins were then
erected at the prow and stern for the accommoda-
tion of ihfi crews, and the wreck was placed in the
best possible state of defence. Thus castled in the

sea, Columbus trusted to be able to repel any sud-
den attack of the natives, and at the same time to

keep his men from roving about the neighbourhood
and indulging in their usunl e-xcesses. No one was
allowed to go on shore wiihoul especial licence, and
the utmost precaution was taken to prevent any
ofience from being given to the Indians. Any ex-

asperation of them might be fatal to the
."Spaniards

in their present forlorn situation. A lirtbrand
thrown into their wooden fortress might wrap it is

flames, and leave them defenceless ainidsi hustilo

thousands."
" The

envy," says Mr. Irving,
" which had once

sickened at the glory and prosperity of Columbus,
could scarcely have devised for liini a more forlorn

heritage in the world he had discovered
;

the tenant
of a wreck on a savage coast, in an untraversed

ocean, at the mercy of barbarous hordes, who, in a

moment, from precarious friends, might be trans

formed into ferocious enemies; afflicted, too, by
excruciating maladies which confined him to his

bed, and by the pains and infirmities which hard-

ship and anxiety had heaped upon his advancing
age. But Columbus had not yet exhausted his cup
of bitterness. He had yet to experience an evil

worse than storm, or shipwreck, or bodily anguish,
or the violence of savage hordes, in the pertidy of
those in whom he confided."

The account of his sufierings during the

twelve long months he was allowed to remain
in this miserable condition, is full of the deep-
est interest, and the strangest vari,ety of ad-

venture. But we can now only refer to it.—
Two of his brave and devoted adherents un-
dertook to cross to Hispaniola in a slender

Indian canoe, and after incredible miseries, at

length accompli.shed this desperate under-

takmg—but from the cold-hearted indecision,
or paltry jealousy, of the new Governor

Ovando, it was not till the late period we have

mentioned, that a vessel was at length des-

patched to the relief of the illustrious sufferer.

But he was not the only, or even the most
memorable sufferer. Fiom the time he was

superseded in command, the misery and op-

pression of the natives of Hispaniola had in-

creased beyond all proportion or belief. By
the miserable policy of the new governor,
their services were allotted to the Spanish

settlers, who compelled them to woik by the

cruel infliction of the scourge ; and, with-

holding from them the nourishment necessary
for health, exacted a degree of labour which
could not have been sustained by the most

vigorous men.
"

If they fled from this incessant toil and barba-

rous coercion, and took refuge in the mountains,

they were hunted out like wild beasts, scourged in

the most inhuman manner, and laden with chains

to prevent a second escape. Many perished long
before their term of labour had expired. Those
who survived their term of six or eight months,
were permitted to return to their homes, until the

next term commenced. But their hotnes were
often forty, sixty, and eighty leagues distatti. 'i'hey
had nothing to sustain them through the journey
but a few roots or agi peppers, or a little cassava-

bread. Worn down by long toil and cruel hard-

ships, wliich their feeble constitutions were incapa-
ble of sustaining, many had not sironcth to perform
the journey, but sunk down and died by the way;
some by the side of a brook, others under tlie shade
of a tree, where they had crawled for slielier from
the sun.

'

I have tbimd many dead iti the road,'

says Las Casas, 'others gasping under the trees,

and others in the pangs of death, faintly crying.

Hunger; hunger!' I'hose who reached their

homes most commonly found them desolate. Du-

ring the eight months that they had been absent

their wives and children had either peri.^hed or

wandered away ; the fields on which they flcpended
for food were overrun with weeds, and nothing was
left them but to lie down, exhausted and de.^pairing,

and die at the threshold of their habitations.

z2
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It is impo85ible to pursue any farther the picture
dr.iwn by the vencrnlile l^rjs Casas, not of what lu'

had heard, luii of whnt he had soen—nature and

humanity rcv<ih at the details. Sufline it to say
that, SI) iniolorable were the toils and :>ufri.'rings in-

flicted upon iliis we-ik and unoffending race, that

they sunk under ihein, dissolvinn; as it were from
he face of the earth. Many kilfid themselves in

despair, and even moihrrs overi-aine ihe powerful
instinct of nature, and destroyed the infanis at their

breasts, to spare ilu-m a lile of wretchedness.
Twelve years had nut chipsed since ihe discovery
of the inland, and several hundred thousands of its

native inhaliiiants had [lerished. miserable viciims

to the grasping avarice of the white men."

These pictures are sufficiently shocking;
but tho}' do not exhaust the honors that cover

the brief history of this ill-fated people. The

province or district of Xaragua, which was
ruled over by a princess, called Anacaona,
celebrated in all the contemporary accounts
for the grace and dignity of her manners, and
her confiding attachment to the strangers, had
hitherto enjoyed a happy exemption from the

troubles which distracted the other parts of

the island; and when visited about ten years
before by the brother of Columbus, had im-

pressed all the Spaniards with the idea of an

earthly paradise : both from the fertility and
svreetness of the country, the gentleness of

its people, and the beauty and grace of the

women. Upon some rumours that the neigh-

bouring caciques were assembling for hostile

purposes. Ovando now marched into this de-

voted region with a well-appointed force of

near four hundred men. He was hospitably
and joyfully received by the princess : and
affected to encourage and join in the festivity
which tiis presence had excited. He was even
himself engaged in a sportful game with his

ofhcers, when the signal for massacre was

given
—and the place was instantly covered

with blood ! Eighty of the caciques were
burnt over slow fires ! and thousands of the

unarmed and unresisting people butchered,
without regard to sex or age.

"
Humanity,"

Mr. Irving very justly observes, "turns with
horror from such atrocities, and would fain

discredit them : But they are circumstantially
and still more minutely recorded by the

venerable Las Casas—who was resident in the

island at the time, and conversant with the

principal actors in the tragedy."
Still worse enormities signalised the final

subjug-ation of the province of Higuey—the

last scene of any attempt to resist the tyran-
nical power of the invaders. It would be
idle to detail here the progress of that savage
and most unequal warfare: but it is right that

the butcheries perpetrated by the victors

should not be forgotten
—that men may see

to what incredible excesses civilised beings
may be tempted by the possession of absolute

and unquestioned power— and may learn.

from indisputable memorials, how "far the

abuse of delegated and provincial authority

may be actually carried. If it be true, as

Homer has alleged, that the day which makes
a man a slave, takes away half his worth—it

Beems to be still more infallibly and fatally

true, that the master generally suffers a yet

iarger privation.

"
Sometimes," says Mr.

Irving, tney would
hunt down a straggling Indian, and compel him, by
torrnents, to

betray the hiding-place ot his com-
panions, binding him and driving him betore them
as a guide. Wherever they discovered one of
these places of refuge, filled with the aged and the

infirm, with feeble women and helpless children,
they massacred ihem wiihout mercy ! They
wished to inspire terror throughout the land, and to

frighten the whole tribe into submission. They cut
off ihe hands of those whom they took roving at

large, and sent them, as they said, to deliver thetn
as letters to their friends, demanding their surrender.
Numberless were those, says Las Casas, whose
hands were amputated in this manner, and many
of them Slink down and died by the way, through
anguish and loss of blood.

'• The conquerors delighted in exercising strange
and ingenious cruellies. They mingled horrible

levity wiih their bloodihirsiiness. I hey erected

gibbets long and low, so that the feet of the suf-

ferers might reach the ground, and their death be

lingering. They hangid thirteen together, in reve-

rence, says the indignant ],as Casas, of our blessed
Saviour and the twelve apostles! While their
victims were suspended, and still living, they hack-
ed them with their swords, to prove the strength
of their arm and the edge of their weapons. They
wrapped them in dry straw, and setting fire to it,

terminated their existence by the fiercest agony." These are horrible details; yet a veil is drawn
over others still more detestable. They are related

by the venerable Las Casas, who vms an eye-witness
of the scenes he describes. He was young at the

time, but records them in his advanced years. 'AH
these things,' says he, 'and others revolting' t«

human nature, my own eyes beheld ! and now I

almost fear to repeat them, scarce believing myself,
or whether 1 have not dreamt them.'

" The system of Columbus may have borne hard

upon the Indians, born and brought up in untasked
freedom ; but it was never cruel nor sanguinary.
He inflicted no wanton massacres nor vindictive

punishments; his desire was to cherish and civilise

the Indians, and to render them useful subjecis, not
to oppress, and persecute, and destroy them. When
he beheld the desolation that had swept them from
the land during his suspension from authority, he
could not restrain the strong expression of his feel-

ings. In a letter written to the kinsr after his return
to Spain, he thus expresses himself on the subject:
'
'i'he Indians of Hispaniola were and are the riches

of the island
;
for it is they who cultivate and make

ihe bread and the provisions t'or the Christians, who
d]a ihe gold from the mines, and perform all the
offices and labours both of men and beasts. I am
informed that, since I left this island, (that is, in less

than ihree years,) j;t par/soul nf srvtii of the natives

are deail. all through ill treatment and inhumanity!
some by the sword, others by blows and cruel

usage, and others through hunger. The greater

part have perished in the mountains and glens,
whither they had fled, from not being able to sup-

port the labour imposed upon them.'
"

The story now draws to a close. Columbus
returned to Spain, broken down with age
and affliction—and after two years spent in

unavailing solicitations at the court of the

cold-blooded and ungrateful Ferdinand (hip

generous patroness, Isabella, having died im-

mediately on his return), terminated wnth

characteristic magnanimity a life of singular

energy, splendour, and endurance. Indepen
dent of his actual achievements, he was un

doubtcdly a great and remarkable man
;
and

Mr Irving has summed up his general char-

acter in a very eloquent and judicious way.

"His ambition," he observes, "was lofty and

noble. He was full of high thoughts, and anxious
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to distinguish liimself by great achievements. It

has been said that a mercenary feeling mingled
with his views, and that his stipulations with the

Spanish Court were selfish and avaricious. The
charge is inconsiderate and unjust. He aimed at

dignity and wealth in the same lofty spirit in which
he sought renown; and the gains that proniised to

arise froin his discoveries, he intended to appropriate
in the same princely and pious spirit in which they
were demanded. He contemplated works and
Hchievements of benevolence and religion : vast con-

tributions for the relief of the poor of his native

city ;
the foundation of churches, where masses

Bhould be said for the souls of the departed ; and
armies for the recovery of the holy sepulchre in

Palestine.
" In his testament, he enjoined on his son Diego,

and whoever after him should inherit his esteites,

whatever dignities and titles might afterwards be

granted by the king, always to sign himself simply
'
the Admiral,' by way of perpetuating in the family

its real source of greatness."" He was devoutly pious ; religion mingled with
the whole course ot his thoughts and actions, and
shines forth in all his most private and unstudied

writings. Whenever he made any great discovery,
he celebrated it by solemn thanks to God. The
voice of prayer and melody of praise rose from his

ships when he first beheld the New World, and
his first action on landing was to prostrate himself

upon the earth and return thanksgivings. Every
evening, the Salve Jxe^ina, andother vesper hymns,
were chanted by his crew, and masses were per-
formed in the beautiful groves that bordered the

wild shores of this heathen land. The religion
thus deeply seated in the soul, diffused a sober difj-

nity and benign coinposure over his whole demean-
our. His language was pure and guarded, free

from all imprecations, oaths, and other irreverent

expressions. But his piety was darkened by the

bigotry of the age. He evidently concurred in the

opinion that all the nations who did not acknowledge
the Christian faith were destitute of natural rights;
that the sternest measures might be used for their

conversion, and the severest punishments inflicted

upon their obstinacy in unbelief. In this spirit

of bigotry he considered himself justified in making
captives of the Indians, and transporting them to

Spain to have them taught the doctrines of Chris-

tianity, and in selling them for slaves if they
pretended to resist his invasions. He was counte-

nanced in these views, no doubt, by the general
opinion of the age. But it is not the intention of
the author to justify Columbus on a point where it

is inexcusable to err. Let it remain a blot on his

iilustrious name,—and let others derive a lesson

from it."

He was a man, too, undoubtedly, as all

truly great men have been, of an imaginative
and sensitive temperament—something, as

Mr. Irving has well remarked, even of a vis-

ionary
—^but a visionary of a high and lofty

order, controlling his ardent imagination by a

powerful judgment and great practical sa-

gacity, and deriving not only a noble delight
but signal accessions of knowledge from this

vigour and activity of his fancy.

" Yet, with all this fervour of imagination," as

Mr. Irving has strikingly observed, "its fondest
dreams fell short of the reality. He died in igno-
rance of the real grandeur of his discovery. Until

his last breath he entertained the idea that he had

merely opened a new way to the old resorts of opu-
lent commerce, and had discovered some of the

wild regions of the east. He supposed Hispaniola
to be the ancient Ophir which had been visited by
the ships of Solomon, and that Cuba and Terra
Firma were but remote parts of Asia. What visions

of glory would have broke upon his mind could he
have known that he had indeed discovered anew
continent, equal to the whole of the old world in mag-
nitude, and separated by two vast oceans from all the

earth hitherto known by civilised man ! And how
would his magnanimous spirit have been consoled,
amidst the afflictions of age and the cares of penury,
the neglect of a fickle public, and the injustice of an

ungrateful king, could he have anticipated the

splendid empires whicli were to spread over the
beautiful world he had discovered ;

and the nations,
and tongues, and languages which were to fill its

lands w iih his renown, and to revere and bless hia

name to the latest poste-ity !"

The appendix to Mr. Irving's work, which

occupies the greater part of the last volume,
contains most of the original matter which
his learning and research have enabled him
to bring to bear on the principal subject, and
constitutes indeed a miscellany of a singularly
curious and interesting description. It con-

sists, besides very copious and elaborate ac-

counts of the family and descendants of Co-

lumbus, principally of extracts and critiques
of the discoveries of earlier or contemporary
navigators

—the voyages of the Carthaginians
and the Scandinavians,

—of Behem, the Pin-

zons, Amerigo Vespucci, and others—with
some very curious remarks on the travels of

INIarco Polo, and Mandeville—a disfertation

on the ships used by Columbus and his con-

temporaries
—on the Atalantis of Plato—the

imaginary island of St. Brandan, and of the

Seven Cities—together with remarks on the

writings of Peter Martyr, Oviedo, Herrera,
Las Casas, and the other contemporary chroni-

clers of those great discoveries. The whole
drawn up, we think, with singTilar judgment,
dili<rence, and candour; and presenting the

reader, in the most manageable form, with

almost all the collateral information which
could be brought to elucidate the transactions

to which they relate.

Such is the general character of ]Mr. Irving's
book—and such are parts of its contents. We
do not pretend to give any view v. hatever of

the substance of four large historical volumes
;

and fear that the specimens we have ventured

to exhibit of the author's way of writing are

not very well calculated to do justice either

to the occasional force, or the constant variety,
of his style. But for judicious readers they
will probably suffice—and, we trust, will be
found not only to warrant the praise we have
felt ourselves called on to bestow, but to in-

duce many to gratify themselves by the peru-
sal of the work at large.
Mr. Irving, we believe, was not in England

when his work was printed : and we must say
he has been very insufficiently represented

by the corrector of the press. We do not

recollect ever to have seen so handsome a

book w^ith so many gross typographical errors.

In many places they obscure the sense—and

are very frequently painful and offensive.

It will be absolutely necessary that this be
looked to in a new impression ;

and the au-

thor would do well to avail lumself of the

same opportunity, to correct some verbal in-

accuracies, and to polish and improve some

passages of slovenly writing.
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(June, 1S27.)

Memoirs of Zeiiir-ed-din Mchammed Baser, Emperor of Hindustan^ written by himself, in

the Ja<rhatai Turki. and translated, partly by the late John Leydiin, Esq. M.D., partly by
William Erskine, Esq. With Notes and a Geographical and Historical Introduction: to-

eetlicr with a Map of the Countries between the Oxus and Jaxartes, and a Memoir regarding
Us Construction, by Charles Waddington, Esq., of the East India Company's Engineers.
London : 1826.

This is a very curious, and admirably edited

work. But the strongest impression which
the perusal of it has left on our minds is the

boundle.-5sness of authentic history; and, if

we might venture to say it, the uselessness

of all history which does not relate to our own

fraternity of nations, or even bear, in some

way of other, on our own present or future

condition.

We have here a distinct and faithful account
of some hundreds of battles, sieges, and great

military Rxpeditions, and a character of a pro-

digious namber of eminent individuals,
—men

famous in their day, over wide regions, for

genius or fortune—poets, conquerors, martyrs—founders of cities and dynasties
—authors

of immortal works—ravagers of vast districts

abounding in wealth and population. Of all

these great personages and events, nobody in

Europe, if we except a score or two of studi-

ous Orientalists, has ever heard before
;
and

it would not, we imagine, be very easy to

show that we are any better for hearing of

them now. A few curious traits, that hap-

pen to be strikingly in contrast with our ovm
manners and habits, may remain on the

memory of a reflecting reader—with a gene-
ral confused recollection of the dark and gor-

geous phantasmagoria. But no one, we may
fairly say, will think it worth while to digest
or develope the details of the history ;

or be
at the pains to become acquainted with the

leading individuals, and fix in his memory the

series and connection of events. Yet the ef-

fusion of human blood was as copious
—the

display of talent and courage as imposing—
the perversion of high moral qualities, and the

waste of the means of enjoyment as unspar-

ing, as in other long-past battles and intrigues
and revolutions, over the details of which we
still pore with the most unwearied atten-

tion
,:

and to verify the dates or minute cir-

cumstances of which, is still regarded as a

great exploit in historical research, and among
the noblest employments of human learning
and sagacity.

It is not perhaps very easy to account for

the eagerness with which we still follow the

fortunes of Milliades, Alexander, or CEesar—
of the Bruce and the Black Prince, and the

interest which yet belongs to the fields of

Marathon and Pharsalia, of Crecy and Ban-

nockburn, compared with the indifference, or

rather reluctance, with which we listen to the

details of Asiatic warfare—the conquests that

transferred to the Moguls the vast sovereign-
ties of India, or raised a dynasty of Manchew

Tartars to the Celestial Empire of China. It

will not do to say, that we want something
nobler in character, and more exalted in in-

tellect, than is to be met with among those

murderous Orientals—that there is nothing to

interest in the contentions of mere force and
violence

;
and that it requires no very fine-

drawn reasoning to explain why we should
turn with disgust from the story, if it had
been preserved, of the savage affrays which
have drenched the sands of Africa or the rocks

of New Zealand—through long generations of

murder—with the blood of their brutish popu-
lation. This may be true enough of Mada-

gascar or Dahomy; but it does not apply to

the case before us. The nations of Asia gene-

rally
—at least those composing its great states

—were undoubtedly more polished than those

of Europe, during all the period that preceded
their recent connection. Their warriors were
as brave in the field, their statesmen more
subtle and politic in the cabinet : In the arts

of luxury, and all the eleg-ancies of civil life,

they were immeasurably superior; in inge-

nuity of speculation
—in literature—in social

politeness
—the comparison is still in their

favour.

It has often occurred to us, indeed, to con-

sider what the effect would have been on the

fate and fortunes of the world, if,
in the four-

teenth, or fifteenth century, when the germs
of their present civilisation were first disclosed,
the nations of Europe had been introduced to

an intimate and friendly acquaintance with
the great polished communities of the East,
and had been thus led to take them for their

masters in intellectual cultivation, and their

models in all the higher pursuits of genius,

polity, and art. The difference in our social

and moral condition, it would not perhaps be

easy to estimate : But one result, we conceive,
would unquestionably have been, to make us

take the same deep interest in their ancient

storj', which we now feel, for similar reasons,
in that of the sterner barbarians of early Rome,
or the more imaginative clans and colonies

of immortal Greece. The experiment, how-

ever, though there seemed oftener than once

to be some openings for
it,

was not m.ade.

Our crusading ancestors were too rude them-
selves to estimate or to feel the value of the

oriental refinement which presented itself to

their passing gaze, and too entirely occupied
with war and bigotry, to reflect on its causes

or effects; and the first naval adventurers who

opened up India to our commerce, were both

too few and too far off to communicate to
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their brethren at home any taste for the splen-
dours which might have excited their oun
admiration. By the time that our intercourse

with those regions was enlarged, our own
career of improvement had been prosperously
begun; and our superiority in the art, or at

least the discipline of war, having given us a

signal advantage in the conflicts to which
that extending intercourse immediately led,

naturally increased the aversion and disdain
with which almost all races of men are apt to

regard strangers to their blood and dissenters

from their creed. Since that time the genius
of Europe has been steadily progressive, whilst

that of Asia has been at least stationary, and
most probably retrograde ;

and the descendants
of the feudal and predatory warriors of the

West have at last attained a decided pre-

dominancy over those of their elder brothers

in the East
;

to whom, at that period, they
were unquestionablj' inferior in elegance and

ingenuity, and whose hostilities were then

conducted on the same system with our own.

They, in short, have remained nearly where

they were
;
while we^ beginning v/ith the im-

provement of our governments and militarj'

discipline, have gradually outstripped them
in all the lesser and more ornamental attain-

ments in w-hich they originally excelled.

This extraordinary fact of the stationary or

degenerate condition of the two oldest and

greatest families of mankind—those of Asia
and Africa, has always appeared to us a sad

obstacle in the way of those who believe in

the general progress of the race, and its con-

stant advancement towards a state of perfec-
tion. Two or three thousand years ago, those

vast communities were certainly in a happier
and more prosperous state than they are now;
and in many of them we know that their most

powerful and flourishing societies have been

corrupted and dissolved, not by any accidental

or extrinsic disaster, like foreign conquest,

pestilence, or elemental devastation, but by
what appeared to be the natural consequences
of that very greatness and refinement which
had marked and rewarded their earlier exer-

tions. In Europe, hitherto, the case has cer-

tainly been different : For though darkness
did fall upon its nations also, after the lights
of Roman civilisation were extinguished, it is

to be remembered that they did not burn out

of themselves, but were trampled down by
hosts of invading barbarians, and that they
blazed out anew, with increased splendour
and power, when the dulness of that superin-
cumbent mass was at length vivified by their

contact, and animated by the fermentation

of that leaven which had all along been se-

cretly working in its recesses. In Europe
certainly there has been a progress : And the

more polished of its present inhabitants have
not only regained the place which was held
of old by their illustrious masters of Greece
and Rome, but have plainly outgone them in

the most substantial and exalted of their im-

provements. Far more humane and refined

than the Romans—far less giddy and turbulent

and treacherous than the Greeks, they have

given a security to life and property that was
35

unknown to the earlier ages of the world—
exalted the arts of peace to a dignity with
which they were never before invested

; and,

by the abolition of domestic servitude, for the
first time extended to the bulk of the popula-
tion those higher capacities and enjoyments
which were formerly engrossed by a \e\\. By
the invention of printing, they have made all

knowledge, not only accessible, but imperish-

able; and by their improvements in the art

of war, have effectually secured themselves

against the overwhelming calamity of bar-

barous invasion—the ri.sk of subjugation by
mere numerical or animal force : Whilst the

alternations of conquest and defeat amongst
civilised communities, who alone can now be
formidable to each other, though productive
of great local and tenij)orary evils, may be

regarded on the whole as one of the means
of promoting and equalising the general civili-

sation. Rome polished and enlightened all

the barbarous nations she subdued—and wag
herself polished and enlightened by her con-

quest of elegant Greece. If the European
parts of Russia had been subjected to the do-

minion of France, there can be no doubt that

the loss of national independence would have
been compensated by rapid advances both in

liberality and refinement
;
and if, by a still

more disastrous, though less improbable con-

tingency, the INIoscovite hordes were ever to

overrun the fair countries to the south-west

of them, it is equally certain that the invaders

would speedily be softened and inform.ed by
the union

;
and be infected more certainly

than by any other sort of contact, with the

arts and the knowledge of the vanquished.
All these great advantages, however—this

apparently irrepressible impulse to improve-
ment—this security against backsliding and

decay, seems peculiar to Europe,* and not

capable of being communicated, even by her^
to the most docile races of the other quarters
of the world : and it is really extremely diffi-

cult to explain, upon what are called philo-

sophical principles, the causes of this superi-

ority. We should be very glad to ascribe it

to our greater political Freedom :
—and no

doubt, as a secondary cause, this is among the

most powerful : as it is to the maintenance of

that freedom that we are indebted for the self-

estimation, the feeling of honour, the general

equity of the laws, and the substantia.) se-

curity both from sudden revolution and from

capricious oppression, which distinguish our

portion of the globe. But we cannot bring-

ourselves to regard this freedom as a mere
accident in our history, that is not itself to be

accounted for, as well as its consequences:
And when it is said that our greater stability

* When we speak of Europe, it will be under-

stood that we speak, not of the land, but of the

people
—and include, therefore, all the seiilements

and colonies of that favoured race, in wnatever

quarter of the globe they may now be established.

Some situations seem more, and some less, favour-

able to the preservation of the original character.

The Spaniards certainly degenerated in Peru—and

the Dutch perhaps in Batavia ;

—but the Englub
remain, we trust, unimpaired in America.
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and prosperity is owing to our greater freedom,
we are immediately tempted to ask, by what
that freedom has itself been produced? In

the same way we might ascribe the superior
mildness and humanity of our manners, the

abated ferocity of our wars, and generally our

respect for human life, to the influence of a

Religion which teaches that all men are equal
in tte sight of God, and inculcates peace and

charity as the first of our duties. But, besides

the startling contrast between the profligac}',

treachery, and cruelty of the Eastern Empire
after its conversion to the true faith, and the

simple and heroic virtues of the heathen re-

public, it would still occur to inquire, how it

has happened that the nations of European
descent have alone embraced the sublime

truths, and adopted into their practice the

mild precepts, of Christianity, while the peo-

ple of the East have uniformly rejected and
disclaimed them, as alien to their character

and habits—in spite of all the efforts of the

apostles, fathers, and martyrs, in the primitive
and most effective periods of their preaching"?

How, in short, it has happened that the sensual

and sanguinary creed of Mahomet has super-
seded the pure and pacific doctrines of Chris-

tianity in most of those very regions where it

was lirst revealed to mankind, and first es-

tablished by the greatest of existing govern-
ments 1 The Christian revelation is no doubt
the most precious of all Heaven's gifts to the

benighted world. But it is plain, that there

was a greater aptitude to embrace and to

profit by it in the European than in the Asiatic

race. A free government, in like manner, is

unquestionably the most valuable of all human
inventions—the great safeguard of all other

temporal blessings, and the mainspring of all

intellectual and moral improvement :
—But

such a government is not the result of a lucky
thought or happy casualty ;

and could only be
established among men who had previously
learned both to relish the benefits it secures,
and to understand the connection between the

means it employs and the ends at which it aims.

We come then, though a little reluctantly,
to the conclusion, that there is a natural and in-

herent difference in the character and temper-
ament of the European and the Asiatic races—

consisting, perhaps, chiefly in a superior

capacity of patient and persevering thought in

the former—and displaying itself, for the most

part, in a more sober and robust understanding,
and a more reasonable, principled, and inflexi-

ble morality. It is this which has led us, at

once to temper our political institutions with

prospective checks and suspicious provisions

against abuses, and, in our different orders

and degrees, to submit without impatience to

those checks and restrictions
;

—to extend our

reasonings by repeated observation and ex-

periment, to laiger and larger conclusions—
and thus gradually to discover the paramount
importance of discipline and unity of purpose
in war, and of absolute security to person and

property in all peaceful pursuits
—the folly of

all passionate and vindictive assertion of sup-
posed rights and pretensions, and the certain

recoil of long-continued injustice on the heads

of its authors—the substantial advantages 0/

honesty and fair dealing over the most inge-
nious

sy.stems
of trickery and fraud

;

—and
even—though this is the last and hardest, as
well as the mo.st precious, of all the lessons
of reason and experience

—that the toleration
even of religious errors is not only prudent
and merciful in itself, and most becoming a
fallible and erring being, but is the surest
and speediest way to compose reliirious differ-

ences, and to extinguish that most formidable

bigotry, and those most pernicious errors,
which are fed and nourished by persecution.
It is the want of this knowledge, or rather of
the capacity for attaining it,

that constitutes
the palpable inferiority of the Eastern races:

and, in spite of their fancy, ingenuity, and
restless activity, condemns them, it would

appear irretrievably, to vices and sufferings,
from which nations in a far ruder condition
are comparatively free. But we are wander-

nig too far from the magnificent Baber and
his commentators,

—and must now leave these

vague and general speculations for the facts

and details that lie before us.

Zehir-ed-din Muhammed, surnamed Baber,
or the Tiger, was one of the descendants of^

Zengiskhan and of Tamerlane
;
and though

inheriting only the small kingdom of Ferg-
hana in Bucharia, ultimately extended his

dominions by conquest to Delhi and the

greater part of Hindostan
;
and transmitted to

his famous descendants, Akber and Aureng-
zebe, the magnificent empire of the iNloguls.
He was born in 1482, and died in 1530.

Though passing the greater part of his time
in desperate military expeditions, he was an
educated and accomplished man; an elegant

poet ;
a minute and fastidious critic in all the

niceties and elegances of diction
;
a curious

and exact observer of the statistical pheno-
mena of every region he entered

;
a great ad-

mirer of beautiful prospects and fine flowers
;

and, though a devoted Mahometan in his

way, a very resolute and jovial drinker of

wine. Good-humoured, brave, munificent,

sagacious, and frank in his character, he

might have been a Henry IV. if his training
had been in Europe ;

—and even as he
is, is

less stained, perhaps, by the Asiatic vices of

cruelty and perfidy than any other in the list

of her conquerors. The work before us is a
faithful translation of his own account of his

life and transactions
; written, with some con-

siderable blanks, up to the year 1508, in the

form of a narrative—and continued after-

wards, as a journal, till 1529. It is here
illustrated by the most intelligent, learned,
and least pedantic notes we have ever seen
annexed to such a performance ;

and by two
or three.introductory dissertations, more clear,

masterly, and full of instruction than any it

has ever been our lot to peruse on the history
or geography of the East. The translation

was begun by the late very learned and en-

terprising Dr. Leyden. It has been com-

pleted, and the whole of the valuable com-

mentary added by Mr. W. Erskine, on the

solicitation of tne Hon. Mountstewart Elphin-
stone and Sir John Malcolm, the two indi-
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vicluals in the world best qualified to judge
of the value or execution of such a work. The
{greater part of the translation was finished

and transmitted to this country in 1817; but
was only committed to the press in the course
of last year.
The preface contains a learned account of

the Turki language, (in which these memoirs
were written.) the prevailing tongue of Cen-
tral Asia, and of which the Constantinopolitan
Turkish is one of the most corrupted dialects,—some valuable corrections of Sir AVilliam

Jones' notices of the Institutes of Taimiir,
—

and a very clear explanation of the method

employed in the translation, and the various

helps by which the great difficulties of the

task were relieved. The first Introduction,

however, contains much more valuable mat-
ters : It is devoted to an account of the great
Tartar tribes, who, under the denomination
of the Turki, the Moghul. and the Mandshur

races, may be said to occupy the whole vast

extent of Asia, north of Hindostan and part
of Persia, and Avestward from China. Of

these, the Mandshurs, who have long been
the sovereigns of China, possess the countries

immediately to the north and east of that

ancient empire—the Turki, the regions imme-

diately to the north and westward of India

and Persia Proper, stretching round the Cas-

pian, and advancing, by the Constantinopoli-
tan tribes, considerably to the southeast of

Europe. The Moghuls lie principally be-

tween the other two. These three tribes

speak, it would appear, totally diff"erent lan-

guages—the name of Tartar or Tatar, by
which they are generally designated in Eu-

rope, not being acknowledged by any of them,
and appearing to have been appropriated only
to a small clan of Moghuls. The Huns, who
desolated the declining empire under Attila*,
are thought by Mr. Erskine to have been
of the Moghul race

;
and Zengiskhan, the

mighty conqueror of the thirteenth century,
Avas certainly of that family. Their princes,

however, were afterwards blended, by family
alliances, with those of the Turki

;
and sev-

eral of them, reigning exclusively over con-

quered tribes of that descent, came gradually
though of proper Moghul ancestry, to reckon
themselves as Turki sovereigns. Of this de-

scription was Taimur Beg, or Tamerlane,
whose family, though descended from Zengis,
had long been settled in the Turki kingdom
of Samarkand

;
and from him the illustrious

Baber, the hero of the work before us, a
decided Turki in language, character, and

prejudices, was lineally sprung. The relative

condition of these enterprising nations, and
their more peaceful brethren in the south,
cannot be more clearly or accurately described
than in the words of Mr. Erskine :

—
* The learned translator conceives that the sup-

posed name of this famous barbarian was Iruly only
the denominaiion of his office. It is known that he

succeeded his uncle in the government, though
there were children of his alive. It is probable,
therefore, that he originally assumed auihority in

the character of their guardian ;
and the word Ata-

lik, in Tartar, signifies guardian, or quasi parens.

" The whole of Asia may be considered as divi-
ded into two parts by the great chain of mountains
which runs from China and ilie Birman Empire on
the east, to the Black Sea and the Mediterranean
on ihe west. From the eastward, where it is of

great breadth, it keeps a nortli-wesierly course,
rising in height as it advances, and forming the hilt

countries ot Assam, Booian, Nepal, Sirinagar,
Tibet, and Ladak. It encloses the valley of Kash-
mir, near which it seems to have gained its greatest

height, and ihence proceeds westward, passing to

the norih of Peshawer and Kabul, after which it

appears to break into a variety of smaller ranges
of hills that proceed in a westerly and south-west-

erly direction, generally terniinatmg in the province
of Khorasan. Near Herat, in that province, the
mountains sink away ; but the range appears to

rise again near Meshhed, and is by some consid-

ered as resuming its course, running to the south
of the Caspian and bounding Mazenderan, whence
it proceeds on through Armenia, and thence into

Asia Minor, finding its termination in the moun-
tains of ancient Lycia. This immense range, which
some consider as terminating at Herat, while it di-

vides Bengal, Hindustan, the Penjab, Afghanistan,
Persia, and part of the Turkish territory, from the

country of the Moghul and 'I'urki tribes, which,
with few exceptions, occupy the whole extent of

country from the borders of China to the sea of

Azof, may also be considered as separating in its

whole course, nations of comparative civilisation,
from uncivilised tribes. To the south of this range,
if we perhaps except some part of the Afghan ter-

ritory, which, indeed, may rather be held as part
of the range itself than as south oi it, there is no
nation which, at some period or other of its history,
has not been the seat of a powerful empire, and of

all those arts and refinements of life which attend
a numerous and wealthy population, when pro-
tected by a government that permits the fancies and

energies of the human mind lo follow their natural

bias. The degrees of civilisation and of happiness
possessed in these various regions may have been

extremely different
;
but many oi the comforts of

wealth and abundance, and no small share of the

higher treasures of cultivated judgment and imagi-
nation, must have been ettjoyed by nations that

could produce the various systems of Indian phi-

losophy and science, a drama so polished as the

Sakontala, a poet like Ferdousi. or a moralist like

Sadi. While to the south of this range we every
where see flourishing cities, cultivated fields, and
all the forms of a regular government and policy,
10 the north of it, if we except China and the coun-
tries to the south of the Sirr or Jaxartes, and along
its banks, we find tribes who, down to the present

day, wander over their extensive regions as their

forefathers did, liiile if at all more refined than they

appear to have been at the very dawn of liistory.

Their flocks are still their wealth, (heir camp their

city, and the same government exists of separate

chiefs, who are not much exalted in luxury or

information above the commonest of their subjects
aroimd them."

These general remarks are followed up by
an exact and most luminous geographica,!
enumeration of all the branches of this great
northern family,

—accompanied with histori-

cal notices, and very interesting elucidationa

of various passages both in ancient and

modern writers. The following observations

are of more extensive application :
—

" The general state of society which prevailed
in the age of Baber, within the countries that have

been described, will be much better understood

from a perusal of the following Memoirs than from

any prefatory observations that could be offered.

It is evident that, in consequence of the protection

which had been afforded to the people of Maweral.
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iiahcr by iheir regular governments, a considerable

degree ot comfort, and perhaps still more ol ele-

gance and civility, prevailed in ilie lawns. The
whole age of Baber, however, was one of great

confusion. Nothing conirilnited so much to pro-

duce the constant wars, and eventual devastation

of the country, which ihi; Memoirs exhibit, as the

want of somf fixed rule of i>uccessio7i to the Tlirone.

The ideas of regal descent, according to primogeni-
ture, were very indistinct, as is the case in all Ori-

ental, and, in general, in all purely despotic king-
doms. When the succession to the crown, like

every thing else, is subject lo the will of ihe prince,

on his death it necessarily becomes the subject of

conieniion ;

—since the will of a dead king is of

much less consequence than the intrigues of an

able minister, or ihe sword of a successful com-
mander. It is the privilege of liberty and of law

alone to bestow equal security on the rights of the

monarch and of the people. The death of the

ablest sovereign
was only the signal tor a general

war. The different parties at court, or in the harem
of the prince, espoused ihe cause of different com-

peiitors,
and every neighbouring potentate believed

himself to be perfectly justified in marching lo seize

his portion of the spoil. In the course of the Me-
moirs, we shall find that the grandees of the court,
while they take their place by the side of the candi-

date of their choice, do not appear to believe that

fidelity to him is any very necessary virtue. The
nobility, unable to predict the events of one twelve-

month, degenerate into a set of selfish, calculating,

though perhaps brave partizans. Rank, and wealih,
and present enjoyment, become their idols, 'ihe

prince feels the influence of the general want of

stability, and is himself educated in the loose princi-

ples of an adventurer. In all about him he sees

merely the instruments of his power. The subject,

seeing the prince consult only his pleasures, learns

on his part to consult only his private convenience.
In such societies, the steadiness of principle that

flows from the love of right and of our country
can have no place. It may be questioned whether
the prevalence of the Mahoniniedan religion, by
swallowing up civil in religions distinctions, has not
a tendency to increase this indifTerence to country,
wherever it is established."

" That the fashions of the East are unchanged,
is, in general, certainly true

;
because the climate

and the despotism, from the one or other ofWhich
a very large proportion of them arises, have con-
tinued the same. Yet one who observes the way
in which a Mussulman of rank spends his day, will

be led to suspect that the maxim has sometimes
been adopted with too little limitation. Take ihe

example of his pipe and his cofTee. The Kalliiin,
or Hukka, is seldom out of his hand ;

while the

coffee-cup makes its appearance every hour, as if

it contained a necessary of life. Perhaps there are
no enjoyments the loss of which he would feel

more severely ; or which, were we to judge oiilv

by the frequency of the call for them, we should

suppose to have entered from a more remote pe-
riod into the system of Asiatic life. Yet we know
that the one (which has indeed become a necessary
of life to every class of Mussulmans) could not have
been enjoyed before the discovery of America

;

and there is every reason to believe that the other
was not introduced into Arabia from Africa, where
coffee is indigenous, previously to the sixteenth

century;* and what marks the circumstance more

strongly, both of these habits have forced their

way, in spite of the remonstrances of the rigorisis
in religion. Perhaps it would have been fortuna.e
for Daber had they prevailed in his age, as they
might have diverted him from the immoderate use
first of wine, and afterwards of deleterious drugs,
which ruined his constitution, and hastened on his

end."

* La Roque, Traite Historique de i'Origine et du
frogres du Cafe, &c. ParLa, 1716, 12mo.

The Ydsi^ or institutions of Chengiz, are

often mentioned.

"They seem," says Mr. Erskine, "to have been
a collection of liie old usages of the Moghul iribea,

comprehending some rules of state and ceremony,
and some injunctions for the punishment of partic-
ular crimes. The punishments were only two-
death and the basiinado*

;
the number of blows ex-

tending from seven to seven hundred. There is

something very Chinese in the whole of the Mo-
ghul system of punishment, even princes advanced
in years, and in command of large armies, being
punished by basiinado with a stick, by their father's

orders. + Whether they received tlieir usage in this

respect from the Chinese, or communicated it to

them, is not very certain. As the whole body of

iheir laws or customs was formed before ihe intro-

duction of the Mussulman religion, and was proba-

bly in many respects inconsistent with the Koran,
as, for instance, in allowing the use of the blood of

animals, and in the extent of toleration granted to

other religions, it gradually fell into decay."

The present Moghul tribes, it is added,

punish most oflences by fines of cattle. The
ait of war in the days of Baber had iiot been

very greatly matured ]
and though matchlocks

and unwieldy cannon had been recently in-

troduced from the West, the arms chiefly
relied on were still the bow and the spear,
the sabre anil the battle-axe. Mining was

practised in sieges, and cavalry seems to have
formed the least considerable part of the

army.
There is a second Introduction, containing

a clear and brief abstract of the history of

those regions from the time of Tamerlane to

that of 13aber,
—

together with an excellent

Memoir on the annexed map, and an account

of the hills and rivers of Bokara, of v\ hich it

would be idle to attempt any abstract.

As to the Memoirs themselves, we have

already said that we think it in vain to re-

commend them as a portion of History with

which our readers should be acquainted,
—

or consequently to aim at presenting them
with any thing in the nature of an abstract,
or connected account of the events they so

minutely detail. All that we propose to do,

therefore, is,
to extract a few of the traits

which appear to us the most striking and

characteristic, and to endeavour, in a very
short compass, to give an idea of whatever

curiosity or interest the work possesses. The
most remarkable thing about it,

or at least

that which first strikes us. is the simplicity
of the style, and the good sense, varied know-

ledge, and extraordinary industry of the royal
author. It is difficult, indeed, to believe that

it is the work of an Asiatic, and a sovereign.

Though copiously, and rather diffusely writ-

ten, it is perfectly free from the ornamental

verbosity, the eternal metaphor, and puerile

exaggerations of most Oriental compositions;
and though savouring so far of royalty as to

abound in descriptions of dresses ancl cere-

monies, is yet occupied in the main with con-

cerns greatly too rational and humble to be

much in favour with monarchs. As a speci-
men of the adventurous fife of the chieftains

*
D'Herbelot, Biblioth. Orient, art. Turk.

t Hist, de Timur Bee, vol. iii. pp. 227. 263. 326.
&c.
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of tliose days, and of Baber's manner of de-

scribing it,
we may Y>ass at once to his account

of his being besieged in Samarkand, and the

particulars of his flight after he was obliged
to abandon it :

—
"
During the continuance of the siege, the rounds

of the rampart were regularly gone, once every
nighi, soineiimes by Kasun Beg, and sonieiimes by
other Begs and captains. From the Firozeh gate
to the Sheikh-Zadeh gate, we were able to go along
the raniparis on horseback; everywhere else we
were obliged to go on foot. Setting out in the

beginning of the night, it was morning before we
had completed oar rounds.

"One day Sheibani Khan made an attack be-

tween the Iron gate and that of the Slieikh-Zadeh.
As I was with the reverse, 1 immediately led ihem
to the quarier that was attacked, without attending
to the Washing-green gate or the Needlemakers'

gate. That same day, from the top ot the Sheikh-
Zadeh's gateway, I struck a palish white coloured

horse an excellent shot with my cross-bow : it fell

dead the moment my arrow touched it; but in the

meanwhile they had made such a vigorous attack,
near the Camel's Neck, that they effected a lodg-
ment close under the rampart. Being hotly engaged
in repelling the enemy where I was, I had enter-

tained no apprehensionsof danger on the oiher side,

where they had prepared and brought wiih them

tweuiy-five or twenty-si-x scaling-ladders, each of
them so broad that two and three men could mount
a-breast. He had placed in ambush, opposite to

the city-wall, seven or eight hundred chosen men
with these ladders, between the Ironsmiths' and
Needlemakers' gates, while he himself moved to

the other side, and made a false attack. Our atten-

tion was entirely drawn off to this attack
; and the

men in ambush no sooner saw the works opposite
to them empty of defenders, by the watch having
left them, than they rose from the place where they
had lain in ambush, advanced vvith extreme speed,
and applied their scaling-ladders all at once between
the two gales that have been mentioned, exactly

opposite to Muhammed Mazid Terkhan'a house.
The Begs who were on guard had only two or

three of their servants and attendants about them.
Nevenheless Kuch Beg, Muhammed Kuli Kochin,
Shah Sufi, and another brave cavalier, boldly assail-

ed them, and displayed signal heroism. Some of
the enemy had already mounted the wall, and
several oihers were in the act of scaling it, when
the four persons who have been mentioned arrived

on the spot, fell upon them sword in hand, with the

greatest bravery, and dealing out furious blows
around them, drove the assailants back over the

wall, and put them to flight. Kuch Beg distin-

guished himself above all the rest ;
and this was

an exploit for ever to be cited to his honour. He
twice during this siege performed excellent service

by his valour.
"

It was now the season of the ripening of the

grain, and nobody had brought in any new corn.

As the siege had drawn out to great length, the in-

habitants were reduced to extreme distress, and

things came to such a pass, that the poor and meaner
sort were forced to feed on dogs' and asses' flesh.

Grain for the horses becoming scarce, ihey were

obliged to be fed on the leaves of trees ; and it was
ascertained from experience, that the leaves of the

mulberry and blackwood answered best. Many
used the shavings and raspings of wood, which

ihey soaked in water, and gave to their horses.

For three or four months Sheibani Khan did not

approach the fortress, but blockaded it at some dis-

tance on all sides, changing his ground from time

to time.
" The ancients have said, that in order to main-

tain a fortress, a head, two hands, and two feet are

necessary. The head is a capiain, the two hands
are two friendly forces that must advance from op-

posite sides ; the two feet are water and stores of

provision within the fort. I looked for aid and as-
sistance from the princes my neighbours ; but each
of them had his attention fixed on some other ob-

ject. For example. Sultan Hiissain Miiza was un-

doubtedly a brave and experienced monarch, yet
neither clid he give me assistance, nor even send
an ambassador to encourage me."

He is obliged, in consequence, to evacuate
the city, and moves off privately in the night.
The following account of his flight, we thiiik,
is extremely picturestjue and interestuig.

"
Having entangled ourselves among the great

branches of the canals of the Soghd, during ihe
darkness of the night, we lost our way, and after

encountering many difficulties we passed Khwajeh
Didar about dawn. By the lime of early morning
prayers, we arrived at the hillock of Karbosih, and

passing it on the north below the vilhige of Kherdek,
we made for Ilan-uii. On the road, I had a race
with Kamber Ali and Kasim Beg. My horse got
the lead. As I turned round on my seat to see
how far I had left them behind, my saddle-girth

being slack, the saddle turned round, and I came
to the ground right on my head. Although I im-

mediaiely sprang up and mounted, yet I did not
recover the full possession of my faculties till the

evening, and the world, and all that occurred at the

time, passed before my eyes and a|)prehension like

a dream, or a phantasy, and disappeared. The
time of afternoon prayers was past ere we reached

Ilan-titi, where we alighted, and having killed a

horse, cut him up, and dressed slices of his flesh ;

we stayed a little lime to rest our horses, then

mounting again, before day-break we alighted at

the village of Khalileh. From Khalileh we pro-
ceeded to Dizak. At that time Taher Dilldai, the

son of Hafiez Muhammed Beg DCildai, was governor
of Dizak. Here we found nice fat flesh, bread of
fine flour well baked, sweet melons, and excellent

grapes in great abundance
;
thus passing from the

extreme ot famine to plenty, and from an estate of

danger and calamity to peace and ease.
'
In my whole life, I never enjoyed myself so

much, nor at any period of it felt so sensibly the

pleasures of peace and plenty. Enjoyment after

suffering, abundance after want, come with in-

creased relish, and afford more exquisite delight. I

have four or five limes, in the course of my life,

passed in a similar manner from distress lo ease,
and from a state of suffering to enjoymetit : but ihia

was the first time that I had ever been delivered at

once from the injuries of my enemy, and the pres-
sure of hunger, and passed to the ease of security,
and the pleasures of plenty. Having rested and

enjoyed ourselves two or three days in Dizak, we
proceeded on to Uraiippa.

" Dekhat is one of the hill-districts of Uratippa.
It lies on the skirls of a very high mountain, imme-

diately on passing which you come on the country
of Mastkha. The inhabitants, though Sarts, have

large flocks of sheep, and herds of marcs, like the

Turks. The sheep beloncring to Dekhat may
amount to forty thousand. We took up our lodg-

ings in the peasants' houses. I lived at the house
of one of the head men of the place. He was an

aged man, seventy or eighty years old. His mother
was still alive, and had attained an extreme old

age, being at this time a hundred and eleven years
old. One of this lady's relations had accompanied
the army of Taimur Beg, when it invaded Hin-

dustan. The circumstances remained fresh in her

memory, and she often told us stories on that sub-

ject. In the district of Dekhat alone, there still

were of this lady's children, grandchildren, greaf-

grandchildren, and great-great-grandchildren, to

the number of ninety-six persons; and including
ihose deceased, the whole amounted to two hun-

dred. One of her great-grandchildren was at this

time a young man of twenty-five or twenty-six

years of age, with a fine black beard. While I
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remained in Dekhat, I was a<'cust()mcd lo walk on
foot all about the liills in tiie neiglibouiliood. I

generally went out barefoot, and, Ironi ibis habit

of walking barefoot, I soon found that our leet be-

catne so hardened that we did not mind rock or

BTone in the least. In one of these walks, between
afternoon and evening prayers, we met a man who
was going with a cow in a narrow road. I asked
him the way. He answered. Keep your eye lixed

on the cow
;
and do not lose sight of her till you

come to the issue of the road, when you will know
your ground. Khwajch Asediilla, who was with me,

enjoyed the joke, observing. What would become
of us wise men, were the cow to lose her way?"

It was wonderfully cold, and the wind of Ha-
derwTsh had here lost none of its violence, and
blew keen. So excessive was the cold, that in the

course of two or three days we lost two or three

persons from its severity. I required to bathe on
account of my religious purifications ; and went
down for that purpose to a rivulet, which was frozen
on the banks, but not in the middle, from the ra-

pidity of ihe current. I plunged myself into the

water, and dived sixteen times. The extreme
chilliness of the water quite penetrated me."

"
It was now spring, and inleiligence was brought

that Sheibani Khan was advancing against Uraiippa.
As Dekhat was in the low country, I passed by
Abbiirden and Amani, and came to the hill country
of MasTkha. Abburden is a village which lies at

the foot of iMasikha. Beneath Abburden is a spring.
and close by the spring is a tomb. From this

spring, towards the upland, the country belongs to

Mastkha, but downwards from the spring it de-

pends on Yelghar. On a stone which is on the

brink of this spring, on one of its sides, I caused
the following verses* to be inscribed :—
I have heard that the exalted Jemshid
Inscribed on a stone beside a fountain,
'Many a man like vis has rested by this fountain.
And disappeared in the twinkling of an eye !

Sliould we conquer the whole world by our manhood
and streni;th,

Yet could we not carry it with us to the grave.'

In this hill-country, the practice of cutting verses
and other inscriptions on the rocks is extremely
common."

After this, he contrives partly to retrieve

his affair.'^, by uniting himself with a warlike
Khan of his family, and takes the field with
a considerable force against Tambol. The
following account of a night skirmish reminds
us of the chivalrous doings of the heroes of

Froissart :
—

" Just before the dawn, while o"" rnen were still

enjoying themselves in sleep, Kamber Ali Beg
galloped up, exclaiming,

' The enemy are upon us—
rouse up 1' Having spoken these words, without

halting a moment, he passed on. I had gone to

sleep, as was my custom even in times of security,
without taking ofT my Jffffift, or frock, and instantly
arose, girt on my sabre and quiver, and mounted
my horse. My standard-bearer seized the standard,
but without having lime to lie on the horse-tail and
colours ; but, taking ihe banner-staff in his hand
just as it was, leaped on horseback, and we pro-
ceeded towards the quarter from which the enemy
were advancing. When I first mounted there were
ten or fifteen men with me. By the time I had
advanced a bowshot, we fell in with the enemy's
skirmishers. At this moment there might be about
ten men with me. Riding quick up to them, and
giving a discharge of our arrows, we came upon
the most advanced of them, attacked and drove
them back, and continued to advance, pursuing
them for the distance of another bowshot, when
we fell in with the main body of the enemy.
Sultan Ahmed Tambol was standing, with about a

* From the Boslan of Sadi.—Leyden.

hundred men. Tambol was speaking witn another

person in the front of ilie line, and in the act of

saying,
' Smite them ! Smile then; !' but his men

were sideling in a hesitating way, as il saying,
'Shall we flee? Lei us flee!' but yet standing
siiU. At this instant there were left with me only
three persons: one of these was Dost Nasir,
another Mirza Knli Gokultash, and Kerimdad Kho-
dfiidad, the 'I'urkoman, the third. One arrow,
which was then on the notch, I discharged on the
helinit of 'I'ainbol, and again applied my hand to

my quiver, and brousjht out a green- tipped barbed
arrow, which my uncle, the Khan, had t;iven me.
Unwilling to throw it away, I returned it to the

quiver, and thus lost as much lime as would have
allowed of shooting two arrows. I tlien placed
another arrow on the string, and advanced, while the
other three lagged a little behind me. Two persona
came right on to meet trie ; one of them was Tambol,
who preceded the other. There was a highway
between us. He mounting on one side of it as I

mounted on the other, we encountered on it iti such
a manner, that my right hand was towards my
enemy, and Tanibol's right hand towards me.
Except the mail for his horse, Tambol had all his

armour and accoutrements complete. I had only
my sabre and bow and arrows. I drew up to my
tar, and sent right for him the arrow which I

had in my hand. At that very moment, an arrow
of the kind called Sheibah struck me on the right
tliigh, and pierced through and through. I had a
steel cap on my head. Tambol, rushing on, smote
me such a blow on it with his sword as to stun me ;

though not a thread of the cap was penetrated, yet
my head was severely wounded. I had neglected
to clean my sword, so that it was rusty, and I lost

time in drawing it. I was alone and single in the

midst of a multitude of enemies. It was no season
for standing still

;
so I turned my bridle round, re-

ceiving another sabre stroke on the arrows in my
quiver. I had gone back seven or eight paces,
when three foot soldiers came up and joined us.

'I'ambol now attacked Dost Nasir sword in hand.

They followed us about a bowshot. Arigh-Jakan-
shah is a large and deep stream, which is not ford-

able everywhere ;
but God directed us right, so

that we caiTie exactly upon one of the fords of the
river. Immediately on crossing the river, the horse
of Dost Nasir fell from weakness. We halted to

remount him, and passing among the hilloclis that

are between Khirabuk and Feraghineh, and going
from one hillock to another, we proceeded by bye-
roads towards Ush."

We shall conclude our warlike extracts

with the following graphic and lively account

of the author's attack on Akhsi, and his sub-

sequent repulse :
—

"Sheikh Bayeztd had just been released, and
was entering the gale, when I met him. I imme-

diately drew to the head the arrow which was on

my notch, and discharged it fidl at him. It only
grazed his neck, but it was a fine shot. The mo-
ment he had entered the gate, he turned short to

the right, and fled by a narrow street in great per-
turbation. I pursued him. Mirza Kuli Gokuliash
struck down one foot-soldier with his mace, and
had passed another, when the fellow aimed an ar-

row at Ibrahim Beg, who startled him by exclaim-

ing, Hai ! Hai ! and went forward ;
after which the

man, being about as far off as the porch of a house
is from the hall, let fly at me an arrow, which struck

me under the arm. I had on a Kalmuk mail
; two

plates of it were pierced and broken from the blow.

After shooting the arrow, he fled, and I discharged
an arrow after him. At that very mometit a foot-

soldier happened to be flying along the rampart,
and my arrow pinned his cap to the wall, where it

remained shot through and through, and dangling
from ihe parapet. He took off his turban, which
he twisted round his arm, and ran away. A man
on horseback passed close by me, fleeing up the
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narrow lane by which Sheikh Bayezid had escaped.
1 struck him such a blow on ihe leinples with the

point of my sword, that he bent over as it ready to

i'all from iiis horse ; but supporting himsell on the

wail of the hme, lie did not lose his seat, but es-

caped with the utmost hazard. Having dispersed
all the horse and ibot that were at the gate, we took

possession of it. There was now no reasonable

chance of success ;
for they had two or three thou-

sand well-armed men in the citadel, while I had

only a hundred, or two hundred at most, in the

outer stone fort: and, besides, Jehani;ir IMirza,

about as long before as milk takes to boil, had been
beaten and driven out, and half of my men were
with him."

Soon after this there is an unlucky hiatus

in all the manuscripts of the Memoirs, so that

it is to this day unknown by what meatus the

heroic prince escaped from his treacherous

associates, only that we find him, the year

after, warring prosperously against a new set

of enemies. Of his military exploits and ad-

ventures, however, we think we have now

given a sufficient specimen.
In these we have said he resembles the

paladins of Europe, in her days of chivalric

enterprise. But we doubt greatly whether

any of her knightly adventurers could have

given so exact an account of the qualities and

productions of the countries they visited as

the Asiatic Sovereign has here put on record.

Of Kabul, for example, after describing its

bomidaries, rivers, and mountains, he says
—

" This country lies between Hindustan and Kho-
rasan. It is an excellent and profitable market for

commodities. Were the merchants to carry iheir

^oods as far as Khiia or Ritin,* they would scarcely

get the same profit 011 them. Every year, seven,

eight, or ten thousand horses arrive in Kabul. From
Hindustan, every year, fifteen or twenty thousand

pieces of cloth are brought by caravans. I'he com-

modiiies of Hindustan are slaves, white cloths,

sugar-candy, refined and common sugar, drugs,
and spices. There are many merchants that are

not satisfied with getting thirty or lorty for ten.t

The productions of Khorasan, Rtim, Irak, and

Chint, may all be found in Kabul, which is the very

emporium of Hindustan. Its warm and cold dis-

tricts are close by each other. From Kabul you

may in a single day go to a place where snow never

falls, and in the space of two astronomical hours,

you may reach a spot where snow lies always, ex-

cept now and then when the summer happens to

be peculiarly hot. In the districts dependant on

Kabul, there is great abundance of the fruits both

of hot and cold climates, and they are found in its

immediate viciniiy. The fruits of the cold dis-

tricts in Kabul are grapes, pomegranates, apricots,

peaches, pears, apples, quinces, jujubes, duinsons,

almonds, and walnuts; all of which are found in

great abundance. I caused the sour-cherry-tree^
to be brought here and planted ; it produced ex-

cellent fruit, and continues thriving. The fruits it

possesses peculiar to a warm climate are the orange,

citron, II the amiuk, and sugar-cane, which are

brought from the Lamghanat. I caused the sugar-

cane to be broutrht, and planted it here. They bring
the Jelghuzeklf from Nijrow. They have iium-

*Khita is Northern China, and its dependent

provinces. Rilm is Turkey, particularly the pro-

vinces about Trebizond.
t Three or four hundred per cent.

t Chin is all China. ^ Alubala.

II A berrv like the karinda.

TT The jelghuzek is the seed of a kind of pine, the

cones of which are as big as a man's two fists.

hers of bee-hives, but honey is brought only from
the hill-coumry on the west. The rawash

'
of Ka-

bul is of excellent quality ; its qunu-es and damask,

plums are excellent, as well as its badrengs.t 'I'liere

is a species of grape which they c:ill the water-grape,
that is very delicious ;

its wmes are strong and in-

toxicating. That produced on the skirt of the

mouniain of Khwiijeh Khan-Saatd is celebrated for

its potency, though 1 describe it only from what I

have heard :

"The (Iriiiker knows the flavour of the wine; liow

should the sober know it?"

"Kabul is not fertile in grain ; a return of four or

five to one is reckoned favourable. The melons loo

are not good, but those raised from seed brought
from Khorasan are tolerable. 'I'he climaie is ex-

tremely delightCul, and in this respect there is no
such place in the kncnvn world. In the nights of

summer you cannot sleep without a posiTn (or lamb-

skin cloak.) Though the snow falls very deep in

ihe winier, yet the cold is never excessively intense.

Samarkand and Taliriz are celebrated for their fine

climate, but the winier cold there is extreme be-

yond measure."
"
Opposite to ihefortof Adinahpt"ir,t to the south,

on a
rising ground, I formed a charbagh (or great

garden), in the year nine hundred and toiirteen

(1508). It is called Baghe Vafa (the Garden of Fi-

delity). It overlooks ihe river, which flows between
the iort and the palace. In the year in which I

defeated Beliar Khan and conqueied Lahore and

Dilialpfir, I brought plantains and planted them
here. They grew and thrived. 'J'he year before I

had also planted the sugar-cane in it, which throve

remarkably well. I sent some of ihem to Badakh-
shan and Bokhara. It is on an elevated siie, enjoys

running water, and the climate in the winier season

is temperate. In the garden there is a small hillock,

from which a stream of water, sufiicieiit 10 drive a

mill, incessanily flows into ihe garden below. The
four-fold field-plot of this garden is siiuaied on this

eminence. On the souih-west pari of this garden
is a reservoir of water ten gez square, which is

wholly planted round with orange trees; there are

likewise pomegranates. All around ihe piece of

water the ground is quite covered with clover. This

spot is the very eye of the beauty of the garden.
At the lime when ihe orange becomes yellow, the

prospect is delighifiil. Indeed ihe gaideii is charm-

ingly laid out. To the souih of this garden lies the

Koh-e-Sefid (the White Mouniain) of Nangenhar,
which separates Bengash from Nangenhar. There
is no road by which one can pass it on horseback.

Nine streams descend inun this mouniain. The
snow on iis summit never diminishes^

whence prob-

ably comes the name of K<ih-e-Selid§ (ihe White

Mouniain). No snow ever falls in the dales at its

foot."

"The wine of Dereh-Nftr is famous all over

Lamghanat. It is of two kinds, which i hey term

areh-trnthi (the stone-saw), and snhnu-Uinlii (ihe

stone-file). The sione-saw is ol' a yellowish colour;

the stone-file, of a fine red. The sione-saw, how-

ever, is the beiier wine of the two. though neither

of them equals their reputalion. Higher up, at the

head of the glens, in ihis mountain, there are some

apes to be met with. Apes are found lower down

*The rawash is described as a root soinething

like beet-root, but much larger
—while and red in

colour, with large leaves, that rise little irom the

ground It has a pleasant mixiure of sweet and

acid. It niav be the rhubarb, raweid.

t The badreng is a large green fruit, in shape

somewhat like a citron. The name is also applied

to a large sort of cucumber.

t The fort of Adinahpur is to the south of the

Kabul river.
,

...
^ The Koh-e-Sefid is a remarkable position in

ihe geography
of Afghanistan. It is seen from

Peshawer.
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towards Hindiistfin, luit none higher up ihun iliis

hill. 'I'he iuhiibiiaiiis uspd tornicrly id keep hogs.*
but in my time they have renounced (he prnciice."

His account of the productions of his pater-

nal kinj^dom of Feri.diana is still more minute
—

telling us even the number of apple-trees
in a puilicular district, and making mention

of an exc-flli-nt way of drying apricots, with

ahnonds put in instead of the stones; and of

a wood with a fine red bark, of admirable use

for making whip-handles and birds' cages!
The most reniaikable piece of statistics, how-

ever, with which he has furnished us, is in

his account of Hindustan, which he first en-

tered as a conqueror in 1525. It here occu-

pies twentj'-five closely-printed quarto pages ;

and contains, not only an exact account of its

boundaries, population, resources, revenues,
and divisions, but a full enumeration of all its

useful fruits, trees, birds, beasts, and fishes;
with such a minute description of their sev-

eral habitudes and peculiarities, as would make
no contemptible figure in a modern work of

natural history
—

carefully distinguishing the

facts which rest on his own observation from

those which he gives only on the testimony
of others, and making many suggestions as to

the means of improving, or transferring them
from one region to another. From the de-

tailed botanical and zoological descriptions,
we can afford of course to make no extracts.

What follows is more general :
—

" Hindustan is situated in the first, second, and
third climates. No part of it is in the fourth. It is

a remarkalily fine country. It is quite a different

world, compared with our countries. Its hills and

rivers, its forests and plains, its animals and plants,
its inhabitants and their languages, its winds and

rains, are all of a different nature. Alihoiisrh the

Germ.s?ls (or hot districts), in the territory of Kabul,
bear, in many respects, some resemblance to Hin-

dustan, while in other particulars they differ, yet

you have no sooner passed the river Sind than the

country, the trees, the stones, the wandering
tribes, + the manners and customs of the people, are

all entirelv those of Hindustan. The northern

range of hills has been mentioned. Iminediately on

crossing the river Sind, we come upon several

countries in this range of mountains, connected with

Kashmir, such as Pekhcli and Shemeng. Most of

them, though now independent of Kashmir, were
formerly included in its territories. After leavinof

Kashmir, these hills contain immmerable tribes and
states, Pergannahs and coinitries, and p.xtend all the

way to Bengal and the shores of the Great Ocean.
About these hills are other tribes of men."
"The country and towns of Hindustan are ex-

tremely ugly. All its towns and lands have an
uniform look ; its gardens have no walls

;
the

greater part of it is a level plain. The banks of its

rivers and streams, in consequence of the rushing
of the torrents that descend during the rainy season,
are worn deep into the channel, which makes it

fenerally

difficult and troublesome to cross them.
n many places the plain is covered by a thorny
brush-wood, to such a degree that the people of" the

Pergannahs. relying on these forests, take shelter

in them, and, trusting to their inaccessible situation,

often continue in a state of revolt, refusing to pay
their taxes. In Hindustan, if you except the rivers,

there is little running water, t Now and then some

* This practice Baber viewed with disgust, the hog
being an impure animal in the Muhammedan law.

t "The lis and Ulilses."

t In Persia there are few rivers, but numbers of

standing water is to be met wiili. All these citica

and coimirics derive their water from wells or tanks,
in Nvliich it is collected during the raiiiV si^ason. In

Hmdusian, the populousness and decay, or Iota

destruction of villages, nay of cities, is almost in

siantaneous. Large cities that have been inhabited
for a series of years, (li, on an alarm, the inhabiiunta

lake 10 flight.) in a single day. or a day and a half,
are so completely abandoned, that you can scarcely
discover a trace or mark of population."*

The prejudices of the more active and

energetic inhabitant of the hill country are

still more visible in the following passage :—
" Hindusiati is a country that has few pleasures

to recommend it.t The people are not handsome.

They have no idea of the charms of friendly society,
of frankly mixing together, or of familiar intercourse.

They have no genius, no comprehension of mind,
no politeness of manner, no kindness or fellow-

feeling, no ingenuity or mechanical invention in

planning or executing their handicraft works, n»
skill or knowledge in design or architecture

; they
have no good horses, no good flesh, no grapes or

musk-melonst, no good fruits, no ice or cold water,
no good food or bread in their bazars, no baths or

colleges, no candles, no torches, not a candlestick."
" The chief excellency of Hindustan is, that it is

a large country, and has abundance of gold and
silver. The climate during the rains is very pleasant.
On some days it rains ten, fifteen, and even twenty
tiines. During the rainy season, inundations come
pouring down all at once, and form rivers, even in

places where, at other times, there is no water.

While the rains continue on the ground, the air is

singularly delightful
—insomuch, that nothing can

surpass its soft and agreeable temperature. Its de-

fect is, that the air is rather moist and damp.
During the rainy season, you cannot shoot, even
with the bow of our country, and it becomes quite^
useless. Nor is it the bow alone that becomes^
useless; the coats of mail, books, clothes., and fur-

niture, all feel the bad effects of the moisture.
Their houses, too, suffer from not being substan-

tially built. There is pleasant enough weather in

ihe winter and summer, as well as in the rainy
season

;
but then the norih wind always blows, and

there is an excessive quantity of earth and dust fly-

ing about. When the rains are ni hand, this wind
lilows five or six times with excessive violence, and

artifical canals or water-runs for irrigation, and for

the supply of water to towns and villages. The
same is the case in the valley of Soghd, and the

richer parts of Maweralnaher.
* " This is the vuha or walsn, so well described

by Colonel Wilks in his Historical Sketches, vol. i.

p. 309. note :

' On the approach of an hostile army,
the unfortunate inhabitants of India bury under
ground their most cumbrous effects, and each indi-

vidual, man, woman, and child above six j-ears of

age, (the intant children being carried by their

mothers,) with a load of grain proportioned to their

sirensth, issue from their beloved homes, and take
the direction of a country (if such can be found)

exempt from the miseries of war ; sometimes of a

strong fortress, but more generally of the most un-

frequented hills and woods, where they prolong a

miserable existence until the departure of the ene-

my ;
and if this should be protracted beyond the

time for which they have provided food, a large

portion necessarily dies of hunger.' See the note

itself The Historical Sketches should be read by
every one who desires to have an accurate idea of

the South of India. It is to be regretted that we
do not possess the history of any other part of In-

dia, written with the same knowledge or research.'

t Baber's opinions regarding India are nearly the

same with those of most Europeans of the upper
class, even at the present day.

t Grapes and musk-melons, particularly the lat-

ter, are now common all ovtr India.
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mich a quantity of dust flies about that you cannot
Bee one another. They call this an Andhi.* It

gets warm during Taurus and Gemini, hui not so

warm as to become int(jlerable. The heat caimoi
be compared to ihe heals ot Balkh and Kandahar.
It is not above half so warm as in these places.
Another convenience of Hindustan is, that the

workmen of every profession and trade are innu-
merable and without end. For any work, or any
employment, there is always a set ready, to whom
the same employment and trade have descended
from father to son for ages. In the Zefer-Nameh
of Mulla Sherif-ed-din Ali Yezdi, it is mentioned
as a surprising fact, that when Taiinur Beg was

buildi:ig the Sanein (or stone) mosque, there were
Btone-cuiters of Azerbaejan, Fars, Hindusian, and
other countries, to the number of two hundred,

working every day on the mosque. In Agra alone,

and of stone-cutters belonging to that place only, I

every day employed on my palaces six hundred and

eighty persons; and in Agra, Sikri, Bifina, Dhulpiir,
Gualiar. and Keel, there were every day employed
on my works one thousand four hundred and ninety-
one stone-cutlers. In the same way, men of every
trade and occupation are numberless and without
Btint in Hindustan.

" The countries from Behreh to Behar, which
are now under my dominion, yield a revenue of

fifty-two krors,t as will appear from the particular
and detailed statement. | Of this amount, Per-

gannabs to the value of eight or nine krors^ are in

the possession of some Rais and Rajas, who from
old times have been submissive, and have received

these Pertrannahs for the purpose of confirming
them in their obedience."

These Memoirs contain many hundred char-

acters and portraits of individuals; ami it

would not be fair not to give our readers one
or two specimens of the royal author's minute

style of execution on such subjects. We may
begin with that of Omer-Sheikh Mirza, his

grandfather, and immediate predecessor in

the throne of Ferghana :
—

" Omer-Sheikh Mirza was of low stature, had a

short bushy beard, brownish hair, and was very
corpulent. He used to wear iiis tunic extremely
tight ; insomuch, that as he was wont to contract

his belly while he tied the strings, when he let him-
self out again the strings often burst. He was not

curious in either his food or dress. He tied his

turban in the fashion called Destdr-pecb (or plaited

turban). At that time, all turbans were worn in

the cliar-pech (or four-plait) style. He wore his

without folds, and allowed the end to hang down.

During the lieais, vvhen out of the Divan, he gene-
rally wore the Moghul cap.
"He read elegantly: his general reading was

the Khamsahs.il the Mesnevis.lT and books of his-

tory ;
and he was in particular fond of reading the

Shahnameh.** Though he had a turn f )r poetry,
he did not cultivate it. He was so strictly just, that

when the caravan from Khiiatt had once reached the

* This is still the Hindustani term for a storm, or

tempest.
t About a million and a half sterling, or rather

1,300,000/.

X This statement unfortunately has not been

preserved.
^ About 22.5,000/. sterling.

jl Several Persian poets wrote Khamsahs, or

poems, on five diflerent given subjects. The most
celebrated is Nezami.

IT The most celebrated of these Mesnevis is the

mystical poem of Moulavi Jiluleddin Muhammed.
The Snfis consider it as equal to the Koran.

** The Shahnameh, or Book of Kings, is the fa-

mous poem of the great Persian poet Ferdausi,
and contains tne romantic history of ancient Persia.

tt North China; but often applied to the whole
36

hill country to the east of Andejan, and the snow
fell so deep as to bury it, so that of the whole only
two persons escaped, he no sooner received in

formation of the occurrence, than he despatched
overseers to collect and take charge of all the prop-

erty and efTects of the people of the ca'avan ; and,
wherever the heirs were not at hand, though him-
self in great want, his resources being e.vhausted,
he placed the property under sequestration, and pre-
served it untouched; till, in the course of one or

two years, the heirs, coming from Khorasan and

Samarkand, in consequence of the intimation which

they received, he delivered back the goods safe

and uninjured into their hands.* Hi^ generosity
was large, and so was his whole soul ; he was of an
e.xcellent temper, aflable, eloquent, and sweet in

his conversation, yet brave withal, and manly.
On two occasions he advanced in front of the

troops, and exhibited distinguished prowess ; once,
at the gates of Akhsi, and once at the gates of
Shahrokhia. He was a middling shot with the
bow

;
he had uncommon force in his fists, and

never hit a man whom he did not knock down.
From his excessive ambition for conquest, he often

exchanged peace for war. and friendship for hostility.
In the earlier part of his life he was greatly ad-
dicted to drinking biizeh and lalar.t Latterly,
once or twice in the week, he indulged in a drink-

ing party. He was a pleasant companion, and in

the com-se of conversation used often to cite, with

great felicity, appropriate verses from the poets. In
his latter days he was much addicted to the use of

Maajun,t while under the influence of which he was
subject to a feverish irritability. He \ras a humane
man. He played a great deal at backirammon,
and sometimes at games of chance with the dice."

The following is the memorial of Hussain

Mirza, king of Khorasan, who died in 1506:

"He had straight narrow eyes, his body was robust
and firm

;
from the waist downwards he was of a

slenderer make. Although he was advanced in

years, and had a white beaid, he dressed in gay-co-
loured red and green woollen clothes. He usually
wcire a cap of black lamb's skin, or a kilpak. xVow
and then, on festival days, he put on a small turban

lied in three folds, broad and showy, and having
placed a plume nodding over it, went in this style to

prayers." On first mounting the throne, he took it into

his head that he would cause the names of the

twelve Imams to be recited in the Khiitbeh. Many
used their endeavours to prevent liim. Finally,

however, he directed and arranged every thing ac-

cording to tiie orthodox Sunni faith. From a dis-

order in his joints, he was unable to perlorni his

prayers, nor could he observe the slated fasts. He
was a lively, pleasant man. His temper was rather

hasty, and his language took after his temper. In

many instances he displayed a profound reverence

for the faith
;
on one occasion, one of his so'-s hav-

ing slain a man, he delivered him up to the avengers
of blood to be carried before the judgment-seat of

the Kazi. For about six or seven years after he

first ascended the throne, he was very guarded in

abstaining from such things as were forbidden by

country from China to Terfan, and now even west
to the Ala-iagh Mountains.

* This anecdote is erroneously related of Baber
himself by Ferishta and others.—See Daw's Hist,

of Hindoslan, vol. ii. p. 218.
t Biizeh is a sort of intoxicating liquor somewhat

resembling beer, made from millet. Talar I do

not know, but understand it to be a preparation
from the poppy. There is, however, nothing about

biizeh or talar in the Persian, which only specifies

sherdh, wine or strong drink.

X Any medical mixture is called a maajiln ; but

in common speech the term is chiefly applied to in-

toxicating comfits, and especially those prepared
with bans.̂

t2
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the law ; afterwords he became addicted to drinking
wine. During nearlv forty years iliai he was King
of Klionisan, not a day passed in wlncii he did not

drink afier mid-day prayers; but he never drank

wine in the nmrning. llis sons, tiie whole of the

Boldicry, aiid the town's-peoplc, followed his exam-

ple in this resi)ect, and seemed to vie wiih eacli

other in dehnnehery and lasciviousness. He was a

brave and valiant man. He often engaged sword

n hand in fight, nay, frequently distinguished his

prowess hand to hand several times in the course of

the same fight. No person of the race of 'I'aimur

Beg ever equalled Sultan Hussaiii IVlirza in the use

«f the scyniiiar. He had a turn for poetry, and com-

posed a Diwan. He wrote in the 'I'urki. His poet-
ical name was Hussaini. Many of his verses are hr
from being bad, but the whole of the Mirza's Diwan
is in the same measure. Although a prince of dignity ,

both as to years and extent ol territory, he was as

fond as a child of keeping butting rams, and of amu-

sing himself with flying pigeons and cock-fighting."

One of the most striking passages in the

work is the royal author's account of the mag-
nificence of the court and city of Herat, when
he visited it in 1506; and especially his im-

posing catalogue of the illustrious authors, art-

ists, and men of genius, by whom it was then

adorned.

"The age of Sultan Hussain Mirza was certainly
a wonderful age; and Khorasan, particularly the

city of Heri, abounded with eminent men of unri-

valled acquirements, each of whom made it his aim
and ambition to carry to the highest perfection the

art to which he devoted himself. Among these was
the Moulana Abdal Rahman Jami,* to whom there

was no person of that period who could be compar-
ed, whether in respect to profane or sacred science.

His poems are well known. The merits of the

Mdlla are of too exalted a nature to admit of being
described by me

;
but I have been anxious to bring

the mention of his name, and an allusion to his ex-

cellences, into these humble pages, for a good omen
and a blessing !"

He then proceeds to enumerate the names
of between thirty and forty distinguished per-

sons; ranking first the sages and theologians,
to the number of eight or nine; next the

poets, about fifteen
;
then two or three paint-

ers
;
and five or six performers and composers

of music
;
—of one of these he gives the fol-

lowing instructive anecdote—
" Another was Hussian Udi (the lutanisl), who

played with great taste on the lute, and composed
elegantly. He could play, ushiff oiihj o7ie string ol

his lute at a time. He had the fault of giving him-
Belf many airs when desired to play. On one oc-

casion Sheibaiii Klian desired him to play. After

giving much trouble he played very ill, and besides,
did not bring his own instrument, but one that was
good for nothing. Sheil)ani Khan, on learning how
matters stood, directed that, at that very party, he
should receive a certain number of Uows on the nech.

This was one good deed that Slieibani Khan did in

his day ; and indeed the affectation of such people
deserves even more severe animadversion."

In the seductions of this luxurious court,
Baber's orthodox abhorrence to wine was first

assailed with temptation :
—and there is some-

thing very naive, we think, in his account of

his reasonings and feelings on the occasion.

* No moral poet ever had a higher reputation
than Jami. His poems are written with great

beauty of language and versification, in a captivating
strain of religious and philosophic mysticism. Pie
is not merely admired for his sublimity as a poet,
but venerated as a saint."

" As we were guests at Mozeffer Mir:a s house,
Mozpffer Mirza placed me above himself, and hav-

ing filled up a glass of welcome, the cupbearers in

waiting began lo supply all who were of the parly
with pure wine, which they quaffed as if it had been
the water ol life. The party waxed warm, and the

spirit mounted up to their heads. They took a fancy
to make me drink too, and bring me into the same
circle with themselves. Although, all that lime, I

had never been guilty of drinking w ine, and from
never having fallen into the practice was ignorant
of the sensations it produced, yet I had a strong
lurking inclination to wander in this desert, and my
heart was much disposed to pass the stream. In

my boyhood I had no wish for it, and did not know
its pleasures or pains. When my father at any time
asked me to drink wine, I excused myself, and ab-
stained. After my father's death, by the guardian
care of Khwajeh Kazi, I remained pure and unde-
filed. I abstained even from forbidden foods; how
then was I likely to indulge in wine ? Afterwards
when, from the force of youthful imagination and
constitutional impulse, I got a desire for wine, I had

nobody about my person to invite me to gratify my
wishes

; nay, (here was not one who even suspected
my secret longing for it. Though I had the appe-
tite, therefore, it was difficult for me, unsolicited as

I was, to indulge such unlawful desires. It now
came into my head, that as they urged me so much,
and as, besides, I had come into a refined city like

Heri, in w hieh every means of heightening pleasure
and gaiety was possessed in perfection ;

in which
all the incentives and apparatus of enjoyment were
combined with an invitation to indulgence, if I did

not seize the present moment, I never could expect
such another. I therefore resolved to drink wine !

But it struck me, that as Badia-ez-zeman Mirza
was the eldest brother, and as I had declined receiv-

ing it from his hand, and in his house, he might now
take offence. I therefore mentioned this difficulty
w^hich had occurred to me. My excuse was ap.

proved of, and I was not pressed any more, at this

party, to drink. It was settled, however, that the
next time we met at Badia-ez-zeman Mirza's, I

should drink when pressed by the two Mirzas."

By some providential accident, however,
the conscientious prince escapeil from this

meditated lapse; and it was not till some

years after, that he gave vcay to the long-
cherished and resisted propensity. At what

particular occasion he first fell into the snare,

unfortunately is not recorded—as there is a
blank of several years in the Memoirs pre-
vious to 1519. In that year, however, we
find him a confirmed toper ;

and nothing, in-

deed, can be more ludicrous than the accuracy
and apparent truth with which he continues

to chronicle all his subsequent and very fre-

quent excesses. The Eastern votary of in-

toxication has a pleasant way of varying his

enjoyments, which was never taken in the

West. When the fluid elements of drunken-
ness begin to pall on him, he betakes him to

what is learnedly called a maajim, being a sort

of electuary or confection, made up with

pleasant spices, and rendered potent by a

large admixture of opium, bang, and other

narcotic ingredients: producing a solid intoxi-

cation of a very delightful and desirable de-

scription. One of the first drinking matches
that is described makes honourable mention
of this variety :

—
" The maajun-takers and spirit-drinkers, as they

Inve different tastes, are very apt to take offence

with each other. I said,
' Don't spoil the cordiality

of the party ;
whoever wishes to drink spirits, let
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him drink spirits; and let him that prefers manjuii,
take ninajun ;

and let not tlie one pany give any
idle or provoking language to the other.' Some sat

down to spirits, some to niaajnn. Tiie pany went
on for some time tolerably well. Baba Jan Kabnzi
had not been in the boat

;
we had sent for iiim when

we reached the royal tents. He chose to drink

spirits. Terdi Muhammed Kipchak, too, was sent

for, and joined the spirit-drinkers. As the spirit-

drinkers and maajiin-takers never can agree in one

party, the spirit-bibing party began to indulge in

foolish and idle conversation, and to make provok-
ing remarks on maajun and maajiin-takers. Baba
Jan, too, getting drunk, talked very absurdly. The
tipplers, filling up glass afier glass for 'I'erdi Mu-
hammed, made iiini drink them off, so that in a

very short time he was mad drunk. Wiiatever

exertions I could make to preserve peace, were all

jnavailing ; there was much uproar and wrangling.
The party became quite burdensome and unplea-

sant, and soon broke up."

The second day after, we find the royal
Oacchanal still more grievously overtaken :

" We continued drinking spirits in the boat till

bed-time prayers, when, benig completely drunk,
we mounted, and taking torches in our hands came
at full gallop back to the camp from the river-side,

falling sometimes on one side of the horse, and
sometimes on the other. I was miserably drunk,
and ne.\t morning, when they told me of our having

galloped into the camp with lighted torches in our

hands, T had not the slightest recollection of the

circumstance. After coming home, I vomited

plentifully."

Even in the middle of a harassing and des-

ultory campaigTi, there is no intermission of

this excessive jollity, though it sometimes puts
die parties into jeopardy,

—for example :
—

" We continued at this place drinking till the sun

was on the decline, when we set out. Those who
had been of the party were completely drunk.

Syed Kasim was so drunk, that two of his servants

were obliged to put him on horseback, and brought
him to the camp with great difficulty. Dost Mu-
hammed Bakir was so far gone, that Amin Mu-
hammed Terkhan. Masti Chehreh, and those who
were along with hiin, were unable, with all their

exertions, to get him on horseback. They poured
a great quantity of water over him, but all to no

purpose. At this moment a body of Afghans ap-

peared in sight. Amin Muhammed 'I'erkhan,

being very drunk, gravely gave it as his opinion,
that rather than leave him, in the condition in which
he was, to fall into the hands of the enemy, it was
better at once to cut off his head, and carry it

away. Making another exertion, however, with

much difficulty, they contrived to throw him upon
a horse, which thev led along, and so brought
him off."

On some occasions they contrive to be
drunk four times in twenty-four hours. The

gallant prince contents himself with a strong

maajun one day ;
but

" Next morning we had a drinkins party in the

same tent. We continued drinking till night. On
the following morning we again had an early cup.
and, getting intoxicated, went to sleep. About

noon-day prayers, we left Islalif, and I took a

maajun on the road. It was about afternoon prayers
before I reached Behzadi. The crops were ex-

tremely good. While I was riding round the har-

vest-fields, such of my companions as were fond

of wine began to contrive another drinking-bout.

Although I had taken a maajun. yet, as the crops
were uncommonly fine ! we sat down under some
trees that had yielded a plentiful load of fruit, and

began to drink. We kept up the party in the same

place till bed-time prayers. 'Mrill Midmnul KhaHfi-h

having arrived, we invited iiim to join ii<. Aialalla,
who had got very drunk, made an oljservaiioii

which aff'fcied Khalifeh. W iihout n.-colh ning that

Miilla Mahmud was present, he repealed the verse,

(Persian.) E.xainine whom you will, you will find

him sufieriiig Irom the same wound.

Miilly Mahmud, who did not drink, reproved .'\b-

dalla for repeating this verse with levity.* Alidalla,

recovering his judgment, was in terriiile perturba-
tion, and conversed in a wonderfully smooth and
sweet strain all the rest of the evening."

In a year or two after this, when he seems
to be in a course of unusual indulgence, we
meet with the following edifying- remark :

" As I intend, when forty years old, to abstain

from wine
;
and as I now want somewhat less

than one year of being forty, I drink wine
most copiously I

''^ When forty comes, how-

ever, we hear nothing of this sage resolution—but have a reg-ular record of the wine and

maajun parties as before, up to the year 1527.

In that year, however, he is seized with rather

a sudden fit of penitence, and has the resolu-

tion to begin a course of rigorous reform.

There is something rather picturesque in his

very solemn and remarkable account of this

great revolution in his habits :

" On Monday the 23d of the first Jemadi, I had
mounted to survey my posts, and, in the course of

my ride, was seriously struck with the reflection

that I had always resolved, one time or another, to

make an effectual repentance, and that some traces

of a hankering after the renunciation of forbidden

works had ever remained in my heart. Having;
sent for the gold and silver goblets and cups, with

all the other utensils used for drinking parties, I

directed them to be broken, and renounced the use

of wine—purifying my mind ! The tragments of

the goblets, and other utensils of gold and silver, I

directed to be divided among Derwishes and the

poor. The first person who followed me in my re-

pentance was Asas, who also accompanied me in

my resolution of ceasing to cut the beard, and of

allowing it to grow.t That night and the (ollowing,
nutnbers of Amirs and courtiers, soldiers and per-

sons not in the service, to the number of nearly
three hundred men, made vows of reformation.

The wine which we had with us we poured on the

ground I I ordered that the wine brouglit by Baba
Dost should have salt thrown into it, that it might
be make into vinegar. On the spot where the wine

had been poured out, I directed a wain to be sunk

and built of stone, and clo.se by the wain an alms-

house to be erected."

He then issued a magnificent Firman, an-

nouncing his reformation, and recommending
its example to all his subjects. But he still

persists, we find, in the use of a mild maajini.
We are sorry to be obliged to add, that though
he had the firmness to persevere to the last

in his abstinence from wine, the sacrifice

seems to have cost him very dear; and he

continued to the very end of his life to hanker

after his broken wine-cups, and to look back

with fond regret to the delights he had ab-

* " This verse, I presume, is from a religious

poem, and has a mystical meaning. The profane

application of it is the ground of offence."

t " This vow was sometiines made by persons
who set out on a war ajzainst the Infidels. 'I'hey

did not trim the beard till they returned victorious.

Some vows of a similar nature may be found in

Scripture."
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jured for ever. There is something abso-

lutely pathetic, as well as amiable, in the

following caiuliil avowal in a letter written

the very year before his death to one of his

old drinking companions:
—

•'
In a IiMttT which I wrote to Abdalla, I men-

liotied iliat I had inucli dKFiculty in recoiicihiij,' my-
self to the desert of penitence; but that I had

resoluiion enough to persevere,
—

{Turki verse)

I am distressed since I renounced wine ;

I am confounded and unfit for business,
—

Regret leads me to penitence,
Penitence leads me to regret.

Indeed, last year, my desire and longing for wine

and social parties were beyond measure excessive.

It even came to such a length that I have found

myself shedding tears from vexation and disappoint-

ment. In the present year, praise be to God, these

troul)les ace over, and I ascribe thetn chiefly to the

occupation afforded to my mind by a poetical trans-

lation, on which I have employed myself. Let me
advise you too, to adopt a life of abstinence. Social

parlies and wine are pleasant, in company with our

jolly friends and old boon companions. But with

whom can you enjoy the social cup? Wiih whom
can you indul<:e in the pleasures of wine? If you
have only Shir Ahined, and Haider Knlli, for the

companions of your gay hours atid jovial goblet,

you can surely find no great difBculiy in consenting
to the sacrifice. I conclude with every good wish."

We have mentioned already that Baber ap-

pears to have been of a frank and generous
character—and there are, throughout the Me-

moirs, various traits of clemency and tender-

ness of heart, scarcely to have been expected
in an Eastern monarch and professional war-

rior. He weeps ten whole days for the loss

of a friend who fell over a precipice after one

of their drinking parties ;
and spares the lives,

and even restores the domains of various

chieftains, who had betrayed his confidence,
and afterwards fallen into his power. Yet

there are traces of Asiatic ferocity, and of a

hard-hearted wastefulness of life, which re-

mind US that we are beyond the pale of Eu-

ropean gallantry and Christian compassion.
In liis wars in Afghan and India, the prisoners
are commonly butchered in cold blood after

the action—and pretty uniformly a triumphal

pyramid is erected of their skulls. These

horrible executions, too, are performed with

much solemnity before the royal pavilion ;.

and on one occasion, it is incidentally record-

ed, that such was the number of prisoners
broutrht forward for this infamous butchery,
that the sovereign's tent had three times to

be removed to a different station—the ground
before it being so drenched with blood and

encumbered with quivering carcasses ! On
one occasion, and on one only, an attempt
was made to poison him—the mother of one

of the sovereigns whom he had dethroned

having bribed his cooks and tasters to mix
death in his repast. Upon the detection of

the plot, the taster was cut to pieces, the cook

flayed alive, and the scullions trampled to

death by elephants. Such, however, was the

respect paid to rank, or the indulgence to

maternal resentment, that the prime mover
Df the whole conspiracy, the queen dowager,
is merely put under restraint, and has a con-

tribution levied on her private foitune. The

following brief anecdote speaks volumes as to

the difference of European and Asiatic man-
ners and tempers :

—
" Another of his wives was Kaiak Begum, who

was the foster-sister of this same Terkhiin Begum.
Sultan Ahnnd .Mirza married her for love. He w^as

])rcidigii)usly attached to her, and she governed him
with absolute sway. She drank wine. During her

life, the Sultan durst not venture to frequent any
other of his ladies. At last, however, he put her to

death, and delivered himself from this reproach."

In several of the passages we have cited,

there are indications of this ambitious war-

rior's ardent love for fine flowers, beautiful

gardens, and bright waters. But the work
abounds with traits of this amiable and, with

reference to some of these anecdotes, appar-

ently ill-sorted propensity. In one place he

says
—

"In the warm season they are covered with the

rhefiiii-laleh grass in a very beautiful manner, and

the Aimaks and Tiirks resort to them. In the

skirts of these mountains the ground is richly di-

versified by various kinds of tulips. 1 once directed

them to be counted, and they brought in ihiriy-two
or thiriy-three different sorts of tulips. There is

one species which has a scent in some degree like

the rose, and wliich I termed ZaZe7i-c-uZ-Z)£i (the rose-

scented tulip). This species is found only in the

Desht-e-Sheikh (the Sheikh's plain), in a small spot

of ground, and nowhere else. In the skirts of the

same hills below Perwan, is produced the lahh-sed'

berg (or hundred-leaved tulip), which is likewise

found only in one narrow spot of ground, as we

emerge from the straits of Ghiirbend,"

And a little after—
" Few quarters possess a district that can rival

Istalif A large river runs through ii, and on either

side of it are gardens, green, gay, and beautiful. Its

water is so cold, that there is no need of icing it;

and it is particularly pure. In this district is a gar-

den, called Bagh-e-Kilan (or the Great Garden),
which Ulusjh Beg Mirza sei7.ed upon. I paid the

price of the garden to the proprietors, and received

from them a grant of it. On the outside of the

garden are large and beautiful spreading plane

trees, under the shade of which there are agreeable

spots finely sheltered. A perennial sireani, large

enough to turn a mill, runs through the garden;
and on its banks are planted planes and other trees.

Formerly this stream flowed in a winding and

crooked course, but I ordered its course to be al-

tered according to a regular plan, which added

greatly to the beauty of the place. Lower down
than these villages, and about a koss or a koss and

a half above the level plain, on the lower skirts of

the hills, is a fountain, named Khuv/Jth-seh-ydrdn
(Kwiijeh three friends), around which there are

three species of trees
;
above the fountain are many

beautiful plane-trees, which yield a pleasant shade-

On the two sides of the fountain, on sn)all emi-

nences at the bottom of the hills, there are a num-
ber of oak trees ; except on these two spots, where

there are groves of oak, there is not an oak to be

met with on the hills to the west of Kabul. In front

of this fountain, towards the plain, there are many
spots covered with the flowery Arghwan* tree, and

besides these Arghwan plots, the're are none else

in the whole country."

We shall add but one other notice of this

" The name Arghwan is generally apfilied to the

anemone ;
but in Afgbanisian it is given to a beau-

tiful flowerina: shrub, which grows nearly to the

size of a tree."
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elegant taste—though on the occasion there

mentioned, the flowers were aided by a less
delicate sort of excitement.

" This day I ate a maajiin. While under its in-

fluence, I visited some beautiful gardens. In dif-

ferent beds, the ground was covered with purple
and yellow Arghwan flowers. On one hand were
beds of yellow flowers in bloom ; on ihe other hand,
red flowers were in blossom. In many places they
sprung up in the same bed, mingled logether as if

they had been flung and scattered abroad. I took

my seat on a rising ground near the camp, to enjoy
the view of all the flower-pois. On the si.Y sides
of this eminence they were formed as into regular
beds. On one side were yellow flowers ; on another
the purple, laid out in triangular beds. On two
other sides, there were fewer flowers; but, as iar

as the eye could reach, there were flower-gardens
of a similar kind. In the neighbourhood of Per-

shawer, during the spring, the flower-plots are ex-

quisitely beautiful."

We have, now enabled our readers, we
think, to juclge pretty fairly of the nature of

this very curious volume; and shall only

{)resent

them with a few passages from two
etters written by the valiant author in the

last year of his life. The first is addressed
to his favourite son and successor Hiimaii^in,
whom he had settled in the government of

Samarcand, and who was at this time a sover-

eign of approved valour and prudence. There
is a very diverting mixture of sound political
counsel and minute criticism on writing and

composition, in this paternal efTusion. We
can give but a small part of it.

" In many of your letters you complain of sepa-
ration from your friends. It is wrong lor a prince
to indulge in such a complaint." There is ceriainly no greater bondage than that

in which a king is placed ; but it ill becomes him to

complain of ineviiable separation.
"In compliance with iny wishes, you have in-

deed written me letters, but you certainly never
read them over ; for had you attempted to read
them, you inust have found it absolutely iinpossible,
and would then undoubtedly have put them by. I

contrived indeed to decipher and comprehend the

meaning of your last letter, but with much difli-

culty. It is excessively confused and crabbed. Who
ever saw a Moamma (a riddle or a charade) in

prose? Your spelling is not bad, yet not quite
correct. You have written iltafat with a toe (in-

stead of a te), and Jiuling with a he (instead of a

kaf). Your letter may indeed be read ; but in

consequence of the far-fetched words you have

employed, the meaning is by no means very intel-

ligible. You certainly do not excel in letter-writing,
and fail chiefly because you have too great a desire
to show your acquirements. For the future, you
should write unafliectedly, with clearness, using
plain words, which would cost less trouble both to

the writer and reader."

The other letter is to one of his old com-

panions in arms;—and considering that it is

written by an ardent and ambitious conqueror,
from the capital of his new empire of Hin-

dustan, it seems to us a very striking proof,
not only of the nothingness of high fortune,

but of the native simplicity and amiableness
of this Eastern highlander.

'•

IVIy solicitude to visit my western dominions is

boundless, and great beyond expression. The
affairs of Hindustan have at length, liowever, been
reduced into a certain degree of order; and I trust
in Almighty God that the time is near at hand,
when, through the grace of the Most High, every
thing will be completely settled in this country.
As soon as matters are brought into that slate, I

shall, God willing, set out lor your quarter, with-
out losing a moment's time. How is it possible
that the delights of those lands should ever be
erased from the heart ? Above all, how is it possi-
ble for one like me, who have made a vow of ab-
stinence from wine, and of puriiy of life, to forget
the delicious melons and grapes of that pleasant
region ? They very recently brought me a single
musk-melon. While culling it up, 1 felt myself
affected wiih a strong feelhtg of loneliness, and a
serine of mj/ exile from my native coiaitry; and I

could not help shedding tears while I was eiuiiigit!"

On the whole, we cannot help having a
liking for "the Tiger"—and the romantic,
though somewhat apocryphal account that ia

given of his death, has no tendency to diminish
our partiality. It is recorded by Abulfazi,
and other native historians, that in the year
after these Memoirs cease, Hiimait^in, the be-
loved son of Baber, was brought to Agra in a
state of the most miserable health:

" When all hopes from medicine were over, and
while several men of skill were talking to the em-
peror of the melancholy situati in of his son, Abul
Baka, a personage highly venerated for his know-
ledge and piety, remarked to Baber, thai in such a
case the Almighty had soineiimes vouchsafed lo

receive the most valuable thing possessed by one
friend, as an offering in exchange for the life of
another. Baber, exclaiming that, of all things, his

life was dearest to Humaifin, as Humaiiin's was to

him, and that, next to the life of Hiimaiun, his own
was what he most valued, devoted his life to Hea-
ven as a sacrifice for his son's ! The noblemen
around h-m entreated him to retract the rash vow,
and, in pliice of his first offering, to give the dia-

mond taken at Agra, and reckoned the most valu-
able on earth: that the ancient sages had said,
that it was the dearest of our worldly possessions
alone that was to be offered to Heaven. But he

persisted in his resolution, declaring that no stone,
of whatever value, could be put in compeiiiion with
his lile. He three times walked round the dying
prince, a solemniiy similar to that used in sacrifices

and heave-offerings, and, retiring, prayed earnestly
to God. After some time he was heard to exclaim,
'I have borne it away! I have borne it away!'
The Mussulman historians assure us, that Humairin
almost immediately began to recover, and that, in

proportion as he recovered, the health and strength
of Baber visibly decayed. Baber communicated
his dying instructions to Khwajeh Khaliu h, Kamber
Ali Beg, Terdi Beg, and Hindu Beg, who were
ihen at court commending Ilumainn to their pro-
tection. With that unvarying affeciion for his

family which he showed in all the circumstances
of his life, he strongly besought Hiimaittn to be
kind and forgiving to his brothers. Htiinniun pro-
mised—and, what in such circumstances is rare,

kept his promise."
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Specimens of the British Poets ; with Biographical and Critical Notices, and an Essay on English
Poetry. By Thomas Campbell. 7 vols. 8vo. London: 1819.

We would rather see Mr. Campbell as a

poet, than as a commentator on poetry :
—be-

cause we would rather have a solid addition

to the sum of our treasures, than the finest or

most judicious account of their actual amount.
But we are very glad to see him in any way :—and think the work which he has now given
us very excellent and delightful. Still, how-

ever, we think there is some little room for

complaint ; and, feeling that we have not got
all we were led to expect, are unreasonable

enough to think that the learned author still

owes us an arrear : which we hope he will

handsomely pay up in the next edition.

When a great poet and a man of distin-

guished talents announces a large selection

of English poetry, ''with biographical and
critical notices," we naturally expect such
notices of all, or almost all the authors, of

"whose works he thinks it worth while to

favour us with specimens. The biography
sometimes may be unattainable—and it may
still more frequently be uninteresting

—but
the criticism must always be valuable; and,

indeed, is obviously that which must be
looked to as constituting the chief value of

any such publication. There is no author so

obscure, if at all entitled to a place in this

register, of whom it would not be desirable to

know the opinion of such a man as Mr. Camp-
bell—and none so mature and settled in fame,
upon whose beauties and defects, and poetical
character in general, the public would not

have much to learn from such an authority.

Now, there are many authors, and some of

no mean note, of whom he has not conde-
scended to say one word, either in the Essay,
or in the notices prefixed to the citations. (Df

Jonathan Swift, for example, all that is here
recorded is "Born 1667—died 1744;" and

Otway is despatched in the same summary
manner— '-'Born 1651—died 1685. Mar-
lowe is commemorated in a single page, and
Butler in half of one. All this is rather ca-

pricious :
—But this is not all. Sometimes the

notices are entirely biographical, and some-
times entirely critical. We humbly conceive

they ought always to have been of both des-

criptions. At all events, we ought in every
case to have had some criticism,

—since this

could always have been had, and could

scarcely have failed to be valuable. Mr. C.j-
we think, has been a little lazy.
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If he were like most authors, or even like

most critics, we could easily have pardoned
this

;
for we very seldom find any work too

short. It is the singular goodness of his criti-

cisms that makes us regret their fewness; for

nothing, we think, can be more fair, judicious
and discriminating, and at the same time
more fine, delicate and original, than the

greater part of the discussions with which he
has here presented us. It is very rare to find

so much sensibility to the beauties of poetry,
united with so much toleration for its faults :

and so exact a perception of the merits oi

every particular style, interfering so little

with a just estimate of all. Poets, to be sure,
are on the whole, we think, very indulgent
judges of poetry; and that not so much, we
verily believe, from any partiality to their own
vocation, or desire to exalt their fraternity,
as from their being more constantly alive to

those impulses which it is the business of

poetry to excite, and more quick to catch and
to follow out those associations on which its

efficacy chiefly depends. If it be true, as
we have formerly endeavoured to show, with ir

reference to this very author, that poetry pro-
'

duces all its greater effects, and works its

more memorable enchantments, not so much
by the images it directly presents, as by those

which it siiggesls to the fancy; and melts or

inflames us less by the fires which it applies
from without, than by those which it kindles

within, and of which the fuel is in our own
bosoms,

— it will be readily understood how
these effects should be most powerful in the

sensitive breast of a poet; and how a spark,
which would have been instantly quenched
in the duller atmosphere of an ordinary brain,

may create a blaze in his combustible imagi-

nation, to warm and enlighten the world.

The greater poets, accordingly, have almost

always been the warmest admirers, and the

most liberal patrons of poetry. The smaller

only
—

your Laureates and Ballad-mongers—
are envious and irritable—jealous even of the

dead, and less desirous of the praise of others

than avaricious of their own.
But though a poet is thus likely to be a

gentler critic of poetry than another, and,

by having a finer sense of its beauties, to be
better qualified for the most pleasing and im-

portant part of his office, there is another

requisite in which we should be afraid he
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would generally be found wanting, especially
in a work of "the large and comprehensive
nature of that now before us—we mean, in

absolute fairness and impartiality towards the

difierent schools or styles of poetry which he

may have occasion to estimate and compare.
Even the mo.st common and miscellaneous
reader has a peculiar taste in this way—and
has generally erected for himself some ob-
Bcure but exclusive standard of excellence,

by which he measures the pretensions of all

that come under his view. One man admires

witty and satirical poetry, and sees no beauty
in rural imagery or picturesque description ;

while another doats on Idyls and PasiTorals,
and will not allow the affairs of polite life to

form a subject for verse. One is for simplic-

ity and pathos ;
another for magnificence and

splendour. One is devoted to the Muse of

terror
;
another to that of love. Some are all

for blood and battles, and some for music and

moonlight—some for emphatic sentiments,
and some for melodious verses. Even those

whose taste is the least exclusive, have a lean-

ing to one class of composition rather than to

another; and overrate the beauties which fall

in with their own propensities and associations—while they are palpably unjust to those

which wear a different complexion, or spring
from a different race.

But. if it be difficult or almost impossible
to meet with an impartial judge for the whole

great family of genius, even among those

quiet and studious readers who ought to find

delight even in their variety, it is obvious that

this bias and obliquity of judgment must be
still more incident to one who, by being him-
self a Poet, must not only prefer one school
of poetry to all others, but must actually be-

long to
it,

and be disposed, as a pupil, or still

more as a Master, to advance its pretensions
above those of all its competitors. Like the

votaries or leaders of other sects, successful

poets have been but too apt to establish ex-

clusive and arbitrary creeds; and to invent

articles of faith, the slightest violation of

which effaces the merit of all other virtues.

Addicting themselves, as they are apt to do,
to the exclusive cultivation of that style to

which the bent of their own genius naturally
inclines them, they k-»k everywhere for those

beauties of which it is peculiarly susceptible,
and are disgusted if they cannot be found.—
Like discoverers in science, or improvers in

art; they see nothing in the whole system but
their own discoveries and improvernents, and
undervalue every thing that cannot be con-

nected with their own studies and glory. As
the Chinese mapmakers allot all the lodgeable
area of the earth to their own nation, and
thrust the other countries of the world into

little outskirts and by-corners
—so poets are

disposed to represent their own little field of

exertion as occupying all the sunny part of

Parnassus, and to exhibit the adjoining regions
under terrible shadows and most unmerciful

foreshortenings.
With those impressions of the almost in-

evitable partiality of poetical judgments in

general, we could not recollect that Mr. Camp-

bell was himself a Master in a distinct ucnoo^
of poetry, and distinguished by a very pecu-
liar and fastidious style of comi)ositiou, with-
out being apprehensive that the effects of this

bias would be apparent in his work
;
and that,

with ail his talent and discernment, he would
now and then be guilty of great, though un-
intended injustice, to some of those whose
manner was most opposite to his own. We
are happy to say that those apprehensions
have proved entirely groundless; and that

nothing in the volumes before us is more ad-

mirable, or to us more surprising, than the

perfect candour and undeviating fairness with
which the learned author passes judgment on
all the different authors who come before him;—the quick and true perception he has of the

most opposite and almost contradictory beau-
ties— the good-natured and liberal allowance
he makes for the disadvantages of each age
and individual—and the temperance and

brevity and firmness with which he reproves
the excessive severity of critics less entitled

to be severe. No one indeed, we will venture
to affirm, ever placed himself in the seat of

judgment with more of a judicial temper—
though, to obviate invidious comparisons, we
must beg leave just to add, that being called

on to pass judgment oidy on the dead, whose
faults were no longer corrigible, or had already
been expiated by appropriate pains, his tem-

per was less tried, and his severities less pro-

voked, than in the case of living offenders,
—

and that the very number and variety of the

errors that called for animadversion, in the

course of his wide survey, must have made
each particular case appear comparatively

insignificant, and mitigated the sentence of

individual condemnation.
It is to this last circumstance, of the large

and comprehensive range which lie was ob-

liged to take, and the great extent and variety
of the society in which he was compelled to

mingle, that we are inclined to ascribe, not

only the general mildness and indulgence of

his judgments, but his happy emancipation
from those narrow and limitary maxims by
which we have already said that poets are so

peculiarly apt to be entangled. As a large

ajid familiar intercourse with men of different

habits and dispositions never fails, in charac-

ters of any force or generosity, to dispel the

prejudices with which we at first regard them,
and to lower our estimate of our own superior

happiness and wisdom, so, a very ample and
extensive course of reading in any depart-
ment of letters, tends naturally to enlarge our

narrow principles of judgment: and not only
to cast down the idols before which we had

formerly abased ourselves, but to disclose to

us the might and the majesty of much that

we had mistaken and contemned.
In this point of view, we think such a work

as is now before us, likely to be of great use

to ordinary readers of poetry
—not only an

unlocking to them innumerable new springs
of enjoyment and admiration, hut as having
a tendency to correct and liberalize their

judgments of their old favourites, and to

strengthen and enliven all those faculties by
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•A-hicli they derive pleasure from such studies.

Nor would' the beiielit, if it once exteiidi'd so

far, by any incaiis stop tlu're. Tlie character

of our poetry depends not a httle on the taste

of our jKX'tical readers ;
—and though some

bards h;ive always bi'cn before their age, and
?ome behind it, tlit greater part must be

pretty nearly on its level. Present popularity^
whatever disappointed writers may say, is,

after all, the only safe passage of future glory,—and it is really asuidikely that good ])oelry
should be produced in any quantity where it

is not relished, as that cloth should be manu-
factured and thrust into the market, of a

pattern and fashion for which there was no

demand. A shallow and uninstructed taste

is indeed the most flexible and inconstant—
and is tossed about by every breath of doc-

trine.^ ^nd every wind of authority; so as

•leithcr to derive any permanent delight from
che same works, nor to assure any permanent
fame to their authors

;

—while a taste that is

formed upon a wiile and large survey of en-

during models, not only affords a secure basis

for all future judgments, but must compel,
whenever it is general in any society, a salu-

tary conformity to its great principles from all

who depend on its suffrage.
—To accomplish

such an object, the general study of a work
like this certainly is not enough:—But it

would form an e.vcellent preparation for more
extensive reading

—and would, of itself, do
much to open the eyes of many self-satisfied

persons, and startle them into a sense of their

own ignorance, and thepoverty and paltriness
of many of their ephemeral favourites. Con-

sidered as a nation, we are yet but very im«-

perfectly recovered from that strange and

ungrateful forgeffulness of our older poets,
which began with the Restoration, and con-

tinued almost unbroken till after the middle
of the last century.

—Nor can the works which
have chiefly tended to dispel it among the

instructed orders, be ranked in a higher class

than this which is before us.—Percy's Relics

of Antient Poetry produced, we believe, the

first revulsion—and this was followed up by
Wharton'sHistory of Poetry.

—Johnson's Lives
of the Poets did something;—and the great
effect has been produced by the modern com-
mentators on Shakespeare. Those various

works recommended the older writers, and
reinstated them in some of their honours;—
but still the works themselves were not placed
before the eyes of ordinary readers. This
was done in part, perhaps overdone, by the

entire republication of some of our older drg^
matists— and with better effect by Mr. Ellis's

Specimens. If the former, however, was
rather too copious a supply for the returning

appetite of the public, the latter was too

scanty ;
and both were confined to too narrow

a period of lime to enable the reader to enjoy
the variety, and to draw the comparisons, by
which he might be most pleased and instruct-

ed.—Southey's continuation of Ellis did harm
rather than good ;

for though there is some
cleverness in the introduction, the work itself

is executed in a crude, petulant, and super-
ficial mannerj -and bears all the marks of

being a mere bookseller's speculation.
—Afi

we have heard nothing of it from the time of
its first publication, we suppose it has had the
success it deserved.
. There was great room therefore,

—
and, we

will even say, great occa,<ion. for such a work
as this of I\lr. Campbdl's, in the present state

of our literature
;

—and we are persuaded, that

all \\ ho care about poetry, an<l are not already
acquainted with the authors of whom it treata—and even all who are—cannot possibly do
better than read it fairly through, from the
first page to the last—without skipping the

extracts which they know, or those w hich may
not atfcfirst seem very attractive. There is no

reader, we will venture to say, who will rise

from the perusal even of these partial and

scanty fragments, without a fresh and deep
sense of the matchless richness, variety, and

originality of English Poetry: while the jux-

taposition and arrangement of the pieces not

only gives room for endless comparisons and

contrasts,
—but displays, as it were in minia-

ture, the whole of its wonderful progress ;
and

sets before us, as in a great gallery of pictures,
the whole course and history of the art, from
its first rude and infant beginnings, to its

maturity, and perhaps its decline. While it

has all the grandeur and instruction that be-

longs to such a gallery, it is free from the

perplexity and distraction which is
generally

complained of in such exhibitions
;
as each

piece is necessarily considered .separately and
in succession, and the mind cannot wander,
like the eye. through the splendid labyrinth
in which it is enchanted. Nothing, we think,
can be more delightful, than thus at our ease

to trace, through all its periods, vicissitudes,
and aspects, the progress of this highest and
most intellectual of all the arts—coloured as

it is in every age by the manners of the times
which produce it,

and embodying, besides

those flights of fancy and touches of pathos
that constitute its more immediate essence,
much of the wisdom and much of the morality
that was then current among the people ;

and
thus presenting us, not merely with almost
all that genius has ever created for delight,
but with a brief chronicle and abstract of all

that was once interesting to the generations
which have gone by.
The steps of the progress of such an art,

and the circumstances by which they have
been effected, would form, of themselves, a

large and interesting theme of speculation.
Conversant as poetry necessarily is with all

that touches human feelings, concerns, and

occupations, its character must have been im-

pressed by every change in the moral and

political condition of society, and must even
retain the lighter traces of their successive

follies, amusements, and pursuits: while, in

the course of ages, the very multiplication
and increasing business of the people have
forced it through a progress not wholly dis-

similar to that which the same causes have

produced on the agriculture and landscape of

the country;
—whereat first we had rude and

dreary wastes, thinly sprinkled with sunny

spots of simple cultivation—then vast forests
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and chases, stretohinf^ far around feudal cas-

tles and pinuacleil abbeys—then woodland

hamlets, and goodly mansions, and gorgeous
gardens, and parks rich with waste fertility,

and lax habitations—and, tinalLy, crowded
cities, and road-side villas, and brick-walled

gardens, and turnip-fields, and canals, and
artificial ruins, and ornamented farms, and

cottages tre]lis^d over with exotic ])lan1s !

But, to escape from those metaphors and

enigmas to the business before us, we must

remark, that in order to give any tolerable

idea of the poetry which was thus to be rep-

resented, it was necessary that the specimens
to be exhibited should be of some compass
and extent. We have heard their length

complained of—but we think with very little

justice. Considering the extent of the works
from which they are taken, they are almost
all but inconsiderable fragments; and where
the original was of an Epic or Tragic charac-

ter, greater abridgment would have been
mere mutilation,

—and would have given onl)'
such a specimen of the whole, as a brick

might do of a building. From the earlier and
less familiar authors, we rather think the cita-

tions are too short
; and, even from those that

are more generally known, we do not well

see how they could have been shorter, wnth

any safety to the professed object, and only

use, of the publication. That object, we con-

ceive, was to give specimens of English

poetry, from its earliest to its latest periods ;

and it would be a strange rule to have fol-

lowed, in making such a selection, to leave

out the best and most popular. The work

certainly neither is, nor professes to be, a col-

lection from obscure and forgotten authors—
but specimens of all who have merit enough
to deserve our remembrance

;

—and if some
few have such redundant merit or good for-

tune as to be in the hands and the minds of

all the world, it was necessary, even then, to

give some extracts from them,
—that the

series might be complete, and that there

might be room for comparison with others,
and for tracing the progress of the art in the

strains of its best models and their various

imitators.

In one instance, and one only, Mr. C. has
declined doing this duty: and left the place
of one great luminary to be filled up by recol-

lections that he must have presumed would
be universal. He has given but two pages to

Shakkspeare—and not a line from any of his

plays
! Perhaps he has done rightly. A

knowledge of Shakespeare may be safely pre-

sumed, we believe, in every reader ; and, if

he had begun to cite his Beauties, there is no

saying where he would have ended. A little

book, calling itself Beauties of Shakespeare,
was published some years ago, and shown, as

we have heard, to Mr. Sheridan. He turned
over the leaves for some time with apparent
satisfaction, and then said, '"'This is very
well; but where are the other seven volumes?"
There is no other author, however, whose
fam.e is such as to justify a similar ellipsis,
or whose works can be thus ehmnthj under-

stood., in -x cn^lrctmn of jrood poelrv. Mr. C.

37

has complied perhaps too far with (hf popular
prejudice, in confining his citations liom Mil-
ton to the Comus and the smaller pieccp. and

leaving the Paradise Lost to the memory of
his readers. But though we do not think the
extracts by any means too long on the whole,
we are certainly of opinion that some are too

long and others too short
;
and that many,

especially in the latter case, are not very
well selected. There is far too little of ]Mar-

lowe for instance, and too much of Shirley,
and even of ]\Ia^singer. We shouitl have
liked more of Warner, Fairfax, Phineas

Fletcher, and Henry More—all poets of no

scanty dimensions—and could have spared
several pages of Butler, Mason, Whitehead,
Roberts, Meston, and Amhnrst Selden. We
do not think the specimens from Burns very
well selected

;
nor those from Prior—nor can

we see any good reason for quoting the whole
Castle of Indolence, and nothin" else, for

Thomson—and the whole Riipe of the Lock,
and nothing else, for Pope.
Next to the impression of the vast fertility,

compass, and beauty of our English poetry,
the reflection that recurs most frequently and

forcibly to us, in accompanying iNIr. C. through
his wide survey, is that of the perishable na-

ture of poetical fame, and the speedy oblivion

that has overtaken so many of the promised
heirs of immortality ! Of near two hundred
and fifty authors, whose works are cited in

these volumes, by far the greater part of whom
were celebrated hi their generation, there are

not thirty who now enjoy any thing that can

be called popularity
—whose works aie to be

found in the hands of ordinary readers—in

the shops of ordinary booksellers—or in the

press for republication. About fifty more may
be tolerably familiar to men of taste or litera-

ture :
—the rest slumber on the shelves of col-

lectors, and are partially known to a few anti-

-^fCfaries and scholars. Now, the fame of a

Poet is popular, or nothing. He does not ad-

dress himself, like the man of science, to the

learned, or those who desire to learn, but to

all mankind; and his purpose being to delight
and be praised, necessarily extends to all who
can receive pleasure, or join in applause. It

is strange then, and somewhat humiliating,
to see how great a proportion of those; who
had once fought their waj- successfully to dis-

tinction, and surmounted the rivalry of con-

temporary envy, have again sunk into neglect.
We have great deference for public opinion;
and readily admit, that nothing but what is

'igood can be permanently popular. But though
its vivat be generally oracular, its pcrcat ap-

pears to us to be often sufficiently capricious;
and while we would foster all that it bids to

live, we would willingly revive much that it

leaves to die. The very multiplication of

works of amusement, necessarily withdraws

many from notice that deserve to be kept in

remembrance; for we should soon find it

labour, and not amusement, if we were obliged
to make use of them all, or even to fake all

upon trial. As the materials of enjoyment and

instruction accumulate around us, more and

more, we fear, must thus be daily rejected, and
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left to waste; For while o;^r tasks lengthen,
our lives remain as short as ever; and the

calls on our time multiply, while our time

itself is (lying Kuiftly away. This superlluity
and abundance of our treasures, therefore,

necessarily renders much of them worthless;
and the vi-riest ac-cidents may, in such a case

deteiniine what part shall be preserved, ai ;i

what thrown away and neglected. When an

army is decimalcd, the very bravest may fall;

and many poets, worthy of eternal remem-

brance, have probably been forgotten, merely
becanse there was not room in our memiories

for all.

By such a work as the present, however,
this injustice of fortune may be partly re-

dressL'il—some small fragments of an immor-
tal strain may still be rescued from oblivion—
and a wreck of a name preserved, which time

appeared to have swallowed up for ever.

There is something pious we think, and en-

dearing, in the office of thus gathering up the

ashes of renown that has passed away; or

rather, of calling back the departed life for

a transitory glow, and enabling those great

spirits which seemed to be laid for ever, still

to draw a tear of pity, or a throb of admira-

tion, from the hearts of a forgetful generation.
The body of their poetry, probably, can never
be revived; but some sparks of its sj)irit may
yet be preserved, in a narrower and feebler

frame.
When we look back upon the havoc which

two hundred years have thus made in the

ranks of our immortals— and, above
all,

when we refer their rapid disappearance to

the quick succession of new competitors, and
the accumulation of more good works than

there is time to peruse, we cannot help being

dismayed at the prospect which lies before

the writers of the present day. There never
was an a^re so prolific of popular poetry as

that in which we now live;
—and as wealth,

population, and education extend, the produce
is likely to go on increasing. The last ten

years have produced, we think, an annual

supply of about ten thousand lines of good
staple poetry

—
poetry from the very first

hands that we can boast of—that runs quickly
to three or four larae editions—and is as likely
to be permanent asf)resent success can make
it. Now, if this goes on for a hundred years
longer, what a task will await the poetical
readers of 1919! Our living poets will tlien

be nearly as old as Pope and Swift are at pres-
ent—but thi-re will stand between them and
that generation nearly ten times as much fresh

and fashionable poetry as is now interposed
between us and those writers :

—and if Scott
and Byron and Campbell have already cast

Pope arnl Swift a good deal into the shade, in

what form and dimensions are they themselves

likely to be presented to the eyes of our great
grand chiklren'? The thought, we owai, is a

little appalling ;

—and we confess we see noth-

ing better to imagine than that they may find

a comfortable place in some new collection

of specimens—the centenary of the present
publication. There—if the future editor have

any thing like the indulgence and veneration

for antiquity of his predecessor—thers shall

posterity still hang with rapture on the half of

Campbell—and the fourtli ]art of Byron
—and

the sixth of Scott—and the scalten-d (vihe*
of Crabbe—and the throe per cent, of Souther—while some good-natured critic shall sit in

our mouldering chair, and more than half pre-
fer lli(!m to those by wliom ll-.ey have been

superseded !
—It is an hyiH-rbolc of good na-

ture, however, we fear, to ascribe to them even
those dimensions at the end of a century. Af-
ter a lapse of two hundred and fifty years, we
are afraid to think of the space they may have
shrunk into. We have no Shakt'sjieare, alas!
to shed a never-setting light on his contem-

poraries:
—and if we contiime to wrile and

rhyme at the present nite for two hundred

years longer, there must be some new art of

short-hand reading inventtnl—or all reading
will be given up in des];air. We need not

distress ourselves, however, with these afflic-

tions of our posterity:
—and it is (juite time

that the reader should know a little of the
work before us.

The Essay on English Poetry is very clev-

erly, and, in many places, very finel}' written—but it is not equal, and it is not complete.
There is a gooil deal of the poet's wayward-
ness even in Mr. C.'s pros;\ His historical

Muse is as disdainful of drudgery and plain
work as any of her more tuneful sisters

;
—

and so we have things begun and abandoned—
passages of great eloqiience and beauty

followed up by others not a little careless and

disorderly
—a larire outline ralher rneagerly

filled up, but wiih .some morsels of exquisite
finishing scattered irregularly up and down
its expanse

—little fiasfnioits of detail and

controversy
—and abrupt and imjiatient con-

clusions. Altogether, howevi^r, the work io

very spirited ;
and abounds with the indica-

tions of a powerful and fine understanding,
and of a delicate and original taste. We can-
not now afford to give any abstract of the in-

formation it contains—but shall make a few

extracts, to show the tone and maimer of the

composition.
The following sketch of Chaucer, for in-

stance, and of the long interregnum that

succeeded his demise, is given with great

grace and spirit.
" His first, and long-rontinued predileciion, wos

ailraiMed liy the new and nllei^orical .sstyie of ro-

mance, which had sprnns np in France, in the

thirteenlh centnrv. under Wilhiim de Lorris. We
find hitn, nccordinorly, dnrinij a great part of his

poetical career, engaaed anionir the drcan' , em-
lileins, flower-worshippings, and ainaioiy parlia-

ments, of that visionary school. This, we may
say, was a s;vmnasiiim of ra'her loo light and play-
ful exercise for so stronp; n genius; ai;d ii must be

owned, iliat his allegorical poetry is ofieti puerile
and prolix. Vet, even in this walk of fiction, we
never entirely lose sight of that peculiar grace and

gaiety, which distinsruJsh the Muse of Chancer;
and no one who remembers his productions of the

House of Fame, and the Flower and the Leaf, will

regret that he sported, for a sea'jon, in the field of

allegorv. Even his pieces of this dcs'Tipiion, the

most fantastic in design, and tedious in execiuion,
are genorally interspersed with fresh and joyous
descriptions of external nature. In this new species
of romance, we perceive the youthful Muse of ih«
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langunge, in love with mysiical meanings and forms
of laiicy, more renioie, il possible Irom reality,

tiian those ot the chivalrous fable itselt
; and we

could, sometinu'S, wish her back from her em-
bleniaiic casiles, to the more solid ones of the elder

fable ; but siilt she moves in pursuit of those shad-
ows vviih an impulse of novelty, and an exuber-
ance of spirit, that is not wholly without its attrac-

tion and delight. Chaucer was, alitrwards, happily
drawn lo the more natural style of Boccaccio ; and
from him he derived the hint of a subject, in w^hich,
besides his own original portraits of contemporary
life, he could introduce stories of every description,
from the most heroic to the most familiar."—

pp. 71—73.
"
Warton, with great beauty and justice, com-

pares the appearance of Chancer in oiir language,
to a premature day in an Rnglish spring; after

which ihe gloom of winter returns, and the buds
and blossoms, which have been called forth by a

transient sunshine, are nipped by frosts, and scat-

tered by storms. The causes of the relapse of our

poetry, after Chaucer, seem but loo apparent iti the

annals of English history ; which, during five reigns
of the fifteenth century, continue to display but a

tissue of conspiracies, proscriptions, and bloodshed.

Inferior even to Fratice in literary progress, Eng-
land displays in the fifteenth century a still more

mortifying contrast with Italy. Italy, too, had her

religious schisms and public distractions ; but her
arts and literature had always a sheltering place.

They were even cherished by the rivalsliip of inde-

pendent comniuniiies, and received encouragement
from the opposite sources of commercial and eccle-

siastical wealth. Bnt we had no Nicholas the

Fifth, nor House of Medicis. In England, the evils

of civil war agitated society as one mass. 'I'here

was no refuge from them—no enclosure to fence

in the field ot improvement
—no mound to stem the

torrent of public troubles. Before the death of

Henry VI. ii is said that one half of the nobiliiy and

gentry in the kingdom had perished in the field, or

on the scaffold !"

The golden age of Elizabeth has often been

extolled, and thegeniu.sof Spenser delineated,
with feeling and eloquence. But all that has

been written, leaves the following striking-

passages as original as they are eloquent.
"
In the reign of Elizabeth, the English mind

put forth its energies in every direction, exalted l)y

a purer religion, and enlarged bv new views of truth.

This was an age of loyalij'. adventure, and gener-
ous emulation. 'I'he chivalrous character was soti-

ened by intellectual pursuits, while the genius of

chivalry ii.self still lingered, as if unwilliiiij to de-

part ; and paid his last homage to a VVarlike and

Female reign. A decree of romantic fancy re-

mained, loo, in the manners and snpersiiiions of

the people; and Allegory mitrht be said to parade
thesireeis in iheir public pnEreanis and fosiivifies.

Quaint and pediiniic as those allegorical exhibitions

rniglii often he. they were nevertheless more <'.\-

pressive of erudition, ingenuity, and moral meaning,
than tl'^'v had been in former times. The philosn-

pliy of'tfie highest minds, on the other hand, still

partook of a visionary character. A poetical spirit

infused iiself into the prac'ii'al heroism of the age;
and some of the worihies of that period seein less

like ordinary men. than like beings called fonb out

of fiction, and arrayed in the brightness of her

dreams. 'I'hev had '

high thoughts seated in hearts

of courtesy.' The life of Sir Philip Sydney was

poetry put into aftion.
" The result of activity and curiosity in the public

mind was to complete the revival of classical litera-

ture, to increase the importation of foreign books,
and to mul'iply translations, from which poetry sup-

plied herself with abundant subjects and maierinls.

and in llie use of which she showed a frank and

fearless energy, that criticism and satire had not

vet acauired power to overawe. Romance came

back to us from the southern languages, clothed in

new luxury by the warm imaginaiitni of the south.
The growth of poetry under sui h circumstances

ntight indeed be expected to be as irregular as it was
profuse. The field was open to during absurdity,
as well as 10 genuine inspiration; and accordingly
there is no period in which the extremes of good and
bad writing are so abundant."—pp. 120— 122.
" The mistaken opinion that Ben Jonson censured

the antiquity of the diction in ihe
'

Fairy Queen,' liaa

bren corrected by iVIr. .Malone, who pronounces it

to be exactly that of his contemporaries. His au-

thority is weighty; still, however, without reviving
ihe exploded ertor res[)ecting Jonson's censure, one

might imagine the difference of Spenser's style from
that of Shakespeare's, whom he so shortly pre-
ceded, to indicate that his (Jothic subject and story
made him lean towards words of the elder time.
At all events, much of his e.vpression is now become
aniiquaied ; though it is beautiful in its antiquity,
and, like the moss and ivy on some majesiic build-

ing, covers the fabric of his language with romantic
and venerable associations.

" His command of imagery is wide, easy, and
luxuriant. He threw the soul of harmony into our

verse, and made it more warmly, tenderly, and

magnificently descriptive than it ever was before,

or, with a few exceptions, than it has ever been
since. It must cenainly be owned, that in descrip-
tion he exhibits nothing of the brief strokes and
robust power which characterize the very greatest

poets: But we shall nowhere find more airy and
ex[)ansive images of visionary things, a sweeter tone
of sentiment, or a finer flush in the colours of lan-

guage, than in this Rubens of English poetry. His

fancy teems exuberantly in minuteness of circum-
siance ;

like a fertile soil sending bloom and verdure

through the utmost extremities of the foliage which
it nourishes. On a comprehensive view of the

whole work, we certainly miss the charm of

strength, syminetry, and rapid or interesting pro-

gress; for though the plan which the poet designed
is not completed, it is easy to see that no additional

cantos could have rendered it less perplexed. But
still there is a richness in his materials, even where
their coherence is loose, and their disposition con-

fused. The clouds of his allegory may seem to

spread into shapeless forms, but they are still the

clouds of a glowing atmosphere. Though his story

grows desultory, the sweetness and grace of his

manner still abide by him. We always rise from

perusing biin with melody in the mind's ear, and
wiih pictures of romamic beauty impressed on the

imagination."
—

pp. 124— 127.

In his account of the great dramatic writers

of that and the succeeding reign, Mr. C.'s

veneration for Shakespeare has made him
rather unjust, we think, lo the fame of some
of his precursors.

—We have already said that

he passes Marlowe with a very slight notice,
and a page of citation.—Greene, cerlainly a
far inferior writer, is treated with the same

scanty courtesy
—and there is no account

and no specimen of Kyd or Lodge, though
both authors of v(>ry considerable genius and

originality.
—With the writings of Peele, we

do not profess to be acquainted
—but the quo-

tations given ftom him in the Essay sliould

have entitled him to a place in the body of

the work.—We must pass over what he saya
of Shakespeare and Jonson, though lull of

beauty and feeling.
—To the latter, indeed, he

is rathermore thaii just.
—The account of Beau-

mont and Fletcher is lively and discriminating.

" The theatre of Beaumont and Fletcher contains

all manner of good and evil. The refpec'ive shares

oftho.se dramatic partners, in the w.irks colleciiyely

pubhshed with their names, have been stated in a
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diffbrent part of these volumes. Fletcher's share

in tlicni is by far ilie largest ; and he is chargeable
tv'iih the greatest niitnher of faulis, ahhough at the

same time his genius was more airy, prolific, and
fanciful. 'I'liere are such extremes ot grossness
and magnificence in their drama, so much sweetness
and beauty interspersed with views of nature either

falsely romantic, or vulgar beyond reality ; there is

so much to animate and amuse us, and yet so much
that we would willingly overlook, that I cannot

help comparing the contrasted impressions which

they make to inose which we receive from visiting
some great and ancient city, picturesquely but irreg-

ularly built, glittering with spires and surrounded
with gardens, but exhibiting in many quarters the

lanes and hovels of wretchedness. They have
scenes of wealthy and high life, which remind us of
courts and palaces frequented by elegant females
and high-spirited gallants, whilst their noble old

martial characters, with Caractacus in the midst of

them, may inspire us with the same sort of regard
which we pay to the rough-hewn magnificence of
an ancient fortress.
"

Unhappily, the same simile, withotit beins
hunted down, will apply but too faithfully to the
nuisances of the drama. Their language is often

basely profligate. Shakespeare's and Jonson's in-

delicacies are but casual blots; whilst theirs are

sometimes essential colours of their painting, and
extend, in one or two instances, to entire and offen-

sive scenes. This fault has deservedly injured their

reputation ; and, saving a very slight allowance for

the fashion and taste of their age, admiis of no sort

of apology. Their drama, nevertheless, is a very
wide one, and 'has ample room arid verge enougli
to permit the attention to wander from these,
and to fix on more inviting peculiarities

—as on
the great variety of their fables and person-

ages, their spirited dialogue, their wit, pathos, and
humour. Thickly sown as their blemishi-s are,
their merits will bear great deductions, and still

"•emain great. We never can forget such benutiful

characters as their Cellide, their Aspaiia and Bella-

/io, or such humorous ones as their La Writ and

Cacafogo. Awake they will always keep us,
whether to quarrel or to be pleased with ihem.
Their invention is fruitful ; its beings are on the
whole an active and sanguine generation ; and their

scenes are crowded to fulness with the warmth,
agitation, and interest of actual life."—pp. 210—213.

Some of the most splendid passages in the

Essay are dedicated to the fame of Milton—
and are ofTerings not unworthy of the shrine.

" In Milton," he says,
"
there may be traced ob-

ligations to several minor English poeis: But his

genius had loo great a supremacy to belong to any
school. Though he acknowledged a filial rever-
ence for Spenser as a poet, he left nn Gothic irregu-
lar tracery in the design of his own great work, but

gave a classical harmony of parts to its stupendous
pile. It thus resembles a dome, the vastness of
which is at first sight concealed by its symmetry,
but which expands more and more to the eye while
it is contemplated. His early poetry seems to have
neither disturbed nor corrected the bad taste of his

age.
—Conius came into the world unacknowledged

by its author, and Lycidas appeared at first only
with his initials. These, and other exquisite pieces,
composed in the happiest years of his life, at his

father's country-house at Horton, were collectively

published, with his name affixed to them, in 1645
;

but that precious volume, which included L' Allegro
and II Penseroso did not (I believe) come to a

second edition, till it was republished by himself at

the distance of eight-and-twenty years. Almost a

century elapsed before his minor works obtained
their proper fame.

" Even when Paradise Lost first appeared, though
it was not neglected, it attracted no crowd of imi-

tators, and made no visible change in the poetical

practice of the age. lie stood nione, and aloofabavu
liis limes; the bard of immortal subjects, and. as far

as there is perpetuity in language, ot immortal fame.
The very choice of those subjects bespoke a ton-

tempt for any species of excellence that was attain-

able by other men. There is something that

overawes the mind in conceiving his long-deliber-
ated selection of ihai theme—his attempiing it after

his eyes were shut upon the face of nature—his de-

pendence, we might almost say, on supernatural
inspiration, and in the calm air of strength with
which he opens Paradise Lost, beginning a mighty
performance without the appearance ol an effort."

" The warlike part of Paradise Lost was insepa-
rable from its subject. Whether it could have been
diflferently managed, is a problem which our rever-
ence for Milton will scarcely permit us to state. ]

feel that reverence too strongly to suggest even the

possibility that Milton could have improved his

poem, by having thrown his angelic warfare into

more remote perspective : But it seems to tne to be
most sublime when it is least distinctly brought
home to the imagination. What an awful effect has
the dim and undefined conception of the cofiflicr,

which we gather from the retrospects in the first

book I There the veil of mystery is left undrawn
between us and a subject which the powers of de-

scription were inadequate to exhibit. The ministers
of divine vengeance and pursuit had been recalled—the thunders had ceased

' To bellow through the vast and boundless deep,'

(in that line what an imase of sound and space is

conveyed !)
—and our terrific conception of the past

is deepened by its indistinctness. In optics there

are some phenomena which are beau'ifully decep-
tive at a certain distance, but which lose their illu-

sive charm on the slightest approach to them that

changes the light and position in which they are
viewed. Something like this takes place in the

phenomena of fancy. The array of the fallen

angels in hell—the unfurling of the standard of
Saian—and the march of his troops

'In perfect phalanx, to the Dorian mood
Of flutes and soft recorders'—

all this human pomp and circumstance of war is

magic and overwhelming illusion. The imaeinatiori

is taken by surprise. But the noblest efforts of

language are tried with very unequal effect, to inter-

est us in the immediate and close view of the battle

itself in the sixth book; and the martial demons,
who charmed us in the shades of hell, lose .some

portion of their sublimity, when their artillery is

discharged in the daylight of heaven.
"

If we call diction the garb of thought, Milton,
in his style, may be said to wear the costume of

sovereignty. The idioms even of foreign languages
contributed to adorn it. He was the most learned

of poets ; yet his learning interferes not with his

substantial English purity. His simplicity is unim-

paired by glowing ornament,—like the bush in the

sacred flame, which burnt but
' was not consumed.'

" In delineatinz the blessed spirits, Milton has

exhausted all the conceivable variety that could be

given to pictures of unshaded sanctity ;
but it is

chiefly in those of the fallen angels that his excel-

lence is conspicuous above every thing ancient or

modern. 'I'asso had, indeed, portrayed an infernal

council, and had given the hint to our poet of as-

cribing the origin of pagan worship to those repro-
bate spirits. But how poor and squalid in com-

parison of the Miltonic Pandajmonium are the

Scyllas, the Cyclopses, and the Chimeras of the

Infernal Council of the Jerusalem ! Tasso's con-

clave of fiends is a den of ugly incongruous mon-
sters. The powers of Milton's hell are godlike
shapes and forms. Their appearance dwarfs every
other poetical conception, when we turn our dilated

eyes from contemplating them. It is not their ex-

ternal attributes alone which expand the imagina-
tion, but their souls, which are as colossal as their

stature—their
'

thoughts that wander through eter-
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nity'
—the pride that bums amidst the ruins of their

divine natures, and iheir genius, thai feels with the
ardour and debates wiiii tlie eloquence ot heaven."

pp. 242, 247.

We have already said, that we think Shir-

ley overpraised
—but he is praised with great

eloquence. There is but little said of Drydenm the Essay—but it is said with force and
with judgment. In speaking of Pope and his

contemporaries, Mr. C. touches on debateable

ground : And we shall close our quotations
from this part of his work, with the passage
in which he amiounces his own indulgent, and,
perhaps, latitudiuarian opuiious.

" There are e.xclusioiusts in taste, who think that

they cannot speak with sufficient disparagement of
the Eiighsh poets of the first part of the eiglueenth
century ; and they are armed with a noble provoca-
tive to English contempt, when they have it to say
that those poets belotig to a trench school. Indeed
Dryden himself is generally included in that school;
though more genuine English is to be found in no
man's pages. But in poetry

'

there are many man-
sions.' I am free to conliess, that I can pass from
the elder writers, and still find a charm in the cor-
rect and equable sweetness of Paniell. Conscious
that his diction has not the freedom and volubility
of the better strains of the elder time, I cannot but
remark his exemption from the quaintness and false

metaphor which so often disfigure the style of the

preceditig age; nor deny my respect to the select

choice ol his expression, the clearness and keeping
of his imagery, and the pensive dignity of his moral

feeling."
Pope gave our heroic couplet its strictest me-

lody and tersest expression.

D'un mot mis en $a place il enseigne le pouvoir.

If his contemporaries forgot other poets in admiring
him, let him not be robbed of his just fame on pre-
tence that a part of it was superfluous. 1'he public
ear was long fatigued with repetitions of his man-
ner ; but if we place ourselves in the situation of
those to whom his brilliancy, succinctness and ani-

mation were wholly new, we cannot wonder at

their being captivated to the fondest admiration.—
In order to do justice to Pope, we should forget
his imitators, if that were possible ; but it is easier

to remember than to forget by an effort—to acquire
associations than to shake them off. Every one

may recollect how often the most beauiitul air has

palled upon his ear, and grown insipid, from being
played or sung by vulgar musicians. It is the same
thing with regard to Pope's versification. That his

peculiar rhythm and manner are the very best in

the wliole range of our poetry need not be asserted.

He has a gracefully peculiar manner, though it is

not calculated to be an universal one ; and where,
indeed, shall we find the style of poetry that could
be pronounced an exclusive model for every com-

poser ? His pauses have little variety, and his

phrases are too much weighed in the balance of
antithesis. But let us look to the spirit that points
his antithesis, and to the rapid precision oi his

thoughts, and we shall forgive him for being too

antithetic and sententious."—pp. 259—262.

And to this is subjoined a long argument, to

phow that IMr. Bowles is mistaken in suppos-

ing that a poet should always draw his images
from the works of nature, and not from those

of art. We have no room at present for any
discussion of the question; but we do not

think it is quite fairly stated in the passage to

which we have referred : and confess that we
are rather inclined, on the W'hole, to adhere to

the creed of Mr. Bowles.

Of the Specimens, which compose tne body
of the work, we cannot pretend to give any
account. They are themselves but tiny and
slender fragments of the works from which
they are taken

;
and to abridge them further

woukl be to reduce them to mere dust and
rubbish. Besides, we are not called upon to

review the poets of England for the last foui
hundred years I

—but only the present editor
and critic. In the little we have yet to say.
therefore, we shall treat only of the merits oi

Mr. Campbell. His account of Hall and Cham-
berlayn is what struck us most in his lirst

volumes—probably because neither of the
writers whom he so judiciously praises were

formerly familiar to us. Hall, who was the
founder of our satirical poetry, wrote his satires

about the year 1597, when only twenty-three
years old

;
and whether we consider the age

of the man or of the world, they appear to us

equally wonderful. In this extraordinary work,
"He discovered," says Mr. C. "not only the

early vigour of his own genius, but the power and
pliability of his native

tongue: for in the point, and
volubility and vigour of Hall's numbers, we miuht
frequently imagine ourselves perusing Dryden.
This may be exemplified in the harmony and pic-

turesqueness of the following description ofa magnif-
icent rural mansion, which the traveller approaches
in the hopes of reaching the seat of ancient hospi-
tality, but finds it deserted by its selfish owner.

Beat the broad gates, a goodly hollow sound,
With double echoes, doth again rebound

;

But not a dog doth bark to welcome thee,
Nor churlish porter canst thou chafing see.

All dumb and silent, like the dead oi night,
Or dwelling of some sleepy Sybarite ;

The marble pavement hid with desert weed,
With house-ieek, thistle, dock, and hemlock seed.
^r ^P ^P tF •JI" tF flF If

Look to the tow'red chimnies, which should be
The wind-pipes of good hospitality.

Through which it breatheth to the open air,

Betokening life and liberal welfare,

Lo, there th' unthankful swallow takes her rest,

And fills the tunnel with her circled nest.

" His satires are neither cramped by personal hos-

tility. nor spun out to vague declamations on vice ;

but give us the form and pressure of the limes, ex-

hibited in the faults of coeval literature, and in the

foppery or sordid traits of prevailing manners. The
age was undoubtedly fertile in eccentriciiv."

Vol. ii. pp. 257, 258.

What he says of Chamberlayn, and the ex-

tracts he has made from his Pharonnida, have
made us quite impatient for an opportunity of

perusing the whole poem.
The poetical merits of Ben Jonson are

chiefly discussed in the Essay; and the No-
tice is principally biographical. It is very

pleasingly written, though with an affectionate

leaning towards his hero. The following short

passage affords a fair specimen of the good
sense and good temper of all Mr. Campbell's

apologies.

" The poet's journey to Scotland (1617) awakens

many pleasing recollections, when we conceive him

anticipating his welcome among a people svho might
be proud of a share in his ancestry, and setting out,

with manly strength, on a journey of four hundred

miles, on foot. We are assured, by one who saw
him in Scotland, that he was treated with respect
and affection among the nobility and gentry ; nor

z 2
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was the romantic scenery of the country lost upon
his fancy. From ilie pot-ni which he meditated on

Lochlotnond, it is seen ihai he looited on it wiih a

poet's eye. HiU, unhappily, the meagre anecdotes

of Drummond have made this event ol his hte too

prominent, by the over-importance which has been

attached to tiiem. Drummond, a sniuoih and sober

gentleman, seems to have disliked Jonson's indul-

gence in that conviviuliiy which Ben had shared

with his Fletcher and Shakespeare at ihe Mermaid.
In consequence of those anecdotes, Jonson'.s mem-
ory has been damned for brutality, and Drum-
mond's for perfidy. Jonson drank freely at llaw-

thornden, and talked big
—

tilings iieiilier incredible

nor unpardonable. Druinnioiid's perfidy amounted
to writing a letter, beginning Sir, wiih one very
kind >entence in it, to the man whom he had de-

Bcribcd unfivourably in a private memorandum,
which he never meant tor publication. AstoDrum-
mond's decoying Jonson under his roof with atiy

premeditated design on his reputation, no one can

seriou^ily believe it."—Vol. iii. pp. 150, 151.

The notice of Cotton may be quoted, as a

perfect model for such slight memorials of

writers of the middle order.

" There is a careless and happy humour in this

poet's Voyage to Ireland, which seems to anticipate
the manner of Anstoy, in the Bath Guide. I'be
tasteless indelicacy of his parody of the yEneid has

found but too many admirers. His imitations of
Lucian betray the grossest misconception of humor-
ous effect, when he attempts to burlesque that

which is ludicrous already. He was acquainted
with French and Italian ; and among several works
from the former language, translated the Horace of

Corneille, and Montaigne's Essays." The father of Cotton is described by T>ord Cla-
rendon as an accomplished and honourable man,
who was driven by domestic afflictions to habits

which rendered his age less reverenced than his

youth, and made his best friends wish that he had
not lived so long. From him our poet inherited an
incumbered estate, with a disposition to e.xtrava-

gance little calculated to improve it. After having
studied at Cambridge, and returned from his travels

abroad, he married the daugh'er of Sir Thomas
Owihorp. in Nottinghamshire. He went to Ireland
as a captain in the army ; but of his military pro-

gress nothing is recorded. Having embraced the

soldipr's life merely as a shift in distress, he was
not likely to pursue it with much ambition. It was
probably in Ireland that he met with his second wife,

Mary, Coiinte.«9 Dowager of Ardglass, the widow
of Lord Cornwall. She had a jointure of 1500/. a

year, secured from his imprudent management.
He died insolvent, at Westminster. One of his

favourite recreations was angling ; and his house,
which was situated on the Do- '

, a fine trout stream
which divide.s the counties of Derby and Stafford,
was the frecpient resort of his friend Isaac Walton
There he luiilt a fishins house,

'

Piscaioribus sa-

crum.' with the initials of honest Isaac's name and
his own uniied in ciphers over tlie door. The w;\\h
were painted with fishing-scenes, and the portraits
of Cotton and Walton were upon the beaufet.—

pp. 293, 294.

There is a very beautiful and affectionate

account of Parnell.—But there is more power
of \vritir.2f. and more depth and delicacy of

feelins:; in the following masterly account and
estimate of Lillo.

"
George Lillo, was the son of a Dutch jeweller,

who married an F.nglishwoman. and sc'iled in Lon-
don. Our poet was born near Moorfields. was bred
to his father's business, and followed it for minv
years. The siory of his dying in distress was a

fiction of Hammond, the poet ;
for he bequeathed a

considerable property to his nephew, whom he

I made his heir. It has been said, that this bequest
was in consequence of his finding the young man
disposed to lend him a sum ot money at a lime
when he thought proper to leign pecuniary distress,
in order that he might discover the sincerity of
those calling themselves his friends. Tliomas Da-
vies, his biographer and editor, piofesses to have

got this anecdote from a surviving partner of Lillo.

it bears, however, an intrinsic air ol improb ibility.
It is not usual for sensible tradesmen to affect be-

ing on the verge of bankruptcy ;
and Lillo's char-

acter was that of an uncommonly sensible man.
Fielding, his intimaie Iriend, ascribes to him a

manly simplicity of mind, that is extremely unlike
such a stratagem."

Lillo is the tragic poet of middling and familiar
life. Instead of heroes trom romance and history,
he gives the merchant and his apprentice ; and the

Macbeth of his
' Fatal Curiosity'' is a private gen-

tleman, who has been reduced by his poverty to

dispose of his copy of Seneca for a morsel of bread.

The mind will be apt, after reading his works, to

suggest to itself the question, how far the graver
drama would gain or lose by a more general adop-
tion of this plebeian principle. The cares, it may
be said, that are most lamiiiar to our existence, and
the distresses of those nearest to ourselves in situa-

tion, ought to lay the strongest hold upon our sym-
pathies; and the general mass of society ought to

iurnish a more express image of man than any de-

tached or elevated portion of the species. But,

notwithstanding the power of Lillo's works, we
entirely miss in them that romantic attraction which
invites to repeated perusal of them. They give us
life in a close and dreadful semblance of reality,

but not arrayed in the magic illusion of poetry. His

strength lies in conception of situations, not in

beauty of dialogue, or in the eloquence of the pas-
sions. Yet the effect of his plain and homely sub-

jects was so strikingly superior to that of ihe vapid
and heroic productions of the day, as to induce
some of his contemporary admirers to pronounce,
that he had reached the acme of dramatic excel-

lence, and struck into the best and most genuine
path of tragedy. George Barnwell, it was observed,
drew more tears than the rants of Alexander. This

might be true; but it did not bring the comparison
of humble and heroic subjects to a fair test

;
for the

tragedy of Alexander is bad, not irom its subject,
l)ui from the incapacity of the poet who composed
it. It does not prove that heroes, drawn from his-

tory or romance, are not at least as susceptible of

high and poetical effect, as a wicked apprentice, or

a distressed gentleman pawning his moveables. It

is a different question whether Lillo has given to his

subjects from private life, the degree ot beauty of

which they are susceptible. He is a master of ter-

rific, but not of tender impressions. We feel a

harshness and gloom in his genius, even while we
are compelled to admire its force and originality.

" The peculiar choice ot his subjects was, at all

events, happy and commendable, as far as it re-

warded himself; for his talents never succeeded so

well when he ventured out of ihem. But it is

another question, whether the familiar cast of those

subjects was fitted to constitute a more "enuine,
or only a subordinate walk in tragedy. Undoubt-

edly the genuine delineation of the human heart

will please ns, from whatever station or circum-

stances of life it is derived : and, in the simple

pathos of traaedy, probably very little difference

will be felt from the choice of characters being

pitched above or below the line of mediocrity in

station. But something more than pathos is re-

(juired in tragedy ;
and the very pain that attends

our sympathy, would seem to require agreeable
and romantic associations of the fancy to be blended

with its poignancy. Whatever attaches ideas of

importance. ^publicity, and elevation to the object
of piiy, forms a biightening and allurins medium
to the imaL'ina'ion. Athens herself, wiih all her

simplichyand democracy, delighted on the stage to
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'Let gorgeous Tragedy
In Bcepter'd pall tome sweeping by.'

"Even situations fir depressed beneath the famil-

iar mediDcriiy of life, are tnore picturesque and

poetical ilian its ordinary level. It is certainly on

the virtues of the middling rank oi lile, that the

strength and comforts of society chiefly depend, in

the same way as we look for the harvest, not on

clifTs and precipices, but on the easy slope and the

uniibrm plain. But the painter does not in general
fix on level countries for the subjects of his noblest

landscapes. '1 here is an analogy, I conceive, to

this in the moral painting of tragedy. Disparities

of station give it boldness of outline. 'The com-

manding situations of life are its mountain scenery—the retjion where its storm atid sunshine may be

portrayed in their strongest contrast and colouring."
Vol. V. pp. 58—62.

Nothing, we think, can be more exquisite
than this criticism.—though we are far from

being entire converts to its doctrines
;
and are

moreover of opinion, that the merits of Lillo,

as a poet at least, are considerably overrated.

There is a flatness and a weakness in his dic-

tion, that we think must have struck Mr. C.

more than he has acknowledged,
—and a tone,

occasionally, both of vulgarity and of paltry

affectation, that counteracts the pathetic effect

of his conceptions, and does injustice to the

experiment of domestic tragedy.
The critique on Thomson is distinguished

by the same fuie tact, candour, and concise-

ness.

" Habits of early admiration teach us all to look

back upon this poet as the favourite companion of

our solitary walks, and as the author who has first

or chief! V reflected back to our minds a heightened
and refined sensation of the delight which rural

scenery afF)rds us. The judgment of cooler years

may somewhat abate our estimation of him, thoush

it will still leave us the essential features of his

poetical character to abide the test of reflection.

The unvaried pomp of his diction suggests a most

unfavourable comparison with the manly and idiom-

atic simplicity of Cowper : at the same time, the

pervading spirit and feeling of his poetry is in gene-
ral more bland and delightful than that of his great

rival in rural description. Thomson seeins to con-

template the creation wirh an eye of unqualified

pleasure and ecstasy, and to love its inhabitants

with a lofty and hallowed feeling of religious hap-

piness ; Cowper has also his philanthropy, but it is

dashed with religious terrors, and with themes of

satire, regret, and reprehension. Cowper's image
of nature is more curiously distinct and familiar.

Thomson carries our associations throusih a wider

circuit of speculation and sympathy. His touches

cannot be more faithful than Cowper's, but they
are more soft and select, and less disturbed by the

intrusion of homely objects. It is but justice to say,

that amidst the feeling and fancy of the Seasons,

we meet with interruptions of declamation, heavy
.narrative, and unhappy digression

—with a parhelion

eloquence that throws a counterfeit glow of expres-
sion on common-place ideas—as when he treats us

to the solemnly ridiculous bathing of Musidora ;
or

draws from the classics instea'l of nature; or, after

invoking inspiration from her hermit seat, makes his

dedicatojy bow to a patronizing countess, or speaker
of the House of Commons. As long as he dwells

in the pure contemplation of nature, and appeals to

the universal poetry of the human breast, his re-

dundant style comes to ns as something venial and

adventitious—it is the flowing vesture of the druid ;

and perhaps to the creneral e.xperience is rather im-

posing ; but when he returns to the familiar narra-

tions or courtesies of life, the same diction ceases

to seem the mantle of inspiration, and only strikes

us by its unwieldy difference from the common cos-

tume ol e.xpressioii."
—

pp. 215—218.

There is the same delicacy of taste, and

beauty of writing, in the following remarks
on Collins—thougli we think the bpei-iraena
afterwards given from this exquisite poet are

rather niggardly.
" Collins published his Oriental Eclogues while

at college, and his lyrical poetry at the age of

twenty-si.\. Those works will abide comparison
with whatever Milton wrote under the age of thirty.

It they have rather less exuberant wealih of genuis,

they e.xhibit more exquisite touches of pathos.
Like Milton, he leads us into the haunied ground
of imagination ;

like him, he has the rich economy
of expression haloed with thought, which by single
or few words often hints entire pictures to the iniugi-

naiion. In what short and simple terms, for in-

stance, does he open a wide and majestic landscape
to the mind, such as we might view from Benlo-

mond or Snowden—when he speaks of the hut

•That from some nioiintain's side

Views wilds and gwelliiig floods.'

And in the line,
' Where faint and sickly winds

for ever howl around,' he does not seem merely to

describe the sultry desert, but brings it home to the

senses.

"A cloud of obscurity sometimes rests on his

highest conceptions, arising from the fineness of hia

associations, and the during sweep of his illusions;

but the shadow is transitory, and interferes vrry
little with the light of his imagery, or the warmth
of his feelings. The absence of even this speck of

mysticism from his Ode on the Passions is perhaps
the happy circumstance that secured its unbounded

popularity. Noihing. however, is common-place
in Collins. The pastoral eclogue, svhich is insipid

in all other English hands, assumes in his a touch-

ing interest, and a picturesque air of novelty. It

seems that he himself ultimately undtrvalued those

eclogues, as deficient in characteristic manners ; but

surely no just reader of them cares any more about

this circumstance than about the authenticity of the

tale of Trov.
"In his Ode to Fear he hints at his dramatic

ambition ; and he planned several tragedies. Had
he lived to enjoy and adorn existence, it is not easy
to conceive his sensitive spirit and harmonious ear

descending to mediocrity in any path of poetry ;

yet it may be doubted if his mind had not a pas-

sion for the visionary and remote forms of imaguia-

tion, too strong and exclusive for the general pur-

poses of the drama. His genius loved to breathe

rather in the preternatural and ideal element of

poetry, than in the atmosphere of imitation, which

lies closest to real life ;
and his notions of poetical

excellence, whatever vows he might address to

'the manners,' were still tending to the vast, the

undefmable, and the abstract. Certainly, how-

ever, he carried sensibility and tendernc.«s into the

highest reaions of abstracted ilioughi : His enihu-

siasm spreads a glow even amongst 'the slitidowy

tribes of mind,' and his allegory is as sensible lo

the heart as it is visible to the fancy."—pp. 310, 312.

Though we are afraid our e.xlracts are be-

coming unreasonable, we cannot resist indulg-

ing our own nationality, by producing tliia

specimen of Mr. Campbell's.
" The admirers of the Gentle Shepherd must

perhaps be contenteil lo share some suspicion of

national partiality, while they do justice
lo their

own feeling of its merit. Yet as this drama is a

picture of rustic Scotland, it would perhaps be

saying little for its fideliiy. if it yielded no more

agreeahleness to the breastof a native than he could

expound to a stranger by the strict letter of crili-

cism. We should think the painter had finished

the likeness of a mother very indiflereiitly, it il
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did not bring home to her children trails of uiide-

finable expression which had escaped every eye
but thai ol familiar ofTeciion. Ramsay had not the

force of Burns; but, neither, in just proportion to

his merits, is he iiiiely to be felt by an English
reader. The fire of Burns' wit and passion j^lows

through an obscure dialect by iis confinement to

short and concentrated bursts. 'I'lie interest which

Ramsay exciiea is spread over along poem, deline-

ating manners more than passions, and the mind
must be at home both in the language and manners,
to appreciate ihe skill and comic archness with which
he has heinhicned the display of rustic character

without giving it vulgarity, and refined the view
of peasant lifi: by situations of sweetness and ten-

derness, without departing in the least degree from
its simpliciiy. The Gentle Shepherd stands quite

apart from the general pastoral poetry of modern

Europe. It has no satyrs, nor featureless simple-
tons, nor drowsy and still landscapes of nature, but

distinct .characters and amusing incidents. 'I'he

principal shepherd never speaks out of consistency
with the habits of a peasant ;

but he moves in that

sphere with such a manly spirit, with so much
cheerful sensibility to its humble joys, with max-
ims of life so rational and independent, and wiih
an ascendency over his fellow swains so well main-
tained by his force of character, that if we could

suppose the pacific scenes of the drama to be sud-

denly changed into situations of trouble and danger,
we should, in exact consistency with our former
idea of him, expect him to become the leader of

the peasants, and the Tell of his native hamlet.

Nor is the character of his mistress less beautifully
conceived. She is represented, like himself, as

elevated, by a fortunate discovery, from obscure to

opulent life, yet as equally capable of being the

ornament of either. A Richardson or a D'Arblay,
had they coniiimedher history, might have height-
ened the portrait, but tliey would not have aliered

its outline. Like the poetry of Tasso and Ariosto,
that of the Gentle Shepherd is engraven on the

memory, and has sunk into the heart, of its native

country. Its verses have passed into proverbs, and
it continues to be the delight and solace of the

peasantry whom it describes."—pp. 344—346.

We think the merits of Akenside under-

rated, atid those of Churchill exaggerated :

But ^ve have foimd no passage in which the

amiable but equitable and reasonable indulg-
ence of Mr. Campbell's mind is so conspicu-

ous, as in his account of Chatterton—and it

is no slight thing for a poet to have kept him-
self cool and temperate, on a theme which
has hurried so many inferior spirits into pas-
sion and extravagance.

"When we conceive," says Mr. C, "the in-

spired boy traiisj)orting
himself in imagination back

to the days of his iictiiious Rowley, emliodying his

ideal character, and giving to airy noihing a
'

Tocal

habiiatiou and a name,' we may forget the im-

postor in the enthusiast, and forgive the lalsehood
of his reverie for its beauty and ingenuity. One
of his companions has described the air of rapture
and inspiration with which he used to repeat his

passages from Rowley, and the delight which he
took to conrcmplaie the church of St. Mary Red-
clifTe, while it awoke the associations of antiquity
in his romaniic mind. There was one spot in

particular, full in view of the church, where he
would often lay himself down, and fix his eyes, as
it were, in a trance. On Sundays, as long as day-
light lasted, he would walk alone in the country
around Bristol, taking drawings of churches, or
other objects that struck his imagination."

During the few months ot his existence in

London, his letters to his mother and sister, which
were always accompanied with presents, expressed
ihe most joyous aniicipalions. Bui suddenly all

the flush of his gay hopes and busy project.<! ler

ininaied in despair. The particular cau.-es wliich
led to his catastrophe have not been distinctly
traced. [lis own descriptions of his prospects
are but little to be trusted

;
for while apparently

exchanging his shadowy visions of Rowley for the
real adventures of life, he was still moving under
the spell of an imagination that saw every thing in

exaggerated colours. Out of this dream he was
at length awakened, when he found that he had
miscalculated the chances of patronage and the

profits of literary labour.

"The heart which can peruse the fate of Chat-
terton without being moved, is little to be envied
for its tranquillity ; but the intellects of those men
must be as deficient as their hearts are uncharitable,
who, confounding all shades of moral distinction,
have ranked his literary fiction of Rowley in the

same class of critnes with pecuniary forgery ; and
have calculated that if he had not died by his own
hand he would have probably etided his days upon
a gallows ! This disgusting sentence has been

pronounced upon a youth who was exemplary for

severe study, temperance, and natural afli-ction.

His Rowleian forgery must indeed be pronounced
iiTiproper by the general law which condemns all

serious and deliberate falsifications; but it deprived
no man of his fame; it had no sacrilegious interfer-

ence with the memory of departed genius ; it had

not, like Lauder's imposture, any malignant motive
to rob a party, or a country, of a name which was
its pride and ornament.

"
Setting aside the opinion of those uncharitable

biographers, whose imaginations have conducted
him to the gibbet, it may be owned that his un-
formed character exhibited strong and conflicting
elements of good and evil. Even the momentary
project of the infidel boy to become a Methodist

preacher, betrays an obliquity of design and a con-

tempt of human credulity that is not very amiable.
But had he been spared, his pride and ambition
would probably have come to flow in their proper
channels. His understanding would have taught
hitn the practical value of truth atid the dignity of
virtue, and he would have despised artifice, when
he had felt the strength and security of wisdom.
In estimating the promises of his genius, I would
rather lean to the utmost enthusiasm of his admir-
ers, than to the cold opinion of those who are afraid

of being blinded to the defects of the poems attrib-

uted to Rowley, by the veil of obsolete phraseology
which is thrown over them.
"The iiieijualiiy of Chatterton's various pro-

ductions may be compared to the disproportions of
the ungrown giant. His works h;id noiliing of the
definite neatness of that precocious talent which
slops short in early maturity. His thirst lor know-
ledge was that of a being taught by instinct to lay

up materials for the exercise of great and unde-

veloped powers. Even in his favourite maxim,
pushed it miuht be to hyperbole, that a man by
abstinence and perseverance might accomplish
whatever he pleased, may be traced the indications

of a genius which nature had meant to achieve works
of immortality. Tasso alone can be compared to him
as a juvenile prodigy. No English poet ever equal-
led him at the same age."

—Vol. vi. pp. 150—162.

The account of Gray is excellent, and that

of Goldsmith delightful. We can aflord to

give but an inconsiderable part of it.

" Goldsmith's poetry enjoys a calm and steady
popularity. It inspires us, indeed, with no admira-
tion of daring design, or of fertile invention

; but it

presents, wiihin its narrow liiniis, a distinct and un-
broken view of poetical delightfulness. His descrip-
tions and sentiments have the pure zest of nature.

He is refined without fiilse delicacy, and correct

without insipidity. Perhaps there is an inulleclua]

composure in his manner, which may, in some pas*

sages, be said to approach to the reserved and pro
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Baic ; but he unbends from this graver strain of

reflection, to tenderness, and even to playfuhiess,
with an ease and grace ahnost exchisively liis own :

nnd connects extensive views of the happiness and
interests ot society, with pictures of hie, that touch
the heart by their farniharity. His language is cer-

tainly simple, though it is not cast in a rugged or
careless mould. He is no disciple of the gaunt and
famished school of simplicity. Deliberately as he

wrote, he cannot be accused of wanting natural and
idiomatic expression ; but still it is select and re-

fined expression. He uses the ornaments which
must always distinguish true poetry from prose;
and when he adopts colloquial plaiimess, it is with
the utmost care and skill, to avoid a vulgar humility.
There is more of this elegant simpliciiy, of this

chaste economy and choice of words, in Goldsmith,
than in any modern poet, or perhaps than would he
attainable or desirable as a standard for every writer

of rhyme. In extensive narrative poems such a

Btyle would be too difficult. There is a noble pro-

priety even in the careless strength of great poems
as in the roughness of castle walls; and. generally
speaking, where there is a long course of story, or

observation of life to be pursued, such exquisite
touches as those of Goldsmith would be too costly
materials for sustaining it. The tendency towards
abstracted observation in his poetry agrees peculiarly
with the compendious form of expression which he

studied; whilst the homefelt joys, on which his

fancy loved to repose, required at once the chastest
and sweetest colours of language, to make them
harmonize with the dignity of a philosophical poem.
His whole manner has a still depth of feeling and
reflection, which gives back the image of nature
unruffled and minutely. He has no redundant

thoughts, or false transports; but seems on every
occasion to have weighed the impulse to which he
surrendered himself. Whatever ardour or casual
felicities he may have thus sacrificed, he gained a

high degree of purity and self-possession. His
chaste pathos makes him an insinuating moralist;
and throws a chnrm of Claude-like softness over his

descriptions of homely ohjecis, that would seem
only fit to be the subjects of Dutch painting. But
his quiet enthusiasm leads the afl'ections to humble

things without a vulgar association ; and he inspires
us with a fondness to trace the simplest recollections

of Auburn, till we count the furniture of its ale-

house, and listen to the 'varnished clock that

clicked behind the door.' "—pp. 261—263.

There is too much of Wilham Whitehead,
and almost too much of Richard Glover,

—and
a great deal too much of Amhurst Selden,

Bramstou, and JNIeston. Indeed the ne quid
nimis seems to have been more forgotten by
the learned editor in the last, than in any of

the other volumes. Yet there is by no means
too much wf Burns, or Cowper, or even of the

Wartons. The abstract of Burns' life is beau-
tiful

;
and we are most billing to acknowledge

that the defence of the poet, against some of -

the seventies of this Journal, is substantially
successful. No one who reads all that we
have written of Burns, will doubt of the sin-

cerity of our admiration for his genius, or of

the depth of our veneration and sympathy for

his lofty character and his untimely fate.

We still think he had a vulgar taste in letter-

writing; and too frequently patronized the

belief of a connection between licentious in-

dulgences atid generosity of character. But,
on looking back on what we have said on
these subjects, we are sensible that we have

expressed ourselves with too much bitter-

ness, and made the words of our censure far

more comprehensive than our meaning. A
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-c'ertain tone of exaggeration is incident, we
fear, to the sort of writing in which we are

engaged. Reckoning a little too much, per-
haps, on the dulness of our readers, ue are
often led, uncon.'^ciously, to overstate oc.r

sentiments, in order to make them under-
, stood; and, Avhere a little controversial

I

warmth is added to a little love of
efTect,

I

an excess of colouring is apt to steal over

I

the canvass which ultimately offends no
I eye so much as our own. We gladly make
this expiation to the shade of our illustrious

countryman.
In his observations on Joseph Warton, Mr.

C. resumes the controversy about the poetical
character of Pope, upon v.-hich he had entered
at the close of his Essay ;

and as to which
we hope to have some other opportunity of

giving our opinions. At present, however, we
must hasten to a conclusion

;
and shall make

our last extracts from the notice of Cowper,
which is drawn up on somewhat of a larger
scale than any other in the work. The ab-
stract of his life is given with great tenderness
and beauty, and with considerable fulness of
detail. But the remarks on his poetry are the
most precious,

—and are all that we have now
room to borrow.

" The nature of Cow'per's works makes us

peculiarly identify the poet and the man in perusing
them. As an individual, he was retired and weaned
from the vanities of the world ; and, as an original
writer, he left the ambitious and luxuriant subjects
of fiction and passion, for those of real life and sim-

ple nature, and for the development of his own
earnest feelings, in behalf of moral and religious
truth. His language has such a masculine idiom-
atic strength, and his manner, whether he rises

into grace or falls into neiiligence, has so much
plain and familiar freedom, that we read no poetry
« ith a deeper conviction of its sentiments having
come from the author's heart

;
and of the enthu-

siasm, in whatever he describes, having been un-

feigned and unexaggera:ed. He impresses us with
the idea of a being, whose fine spirit had been long
enough in the mixed society of the world to be

polished by its intercourse, and yet withdrawn so
soon as to retain an unworldly degree of purity and

simplicity. He was advanced in years before he
became an author; but his compositions display a
tenderness of feeling so youthfully preserved, and
even a vein ofhumour so far from being extinguished
by his ascetic habits, that we can scarcely regret his

not having written them at an earlier period of life.

For he blends the determination of age with an

exquisite and ingenuous sensibility; and though he

sports very much with his subjects, yet, when he is

in earnest, there is a gravity of long-felt conviction
in his sentiments, which gives an uncommon ripe-
ness of character to his poetry."

It is due to Cowper to fix our regard on this

unaffectedness and authenticity of his works, con-
sidered as representations of himself, because ho
furrns a striking instance of genius writing the his-

tory of its own secluded feelings, reflections, and

enjoyments, in a shape so interesiing as to engage
the imagination like a work of fiction. He has in-

vented no character in fable, nor in the drama ; but
he has left a record of his own character, which
forms not only an object of deep sympaihy, but a

subject fcr .'1-e study of human nature. His verse
it is true, considered as such a record, abounds with

opposite traits of severity and gentleness, of play-
fulness and superstition, of solemnity and ninth,
which appear almost anomalous ;

and there .s, un-

doubtedly, sometimes an air of moody versatility in

the extreme contrasts of his feehngs. But looking
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to his poetry as an entire s/ructure, it has a massive
air of sinceiily. It is Ibiindi-'d in siendfast princi-

ples ot belief; and, if we may prolong ilie ardii-

teciural meiapiior, ilionu:li its arciies may l)e soine-

tinu's gloomy, iis iraceiy sporiive, and iis lights and

shadows groiesquely crossed, yet altogether it still

forms a vast, various, and interesting monutneiii ol

the builder's mind. Young's works are as devout,
as satirical, sometimes as merry, as those of Cow-

per; and, undoubtedly, more witty. But the melan-

choly and wit ol Y"in)g do not make up to us the

idea of a conceivable or natural being. He has

eketched in his jjages the ingenious, but incongruous
form of a fictitious mind—Cowper's soul speaks
from his voUiines."
"
Considering the tenor and circumstances of his

life, it is not much to be wondered at, that some

asperities and peculiarities should have adhered to the

Strong stem of his genius, like the moss and fungus
that cling to sotne noble oak of the forest, amidst the

damps of its unsunned retirement. It is more sur-

prising that he preserved, in such seclusion, so much
genuine pt)wer of coiriic observation. There is much
ol" the full distinctness of Thenphrastus, and of the

nervous and concise spirit of La Bruyere, in his

piece entitled
'

Conversation,' with a cast of humour
superadded, which is peculiarly English, and not to

be found out of England."
—Vol. vii. pp. 357, 358.

Of his greatest workj The Task, he after-

wards observes,

" His whimsical outset in a work, where he

promises so little and pertbrms so much, may be

advantageously contrasted with those tnagnificent
commencement of poems, which pledge both the

reader and the writer, in good earnest, to a task.

Cowper's poem, on the contrary, is like a river,

which rises from a playful little fnnntain, and

gathers beauty and magnitude as it proceeds. He
leads us abroad into his daily walks; he exhibits

the landscapes which he was accustomed to con-

template, and the trains of thought in which he

habitually indulged. No attempt is made to in-

terest us in legendary fictions, or historical recol-

lections connected wiili the ground over which he

expatiates; all is plaitmess and reality: But we
instantly recognise the true poet, in the clearness,

sweetness, and fidelity of his scenic draughts; in

his power of Jiiving novelty to what is cumnion
;

and in the high relish, the exquisite enjoyment of

rural sig its and sounds, which he communicates
to the spirit.

' His eyes drink the rivers with de-

hght.' He excites an idea, that almost amounts to

sensation, of the freshness and delight of a rural

walk, even when he leads us to the wasteful com-
mon, which

'

Overgrown with fern, and rough
With prickly gorse, that, shapeless and detbrrn'd.
And dang'rnus to the touch, has yet its bloom,
And decks itself with ornaments of gold.
Yields no unpleasins ramble. There the turf

Smells fresh, and, rich in odoril'rous herbs
And fungous fruits of earth, regales the sense
With luxuries of unexpected sweets.'

" His rural prospects have far less variety and

compass than those of Thomson ; but his graphic
touches are more close and minute ; not that

Thomson was either deficient or undelightful in

circumstantial traits of the beauty of nature, but
he looked to her as a whole more th^n Cowper.
His genius was more excursive and philosophical.
The poet of Olney, on the contrary, regarded
human philosophy wnih something of theohigical

contempt. To liis eye, the great and little things
of this world were levelled into an equality, by his

recollection of the power and purposes of Him
who made them. They are, in his view, only as

toys spread on the lap and carpet of nature, for

this childhood of our immirtal being. This reli-

gious indi.Terence to the world is far, indeed, from

blunting hi<i sensibility to the genuine and simple

beauties of creation ; but it gives his taste a <!on«

tentment and fellowship with humble things. It

makes him (;arele,ss of selecting and reiining his
views ol nature beyond their actual tippearances.
He contemplated the face of plain rural English
life, in moments of leisure and sensibility, till its

miiuitest features were imjiressed upon iiis fancy ;

and he sought not to embellish what he loved.
Hence his landscapes have less of the ideally beau-
tiful than Thomson's; but they have an unrivalled
charm of truth and reality." He is one of the few poets, who have indulged
neither in descriptions nor acknowledgments of
the passion of love

; but there is no poet w ho has

given us a finer conception of the amenity of
female influence. Of all the verses that have been
ever devoted to the subject of domestic hiippinese,
those in his winter evening, at the opening of the
fourth book of The Task, are perhaps the most
beautiful. In perusing that scene of '

intimate de-

lights,' 'fireside enjoyments,' and 'home-born
happiness,' we seem to recover a part oi the for-

gotten value of existence
; when we recognise tha

means of its blessedness so widely dispensed, and
so cheaply attainable, and find them susceptible
of description at once so enchanting and so faithful.
"
Though the scenes of The Task are laid in

retirement, the poem affords an amusing perspec-
tive of human affairs. Remote as the poet wm
from the stir of the great Babel, from the

'

con-

fuses soiius TJrhis, et illcBlahile murmur,' he glances
at most of the subjects of public interest whicl^

engaged the attention of his contemporaries. On
those subjects, it is but faint praise to say that ha

espoused the side of justice and humanity. Abund-
ance of mediocrity of talent is to be found on the
same side, rather injining than promoting the

cause, by its officious declamation. But nothing
can be further from the stale commonplace and
cuckooism of sentiment, than the philanihropia

eloquence of Cowper—he speaks
'

like one having
auihorily.' Society is his debtor. Poetical expo-
sitions of the horrors of slavery may, indeed, seem
very unlikely agents in contributins to destroy it;
and it is possible that the roost refined planter in

with neither shame
image in the pages

the West Indies, may look

nor compunction on his own
of (Cowper. But such appeals to the heart of the

community are not lost ! They fix themselves

silently in the popular memory ; and they become,
at last, a part of that public opinion, which must,
sooner or later, wrench the lash from the hand of
the oppressor."

—
pp.359

—364.

But we must now break away at once from
this delightful occupation; and take our final

farewell of a work, in which, what is original,
is scarcely less valuable than a\ hat is repub-
lished, and in which the genius of a living
Poet has shed a fresh grace over the ftiding

glories of so many of his departed brothers.

We wish somebocly would continue the work,
by furnishing us with Specimens of our Living
Poets. It would be more difficult, to be sure,
and more dangerous; but. in some respects,
it would also be more useful. The beauties

of the unequal and voluminous -writers would
be more conspicuous in a selection

;
and the

different styles and schools of poetry would
be brought into fairer and nearer teims of

comparison, by the mere juxtaposition of their

best productions ;
while a better and clearer

view would be obtained, both of the cenerai

progress and apparent tendencies of the art,

than can easily be gathered from the separate

study of each important production. The
mind of the critic, too, would be at once en-

lightened and tranquillized by the very grpat-
ness of the horizon thus subjected to his
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survey ;
and ho mouiJ probably regard, both

with loss enthusiasm and less ofTence, those

contrasted and compensating beauties and

defects, when presented together, and as it

were in combination, than he can ever do
when they come upon him in distinct masses,
ana without the relief and softening of so va-

ried an assemblage. On the other hantl, it

cannot be dissembled, that sucli a work would
be very trying to the unhappy editor's pro-

phetic reputation, as well as to his imparti-

ality and temper ;
and would, at all events,

subject him to the most furious imputationa
of unfairness and malignity. In point of

courage and candour, we do not know any-
body who would do it much better than
ourselves! And if Mr. Campbell could

only impart to us a fair share of his ele-

gance, nis fine perceptions, and his con-

ciseness, we should like nothing better Inan
to suspend, for a while, these perioilical lu-

cubrations, and furnish out a gallery of Liv-

ing Bards, to match this exliibilion of the

Departed.

(^uguat, 1811.)

The Dramatic Works 0/ John Ford; with an Introduction and Explanatory Notes.

Weber, Esq. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 950. Edinburgh and London: ISH.
By Henbt

All true lovers of English poetry have
been long in love with the dramatists of

the time of Elizabeth and James; and
must have been sensibly comforted by their

late restoration to some degree of favour

and notoriety. If there was any good rea-

son, indeed, to believe that the notice which

they have recently attracted proceeded from

any thing but that indiscriminate rage for

editing and annotating by which the present
times are so happily distinguished, we should

be disposed to hail it as the most unequivocal

symptom of improvement in public taste that

has yet occurred to reward and animate our

labours. At all events, however, it gives us
a chance for such an improvement ; by placing
in the hands of many, who would not other-

wise have heard of them, some of those beau-
tiful performances which we have always
regarded as among the most pleasing and
characteristic productions of our native genius.

Ford certainly is not the best of those ne-

glected writers,
—nor Mr. Weber by any means

the best of their recent editors : But we cannot

resist the opportunity which this publication
seems to afford, of saying a word or two of a

class of writers, whom we have long wor-

shipped in secret with a sort of idolatrous

veneration, and now find once more brought
forward as candidates for public applause.
The sera to which they belong, indeed, has

always appeared to us by far the brightest in

the history of English literature,
—or indeed

of human intellect and capacity. There
never was, any where, any thing like the

sixty or seventy years that elapsed from the

middle of Elizabeth's reipn to the period of

the Restoration. In point of real force nnd

originality of genius, neither the age of Peri-

cles, nor the age of Augustus, nor the times

of Leo X., nor of Louis XIV., can come at all

into comparison : For, in that short period.
we shall find the names of almost all the

very great men that this nation has ever

produced,
—the names of Shakespeare, ami

t?acon, and Spenser, and Sydney.— and
Hooker, and Taylor, and Barrow, and Raleigh,

—and Napier, and Milton, and Cudworth,
and Hobbes, and many others

;

—men, all 01

them, not merely of great talents and ac-

complishments, but of vast compass and
reach of understanding, and of minds truly
creative and original ;

—not perfecting art by
the delicacy of their taste, or digesting know-

ledge by the justness of their reasonings ;
but

making vast and substantial additions to the

materials upon which taste and reason must
hereafter be employed,

—and enlarging, to an
incredible and unparalleled extent, both the

stores and the resources of the human lacul

ties.

Whether the brisk concussion which was

given to men's minds by the force of the

Reformation had much effect in producing
this sudden development of British genius,
we cannot undertake to determine. For our

own part, we should be rather inclined to

hold, that the Reform;ition itself was but one

s^'mptom or effect of that great spirit of pro-

gression and improvement which had been
set in operation by deeper and more general

causes; and which afterwards blossomed out

into this splendid harvest of authorr^hip. But
whatever may have been the causes that

determined the appearance of those great

work.'*, the fact is certain, not only that they

appeared together in great numbers, but that

they possessed a common character, which,
in spite of the great diversity of their sub-

jects and designs, would have made them be
classed together as the works of the same
order or description of men, even if they had

appeared at the most distant intervals of

time. They are the works of Giants, in

short,
— and of Giants of one nation and

family:
—and their characteristics are, great

force, boldness, and originality; together with

a certain raciness of English peculiarity,
which distinguishes them from all those per-
formances that have since been prwluced

among ourselves, upon a more vague and

general idea of European excellence. Their

sudden appearance, indeed, in all this fplen-

dour of native luxuriance, can only be com
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pared to what happens on the breaking up of

a virgin soil,
—where all the indigenous plants

sprinp: up at once with a rank and irrepressi-

ble icrtility, and display whatever is peculiar
or excellent in their nature, on a scale the

most conspicuous and niagnilicent. The crops
are not indeed so clean, as where a more
exhausted mould has been stimulated by
Bystematic cultivation

;
nor so profitable, as

where their quality has been varied by a

judicious admixture of exotics, and accom-
modated to the demands of the universe by
the combinations of an unlimited trade. But

to those whose chief object of admiration is

the living power and energy of vegetation,
and who take delight in contemplating the

various forms of her unforced and natural

perfection, no spectacle can be more rich,

splendid^ or attractive.

In the times of which we are speaking,
classical learning, though it had made great

progress, had by no means become an exclu-

sive study; and the ancients had not yet
been permitted to subdue men's minds to a

sense of hopeless inferiority, or to condemn
the moderns to the lot of humble imitators.

They were resorted to, rather to furnish ma-
terials and occasional ornaments, than as

models for the general style of composition ;

and, while they enriched the imagination, and

Visensibly improved the taste of their suc-

cessors, they did not at all restrain their free-

dom, or impair their originality. No common
standard had yet been erected, to which all

the works of JEuropean genius were required
to conform

;
and no general authority was

acknowledged, by which all private or local

ideas of excellence must submit to be cor-

rected. Both readers and authors were com-

paratively few in immber. The former were

infinitely less critical and difficult than they
have since become; and the latter, if they
were not less solicitous about fame, were at

least much less jealous and timid as to the

hazards which attended its pursuit. Men,
indeed, seldom took to writing in those days,
unless they had a great deal of matter to

communicate
;

ajid neither imagined that

they could make a reputation by delivering

commonplaces in an elegant manner, or that

the substantial value of their sentiments

would be disregarded for a little rudeness or

negligence in the finishing They were

habituated, therefore, both to depend upon
their own resources, and to draw upon them
without fear or anxiety; and followed the

dictates of their own taste and judgment,
without standing much in awe of the ancients,
of their readers, or of each other.

The acliievements of Bacon, and those who
set free our understandings from the shackles

of Papal and of tyrannical imposition, afford

sufficient evidence of the benefit which re-

sulted to the reasoning faculties from this

happy independence of the first great wri-

ters of this nation. But its advantages w^ere,

if possible, still more conspicuous in the mere

literary character of their productions. The

quantity of bright thoughts, of original images,
and splendid expressionSj which they poured

forth upon every occasion, and by which they
illuminated and adorned the darkest and most

rugged topics to which they had happened to

turn themselves, is such as has never been

equalled in any other age or country; and

places them at least as high, in
point

of

fancy and imagination, as of force ot reason,
or comprehensiveness of understanding. In

this highest and most comprehensive sense
of the word, a great proportion of the writers

we have alluded to were Poets : and, without

going to those who composed in metre, and

chielly for purposes of delight, we will ven-

ture to assert, that there is in any one of the

prose folios of Jeremy Taylor more fine fancy
and original imagery

—more brilliant concep-
tions and glowing expressions

—more new
figures, and new applications of old figures

—
more, in short, of the body and the soul of

poetry, than in all the odes and the epics that

have since been produced in Europe. There
are large portions of Barrow, and of Hooker
and Bacon, of which we may say nearly as

much : nor can any one have a tolerably ade-

quate idea of the riches of our language and
our native genius, who has not made himself

acquainted with the prose writers, as well as

the poets, of this memorable period.
The civil wars, and the fanaticism by which

they w'ere fostered, checked all this fine bloom
of the imagination, and gave a difTerent and
less attractive character to the energies which

they could not extinguish. Yet, those were
the times that matured and drew forth the

dark, but powerful genius of such men as

Cromwell, and Harrison, and Fleetwood, &c.—the milder and more generous enthusiasm
of Blake, and Hutchison, and Ham])den—
and the stirring and indefatigable spirit of

Pym, and Hollis, and Vane—and the chival-

rous and accomplished loyalty of Strafford and
Falkland

;
at the same time that they stimu-

lated and repaid the severer studies of Coke,
and Selden, and Milton. The Drama, how-

ever, was entirely destoyed, and has never

since regained its honours; and Poetry, in

general, lost its ease, and its majesty and

force, along with its copiousness and origi-

nality.
Tlie Kestoration made things still worse:

for it broke down the barriers of our literary

independence, and reduced us to a province
of the great republic of Europe. The genius
and fancy which lingered through the usur-

pation, though soured and blighted by the

severities of that inclement season, were still

genuine English genius and fancy; and
owned no allegiance to any foreign authori-

ties. But the Restoration brought in a French

taste upon us, and what was called a classical

and a poUte taste; and the wings of our Eng-
lish Muses were clipped and trimmed, and
their flights regulated at the expense of aE
that was peculiar, and much of what was

brightest in their beauty. The King and his

courtiers, during their long exile, had of course

imbibed the taste of their protectors; and,
coniinu' from the gay court of France, with

something of that additional profligacy that

belonged to their outcast and adventurer
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character, were likely enough to be revolted

by the peculiarities, and by the very excel-

lences, of our native

and sublime tone of

peared to them dull,
and the fine play of

strained fancy, mere
while their frequent .

iterature. The grand
our greater poets, ap-

morose, and gloomy;
their rich and unre-

childishness and folly :

apses and perpetual ir-

regularity were set down as clear indications

of barbarity and ignorance. Such sentiments,
too, were natural, we must admit, for a few

dissipated and witty men, accustomed all

their days to the regulated splendour of a
court—to the gay and heartless gallantry of

French manners—and to the imposing pomp
and brilliant regularity of French poetry.

But, it may appear somewhat more unac-
countable that they should have been able to

impose their sentiments upon the great body
of the nation. A court, indeed, never has so

much influence as at the moment of a resto-

ration : but the influence of an English court

has been but rarely discernible in the litera-

ture of the country ;
and had it not been for

the peculiar circumstances in which the nation

was then placed, we believe it would have
resisted this attempt to naturalise foreign no-

tions, as sturdily as it was done on almost

every other occasion.

At this particular moment, however, the

native literature of the country had been sunk
into a very low and feeble state by the rigours
of the usurpation,

—the best of its recent

models laboured under the reproach of re-

publicanism,
—and the courtiers were not only

disposed to see all its peculiarities with an

eye of scorn and aversion, but had even a

good deal to say in favour of that very oppo-
site style to vvhich they had been habituated.

It was a witty, and a grand, and a splendid

style. It showed more scholarship and art,

than the luxuriant negligence of the old

English school
;
and was not only free from

many of its hazards and some of its faults,
but possessed merits of its own, of a charac-

ter more likely to please those who had then
the power of conferring celebrity, or con-

demning to derision. Then it was a style
which it was peculiarly easy to justify by
argument ;

and in support of which great
authorities, as well as imposing reasons, were

always ready to be produced. It came upon
us with the air and the pretension of being the

style of cultivated Europe, and a true copy
of the style of polished antiquity. England.
on the other hand, had had but little inter-

course with the rest of the world for a con-

siderable period of time : Her langxiage was
not at all studied on the Continent, and her
native authors had not been taken into account
in forming those ideal standards of excellence
which had been recently constructed in France
and Italy upon the authority of the Roman
classics, and of their own most celebrated

writers. When the comparison came to be

made, therefore, it is easy to imagine that it

should generally be thought to be very much
to our disadvantage, and to understand how
the great multitude, even among ourselves,
fihould be dazzled with the pretensions of the

fashionable style of writing, and actually feel

ashamed of their own richer and more varied

productions.
It would greatly exceed our limits to de-

scribe accurately the particulars in which
this new Continental style differed from our
old insular one : But, for our present purpose,
it may be enough peihajjs to say. that it was
more worldly, and more lownish,—holding
more of reason, and ridicule, and authority

—
more elaborate and more assuming—address-

ed more to the judgTnent than to the feelings,
and somewhat ostentatiou.s]y accommodateu
to the habits, or supposed habits, of persons
in fashionable life. Instead of tenderness and

fancy, we had satire and sophistry
—artificial

declamation, in place of the spontaneous ani-

mation of genius
—and for the universal lan-

guage of Shakespeare, the personalities, the

party politics, and the brutal obscenities of

Dryden. Nothing, indeed, can better charac-

terize the change which had taken place in

our national taste, than the alterations and
additions which this eminent person presumed—and thought it necessary

—to make on the

productions of Shakespeare and IMilton. The
heaviness, the coarseness, and the bombast
of that abominable travestie, in which he has
exhibited the Paradise Lost in the form of an

opera, and the atrocious indelicacy and com-

passionable stupidity of the new characters

with which he has polluted the enchanted
solitude of Miranda and Prospero in the

Tempest, are such instances of degeneracy
as we would be apt to impute rather to some
transient hallucination in the author himself,
than to the general prevalence of any sys-
tematic bad taste in the public, did we not

know that Wycherly and his coadjutors were
in the habit of converting the neglected dramas
of Beaumont and Fletcher into popular plays,

merely bv leaving out all the romantic sweet-

ness of their characters—turning their melo-

dious blank verse into vulgar prose
—and

aggravating the indelicacy of their lower

characters, by lending a more disgusting

indecency to the whole drainatis persona.

Dryden was, beyond all comparison, the

greatest poet of his own dayj and, endued
as he was with a vigorous and discursive

imagination, and ])ossessing a mastery ovei

his language which no later writer Has at-

tained, if he had known nothing of foreign

literature, and been left to form himself on

the models of Shakespeare, Spenser, and

Milton; or if he had lived in the country,
at a distance from the pollutions of courts,

factions, and playhouses, there is reason to,

tliiiik that he would have built up the pure]
and original school of English poetry so firmly,
as to have made it impossible for fashion, or

caprice, or prejudice of any sort, ever to have

rendered any other popular among our own
inhabitants. As it is, he has not written one

line that is pathetic, and very few that can

be considered as subhme.
- Addison, however, was the consummation
of this Continental style; and if it had not

been redeemed about" the same time by the

fine talents of Pope, would probably have so

2A
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far discredited
it,

as to have brought us back
to our orijiiial faith half a century ago. The
extreme caution, timidity, and (latiiess of this

author in his poetical compositions
—the nar-

rowness of his range in poetical sentiment

and iliction, and the utter want either of pas-
sion or of brilliancy, render it dilHcult to be-

lieve that he was born under the same sun

With Sh:ike8|ware, and wrote but a century
after him. His fame, at this day stands solely

upon the delicacy, the modest gaiety, and in-

genious purity of his prose style ;

—for the

occasional elegance and small ingtliuity of

his poems can never redeem the poverty
of their diction, and the tameness of their

conception. Pope has incomparably more

spirit and taste and animation : but Pope is a

satirist, and a moralist, and a wit. and a critic,

and a fine writer, much more than he is a

poet. He has all the delicacies and proprie-
ties and felicities of diction—but he has not a

great deal of fancy, and scarcely ever touches

any of the greater passions. He is much the

best, we think, of the classical Continental

school
;
but he is not to be compared with the

masters—nor with the pupils
—of that Old

English one from which there had been so

lamentable an apostacy. There are no pic-
tures of nature or of simple emotion in all his

writings. He is the poet of town life, and of

high life, and of literary life; and seems so

much afraid of incurring ridicule by the dis-

play of natural feeling or unregulated fancy,
that it is difficult not to imagine that he would
have thought such ridicule very well directed.

The best of what we copied from the Con-

tinental poets, on this desertion of our own

great originals, is to be found, perhaps, in the

lighter pieces of Prior. That tone of polite

raillery
—that airy, rapid, picturesque narra-

tive, mixed up with wit and naivete—that

style, in short, of good conversation concentra-

ted into flowing and polished verses, was not

within the vein of our native poets ;
and prob-

ably never would have been known among
us, if we had been left to our own resources.

It is lamentable that this, which alone was
worth borrowing, is the only thing wh'ch has

liot been retained. The tales and little apol-

ogues of Prior are still the only examples of

ihis style in our language.
With the wits of Queen Anne this foreign

school attained the summit of its reputation;
and has ever since, we think, been declining,

though by slow and almost imperceptible

gradations. Thomson was the first writer of-

any eminence who seceded from
it,

and made
some steps back to the force and animation
of our original poetry. Thomson, however,
was educated in Scotland, where the new-

style, we believe, had not yet become famil-

iar
;
and lived, for a long time, a retired and

unambitious life, with very little intercourse

with those who gave the tone in literature at

the period of his first appearance. Thomson, |

accordingly, has always been popular with a
\

much wider circle of renders, than either
,

Pope or Addison
; and, in spite of consid- i

erable vulgarity and signal cumbrousness
of diction, has drawn, even from the fas-,

tidious, a much deeper and more heartfelt

admiration.

Young exhibits, we think, a curious com-

bination, or contrast rather, of the two styles
of which we have been speaking. Though
incapable either of tenderness or passion, he
had a richness and activity of fancy that be-

longed rather to the days of James and Eliza-

beth, than to those of George and Anne :
—

But then, instead of indulging it,
if? the older

writers would have done, in easy and playful

inventions^ in splendid descriptions, or glow-
ing illustrations, he was led, by the restraints

and established taste of his age. to work it up
into strange and fantastical epigrams, or into

cold and revolting hyperboles. Instead of

letting it flow gracefully on, in an easy and

sparkling current, he perpetually forces it out

in jets, or makes it stagnate in formal canals
;

and thinking it necessary to write like Pope,
when the bent of his genius led him rather

to copy what was best in Cowley and most
fantastic in Shakespeare, he has produced
something which excites wonder instead of

admiration, and is felt by every one to be at

once ingenious, incongruous, and unnatural.

After Young, there was a plentiful lack of

poetical talent, down to a period comparatively
recent. Akenside and Gray, indeed, in the

interval, discovered a new way of imitating
the ancients

;

—and Collins and Goldsmith pro-
duced some small specimens of exquisite and

original poetry. At last, Cowper threw off the

whole trammels of French criticism and arti-

ficial refinement
; and, setting at defiance all

the imaginary requisites of poetical diction

and classical imagery—dignity of style, and

politeness of phraseology
—ventured to write

again with the lorce and the freedom which
had characterised the old school of English

literature, and been so unhappily sagrificed,

upwards of a century before. Cowper had

many faults, and some radical deficiencies
j—but this atoned for all. There was some-

thing so dehghtfully refreshing, in seeing
natural phrases and natural images again dis-

playing their unforced graces, and waving
their unpruned heads in the enchanted gar-
dens of poetry, that no one complaineil of the

taste displayed in the selection;
—and Cow-

fter is, and is likely to continue, the most

popular of all who have written for the present
or the last generation.

Of the poets who have come after him, we
cannot, indeed, say that they have attached

themselves to the school of Pope and Addi-

son
;
or that they have even failed to show a

much stronger predilection for the native beau-

ties of their great predecessors. Southey,
and Wordsworth, and Coleridge, and Miss

Baillie, have all of them copied the manner
of our older poets ; and, along with this indi-

cation of good taste, have given great proofs
of original genius. The misfortune is, that

their copies of those great originals are liable

to the charge of extreme affectation. They
do not write ?s those great poets would have

written : they merely mimic their manner, and

ape their peculiarities;
—and consequently,

though they profess to imitate the freest and
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most careless of all versifiers, their style is

more remarkably and offensively artificial

than that of any other class of writers. They
have mixed in, too, so much of the mawkish
tone of pastoral innocence and babyish sim-

plicity, with a sort of pedantic emphasis and
ostentatious glitter, that it is difficult not to

be disgusted with their perversity, and with
the solemn self-complacency, and keen and
vindictive jealousy, with which they have put
in their claims on public admiration. But we
have said enough elsewhere of the faults of

those authors; and shall only add, at present,

that, notwilhstanding all these faults, there is

a fertility and a force, a warmth of feeling
and an exaltation of imagination about them,
which classes them, in our estimation, with
a much higher order of poets than the fol-

lowers of Dryden and Addison ; and justifies
an anxiety for their fame, in all the admirers
of Milton and Shakespeare.
Of Scott, or of Campbell, we need scarcely

say any thing, with reference to our present

object, after the very copious accounts we
have given of them on former occasions. The
former professes to copy something a good
deal older than what we consider as the golden

age of English poetry,
—

and, in reality, has

copied every style, ancl borrowed from every
manner that has prevailed, from the times of

Chaucer to his own:—illuminating and unit-

ing, if not hamionizing them all, by a force

of colouring, and a rapidity of succession,
which is not to be met with in any of his

many models. The latter, we think, can

scarcely be said to have copied his pathos, or

his energy, from any models whatever, either

recent or early. The exquisite harmony of

his versification is elaborated, perhaps, from
the Castle of Indolence of Thomson, and the

serious pieces of Goldsmith;—and it seems
to be his misfortune, not to be able to reconcile

himself to any thing which he cannot reduce
within the limits of this elaborate harmony.
This extreme fastidiousness, and the limita-

tion of his efforts to themes of unbroken ten-

derness or sublimity, distinguish him from the

careless, prolific, and miscellaneous authors

of our primitive poetry ;

—while the enchant-

ing softness of h's pathetic passages, and the

power and originality of his more sublime

conceptions, place him at a still crreater dis-

tance from the wits, as they truly called

themselves, of Charles II. and Queen Anne.
We do not know what other apology to

bflfer for this hasty, and, we fear, tedious

sketch of the history of our poetry, but that

it appeared to us to be necessary, in order to

explain the peculiar merit of that class of

writers to which the author before us belongs ;

and that it will very greatly shorten what we
have still to say on the characteristics of our

older dramatists. An opinion prevails very
generally on the Continent, and with foreign-
bred scholars among ourselves, that our na-

tional taste has been cornipted chiefly by our

idolatry of Shakespeare ;

—and that it is our

patriotic and traditional admiration of that

singular writer, that reconciles us to the mon-
Ji^rous compound of faults and beauties that

occur in his performances, and must to all

impartial judges appear quite absurd and
unnatural. Before entering upon the charac-

tter of a contemporary dramatist, it was of
some importance, therefore, to show that
there was a distinct, original, and independent
school of literature in England in the time of

Shakespeare; to the general tone of whose
productions his works were sufHciently con-

formable
;
and that it was owing to circum-

stances in a great measure accidental, that this

native school was superseded about the time
of the Restoration, and a foreign standard of ex-

cellence intruded on us. not in the drama only,
but in every other department of poetry. This
new style of composition, however, though
adorned and recommended by the splendid
talents of many of its followers, ^^as never

perfectly naturalised, we think, iii this coun-

try; and has ceased, in a great measure, to

be cultivated by those who have lately aimed
with the greatest success at the higher hon-
ours of poetry. Our love of Shakespeare,
therefore, is not a vwnomania or solitary and
miaccountable infatuation

;
but is merely the

natural love which all men bear to those forms I

of excellence that are accommodated to their I

peculiar character, temperament, and situa-

tion
;
and which will alwaj's return, and assert

its power over their affections, long after

authority has lost its reverence, fashions been

anticjuated, and artificial tastes passed away.
In endeavouring, therefore, to bespeak some
share of favour for such of his contemporaries
as had fallen out of notice, during the preva-
lence of an imported literature, we conceive

that we are only enlarging that foundation of

native genius on which alone any lasting

superstructure can be raised, and invigorating
that deep-rooted stock upon which all the

perennial blossoms of our literature must still

be engrafted.
The notoriety of Shakespeare may seem to

make it superfluous to speak of the peculiari-
ties of those old dramatists, of Avhom he will

be admitted to be so worthy a representative.
Nor shall we venture to say any thing of the

confusion of their plots, the disorders of their

chronology, their contempt of the unities, or

their imperfect discrimination between the

provinces of Tragedy and Comedy. Yet there

are characteristics which the lovers of liiera-

ture may not be displeased to find enumerated,
and which may constitute no dishonourable

distinction for the whole fraternit)-, independ-
ent of the splendid talents and incommunica-
ble graces of their great chieftain.

Of the old English dramatists, then, in-

cluding under this name (besides Shake-

speare), Beaumont and Fletcher. Massinger,

Jonson, Ford, Shirley. Webster, Dekkar, Field,

and Rowley, it may be said, in general, that

they are more poetical, and more original in

their diction, than the dramatists of any other

age or country. Their scenes abound more

in varied images, and gratuitous excuisiona

of fancy. Their illu-strations, and figures of

speech, are more borrowed from rural life.

and from the simple occupations or universal

feelings of mankind. They are not confined
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to a certain range of dijjnified expressions,
nor restricted to a particular assoitmoiit of

imagery, beyond which it is not lawl'ul to look

for embeUishinetits. Let any one compare
the prodigious variety, and wide-ranging free-

dom of Shakespeare, with the narrow round

of flames, tempests, treasons, victims, and

tyrants, that scantily adorn the sententious

pomp of the French drama, and he will not

fail ,0 recognise the vast superiority of the

former, in the excitement of the imagination,
and all the diversities of poetical delight.
That very mixture of styles, of which the

French critics have so fastidiously complained,
forms, when not carried to any height of ex-

travagance, one of the greatest charms of our

ancient dramatists. It is equally sweet and
natural for personages toiling on the barren

heights, of life, to be occasionally recalled to

some vision of pastoral innocence and tran-

quillity, as for the victims or votaries of am-
bition to cast a glance of envy and agony on
the joys of humble content.

Those charming old writers, however, have
a still more striking peculiarity in their con-

duct of the dialogue. On the modern stage,

ever)' scene is visibly studied and digested

beforehand,
—and every thing from beginning

to end, whether it be description, or argument,
or vituperation, is very obviously and osten-

tatiously set forth in the most advantageous
light, and with all the decorations of the most
elaborate rhetoric. Now, for mere rhetoric,
and fine composition, this is very right;

—
but,

for an imitation of nature, it is not quite so

well : And however we may admire the skill

of the artist, we are not very likely to be
moved with any very lively sympathy in the

emotions of those very rhetorical interlocutors.

When we come to any important part of the

play, on the Continental or modern stage, we
are sure to have a most complete, formal,
and exhausting discussion of

it,
in long flourish-

ing orations;
—argument after argument pro-

pounded and answered with infinite ingenuity,
and topic after topic brought forward in well-

digested method, without any deviation that

the most industrious and practised pleader
would not approve of,

—till nothing more re-

mains to be said, and a new scene introduces

us to a new set of gladiators, as expert and

persevering as the former. It is exactly the

same when a story is to be told,
—a tyrant to

be bullied,
—or a princess to be wooed. On

the old English stage, however, the proceed-
ings were by no means so regular. There the
discussions always appear to be casual, and
the argument quite artless and disorderly.
The persons of the drama, in short, are made
to speak like men and women who meet
without preparation, in real life. Their rea-

sonings are perpetually broken by passion, or

left imperfect for want of skill. They con-

stantly wander from the point in hand, in the

most unbusinesslike manner in the world
;

—
and after hitting upon a topic that would afTord

a judicious playwright room for a magnificent
seesaw of pompous declamation, they have

generally the awkwardness to let it slip, as
if perfectly unconscious of its value

j
and uni-

j

formly leave the scene without exhausting
the controversy, or stating half the plausible

things for themselves that any ordinary ad-

visers might have suggested
—after a few

weeks' reflection. As specimens of eloquent

argumentation, we must admit the signal ir.-

leriority of our native favourites; but as true

copies of nature,
—as vehicles of passion, and

representations of character, we confess we
are tempted to give them the preference.
When a dramatist brings his chi(>f characters

on the stage, we readily admit that he must

give them something to say,
—and that this

something must be interesting and character-

istic;
—but he should recollect also, that they

are supposed to come there without having
anticipated all they were to hear, or medi-
tated on all they were to deliver; and that it

cannot be characteristic, therefore, because it

must be glaringly unnatural, that they should

proceed regularly through every possible view
of the subject, and exhaust, in set oider, the

whole magazine of reflections that can be

brought to bear upon their situation.

It would not be fair, however, to leave this

view of the .matter, without observing, that

this unsteadiness and irregularity of dialogue,
which gives such an air of nature to our older

plays, and keeps the curiosity and attention

so perpetually awake, is frequently carried to

a most blameable excess; and that, indepen-
dent of their passion for verbal quibbles, there

is an inequality and a capricious uncertainty
in the taste and judgment of these good old

writers, which excites at once our amazement
and our compassion. If it be true, that no
other man has ever written so finely as Shake-

speare has done in his happier passages, it ia

no less true that there is not a scribbler now
alive who could possibly write worse than h©
has sometimes written,

—who could, on occa^

sion, devise more contemptible ideas, or mis-

pkice them so abominably, by the side of suclu

incomparable excellence. That there werji

no critics, and no critical readers in those days,

appears to us but an imperfect solution of th*»

difficulty. He who could write so admirably,
must have been a critic to himself. Children.

indeed, may play with the most precioun.

gems, and the most worthless pebbles, with
out being aware of any difTerence in theii

value
;
but the fiery powers which are neces-

sary to the production of intellectual excel-

lence, must enable the possessor to recognise
it as excellence

;
and he who knows when he

succeeds, can scarcely be unconscious of his

failures. Unaccountable, however, as it
is,

the fact is certain, that almost all the dramatic

writers of this age appear to be alternately

inspired, and bereft of understanding; and

pass, apparently without being conscious of

the change, from the most beautiful displays
of genius to the most melancholy exemplifi-
cations of stupidity.
There is only one other peculiarity which

we shall notice in those ancient dramas; and

that is, the singular, though very beautiful

style, in which the greater part of them are

composed,
—a style which we think must be

felt as peculiar bj all whf peruse them, though
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it is by iio means easy to describe in what its

peculiarity consists. It is not. for the most

part^ a lofty or sonorous style,
—nor ran it be

said generally to be finical or affected,
—or

strained, quaint, or pedantic :
—But it is. at

the same time, a style full of turn and con-

trivance,
—with some little degree of constiaint

and involution.—very often characterised by
a studied briefness and simplicity of diction,

yet relieved by a certain indirect and figura-
tive cast of e.xpression,

—and almost always
coloured with a mode.st tinge of ingenuity,
and fashioned, rather too visibly, upon a par-
ticular model of elegance and purity. In

scenes of powerful passion, this sort of arti-

ficial prettiness is commonly shaken off; and.

in Shakespeare, it disappears under all his

forms of animation: But it sticks closer to

most of his contemporaries. In Massinger
(who has no passion), it is almost always dis-

cernable
) and, in the author before us, it gives

a peculiar tone to almost all the estimable

parts of his productions.
—It is now time, how-

ever, and more than time, that we should turn

to this author.

His biography will not detain us long ;
for

very little is known about him. He was born
in Devonshire, in 1586; and entered as a
student in the Middle Temple ;

wheie he

began to publish poetry, and probably to write

plays, soon after his twenty-first year. He
did not publish any of his dramatic works,

however, till 1629
;
and though he is supposed

to have written fourteen or fifteen pieces for

the theatres, only nine appear to have been

printed, or to have found their way down to

the present times. He is known to have
written in conjunction with Rowley and Dek-

kar, and is supposed to have died about 1640;—and this is the whole that the industry of

Mr. Weber, assisted by the researches of

Steevens and Malone, has been able to dis-

cover of this author.

It Avould be useless, and worse than use-

less, to give our readers an abstract of the

fable and management of each of the nine

plays contained in the volumes before us. A
very few brief remarks upon their general

ctiaracter, will form a sufficient introduction

to the extracts, by which we propose to let

our readers judge for themselves of the merits
of their execution. The comic parts are all

utterly bad. Wilh none of the richness of

Shakespeare's humour, the extravagant mer-
riment of Beaumont and Fletcher, or the

strong colouring of Ben Johnson, they are as

heavy and as indecent as those of Massinger,
and not more witty, though a little more va-

ried, than the buffooneries of Wycherley or

Dryden. Fortunately, however, the author's

merry vein is not displayed in very many
parts of his performances. His plots are not

very cunningly digested ; nor developed, for

the most part, by a train of probable incidents.

His characters are drawn rather with occa-

sional felicity, than with general sagacity and

judgment. Like those of Massinger, they are

very apt to startle the reader with sudden and

unexpected transformations, and to turn out,

in the latter half of the play, very differently
39

from what they promised to do in the begin-
ning. This kind of surprise has been repic-
.sented by some as a master-stroke of art in

the author, and a great merit in the perform-
ance. We have no doubt at all, however, that

it is to be ascribed merely to the writer's

carelessness, or change of purpose ;
and have

never failed to feel it a great blemish in every
serious piece where it occurs.

The author has not much of the oratorical

stateliness and imposing flow of Massinger ;

nor a great deal of the smooth and flexible

diction, the wandering fancy, and romantic
sweetness of Beaum.ont and Fletcher : and yet
he comes nearer to the.se quahtes than to any
of the distinguishing characteristics of Jonson
or Shakespeare. He excels most in represent-

ing the pride and gallantrj', and high-toned
honour of youth, and the enchanting softness,
or the mild and graceful magnanimity of fe-

male character. There is a certain melan-

choly air about his most striking representa-

tions; and, in the tender and afflicting pathetic,
he appears to us occasionally to be second

only to him who has never yet had an equal.
The greater part of every play, however, is

bad; and there is not one which does not

contain faults sufficient to justify the derision

even of those who are incapable of compre-
hending its contrasted beauties.

The diction we think for the most part
beautiful, and worthy of the inspired age
which produced it. That we may not be sus-

pected of misleading our readers by partial
and selected quotations, we shall lay before

them the very first sentence of the play which
stands first in this collection. The subject is

somewhat revolting; though managed with

great spirit, and, in the more dangerous parts,
with considerable dignity. A brother and
sister fall mutually in love with each other,

and abandon themselves, with a sort of splen-
did and perverted devotedness, to their in-

cestuous passion. The sister is afterwards

married, and their criminal intercourse de-

tected by hp.r husband,
—when the brother,

perceiving their destruction inevitable, first

kills her, and then throws himself upon the

sword of her injured husband. The play

opens with his attempting to justify his passion
to a holy friar, his tutor—wno thus addresi»e8

him.

"Friar. Dispute no more in liiis
; Wr knosr

yoting man,
These are no school points ; Nice philosophy
Mav tolerate nnhkely arguments,
But heaven admits no jest. Wits that presum'd
On wit too mncli, by striving how to prove
There wa.s no God, with fooli.sh grounds of art,

Discovcr'd first the nearest way to hell.

And filled the world with dev'lish atheism.

Such questions, youth, are fond : for better 'tis

To liless the sMn, than reason why it shines

Yet he thou laTk'st of is above the sun.

No more ! I may not hear it.

Gio. Gentle father,

To you T have unclasp'd my burden'd soul,

Emptied the storehouse of my thoughts and heart.

Made myself poor of secrets; have not left

Another word untold, which hath not spoke
All what I ever durst, or think, or know ;

A nd yet is here the comfort I shall have ?

Must I not do what all men else may,
—love f

2 A 2
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No, father! in your eyes I see the change
Of pity and compassion ; from your age,
As from a sacred oracle, distils

The Ufe of counsel. 'I'ell me, holy man.
What cure shall give me ease in these extremes ?

Friar. Repentance, son, and sorrow for this sin :

For thou liasi mov'd a majesty above
Wiih thy imranged, almost, blasphemy.

Gio. O do not speak ot that, dear confessor.

Friar. Then I have done, and in thy wilful flames

Already see thy ruin ; Heaven is just.

Yet hear my counsel!

Gio. Asa voice of life.

Friar. Hie to thy father's house; there lock thee

Alone within thy chamber ;
then fall down [fast

On both iliy knees, and grovel on the ground;
Cry to ihy heart ;

wasli every word thou utler'st

In tears (and it 't be possible) of blood :

Beg Heaven to cleanse the leprosy of love

That rots thy soul
; weep, sigh, pray

Three times a day, and three times every night :

For seven days' space do this; then, if thou find'st

No cliarisre in thy desires, return to me;
I'll iliink on remedy. Pray for thyself
At home, whilst I pray for thee here. Away!
My blessing with ihee ! We have need to pray."

Vol. i. pp. 9—12.

In a subsequent scene with the sister, the

same holy person maintains the dignity of his

style.

Friar. I am glad to see this penance ; for, believe

You have uiiripp'd a soul so foul and guiliy, [me
As I must lell you true, I marvel how
The earth haih borne you np ;

but weep, weep on,
These tears may do you good ; weep faster yet,
Whilst I do read a lecture.

A7in. Wretched creature !

Friar. Ay, you are wretched, miserably wretch-

Almost condemned alive. There is a place, [ed,

List, daughter,) in a black and hollow vault.

Where day is never seen
;
there shines no sun,

But flaming horror of consuming fires;

A lightless sulphur, chok'd with smoky fogs
Of an infected darkness; in this place
Dwell many thousand thousand sundry sorts

Of never-dying deaths. There damned souls

Roar without pity ; there are gluttons fed

With toads and adders; there is burning oil

Pour'd down the drunkard's throat ; the usurer

Is forc'd to sup whole draughts of molten gold ;

There is the murderer for ever stabb'd,

Yet can he never die
;
there lies the wanton

On racks of burning steel, whilst in his soul

He feels the torment of his raging lust.

Aim. Mercy! oh mercy ! [things.
Friar. There stand these wretched

Who have dream'd out whole years in lawless sheets

And secret incests, cursing one another," &c.
Vol. i. pp. 63, 64.

The most striking scene of the play, how-

ever, is that which contains the catastrophe
of the lady's fate. Her husband, after shut-

ting her up for some time in gloomy privacy,
invites her brother, and all his family, to a
Bolema banquet; and even introduces him,
before it is served up, into her private cham-

fcer, ^\ Here he finds her sitting on her mar-

riage-bed, in splendid attire, but filled with

boding terrors and agonising anxiety. He,
though equally aware of the fate that was
prepared lor them, addresses her at first with
a kind of wild and desperate gaiety, to which
she tries for a while to answer with sober and
earnest warnings,

—and at last e.xclairas im-

patiently,
"

.^1171. O let's not waste
These jjrecioas hours in vain and useless speech.

Alas, these gay attires were not put on
But to some end ; this sudden solemn feast

Was not ordain'd to riot in expense ;

I thai have now been chamber'd here alone,
Barr'd of rny guardian, or of atiy else.

Am not for nothing at an instant freed

To fresh access. Be not deceiv'd, my brother.
This banquet is an harbinger of Death
To you and me ! resolve yoursell it is,

And be prepar'd to welcome it. [face

Gio. Look up, look here ;
what see you in mj

Ann. Distraction and a troubled countenance.
Gio. Death and a swift repining wrath ! Yet

What see you in mine eyes? [look,
Ann. Methinks you weep.
Gio. I do indeed. These are the funeral tears

Shed on your grave ! These furrow'd up my cheeks
When first I lov'd and knew not how to woo.
Fair Annabella! should I here repeat
The story of my life, we might lose lime !

Be record, all the spirits of the air.

And all things else that are, that day and night,

Early and late, the tribute which my heart

Hath paid to Annabella's sacred love [now !

Hath been these tears,
—which are her mourners

Never till now did nature do her best

To show a matchless beauty to the world.
Which in an instant, ere it scarce was seen,
The jealous destinies require again.

Pray, Annabella, pray ! since we must part.
Go thou, white in thy soul, to fill a throne

Of innocence and sanctity in heaven.

Pray, pray, my sister.

An?i. Then I see your drift;

Ye blessed angels, guard me !

Gio. So say I.

Kiss me ! If ever after-times should hear

Of our fast-knit affections, though perhaps
The laws of conscience and of civil use

May justly blame us, yet when they but know
Our loves, that love will wipe away that rigour,
Which would in other incests be abhorr'd.

Give me your hand. How sweetly life doth run
In these well-colour'd veins! how constantly
These palms do promise health I but I could chide

With nature for this cunning flattery.
—

Kiss me again !
—

forgive me !

A7in. With my heart.

Gio. Farewell.
An7i. Will you be gone ?

Gio. Be dark, bright sun,
And make this mid-day night, that thy gih. rays

May not behold a deed will turn their splendour
More sooty than the poets feign their Styx!
One other kiss, my sister !

An7i. What means this?

Gio. To save thy fame, and kill thee in a kiss!

[Stabs her.

Thus die ! and die by me, and by my h&nd !

A 7171. Oh brother, by your hand!
Gio. Wlien thou art dead

I'll give my reasons for't ;
for to dispute

With thee, even in thy death, most lovely beauty,
Would make me staager to perform this act

Which I most glory in.

Ann. Forgive him, Heaven—and me my sins !

Farewell.
Brother unkind, unkind,—mercy, great Heaven,—

oh—oh. [Diet.

Gio. She's dead, alas, good soul ! This marriage
In all her best, bore her alive and dead. [bed,

Soranzo. thou hast miss'd thy aim in this;

I have prevented now thy reaching plots,

And kill'd a love, for whose each drop of blood

I would have pawn'd my heart. Fair Annabella,
How over-glorious art thou in thy wounds,

Triiunpbing over infamy and hate !

Shrink not, courageous hand ;
stand up, my heart.

And boldlv ac*. mv last, and greater part !"

—Vol. i. pp. 98—101. [Exii 7iii(h the body.

There are few things finer than this in

Shakespeare. It bears an obvious resemblance
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indeeii to the death of Desdemona
; and,

taking it as a detached scene, we think it

rather the more beautiful of the two. The
sweetness of the diction—the natural tone of
tenderness and passion

—the strange perver-
sion of kind and magnanimous natures, and
the horrid catastrophe by which their guilt is

at once consummated and avenged, have not
often been rivalled, in the pages either of the
modern or the ancient drama.
The play entitled "The Broken Heart," is

in our author's best manner; and would sup-
ply more beautiful quotations than we have
left room for inserting. The story is a little

complicated ;
but the following slight sketch

of it will make our extracts sufficienth' in-

telligible. Penthea, a noble lady of Sparta,
was betrothed, with her father's approbation
and her own full consent, to Orgilus; but

being solicited, at the same time, by Bassanes,
a person of more splendid fortune, was, after

her father's death, in a manner compelled by
her brother Ithocles to violate her first en-

gagement, and yield him her hand. In this

ill-sorted alliance, though living a life of un-

impeachable purity, she was harassed and

degraded by the perpetual jealousies of her

unworthy husband
;
and pined away, like her

deserted lover, in sad and bitter recollections

of the happy promise of their youth. Itho-

cles. in the meantime, had pursued the course
of ambition with a bold and commanding
spirit, and had obtained the highest honours
of his country: but too much occupied in the

pursuit to think of the misery to which he
had condemned the sister who was left to his

Erotection

: At last, however, in the midst of

is proud career, he is seized with a sudden

passion for Calantha, the heiress of the sover-

eign ; and, after many struggles, is reduced to

ask the intercession and advice of his un-

happy sister, who was much in favour with
the princess. The following is the scene in

which he makes this request;
—and to those

who have learned, from the preceding pas-

sages, the lofty and unbending temper of the

suppliant, and the rooted and bitter anguish
of her whom he addresses, it cannot fail to

appear one of the most striking in the whole

compass of dramatic composition.*

"
1th. Sit nearer, sister, to me !

—nearer yet !

We had one faihor
;

i.i one womb took life ;

Were brought up twins togeiher;
—Yet have liv'd

At disianoe, like two strangers! I could wish
That ihe first pillow, whereon I was cradled,
Ilnd proved to me a grave !

Pen. You had been happy !

Then had you never known thai sin of life

Whifh blois all following srlories with a vengeance,
For forfpiting ihe last will of the dead.
From whom you had your being.
hh. S.ad Penthea!

Thou cnnst not be too cruel ; mv rash spleen
Hath with a violent hand plucU'd from thy bosom
A love-blest heart, to grind it into dusl—
For which mine's now a-breaking.

*
I have often fancied what a splendid effect Mrs.

Siddons and John Kemble would have given to the

openi'^g of this scene, in actual representation !
—

with the deep throb of their low voices, their pa-
thetic pauses, and majestic attiiudes and move-
ments'.

1 do beseech thee ! first, let some wild fires

.^rorch, not consume it ! may the heat be cherish'd
With desires infinite, but hopes impossible !

hh. Wrong'd soul, thy prayers are iieard.

-fe'j. Here, lo, I breathe,A miserable creature, led to ruin

By an unnatural brother!
1th. I consume

Fn
languishing affections of that trespass ;

Yet cannot die.

i'tn. The handmaid to the wages.
The untroubled but of country toil, drinks streams
Wiih leaping kids and with the bleating lambs.
And so allays her thirst secure ; whilst I

Quench my hot sighs with tleetings of my tears.

Iih. The labourer doth eat his coarsest bread,
Earii'd wiih hia sweat, and lies him down to sleep;

^yllilst every bit I touch turns in digestion
'I'o gall, as bitter as Penthea's curse.
Put me to any penance for my tyranny
And I will call thee merciful.

Pen. I'raykillme!
Rid me from living with a jealous husband.
Then we will join in friendship, be again
Brnther and sister.—Kill me, pray ! nay, will ye?

1th. Thou shall stand
A deity, my sister, and be worshipp'd
For thy resolved martyrdom: wrong'd maids
And married wives shall to thy hallow'd shrine
Offer iheir orisons, and sacrifice

Pure turtles, crown'd with myrtle, if thy pity
Unto a yielding l)roiher's pressure, tend
One finger but, to ease it.

Pen. Who is the saint you serve f [daughter!
1th. Calantha 'tis!—the princess! the king's

Sole heir of Sparta.
—Me, most miserable!—

Do I now love thee ? For my itijuries

Revenge thyself with bravery, and gossip
My treasons to the king's ears ! Do !

—Calantha
Knows it not yet ; nor Prophilus, my nearest.

Pen. We are reconcil'd !
—

.Alas, sir, being cliildren. but two branches
Ot one stock, 'tis not fit we should divide:
Have comfort ; you may find it.

1th. Yes, in thee;
Only in thee, Penthea mine !

Pen. If sorrows
Have not too much duH'd my infected brain,
I'll cheer inveniion for an active strain.

1th. Mad man ! why have I wrong'd a maid so
excellent .?" Vol. i. pp. 273—277.

We cannot resist the temptation of adding
a part of the scene in which this sad ambas-
sadress acquits herself of the task she had
undertaken. There is a tone of heart-struck

sorrow and female gentleness and purity
about it that is singularly engaging, and con-

trasts stiangel}- with the atrocious indecen-

cies with which the author has polluted his

paper in other parts of the same play,
—The

princess says,

"
Cal. Being alone, Penthea. you now have

The oppdriuniiy you sought ; and might [granted
At nil times have commanded.
Pen. 'Tis a benefit

Which I shall owe your goodness even in death for:

My glass of life, sweet princess, hath few minutes

Remaining to run down ; the sands are spent ;

For by an inward messenger I feel

The summons of departure short and certain.

Cal. You feed too much your melancholy.
Pen. Glories

Of human greatness are but pleasing d'oams
And shadows soon decaying. On tne 'tage
Of my mortality, my youth hath actea

Some scenes of vanity, drawn out at length

By varied pleasures, sweetened in the mixn.»f.

But tragical in issue. Beauty, pomp.
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With every sensuality our giddiness
Doih frame an idol, are uncoiisiant friends,

When any troubled pas>ion makes us halt

On the unguarded castle of the mind.

Cal. To what end
Reacii all these moral texts?

Pen. To place before ye
A perfect mirror, wherein you may see

How weary 1 am of a lingering life i

Who count the best a misery.
Cal. Indeed

You have no little cause ; yet none so great
As to distrust a remedy.

Peji. That remedy
Must be a winding sheet ! a fold of lead.

And some unirod-on corner of the earth.—
Not to de'ain your e.xpectation, princess,

I have an humble suit.

Cal. Speak ; and enjoy it.

Pen. Vouchsafe, then, to be my e.xecutrix,

And take that trouble on you to dispose
Such .legacies as 1 bequeath, impartially;
I have not much to give ; the pains are easy,
Heav'n will reward your piety, and thank it

When I am dead ; for sure I must not live :

I hope I cannot."

After leaving her fame, her youth, &c. in

some very pretty but fantastical verses, she

proceeds
—

"Pen. 'Tis longagone, since first I lost my heart;

Long have I lived without it
;
else for certain

I should have given that too
;
But instead

Of it, to great Calantha, Sparta's heir,

By service bound, and by affection vow'd,
I do bequeath in holiest rites of love

Mine only brother, Iihocles.

Cal. What say'sl thou?
Pen. I must leave the vrorld

To revel in Elysium ; and 'tis just
To wish my brother some advantage here ;

Yet by my best hopes, Ithocles is ignorant
Of this pursuit.

Cal. You have forgot, Penthea,
How still I have a lather.

Pen. But remember
I am a sister, though to me this brother

Hath been, you know, unkind ! Oh, most unkind !"

Vol. i. pp. 291—293.

There are passages of equal power and

beauty in the plays called " Love's Sacrifice,"
"The" Lover's Melancholy," and in '-'Fancies

Chaste and Noble." In Perkin Warbeck. there

is a more uniform and sustained elevation of

style. But we pass all those over, to give our

readers a word or two from " The Witch of

Edmonton," a drama founded upon the recent

execution of a miserable old woman for that

fashionable ofTence
;
and in which the devil,

in the shape of a black dog, is a principal per-
former ! The greater part of the play, in which
Ford was assisted by Dekkar and Rowley, is

of course utterly absurd and contemptible
—

though not without its value as a memorial
of the strange superstition of the age ;

but it

contains some scenes of great interest and

beauty, though written in a lower and more
familiar tone than most of those we have al-

leady exhibited. As a specimen of the range
of the author's talents, we shall present our

leaders with one of these. Frank Thorney
had privately married a woman of inferior

rank
;
and is afterwards strongly urged by his

father, and his own inclination, to take a

second wife, in the person of a rich yeoman's
daughter whose affections were fixed upon

him. After taking this unjustifiable step, hs

is naturally troubled with certain inward

compunctions, which manifest themselves ir

his exterior, and excite the apprehensions o»

his innocent bride. It is her dialogue with

him that we are now to extract
;
and we think

the picture that it affords of unassuming inno

cence and singleness of heart, is drawn wit!

great truth, and even elegance. She begins
with asking him why he changes countenance

so suddenly. He answers—
"Who, I? For nothing.

Sus. Dear, say not so : a spirit of your constancy
Cannot endure this change for nothing. I've ob-

serv'd

Strange variations in you.
Frank. In me ?

Sus. In you, sir.

Awake, you seem to dream, and in your sleep

You utter sudden and distracted accents, [band,

Like one at enmity with peace. Dear loving hus-

If I may dare to challenge any interest

In you, give me thee fully ! you may trust

My breast as safely as your own.
Frank. With what ?

You half amaze me ; pr'ythee
—

Sus. Come, you shall not,

Indeed you shall not shut me from partaking
The least dislike that grieves you. I'm all yours.

Frank. And I all thine.

Sus. You are not ; if you keep
The least grief from me : but I know the cause ;

It grows from me.
Fravk. From you ?

Sus. From somt, distaste

In me or my behaviour: you're not kind

In the concealment. 'Las, sir, I am young,

Silly and plain ;
more strange to those contents

A wife should ofTer. Say but in what I fail,

I'll study satisfaction.

Frank. Come ;
in nothing.

Sus. I know I do: knew I as well in what,
You should not long be sullen. Pr'ythee, love,

If I have been immodest or too bold,

Speak't in a frown ;
if peevishly too nice,

Shew't in a smile. Thy liking is a glass

By which I'll habit my behaviour.

Frank. Wherefore
Dost weep now ?

Sus. You, sweet, have the power
To make me passionate as an April day.
Now smile, then weep ;

now pale, then crimson red.

You are the powerful moon of my blood's sea,

To make it ebb or flow into my face,

As vour looks change.
Frank. Change thy conceit, I pr'ythee :

Thou'rt all perfection : Diana herself

Swells in thy thoughts and moderates thy beauty.
Within thy clear eye amorous Cupid sits

Feathering love-shafts, whose golden heads he dips
In thy chaste breast.

Sus. Come, come: these golden strings of flattery
Shall not tie up my speech, sir; I must know
The ground of your disturbance.

Frank. Then look here;

For here, here is the fen in which this hydra
Of discontent grows rank.

Sus. Heaven shield it ! Where ?

Frank. In mine own bosom ! here the cause has

root;
The poisoned leeches twist about my heart.

And will, I hope, confound me.

Sus You speak riddles."

Vol. ii. pp. 437—440.

The unfortunate bigamist afterwards re-

solves to desert this innocent creature
; but,

in the act of their parting, is moved by the

devil, Avho rubs against him in the shape of a
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dog', to murder her. We are tempted to

give the greater part of this scene, just to

show how much beauty of diction and natu-
ral expression of character may be com-
bined with the most revolting and degrading
absurdities. The unhappy bridegroom says

—
" Why would you delay ? we have no other

business

Now, but to part. [time ?

Sus. And will not that, sweet-heart, ask a long
Metliinks it is the hardest piece of work
I'hat e'er I took in hand.

Franh. Fie, fie ! why look,
I'll make it plain and easy to you. Farewell.

[Kisses her.

Sus. Ah, Mas ! I'm not half perfect in it yet.
I must have it thus read an hundred times.

Prav you take some pains, I confess my dulness.

Frank. Come \ again and again, farewell. [Kisses
her.] Yet wilt return ?

AH questions of my journey, my stay, employment,
And revisitaiion, fully I have answered all.

There's nothing now behind but—
Sus. But this request

—
Franli. Whatis't? [more,
Sus. Thaf I may bring you thro' one pasture

Up to yon knot of trees: amongst those shadows
I'll vanish from you ; they shall teach me how.
Frank. Why 'tis granted : come, walk then.
Sus. Nay, not too fast :

They say, slow things have best perfection ;

The gentle show'r wets to fertility,
The churlish storm makes mischief with his bounty.
Frank. Now, your request

Is out : yet will you leave me ?

Sua. What ? so churlishly !

You'll make me stay for ever,
Rather than part with such a sound from you.
Frank. Why, you almost anger me.—'Pray you

You have no company, and 'tis very early ; [begone.
Some hurt may betide you homewards.

Sus. Tush ! I fear none :

To leave you is the greatest I can suffer.

Frank. So ! I shall have more trouble."

Here the dog rubs against him
; and, after

some more talk, he stabs her!

" Sui. Why then I thank you ;

You have done lovingly, leaving yourself,
That you would thus bestow me on another.

Thou art my husband, Death ! I embrace thee
With all the love I have. Forget the slain

Of my unwitting sin: and then I come
A crystal virgin to thee. I\ly soul's purity
Shall, with bold wings, ascend the doors of mercy
For innocence is ever her companion.
Frank. Not yet mortal ? I would not linger you.

Or leave you a tongue to blab. [Stabs her a;;ain,
Sus. Now heaven reward you ne'er the worse for

I did not think thai death had been so sweet, [me !

Nor I so apt to love him. I could ne'er die belter,
Had I stay'd forty years for preparation:
For I'm in charity wiih all the world.
Let me for once be thine example, heaven ;

Do to this man as I, forgive him freely.
And may he better die, and sweeter live. [Dies."

Vol. ii. pp. 452—445.

We cannot afford any more space for Mr.
Ford

;
and what we have said, and what we

have sho\\Ti of him, will probably be thought

enough, both by those who are disposed to

scofl', and those who are inclined to admire.
It is but fair, however, to intimate, that a

thorough perusal of his works will afford more
exercise to the former disposition than to the

latter. His faults are glaring and abundant
j

but we have not thought it necessary to pro-
duce any specimens of them, because they
are exactly the sort of faults which every one

acquainted with the drama of that age reckons

upon finding. No body doubts of the e.xist-

ence of such faults : But there are many who
doubt of the existence of any counterbalanc-

ing beauties; and therefore it seemed worth
while to say a word or two in their explana-
tion. There is a great treasure of poetry, we
think, still to be brought to light in the neglect-
ed writers of the age to which this author be-

longs; and poetry of a kind which, if purified
and improved, as the happier specimens show
that it is capable of being, would be far more

delightful to the generahty of English readers

than any other species of poetry. We shall

readily be excused for our tediousness by those

who are of this opinion ;
and should not have

been forgiven, even if we had not been tedious,

by those who look upon it as a heresy.

(^^ugtist, 1817.)

Characters of Shakespeare^s Plays. By William Hazlitt. 8vo. pp. 352. London: 1817.*

This is not a book of black-letter learning,
or historical elucidation

;

—neither is it a me-

taphysical dissertation, full of wise perplexi-
ties and elaborate reconcilements. It is,

in

*
It may be thought that enough had been said

of our early dramatists, in the immediately preced-

ing article ;
and it probably is so. But I could not

resist the temptation of tiius renewing, in my own
name, that vow of allegiance, wtiich fhad so often

taken anonymously, to the only true and lawful

King of our English Poetry! and now venture,

therefore, fondly to replace this slight and perish-
able wreath on his august and undecaying shrine :

with no farther apology than that it presumes to

direct attention but to one, and that, as I think, a

comparatively ne£lected, aspect of his universal

genius.

truth, rather an encomium on Shakespeare,
than a commentary or critique on him—and

is written, more to show extraordinary love,

than extraordinary knowledge of his produc-
tions. Nevertheless, it is a very pleasing
book—and. we do not hesitate to say, a book

of very considerable originality and genius.
The author is not merely an admirer of our

great dramatist, but an Idolater of him ;
and

openly profesrses his idolatry. We have our-

selves too great a leaning to the same super

stition, to blame him very much for his error:

and though we think, of course, that our own
admiratio'n is, on the whole, more discriminat-

ing and judicious, there are not many points

on which, especially after reading his eloquent
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exposition of them, we should be much in-

clined to (lisa<i;ree with him.
The book, as we have already intimated, is

\s ritten less to tell the reader what Mr. H. knows
about Shakespeare or his writings, than to

explain to them what he feels about tliem—
and u'hy he feels so—and thinks that all who

profess to love poetry should feel so likewise.

What we chielly look for in such a work, ac-

cordiiiiifly, is a line sense of the beauties of

the author, and an eloquent exposition of

them
;
and all this, and more, we think, may

be found in the volume before us. There is

nothiny nipgardly in Mr. H.'s praises, and

nothing affected in his raptures. He seems
animated throughout with a full and hearty
svTnpathy with the delight which his author
should inspire, and pours himself gladly out

in explanation of
it,

with a fluency and ardour,

obviously much more akin to enthusiasm than

affectation. He seems pretty irenerally, in-

deed, in a state of happy intoxication—and
has borrowed from his great original, not in-

deed the force or brilliancy of his fancy, but

something of its playfulness, and a large share
of his apparent joyousnessand self-indulgence
in its exercise. It is evidently a great plea-
sure to him to be fully possessed with the

beauties of his author, and to follow the im-

pulse c: h:a unrestrained eagerness to impress
them upon tAs readers.

When we hi^ve said that his observations

are generally right, we have said, in sub-

stance, that they are not generally original;
for the beauties of Shakespeare are not of so

dim or equivocal a nature as to be visible only
to learned eyes

—and undoubtedly his finest

passages are those which please all classes of

readers, and are admired for the same quali-
ties by judges from every school of criticism.

Even with regard to those passages, however,
a skilful commentator will find something
worth hearing to tell. Many persons are very,
sensible of the effect of fine poetry on their

feelings, who do not well know how to refer

these feelings to their causes
;
and it is always

a delightful thing to be made to see clearly
the sources from which our delight has pro-
ceeded—and to trace back the mingled stream
that has flowed upon our hearts, to the remo-
ter fountains from which it has been g-athered.
And when this is done with warmth as well
as precision, and embodied in an eloquent de-

scription of the beauty which is explained, it

forms one of the most attractive, and not the
least instructive, of literary exercises. In all

works of merit, however, and especially in all

works of original genius, there are a thousand

retiring and loss obtrusive graces, which es-

cape hasty and superficial observers, and only
give out their beauties to fond and patient
contemplation ;

—a thousand slight and har-

monising touches, the merit and the effect of
which are equally imperceptible to vulgar
eyes ;

and a thousand indications of the contin-
ual presence of that poetical spirit, which can

only be recognised by those who are in some
measure under its influence, or have prepared
tliemselves to receive

it, by worshippin"-
meekly at the shrines which it inhabits.

In the exposition of these, iheie is roojrt

enough for originality,
—and more room than

Mr. 11. has yet filled. In many points, how-

ever, he has acquitted himself excellently ;
—

partly in the development of the principal
characters with which Shakespeare has peo-

pled the fancies of all Englisn readers—but

principally, we think, in the delicate sensi-

bility with which he has traced, and the

natural eloquence with which he has pointed
out that fond familiarity with beautiful forms
and images—that eternal recurrence to what
is sweet or majestic in the simple a.spects of

nature—that indestructible love of flowers

and odours, and dews and clear waters, and
soft airs and sounds, and bright skies, and
woodland solitudes, and moonlight bovvers,
which are the Material elements of Poetry

—
and that fine sense of their undefinable rela-

tion to mental emotion, which is its essence
and vivifying Soul—and which, in the midst
of Shakespeare's most busy and atrocious

scenes, falls like gleams of sunshine on rocks

and ruins—contrasting with all that is rugged
and repulsive, and reminding us of the exist-

ence of purer and brighter elements!
—which

HE ALONE has poured out from the richness

of his own mind, without effort or restraint :

and contrived to intermingle with the play of

all the passions, and the vulgar course of this

world's affairs, without deserting for an instant

the proper business of the scene, or appearing
to pause or digress, from the love of ornament
or need of repose !

—He alone, who, when
the object requires it,

is always keen and

worldly and practical
—and who yet, \a ithout

changing his hand, or stopping his course,
scatters around him, as he goes, all sounds
and shapes of sweetness—and conjures up
landscapes of immortal fiagrance and fresh-

ness, and peoples them with Spirits of glo-
rious aspect and attractive grace

—and is a
thousand times moie full of fancy and ima-

gery, and splendour, than those who, in pur-
suit of such enchantments, have shrunk back
from the delineation of character or passion,
and declined the discussion of human duties

and cares. More full of wisdom and ridicule

and sagacity, than all the moralists and sa-

tirists that ever existed—he is more Avild,

airy, and inventive, and more pathetic and

fantastic, than all the poets of all regions and

ages of the world :
—and has all those ele-

ments so happily mixed up in him, and bears
his high faculties so temperately, that the

most severe reader cannot complain of him
for want of strength or of reason—nor the most
sensitive for defect of ornament or ingenuity.

Every thing in him is in unmeasured abund-

ance, and unequalled perfection
—but evety

thing so balanced and kept in subordination,
as not to jostle or disturb or take the place
of another. The most exquisite poetical con-

ceptions, imager, and descriptions, are given
with such brevit}, and introduced Avith tuch

skill, as merely to adorn, without loading the

sense they accompany. Although his sails

are purple and perfumed, and his prow of

beaten gold, they Avaft him on his voyage, not

less, but more rapidly and directly than il
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they had been composed of baser materials.

All his excellences, like those of Nature her-

6elf, are thrown out together ; and, instead of

interfering with, support and recommend each
other. His flowers are not tied up in g-.ulands,
nor his fruits crushed into baskets—but spring

living from the soil, m all the dew and fresh-

ness of youth; while the graceful foliage in

which they lurk, and the ample branches, the

rough and vigorous stem, and the wide-spread-
ing roots on which they depend, are present
along with them, and share, in their places,
the equal care of their Creator.

What other poet has put all the charm of a

Moonlight landscape into a single line 1—and
that by an image so true to nature, and so

simple, as to seem obvious to the most com-
mon observation 1—
" See how the Moonlight sleeps on yonder bank !"

Who else has expressed, in three lines, all

that is picturesque and lovely in a Summer's
Dawn ?—first setting before our eyes, with

magical precision, the visible appearances of

the infant light, and then, by one graceful
and glorious image, pouring on our souls all

the freshness, cheerfulness, and sublimity of

returning morning 1—
" See. love ! what envious streaks

Do lace the severing clouds in yonder East 1

Night's candles* are burnt out,
—and jocund Day

Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain tops I"

Where shall we find sweet sounds and odours

80 luxuriously blended and illustrated, as in

these few words of sweetness and melody,
where the author says of soft music—
" O it came o'er my ear, like the sweet South
That breathes upon a bank of violets,

Stealing and giving odour 1"

This is still finer, we think, than the noble

speech on Music in the Merchant of Venice,
and only to be compared with the enchant-

ments of Prospero's island
;
where all the

effects of sweet sounds are expressed in mi-
raculous numbers, and traced in their opera-
tion on all the gradations of being, from the

delicate Arial to the brutish Caliban, who,
savage as he

is, is still touched with those

supernatural harmonies
;
and thus e.xhorts his

less poetical associates—
" Be not afraid, the isle is full of noises.

Sounds, and sweet airs, that give delight and
hurt not.

* If the advocates for the grand style object to

this expression, we shall not stop to defend ii : But
to us, it seems equally beautiful, as it is obvious and
natural, to a person coming out of a lighted chamber
into the pale dawn. The word candle, we admit,
is rather homely in modern language, while lamp is

sufficiently dignified for poetry, 'fhe moon hangs
her silver lamp on high, in every schoolbny's copy
of verses; and she could not be called the candle
of heaven without manifest absurdity. Such are

the caprices of usage. Yet we like the passage
before us much better as it is. than if the candles

were changed into lamps. If we should read,
" The lamps of heaven are quenched," or

" wax
dim," it appears to us that the whole charm of

the expression would be lost : as our fancies would
no longer be recalled to the privacy of that dim-

hghted chamber wltich the lovers were so reluct-

antly leaving.

Sometimes a thousand twanging instruments
Will hum about mine ears, and someiimes voices.
Thai if 1 then had waked aller a long sleep,
Would make me sleep again."

Observe, too, that this and the other jioeti-
cal speeches of this incarnate demon, are not
mere ornaments of the poet's fancy, but ex-

plain his character, and describe his situation
more brieily and etfectually, than any other
words could have done. In this play, indeed,
and in the ]Mid?;ummer-Night's Dream, all

Eden is unlocked before us, and the whole

treasury of natural and supernatural beauty
poured out i)rolusely, to the delight of all our
faculties. We dare not trust ourselv(=s with

quotations ;
but we refer to those plays gen-

erally
—to the forest scenes in As You Like

It—the rustic parts of the Winter's Tale—
several entire scenes in Cymbeline, and in

Romeo and Juliet—and many passages in all

the other plays
—as illustrating this love of

nature and natural beauty of which we have
been speaking

—the power it had over the

poet, and the power it imparted to him. Who
else would iiave thought, on the very thres-

hold of treason and midnight murder, of

bringing in so sweet and rural an image aa

this, at the portal of that blood-stained castle

of Macbeth ?

" This guest of summer.
The temple-haunting martlet, does approve
By his loved masonry that heaven's breath
Smells wooingly here. No jutting frieze.

Buttress, nor coigne of vantage, but this bird

Has made his pendent bed, and procreant cradle."

Nor is this brought in for the sake of an
elaborate contrast between the peaceful inno-

cence of this exterior, and the guik-.and hor-

rors that are to be enacted within. There is

no hint of any such suggestion
—but it is set

down from the pure ]o\e of nature and re-

ality
—because the kindled mjnd of the poet

brought the whole scene before his eyes,
and he painted all that he .saw in his vision.

The same taste predominates in that em-

phatic exhortation to evil, where Lady Mac-
beth says,

" Look like the innocent flower.
But be the serpent under it.

And in that proud boast of the bloody
Richard—

"But I was hnrn so bitili :

Our aery bui^dcih in the cedar's top,
And dallies with the wind, and scorns the sun !"

The same splendour of natural imagery,

brought simply and directly to bear upon stern

and repulsive passions, is to be found in the

cynic rebukes of Apemantus to Timon.

" Will these moist trees

That have out-liv'd the eagle, page thy heels,

And skip when thou poini'stout? will the cold

brook.
Candied with ice, caudle thy morning taste

To cure thine o'er-night's surfeit ?"

No one but Shakespeare would have thought
of putting this noble picture into the taunting
address of a snappish misanthrope

—any more
than the following into the mouth of a mer-

cenary murderer.
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Their lip» a-ix'e four red roses on a stalk,

And in their summer beauty kissed each other !"

Or thistlejicious df&criptioii of concealed love,
into that of a regretful and moralizing parent.

"But lie, his own aflVctions Counsellor,
Is to liimsi'llso secret and so close,

As is till,' bud hit with an envious worm
Ere he can spread his sweet leaves to the air,

Or dedicate his beauty to the sun."

And yet all these are so far from being un-

natural, that they are no sooner put where

they are, than we feel at once their beauty
and their elfect; and acknowledge our obli-

gations to that exuberant genius which alone

could thus throw out graces and atractions

where there seemed to be neither room nor

call for them. In the same spirit of prodi-

gality he puts this rapturous and passionate
exaltafion of the beauty of Imogen, into the

mouth of one who is not even a lover.

—"
It is her breathing that

Perfumes the chamber thus ! the flame o' th' taper
Bows towards her ! and would under-peep her lids

To see ih' enclosed lights, now canopied
Under the windows, while and azure, laced

With blue of Heaven's own tinct !
—on her left

breast

A mole cinque-spotted, like the crimson drops
I' the bottom of a cowslip !"

But we must break at once away from these

manifold enchantments—and recollect that

our business is with Mr. Hazlitt, and not with
the great and gifted author on whom he is

employed : And, to avoid the danger of any
further preface, we shall now let him speak
a little for himself. In his remarks on Cym-
beline, which is the first play in his arrange-

ment, ht* takes occasion to make the follow-

ing observations on the female characters of

his author.

"
It is the peculiar characteristic of Shakespeare's

heroines, that they seem to exist only in their at-

tachment to others. They are pure abstractions of

the affections. We think as little of their persons
as they do themselves ; because we are let into the

secrets ol their hearts, which are more important.
We are too much interested in their affairs to stop
to look at their faces, e.xcept by stealth and at inter-

vals. No one ever hit the true perfection of the

female character, the sense of weakness leaning
on the streiitrih of its affections for support, so well

as Shakespeare—no one ever so well painted natu-

ral tenderness free from affectation and disguise
—

no one else ever so well showed how delicacy and

timidity, when driven to extremity, grow romantic
and extravagant : For the romance of his heroines

Jin which they abound) is only an excess of the

habitual prej udices of their sex ; scrupulous of being
false to their vows or truant to their affections, and

taught by the force of feeling when to forego the
forms (if propriety for the essence of it. His women
were in this respect exquisite logicians ;

for there is

nothing so logical as passion. Gibber, in speaking
of the early English stage, accounts for the want
of prominence and theatrical display in Shake-

speare's female characters, from the circumstance,
that women in those days were not allowed to play
the parts of women, which made it necessary to

keep them a good deal in the back ground. Does
not this state of manners itself, which prevented
their exhibiting themselves in public, and confined
them to the relations and charities of domestic life,

afford a truer explanation of the matter ? His wo-
men are certainly very unlike stage heroines."—

pp.3, 4.

His remarks on Macbeth are of a higher
and boKler character. Alter noticing the

wavering and perple.xity of INlacbeth's resolu-

tion, '-driven on, as it were, by the violence
of his Fate, and staggering under the weight
of his own purposes,'"' he strikingly observes,

" This part of his character is adinirably set off

by being brought in cunneciion with that of Lady
Macbein, whose obdurate strength ot will and mas-
culine firmness give her the ascendancy over her
husband's laliermg virtue. She at once seizes on
the (ipportunity that offers for the accomplishment
ot their wished-for greatness; and never flinches

from her object till all is over. The magnitude of
her resolution almost covers the magnitude of her

guilt. She is a great bad woman, whom we hate,
but whom we fear more than we hale. Sl>e does
not excite our loathing and abhorrence like Regan
and Goimerill. She is only wicked to gain a great
end

;
and is perhaps more distinguished by her

commanding presence of mind and inexorable self-

will, which do not suffer her to be diverted from a
bad pinpose, when once formed, by weak and

womanly regrets, ihan by the hardness of her heart

or want of natural affections."—pp. 18, 19.

But the best part perhaps of this critique,
is the comparison of the IMacbeth with the

Richard of the same author.

" The leading features in the character of Mac-
beth are striking enough, and they form what may
be thought at first only a bold, rude, Gothic outline.

By comparing it with other characters of the same
author we shall perceive the absolute truth and

identity which is observed in the midst of the giddy
whirl and rapid career of events. Thus he is as

distinct a being from Richard III. as it is possible
to imagine, though these two characters in common
hands, and indeed in the hands of any other poet,
would have been a repetition of the same general
idea, more or less exaggerated. For both are

tyrants, usurpers, murderers,—both aspiring and

ambitious,
—both courageous, cruel, treacherous.

But Richard is cruel from nature and constitution.

Macbeth becomes so from accidental circumstances.

Richard is from his birth deformed in body and

mind, and naturally incapable of good. Macbeth
is lull of "

the milk of human kindness," is frank,

sociable, generous. He is tempted to the commis-
sion of guilt by golden opportunities, by the instiga-
tions of his wife, and by prophetic warnings.
' Fate and metaphysical aid' conspire against his

virtue and his loyalty. Richard on the contrary
needs no prompter ;

but wades through a series of

crimes to the height of his ambition, from the un-

governable violence of his temper and a reckless

love of mischief. He is never gay but in the pros-

pect or in the success of his villanies : Macbeih is

full of horror at the thoughts of the murder of

Duncan, which he is with difficulty prevailed on to

commit; and of remorse after its perpetration.
Richard has no mixture of common humanity in

his composition, no regard to kindred or posterity
—

he owns no fellowship with others ;
he is

' himself

alone.' Macbeth is not destitute of feelings of

sympathy, is accessible to pity, is even made in

some measure the dupe of his uxoriousiiess ; ranks
the loss of friends, of the cordial love of his follow-

ers, and of his good name, among the causes which
have made him weary of life ;

and regrets that he
has ever seized the Crown by unjust means, since

he cannot transmit it to his posterity. There are

other decisive differences inherent in the two char-

acters. Richard may be regarded as a man of the

world, a plotting hardened knave, wholly regard-
less of everything but his own ends, and the means
to secure them.—Not so Macbeth. The supersti-

tions of the nse, the rude state of society, the

local scenery and customs, all give a wildncss and

itnaginary grandeur to his character. From the
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Bfi-angeriess of the events that surround him, he is

full of aui'i-,;ement and fear ;
and stands in doubt

i)eiween the world of realily and the world of

fancy. He sees .-ighis not shown to morial eye,

and hears uiicanhly music. All is tumult and dis-

order within and vvilliout his mind ;
his purposes

recoil upon Inmseif, are broken and disjointed ;
he

is the double ihrall of his passions and his destiny.

Ricliard is not a character either of imagination or

pathos, but of pure self-will. There is no conflict

of opposite feelings in his breast. In the busy tur-

bulence of his projects he never loses his sclf-pos-

Bession, and makes use of every circumstance that

happens as an instrument of his long-reaching de-

Bigns. In his last extremity we regard him but as

a wild beast taken in the toils: But we never en-

tirely lose our concern for Macbeth ;
and he calls

back all our sympathy by that fine close of thought-

ful melancholy.
" My way of life

Is fallen into the sear, the yellow leaf;

And that which should accompany old awe,

As honour, love, obedience, troops of iriends,

I must not look lo have! But in their stead,

Curses not loud but deep ;
mouth-honour, breath,

Which the poor heart would fain denv, and dares

not!"— pp. 2G—30.

In treatin«r of the Julius Caesar, Mr. H. ex-

tracts the following short scene, and praises it

BO highly, and, in our opinion, so justly,
that

we cannot resist the temptation of extracting

i* too—together with his brief commentary.

" Brutus. The games are done, and Cffisar is

returning. [sleeve,

Cassius. As they pass by, pluck Casca by the

And he will, after his sour fashion, tell you
What has proceeded worthy note to-day.

Brutus. I will do so ; but look you, Cassius—
The anary spot doth glow on Caesar's brow,

And all'ihe rest look like a chidden train.

Calphurnia's v.heek is pale ; and Cicero

Looks wiih such ferret and such fiery eyes,

As we have seen him in the Capitol,

Being crost in conference by some senator.

Cassius. Casca will tell us what the matter is.

CcBsar. Antonius

Antony. Caesar?

Casar. Let me have men about me that are fat,

Sleek-headed men, and such as sleep a-nighis:

Yond Cassius has a lean and hungry look,

He thinks too much; such men are dangerous.

Antony. Fear him not, Caesar, he's not danger-
ous:

lie is a noble Roman, and well given. [not :

CcBsar. Would he were falter ! But I fear hmi

Yet if my name were liable to fear,

I do not know the man I should avoid

So soon as that spare Cassius. He reads much ;

He is a great observer; and he looks

Quite through the deeds of men. He loves no plays,

As thou (lost, Antony ;
he hears no music:

Seldom he smiles, and smiles in such a sort.

As if he mock'd himself, and scorned his spirit,

That could be moved to smile at any thing.

Such men as he be never at heart's ease

Whilst they behold a greater than themselves;

And therefore are they very dangerous.
I rather lell thee what is to be fear'd

Than what I fear; for always I am Ceesar.

Come on my right hand, for this ear is deaf,

And lell me truly what thou think'st of him."

" We know hardly any passage more expressive

of the genius of Shakespeare than this. It is as if

he had been actually present, had known the dif-

ferent characters and what they thought of one

another, and had taken down what he heard and

Eaw, their looks, words, and gestures, just as they

happened."
—

pp. 36, 37.

We may add the following as a specimen

of the moral and political reflections which

this author has intermixed with his criticisms.

"Shakespeare has in this play and elsewhere

shimn the same penetration into political character

and the springs of public eveiUs as into tliose of

every-day life. For instance, the whole design to

liberate (heir country fails from the generous tem-

per and overweening confidence of Brutus in the

croodness of their cause and the assistance of others.

I'hus it has always been. Those who mean well

ihemselves think well of others, and fall a prey to

their security. The friends of liberty trust to the

professions o'f others, because they are tliemselves

sincere, and endeavour to secure the public good
with the least possible hurt to its enemies, who

have no rcg^ird to any thing but their own un-

principled ends, and stick at nothing to accomplish

them. Cassius was better cut out for a conspirator.

His heart prompted his head. His habitual jealousy

made him fear the worst that might happen, and hia

irritability of temper added to his inveteracy of pur-

pose, and sharpened his patriotism. The mixed

nature of his motives made him fitter to contend

with bad men. The vices are never so well em-

ployed as in combating one another. Tyranny and

servility are to be dealt with after their own fashion :

otherwise, ihey will triumph over those who spare

them, and finally pronounce their funeral panegyric,

as Antony did that of Brutus.

"All the conspirators, save only he,

Did that they did in envy of great Ca;sar :

He only in a general honest thought

Of common good to all, made one of them.

pp. 38, 39.

The same strain is resumed in his remarks

on Coriolanus.

"
Shakespeare seems to have had a leaning to

the arbitrary side of the question ; perhaps from

some feeling of contempt for his own origin ; and

to have spared no occasion of baiting the rabble.

What he says of them is very true : what he says

of their betters is also very true; But he dwells

less upon it.
—The cause of "the people is indeed but

little calculated as a subject for poetry : it admits of

rhetoric, which goes into argument and explanation,

but it presents no immediate or distinct images to

ihe mind. The imagination is an exaggerating and

exclusive faculty. The understanding is a dividing

and measuring'facultv. The one is an aristocrati-

cal, the other^a republican faculty. The principle

of poetry is a verv anti-levelling principle. It aims

at effect, and exists by contrast. It is every thing

by excess. It puts the individual for the species,

the one above the infinite many, might before right.

A lion hunting a flock of sheep is a more poetical

object than they; and we even take part with the

lordly beast, because our vanity or some other feel-

ing makes us disposed to place ourselves in the

situation of the strongest party. There is nothing

heroical in a multitude of miserable rogues not

wishing to be starved, or complaining that they are

like to^be so: but when a single man comes for-

ward to brave their cries and to make them submit

to the last indignities, from mere pride and self-will,

our admiration of his prowess is immediately con-

verted into contempt for their pusillanimity. We
had rather, in short, be the oppressor than the op-

pressed. The love of power in ourselves and the

admiration of it in others are both natural to man:

But the one makes him a tyrant, the other a slave.'

—pp. 69—72.

There are many excellent remarks and

several fine quotations, in the discussions on

Troilus and Cressida. As this is no longer

an acted play, we venture to give one extract,

with Mr. H.-s short observations, which pt^r-

fectly express our opinion of its movits.
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"It cannot be said of Shakrspcare, as was said

srsome one, that lie was '

\viih(nit o'erflowing full.'

He was lull, even to o'erflowing. lie gave heaped
measure, running over. This was his greatest
fauli. He was only in danger

' of losing disiincljon

in hid thoughts' (to borrow his own expression)

" As doih a battle when they charge on heaps
The enemy flying."

*' There is another passage, the speech of Ulysses
to Achilles, showing hini ilie thankless nature of

popularity, which has a siill grea'.er depth of moral
observation and richness oi illustration than the

former.

"Ulyi^scs. Time hath, my lord, a wallet at his

Wherein he puts alms for t)blivion
; [back,

A greai-siz'd inonster of ingratitudes;
Those scraps are good deeds past ;

Which are devour'd as fast as they are made.
Forgot as soon as done : Persev'rance, dear my lord,

Keeps Honour bright : to have done, is to hang
Quiie out'of fashion, like a rusty mail

In monumental mockery. Take ihe instant way ;

For Honour travels in a strait so narrow.
That one but goes abreast ; keep then the path,
For Emulaiion hath a thousand sons,
That one by one pursue ;

if you give way,
Or hedge aside from the direct forih-right.
Like to an entered tide they all rush by,
And leave y(iu hindmost

;

Or, like a gallant horse fall'n in first rank, [present,
O'er-run and trampled oti : then what they do in

Tho' less than yours in past, must o'ertop yours :

For Time is like a fashionable host,
That slightly shakes his parting guest by th' hand,
And with his arms outstretch'd as he would fly,

Grasps in the comer : thus Welcome ever smiles,
And Farewel goes out sighing. O, let not virtue seek
Remuneration for the thing it was

;
For beauty, wit,

High birth, vigour of bone, desert in service,

Love, friendship, charity, are subjects all

To envious and calumniating time:
One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.

That all, with one consent, praise new born gauds,
Though they are made and moulded of things past."
" The throng of images in the above lines is pro-

digious ;
and though they sometimes jostle against

one another, they everywhere raise and carry on
the feeling, which is metaphsically true and pro-
found."—pp. 85—87.

This Chapter ends with an ingenious paral-
lel between the genius of Chaucer and that

of Shakespeare, which we have not room to

insert.

The following observations on Hamlet are

very characteristic of Mr. H.'s manner of

writing in the work now before us
;
in which

he continual))' appears acute, desultory, and

capricious
—with great occasional felicity of

conception and expression
—

frequent rashness
and carelessness—constant warmth of admi-
ration for his author—and some fits of extrav-

agance and folly, into which he seems to be

hurried, either by the hasty kindling of his

zeal as he proceeds, or by a selfwilled deter-

mination not to be balked or baffled in any
thing he has taken it into his head he should

eay.
" Hamlet is a name: his speeches and sayings

but the idle coinage of the poet's brain. But are

they not re;il ? They are as real as our own thoughts.
Their reality is in the reader's mind. It is we who
are Hamlet. This play has a prophetic truili, which
is above that of history. Whoever has become
thoughtful and melancholy through his own mis-

hups or those ol others ; whoever has borne about

with him the clouded brow of reflection, and thoaghl
himself '

too much i' ih" sun;' whoever has seen
the golden lamp of day dimnu'd by envimis iiiisia

rising in his own breast, and could find in the world
before him only a dull blank, with nothing left re-
markable in it

; whoever has known '

the pangs of
despised love, the insolence ol oflice, or the spurns
which patient merit of the unworthy takes ;' he who
has felt his mind sink within him. and sadness cUng
to his heart like a malady ; who has had his hopes
blighted and his youth staggered by the ajipariiions
of strange things ; who cannot be well at ease, while
he sees evil hovering near him like a spectre ; whose
powers of action have been eaten up by thought;
he to whom the universe seems infinite, and him-
self nothing; whose bitterness of soul makes him
careless of consequences, and who goes to a play,
as his best resource to shove ofl', to a second re-

move, the evils of life, by a mock-representation of
them. This is the true Hamlet.

" We have been so used to this tragedy, that we
hardly know how to criticise it, any more than we
should know how to describe our own faces. But
we must make such observations as we can. It is

the one of Shakespeare's plays that we think of
oltenest because it abounds most in striking reflec-

tions on human life, and because the distresses of
Hamlet are transferred, by the turn of his mind, to

the general account of humanity. Whatever hap-
pens to him, we apply to ourselves ; because he
applies it so himself as a means of general reason-

ing. He is a great moralizer, and what makes him
worth attending to is, that he moralizes on his own
feelings and experience. He is not a commonplace
pedant. If Zear shows the greatest depth of pas-
sion, Hamlet is the most remarkable for the inge-
nuity, originality, and unstudied development of
character. There is no attempt to force an interest:

every thing is left for time and circumstances to

unfold. The attention is excited without effort ; the
incidents succeed each other as matters of course ;

the characters think, and speak, and act, just as

they might do if left entirely to themselves. There
is no set purpose, no straining at a point. The ob
servations are suggested by the passing scene—the

gusts of passion come and go like sounds of music
borne on the wind. The whole play is an exact

transcript of what might be supposed to have taken
place at the court of Denmark, at the remote period
of time fixed upon, before the modern refinements
in morals and manners were heard of. It would
have been interesting enough to have been admit-
ted as a by-stander in such a scene, at such a time,
to have heard and seen something of what was
going on. But here we are more than spectators.
We have not only

'

the outward pageants and the

signs of grief,' but 'we have that within which
passes show.' We read the thoughts of the heart,
we catch the passions living as ihey rise. Other
dramatic writers give us very fine versions and
paraphrases of nature ; but Shakespeare, together
with his own comment, gives us the original text,
that we may judge for ourselves. This is a great
advantage." The character of Hamlet is itself a pure efTu-

sion of genius. It is not a character marked by
strength of will, or even of passion, but by refine-

ment of thought and sentiment. Hamlet is as little

of the hero as a man can well be ; but he is a young
and princely novice, full of high enthusiasm and
quick sensibility,

— the sport of circumstances,
questioning with fortune, and refining on his own
feelings ; and forced from the natural bias of his

disposition by the strangeness of his situation."—
pp. 104—107.

His account of the Tempest is all pleasingly

written, especially his remarks on Caliban;
but we rather give out readers his specula-
tions on Bottom and his associates.

" Bottom the Weaver is a cburacicr that has not
had justice done him. He is the most romantic oi
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mechanics ; He follows a sedentary trade, and he is

accordingly represented as coiicciied, serious, and
fantastical. He is ready to undertake any thing and

every thing, as ifit was as much a matter of course
as the motion of his loom andshulile. He is for play-
ing the tyrant, the lover, the lady, the lion.

' He will

roar that it shall do any man's heart good to hear
him ;' and this being objected to as improper, he
Btill has a resource in his good opinion of himself,
and 'will roar you an 'twere any nighinigale.'

Snug the Joiner is the moral man of the piece,
who proceeds by measurement and discretion in

all things. You see him with his rule and com-
passes in his hand. ' Have you the lion's part
written ? Pray you, if it be, give it me, for I am
slow of study."

— ' You may do it extempore,' says
Quince,

'

for it is nothing but roaring.' Starve-

ling the Tailor keeps the peace, and objects to the

lion and the drawn sword. '

I believe we must
leave the killing out when all's done.' Starveling,
however, does not start the objections himself, but

seconds them when made by others, as if he had
no spirit to express his fears without encourage-
ment. It is too much to suppose all this intentional :

but it very luckily falls out so."—pp. 126, 127.

Mr. H. admires Romeo and Juliet rather too

much—though his encomium on it is about
the most eloquent part of his performance :

But we really cannot sympathise with all the

conceits and puerilities that occur in this play ;

for instance, this exhortation to Night, which
Mr. H. has extracted for praise !— -

" Give me my Romeo—and when he shall die,
Take him ai,d cut him out in little stars,

And he will make the face of heaven so fine,

That all ihe world will be in love with Night, "&c.

We agree, however, with less reservation,
in his rapturous encomium on Lear—but can
afford no extracts. The following speculation
on the character of Falstaff is a striking, and,
on the whole, a favourable specimen of our

author's manner.

" Wit is often a meagre substitute for pleasure-
able sensation ;

an effusion of spleen and petty

spile at the comforts of others, from feeling none in

itself. FalstafTs wit is an emanation of a fine con-
stitution

;
an exuberance of good-humour and good-

nature ;
an overflowing of his love of laughier, and

good-fellowship ;
a giving vent to his heart's ease

and over-contentment with himself and others.—
He would not be in character if he were not so fat

as he is ; for there is the greatest keeping in the

boundless luxury of his imagination and the pam-
pered selt-indulgence of his physical appetites. He
manures and nourishes his mind with jests, as he
does his body with sack and sugar. He carves out

his jokes, as he would a capon, or a haunch of

venison, where tliere is cut and come afraiti: and

lavi.s^hly pours out upon them the oil of gladncj^s.
His tongue drops fatness, and in the chambers of
his brain

'

it snow^ of meat and drink.' He keeps
up perpetual holiday and open house, and we live

wiih him in a round of invitations to a rump and
dozen.—Yet we are not left to suppose that he was
a mere sensualist. All this is as much in imagina-
tion as in reality. His sensuality does not engross
and stupify his other faculties, but ' ascends me
into the brain, clears away all the dull, crude va-

pours that environ it, and makes it full of nimble,

fiery, and delectable shapes.' His imagination
keeps up the ball long after his senses have done
with it. He seems to have even a greater enjoy-
ment of the freedom from resiraint, of good cheer,
of his ease, of his vanity, in the ideal and exagge-
rated descriptions which he gives of them, than

in fact. He never fails to enrich his discourse

with allusions to eating and drinking; but we

never see him at table. He carries his own larder
about with him, and he is himself '

a tun of man.'
His pulling out the bottle in the field of battle is a

joke to show his contempt for glory accompanied
with danger, his systematic adherence to his Epi-
curean philosophy m the most trying circumstances.

Again, such is his deliberate exaggeration of his
own vices, that it does not seem qiiiie ceriaia
whether the account of his hostess' bill, found ia

his pocket, with such an out-ol-the-way charge for

capons and sack with only one half-penny-worth
of bread, was not put there by himself, as a trick to

humour the jest upon his favourite propensities, and
as a conscious caricature of himself

" The secret of Falsiaff's wit is for the most part
a masterly presence of mind, an absolute self-pos-

session, which nothing can disturb. His repartees
are invohuitary suggeslions of his sell-love

; instinc-

tive evasions of every thing that threatens to inter-

rupt the career of his triumphant jollity and

self-complacency. His very size floats him out of

all his difficulties in a sea of rich conceits
;
and ho

turns round on the pivot of his convenience, with

every occasion and at a moment's warning. His
natural repugnance to every unpleasant thought or

circumstance, of itself makes light of objections,
and provokes the most extravagant and licentious

answers in his own justification. His indifference

to truth puts no check upon his invention
;
and ihe

more improbable and unexpected his contrivances

are, the more happily does he seem to be delivered

of them, the anticiiiation of their efl'ect acting as a
stimulus to the gaiety of his fancy. The success of

one adventurous sally gives him spirits to undertake
another: he deals always in round immbers, and
his exaggerations and excuses are

'

open, palpable,
monstrous as the father that begets ihem.'

"

pp. 189— ift.

It is time, however, to make an end of this.

We are not in the humour to discuss points
of learning w-ith this author; and our readers

now see well enough ^^ hat sort of book he
has written. We shall conclude with his re-

marks on Shakespeare's style of Comedy, in-

troduced in the account of the Twelfth Night.

" This is justly considered as one of the most de-

lightful of Shakespeare's comedies. It is full of
sweetness and pleasantry. It is perhaps too good-
natured for comedy. It has little satire, and no

spleen. It aims at the ludicrous rather than the

ridiculous. It makes us laugh at the follies of

mankind; not despise them, and still less bear any
ill-will towards them. Shakespeare's comic genius
resembles the bee rather in its power of ex;racting
sweets from weeds or poisons, than in leaving a

sting behind it. He gives the most amusing exag-
geration of the prevailing foibles of his characters,
but in a way that they themselves, instead of being
offended at, would almost join in to humour; he
rather contrives opportunities ior them to show
themselves ofl' in the happiest lights, than renders

them contemptible in the perverse construction of

the W'it or malice of others.

"There is a certain stage of society, in which

people become conscious of their peculiarities and

absurdities, affect to disguise what they are, and set

up pretensions to what they are not. This gives
rise to a corresponding style of comedy, the object
of which is to delect the disguises of self-love, and
to make reprisals on these preposterous assumptions
of vanity, by marking the contrast between the real

and the affected character as severely as possible,
and denying to those, who would impose on us for

what they are not, even the merit which they have.

This is the comedy of artificial life, of wit and sa

tire, such as we see in Congreve, Wycherley, Van-

brugh, &c. But there is a period in the progress
of manners anterior to this, in which the foibles and
follies of individuals are of nature's planting, not the

growth of art or study ;
in which they are therefor©
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unconscious of llicm themselves, or care not who
knows them, if they can but have tlieir wliini out;
nnd in wiiji-h, as iliere is no ai tempt at imposition,
liic spc'i;iaior8 rather receive pleasure (rom humour-

ing the inchiiations of the persons they laugh at,

than wish lo give them pain by exposing their ab-

eurdiiy. This may be railed the comedy of na-

ture
;
and it is the comedy which we generally find

in Shake s(ieare.
— Wheiiier the analysis here given

be jusi or not, the spirit of his comedies is evidently

quite disiiiici from that ot the authors above men-

tioned; as it is in its essence the same wiih that of

Cervanies, and also very frequently of Moliere,

though he was more systematic in his extravagance
than Shakespeare. Shakespeare's comedy is of a

pastoral and poetical cast. Folly is indigenous to

the soil, and shoots out wiih native, happy, un-

checked hixiiriance. Absurdity has every encour-

agement aflitrded it; and nonsense has room to

flourish in. Nothing is stunted by the churlish, icy
hand of indiflerence or severity. The poet runs riot

in a conceit,, and idolizes a quibble. His whole ob-

ject is to turn the meanest or rudest objects to a

pleasurable account. And yet the relish which he
has of a pun, or of the quaint humour of a low

character, does not interfere with the delight with

which he describes a beautiful image, or the most
refined love. The clown's forced jests do not spoil
the sweetness of the character of Viola. The same
house is big enough lo hold Malvolio, the Countess

Maria, Sir Toby, and Sir Andrew Aguceheek.
For instance, nothing can fall much lower than this

last character in intellect or morals: yet how are his

weaknesses nursed and dandled by Sir Toby into

something
'

high fantastical ;' when on Sir Andrew's
commendation of himself for dancing and fencing.
Sir Toby answers,— ' Wherefore are these ihinga
hid? VVherelore have these gifis a curtain before
them ? Are they like to take dust, like Mrs. Moll's

picture? Why dost thou not go to church in a

galliard, and come home in a coranto? My very
walk should be a jig ! I would not so much as make
water but in a cinque-pace. What dost thou mean 7

Is this a world lo hide virtues in? I did think by
the excellent constitution of thy leg, it was Iramed
under the star of a galliard !'

—How Sir Toby, Sir

Andrew, and the Clown afterwards ckiip over their

cups! how they 'rouse the night-owl in a catch,
able to draw three oulsoutofone weaver!' What
can be belter than Sir 'I'oby's unanswerable answer
to Malvolio,

' Dost thou think, because thou art

virtuous, there shall be no more cakes and ale?'—
In a word, the best turn is given to everything, in-

stead of the worst. There is a constant infusion of

the romantic and enthusiastic, in proportion as the

characters are natural and sincere : whereas, in the

more artificial style of comedy, everything gives

way to ridicule and indifference ; there being noth-

ing left but afTectaiion on one side, and incredulity

on the other."—pp. 255—^259.

^ (Jfbrtiartt, 1822.)

Sardanapalus, a Tragedy. The Two Foscari, a Tragedy. Cain, a Mystery. By Lord Btrow-
8vo. pp. 440. Murray. London : 1822.*

It must be a more difficult thing to write a

good play
—or even a good dramatic poem—

than wo had imagined. Not that we should,
a priori, have imagined it to be very easy :

But it is impossible not to be struck with the

fact, that, in comparatively rude times, when
the resources of the art had been less care-

fully considered, and Poetry certainly had not

collected all her materials, success seems to

have been more frequently, and far more

easily obtained. From the middle of Eliza-

beth's reign till the end of James', the drama
formed by far the most brilliant and beautiful

part of our poetry,
—and indeed of our litera-

ture in general. From that period to the

Revolution, it lost a part of its splendour and

originality; but still continued to occupy the

most conspicuous and considerable place in

our literary annals. For the last centurj'-, it

has been quite otherwise. Our poetry has
cea.sed alinost entirely to be dramatic; and,
though men of great name and great talent

have occasionally adventured into this once
fertile field, they have reaped no laurels, and
left no trophies behind them. The genius of

Dryden appears nowhere to so little advantage
as in his tragedies; and the contrast is truly

humiliating when, in a presumptuous attempt
to heighten the colouring, or enrich the sim-

plicity of Shakespeare, he bedaubs with ob-

*
I have thought it best to put all my Dramatical

criiicisms in one series; and, theretore, I take the

tragedies of Lord Byron in this place
—and apart

from his other poetry.

scenity, or deforms with rant, the genuine
passion and profligacy of Antony and Cleopatra—or intrudes on the enchanted solitude of

Prospero and his daughter, with the tones of

worldly gallantry, or the caricatures of affected

simplicity. Otway, with the sweet and mel-
low diction of the former age, had none of its

force, variety, or invention. Its decaying fires

burst forth in some strong and irregular flashes,
in the disorderly scenes of Lee; and sunk at

last in the ashes, and scarcely glowing embers,
of Rowe.

Since his time—till very lately
—the school

of our ancient dramatists has been deserted:

and we can scarcely say that any new one
has been established. Instead of the irregular
and comprehensive plot

—the rich discursive

dialogue
—the ramblings of fancy

—the magic
creations of poetry

—the rapid succession of

incidents and characters—the soft, flexible,
and ever-varying diction—and the flowing,

continuous, and easy versification, which char-

acterised those masters of the golden time,

we have had tame, foimal, elaborate, and

stately compositions
— meagre stories—few

personages
—characters decorous and consist-

ent, but without nature or spirit
—a guarded,

timid, classical diction—ingenious and me-
thodical disquisitions

—turgid or sejiteMitious

declamations—and a solemn and monotonous
strain of versification. Nor can this be as-

cribed, even plausibly, to any decay of genius

arnongus; for the most remarkable failures

have fallen on the highest talents. We have

already hinted at the miscarriages of Drydeu.
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The exquisite taste and fine observation of

Addison, produced only the solemn maukish-
ness of Cato. The beautiful fancy, the gor-

geous diction, and generous affections of

Thomson, were chilled and withered as soon
as he touched the verge of the Drama

j
where

his name is associated with a mass of verbose

puerility, which it is diflicult to conceive could

ever have proceeded from the author of the

Seasons and the Castle of Indolence. Even
the mighty intellect, the eloquent morality,
and lofty style of Johnson, which gave too

tragic and magnificent a tone to his ordinary

writing, failed altogether to support him in his

attempt to write actual tragedy; and Irene is

not only unworthy of the imitator of Juvenal

and the author of Rasselas and the Lives of

the Poets, but is absolutely, and in
itself,

nothing better than a tissue of wearisome
and unimpassioned declamations. We have
named the most celebrated names in our

literature, since the decline of the drama, al-

most to our own days ;
and if they have neither

lent any new honours to the stage, nor bor-

rowed any from it. it is needless to say, that

those who adventured with weaker powers
had no better fortune. The Mourning Bride

of Congreve, the Revenge of Young, and the

Douglas of Home [we cannot add the Mys-
terious Mother of Walpole—even to please
Lord Byron], are almost the only tragedies of

the last age that are familiar to the present ;

and they are evidently the works of a feebler

and more effeminate generation
—

indicating.
as much by their exaggerations as by their

timidity, their own consciousness of inferiority
to their great predecessors

—whom they af-

fected, however, not to imitate, but to supplant.
But the native taste of our people was not

thus to be seduced and perverted ;
and when

the wats of Queen Anne's time had lost the

authority of living authors, it asserted itself

by a fond recurrence to its original standards,
and a resolute neglect of the more regular
and elaborate dramas by which they had been
succeeded. Shakespeare, whom it had long-

been the fashion to decry and even ridicule,
as the poet of a rude and barbarous age*, was
reinstated in his old supremacy: and when
his legitimate progeny could no longer be
found at home, his spurious issue were hailed

with rapture from foreign countries, and in-

vited and welcomed with the most eager
enthusiasm on their arrival. The German

*
It i.s not a little remarkable to find such a man

OS Goldsmith joining in this pitiful sneer. In his

V^irar of Wakefield, he constantly represents his

famous town ladies. Miss Carolina Amelia W'ilhel-

mina Skeggs, and the other, as discoursing al)oui
"
high life, ShaA-espeare, and the musical ghisses !"—And, in a more serious passage, he introduces a

player as astonishing the Vicar, by inrorniiiig him
that

"
Dryden and Rovve's manner were quite out

of fashion—our taste has gone back a whole century:

Fletcher, Ben Jonson, and, above all, the plin/s' of

Shakexpeare, are the only thinss that go down."
" How!" says the Vicar, "is it possible that the

presctit age can be pleased with thnt nntiqnaled dia-

lect, that ohsolete lannour, and those overc/mrfred
ckarar/erf! wliich abound in the works you men-
tion ?" No writer of name, who was not aiming at

a paradox, would venture to say this now

imitations, of Schiller and Kolzcbue, carica-

tured and distorted as they were by the aber-
rations of a vulgar and vitiated taste, had still

so much of the raciness and vigour of the old

English drama, fiom which they were avow-

edly derived, that iheyinstaiitly became more

popular in England than any thing that her
own artists had recently produced ;

and served
still more effectually to recal our aficclions to

their native and legitimate rulers. Then fol-

lowed republications of Massinger, and Beau-
mont and Fletcher, and Ford, and their

contemporaries
—and a host of new tragedies,

all written in avowed and elaborate imitation

of the ancient models. Miss Baillie, we rather

think, had the merit of leading the way in this

return to our old allegiance
—and then came

a volume of plays by Mr. Chenevix, and a
succession of single plays, all of considerable

merit, from 1%. Coleridge, Mr. JNJaturin, Mr.

Wilson, Mr. Barry Cornwall, and INJr. IMilman.

The first and the last of these names are the

most likely to be remembered
;
but none of

them, we fear, will ever be ranked with the

older worthies; nor is it conceivable that any
age should ever class them together.
We do not mean, however, altogether to

deny, that there may be some illusion, in our

habitual feelings, as to the merits of the great

originals
—consecrated as they are, in our

imaginations, by early admiration, and asso-

ciated, as all their pecuharitics, and the mere
accidents and oddities of their diction now
are, with the recollection of their intrinsic ex-

cellences. It is owing to this, we suppose,
that we can scarcely venture to ask ourselves,

steadily, and without an inward startling and

feeling of alarm, what reception one of Shake-

speare's irregular plays
—the Tempest for ex-

ample, or the ]\lidsummer Night's Dream—
would be hkely to meet with, if it were now
to appear for the first time, without name,
notice, or preparation? Nor can we pursue
the hazardous supposition through all the pos-
sibilities to which it invites us, without some-

thing like a sense of impiety and profanation.

Yet, though some little superstition may min-

gle with our faith, we must still believe it to

be the true one. Though time may have
hallowed many things that were at first but

common, and accidental associations imjiarted
a charm to much that was in itself indili'erent,

we cannot but believe that there ^iBs an orig-

inal sanctity, which time only matured and

extended—and an inherent charm from ^^ hich

the association derived all its power. And
when we look candidly and calml)' to the

works of our early dramatists, it is impossible,
we think, to dispute, that after criticism has

done its worst on them— after all deductions

for impossible plots and i'antastical characters,

unaccountable forms of speech, and occasional

extravagance, indelicacy, and horrors?—there

is a facility and richness about tht m, both of

thought aiid of diction—a force of invention,

and a depth of sagacity—an originality ot

conception, and a play of fancy
—a nakedness

and eneigy of passion, and. above all, a co-

piousness of imagerv, and a sweetness and

flexibihty of verse, which is altogether unri-

2 B 2
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vailed, in earlier or in later times
;

—and places
them, in our estimation, in the very highest
and foremost place among ancient or modern

poets.
It is in these particulars that the inferiority

of their recent imitators is most apparent
—in

the want of ease and variety
—

origniality and

grace. There is,
in all then- attempts, what-

ever may be their other merits or defects, an

air of anxiety and labour—and indications, by
far too visible, at once of timidity and ambi-

tion. This may arise, in part, from the fact

of their being, too obviously and consciously,
imitators. They do not aspire so much to

rival the genius of their originals, as to copy
their manner. They do not write as they
would have written in the present day, but as

they imagine they themselves w-ould have
written two hundred years ago. They revive

the anticjue phraseology, repeat the venerable

oaths, and emulate the quaint familiarities of

that classical period
—and wonder that they

are not mistaken for new incarnations of its

departed poets ! One great cause why they
are not, is, that they speak an unnatural dia-

lect, and are constrained by a masquerade
habit

;
in neither of which it is possible to

display that freedom, and those delicate traits

of character, which are the life of the drama,
and were among the chief merits of those who
once exalted it so highly. Another bad effect

of imitation, and especially of the imitation

of unequal and irregular models in a critical

age, is, that nothing is thought fit to be copied
but the exquisite and shining passages ;

—
from which it results, in the first place, that

all our rivalry is reserved for occasions in

which its success is most hopeless; and, in

the second place, that instances, even of occa-

sional success, want their proper grace and

effect, by being deprived of the relief, shading,
and preparation, which they would naturally
have received in a less fastidious composition ;

and, instead of the warm and native and ever-

varying graces of a spontaneous effusion, the

work acquires the false and feeble brilliancy
of a prize essay in a foreign tongue

—a collec-

tion of splendid patches of different texture

and pattern.
At the bottom of all this—and perhaps as

its most efficient cause—there lurks, we sus-

pect, an unreasonable and undue dread of

criticism ;*-not the deliberate and indulgent
criticism which we exercise, rather for the

encouragement of talent than its warning—
but the vigilant and paltry derision which is

perpetually stirring in idle societies, and but

too continually present to the spirits of all who
aspire to their notice. There is nothing so

certain, we take
it,

as that those who are the

most alert in discovering the faults of a work
of genius, are the least touched with its beau-
ties. Those who admire and enjoy fine poetry,
in short, are quite a different class of persons
from those who find out its flaw-s and defects—who are sharp at detecting a plagiarism or

u grammatical inaccuracy, and laudably in-

dustrious in bringing to light an obscure pas-

sage
—sneering at an exaggerated one—or

wondering at the meaning of some piece of

excessive simplicity. It is in vain to expect the

praises of such people ;
for they never praise;—and it is truly very little worth while to

disarm their censure. It is only the praises
of the real lovers of poetry that ever give it

true fame or popularity
—and these are little

affected by the cavils of the fastidious. Yet
the genius of most modern writers seems to

be rebuked under that of those pragmatical
and insignificant censors. They are so much
afraid of faults, that they will scarcely venture

upon beauties) and seem more anxious in

general to be safe, than original. They dare
not indulge in a florid and magnificent way of

writing, for fear of being charged with bom-
bast by the cold-blootled and malignant. They
must not be tender, lest they should be laugh-
ed at for puling and whining; nor discursive

and fanciful like their great predecessors,
under pain of being held out to derision, as

ingenious gentlemen who have dreamed that

the gods have made them poetical !

Thus, the dread of ridicule, which they
have ever before their eyes, represses all the

emotions, on the expression of which their

success entirely depends; and in order to

escape the blame of those to whom they can

give no pleasure, and through whom they can

gain no fame, they throw away their best

chance of pleasing those who are capable of

relishing their excellences, and on whose ad-

miration alone their reputation must at all

events be founded. There is a great want of

magnanimity, we think, as well as of wisdom,
in this sensitiveness to blame; and we are

convinced that no modern author will ever

write with the grace and vigour of the older

ones, who does not write with some portion
of their fearlessness and indifference to cen-

sure. Courage, in short, is at least as neces-

sary as genius to the success of a work of

imagination; since, without this, it is im-

possible to attain that freedom and self-pos-

session, without which no talents can ever

have fair play, and, far less, that inward con-

fidence and exaltation of spirit which must

accompany all the higher acts of the under-

standing. The earlier writers had probably
less occasion for courage to secure them these

advantages ;
as the public was far less critical

in their day, and much more prone to admira-

tion than to derision : But we can still trace

in their writings the indications both of a

proud consciousness of their own powers and

privileges, and of a brave contempt for the

cavils to which they might expose them-

-«elves. In our own times, w^e know but one

writer who is emancipated from this slavish

awe of vulgar detraction—this petty timidity
about being detected in blunders and faults

and that is the illustrious author of Waverley,
and the other novels that have made an era

in our literature as remarkable, and as likely

to be remembered, as any which can yet be

traced in its history. We shall not now say
how large a portion of his success we ascribe

to this intrepid temper of his genius; but we
are confident that no person can read any one

of his wonderful works, without feeling that

their author : -as utterly careless of the re-
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proach of small imperfections; disdained the

inglorious labour of perpetual correctness, and
has conscquendij imparted to his productions
that spirit and ease and variety, which re-

minds us of better times, and gives lustre and
effect to those rich and resplendent passages
to which it left him free to aspire.

Lord Byron, in some respects, may appear
lot to have been wanting in intrepidity. He
has not certainly been very tractable to ad-

vice, nor very patient of blame. But this, in

him, we fear, is not superiority to censure,
but aversion to it

; and, instead of proving
that he is indifferent to detraction, shows

only, that the dread and dislike of it operate
with more than common force on his mind.
A critic, whose object was to give pain, would
desire no better proof of the efficacy of his in-

flictions, than the bitter scorn and fierce de-

fiance wnth which they are encountered
;
and

the more vehemently the noble author pro-
tests that he despises the reproaches that

have been bestowed on him, the more certain

it is that he suffers from their severity, and
would be glad to escape, if he cannot over-

bear, them. But however this may be, we
think it is certain that his late dramatic efforts

have not been made carelessly, or without

anxiety. To us, at least, they seem very elab-

orate and hard-wrought compositions; and
this indeed we take to be their leading char-

acteristic, and the key to most of their pe-
culiarities.

Considered as Poems, we confess they ap-

pear to us to be rather heav}', verbose, and

inelegant
—deficient in the passion and energy

which belongs to the other writings of the

noble author—and still more in the richness

of imagery, the originality of thought, and
the sweetness of versification for which he
used to be distinguished. They are for the

most part solemn, prolix, and ostentatious—
lengthened out by large preparations for catas-

trophes that never arrive, and tantalizing us

with slight specimens and glimpses of a

higher interest, scattered thinly up and down

many weary pages of declamation. Along
with the concentrated pathos and homestruck
sentiments of his former poetry, the noble

author seems also, we cannot imagine why,
to have discarded the spirited and melodious
versification in which they were embodied,
and to have formed to himself a measure

equally remote from the spring and vigour of

his former compositions, and from the soft-

ness and flexibility of the ancient masteis of

the drama. There are some sweet lines, and

many of great weight and energy ;
but the

general march of the verse is cumbrous and
unmusical. His lines do not vibrate like

polished lances, at once strong and light, in

the hands of his persons, but are wielded like

clumsy batons in a bloodless affray. Instead

of the graceful familiarity and idiomatical

melodies of Shakespeare, they are apt, too, to

fall into clumsy prose, in their approaches to

the easy and colloquial style ; and, in the

loftier passages, are occasionally deformed by
low and common images, that harmonize but

ill with 'h*; general solemnity of the diction.

As Plays, we are afrakl we must also pay
that the pieces before us are wanting in inter-

est, character, and action :
—at least we must

say this of the three last of them—for there is

interest in Sardanapahis
—and beauties be-

sides, that make us blind to its other defects.

There
is, however, throughout, a want of

dramatic effect and variety ;
and we suspect

there is something in the character or habit
of Lord Byron's genius which will render this

unattainable. He has too little sympathy with
the ordinary feelings and frailties of humanitv,
to succeed well in their representation

—"His
soul is like a star, and dwells apart." It does
not ''hold the mirror up to nature," nor catch
the hues of surrounding objects; but, like a

kindled furnace, throws out its intense glare
and gloomy grandeur on the narrow scene
which it irradiates. He has given us, in his

other works, some glorious pictures of nature—some magnificent reflections, and some in-

imitable delineations of character: But the

same feelings prevail in them all; and his

portraits in particular, though a little varied
in the drapery and attitude, seem all copied
from the same original. His Childe Hiirold,
his Giaour, Conrad, Lara, Manfred, Cain, and
Lucifer—are all one individual. There is the

s-ame varnish of voluptuousness on the sur-

face—the same canker of misanthropy at the

core, of all he touches. He cannot draw the

changes of many-coloured life, nor transpoit
himself into the condition of the infinitely di-

versified characters by A\hom a stage should

be peopled. The very intensity of his feel-

ings
—the loftiness of his views—the pride of

his nature or his genius
—withhold him from

this identification; so that in personating the

heroes of the scene, he does little but lepeat
himself. It would be better for him, we
think, if it were otherwise. We are sure it

-would be better for his readers. He would

get more fame, and things of far more worth
than fame, if he would condescend to a more
extended and cordial sympathy with his fel-

low-creatures; and we should have more

variety of fine poetry, and, at all events, bet-

ter tragedies. We have no business to read

him a homily on the sinfulness of pride and

uncharity ;
but we have a right to say, that

it argues a poorness of genius to keep alwavs
to thf same topics and persons; and that the

world will weary at last of the most eneigetic

pictures of misanthropes and madmen—out-

laws and their mistresses !

A man gifted as he is, when he aspires at

dramatic fame, should emulate the greatest
of dramatists. Let Lord Byron then think

of Shakespeare—and consider what a noble

range of character, what a freedom from man-
nerism and egotism, there is in him! How
much he seems to have studied nature; how
little to have thought about himself; how
seldom tp have repeated or glanced back at

his own most successful inventions ! Why
indeed should he? Nature was still open
before him, and inexhaustible

;
and the fresh-

ness and variety that still delight his readers,
must have had constant atraclions for him-

self. Take his Hamlet, for instance. What
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a character is there !
—^how full of thought

and refinement, and fancy and individuality !

" How infinite in faculties ! In form and

motion how express and admirable ! The

beauty of the universe, the paragon of ani-

mals !" Yet close the play, and we meet with

him no more—neither in the author's other

works, nor any \\here else ! A common
uthor who had hit upon such a character,
would have dragged it in at every turn, and

worn it to very tatters. Sir John Falslafl",

again, is a world of wit and humour in him-

self. But except in the two parts of Henry
IV., there would have been no trace of such

a beins, had not the author been ''ordered

to confinue him" in the Merry Wives of

Windsor. He is not the least like Benedick,
or Mercutio, or Sir Tob)' Belch, or any of the

other witty and jovial personages of the same
author—nor are they like each other. Othello

is one of the most striking and powerful in-

ventions on the stage. But when the play

closes, we hear no more of him ! The poet's
creation comes no more to life again, under a

fictitious name, than the real man would have
done. Lord Byron in Shakespeare's place,
would have peopl(Hl the world with black

Othellos I What indications are there of Lear
in any of his earlier plays 1 What traces of

it in any that he wrote afterwards?- None. It

might have been written by any other man,
he is so little conscious of it. He never once
returns to that huge sea of sorrow; but has
left it standing by itself, shoreless and un-

approachable ! Who else could have afforded

not to have "drowned the stage with tears"

from such a source 1 But we must break

away from Shakespeare, and come at last to

the work before us.

In a very brief preface. Lord Byron renews
his protest against looking upon any of his

plays, as having been composed
'• with the

most remote view to the stage
"—and. at the

same time, testifies in behalf of the Unities,
as essential to the existence of the drama—
according to what "

was, till lately, the law
of literature throughout the world, and is still

83, in the more civilised parts of it." We
do not think those opinions very consistent

;

and we think that neither of them could pos-

sibly find favour with a person whose genius
had a truly dramatic character. We should
as soon expect an orator to compose a speech
altogether unfit to be spoken. A drama isr

not merely a dialogue, but an action : and

necessarily supposes that something is to

pass before the eyes of assembled spectators.
Whatever is peculiar to its written part,
should derive its peculiarity from this con-

sideration. Its style should be throughout
an accompaniment to action—and should be
calculated to excite the emotions, and keep
alive the attention, of gazing multitudes. If

an author does not bear this continually in

his mind, and docs not write in the ideal

presence of an eager and diversified assem-

blage, he may be a poet perhaps, but as-

suredly he never Avill be a dramatist. If

Lord Byron really does not wish to impreg-
Xia*e his elaborate scenes with the living

spirit of the drama—if he has no hankeunff
after stage-effect

—if he is not haunted with
the visible presentment of the persons he has

created—
if, in setting down a vehement in-

vective, he does not fancy the tone in which
Mr. Kean would deliver it,

and anticipate ihe

long applauses of the pit, then he may be
sure that neither his feelings nor his genius
are in unison with the stage at all. Whj^
then, should he affect the form, without the

power of tragedy? He may, indeed, produce
a mystery like Cain, or a far sweeter vision,
like Manfred, without subjecting himself to

the censure of legitimate criticism: But
i^

with a regular subject before him, capable of

all the strength and graces of the drama, he
does not feel himself able or willing to draw
forth its resources so as to affect an audience

with terror and delight, he is not the man we
want—and his time and talents are wasted
here. Didactic reasoning and eloquent de-

scription will not compensate, in a play, for a
dearth of dramatic spirit and invention : ?./).<i

besides, sterling sense and poetry, as F/'/Z^h.

ought to stand by themselves, withou'j thd

unmeaning mockery of a dramatis persona.
As to Lord Byron's pretending to set up the

Unities at this time of day, as "the law of

literature throughout the world," it is mere

caprice and contradiction. He, if ever man
was, is a lavj to himself

—"a chartered liber-

tine;"
—and now, when he is tired of this

unbridled licence, he wants to do penance
within the Unities! This certainly looks very
like affectation

; or, if there is any thing sin-

cere in it, the motive must be, that, by get-

ting rid of so much stor)- and action, in order

to simplify the plot and bring it Avithin the

pi-escribed limits, he may fill up the blank

spaces with long discussions, and have nearly
all the talk to himself! For ourselves, we
will confess that we have had a considerable

contempt for those same Unities, ever since

we read Dennis' Criticism on Cato in our

boyhood—except indeed the unity of action,
which Lord Byron does not appear to set

much store by. Dr. Johnson, we conceive,

has prettv well settled this question : and if

Lord Byron chooses to grapple with him, he
will find that it requires a stronger aim than

that with which he puts down our Laureates.

We shall only add, that when the moderns
tie themselves down to write tragedies of the

same length, and on the same simple plan, in

other respects, with those of Sophocles and

^schylus, we shall not object to their adher-

ing to the Unities
;
for there can. in that case,

be no sufficient inducement forviolatiiig them.

But, in the mean time, we hold that English
dramatic poetry soars above the Unities, just as

the imagination does. The only pretence for

insisting on them is,
that we suppose the

stage itself to be, actually and really, the

very spot on which a given action is peform
ed

; and, if so, this space cannot be removed
to another. But the supposition is manifestly

quite contrary to truth and experience. The

stage is considered merely as a place in which

any given action ad lihitum may be perform-
ed

;
and accordingly may be shifted, and ia
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FO in imagination, as often as the action re-

qm-esit. That any Avriter should ever have
insifeted on such an unity as this, must appear
sufficiently preposterous; but. that the defence
of it should be taken up by an author whose

plays are never to be acted at all. and which,

therefore, have nothing more than a nominal
reference to any stage or locality whatever,
must strike one as absolutely incredible.

It so happens, however, that the disadvan-

tage, and, m truth, absurdity of sacrificing

higher objects to a formality of this kind, is

strikingly displayed in one of these dramas—
Thk Two Foscari. The whole interest here
turns upon the younger of ttiem having re-

turned from banishment, in deiiance of the

law and its consequences, from an unconquer-
able longing after his native country. Now,
the only way to have made this sentiment

palpable, the practicable foundation of stu-

pendous sufferings, would have been, to have

presented him to the audience wearing out

his heart in exile—and forming his resolution

to return, at a distance from his country, or

hovering, in excruciating suspense, within

sight of its borders. We might then have

caught some glimpse of the nature of his

motives, and of so extraordinary a character.

But as this would have been contrary to one
of the Unities, we first meet with him led from
"the Question," and afterwards taken back
to it in the Ducal Palace, or clinging to the

dungeon-walls of his native city, and expiring
from his dread of leaving them; and there-

fore feel more wonder than sjinpathy, when
we are told in a Jeremiad of wilful lamenta-

tions, that these agonising consequences have

resulted, not from guilt or disaster, but merely
from the intensity of his love for his country.

But we must now look at the other Trage-

dies; and on turning again to Sardanapalus,
we are half inclined to repent of the severity
of some of our preceding remarks, or to own
at least that they are not strictly applicable
to this performance. It is a work beyond all

question of great beauty and power; and

though the heroine has many traits in com-
mon with the Medoras and Gulnares of Lord

Byron's undramatic poetry, the hero must be
allowed to be a new character in his hands.

He has. indeed, the scorn of war, and glory,
and priestcraft, and regular morality, which

distinguishes the rest of his Lordship's favour-

ites; but he has no misanthropy, and very
little pride

—and may be regarded, on the

whole, as one of the most truly good-hu-

moured, amiable, and respectable voluptuaries
to whom we have ever been presented. In

this conception of his character, the author

has very wisely followed nature and fancy
rather than history. His Sardanapalus is not

an effeminate, worn-out debauchee, with shat-

tered nerves and exhausted senses, the slave

of indolence and vicious habits
;
but a san-

guine votary of pleasure, a princely epicure,

indulging, revelling in boundless luxury while

he can, but with a soul so inured to volup-

tuousness, so saturated with delights, that

pain and danger, when they come uncalled

for, give him neither concern nor dread;
41

and he goes forth, from the banquet to tba
battle, as to a dance or measure, attired Dj
the Graces, and with youth, joy, and love for

his guides. He dallies with liellona as her

bridegroom
—for his sport and pastime ;

anJ
the spear or fan, the shield or shining mirrot,
become his hands equally well. He enjoyo
life, in short, and triumphs over death; and
whether in prosperous or adverse circum-
stances, his soul smiles out superior to evil.

The Epicurean philosophy of Sardanapalus
gives him a fine opportunity, in his confer-

ences with his stern and contidential adviser,

Salemenes, to contrast his own imputed and
fatal vices of ease and love of pleasure with
the boasted virtues of his predecessors, War
and Conquest ;

and we may as well begin
with a short specimen of this characteristic

discussion. Salemenes is brother to the ne-

glected queen ;
and the controversy originates

in the monarch's allusion to her.

" Sard. Tiiou think'st that I have wrong'd the

queen : is't not so ?

Sale. Thinli ! Thou hast wrong'd her !

Sard. Patience, prince, and hear me
She has all power and splendour of her station,

Respect, the tutelage of Assyria's heirs,

The homage and the appanage of sovereignty.
I married her, as monarehs wed—for state,

And loved her, as most husbands love their wives.
If she or thou siipposedst I could link me
Like a Chaldean peasant to his mate,
Ye knew nor ine, nor monarehs, nor mankind.

Sale. I pray thee, change the theme ; my blood
disdains

Complaint, and Salemenes' sister seeks not

Belnclant love, even from Assyria's lord I

Nor would she deign to accept divided passion
Wiih foreign strumpets and Ionian slaves.

The queen is silent.

Sard. And why not her brother?

Sale. I only echo thee the voice of empires.
Which he who long neglects not long will govern.

Sard. The ungrateful and ungracious slaves!

they murmur
Because I have not shed their blood, nor led them
To dry into the desert's dust by myriads,
Or whiten with their bones the banks> of Ganges ;

Nor decimated them with savage laws,

Nor sweated them to build up pyramids.
Or Babylonian walls.

Sale. Yet these are trophies

More worthy of a people and their prince

Than songs, and luies, and feasts, and concubines,
And lavish'd treasures, and contemned viriues.

Sard. Oh ! for my trophies I have founded cities-.

There's 'Farsus and Anchialus, both buili

In one day
—what could that blood-loving beHame,

My martial grandam, chaste Semiramis,
Do more—except destroy theiri?

Sale. 'Tis most v'ue ;

I own thy merit in those founded cities.

Built for a whim, recorded with averse

Which shames both them and thee to coming ages
Sard. Shame me ! By Baal, the cities, thougj

well built.

Are not more goodly than the verse ! Say what

Thou will against the truth of that brief reco/d,

Why, those few lines contain the history

Of all things human ; hear— '

Sardanapalua
The king, and Son of Anacyndara.\es,
In one day built Anchialus and Tarsus.

Eat, drink, and love ! the rest's not worth a fillip.

Sale. A worthy moral, and a wise inscription.

For a kincr to put up before his subjects !

Sard. Oh, thou wouldst have me doubtless e«*

up edicts—
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Obey the king
—contribute to liis treasure—

Recruit hi-s phalanx
—

spill your Mood ai bidding
—

Fall down and worship, or get up and toil.'

Or thus— '

Sardanapains on this spot
Slew liliy thousand of his enemii^s.

These are iln ir sepulchres, and this his trophy.'
I leave such things to conquerors ; enough
For nie, if I can make my subjects leel

The wciylit of human misery less, and glide

Ungroarung trj the tomb; I take no licence

Which I deny to tlicni. We all are rnen.

Sale. Thy sires have been revered as gods
—

Sard. In dust

And death—where they are neither gods nor men.
Talk not of such to me ! the worms are gods;
At least they banqiie'ed upon your gods,
And died for lack of farther nutriment.

Those gods were merely men ; look to their issue—
I feel a thousand mortal things about me.
But notliing godlike

—unless it may be

The thing which you condemn, a disposition
To loveiind to be merciful ;

to pardon
The follies of my species, and ('hat's human)
To be indulgent to my own."—pp. 18—21.

But the chief charm and vivifying angel of

the piece is Myrrha, the Greek slave of Sar-

danapalus
—a beautiful; heroic, devoted, and

ethereal being
—in love with the generous

andmfatuated monarch—ashamed of lovuig
a barbarian—and using all her influence over

him to ennoble as well as to adorn his exist-

ence, and to arm him against the terrors of

its close. Her voluptuousness is that of the

heart—her heroism of the affections. If the

pait she takes in the dialogue be sometimes
too subdued and submissive for the lofty

daring of her character, it is still such as

might become a Greek slave—a lovely Ionian

girl, in whom the love of liberty and the

scorn of death, was temperetl by the con-

sciousness of what she regarded as a degrading

passion, and an inward sense of fitness and
decorum with reference to her condition. The

development of this character and its con-

sequences form so material a part of the play,
that most of the citations with which we shall

illustrate our ab.stract of it will be found to

bear upon it.

Salemenes, in the interview to which we
have just alluded, had driven "the Ionian

minion" from the royal presence by his re-

proaches. After his departure, the Monarch
again recalls his favourite, and reports to her
the warning he had received. Her answer
lets us at once into the nobleness and delicacy
of her character.

"
Mi/r. He did well.

Sarri. And say'st <Ao?t so?
Thou whom he spurn'd so harshly, and now dared
Drive from our presence with his savage jeers,
And made thee weep and blush?

Myr. I should do holh

Nore freqnevlly ! and he did well to call me
Back to my duty. But thou spakest of peril

—
Peril to thee—

Sard. Ay, from dark plots and snares
From Medes—and discontented troops and nations.

I know not what—a labyrinth of things
—

A maze of mutter'd threats and mysteries :

Thou know'st the man—it is his usual custom.
But he is honest. Come, we'll think no more on't—
But of the midnight festival.

Myr. 'Tis lime

To think of aught save festivals. Thou hast not

Spurn'd his sage cautions ?

Hard. What ?—and dost thou fear ?
|

Myr. Fear!—I'm a Greek, and how shotfld J
fear death ?

A slave, and wherefore should I dread my freedom t

Sard. Then wherefore dost ihou turn so pale?
Myr. 1 love—
Sard. And do not I ? I \n\e thee far—far more

Than either the brief life or the wide realm,
Which, it may be, are menaced : yet I blancli not.

Myr. When he who is their ruler

Forgets himself, will they remember him ?

Sard. iMyrrha!

Myr. Frown not upon me : you have smiled
Too often on me, not to make those frowns
Bitterer to bear than any punishment
Which they may augur.

—
FCiiig, I am your subject!

Master, I am your slave ! Man, I have loved you I—
Loved you, I know not by what fatal weakness,
Although a Greek, and born a foe to monarchs—
A slave, and haling fetters—an Ionian,

And, therefore, when I love a stranger, more
Degraded by that passion than by chains !

Still I have loved you. If that love were strong
Enough to overcome all former nature.
Shall it not claim the privilege to save you !

Sard. Save me, my beauty ! Thou art very fair.

And what I seek of thee is love—not safety.

Myr. And without love where dwells security T

Sard. I speak of woman's love.

3Iyr. The very first

Of human life must spring from woman's breast ;

Your first small words are taught you from her lips,

Your first tears quench'd by her, and your laist

sighs
Too often breathed out in a woman's hearing.
When men have shrunk from the ignoble care
Of watching the last hour ot him who led them.

Sard. My eloquent Ionian ! thou speak'st music !

The very chorus of the tragic song
I have heard ihce talk of as the favourite pastime
Of thy far father-land. Nay, weep not—calm thee.

I^lyr. I weep not—But I pray thee, do not speak
About my fathers, or their land !

Sard. Yet oft

Thou speakest of them.

Myr. True—true ! constant thought
Will overflow in words unconsciously ;

Bat when another s^pcahx of Greece, it viounds me.
Sard. Well, then, how wouldst thou save me, aa

thou saidst ? [founders.

Myr. Look to the annals of thine empire's
Sard. They are so blotted over with blood, I

cannot. [ed.
But what wouldst have ? the empire has been found-
1 cannot go on multiplying empires.

Myr. Preserve thine own.
Sard. At least I will enjoy it.

Come, Myrrha, let us on lo the Euphrates ;

The hour invites, the galley is prepared,
And liie pavilion, deck'd for our return.
In fit adornment for the evening banquet.
Shall blaze with beauty and wiih light, until

It seems unto the stars which are above us
Itself an opposite star; and we will sit

Crown'd with fresh flowers like

Myr. Victims.

Sard. No. like sovereigns,
The shepherd kings of patriarchal times.
Who knew no brighter gems than summer wreaths.

And none but tearless triumphs. Let us on."

pp. 31—36.

The second act, which contains the details

of the conspiracy of Arbaces. its detection by
the vigilance of Salamenes, and the too rash

and hasty forgiveness of the rebels by the

King. is. on the whole, heavy and uninterest-

ing. Early in the third act, the royal ban-

quet is disturbed by sudden tiding? of trejv

son and revolt
;
and then the reveller blazei

out into the hero, and the Greek blood of

Myrrha mounts to its proper office ! The
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following passages are striking. A messenger
says,

" Prince Salemenes doth implore the king
To arm himself, although but for a moment,
And show himself unio the suldiers : his

Sole presence in this instant might do more
Than hosts can do in his behalf.

Sard. What, ho !

My armour there.

JMyr. And wilt thou ?

Sard. Will I not?
Ho, there I

—But seek not for tlie buckler ; 'tis

Too heavy :
—a light cuirass and my sword.

I\Iyr. How I do love thee !

Sard. I ne'er doubted it.

Myr. But now I know thee.

Sard, (.arming himself)
Give me the cuirass—so : my baldric ! now
My sword: I had forgot the helm, where is it ?

That's well—no, 'tis too heavy : you mistake, too—
It was not this I meant, but that which bears
A diadem around it.

Sfero. Sire, I deem'd
That too conspicuous from the precious stones
To risk your sacred brow beneath—and, trust me,
This is of better metal though less rich.

Sard. You deem'd I Are you too turn'd a rebel ?

Fellow !

Your part is to obey : return, and—no—
It is too late—I will go forth without it. •

Sfero. At least wear this.

Sard. Wear Caucasus ! why, 'tis

A mountain on my temples.

Myrrha, retire unto a place of safety.

Why went you not forth with the other damsels ?

Myr. Because my place is here.

I dare all things

Except survive what I have loved, to be

A rebel's booty : forth, and do your bravest"

pp. 85—S9.

The noise of the conflict now reaches her

in doubtful clamour
;
and a soldier comes in,

of whom she asks how the King bears him-
self—and is answered,

" All. Like a king. I must find Sfero,
And bring him a new spear and his own helmet.
He fighis till now bare-headed, and by far

Too much exposed. The soldiers knew his face.

And the foe too ; and in the moon's broad light,
His silk tiara and his flowing hair

Make him a mark too royal. Every arrow
Is pointed at the fair hair and fair features.
And the broad fillet which crowns both.

The king! tiie king fights as he revels.

Myr. 'Tis no dishonour—no—
'Tis no dishonour ! to have loved this man.
I almost wi.sih now, what I never wish'd
Before, that he were Grecian. If Alcidea
\\'ere shamed in wearing Lydian Omphale's
She-siarb, and wielding her vile distaff; surely
He, who springs up a Hercules at once,
Nurs'd in effeminaie arts from youth to manhood.
And rushes from the banquet to the battle,

As though it were a bed of love, deserves
That a Greek girl should be his parnmour.
And a Greek bard his minstrel, a Greek tomb
His monument!"—pp. 92, 93.

Soon after, she rushes out in agony to meet
the fate that seemed impending. The King,
however, by his daring valour, restores the

fortune of the fight ;
and returns, with all his

train, to the palace. The scene that ensues
is very masterly and characteristic. Turning
to JMyrrha

—
" Know'st thou, my brother, where I lighted on
This minion?

Sale. Herding with the other female*
Like frighten'd antelopes.

Sard. No *

Like the dam
Of the young lion, femininely raging.
She urged on, with her voice and gesture, and
Her floating hair and flashing eyes, the soldiers
In the pursuit.

Sale. Indeed !

Sard. You see, this night
Made warriors of more than me. I paused
To look upon her, and her kindled cheek

;

Her large black eyes, that flash'd through her

long hair

As it stream'd o'er her
;
her blue veins that rose

Along her most transparent brow; her nostril

Dilated from its symmetry ;
her lips

Apart ; her voice that clove through all the din.
As a lute's pierceth through the cymbal's clash,
Jarr'd but not drown'd by the loud brattling ;

her
Waved arms, more dazzling with their own born

whiteness
Than the steel her hand held, which she caught up
From a dead soldier's grasp ; all these things made
Her seem unto the troops a prophetess
Of victory, or Victory herself

Come down to hail us hers.

Sale, (r/i retiring.) Myrrha !

Myr. Prince.

Sale. You have shown a soul to-night,

Which, were he not my sister's lord But now
I have no time : thou lov'sl the king ?

Myr. I love

Sardanapalus.
Sale. But wouldst have him king still ?

Myr. I would not have him less than what he
should be.

Sale. Well, then, to have him king, and yours,
and all

He should, or should not be
;
to have him live,

Let him not sink back into luxury.
You have more power upon his spirit than

Wisdom within these walls, or fierce rebellion

Raging without : look well that he relapse not.

[Exit Sale.mexes.
Sard. Myrrha ! what, at whispers

With my stern brother ? I shall soon be jealous.

Myr. '{smiling.)
You have cause, sire ; for on the

earth there breathes not

A man more worthy of a woman's love—
A soldier's trust—a subject's reverence—
A king's esteem—the whole world's admiration !

Sard. Praise him, but not so warmly. 1 must not

Hear those sweet lips grow eloquent in aught
That throws me into the shade; yet you speak

truih."—pp. 100—105.

After thi.s,
there is an useless and unnatural

scene with the Queen, whose fondness her

erring husband meets with great kindness

and remorse. It is carefull)-. but rather tedi-

ously written ; and ends, a great ileal too long
after it ought to have ended, by Salemenes

carrying ofl" his sister in a fit.

The fifth act gives, rather languidlj-, the

consummation of the rebellion. Salemenea
is slain ; and the King, in spite of a desperate

resistance, driven back to his palace and its

gardens. He then distributes his treasure to

his friends, and forces them to embark on the

river, which is still open for their escape;

only requiring, as the last service of his faith-

ful veterans, that they should buildup a huge

pile of combustibles around the throne in his

presence-chamber, and leave him there with

Myrrha alone
;
and commanding them, when

they had cleared the city with their galleys,

to sound their trumpets as a signal of safety.

We shall close our extracts with a few frag-
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merits of the final scene. This is his fare-

well to the troops.

"Sard. My best ! my last friends!

Let's not unman each oihcr—part at once :

Ail taiewells should be sudden, when for ever,
Else they make an eierniiy of moments,
And clog I he last sad sands of life with tears.

Hence, and be happy : trust me, I am not

Now to be piiied ; or far more for what
Is past than pn.'sent ;— i'or the future, 'tis

In the hands of the deities, if such [well.

There be : I shall know soon. Farewell—fare-

[Exeu7it Pania and Soldiers.

Myr. These men were honest: It is comfort still

That our last looks should be on loving faces, [me !

Sard. And lovely ones, rny beautiful!—but hear

If at this moment, for we now are on

The brink, thou feel'st an inward shrinking from
This leap through flame into the future, say it :

I shall not love thee less ; nay, perhaps more,
For yielding to thy nature : and there's time

Yet for t"hee to escape hence,

Myr. Shall I light
One of the torches which lie heap'd beneath

The ever-burning lamp that burns without,
Before Baal's shrine, in the adjoining hall?

Sard. Do so. Is that thy answer ?

3fyr. Thou shah see."—pp. 162, 163.

There is then a long invocation to the

shades of his ancestors; at the end of which,

Myrrha returns with a lighted torch and a

cup of wine—and says,

"Lo!
I've lit the lamp which lights us to the stars.

Sard. And the cup ?

Myr. 'Tis my country's custom to

Make a libation to the gods.
Sard. And mine

To make libations amongst men. I've not

Forgot the custom ;
and although alone,

Will drain one draught in memory of many
A joyous banquet past.

Yet pavise,

My Myrrha ! dost thou truly follow me,
Freely and fearlessly ?

Myr. And dost thou think

A Greek girl dare not do for love, that which

An Indian widow braves for custom ?

Sard. Then
We but await the signal.

Myr. It is long
In sounding.

Sard. Now, farewell ; one last embrace.

Myr. Embrace, but 7iot the last
;

there is one

more. [ashes.

Sard. True, the commingling fire will mix our

Myr. Then farewell, thou earth!

And loveliest spot of earth ! farewell Ionia .'

Be thou still free and beautifiil, and far

Aloof from desolation ! My last prayer [thee I

Was for thee, my last thoughts, save one, were of

.Sard. And that?

Myr. Is yours.
[The trumpet of Pania sounds without.

Sard. Hark!

3Iyr. Now !

Sard. Adieu, Assyria!
1 loved thee well, my own, my fathers' land,
And better as my country than my kinsdom.
I satiated thee with peace and joys ;

and this

Is my reward ! and now I owe thee nothing.
Not even a grave. {He mounts the pile.

Now, Myrrha !

Myr. Art thou ready !

Sard. As the torch in thy grasp.
[Myrrha ^res the pile.

Myr. 'Tis fired! I come.

[As Myrrha springs forward to throw herself
into the flames, the Curtain falls."

pp. 164—167.

Having gone so much at length into thia

drama, which we take to be much the best in

the volume, we may be excused for saying
little of the others. "The two Foscari," we
think, is a failure. The interest is founded

upon feelings so peculiar or overstrained, as
to engage no sympathy ;

and the whole story
turns on incidents that are neither pleasing
nor natural. The Younger Foscari undergoes
the rack twice (once in the hearing of the

audience), merely because he has chosen to

feign himself a traitor, that he might be

brought back from undeserved banishment,
and dies at last of pure dotage on this senti-

ment
;
while the Elder Foscari submits, in

profound and immovable silence, to this treat-

ment of his son, lest, by seeming to feel for

his unhappy fate, he should be implicated in

his guilt
—though he is supposed guiltless.

The " Marino Faliero'"'—though rather more

vigorously written—is scarcely more success-

ful. The story, in so far as it is original in

our drama, is extremely improbable ; though,
like most other very improbable stories, de-

rived from authentic sources : But. in the

main, it is not original
—being indeed merely

'another Venice Preserved
;
and continually

recalling, though certainly without eclipsing,
the memory of the first. Except that Jaffier

is driven to join the conspirators by the natu-

ral impulse of love and misery, and the Doge
by a resentment so outrageous as to exclude

all sympathy
—and that the disclosure, which

is produced by love in the old play, is here
ascribed (with less likelihood) to mere friend-

ship, the general action and catastrophe of

the two pieces are almost identical—while,
with regard to the writing and management,
it must be owned that, if Lord Byron has most
sense and vigour, Otway has by far the most

passion and pathos; and that, though our new

conspirators are better orators and reasoners

than the gang of Pierre and Reynault, the

tenderness of Belvidera is as much more

touching, as it is more natural than the stoical

and self-satisfied decorum of Angiolina. The

abstract, or argument of the piece, is shortly
as follows.

Marino Faliero, Doge of Venice, and nearly
fourscore years of age, marries a young beauty
of the name of Angiolina

—
and, soon after

their union, a giddy young nobleman, whom
he had had occasion to rebuke in public, sticks

up some indecent lines on his chair of state
;

purporting that he was the husband of a fair

wife, whom he had the honour of keeping for

the benefit of others. The Doge having dis-

covered the author of this lampoon, complains
of him to the Senate—who, upon proof of the

charge, sentence him to a month's confine-

ment. The Doge, considering this as alto-

gether inadequate to the reparation of his in-

jured honour, immediately conceives a most
insane and unintelligible animosity at the

whole body of the nobility
—

and, in spite of

the dignified example and gentle soothing of

Angiolina, puts himself at the head of a con-

spiracy, which had just been organised for

the overthrow of the government by certain

plebeian malecontents, who had more sub-
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stantial wroi^^s and grievances to complain of.

One of the faction, however, had a friend in

the Senate whom he wished to preserve ;
and

goes to him, on the eve of the insurrection,
with words of warning, which lead to its

timely detection. The Doge and his asso-

ciates are arrested and brought to trial
;
and

the former, after a vain intercession from An-

giolina, who candidly admits the enormity of

his guilt, and prays only for his
life, is led, in

his ducal robes, to the place where he was
first consecrated a sovereign, and there pub-
licly decapitated by the hands of the execu-
tioner.

We can afford but a few specimens of the

execution. The following passage, in which
the ancient Doge, while urging his gentle

spouse to enter more warmly into his resent-

ment, reminds her of the motives that had
led him to seek her alliance, (her father's re-

quest, and his own desire to afford her orphan
helplessness the highest and most unsuspect-
ed protection,) though not perfectly dramatic,
has great sweetness and dignity : and reminds

us, in its rich verbosity, of the moral and
mellifluous parts of Massinger.

"Doge. For love, romantic love, which in my
I knew 10 be ilhision, and ne'er saw [youth
Lasting, but often fatal, it had been
No hire for me, in my most passionate days,
And could not be so now, did such exist.

But such respect, and mildly paid regard
As a true feeling for your welfare, and
A free compliance with all honest wishes ;

A kindness to your virtues, watchfulness
Not shown, but shadowing o'er such little failings
As youth is apt in, so as not to check

Rashly, but win you from them ere you knew
You had been won, but thought the change your

choice ;

A pride not in your beauty, but your conduct—
A trust in you—a patriarchal love,

And not a doting homage—friendship, faith—
Such estimation in your eyes as these

Might claim, I hoped for."—
"

I trusted to the blood of Loredano
Pure in your veins; I trusted to the soul [you

—
God gave you

—to the truths your father taught
To your belief in heaven—to your mild virtues—
To your own faith and honour, for my own.—
Where light thoughts are lurking, or the vanities

Of worldly pleasure rankle in the heart,
Or sensual throbs convulse it, well I know
'Twere hopeless for humanity to dream
Of honesty in such infected blood,

Although 'twere wed to him it covets most ;

An incarnation of the poet's god
In all his marble-chi^ell'd beauty, or
The demi-deity, Alcides, in

His majesty of superhuman manhood,
Would not suffice to bind where virtue is not."

pp, 50—53.

The fourth Act opens with the most poeti-
cal and brilliantly written scene in the play

—
though it is a soliloquy, and altogether alien

from the business of the piece. Lioni, a

young nobleman, returns home from a splen-
did assembly, rather out of spirits; and,

opening his palace window for
air, contrasts

the tranquillity of the night scene which lies

before him, with the feverish turbulence and

glittering enchantments of that which he has

just quitted. Nothing can be finer than this

Dic*ure in both its compartments. There is

a truth and a luxuriance in the description of
the rout, which mark at once the hand of a

master, and raise it to a very high rank as a
piece of poetical painting

—while the moon-
light view from the window is equally grand
and beautiful, and reminds us of those mag-
nificent and enchanting lookings forth in

Manfred, which have left, we will confess,
far deeper traces on our fancy, than any thing
in the more elaborate work before us. Lioni

says,

"
1 will try

Whether the air will calm my spirits : 'tis

A goodly night ; the cloudy wind which blew
From the Levant has crept into its cave, [ness!
And tkii broad moon hasbrighten'd. What a still-

[Goes to an open lattice.

And what a contrast with the scene I left.

Where the tall torches' glare, and silver lamps'
More pallid gleam, along the tapestried walls,
Spread over the reluctant gloom which haunts
Those vast and dimly-latticrd galleries
A dazzling mass of artificial light, [&c.
Which show'd all things, but nothing as they were,
The music, and the banquet, and ihe wine—

The garlands, the rose odours, and the flowers—
The sparkling eyes and flashing ornaments—
The white arms and the raven hair—the braids
And bracelets

; swanlike bosoms, and the necklace,
An India in itself, yet dazzling not

I'he eye like what it circled
;
the thin robes

Floating like light clouds 'twixt our gaze and heaven*
The many-twinkling feet, so small and sylphlike.

Suggesting the more secret symmetry
Of the fair forms which terminate so well !

All the delusion of the dizzy scene.
Its false and true enchantments—art and nature.
Which swam before my giddy eyes, that drank
The sight of beauty as the parch'd pilgrim's
On Arab sands the false mirage, which offers

A lucid lake to his eluded thirst.

Are gone.
—Around me are the stars and waters

Worlds mirror'd in the ocean ! goodlier sight
Than torches glared back by a gaudy glass ;

And ihe great element, which is to space
What ocean is to earth, spreads its blue depths,
Soften'd with the first breathings of the spring;
The high moon sails upon her beauteous way,
Serenely smoothing o'er the lofty walls

Of those tall piles and sea-girt palaces.
Whose porphyry pillars, and whose costly fronts.

Fraught with the orient spoil of many marbles,
Like altars ranged along the broad canal,
Seem each a trophy of some mighty deed
Rear'd up from out the waters, scarce less strangely
Than those more massy and mysterious giants
Of architecture, those Titanian fabrics.

Which point in Egypt's plains to times that have
No other record ! All is gentle : nought
Stirs rudely ; but, congenial with the night,
VV'hatever walks is gliding like a spirit.

The tinklings of some vigilant guitars
Of sleepless lovers to a wakeful mistress,
And cautious opening of the casement, showing
'I'hat he is not unheard

;
while her young hand,

Fair as the moonlight of which it seems part.
So delicately white, it trembles in

The act of opening the forbidden lattice,

To let in love through music, makes his heart
Thrill like his lyre-strings at the sight !

—the dash

Phosphoric of the oar. or rapid twinkle
Of the far lights of skimming gondolas,
And the responsive voices ot the choir

Of boatmen, answering back with verse for verse

Some dusky shadow chequering the Rialto;
Some glimmering palace roof, or tapering spire,

Are all the sights and sounds which here pervade
The ocean-born and earth-commanding city."

pp. 98—101.
2C
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We can now afford but one other extract
;—and we take it from the grand and prophetic

rant of which tlie unhappy Doge delivers him-
self at the place of execution. He asks

whether he may speak ;
and is told he may,

but that the people are too far off to hear him.
He then says,

"
I speak to Time and to Eternity,

Of which 1 grow a portion
—not to man!

Ye elements ! in which to be resolved

I hasten ! Ye blue waves! which bore my banner,
Ye winds ! which flutter'd o'er as if you loved it,

And fill'd my swelling sails, as they were waited
To many a triumph ! 'I'hou, my native earth,
Which 1 have bled for, and thou foreign earth.
Which drank this willing blood from many a

wound ! [Thou !

Thou sun ! which shinest on these things, and
Who kindlest and who quenchest suns !

—Attest !

I am not innocent—But are these guiltless ?

I perish :" But not unavenged : For ages
Float up from the abyss of time to be,
And show these eyes, before they close, the doom
Of this proud city I

—Yes, the hours
Are silently engendering of the day,
When she, who built 'gainst Attila a bulwark,
Shall yield, and bloodlessly and basely yield
Unto a bastard Attila; without

Shedding so much blood in her last defence
As these old veins, oft drain'd in shielding her.
Shall pour in sacrifice.—She shall be bought !

Then, when the Hebrews in thy palaces,
The Hun in thy high places, and the Greek
Walks o'er thy mart, and smiles on it for his;
When thy patricians beg iheir bitter bread
In narrow streets, and in their shameful need
Make their nobility a plea for pity ;

—when
Thy sons are in the lowest scale of being,
Slaves turn'd o'er to the vanquish'd by the victors,

Despised by cowards for greater cowardice.
And scorn' d even by the vicious for their vices,
When all the ills of conquer'd states shall cling thee,
Vice without splendour, sin without relief;
When these and more are heavy on thee, when
Smiles without mirth, and pastimes without plea-
Youth without honour, age without respect, [sure.
Meanness and weakness, and a sense of woe
'Gainst which thou will not strive, and dar'st not

murmur.
Have made thee last and worst of peopled deserts,
Then—in the last gasp of thine agony.
Amidst thy many murders, think of mine!
Thou den of drunkards with the blood of princes !

Gehenna of the waters ! thou sea Sodom !

Thus I devote thee to the infernal gods!
Thee and thy serpent seed !

[Here the Doge turns, and addresses the Exe-
cutioner.

Slave, do thine office !

Strike as I struck the foe ! Strike as I would
Have struck those tyrants ! Strike deep as my

curse !

Strike—and but once !—pp. 162—165.

It will not now be difficult to estimate the
character of this work.—As a play, it is defi-

cient in the attractive passions ;
in probability,

and in depth and variety of interest; and
revolts throughout, by the extravagant dis-

proportion which the injury bears to the
unmeasured resentment with which it is

pursued. Lord Byron is, undoubtedly, a poet
of the very first order—and has talents to

reach the very highest honours of the drama.
But he must not again disdain love and am-
bition and jealousy. He must nut substitute-
what is merely bizarre and extraordinary, for

what is naturally and universally interestijig
—

nor expect, by any exaggerations, so to rouse
and rule our sympathies, by the senseless

anger of an old man, and the prudish proprie-
ties of an untempted woman, as by the

agency of the great and simple pa.ssions with

which, in some of their degrees, all men are

familiar, and by which alone the Dramatic
Mu.se has hitherto wrought her miracles.
Of "

Cain, a IMystery," we are constrained
to say, that, though it abounds in beautiful

passages, and shows more power perhaps than

any of the author's dramatical compositions,
we regret very much that it should ever have
been published. It will give great scandal
and ofience to pious persons in general—and

may be the means of suggesting the most

painful doubts and distressing perple.xities, to

hundreds of minds that might never other-

wise have been exposed to such dangerous
disturbance. It is nothing less than absurd,
in such a case, to observe, that Lucifer cannot
well be expected to talk like an orthodox
divine—and that the conversation of the first

Rebel and the first Murderer was not likely
to be very unexceptionable

—or to plead the

authority of Milton, or the authors of the old

mysteries, for such offensive colloquies. The
fact is, that here the whole argument

—and a

very elaborate and specious argument it is—
is directed against the goodness or the power
of the Deity, and against the reasonableness
of religion in general) and there is no answer
so much as attempted to the offensive doc-

trines that are so strenuously inculcated. The
Devil and his pupil have the field entirely to

themselves—and are encountered with noth-

ing but feeble obtestations and unreasoning
horrors. Nor is this argumentative blasphemy
a mere incidental deformity that arises in the
course of air action directed to the common
sympathies of our nature. It forms, on the

contrary, the great staple of the piece
—and

occupies, we should think, not less than two
thirds of it

;
so that it is really difficult to be-

lieve that it was written for any other purpose
than to inculcate these doctrines—or at least to

discuss the question on which they bear. Now,
we can certainly have no objection to Lord

Byron writing an Essay on the Origin of Evil—and sifting the whole of that vast and per-

plexing subject with the force and the free-

dom that would be expected and allowed in

a fair philosophical discussion. But we do
not think it fair, thus to argue it partially and
con amore, in the name of Lucifer and Cain;
without the responsibility or the liability to

answer that would attach to a philosophical

disputant
—and in a form which both doubles

the danger, if the sentiments are pernicious,
and almost precludes his opponents from the

possibility of a reply.

Philosophy and Poetry are both very gooc

things in ttieir way : but, in our opinion, the}
do not go very well together. It is but a poor
and pedantic sort of poetry that seeks chiefly
to embody metaphysical subtilties and abstract

deductions of reason—and a very suspicious

philosophy that aims at establishing its doc-

trines by appeals to the passions and tho

fancy. Though such arguments, however^
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are worth little in the schools, it does not

lollow that their efi'ect is inconsiderable in the

world. On the contrary, it is the mischief of

all poetical paradoxes, that, from the very
limits and end of poetry, which deals only in

'

obvious and glancing views, they are never

brought to the fair test of argument. An al-

lusion to a doubtful topic will oft,en pass for a
aeiinitive conclusion on it

;
and. when clothed

in beautiful language, may leave the most

pernicious impressions behind. In the courts

of morality, poets are unexceptionable u-it-

nesses; they may give in the evidence, and

depose to facts whether good or ill; but we
demur to their arbitrary and self-pleasing

summings up. They are suspected judges,
and not very often safe advocates; where great

questions are concerned, and universal prin-

ciples brought to issue. But we shall not

press this point farther at present.
We shaJl give but one specimen, and that

the least ofl'ensive we can find, of the pre-

vailing tone of this extraordinary drama. It

is the address (for we cannot call it prayer)
with which Cam accompanies the ofl'ering of

'lis sheaves on the altar—and directed to be

delivered, standing erect.

"
Spirit ! whate'er or whosoe'er thou art,

Omnipotent, it mny be—and, if good,
Shown in the exemption of thy deeds from evil;
Jehovah upon earth ! and God in heaven !

And it may be wiih oiher names, because
Thine attributes seem many, as thy works:—
If thou must be propitiated with prayers,
Take ihem ! If ihou must be induced with ahars,
And soften'd with a sacrifice, receive them I

Two beings here erect them unto thee. [smokes
If thou lov'st blood, the shepherd's shrine, which
On my right hand, hath shed it for thy service,
In the first of his flock, whose limbs now reek
In sanguinary incense to thy skies

;

Or if the sweet and blooming fruits of earth.

And milder seasons, which the unstain'd turf

I spread them on now offers in the face

Of the broad sun v\hich ripen'd them, may seem
Good to thee, inasmuch as they have not

Suffer'd in limb or lite, and rather form
A sample of thy works, than supplication
To look on ours ! If a shrine without victim,
And altar without gore, may win thy favour.
Look on it I and for him who dresseth it.

He is—such as ihou mad'st him
;
and seeks nothing

Which must be won by kneeling. If he's evil,

Strike him ! ihou art omnipotent, and may'st,
—

For what can he oppose ? It he be good.
Strike him, or spare him, as thou wilt ! since all

Rests upon tiiee; and good and evil seem
To have no power themselves, save in thy will;
And whether that be good or ill I know not,
Not being omnipotent, nor fit lo judge
Omnipotence ;

but merely to endure
Its mandate—which thus far I have endured."

pp. 424, 425.

The catastrophe follows soon after, and is

brought about with great dramatic skill and
efToct. The murderer is Sorrowful and con-

founded—his parents reprobate and renounce
him—his wife clings to him with eager and

unhesitating afTection; and they wander forth

together into the vast solitude of the universe.

We have now gone through the poetical

part of this volume^ and ought here, perhaps.
to close our account of it. But there are a

few pages in prose that are more talked of

than all the rest; and whicn lead
irresifjlibly

to topics, upon which it seems at last neces-

sary that we should express an opinion. We
allude to the concluding part of llue iNjipendix
to " The Two Foscari,'' ni which Loid Byron
resumes his habitual complaint of the hostil-

ity which he has experienced frtnn the wri-

ters of his own country
—makes reprisals on

those who have assailed his reputation
—and

inllicts, in particular, a memoiable cliuslise-

ment upon the unhappy Laureate, interspersed
with some political reflections of great weight
and authority.

It is not however with these, or the merits
of the treatment which I\Ir. Soulhey has either

given or received, that we have now any con-

cern. But we have a word or tvvo to say on
the griefs of Lord Byron himself. He com-

plains bitterly of the detraction by which he
has been assailed—and intimate^s that his

works have been received by the public with
far less cordiality and favour than he was en-

titled to expect. We are constrained to say
that this appears to us a very extraordinary
mistake. In the whole course of our exjieri-

ence, we cannot recollect a single author ^\ho

has nad so little reason to complain of his

reception
—to whose genius the public has

been so early and so constantly just
— to whose

faults they have been so long atid so signally

indulgent. From the very first, he must have
been aware that he offended the principles
and shocked the prejudices of the majority,

by his sentiments, as much as he delighted
them by his talents. Yet there never was an
author so universally and vartnly applauded,
so gently admonished—so kindly enireated to

look more heedfully to his opinions. He took

the praise, as usual, and rejected the advice.

As he grew in fame and aulliority. he aggra-
vated all his offences—clung more fondly to

all he had been reproached with—and only
took leave of Childe Harold to ally himself to

Don Juan ! That he has since been talked

of, in public and in private, with less unmin-

gled admiration—that his name is now men-
tioned as often for censure as for praise

—and
that the exultation with which his country-
men once hailed the greatest of our living

poets, is now alloyed by the recollection of

the tendency of his writings—is matter of

notoriety to all the world; but matter of sur-

prise, we should imagine, to nobody but Lord

Byron himself.

He would fain persuade himself, indeed,
that for this decline of his po)nilarity

—or

rather this stain \ipon its lustre—lor he is still

popular beyond all other example—and it is

only because he is so that we feel any interest

in this discussion:—he is indebted, not to any
actual demerits of his own, but to the jealousy
of those he has supplanted, the envy of those

he has outshone, or the party rancour of those

against whose corruptions he has testified;
—

while, at other times, he seems inclined to

insinuate, that it is chiefly because he is a

Gentleman and a Nobleman tlvdt plebeian cen-

sors have conspired to bear him down ! We
scarcely think, however, that these theories

1

will pass with Lord Byrou himstlf—we are
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sure they win pass with no other person.
—

TLey are so manifestly inconsistent, as mutu-

ally to dfstroy each other—and so weak, as

to be quite insuflicient to account for the fact,

even if they could be effectually combined
for that purpose. The party that Lord Byron
has chiefly oti'ended. bears no malice to Lords

and Gentlemen. Against its rancour, on the

contrary, thrse qualities have undoubtedly
been his best protection; and had it not been
for them, ho may be assured that he would,

long ere now, have been shown up in the

pages of th(! Quarterly, with the same candour

and liberalitv that has there been exercised

towards his friend Lady Morgan. That the

base and the bigoted
—those whom he has

darkened by his glory, spited by his talent,
or mortified by his neglect

—have taken ad-

vantage of the prevailing disaffection, to vent

their puny malice in silly nicknames and vul-

gar scurrility, is natural and true. But Lord

Byron may depend upon it, that the dis.satis-

faction is not confined to them—and, indeed,
that they would never have had the courage
to assail one so immeasurably their superior.
if he had not at once made himself vulnera-

ble by his errors, and alienated his natural

defenders by his obstinate adherence to them.
We are not bigots or rival poets. We havs'

not been detractors from Lord Byron's fame,
nor the friends of his detractors

;
and we tell

him—far more in sorrow than in anger
—that

we verily believe the great body of the Eng-
lish nation—the religious, the moral, and the

candid part of it—consider the tendency of

his writings to be immoral and pernicious
—

and look upon his perseverance in that strain

of composition with regret and reprehension.
He has no priestlike cant or priesllike revil-

ing to apprehend from us. We do not charge
him with being either a disciple or an apostle
of Satan

;
nor do we describe his poetry as a

mere compound of blasphemy and obscenity.
On the contrary, we are inclined to believe
that he wishes well to the happiness of man-
kind—and are glad to testify, that his poems
abound with sentiments of great dignity and

1 tenderness, as well as passages of infinite

I
sublimity and beauty. But their general

I
tendency we believe to be in the highest

^ degree pernicious ;
and we even think that it

I

is chiefly by means of the fine and lofty sen-
timents they contain, that they acquire their
most fatal power of corruption. This may
sound at first, perhaps, like a paradox; but
w-e are mistaken if we shall not make it in-

telligible enough in the end.
We think there are indecencies and indeli-

cacies, seductive descriptions and profligate
representations, which are extremely repre-
hensible; and also audacious speculations,
and erroneous and uncharitable assertions,
equally indefensible. But if these had stood

alone, and if the whole body of his works
had been made up of gaudy ribaldry and
flashy scepticism, the mischief, we think,
would have been much less than it is. He is

not more obscene, perhaps, than Dryden or

Prior, and other classical and pardoned wri-
ters

• nor IS there any passage in the history

even of Don Juan, so ofTevisively degradnig ai
Tom Jones' aflair with Lady Bellaston. It

is no doubt a wretched apology for the inde-

cencies of a man of genius, that equal inde-

cencies have been forgiven to his piedeces-
sors: But the precedent of lenity might have
been followed

;
and we might have passed

both the levjty and the voluptuousness—the

dangerous warmth of his romantic situations,
and the scandal of his cold-blooded dissipa-
tion. It might not have been so easy to get
over his dogmatic scepticism

—his hard-heart-

ed maxims of misanthropy—his cold-blooded
and eager expositions of the non-existence of

virtue and honour. Even this, however, might
have been comparatively harmless, if it had
not been accompanied by that which may
look, at first sight, as a palliation

—the frequent

presentment of the most touching pictures of

tenderness, generosity, and faith.

The charge we bring against Lord Byron,
in short, is, that his writings have a tendency
to destroy all belief in the reality of virtue—and to make all enthusiasm and con-

stancy of afi'ection ridiculous
;
and this, not

so much by direct maxims and examples,
of an imposing or seducing kind, as by the

constant exhibition of the most profligate
heartlessness in the persons who had been

transiently represented as actuated by the

purest and most exalted emotions—and in the

lessons of that very teacher who had been,
but a moment before, so beautifully pathetic
in the expression of the loftiest conceptions.
When a gay voluptuary descants, somewhat
too freel}', on the intoxications of love and

wine, we ascribe his excesses to the efl'erves-

cence of youthful spirits, and do not consider
him as seriously impeaching either the value
or the reality of the severer virtues; and in

the same way, when the satirist deals out hia

sarcasms against the sincerity of human pro-

fessions, and unmasks the secret infirmities

of our bosoms, we consider this as aimed at

hypocrisy, and not at mankind :
oi-,

at all

events, and in either case, we consider the

Sensualist and the Misanthrope as wandering,
each in his own delusion—and are contented
to pity those who have never known the
charms of a tender or generous aflection.—
The true antidote to such seductive or revolt-

ing views of human nature, is to turn to the
scenes of its nobleness and attraction ; and to

reconcile ourselves again to our kind, by list-

ening to the accents of pure afTection and in-

corruptible honour. But if those accents have
flowed in all their sweetness, from the very
lips that instantly oj)en again to mock and

blaspheme them, the antidote is mingled with
the poison, and the draught is the more dead-

ly for the mixture !

The reveller may pursue his orgies, and the
wanton display her enchantments, with com-

parative safety to those around them, as long aa

they know or believe that there are purer and

higher enjoyments, and teachers and follow-

ers of a happier way. But if the Priest pass
from the altar, with persuasive exhortations to

peace and purity still trembling on his tongue,
to join familiarly in the grossest and most pro*
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fane debauchery—If the Matron, who has
charmed all hearts by the lovely sanctimo-
nies of her conjugal and maternal endear-

ments, glides out from the circle of her chil-

dren, and gives bold and shameless way to

the most abandoned and degrading vices— '

our notions of right and wrong are at once
confounded—our confidence in virtue shaken
to the foundation—and our reliance on truth

and tidelity at an end for ever.

This is the charge which we bring against
Lord Byrun. We say that, under some strange

misapprehension as to the truth, and the duty
of proclaiming it. he has exerted all the powers
of his powerful mind to convince his readers,
both d'rectly and indirectly, that all ennobling

pursuits, and disinterested virtues, are mere
deceits or illusions—hollow and despicable
mockeries for the most part, and, at best, but

laborious follies. Religion, love, patriotism,

valour, devotion, constanc)', ambition—all are

to be laughed at, disbelieved in, and de-

spised !
—and nothing is really good, so far as

we can gather, but a succession of dangers to

stir the blood, and of banquets and intrigues
to soothe it again ! If this doctrine stood alone,
with its examples, it would revolt, we believe

more thau it would seduce :
—But the author

of it has the unlucky gift of personating all

those sweet and lofty illusions, and that with
such grace and force, and truth to nature, that

it is impossible not to suppose, for the time, that

he is among the most devoted oftheir votaries—
till he casts off the character with a jerk

—
and,

the moment after he has moved and exalted us

to the very height of our conception, resumes
his mockery at all things serious or sublime—
and lets us down at once on some coarse joke,
hard-hearted sarcasm, or fierce and relentless

personality
—as if on purpose to show

" Whoe'er was edified, himself was not
"—

or to demonstrate practically as it were, and

by example, how possible it is to have all fine

and noble feelings, or their appearance, for a

moment, and yet retain no particle of respect
for them—or of belief in their intrinsic worth
or permanent reality. Thus, we have an in-

delicate but very clever scene of young Juan's
concealment in the bed of an amorous matron,
and of the torrent of ''rattling and audacious

eloquence
" with which she repels the too

just suspicions of her jealous lord. All this

is merely comic, and a little coarse :
—But

then the poet chooses to make this shameless
and abandoned woman address to her young
gallant an epistle breathing the very spirit of

warm, devoted, pure, and unalterable love—
thus profaning the holiest langTiage of the

heart, and indirectly associating it with the

most hateful and degrading sensuality. In

like manner, the sublime and terrific descrip-
tion of the Shipwreck is strangely and dis-

gustingly broken by traits of low humour and

buffoonery ;

—and we pass immediately from
the moans of an agonising father fainting over

his famished son, to facetious storie^ of Juan's

begging a paw of his father's dog—and re-

fusing a slice of his tutor!—as if it were a

fine 'hing to be hard-hearted—and pity and

compassion were fit only to be laughed at.

In the same spirit, the glorious Ode on the

aspirations of Greece after Liberty, is instant-

ly followed up by a strain of dull and cold-

blooded ribaldry ;

—and we are hurried on
from the distraction and death of Haidee to

merry scenes of intrigue and masquerading
in the seraglio Thus all good feelings are

excited only to accustom us to their speedy
and complete extinction

;
and we are brought

back, from their transient and theatrical ex-

hibition, to the staple and substantial doctrine

of the work—the non-existence of constancy
in women or honour in men, and the folly of

expecting to meet with any such virtues, or of

cultivating them, for an undeserving world
j—and all this mixed up with so much wit and

cleverness, and knowledge of human nature,
as to make it irresistibly pleasant and plausi-
ble—while there is not only no antidote sup-
plied, but every thing that might have operated
in that way has been anticipated, and pre-
sented already in as strong and engaging a
form as possible

—but under such associations

as to rob it of all efficacy, or even turn it into

an auxiliary of the poison.
This is our sincere opinion of much of Lord

Byron's most splendid poetry
—a little exagge-

rated perhaps in the expression, from a desire

to make our exposition clear and impressive—
but, in substance, we think merited and

correct. We have already said, and we de-

liberately repeat, that we have no notion that

Lord Byron had any mischievous intention in

these publications
—and readily acquit him of

any wish to corrupt the morals or imjmir the

happiness of his readers. Such a wish, in-

deed, is in itself altogether inconceivable; but
it is our duty, nevertheless, to say, that much
of what he has published appears to us to have
this tendenc}'

—and that we are acquainted
with no writings so well calculated to ex-

tinguish in young minds all generous enthu-

siasm and gentle affection—all respect for

themselves, and all love for their kind—to

make them practise and profess hardily what
it teaches them to suspect in others—and

actually to persuade them that it is wise and

manly and knowing to laugh, not only at self-

denial and restraint, but at all aspiring ambi-

tion, and all warm and constant aflection.

How opposite to this is the system, or the

temper, of the great author of Waverley—the

only living individual to whom Lord Byron
must submit to be ranked as inferior in genius—and still more deplorably inferior in all that

makes genius either amiable in itself, or

useful to society ! With all his unrivalled

power of invention and judgment, of pathos
and pleasantry, the tenor of his sentiments

is uniformly generous, indulgent, and good-
humoured

;
and so remote from the bitterness

of misanthropy, that he never indulges in sar-

casm, and scarcely, in any case, carries his

merriment so far as derision. But the pecu-

liarity by which he stands most broadly and

proudly distinguished from Lord Byron is,

that, beginning as he frequently does, with

some ludicrous or satirical theme, he never

fails to laise out of it some feelmgg of a gener-
2c 2
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ous 01 gentle kind, and to end by exciting our

tender pity, or deep respect, lor those very
indiviiluals or classes ot persons who seemed
at lirst to be brought on the stage for our mere

sport and amusement—thus making the ludi-

crous itself subservient to the cause of be-

nevolence—and inculcating, at every turn,
and as the true end and result of all his trials

and experiments, the love of our kind, and
the duty and delight of a cordial and genuine

sympathy with the joys and sorrows of every
condition of men. It seems to be Lord ByronV
way, on the contrary, never to excite a kind

or a noble sentiment, without making haste to

obliterate it by a torrent of unfeeling mockery
or relentless abuse, and taking pains to show
how well those passing fantasies may be re-

conciled to a system of resolute misanthropy,

or so managed as even to enhan(!e its merit*
or coniirm its truth. With what different sen-

sations, accordingly, do we read the works of

those two great writers!—With the one, we
seem to share a gay and gorgeous banquet—
with the other, a wild and dangerous intoxi-

cation. Let Lord Byron bethink him of this

contrast—and its causes and effect.?. Though
he scorns the precepts, and defies the censure
of ordinary men, he may yet be moved by the

example of his only superior!
—In the mean

time, we have endeavoured to point out the

canker that stains the splendid flowers of his

poetry
—

or, rather, the serpent that lurks be-

neath them. If it will not listen to the voice
of the charmer, that brilliant garden, gay and

glorious as it is, must be deserted, and its

existence deplored, as a snare to the unwary.

(August, 1817.)

Manfred ; a Dramatic Poem. By Lord Byron. 8vo. pp. 75. London: 1811.

This is a very strange
—not a very pleasing—but unquestionably a very powerful and

most poetical production. The noble author,
we find, still deals with that dark and over-

awing Spirit, by whose aid he has so often

subdued the minds of his readers, and in

whose might he has wrought so many won-
ders. In Manfred, w-e recognise at once the

gloom and potency of that soul which burned
and blasted and fed upon itself in Harold, and

Conrad, and Lara—and which comes again in

this piece, more in sorrow than in anger—
more proud, perhaps, and more awful than

ever—but with the fiercer traits of its misan-

thropy subdued, as it were, and quenched in

the gloom of a deeper despondency. Man-
fred does not, like Conrad and Lara, wreak
the anguish of his burning heart in the dan-

gers and daring of desperate and predatory
war—nor seek to drown bitter thoughts in the

tumult of perpetual contention—nor yet, like

Harold, does he sweep over the peopled scenes
of the earth with high disdain and aversion,

and make his survey of the business and

pleasures and studies of man an occasion for

taunts and sarcasms, and the food of an im-
measurable spleen. He is fixed by the genius
of the poet in the majestic solitudes of the

central Alps—where, from his youth up, he
has lived in proud but calm seclusion from
the ways of men

;. conversing only with the

magnificent forms and aspects of nature by
which he is surrounded, and with the Spirits
of the Elements over whom he has acquired
dominion, by the secret and unhallowed stu-

dies of Sorcery and Magic. He is averse

indeed from mankind, and scorns the low and
frivolous nature to which he belongs; but he
cherishes no animosity or hostility to that

feeble race. Their concerns excite no inter-

est—their pursuits no sympathy—their joys
no envy. It is irksome and vexations for him
to be crossed by them in his melancholy mus-

ings,
—but he treats them with gentleness and

pity; and, except when stung to impatience
by too importunate an intrusion, is kind and
considerate of the comforts of all around him.

This piece is properly entitled a Dramatic
Poem—for it is merely poetical, and is not at

all a drama or play in the modern acceptation
of the term. It has no action : no plot

—and
no characters) Manfred merely muses and
suffers from the beginning to the end. His
distresses are the same at the opening of the
scene and at its closing

—and the temper in

which they are borne is the same. A hunter
and a priest, and some domestics, are indeed
introducea

;
but they have no connection with

the passions or sufferings on which the inter-

est depends ;
and Manfred is substantially

alone throughout the whole piece. He holds
no communion but with the memory of the

Being he had loved
;
and the immortal Spirits

whom he evokes to reproach with his misery,
and their inability to relieve it. These un-

earthly beings approach nearer to the charac-

ter of persons of the drama—but still they
are but choral accompaniments to the per-
formance

;
and Manfred is, in reality, the only

actor and sufferer on the scene. To delineate

his character indeed—to render conceivable

his feelings
—is plainly the whole scope and

design of the poem ;
and the conception and

execution are, in this respect, equally admir-

able. It is a grand and terrific vision of a

being invested with superhuman attributes,
in order that he may be capable of more than

human sufferings, and be sustained under
them by more than human force and pride.
To object to the improbability of the fiction

is,
we think, to mistake the end ar.d aim of

the author. Probabilities, we apprehend, did

not enter at all into his consideration—his

object waf, to produce effect—to exalt and
dilate the character through whom he was to

mterest or appal us—and to raise our concep-
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tion of
it, by all the helps that could be derived

from the majesty of nature, or the dread of

ftJiperstitioti. It is enough, therefore, if the

situation in which he has placed him is con-

ceivable—and if the supposition of its reality
enhances our emotions and kindles our im-

agination ;

—for it is Manfred only that we are

required to fear, to pity, or admire. If we
can once conceive of him as a real existence,
and enter into the depth and the height of his

pride and his sorrows, we may deal as we
please with the means that have been used to

furnish us with this impression, or to enable

us to attain to this conception. We may re-

gard them but as tj-pes, or metaphors, or alle-

gories : But he is the thing to be expressed ;

and the feeling and the intellect, of which all

these are but shadows.
The events, such as they are, upon which

the piece may be said to turn, have all taken

place long before its opening, and are but

dimly shadowed out in the casual communica-
tions of the agonising being to whom they
relate. Nobly born and trained in the castle

of his ancestors, he had very soon sequestered
himself from the society of men

; and, after

running through the common circle of human
sciences, had dedicated himself to the worship
of the wild magnificence of nature, and to

those forbidden studies by which he had
learned to command its presiding powers.

—
One companion, however, he had, in all his

tasks and enjoyments
—a female of kindred

genius, taste, and capacity
—

lovely too beyond
all loveliness

; but, as we g-ather, too nearly
related to be lawfully beloved. The catas-

trophe of their unhappy passion is insinuated

in the darkest and most ambiguous terms—
all that we make out is, that she died un-

timely and by violence, on account of this

fatal attachment—though not by the act of

its object. He killed her, he says, not with
his hand—but his heart; and her blood was

shed, though not by him ! From that hour,
life is a burden to him, and memory a torture—and the extent of his power and knowledge
serves only to show him the hopelessness and
endles.sness of his misery.
The piece opens with his evocation of the

Spirits of the Elements, from whom he de-

mands the boon of forgetfulness
—and ques-

tions them as to his own immortality. The
scene is in his Gothic tower at midnight—and

opens with a soliloquy that reveals at once
the state of the speaker, and the genius of

the author.

" The lamp must be replenish'd—but even then
It will not burn so \on^ as I must watch !

Philosophy and science, and the springs
or wonder, and the wisdom of the world,
I have essiyed, and in my mind there is

A power to make these subject to iiself—
But they avail not: I have done men good,
And I have met with good even among men—
But this avnii'd not : I have had mv foes,
And none have baffled, many fallen before me—
But this avail'd not :

—Good, or evil, life,

Powers, passions, all I see in o'her beings,
Have been to me as rain unto the sands,
Since that all-nameless hour ! I have no dread,
And feel the curse to have no natural fear,

Nor flattering throb, that beats with hopes or

wishes,
Or lurking love of something on the earlii.—
Now to my task."—pp. 7, 8.

When his evocation is completed, a star is

.seen at the far end of a gallery, and celestial

voices are heard reciting a great deal of poet/y ,

After they have answered that the gift of
oblivion is not at their disposal, and intimated
that death itself could not bestow it on him,
they ask if he has any further demand to

make of them. He answers,
" No, none : yet stay !

—one moment, ere we
I would behold ye face to face. I liear [pan—
Your voices, sweet and melancholy sounds
As music on the waters ; and I see
The steady aspect of a clear large star

;

But nothing more. Approach me as ye are.
Or one, or all, in your accustom'd forms.

Spirit. We have no forms beyond the elements
Of which we are the mind and principle :

But choose a form—in that we will apjiear.
Blan. I have no choice

; there is no form on earth
Hideous or beautiful to me. Let him
Who is most powerful of ye, lake such aspect
As unto him ttiay seem most fitting.

—Come !

Seventh Spirit. {Appeariu!! 171 the shape of a

beautiful female figure.) Behold !

M. Oh God I if it be thus, and thou

Art not a madness and a mockery,
I yet might be most happy.

—
I will clasp thee.

And we again will be— [The figure vanishes.

My heart is crush'd !

[Manfred /aZZs senseless."—pp. 15, 16.

The first scene of this extraordinary per-
formance ends with a long poetical incanta-

tion, sung by the invisible spirits over the

senseless victim before them. The second

shows him in the bright sunshine of morning,
on the top of the Jungfrau mountain, medi-

tating self-destruction—and uttering forth in

solitude as usual the voice of his habitual

despair, and those intermingled feelings of

love and admiration for the grand and beauti-

ful objects with which he is environed, that

unconsciously win him back to a certain

kindly sympathy vs-ith human enjoyments.
" 3Ian. The spirits I have raised abandon me—

The spells which I have studied baffle me—
The remedy I reck'd of tortured me ;

I lean no nmre on superhuman aid :

It haih no power upon the past, and for

The future, till the past be guli'd in darkness,
It is not of my search.—My moiher Earth I

And thou fresh breaking Day, and you, ye Moun
Why are ye beautiful ? I cannot love ye. [tains

And thou, the bright eye of the universe.
That openest over all, and unto all

Art a delight
—thou shin'st not on my heart.

And you, ye crags, upon whose extretne edge
I stand, and on the torrent's brink beneath

Behold the tail pines dwindled as to shrubs

In dizziness of distance ; when a leap,

A stir, a motion, even a breath, would bring

My breast upon iis rocky bosom's bed

To rest for ever—wherefore do I pause ?

Ay,
Thou winged and cloud-cleaving minister,

[An eaale passer
Whose happy flight is highest into heaviMi.

Well may'st thou swoop so near me—I should be

Thy prev, and gorge thine eaglets ! thou art gon«
Where the eye cannot follow thee ;

but thine eye
Yet piercesi downward, onward, or above

With a pervading vision.— Beautiful !

How beautiful is ail this visible world '
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How glorious in its action and itself!

But \\e, who name ourselves its sovereigns, we,
Elalf dust, halt'deity. alike unfit

To sink or soar, wiih our niix'd essence make
A conflict of its elements, and breathe

The breath of degradation and of pride,

Contcndina; with low wants and lofty will

Till our mortality predominates,
And men are—what they name not to themselves,
And trust not to each other. Hark ! the note,

[T/ie sliephfrd' s pipe in the dislaiice is heard.

The natural music of the mountain reed—
For here the patriarchal days are not

A pastoral fable—pipes in the liberal air,

Mix'd with the sweet bells of the sauntering herd ;

My soul would drink those echoes !
—Oh, that I were

The viewless spirit of a lovely sound,
A living voice, a breathing harmony,
A bodiless etijoyment

—born and dying
With the blest tone which made me !"—pp. 20

—22.

At this period of his soliloquy, he is de-

scried by a Chamois hunter, who overhears

its continuance.

"To be thus—

Grey-hair'd with anguish, like these blasted pines.
Wrecks of a single winter, barkless, branchless,
A blighted trunk upon a cursed root.

Which but supplies a feeling to decay—
And to be thus, eternally but thus.

Having been otherwise !

Ye topling crags of ice !

Ye avalanches, whom a breath draws down
In mountainous o'erwhelmins, come and crush me!
T hear ye momently above, beneaih,
Crash with a frequent conflict; but ye pass,
And only fall on things which still would live ;

On the young flourishing forest, or the hut
And hiimlet of the harmless villager.
The mists boil up around the glaciers ! clouds

Rise curling fast beneath me, white and sulphury,
Like f(iam from the roused ocean of deep Hell,
Whose every wave breaks on a living shore.

Heaped with the damn'd like pebbles
—I am giddy!"

pp. 23, 24.

Just as he is about to spring from the cliff,

he is seized by the hunter, who forces him

away from the dangerous place in the midst
of the rising tempest. In the second act, we
find him in the cottage of this peasant, and in

a still wilder state of disorder. His host

ofTers him wine
; but, upon looking at the cup,

he exclaims—
"
Away, away ! there's blood npon the brim !

Will it then never—never sink in the earth?
C. Ilun. What dost thou mean? thy senses

wander from thee.

Man. I say 'tis blood—my blood I the pure warm
stream

Which ran in the veins of my fathers, and in ours
When we were in our youth, and had one heart.
And loved each other—as we should not love !

—
And this was shed : but still it rises up,
Colouring the clouds that shut me out from heaven,
Where thou art not—and I shall never be !

C. Hun. Man of strange words, and some half-

maddening sin, &c.
Man. Think'st thou existence doth depena on

It doih ;
but actions are our epochs: mine [time ?

Have made my days and nishis imperishable.
Endless, and all alike, as sands nn the shore,
Innumerable atoms

;
and one desert.

Barren and cold, on which the wild waves break.
But nothing rests, save carcasses and wrecks,
Rocks, and the salt-surf weeds of bitterness.

C.Hun. Alas! he's mad—but yet I must not
leave him.

Man. I would I were—for then the things I see

Would be but a distempered dream.

C. Hun. What is it

That thou dost see, or think thou iook'si upon?
Man. .Myself, and thee—a peasant of the Alp«

, Thy humble virtues, hospitable home,
And spirit patient, pious, proud and free ;

'I'hy self-respect, grafted on innocent thoughts ;

Thy days of health, and nights of sleep ; thy toils,

By danger dignified, yet guiltless; hopes
Of cheerful old age and a quiet grave.
With cross and garland over its green turf,

And thy grandchildren's love for epitaph ;

This do I see—and then I look within—
It matters not—my soul was scorch'd already 1"

pp. 27—29.

The following scene ie one of the most

poetical and most sweetly written in the

poem. There is a still and delicious witchery
in the tranquillity and seclusion of the place,
and the celestial beauty of the Being who
reveals herself in the midst of these visible

enchantments. In a deep valley among the

mountains, Manfred appears alone before a

lofty cataract, pealing in the quiet sunshine

down the still and everlasting rocks; and

says
—

"
It is not noon—the sunbow's rays still arch

The torrent with the many hues of heaven,
.And roll the sheeted silver's waving column
O'er the crag's headlong perpendicular.
And fling its lines of foaming light along.
And to and fro, like the pale courser's tail,

The Giant steed, to be bestrode by Death,
As told in the Apocalypse. No eyes
But mine now drink this sight of loveliness ;

I should be sole in this sweet solitude,

And with the Spirit of the place divide

The homage of these waters.—I will call her.

[He takes some of the water into the palm of ha
hand, and Jliiips it 171 the air, muttering the ad-

juration. After a pause, the Witch of the
Alps rises beneath the arch of the sunbow of
the torrent.]

]\I(in. Beautiful Spirit ! with thy hair of light,
And dazzling eyes of glory ! in whose form
The charms of Earth's least-mortal daughters grow
To an unearthly stature, in an essence

Of purer elements ;
while the hues of youth,

—
Carnaiion'd like a sleeping infant's cheek,
Rock'd by the beating of Tier mother's heart.

Or the rose tints, which summer's twilight leaves

I'pon the lofty glacier's virgin snow,
The blush of earth embracing with her heaven,—
Tinge thy celestial aspect, and make tame
The beauties of the sunbow w hich bends o'er thee !

Beautiful Spirit ! in thy calm clear brow,
Wherein is glass'd serenity of soul.
Which of itself shows immortality,
I read that thou wilt pardon to a Son
Of Earth, whom the absiruser Powers permit
At times to commune with them—if that he
Avail him of his spells

—to call thee thus.
And gaze on thee a moment.

Witch. Son of Earth!

I know thee, and the Powers which give thee powerl
I know thee for a man of many thoughts.
And deeds of good and ill, extreme in both,

Fatal and fated in thy siiflTerings.

I have expected this—what wouldst thou with me?
Man. To look upon thy beauty!

—
nothing fur-

ther."—pp. 31, 32.

There is something exquisitely beautiful, to

our taste, in all this passage ;
and both the

apparition and the dialogue are so managed,
that the sense of their improbability is swal-

lowed up in that of their beauty ]

—
and, with-

out actually believing that such spirits exist

or communicate themselves, we feel for the

moment as if we stooa in their presence.
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What I'jllows, though, extremely powerful,
and more laboured in the writing, has less

charm for us. He tells his celestial auditor

the brief story of his misfortune
;
and when

he mentions the death of the only being he
nad ever loved, the beauteous Spirit breaks in

with ber superhuman pride.
" And for this—

A being of the race liiou dost despise,
The order which thine own would rise above,

Mingling; with iis and ours, thou dost foreao
The gifts of our great knowledge, and shrink'st back
To recreant morialiiy Away! [hour

—
Ma7i. Daughter of Air ! I tell thee, since that

But words are hreath I
—Look on me in my sleep.

Or waich my watchings
—Come and sit by me !

My solitude is solitude no more,
But peopled with the Furies !

—I have gnash'd
My teeth in darkness till returning morn,
Then cursed myself till sunset ;

—I have pray'd
For madness as a blessing

—'tis denied me.
I have affronted Death—but in the war
Of elemen's the waters shrunk from me,
And fatal things pass'd harmless."—pp. 36, 37.

The third scene is the boldest in the exhi-

bition of supernatural persons. The three

Destinies and Nemesis meet, at midnight, on
the top of the Alps, on their way to the hall

of Arimanes, and sing strange ditties to the

moon, of their mischiefs wrought among men.
Nemesis being rather late, thus apologizes for

keeping them waiting.

"I was defain'd repairing shattered thrones,

Marrying fools, restoring dynasties.

Avenging men upon their enemies,
And making them repent their own revense ;

Goadinof the wise lo madness ; from the dull

Shaping out oracles to rule the world

Afresh; for they were wa.xing out of date.
And mortals dared to ponder for themselves.
To weigh kings in the balance, and to speak
Of freedom, the forbidden iruit.—Away !

We have outsiaid the hour—mount we our clouds !"

p. 44.

This we think is out of place at least, if we
must not say out of character; and thouirh the

author may tell us that human calamities are

naturally subjects of derision to the IMinisters

of Vengeance, )-et we cannot be persuaded
that satirical and political allusions are at all

compatible with the feelings and impressions
which it was here his business to maintain.
When the Fatal Sisters are again assembled
before the throne of Arimanes, Manfred sud-

denly appears among them, and refuses the

prostrations which they require. The first

Destiny thus loftily announces him.

" Prince of the Powers invisible ! This man
Is of no common order, as his port
And presence here denote ; his sufferings
Have been of an immortal nature, like

Our own
;
his knowledge and his powers and will,

As far as is compatible with clay,
Which clogs the eihcriai essence, have been sucli

As clay haih seldom borne ; his aspirations
Have been beyond the dwellers of the earth,
And they have only tautrht him what we know—
That knowledge is not happiness ; and science
But an exchange of ignorance for that

Which is another kind of ignorance.
This is not all ;

—the passions, ailribules [being,
Of earth and heaven, from which no power, nor
Nor breath, from the worm upwards, is exempt.
Have pierced his heart ; and in their consequence

Made him a thing, which T, who pity not.
Yet pardon those who pity. He la mijic,
.And thine, it may be—be it so, or not.

No oilier Spiiit in this region hath

A soul like his—or power upon his soul."

pp. 47, 48.

At his desire, the ghost of his beloved As-
tarte is then called up, and appears

—but re-

fuses to speak at the command of the Powers
who have raised her, till Manfred breaks out

into this passionate and agonising address.

" Hear me, hear me—
Astarte '. my beloved ! speak to me !

I have so much endured—so much endure—
Look on me ' the grave hnth not changed thee more
Than I am changed for thee. Thou lovedst me
Too much, as 1 loved thee : we were not made
To torture thus each other, though ii were
The deadliest sin to love as we have loved.

Say that thou loaih'si me not—that I do bear

This punishment for both—that thou wilt be
One of the blessed—and that I shall die!

For hitherto all hateful things conspire
To hind me in exisience—in a life

Which makes me shrink from immortality
—

A future like the past ! 1 cannot rest.

I know not what I ask, nor what I seek:
I feel but what thou art—and what I am

;

And I would hear yet once, before I perish,
The voice which was my music.—Speak to me !

For I have call'd on thee in the still night.
Startled the slumbering birds from the hush'd

boughs.
And woke the mountain wolves, and made the

Acquainted with thy vainly echoed name, [caves
Which answered me—many things answered me—
Spirits and men—but thou wert silent still !

Yet speak lo me I I have outwatch'd the stars,

And gazed o'er heaven in vain in search of thee.

Speak to me ! I have wandered o'er the earth

And never found thy likeness.—Speak to me!
Look on the fiends around—they feel for me :

I fear them not, and feel for thee alone.—
Speak to me ! though it be in wraih

;

—but say^
I reck not what—but let me hear thee once—
This once !

—once more !

Phantom of Astarte. Manfred !

Man. Say on, say on—
I live but in the sound—it is thy voice ! [ills.

Phan. Manfred ! To-morrow ends thine earthly
Farewell I

Man. Yet one word more—am I forgiven?
Phan. Farewell !

Man. Say, shall we meet again 7

Phan. Farewell !

Man. One word for mercy ! Say, thou lovest me !

Phan. Manfred !

[The Spirit of AsTAKTE disappears.
Nem. She's gone, and will not be recalled."

pp. 50—,52.

The last act, though in many passages very

beautifully written, seems to us less powerful.
It passes altoirether in Manfred's castle, and

is chiefly occupied in two long conversations

between him and a holy abbot, who comes to

exhort and absolve him, and whose counsel

he repels with the most reverent gentleness,
and but few bi;rsts of dignity and pride. The

following passages are full of poetry and

feeling.

" A^—father ! I have had those earthly visions.

And noble aspirations in my youth ;

To make my own the mind of other men,
The enlightener of nations ; and to rise

T knew not whither—it might be to fall;

But fall, even as the mouniain-cataract.

Which having leapt from its more dazzling neighl
Even in the ioammg strength of its abyss,
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(Wliifh cnats up misty
columns that become

Clouds raininsr Irnm tno re-nscended skies),
Lies low lull nii^hiy siill.— But this is past!

My thoughts niisiouk themselves.
Alibutt. Al^d why not live and act with other men ?

M'lii. Because my nature was averse from life ;

And yet not cruel ; for I would not make,
But find a dosolatinn :

—like the wind,
The red-hot breath of the most lone Simoom,
"Which dwells but in the desert, and sweeps o'er

The barren sands which bear no shrubs to blast,

And revels o'er their wild and arid waves.
And seeke;h not, so that ii is not sought,
But bei:ig met is deadly ! Such hath been
The course of my existence

;
but there came

Things in my path which are no more."—
pp. 59, CO.

Thpre is also a fine address to the setting
Bun—aud a singular miscellaneous soliloquy.
in which one of the author's Roman recol-

lections is brought in, we must say somewhat

unnaturally.
" The stars are forth, the moon above the tops
Of the snow-shining mountains.— Beautiful!
I linger yet with Nature, for the night
Hath been to me a more familiar face

Than that of man ; and in her starry shade
Of dim and solitary loveliness,

I learn'd the language of another world !

I do remember me, that in my youth,
VVhen I was wandering

—
upon such a night

I stood wiiliin the Colosseum's wall.
Midst the chief relics of almighty Rome;
The trees which grew along the broken arches
Waved dark in the blue midnight, and the stars

Shone ihrounh the rents of ruin
;
from afar

The watchdog bayed beyond the Tiber; and
More nf-ar, frotn out the Caesars' palace came
The owl's long cry, and, interruptedly,
Of distant sentinels the fitful song
Begun and died upon the gentle wind.
Some cypresses beyond the time-worn breach

Appear'd to skirt the horizon
; yet they stood

Within a bowshot.—
And thou didst shine, thou rolling moon ! upon
All this, and cast a wide and fender light,
Which softcn'd down the hoar austerity
Of rugged desolation, and (iH'd up,
As 'twere, anew, the gaps of centuries ;

Leaving that beautiful which still was so,

And making that which was not, till the place
Became religion, and the heart ran o'er

With silent worship of the great of old I"—
pp. 68, 69.

In his dying hour he is beset with Demons,
who pretend to claim him as their forfeit:—
but he indignantly and victoriously disputes
their claim, and asserts his freedom from
their thraldom.
" Must crimes be punish'd but by other crimes,
And greater criminals ?

—Back to thy hell !

Thou hast no power upon me, Ihat I feel
;

Thou never shah possess me, t/iat I know :

What I have done is done ;
I bear within

A torture which could nothing gain from thine:
The mind which is immortal makes itself

Requital tor its good or ill—derives

No colour from the fleeting things without ;

But is absorb'd in sufferance or in joy.
Born from the knowledge of its own desert.

Thou didst not tempt me, and thou couldst not

tempt me :

I have not been
thy dupe, nor am thy prey—

But was my own destroyer, and will he

My own hereafter.—Back, ye baffled fiends !

The hand of death is on me—but not yours!
[The Demons disappear.''^

—
pp. 74, 75.

There are great faults, it must be admitted,

in this poem ;

—but it is undoubtedly a work
of genius ami originality. Its woist fault,

perhaps, is, that it fatigues and overawes Ufl

by the uniformity of its terror and solemnity.
Another is the painful and offensive nature of

the circumstance on which its distress is ulti-

mately founded. It all springs from the dis-

appointment or fatal issue of an incestuoua

passion ;
and incest, according to our modem

ideas—for it was otherwise in antiquity
—is

not a thing to be at all brought before the

imagination. The lyrical songs of the Spirits
are too long; and not all excellent. There
is something of pedantry in them noAv and
then

;
and even Manfred deals in classical

allusions a little too much. If we were to

consider it as a proper drama, or even as a
finished poem, we should be obliged to add,
that it is far too itidistinct and unsatisfactory.
But this we take 1o be according to the design
and conception of the author. He contem-

plated but a dim and magnificent sketch of a

subject which did not admit of a more accu-

rate drawing, or more brilliant colouring. Its

obscurity is a part of its grandeur;—and the

darkness that rests upon it,
and the smoky

distance in which it is lost, are all devices to

increase its majesty, to .stimulate our curi-

osity, and to impress us with deeper awe.
It is suggested, in an ingenious paper, in a

late Number of the Edinburgh Magazine,
that the general conception of this piece, and
much of what is excellent in the manner of

its execution, have been borrowed from "the

Tragical History of Dr. Faustus'' of Marlowe;
and a variety of passages are quoted, which
the author considers as similar, and, in many
respects, superior to others in the poem before

us. We cannot agree in the general terms
of this conclusion

;

—but there is, no doubt, a
certain resemblance, both in some of the

topics that are suiigested, and in the cast of

the diction in which they are e.xpressed.

Thus, to induce Faustus to persist in his un-

lawful studies, he is told that the Spirits of

the Elements will serve him—
" Sometimes like women, or un wedded maids,

Shadowing more beauty in their ayrie browes
Than have the while breasts of the Queene o

Love."

And again, when the amorous sorcerer com
mands Helen of Troy to be revived, as hia

paramour, he addresses her, on her first ap-

pearance, in these rapturous lines—
" Was this the face that launcht a thousand ships,
And burn'd the toplesse towers of Ilium ?

Sweet Hiden ! make me immortal with a kiss !

Her lips sueke forth mysoule!
—see where it flies!

Come, Helen, come, give me my soulesgaine!
Here will I dwell, for heaven is in that lip.

And all is dross that is not Helena.
O ! thou art fairer than the evening nyre,
Clad in the beauty of a thousand starres ;

More lovely than the monarch of I he skyea
In wanton Arethusa's azure arms I"

The catastrophe, too.-is bewailed in verses ot

great elegance and classical beauty.

"Cut is the branch that might have growne full

And burned is Apollo's laurel bough [straighu
That sometime grew within this learned man.
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Faiistus i? rrnne ?—regard his hellish fall,

Whose tieiidliil torture may exhort the wise,

Only to wonde;" at unlawful things."

But these, and many other smooth and
fanciful verses in this curious old drama.

prove nothing, we think, against the origi-

nahty of Manfred
;

for there is nothing to be
found there of the pride, the abstraction, and
the heart-rooted misery in which that origi-

nality consists. Faustus is a vulgar sorcerer,

tempted to sell his soul to the Devil for the

ordinary price of sensual pleasure, and earthly

power and glory
—and who shrinks and shud-

ders in agony when the forfeit comes to be
exacted. The style, too. of Marlowe, though
elegant and scholarlike, is weak and childish

compared with the depth and force of much
of what we have quoted from Lord Byron ;

and the disgusting buffoonery and low farce

of which his piece is principally made up,

place it much more in contrast, than in any
terms of comparison, with that of his noble
successor. In the tone and pitch of the com-

position, as well as in the character of the
diction in the more solemn parts, the piece
before us reminds us much more of the Pro-
metheus of iEschylus, than of any more
modern performance. The tremendous soli-

tude of the principal person
—the supernatural

beings with whom alone he holds communion—the guilt
—the firmness—the misery—are

all points of re.semblance, to which the

grandeur of the poetic imagery only gives a
more striking effect. The chief differences

are, that the subject of the Greek poet was
sanctified and exalted by the established be-

lief of his country; and that his terrors 'are

nowhere tempered with the sweetness which
breathes from so many passages of his Eng-
hsh rival.

(Sanuarw, 1809.)

Heliqnes of Robert Burns, consisting chiefly of Original Letters^ Poems, and Critical Obser-

vations on Scottish Songs. Collected and published by R. H. Cromek. 8vo. pp. 450.

London: 1808.

Burns is certainly by far the greatest of our-

poetical prodigies
—from Stephen Duck down

to Thomas Dermody. They aie forgotten

already; or only remembered for derision.

But the name of Burns.
||||we

are not mis-

taken, has not yet "gathered all its fame;"
and will endure long after those circumstan-

ces are forgotten which contributed to its first

notoriety. So much indeed are we impressed
with a sense of his merits, that we cannot

help thinking it a derogation from them to

consider him as a prodigy at all
;
and are con-

vinced that he will never be rightly estimated

as a poet, till that vulgar wonder be entirely

repressed which was raised on his having
been a ploughman. It is true, no doubt, that

he was born in an humble station
;
and that

much of his early life was devoted to severe

labour, and to the society of his fellow-labour-

ers. But he was not himself either unedu-
cated or illiterate; and was placed in a situa-

tion more favourable, perhaps, to the develop-
ment of great poetical talents, than any other

which could have been assigned him. He
was taught, at a very early age, to read and

write; and soon after acquired a competent
knowledge of French, together with the ele-

ments of Latin and Geometry. His taste for

reading was encouraged by his parents and

many of his associates; and, before he had
ever composed a single stanza, he was not

only familiar with many prose writers, but
far more intimately acquainted with Po])e,

Shakespeare, and Thomson, than nine tenths

of the youtii that now leave our schools for

the university. Those authors, indeed, with
{

fiome old collections of songs, and the lives of !

Hannibal and of Sir William Wallace, were .

his habitual study trom the first days of his
j

childhood
; and, co-operating with the solitude

of his rural occupations, were sufficient to

rouse his ardent and ambitious mind to the

love and the practice of poetry. He had about
as much scholarship, in short, we imagine, as

Shakespeare ;
and far better models to form

his ear to harmony, and train his fancy to

graceful invention.

We ventured, on a former occasion, to say

something of the effects of regular education,
and of the general diffusion of literature, in

repressing the vigour and originality of all

kinds of mental exertion. That speculation
was perhaps carried somewhat too far

;
but

if the paradox have proof any where, it is in

its application to poetry. Among well edu-

cated people, the standard writers of this

description are at once so venerated and so

familiar, that it is thought equally impossible
to rival them, as to write verses without at-

tempting it. If there be one degree of fame
which excites emulation, there is another

which leads to despair: Nor cnn we conceive

any one less likely to be added to the .'-hort

list of original poets, than a young man of fine

fancy and delicate taste, who has acquired a

high relish for poetry, by perusing the most
celebrated writers, and conversing with the

most intelligent judges. The head of such a

person is filled, of course, with all the splendid

passages of ancient and modern authors, and

with the fine and fastidious remarks which
have been made even on those passages.
When he turns his eyes, therefore, on hin

own conceptions or designs, they can scarce-

ly fail to appear rude and contemptible. He
is perpetually haunted and depressed by the

ideal presence of those great masters, and

their exacting critics. He is aware to what
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comparisons his productions will be subjected

amoii;,' his own Irieiids and associates; and
recollects the derision with which so many
rash adventurers have been chased back to

their obscurity. Thus, the merit of his great

predecessors chills, instead of encouraging his

ardour; and the illustrious names which have

already reached to the summit of excellence,
act like the tail and sjireading trees of the

forest; which overshailow and strangle the

saplings which may have struck root in the

8oil below—and afford efficient shelter to

nothing but creepers and parasites.
There is, no doubt, in some few individuals,

" that strong divinity of soul '"—that decided

and irresistible vocation to glory, which, in

spite of all these obstructions, calls out, per-

haps once or twice in a century, a bold and

original poet from the herd of scholars and
academical literati. But the natural tendency
of their studies, and by far their most com-
mon effect, is to repress originality, and dis-

courage enterprise ;
and either to change those

whom nature meant for poets, into mere read-

ers of poetry, or to bring them out in the form
of witty parodists, or ingenious imitators. In-

dependent of the reasons which have been

already suggested, it will perhaps be found,

too, that necessity is the mother of invention,
in this as well as in the more vulgar arts; or,

at least, that inventive genius will frequently
slumber in maction, where the preceding in-

genuity has in part supplied the wants of the
owner. A solitary and uninstructed man.
with lively feelings and an inflammable imagi-
nation, will often be irresistibly led to exer-
cise those gifts, and to occupy and relieve his

mind in poetical composition : But if his edu-
cation, fiis reading, and his society supply
him with an abundant store of images and

emotions, he will probably think but little of

those internal resources, and feed his mind

contentedly with what has been provided by
the industry of others.

To say nothing, therefore, of the distractions

and the dissipation of mind that belong to the

commerce of the world, nor of the cares of

minute accuracy and high finishing which are

imposed on the professed scholar, there seem
to be deeper reasons for the separation of

originality and accomplishment; and for the

partiality which has led poetry to choose
almost all her prime favourites among the re-

cluse and uninstructed. A youth of quick
parts, in short, and creative fanc)'

—with just
60 much reading as to guide his ambition, and

roughhew his notions of excellence—if his lot

be thrown in humble retirement, where he
has no reputation to lose, and where he can

easily hope to excel all that he sees around

him, is much more likely, we think, to give
himself up to poetry, and to train himself to

habits of invention, than if he had been en- .

cumbered by the pretended helps of extended

study and literary society.
If these observations should fail to strike

of themselves, they may perhaps derive ad-
ditional weight from considering the very re-

markable fact, that almost all the great poets-
of every country have appeared in an early

stage of their history, and in a period com-

paratively rude and unlettered. Homer went

forth, like the morning star, before the dawn
of literature in Greece, and almost all the

great and sublime poets of modern Europe
are already between two and three hundred

years old. tSuice that time, although books
and readers, and opportunities of reading, are

multiplied a thousand fold, we have improved
chiefly in point and terseness of expression,
in the art of raillery, and in clearness and

simplicity of thought. Force, richness, and

variety of invention, are now at least as rare

as ever. But the literature and refinement of

the age does not exist at all for a rustic and
illiterate individual

; and, consequently, the

present time is to him what the rude times
of old were to the vigorous writers which
adorned them.

But though, for these and for other reasons,
we can see no propriety in regarding the

poetry of Burns chiefly as the wonderful work
of a peasant, and thus admiring it much in

the same way as if it had been written with
his toes; yet there are peculiarities in his

works which remind us of the lowness of his

oiig'Ji, and faults for which the defects of his

education afford an obvious cause, if not a

legitimate apology. In fonning a correct es-

timate of these works, it is necessary to take

into account those peculiarities.
The first is, the undiciplined harshness and

acrimony of his invective. The great boast

of polished life is the dehcacy, and even the

generosity of its hostility
—that quality which

is still the characteristic, as it furnishes the

denomination, o/flrgentleman
—that principle

which forbids us to attack the defenceless, to

strike the fallen, or to mangle the slain—and

enjoins us, in forging the shafts of satire, to

increase the polish exactly as we add to their

keenness or their weight. For this, as well
as for other things, we are indebted to chival-

ry ;
and of this Burns had none. His ingeni-

ous and amiable biographer has spoken re-

peatedly iu praise of his talents for satire—
we think, with a most unhappy partiality.
His epigrams and lampoons appear to us. one
and all, unworthy of him

;

—offensive from
their extreme coarseness and violence—and

contemptible from their Avant of Avit or bril-

liancy. They seem to have been written, not

out of playful malice or virtuous indignation,
but out of fierce and ungovernable anger. His

v.hole raillery consists in railing: and his

satirical vein displays itself chiefly in calling
names and in swearing. We say this mainly
with a reference to his personalities. In many
of his more general representations of life and
manners, there is no doubt much that may be
called satirical, mixed up with admirable hu-

mour, and description of inimitable vivacity.
There is a similar want of polish, or at least

of respectfulness, in the general tone of his

gallantry. He has written with more passion,

perhaps, and more variety of natural feeling,
on the subject of love, than any other poet
whatever—but with a fervour that is some-

times indelicate, and seldom accommodated
to the timidity and "sweet austere com-
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po?ure" of women of ref^nomcnt. He has

expressed admirably the feelings of ai) en-
amoured peasant, who, however refined or

eloquent he may be, always approaches his

mistress on a footing of etjuality: but has
never caught that tone of chivalrous gallantry
which uniformly abases itself in the presence
of the object of its devotion. Accordingly,
instead of suing for a smile, or meltinir in a

tear, his muse deals in nothing but locked
embraces and midnight rencontres; and, even
in his complimentary effusions to ladies of

the highest rank, is for straining them to the

bosom of her impetuous votary. It is easy,

accordingly, to see from his correspondence,
that many of his female patronesses shrunk
from the vehement familiarity of his admira-
tion

;
and there are even some traits in the

volumes before us. from which we can g-ather,
that he resented the shyness and estrange-
ment to which those feelings gave rise, with
at least as little chivalry as he had shown in

producing them.
But the leading vice in Bum-s' character,

and the cardinal deformity, indeed, of all his

productions, was his contempt, or affectation-

of contempt, for prudence, decency, and reg-

ularity ;
and his admiration of thoughtless-

ness, oddity, and vehement sensibility ;

—his

belief, in short, in the dispensing power of

genius and social feeling, in all matters of

morality and common sense. This is the

very slang of the worst German plays, and
tlie lowest of our town-made novels; nor can

any thing be more lamentable, than that it

sliould have found a patron in such a man as

Burns, and communicated to many of his pro-
ductions a character of immorality, at once

contemptible and hateful. It is but too true,
that men of the highest genius have frequently
been hurried by their passions into a violation

of prudence and duty; and there is some-

thing generous, at least, in the apology which
their admirers may make for them, on the

score of their keener feelings and habitual

want of reflection. But this apology, which
is quite unsatisfactory in the mouth of another,
becomes an insult and an absurdity whenever
it proceeds from their own. A man may say
of his friend; that he is a noble-hearted fellow—too generous to be just, and with too much
spirit to be always prudent and regular. But
he cannot be allowed to say even this of him-
self: and still less to represent himself as a

hairbrained sentimental soul, constantly car-

ried away by fine fancies and visions of love

and philanthropy, and born to confound and
des )ise the cold-blooded sons of prudence
and sobriety. This apology, indeed, evidently

destroys itself: For it shows that conduct to

be the result of deliberate svstem, which it

affects at the same time to justify as the fruit

of mere thoughtlessness and casual impulse.
Such protestations, therefore, will always be
treated, as they deserve, not only with con-

tempt, but with incredulity ;
and their mag-

nanimous authors set down as determinetl

profligates, who seek to disguise their selfish-

ness under a iiame somewhat less revolting.
That profligacy is almost always selfishness,
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and that the excuse of impetuous feelinr can
hardly ever be justly pleaded Jur tho.so^who

neglect the ordinary duties of
life, must be

apparent, we think, even to the least rtdle-^t-

ing of those sons of fancy and song. It re-

quires no habit of deep thinking, nor any thing
more, indeed, than the information of an honest

heart, to perceive that it is cruel and base to

spend, in vain superfluities, that monev which
belongs of right to the pale industrious trades-

man and his famishing infants; or that it is a
vile prostitution of language, to talk of that

man's generosity or goodness of heart, who
sits raving about friendship and jihilanlnropy
in a tavem, while his wife's heart is breaking
at her cheerless fireside, and his children

pining in solitary poverty.
This pitiful canj of careless feeling and

eccentric genius, accordingly, has never found
much favour in the eyes of English sense and

morality. The most signal efTect which it

ever produced, was on the muddv brai?is of

some German youth, who are said to have
left college in a body to rob on the highway !

because Schiller had represented the captain
of a gang as so very noble a creature.—But
in this country, we believe, a predilection for

that honourable profession must have pre-
ceded this admiration of the character. The
style we have been speaking of, accordingly,
is now the heroics only of the hulks and the

house of correction
;
and has no chance, we

suppose, of being greatly admired, except in

the farewell speech of a young gentleman
preparing for Botany Bay.

It is humiliating to think how deeply Burns
has fallen into this debasing error. He is per-

petually makina" a parade of his thoughtlees-

ness, inflammability, and imprudence, and

talking with much complacency and exulta-

tion of the offence he has occasioned to the

sober and correct part of mankind. This
odious slang infects almost all his prose, and
a very great proportion of his poetry; and

is,

we are persuaded, the chief, if not the only
source of the disgust with which, in spite of

his genius, we know that he is regarded by
many very competent and liberal judges. His

apology, too. we are willing to believe, is to

be found in the original lowness of his situa-

tion, and the slightness of his acquaintance
with the world. With his talents and powers
of observation, he could not have seen much
of the beings who echoed this raving, without

feeling for them that distrust and contempt
which would have made him blush to think

he had ever stretched over them the protect-

ing shield of his genius.
Akin to this most lamentable trait of vul-

garitv, and indeed in some measure arising
out of it,

is that perpetual boast of his own

independence, which is obtruded upon the

readers of Burns in almost every page of his

writings. The sentiment itself is noble, and

it is often finely expressed ;

—but a gentleman
would only have expressed it when he w&s
insulted or provoked: and would never have

made it a spontaneous theme to those friends

in whose estimation he felt that his honour

stood clear. It is mixed up, too, in Bums
2D
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with too fierce a tone of defiance
;
and indi-

cates rather the pride of a sturdy peasant,
than the calm and natural elevation of a

generous mind.
The last of the s}-mptoms of rusticitj which

we think it necess;iry to notice in the works
of this extraordinary man, is that frequent
mistake of mere exasperation and violenc^f-

for force and sublimity, which has defaced

80 much of his prose composition, and given
aa air of heaviness and labour to a good deal

of his serious poetry. The truth is, that his

forte was in humour and in pathos
—or rather

in tenderness of feeling ; and that he has very
seldom succeeded, either where mere wit

and sprightliness, or where great energy and

weight of sentiment were requisite. He had

evidently a very false and crude notion of

what constituted strength of writing ;
and in-

stead of that simple and brief directness

which stamps the character of vigour upon
every syllable, has generally had recourse to

a mere accumulation of hyperbolical expres-
sions, which encumber the diction instead of

exalting it,
and show the determination to be

impressive, without the power of executing
it. This error also we are inclined to ascribe

entirely to the defects of his education. The*
value of simplicity in the expression of pas-
sion, is a lesson, we believe, of nature and of

genius ;
—but its importance in mere grave

and impressive writing, is one of the latest

discoveries of rhetorical experience.
With the allowances and exceptions we

have now stated, we think Burns entitled to

the rank of a great and original genius. He
has in all his compositions great force of con-

ception ; and great spirit and animation in its

expression. He has taken a large range
throuirh the region of Fancy, and naturalized

himself in almost all her climates. He has

great humour—^great powers of description
—

great pathos
—and great discrimination of

character. Almost every thing that he says
has spirit and originality ;

and every thing that

he says well, is characterized by a charming
facility, which gives a grace even to occa-

sional rudeness, and communicates to the
reader a delightful sympathy with the sponta-
neous soaring and conscious inspiration of the

poet.

Considering the reception which these
works have met with from the public, and the

long period during which the greater part of

them have been in their possession, it may
appear supertious to say any thing as to their

characteristic or peculiar merit. Though the
ultimate judgment of the public, however, be

always sound, or at least decisive as to its

general result, it is not always very apparent
upon what grounds it has proceeded ; nor in

consequence of what, or in spite of what, it

has been obtained. In Burns' works there is

much to censure, as well as much to praise;
and as time has not yet separated his ore from
its dross, it may be worth while to state, in a

very general wav, Avhat we presume to antici-

pate as the result of this separation. Without

pretending to enter at all into the comparative
merit of particular passages we may venture

to lay it down as our opinion
—that hispoeliy

is far superior to his prose ;
that his Scottish

compositions are greatly to be preferred to his

English ones
;
and that his Songs will proba-

bly outlive all his other productions. A very
few remarks on each of these subjects will

comprehend almost all that we have to say of
the volumes now before us.

The prose works of Burns consist amort
entirely" of Eis letters . They bear, as well as
his poetry, the sear and the impress of his

genius; but they contain much more bad

taste, and are written with far more apparent
labour. His poetry was almost all written

primarily from feeling, and only secondarily
trom ambition. His letters seem to have been

nearly all composed as exercises, and for dis-

play. There are few of them written with

simplicity or plainness ;
and though natural

enough as to the sentiment, they are generally

very strained and elaborate in the expression.
A very great proportion of them, too, relate

neither to facts nor feelings peculiarly con-

nected with the author or his correspondent
—

but are made up of general declamation,
moral reflections, and vague discussions—all

evidently composed for the sake of effect, and

frequently introduced with long complaints of

having nothing to say, and of the necessity
and difficulty of letter-writing.

By far the best of those compositions, are

such as we should consider as exceptions from
this general character—such as contain some

specific information as to himself, or are sug-

gested by events or observations directly ap-

plicable to his correspondent. One of the

best, perhaps, is that addressed to Dr. ]Moore,

containing an account of his early life, of

which Dr. Currie has made such a judicious
use in his Biography. It is written with great
clearness and characteristic etiect. and con-

tains many touches of easy humour and natu-

ral eloquence. We are struck, as we open
the book accidentally, with the following

j
original application of a classical image, by
this milettered rustic. Talking of the first

vague aspirations of his own gigantic mind,
he says

—we think very finely
—"I had felt

some early stirrings of ambition; but they
were the blind gropings of Homer's Cyclop
round the walls of his cave !"' Of his other

letters, those addressed to Mrs. Dunlop are,
in our opinion, by far the best. He appears,
from first to last, to have stood somewhat in

awe of this excellent lady ;
and to have been

no less sensible of her sound judgment and
^ strict sense of propriety, than of her steady
and generous partiality. The following pas-

sage we think is striking and characteristic :
—

"I own myself so lit'le a Presbyterian, that I

approve of set times and seasons of more than ordi-

I nary acts of devorion, for breaking in on that habit-

\

iiated routine of life and thought which is so apt to

I reduce our existence to a kind ot instinct, or even
I sometimes, and with some minds, to a state very

j

little superior to mere machinery.
"This day; the first Sunday of May; a breezy,

blue-skyed noon, some time about the beginning,
and a hoary momine and calm sunny day about the

i
end of autumn :

—these, time out of mind, ha^ve

I been with me a kind of holiday.
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"
\ bijlicve I owe this to that glorious paper in the

Specii!or, 'The Vision of ^lirza;' a piece that

struck my young fancy before I was capable of fix-

ing an idea lo a word of three syllables.
' On the

5th day of the moon, which, according to the custom
of my forefathers, I always keep holy, after having
washed myself, and offered up my morning devo-

tions, I ascended tlie high hill of Bagdat. in order to

pass the rest of the day in meditation and prayer.'" We know nothing, or next to nothing, of the

substance or structure of our souls, so cannot ac-

count for those seeming caprices in them, that one
should br particularly pleased with this thing, or

struck with that, which, on minds of a different

cast, makes no extraordinary impression. I have
£ome favourite flowers in spring ; among which are

the mountain-daisy, the hare-bell, the fox-g!ove, the

wild brier-rose, the budding birch, and the hoarj'
hawthorn, that I view and hangover with particular

delight. I never hear the loud, soUtary whisile of

the curlew in a summer noon, or the wild mixing
cadence of a troop of grey plover in an autumnal

morning, without feeling an elevation of soul, like

the enthusiasm of devotion or poetry. Tell me, my
dear friend, to what can this be owing ? Are we a*

piece of machinery, which, like the Eolian harp,

passive, takes the impression of the passing acci-

dent ? Or do these workings argue something
within us above the trodden clod?"—Vol. ii. pp.
195—197.

To this we may add the following passage,
as a part, indeed, of the same picture :

—
"There is scarcely any earthly object gives me

more— 1 do not know if I should call it pleasure
—

but something which exalts me. something which

enraptures me—than to walk in the sheltered side

of a wood, or high plantation, in a cloudy winter-

day, and hear the stormy wind howling among the

trees, and raving over the plain '. It is my best

season for devotion : my mind is wrapt up in a kind

of enthusiasm to Him. who. in the pompous lan-

guage of the Hebrew bard,
" walks on the wings

of the wind."—Vol. ii. p. 11.

The following is one of the best and most

striking of a whole series of eloquent hypo-
chondriasm.

"After six weeks' confinement, I am begiiming
to walk across the room. They have been six hor-

rible weeks ;
—anguish and low spirits made me

unfit to read, write, or tlink.
"

I have a hundred times wished that one could

resign life as an officer resigns a commission : for I

would not take in any poor, ignorant wretch, by
tellins out. Lately I was a sixpenny private : and.

God knows, a miserable soldier enough : now I

march to the campaign, a starving cadet—a little

more conspicuously wretched.
" lam ashamed of all this : for thoiitrh I do want

braverv for the warfare of life. I could wish, like

some oiher soldiers, to have as much foriiiude or

cunning as to dissemble or conceal mv cowardice."
Vol. ii. pp. 127, 128.

One of the most strikinsr letters in the col-

lection, and. to us. one of the most interest-

iDS, is the earliest of the whole series; being i

addressed to his father in 1781. six or seven

years before his name had been heard of out

of his own family. The author was then a

common flax-dresser, and his father a poor

peasant;
—

yet there is not one trait of vul-

garity, either in the thought or the expression :

but. on the contrary, a dignity and elevation

of sentiment, which must have been con-

sidered as of good omen in a youth of much

higher coudilion. The letter is as follows:— i

" Honoured Sir,—I have purposely delayed wri-

ting, in the hope that I should have tiie pleasure of

seeing you on New-year's Day; but work cotnea
so hard upon us, that I do not choose to be absent
on that account, as well as for some other little

reasons, which I shall tell you at meeting. .My
heal'h is nearly the same as when you were here,

only my sleep is a little sounder, and, on the whole,
I ajn rather better than otherwise, though I mend
by very slow degrees. The weakness ol my nerves
has so debilitated my mind, that I dare neither re-

view past wants, nor look forward into luturity ; for

the least anxiety or perturbation in my breast pro-
duces most unhappy efTects on my whole frame.

Someiimes, indeed, when for an hour or two my
spirits are a little lightened, I glimmer a little into

futurity ; but my principal, and indeed my only
pleasurable employment, is looking backwards and
forwards, in a moral and religions way. I am qui'e

transported at the thought, that ere long, perhaps
very soon. I shall bid an eternal adieu to all the

pains, and uneasinesses, and disquietudes of this

weary life ; for I assure you 1 am heartily tired of

it ; and, if I do not ver\' much deceive myself, I

could contentedly and gladly resign it.

'The soul, uneasy, and confin'd al home
Rests and eipaliates in a life to come.'

"
It is for this reason I am more pleased with

the 15th. 16th. and 17th verses of the 7ih chapter
of the Revelations, than with any ten limes as

many verses in the whole Bible, and would not ex-

change the noble enthusiasm with which they in-

spire me for all that this word has to offer. As for

this world. I despair of ever making a figure in it.

I am not formed for the bustle of the busy, nor the

flutter of the gay. I shall never again be capable
of entering into such scenes. Indeed I am alto-

gether unconcerned for the thoughts of this life. I

foresee that poverty and obscurity probably await

me; and I am in some measure prepared, and

daily preparing to meet them. I have but just time

and paper to return to you my grateful thanks for

the lessons of virtue and piety you have given me ;

which were too much neglected at the time of

giving them, but which. I hope, have been remem-
bered ere it is yet too late."—Vol. i. pp. 99—101.

Before proceeding to take any particular
notice of his poetical compositions, we must
take leave to apprise our Southern readers,

that all his best pieces are written in Scotch;
and that it is impossible for them to form any
adequate judgment of their merits, without a

prettv long residence among those who still

use that language. To be able to translate

the words, is but a small part of the know-

ledge that is necessary. The whole genius
and idiom of the language must be familiar

;

and the characters, and habits, and associa-

tions of those who speak it. We beg leave

too, in passing, to observe, that this Scotch is

not to be considered as a provincial dialect—
the vehicle only of rustic vulgarity and rude

local humour. It is the language of a whole

country—long an independent kingdom, and

still sejjarate in laws, character, and manners.

It is by no means peculiar to the vulgar : but

is the common speech of the whole nation in

early life—and, with many of its most ex-

alted and accomplished individuals, through-

out their whole existence
;
and. though it be

true that, in later times, it has been, in some

measure, laid aside by the more ambitiotjs

and aspiring of the present generation, it is

still recollected, even by them, as the familiar

language of their childhood, and of those who
were the earliest objects of their love and
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vensration. It is oonnrctpd, in thi'ir iinnr^i-

natioii, not only with that olticii tinin uhich
is uniformly conceived as more pure, lofty

and simple than the present, but also with all

the soft and bright colours of remembered
childhood and domestic affection. All its

phrases conjure up ima^'es of schoolday inno-

cence, and sports, and friendships which have
no pattern in succeeding years. Add to all

this, that it is the language of a great body
of poetrv, with which almost all Scotchmen
are familiar

; and, in particular, of a great
multitude of songs, written with more tender-

ness, nature, and feeling, than any other lyric

compositions that are extant—and we may
perhaps be allowed to say, that the Scotch is,

in reality, a highly poetical language ;
and

that it js an ignorant, as well as an illiberal

prejudice, which would seek to confound it

with the barbarous dialects of Yorkshire or

Devon. In composing his Scottish poems,
therefore, Burns did not merely make an in-

stinctive and necessary use of the only dialect

he could employ. The last letter which we
have quoted, proves, that before he had penned
a single couplet, he could write in the dialect

of England with far greater purity and pro-

priety than nine tenths of those who are called

well educated in that country. He wrote in

Scotch; becau.se the writings which he most

aspired to imitate were compo.sed in that

language ;
and it is evident, from the varia-

tions preserved by Dr. Currie, that he took

much greater pains with the beauty and purity
of his expressions in Scotch than in English;
and, every one who understands both, must
admit, with infinitely better success.

But though we have ventured to say thus
much in praise of the Scottish poetry of Burns,
we cannot presume to lay many specimens of

it before our readers; and. in the few extracts

we may be tempted to make from the volumes
before us, shall be guided more by a desire to

exhibit what may be intelligible to all our

•eaders, than by a feeling of what is in itself

•f the highest excellence.

We have said that Bums is almost equally
distinguished for his tenderness and his hu-
mour:—we might have added, for a faculty
of combining them both in the same subject,
not altogether without parallel in the older

poets and ballad-makers, but altogether sin-

gular, we think, among modern writers. The
passages of pure humour are entirely Scot-

lish—and untranslateable. They consist in

k'he most picturesque representations of life

and manners, enlivened, and even exalted by
traits of exquisite sagacity, and unexpected
reflection. His tenderness is of two sorts;
that which is combined with circum.stances
and characters of humble, and sometimes lu-

dicrous simplicity; and that which is pro-
duced by gloomy and distressful impressions
acting on a mind' of keen sensibility. The
passages which belong to the former descrip-
tion are, we think, the most exquisite and

original, and, in our estimation, indicate the

greatest and most amiable turn of genius;
both as being accompanied by fine and feeling

pictures of humble life, and as requiring that

delicacy, as well as justnesfi of conception, by
which alone tlie fa.-^tidiousness of an ordinary
reader can be reconciled to such representa-
tions. The exquisite description of "The
Cotter's Saturday Night

"
afTbrd.s, j^erhaps, the

finest example of this sort of pathetic. Its

v.'hole beauty cannot, indeed, be discerned
but by those whom experience has enabled
to judge of the admirable fidelity and c.om-

pleteness of the picture. But, independent
altogether of national peculiarities, and even
in spite of the obs^curity of the language, we
think it impossible to peruse the following
stanzas without feeling the force of tender-

ness and truth :
—

" November chill blaws loud \vi' angry sugh ;

The shori'niiig winter-day is near a cloRe;
The miry beasis retreating frae the pleutih;
The biack'ning trains o' craws lo their repose :

The toil-worn Colter Irae his labour goes,
Thin ni<rltt his weekly moil is at an end,

Collects hi.s spades, his mattocks, and his hoes.

Hoping the morn in ease and rest to spend,
And weary, o'er the moor, his course does hame-

ward bend.

" At length his lonely cot appears in view,
Beneath the shelier of an aged tree ;

Th' expectant wee-thivirs, toddling, siacher thro'

To meet their Dad, wi' flicherin noise an' glee.
His wee bit ingle, blinkin bonnily.

His clean hearth-stane, his thrii'iie viljie's smile,
The lisping inlani prattling on liis knee,
Does a' his weary carkiiig cares beguile.

An' makes him quite tbrgei his labour an' his toil.

"
Belyve the elder bairns come dropping in.

At service onf, amang the farmers roun' ;

Some ca' the pleugh, some herd, some lenlie rin

A canna errand to a neei)or town :

Their eldest hope, their Jenny, woman grown,
In yoiithfu' bloom, love sparkling in her e'e,

Comes hame, perhaps, to shew a braw new gown,
Or deposile her sair-won pcimy fee.

To help her parents dear, if they in hardship be.

" But hark ! a rap comes gently to the door ;

Jenny, wha kens the meaning o' the same.
Tells how a neebor lad came o'er the moor.
To do some errands, and convoy her hame.

The wily mother sees the conscious flame

Sparkle in Jenny's e'e, and flush her cheek;
With heart-struck an.\ious care. inquires his name,

While Jenny hafflins is afraid to speak ;

Wecl pleas'd, the mother hears its nae wild, worth-
less rake.

" Wi' kindly welcome Jenny brings him ben :

A srappan youth ;
he taks the mother's eye ;

Blyibe Jenny sees the visit's no ill ta'en ;

The father cracks of horses, pleughs, and kye.
The youngster's artless heart o'erflows wi' joy.

But blate and laithlu', scarce can weel behave
;

The mother, wi' a woman's wiles, can spy
What makes the youth sae bashfu' an' sae

grave ; [the lave.

Weel pleas'd to think her bairn's respected like

" The cheerfu' supper done, wi' serious face.

They, round the ingle, form a circle wide ;

The sire turns o'er, wi' patriarchal grace,
The big ha'-Bihle, ance his father's pride:

His bonnet rev'rently is laid aside.

His lyart hafTets wearing thin an' bare ;

Those strains that once did sweet in Zion glide.
He wales a portion with judicious care

; [air.

And '

I^et us worship GoD 1' he says, with solemn

"
They chaunt their artless notes in simple guise ;

They tune their hearts, by far the noblest

aim," &.C.
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Then homeward all lake off their sev'ral way ;

The youngling cottagers retire to rest :

The parent pair their secret homage pay,
And proffer up to Heaven the warm request

That He who stills the raven's clam'rous nest,
And decks the lily fair in flow'ry pride,

Would, in the way his wisdom sees the best,
For them and for their httie ones provide ;

but chieflv, in their hearts, with grace divine pre-
side." Vol. iii. pp. 174—181.

The charm of the fuie lines written on turn-

ing up a mouse's nest with a plough, will also

be found to consist in the sunple tenderness
of the delineation.

"
Thy wee bit housie, too, in ruin !

Its silly wa's tiie wins are strewin !

An' naething, now, to big a new ane,
O' foggage green !

An' bleak December's winds ensuin,
Baith snell and keen !

" Thou saw the fields laid bare an' waste,
An' weary winter comin fast.

An' cozie here beneath the blast,

Thou thought to dwell,
'Till crash ! the cruel coulter past

Out thro' thy cell.

" That wee bit heap o' leaves an' stibble,

Has cost thee mony a weary nibble !

Now thou's turned out, for a' thy trouble,
But house or hald,

To thole the winter's sleety dribble,

An cranreuirh cauld !"

Vol. iii. pp. 147.

The verses to a Mountain Daisy, though
more elegant and picturesque, seem to derive

their chief beauty from the same tone of sen-

timent.

" Wee, modest, crimson-tipped flow'r,

Thoii's met me in an evil hour ;

For I maun crush amang the stoure

Tliy slender stem ;

To spare thee now is past my pow'r.
Thou bonnie gem !

" Alas ! it's no thy neebor sweet,
The bonnie Lark, companion meet !

Bending thee 'mang the dewy weet I

Wi' spreckrd breast,

When upward-sprinsiing, blythe to greet
The purpling east.

" Cauld blew the bitter-biting north

Upon thy early, humble birth;

Yet cheerfully thou glinted forth

Amid the storm,
Scarce rear'd above the parent earth,

Thy tender forin.

" There, in thy scanty mantle clad,

Thy snawie bosom sun-ward spread,
Thou lifts thy unassuming head

In humble guise ;

But now the share upiears thy l)ed,

And low ihou Ues !"

Vol. iii. pp. 201, 202.

There are many touches of the same kind

in most of the popular and beautiful poems in

this collection, especially in the Winter Night—the address to hisoldlNIare—the address to

the Devil, &c.;
—in all which, though the

greater part of the piece be merely ludicrous

and picturesque, there are traits of a delicate

and tender feelin?. indicating that unaffected

softness of heart which is always so enchant-

ma-. In the humorous address to the Devil,

wh;ch we have just mentioned, every Scottish

reader must have felt the effect of this relent-

ing nature in the following stanzas:—
'
Lang syne, in Eden's bonie yard,
When youihfu' lovers first were pair'd,
An' all the soul of love tiiey shar'd,

The raptur'd hour,
Sweet on the fragrant, flow'ry swaird,

In shady bower ;

" Then you, ye nuld, snic-drawing dog!
Ye came to Paradise incog,
An' gied the infant warld a shog,

'Maisi ruin'a a.

"
B\u, fare you weel, auld Nickie-ben f

O wad ye tak a thought an' men' I

Ye aiblins might
—

I dinna ken—
Still hae a stake—

I'm wae to think upo' yon den,
Ev'n for your sake !"

Vol. iii. pp. 74—76.

The finest examj)les. however, of this simple
and unpretending tenderness is to be found in

those songs which are likely to transmit the

name of Burns to all future generations. He
found this delightful trait in the old Scottish

ballads which he took for his model, and upon
which he has improved with a felicity and

delicacy of imitation altogether unrivalled in

the history of literature. S(jmetim.es it is the

brief and simple pathos of the genuine old

ballad ; as.

" But I look lo the West when I lie down to rest.

That happy ni v dreams and my slumbers may be;
For far in the West lives he I love best,

The lad that is dear to my baby and me."

Or, as in this other specimen—
" Drumossie moor. Drumossie day !

A waefu' day it was to me ;

For there I lost my father dear,

My father dear, and brethren three.

" Their winding sheet the l)luidy clay.
Their £rraves arc growing green to see ;

And by them lies the dearest lad

That ever blest a woman's e'e !

Now wae to thee, thou cruel lord,

A bhiidy man I trow ihou be ;

For mony a heart thou hast made sair.

'I'hat ne'er did wrong to thine or thee."

Vol. iv. p. 337.

Sometimes it is animated with airy narrative,

and adorned with images of the utmost ele-

gance and beauty. As a specimen taken at

random, we insert the following stanzas:—
" And ay she wrought her mammie's wark :

And ay she sang sne merriiie :

The hlyihest i)ird upon the bush

Had ne'er a lighter heart than she.

"But hawks will rob the tender joys
That bless the little liniwhitc's nest ;

And frost will blisht the fairest flowers.

And love will break the soundest rest.

" Yoimg Robie was the brawest lad.

The flower and pride of a' the glen ;

And he had owsen, sheep, and kye,
And wanton naigies nine or ten.

" Up gied wi' Jeanie to the in,'ste,

Up danc'd wi' Jeanie on the down ;

And lang ere wiiless .leanie wist,

Her heart was tint, her peace was stown.

2d2
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*' As in the hosom o' the strciim

The moon-beam dwells at ih-u-y e'en;

So tremliViitil, -pure, was itifanl lovf

Within the breast o bonie Jean .'

Vol. iv. p. 80.

Sometimes, again, it is plaintive and mourn-

ful—in the same strain of unaffected sim-

nlicity.

" O stay, sweet warWing wood-lark, stay,

Nor (]nii for me ihe ircmhlinsr spray !

A hapless lover couris lliy lay,

Thy soothing fond complaining.

"
Again, a2ain that teiidpr part

That I may catch ihy melting art ;

p'or surclv that would touch her heart,

Wha kills me wi' disdaining.

"
Say, was thy little mate unkind,
And heard thee as the careless wind?
Oh, nocht but love and sorrow join'd,

Sic notes o' woe could wauken.

" Thou tells o' never-ending care
;

O' speechless grief, and dark despair;
For pity's sake, sweet bird, nae mair !

Or my poor heart is broken !"

Vol. iv. pp. 226, 227.

We add the following from Mr. Cromek's

new volume
;
as the original form of the very

popular song given at p. 325, of Dr. Currie's

foorth volume :
—

" Ye flowery banks o' bonie Doon,
How can ye blume sac fair ;

How can ye chant, ye little birds,

And I sae fu' o' care !

" Thou'll break my heart, thou bonie bird

That sings upon the bough ;

Thou minds me o' the happy days
When my fause luve was true.

" Thou'll break my heart, thou bonie bird

That sings beside thy mate
;

For sae I sat, and sae I sang.
And wist na o' my fate.

" Aft hae I rov'd by bonie Doon,
To see the woodbine twine,

And ilka bird sang o' its love,
And sae did I o' mine.

" Wi' lightsome heart I pu'd a rose

Frae aff its thorny tree,
And my fause luvor staw the rose.

But left the thorn wi' me."
Vol. V. pp. 17, 18.

Sometimes the rich imagery of the poet's

fancy overshadows and almost overcomes the

leading sentiment.

" The merry ploughboy cheers his team,
Wi' joy the tentie seedsman stalks.

But life to me's a weary dreain,
A dream of ane that never wauks.

• The wanton coot the water skims,
Amaiig the reeds the ducklings cry.

The stalely swan majestic swims,
And every thing is blest but I.

" The sheep-herd sleeks his faulding slap,
AnrI owre the moorlands whistles shrill;

Wi' wild, unequal, waiul'ring step
I meet him on the dewy hill.

" And when the lark, 'tween light and dark,
Blvthe waukens by the daisy's side.

And mounts and sintr- on fliiterins winas,
A woe-worn gliaist T haineward elide."—

Vol. iii. pp. 284, 285.

The sonsiodity which is thus associated

with simple imagery and gentle melancholy,
is to us the most winning and attractive. But
Burns has also expressed it when it is merely
the instrument of torture—of keen remorse,
and tender and agonising regret. There are

some stropij traits of the former feeling, in the

poems entitled the Lament, Despondency, &c.
;

when, looking back to the times
" When love's luxurious pulse beat high,"

he bewails the consequences of his own ir-

regularities. There is something cumbrous
and iiiHatfd, however, in the diction of these

pieces. We are infinitely more moved with

his Elegy upon Highland Mary. Of this first

love of the jioet, we are indebted to Mr.
Cromek for a brief, but very striking account,
from the pen of the poet himself. In a note

on an early song in.scribed to this mistress, he
had recorded in a manuscript book—

" My Plighland lassie was a warm-hearted,

charming young creature as ever blessed a man
with generous love. After a pretty long tract of the

mc'st ardent reciprocal attachment, we met, by op-

poinirnent, on the second Sunday of May, in a se-

questered spot by the Banks of Ayr, where we
spent the day in lakiiiK a farewell belore she should

embark for the West Highlands, to arrange matters

among her friends for our projected change of life.

At the close of Autumn following, she crossed the

sea to meet me at Greenock : where she had scarce

landtd when she was seized with a malignant lever,

which hurried my dear girl to the grave in a few

days !
—before I could even hear of her illness."

Vol. v. pp. 237, 238.

Mr. Cromek has added, in a note, the fol-

lowing interesting particulars ;
thonah without

specifying the authority upon which he details

them :
—

" This adieu was performed with all those simple
and striking ceremonials which rusiic sentiment has

devised to prolong tender emotions and to inspire
awe. The lovers stood on each side of a small

purling brook; they laved thiir hands in its limpid

stream, and holding a Bible between them, pro-
nounced their vows to be faithful to each other.

They parted
—never to meet again !

" The anniversary o^ Mary CamphelVs death (for

that was her name) awakening in the sensitive mind
of Burns the most lively emotion, he retired from
his familv, then residing on the farm of Ellisland,

and wandered, solitary, on the banks of the Nith,
and about the farm yard.

'•" 'lie extremes! agitation
of mind, nearly the \rl../le of the night : His agita-

tion was so great, that he threw himself on the side

of a corn stack, and there conceived his sublime and

lender elegy
—his address To Mary in IleavenJ"

Vol. v. p. 238.

The poem itself is as follows :
—

" Thou lingering star, with less'ningray,
That lov'st to greet the early morn.

Again thou \islier'st in the day
My Mary from my soul was torn !

" O Mary ! dear departed shade !

Where is thy place of blissful rest?

See'sl thou thy lover lowly laid?

Hear'st thoii the groans that rend this breast?

" That sacred hour can T forget.

Can I forget the hallowed grove,
Where by the winding Avr we met.
To live one day of parting love I

"
Eternity will not efface

Those records dear of transports past ;
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Thy irna£re at our last embrace ;

Ah! liitle thons^ht we 'twas our last I

'

Ayr gurgling kiss'd his pehbUd shore,

O'erhaiig wiih wild woods, thickening, green,
The fragrant birch, and hawthorn hoar,

Twiii'd amorous round the raptured scene.

* The flowers «prans wanton to be prest,

The birds sang love on every spray,
Till loo too soon, the glowing west

Proclaim'd the speed of winged day I

"
Still o'er these scenes my mem'ry wakes,
And fondly broods wiih miser care ;

Time but the impression stronger makes,
As streams their channels deeper wear.

" My Mary, dear departed shade!

Where is thy place of lilis.'fnl rest ?

See'st thou thy lover lowly laid ?

Hear'st thou the groans that rend his brenst?"
Vol, i. pp. 125, 126.

Of his pieces of humour, the tale of Tam
o' Shanter is probably the best : thouah there

are traits of infinite merit in Scotch Drink,
the Holy Fair, the Hallow E'en, and several

of the sonps ;
in all of which, it is very re-

markable, that he rises occasionally into a

strain of beautiful description or lofty senti-

ment, far above the pitch of his oriiiinal con-

ception. The poems of observation on life

and characters, are the Twa Dogs and the

vurious Epistles
—all of which show very ex-

traordinary sagacity and powers of expression.
Thev are written, however, in so broad a dia-

lect, that we dare not venture to quote any
part of them. The only pieces that can be

classed under the head of pure fiction, are

the Two Bridges of Ayr, and the Vision. In

the last, there are some vigorous and striking

lines. We select the passage in which the

Muse describes the early propensities of her

favourite, rather as being more generally in-

telligible, than as superior to the rest of the

poem.
"

I saw thee seek the soundinsr shore,

Delighted with the dnshing roar;

Or when the North his fleecy store

Drove through the sky,
I saw grim Nature's visage hoar

Struck thy young eye.

" Or when the deep-green manil'd earth

Warm cherish'd ev'ry flow'ret's birth,

And joy and music pouring forth

In ev'ry grove,
I saw thee eye the gen'ral mirth

With boundless love.

" W^hen ripen'd fields, and aznre skies,

Call'd forth the reapers' rustling noise,

I saw thee leave their ev'niiig joys.
And lonely stalk,

To vent thy bosom's swelling rise

In pensive walk.

" When youthful love, warm, blushing, strong.

Keen-shivering shot thy nerves along.

Those accents gratel'nl to thy tongue,
'I'h' adored' A'imie,

I taught thee how to pour in sona.
To sooth thy flame.

' I saw tliy ptilse's maddening play,

Wild send thee Pleasure's devious way.
Misled by Fancy's meteor-ray.

By Passion driven ;

Out yet th? light that led astray
Was Jishi from heaven !"

Vol. iii, pp. 109, 110.

There is another fragment, called also a

Vision, which belongs to a hi^hi'r okIit of

poetry. If Burns had never written any thii.g

else, the power of description, atid the vii,'our

of the whole composition, wouitl have entitled

him to the remembrance of posterity.

" The winds were laid, the air wa.-* siill,

'I'he stars they shot alang the sky ;

The tb.x wasiiowiing on the hill.

And the distant-echoing glens reply.

" The stream adown its hazelly path,
Was rushing by the rimi'd wa's,

Hasting to join the sweeping Nith,

Whase distant roaring swells an' fa's.

" The cauld blue north was streaming forth

Her lights, wi' hissing eerie din ;

Athort the lift they start and shift,

Like fortutie's favours, tint as win !

"
By heedless chance I turn'd mine eyes.
And by the moon-beam, shook, to see

A stern and stalwart ghaisi arise,

Atiir'd as minstrels wont to be.

" Had I a statue been o' siane.

His darin' look had daunted me ;

And on his bonnet grav'd was plain,

The sacred posy
—

Liberty I

" And frae his harp sic strains did flow,

.Might rous'd the slumbering dead to hear;

But oh, it was a tale of woe.
As ever met a Briton's ear!

" He sang wi' joy the former day.
He weeping wail'd his latter times—

But what he said, it wasnae play.

I winna venlur'lin my rbvmes."
Vol. iv. 344—346.

Some verses, written for a Hermitage, sound

like the best parts of Grongar Hill. The

reader may take these few lines as a speci-

men :
—

" As thy day srows warm and high,

Lile's meridian flaming nigh.

Dost thou spurn the humble vale?

Life's proud sumtnits wouldst thou scale 1

Dangers, eagle-pinicui'd, bold.

Soar around each clifly hold.

While cheerful peace, with linnet soi>g,

Chants the lowly dells among."—Vol. iii. p. 299.

There is a little copy of Verses upon a News-

paper at p. 355, of Dr. Currie's fourth volume,

written in the same condensed style, and

only wanting translation into English to be

worthy of Swift.

The finest piece, of the stronji and nervous

sort, however, is undoubtedly the address of

Robert Bruce to his army at Batniockburn,

be£rinninir,
"
Scots, wha hae wi' Wallace Bled.

The Death Song, beginning,

" Farewell, thou fair day, thou green earth and ye

skies.

Now gay with the bright setting sun,"

is to us less pleasing. There are specimens,

however, of such vigour and emphasis scat-

tered throuirh his whole works, as are sure

to make themselves and their author remem-

bered
;
for instance, that noble description of

a dying soldier.

"Nae cauld. faint-hearted doubtings teazehim:

Death comes ! wi' fearless eye he sees him;

Wi' bluidy hand a welcome gi'cs him ;

An' when he fa's,
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Hi'< latest drnujfht o' breaihin loa'cs liim

In laint huzzas '."—Vol. iii. p. 27.

The whole song of " For a' that," is written

with extraordinary spirit. The first stanza

ends—
" For rank is hut the guinea stamp ;

The mans the goud, ibr a' that."

—All the soiiiX'^, iiidcpd, abound with traits of

this kind. We sflect the following at random :

" O womnii, iovi'ly wDiiiiiii, i.iir !

An aiiL;^'! lorin's faun !) ihy siiaie
;

'Twad heen o'er ineikh; lo've gi'eii ihne mair,
1 mean an angel mind."— Vol. iv. p. 330.

We dare not proceed further in specifying
the merits of pieces which have been so long

published. Before concluding upon this sub-

ject, however, we must beg leave to express
our dissejit from the poet's amiable and judi-
cious biographer, in what he .says of the gene-
ral harshness and ruden(>ss of his versification.

Dr. Currie, we are afraid, was scarcely Scotch-

man enough to comprehend the whole prosody
of the verses to which he alluded. Most of

the Scottish pieces are, in fact, much more
carefully versified than the English ;

and we
appeal to our Southern readers, whether there

be any want of harmony in the following
etanza :

—
" Wild beats my heart to trace your steps,

Whose ancestors, in days of yore,
Thro' hostile ranks and ruin'd gaps,
Old Scotia's bloo;iy lion bore:

Even I who sing in rustic lore,

Haply ni)/ xirrs have left their shed.
And lac'd grim danger's loudest roar.

Bold-following where yoicr fathers led !"

Vol. iii. p. 233.

The following is not quite English ;
but it

is intelligible to all readers of English, and

may satisfy them that the Scottish song-writer

wasnothabituallynegligentofhisnumbers:—
" Their groves o' sweet myrtle let foreign lands

reckon, [fume;
Where bright-beaming summers exalt the per-

Far dearer to me yon lone alen o' green breckan,
Wi' the burn stealing under the lang yellow

broom.
Far dearer to me are yon humble broom bowers,
Where the blue bell and gowan lurk lowly un-

seen :

For there, ligh'ly tripping aniang the wild flowers,

A-listening the linnet, aft wanders my Jean.

" Tho' rich is the breeze in their gay sunny vallies,
And cauld, Caledonia's blast on the wave ;

Their sweet-scented woodlands that skirt the

proud palace, [slave !

What are they? The haunt o' the tyrant and
The slave's spicy forests, and gold-bubbhng

fountains,
The brave Caledonian views wi' disdain

;

He wanders as free as the winds of his mountains.
Save love's willing fetters, the chains o' his

Jean."—Vol. iv. pp. 228, 229.

If we have been able to inspire our readers
with any portion of our own admiration for

this extraordinary writer, they will readily
forgive us for the irregidarity of which we
have beer. gTiilty, in introducing so long an
account of his whole works, under colour of

the addition;d volume of which we have pre-
fi.ved the title to this article. The truth is,

however, that unless it be taken in connection
with his other works, the pri.eent volume haa
little interest, and could not be made the sub-

ject of any intelligible ob.servalions. It is

made up of some additional letters, of mid-

dling merit—of complete copies of others,
of which Dr. Currie saw reason to jiublish

only extracts—of a number of remarks. b\

Burns, on old Scottish songs
—

and, finally, of
a lew additional poems and songs, ceitainly
not disgraceful to the author, but

scarcely
fitted to atld to his reputation. The worltf,

however, is indebted, we think, to Mr.
Cromek's industry for this addition to so

popular an author;
—and the friends of the

poet, we are sure, are indebted to his good
taste, moderation, and delicacy, for having
confined it to the pieces which are now
,printed. Burns wrote many rash— many
violent, and many indecent things; of which
we have no doubt many specimens must
have fallen into the hands of so diligent a
collector. He has, however, carefully sup-
pressed every thing of this description ;

and
shown that tenderness for his author's mem-
ory, which is the best proof of the venera-
tion with which he regards his talents. We
shall now see if there be any thing in the

volume which deserves to be particularly
noticed.

The Preface is very amiable, and well
written. Mr. Cromek speaks with becoming
respect and affection of Dr. Currie, the learned

biographer and first editor of the poet, and
with great modesty of his own qualifications.

" As an apology (he says) for any defects of my
own that may appear in this publication, I beg to

observe that I am by profession an artist, and not an
author. In the manner of laying ihem before the

public, I honestly declare that I have done my
best

; and I trust I may fairly presume to hope,
that the man who has eontribted to extend the
bounds of literature, by adding another genuine
volume to the writings of Robert Burns, has some
claim on tlie gratitude of his countrymen. On this

occasion, I certainly leel something of that sublime
and heart-swelling gratification, which he experi-
ences who casts another stone 0)i the CAtRN of a

great and lamented chief."—Preface, pp. xi. xii.

Of the Letters, which occupy nearly half

the volume, we cannot, on the whole, express

any more favourable opinion than that which
we have already ventured to pronounce on
the prose compositions of this author in gen-
eral. Indeed they abound, rather more than
those; formerly published, in ravings about sen-

sibility and imprudence—in common swear-

ing, and in professions of love for whisky.
By far the best, are those which are addressed
to Miss Chalmers

;
and that chiefly because

they seem to be written with less eflort, and at

the same time with more respect for his cor-

respondent. The following was written at a

most critical period of his life
;
and the good

feelings and good sense which it displays,

only make us regret more deeply that they
were not attended with greater firmness.

"
Shortly after my last return to Ayrshire, 1

married ' my Jean.' This was not in consequence
of the atiaehment of romance perhaps : but I had a

long and much iov'd fellow-creature's happiness or
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misery in my determination, and I durst not trifle

with so important a dpposite. Nor iiave I any
cause to repent it. If I iiave not got polite tatilu,
modisli iiKinners, and fasliionable dress, I am not
sickened and dis!j;usted witli the imiliiforni curse
of boarding-school afieciation

;
and 1 have got the

handsomest figure, the sweetest temper, the sound-
est constitution, and the kindest heart in the county !

Mrs. Burns believes, as firmly as her creed, that I

am le plus bel esprit, el le plus honiiete homine in
the universe

; although she scarcely ever in her lile,

except tiie Scripiures of the Old and New Testa-
ment, and the Psalms of David in metre, spent five

minutes together on either prose or verse.—I must
except also from this last, a certain late publication
of Scots Poems, which she has perused very de-

voutly, and all the ballads in the country, as she has
(O the partial lover ! you will cry) the finest

" wood-
note wild

"
I ever heard.—I am the more particular

in this lady'scharacter, as I know she will henceforth
have the honour of a share in your best wishes.
She is siill at ^lauchline, as I am building my
house: for this hovel that I shelter in while occa-

sionally here, is pervious to every blast that blows,
and every shower that falls; and I am only pre-
served from being chilled to death, by being snfl^o-

cated with smoke. I do not find my farm that

pennyworth I was taught to expect ; but I believe,
in time, it may be a saving bargain. You will be
pleased to hear that I have laid aside idle eclal,
and bind every day after my reapers." To save me from that horrid situation of at any
tiine going down, in a losing bargain of a farm, to

misery, I have taken my excise instructions, and
have my commission in my pocket for any emerg-
ency of fortune! If I could set all before your
view, whatever disrespect you, in common with the

world, have for this business, I know you would
approve of my idea."—Vol. v. pp. 74, 75.

We may add the following for the sake of
connection.

"I know not how the word exciseman, or still

more opprobrious, gauger, will sound in your ears.

I too have seen the day when my auditory nerves
would have felt very delicately on this subject ; but
a wife and children are things which have a won-
derful power in blunting these kind of sensations.

Fifty pounds a year for life, and a provision for

widows and orphans, you will allow, is no bad set-

tlement for a poet. For the ignominy of the pro-
fession, I have the encouragement which I once
heard a recruiiing serjeant give to a numerous, if

not a respectable audience, in the streets of Ivilmar-
nock— '

Gentlemen, for your further and better en-

couragement. I can assure you that our regiment is

the inost blackguard corps under the crown, and
consequently with us an honest fellow has the surest
chance of preferment.'

"—Vol. v. pp. 99, 100.

It would have been as well if Mr. Cromok
had left out the histor)- of Mr. Hamilton's dis-

sensions with his parish minister,
—Burns'"

apology to a gentleman with whom he had a
drunken squabble,

—and the anecdote of his

being used to «.s^ for more liquor^ when visit-

ing in the country, under the pretext of forti-

fying himself against the terrors of a little

wood he had to pass through in going home.
The most interesting passages, indeed, in this

part of the volume, are those for which we are
mdebted to Mr. Crcmek himself. He informs

us, for instance, in a note,

" One of Burns' remarks, when he first came to

Edinburgh, was, that between the Men of rustic

life, and tJie polite world, he obsers'ed little differ-

ence—that in the former, though unpolished by
fashion, and unenlightened by science, he had found
much obscrvatior and much intelligence ;

—but a
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refined and accomplished Woman was a being al
most new to him, and of wliich he had lormedbut
a very inadequate idea."—Vol. v. pp. 68, G9.

He adds also, in another place, that '• the

poet, when questioned about his habits of

composition, replied,
—'All my poelry is the

efl'ect of easy composition, but of laborious
correction.' "

It is pleasing to know those

things
—even if they were really as trifling as

to a superficial observer they m:iv probably
appear. There is a very amiable letter fiom
Mr. Murdoch, the poet's early preceptor, at

p. Ill; and a very splendid one from Mr.

Bloomfield, at p. 135. As nothing is more
rare, among the minor poets, than a candid

acknowledgment of their own inl'eriority, we
think Mr. Bloomfield well entitled to have his

magnanimit)' recorded.
" The illustrious soul that has left amongst us the

name of Burns, has often been lowered down to a

comparison with me
; but the comparison exista

more in circumstances than in essentials. 'I'hat

man stood up with the stamp of superior intellect
on his brow ; a visible greatness : and great and
patriotic subjects would only have called iiito action
the powers of his mind, which lay inactive while he
played calmly and exquisitely the pastoral pipe." The letters to which I have alluded in my pre-
face to the

' Rural Tales,' were friendly warnings,
pointed with immediate reference to the late of
that extraordinary man. ' Remember Burns,' has
been the watchword of my friends. I do remember
Burns; but 1 am not Burns! I have neither his
fire to fan, or to quench ; nor his passions to control !

Where then is my merit, if I make a peaceful
vovage on a smooth sea, and with no mutiny on
board?"—Vol. v. pp. 135, 136.

The observations on Scottish songs, which
fill nearly one hundred and fifty pages, are,
on the whole, minule and trifling; though the

e.vquisite justness of the poet's taste, and his
fine relish of simplicity in this species of com-

position, is no less remarkable here than in

his correspondence with ]Mr. Thomson. Of
all other kinds of poetry, he was so indulgent
a judge, that he may almost be termed an in-

discriminate admirer. We find, too. from
these observations, that several songs and

pieces of songs, which he printed as genuine
antiques, were really of his own compo.sition.
The commonplace book, from which Dr.

Cunie had foimerly selected all that he
thought worth publication, is next given entire

by Mr. Cromek. We were quite as well, we
think, with the extracts;—at all events, there
was no need for reprinting what had been

given by Dr. Currie
;
a remark which is equally

applicable to the letters of which we had for-

merly extracts.

Of the additional poems which form the

concluding part of the volume, we have but
little to say. We have little doubt of their au-

thenticity ; for, though the editor has omitted,
in almo.st every instance, to specify the source

from A\ hich they were derived, they certainly
bear the stamp of the author's manner and

genius. They are not, however, of his purest

metal, nor marked with his finest die: several

of them have appeared in ])rint already: and
the songs are, as usual, the best. This little

lamentation of a desolate damsel, "b tender

and pretty.
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"My father put nn frnehis door,

J\Iy friends ilu'y hae disowii'd me a';

But I liue ane will lak my part,
'I'lie bomiie lad lliat's far awa.

" A pair o' gloves he gave to me,
And silken snoods he gave me twa

;

And I will wear iliem for his sake,
The bonnie lad tiiat's far awa.

" The weary winter soon will pass,

And spring will deed the birken-shaw ;

And my sweet babie will be born.
And he'll come hame that's far awa."

Vol. V. pp. 432, 433.

We now reluctantly dismiss this subject.
—

We scarcely hoped, when we began our critic-

al labours, that an opportunity would ever

occur of speaking of Burns as we wished to

speak of him
;
and therefore, we feel grate-

ful to Mr. Cromek for giving us this opportu-

nity. As we have no rneans of knowing,
with precision, to what e.xtent his writings are

known and admired in the southern part of

the kingdom, we have perhaps fallen into the

error of quoting passages that are familiar to

most of our readers, and dealing out praise
which every one of them had previously
awarded. VVe felt it impossible, however, to

resist the temptation of transcribing a few of

the passages \vhich struck us the most, on

turning over the volumes; and reckon with

confidence on the gratitude of those to whom
they are new,

—while we are not without

hopes of being forgiven by those who have
been used to admire them.
We shall conclude with two general re-

marks—the one national, the other critical.—
The first is,

that it is impossible to read the

productions of Burns, along with his history,
without forming a higher idea of the intelli-

gence, taste, and accomplishments of our

peasantry, than most of those in the higher
ranks are disposed to entertain. Without

meaning to deny that he himself was endow-
ed with rare and extraordinary gifts of genius
and fancy, it is evident, from the whole details

of his history, as well as from the letters of

his brother, and the testimony of Mr. Murdoch
and others, to the character of his father, that

the whole family, and many of their asso-

ciates, who never emerged from the native

obscurity of their condition, possessed talents,
and taste, and intelligence, which are little

suspected to lurk in those humble retreats.—
His epistles to brother poets, in the rank

of small farmers and shopkeepers in the ad-

joining villages,
—the existence of a book-

society and debating-club among persons of

that description, and many other incidental

traits in his sketches of his youthful compan-
ions,

—all contribute to show, that not only
good sense, and enlightened morality, but

literature, and talents for speculation, are far

more generally diffused in society than is

commonly imagined; and that the delights

and the benefits of those generous ana hu-

manising pursuits, are by no means confined
to those whom leisure and alHuence have
courted to their enjoyment. That much of
this is peculiar to Scotland, and may be pro-

perly referred to our excellent institutions for

parochial education, and to the natuial .sobriety
and prudence of our nation, may certainly be
allowed : but we have no dfjubt that there is

a good deal of the same principle in England,
and that the actual intelligence of the lower
orders will be found, there also, very far to

exceed the ordinary estimates of their supe-
riors. It is pleasing to know, that the sources
of rational enjoyment are so widely dissemi-

nated
;
and in a free country, it is comfortable

to think, that so great a proportion of the

people is able to appreciate the advantages
of its condition, and lit to be relied on, in all

emergencies where steadiness and intelli-

gence may be required.
Our other remark is of a more limited ap-

plication ;
and is addressed chiefly to the

followers and patrons of that new school of

poetry, against which we have thought it our

duty to neglect no opportunity of testifying.
Those gentlemen are outrageous for simplic-

ity ;
and we beg leave to recommend to them

the simplicity of Burns. lie has copied the

spoken language of passion and affection, with

infinitely more fidelity than they have ever

done, on all occasions which properly admitted
of such adaptation : But he has not rejected
the helps of elevated language and habitual

associations
;
nor debased his composition by

an affectation of babj'ish interjections, and
all the puling expletives of an old nursery-
maid's vocabulary. They may look long

enough among his nervous and manly lines,
before they find any "Good lack's !"—- Dear
hearts !"—or "As a body may says," in them

;

or any stuff about dancing daffodils and sister

Emmelines. Let them think, with what in-

finite contempt the powerful mind of Burns
would have perused the story of Alice Fell

and her duffle cloak,
—of Andrew Jones and

the half-crown,
—or of Little Dan without

breeches, and his thievish grandfather. Let
them contrast their owrr fantastical personages
of hysterical school-masters and sententious

leechgatherers, with the authentic rustics of

Burns's Cotters' Saturday Night, and his in-

imitable songs ;
and reflect on the different

reception which those personifications have
met with from the public. Though they Avill

not be reclaimed from their puny affectations

by the example of their learned predecessors,

they may, perhaps, submit to be admonished

by a self-taught and illiterate poet, who dr-ew

from Nature far more directly than they can

do, and produced something so much liker

the admired copies of the masters whoir. they
have abjured.
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Gertrude of Wyoming, a Pennsylvanian Tale ; and other Poems. By Thomas Campbell, authof

of
" The Pleasures of Hope," fyc. 4to. pp. 136. London : Longman & Co. : 1809.

We rejoice once more to see a polished and

pathetic poem—in the old stjle of English
pathos and poetry. This is of the pitch of

the Castle of Indolence, and the finer parts of

Spenser; with more feeling, in many places,
than the fiist, and more condensation and

diligent finishing than the latter. If the true

tone of nature be not everywhere maintained,
it gives place, at least, to art onlj', and not to

affectation—and. least of all, to afiectation of

singularity or rudeness.

Beautiful as the greater part of this volume

is,
the public taste, we are afraid, has of late

been too much accustomed to beauties of a
more obtrusive and glaring kind, to be fully
sensible of its merit. Without supposing that

this taste has been in any great degree vitiated,
or even imposed upon, by the babyism or the

antiquarianism which have lately been versi-

fied for its improvement, we may be allowed
to suspect, that it has been some\\hat dazzled

by the splendour, and bustle and variety of

the most popular of our recent poems; and
that the more modest colouring of truth and
nature may, at this moment, seem somewhat
cold and feeble. We have endeavoured, on
former occasions, to do justice to the force

and originality of some of those brilliant pro-

ductions, as well as to the genius (fitted for

much higher things) of their authors—and
have little doubt of being soon called upon
for a renewed tribute of applause. But we
cannot help saying, in the mean time, that

the work before us belongs to a class which
comes nearer to our conception of pure and

perfect poetry. Such proiluctions do not,

indeed; strike so strong a blow as the vehe-
ment eflusions of our modern Trouvenrs ;

but they are calculated, we think, to please
more deeply, and to call out more perma-
nently, those trains of emotion, in which the

delight of poetry will probably be found to

consist. They may not be -so loudly nor so

universally applauded; but their fame will

probably endure longer, and they will be
oftener recalled to mingle with the reveries

of solitary leisure, or the consolations of real

sorrow.

Tliere is a sort of poetry, no doubt, as there

is a sort of flowers, which can bear the broad
sun and the rnfliing winds of the world,

—
which thrive under the hands and eyes of in-

discriminating multitudes, and please as much
in hot and crowded saloons, as in their own
sheltered repositories; but the finer and the

purer sorts blossom only in the shade
;
and

never give out their sweets but to those who
seek them amid the quiet and seclusion of

the scenes which gave them birth. There
are torrents and cascades which attract the

admiration of tittering parties, and of which
even the busy must turn aside to catch a
transient glance : But " the haunted stream"
steals through a still and a solitary landscape;
and its beauties are never revealed, but to

him who strays, in calm contemplation, by its

course, and follows its wanderings with un-

distracted and unimpatient admiration. There
is a reason, too. for all this, which may be
made more plain than by metaphors.
The highest deliglit m hich poetry produces,

does not arise from the mere passive percep-
tion of the images or sentiments which it pre-
sents to the mind

;
but from the excitement

Avhich is given to its own internal activity,
and the character which is impressed on the

train of its spontaneous conceptions. Even
the dullest reader generally sees more than
is directly presented to him by the poet; but
a lover of poetry always sees infinitely more;
and is often indebted to his author for little

more than an impulse, or the key-note of a

melody which his fancy makes out for itself.

Thus, the effect of poetry, depends more on
\he fruilfulness of the impressions to Mhich it

giyes rise, than on their own individual force

or novelty ; and the writeis who pos.sess the

greatest powers of fascination, are not those

who present us with the greatest number of

lively images or lofty sentiments, but who
most successfully impart their own impulse
to the current of our thoughts and feelings,
and give the

colcj^ur
of their brighter concep-

tions to those which they e.xcite in their

readers. ]\o\v, upon a little consideration, it

will probably appear, that the dazzling, and
the busy and marvellous scenes which con-

stitute the whole charm of some poems, are

not so well calculated to produce this eliect,
as tho-se more intelligible delineations a\ hich

are borrowed from ordinary life, and coloured

from familiar afl'ections. The object is, to

awaken in our minds a train of kindred emo-

tions, and to excite our imaginations to work
out for themselves a tissue of pleasing or im-

pressive conceptions. But it seems obvious,

that this is more likely to be acconiplishea

by surroundina' us gradually with those ob-

jects, and involving us in those situations

with which we have long been accustomed
to associate the feclincs of the poet,

—than by
startling us with some tale of wonder, or at-

tempting to engage our aficctions for per-

sonages, of whose character and condition

we are unable to form any distinct concep-
tion. These, indeed, are more sure than the

other to produce a momentary sensation, by
the novelty and exaggeration wiih which they
are commonly attended

;
but their power ia

spent at the first impulse : they do not strike
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root and germinate in the mind, like the seeils

of its native feehngs; nor propagate through-
out the imagination that long series oi' dehglit-
ful movements, which is only excited when
the song of the poet is the echo of our familiar

feelings.
It a[)pears to us, therefore, that by far the-

most powerful and enchanting poetry is that

which depends for its effect upon the just

representation of common feelings and com-
mon situations; and not on the strangeness
of its incidents, or the novelty or exotic splen-
dour of its scenes and characters. The diffi>

cuity is, no doubt, to give the requisite force,

elegance and dignity to these ordinary sub-

jects, and to win a way for them to the heart,

by that true and concise expression of natural

emotion, which is among the rarest gifts of

inspiration. To accomplish this, the poet
must do 'much; and the reader something.
The one must practise enchantment, and the

other submit to it. The one must purify his

conceptions from all that is low or artificial
;

and the other must lend himself gently to the

impression, and refrain from disturbing it by
any movement of worldly vanity, derision or

hard hearted ness. In an advanced state of-

society, the expression of simple emotion is

so obstructed by ceremony, or so distorted by
affectation, that though the sentiment itself

be still familiar to the greater part of man-

kind, the vi.^rbal representation of it is a task

of the utmost difliculty. One set of writers, ac-

cordingly, finding the whole language of men
and women too sophisticated for this purpose,
have been obliged to go to the nursery for

a more suitable phraseology ;
another has

adopted the style of courtly Arcadians; and
a third, that of mere Bedlamites. So much
more difficult is it to express natural feelings,
than to narrate battles, or describe prodigies 1

But even when the poet has done his part^
there are many causes which may obstrufct

his immediate popularity. In the first place,
it requires a certain degree of sensibility to

perceive his merit. There are thousands of

people who can admire a florid description,
or be amused with a wonderful story, to

whom a pathetic poem is quite unintelligible.
In the second place, it requires a certain de-

gree of lei.sure and tranquillity in the reader.

A picturesque stanza may be well enough
relished while the reader is getting his hair

combed
;
but a scene of tenderness or emo-

tion w-ill not do, even for the corner of a
crowded drawing-room. Finally, it requires
a certain degree of courage to proclaim the

merits of such a writer. Those who feel the

most deeply, are most given to disguise their

feelings; and derision is never so agonising
as when it pounces on the wanderings of

misguided sensibility. Considering the habits

of the age in which we live, therefore, and
the fashion, which, though not immutable,
has for some time run steadily in an opposite
direction, we should not be much surprised
if a poem, whose chief merit consisted in its

pathos, and in the softness and exquisite ten-

derness of its representations of domestic life

and romantic seclusion, should meet with

less encouragement than it deserves. If the
volume before us were the work of an un-
known writer, indeed, we should feei no lit-

tle apprehension about its success
;
but Mr.

Campbell's name has power, we are per-

suaded, to insure a very partial and a verj
general attention to whatever it accompanies,
and, we would fain hope, influence enough to

reclaim the public taste to a juster standard
of excellence. The success of his former

work, indeed, goes far to remove our anxiety
for the fortune of this. It contained, perhaps,
more brilliant and bold passages than are to

be found in the poem before us : But it wag

inferior, we think, in softness and beauty ;

and. being necessarily of a more desultory
and didactic character, had far less pathos
and interest than this very simple tale. Those
who admired the Pleasures of Hope for the

passages about Brama and Kosciusko, may
perhaps be somew hat disappointed with the

gentler tone of Gertrude
;
but those who loved

that charming work for its pictures of infancy
and of maternal and connubial love, may read

on here with the assurance of

gratification.
The story is of very little consequence in a

poem of this description ;
and it is here, as

we have just hinted, extremely short and

a still higher

simple. Albert, an English gentleman of

high character and accomplishment, had emi-

grated to Pennsylvania about the year 1740,
and occupied himself, after his wile's death,
in doing good to his neighbours, and in edu-

cating his infant and only child, Gertrude.

He had fixed himself in the pleasant township
of Wyoming, on the banks of the Susquehanna ;

a situation which at that time might have

passed for an earthly paradise, with very little

aid from poetical embellishment. The beauty
and fertility of the country,

—the simple and
unlaborious plenty w'hich reigned among the

scattered inhabitants,
—

but, above all, the

singular purity and iiniocence of their man-

ners, and the tranquil and unenvious equality
in which they passed their days, foim alto-

gether a scene, on Avhlch the eye of philan-

thropy is never wearied with gazing, and to

which, perhaps, no parallel can be ibund in

the annals of the fallen world. The heart

turns with delight from the feverish scenes

of European history, to the sweet repose of

this true Atlantis
;
but sinks to reflect, that

though its reality may still be attested by
surviving witnesses, no such spot is now left,

on the whole face of the earth, as a refuge
from corruption and misery !

The poem opens with a fine description of

this enchanting retirement. One calm sum-
mer morn, a friendly Indian arrives in his ca-

noe, bringing with him a fair boy, who, with

his mother, were the sole survivors of an

English garrison which had been stormed by
a hostile tribe. The dying mother had com
mended her boy to the care of her wild de-

liverers; and their chief, in obedience to her

solemn bequest, now delivers him into the

hands of the most respected of the adjoining
settlers. Albert recognises the unhappy or-

phan as the son of a beloved friend; and
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rears 5'oung Henry Waldegrave as the happy
jdaymate of Gertrude, and sharer with her in

the joys of their romantic solitude, and the

lessons of their venerable instructor. When
he is scarcely entered upon manhood, Henry
is sent for by his friends in England, and
roams over Europe in search of improvement
for eight or nine years,

—while the quiet hours
are sliding over the father and daughter in

the unbroken tranquillity of their Pennsylva-
nian retreat. At last, Henry, ^vhose heart

had found no resting place in all the world

besides, returns in ail the mature graces of

manhoo<l, and marries his beloved Gertrude.

Then there is bliss be)-ond all that is blissful

on earth,
—and more feelingly described than

mere genius can ever hope to describe any
thing. But the war of emancipation begins;
and the dream of love and enjoyment is

broken by alarms and dismal forebodings.
While they are sitting one evening enjoying
those tranquil delights, now more endeared

by the fears which gather around them, an

aged Indian rushes into their habitation, and.

after disclosing himself for Henry's ancient

guide and preserver, informs them, that a

hostile tribe which had exterminated his

whole family, is on its march towards their

devoted dwellings. With considerable diffi-

culty they effect their escape to a fort at some
distance in the woods: and at sunrise. Ger-

trude, and her father and husband, look from
its battlements over the scene of desolation

which the murderous Indians had already

spread over the pleasant groves and gardens
of Wyoming. While they are standing wrapt
in this sad contemplation, an Indian marks-
man fires a mortal shot from his ambush at

Albert
;
and as Gertrude clasps him in agony

to her heart, another discharge lays her bleed-

ing by his side ! She then takes farewell of

her husband, in a speech more sweetly pa-
thetic than any thing ever written in rhyme.
Henrv prostrates himself on her grave in

convulsed and speechless a^ony; and his

Indian deliverer, throwing his mantle over

him, watches by him a while in gloomy si-

lence ; and at last addresses him in a sort of

wild and energetic descant, e.xciting him, by
his e.xample, to be revenged, and to die ! The

poem closes with this vehement and impas-
sioned exhortation.

Before proceeding to lay any part of the

poem itself before our readers, we should try

to give them some idea of that delighful har-

mony of colouring and of expression, which
serves to unite every part of it for the pro-
duction of one effect; and to make the de-

scription, narrative, and reflections, conspire
to breathe over the whole a certain air of

pure and tender enchantment, which is not

once dispelled, through the whole length of

the poem, by the intrusion of any discordant

impression. All that we can now do, how-

ever, is to tell them that this was its effect

upon our feelings ;
and to give them their

chance of partaking in
it, by a pretty copious

selection of extracts.

Tlie descriptive stanzas in the beginning,
which set out with an invocation to Wyoming,

though in some places a little obscure and

overlaboured, are, to our taste, very soft and
beautiful.

" On Susquehanna's side, fair Wyoming!
Although the wild-flower on thy ruin'd wall
And roofless homes, a sad renienii>rance bring
Of what thy gentle people did befall,

Yet thou wert once the loveliest land of all

That src the Atlantic wave their morn restore.

Sweet land! may I thy lost delights reoall,

And paint thy Gertrude in her bowers of yore,
Whose beauty was the love of Pennsylvania's

shore !

"
It was beneath thy skies that, but to prune

His autumn fruits, or skim the light canoe,
Perchance, along thy river calm, at noon,
The happy shepherd swain had nought to do,
From morn till evening's sweeter pastime grew;
Their timbrel, in the dance of forests brown
When lovely inaidens prankt in flowreis new ;

And aye, those sunny mountains halfway down
Would echo flagelet from some romantic town.

"
Then, where of Indian hills the daylight takes

His leave, how might you the flamingo see

Disporting like a meteor on the lakes—
And playtul sijuirrel on his nui-grown tree:

And ev'ry sound of life was full of glee.
From merry mock-bird's song, or hum of men;
\\'hile heark'ning, fearing nougiu their revelry,
The wild deer arch'd his neck from glades

—and,
then

Unhunted, sought his woods and wilderness again.

" And scarce had Wyoming of war or crime

Heard but in transatlantic story rung," Sec.

pp. 5—7.

The account of the German, Spanish, Scot-

tish, and English settlers, and of the patrU
archal harmony in which they were all united,
is likewise given with great spirit and brevity,
as well as the portrait of the venerable Albert,
their own elected judge and adviser. A sud

den transition is then made to Gertl^lde.

"
Young, innocent ! on whose sweet forehead mild

The parted ringlet shone in simplest guise,

An inmate in the home of Albert smd'd,
Or blest his noonday-walk

—she was his only child '.

" The rose of England bloom'd on Gertrude'*

cheek—
What though these shades had seen her birth," &,c.

p. 11.

After mentioning that she was left the only

child of her mother, the author goes on in

these sweet verses.

" A lov'd bequest ! and I may half impart.

To them that feel the strong paternal tie,

How like a new existence to his heart

Uprose that living flower beneath his eye !

Dear as she was, from cherub infancy,

From hours when she would round his garden play.

To time when, as the rip'ning years went by,

Her lovely mind could culture well repay.

And more engaging grew from pleasing day to day

"
I may not paint those thousand infant charms;

(Unconscious tascination, undesign'd I)

The orison repeated in his arms.

For God to bless her sire and all
mankiijd

!

The book, the bo.som on his knee rcclin'd,

Or how sweet fairy-lore he heard her con,

(The playmate ere the teacher of her mind),

All unco'mpanion'd else her years had gone
Till now in Gertrude's eyes their ninth blue sum

mer shone.
2E
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" And punmer was the fide, and sweet the hour,
When sirii and daui^hier saw, witli lleet descent.
An Indian from hia bark approach ihtir bow'r," &,c.

pp. 12, 13.

This is the guide and preserver of young
Henr)' Waldegrave ;

who is somewhat iantas-

ticaliy described as appearing
" Led bv his du-ky guide, like Morning brought

by Night."

The Indian tells his story with great anima-
tion—the storming and blowing up of the

£ngli.¥h fort—and the tardy arrival of his

friendly and avenging warriors. They found
all the soldiers slaughtered.
" ' And from the tree we with her child unbound
A lonely mother of ihe Christian land—
Her lord—the captain of the Briiish band—
Amidst the slanglitcr of his .soldiers lay ;

Scarce knew the widow our delivering hand :

Upon her child she sobb'd, and swoon'd away ;

Or shriek'd unto the God to whom the Christians

pray.—
" ' Our virgins fed her with their kindly bowls
Of fever balm, and sweet sagamite ;

But she was journeying to the land of souls.
And lifted up her dying head to pray
That we should hid an aniient friend convey
Her orphan to his home of England's shore j

And take, she said, this token far away
To one that will remember us of yore,
When he beholds the ring that Waldegrave's Julia

wore.—' "
pp. 16, 17.

Albert recognises the child of his murdered
friend, with great emotion

;
which the Indian

witnesses with characteristic and picturesque
composure.

" Far differently the Mute Oneyda took
His calumet of ppace, and cup of joy ;

As monumental bronze unchang'd his look:
A soul that pity touch'd, but never shook:
Train'd, from his tree-rock'd cradle to his bier,
The fierce extremes of good and ill to brook
impassive

—
fearing but the shame of fear—

A stoic of the woods—a man without a tear.—"

p. 20.

This warrior, however, is not without high
feelings and tender affections.

" He scorn'd his own, who felt another's woe :

And ore the wolf-skin on his back he flung,
Or laced his mocasins, in act to go,A song of parting to the boy he sung,Who slept on Albert's couch, nor heard his friend-

ly tongue.

" '

Sleep, wearied one! and in the dreaming land
Should'st thou the spirit of thy mother greet.
Oh I say, to-morrow, that the white man's hand
Hath pluck'd the thorns of sorrow from thy feet;
While I in lonely wilderness shall meet
Thy little foot-prints

—or by traces know
The fountain, where at noon I thought it sweet
To feed thee with the quarry of my bow,
Vnd pour'd the lolus-horn, or slew the mountain roe.

Adieu? sweet scion of the rising sun !'
" &c.

pp. 21, 22.

The Second part opens with a fine descrip-
tion of Albert's sequestered dwelling. It re-

minds us of that enchanted landscape in which
Thomson has embosomed his Castle of Indo-
lence. We can make room only for the first

Btanza.

" A valley from the river shore withdrawn
Was Albi-rt's home two quiet woods between.
Whose lofiy verdure overlook'd his lawn;
And waters to their resting-place serene.
Came, fresh'ning and reflecting all the scene:
(A mirror in the depth of flowerv shelves;;
So sweet a spot of earth, you might (I ween)
Have guess'd some congregation of the elves
To sport by summer moons, had shap'd it for

themselves."—p. 27.

The effect of this seclusion on Gertrude is

beautifully represented.
"

It seem'd as if those scenes sweet influence had
On Gertrude's soul, and kindness like their own
Inspir'd those eyes affectionate and glad,
That seem'd to love whaie'er they look'd upon!
Whether with Hebe's mirth her features shone,
Or if a shade more pleasing them o'ercast,
(.\s if for heav'nly musing meant alone ;)

Yet so becomingly the e.\pression past.
That eacli succeeding look was lovelier than the last.

" Nor guess I, was that Pennsylvanian home,
With all its picturesque and balrny grace.
And fields that were a Iu.vury to roam,
Lost on the soul that look'd from such a face !

Enthusiast of the woods ! when years apace
Had bound thy lovely waist with woman's zone,
The sunrise path, at morn, I see thee trace
To hills with high magnolia overgiown ;

And joy to breathe the groves, romantic and
alone."—pp. 29, 30.

The morning scenery, too, is touched with
a delicate and masterly hand.
" While yet the wild deer trod in spangling dew,
While boatman caroll'd to the fresh-blown air.
And woods a horizontal shadow threw.
And early fox appear'd in momentary view."

p. 32.

The reader is left rather too much in the
dark as to Henry's departure for Europe ;

—
nor, indeed, are we apprised of his absence,
till we come to the scene of his unexpected
return. Gertrude was used to spend the hot

part of the day in reading in a lonely and

rocky recess in those safe woods; which is

described with Mr. Campbell's usual felicity.

-" Rocks sublime
To human art a sportive semblance wore

;

And yellow lichens colour'd all the clime,
Like moonlioht battlements, and towers decayed

by time.

"But high, in amphitheatre above,
His arms the everlasting aloes threw:
Breaih'd but an air of heav'n, and all the grove
As it instinct with living spirit grew.
Rolling its verdant gulls of every hue ;

And now suspended was the pleasing din.
Now from a murmur faint it swell'd anew,
Like the first note of organ heard within
Calliedral aisles—ere yet its svmphony begin."

p. 33.

In this retreat, which is represented as so

solitary, that except her own,
"
scarce an ear had heard

The stock-dove plaining through its gloom profound.
Or winglet of the fairy humrning bird.
Like atoms of the rainbow fluttering round."—

p. 34.

—a stranger of lofty port and gentle manners
surprises her, one morning, and is conducted
to her father. They enter into conversation
on the subject of his travels.
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" And much they lov'd his fervid strain—
While he each fair variety retrae'd

Of climes, and manners, o'er the eastern main.
Now happy Switzer's hills—romantic Spain—
Gay lilied fields of France—or, more refin'd,
The soft Aiisonia's monumental reign ;

Nor less each rural image he design'd,
Than all the city's pomp and home of human kind.

" Anon some wilder portraiture he draws !

Of nature's savage glories he would speak
—

The loneliness of earth that overawes !
—

Where, resting by some tomb of old cacique
The lama-driver on Peruvia's peak,
Nor voice nor living motion marks around ;

But storks that to the boundless forest shriek ;

Or wild-cane arch high flung o'er gulf profound.
That fluctuates when the storms of El Dorado

sound."—pp. 36, 37.

Albert, at last, bethinks him of inquiring
after his stray ward young Henry; and enter-

tains his guest with a short summary of his

history.
" His face the wand'rer hid

;

—but could not hide

A tear, a smile, upon his cheek that dwell !
—

' And speak, inysterious stranger !' (Gertrude cried)
'
It is !

—
it is !

—
I knew—I knewhim well !

'Tis Waldeerrave's self, of Waldegrave come to

A burst of joy the father's lips declare ; [tell I'

But Gertrude speechless on his bosom fell :

At once his open arms embrac'd the pair ;

Was never group more blest, in this wide world of

care !"—p. 39

The first overflowing of their joy and art-

less love is represented with all the fine

colotirs of tnith and poetry ;
but we cannot

now make room for it. The Second Part ends
wiih this stanza :

—
" Then would that home admit them—happier far

Than o-randtur's most magnificent saloon—
While, here and ihere. a solitary s'ar

Fhish'd in the dark'ning firmament of June;
And silence broneht the soul-felt hour full soon,
Ineffable—which I may not pourtray !

For never did iheHymenean moon
A paradise of hearts more sacred sway,
In all that slept beneath her soft voluptuous ray."

—
p. 43.

The Last Part sets out with a soft but

spirited sketch of their short-lived felicity.

" Three litile moons, how short ! amidst the grove,
And pastoral savannas ihev consume!
While she. beside her buskin'd youth to rove,
Delishis. in fancifully wild costume.
Her lovely brow to shade with Indian plume ;

And forth in hunter-seeming vest they fare;
But not to chase the deer in forest "loom !

'Tis but the breath of heav'n—the blessed air—
^nd interchange of hearts, unknown, unseen to

share.

" What though the sportive dog oft round them note,

Or fawn, or wild bird bursting on the winsr;
Yet who, in love's own presence, would devote
To death those gentle throats that wake the spring ?

Or writhinj from the brook its victim bring?
No I
—nor let fear one little warbler rouse ;

But, fed by Gertrude's hand, still let them sing.

Acquaintance of her path, amidst the boughs.
That shade ev'n now her love, and witness'd first

her vows."—pp. 48, 49.

The transition to the melancholy part of the

story is introduced with great tenderness and

dignity.

But mortil pleasure, what art thou in tru'h ?

The torrent's sr-oothness ere it dash below '.

And must I change my song ? and must I show,
Sweet Wyoming ! the day, when thou wert doom'd.
Guiltless, to mourn thy loveliest bow'rs laid low !

When, where of yesterday a garden bloom'd.
Death overspread his pall, and black'ning ashca

gloom'd ?
—

" Sad was the
year, by proud Oppression driv'n,

When Transatlantic Liberty arose;
Not in the sunshine, and the smile of heav'n,
But wrapt in whirlwinds, and begirt with woes:
Amidst the strife of fratricidal foes,

Her birth star was the light of burning plains ;

Her baptism is the weight of blood that flows

From kindred hearts—the blood of British veins!—
And famine tracks her steps, and pestilential pains!"

pp. 50, 51.

Gertrude's alarm and dejection at the pros-

pect of hostilities are well described :

"
0, meet not thou," she cries.

"
thy kindred foe I

But peaceful let us seek fair England's strand," &.c.

—as well as the arguments and generous
sentiments by which her husband labours to

reconcile her to a necessary evil. The noc-

turnal irruption of the old Indian is given with

great spirit :
—Age and misery had so changed

his appearance, that he was not at first recog-
nised by any of the party.

" ' .And hast thou then forgot
'—he cried forlorn,

And ey'd the group with half indignant air),
' Oh ! hast thou. Christian chief, forgot the morn
When I wiih thee the cup of peace did share ?

Then stately was this head, and dark this hair,

That now is white as Appalachia's snow !

But. if the \\ei(rht of fifteen years' despair,

And age hath bow'd me. and the lort'ring foe,

Bring me my Boy—and he will his deliverer

know !'
—

"If was not long, with eyes and heart of flame.
Ere Henry to his lov'd Oneyda flew: [came,
'Bless thee, my guide!'

—but. backward, as he
The chief his old bewilder'd head withdrew.

And grasp'd hi.=; arm, and look'd and look'd him

through.
'Twas strange

—nor could the group a stnile control,

The Ions, the doubtful scrutiny to view:—
At last delight o'er all his features stole, [sonl.

—
'

It is—my own !' he cried, and clasp'd him to his

" ' Yes ! thou rccall'st my pride of years ;
for then

The bowstring of my spirit was not slack. [men.
When, spite of woods, and floods, and ambush'd
I bore thee like the quiver on my back.

Fleet as the whirlwind hurries on the rack ;

Nor foeman then, nor coutrar's crouch I fear'd.

For I was sironsr as mountain cataract
;

And dost thou not remember how we civ er'd

Upon the last hill-top, when white men's huts op-

pear' d ?'
"—

pp. .M—56.

After warning them of the approach of their

terrible foe, the conflagration is seen, and the

whoops and scattering shot of the enemy heard

at a distance. The motley militia of the

neigbourhood flock to the defence of Albert :

the efTcctof their shouts and music on the old

Itidian is fine and striking.

" Ro\ts'd by their warlike pomp, and mirth, and

Old Ouialissi woke his baiile sons', [chrer.

And beating with his war-club cadence stron».

Tells how his deep-stung indignation smarts," &.c.

p. 61.

Nor is the contrast of this .savage enthusiasm

with the venerable composure of Albert 'ess

beautifully represented.
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distant fort, \vhose wedged ravelins and re-

"
Calm, opposiie the Christian Father rose,

Pale oil liis vciicraMc brow its rays
Ol iiianyr liglii ilic coiitiiii^riiiioii throws;
One iiaiid upon his lovfiy (.liild lii> lays,
And one ill' uncovcr"d crowd lo silence sways;
While, ihouijli the liaiilc flash is taster driv'n—
Unaw'd, wiili eye unsinrilcd hy the blaze,

He (or his bleeding couniry prays to Heaven—
Frays that the nien ol blood themselves may be

forgiven."
—

p. 62.

They then speed their night march to the

istaiit

doubts

" Wove like a diadem, its tracery round
The lofty summit of that mountain green

"—
and look back from its lofty height on the

desolated scenes around them. We will not

eepaiate, nor apologize for the length of the

fine passage that follows; which alone, we
think, rpight justify all we have said in praise
of the poem.
" A scene of death ! v^-here fires beneath the sun,
And blended arms, and white pavilions glow;
And for the business of destruction done.
Its requiem the war-horn seem'd to blow.

There, .sad spectatress of her country's woe !

The lovely Gertrude, safe from present harm.
Had laid her cheek, and clasp'd her hands of snow
On Waldegrave's shoulder, half within his arm
Enclos'd, that felt her heart and hush'd its wild

alarm !

" But short that contemplation ! sad and short
The pause to bid each much-lov'd scene adieu !

Beneath the very shadow of the fort, [flew,
Where friendly swords were drawn, and banners
Ah ! who could deem that foot of Indian crew
Was near?— Yet there, with lust of murd'rous

deeds,
Glcam'd like a basilisk, from woods in view,
The ambush'd f'oeman's eye

—his volley speeds!
And Albert— Albert— falls! the dear old father

bleeds !

" And tranc'd in giddy horror Gertrude swoon'd !

Yet, while she clasps him lifeless to her zone.
Say, bursi they, borrow'd from her father's wound.
Those drops ?

— God ! the life-blood is her own !

And fah'riiig, on her Waldegrave's bosom thrown—
'Weep not, O Love!'— she cries, 'to see me

bleed—
Thee, Gertrude's sad survivor, thee alone—
Heaven's peace commiserate ! for scarce I heed
These wounds !

—Yet thee to leave is death, is

death indeed.

" '

Clasp me a little longer, on the brink
Of fate I while I can feel thy dear caress

;

And, when this heart hath ceas'd to beat—oh! think,
And let it mitigate thy woe's excess.
That thou hast been to me all tenderness,
And friend to more than human friendship just.
Oh! by ihat retrospect of happiness.
And by the hopes of an immortal trust, [dust !

God shall assuage thy pangs
—when I am laid in

" '

Go, Henry, go not back, when I depart !

The scene thy bursting tears too deep will move,
Where my dear father took thee to his heart,
Arid Gertrude thought it ecstasy to rove
With thee, as with an angel, through the grove
Of peace

—
imagining her lot was cast

In heav'n ! for ours was not hke earthly love !

And must this parting be our very last ? [past.
—

No ! I shall love thee still, when death itself is

" ' Half could I bear, methinks. to leave this earth—
And thee, more lov'd than aught beneath the sun !

Could I have liv'd to smile but on the birth

Of one dear pledge !
—But shall there then be none,

In future times—no gentle little one,
To clasp thy neck, and look, resembling me !

Yet seems it, ev'ii while life's last pulses run,
A sweetness in the cup of death to be.
Lord of my bosom's love ! to die beholding thee !'

"Hush'd were his Grttrude's lips! but still their
bland

And beautiful expression seem'd to melt
With love that could not die ! and still his hand
She presses to the heart no UKjre that felt.

Ah heart ! where once each fond affeciion dwelt,
And features yet that spoke a soul more lair !"

pp. 64—68.

The funeral is hurried over with pathetic
brevity; and the desolate and all-enduring
Indian brought in again with peculiar beauty.
" Touch'd by the music, and the melting scene,
Was scarce one tearless eye amidst the crowd ;

—
Stern warriors, resting on their swords, were seen
To veil their eyes, as pass'd each much-lov'd

shroud—
While woman's softer soul in woe dissolv'd aloud.

" Then mournfully the parting bugle bid

Its farewell o'er the grave of worth and truth.

Prone to the dust, atnicted Waldegrave hid

Ilis face on earth?—Him watch'd in gloomy ruth,
His woodland guide ; but words had none to sooth
The grief that knew not consolation's name !

Casting his Indian mantle o'er the youth.
He walch'd beneath its folds, each burst that came
Convulsive,ague-like, across hisshuddering frame!"

p. G9.

After some time spent in this mute and
awful pause, this stern and heart-struck com-
forter breaks out into the following toucliing
and energetic address, with which the poem
closes, with great spirit and abruptness:

—
" ' And / could weep ;'

—th' Oneyda chief

His descant wildly thus began :

' But that I may not stain with grief
The death-song of my father's son!
Or bow his head in woe

;

For liy my wrongs, and by my wrath !

To-morrow Areouski's breath

(That fires yon heaven with storms of death)
Shall light us to the foe:

And we shall share, my Christian boy !

The foeman's blood, the avenger's joy !
—

" ' But thee, my flow'r ! whose breath was giv'n

By milder genii o'er the deep.
The spirits of the white man's heav'n
Forbid not thee to weep !

—
Nor will the Christian host.

Nor will thy father's spirit grieve
To see thee, on the battle's eve.

Lamenting take a mournful leave

Of her who lov'd thee most :

She was the rainbow to thy sight I

Thy sun—thy heav'n—of lost delight!—
" ' To-morrow let us do or die !

But when the bolt of death is hurl'd,
Ah ! whither then with thee to fly.

Shall Outalissa roam the world ?

Seek we thy once-lov'd home?—
The hand is gone that cropt its flowers '

Unheard their clock repeats its hours.—
Cold is the hearth within their bow'rs !

—
And should we thither roam,
Its echoes, and its empty tread,

Would sound like voices from the dead !

" ' But hark, the trump !
—to-morrow thou

In glory's fires sbalt dry thy tears:

Ev'n from the land of shadows now
My father's awful ghost appears.
Amidst the clouds that round us roll !
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He bids my soul for battle thirst—
He bids nio dry the last—the first—
The only tears lliat ever burst—
From ( uualissi's soul !

—
Because I may not siain with grief

The deaih-song of an Indian chief!'
"—

pp. 70-73.

It is needless, after these extracts, to en-

large upon the beauties of this poem. They
consist chiefly in the feeling and tenderness

of the whole delineation, and the taste and

delicacy with which all the subortlinate parts
are made to contribute to the general efTect.

Before dismissing it, however, we must say a

little of its faults, which are sufficiently ob-

vious and undeniable. In the first place, the

narrative is extremely obscure and imperfect;
and has greater blanks in it than could be

tolerated even in lyric poetry. We hear ab-

solutely nothing of Henry, from the day the

Indian first brings him from the back country,
till he returns from Europe fifteen years there-

after. It is likewise a great oversight in Mr.

Campbell to separate his lovers, when only

twelve years of age—a period at which it is

utterly inconceivable that any permanent at-

tachment could have been formed. The

greatest fault, however, of the work, is the

occasional constraint and obscurity of the dic-

tion, proceeding apparently from too laborious

an effort at emphasis or condensation. The
metal seems in several places to have been

so much overworked, as to have lost not only
its ductility, but its lustre : and, while there

are passages which can scarcely be at all un-

derstood after the most careful consideration,

there are others which have an air so elaborate

and artificial, as to destroy all appearance of

nature in the sentiment. Our readers may
have remarked something of this sort, in the

first extracts with which we have presented
them

;
but there are specimens still more ex-

ceptionable. In order to inform us that Albert

had lost his wife, Mr. Campbell is pleased to

say, that

" Fate had reft his mutual heart ;"

and in order to tell us something else—though

what, we are utterly unable to conjecture
—

he concludes a stanza on the delights of mu-
tual love, with these three hnes :

—
" ' Roll on, ye days of raptur'd influence, shine?

Nor, l)lind with ecstasy's celestial fire, [pire.'
"

Shall love behold the spark of earth-born time ex-

The whole twenty-second stanza of the first

part is extremely incorrect
;
and the three

concluding lines are almost unintelligible.

" ' But where was I when Waldegrave was no

more ?

And thou didst pale thy gentle head extend,

In woes, that ev'n the tribe of deserts was thy

friend !'"

If Mr. Campbell had duly considered the

primary necessity of perspicuity—especially

in compositions which aim only at pleasing
—

we are persuaded that he would never have

left these and some other passages in so very

questionable
a state. There is still a good

deal for him to do, indeed, in a new edition :

and working—as he must work—in the true

45

spirit and pattern of what is before him, we
hope he will yet be induced to make consider-

able additions to a work, which will please
those most who are most worthy to be pleased;
and always seem most beautiful to those who

give it the greatest share of their attention.

Of the smaller pieces which fill up the vol-

ume, we have scarce left ourselves room to

say any thing. The greater part of them have

been printed before; and th(ne are probably
few readers of English poetry

who are not al-

ready familiar with the Lochiel and the Ho-

hiiilinden—the one by far the most spirited

and poetical denunciation of coming woe,
since the days of Cassandra; the other the

only representation of a modern battle, which

possesses either interest or sublimity. The

song to " the JNIariners of England," is also

very generally known. It is a splendid in-

stance of the most magnificent diction adapted
to a familiar and even trivial metre. Nothing
can be finer than the first and the last stanzas.

" Ye mariners of England !

That guard our native seas;
Whose flag has braved, a thousand years,
The battle, and the breexe !

Your glorious standard launch again
To match another foe !

And sweep through the deep," &c.—p. 101.

" The meteor flag of England
Shall yet terrific burn ;

Till danger's troubled night depart.

And the star of peace return.

Then, then, ye ocean warriors !

Our song and feast shall flow

To the lame of your name.
When the storm has ceas'd to blow ;

When the fiery fight is heard no more,

And the storm has'ceas'd to blow."—pp. 103, 104.

'' The Battle of the Baltic," though we think

it has been printed before, is much less known.

Thouch written in a strange, and we think an

unfortunate metre, it has great force and

grandeur, both of conception and expression
—

that sort of force and grandeur which results

from the simple and concise expression of

great events and natural emotions, altogether

unassisted by any splendour or amplification

of e.xpression.
The characteristic merit, in-

deed, both of this piece
and of Hohinlinden,

is that, by the forcible delineation of one or

two great circumstances, they give a clear

and most energetic representation of events

as complicated as they are impressive—rmd

thus impress the mind of the reader with nil

the tenor and sublimity of the subject, whi'.e

they rescue him from the fatigue and perplex-

ity of its details. Nothing in our judgment
can be more impressive than the following

very short and simple description of the British

fleet bearing up to close action :

" As ihev drifted on their path.

There was silence deep as death !

And the boldest held his breath

For a time.—"—p. 109.

The description of the battle itself (though it

begins with a tremendous line) is in the same

spirit of homely sublimity ;
and worth a thou-

sand stanzas of thunder, shrieks, shouts, Ir-

dents, and heroes
2£2
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" ' Hearts of oak,' our captains cried ! when
From its uiluinantirie lips [ench guii

Spread a deaili-siiade round the ships!
Like liie hurricane eclipse
or the sun.—

"
Agiin ! again ! again!
And the havoc did not slack,
Till a feebler cheer the Dane
'J'o our cheering sent us back ;

—
Tlu'ir shots along the deep slowly boom :

—
'1 hen cease I

—and all is wail,

As iliey sirike the sliatter'd sail ;

Or, in condngraiion pale,

Light the gloom.
—"

There are two little ballad pieces, published
for the first time, in this collection, which
have both very considerable merit, and aflbrd

a favourable specimen of Mr. Campbell's

{)owers

in ihis new line of exertion. The

ongest is the most beautiful; but we give our

readers, the shortest, because we caia give it

entire.

" heard ye yon pibrach sound sad in the gale.
Where a band comelh slowly with weeping and wail?

'Tis the chief of Glenara lanienis for his dear;
And her sire, and the people, are called to her bier.

" Glenara came first wiiji the mourners and shroud
;

Her kinsmen they follow'd, but mourn'd not aloud :

1'heir plaids all their bosoms were folded around :

They march'd all in silence—they look'd on the

ground.
*'

In silence they rcach'd over mountain and moor.
To a lieaih, where the oak-tree grew lonely and

hoar ;

Now here let us place the grey stone of her cairn :

• Why speak ye no word ?'
—said Glenara the stern.

" ' And tell me, T charge you I ye clan of my spouse.

Why fold vou vour mantles, why cloud ye your
brows ?'

So spake the rude (diiefiain :
—no answer is made.

But each mantle unfolding, a dagger display'd.
" '

I dreamt of my lady, I dreamt of her shroud,'
Cried a voice from the kinsmen, all wrathful and

loud ;

' And empiv that shroud, and that coffin did seem
;

Glenara ! Glenara ! now read me my dream !'

*' O ! pale grew the cheek of that chieftain, I ween,
When the shroud was unclos'd, and no lady was

seen ;

When a voice from the kinsmen spoke louder in

scorn,
'Twas the youth who had lov'd the fair Ellen of

Lorn:

" '
I dreamt of my lady, I dreamt of her grief,

I dreamt that her lord was a barbarous chief;
On a rock of the ocean fair Ellen did seem

;

Glenara! Glenara! now read me my dream!*

"
In dust low the traitor has knelt to the ground.

And the desert reveal'd where his lady was found ;

From a rock of the ocean that beauty is i)orne,
Now joy to the house of fair Ellen of Lorn !"

pp. 105—107.

We close this volume, on the whole, with

feelings of regret for its shortness, and of ad-
miration for the genius of its author. There
are but two noble sorts of poetry

—the pathetic
and the sublime; and we thnik he has given
very extraordinary proofs of his talents for

both. There is something, too, we will ven-
ture to add, in the style of many of his con-

ceptions, which irresi.stibly impresses us with
the conviction, that he can do much greater

things than he has hitherto accomplished ;

anti leads us to regard am even yet, as a

poet of still greater promise than performance.
It seems to us. as if the natural force and
boldness of his ideas were habitually checked

by a certain fastidious timidit}', and an anxi-

ety about the minor graces of correct and
chastened composition. Certain it is, at least,
that his greatest and most lofty flights have
been made in those smaller pieces, about

which, it is natural to think, he must have
felt least solicitude; and that he has suc-

ceeded most splendidly where he must have
been most free from the fear of failure. We
wish any praises or exhortations of ours had
the power to give him confidence in his own
great talents; and hope earnestly, that he will

now meet with such encouragement, as may
set him above all restraints that proceed from

apprehension; and induce him to give free

scope to that genius, of which we are per-
suaded that the world has hitherto seen rather

the grace than the richness.

( lanuarii, 1 S2 5.)

Theodric, a Domestic Tale: with other Poems. By Thomas Campbell. 12mo. pp. 150.

London: 1824.

If Mr. Campbell's poetry was of a kind
that could be forgotten, his long fits of silence
would put him fairly in the way of that mis-
fortune. But. in truth, he is safe enough;—
and has even acquired, by virtue of his ex^
emplary laziness, an assurance and pledge of

immortality which he could scarcely have
obtained without it. A writer who is still

fresh in the mind and favour of the public,
lifter twenty years' intermission, may reason-

&bly expect to be remembered Avhen death
shall have finally sealed up the fountains of
his inspiration; imposed silence on the cavils

of envious rivals, and enhanced the value of

those relics to which it excludes the possi-

bility of any future addition. At all events,
he has better proof of the permanent interest

the public take in his productions, than those

ever can have who are more diligejit in their

multiplication, and keep themselves in the

recollection of their great patron by more fre-

quent intimations of their existence. The

experiment, too, though not without its haz-

ards, is advantageous in another respect ;

—for

the re-appearance of such an author, after

those long periods of occultation, is naturally
hailed as a novelty

—and he receives the

double welcome, of a celebrated stranger, and
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a remembered friend. There
is, accordingly,

no living poet, we believe, whose advertise-

ment excites greater expectation than Mr.

Campbell's :
—and a new poem from him is

wailed for with even more eagerness (as it is

certainly for a much longer time) than a new
novel from the auth-^r of Waveriey. Like all

other human felicities, however, this high ex-

pectation and prepared homage has its draw-
backs and its dangers. A popular author, as
we have been led to remark on former occa-

sions, has no rival so formidable as his former
self—and no comparison to sustain half so

dangerous as that which is always made be-

tween the average merit of his new work, and
the remembered beauties—for little else is

ever remembered—of his old ones.

How this comparison will result in the

present instance, we do not presume to pre-
dict with confidence—but we doubt whether
it will be, at least in the beginning, altogether
in favour of the volume before us. The
poems of this author, indeed, are generally
m.ore admired the more the}^ are studied, and
rise in our estimation in proportion as they
become familiar. Their novelty, therefore, is

always rather an obstruction than a help to

their popularity;
—and it may well be ques-

tioned, whether there be any thing in the

novelties now before us that can rival in our
afflictions the long-remembered beauties of

the Pleasures of Hope—of Gertrude—of

O'Connor's Child—the Song of Linden—The
Mariners of England—and the many other

enchanting melodies that are ever present to

the minds of all lovers of poetry.
The leading piece in the present volume is

an attempt at a very difficult kind of poetry ;

and one in which the most complete success

can hardly ever be so splendid and striking as

to make amends for the difficulty. It is en-

titled "a Domestic Story"
—and it is so;

—
turning upon few incidents—embracing few
characters—dealing in no marvels and no

terrors-^displaying no stormj- passions. With-
out complication of plot, in short, or hurry of

action—-with no atrocities to shudder at, or

feats of noble daring to stir the spirits of the

ambitious—it passes quietly on, through the

shaded paths of private life, conversing with

gentle natures and patient sufferings
—and un-

folding, with serene pity and sober triumph,
the pangs which are fated at times to wring
the breast of innocence and generosity, and
the courage and comfort which generosity and
innocence can never fail to bestow. The
taste and the feeling which led to the selec-

tion of such topics, could not bnt impress their

character on the style in which they are
j

treated. It is distinguished accordingly by a ;

fine and lender finish, both of thought and of
}

diction—by a chastened elegance of words
and images

—a mild digiiity and tempered
pathos in the sentiments, and a general tone

of simplicity and directness in the conduct of

the story, which, joined to its great brevity,
tends at first perhaps to disguise both the

richness and the force of the genius required
for its production. But though not calculated

to strike at once on the dull palled ear of an

idle and occupied world, it is of all others

perhaps the kind of poetry best lilted lo win
on our softer hours, and to sink deep into va
cant bosoms—unlocking all the sources of
fond recollection, and leading us gently on
through the mazes of deep and engrossing
meiiilation—and thus minislerine to a deeper
enchantment and more lasting delight than
can ever be inspired by the more importunate
strains of more ambitious authors.

There are no doubt peculiar and perhaps
insuperable dilliculties in the management of
themes so delicate, and requiring so line and
so restrained a hand—nor are we prepared to

say that Mr. Campbell has on this occasion

entirely escaped them. There are passages
that are somewhat fade:—there arc expres-
sions that are trivial :

—But the prevailing
character is sweetness and beauty; and it

prevails over all that is opposed to it. The
story, though abundantly simple, as our read-
ers will immediately see, has two distinct

compartments— one relating to the Swiss

maiden, the other to the English wife. The
former, with all its accompaniments, we think

nearly perfect. It is full oJ tenderness, purity,
and pity ;

and fini.shed with the most exquisite

elegance, in few and simple touches. The

other, which is the least considerable, has
more decided blemishes. The diction is in

many places too familiar, and the incidents

too common—and the cause of distress has
the double misfortune of being unpoelical in

its nature, and improbable in its result. But
the shortest way is to give our readers a slight
account of the poem, with such specimens as

may enable them to judge fairly of it for

themselves.

It opens, poetically, with the description
of a fine scene in Switzerland, and of a rustic

church-yard : where the iriend of the author

points out to him the flowery grave of a

maiden, w ho, though gentle and fair, had died

of unrequited love :
—and so they proceed, be-

tween them, for the matter is left poetically

obscure, to her history. Her fancy nad been

early captivated by the tales of heroic daring
and chivalric pride, with which her

country's
annals abounded—and she ilisdained to give
her love to any one \\ ho was not graced with

the virtues and glories of those heroic times

This exalted mood was unluckily fostered by
her brother's youthful ardour in praise of the

commander under whom he was serving
abroad—by whom he was kindly tended when

wounded, and whose jjicture he brought back

with him on his return to his paternal home,
to renew, and seemingly to realize, the day-
dreams of his romantic sister. This ]iicture,

and the stories her brother told of the noble

Theodric, completed the poor girl's fascina-

tion. Her heart was kindled by her fancy;
and her love was already fixed on a being she

had never seen ! In the mean time. Theodric,

who had promised a visit to his voung protege,

passes over to England, and is betrotlu d to a

lady of that country of infinite worth and

amiableness. He then repairs to Switzerland,

where, after a little time, he disccncrs the

love of Julia, which he gently, but fi'Tiily re-
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hukes- returns to Enjjland, and is married,

flis wife ha? uncomfortable relations—quarrel-

some, selfish, and envious; and her peace is

sometimes wounded by their dissensions and
unkindness. War breaks out anew, too, in

Theodric's country; and as he is meditating
a journey to that quarter, he is surprised by a

visit from Julia's brother, who informs him.

that, after a long struggle with her cherished

love, her health had at last sunk under it,
and

that she now prayed only to see him once

more before she died ! His wife generously

urges him to comply with this piteous request.
He does so

;
and arrives, in the midst of wintry

tempests, to see this pure victim of too warm
an imagination expire, in smiles of speechless

gratitude and love. While mourning over

her. he is appalled by tidings of the dangerous
illness of his beloved Constance—hurries to

England"—and finds her dead !
—her fate hav-

ing been precipitated, if not occasioned, by
the harsh and violent treatment she had met
with from her heartless relations. The piece
closes with a very touching letter she had left

for her husband—and an account of its sooth-

ing effects on his mind.

This, we confess, is slight enough, in the

way of fable and incident : But it is not in

those things that the merit of such poems
consists

;
and what we have given is of course

a mere naked outline, or argument rather,
intended only to explain and connect our

extracts.

For these, we cannot possibly do better

than begin with the beginning.
" 'Twas sunset, and the Ranz des Vaches wassnng.
And lights were o'er ih' Helvetian mountains flung,
That gave the glacier tops their richest glow,
And ting'd the lakes like molten gold below.
Warmth flush'd the wonted regions of the storm.

Where, Phcenix-like, you saw the eagle's form,
That high in Heav'ns vermilion wheel'd and soar'd !

Woods nearer frown'd; and cataracts dash'd and

roar'd,
From heights brouzed by the bounding bouquetin ;

Herds tinkling roam'd the long-drawn vales be-

tw'een, [green.
And hamlets glitter'd white, and gardens flourish'd

*Twas transport to inhale the bright sweet air!

The mountain-bee was revelling in its glare.
And roving with his minstrelsy across
The scented wild weeds, and enamell'd moss.
Earth's features so harmoniously were link'd,
She seem'd one great glad form, with life instinct,
That felt Heav'n's ardent breath, and smil'd below
Its flu?h of love with consentaneous glow.
A Gothic church was near

;
the spot around

Was beautiful, ev'n though sepulchral ground ;

For there nor yew nor cypress spread their gloom.
But roses blossom'd by each rustic tomb.
Amidst them one of spotless marble shone—
A maiden's grave

—and 'twas inscrib'd thereon,
That young and lov'd she died whose dust was

there :

" 'Yes,' said mv comrade, 'young she died, and
fair !

Grace form'd her, and the soul of gladness play'd
Once in the blue eyes of that mountain-maid !

Her fingers witch'd the chords they passed along,
And her lips seem'd to kiss the soul in song :

Yet woo'd and worshipp'd as she was, till few

Aspir'd to hope, 'twas sadly, strangely true.

That heart, the martyr ofits fondness burn'd
And died of love that could not be return'd.

** ' Her father dwelt where yonder Castle shines

O'er clusl'ring trees and terrace-mantling vines.

As gay as ever, the laburnum's pride [glide-
Waves o'er each walk where she was wont to

And siill the garden whence she grac'd her brow,
As lovely blooms, though trode by strangers now.'
How oft from yonder window o'er the lake.
Her son^, of wild Helvetian swell and shake.
Has made the rudest fisher bend his ear,

And rest enchanted on his oar to hear!
Thus bright, accomplish'd, spirited, and bland,

Well-born, and wealthy for that simple land,

Why had no gallant naiive youth the art

To win so warm—so exquisite a heart ?

She, midst these rocks inspir'd with feeling strong
By mountain-freedom—music—fancy

—
song,

Herself descended from the brave in arms.
And conscious of romance-inspiring charms,
Dreamt of Heroic beings ; hoped to find

Some extant spirit of chivalric kind ;

And scorning wealth, look'd cold ev'n on the claim

Of manly worth, that lack'd the wreath of Fame.' "

pp. 3—7.

We pass over the animated picture of the

brother's campaigns, and of the fame of Theo-

dric, and the affectionate gratitude of parents
and sister for his care and praises of their

noble boy. We must make room, however,
for tlxis beautiful sketch of his return.

"In time, the stripling, vigorous and heal'd,

Resum'd his barb and banner in the field,

And bore himself right soldier-like, till now
The third campaign had manlier bronz'd his brow ;

When peace, though but a scanty pause for breath—
A curtain-drop between the acis of death—
A check in frantic war's unfinished game.
Yet dearly bought, and direly welcome, came.
The camp broke up, and Udolph left his chief

As with a son's or younger brother's grief:
But journeying home, how rapt his spirits rose!

How light his footsteps crush'd St. Gothard's snows!
How dear seem'd ev'n the waste and wild Shreck-

horn,

Though wrapt in clouds, and frowning as in scorn,

Upon a downward world of pastoral charms ;

Where, by the very smell of dairy-farms.
And fragrance from the mountain-herbage blown,
Blindfold his naiive hills he could have known !

" His coming down yon lake—his boat in view
Of windows where love's flutt'ring kerchief flew—
The arms spread out for him—the tears tliat burst—
('Twas Julia's, 'twas his sister's met him first:)

Their pride to see war's medal at his breast,

And all their rapture's greeting, may be guess'd."
pp. 12, 13.

At last the generous warrior appears in per-
son among those innocent beings, to whom he
had 80 long furnished the grand theme of dis-

course and meditation.

" The boy was half beside himself—the sire,

All frankness, honour, and Helvetian fire.

Of speedy parting would not hear him speak ;

And tears bedew'd and brighten'd Julia's cheek.

" Thus, loth to wound their hospitable pride,

A month he promis'd with them to abide ;

As blithe he trod the mountain-sward as ihey.

And felt his joy make ev'n the young more gay
How jocund was their breakfast parlour, fann'd

By yon blue water's breath !
—their walks how

bland!
Fair Julia seem'd her brother's soften'd sprite

—
A gem reflecting Nature's purest light

—
And with her graceful wit there was inwrought
A wildly sweet unworldliness of thought.
That almost child-like to his kindness drew,
And twain with Udolph in his friendship grew.
But did his thouchts to love one moment range f—
No ! he who had lov'd Constance could not change !

Besides, till grief betray'd her undesign'd.
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Th' unlikely thought could scarcely reach his mind,
That eyes so young on years like his sliould beam
TJnwoo'd devoiion back for pure esteem."

pp. 17, 18.

Symptoms still more unequivocal, however,
at last make explanations necessary j

and he

is obliged to disclose to her the secret of his

love and engagement in England. The effects

of this disclosure, and all the intermediate

events, are described with the same grace
and delicacy. But we pass at once to the

close of poor Julia's pure-hearted romance.

"That winter's eve how darkly Nature's brow
Scowl'd on the scenes it lights so lovely now !

The tempest, raging o'er ihe realms oi ice,

Shook fragments from the rifted precipice ;

And whiL-t their falling echoed to the wind,
The wolf's long howl in dismal discord join'd.
While white yon water's foam was rais'd in clouds

That whirl'd like spirits wailing in iheir shrouds :

Without was Nature's elemenial din—
And Beauty died, and Friendship wept within !

" Sweet Julia, though her fate was finish'd half,

Still knew him—smil'd on him with feeble laugh
—

And blest him, till she drew her latest sigh !

" But lo ! while Udolph's bursts of agony.
And age's tremulous wailings, round him rose.
What accents pierced him deeper yet than those !

'Twas tidings
—

by his English messenger
Of Constance—brief and terrible they were," &c.

pp. 35, 36.

These must sufRce as specimens of the

Swiss part of the poem, which we have al-

ready said we consider as on the whole the

most perfect. The English portion is un-

doubtedly liable to the imputation of being

occupied with scenes too familiar, and events

too trivial, to admit of the higher embellish-

ments of poetry. The occasion of Theodric's

first seeing Constance—in the streets of Lon-

don on a night of public rejoicing
—

certainly

trespasses on the borders of this wilful stoop-

ing of the Muses' flight
—

though the scene

itself is described with great force and beauty.
" 'Twas a glorious sight !

At eve stupendous London, clad in light,

Pour'd out triumphant multitudes to gaze ;

Vouth. a»e, wealth, penury, smiling in the blaze!

rh' illumin'd atmosphere was warm and bland,
And Beauty's groups the fairest of the land,

Conspicuous, as in some wide festive room,
[n open chariots pass'd, with pearl and plume.
\midst them he remark'd a lovelier mien," &.c.

p. 15.

The description of Constance herself, how-

ever, is not liable to this, or to any other ob-

/ection.
" And to know her well

Prolong'd, exalted, bound, enchantment's spell ;

For with affections warm, intense, refin'd,

She mix'd such calm and holy strength of mind.
That, like Heav'n's image in the smiling brook,
Celestial peace was pictur'd in her look,

'iers was the brow, in trials unperplcx'd,
That cheer'd the sad and tranquilliz'd the vcx'd.

6he studied not the meanest to eclipse,
And yet the wisest listen'd to her lips ;

Ske sang not, knew not Music's magic skill.

But yet her voice had tones that sway'd the will."

p. 16.
" To paint that being to a grov'ling mind

Were like pourtraying pictures to the blind.

'Twas needful ev'n infectiously to feel

Her temper's fond, and firm, and gladsome zeal.

To share existence with her, and to gain
Sparks from her love's electrifying ch.nin,
(Jf that pure pride, which, less'niiig to her breast
Life's ills, gave all its joys a treble zest,

Before the mind completely understood
That mighty truth—how happy are the good!"

p. 25.

All this, we think, is dignified enough for

poetry of any description ;
but we really can-

not e.vtend the same indulgence to the small
tracassaries of this noble creature's unworthy
relations—their peevish quarrels, and her

painful attempts to reconcile them—her hus-
band's grudges at her absence on those er-

rands—their teazing visits to him—and hia

vexation at their false reports that she was to

spend
"
yet a fortnight

"
away from him. We

object equally to the substance and the dic-

tion of the passages to which we now refer.

There is something questionable even in the

fatal indications by which, on approaching
his home, he was first made aware of the

calamity which had befallen him—though
undoubtedly there is a terrible truth and im-

pressive brevity in the passage.
" Nor hope left utterly his breast,

Till reaching home, terrific omen ! there

The straw-laid street preluded his despair
—

The servant's look—the table that reveal'd

His letter sent to Constance last, still seal'd,

Though speech and hearing left him, told loo clear

That he had now to suffer—^iiot to fear !"—p. 37.

We shall only add the pathetic letter in

which this noble spirit sought, from her death-

bed, to soothe the beloved husband she was

leaving with so much reluctance.

" ' Theodric! this is destiny above
Our power to baffle ! Bear it then, my love !

Your soul, I know, as firm is knit to mine
As these clasp'd hands in blessing you now join :

Shape not imagin'd horrors in my fate—
Ev'n now my sufT'rings are not very great ;

And when your grief^s first transports shall sub-

l call upon your strength of soul and pride [side,

To pay my memory, if 'tis worth the debt

Love's glorifying tribute—not forlorn regret:
I charge my name with power to conjure up
Reflection's balmy, not its bitter cup.

My pard'ning angel, at the gales of Heaven,
Shall look not more regard than you have given
To me: and our life's union has been clad

In smiles of bliss as sweet as life e'er had.

Shall crloom be from such bright remembrance cast f

Shall bitterness outflow from sweetness past ?

No! imaged in the sanctuary of your breast.

There let me smile, amidst high thoughts at rest;

And let contentment on your spirit shme.
As if its peace were still a part of mine :

For if you war not proudly with your pain.
For you I shall have worse than liv'd in vain.

Rut I conjine your manliness lo bear

My loss with noble spirit
—not despair:

I ask you by our love to promise this I

And kiss these words, where I have left a kiss—
The latest from my living lips for yours?'

"

pp. 39—11.

The tone of this tender farewell must re-

mind all our readers of the catastrophe of

Gertrude
;
and certainly exposes the author to

the charge of some poverty of inveiition m
the structure of his pathetic narratives—a

charge from which we are not at this moment

particul.urly solicitous to defend him.

The minor poems which occupy the rest .i"
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the volume are of various charactnr, ami of

course of unequal merit
; though all of them

are marked by that exquisite melody of ver-

sification, and general felicity of diction,
which makes the mere recitation of their

words a luxury to readers of taste, even when

they pay but little attention to their sense.

Most of them, we believe, have already ap-

peared in occasional publications, though it is

quite time that they should be collected and

engrossed in a less perishable record. If

they are less brilliant, on the whole, than the

most exquisite productions of the author's

earlier days, they are generally marked, we
think, by greater solemnity and depth of

thought, a vein of deeper reflection, and more
uitense sympathy with human feelings, and,
if possible, by a more resolute and entire de-

votion to the cause of liberty. Mr. Campbell,
we rejoice to say, is not among those poets
whose hatred of oppression has been chilled

by the lapse of years, or allayed by the sug-

gestions of a base self-interest. He has held
on his course through good dud through bad

report, unseduced. unterrified
;
and is now

found in his duty, testifying as fearlessly

against the invaders of Spain, in the volume
before us, as he did against the spoilers of

Poland in the very first of his publications. It

is a proud thing indeed for England, for poetry,
and for mankind, that all the illustrious poets
of the present day—Byron^ Moore, Rogers,
Campbell—are distinguished by their zeal for

freedom, and their scorn for courtly adula-

tion; while those who have deserted that

manly and holy cause have, from that hour,
felt their inspiration withdraw-n, their harp-
strings broken, and the fire quenched in their

censers! Even the Laureate, since his un-

happy Vision of Judgment, has ceased to

sing; and fallen into undutiful as well as

ignoble silence, even on court festivals. As
a specimen of the tone in which an unbought
Muse can yet address herself to public

themes, we subjoin a few stanzas of a noble
ode to the Memory of the Spanish Patriots

who died in resisting the late atrocious inva-
sion.

"Brave men who at the Trocadcro fell

Beside your cannons—conquer'd not, though slain !

There is a victory in dying well
For Freedom—and ye have not died in vain

;

For come what may, there shall be hearts in Spain
To honour, ay, embrace your martyr'd lot,

Cursing the Bigot's and the Bourbon's chain.
And looking on your graves, though trophied not.
As holier, hallow'd ground than priests could make

the spot !"

" Yet laugh not in your carnival of crime
Too proudly, ye oppressors !—Spain was free ;

Her soil has fflt the foot-prints, and her clime
Been winnow'd by (he wings of Liberty !

And these, even parting, scatter as they flpe

Thoughts—influences, to live in hearts unborn,
Opinions that s^hall wrench the prison-key
From Persecution—show her mask oflT-torn,
And tramp her bloated head beneath the foot of

Scorn.

Glory to them that die in this great cause !

Kmgs, Bigots, can inflict no brand of shame.
Or shape of death, to shroud them from applause:—
No '—

manglers of the martyr's earthly frame !

Your hangman fingers cannot touch hU fame.
Siill in your prostrate land there shall be some
I'roud hearts, the shrints of Freedom's vestal ilamo.
Long trains o) ill may pass unheeded, dumb,
Bui Vengeance is behind, and Justice is to come. '

pp. 78—81.

Mr. Campbell's muse, however, is by no
means habitually political; and the greater
part of the pieces in this volume have a purely
moral or poetical character. The exquisite
stanzas to the Rainbow, we beheve, are in

every body's hands
;
but we cannot resist the

temptation of transcribing the latter part of
them.

" When o'er the green undelug'd earth
Heaven's covenant thou didst shine.

How came the worWs grey fathers forth
To watch thy sacred sign ?

" And when its yellow lustre smil'd
O'er mountains yet untrod.

Each mother held aloft her child
To bless the bow of God !

"
Methinks, thy jubilee to keep.
The first-made anthem rang.

On earth dehver'd from the deep,
And the first poet sang.

" Nor ever shall the Muse's eye
Unrapiur'd sreel thy beam:

Theme of primeval prophecy,
Be still the poet's theme !

" The earth to thee her incense yields,
The lark thy w<;lcome sings.

When gliit'riiig in the freshen'd fields

I'he snowy mushroom springs !

" How glorious is thy girdle cast
O'er mountain, tower, and town,

Or niirror'd in the ocean vast,
A thousand fathoms down !

" As fresh in yon horizon dark.
As young thy beauties seem,

As when the eagle fiom the ark
First sported in thy beam.

"
For, faithful to its sacred page,
Heaven still rebuilds thy span.

Nor leisthy type grow pale with age
That first spoke peace to man."

pp. 52—5.5.

The beautiful verses on Mr. Kemble's re-

tirement from the stage afl"ord a very re-

markable illustration of the tendency of Mr.
Campbell's genius to raise ordinary themes
into occasions of pathetic poetry, and to invest
trivial occurrences with the mantle of solemn

thought. We add a few of the stanzas.

" His was the spell o'er hearts
Which only acting lends—

The youngest of the sister Arts,
Where all their beauty blends :

For ill can Poetry express.
Full many a tone of thought sublime,

And Painting, mute and motionless.
Steals but a glance of time.

But by the mighty Actor brought.
Illusion's perfect triumphs come—

Verse ceases to be airy thought.
And Sculpture to be dumb."

"
Hiffh were the task—too high.
Ye conscious bosoms here !

In words to paint your memory
Of Kemble and of Lear !

But who forgets that white discrowned head,
Those bursts ofReason'shalf-extinguish'd glare;
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Those tears upon Cordelia's bosom shed,
In doubt more toucliiiiij than despair,

If 'twas reality he lelt ?"

" And there was many an hour
Ol blended kindred fame,

When Siddons's auxiliar power
And sister magic came.

Together at the Muse's side

The tragic paragons had grown—
They were the children of lier pride,
The columns otlier throne !

An! undivided lavour ran
From heart to heart in iheir applause.

Save for the gallantry of man,
In lovelier woman's cause."—pp. 64—67.

We have great difficulty in resisting the

templatioa to go on : But iii conscience we
must stop here. We are ashamed, indeed,
to think how considerable a proportion of this

httle volume we have already transferred into

our extracts. Nor have we much to say of

the poems we have not extracted. •' The
Ritter Bana " and "Reullura" are the two

longest pieces, after Theodric—but we think

not the most successful. Some of the songs
are exquisite

—and most of the occasional

poems too good for occasions.

The volume is very small—and it contains

all that the distinguished author has written

for many years. We regret this certainly :
—

but we do not presume to complain of it.

The service of the JNIuses is a free service—
and all that we receive from their votaries is

a free gift, for which we are bound to them
in gratitude

—not a tribute, for the tardy

rendering of which they are to be threatened

or distramed. They stand to the public in

the relation of benefactors, not of debtors.

They shower their largesses on unthankful

heads; and disclaim the trammels of any
sordid contract. They are not articled clerks,
in short, whom we are entitled to scold for

their idleness, but the liberal donors of im-
mortal possessions; for which they require

only the easy quit-rent of our praise. If Mr.

Campbell is lazy, therefore, he has a right to

enjoy his laziness, unmolested by our impor-
tunities.

If,
as we rather presume is the

: case, ho prefer other emj)loyment3 to the
feverish occupation of poetry, he has'a right

surely to choose his empluynients—and is

more likely to choose well, than tht.- herd of

his ollicious advi.sers. For our own parts,
we are ready at all times to hail his appear-
ances with delight

—but we wait for them
with respect and jjalience; and conceive that

we have no title to accelerate them by our

reproaches.
Before concluding, we wouhl wish also to

protect him against another kind of injustice.

Comparing the small bulk of his j)ubhcaliona
with the length of time that elapses between

them, people are apt to wonder that so little

has been produced after so long an incuba-

tion, and that poems are not bi-ttrr which are

the work of so many years
—

absurdly suppo-
sing, that the ingenious author is actually

labouring all the while at what he at last

produces, and has been diligently at work

during the whole interval in pirtecting that

which is at last discovered to fall short of

perfection ! To those who know the habits

of literary men. nothing however can be more
ridiculous than this supposition. Your true

drudges, with whom ail that is intellectual

moves most wretchedly slow, are the quickest
and most regular w ith their publications ;

while men of genius, whose thoii^^hts play
with the ease and rapidity of lightning, often

seem tardy to the public, because there are

long intervals between the flashes! We are
far from undervaluing that care and labour

without which no finished performance can
ever be produced by mortals

;
and still farther

from thinking it a reproach to any author,
that he takes pains to renderhis works worthy
of his fairie. But when the slowness ai.d the

size of his publications are invidiously put

together in order to depreciate their merits,
or to raise a doubt as to the force of the ge-
nius that produced them, we think it riiiht to

enter our caveat against a conclusion, which
is as rash as it is ungenerous; and indicates

a spirit rather of detraction than of reasonable

judgment.

(a}3vil, isao.)

The Lay of the Last Minstrel : a Poem. By Walter Scott, Esq. 4to. pp. 318.

Constable and Co. : London, Long-man and Co. : 1805.*
Edinburgh,

We consider this poem as an attempt to

transfer the refinements of modern poetry to

the matter and the manner of the ancient

* The Novels of Sir Waller Scott have, no

doubt, cast his Poetry into the shade: And it is

beyond q\iesiion ihat they nnist always occupy the

highest and most conspicuous place in that splendid

trophy wli cli his genius has n-ared to his memory.
Yet, when I recollect the vehement admiration it

once excited, I cannot part with ihe belief that

there is much in his poetry also, which our ase
should not allow to be forgotten. And it is under
this impression that I now venture to reprint my

metrical romance. The author, enamoured
of the lofty visions of chivalry, and partial

to. the sli-ains in which they were formerly

coniempornry notices of the two popnis which I

think produced the greale.st cflcct at ilieiimc: ihe

one as the first anj most strikingly original of the

I whole series: the other as being on ihe whole

!
the best

;
and also as having led me to make some

I remarks, not only on the general character of the

^tfihor' s genius, but on the peculiar perils of

very popular poetrv
—of which the time that has

since elapsed has "afforded some curious illusira-

i tions.
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embodied, seems to have employed all the

resources of his genius in endeavouring to

recall them to the favour and admiration of

the public ; and in adapting to the taste of

modern readers a species of poetry which
was once the delight of the courtly, but has

long ceased to gladden any other eyes than

those of the scholar and the antiquary. This

is a romance, therefore, composed by a min-
strel of the present day: or such a romance
as we may suppose would have been written

in modern times, if that style of composition
had continued to be cultivated, and partaken

consequently of the improvements whicb-

every branch of literature has received since

the time of its desertion.

Upon this supposition, it was evidently Mr.
Scott's business to retain all that was good,
and to reject all that was bad in the models

upon which he was to form himself; adding,
at the same time, all the interest and beauty
which could possibly be assimilated to the

manner and spirit of his originals. It was his

duty, therefore, to reform the rambling, ob-

scure, and interminable narratives of the an-

cient romancers—to moderate their digressions—to abridge or retrench their unmerciful or

needless descriptions
—and to expunge alto-

gether those feeble and prosaic passages, the

rude stupidity of which is so apt to excite the

derision of a modem reader. At the same

time, he was to rival, if he could, the force and

vivacity of their minute and varied representa-
tions—the characteristic simplicity of their

pictures of manners—the energy and concise-

ness with which they frequently describe

great events—and the lively colouring and ac-

curate drawing by which they give the effect

of reality to every scene they undertake to

delineate. In executing this arduous task, he
was permitted to avail himself of all that

variety of style and manner which had been
eanctioned by the ancient practice ;

and bound
to embellish his performance with all the

graces of diction and versification which could
be reconciled to the simplicity and familiarity
of the minstrel's song.
With what success IMr. Scott's efforts have

been attended in the execution of this adven-
turous undertaking, our readers will be better
able to judge in the sequel : but. in the mean
time, we may safely venture to assert, that he
has produced a very beautiful aijd entertain.-

ing poem, in a style which may fairly be con-
sidered as original ;

and which will be allowed
to afford satisfactory evidence of the genius
of the author, even though he should not suc-
ceed in converting the public to his own
opinion as to the interest or dicniity of the sub-

ject. We are ourselves inclined indeed to

suspect that his partiality for the strains of

antiquity has imposed a little upon the sever-

ity of his judgment, and impaired the beauty
of the present imitation, by directing his at-

tention rather to what was characteristic, than
to what was unexceptionable in his originals.

Though he has spared too many of their faults,

however, he has certainly improved upon
their beauties : and while we can scarcely
boJo icrjelting, that the feuds of Border chief-

tains should have monopolised as much pnt/-

try
as might have served to immortalise the

whole baronage of the empire, we are the
more inclined to admire the interest and mag-
nificence which he has contrivea to communi-
cate to a subject so unpromising.
Whatever may be thought of the conduct

of the main story, the manner of introducing
it must be allowed to be extremely poetical.
An aged minstrel who had '-harped to King
Charles the Good," and learned to love his ait

at a time when it was honoured by all that

was distinguished in rank or in genius, having
fallen into neglect and misery in the evil days
of the usurpation, and the more frivolous gaie-
ties or bitter contentions of the succeeding
reigns, is represented as wandering about the

Border in poverty and solitude, a few years
after the Revolution. In this situation he is

driven, by want and weariness, to seek shelter

in the Border castle of the Duchess of Buc-
cleuch and Monmouth; and being cheered by
the hospitality of his reception, offers to sing
"an ancient strain," relating to the old war-
riors of her family ;

and after some fruitless

attempts to recall the long-forgotten melody,
pours forth " The Lay of the Last Minstrel,''
in six cantos, very skilfully divided by some
recurrence to his own situation, and some

complimentary interruptions from his noble
auditors.

.-' The construction of a fable seems by no
means the forte of our modem poetical wri-

ters
;
and no great artifice, in that respect, was

to be expected, perhaps, from an imitator of

the ancient romancers. Mr. Scott, indeed,
has himself in.=^inuated, that he considered the

story as an object of very subordinate im-

portance ;
and that he was less solicitous to

deliver a regular narrative, than to connect
such a series of incidents as might enable hira

to introduce the manners he had undertaken
to delineate, and the imagery with which

they were associated. Though the conception
of the fable is, probably from these causes,

exceedingly defective, it is proper to lay a
short sketch of it before our readers, both for

the gratification of their curiosity, and to fa-

cilitate the application of the remarks Ave may
be afterwards tempted to offer.

Sir Walter Scott of Buccleuch, the Lord of

Branksome, was slain in a skii-mish with the

Cars, about the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury. He left a daughter of matchless beauty,
an infant son, and a high-minded widow, who,
though a very virtuous and devout person, was

privately addicted to the study of Magic, in

which she had been initiated by her father.

Lord Cranstoun their neighbour was at feud

with the whole clan of Scott
;
but had fallen

desperately in love with the daughter, who
returned his passion with equal sincerity and

ardour, though withheld, by her duty to her

mother, from uniting her destiny with his.

The poem opens with a description of the war-

like establishment of Branksome-hall
;
and

the first incident which occurs is a dialogue
between the Spirits of the adjoining mountain
and river, who, after consulting the stars, de-

clare that no good fortune can ever bless the
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mansion "
till pride be quelled, and love be

free." The lady, whose forbidden studies
had taught her to understand the language of
«uch speakers, overhears this conversation

;

and vows, if possible, to retain her purpose in

spite of it. She calls a gallant knight of her

train, therefore, and directs him to ride im-

mediately to the abbey of Melrose, and there
to ask, from the monk of St. Mary's aisle, the

mighty book that was hid in the tomb of the
wizard IMichael Scott. The remainder of the
first canto is occupied with the night journey
of the warrior. When he delivers his mes-

sage, the monk appears filled with consterna-

tion and terror, but leads him at last through
man)' galleries and chapels to the spot where
the wizard was interred

; and, after some ac-

count of his life and character, the warrior

heaves up the tomb-stone, and is dazzled by
the streaming splendour of an ever-burning
lamp, which illuminates the sepulchre of the

enchanter. With trembling hand he takes

the book from the side of the deceased, and
hurries home with it in his bosom.

In the mean tim.e. Lord Cranstoun and the

lovely Marguret have met at dawn in the

woods adjacent to the castle, and are repeat-

ing their vows of true love, when they are

startled by the approach of a horseman. The

lady retreats
;
and the lover advancing, finds

it to be the messenger from Branksome, with

whom, as an hereditary enemy, he thinks it

necessary to enter immediately into combat.
The poor knight, fatigued with his nocturnal

adventures, is dismounted at the first shock,
and falls desperately wounded to the ground;
while Lord Cranstoun, relenting towards the

kinsman of his beloved, directs his page to

attend him to the castle, and gallops home
before any alarm can be given. Lord Cran-

stoun's page is something unearthly. It is a

little misshapen dwarf, whom he found one

day when he was hunting, in a solitary glen,
and took home with him. It never speaks,

except now and then to cry
" Lost ! lost !

lost !" and is, on the whole, a hateful, mali-

cious little urchin, with no one good quality
but his unaccountable attachment and fidelity
to his master. This personage, on approaching
the wounded Borderer, discovers the mighty
book in his bosom, which he finds some diflr-

culty in opening, and has scarcely had time
to read a single spell in

it,
when he is struck

down by an invisible hand, and the clasps of

the magic volume shut suddenly more closely
than ever. This one spell, however, enables

him to practice every kind of illusion. He

lays the wounded knight on his horse, and
leads him into the castle, while the warders

see nothing but a wain of hay. He throws

him down, unperceived, at the door of the

lady's chamber, and turns to make good his

retreat. In passing through the court, how-

ever, he sees the young heir of Buccleuch at

play, and. assuming the form of one of his

companions, tempts him to go out with him
to the woods, where, as soon a* they pass a

rivulet, he resumes his own shape, and bounds

away. The bewildered child is met by two

English archers, who make prize of him, and
46

carry him off, while the goblin page returns
to the castle; where ho personates the young
baron, to the great annoyance of the whole
inhabitants.

The lady finds the wounded knight, and

eagerly employs charms for his recoverj-, that

she may Jearn the story of his disaster. The
lovely Margaret, in the mean time, is sitting
in her turret, gazing on the western star, and

musing on the scenes of the morning, when
she discovers the blazing beacons that an-

nounce the approach of an English enemy.
The alarm is immediately given, and bustling

preparation made througnout the mansion for

defence. The E'lpli^^h force under the com-
mand of the Lords Howard and Dacre speedily

appears before the castle, leading with them
the young Buccleuch; and propo.se that the

lady should either give up Sir William of

Deloraine (who had been her messenger to

Melro.se), as having incurred the guilt of

march treason, or receive an English garrison
within her walls. She answers, with much
spirit, that her kinsman will clear himself of

the imputation of treason by single combat,
and that no foe shall ever get admittance into

her fortress. The English Lords, being se-

cretly apprised of the approach of powerful
succours to the besieged, agree to the proposal
of the combat; and stipulate that the boy
shall be restored to liberty or detained in

bondage, according to the issue of the battle.

The lists are appointed for the ensuing day;
and a truce being proclaimed in the mean

time, the opposite bands mingle in hospitality
and friendship.

Deloraine being wounded, was expected to

app^ar by a champion ;
and some contention

arists for the honour of that substitution.—
This, however, is speedily terminated by a

person in the armour of the warrior himself,
who encounters the English champion, .slays

him, and leads his captive young chieftain to

the embraces of his mother. At this moment
Deloraine himself appears, half-clothed and

unarmed, to claim the combat which has been

terminated in his absence ! and all Hock

around the stranger who had personated him
so successfully. He unclasps his helmet:

and behold ! Lord Cranstoun of Teviotside !

The lady, overcome with gratitude, and the

remembrance of the spirits' prophecv, con-

sents to foreao the feud, and to give the fair

hand of Mafgaret to that of the enamoured
Baron. The rites of betrothment are then

celebrated with great magnificence ;
and a

splendid entertainment given to all the Eng-
lish and Scottish chieftains whom the alarm

had assembled at Branksome. Lord Cran-

stoun's page plays several unlucky tricks

during the festival, and breeds st)me dissen-

sion among the warriors. To soothe their

ireful mood, the minstrels are introduced,

who recite three ballad pieces of considerable

merit. Just as their songs are ended, a super
natural darkness spreads itself through the

hall : a tremendous flash of lightning and peal
of thunder ensue, which break just on t.^'e

spot where the goblin'^age had been seated,

who is beard 1o c ry
" Foun 1 ! found ! found !"

2F
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and is no more to be seen, when llitMlaikncss

clears away. The whole parly is cliiUed with

terror at this extraordinary incident ;
and

Deloraine protests that lie distinctly saw the

figure of the ancient wizard JMiehael Scott in

the middle of the lightning. The lady re-

nounces for ever the unhallowed study of

magic ;
and all the chieftains, struck with

awe and consternation, vow to make a pil-

grimage to Melrose, to implore rest and for-

giveness for the spirit of the departed sorcerer.

With the description of this ceremony the

minstrel closes his '•'

Lay."
From this little sketch of the story, our

readers wall easily perceive, that, however
well calculated it may be for the introduction

of picturesque imagery, or the display of ex-

traordinary incident, it has but little preten-
Bion to the praise of a regular or roherent

narrative. The magic of the lady, ihe mid-

night visit to Melrose, and the mighty book
of the enchanter, which occupy nearly one-

third of the whole poem, and engross the

attention of the reader for a long time after

the commencement of the narrative, are of

no use whatsoever in the subsequent develop-
ment of the fable, and do not contribute, m
any degree, either to the production or ex-

planation of the incidents that follow. The
whole character and proceedings of the goblin

page, in like manner, may be considered as

merely episodical ;
for though he is employed

in some of the subordinate incidents, it is

remarkable that no material part of the fable

requires the intervention of supernatural

agency. The young Buccleuch might have
wandered into the wood, although he had not

been decoyed by a goblin ;
and the dame

might have given her daughter to the deliverer

of her son, although she had never listened

to the prattlement of the river and mountain

spirits. There is. besides all this, a great deal

of gratuitous and digressive description, and
the whole sixth canto may be said to be re-

dundant. The story should naturally end
with the union of the lovers

;
and the account

of the feast, and the minstrelsy that solem-
nised their betrothment is a sort of epilogue,

superadded after the catastrophe is complete.
But though we feel it to be our duty to

point out these obvious defects in the struc-

ture of the fable, we have no hesitation in

conceding to the author, that the fable is but
a secondary consideration in performances of

this nature. A poem is intended to please bv-

the images it suggests, and the feelings it

inspires ;
and if it contain delightful images

and affecting sentiments, our pleasure will not
be materially impaired by some slight Avant
of probability or coherence in the narrative

by which they are connected. The callida

junctvra of its members is a grace, no doubt,
which ought always to be aimed at

;
but the

quality of the members ihtmselves is a con-
sideration of far higher importance ;

and that

by which alone the success and character of

the work must be ultimately decided. The
adjustment of a fablej^iay indicate the indus-

try or the judgment of the writer
j
but the

Genius of the poet can only be shown in his

management of its successive incidents. Li

th(\se more essential particulars, ISlr. Scott's

merits, we think, are unequivocal. He writer

rflrougnout with the spirit and the force of a

poet ;
and though he occasionally discovers a

little too much, perhaps, of the "brave neg-

lect," and is frequently inattentive to the

delicate propriety and scrupulous correctnesB

of his diction, he compensates for those de-

fects by the tire and animation of his whole

composition, and the brilliant colouring and

prominent features of the figures with wliich

he has enlivened it. We shall now proceed
to lay before our readers some of the passages
which have made the greatest impression on

our own minds
; subjoining, at the same time,

such observations as they have most forcibly

suggested.
In the very fiist rank of poetical excellence,

we are inclined to place the introductory and

concluding lines of every canto
3
in which the

ancient strain is suspended, and the feelings
and situation of the Minstrel himself de-

scribed in the words of the author. The
elegance and the beauty of this setting, if we
may so call

it, though entirely of modern

workmanship, appears to us to be fully more

woithy of admiration than the bolder relief

of the auticjues which it encloses
;
and leads

us to regret that the author should have wast-

ed, in imitation ami antiquarian researches,
so much of those powers which seem fully

equal to the task of raising him an independent
reputation. In conlirmation of these remarks,
we give a considerable pait of the introduc-

tion to tile whole poem :-—
" The way was long, the wind was cold,
The Minstrel was infirm and old ;

His widier'd cheek, and tresses gray,
Seern'd to have known a l)etter day ;

The harp, his sole remaining joy, !

Was carried liy an orphan boy.
The last of all die Bards was he, 1

Who sung of Border chivalry ;

For, well-aday ! their dale was fled,

His tunelul hrethren all were dead;
And he, neglected and oppress'd,
Wish'd to be with diem, and at rest !

No more, on prancing palfrey borne,
He caroll'd, light as lark at morn

; ^
No longer, courted and caress'd,

High plac'd ill hall, a welcome guest.
He pour'd, to lord and lady gay,
The unpremeditated lay !

Old limes were chang'd, old manners gone!
A stranger fill'd the Stnarts' throne;
The bigots of the iron time
Had cail'd his harmless art a crime.

A wand' ring harper, scorn'd and poor,
He begg'd his bread from door to door;
And tun'd, to please a peasant's ear.

The harp, a King had lov'd to hear."—pp.3, 4.

After describing his introduction to the

presence of the Duchess, and his offer to

entertain her with his music, the description

proceeds ;
—

" The humble boon was soon oblain'd;
The aged Minsirel audience gain'd.

But, when he reach'd the room of state,

Where she, with all her ladies, sate.

Perchance he wish'd his boon denied !

For, when to tune liis harp he tried.

His trembling hand had lost the ease
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Which marks security to please ;

And scenes, long past, ot joy and pain,
Came wild'ring o'er his aged brain—

" Amid the strings his fingers stray'd,
And an uncertain warbling made—
And oft he sliook his hoary head.
But when he caught the measure wild,
The old man rais'd his (ace and smil'd ;

And lighien'd up his laded eye,
With all the poei's ecstasy !

In varying cadence, soft or strong.
He swept the sounding chords along ;

The present scene, the future lot.

His toils, his wants, were all forgot;
Cold diffidence, and age's frost,
In the full tide of song were lost.

Each blank, in faithless mcm'ry void.
The poet's glowing thought sujipiied ;

And, while his harp responsive rung,
'Twas thus the latest Minstrel sung."

p. 6.-8.

We add, chiefly on account of their brevity.
the following lines, which immediately suc-
ceed the description of the funeral rites of

the English champion :
—

*' The harp's wild notes, though hush'd the song,
The mimic march of death prolong ;

Now seems it far, and now a-near,
Now meets, and now eludes the ear ;

Now seems some mountain's side to sweep,
Now faintly dies in valley deep ;

Seems now as if the Minstrel's wail,
Now the sad requiem loads the gale ;

Last, o'er the warrior's closing grave,
Rings the full choir in choral stave."

pp. 155, 156.

The close of the poem is as follows :
—

' Hush'd is the harp
—the Minstrel gone.

And did he wander forth alone ?

Alone, in indigence ai.d age,
To linger out his pilgrimage ?

No !
—close beneath proud Newark's tower,

Arose the Minstrel's lowly bower;
A simple hut

;
but there was seen

The little garden hedg'd with green,
The cheerful hearth and lattice clean.

There, shelier'd wand'rers, by the blaze,
Ofi heard the tale of other days ;

For much he lov'd to ope his door,
And give the aid he begg'd before.

So pass'd the winier's day
—but siill,

When summer smil'd on sweet Bowhill,
And July's eve, with balmy breath,
Wav'd the blue-bells on Newark's heath

;

And flourisii'd, broad, Blackandro's oak.
The aged Harper's soul awoke!
Then would he sing achievements high.
And circumstance n' Chivalry;
Till the rapt traveller would stay.

Forgetful of the closing day ;

And Yarrow, as he roU'd along,
Bore burden to the Minstrel's song."

pp. 193, 191.

Besides these, which are altogether de-

tached from the lyric effusions of the min-

strel, some of the most interesting passages
of the poem are those in which he drops the

business of the story, to moralise, and apply
to his own situation the images and reflec-

tions it has suggested. After concluding one
canto with an account of the warlike array

prepared for the reception of the English in-

vaders, he opens the succeeding one with the

following beautiful verses:—
" Sweet Teviot ! by thy silver tide,

The glaring bale-fires blaze no more !

No longer steel-clad warriors ride

Along thy wild and willow'd shore ;

Where'er tliou wind'st, by dale or hill,

All, all is peaceful, all is siill,

As if thy waves, since Time was born,
Since first they roll'd their way to Tweed,
Had only heard the shepherd's reed,
Nor started at the bugle-horn !

" Unlike the tide of human time,

Which, though it change in ceaseless flow
Retains each grief, retains each crime,

It's earliest course was doom'd to know
;

And, darker as it downward bears,
Is stain'd with past and present tears !

Low as that tide has ebl)'d wiih me.
It siill reflects to Mem'ry's eye
The hour, my brave, my only boy,

Fell by the side of great Dundee.
Why, when the volleying musket plav'd
Against the bloody Highland blade.

Why was not I beside liim laid I
—

Enough—he died the death of fame;
Enough—lie died with conquering Grajme."

pp. 93, 94.

There are several other detached passages
of equal beauty, which might be quoted in

proof of the effect which is produced by this

dramatic interference of the narrator
;
but \ye

hasten to lay before our reatlers some of the

more characteristic parts of the performance.
The ancient romance owes much of its

interest to the lively picture which it affords

of the times of chivaljy, and of those usages,

manners, and institutions which we have
been accustomed to associate in our minds,
with a certain combination of magnificence
with simplicity, and ferocity .with romantic

honour. The representations contained in

those performances,
'

however, are for the

most part too rude and naked to give com-

plete satisfaction. The execution is always
extremely unequal ;

and though the writer

sometimes touches upon the appropriate feel-

ing with great effect and felicity, still this

appears to be done more b}- accident tlian

design ;
and he wanders away immediately

into all sorts of ludicrous or uninteresting de-

tails, without any apparent consciousness of

incongruity. These defects I\Ir. Scott has

corrected with adinirable address and judg-
ment in the greater part of the work now
before us

;
and while he has exhibited a very

striking and impressive picture of the old

feudal usages and institutions, he has shown
still greater talent in engrafting upon those

descriptions all the tender or magnanimous
emotions to which the circumstances of the

story naturally give rise. Without impairing
the antique air of the whole piece, or violating
the simplicity of the ballad style, he has con-

trived in this way, to impart a much greater

diaitity, and more powerful interest to his

production, than could ever be attained by
the unskilful and unsteady delineations of

the old romancers. Nothing, we think, can

afford a finer illustration of this remark, than

the opening stanzas of the whole poem : they

transport us at once into the days of knightly

daring and feudal hostility ;
at the same time

that they suggest, and ill a very interesting

way, all" those" softer sentiments which arise

out of some parts of the description.
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' The feast was over in Braiiksome tower
;

And the Ladye liud yoiio to her secret bower ;

Her bower, that was guarded by word and by
Deadly to hear, and deadly lo lell— [spell
Jesu IVIaria, shield us well !

No Uvlu'j, wighi, save the Ladye alone,
Had dar'd to cross the threshold stone.

' The tables were drawn, ii was idlesse all ;

Knij;lii, and paj:c, and household squire,
Loiier'd throutsh the loliy hall,

Or crowded round the ample fire.

The sia^^-hounds, weary wiih the chase,

Lay siretcli'd upon the ru«hy floor.
And urg'd in dreams the forest race.
From 'I'eviot-stone to Eskdale-moor."

pp.9, 10.

After a very picturesque representation of

the military establishment of this old baronial

fortress, the minstrel proceeds,
" Many a valiant knijjht is here ;

But he; ihe Cliiefiain of them all.

His sword bancs rusting on the wall,
Beside his broken spear !

Bards long shall tell,

How Lord Walter fell !

When startled burghers fled, afar,
The furies of the Border war

;

When the streets of
high Dunedin

Saw lances i-leam, and falchions redden,
And heard the

slogan's deadly yell-
Then the Chief of Branksome fell !

" Can piety the discord heal,
Or staunch the death-feud's enmity ?

Can Christian lore, can patriot zeal.
Can love of blessed charity ?

No! vainly to each holy shrine.
In mutual pilgrimage, they drew;

Implor'd. in vain, the grace divine
For chiefs, their own red falchions slew.

While Cessford owns the rule of Car,
While Eiirick boasts the line of Scott,

The slaughter'd chiefs, the mortal jar,
The havoc of the feudal war.

Shall never, never be forgot !

" In sorrow o'er Lord Walter's bier.
The warlike foresters had bent ;

And many a flower and many a tear.
Old Teviol's maids and matron's lent :

But, o'er her warrior's bloody bier,
The Ladye dropp'd nor sigh nor tear!

Vengeance, deep-brooding o'er the slain,
Had lock'd the source of softer woe;

And burning pride, and high disdain,
Forbade the rising tear to flow ;

Until, amid his sorrowing clan.
Her son lisp'd from the nurse's knee—

'

And, if I live to be a man,
Mv fuller's death reveng'd shall be !'

The7i fast ihc moiher's tears did seek
To dew the infant's kindling cheek."

—
pp.12

—15.

_ There are not many passages in English
poetry more impressive than some parts of
this extract. As another illustration of th^
prodigious improvement which the style of the
old romance is capable of receiving from a
more liberal admixture of pathetic sentiments
and gentle affections, we insert the following
passage; where the effect of the picture is

finely assisted by the contrast of its two com-
jiartments.
" So pass'd the day

—the ev'ning fell,

'Twas near the time of curfew bell;
The air was mild, the wind was calm.
The stream was smooth, the dew was balm ;

Ev'n the rude watchman, on the tower,
Knioy'd and blessed the lovely hour.

I'

**.

Far more fair Margaret lov'd and blcss'd
The hour of silence and of rest.

On the high turret, silting lone.
She wak'd at limes the lute's soft tone ;

Touch'd a wild note, and all between
Thought of the bower of hawthorns green;
Her golden hair stream'd free from band,
Her fair cheek rested on her hand.
Her blue eye sought the west afar.
For lovers love the western star.

"
Is yon the star o'er Penchryst-Pen,
That rises slowly to her ken.
And, spreading broad its wav'ring light.
Shakes its loose tresses on the night ?

Is yon red glare the western star ?
—

Ah! 'tis the beacon-blaze of war !

Scarce could she draw her tighien'd breath;
For well she knew the fire of death !

" The warder view'd it blazing strong.
And blew his war-note loud and long.
Till, at the high and haughty sound.
Rock, wood, and river, rung around ;

The blast alarm'd the festal hall.

And startled forth the warriors all ;

Far downward in the castle-yard.
Full many a torch and cresset glar'd ;

And helms and plumes, confusedly toss'd.
Were in the blaze half seen, half lost;
And spears in wild disorder shook.
Like reeds beside a frozen brook.

" The Seneschal, whose silver hair,
Was redden'd by the torches' glare,
Stood in the midst, with gesture proud.
And issued forth his mandates loud—
' On Penchryst glows a bale of fiie.

And three are kuidling on Priesthaughswire
&€.—pp. 83—85.

In these passages, the poetry of Mr. Scott i«

entitled to a decided preference over that of
the earlier minstrels; not only from the

greater consistency and condensation of his

imagery, but from an intrinsic superiority in

^e nature of his materials. From the im-

provement of taste, and the cultivation of tho

finer feelings of the heart, poetry acquires, in

a refined age, many new and invaluable ele-

ments, which are necessarily unknown in a

period of greater simplicity. The description
of external objects, however, is at all times

equally inviting, and equally easy ;
and many

of the pictures which have been left by the

ancient romancers must be admitted to pos-
sess, along with great diffuseness and home-
liness of diction, an exactness and vivacity
which cannot be easily exceeded. In this

part of his undertaking, Mr. Scott therefore

had fewer advantages ;
but we do not think

that his success has been less remaikable.
In the following description of Melrose, which
introduces the second canto, the reader will

observe how skilfully he calls in the aid of

sentimental associations to heighten the effect

of the picture which he presents to the eye:

"
If thou wouldst view fair Melrose aright.
Go visit it by the pale moonlight:
For the gay beams of lightsome day
Gild, but to flout, the ruins gray.
When the broken arches are black in night,
And each shafted oriel glimmers while ;

When the cold light's uncertain shower
Streams on the ruin'd central tower;
When buttress and buttress, alternately,
Seem frani'd of ebon and ivory ;

When silver edges the imagery,
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And the scrolls that teach thee to live and die ;

VVMieii distant Tweed is heard to rave,
And ihe owlet to hoot o'er the dead man's grave ;

Then go I
—but go alone the while—

Then view St. David's ruined pile !

And, home returning, soothiy swear,
Was never scene so sad and fair I" -pp. 35, 36.

In the following passage he is less ambi-
tious; and confines himself, as an ancient
minstrel would have done on the occasion, to

a minute and picturesque representation of
the visible object before him :

—
" When for the lists they sought the plain,
The stately Ladye's silken rein

Did noble Howard hold
;

Unarmed by her side he walk'd.
And much, in courteous phrase, they talk'd

Of feats of arms of old.

Costly his garb
—his Flemish ruff

Fell o'er his doublet shap'd of buff,
With saiin slash'd, and lin'd

;

Tawny his boot, and gold his spur,
His cloak was all of Poland fur,

His hose with silver twin'd
;

His Bilboa blade, by Marchmen felt,

Hung in a broad and siudded belt
;

Hence, in rude phrase, the Bord'rers still

Call'd noble Howard, Belted Will."—p. 141.

The same scrupulous adherence to the style
of the old romance, though greatly improved
in point of brevity and selection, is discernible
in the following animated description of the

feast, which terminates the poem :
—

'• The spousal rites were ended soon ;

'Twas now the merry hour of noon.
And in the lofty-arched hall

Was spread the gorgeous festival :

Steward and squire, with heedful haste,
Marshall'd the rank of every guest ;

Pages, with ready blade, were there,
The mighty meal to carve and share.
O'er ciipon, heron-shew, and crane,
And princely peacock's gilded train.

And o'er the boar's head, garnish'd brave,
And cygnet from St. Mary's wave ;

O'er ptarmigan and venison.
The priest had spoke his benison.

Then rose the riot and the din.

Above, beneath, without, within!

For, from the loi'ty balcony.

Rung trumpet, shalm, and psaltery;
Their clanging bowls old warriors quaff'd.

Loudly they spoke, and loudly laiigh'd ;

Whisper'd young knights, in tone more mild,
To Indies fair, and ladies sniil'd.

The hooded hawks, high perch'd on beam,
The clamour join'd with whistlins; scream.
And flapp'd their wings, and shooli their bells,
In concert with the staghound's yells.
Round go the flasks of ruddy wine,

Fron\ Bourdeaux, Orleans, or the Rhine ;

Their tasks the busy sewers ply.
And all is mirth and revelry."

—
pp. 166, 167.

The following picture is sufficiently antique
m its conception, though the execution is evi-

dently modern :
—

" Ten of them were sheath'd in steel.

With belled sword, and spur on heel:

They quitted not ilieir harness hright.
Neither by day, nor yet by itight ;

They lay down to rest
,

With corslet laced,

Pillow'd on buckler cold-and hard ;

Theycarv'd at the meal
With gloves of steel, [met barr'd."

And they drank the red wine through the hel-

The whole scene of the duel, or judicial

combat, is conducted according to the strict

ordinances of chivalry, and delineated withvalry,
is ofall the minuteness of an ancient romancer.

The modern reader will probably find it rather

tedious; all but the concluding stanzas, which
are in a loftier measure.

" 'Tis done, 'lis done ! that fatal blow •

Has siretch'd him on the bloody plain ;

He strives to rise—Brave Musgrave, no!
Thence never shall thou rise again !

He chokes in blood—some friendly hand
Undo the visor's barred band,
Unfuc the gorget's iron clasp.
And give him room for life to gasp !

—
In vain, in vain— haste, holy friar.

Haste, ere the sinner shall expire !

Of all his guilt let him he shriven.
And smooth his path from earth to heaven!

"
In haste the holy friar sped ;

His naked foot was dyed with red,
As through the lists he ran :

Unmindful of the shouts on high,
That hail'd the conqueror's victory,
He rais'd the dying man ;

Loose wav'd his silver beard and hair.

As o'er him he kneel'd down in prayer.
And still the crucifix on high.
He holds before his dark'iung eye,
And still he bends an an.iious ear.
His falt'ring penitence lo hear;

Still props him from the bloody sod,
Still, even when soul and body part,
Pours ghosily comfort on his heart,
And bids him trust in God !

Unheard he prays ; 'tis o'er, 'tis o'er !

Richard of Musgrave breathes no more.'

p. 145—147.

We have already made so many extracts

from this poem, that we can now only aiford

to present our readers with one specimen of

the songs which I\Ir. Scott has introduced in

the mouths of the minstrels in the concluding
canto. It is his object, in those pieces, to

exemplify the different styles of ballad narra-

tive which prevailed in this island at different

periods, or in different conditions of society.
The first is constructed upon the rude ai.il

simple model of the old Border ditties, and

produces its effect by the direct and concise

narrative of a tragical occurrence. The se-

cond, sung by Fitztraver, the bard of the ac-

complished Surrey, has more of the richness

and polish of the Italian poetry, and is very
beautifully written, in a stanza resembling
that of Spenser. The third is intended to

represent that wild style of composition which

prevailed among the bards of the norlliern

continent, somewhat softened and adorned

by the minstrel's residence in the south. We
prefer it, upon the whole, to either of the two

former, and shall give it entire to our readers:

who will probably be struck with the poetical
effect of the dramatic form into which it i«

thrown, and of the indirect description bv
which every thing is most expressively told,

without one word of distinct narrative.

" O listen, listen, ladies gay !

No haughty feat of arms I tell;

Soft is the note, and sad the lay,

That mourns ihe lovely Rosabelle.

" —Moor, moor the barge, ye gallant crew!

And. gentle Ladye, deign to stay!

2f2
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Rest thee in Castle Ravenslicuch,
Nor tempt the stormy Iriih to-day.

'The hlack'niiip; wave jh eiig'd with white;
To i:!C'li* and rock ilie sea-mews fly ;

The Sshcfs have heard ihe VVaier-Spriie,
Whoso screams forhode that wreck is nigh.

' Last nJL'Iit the gificd seer did view
A wet shroud roll'd round Ladye cay :

Then stay thee, iair, in Ravenslieuch ;

Why cross the gloomy frith to-day ?"

—"
'Tis not because Lord Lind'say's heir

To-nigiit at Roslin leads liie bail,
But that my Ladye-nioiher there

Sits lonely in her castle hall.

'

'Tis not because the ring they ride.
And Lind'say at the ring rides well!

But ihat my sire ihe wine will chide,
If 'tis not fill'd by Rosabelle."—

' O'er Roslin all that dreary night
A wondrous idaze was seen to gleam ;

'Twas broader than the watch-fire light,
And brighter than the bright moonbeam.

"
It glar'd on Roslin's castled rock,

It redden'd all the copse- wood glen ;

'Twas seen tVom Dryden's groves of oak,
And seen Ironi cavern'd Hawthornden.

' Seem'd all on fire that chapel proud,
Where Roslin's chiefs uncoffin'd lie ;

Each Baron, for a sable shroud, ,|^
Sheatii'd in his iron panoply.

^
" Seem'd all on fire within, around.

Both vaulted crypt and altar's pale;
Shone every pillar ioliage-bound.
And glinimer'd all the dead-men's mail.

" Blaz'd battlement and pinnet high,
Blaz'd every rose-carv'd buttress fair—

So still ihey blaze when fate is nich
The lordly line of high St. Clair!

" There are twenty of Roslin's barons bold
Lie buried within that proud chapelle ;

Each one the holy vault doth hold—
But the sea holds lovely Rosabelle!

" And each St. Clair was buried there,
With candle, with book, and with knell;

But the Kelpy run;r. and the Mermaid sung
The dirge of lovely Rosabelle !"—pp. 181-184.

From the various extracts we have now
given, our readers will be enabled to form a

tolerably correct judgment of this poem ; and^
if they are pleased with these portions of ir

which have now been exhibited, we may
venture to assure them that they will not be

disappointed by the perusal of the M-hole.
Tlie whole night-journey of Deloraine—the

opening of the wizard's tomb—the march of
the English battle—and the parley before
the walls of the castle, are all executed with
the same spirit and poetical energy, which-
we think is conspicuous in the specimens ^ve
have already extracted

;
and a great variety

of short passages occur in every part of the

poem, which are still more striking and meri-

torious, though it is impossible "to detach

them, without injury, in the form of a quota-
lion. Tt is but fair to apprise the reader, on
ihe other hand, that he will rneet with very
lieavy passages, and with a variety of details
which are not likely to interest any one but a
Borderer or an antiquary. We like very well
« '» m——— '-» ——-

*Isle.

to hear "of the Gallant Chief of Olterburne,"
or "the Dark Knight of Liddisdale," and feel
the elevating power of great names, when
we read of the tribes that mustered to the

war,
" beneath the crest of old Dunbar, and

Hepburn's mingled banners." But we really
cainiot so far sympathise with the local par-
tialities of the author, as to feel any glow of

patriotism
or ancient virtue in hearing of the

Todrig or Johnxton clans, or of EllioLs, Arm-
strongs, and Tinlinns; still less cati we relish
the introduction of Black John of Athclstane,
Whilslade the Hawk, Arthur-firc-lhe-braes, Red
Roland Forster, or any other of tho.se wor-
thies who

"
Sought the beeves that made their broth,

In Scotland and in England both,"

into a poem which has any pretensions to

seriousness or dignity. The ancient metrical
romance nJght have admitted those homely
personalities; hut the present age will not
endure them: And Mr. Scott must either
sacrifice his Border prejudices, or offend all

his readers in the other parts of the empire.
There are many passages, as we have

already insinuated, which have the general
character of heaviness, such is the mitistrel's

account of his preceptor, and Deloraine's
lamentation over the dead body of Mus-
grave : But the goblin page is, in our opinion,
the capital deformity of the poem. We have

already said that the whole machinery is use-
less : but the magic studies of the lady, and
the rifled tomb of Michael Scott, give occa-
sion to so much admirable poetry, that we
can on no account consent to part with them.
The page, on the other hand,'is a perpetual
burden to the poet, and to the reader : it is

an undignified and improbable fiction, which
excites neither terror, admiration, nor aston-
ishment

;
but needlessly debases the strain of

the whole work, and excites at once our in-

credulity and contempt. He is not a "tricksy
spirit," like Ariel, with whom the imagina-
tion is irresistibly enamoured; nor a tiny
monarch, like Oberon, di-sposing of the desti-

nies of mortals: He rather appears to us to

be an awkward sort of a mongrel between
Puck and Caliban

;
of a servile £'id brutal

nature; and limited in his powers to the in-

dulgence of petty malignity, and the inlliction

oi despicable injuries. Besides this objection
to his character, his existence has no support
from any general or established superstition.
Fairies and devils, ghosts, angels, and witches,
are creatures with whom we are all familiar,
and who excite in all classes of mankind
emotions with which we can easily be made
to sympathise. But the story of Gilpin Hor-
ner can never have been believed out of the

village where he is said to have made his

appearance; and has no claims upon the cre-

dulity of those who were not ( riginally of his

acquaintance. There is nothing at all inter-

esting or elegant in the scenes of which he is

the hero
;
and in ^reading those passages, we

really could not help suspecting that ihey did
not stand in the romance when the aged min-
strel recited it to the royal Charles and his
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mighty earls, but were inserted afterwards to

suit the taste of the cottagers among whom
he begged liis bread on the Border. We en-

treat Mr. Scott to inquire into the grounds of

this suspicion ;
and to take advantage of any

decent pretext he can lay hoKl of for purging
" The Lay

" of this ungraceful intruder. We
would also move for a Quo Warranto against
the spirits of the river and the mountain

;
for

though they are come of a very high lineage,
we do not know what lawful business they
could have at Branksome castle in the year
1550.

Of the diction of this poem we have but
little to say. From the extracts we have

already given, our readers will perceive that

the versification is in the highest degree ir^

regular and capricious. The nature of the

work entitled Mr. Scott to some licence in this

respect, and he often employs it with a very
pleasing effect

;
but he has frequently ex-

ceeded its just limits, and presented us with
such combinations of metre, as must put the

teeth of his readers, we think, into some

jeopardy. He has, when he pleases, a very
melodious ^.ud sonorous style of versification,
but often composes with inexcusable negli-

gence and rudeness. There is a great number
of lines in which the verse can only be made
out by running the words together in a very
unusual manner

;
and some appear to us to

have no pretension to the name of verses at

all. What apology, for instance, will Mr.
Scott make for the last of these two lines ?—

" For when in studious mood he pac'd
St. Kentigera's hall."

or for these ?—
" How the brave boy in future war,
Should tame the unicorn'p pride."

We have called the negligence which conld
leave such lines as these in a poem of this

nature inexcusable; because it is perfeclly
evident, from the general strain of Ids com-
position, that INlr. Scott has a very accurate
ear for the harmony of versiiication, and that
he composes with a facility which must lighten
the labour of correction. There are some
smaller faults in the diction which might have
been as well correctetl also : there is too much
alliteration; and he reduplicateshis words too

often. We have -'never, never," several

times; besides "'tis o'er, 'tis o'er''— "in

vain, in vain"—"'tis done, 'tis done;" and
several other echoes as ungraceful.
We will not be tempted to say any thing

more of this poem. Although it does not
contain any great display of w hat is pioperlv
called invention, it indicates perhaps as much
'Vfgour and originality of poetical genius as any
performance which has been lately offered to

the public. The locality of the subject is

likely to obstruct its popularity; and the au-

thor, b)- confining himself in a great measure
to the description of manners and personal

adventures, has forftMted the attraction which

might have been derived from the didineation

of rural scenery. But he has manifested a
degree of genius which cannot be overlooked,
and given indication of talents that seem well

worthy of being enlisted in the service of the

epic muse.
The notes, which contain a great treasure of

Border history and antiquarian learning, are

too long, we think, for the general reader.

The form of the publication is also too ex-

pensive ;
and we hope soon to see a smaller

edition, with an abridgement of the notes,
for the use of the mere lovers of poetry.

(^^ucjust, 1.910.)

The Lady of the Lake: a Toetn. By Walter Scott. Second Edition. 8vo. pp. 434 : 1810.

IMr. Scott, though living in an age unusu-

ally prolific of original poetry, has manifestly

outstripped all his competitors in the race of

popularity; and stands already upon a height
to which no other writer has attained in the

memory of any one now alive. We doubt,

indeed, whether any English poet ever had so

many of his books sold, or so many of his

verses read and admired by such a multitude
of persons in so short a time. We are credibly
informed that nearly thirty thousand copies
of "The Lay" have been already disposed
of in this country ;

and that the demand for

Marmion, and the poem now before us, has

been still more considerable,
—a circulation

we believe, altogether without examjjle, in

the case of a bulky work, not addressed to

the bigotry of the niere mob, either religious
or political.
A Dopularity so universal is a pretty sure

I proof of extraordinary merit,—a fiir surer one,
I we readily admit, than would be affordcil by
I any praises of ours: and, therefore, though
we pretend to be privileged, in ordinary cases,
to foretell the ultimate reception of all claims

on public admiration, our function may be

thought to cease, where the event is already
so certain and conspicuous. As it is a soro

'

thing, however, to be deprived of our privi-

j

leges on so important an occasion, we hope to

I

be pardoned for insinuating, that, even in such

:
a case, the office of the critic may not be al-

(.-Wgether superfluous. Though the success of

the author be decisive, and even likely to be

permanent, it still may not be without its use

1o point out, in consequence of what, and in

spite of what, he has succeeded; nor alfo-

gether uninstructive to ti-nce the precise limits

of the connection which, even in this dull

world, irdisputably subsists between success
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nnd desert; and lo ascertain how far unex-

nrniiled popularity docs really imply unrival-

led talent.

As it is the object of poetry to f,'ive pleasure,
It would seem to be a pretty sate conclusion,
that that poetry must be the best which gives
.he greatest pleasure to the greatest number
of persons. Yet we must pause a little, be-

fore we give our assent to so plausible a pro-

position. It would not be quite correct, we
tear, to say that those are invariably the best

It is to be considered also, that though il be
the end of poetry to please, one of the parties
whose pleasure, and whose notions of excel-

lence, will always be primarily consulted in

-its composition, is the poet himself: and as he
must necessarily be more cultivated than the

great body of his readers, the presumption is,

that he will always belong, comparatively
speaking, to the class of good judges, and en-

deavour, consequently, to produce that sort of

excellence which is likely to meet with their

judges who are most easily pleased. The- approbation. When authors, therefore, and

great multitude, even of the reading world,
must necessarily be uninstructed and inju-

dicious; and wjU frequently be found, not

only to derive pleasure from what is worthless

in finer eyes, but to be quite insensible to

those beauties which aflbid the most exquisite
delight to more cultivated understandings.

every one : Dut, out of this lofty sphere, we
are pretty well convinced, that the poetry
which appears most perfect to a very refined

taste, will not often turn out to be very popular
poetry.

This, indeed, is saying nothing more, than
that the ordinary readers of poetry have not

a very refined taste
;
and that they are often

insensible to many of its highest beautie.s,
while they still more frequently mistake its

imperfections for excellence. The fact, when
stated in this simple way, commonly excites

neither opposition nor surprise : and yet, if it

be asked, why the taste of a few individuals,
who do not perceive beauty where many
others perceive it,

should be exclusively dig-
nified with the name of a good taste; or why
poetry, which gives pleasure to a very great
number of readers, should be thought inferior

to that which pleases a much smaller num-

ber,
—the answer, perhaps, may not be quite

so ready as might have been expected from
the alacrity of our assent to the first propo-
sition. That there is a good answer to be

given, however, we entertain no doubt : and if

that which

appear
submit to have it thouirht

we are about to offer should not

very clear or satisfactory, we must
that the fault is not

altogether in the subject.
In the first place, then, it should be remem-

bered, that though the taste of very goofi-

judges is necessarily the taste of a few, it is

implied, in their description, that they are per-
sons eminently qualified, by natural sensi-

bility, and long experience and reflection, to

perceive all beauties that really exist, as well
as to settle the relative value and importance
of all the different sorts of beauty ;

—
they ar^

in that very state, in short, to which all who
are in any degree capable of tasting those re-

fined pleasures would certainly arrive, if their

.sensibility were increased, and their experi-
ence and reflection enlarged. It is difficult,

therefore, in following out the ordinary analo-

gies of language, to avoid considering them as

in the right, and calling their taste the true

and the just one
;
when it appears that it is

such as is uniformlyproduced by the cultiva-

tion of those faculties upon which all our per-
eptions of taste so obviously depend.

those of whose suffrages authors are most

ambitious, thus conspire to fix upon the same
standard of what is good in taste and compo-
sition, it is easy to see how it should come to

boar this name in society, in preference to

what might afford more pleasure to individuals

of less influence. Besides all this, it is ob-

True pathos and sublimity will indeed charrp^^ous that it must be infinitely more difficult
to produce any thing conformable to this ex-

alted standard, than merely to fall in with the
current of popular taste. To attain the former

object, it is necessary, for the most part, It)

understand thoroughly all the feelings and
a.ssociations that are modified or created by
cultivation:—To accomplish the latter, it will

often be sufficient merely to have observed
the cour.se of familiar preferences. Success,

however, is rare, in proportion as it is difficult;
and it is needless to say, what a vast addition

rarity makes to value,
—or how exactly our

admiration at success is proportioned to oui
sense of the difficulty of the undertaking.
Such seem to be the most general and im-

mediate causes of the apparent paradox, of

reckoning that which pleases the greatest
number as inferior to that which pleases the
few

;
and such the leading grounds for fixing

the standard of excellence, in a question of

mere feeling and gratification, by a different

rule than that of the quantity of gratification

produced. With regard to some of the fine

arts—for the distinction between popular and
actual merit obtains in them all—there are no
other reasons, perhaps, to be assigned ; and,
in Music for example, when we have said that

it is the authority of those who are best quali-
fied by nature and study, and the difficulty
and rarj7i/ of the attainment, that entitles cer-

tain exquisite performances to rank higher
than others that give far more general delight,
we have probably said all that can be said in

explanation of this mode of speaking and

judi^ing. In poetry, however, and in some
other departments, this familiar, though some-
what extraordinary rule of estimation, is justi-

fied by other considerations.

^-^As it is the cultivation of natural and per-

haps universal capacities, that produces that

refined taste which takes away our pleasure
in vulgar excellence, so, it is to be considered,
that there is an universal tendency to the pro-

pagation of such a taste; and that, in times

tolerably favourable to human happiness,
there is a continual progress and improvement
in this, as in the other faculties of nations and

large assemblages of men. The number of

intelligent judges may therefore be regarded
as perpetually on the increase. The inner
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circle; to which the poet deh'ghts chiefly to

pitcii
his voice, is perpetually enlarging; and,

looking- to that great futurity to which his am-
bition is constantly directed, it may be found,
that the most refined style of composition to

which he can attain, will be, at the last, the
most extensively and permanently popular.
This holds true, we think, with regard to all

the productiou.s of art that are open to the

hispection of any
community; but, wan regaru to poetry m
particular, there is one circumstance to be at-

tended to, that renders this conclusion pecu-
liarly safe, and goes far indeed to reconcile-
the taste of the multitude with that of more
cultivated judges.
As it seems difficult to conceive that mere

cultivation should either absolutely create or

utterly destroy any natural capacity of enjoy

of unsuitable finery. There are other
features,

no doubt, that distinguish the idols of vulgar
admiration from the beautiful fxcmplars of

pure taste; but this is so much the most char-

acteristic and remarkable, that we know no

way in which we could so shortly describe the

poetry that pleases the multitude, and dis-

pleases the select few, as by saying that it

consisted of all the most known and most
considerable part of the brilliant parts of the most celebrated authors,
with regard to poetry in —of a splendid and unmeaning accumulation

of those images and phrases which hail long
charmed every reader in the works of their

original inventors.

The justice of these remarks will probably
be at once admitted by all who have attended
to the history and effects of what may be
called Poetical diction in general, or even of
such particular phrases and epithets as have
been indebted to their beauty for too great a

notoriety. Our associations with all this class
of expressions, which have become trite only

ment, it is not easy to suppose, that the qual-
ities which delight the uninstructed should
be substaittially different from those which
give pleasure to the enlightened. They may
be arranged according to a different scale,

—
and certain shades and accompaniments may

ties in a poem that give most pleasure to the
refined and fastidious critic, are in substance,
we believe, the very same that delight the
most injudicious of its admirers :

—and the

very wide difference which exists between
their usual estimates, may be in a great de-

gree accounted for, by considering, that the-

one judges absolutely, and the other relatively—that the one attends only to the intrinsic

qualities of the work, while the other refers

more immediately to the merit of the author.

The most popular passages in popular poetry,
are in fact, for the most part, very beautiful

and striking; yet they are very often such

passages as could never be ventured on by
any writer who aimed at the praise of the

judicious; and this, for the obvious reason,
that they are trite and hackneyed,

—that they
have been repeated till they have lost all

grace and propriety,
—

and, instead of exalting
the imagination by the impression of original

genius or creative fancy, only nauseate and

offend, by the association of paltry plagiarism
and impudent inanity. It is only, however,
on those who have read and remembered the

original passages, and their better imitations,
that this effect is produced. To the ignorant
and the careless, the twentieth imitation has
all the chai-m of an original; and that which

oppresses the more experienced reader with
weariness and disgust, rouses them with all

the force and vivacity of novelty. It is not

then, because the ornaments of popular poetry
are deficient in intrinsic worth and beauty,
that they are slighted by the critical reader,
but because he at once recognises them to be

stolen, and perceives that they are arranged
without taste or congruity. In his indignation
at the dishonesty, and his contempt for the

poverty of the collector, he overlooks alto-

gether the value of what he has collected, or

remembers it only as an aggravation of his

offence,
—as converting larceny into sacrilege,

and adding the guilt of profanation to the folly
47

in consequence of their intrinsic excellence,
now suggest to us no ideas but those of

schoolboy imbecility and childish affectation.
be rnore or less indispensable; but the quali^ We look upon therri merely as the common,

hired, and tawdry trappings of all who wish
to put on, for the hour, the masquerade habit
of poetry; and, instead of receiving from them

kind of deliiiht or emotion, do notany
distinguish

even
or attend to the signification of

the words of wtilch they consist. The ear is

so palled with their repetition, and so accus-
tomed to meet with them as the habitual ex-

pletives of the lowest class of versifiers, that

they come at last to pass over it without ex-

citing any sort of conception wha.'fver, and
are not even so much attended to as to expose
their most gross Incoherence or inconsistency
to detection. It is of this quality that Swiit

has availed himself in so remarkable a man-

ner, in his famous "Song by a person of

quality," which consists entirely in a selection

of some of the most trite and well-sounding
phrases and epithets in the poetical lexicon

of the time, strung together without any kind
of meaning or consistency, and yet so dis-

posed, as to have been perused, perhaps by
one half of their readers, without any suspi-
cion of the deception. Most of those phrases,

however, which had thus become sickening,
and almost insignificant, to the intelligent
readers of poetry in the days of Queen Anne,
are in themselves beautiful and expres.Mve,

and, no doubt, retain much of their native

grace in those ears that have not been alien-

ated by their repetition.
But it is not merely from the use of much

excellent diction, that a modern poet is thus

debarred by the lavishness of his predecessors.
There is a certain range of subjects and char-

acters, and a certain manner and tone, which
were probably, in their origin, as graceful and

attractive, which have been proscribed by the

same dread of imitatioo. It would be too

long to enter, in this place, into any detailed

examination of the peculiaritie.«
—onginatins;

chiefly in this source—which distinguish an-

cient from modern poetr)'. It may be enough

just to remark, that, as the elements of poet-
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ical emotion are necessarily limited, so it was
natural for those who /irst souyht to e.vcite

it,

to avail themselves of those subjects, situa-

tions, and images, that were most obviously
calculated to produce that effect

;
and to assist

them by the use of ail those aggravating cir-

cumstances that most readdy occurred as

likely to heighten their operation. In this

way. they may be said to have got pos.session

of all the ehoice materials of their art; and.

working without fear of comparisons, fell

naturally into a free and graceful style of

execmion. at the same time that the profusion
of their resources matle them somewhat care-

le.'i? and inexpert in their application. After-

poets were in a very different situation. They
could neither take the most natural and gene-
ral topics of interest, nor treat tliem with the

ease antl intlifference of those who hail the

whole store at their command—because this

was precisely what had been already done by
those who had gone before lliem: Ami they
were therefore put upon various expedients
for attaining their object, and yet preserving
their claim to originality. Some of them ac-

cordingly set themselves to observe ami de-

lineate both characters and external objects
with greater minuteness and fidelity,

—and
others to analyse more carefully the mingling

passions of the heait, and to feed and cherish

a more limited train of emotion, through a

longer and more artful succession of incidents,—while a third sort distorted both nature mKp
passion, according to some fantastical theory
of their own; or took such a narrow corner

of each, and dissected it with such curious

and microscopic accuracy, that its original
form was no longer discernible by the eyes
of the uninstructed. In this way we think

that modern poetry has both been enriched

with more exquisite pictures, and deeper and
more sustaineil strains of pathetic, than were
known to the less elaborate artists of antiquity ;

at the same time that it has been defaced

with more affectation, and loaded with far

more intricacy. But whether they failed or

succeeded.—and whether they distinguished
themselves from their predecessors by faults

or by e.vcellences, the later poets, we conceive,
must be admitted to have almost always
written in a more constrained and narrow

tion, should revolt more by their affectation

than they attract by tlieir originaLty, is just
and natural

;
but even the nobfer devices that

win the suffrages of the judicious by their Ln-

trinsic beauty, as well as their novelty, are

apt to repel the multitude, and to obstruct

the popularity of some of the most ex(}uisit«

productions of genius. The beautiful but mi-
nute delineations of such admirable observers
as Crabbe or Cowper, are ajit to appear tedious

to those who take little interest in their sub-

jects, and have no concern about their art;
—

and ihe refined, deep, and sustained pathetio
of Campbell, is still more apt to be mistaken
for monotonv and languor by those who are

either devoitt of sensibility, or impatient of

quiet reflection. The most popular style un-

iloubtedly is that which lias great variety and

brilliancy, rather than ex(jujsite finish in its

imaaes and descriptions; and which touches

lightly on many passions, w ithout raising any
so high as to transcend the comprehen.sion of

ordinary mortals—or dwelling on it so long as

to exhaust their patience.
AVhether Mr. Scott holds the same opinion

with us upon these matters, and has intention-

ally conformed his practice to this theory,
—or

whether the peculiarities in his compositions
have been produced merely by Ibllowing out

the natural bent of his genius, we do not pre-
sume to detei-mine : But, that he has actually
made use of all our recipes for popularity, we
think very evident : and conceive, that few

things are more curious than the singular skill,

or good fortune, with which he has rt concilea

his claims on the favour of the multitude, with
his pretensions to more select admiration.

<Confident in the force and originality of his

own genius, he has not been afraid to avail

himself of common-places both of diction and
of sentiment, M'henever they appeared to be
beautiful or impressive.

—using them, how-
ever, at all times, with the skill and spirit of

an inventor; and, quite certain that he could

not be mistaken for a plagiarist or'imitator, he
has m.ade free use of that great treasury of

characters, images, and expressions, which
had been accumulated by the most celebrated

of his predecessors,
—at the same time that

the rapidity of his transitions, the novelty of

his combinations, and the spirit and variety
manner than their originals, and to have dp'- of his own thoughts and inventions, show

parted farther from what was obvious, easy,
and natural. Modern poetry, in this respect,

may be compared, perhap.s. without any great

impropriety, to modern sculpture. It is greatly
inferior to the ancient in freedom, grace, and

simplicity ; but, in return, it frequently pos-
sesses a more derided expression, and more
fine finishing of less suitable embellishments.

Whatever may be gained or lost, howevex^^-

by this change of manner, it is obvious, that

poetry must become less popular by means
of it : For the most natural and obvious man-

ner, is always the most taking ;

—and what-
ever costs the author much pains and labour,
is usually found to retpiire a corresponding
effort on the part of the reader,

—which all

readers are not disposed to make. That they
who seek to be original by means of affecta-

plainly that he was a borrower from any thing
but poverty, and look onlj- what he would

have given, if he had been born in an earlier

generation. The great secret of his popu-

larity, however, and the leading characteristic

of his poetry, appear to us to consist evidently
in this, that ne has made more use of common

topics, images, and expressions, than any origJ

inal poet of later times; and, at the same

time, displayed more genius and originality

than any recent author who has woiked in

the same materials. By the latter peculiarity,
he has entitled himself to the admiration of

every description of readers
;

—by the former,
he is recommended in an especial manner to

the inexperienced
—at the haxard of some little

offence to the more cultivated and fastidious.

In the choice of his subjects, for example^
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h'; (loi's not attempt to interest merely by fine

observation or palhetic sentiment, but takes
tlin assislanoe of a story, and enlists the read-

er's curiosity among his motives for attention.

Tli'Mi his characters are all selected from the
most common drainatis persona of poetry ;

—
kings, warriors, knights, outlaws, nuns, min-

strels, secluded damsels, wizards, and true

lovers. He never ventures to carry us into

the cottage of the modern peasant, like Crabbe
or Cowper; nor into the bosom of domestic

privacy, like Campbell ;
nor among creatures

of the imagination, like Southey or Darwin.
Such personages, we readily admit, are not in

themselves so interesting or striking as those

to whom Mr. Scott has devoted himself; but

they are far less familiar in poetry
—and are

therefore more likely, perhaps, to engage the

attention of those to whom poetry is familiar.

Li the management of the passions, again, Mr.
Scott appears to us to have pursued the same

popular, and comparatively easy course. He
has raised all the most familiar and poetical

emotions, by the most obvious aggravations,
and in the most compendious and judicious

ways. He has dazzled the reader with the

splendour, and even warmed him with the

transient heat of various affections
;
but he

has nowhere fairly kindled Wm with enthu-

siasm, or melted him into tenderness. Writ-

ing for the world at large, he has wisely ab-

stained from attempting to raise any passion
to a height to which worldly people could not

be transported : and contented himself with

giving his reader the chance of feeling, as a

brave, kind, and affectionate gentleman must
often feel in the ordinary course of his exist-

ence, without trying to breathe into him either

that lofty enthusiasm which disdains the or-

dinary business and amusements of life, or

that quiet and deep sensibility which unfits

for most of its pursuits. With regard to flic-

tion and imagery, too, it is quite obvious that

Mr. Scott has not aimed at writing either in a

, very pure or a very consistent style. He
\ seems to have been anxious only to strike,
and to be easily and universally understood;
and, for this purpose, to have culled the most

glittering and conspicuous expressions of the

most popular authors, and to have interwoven
them in splendid confusion with his own ner-

vous diction and irregular versification. In-

different whether he coins or borrows, and

drawing with equal freedom on his memory
and his imagination, he goes boldly forward,

in full reliance on a never-failing abundance
;

and dazzles, with his richness and variety,
even those who are most apt to be offended
with his glare and irregularity. There is

nothing, in Mr. Scott, of the severe and ma-

jestic style of Milton—or of the terse and
fine composition of Pope—or of the elaborate

elegance and melody of Campbell—or even
of the flowing and redundant diction of

'

Southey.
—But there is a medley of bright

images and glowing words, set carelessly and

loosely together
—a diction, tinged successive-

ly with the careless richness of Shakespeare,
the harshness and antique simplicity of the

old romances, the homeliness of vulgar bal-

lads and anecdotes, and the sentimental glitter
of the most modern poetry,

—
passing from

the borders of the ludicrous to those of the
sublime—alternately minute and energetic—
sometimes artificial, and frequently negligent—but always full of spirit and vivacity,

—
abounding in images that are striking, at first

sight, to minds of every contexture—and
never expressing a .sentiment which it can
cost the most»ordinary reader any exertion to

comprehend.
Such seem to be the leading qualities that

have contributed to Mr. Scott's popularity;
and as some of them are obviously of a kind
to diminish his merit in the eyes of more
fastidious judges, it is but fair to complete
this view of his peculiarities by a hasty no-

tice of such of them as entitle him to unquali-
fied admiration

;

—and here it is impossible
not to be struck with that vivifying spirit of

strength anil animation wliich pervades all

the inequalities of his composition, and keeps
constantly on the mind of the reader the im-

pression of great power, spirit and intrepidity
There is nothing cold, creeping, or feeble, in

all Mr. Scott's poetry;
—no laborious littleness,

or puling classical affectation. He has his fail-

ures, indeed, like other people ;
but he always

attempts vigorously : And never fails in his im-
mediate object, without accomplishing some-

thing far beyond the reach of an ordinary
writer. Even when he wanders from the

paths of pure taste, he leaves behind him the

footsteps of a powerful genius; and moulds
the most humble of his materials into a form

worthy of a nobler substance. Allied to this

inherent vigour and animation, and in a great

degree derived from
it,

is that air of facility
and freedom which adds so peculiar a crace
to most of Mr. Scott's compositions. There '

is certainly no living poet whose works seem
to come from him with so much ease, or who
so seldom appears to labour, even in the most
burdensome parts of his performance. He
seems, indeed, never to think either of him-
self or his reader, but to be completely identi-

fied and lost in the personages with whom he
is occupied ;

and the attention of the reader

is consequently either transferred, unbroken,
to their adventures, or, if it glance back for a

moment to the author, it is only to think how
much more might be done, by putting forth

that strength at full, which has, without ef-

fort, accomplished so many wonders. It is

owing partly to these qualities, and partly to

the great variety of his style, that Mr. Scott

is much less frecjuently tedious than any other

bulky poet with whom we are acquainted.
His store of images is so copious, that he

never dwells upon one long enough to pro-
duce weariness in the reader; and, even

where he deals in borrowed or in taw<lry

wares, the rapidity of his transitions, and the

transient glance with which he is satisfied as

to each, leave the critic no time to be offend-

ed, and hurry him forward, along with the

multitude, enchanted with the brilliancy of

the exhibition. Thus, the very frequency of

his deviations from pure taste, comes, in some

sort, to constitute their apology ;
and the pro-
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fusion and variety of liis faults to afford a new

proof of his grnius.

Tliese, we think, are the general character-

istics of Mr. Scott" s poetry. Among his minor

peculiarities, we might notice his singular-

talent for (it-script ioir, and especially for the

description of ."scenes abounding in motion or

action of any kind. In this department, in-

deed, we conceive him to be almost without

a rival, either among modern or»ncient poets;
and the character and process of his descrip-

tions are as extraordinary as their effect is

astouishiiig. He places before the eyes of

his reailers a more distinct and complete pic-

ture, perhaps, than any other artist ever pre-
sented by mere words; and

yet
he does not

(like Crafcbe) enumerate all the visible parts
of the, subjects with any degree of minute-

ness, nor confine himself, by any means, to

what is visible. The singular merit of his

delineations, on the contrary, consists in this,

that, with a few bold and abrupt strokes, he
finishes a most spirited outline,

—and then in-

stantly kindles it by the sudden light and co-

lour of some moral affection. There are none

of his fine descriptions, accordingly, which do

not derive a great part of their clearness and

picturesque effect, as well as their interest,

from the quantity of character and moral ex-

pression which is thus blended with their de-

tails, and which, so far from interrupting the

conception of the external object, very power-

fully stimulate the fancy of the reader to

complete it; and give a grace and a spirit to

the whole representation, of which we do not

know where to look for any other example.
Another very striking peculiarity in Mr.

Scott's poetry, is the air of freedom and na-

ture which he has contrived to impart to most
of his distinguished characters; and with

which no poei more modern than Shakespeare
has ventured to represent personages of such

dignity. We do not allude here merely to the

genuine familiarity and homeliness of many
of his scenes and dialogues, but to that air of

gaiety and playfulness in which persons of

high rank seem, from time immemorial, to

have thought it necessary to array, not their

courtesy only, but their generosity and their

hostility. This tone of good society, Mr.
Scott has shed over his higher characters with

great grace and effect
;
and has, in this way,

not only made his representations much more
faithful and true to nature, but has very agree-

ably relieved the monotony of that tragic so-

lemnity which ordinary writers appearto think

indispensable to the dignity of poetical heroes
and heroines. We are not sure, however,
whether he has not occasionally exceeded a

little in the use of this ornament; and given,
now and then, too coquettish and trifling a tone

to discussions of weight and moment.
Mr. Scott has many other characteristic ex-

cellences :
—But we have already detained

our readers too long with this imperfect sketch

of his poetical character, and must proceed,
without further delay, to give them some ac-

count of the work which is now before us.

Of this, upon the whole, we are inclined to

Jiink more highly than of either of his former

publications. We are more sure, nowevei,
that it has fewer faults, than that it has greater

beauties; and as its beauties bear a strong
resemblance to those with which the publio
has already been made familiar in those cele-

brated works, we should not be surprised if

its popularity were less splendid and remark-
able. For our own parts, however, we are of

opinion, that it will be oftener read hereafter

than either of tliem; and. that, if it had ap-

peared first in the series, their reception would
have been less favourable than that which it

has experienced. It is more polished in its

diction, and more regular in its versification;
the story is constructed with infinitely more
skill and address; there is a greater propor-
tion of pleasing and tender passages, with

much less antiquarian detad
;
and. upon the

whole, a larger variety of characters, more

artfully and judiciously contrasted. There is

nothing so fine, perhaps, as the battle in Mar-
mion—or so picturesque as some of the scat-

tered sketches in the Lay ;
but there is a

richness and a spirit in the whole piece, w hich

does not pervade either of these poems—a

profusion of incident, and a shifting brilliancy
of colouring, that reminds us of the witchery
of Ariosto—and a constant elasticity, and oc-

casional energy, which seem to belong more

peculiarly to the author now before us.

It may appear superfluous, perhaps, for us

to present our readers with any analysis of a

work, which is probably, by tliis time, in the

hands of as many persons as are likely to see

our account of it. As these, however, may
not be the same persons, and as. without

making some such abstract, we could not

easily render the few remarks ve have to

offeriiitelligible, we shall take the liberty of

-beginning with a short summary of the fable.

The first canto, which is entitled The Chase,
begins with a pretty long description of a stag-

hunt in the Highlands of Perthshire. As the

chase lengthens, the sportsmen drop off; till

at last the foremost huntsman is left alone
;

and his horse, overcome with fatigue, stum-

bles, and dies in a rocky valley. The ad-

venturer pursues a little wild path, through a

deep ravine
;
and at last, climbing up a craggy

eminence, discovers, by the light of the even-

ing sun. Loch Katrine, with all its woody
islands and rocky shores, spread out in glory
before him. After gazing with admiration on

this beautiful scene, which is described with

greater spirit than accuracy, the huntsman
winds his horn, in the hope of being heard

by some of his attendants
;
and sees, to his

infinite surprise, a little skiff, guided by a

lovely woman, glide from beneath the trees

that overhang the water, and approach the

shore at his feet. The lady calls to her father;

and; upon the stranger's approach, pushes her

shallop from the shore in alarm. After hold-

ing a short parley with him, however, from

the water, she takes him into the boat, and

carries him to a woody island; where she

leads him into a sort of sylvan mansion, rude-

ly constructed of trunks of trees, moss, and

thatch, and hung round, within, with trophies

of war, and of the chase. An elderly lady is
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introtluced at supper ;
and the stranger, after

disclosing himself to be "James Filz-James,
the kiiiiiht of Siiowcloun," tries in vain to dis-

cover the name and history of the ladies,
whose manners discover them to be of high
rank and quality. He then retires to sleep,
and is disturbed with distressful visions—
rises and tranquillises himself, by looking out

on the lovely moonlight landscape—says his

prayers, and sleeps till the heathcock crows
on the mountains behind him :

—And thus
closes the first canto.

The second opens with a fine picture of the

aged harper, Allan-bane, sitting on the island

beach with the damsel, watching the skiff

which carries the stranger back again to land.

The minstrel sings a sweet song; and a con-

versation ensues, from which the reader gath-

ers, that the lady is a daughter of the house
of Douglas, and that her father, having been
e.xiled by royal displeassure from the court,
had been fain to accept of this asylum from
Sir Roderick Dhu, a Highland chieftain, who
had long been outlawed for deeds of blood,
but still maintained his feudal sovereignty in

the fastnesses of his native mountains. It

appears also, that this dark chief is in love
with his fair protegee ; but that her affections

are engaged to Malcolm Graeme, a younger
and more amiable mountaineer, the companion
and guide of her father in his hunting e.vcur-

eions. As they are engaged in this discourse,
the sound of distant music is heard on the

lake; and the barges of Sir Roderick are dis-

covered, proceeding in triumph to the island.

Her mother calls Ellen to go down with her
to receive him

;
but she, hearing her father's

horn at that instant on the opposite shore,
flies to meet him and Malcolm Greeme, who
is received with cold and stately civility by
the lord of the isle. After some time, Sir

Roderick informs the Douglas, that his retreat

has been discovered by the royal spies, and
that he has great reason to believe that the

King (Jamas V.), who, under pretence of hunt-

ing, had assembled a large force in the neigh-

bourhood, was bent upon their destruction.

He then proposes, somewhat impetuously,
that they should unite their fortunes indis-

solnbly by his marriage with Ellen, and rouse

the whole Western Highlands to repress the

invasion. The Douglas, with many expres-
sions of gratitude, declines both the war and
the alliance

; and, intimating that his daughter
has repugnances which she cannot overcome,
and that he, though ungratefully used by his

eovereign. will never lift his arm against him,
declares that he will retire to a cave in the

neighbouring mountains, till the issue of the

threat is seen. The strong heart of Roderick

is wrung with agony at this rejection ; and,
when Malcolm advances to offer his services,

as Ellen rises to retire, he pushes him violent-

ly back—and a scutHe ensues, of no very dig-
nified character, which is with difficulty ap-

peased by the giant arm of Douglas. Malcolm
then withdraws in proud resentment; and.

refusing to be indebted to the surly chief

even for the use of his boat, plunges into the

water, and swims over by moonlight to the

mainland :
—And, with the description of this

feat, the second canto concludes.
The third canto, which is entitled "The

Gathering," opens with a long and rather
tedious account of the ceremonies employed
by Sir Roderick, in preparing for the sum-
moning or gathering of his clan. This is ac-

complished by the consecration of a small
wooden cross, which, with its points scorched
and dipped in blood, is circulated with in-

credible celerity through the whole
territory

of the chieftain. The eager fidelity with
which this fatal signal is hurried on and

obeyed, is represented with great spirit and

felicity. A youth starts from the side of lus

father's coffin, to bear it forward
;
and having

run his stage, delivers it into the hands of a

young bridegroom returning from church;
who instantly binds his plaid around him,
and rushes onward from his bride. In the
mean time. Douglas and his daughter had
taken refuge in the mountain cave

;
and Sir

Roderick, passing near their retreat in his'

way to the muster, hears Ellen's voice sing-

ing her evening hymn to the Virgin. He does
not obtrude on her devotions, but hurries to

the place of rendezvous, where his clan re-

ceive him with a shout of acclamation, and
then couch on the bare heath for the night.

—
Tills terminates the third canto.

The fourth begins with more incantations.

Some absurd and disgusting ceremonies are

gone through, by a wild hermit of the clan,
with a view to a.scertain the issue of the im-

pending war;—and this oracular response is

obtained—"that the party shall prevail which
first sheds the blood of its adversary." We
are then introduced to the minstrel and Ellen,
whom he strives to comfort for the alarming
disappearance of her father, by singing a long
fairy ballad to her; and just as the song is

ended, the knight of Snowdoun agTiin appears
before her, declares his love, and urges her

to put herself under his protection. Ellen,

alarmed, throws herself on his generosity
—

confesses her attachment to Gramme—and
with difficulty prevails on him to seek his

own safety by a speedy retreat from those

dangerous confines. The gallant stranger at

last complies; but, before he goes, presents
her with a ring, which he says he had re-

ceived from the hand of King J.imes, with a

promise to grant any boon that should be
asked by the person producing it. As he is

pursuing his \\ay through the wild, his sus-

picions are e.xcited by the conduct of his

guide, and confirmed by the musical warn-

ings of a mad woman, who sings to him about

tlie toils that are set, and the knives that are

whetted against him. He then thn>atens his

false guide, who discharges an arrow at him,
which kills the maniac. The knight flajs the

mnrderet
;
and learning from the expiring

victim that her brain had been turned by the

cruelty of Sir Roderick, he vows vengeance
on his head

;
and proceeds with grief and ap-

prehension aloncf his dangerous way. When
chilled with the midnight cold, and exhausted

with want and fatigue, he .mddenly comes

upon a chief reposing by a lonely watch-fire
;
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and. though challenged in the name of Rod-
erick Dhu, boldly avows himself his enemy.
The clansman, however, disdains to take ad-

vantage of a worn-out wanderer
;
and pledges

himself to escort him safe out of Sir Roderick's

territory ;
after which, he tells him he must

answer with his sword for the defiance he
had uttered against the chieftain. The stran-

ger accepts his courtesy upon those chivalrous

terms
;
and the warriors sup, and sleep to-

gether on the plaid of the mountaineer.

Tliey rouse themselves by dawn, at the

opening of the fifth canto, entitled " The

Combat," and proceed towards the Lowland
frontier

;
the Highland warrior seeking, by

the way, at once to vindicate the character

of Sir Roderick, and to justify the predatory
habits of his clan. Filz-James expresses

freely -his detestation of both
;
and the dis-

pute growing warm, he says, that never lover

longed so to see the lady of his heart, as he
to see before him this murderous chief and
his myrmidons. "Have then thy wish!"
answers his guide ;

and giving a loud whistle,
a whole legion of armed men start up at

once from their mountain ambush in the

heath ; while the chief turns proudly, and

eays, those are the warriors of Clan-Alpine
—

and '•! am Roderick Dhu!"—The Lowland

knight, though startled, repeats his defiance
;

and Sir Roderick, respecting his valour, by a

signal dismisses his men to their conceal-

ment, and assures him anew of his safety
till they pass his frontier. Arrived on this

equal ground, the chief now demands satis-

faction ; and forces the knight, who tries all

honourable means of avoiding the combat
with so generous an adversar)', to stand upon
his defence. Roderick, after a tough combat,
is laid wounded on the ground ;

and Fitz-

James, sounding his bugle, brings four squires
to his side

;
and after giving the wounded

chief into their charge, gullops rapidly on
towards Stirling. As he ascends the hdl to the

castle, he descries the giant form of Douglas
approaching to the same place j

and the

reader is then told, that this generous lord

had taken the resolution of delivering him-
self up voluntarily, with a view to save Mal-
colm Gra;me, and if possible Sir Roderick

also, from the impending danger. As he
draws near to the castle, he sees the King
and his train descending to grace the holyday
sports of the commonalty, and resolves to

mingle in them, and present himself to the

eye of his alienated sovereign as victor in

those humbler contentions. He wins the

prize accordingly, in archery, wrestling, and

pitching the bar
;
and receives his reward

from the hand of the prince ;
who does not

condescend to recognise his former favourite

by one glance of affection. Roused at last

by an insult from one of the royal grooms, he

proclaims himself aloud ; is ordered into cus-

tody by the King, and represses a tumult of

the populace which is excited for his rescue.

At this instant, a messenger arrives with

tidings of an approaching battle between the

clan of Roderick and the King's lieutenant,
the Earl of Mar .

and is ordered back to pre-

vent the combat, by announcing that both

Sir Roderick and Lord Douglas are in the

hands of tiieir sovereign.
The sixth and last canto, entitled " The

Guard Room," opens with a very animated

description of the motley mercenaries that

formed the royal guard, as they appeared at

early dawn, after a night of stern debauch.
While they are quarrelling and singing, the

sentinels introduce an old minstrel and a
veiled maiden, who had been forwarded by
Mar to the royal presence ;

and Ellen, disclose

ing her countenance, awes the ruffian soldiery,
into respect and pity, by her grace and liber-

ality. She is then conducted to a more seemly
waiting-place, tdl the King should be visible

;

and Allan-bane, asking to be taken to the

prison of his captive lord, is led, by mistake, to

the sick chamber of Roderick Dhu, who is

dying of his wounds in a gloomy apartment of

the castle. The high-souled chieftain inquires

eagerly after the fortunes of his clan, the

Douglas, and Ellen
;
and. when he learns that

a battle has been fought with a doubtful suc-

cess, entreats the minstrel to sooth his parting

spirit with a description of it,
and with the

victor song of his clan. Allan-bane com-

plies; and the battle is told in very animated
and irregular verse. When the vehement
strain is closed, Roderick is found cold

;
and

Allan mourns him in a pathetic lament. In

the mean time, Ellen hears the voice of

Malcolm Graeme lamenting his captivity from
an adjoining turret of the palace ; and, before

she has recovered from her agitation, is start-

led by the appearance of Fitz-James, who
comes to inform her that the court is assem-

bled, and the King at leisure to receive her
suit. He conducts her trembling steps to the

hall of presence, round which Ellen casts a
timid and eager glance for the monarch

;
But

all the glittering figures are uncovered, and
James Fitz-James alone wears his cap and

plume in the brilliant assembly ! The truth

immediately rushes on her imagination :
—

The knight of Snowdoun is the King of Scot-

land ! and. struck with awe and terror, she
falls speechless at his feet, clasping her hands,
and pointing to the ring in breathless agita-
tion. The prince rai.ses her with eager kind-

ness—declares aloud that her father is for-

given, and restored to favour—and bids her

ask a boon for some other person. The name
of Gramme trembles on her lips; but she

cannot trust herself to utter
it,

and begs the

grace of Roderick Dhu. The king answers,
that he would give his best earldom to restore

him to life, and presses her to name some
other boon. She blushes, and hesitates; and
the king, in playful vengeance, condemns
Malcolm Graeme to fetters—takes a chain of

gold from his own neck, and throwing it ovei

that of the young chief, puts the clasp into

the hand of Ellen !

Such is the brief and naked outline of

the story, which Mr. Scott has embellished

with such exquisite imagery, and enlarged

by so many characteristic incidents, as to

have rendered it one of the most attractive

poems in the language. That the storv,
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upon the -whole, is well digested and happily-
carried on, is evident from the hold it keeps
of the reader's attention thronijh every part
of its progress. It has the fault, indeed, of

all stories that turn upon an anagnorisis or

recognition, that the curiosity which is ex-

cited during the first reading is extinguished
for ever when we arrive at the discovery.
This, however, is an objection which may be

made, in some degree, to almost every story
of interest

;
and we must say for Mr. Scott,

that his secret ia very discreetly kept, and
most felicitously revealed. If we were to

scrutinize the fable with malicious severity,
we might also remark, that Malcolm GrEeme
has too insignificant a part assigned him, con-

sidering the favour in which he is held both

by Ellen and the author
;
and that, in bring-

ing out the shaded and imperfect character

of Roderick Dhu, as a contrast to the purer
virtue of his rival, Mr. Scott seems to have
fallen into the common error, of making him
more interesting than him whose virtues he
-was intended to set off, and converted the

villain of the piece in some measure into its

hero. A modern poet, however, may perhaps
be pardoned for an error, of which Milton
himself is thought not to have kept clear;
and for which there seems so natural a cause,
in the difference between poetical and amia-
ble characters. There are several improba-
bilities, too, in the story, which might disturb

a scrupulous reader. Allowing that the king
of Scotland might have twice disappeared for

several days, without exciting any disturb-

ance or alarm in his court, it is certainly rather

extraordinary, that neither the Lady Margaret,
nor old Allan-bane, nor any of the attendants

at the isle, should have recognised his person ;

and almost as wonderful, that he should have
found any difficulty in discovering the family
of his entertainers. There is something rather

awkward, too, in the sort of blunder or mis-

understanding (for it is no more) which gives
occasion to Sir Roderick's Gathering and all

its consequences; nor can any machinery be
conceived more clumsy for effecting the de-

liverance of a distressed hero, than the intro-

troduction of a mad woman, who. without

knowing or caring about the wanderer, warns

him, by a song, to take care of the ambush
that was set for him. The Maniacs of poetry
have indeed had a prescriptive right to be
musical, since the days of Ophelia down-
wards

;
but it is rather a rash extension of this

privilege, to make them sing good sense, and
to make sensible people be guided by them.

Before taking leave of the fable, we must
be permitted to express our disappointment
and regret at finding the general cast of the-

characters and incidents so much akin to those

of Mr. Scott's former publications. When we
heard that the aulhor of the Lay and of Mar-
mion was employed upon a Highland story,
we certainly expected to be introduced to a

new creation; and to bid farewell, forawhile,
to the knights, squires, courtiers, and chivalry
of the low country :

—But here they are ail

upon us again, in their old characters, and

nearly in their old costume. The same age—

the same sovereign—the same manners—the
same ranks of society

—the same lone, both
for courtesy and for deiiance. Loch Katrine,
indeed, is more picturesque than St. Mary's
Loch : and Roderick Dhu and his clan have
some features of novelty :

—But the Douglas
and the King are the leading personages ;

and
the whole interest of the story turns upon per-
sons and events having precisely the same
character and general aspect with those which
gave their ])eculiar colour to the former jioems.
It is honourable to Mr. Scott's genius, no

doubt, that he has been able to interest the

public so deeply with this third presentment
of the same chivalrous scenes: but we cannot

help thinking, that both his glory and our grati-
fication would have been greater, if he had

changed his hand more completely, and ac-

tually given us a true Celtic story, with all its

drapery and accompaniments in a correspond-

ing style of decoration.

Such a subject, we are persuaded, has very
great capabilities, and only wants to be in-

troduced to public notice by such a hand as

Mr. Scott's, to make a still more powerful im-

pression than he has already effected by the

resurrection of the tales of romance. There
are few persons, we believe, of any degree of

poetical susceptibility, who have wandered

among the secluded valleys of the Highlands,
and contemplated the singular people by
whom they are still tenanted—with their love

of music and of sonc—their hardy and irregu-
lar life, so unlike the unvarying toils of the

Saxon mechanic—their devotion to their chiefs—their wild and lofty traditions—their na-

tional enthusiasm—the melancholy grandeur
of the scenes they inhabit—and the multi-

plied superstitions which still linger among
them,

—without feeling, that there is no exist-

ing people so well adapted for the purposes
of poetry, or so capable of furnishmg the oc-

casions of new and striking inventions.* The

great and continued popularity of Macpher-
son's Ossian (though discredited as a memorial
of anti(juity, at least as much as is warranted

by any evidence yet before the public), proves
how very fascinating a fabric might be raised

upon that foundation by a more ]iowerful or

judicious hand. That celebrated translation,

though defaced with the most childish and

offensive ailectations, still charms with occa-

sional gleams of a tenderness beyond all other

tenderness, and a sublimity of a new charac-

ter of dreariness and elevation; and, though

patched with pieces of the most barefaced pla-

giarism, still maintains a tone of originality

which has recommendml it in every nation of

the civilised world. The cullivatfMl literati

of England, indeed, are struck with the affec-

tation and the plagiarism, and renounce the

whole work as tawdry and factitious; but the

multitude at home, and almost all classes of

readers abroad, to whom those defects are

less perceptible, still continue to admire; and

* The TaTtnn /ewr pxciied in the ?o\i\h (nnd not

yei eradicated) l)v the Highland scenes and cliarac-

lers of Waverlv, seems fully to justify ihis susgea-
tion

;
and makes it rnther surpri.sing that no oiher

great writer has since repeated the experiment.
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few of our classical poets have po sure and
regular a sale, both in our own and in other

languages, as the singular collection to which
we have just alluded. A great part of its

charni; wo think, consists in the novelty of
its Celtic characters and scenery, and their

singular aptitude for poetic combinations; and
therefore it is that we are persuaded, that if

Mr. Scott's powerful and creative genius were
to be turned in good earnest to such a subject,
something miirht be produced still more im-

pressive and original than even this age has

yet witnessed.
It is now time, however, that we should lay

before our readers some of the passages in

the present poem which appear to us most
characteristic; of the peculiar genius of the

author;
—and the first that strikes us, in turn-

ing ove,r the leaves, is the following fine de-

scription of Sir Roderick's approach to the

isle, as described by the aged minstrel, at the
close of his conversation with Ellen. The
moving picture

—the effect of the sounds—
and the wild character and strong and pecu-
liar nationality of the whole procession, are

given with inimitable spirit and power of eX'

pression.

" But hark, what sounds are ihese ?

My dull ears catch no falt'ring breeze,
No weepiiitr birch nor aspon's wake;
Nor breath is dimpliiifj in the take;
Still is the carina's hoary iieard.
Yet. by tny minstrel laiih, I heard—
And hark again! some pipe of war
Sends the bold pibroch from afar."—

"Far up the lengthen'd lake were spied
Four dnrk'ning specks upon the tide,
That, slow, enlarging on the view.
Four mann'd and masted barges grew.
And liearing downwards from Glengyle,
Steer'd full upon the lonely isle ;

The point of Brianchoil they pass'd,
And, to the windward as they cast,
Against the sun they jrave to shine
The bold Sir Rod'rick's banner'd Pine !

Nearer and nearer as they bear,
Spears, pikes, and axes flash in air.

Now misxht you see the tartans brave.
And plaids and plumage dance and wave

;Now see the bonnets sink and rise,
As his tough oar the rower plies ;

See flashing at each sturdy stroke
The wave ascending into smoke !

See the proud pipers on the bow.
And mark the gaudy streamers flow
From their loud chanters down, and sweep,The furrow'd bosom of the deep,
As, rushing through the lake amain.
They plied the ancient Highland strain.

Ever, as on they bore, more loud
And louder rung the pibroch proud.
At first the sounds, by distance tame,
Mellow'd along the waters came.
And ling'ring long by cape and bay,
Wail'd every harsher note away ;

Then, bursting bolder on the ear.
The clan's shrill Gath'ring thev could hear

;

Those thrilling sounds, that call the mightOf old Clan-Alpine to the fight.
Thick beat the rapid notes, as when
The must'ring hundreds shake the glen,
And, hurrying at the signal dread.
The baiier'd earth returns their tread !

Then prelude light, of livelier tone,

Express'd their rnerry marching on.

Ere peal of closing battle rose,
With mingled outcry, shrieks, and blows;And mimic din of stroke and ward,
As broad-sword upon target jarr'd ;And groaning pause, ere yet again,
Condens'd, the battle yell'd amain;
The rapid charge, the rallying shout,
Retreat borne headlong into rout.
And bursts of triumph to declare
Clan-Alpine's conquest—ail were there!
Nor ended thus the strain ; but slow,
Sunk in a moan prolong'd and low.
And chnng'd the conquering clarion swel
For wild lament o'er those that fell.

" The war-pipes ceas'd ; but lake and hill
Were busy with their echoes still

;

And, when they slept, a vocal strain
Bade their hoarse chorus wake again,
While loud an hundred clansmen raise
Their voices in their Chiefiain's praise.
Each boatman, bending to his oar.
With measur'd sweep the burthen bore,
In such wild cadence, as the breeze
Makes through December's leafless trees.
The chorus first could Allan know,
'

Rod'righ Vich Alpine, ho ! iero !'

And near, and nearer as they row'd,
Distinct the martial ditty flow'd.

" Boat Song.
"
Hail to the chief who in triumph advances !

Honour'd and bless'd be the ever-green Pine!
Long may the Tree in his banner that glances,

Flourish, the shelter and grace of our line !"—
" Ours is no sapling, chance-sown bv the fountain,
Blooming at Beltane, in winter to'fade;

When the whirlwind has stripp'd ev'ry leaf on the
mountain.

The more shall Clan- Alpine exult in her shade.
Moor'd in the rifted rock.
Proof to the tempest's shock.

Firmer he roots him the ruder it blow
;

Menteiih and Breadalbane, then,
Echo his praise agen,

'

Rod'righ Vich Alpine dhu, ho ! ieroe !'

" Row, vassals, row, for the pride of the Highlands!
Stretch to your oars, for the ever-green Pine!
! that the rose-bud that graces yon islands,
Were wreath'd in a garland around him to twine '

O that some seedling gem.
Worthy such noble stem,

Honour'd and bless'd in their shadow might grow
Loud should Clan-Alpine then
Ring from her deepmost glen,

'

Rod'righ Vich Alpine dhu, ho ! ieroe !'
"

pp. 65—71.

The reader may take next the following
general sketch of Loch Katrine :

—
" One bumish'd sheet of living gold.
Loch Katrine lay beneath him roll'd

;

In nil her length far winding lay.
With promontory, creek, and bay.
And islands that, empurpled bright,
Floated amid the livelier light ;

And mountains, that like giants stand.
To senlinel enchanted land.

High on the south, huge Benvenue
Down to the lake in masses threw
Crags, knolls, and mounds, confusedly hurl'd
The fragments of an earlier world !

A wild'ring forest feather'd o'er

His ruin'd sides and summit hoar ;

While on the north, through middle air,

Ben-an heav'd high his forehead bare."-pp. 18, 19.

The next is a more minute view of the same
scenery in a summer dawn—closed with a fine

picture of its dark lord.
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" The Biimmer dawn's reflected hue
To purple c-hang'd Loch Katrine blue;

Mildly and soft the western breeze

Just kiss'd tlie lake, just siirr'd the trees ;

And the p'.eas'd lake, like maiden coy,
Trembled but dimpled not for joy !

The mount;iin shadows on her breast

Were neither broken nor at rest ;

In bright unrertainty they lie,

Like future joys to Fancy's eye !

The water lily to the liuht

Her chalice rear'd of silver bright ;

The doe awoke, and to the lawn,

Begemm'd with dew-drops, led her fawn ,

The grey mist left the mountain side,

The torrent show'd its glistening pride ;

Invisible in flecked sky,
The lark sent down her revelry ;

The black-bird and the speckled thrush

Good-morrow gave from brake and bush ;

In answer coo'd the cushat dove

Her notes of peace, and rest, and love.

" No thought of peace, no thought of rest,

Assuag'd the storm in Rod' rick's breast.

With sheathed broad-sword in his hand,

Abrupt he pac'd the islet strand :

The shrinking band stood oft aghast
At the impatient glance he cast

;

—
Such glance the mountain eagle threw.
As, from the cliffs of Ben-venue,
She spread her dark sails on the wind,
And, high in middle heaven recliii'd.

With her broad shadow on the lake,

Silenc'd the warblers of the brake."—pp. 98-100.

The following description of the starting of
" the fiery cross," bears more marks of labour

than most of Mr. Scott's poetry, and borders,

perhaps, upon straining and exaggeration;

yet it shows great power.
" Then Rod'rick, with impatient look,

From Brian's hand the symbol took:
'

Speed, ftLilise, speed!' he said, and gave
The crosslet to his henchman brave.
' The muster-place be Lanric mead—
Instant the time—speed, Malise, speed !'

Like heath-bird, when the hawks pursue,
The barge across Loch Katrine flew ;

High siood the henchman on the prow;
So rapidly the bargemen row,
The bubbles, where they launch'd the boat.
Were all unbroken and afloat.

Dancing in foam and ripple still.

When it had near'd the mainland hill!

And from the silver beach's side

Still was the prow three fathom wide,
When hghily bounded to the land.

The messenger of blood and brand.

'Speed, Malise, speed ! the dun deer's hide

On fleeter foot was never tied.

Speed, Malise, speed ! such cause of haste

Thine active sinews never brac'd.

Bend 'gainst the sleepy hill thy breast,
Burst down like torrent from its crest ;

Willi short and springinfi footstep pass
The trembling bog and false morass ;

Across the brook like roe-buck bound,
And thread the brake like questing hound;
The crag is high, the scaur is deep,
Yet shrink not from the desperate leap;
Parch'd are thy burning lips and brow,
Yet by the fotmtain pause not now ;

Herald of battle, fate, and fear,

Stretch onward in thy fleet career!

The wounded hind liiou track'sl not now,
Pursu'st not maid through greenwood bough,
Nor pliest thou now thy flying pace
With rivals in the mountain race ;

But danger, death, and warrior deed,
Are in thy course—Speed, Malise, sp"ed !'

"

pp. 112—114.

The following reflections on an ancient field

of battle aflord one of the most remarkable

instances of false taste in all Mr. Scott's wri-

tings. Yet the brevity and variety of the

images serve well to show, as we have for-

merly hinted, that even in his errors there are

traces of a powerful genius.
"

a dreary glen,
Where scatter'd lay the bones of men,
In some forgotten battle slain,

And bleach'd by drifting wind and rain.

It might have tam'd a warrior's heart,

To view such mockery of his art !

The knot-grass fetter'd there the hand.
Which once could burst an iron band ;

Beneath the broad and ample bone.
That buckler'd heart to tear unknown,
A feeble and a timorous guest,
The field-fare fram'd her lowly nest!

There the slow blind-worm leit his slime

On the fleet limbs that mock'd at time
;

And there, too, lay the leader's skull,

Siill wreaih'd with chaplet flush'd and full.

For heath-bell, with her purple bloom.

Supplied the bonnet and the plume."-pp. 102, 103

But one of the most striking passages ir

the poem, certainly, is that in which Sii

Roderick is represented as calling up his men

suddenly from their ambush, when Fitz-James

expressed his impatience to meet, face lo

face, that murderous chieftain and his clan.

" '

Have, then, thy wish !'—He whistled shrill:

And he was answer'd from ihe hill !

Wild as the scream of the curlew.
From crag to crag the signal flesv.

Instant, through copse and heath, arose

Bonnets and spears and bended bows !

On right, on left, above, below.

Sprung up at once the lurking foe ;

From shingles grey their lances start.

The bracken-bush sends forth the dart,

The rushes and the willow-wand
Are bri.stling into axe and brand.

And ev'ry tuft of broom gives life

To plaided warrior arm'd for strife.

"That whistle garrisoii'd the glen
At once wiih full five hundred men .

As if the yawning hill to heaven

A subterranean host had given.

Watching their leader's beck and will,

All silent there they stood and still.

Like the loose crags whose threat'ning mass

Lay toti'ring o'er Ihe hollow pass.

As if an infant's touch could urge
Their headlong passage down the verge,
With step and weapon forward flung,

Upon the mountain-side they hung.
The mountaineer cast glance of pride

Along Benledi's living side ;

Then fi.x'd his eye and sable brow
Full on Fiiz-Jan'ies—" How say'st thou now I

Thpste are Clan-,\lpiiie's warriors true ;

And, Saxon,—I am Roderick Dhul"—
"

Fit^-James was brave :
—Though to his heart

The life-blood ihiill'd with sudden start,

He niann'd himself with dauntless air,

Return'd the Chief his haughty stare.

His back against a rock he bore,

And firmly plac'd his foot before :
—

' Come one, come all ! this rock shall fly

From its firm base as soon as I.'
—

Sir Roderick mark'd—and in his eyes

Respect was mingled w^iih surprise.

And the stern joy which warriors feel

In foeman worthy of their sieel.

Short space he stood—then wav'd h's hand-.

Down sunk the disappearing band !

Each warrior vanish'd where he stood,
2 n 2
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In broom or bracken, heath or wooa
Sunk brand and spt-ur and bended bow,
In osiers pale and copses low

;

It seeni'd as it their mother Earth
Had ewaliow'd up her warlike birih!

The wind's last l)reaih had toss'd in air,

Pennon, and plaid, and plumage fair—
The next hut swept a lone liill-side,

Where heath and fern were waving wide ;

The sun's latl glatu-e was glinted back,
From spear nnJ glaive, from targe and jack

—
The next, all unrcflected, shone
On bracken green, and cold grey stone."

pp. 202—205.

The following picture is of a very difTerent

character; but touched also with the hand of

a true poet :
—

" Yet ere his onward way he took,
'J'he Stranger cast a ling'ring look,
Where easily his eye might reach
Ths Harper on the islet beach,
Reclin'd against a blighted tree,

As wasted, grey, and worn as he.

To minstrel meditation given.
His rev'rend brow was rais'd to heaven,
As from the rising sun to claim
A sparkle of inspiring flame.

His hand, reclin'd npon the wire,
Seem'd watching the awak'ning fire ;

So still he sale, as those who wait
Till judgment speak the doom of fate

;

So still, as if no breeze might dare
To lilt one lock of hoary hair ;

So still, as life itself were fled,
In the last sound his harp had sped.
Upon a rock with lichens wild.
Beside him Ellen sate and smil'd," &c.

pp. 50, 51.

Though these extracts have already ex-

tended this article beyond all reasonable

bounds, we cannot omit Ellen's introduction

to the court, and the transformation of Fitz-

James into the King of Scotland. The un-
known prince, it will be recollected, himself
conducts her into the royal presence :

—
" With beating heart, and bosom wrung.
As to a brother's arm she clung.
Gently he dried the falling tear.

And gently whisper'd hope and cheer;
Her fali'ring steps half led, half staid,

Through gallery fair and high arcade,
Till, at his touch, its wings of prideA portal arch unfolded wide.

" Within 'twas brilliant all and light,
A thronging scene of figures bright;
It gldw'd on Ellen's dazzled sight,
As wlien the setting sun has given
Ten thousand hues to summer even,
And, from their tissue fancy frames
Aerial knights and fairy dames.
Still liy Fiiz-James her footing staid ;

A few faint steps she forward made.
Then slow her drooping head she rais'd,
And fearful round the presence gaz'd ;

For him she sought, who own'd this state.
The dreaded prince, whose will was fate !

She gaz'd on many a princely port,

Might well have rul'd a royal court
;

On many a splendid garb she gaz'd
—

Then ti^Ti'd hewilJer'd and amaz'd.
For alt stood bare

; and, in the room,
Fitz-James alone wore cap and plume !

To him each lady's look was lent,

On him each courtier's eye was bent ;

Midst furs and silks and jewels sheen.
He stood, in simple Lincoln green.
The centre of the gliti'ring ring !

—
And Snowdoun's Knight is Scotland's King !

" As wreath of snow on mountain breast,
Slides from the rock that gave it rest,
Poor Ellen glided Irom her stay,
A nd at the Monarch's leei she lay ;

No word her choking voice commands—
She show'd the ring

—she clasp'd her hands*
O ! not a moment could he brook.
The gen'rous prince, that suppliant look !

Gently he rais'd her—and the while
Check'd with n glance the circle's smile;
Graceful, but grave, her brow he kiss'd.
And bade her terrors be dismiss'd :

—
'

Yes, Fair ! the wand'ring poor Fitz-Jame»
The fealty of Scotland claims.

To him thy woes, thy wishes, bring ;

He will redeem his signet ring,'
"

&.c.

pp. 281—284.

We cannot resist adding the graceful wind

ing up of the whole story ;
—

" '

Malcolm, come forth !'—And, and at the word
Down kneel'd the Groeme to Scotland's Lord.
'For thee, rash youth, no suppliant sues,
From thee may Vengeance claim her dues,
Who, nurtur'd underneath our snnle.
Has paid our care by treach'rous wile,
And sought, amid thy faithful clan,
A refuge for an outlasv'd man.
Dishonouring thus thy loyal name.—
Fetters and warder for the Grteme !'

His chain of gold the King unstrung.
The links o'er Malcolm's neck he flung.
Then gently drew the glitt'ring band

;

And laid the clasp on Ellen's hand !"—p. 288.

There are no separate introductions to the

cantos of this poem; but each of them be-

gins with one or two stanzas in the measure
of Spenser, usually containing some reflec-

tions connected with the subject about to be
entered on

)
and written, for the most part,

with great tenderness and beauty. The fol-

lowing, we think is among the most striking :
—

" Time rolls his ceaseless course I The race of yore
Who danc'd our infancy npon tlieir knee.

And told our marvelling boyhood legends store,

Of their strange ventures happ'd by land or sea,

How are they blotted from the things that be!
How (ew, all weak and wiiher'd of their force,

Wait, on the verge of dark eternity,
Like stranded wrcck.s—the tide returning hoarse.

To sweep them from our sight ! Time rolls his

ceaseless course !

"Yet live there still who can remember well,

How, when a mountain chief his bugle blew,"
&c.—pp. 97, 98.

There is an invocation to the Harp of the

North, prefixed to the poem ;
and a farewell

subjoined to it in the same measure, written

and versified, it appears to u.s,
with more than

Mr. Scott's usual care. We give two of the

three stanzas that compose the last :
—

"Harp of the North, farewell ! The hills grow
dark.

On purple peaks a deeper shade descending;
In twilight copse the glow-worm lights her spark;
The deer, half-seen, are to the covert wending.

Resume thy wizard elm ! the fountain lending,
And the wild breeze, thv wilder minstrelsy;

Thy numbers sweet withNature's vespers blending,
With distant echo from the fold and lea.

And herd-boy's evening pipe, and hum of hous-

ing bee.

" Hark ! as my ling'ring footsteps slow retire,

Some Spirit of the Air has wak'd ihy string !

'Tis now a Seraph bold, with touch of fire
;

'Tis now the brush of Fairy's frolic wing.
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Receding now, the dying numbers ring
Fainter and fainter down the rugged dell !

And now the mountain breezes scarcely bring
A wand'ring witch-note of the distant spell

—
And now, 'tis silent all !

—Enchantress, fare theo

well I "—pp. 289, 290.

These passages, thougli taken with very
little selection, are favourable specimens, we
think, on the whole, of the execution of the

work before us. We had marked several of

an opposite character; but, fortunately for

Mr. Scott, we have already extracted so much,
that we shall scarcely have room to take any
notice of them; and must condense all our

vituperation into a very insignificant compass.
One or two things, however, we think it our

duty to point out. Though great pains have

evidently been taken with Brian the Hermit,
we think his whole character a failure, and

mere deformity
—

hurting the interest of the

story by its improbability, and rather heavy
and disagreeable, than sublime or terrible in

its details. The quarrel between Malcolm
and Roderick, in the second canto, is also

ungraceful and oflensive. There is something

foppish, and out of character, in Malcolm's

rising to lead out Ellen from her own parlour;
and the sort of wrestling match that takes

place between the rival chieftains on the

occasion is humiliating and indecorous. The

greatest blemish in the poem, however, is the

ribaldry and dull vulgarity which is put into

the mouths of the soldiery in the guard-room.
Mr. Scott has condescended to write a song
for them, which will be read with pain, vi-e

are persuaded, even by his warmest admirers :

and his whole genius, and even his power
of versification, seems to desert him when he

attempts to repeat their conversation. Here
is some of the stuff which has dropped, in

this inauspicious attempt, from the pen of one
of the first poets of his age or country :

—
" ' Old dost thou wax^ and wars grow sharp ;

Thou now hast glee-maiden and harp,
Get thee an ape, and trudge the land,
The leader of a juggler band.'— "

" '

No, comrade !
—no such fortune mine.

Alter the fight, these sought our line.

That aged harper and the sirl ;

And, having audience of the Earl,
Mar bade I should purvey them steed.

And bring them hiiherward with speed.
Forbear your tnirih and rude alarm,
For none shall do them shame or harm.'—
' Hear ye his boast !' cried John of Brent,
Ever to strife and jangling bent :

' Shall he strike doe beside our lodge.
And yet the jealous niggard grudge
To pay the forester his fee !

I'll have my share, howe'er it be.'
"

pp. 250, 251.

His Highland freebooters, indeed, do not

use a much nobler style. For example :
—

"
It is, because last evening-tide

Brian an augury halh tried.

Of that dread kind which must not be
Unle.«s in dread extremity.
The Taghairm call'd ; by which, afar.

Our sires foresaw the events of war.

Duncrag2an's milk-white bull they slew.'—
' Ah ! well the gallant brute I knew

;

The choicest of the prey we had.

When swept our merry-men Gallangad.
Sore did he cumber oar retreat ;

And kept our stoutest kernes in awe,
Even at the pass of Deal 'malia.'

"—
pp. 146, 147.

Scarcely more tolerable are such expres-
sions as—

"For life is Hugh of Larbert lame ;"
—

Or that unhappy couplet, where the King
himself is in such distress for a rhyme, as to

be obliged to apply to one of the most obscure
saints on the calendar.

" 'Tis James of Douglas, hy S<iiiit Serle ;

The uncle of the banish'd Earl."

We would object, too, to such an accumu-
lation of strange words as occurs in these

three lines :
—

" ' Fleet foot on iHp correi;

Sage counsel ,' , Cumber;
Red hand in the foray,'

" &c.

Nor can we relish such babyish verses as
" ' He will return :

—dear lady, trust :
—

With joy, return. lie will—he must.'
"

" '

Nay, lovely Ellen ! Dearest ! nay.'
"

These, however, and several others that

might be mentioned, are blemishes which

may well be excused in a poem of more than
five thousand lines, produced so soon after

another still longer : and though they are

blemishes which it is proper to notice, be-

cause they are evidently of a kind that may
be corrected, it would be absurd, as well as

unfair, to give them any considerable weight
in our general estimate of the work, or of the

powers of the author. Of these, we have

already spoken at sufficient length; and must
now take an abrupt leave of Mr. Scott, by
expressing our hope, and tolerably confident

expectation, of soon meeting with him again.
That he may injure his popularity by the

mere profusion of his publications, is no doubt

possible ; though many of the most celebrated

poets have been among the most voluminous :

but, that the public must g-ain by this libe-

rality, does not seem to admit of any ques-
tion. If our poetical treasures were increased

by the publication of Marmion and the Lady
of the Lake, notwithstanding the existence

of great faults in both those works, it is evi-

dent that we should be still richer if we pos-
sessed fifty poems of the same merit

; and,

therefore, it is for our interest, whatever it

may be as to his, that their author's muse
should cotitiime as prolific as she has hitherto

been. If Mr. Scott will only vary his sub-

jects a little more, indeed, we think we might

engage to insure his own reputation ngainst

any material injury from their rapid parturi-
tion

; and, as we entertain very great doubts

whether much greater pains would enable

him to write much better poetry, we would
rather have two beautiful poems, with the

present qnanhim of faults—than one, with

only one-tenth part less alloy. He will always
be a poet, we fear, to whom the fastidious

will make great objections; but he may
easily find, in his popularity, a compensation
for their scruples. He hn?'the jury hollovv in

his favour; and though ?/iC court may think

that its directions have not been sufficiently

attended to, it will not quarrel with the verdict.
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Poems. By the Reverend George Ceabbe. 8vo. pp. 260. London, 1807.*

We receive the proofs of Mr. Crabbe's

poetical existence, which are contained in

this volume, with the same sort of feeliny
that would be excited by tidings of an ancient

friend, whom we no longer e.xpected to hear
of in this world. We rejoice in his resurrec-

tion, boili lor his sake and for our own : But
we feel aho a certain movement of self-con-

demnation, for having been remiss in our in-

quiries after him, and somewhat too negligent
of the honours which ought, at any rate, to

have been paid to his memory.
It is now, we are afraid, upwards of twenty

years since we were first struck with the vig-
our, originality, and truth of description of

"The Village;" and since, we regretted that

an author, who could write so well, should
have written so little. From that time to the

present, we have heard little of Mr. Crabbe
;

and fear that he has been in a great measure
lost sight of by the public, as well as by us.

With a singular, and scarcely pardonable in-

difference to fame, he has remained, during
this long interval, in patient or indolent re-

pose ; and, without making a single move-
ment to maintain or advance the reputation
he had acquired, has permitted others to

*
1 have given a larger space to Crabbe in this

republication than to any of liis contemporary poets ;

not merely because 1 think more highly of him
than ot most of them, but also because I fancy that

he has had less justice done him. The nature of
his subjects was not such as to attract either imita-
tors or admirers, from among the ambitious or fan-
ciful lovers of poetry ; or, consequently, to set him
at the head of a Schc ,1, or let him surround him-
self wiih the zealots of a Sect : .And it must also
be admitted, that his claims to distinction depend
fiiliy as much on his great powers of observation,
his skill in touching the deeper sympathies of our
nature, and his power of inculcating, by their means,
the most impressive lessons of humanity, as on any
fine play of fancy, or grace and beauty in his de-
lirieatioiis. I have creat faith, however, in the in-

trinsic worih and ultimate success of those more
Bubstantial attributes ; and have, accordingly, the

strongest impression that (he citations I have here

given from Crabbe will strike more, and sink deeper
into the minds of readers to whom they are new
vOr by whom they may have been partially forgot-
ten), ihan any I have been able to present from
other writers. It probably is idle enough (as well
as a liiile presumptuous) to suppose that a publica-
tion like this will afford many opportunities of test-

ing the truth of this prediction. But, as the ex-

periment is to be made, there can be no harm in

mentioning this as one of its objects.
It is but candid, however, after all, to add, that

my concern for Mr. Crabbe's reputation would
scarcely have led me to devote near one hundred
pages to the estimate of his poetical merits, had I

not set soiTie value on the speculaiions as to the
elenumts of poetical excellence in general, and its

moral bearings and affiniiies—for the introduciion
of which this estimate seemed to present an occa-
ion. or apologv.

usurp the attention which he was sure of

and allowed himself to be

nearly forgotten by a public, which reckons

upon being reminded of all the claims which
the living have on its favour. His former

publications, though of distinguished merit,
were perhaps too small in volume to remaui

long the objects of general attention, and

seem, by some accident, to have been jostled
aside in the crowd of more clamorous com-

petitors.

Yet, though the name of Crabbe has not
hitherto been very common in the mouths of

our poetical critics, we believe there are few
real lovers of poetry to whom some of his

sentiments and descriptions are not secretly
familiar. There is a truth and a foice in many
of his delineations of rustic life, which is cal-

culated to sink deep into the memory; and,

being confirmed by daily observation, they
are recalled upon innumerable occasions—
when the ideal pictures of more fanciful au-

thors have lost all their interest. For our-

selves at least, we profess to be indebted to

Mr. Crabbe for many of these strong impres-
sions; and have known more than one of our

unpoetical acquaintances, who declared they
could never pass by a parish workhouse with-

out thinking of the description of it they had
read at school in the Poetical Extracts. The
volume before us will renew, we trust, and
extend many such impressions. It contains
all the former productions of the author, with
about double their bulk of new matter

;
most

of it in the same taste and manner of com-

position Avith the former; and some of a kind,
of which we have had no previous example
in this author. The whole, however, is of no

ordinary merit, and will be found, we have
little doubt, a sufficient warrant for Mr. Crabbe
to take his place as one of the most original,

nervous, and pathetic poets of the present

century.
-His characteristic, certainly, is force, and
truth of description, joined for the most part
to great selection and condensation of expres-
sion

;

—that kind of strength and originality

j

which we meet with in Cowper, and that sort

of diction and versification which we admire

I

in "The Deserted Village" of Goldsmith, or
" The Vanity of Human Wishes" of Johnson.

If he can be said to have imitated the manner
of any author, it is Goldsmith, indeed, who
has been the object of his imitation

;
and yet

his general train of thinking, and his views
of society, are so extremely opposite, that,
when "The Village" was first published, it

was commonly considered as an antidote or

an answer to the more captivating representa-
tions of " The Deserted Village." Compared
with this celebrated author, he will be found,
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we think, to have more vigour and less deli-

cacy j
and while lie must be admittiid to bo

inferior in the line linish and uuilbrm beauty
of his composition, w^e cannot help considering
him as superior, both in the variety and the

truth of his pictures. Instead of that uniform
tint of pensive tenderness which overspreads
the whole poetry of Goldsmith, we find in Mr.
Crabbe many gleams of gaiety and humour.

Though his habitual views of life are more

gloomy than those of his rival, his poetical

temperament seems far more cheerful
;
and

when the occasions of sorrow and rebuke are

gone by, he can collect himself for sarcastic

pleasantry, or unbend in innocent playfulness.
His diction, though generally pure and pow-
erful, is sometimes harsh, and sometimes

quaint ;
and he has occasionally admitted a

couplet or two in a state so unfinished, as to

give a character of inelegance to the passages
in which they occur. With a taste less dis-

ciplined and less fastidious than that of Gold-

smith, he has, in our apprehension, a keener

eye for observation, and a readier hand for

the delineation of what he has observed.

There is less poetical keeping in his whole

performance ;
but the groups of which it con-

sists are conceived, we think, with equal

genius, and drawn with greater spirit as well

as far greater fidelity.
It is not quite fair, perhaps, thus to draw a

detailed parallel between a living poet, and
one whose reputation has been sealed by
death, and by the immutable sentence of a

surviving generation. Yet there are so few
of his contemporaries to whom Mr. Crabbe
bears any resemblance, that we can scarcely

explain our opinion of his merit, without com-

paring him to some of his predecessors.
There is one set of writers, indeed, from
whose works those of INIr. Crabbe might re-

ceive all that elucidation which results from

contrast, and from an entire opposition in all

points of taste and opinion. We allude now
. to the Wordsworths, and the Southeys, and

Coleridges, and all that ambitious fraternity,

that, with good intentions and extraordinary

talents, are labouring to bring back our poetry
to the fantastical oddity and [luling childish-

ness of Withers, Quarles, or Marvel. These

gentlemen write a great deal about rustic life,

as well as Mr. Crabbe ; and they even agree
with him in dwelling much on its discomforts;
but nothing can be more opposite than the

views they take of the subject, or the manner
in which they execute their representations of

them.
Mr. Crabbe exhibits the common people

of England pretty much as they are, and as

they must appear to every one who will take

the trouble of e.vamining into their condition
;

at the same time that he renders his sketches

in a very high degree interesting and beautiful—by selecting what is most fit for descrip-
'tion—by grouping them into such forms as

must catch the attention or awake the mem-
ory
—and by scattering over the whole suVh

traits of moral sensibility, of sarcasm, and of

deep reflection, as every one must feel to be

natural, and own to be powerful. The gentle-

men of the new school, on the other hand,
scarcely ever condescend to take thei; sub

jects from any description of persons at nfl

known to the common inhabitants of lh«

world; but invent for themselves certain
whimsical and unheard-of beinos, to whom
they impute some fantastical combination of

feelings, and then labour to excite our sym-
pathy for them, either by placing them in in-

credible situations, or by some strained and

exaggerated moral isation of a vague and tra-

^cal description. Mr. Crabbe, in short, shows
us something which we have all seen, or may
see, in real life; and draws from it such feel-

ings and such reflections as every human be-

ing must acknowledge that it is calculated to

excite. He delights us by the truth, and vivid

and picturesque beauty of his rej)resentation6,
and by the force and pathos of the sensations

with which we feel that they aie coiniected.

Mr. Wordsworth and his associates, on the

other hand, introduce us to beings Avhose ex-

istence was not previously suspected by the

acutest observers of nature
;
and excnte an

interest for them—where they do excite any
interest—more by an eloquent and refined

analysis of their own capricious feelings, than

by any obvious or intelligible ground of sym-
pathy; in their situation.

Those who are acquainted with the Lyrical

Ballads, or the more recent publications of

Mr. Wordsworth, will scarcely deny the jus-
tice of this representation ;

but in order to

vindicate it to such as do not enjoy that ad-

vantage, we must beg leave to make a few

hasty references to the former, and by far the

least exceptionable of those productions.
,— A village schoolmaster, for uistance, is a

pretty common poetical character. Goldsmith
has drawn him inimitably; so has Shenstone,
with the slight change of sex; and Mr. Crabbe,
in two passages, has followed their lootsteps.

Now, Mr. Wordsworth has a village school-

master also—a personage who makes no small

figure in three or four of his poems. But by
what traits is this wortliy old gentlrman de-

lineated by the new poet? No pedantry
—no

innocent vanity of learning
—no mixture of

indulgence with the pride of power, and of

poverty with the consciousness of rare ac

quirenients. Every feature w hich belongs to

the situation, or marks the character in com-
mon apprehension, is scornfully discarded by
Mr. Wordsworth; who represents his grey-
haired rustic pedagogiae as a sort of half crazy,
sentimental person, overrun with fine feel-

ing.s, constitutional merriment, and a most
humorous melancholy. Here are the two

stanzas in which this consistent and intelli-

gible character is pourtrayed. The diction ia

at least as new as the conception.

" The siirhs which Matthew heav'd were sighs
Ofone lir'd out wiih/i/w and mnilve»s ;

The tears which caine to Matthew's cyea
Were tears of light

—the oil of gladness.

" Yet sometimes, when the secret cup
Ol'siill and serious ihoii£;iit went round

He seeni'd as if he dravk it vp.
He felt with spirit so profound.

Thou soul of God's best earthly mould," &.&
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A Trail damsel a^in is a character common
enough in all poems; and one upon which

many line and pathetic lines have been ex-

pended. Mr. Wordsworth has written more
ihan three hundred on the subject : but, in-

stead of new images of tenderness, or deli-

cate representation of intelligible feelings, he

has contrived to tell us nothing whatever of

the unfortunate fair one, but that her name is

Martha Kay; and that she goes up to the top
of a hill, in a red cloak, and cries "

misery !"

All the rest of the poem is filled with a de-

scription of an old thorn and a pond, and of

the silly stories which the neighbouring old

women told about them.
The sports of childhood, and the untimely

death of promising youth, is also a common
topic of poetry. Mr. Wordsworth has made
some blank verse about it; but, instead of

the delightful and picturesque sketches with
which so many authors of moderate talents

have presented us on this inviting subject, all

that he is pleased to communicate of his rustic

child, is, that he used to amuse himself with

shouting to the owls, and hearing them an-

swer. To make amends for this brevity, the

process of his mimicry is most accurately de-

scribed.

" Wiih fingers interwoven, both hands
Pres.s'd closely palm to palm, and to his mouth
Uplifted, he, as through an instrument,
Blew mimic hootings to the silent owls,
That they might answer him."—
This is all we hear of him

;
and for the

sake of this one accomplishment, we are told,
that the author has frequently stood mute, and

gazed on his grave for half an hour together !

Love, and the fantasies of lovers, have af-

forded an ample theme to poets of all ages.
Mr. Wordsworth, however, has thought fit to

compose a piece, illustrating this copious sub-

ject by one single thought. A lover trots

away to see his mistress one fine

gazing all the way on the

comes to her door, \

" O mercy ! to myself I cried,
If Lucy should be deadl"

And there the poem ends !

Now, we leave it to any reader of common
candour and discernment to say, whether
these representations of character and senti-

ment are drawn from that eternal and uni-

versal standard of truth and nature, which

every one is knowing enough to recognise,
and no one great enough to depart from with

impunity; or whether they are not formed,
as we have ventured to allege, upon certain

fantastic and affected peculiarities in the

mind or fancy of the author, into which it is

most improbable that many of his readers

will enter, and which cannot, in some cases,
be comprehended without much effort and

explanation. Instead of multiplying instances

of these wide and wilful aberrations from or-

dinary nature, it may be more satisfactory to

produce the author's own admission of the

narrowness of the plan upon which he writes,
and of the very extraordinary circumstances
which he himself sometimes thinks it neces-

moon; when he

sary for his readers to keep in view, 'f they
would wish to understand the beauty or prf»-

priety of his delineations.

A pathetic tale of guilt or superstition may
be told, we are apt to fancy, by the poet him-
self, in his general character of poet, with full

as much effect as by any other person. An
old nurse, at any rate, or a monk or parish

clerk, is always at hand to give grace to such
a narration. None of these, however, would

satisfy Mr. Wordsworth. He has written a

long poem of this sort, in which he thinks it

indispensably necessary to apprise the reader,
that he has endeavoured to represent the

language and sentiments of a particular char-

acter—of which character, he adds,
' the

reader will have a general notion, if he has
ever known a man, a captain of a small trading

vessel, for example, who being past the middle

age of life, has retired upon an annvity, or

small independent income, to some village or

country, of Avhich he was not a native, or in

which he had not been accustomed to live I"

Now, we must be permitted to doubt,

whether, among all the readers of Mr. Words-
worth (few or many), there is a single indi-

vidual who has had the happiness of knowing
a person of this very peculiar description ;

or

who is capable of forming any sort of con-

jecture of the particular disposition and turn

of thinking which such a combination of at-

tributes would be apt to produce. To us, we
will confess, the annonce appears as ludicrous

and absurd as it would be in the author of an
ode or an epic to say,

" Of this piece the

reader will necessarily form a very erroneous

judgment, unless he is apprised, that it was
written by a pale man in a green coat—sitting

cross-leaged on an oaken stool—with a scratch

on his nose, and a spelling dictionary on the

table."*

* Some of our readers may have a curiosity to

know in what maimer this old annuitant captain
does actually e-vpress himself in the village of hia

adoption. For their gratification, we anne.\ the two
first stanzas of his story ; in which, with all the at.

teiition we have been able to bestow, we have been

utterly unable to detect any traits that can be sup-

posed to characterise either a seaman, an annuitant,
or a stranger in a country town. It is a style, on
the contrary, which we should ascribe, without

hesitation, to a certain poetical fraternity in the

West of England ;
and which, we verily believe,

never was, and never will be, used by any one out

of that fraternity.

" There is a thorn—it looks so old.

In truth you'd find it hard to say.
How it could ever have been young!

It looks so old and grey.
Not higher than a two-years' child,

It sJands erect; this aged thorn !

No leaves it has, no thorny points;
It is a mass of knotted joints :

A wretched thing forlorn.

It stands erect ; and like a stone,
With lichens it is overgrown.

" Like rocJ: or stone, it is o'ergrown
With lichens;—to the very top ;

And hung with heavy tufis of moss
A melancholy crop.

Up from the earth these mosses creep,
And this poor thorn, they clasp it round
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From these childish and absurd afTecta-

tions, we turn with pleasure to the manly
^ense and correct picturing of Mr. Crabbe

;

and, after benig dazzled and made giddy
with the elaborate raptures and obscure origi-

nalities of these new artists, it is refreshing to

meet again with the spirit and nature of our

old masters, in the nervous pages of the

author now before us.

The poem that stands first in the volume,
is that to which we have already alluded as

having been first given to the public upwards
of twenty years ago. It is so old, and has of

late been so scarce, that it is probably new
to many of our readers. We shall venture,

therefore, to give a few extracts from it as a

specimen of Mr. Crabbe's original style of

composition. We have already hinted at the

description of the Parish Workhouse, and in-

sert it as an example of no common poetry :
—

* Theirs is yon house that holds the parish poor,

Whose walls of mud scarce bear the broken door ;

There, where the putrid vapours flaggino; play,

And the dull wheel hums doleful through the day ;

There children dwell who know no parents' care;

Parents, who know no children's love, dwell there ;

Heart-broken matrons on their joyless bed.

Forsaken wives, and mothers never wed ;

Dejected widows wiih unheeded tears,

And crippled age with more than childhood-fears ;

The lame, the blind, and, far the happiest they !

The moping idiot and the madman gay-
"
Here, too, the sick their final doom receive,

Here brought amid the scenes of grief, to grieve ;

Where the loud groans from some sad chamber

Mixt with the clamours of the crowd below, [flow,
"
Say ye, opprest by some fantastic woes.

Some jarring nerve that baffles your repose;
Who with sad prayers the weary doctor lease,

To name the nameless ever-new disease ;

How would ye bear in real pain to lie,

Despis'd, neglected, left alone to die?

How would ye bear to draw your latest breath,

Where all that's wretched paves the way for death ?

" Such is that room which one rude beam divides.

And naked rafters form the sloping sides ;

Where the vile bands that bind the tha.'ch are seen,

And lath and mud are all that lie betv/een ;

Save one dull pane, that, coarsely patch'd, gives

To the rude tempest, yet excludes the day : [way
Here, on a matted flock, with dust o'erspread.
The drooping wretch reclines his languid head ;

For him no hand the cordial cup applies," &.c.

pp. 12—14.

The consequential apothecary, who gives
an impatient attendance in these abodes of

misery, is admirably described
;
but we pass

to the last scene :
—

" Now to the church behold the mourners come.
Sedately torpid and devoutly dumb

;

The village children now their games suspend,
To see the bier that bears their ancient friend ;

For he was one in all iheir idle sport.

And like a monarch rul'd their little court ;

The pliant bow he form'd, the flying ball,

The bat, the wicket, were his labours all ;

Him now they follow to his grave, and stand,

So close, you'd say that they were bent,

With plain and mnnifest intent !

To drag it to the ground ;

And all had join'd in one endeavour,

To bury this poor thorn for ever."

And this it seems, is Nature, and Pathos, and

Poetry :

Silent and sad, and gazing, hand in hand
;

While bending low, their eager eyes explore
The mingled relics of the parish poor I

The bell tolls late, the moping owl flics round,
Fear marks the flight and magnifies the sound ;

The busy priest, detain'd by weightier care,
Defers his duly till the day of prayer ;

And wailing long, the crowd retire distrest.

To think a poor man's bones should he unblest."

pp. 16, 17.

The scope of the poem is to show, that the

villagers of real life have no resemblance to

the villagers of poetry; that poverty, in sober

truth, is very uncomfortable
;
and vice by no

means confined to the opulent. The following

passage is powerfully, and finely written:—
" Or will you deem them amply paid in health.

Labour's fair child, that languishes wiih wealth ?

do ihen ! and see them rising with the sun.

Through a long course of daily toil lo run ;

See them beneath the dog-slar's raging heat.

When the knees tremble and the temples beat ;

Behold them, leaning on their scythes, look o'er

The labour past, and toils to come explore ;

Through fens and marshy moors their steps pursue,
When their warm pores imbibe the evening dew.
" There may you see the youih of slender frame

Contend wiih weakness, weariness, and shame ;

Yet urg'd along, and proudly loaih lo yield,

He strives to join his tellows of the field ;

Till long-coniending nature droops ai last;

Declining health rejects his poor repast !

His cheerless spouse the coming danger sees.

And mutual murmurs urge the slow disease.
" Yet grant them health, 'tis not for us to tell.

Though the head droops not, that the heart is well ;

Or will you praise that homely, healthy fare,

Plenteous and plain, that happy peasants share ?

Oh ! trifle not wiih wants you cannot feel !

Nor mock the misery of a stinted meal ;

Homely not wholesome—plain not plenteous
—such

As yoii who praise would never deign to touch!
" Ye gentle souls, who dream of rural ease,

Whom the smooth stream and smoother sonnet

Go ! if the peaceful cot your praises share, [please ;

Go look wiihin, and ask if peace be there :

If peace be his—that drooping, weary sire.

Or theirs, that offspring round their feeble fire !

Or hers, that matron p~:ile,
whose trembling hand

Turns on the wretched hearth th' expiring brand."

pp. 8— 10.

We shall only give one other extract from

this poem ;
and we select the following line

description of that peculiar sort of barrenness

which prevails along the sandy and thinly

inhabited shores of the Channel :
—

" Lo ! where the heath, with wiih'ring brake grown
o'er, [poor ;

Lends the light turf that warms the neighbouring
From thence a Icngih of burning sand appears,

Where the thin harvest waves its wither'd ears ;

There thistles sireich their prickly arms afar,

And to the ragged infant threaten war ;

'I'here poppies nodding, mock the hope of toil.

There the blue bugloss paints the sterile soil :

Hardy and high, above the slender sheaf.

The slimy inallow waves her silky leaf;

O'er the young shoot the charlock throws a shade,

And clasping tares cling round the sickly blade ;

With mingled lints the rocky coasts abound,

And a sad splendour vainly shines around."

pp. 5, 6.

The next poem, and the longest in the

volume, is now presented for the first time to

the public. It is dedicated, like the former,

to the delineation of rural life and characters,
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and is entitled,
" Tlie Village Register j" and,

upon a very simple but singular plan, is divi-

ded into three parts, viz. Baptisms. IMarriages,
and Burials. After an introductory and gen-
eral view of village manners, the reverend

author proceeds to present liis readers with
an account of all the remarkable baptisms,

marriages, and funerals, that appear on his

register lor the preceding year; with a sketch

of the character and behaviour of the respect-
ive parties, and such reflections and exhorta-

tions as are suggested by the subject. The

poem consists, therefore, of a series of por-
traits taken from the middling and lower

ranks of rustic life, and delineated on occa-

sions at once more common and more inter-

esting, than any other that could well be

imagined. They are selected, we think, with

great judgment, and drawn with inimitable

accuracy and strength of colouring. They
are finished with much more minuteness and

detail, indeed, than the more general pictures
in " The Village ;" and, on this account, may
appear occasionally deficient in comprehen-
sion, or in dignity. They are, no doubt, exe-

cuted in some instances with too much of

a Chinese accuracy ;
and enter into details

which many readers may pronounce tedious

and unnecessary. Yet there is a justness
and force in the representation which is

entitled to something more than indulgence ;

and though several of the groups are com-

posed of low and disagreeable subjects, still,

we think that some allowance is to be made
for the author's plan of giving a full and exact

view of village life, which could not possibly
be accomplished without including those baser

varieties. He aims at azi important moral
effect by this exhibition; and must not be
defrauded either of that, or of the praise \^hich

is due to the coarser efforts of his pen, out of

deference to the sickly delicacy of his more
fastidious readers. We admit, however, that

there is more carelessness, as well as more

>|Uaintness in this poem than in the other
;

and that he has now and then apparently
heaped up circumstances rather to gratify
his own taste for detail and accumulation,
than to give any additional effect to his de-

scription. With this general observation, we
beg the reader's attention to the following
abstract and citations.

The poem begins with a general view, first

of the industrious and contented villager, and
then of the profligate and disorderly. The
first compartment is not so striking as the last.

Mr. Crabbe, it seems, has a set of smugglers
among his flock, who inhabit what is called

tire Street in his village. There is nothing
comparable to the following description, but
some of the prose sketches of Mandeville :

—
"
Here, in cabal, a disputatious crew

Each evening meet
; the sot, the clieal, the shrew ;

Riots are nightly heard—the curse, the cries

Of beaten wife, perverse in her replies:

Boys in their first stol'n rags, to steal begin,
And girls, who know not sex. are skill'd in gin !

Snarers and smugglers here their gains divide,

Ensnaring females here their victims hide
;

And here is one, the Sibyl of the Row,
Who knows all secrets, or affects to know.—

" See ! on the floor, what frowzy patches rest !

What nauseous fragments on yon Iraciur'd chest '

What downy-dust beneath yon window-seat !

And round these posts that serve tiiis bed for feet •

'i'his bed where all those taiter'd garnienis lie,

Worn by each sex, and now perforce thrown by." See ! as we gaze, an infant lilts its head,
Left by neglect, and burrow'd in tliai bed

;

'I'he moiher-gossip has the love supprest,
An infant's cry once waken'd in her breast," &c" Here are no wheels for either wool or flax.

But packs of cards—made up of sundry packs ;

Here are no books, but ballads on the wall,
Are some abusive, and indecent all ;

Pistols are here, unpair'd ;
with nets and hooks,

Of every kind, for rivers, ponds, and brooks ;

An ample flask that nightly rovers fill,

With recent poison from the Dutchman's still;

A box of tools with wires of various size,

Frocks, wigs, and hats, for night or day disguise,
And bludgeons stout to gain or guard a prize.

—
" Here his poor bird, th' inhuman cocker bring

Arms his hard heel, and clips his golden wings;
With spicy ibod ih' impatient spirit feeds.
And shouts and curses as the batde bleeds:

Siruck through the brain, depriv'd of both his eyes.
The vnnquish'd bird must combat till he dies !

Must faintly peck at his victorious foe,

And reel and stagger at each feeble blow ;

When fall'n, the savage grasps his dabbled plumes,
His blood-stain'd arms, for other doaihs assumes;
And damns the craven-fowl, that lost his stake,
And o7dy bled and perish'd for his sake !"

pp. 40—44.

Mr. Crabbe now opens his chronicle; and
the first babe that appears on the list is a
natural child of the miller's daughter. This
damsel fell in love with a sailor

;
but her

father refused his consent, and no priest
would unite them without it. The poor girl

yielded to her passion; and her lover went to

sea, to seek a portion for his bride :
—

" Then came the days of shame, the grievous night.
The varying look, the wand'ring appeiite ;

The joy assum'd, while sorrow dimm'd the eyes,
The ibrc'd sad smiles that follow'd sudden sighs,
And every art, long us'd, but us'd in vain.
To hide thy progress, Nature, and thy pain.

"
Day after day were past in grief and pain,

Week after week, nor came the youih again ;

Her boy was born :
—No lads nor lasses cama

To grace the rite or give the child a name ;

Nor grave conceited nurse, of office proud,
Bore the young Christian, roaring through the
In a small chamber was my office done, [crowd ;

Where blinks, through paper'd panes, the setting
sun ;

Where noisy sparrows, perch'don penthouse near,

Chirp tuneless joy, and mock the frequent tear."—
"
Throughout the lanes, she glides at evening's

There sofily lulls her infant to repose ; [close.

Then sits and gazes, but with viewless look,
As gilds the moon the rimpling of the brook ;

Then sings her vespers, but in voice so low.
She bears their murmurs as the waters flow ;

And she too murmurs, and begins to find

The solemn wand' rings of a wounded mind !

pp. 47—49.

We pass the rest of the Baptisms; and

proceed to the more interesting chapter of

Marriages. The first pair here is an old snug

bachelor, who, in the first days of dotage,
had married his maid-servant. The reverend

Mr. Crabbe is very facetious on this match;
and not very scrupulously delicate.

The following picture, though liable in part

to the same objection, is perfect, we think, in

that style of drawing :
—
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"

Ne.Tt at our altar stood a luckless pair,

Brought by strong pas'iions—and a warrant—there
;

By long rent cloak, hung loosely, strove the bride,
From ev'ry eye, what all perceiv'd to hide

;

While the l)oy-bridegroom, shuffling in his pace,
Now hid awhile, and then expos'd his face ;

As shame alternately with anger strove
The brain, confus'd with muddy ale, to move !

In haste and stamm'ring he perfbrm'd his part,
And look'd the rage that rankled in his heart.
Low spake the lass, and lisp'd and minc'd the

while ;

Look'd on the lad, and faintly try'd to smile
;

With soft' nened speech and humbled tone she
To stir the embers of departed love ; [strove
While he a tyrant, frowning walk'd before.
Felt the poor purse, and sought the public door;
She sadly following in submission went,
And saw the final shilling foully spent !

Then to her father's hut the pair withdrew.
And bade to love and comfort long adieu !"

pp. 74, 75.

The next bridal is that of Phoebe Dawson,
the most mnocent and beautiful of all the

village maidens. We give the following
pretty description of her courtship :

—
" Now, through the lane, up hill, and cross the

(Seen but by few, and blushing to be seen— [green,
Dejected, thoughtful, anxious and afraid,)
Led by the lover, walk'd the silent maid:
Slow through the ineadowsrov'd they, many a mile,

Toy'd by each bank, and trifled at each stile;

Where, as he painted every blissful view,
And highly colour'd what he strongly drew,
The pensive damsel, prone to tender fears,
Dimm'd the fair prospect with prophetic tears."

pp. 76, 77.

This is the taking side of the picture : At
the end of two years, here is the reverse.

Nothing can be more touching, we think, than
the quiet suffering and solitary hysterics of

this ill-fated young woman :
—

" Lo ! now with red rent cloak and bonnet black.
And torn green gown, loose hanging at her back,
One who an infant in her arms sustains,
And seems, with patience, striving with her pains;
Pinch'd are her looks, as one who pines for bread.
Whose cares are growing, and whose hopes are fled I

Pale her parch'd lips, her heavy eyes sunk low,
And tears unnotic'd from their channels flow;
Serene her manner, till some sudden pain
Frets the meek soul, and then she's calm again !

—
Her broken pitcher to the pool she takes.
And every step with cautious terror makes ;

For not alone that infant in her arms,
But nearer cause, maternal fear, alarms !

With water burden'd, then she picks her way.
Slowly and cautious, in the clinging clay;
Till in mid-green she trusts a place unsound.
And deeply plunges in th' adhesive ground ;

From whence her slender foot with pain she

takes," (fcc.
" And now her path, but not her peace, she gains.
Safe from her task, but shiv'ring with her pains;

—
Her home she reaches, open leaves the door.
And placing first her infant on the floor,

She bares her bosom to the wind, and sits,

And sobbing struggles with the rising fits!

In vain !
—

they come—she feels th' inflaming grief,
That shuts the swelling bosom from relief;

That speaks in feeble cries a soul distrest,

Or the sad laugh that cannot be represt ;

The neighbour-matron leaves her wheel, and flies

With all the aid her poverty supplies ;

Unfee'd, the calls of nature she obeys.
Nor led by profit, nor allur'd by praise ;

And waiting long, till these contentions cease.

She speaks of comfort, and departs in peace."
pp. 77, 78.

49

The ardent lover, it seems, turned out a
brutal husband :

—
"

If present, railing, till he saw her pain'd ;

If absent, spending what their labours gain'd :

Till that fair form in want and sickness pin'd,
And hope and comfort fled that gentle mind."

p. 79.

It may add to the interest which some
readers will take in this simple story, to be
told, that it was the last piece of poetry that
was read to Mr. Fo.\ during his fatal illness:
and that he examined and made some flatter-

ing remarks on the manuscript of it a few
days before his death.
We are obliged to pass over the rest of the

Marriages, though some of them are extreme-

ly characteristic and beautiful, and to proceed
to the Burials. Here we have a great variety
of portraits,

—the old drunken innkeeper—
the bustling farmer's wife—the infant—and
next the lady of the manor. The following
description of her deserted mansion is strik-

ing, and in the good old taste of Pope and
Dryden :

—
" Forsaken stood the hall,

Worms ate the floors, the tap'stry fled the wall ;

No fire the kitchen's cheerless grate display'd ;

No cheerful light the long-clos'd sash convey'd :

The crawling worm that turns a summer fly.
Here spun his shroud and laid him up to die

The winter-death;—upon the bed of state.
The bat, shrill-shrieking, woo'd his flick'ring mate:
To empty rooms, the curious came no more.
From empty cellars, turn'd the angry poor.
And surly beggars curs'd the ever-bolted door.
To one small room the steward found his way.
Where tenants follow'd, to complain and pay."

pp. 104, 105.

The old maid follows next to the shades of

mortality. The description of her house, fur-

niture, and person, is admirable, and afiforda

a fine specimen of Mr. Crabbe's most minute

finishing ;
but it is too long for extracting. We

rather present our readers with a part of the
character of Isaac Ashford :

—
" Next to these ladies, but in nought allied,

A noble peasant, Isaac Ashford, died.

Noble he was—contemning all things mean,
His truth unquestion'd, and his soul serene :

Of no man's presence Isaac felt afraid :

At no man's question Isaac look'd dismay'd:
Shame knew him not. he dreaded no disgrace," &.c.
" Were others joyful, he look'd smiling on,
And gave allowance where he needed none

;

Yet far was he from stoic-pride remov'd ;

He felt, with many, and he warmly lov'd :

I mark'd his action, when his infant died.

And an old neighbour for offence was triea ;

The still tears, stealing down that furrow'd cheek.

Spoke pity, plainer than the tongue can speak," &c.

pp. Ill, 112

The rest of the character is drawn with

equal spirit : but we can only make room for

the author's rinal commemoration of him.

"
I feel his absence in the hours of prayer.

And view his seat, and sigh for Isaac there?
I see, no more, those white locks thinly spread,
Round the bald polish of that hononr'd head ;

No more that awful glance on playful wight,

Compell'd to kneel and ireinble at the sigh' ;

To fold his fingers all in dread the while,
Till Mr. Ashford soften'd to a smile !

2H
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No more that meek, that suppliant look in prayer,
Nor iliat pure diiih. I'lai gave it force—are there :

—
But he is IjIcs!

;
and I Imnciit no more,

A wise good man contented to be poor."
—

p. 114.

We thou bury the villajje midwife, super-
seded ill her old a^^e by a volatile doctor:

then a surly rustic misanthrope ;
and last of

all, the reverend author's ancient sexton,
whose chronicle of his various pastors is given
rather at too great length. The poem ends
with a simple recapitulation.
We think this the most important of the

new pieces in the volume; and have ex-

tended our account of it so much, that we can

afford to say but little of the others. "The
Library" and "The Newspaper" are republi-
cations. They are written with a good deal

of lerseness, sarcasm, and beauty ;
but the

subjects are not very interesting, and they will

rather be approved, we think, than admired
or delighted in. We are not much taken either

with "The Birth of Flattery." With many
nervous lines and ingenious allusions, it has

something of the languor which seems insep--
arable from an allegory which exceeds the

length of an epigram.
"Sir Eustace Grey" is quite unlike any of

the preceding compositions. It is written in

a sort of lyric measure
;
and is intended to

represent the perturbed fancies of the most
terrible insanity settling by degrees into a

sort of devotional enthusiasm. The opening
stanza, spoken by a visiter in the madhouse,
is very striking.

"
I'll see no more !

—the heart ia torn

By views of woe we cannot heal ;

Long sliall I see tliese things forlorn.

And olt again iheir griefs shall feel,

As cacli upon the mind phail steal ;

That wail priijcctor's mystic style,
That lumpish idiot leering by,

That peevish idler's ceaseless wile,

And Ihul poor maiden » half form'd smile,
While stru!TfTli7ii;for the full-drawn sigh !

I'll know no more!"—p. 217.

There is great force, both of language and

conception, in the wild narrative Sir Eustace

gives of his frenzy; though we are not sure

M'hether there is not something too elaborate,
and too much worked up, in the picture. We
{^ive only one image, which we think is orig-
uial. He supposed himself hurried along by
two tormenting demons.

"
Through lands we fled, o'er seas we flew,
And hailed on a boundless plain ;

Where nothing fed. nor breath'd. nor grew.
But silence rul'd the still domain.

"Upon that boundless plain, below.
The selling sun's last rays were shed,

And gave a mild and sober glow,
Where all were still, asleep, or dead ;

Vast ruins in the midst were spread.
Pillars and pediments sublime.

Where the grey moss had form'd abed,
And cloth'd the crumbling spoils of Time.

" There was T fix'd, I know not how,
Condemn'd for untold years to slay;

Yet years were not
;

—one dreadful novo,
Endur'd no change of night or day ;

The same mild evening's sleeping ray

Shone softly-solemn and serene,
And all that time I gaz'd away.
The setting sun's sad rays were seen."

p. 226.

"The Hall of Justice," or the story of the

Gipsy Convict, is another experiment of Mr.
Crabbe's. It is very nervous—very shocking—and very powerfully represented. The
woman is accused of stealing, and tells her

story in impetuous and lofty language.
" My crime ! this sick'ning child to feed,

I seiz'd the food your witness saw;
I knew your laws forbade the deed,
But yielded to a stronger law !"—

" But I have griefs of other kind.
Troubles and sorrows more severe ;

Give me to ease my toriur'd mind,
Lend to my woes a patient ear;

And let me—if I may not find

A friend to help
—find one to hear.

" My mother dead, my father lost,

I wander'd with a vagrant crew;
A common care, a common cost.

Their sorrows and their sins I knew ;

With them on want and error forc'd.
Like them, I base and guilty grew !

" So through the land I wand'ring went.
And little found of grief or joy ;

But lost my bosom's sweet content,
When first I lov'd the gypsy boy.

" A sturdy youth he was and tall,

His looks would all his soul declare.
His piercing eyes were deep and small.
And strongly curl'd his raven hair.

"
Yes, Aaron had each manly charm.

All in the May of youthful pride;
He scarcely fear'd his failier's arm,
And every other arm defied.—

Oft when they grew in anger warm,
(Whom will not love and power divide f)

1 rose, their wrathful souls to calm.
Not yet in sinful combat tried."

pp. 240—242.

The father felon falls in love with the be-

trothed of his son, whom he despatches on
some distant errand. The consummation of

his horrid passion is told in these powerful
stanzas :

—
" The night was dark, the lanes were deep.

And one by one they took their way;
He bade me lay me down and sleep 1

I only wept, and wish'd (or day.

Accur.sed be the love he bore—
Accursed vms the force he us^d—

So let him of his God implore
For mercy !—and he so refused.

'^^—
p. 243.

It is painful to follow the story out. The
son returns, and privately murders his father

j

and then marries his widow ! The profligate

barbarity of the life led by those outcasts ia

forcibly expressed by the simple narrative of

the lines that follow :
—

"
I brought a lovely daughter forth.

His father's child, in Aaron's bed I

He took her from me in his wrath,
' Where is my child ?'

— '

Thy child is dead.'

" 'Twas false ! We wander'd far and wide,

Through town and country, field and fen,

Till Aaron fighting, fell and died,

And I became a wife again."
—

p. 248.

We have not room to give the sequel of this

dreadful ballad. It cer ,ainly is not pleasing
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reading; but it is written with very unusual

Eower
of language, and shows INIr. Crabbe to

ave great mastery over the tragic passions of

pity and horror. The volume closes with some
verses of no great value in praise of Women.
We part with regret from Mr. Crabbe

;
but

we hope to meet with him again. If his muse,
to be sure, is prolific only once in twenty-four
years, we can scarcely expect to live long

enough to pass judgment on her future pro-
geny : But we trust, that a larger portion of

public favour than has hitherto been dealt to

him will encourage him to greater cflbrts
;
and

that he will soon appear again among the

-w'orthy supporters of the old poetical estab-

lishment, and come in time to surpass the
revolutionists in fast firing, as well as in weight
of metal.

(aprxl, 1810.)

The Borough : a Poem, in Twenty-four Letters. By the Rev. George CrabbE; LL. B.

8vo. pp. 344. London: 1810.

We are very glad to meet with Mr. Crabbe
so soon again ;

and particularly glad to find, that

his early return has been occasioned, in part,

by the encouragement he received on his last

appearance. This late spring of public favour,
we hope, he will yet live to see ripen into ma-
ture fame. We scarcely know any poet who
deserves it better

;
and are quite certain there

is none who is more secure of keeping with

posterity whatever he may win from his con-

temporaries.
The present poem is precisely of the char-

acter of The Village and The Parish Register.
It has the same peculiarities, and the same
faults and beauties; though a severe critic

might perhaps add, that its peculiarities are

more obtrusive, its faults greater, and its beau-
ties less. However that be, both faults and
beauties are so plainly produced by the pe-

culiarity, that it may be worth while, before

giving any more particular account of it, to try
if we can ascertain in what that consists.

And here we shall very speedily discover,

that Mr. Crabbe is distinguished from all other

poets, both by the choice of his subjects, and

by his manner of treating them. All his per-
sons are taken from the lower ranks of life;
and all his scenery from the most ordinary
and familiar objects of nature or art. His
characters and incidents, too, are as common
as the elements out of which thej' are com-

pounded are humble; and not only has he

nothing prodigious or astonishing in any of

his representations, but he has not even at-

tempted to impart any of the ordinary colours

of poetry to those vulgar materials. He has
no moralising swains or .sentimental trades-

men
;
and scarcely ever seeks to charm us by

the artless graces or lowly virtues of his per-

sonagps. Oh the contrary, he has represented
his villagers and humble burghers as alto-

gether as dissipated, and more dishonest and

discontented, than the profligates of higher
life; and, instead of conducting us through
blooming groves and pastonil meadows, has
led us along filthy lanes and crowded wharfs,
to hospitals, alms-houses, and gin-shops. In

some of these delineations, he may be con-

sidered as the Satirist of low life—an occupa-
tion sufficiently arduous, and, in a great de-

gree, new and original in our language. But

by far the greater part of his poetry is of a
different and a higher character

;
and aims

at moving or delighting us by lively, touch-

ing, and finely contrasted representations of

the dispositions, sufferings, and occupations
of those ordinary persons who form the far

greater part of our fellow-creatures. This,
too, he has sought to effect, merely by placing
before us the clearest, most brief, and most

striking sketches of their external condition—
the most sagacious and unexpected strokes

of character—and the truest and most pathetic

pictures of natural feeling and common suffer-

ing. By the mere force of his art, and the

novelty of his style, he forces us to attend

to objects that are usually neglected, and to

enter into feelings from which we are in gene-
ral but too eager to escape;

—and then trusts

to nature for the effect of the representation.
It is obvious, at first sight, that this is not a

task for an ordinary hand ;
and that many in-

genious writers, who make a very good figure
with battles, nymphs, and moonlight land-

scapes, would find themselves quite helpless,
if set down among streets, harbours, and
taverns. The difiiculty of such subjects, in

short, is sufficiently visible—and some of

the causes of that difficulty: But they have
their advantages also;

—and of these, and
their hazards, it seems natural to say a few

words, before entering more minutely into the

merits of the work before us.

The first great advantage of such familiaj

subjects is, that every one is necessarily wel-

acquainted with the originals; and is there-

fore sure to feel all that pleasure, from a

faithful representation of them, which re.'^ult*

from the perception of a perfect and success-

ful imitation. In the kindred art of painting,
we find that this single consideration has been

sufficient to stamp a very high value upon
accurate and lively delineations of objects, in

themselves uninteresting, and even disagree-
able

;
and no very inconsiderable part of the

pleasure which may be derived from Mr
Crahbe's poetry mav probably be referred t<f

its mere truth and fidelity; and to the brevity
and clearness with whidi he sets before hit

readers, objects and characters with which

they have been all their days familiar.

In his happier passages, however, he has a
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higher merit, and imparts a far higher grati-
fication. The chief delight of poetry consists,
not so much in what it directly supplies to

the imagination, as in what it enables it to

supply to itself;
—not in warming the heart

by its passing brightness, but in kindling its

own latent stores of light and heat;
—not in

hurrying the fancy along by a foreign and ac-

cidental impulse, but in setting it agoing, by
touching its internal springs and prhiciples of

activity. Now, this highest and most delight-
ful effect can only be produced by the poet's

striking a note to which the heart and the affec-

tions naturally vibrate in unison;
—by rousing

one of a large family of kindred impressions;
—

by dropping the rich seed of his fancy upon the

fertile and sheltered places of the imagination.
But it is evident, that the emotions connected
with common and familiar objects

—with ob-

jects which fill every man's memory, and are

necessarily associated with all that he has
ever really felt or fancied, are of all others

the most likely to answer this description, and
to produce, where they can be raised to a suf-

ficient height, this great effect in its utmost

perfection. It is for this reason that the images
and affections that belong to our universal na-

ture, are always, if tolerably represented, in-

finitely more captivating, in spite of their

apparent commonness and simplicity, than
those that are peculiar to certain situations,
however they may come recommended by
novelty or grandeur. The familiar feeling of

maternal tenderness and anxiety, which is

every day before our eyes, even in the brute
creation—and the enchantment of youthful
love, which is nearly the same in all charac-

ters, ranks, and situations—still contribute far

more to the beauty and interest of poetry than
all the misfortunes of princes, the jealousies of

heroes, and the feats of giants, magicians, or

ladies in armour. Every one can enter into

the former set of feelings; and but a few
mto the latter. The one calls up a thousand
familiar and long-remembered emotions—
which are answered and reflected on every
side by the kindred impressions which ex-

perience or observation have traced upon
every memory : while the other lights up but
a transient and unfruitful blaze, and passes
away without perpetuating itself in any kin-

dred and native sensation.

Now, the delineation of all that concerns-
the lower and most numerous classes of so-

ciety, is, in this respect, on a footing with the

pictures of our primary affections—that their

originals are necessarily familiar to all men,
and are inseparably associated with their own
most interesting impressions. Whatever may
be our own condition, we all live surrounded
with the poor, from infancy to age ;

—we hear

daily of their sufferings and misfortunes;
—

and their toils, their crimes, or their pastimes,
are our hourly spectacle. Many diligent
readers of poetry know

little, by their own
experience, of palaces, castles, or camps ;

and
etill less of tyrants, warriors, and banditti

;

—
but every one understands about cottages,

streets, and villages ;
and conceives, pretty

correctly, the character and condition of sail-

ors, ploughmen, and artificers. If the poet
can contrive, therefore, to create a sufficient

interest in subjects like these, they will infal-

libly sink deeper into the mind, and be more

prolific of kindred trains of emotion, than sub-

jects of greater dignity. Nor is the difficulty
of excitmg such an interest by any means so

great as is generally imagined. For it ia

common human nature, and common human
feeling!?, after all, that form the true source

of interest in poetry of every description ;
—

and the splendour and the marvels by w hich
it is sometimes surrounded, serve no other

purpose than to fix our attention on those

workings of the heart, and those energies of

the understanding, which alone command all

-the genuine sympathies of human beings
—

and which may be found as abundantly in the

breasts of cottagers as of kings. Wherever
there are human beings, therefore, with feel-

ings and characters to be represented, our at-

tention may be fixed by the art of the poet
—

by his judicious selection of circumstances—
by the force and vivacity of his style, and the

clearness and brevity of his representations.
In point of fact, we are all touched more

deeply, as well as more frequently, in real

life,
with the sufferings of peasants than of

princes; and sympathise much oftener, and
more heartily, with the successes of the poor,
than of the rich and distinguished. The oc-

casions of such feelings are indeed so many,
and so common, that they do not often leave

any very permanent traces behind them, but

pass away, and are effaced by the very rapidity
of their succession. The business and the

cares, and the pride of the world, obstruct the

development of the emotions to which they
would naturally give rise

;
and press so close

and thick upon the mind, as to shut
it,

at most

seasons, against the reflections that are per-

petually seeking for admission. When we
have leisure, however, to look quietly into our

hearts, we shall find in them an infinite mul-
titude of little fragments of sj-mpalhy with,

our brethren in humble life—abortive move-
ments of compassion, and embryos of kindness

and concern, which had once fairly begTin to

live and germinate within them, though with-

ered and broken off by the selfish bustle and
fever of our daily occupations. Now, all these

may be revived and carried on to maturity by
the art of the poet ;

—
and, therefore, a power-

ful effort to interest us in the feelings of the

humble and obscure, will usually call forth

more deep, more numerous, and more perma-
nent emotions, than can ever be excited by
the fate of princesses and heroes. Indepen-
dent of the circumstances to which we have

already alluded, there are causes which make
us at all times more ready to enter into the

feelings of the humble, than of the exalted

part of our species. Oiir sympathy w ith their

enjoyments is enhanced by a certain rnixture

of pity for their general condition, which, by
purifying it from that taint of envy which al-

most always adheres to our admiration of the

great, renders it more welcome and satisfac-

tory to our bosoms
;
while our concern for theii

sufferings is at once softened and endeared to
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US, by the recollection of our own exemption
from them, and by the feeling, that we fre-

quently have it in our power to relieve them.
From these, and from other causes, it ap-

pears to us to be certain, that where subjects,
taken from humble life, can be made suffi-

ciently interesting to overcome the distaste
and the prejudices with which the usages of

polished society too generally lead us to re-

gard them, the interest which they excite will

commonly be more profound and more lasting
than any that can be raised upon loftier

themes
;
and the poet of the Village and the

Borough be oftener, and longer read, than the

poet of the Court or the Camp. The most

popular passages of Shakespeare and Cowper,
we think, are of this description: and there is

much, both in the volume before us, and in

Mr. Crabbe's former publications, to which
we might now venture to refer, as proofs of

the same doctrine. When such representa-
tions have once made an impression on the

imagination, they are remembered daily, and
for ever. We can neither look around, nor
within us, without being reminded of their

truth and their importance ; and, while the

more brilliant effusions of romantic fancy are

recalled only at long intervals, and in rare

situations, we feel that we cannot walk a step
from our own doors, nor cast a glance back on
our departed years, without being indebted to

the poet of vulgar life for some striking image-
or touching reflection, of w-hich the occasions

were always before us, but—till he taught us
how to improve them—were almost always
allowed to escape.

Such, we conceive, are some of the advan-

Uages of the subjects which Mr. Crabbe has

;in a great measure introduced into modern

ipoetry ;
—and such the grounds upon which

'we venture to predict the durability of the

reputation which he is in the course of ac-

quiring. That they have their disadvantages
also, is obvious; and it is no less obvious, that

it is to these we must ascribe the greater part
of the faults and deformities with which this

author is fairly chargeable. The two great
errors into which he has fallen, are—that he
has described many things not worth describ-

ing;
—and that he has frequently excited dis-

gust, instead of pity or indignation, in the

breasts of his readers. These faults are ob-

vious—and, we believe, are popularly laid to

his charge : Yet there is, in so far as we have

observed, a degree of misconception as to the

true grounds and limits of the charge, which
we think it worth while to take this opportu-

nity of correcting.
The poet of humble life must describe a

great deal—and must even describe, minutely,

many things which possess in themselves no

beauty or grandeur. The reader's fancy must
be awaked—and the power of his own pencil

displayed:
—a distinct locality and imaginary

reality must be given to his characters and

agents : and the ground colour of their com-
mon condition must be laid in, before his pe-
culiar and selected groups can be presented
with any effect or advantage. In the same

way, he must study characters with a minute

and anatomical precision ;
and must make

both himself and his readers familiar with the

ordinary traits and general family features of
the beings among whom they are to move, be-
fore they can either understand, or take much
interest in the individuals who are to engross
their attention. Thus far, there is no excess
or unnecessary minuteness. But this faculty
of observation, and this power of description,
hold out great temptations to go further.

There is a pride and a delight in the exercise
of all peculiar power; and the poet, who has
learned to describe external objects exqui-
sitely, with a view to heighten the effect of
his moral designs, and to draw characters
with accuracy, to help forward the interest or

the pathos of the picture, will be in great dan-

ger of describing scenes, and drawing char-

acters, for no other purpose, but to indulge his

taste, and to display his talents. It cannot he

denied, we think, that Mr. Crabbe has, on

many occasions, yielded to this temptation.
He is led away, every now and then, by his

lively conception of external objects, and by
his nice and sagacious observation of human
character; and v/antons and luxuriates in de-

scriptions and moral portrait painting, while
his readers are left to wonder to what end so

much industry has been exerted.

His chief fault, however, is his frequent

lapse into disgusting representations ; and

this, we will confess, is an error for which we
find it far more difficult either to account or

to apologise. We are not, however, of the

opinion which we have often heard stated,
that he has represented human nature under
too unfavourable an aspect ;

or that the dis-

taste which his poetry sometimes produces,
is ovving merely to the painful nature of the

scenes and subjects Avith which it abounds.

On the contrary, we think he has given a just-

er, as well as a more striking picture, of the

true character and situation of the lower or-

ders of this country, than any other writer,
whether in verse or in prose; and that he has

made no more use of painful emotions than

was necessary to the production of a pathetic
effect.

All powerful and pathetic poetry, it is ob-

vious, abounds in images of distress. The

delight which it bestows partakes strongly of

pain; and, by a sort of contradiction, which
has long engaged the attention of the reflect-

ing, the compositions that attract us most

powerfully, and detain us the longest, are

those that produce in lis most of the eflVcts of

actual suffering and A-retchedness. The so-

lution of this paradox is to be found, we think,
in the simple fact, that pain is a far stronger
sensation than pleasure, in human existence;
and that the cardinal virtue of all things that

are intended to delight the mind, is to produce «

a strong sensation. Life itself appears to con-

sist in sensation
;
and the universal passion

of all beings that have life, seems to be. that

they should be made intensely conscious of

it, by a succession of powerful and engrossing
emotions. All the mere gratifications or natu-

ral pleasures that are in the power even of the

most fortunate, are quite insufficient to fill this

2h2
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vast craving for sensativ)n : And accordingly,
we see every clay,

lus is sought for by

that a more violent stimu-

those who have attained

the vulgar heights ol" life, in the pains and

dangers of war—the agonies of gaming— or

the feverish toils of ambition. To those who
have tasted of those potent cups, where the

bitter, however, so obviously predominates,
the security, the comforts, and what are call-

ed the enjoymtMits of conmion life, are intol-

erably insipid and disgusting. Nay, we think

we have observed, that even those who, with-

out any effort or exertion, have experienced
unusual misery, frequently appear, in like

maimer, to acquire a sort of taste or craving
for it; and come to look on the tranquillity of

ordinary life with a kind of indifference not

unmingled with contempt. It is certain, at

least, that they dwell with most apparent satis-

factioli on the memory of those days, which
have been marked by the deepest and most

agonising sorrows; and derive a certain de-

light from the recollections of those over-

whelming sensations which once occasioned
60 fierce a throb in the languishing pulse of

their existence.

If any thing of this kind, however, can be
traced in real life—if the passion for emotion
be so strong as to carry us, not in imagination,
but in reality, over the rough edge of present

pain
—it will not be difficult to explain, why it

should be so attractive in the copies and fic-

tions of poetry. There, as in real life, the

great demand is for emotion
;
while the pain

with which it may be attended, can scarcely,

by any possibility, exceed the limits of en-

durance. The recollection, that it is but a

copy and a fiction, is quite sufficient to keep it

down to a moderate temperature, and to make
it welcome as the sign or the harbinger of that

agitation of whicli the soul is avaricious. It

is not, then, from any peculiar quality in pain-
ful emotions that they become capable of

affording the delight which attends them in

tragic or pathetic poetry
—but merely from the

circumstance of their being more intense and

powerful than any other emotions of which
the mind is susceptible. If it was the consti-

tution of our nature to feel joy as keenly, or to

sympathise with it as heartily as we do with

sorrow, we have no doubt that no other sensa-

tion would ever be intentionally excited by
the artists that minister to delight. But the

fact is. that the pleasyres of which we are ca-

pable are slight and feeble compared with /Ac

pains that we may endure
;
and that, feeble

as they are, the sympathy which they excite

falls much more short of the original emotion.
When the object, therefore, is to obtain sen-

sation, there can be no doubt to which of the

two fountains we should repair; and if there

be but few pains in real life which are not, ija

some measure, endeared to us by the emo-
tions with which they are attended, we may
be pretty sure, that the more distress we in-

troduce into poetry, the more we shall rivet

the attention and attract the admiration of the

reader.

There is but one exception to this rule—
and it brings us back from the apology of Mr,

Crabbe, to his condemnation. Every form of

distress, whether it procei'd from passion or

from fortune, and w hether it fall upon vice or

virtue, adds to the interest and the charm of

poetry
—

except oidy that which is connected
. with ideas of Disgust

—the least taint of which
disenchants the w hole scene, and puts an end
both to delight and sympathy. But what is

it, it may be asked, that is the proper object
of disgust? and what is the precise descrip-
tion of things which we think JVlr. Crabbe so

inexcusable for admitting? It is not easy to

define a term at once so simple and so signifi-
cant: but it may not be without its use, to

indicate, in a general way, our conception of

its true force and comprehension.
It is needless, we suppose, to explain what

are the objects of disgust in physical or exter-

nal existences. These are sufficiently plain and

unequivocal ;
and it is universally admitted,

that all mention of them must be carefully ex-

cluded from every poetical description. With

regard, again, to human character, action, and

J«f]ing, we should be inclined to term every
thing disgusting, which represented misery,
without making any appeal to our love, res-

pect, or admiration. If the suffering person
be amiable, the delightful feeling of love and
affection tempers the pain which the contem-

plation of suffering has a tendency to excite,
and enhances it into the stronger, and there-

fore more attractive, sensation of pity. If

there be great power or energy, however,
united to guilt or wretchedness, the mixture
of admiration exalts the emotion into some-

thing that is sublime and pleasing: and even
in cases of mean and atrocious, but efficient

guilt, our sympathy with the victims upon
whom it ispractised, and ouractive indignation
and desire of vengeance, reconcile us to the

humiliating display, and make a compound
that, upon the whole, is productive of pleasure.
The only sufferers, then, upon whom we

cannot bear to look, are those that excite pain

by their wretchedness, while they are too de-

praved to be the objects of affection, and too

weak and insignificant to be the causes of

misery to others, or, consequently, of indigna-
tion to the spectators. Such are the depraved,

abject, diseased, and neglected poor
—crea-

tures in whom every thing amiable or res-

pectable has been extinguished by sordid pas-
sions or brutal debaucherj-;

—who have no
means of doing the mischief of which they
are capable

—whom every one despises, and
no one can either love or fear. On the char-

acters, the miseries, and the vices of such

beings, we look with disgust merely: and,

though it may perhaps serve some moral pur-

pose, occasionally to set before us this humi-

liating spectacle of human nature sunk to
- utter worthlessness and insignificance, it is

altogether in vain to think of exciting either

pity or horror, by the truest and most forcible

representations of their sufferings or their

enormities. They have no hold upon any of

the feelings that lead us to take an interest in

our fellow^-creatures;
—we turn away from

them, therefore, with loathing and dispassion-
ate aversion

;

—we feel our imaginations pol
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luted by the intrusion of any images con-

nf.'cted with them; and are offended and

disgusted when we are forced to look closely

upon those festering heaps of moral tilth and

corruption.
It is with concern we add, that we know no

writer who has siinied so deeply in this re-

spect as Mr. Crabbe—who has so often pre-
sented us with spectacles which it is purely

Eainful

and degrading to contemplate, and
estowed such powers of conception and e.v-

pression in giving us distinct ideas of what
we must ever abhor to remember. If Mr.
Crabbe had been a person of ordinary talent.s.

we might have accounted for his error, in

some degree, by supposing, that his fiequent
success in treating of subjects which had been

usually rejected by other poets, had at length
led him to disregard, altogether, the common
impressions of mankind as to what was allow-

able and what inadmissible in poetry ;
and to

reckon the unalterable laws by which nature

has regulated our sympathies, among the

prejudices by which they were shackled and

impaired. It is ditficull, however, to conceive
how a writer of his quick and exact observa-

tion should have failed to perceive, that there

is not a single instance of a serious interest

being excited by an object of disgust: and
that Shakespeare himself, who has ventured

every thing, has never ventured to shock our

feelings with the crimes or the sufferings of

beings absolutely without power or principle.

Independent of universal practice, too, it is

still more difficult to conceive how he should

have overlooked the reason on which this

practice is founded
;
for though it be gener-

ally true, that poetical representations of suf-

fering and of guilt produce emotion, and con-

sequently delight, yet it certainly did not

require the penetration of Mr. Crabbe to dis-

cover, that there is a degree of depravity
which counteracts our sympathy with suffer-

ing, and a degree of insignificance which ex-

tinguishes our interest in guilt. We abstain

from giving any extracts in support of this

accusation
;
but those who have perused the

volume before us, will have already recol-

lected the story of Frederic Thompson, of

Abel Keene, of Blaney, of Benbow, and a

good part of those of Grimes and Ellen Orford—besides many shorter passages. It is now
time, however, to give the reader a more

particular account of the work which contains

them.
The Borough of Mr. Crabbe, then, is a

detailed and minute account of an ancient

English sea-port town, of the middling order;

containing a series of pictures of its scenery,
and of the different classes and occupations
of its inhabitants. It is thrown into the form

of letters, though without any attempt at the

epistolary charactei
;
and treats of the vicar

and curate—the sectaries—the attornies—the

apothecaries: and the inns, clubs, and stroll-

ing-players, that make a figure in the place :

—but I'nore particularly of the poor, and their

characters and treatment
;
and of almshouses,

prisons, and .'schools. There is. of course, no

unity or method in the poem—which consists

altogether of a succession of unconnected

descriptions, and is still more miscellaneous
in reality, than would be conjectured from the
titles of its twenty-four separate comjiart-
ments. As it does not admit of analysi.s,

therefore, or even of a much more particular

description, we can only give our readers a

just idea of its execution, by extracting a
few of the passages that appear to us most
characteristic in each of the many styles it

exhibits.

One of the first that strikes us, is the

following very touching and beautifid j)icture
of innocent love, misfortune and resignation

—
all of them taking a tinge of additional sweet-
ness and tenderness from the humble con-

dition of the parties; and thus affording a

striking illustration of the remarks we have
ventured to make on the advantages of such

subjects. The passage occurs in the second

letter, where the author has been sui-veying,
with a glance half pensive anil half sarcasti-

cal, the monuments erected in the churchyard.
He then proceeds :

—
" Yes ! there are real Mourners—I have seen

A fair sad Girl, mild, siiffi'rinor, and serene;
Atteniion (thronah the day) her dinies cluiin'd,

And 10 he useful as resigii'd she aim'd ;

Neaily she dress'd, nor vainly seern'd i' expect
Pity for grief, or pardon (or neglect ;

But when licr wearied Parents sunk to sleep,
She souirht lliis place to meditate and weep;
Then to her mind was all the past display'd,
'I'hat faiihlul Mctnory brings to Sorrow's aid:

For then she thought on one regretted Youth,
Her tender trust, and his unqnestion'd truth;

In ev'rv place she waiider'd, where they'd been,
And sadly-sacred held the pariiiig-scene
^Vhere last for sea he took his leave ;

—that place
Willi double interest would she nightly trace," dec,
"
Happy he saii'd ; and great the care she tuok,

That he should softly sleep, and sniarily look;
White was his better linen, and his cheek
Was made more trim than any on the deck;
.And everv comfort Men at Sea can know,
\V'as hers to buy, to make, and lo bestow;

For he to Greenland saii'd, and much she lold.

How he should guard against the climate's cold;
Yet saw not danger; dangers he'd withstood.

Nor could she trace the Fever in his blood :

Flis Messmates smil'd at flushings in his cheek,
.And he loo smil'd, but seldom would he speak;
For now he fimnd the danger, felt ihe |)ain.

With grievo\is svmp'oms he could not explain.
"

lie caird his friend, and prelac'd will) a sigh
A Liiver's message

— '

T/ioi/wn .' I must die!

Would I could see my Sal/i/ .' nr.d could rest

My throbbinir temples on her raiihfiil breast,

And gazintj so!—if not, this trifle take,

And say till deaih, I wore it lor her sake :

Yes ! I must die ! blow on, sweet breeze, blow on .

(Jive me one look, before my hie be gone,
Oh ! irive me that ! and let me not despair

—
One last fond look I

—and now repeal the prayer.*
" He had his wish

;
had more ;

I will noi paint

The Lover's meeting: she beheld him (aim—
With lender fears, she took a nearer view.

Her terrors doubling as her hopes wiihdrew;
Hp tried to smile, and, half succeeding, said,
' Yes ! I must die

;

—and hope ibr ever (led !

"Still lonn she nurs'd him; lender ihouphu
meantime

Were in'erchang'd, and hopes and views sublime.

To her he came to die ;
and every day

She took some ponion of the dread away !

With him she pray'd, to him his Bible read,

Sooth'd the faint heart, and held the aching head :
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She come wiih smiles the hour of pain to cheer ;

Apart siic si^ii'd ; alone, she siied ihe tear ;

Then, as if brcakinjj from a cloud, she gave
Fresh liglit, and gilt the prospect of the grave.

" One day he lighter seem'd, and ihey forgot
The care, the dread, ihe an!j;uish of their lot;

They spoke w;ih cheerfulness, and seem'd to think,

Yet said not so— '

perhaps he will not sink.'

A sudden i)rightness in his look appear'd,
—

A sudden vigour in his voice was heard ;

She had been reading in the Book of Prayer,
And led him forth, and plac'd him in his chair;

Lively he seem'd, and spoke o( all he knew,
The friendly many, and the favourite few;
Nor one I hat day did he to mind recall,

But she has trcasur'd, and she loves them all
;

When in her way she meets them, they appear
Peculiar people

—death has made them dear!

He nam'd his friend, but then his hand she prest,

And fondly svhisper'd,
' Thou must go to rest.'

*
I go !' he said ; but, as he spoke, she found

Hie hand more cold, and flutt'ring was the sound ;

Then gaz'd afTrighten'd ; but she caught at last

A dying look of love—and all was past !
—

" She plac'd a decent stone his grave above.

Neatly engrav'd
—an offering of her Love

;

For thai she wrought, for that forsook her bed,
Awake alike to duty and ihe dead ;

She would have griev'd, had friends presum'd to

spare
The least assistance—'twas her proper care.

" Here will she come, and on the grave will sit,

Folding her arms, in long abstracted fit
;

But if observer pass, will take her round.
And careless seem, for she would not be found

;

Then come again, and thus her hour employ,
While visions please her, and while woes destroy."

pp. 23—27.

There is a passage in the same tone, in the

letter on Piisons. It describes the dream of

a felon under sentence of death ; and though
the exquisite accuracy and beauty of the

landscape painting are such as must have
recommended it to notice in poetry of any
order, it seems to us to derive an uspeakable
charm from the lowly simplicity and humble
content of the characters—at least we can-

not conceive any walk of ladies and gentlemen
that should furnish out so sweet a picture as

terminates the following extract. It is only

doing Mr. Crabbe ju.stice to present along
with it a part of the dark foreground which
he has drawn, in the waking existence of the

poor dreamer.

" When first I came
Within his view, I fancied there was shame,
I judg'd Resentment; 1 mistook the air—
These fainter passions live not with Despair ;

Or but cxi-it and die :
—

Hope, Fear and Love,
Joy, Doubt, and Hate, may other spirits move,
But tiuch not his, who every waking hour
Has one fix'd dread, and always feels its power.
He takes his tasteless food ; and, when 'tis done.
Counts up his meals, now lessen'd by that one ;

For Expectation is on Time intent.
Whether be brint/s us Joy or Punishment.
" Yes ! e'en in sleep th' impressions all remain

;

He hears the sentence, and he feels the chain ;

He seems the place for that sad act to see.
And dreams the very thirst which then will be !

A priest attends—it seems the one he knew
In his best days, beneath whose care he grew." At this his terrors lake a sudden flight

—
He sees his native village with delight ;

The house, the chamber, where he once array'd
His youthful person : where he knelt and pray'd :

Then too the comforts he enjoy'd at home,
The days of joy ;

the joys themselves are come ;
—

The hours of innocence ;
—ihe timid look

Of his lov'd maid, when first her hand he took
And lold his hope ;

her trembling jcjy appears,
Her forc'd reserve, and his retreating fears.

" Yes! all are with him now, and all the while
Life's early prospects

and his Fanny smile :

Then come his sister and his village friend.
And he will now tlie sweetest moments spend
Life has to yield :

—No ! never will he find

Again on earth such [ilensure in his mind, [among,
He goes through shrubby walks these friendi

fjove in their looks and pleasure on the tongue.
Pierc'd by no crime, and urg'd by no desire

For more than true and honest hearts require,

They feel the calm delight, and thus proceed
Through the green lane,

—then linger in the mead,—
Stray o'er the heath in all its purple bloom,
And pluck the blossom where the wild-bees hum ;

Then through the brooiny bound with ease they
pass,

And press the sandy sheep-walk's slender grass.
Where dwarfish flowers among the gorse arespread,
And the lamb bronzes by the lintift's bed ! [way
Then 'cross the bounding brook they make their

O'er its rough bridge
—and there behold the bay I—

The ocean smiling to the fervid sun—
The waves that faintly fall and slowly run—
The ships at distance, and the boats at hand :

And now they walk upon the sea-side sand,

Counting the number, and what kind they be,

Ships softly sinking in the sleepy sea:
Now arm in arm, now parted, they behold
The glitt'ring waters on the shingles roll'd :

The timid girls, half dreading their design.

Dip the small foot in the retarded brine,

And search for crimson weeds, which spreading
Or lie like pictures on the sand below ; [flow,
With all tliose bright red pebbles, that the sun

Through the small waves so softly shines upon ;

And those live lucid jellies which the eye
Delights to trace as they swim glitt'ring by :

Pearl-shells and rubied star-fish they admire,
And will arrange above the parlour fire—
Tokens of bliss!"—pp. 323—326.

If these extracts do not make the reader

feel how deep and peculiar an interest may
be excited by humble subjects, we should
almost despair of bringing him over to our

opinion, even by Mr. Crabbe's inimitable de-

scription and pathetic pleading for the parish

poor. The subject is one of those, which to

many will appear repulsive, and, to some
fastidious natures perhaps, di.sgusting. Yet,
if the most admirable painting of external

objects
—the most minute and thorough know-

ledge of human character—and that warm
glow of active and rational benevolence which
lends a guiding light to observation, and an

enchanting colour to eloquence, can entitle a

poet to praise, as they do entitle him to more
substantial rewards, we are persuaded that

the following passage will not be speedily

forgotten.

" Your plan I love not :
—with a number you

Have plac'd your poor, your pitiable few ;

There, in one house, for all their lives to be,

The pauper-palace, which they hale to see !

That giant building, that high bounding wall.

Those bare-worn walks, that lofty thund'ring hall •

That large loud clock, which tolls each dreaded

hour.
Those gates and locks, and all those signs of power :

It is a prison, with a milder name.
Which few inhabit without dread or shame."—
" Alas! their sorrows in their bosoms dwell.

They've much to suffer, but have nought to tell

They have no evil in Ihe place to stai«.

And c are not say, it is the house ttiey nate :
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Tlity own tliere's granted all such place can give,
But live repining,

—for 'tis there they live ! [see," Grandsires are there, who now no more must
No more nuist nurse upon the trembling knee.
The lost lov'd daughter's infant progeny !

Like death's dread mansion, this allows not place
For joyful meeiings of a kindred race.
" Is not the mairon there, to whom the son

Was wont at each declining day to run
;

He (when his toil was over) gave delight,

By ILTiing up the latch, and one ' Good night?'
Yes. she is here ; but nightly to her door
The son, still lab'ring, can return no more.
" Widows are here, who in their huts were left,

Of husbands, children, plenty, ease, bereft;
Yet all that grief within the humble shed
Was sofien'd, soften'd in the humbled bed :

But here, in all iis force, remains the grief,
And not one solt'ning object for relief

" Who can, when here, the social neighbour
Who learn the story current in the street ? [meet ?

Who to the long-known intimate impart
Facts they have learn'd, or feelings of the heart ?

—
They talk, indeed; but who can choose a friend.
Or seek companions, at their journey's end ?"—
"

Wliat, if no grievous fears their lives annoy,
Is it not worse, no prospects to enjoy ?

'Tis cheerless living in such bounded view,
With nothing dreadful, but with nothing new;
Nothing to bring them joy, to make them weep—
The day itself is, like the night, asleep;
Or on the sameness, if a break be made,
'Tis by some pauper to his grave convey'd ;

By smugaled news from neighb'ring village told.

News never true, or truth a twelvemonth old!

By some new inniaie doom'd with them to dwell.
Or justice come to see that all goes well

;

Or change of room, or hour of leave to crawl
On the black footway winding wiih the wall,
'Till the s'ern bell forbids, or master's sterner call.
"

flere the good pauper, loosing all the praise

By worthy deeds acqiiir'd in better days.
Breathes a few months

; then, to his chamber led,

Expires
—while strangers prattle round his bed."—

pp. 241—244.

These we take to be specimens of Mr.
Crabbe's best style ;

—but he has great variety ;—and some readers may be better pleased
with his satirical vein—which is both copious
and original. The Vicar is an admirable
sketch of what must be very difficult to draw

;—a good; easy man, with no character at all.

His little, humble vanity;
—his constant care

to offend no one
;

—his mawkish and feeble

gallantry
—indolent good nature, and love of

gossipping and trilling
—are all very exactly,

and very pleasingly delineated.

To the character of Blaney, we have already
objected, as ofTensive. from its extreme and

impotent depravity. The first part of his

history, however, is sketched with a masterly
hand

;
and affords a good specimen of that

sententious and antithetical manner by which
Mr. Crabbe sometimes reminds us of the style
and versification of Pope.

"
Blaney, a wealthy heir at twenty-one.

At twenty-five was riiin'd and undone :

These years with grievous crimes we need not load,
He found his ruin in the common road ;

Gam'd without skill, without inquiry bought,
Lent without love, and borrow'd without ihousht.

But, gay and handsome, he had soon the dower
Of a kmd wealthy widow in his power;
Ther '.le aspir'd to loftier flights of vice !

To singing harlots of enormous price:
And took a jockey in his gig to buy
An horse, so valued, that a duke was shy:

50

To gain the plaudits of the knowing few,
Gamblers and grooms, what wouid not Blancm

do?"—
" Cruel he was not.—If he left his wife,

He left her to her own pursuits in life ;

Deal to reports, to all e.\pense8 blind.

Profuse, not just
—and careless but not kind."

pp. 193, 194.

Clelia is another worthless character, drawn
with infinite spirit, and a thorough knowledge
of human nature. She began life as a spright-

ly, talking, Hirtinggirl, who passed for a wit
and a beauty in the half-bred circles of the

borough; and who, in laying herself out to

entrap a youth of better condition, unfortu-

nately fell a victim to his superior art. and
forfeited her place in society. She then be-

came the smart mistress of a dashing attor-

ney—then tned to teach a school—lived as
the favourite of an innkeeper

—let lodgings
—

wrote novels—set up a toyshop
—

and, finally,
was admitted into the almshouse. There is

nothing very interesting perhaps in such a

story ;
but the details of it show the wonderful

accuracy of the author's observation of char-

acter; and give it,
and many of hi-s other

pieces, a value of the same kind that some

pictures are thought to derive from the truth

and minuteness of the anatomy which they
display. There is something original, too,
and well conceived, in the tenacity with whicl^
he represents this frivolous person, as ad-

hering to her paltry characteristics, under

every change of circumstances. The con-

cluding view is as follows.

" Now friendless, sick, and old, and wanting bread,
The first-born tears of fallen pride were shed—
True, bitter tears; and yet that bounded pride,

Among the pi30r, for poor distinctions sigh'd !

ThouL'h now her tales were to her audience fit ;

Though loud her tones, and vuliiar grown her wit;
Though now her dress—(but let me not explain
The piteous patchwork of the needy vain.
The fliriish form to coarse materials lent,

.And one poor robe through fifty fashions sent);

Though all within was sad, wiihoui was mean—
Still 'twas her wish, her comfort to be seen:

."^lie would to plays on lowest terms resort.

Where once her box was to the lieaux a court ;

And, strange delight! to that same house, where
.loin'd ill the dance, all gaiety and glee, [she
Now with the menials crowding to the wall.

She'd see, not share, the pleasures of the ball,

.\\\A with degraded vanity unfold.

How she too iriumph'd in the years of old."

pp. 209, 210.

The graphic powers of Mr. Crabbe, indeed,
are too fretpiently wasted on unworthy sub-

jects. There is not, perhaps, in all English

poetry a more complete and highly finished

piece of paiiitincr, than the following d<>scrip-
tion of a vast old boarded room or warehouse,
which was let out, it seem.s. in the borough,
as a kind of undivided lodging, for beggars
and vagabonds of every description. No Dutch

painter ever presented an interior more dis-

tinctly to the eye ;
or ever gave half such a

group to the imagination.

" That window view !
—oil'd paper and old glaae

Stain the strong rays, which, though impeded, paMt
And give a dusty warmth to that huge room.
The conquer'd sunslnne's melancholy gloom;
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When nil those western rnya, without so bright,
Within liecoiiit," a f^hasily irlimin'rinf; lielit,

As pale and faint upon the floor they fall,

Or feebly gleam on the opposing wall
:_

That floor, once oak. now picc'J wiih fir unplan'd.

Or, where not piee'd, in places bor'd and eiain'd ;

That wall once whiien'd, now an odious
eijjhi,

Staiii'd with all hues, except its ancient while.
" Where'er ihe floor allows an even space,

Chalkinij and marks of various games have place ;

Boys, without foresight, pleas' a in halters swing!
On a fi.\"d hook men cast a flying ring ;

While gin and snuff their female neighbours share.

And the black beverage in the fractur'd ware.
" On swinging shelf are things incongruous stor'd;

Scraps of iheir food—the cards and cribbnge board—
With pipes and pouches; while on peg below.

Hang a lost member's fiddle and its bow :

That siil! reminds them how he'd dance and play,
Ere sent untimely to the Convict's Bay I

" Here by a curtain, by a blanket there.

Are various beds conceai'd, but none with care;
Whefe some by day and some by night, as best

Suit tlieir employments, seek uncenain rest;

The drowsy children at iheir pleasure creep
To the known crib, and there securely sleep.
" Each end contains a grate, and these beside

Are hung utensils tor their boil'd and fry'd
—

All us'd at any hour, by night, by day.
As suit the purse, the person, or the prey." Above ihe fire, the mantel-shelf contains

Of china-ware some poor unmaich'd remains;
There many a lea-cup's gaudy fragment stands,
All plac'd by Vanity's unwearied hands ;

For here she lives, e'en here she looks about.
To find small some consoling objects out.

"
High hung at either end, and next the wall,

Two ancient mirrors show the forms of all."

pp. 249—251.

The following picture of a calm sea fog is

by the same powerful hand :
—

" When all you see through densest fog is seen;
When you can hear the fishers near at hand

Distinctly speak, yet see not where they stand
;

Or sometimes them and not their boat discern,
Or half-conceai'd some figure at the stern

;

Boys who, on shore, to sea the pei)ble cast.

Will hear it strike agninst the viewless mast
;

While the stern boatman growls his fierce disdain.
At whom lie knows not, whom he threats in vain.
"

''i'is pleasant then to view the nets float past,
Net after net till you have seen the last ;

And as you wait till all beyond you slip,

A boat comes gliding from an anchor'd ship.

Breaking the silence with the dipping oar.
And their own tones, as labouring for the shore ;

Those measiir'd tones with which the scpne agree.
And give a sadness to serenity.

—
pp. 123, 124.

We add one other sketch of a similar char-

acter, which thoup:h it be introduced as the

haunt and accompaniment of a desponding
spirit, is yet chiefly remarkable for the singu-
lar clearness and accuracy with which it

represents the dull scenery of a common tide

river. The author is speaking of a solitary
and abandoned fisherman, who was com-

pelled
—

" At the same times the same dull views to see,
The bounding marsh-bank and the bljtrhted tree ;

The water only, when the tides were high.
When low, the mud half-covered and half-dry;
The sun-burn'd tar that blisters on the planks,
And bank-side stakes in their uneven ranks :

Heaps of entangled weeds that slowly float,

As the tide rolls by the impeded boat.
" When tides were neap, and, in the sultry day,

Thron;;h the tall hounding mnd-banks made their

Which on each side rose swelling, and below [way.

The dark warm flood ran silently and slow ;

There anchoring, Peter chose from man to hido
There hang his head, and view ihe lazy tide

In its hot slimy channel slowly glide;
Where the small eels that left tlie deeper way
For the warm shore, wiihin the shallows play,
Where gaping muscles, left upon the mud.
Slope their slow passage to the fallen flood ;

—
Here dull and hopeless he'd he dosvn and trace

How sidelong crabs had scrawl'd their crooked race;
Or sadly listen to the tuneless cry
Of fishing Gull or clanging Golden Eye."

pp. 305, 306.

Under the head of Amusements, we have a

spirited account of the danger and escape of
a party of pleasure, who landed, in a fine

evening, on a low sandy island, which was
covered with the tide at high water, and were
left upon it by the drifting away of their boat.

" On the bright sand they trode with nimble feet,

Dry shelly sand that made the summer seat
;

The wond'ring mews flew flutt'ring o'er their head,
And waves ran softly up their shining bed. "-p. 127.

While engaged in their sports, they discover
their boat floating at a distance, and are struck
with instant terror.

" Alas ! no shout the distant land can reach,
Nor eye behold ihem from the foggy beach ;

Again they join in one loud powerUil cry,
Then cease, and eager listen for reply.
None came—the rising wind blew sadly by.

They shout once more, and then they turn aside.
To see how quickly flow'd the coming tide :

Between each cry they find the waters steal

On their siratige prison, and new horrors feel;
Foot after foot on the contracted ground
The billows fall, atid dreadful is tlie sound !

I^ess and yet less the sinking isle became.
And there was wailing, weeping, wrath, and blame.
Had one been there, with spirit strong and high,
Who could observe, as he prepar'd to die.

He might have seen of hearts the varying kind,
And trac'd the movement of each different mind:
He might have seen, that not the gentle maid
Was more than stern and haaghty man afraid," &.C.

" Now rose the water through the less'nitig sand,
And they seem'd sinkitig while they yet could stand!

The sun went down, they look'd from side to side,
Nor aught except the galh'ritig sea descry'd ;

Dark and more dark, more wet, more cold it grew.
And the most hvely bade to hope adieu ;

Children, by love, then lifted from the seas,
Felt not the waters at the parent's knees.
But wppt aloud ; the wfnd increns'd the sound.
And the cold billows as they broke around.

But hark I an oar.
That sound of bliss ! comes dashing to their shore t

Still, still the water rises,
' Haste!' they cry,

' Oh ! hurry, seamen, in delay we die !'

(Seamen were these who in their ship perceyv'd
The drifted boat, and thus her crew reliev'd.)

And now the keel just cuts the cover'd sand,
Now to the gunwale stretches every hand ; 1

With iremliling pleasure all confus'd embark,
*

And kiss the tackling of their welcome at k ;

While the most giddy, as they reach the L-hore,

Think of their danger, and their God adore."

pp. 127—130.

In the letter on Education, there are some
fine descrii)tions of boarding-schools for both
pe.\es, and of the irksome and useless restraints

which they impose on the bounding spirits
and open affections of early youth. This is

followed by some excellent remarks on the

ennui which so often falls to the jot of the

learned—or that description at least of the
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learned that are bred in English univer-

eities. But we have no longer left room for

anv considerable extracts; though we should

have wished to lay before our readers some

part of the picture of the secretaries—the de-

scription of the inns—the strolling players
—

and the clubs. The poor man's club, which

partakes of the nature of a friendly society,

is described with that good-hearted indulgence
which marks all Mr. Crabbe's writings.

" The printed rules he guards in painted frame,

And shows his children where to read his name."

We have now alluded, we believe, to what

is best and most striking in this poem ; and,

though we do not mean to quote any part of

what we consider as less successful, we must

say, that there are large portions of it Avhich

appear to us considerably inferior to most of

the author's former productions. The letter

on the Election, we look on as a complete
failure—or at least as containing scarcely any
thing of what it ought to have contained.—

The letters on Law and Physic, too, are tedi-

ous
;
and the general heads of Trades, Amuse-

ments, and Hospital Government, by no means

amusing. The Parish Clerk, too, we find dull,

and without effect
;
and have already given

our opinion of Peter Grimes, Abel Keene, and

Benbow. We are struck, also, with several

omissions in the picture of a maritime borough.
Mr. Crabbe might have made a great deal of

a press-gang ; and, at all events, should have

given us some wounded veteran sailors, and

Bome voyagers with tales of wonder from

foreign lands.

The style of this poem is distinguished,

like all Mr. Crabbe's other perforrnances, by
great force and compression of diction—a sort

of sententious brevity, once thought essential

to poetical composition, but of which he is

now the only living example. But though this

is almost an unvarying characteristic of his

style, it appears to us that there is great

variety, and even some degree of unsteadi-

ness and inconsistency in the tone of his ex-

pression and versification. His taste seems

scarcely to be sufficiently fixed and settled as

to these essential particulars; and, along with

a certain quaint, broken, and harsh manner
of his own, we think we can trace very fre-

quent imitations of poets of the most opposite
character. The following antithetical and

half-punning lines of Pope, for instance :
—

"
Sleepless himself, to give his readers sleep ;"

and—
" Whose trifling pleases, and whom trifles please ;

—
have evidently been copied by Mr. Crabbe in

the following, and many others :
—

" And in the restless ocean, seek for rest."

"
Denying her who taught thee to deny."

"
Scraping they liv'd, hut not a scrap they gave."

" Bound for a friend, whom honour could not bind."

"Among the poor, for poor distinctions sigh'd."

In the same way. the common, nicely bal-

anced line of two members, which is so char-

acteristic of the same author, has obviously

been the model of our author in the follow

ing:—
" That woe could wish, or vanity devise."

" Sick without pity, sorrowing without hope."
" Gloom to the night, and pressure to the chain"—

and a great multitude of others.

On the other hand, he appears to us to be

.^quently misled by Darwin into a sort of

mock-heroic magnificence, upon ordinary oc-

casions. The poet of the Garden, for instance,
makes his nymphs

" Present the fragrant quintessence of tea."

And the poet of the Dock-yards makes his

carpenters

"Spread the warm pungence of o'erboiling tar."

Mr. Crabbe, indeed, does not scruple, on

some occasions, to atiopt the mock-heioic in

good earnest. When the landlord of the

Griffin becomes bankrupt, he says
—

" The insolvent Grifiin struck her wings sublime,'*

and introduces a very serious lamentation

over the learned poverty of the curate, with

this most misplaced piece of buflbonery :
—

" Oh ! had he learn'd to make the wig he wears !"

One of his letters, too, begins with this

wretched quibble
—

" From Law to Physic stepping at our ease,

We find a way to finish—by Degrees.'''

There are many imitations of the peculiar

rhythm of Goldsmith and Campbell, too, as

our readers must have observed in some of

our longer specimens ;

— but these, though

they do not always make a very harmonious

combination, are better, at all events, than

the tame heaviness and vulgarity of such

verses as the following :
—

'As soon

Could he have thought gold issued from the moon."

"A seaman's body—there'll bemore to-night."

" Those who will not to any guide stibmit,

Nor find one creed to their concepiions fit-
—

True 111dependents: while they Calvin haie,

They heed as little what Socijiians stale."—p. 54.

" Here pits of crag, with spongy, plashy base,

To some enrich ih' uncultivated space," &c. &c.

Of the suddei,, narsh turns, and broken con-

ciseness which we think peculiar to himself,

the reader may take the following speci-

mens :
—

" Has your wife's brother, or your uncle's son,

Done ancrht amiss; or is he thoi;^lit t' have

done ?"

"
Stepping from post to post he reach'd the chair ;

And there he now reposes :
—that's the Mayor I"

He has a sort of jingle, too, which we think

is of his own invention;
—for instance,

" For forms and fpasis that sundry times have past,

And formal feasts that will for ever last."

" We term it free and easy; and yet we
Find it no easy matter to be free."

We had more remarks to make upon the

taste and diction of this author ; and had noted

several other Uttle blemishes, which we meant
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10 have pointpd out for his correction : but we
have no longer room for such minute criticism
—from which, indeed, neither the author nor

the reader would be likely to derive any great
benefit. We take our leave of Mr. Crabbe,

therefore, by expressing our hopes that, since

i^ is proved that he can write fast, he will not

allow his powers to languish for want of exer-

cise; and that we shall soon see him again

lepayiiig the public approbation, by entitling
himself to a still larger share of it. An author

generally knows his own forte so much better

than any of his readers, that it is commonly
a very foolish kind of presumption to offer

any advice as to the direction of his efforts;
but we own we have a very strong desire to

Bee Mr. Crabbe apply his great powers to the

construction of some interesting and connected

story.
• He has great talents for narration

;
and

that unrivalled gift in the delineation of char-

acter, which is now used only for the creation

of detached portraits, might be turned to ad-

mirable account m maintaining the
interestj

and enhancing the probability, of an extended
train of adventures. At present, it is impos-
sible not to regret, that so much genius should
be wasted in making us perfectly acquainted
with individuals, of whom we are to know
nothing but the characters. In such a poem,
however, Mr. Crabbe must entirely lay aside
the sarcastic and jocose style to w hich he has
rather too great a propensity ;

but which we
know, from what he has done in Sir Eu.stace

Grey, that he can, when he pleases, entirely

relinquish. That very powerful and original

performance, indeed, the chief fault of which

is, to be set too thick with images—to be too

strong and undiluted, in short, for the diges-
tion of common readers—makes us regret,
that its author should ever have stopped to be

trifling and ingenious
— or condescended to

tickle the imaginations of his readers, instead

of touching the higher passions of their na-

ture.

(3)3'oD€mber, 1812.)

Tales. By the Reverend George Crabbe. 8vo. pp. 398. London: 1812.

We are very thankful to Mr. Crabbe for

these Tales
;
as we must alv/ays be for any

thing that comes from his hands. But they
are not exactly the tales which we w'anted.

We did not, however, wish him to write an

Epic
—as he seems from his preface to have

imagined. We are perfectly satisfied with
the length of the pieces he has given us

;
and

delighted with their number and variety. In

these respects the volume is exactly as we
could have wished it. But we should have
liked a little more of the deep and tragical

passions ;
of those passions which exalt and

overwhelm the soul—to whose stormy seat

the modern muses can so rarely raise their

flight
—and which he has wielded with such

terrific force in his Sir Eustace Grey, and the

Gipsy Woman. What we wanted, in short,
were tales something in the style of those

two singular compositions
—with less jocu-

larity than prevails in the rest of his writings—rather more incidents—and rather fewer
details.

The pieces before us are not of this descrip-
tion

;

—
they are mere supplementary chapters

to
" The Borough," or "The Parish Register."

The same tone—the same subjects
—the same

style, measure, and versification
;

—the same
finished and minute delineation of things

ordinary and common—generally very en-

gaging when employed upon external objects,
but often fatiguing when directed merely to

insignificant characters and habits;—the same

strange mixture too of feelings that tear the

heart and darken the imagination, with starts

of low humour and patches of ludicrous ima-

gery ;

—the same kindly sympathy with the

humble and innocent pleasures of the poor
and inelegant, and the same mdulgence for

their venial offences, contrasted with a strong
sense of their frequent depravity, and too

constant a recollection of the sufferings it pro-
duces

;

—
and, finally, the same honours paid

to the delicate affections and ennobling pas-
sions of humble life, with the same generous
testimony to their frequent existence; mixed

up as before, with a reprobation sufficiently

rigid, and a ridicule sufficiently severe, of

their excesses and affectations.

If we were required to make a comparative
estimate of the merits of the present publica-

tion, or to point out the shades of difference

by which it is distinguished from those that

have gone before it,
we should say that there

are a greater number of instances on which
he has combined the natural language and
manners of humble life with the energy of

true passion, and the beauty of generous

affection;
—in which he has traced out the

course of those rich and lovely veins in the

rude and unpolished masses that lie at the

bottom of society ;

—and unfolded, in the mid-

dling orders of the people, the workings of

those finer feelings, and the stirrings of those

loftier emotions which the partiality of other

poets had attributed, almost exclusively, to

actors on a higher scene.

We hope, too, that this more amiable and

consoling view of human nature will have
the effect of rendering Mr. Crabbe still more

popular than we know that he already is,

among that great body of the people, from

among whom almost all his subjects are taken,
and for whose use his lessons are chiefly in

tended : and we say this, not only on account

of the moral benefit which we think they

may derive from them; but because we are

persuaded that they will derive more pleasure
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from them than readers of any other descrip-
tion. Those who do not belong to that rank

of society with which this powerful writer is

chiefly conversant in his poetry, or who have

not at least gone much among them, and at-

tended diligently to their characters and occu-

pations, can neither be half aware of the

exquisite fidelity of his delineations, nor feel

in their full force the better part of the emo-
tions which he has suggested. Vehement

passion indeed is of all ranks and conditions;
and its language and e.vternal indications

nearly the same in all. Like highly rectified

spirit, it blazes and inflames with equal force

and brightness, from whatever materials it is

extracted. But all the softer and kindlier

affections, all the social anxieties that mix
with our daily hopes, and endear our homes,
and colour our existence, wear a different

livery, and are written in a different character

in ahnost every great caste or division of

society ;
and the heart is warmed, and the

spirit touched by their delineation, exactly in

the proportion in which we are familiar with
the types by which they are represented.

—
When Burns, in his better days, walked out

in a fine summer morning with Dugald Stew-

art, and the latter observed to him what a

beauty the scattered cottages, with their white
walls and curling smoke shining in the silent

sun, imparted to the landscape, the present

poet answered, that he felt that beauty ten

times more strongly than his companion could

do; and that it was necessary to be a cottager
to know what pure and tranquil pleasures
often nestled below those lowly roofs, or to

read, in their external appearance, the signs
of so many heartfelt and long-remembered
enjoyments. In the same way, the humble
and patient hopes—the depressing embarrass-
ments—the little mortifications—the slender

triumphs, and strange temptations which arise

in middling life, and are the theme of Mr.
Crabbe's finest and most touching represen-
tations—can only be guessed at by those who
glitter in the higher walks of existence

;
while

they must raise many a tumultuous throb and

many a fond recollection in the breasts of

tho.se to whom they reflect so truly the image
of their own estate, and reveal so clearly the
secrets of their habitual sensations.

We cannot help thinking, therefore, that

though such writings as are now before us
must give great pleasure to all persons of taste

and .sensibility, they will give by far the great-
est pleasure to those whose condition is least

remote from that of the beings with whom
they are occupied. But we think also, that

it was wise and meritorious in Mr. Crabbe to

occupy himself with such beings. In this

country, there probably are not less than
three hundred thousand persons who read for

amusement or instruction, among the mid-

dling classes* of society. In the higher

"
By ihe middling classes, we mean almost all

those who are below ihe sphere of what is railed

fashionable or public life, and who do not aim at

dia'inclion or notorieiy beyond the circle of their

equals in fortune and situation.

classes, there are not as many as
thirty

thousand. It is easy to see therefore which
a poet should choose to please, for his own
glory and emolument, and which he should
wish to delight and amend, out of mere

philanthropy. The fact too we believe
is,

that a great part of the larger body are to the

full as well educated and as high-minded as

the smaller
; and, though their taste may not

be so correct and fastidious, we are persuaded
that their sensibility is greater. The mis-
fortune is, to be sure, that they are extremely
apt to aflect the taste of their superiors, and
to counterfeit even that absurd disdain of

which they are themselves the objects; and
that poets have generally thought it safest to

invest their interesting characters with all

the trappings of splendid fortune and high
station, chiefly because tho.se who know least

about such matters think it unworthy to sym-
pathise in the adventures of those who are

without them 1 For our own parts, however,
we are quite positive, not only that persons
in middling life would naturally be most
touched with the emotions that belong to

their own condition, but that those emotions
are in themselves the most powerful, and

consequently the best fitted for poetical or

pathetic representation. Even with regard
to the heroic and ambitious passions, as the

vista is longer which leads from humble

privacy to the natural objects of such pas-
sions

; so, the career is likely to be more im-

petuous, and its outset more marked by strik-

ing and contrasted emotions :
—and as to all

the more tender and less turbulent affections,

upon which the beauty of the pathetic is

altogether dependant, we apprehend it to be

quite manifest, that their proper soil and
nidus is the privacy and simplicity of humble
life

;

—that their very elements are dissipated

by the variety of objects that move for ever
in the world of fashion; and their essence

tainted by the cares and vanities that are

diffused in the atmosphere of that lofty region.
But we are wandering into a long disserta-

tion, instead of making our readers acquainted
with the book before us. The most satisfac-

tory thing we can do, we believe, is to give
them a plain account of its contents, with
such quotations and remarks as may occur to

us as we proceed.
The volume contains twenty-one tales

;

—
the first of which is called " The Dumb Ora-

tors." This is not one of the most engaging;
and is not judiciously placed at the portal, to

tempt hesitating readers to go forward. The
second, however, entitled "The Parting

Hour," is of a far higher character, and
contains some passages of great beauty and

pathos. The story is simply that of a youth
and a maiden in humble life, who had loved

each other from their childhood, but were too

poor to marry. The youth goes to the West
Indies to push his fortune; but is cnptured

by the Spaniards and carried to Mexico,
where, in the course of time, though still

sighing for his first love, he marries a Span-
ish girl, and lives twenty years with her and
his children—he is then impressed, and car«

21
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ried round the world for twenty years

longer; and is at last moved by an irre-

eistible impulse, when old and shattered and

lonely, to seek his native town, and the

scene of his youthful vows. He comes and

finds his Judith like himself in a state of

widowhood, but still brooding, like himself,

over the memory of their early love. She

had waited twelve anxious years without

tidings of him, and then married: and now
when all passion, and fuel for passion, is

extinguished within them, the memory of

their young attachment endears them to each

other, and they still cling together in sad and

Bubilued affection, to the exclusion of all the

rest of the world. The history of the growth
and maturity of their innocent love is beauti-

fully given: but we pass on to the scene of

their parting.

" All things prepar'd, on the expected day
Was seen the vessel anchor'd in the hay.
From her would seamen in the evening come,
To lake ih' advenl'rous Alleri from his home ;

Wiih his own iriends the final day he pass'd,
And every painful hour, except the last.

The grieving Father urg'd the cheerful glass,
To make the moments with less sorrow pass;
Intent ihe Mother look'd upon her son,

And wish'd ih' assent withdrawn, the deed undone ;

The younger Sister, as he look his way,
Hung on his coat, and hees'd for more delay ;

But his own Judith cail'd him to the shore,
Whom he must meet—for they might meet no

more •.

—
And there he found her—faithful, mournful, true.

Weeping and wailing for a last adieu !

The ebbing tide had left the sand, and there

Mov'd wiih slow steps the melancholy pair:

Sweet were the painful moments—but how sweef.

And without pain, when they again should meet !"

p. 29.

The sad and long-delayed return of this

ardent adventurer is described in a tone of

genuine pathos, and in some places with such

truth and force of colouring, as to outdo the

efTorts of the first dramatic representation.

" Bui when return'd the Youth ?
—ihe Youth no

Relurn'd exiiliing to his native shore ! [more
But forty years were past; and then there came
A worn-out man, w th wiiher'd limbs and lame !

Yes ! old and griev'd, and trembling with decay,
Was Alli'7i landing in his native bay:
In an autumnal eve he left the beach.
In such an eve he chanc'd the port to reach:
He was alone

;
he press'd the very place

Of the sad parting, of the last embrace :

There stood his parents, there reiir'd the Maid,
So fond, so tender, and so much afraid ;

And on thai spot, through many a year, his mind
Turn'd mournful back, half sinking, half resign'd." No one v;as present ;

of iis crew bereft,
A single boat was in the billows left ;

Sent trom some anchor'd vessel in the bay,
At the returning tide to sail away :

O'er the black stern the moonlight softly play'd.
The loosen'd foresail flapping in the shade
All silent else on shore ; but from the town
A drowsy peal of distant bells came down :

From the tall houses, here and there, a light
Serv'd some confus'd remembrance to excite:

'There,' he observ'd, and new emotions felt,
' Was my first home—and yonderJudith dwell,' Si,c.

A swarthy matron he beheld, and thought
Bhe might unfold the very tniihs he sounht ;

Confu.i'd and lyembling he the dame addreas'd:

' The Booths ! yet live they ?' pausing and op
press'd :

Then spake again :
— '

Is there no ancient man,
David his name ?

—assist me. if you can.—
Fleminiin there were !

—and Judith! doih she live f

The woman gaz'd, nor could an answer give;
Yet wond'ring stood, and all were silent by,

Feeling a strange and solemn sympathy."
pp 31, 32.

The meeting of the lovers is briefly told.

" But now a Widow, in a village near,
Chanc'd of the melancholy man to hear:
Old as she was, to Judith's bosom came
Some strong emotions at ifie well-known name;
He was her much-lov'd Allm ! she had siay'd
'I'cn troubled years, a sad afflicted maid," &c.

" The once-fond Lovers met : Nor grief nor age.
.Sickness or pain, their hearts could disengage :

Each had immediate confidence
;
a friend

Both now beheld, on whom they might depend:
' Now is there one to whom I can express
My nature's weakness, and my soul's distress.'

"

There is something sweet and touching,
and in a higher vein of poetry, in the story
which he tells to Judith of all his adventures,
and of those other ties, of which it still wrings
her bosom to hear him speak.

—We can afford

but one little extract.

"
There, hopeless ever to escape the land,

He to a Spanish maiden gave his hand
;

In cottage shelter'd from ihe blaze of day.
He saw his happy infants round him play;
Where summer shadows, made by lotiy trees,
Wav'd o'er his seal, and sooih'd his reveries;
E'en then he thought oi England, nor could sigb.
But his fond hnhel demanded '

Why?'
Griev'd by the siory, she the sigh repaid.
And wept in piiy for the English Maid."

pp. 35, 36.

The close is extremely beautiful, and leaves

upon the mind just that impression of sadnew
which is both salutary and delightful, because
it is akin to pity, and mingled with admira-

tion and esteem.

" Thus silent, mu?ing through the day, he sees

His children sporiing by those lofiy trees.

Their mother singing in the shady scene,

Where the fresh springs burst o'er the lively green;
So strong his enger fancy, he affrights

The taithfnl widow by its posv'rful flights ;

For what disturbs him he aloud will tell.

And cry
— '

'Tis she, my wife ! my Isabel.''—
' Where are my children ?'

—Judith grieves to hear

How the soul works in sorrows so severe ;
—

Watch'd by her care, in sleep, his spirit takes

Its flight, and watchful finds her when he wakes.
" 'Tis now her oflice ;

her atiention see !

While her friend sleeps beneath that shading tree.

Careful, she guards him from the glowing heat.

And pensive muses at her Allen's feet. [scenes

"And where is he? Ah! doubdcss in those

Of his best days, amid tht vivid greens.

Fresh with iinnumber'd rills, where ev'ry gale

Breaihes the rich fragrance of the nei'hb'ring vale;

Smiles not his wife?—and listens as ihere comes

The night-bird's music from the thick'ning glooms 1

And as he sits with all these treasures nigh,

Gleams not with fairy-light the phosphor fly.

When like a sparkling gem it wheels illumin'd by 1

This is the joy that now so plainly speaks
In the warm transient flushing of his cheeks;
For he is list'ning to the fancied noise

Of his own children, eager in their joys !
—

All this he feels ; a dream's delusive bliss

Gives the expression, and the glow like this.

And now his Judith lays her knitting by,
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These strcnir emotions in her friend to spy ;

For she can fully of their nature deem
But see! he breaks the long proiracied iheme,
And wakes and cries— ' My God ! 'iwas but a

dream !' "—pp.39, 40.

The third tale is "The Gentleman Farmer,"
and is of a coarser texture than that we have

just been considering
—though full of acute

observation, and graphic delineation of ordi-

nary characters. The hero is not a farmer
turned gentleman, but a gentleman turned
farmer—a conceited, active, talking, domi-

neering sort of person
—who plants and eats

and drinks with great vigour
—keeps a mis-

tress, and speaks with audacious scorn of the

tyranny of wives, and the impositions of

priests, lawyers, and physicians. Being but
a shallow fellow however at bottom, his con-

fidence in his opinions declines gradually as

his health decays; and, being seized with
some maladies in his stomach, he ends with

marrying his mistress, and submitting to be

triply governed by three of her confederates
;

in the respective characters of a quack doctor,
a methodist preacher, and a projecting land
steward. We cannot afford any e.\tracts from
this performance.
The next, which is called "Procrastina-

tion," has something of the character of the

"Parting Hour;" but more painful, and less

refined. It is founded like it on the story of

a betrothed youth and maiden, whose mar-

riage is prevented by their poverty ;
and this

youth, too, goes to pursue his fortune at sea;
while the damsel awaits his return, with an
old female relation at home. He is crossed
with many disasters, and is not heard of for

many years. In the mean time, the virgin

gradually imbibes her aunt's paltry love for

wealth and finery ;
and when she comes, after

long sordid expectation, to iniierit her hoards,
feels that those new tastes have supplanted
every warmer emotion in her bosom

; and,
secretly hoping never more to see her youth-
ful lover, gives herself up to comfortable gos-

siping and formal ostentatious devotion. At

last, when she is set in her fine parlour, with
her china and toys, and prayer-books around

her, the impatient man bursts into her pres-
ence, and reclaims her vows ! She answers

coldly, that she has now done with the world,
and only studies how to prepare to die ! and
exhorts him to betake himself to the same
needful meditations. We shall give the con-
clusion of the scene in the author's own words.
The faithful and indignant lover replies:

—
" Heav'n's spouse thou art not : nor can I believe
That (Jiid accep:s her. who will Man deceive:
IViie I am shaiier'd, I have service seen.
And service done, and have in trouble been ;

My cheek (it shames me not) has lost its red.
And the brown buflis o'er my features spread ;

Perchance my speech is rude ; for I amont/
Th' unlam'd have been, in temper and in ton<Tue ;

But speak my fate ! For these my sorrows past,
Time lost, youth fled, hope wearied, and at last

This doubt of thee—a childish tliino; to tell,

But certain truth—my very throat they swell ;

They stop the breath, and but tor shame could I

Give way to weakness, and with passion cry;
These are unmanly struggles, but I feel

This hour must end them, and perhaps will heal."—

'• Here Dinah sigh'd as if afraid to spejih-
And then repeated— '

'i'bey were frail and weak ;

Jlis soul she lov'd; and hop'd he had the grace
To fi.x his thoughts upon a better place.'

"

pp. 72, 73.

Nothing can be more forcible or true to na-

ture, than the description of the effect of this

cold-blooded cant on the warm and unsuspect-
ing nature of her disappointed suitor.

'' She ceased :
—With steady glance, as if to see

The very root of this hypocrisy,
—

He her small fingers moulded in his hard
And bronz'd broad hand

;
then told her his regard,

His best respect were gone, but Love bad still

Hold in his heart, and govern'd yet the will—
Or he would curse her!—Saying this, he threw
The hand in scorn away, and bade adieu
To every ling'iing hope, with every care in view.

"
In health declining as in mind distress'd,

To some in power his troubles he confess'd, ^

And shares a parish-gift. At prayers he sees
The pious Dinah dropp'd upon her knees;
Thence as she walks the street wiih stately air,

As chance directs, oft meet the parted pair!
When he, wiih thickset coal of Badge-man's blue,
Moves near her shaded silk of changeful hue ;

When his thin locks of grey approach her braid

(A costly purchase made in beauty's aid);

When his frank air, and his unstudied pace.
Are seen wiih her soft manner, air, and grace,
And his plain artless look wiih her sharp meaning
It might some wonder in a stranger move, [lace;
How these together could have talk'd of love !"

pp. 73, 74.

" The Patron," which is next in order, is

also very good ;
and contains specimens of

very various excellence The story is that

of a youtig man of humble birth, who shows
an early genius for poetry; and having been,
with some inconvenience to his parents, pro-
vided with a frugal, but regular education, is

at last taken notice of by a nobleman in the

neighbourhood, who promises to promote him
in the church, and invites him to pass an au-

tumn with him at his seat in the country.
Here the youth, in spite of the admirable ad-

monitions of his father, is gradually overcome

by a taste for eleg-ant enjoyments, and allows

himself to fall in love w th the enchanting
sister of his protector. When the family
leave him with indifference to return to town,
he feels the first pang of humiliation and dis-

appointment; and afterwards, when he finds

that all his noble friend's fine promises end
in obtaitiing for him a poor drndghiir place in

the Customs, he pines and piin^s til! he falls

into insanity ;
and recovers, oidy to die pre

maturely in the arms of his disappointed pa
rents. We cannot make room for the history
of the Poet's progress

—the father's warning:*—or the blandishments of the careless syren
by whom he was enchanted—though all are
excellent. We give however the scene of the

breakinir np of that enchantment
;

—a descrip-
tion which cannot fail to strike, if it had no
other merit, from itsmerp truth and accuracy.

" Cold grew the foggy morn ; the day was brief ;

Loose on the cherry hung the crimson leaf;

The dew dwell ever on the herb ; the woods
Roar'd wiih strong blasts, with niighty showora

the floods
;

All green was vani^^h'd, save of pine and yew,
That still display'd their melancholy hue;
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Save the green holly with its berries red,

And the ^reen moss that o'or the gravel spread.
"

'I'o public views my Lord must soon attend ;

And soon the Ladies—would tiicy leave their friend?

The time was fix'd—approach'd—was near—was
come !

The trying time that fill'd his soul with gloom ;

Thoughtful our Poet in the morning rose,

And cried,
" One hour my fortune will disclose.'

" The morning meal was past ;
and all around

The mansion rang with each discordant sound ;

Haste was in every foot, atid every look

The trav licrs' joy for London-journey spoke :

Not so our Youth ; whose feelings at the noise

Of preparation had no touch of joys ;

He pensive stood, and saw each carriage drawn,
With laekies mounted, ready on the lawn :

The Ladies came ;
and John in terror threw

One painful glance, and then his eyes withdrew ;

Not with such speed, but he in other eyes
Wiih anguish read— '

I pity, but despise
—

Unhappy boy ! presumptuous scribbler!—you,

To dream such dreams—be sober, and adieu !'
"

pp. 93, 94.

"The Frank Courtship," which is the next

in order, is rather in the merry vein
;
and con-

tains even less than Mr. Crabbe's usual mod-
erate allowance of incident. The whole of

the siory is, that the daughter of a ri<rid

Quaker, having been educated from home,
conceives a slight prejudice against the un-

gallant manners of the sect, and is prepared
to be very contemptuous and uncomplying
when her father proposes a sober youth of the

persuasion for a husband;—but is so much
struck with the beauty of his person, and the

cheerful reasonableness of his deportment at

their first interview, that she instantly yields

her consent. There is an excellent descrip-

tion of the father and the unbending elders of

his tribe
;
and some fine traits of natural co-

quetry.
" The Widow's Tale" is also rather of the

facetious order. It contains the history of a

farmer's daughter, who comes home from her

boarding-school a great deal too fine to tolerate

the gross habits, or submit to the filthy drud-

gery of her father's house
;
but is induced, by

the warning history and sensible exhortations

of a neighbouring widow, in whom she ex-

pected to find a sentimental companion, to

reconcile herself to all those abominations,
and marry a iolly young farmer in the neigh-
bourhood. The account of her horrors, on

first coming down, is in Mr. Crabbe's best

style of Dutch painting
—a little coarse, and

needlessly minute—but perfectly true, and

marvellously coloured.

" Us'd to spare meals, dispos'd in manner pure,
Her father's kitchen she could ill endure ;

Where by the steaming beef he hungry sat,

And laid at once a pound upon his plate ;

Hot from the field, her eager brothers seiz'd

An equal part, and hunger's rage appeas'd;
—

When one huge wooden bowl before them stood,

Fill'd with huge balls of farinaceous food ;

With bacon, mass saline, where never lean

Beneath the brown and bristly rind was seen;
When from a single horn the party drew
Their copious draughts of heavy ale and new ;

She could not breathe ; but, with a heavy sigh,
Rein'd the fair neck, and shut the offended eye;
She minc'd the sanguine flesh in frustums fine.

And wonder'd much to see the creatures dine."

pp. 128, 129.

"The Lover's Journey" is a pretty fancy;
and very well executed—at least as to tli8

descriptions it contains.—A lover takes a long
ride to see his mistress; and passing, in full

hope and joy, through a barren and fenny

country, finds beauty in every thing. Being

put out of humour, liowever, by missing the

lady at the end of this stage, he proceeds

through a lovely landscape, and finds every
thing ugly and disagreeable. At last he meetfl

his fair one—is reconciled—and returns along
with her

;
when the landscape presents neither

beauty nor deformity ;
and excites no emotion

whatever in a mind engrossed with more

lively sensations. There is nothing in this

volume, or perhaps in any part of Mr. Crabbe's

writings, more exquisite than some of the de-

scriptions in this story. The following, though

by no means the best, is too characteristic of

the author to be omitted :
—

"
F'irst o'er a barren heath beside the coast

Orla7}(lo rode, and joy began to boast. [bloom,
" 'This neat low 2orse,' said he, 'with golden

Delights each sense, is beauty, is perfume ;

And'this gay ling, with ail its purple flowers,

A man at leisure might admire for hours;
This green-fring'd cup-moss has a scarlet tip.

That yields to nothing but my Laura's lip;

And then how fine this herbage I men may say
A heath is barren ; nothing is so gay.'
" Onward he went, and fiercer grev/ the heat.

Dust rose in clouds beneath the horse's feet;

For now he pass'd through lanes of burning sand.

Bounds to thin crops or yet uncultur'd land ;

Where the dark poppy flourish'd on the dry

And sterile soil, and mock'd the thin-set rye.
" The Lover rode as hasty lovers ride,

And reach'd a coinmon pasture wild and wide ;

Small biack-legg'd sheep devour with hunger keen

The meager herbage ; fleshless, lank and lean :

He saw some scatter'd hovels ;
turf was pil'd

In square brown stacks ; a prospect bleak and wild !

A mill, indeed, was in the centre found,

With short sear herbage withering all around ;

A smith's black shed oppos'd a wrighi's long shop.

And ioin'd an inn where humble travellers stop."

pp. 176, 177.

The features of the fine country are less

perfectly drawn : But what, indeed, could be

made of the vulgar fine country of Englan ?

If Mr. Crabbe had had the g'ood fortune to

live among our Highland hills, and lakes, and

upland woods—our living floods sweeping

thiongh forests of pine
—our lonely vales and

rough copse-covered cliffs
;
what a delicious

picture would his unrivalled powers have ena-

bled him to give to the world I
—But we have

no right to complain, while we have such pic-

tures as this of a group of Gip.sies. It is evi-

dently finished con amore ; and does appear to

us to be absolutely perfect, both in its moral

and its physical expression.

"
Again the country was enclos'd ;

a wide

And sandy road has banks on either side ;

Where, lo ! a hollow on the left appear'd,
^

And there a Gipsy-tribe their tent had rear'd ;

'Twas open spread, to catch the morning sun.

And they had now their early meal begun,
When two brown Boys just left their grassy seat,

The early Trav'ller with their pray'rs to greet:

While yet Orlando held his pence m hand,

He sasv their sister on her duty stand ;

Some twelve years old, demure, affected, sly,

Prepar'd the force of early powers to try :
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Suvlden a look of languor he descries,
And well-teign'd apprehension in her eyes;
Train'd. bui )'et savage, in her speaking face,
He mark'd the features of her vagrant race ;

When a light laugh and roguish leer express'd
The vice implanted in her youthful breast !

Within, the Father, who from fences nigh
Had brought the fuel for the fire's supply, [by :

VVatch'd now the feeble blaze, and stood dejected
On ragged rug, just borrow 'd from the bed,
And by the hand of coarse indulgence fed.
In dirty patchwork negligently dress'd,
Reclin'd the Wife, an infant at her breast ;

In her wild face some touch of grace remain'd,
Of viorour palsied and of beauty stain'd ;

Her blood-shot eyes on her \inheeding mate [state.
Were wrathful turn'd, and seem'd her wants to

Cursing his tardy aid—her Mother there

With Gipsy-state engross'd the only chair;
Solemn and dull her look: with such she stands,
And reads the Milk-maid's fortune, in her hands,

Tracing the lines of life
;
assum'd through years,

Each feature now the steady falsehood wears
;

With hard and savage eye she views the food,
And grudging pinches their intruding brood !

Last in the group, the worn-out Grandsire sits

Neglected, lost, and living but by fits ;

Useless, despis'd, his worthless labours done,
And half protected by the vicious Son,
Who half supports him ! He with heavy glance,
Views the young ruffians who around him dance

;

And, by the sadness in his face, appears
To trace the progress of their future years ;

Through what strange course of misery, vice, deceit.
Must wildly wander each unpractis'd cheat ;

What shame and grief, what punishment and pain.

Sport of fierce passions, must each child sustain—
Ere they like him approach their latter end.
Without a hope, a comfort, or a friend !"

pp. 180—182.

The next story, which is entitled " Edward

Shore," also contains many passages of ex-

quisite beauty. The hero is a young man of

aspiring genius and enthusiastic temper, with
an ardent love of virtue, but no settled prin-

ciples either of conduct or opinion. He first

conceives an attachment for an amiable girl,

who is captivated with his conversation
;

—
but beins; too poor to marry, soon comes to

spend more of his time in the family of an el-

derly sceptic (though we really see no object
in giving him that character) of his acquaint-

ance, who had recently married a young wife,
and placed unbounded confidence in her vir-

tue, and the honour of his friend. In a mo-
ment of temptation, they abuse this confi-

dence. The husband renounces him with dig-
nified composure ;

and he falls at once from
the romantic pride of his virtue. He then
seeks the companv of the dissipated and gay ;

and ruins his health and fortune, without re-

gaining his tranquillity. When in gaol, and
miserable, he is relieved by an unknown hand

;

and traces the benefaction to the friend whose
former kindness he had so ill repaid. This
humiliation falls upon his proud spirit and
shattered nerves with an overwhelminc force

;

and his reason fails beneath it. He is for

some lime a raving maniac
;
and then falls

into a state of gay and compassionable im-

becility, which is described with inimitable

beauty in the close of this story. We can
afibrd but a few extracts. The nature of the

seductions which led to his first fatal lapse
i.re well intimated in the following short pas
«age :

—
51

" Then as the Friend repos'd, the younger Pair
Sat down to cards, and play'd beside his chair ;

Till he awaking, to his books applied.
Or heard ihe music of th' obedient bride :

If mild th' evening, in the fields they stray'd,
.'\nd their own flock with partial eye survey'd ;

But oft the Husband, to indulgence prone,
Resum'd his book, and bade them walk alone.
" This was obey'd; and oft when this was done

They calmly gaz'd on the declining sun
;

In silence saw the glowing landscape fade.

Or, sitting, sang beneath the arbour's shade:
Till rose the moon, and on each youthful face,
Shed a soft beauty, and a dangerous grace."

pp. 198, 199.

The ultimate downfall of this lofty mind,
with its agonising gleams of transitory recol-

lection, form a picture, than which we do not

know if the whole range of our poetry, rich as

it is in representations of disordered intellect,
furnishes any thing more touching, or delin-

eated with more truth and delicacy.
" Harmless at length th' unhappy man was found,
The spirit settled, but the reason drown'd

;

.And all the dreadful tempest died away,
To the dull stillness of the misiy day !

" And now his freedom he atiain'd—if free

The lost to reason, truth and hope, can be;
The playful children of the place he meets;
Playful with them he rambles through the streets;
In all they need, his stronger arm he lends.
And his lost mind to these approving friends.

" That gentle .Maid, whom once the Youth had
Is now with mild religious pity mov'd

; [lov'd,

Kindly she chides his boyish flights, while he
Will for a moineni fix'd and pensive be

;

And as she trembling speaks, his lively eyes
Explore her looks, he listens to her sighs ;

Charm'd by her voice, th' harmonious sounds invade
His clouded mind, and for a time persuade :

Like a pleas'd Infant, who has newly caught
From the maternal glance, a gleam of thought ;

He stands enrapt, the half-known voice to hear.
And starts, half-conscious, at the fallincr tear !

"
Rarely from town, nor then unwatch'd, he goes.

In darker mood, as if to hide his woes
;

But soon returning, with impatience seeks [speaks :

His youthful friends, and shouts, and sings, and
Speaks a wild speech, with action all as wild—
The children's leader, and himself a child

;

He spins their top, or at their bidding, bends
F^is back, while o'er it leap his laughing friends;

Simple and weak, he acts the boy once more.
And heedless children call him Silli/ Shore,"

pp. 206, 207.

"Squire Thomas" is not nearly so interest-

ing. This is the history of a mean domineer-

ing spirit, who, having secured the succession
of a rich relation by assiduous fiatterv, looks
about for some obsequious and vieldiiig fair

one, from whom he may exact homage in his

turn. He thinks he has found such a one in

a lowly damsel in his neighbourhood, and
marries her without much premeditation:—
when he discovers, to his consternation, not

only that she has the spirit of a virago, but
that she and her family have decoyed him
into the match, to revenge, or indpmnify
themselves for his having run away with the
whole inheritance of their common relative.

She hopes to bully him into a separate main
tenance—but his avarice refuses to buy his

peace at such a price ;
and they continue to

live together, on a very successful system of

mutual tormenting.
" Jesse and Colin "

pleases us much belter.

2i 2
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Jesse is the orphan of a poor clergyman, uho
goes, upon licr fathers tlcath, to live with a
rich old laiiy who had bi-eii liis friend; and
Colin is a young farmer, whose father had

Bpeculated away an handsome property; and

who, thouirh living in a good degree by his

own labour, yet wished the damsel (who half

wished it also) to remain and share his hum-
ble lot. The rich lady proves to be suspicious,
overbeaririiT, and sellish; and sets Jesse upon
the ignoble duty of acting the spy and informer
over the other dependents of her household

;

on the delineation of whose characters Mr.
Crabbe has lavished a prodigious power of
observation and correct description :

—But this

wot suiting her pure and ingenuous mind, she

suddenly leaves the splendid mansion, and
returns to her native village, where Colin and
his mother soon persuade her to form one of
their happy family. There is a great deal
of good-heartedness in this tale, and a kind
of moral beauty, which has lent more than
usual elegance to the simple pictures it pre-
sents. We are tempted to extract a good part
of the denouement.

" The pensive Coli7i in his garden stray'd,
But felt not then the beauties he display'd ;

There many a pleasant object met his view,
A rising wood of oaks behind it grew ;

A stream ran by it, and the village-green
And public road were from the garden seen ;

Save whi^re the pine and larch the bound' ry made,
And on the rose beds threw a soft'ning shade." The Moiher sat beside the garden-door,
Dress'd as in times ere she and hers were poor;
The broad-lac'fl cap was known in ancient days.
When Madam's dress compell'd the village praise:
And still she look'd as in the times of old

;

Ere his last farm the erring husband sold ;

While yet the Mansion stood in decent state,
And paupers wailed at the well-known gate." ' Alas ! my Son !' the Mother cried,

' and why
That silent crief and oft-repeated sigh ?

Fain would I think that Jesse still may come
To share the comforts of our rustic home :

She surely lov'd thee ; I have seen the maid.
When ihou hast kindly brought the Vicar aid—
When thou hast eas'd his bosom of its pain.
Oh ! I have seen her—she will come again.'" The Matron ceas'd ; and Colin stood the while
Silent, but striving for a grateful smile ;

He then replied
— ' Ah ! sure had Jesse stay'd,

And shar'd the comfiirts of our sylvan shade,' &c.
"
Sighing he spake

—but hark I he hears th' ap-
proach

Of rattling wheels ! and lo ! the evening-coach ;

Once more the movement of the horses' feet

Makes the fond heart with strong emotion beat :

Faint were his hopes, but ever had the sight
Drawn him to gaze beside his gate at nis;ht;
And when with rapid wheels it hurried by,
He griev'd hi? parent with a hopeless sigh ; [sum
And could the blessing have ijeen bought—what
Had he not ofTer'd, to have Jesse come ?

She came !
—he saw her bending from the door,

Her face, her smile, and he beheld no more
;

Lost in his joy ! The mother lent her aid
T' assist and to detain the willing Maid ;

Who thought her late, her present home to make,
Sure of a welcome for the Vicar's sake ;

But the good parent was so pleas'd. so kind,
So pressing Colin, she so much inclin'd.
That night advanc'd

;
and then so long detain'd

No wishes to depart she fell, or feign'd ; [main'd.
Yet long in doubt she stood, and then perforce re-

" In the mild evening, in the scene around.
The Maid, now free, peculiar beauties found ;

Blended wiih village-tones, the evening g«le
Gave the sweet night-l)ird's warblings to the vale;
The youth embolden'd, yet abasli'd, now told

His fondest wish, nor found the Maiden cold," &.C.

pp. 240, 241.

""The Struggles of Conscience," though visi-

bly laboured, and, we should suspect, a favo'ar*

ite with the author, pleases us less than any
tale in the volume. It is a long account of a
low base fellow, who rises by mean and dis-

honourable arts to a sort of opulence ; and,
without ever committinir any flagrant crime,
sullies his mind with all sorts of selfish, heart-

less, and unworthy acts, till he becomes a prey
to a kind of languid and loathsome remorse.

'• The Sfjuire and the Priest " we do not like

much better. A free living and free think-

ing squire had been galled by the public re-

bukes of his unrelenting pastor, and breeds

up a dependent relation of his own to succeed
to his charge. The youth drinks and jokes
with his patron to his heart's content, during
the progress of his education;

—but just as
the old censor dies, falls into the society of

Saints, becomes a rigid and intolerant Method-

ist, and converts half the parish, to the infi-

nite rage of his patron, and his own ultimate
affliction.

"The Confidant" is more interestingj

though not altogether pleasing. A fair one
makes a slip at the early age of fifteen, which
is concealed from every one but her mother,
and a sentimental friend, from whom she
could conceal nothing. Her after life is pure
and exemplary; and at twent3'-five .she is

married to a worthy man. with whom she
lives in perfect innocence and concord for

many happy years. At last, the confidant of
her childhooa, whose lot has been less pros-

perous, starts up and importunes her for

money—not forgetting to hint at the fatal se-

cret of which she is the depository. After

agonising and plundering her for years, she
at last comes and settles herself in her house,
and embitters her w hole existence by her self-

ish threats and ungenerous extortions. The
husband, who had been greatly disturbed at

the change in his wife's temper and
spirits,

at last accidentally overhears etiough to put
him in possession of the fact

;
and resolving

to forgive a fault so long past, and so well re-

paired, takes occasion to intimate his know-

ledge of
it,

and his disdain of the false confi-

dant, in an ingenious apologue
—

which, how-
ever is plain enough to drive the pestilent
visiter from his house, and to restore peace
and confidence to the bosom of his grateful
wife.

" Resentment "
is one of the pieces in which

Mr. Crabbe has exercised his extraordinary
powers of giving pain

—though not gratuitous-

ly in this instance, nor without inculcating a

strong lesson of forgiveness and compassion.
A middle-aged merchant marries a lady of

good fortune, and persuades her to make it

all over to him when he is on the eve of bank-

ruptcy. He is reduced to utter beggary; and
his wife bitterly and deeply resenting the

wrong he had done her, renounces all con-

nection -with, him, and endures her own re-
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veises with magnanimity. At last a distant

relation leaves her his fortune
;
and she re-

turns to the enjoyment of moderate wealth,
and the exercise of charity

—to all but her

miserable husband. Broken by age and dis-

ease, he now begs the waste sand from the

stone-cutters, and sells it on an ass through the

streets ;
—

And from each trifling gift

Made shift to live—and wretched was the shift."

The unrelenting wife descries him creep-

'ng through the wet at this miserable em-

ployment ;
but still withholds all relief; in

spite of the touching entreaties of her com-

passionate handmaid, whose nature is as kind

and yielding as that of her mistress is hard

and inflexible. Of all the pictures of mendi-

cant poverty that have ever been brought for-

ward in prose or verse—in charity sermor-s or

seditious harangues—we know of none half so

moving or complete
—so powerful and so true

—as is contained in the following passages:
—

" A dreadful winter came ;
each day severe,

Misty when mild, and icy-cold when clear;
And still the humble dealer took his load,

Returning slow, and sliivering on the road :

The Lady, still relentless, saw him come,
And said,

— '

I wonder, has the Wretch a home'.'
' A hut 1 a hovel 1'

— ' Then his fate appears
To suit his crime.'— '

Yes, Lady, not his years;
—

No ! nor his sufferings
—nor that form decay'd.'

—
' The snow,' quoth SuKan,

'

falls upon his bed—
It blows beside the thatch—it melts upon his

head.'—
' 'Tis weakness, child, for grieving guilt to feel.'
'
Yes, but he never sees a wholesome meal

;

Throufjh his bare dress appears his shrivel'd skin,

And ill he fares without, and worse within :

With that weak body, lame, diseas'd and slow.
What cold, pain, peril, must the sufTrer know!—
Oh 1 how those flakes of snow their entrance win

Through the poor rags, and keep the frost within !

His very heart seems frozen as he goes,

Leading that starv'd companion of his woes :

He tried to pray
—his lips, I saw them move.

And he so turn'd his piteous looks above ;

But the fierce wind the willing heart opposed,
And, ere he spoke, the lips in mis'ry clos'd !

When reach'd his home, to what a cheerless fire

And chilling bed will those cold limbs retire !

Yet ragged, wretched as it is, that bed
Takes half the space of his contracted shed

;

I saw the thorns beside the narrow grate,
Willi straw collected in a putrid state :

There will he, kneeling, strive the fire to raise,

And (hnt will warm him rather than the blaze;
The sullen, smoky blaze, that cannot last

One moment after his attempt is past :

And I so warmly and so purely laid,

To sink to rest I
—indeed, I am afraid !'

"

pp. 320—322.

The Lady at last is moved, by this pleading

pity, to send him a little relief
;
but has no

sooner dismissed her delighted messenger,
than she repents of her weakness, and begins
to harden her heart again by the recollection

of his misconduct.

" Thus fix'd. she heard not her Attendant
glide

With soft slow step
—

till, standing by her side.

The trembling Servant gasp'd for breath, and shed

Relieving tears, then uttered— ' He is dead !'

" ' Dead !' said the startled Lady.
'

Yes, he fell

Close at the door w^here he was wont to dwell.

There his sole friend, the Ass, was standing by.
Half dead himself, to see his Master die.'

"

pp. 324, 325.

"The Convert" is rather dull—though it

teaches a lesson that may be useful in these

ftinatic times. John Dighton was bred a

blackguard ;
and we have here a most lively

and complete description of the items that go
to the composition of that miscellaneous char-

acter
;
but being sore reduced by a long fever,

falls into the hands of the Methodists, and be-

comes an exemplary convert. He is then set

up by the congregation in a small stationer's

shop; and. as he begins to thrive in business,
adds worldly literature to the evangelical
tracts which composed his original stock in

trade. This scandalises the brethren
;
and

John, having no principles or knowledge, falls

out with the sect, and can never settle in the

creed of any other; and so lives perplexed
and discontented—and dies in agitation and
terror.

"The Brothers" restores us again to human
sympathies. The characters, though humble,
are admirably drawn, and the baser of them,
we fear, the most strikingly natural. An
open-hearted generous sailor had a poor,

sneaking, cunning, selfish brother, to whom he
remitted all his prize-money, and gave all the

arrears of his pay
—

receiving, in return, vehe-

ment professions of gratitude, and false pro-
testations of regard. At last, the sailor is dis-

abled in action, and discharged ; just as his

heartless brother has secured a small office

by sycophancy, and made a prudent marriage
with a congenial temper. He seeks the shelter

of his brother's house as freely as he would
have given it; and does not at first perceive
the coldness of his reception.

—But mortifica-

tions grow upon him day by day. His grog
is expensive, and his pipe makes the wife

sick
;
then his voice is so loud, and his man-

ners so rough, that her friends cannot visit her

if he appears at table ! So he is banLshed by
degrees to a garret ;

where he falls sick, and

has no consolation but in the kindness of one

of his nephews, a little boy, who administers

to his comforts, and listens to his stories with

a delighted attention. This too, however, is

at last interdicted by his hard-hearted parents;
and the boy is obliged to steal privately to

his disconsolate uncle. One day his father

catches him at his door; and, after beating
him back, proceeds to deliver a severe rebuke

to his brother for encouraging the child in

disobedience—when he finds the unconscious

culprit released by death from his despicable
insults and reproaches ! The great ait of the

story consists in the plausible excuses with

which the unjrrateful brother always contrives

to cover his wickedness. This cannot be ex-

emplified in an extract; but we shall give 3

few lines as a specimen.

" Cold as he grew, still Isaac strove to show,

By wcll-feign'd care, that cold he could not grow;
And when he saw his Brother look distress'd,

He strove some petty comforts to suggest;
On his Wife solely their neglect to lay.

And then t' excuse it as a woman's way;
He too was chidden when her rules he broke.
And then she sicken'd at the scent of smoke ! [find

"
George, though in doubt, was still consol'd to

His Brother wishing to be reckon'd kind :

That Isaac seem'd concern'd by his distress.
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Gave to his injur'd feelings some redress ;

But none he tound dispos d to lend nn ear

To stories, all were once intent to henr !

Except his Nephew, seated on his knee,
He found no creature car'd about the eea ; fhoy,
But George indeed—for George ihey'd call'd the

When his good uncle was their boast and joy
—

Would listen lone, and would contend with sleep,
To hear the woes and wonders ol the deep ;

Till the fond inoiher cried— ' That man will teach

The foolish bov his loud and boisterous speech.'

Sojudg'd the Father—and the boy was taught
To shun the Uncle, whom his love had sought."

pp. 368, 369.
" At length he sicken'd, and this duteous Child

Watch'd o'er his sickness, and his pains beguil'd ;

The .Mother bade him from the loft refrain,

But, though wiih caution, yet he went again;
And now his tales the sailor feebly told.

His heart was heavy, and his limbs were cold !

The tender boy came often to entreat

His good kind friend would of his presents eat :

Purloin'd or purchased, for he saw, with shame,
The food untouch'd that to his Uncle came ;

Who, sick in body and in mind, receiv'd

The Boy's indulgence, gratified and griev'd !

" Once in a week the Father came to say,
'

George, are you ill V—and hurried him away ;

Yet to his wife would on their duties dwell,
And often cry,

' Do use my brother well ;'

And something kind, no question, Isaac meant,
And took vast credit for the vatrue intent.

''But, truly kind, the gentle Boy essay'd
To cheer his Uncle, firm, although afraid ;

But now the Father caught him at the door.

And, swearing yes. the Man in Office swore,
And cried,

'

.^way I
—liow ! Brother, I'm surpris'd,

That one so old can be so ill advis'd,'
" &c.

pp. 370—371.

After the catastrophe, he endures deserved

remorse and anguish.

" He takes his Son, and bids the boy unfold

All the good Uncle of his feelings told,

All he lamented—and the ready tear

Falls as he listens, sooth'd, and griev'd to hear.
" ' Did he not curse me, child ?'

—'Henevercurs'd,
But could not breathe, and said his heart would

burst :'
—

[pray ;

'And so will mine!'— '

Then, Father, you must

My Uncle said it took his pains away.'
"—

p. 374.

The last tale in the volume, entitled, "The
Learned Boy," is not the most interesting in

the collection
; though it is not in the least like

what its title would lead us to expect. It is

the history of a poor, weakly, paltry lad, who
is sent up from the country to be a clerk in

town; and learns by slow degrees to affect

freethinking, and to practise dissipation. Upon
the tidings of which happy conversion his

father, a worthy old farmer, orders him down
again to the country, where he harrows up
the soul of his pious grandmother by his in-

fidel prating
—and his father reforms him at

once by burning his idle books, and treating
him with a vigorous course of horsewhipping.
There is some humour in this tale;

—and a

great deal of nature and art, especially in the

delineation of this slender clerk's gradual

corruption
—and in the constant and constitu-

tional predominance of weakness and folly,

in all his vice and virtue—his piety and pro-
faneness.

We have thus gone through the better part
of this volume with a degree of minuteness
for which we are not sure that even our poet-

ical readers will all be disposed to i.\uink us.

Bu^. considering Mr. Ciabbe as, upon the

^'liole, the most original writer who has ever
come before us; and being at the same time
of opinion, that his writings are destined to a
still more extensive popularity than they have

yet obtained, we could not resist the tempta-
tion of contributing our little aid to the fulfil-

ment of that destiny. It is chiefly for the

same reason that we have directed our re-

marks rather to the moral than the literary

qualities of his works;
—to his genius at least,

rather than his taste—and to his thoughts
rather than his figures of speech. By far the

most remarkable thing in nis writings, is the

prodigious mass of original observations and
reflections they every where e.xhibit; and that

extraordinary power of conceiving and repre-

senting an imaginary object, whether physical
or intellectual, with such a rich and complete
accompaniment of circum.stances and details,
as few ordinary observers either perceive or

remember in realities
;
a power which, though

often greatly misapplied, must for ever entitle

him to the very first rank among descriptive

poets; and, when directed to worthy objects,
to a rank inferior to none in the highest de-

partments of poetry.
In such an author, the attributes of style

and versification may fairly be considered as

secondary;
—and yet, if we were to go mi-

nutely into them, they would afford room for

a still longer chapter than that which we are

now concluding. He cannot be said to be

uniformly, or even generally, an elegant writer.

His style is not dignified
—and neither very

pure nor very easy. Its characters are force,

precision, and familiarity;
—now and then

obscure—sometimes vulgar, and sometimes

quaint. With a great deal of tenderness, and
occasional fits of the sublime of despair and

agony, there is a want of habitual fire, and of
a tone of enthusiasm in the general tenor of
his writings. He seems to recollect rather

than invent; and frequently brings forward
his statements more in the temper of a cau-

tious and conscientious witness, than of a fer-

vent orator or impassioned spectator. His
similes are almost all elaborate and ingenious,
and rather seem to be furnished from the ef-

forts of a fanciful mind, than to be exhaled

by the spontaneous ferment of a heated im-

agination. His versification again is frequently
harsh and heavy, and his diction flat and

prosaic ;

—both seeming to be altogether neg-
lected in his zeal for the accuracy and com-

plete rendering of his conceptions. Theso
defects too are infinitely greater in his recent

than in his early compositions. '-'The Vil-

lage
" is written, upon the whole, in a flowing

and sonorous strain of versification
;
and "Sir

Eustace Grey," though a late publication, is

in general remarkably rich and melodious.

It is chiefly in his narratives and curious de-

scriptions that these faults of diction and
measure are conspicuous. Where he is warm-
ed by his subject, and becomes fairly indig-
nant or pathetic, his language is often very
sweet and beautiful. He has no fixed system
or manner of versification ;

but mixes several
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very opposite styles, as it were by accident,
and not in general very judiciously ;

—what is

peculiar to himself is not good, and strikes us
as being botii abrupt and aliected.

He may profit, if he pleases, by these hints—
and, if he pleases, he may laugh at them.

It is no great matter. If he will only write a
few more Tales of the kind we have suggested
at the beginning of this article, we shall en-

gage for it that he shall have our praises
—and

those of more fastidious critics—whatever be
the qualities of his style or versification.

(Ittlti, 1S19.)

Talcs of the Hall. By the Reverend George Crabbe. 2 vols. 8vo. pp.670. London: 1819.

Mr. Crabbe is the greatest mannerist, per-

haps, of all our living poets; and it is rather

unfortunate that the most prominent features

of his mannerism are not the most pleasing.
The homely, cpiaint, and prosaic style

—the

fiat, and often broken and jingling versification—the eternal full-lengths of low and worth-

less characters—with their accustomed gar-

nishings of sly jokes and familiar moralising
—

are all on the surface of his writings; and are

almost unavoidably the things by which we
are first reminded of him, when we take up
any of his new productions. Yet they are not

the things that truly constitute his peculiar
manner

;
or give that character by which he

will, and ought to be, remembered with future

generations. It is plain enough, indeed, that

these are things that will make nobody re-

membered—and can never, therefore, be re-

ally characteristic of some of the most original
and powerful poetry that the world has ever
seen.

Mr. C, accordingly, has other gifts; and
those not less peculiar or less strongly marked
than the blemishes with which they are con-

trasted; an unrivalled and almost magical
power of observation, resulting in descriptions
BO true to nature as to strike us rather as

transcripts than imitations—an anatomy of

character and feeling not less exquisite and

searching
—an occasional touch of matchless

tenderness—and a deep and dreadful pathetic,

interspersed by fits, and strangely interwoven
[

with the most minute and humble of his de-

tails. Add to all this the sure and profound
sagacity of the remarks with which he every
now and then startles us in the midst of very

j

unambitious discussions
;

—and the weight and
|

terseness of the maxims which he drops, like

oracular responses, on occasions that give no

promise of such a revelation
;

—and last, though
not least, that sweet and seldom sounded
chord of Lyrical inspiration, the lightest touch
of which instantly charms away all harshness
from his numbers, ami all lowness from his

themes—and at once exalts him to a level

with the most energetic and inventive poets
of his age.

These, we think, are the true characteristics

of the genius of this great writer; and it is in

their mi.xture with the oddities and defects to

which we have already alluded, that the pe-

culiarity of his manner seems to us substan-

tially to consist. The ingredients maj- all of

them be found, we suppose, in other writers;

but their combination—in such proportions at

least as occur in this instance—may safely be

pronounced to be original.

Extraordinary, however, as this combination
must appear, it does not seem very difficult

to conceive in what way it may have arisen ;

and, so far from regarding it as a proof of sin-

gular humorousness, caprice, or affectation

in the individual, we are rather inclined to

hold that something approaching to it must be
the natural result of a long habit of observa-

tion in a man of genius, possessed of that

temper and disposition which is the usual ac-

companiment of such a habit
;
and that the

same strangely compounded and apparently

incongruous assemblage of themes and senti-

ments would be frequently produced under
such circumstances—if authors had oftener

the courage to write from their own impres-

sions, and had less fear of the laugh or won-
der of the more shallow and barren part of

their readers.

A great talent for observation, and a delight
in the exercise of it—the power and the practice
of dissecting and disentangling that subtle and

complicated tissue, of habit, and self-love, and

affection, which constitute human character—
seems to us, in all cases, to imply a contem-

plative, rather than an active disposition. It

can only exist, indeed, where there is a good
deal of social sympathy ; for, without this, the

occupation could excite no interest, and afford

-no satisfaction—but only such a measure and
sort of sympathy as is gratified by being a

spectator, and not an actor on the great theatre

of life—and leads its possessor rather to look

with eagerness on the feats and the fortunes

of others, than to take a share for himself in

the game that is played before him. Some
stirring and vigorous spirits there are, no

doubt, in which this taste and talent is com-
bined with a more thorough and effective

sympathy; and leads to the study of men's
characters by an actual and hearty partici-

pation in their various passions and pursuits;—though it is to be remarked, that when such

persons embody their observations in writing,

they will generally be found to exhibit their

characters in action, rather than 1o tlescribe

them in the abstract
;
and to let their various

personages disclose themselves and their pe-

culiarities, as it were spontaneously, and with-

out help or preparation, in their ordinary
conduct and speech

—of all which we have a

very splendid and striking example in the
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Tales of My Landlord, and the other pieces
of that extraordinary writer. In the common
case, however, a great observer, we believe,
will be found, pretty certainly, to be a person
of a shy and retiring temper

—who does not

mingle enough with the people he surveys, to

be heated with their passions, or infected with

their delusions—and who has usually been

led, indeed, to take up the office of a looker

on, from some little infirmity of nerves, or

weakness of spirits, which has unfitted him
from playing a more active part on the busy
scene of existence.

Now, it is very obvious, we think, that tliis

contemplative turn, and this alienation from

the vulgar pursuits of mankind, must in the

first place, produce a great contempt for most
of those pursuits, and the objects they seek

to obtain—a levelling of the factitious distinc-

tions \Vhich human pride and vanity have es-

tablished in the world, and a mingled scorn

and compassion for the lofty pretensions under
which men so often disguise the nothingness
of their chosen occupations. When the many-
coloured scene of life, with all its petty agi-

tations, its shifting pomps, and perishable

passions, is surveyed by one who does not

mix in its business, it is impossible that it

should not appear a very pitiable and almost

ridiculous affair
;
or that the heart should not

echo back the brief and emphatic exclama-
tion of the mighty dramatist—

"
Life's a poor player,

Who frets and struts his hour upon ihe stage,
And then is heard no more I"—

Or the more sarcastic amplification of
it,

in

the words of our great moral poet
—

"Behold the Child, by Nature's kindly law,
Pleas'd with a rattle, lickl'd with a straw !

Some livelier plaything gives our Youth delight,
A little louder, but as empty quite :

Scarfs, garters, gold our riper years engage ;

And beads and prayer-books are ttie toys of Age !

Pleas'd with this bauble still as that before.

Till tir'd wc sleep
—and Life's poor play is o'er!"

This is the more solemn view of the sub-

ject :
—But the first fruits of observation are

most commonly found to issue in Satire—the

unmasking the vain pretenders to wisdom,
and worth, and happiness, with whom society
is infested, and holding up to the derision of

mankind those meannesses of the great, those

miseries of the fortunate, and those
" Fears of the brave, and follies of the wise,"

which the eye of a dispassionate observer so

quickly detects under the glittering e.xterior

by which they would fain be disguised
—and

which bring pretty much to a level the intel-

lect, and morals, and enjojTnents. of the great
mas3 of mankind.
This misanthropic end has unquestionably

been by far the most common result of a habit
of observation

;
and that in which its effects

have most generally terminated: — Yet we
cannot bring ourselves to think that it is their

just or natural termination. Something, no

doubt, will depend on the temper of the indi-

vidual, and the proportions in which the gall
and the milk of human kindness have been

originally mingled in his composition.
—Yet

satirists, we think, have not in geneial beea
ill-natured persons

—and we are inclined ra-

ther to ascribe this limited and uncharitable

application of their powers of observation to

their love of fame and popularity,
—which are

well known to be best secured by successful

ridicule or invective—or, quite as piobably,
indeed, to the narrowness and insulficiency
of the observations themselves, and the im-

perfection of their talents for their due con-

duct and extension. It is certain, at least, we
think, that the satirist makes use but of half

the discoveries of the observer
;
and teaches

but half—and theworser half—of the lessons

which may be deduced from his occupation.
He puts down, indeed, the proud pretensions
of the great and arrogant, and levels the vain

distinctions which human ambition has es-

tablished among the brethren of mankuid;—
he

" Bares the mean heart that lurks beneath a Star,"

—and destroys the illusions which Avould

limit our sympathy to the forward and figur-

ing persons of this world—the favourites of

fame and fortune. But the true result of ob-

servation should be, not so much to cast down
the proud, as to raise up the lowly ;

—not so

much to diminish our sympathy with the

powerful and renowned, as to extend it to all,

who, in humbler conditions, have the same,
or still higher claims on our esteem or affec-

tion.—It is not surely the natural consequence
of learning to judge truly of the characters of

men, that we should despise or be indifferent

about them all
;

—
and, though we have learned

to see through the false glare which plays
round the envied summits of existence, and
to know how little dignity, or happiness, or

worth, or wisdom, may sometimes belong to

the possessors of power, and fortune, and

learning and renown,
—it does not follow, by

any means, that we should look upon the

whole of human life as a mere deceit and

imposture, or think the concerns of our species
fit subjects only for scorn and derision. Our

promptitude to admire and to envy will indeed
be corrected, our enthusiasm abated, and our

distrust of appearances increased;
—but the

sympathies and affections of our nature will

continue, and be better directed—our love of

our kind will not be diminished—and our in-

dulgence for their faults and follies, if we read

our lesson aright, will be signally strengthen-
^etfand confirmed. The true and proper effect,

therefore, of a habit of observation, and a

thorough and penetrating knowledge of human
character, will be, not to extinguish our syin-

patly, but to extend it—to turn, no doubt,

"many a throb of admiration, and many a sigh
of love into a smile of derision or of pity ;

but at the same time to reveal much that

commands our homage and excites our aflec-

tion, in those humble and unexplored regions
of the heart and understanding, which never

engage the attention of the incurious,
—and to

bring the whole family of mankind nearer to

a level, by finding out latent merits as well aa

latent defects in all its members, and corti-
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pensating
the flaws that are detected in the

boasted ornametUs of life, b}' bringing to light
the richness and the lustre that sleep in the

mines beneath its surface.

We are afraid some of our readers may not

at once perceive the application of these pro-
found remarks to the subject immediately be-

fore us. But there are others, we doubt not,
who do not need to be told that they are

intended to explain how Mr. Crabbe, and other

persons with the same gift of observation,
should so often busy themselves with what

may be considered as low and vulgar charac-

ters; and, declining all dealings with heroes

and heroic topics, should not only venture to

seek for an interest in the concerns of ordinary

mortals, but actually intersperse small pieces
of ridicule with their undignified pathos, and
endeavour to make their readers look on their

books with the same mingled feelings of com-

passion and amusement, with which—unnat-

ural as it may appear to the readers of poetry—
they, and all judicious observers, actually

look upon human life and human nature.—
This, we are persuaded, is the true key to the

greater part of the peculiarities of the author

before us
;
and though we have disserted

upon it a little longer than was necessary, we
really thinkit may enable our readers to com-

prehend him, and our remarks on him, some-

thing better than they could have done with-

out it.

There is, as everybody must have felt, a

strange mixture of satire and sympathy ui-

all his productions
—a great kindliness and

compassion for the errors and sufferings of

our poor human nature, but a strong distrust

of its heroic virtues and high pretensions.
His heart is always open to pity, and all the

milder emotions—but there is little aspiration
after the grand and sublime of character, nor

very much encouragement for raptures and
ecstasies of any description. These, he seems
to think, are things rather too fine for the said

poor human nature: and that, in our low and

erring condition, it is a little ridiculous to pre-

tend, either to very exalted and immaculate

virtue, or very pure and exquisite happiness.
He not only never meddles, therefore, with
the delicate distresses and noble fires of the

heroes and heroines of tragic and epic fable,
but may geneially be detected indulging in a

lurking sneer at the pomp and vanity of all

such superfine imaginations— and turning
from them, to draw men in their true postures
and dimensions, and with all the imperfec-
tions that actually belong to their condition :

—
the prosperous and happy overshadowed with

.passing clouds of ennui, and disturbed with
little flaws of bad humour and discontent—
the great and wise beset at times with stranire

weaknesses and meannesses and paltry vexa-
tions—and even the most virtuous and en-

lightened falling far below the standard of

poetical perfection
—and stooping every now

and then to paltry jealousies and prejudices
—

or sinking into shabby sensualities—or medi-

tating on their own e.xcellence and import-
ance, with a ludicrous and lamentable anxiety.
This is one side of the picture ;

and charac-

terises sufficiently the satirical vein of our
author : But the other is the most extensive

and important. In rejecting the vulizar sources

-of interest in poetical narratives, and reducing
his ideal persons to the standard of reality,
Mr. C. does by no means seek to extinguish
the sparks of human sA^mpathy within us. or

to throw any damp on the curiosity with which
we naturally explore the characters of each
other. On the contrary, he has aflbided new
and more wholesome food for all those pro-

pensities
—

and, by placing before us those

details which our pride or fastidiousness is so

apt to overlook, has di.scIo.sed, in all their

truth and simplicity, the native and unadul-

terated workings of those afi'ections which are

at the bottom of all social interest, and are

really rendered less touching by the exagge-
rations of more ambitious artists—while he

exhibits, with admirable force and endless

variety, all those combinations of passions and

opinions, and all that cross-play of selfislmess

and vanity, and indolence and ambition, and
habit and reason, which make up the intel-

lectual character of individuals, and present
to every one an instructive picture of his

neighbour or himself. Seeing, by the per-
fection of his art, the master passions in theii

springs, and the high capacities in their rudi

ments—and having acquired the gift of tracing
all the propensities and marking teiidenciea

of our plastic nature, in their first slight indi-

cations, or even from the aspect of the dis

guises they so often assume, he does not

need, in order to draw out his characters in

all their life and distinctness, the vulgar de-

monstration of those striking and decided

actions by which their maturity is proclaimed
even to the careless and inattentive

;

—but

delights to point out to his readers, the seeds

or tender filaments of those talents and feel-

ings which wait only for occasion and oppor-

tunity to burst out and astonish the world—
and to accustom them to trace, in characters

and actions apparently of the most ordinary

description, the self-same attributes that, un-

der other circumstances, would attract uni-

versal attention, and furnish themes for the

most popular and impassioned descriptions.
That he should not be guided in the choice

of his sub'ect by any regard to the rank or

condition which his persons hold in society,

may easily be imtigined ; and, with a view to

the ends he aims at, might readily be for-

given. But we fear that his passion for ob-

servation, and the delight he takes in tracing
out and analyzing all the little traits that in-

dicate character, and all the little circum-
stances that influence

it,
have sometimes led

him to be careless about his selection of the

instances in which it was to be exhibited, or

at least to select them upon principles very
different from those which give them an in-

terest in the eyes of ordinary readers. For
the purpose of mere anatomy, beauty of form
or complexion are things quite indiflerent

;

and the physiologist, who examines plants
only to study their internal structure, and to

make himself master of the contrivances by
which their various functions are performed,
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j»ays no legard to the brilliancy of their hues,
the sweetness of their odours, or the graces
of their form. Those who come to him for

ihe sole purpose of acquiring knowledge may
participate perhaps in this indifference; but

the world at large will wonder at them—and
he will engage fewer pupils to listen to his

instructions, than if he had condescended in

some degree to consult their predilections in

the begimiing. It is the same case, we think.

in many respects, with Mr. Crabbe. Relying
for the interest he is to produce, on the curi-

ous expositions he is to make of the elements
of human character, or at least finding his

own chief gratification in those subtle inves-

tigations, he seems to care very little upon
what particular individuals he pitches for the

purpose of these demonstrations. Almost

every human mind, he seems to think, may
•»erve" to display that fine and mysterious
mechanism W'hich it is his delight to explore
ind explain:

—and almost every condition,
and every history of life, afTord occasions to

show how it maybe put into action, and pass
through its various combinations. It seems,
therefore, almost as if he had caught up the

first dozen or two of persons that came across

him in the ordinary Malks of life,
—and then

fitting in his little window in their breasts,
and applying his tests and instruments of ob-

servation, had set himself about such a minute
and curious scrutiny of their whole habits,

history, adventures, and dispositions, as he

thought must ultimately create not only a

familiarity, but an interest, Avhich the first

aspect of the subject was far enough from

leading any one to expect. That he suc-

ceeds more frequently than coukl have been

anticipated, we are very willing to allow.

But we cannot help feeling, also, that a little

more pains bestowed in the selection of his

characters, would have made his power of

observation and description tell with tenfold

efTect
;
and that, in spite of the exquisite

truth of his delineations, and the fineness of

the perceptions by which he was enabled to

make them, it is impossible to take any con-

siderable interest in many of his personages,
or to avoid feeling some degree of fatigTie at

the miimte and patient exposition that is

made of all that belongs to them.
These remarks are a little too general, we

believe—and are not introduced with strict

propriety at the head of our fourth article on
Mr. Crabbe's productions. They have drawn
out, however, to such a length, that we can
afford to say but little of the work imme-
diately before us. It is marked with ail the

characteristics that we have noticed, either

now or formerly, as distinctive of his poetry.
On the whole, however, it has certainly fewex-
of the grosser faults—and fewer too, perhaps.
of the more e.xquisite passages which occur
in his former publications. There is nothing
at least that has struck us. in going over these

volumes, as equal in elegance to PhcRbe Daw-
son in the Register, or in pathetic effect to the

Convict's Dream, or Edward Shore, or the

Parting Hour, or the Sailor dying beside his

Sweetheart. On the other hand, there is far

less that is horrible, and nothing that can bo
said to be

absolutely disgusting; and the pic-
ture which is allorcied of society and huma>
nature

is, on the whole, much less painfiu
and degrading. There is both less misery
and less guilt : and, while the same .searching
and unsparing glance is sent into all the dark
caverns of the breast, and the truth brought
forth with the same stern impartiality, the

result is more comfortable and cheering. The
greater part of the characters are rath(>r more
elevated in station, and milder and more
amiable in disposition ;

while tlie accidents

of life are more mercifully managed, and for-

tunate circumstances more liberally allowed.
It is rather remarkable, too, ttiat Mr. Crabbe
seems to become more amorous as he grows
older,

—the interest of almost all the stories

in his collection turning on the tender pas-
sion—and many of them on its most romantic
varieties.

The plan of the work,
—for it has rather

more of plan and unity than any of the for-

mer,
—is abundantly simple. Two brothers,

both past middle age, meet together for the

first time since their infancy, in the Hall of

their native parish, which the elder and richer

had purchased as a place of retirement for

his declining age—and there tell each other

their own histon,-, and then that of their guests,

neighbours, and acquaintances. The senior

is much the richer, and a bachelor—having
been a little distasted with the sex by the

unlucky insult of an early and very extrava-

gant passion. He is, moreover, rather too

reserved and sarcastic, and somewhat Tory-
ish, though with an excellent fieart and a

powerful understanding. The younger is very
sensible also, but more open, social, and talk-

ative—a happy husband and father, with a

tendency to Whiggism, and some notion of

reform—and a disposition to think well both
of men and women. The visit lasts two or

three weeks in autumn
;
and the Tale.s, which

make up the volume, are told in the after

dinner Ute a tiles that take place in that time

between the worthy brothers over their bottle.

The married man, however, wearies at length
for his wife and children

;
and his brother lets

him go, Avith more coldness than he had ex-

pected. He goes with him, however, a stage
on the way ; and, inviting him to turn aside a
little to look at a new purchase he had made
of a sweet farm with a neat mansion, he finds

his wife and children comfortably settled

there, and all dressed out and ready to re-

ceive them ! and speedily discovers that he

is, by his brother's bounty, the proprietor of

a fair domain within a morning's ride of the

Hall—where they may discuss politics, and
tell tales any afternoon they think proper.

Though their own stories and descriptions
are not, in our opinion, the best in the work,
it is but fair to introduce these narrative bro-

thers and their Hall a little more particularly
to our readers. The history of the elder and
more austere is not particularly probable—
nor very interesting ;

but it affords many pas-

sages extremely characteristic of the author.

He was a spoiled child, and gievv up into a
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ycuthof a romatitic and contemplative turn—
dreaming, in his father's rural abode, of di-

vine nymphs and damsels all passion and

purity. One day he had the good luck to

rescue a fair lady from a cow, and fell des-

perately in love:—Though he never got to

speech of his charmer, who departed from

the place where she was on a visit, and

eluded the eager search with which he pur-

sued her, in town and country, for many a

long year : For this foolish and poetical pas-

sion settled down on his spirits; and neither

time nor company, nor the business of a Lon-

don banker, could effect a diversion. At last,

at the end of ten or twelve years—for the fit

lasted that unreasonable time—being then an

upper clerk in his uncle's bank, he stumbled

upon his Dulcinea in a very unexpected way—and a way that no one but Mr. Crabbe

•would either have thought of—or thought of

describing in verse. In short, he finds her

established as the chere amie of another re-

spectable banker ! and after the first shock is

over, sets about considering how he may re-

claim her. The poor Perdita professes peni-

tence
;
and he offers to assist and support her

if she will abandon her evil courses. The

following passage is fraught with a deep and

a melancholy knowledge of character and of

human nature.

" She vow'd—she tiled !
—Alas ! she did not know

How deeply rooied evil habits grow!
She fek the truth upon her spirits press,

But wanted ease, indulgence, show, excess;

VoluptU'Mis banq\iets; pleasures
—not refin'd.

But such as soothe to sleep th' opposing mind—
She look'd for idle vice, the time to kill,

And subtle, strong apologies for ill
;

And thus her yielding, unresisting soul,

Sank, and let sin confuse her and control:

Pleasures that bro\ight disgust yet brought relief,

And minds she hated help'd to war with grief."
Vol. i. p. 163.

As her health fails, however, her relapses
become less frequent ;

and at last she dies,

grateful and resigned. Her awakened lover

is stunned by the blow—takes seriously to

business—and is in danger of becoming ava-

ricious
;
when a severe illness rouses him to

higher thoughts, and he takes his name out

of the firm, and, being turned of sixty, seeks

a place of retirement.

" He chose his native village, and the hill

He cliinb'd a boy had its attraction still ;

With that small brook beneath, where he would
And stooping fill the hollow of his hand, [stand,

To quench th' impatient thirst—then stop awhile

To see the sun upon the waters smile.

In that sweet weariness, when, long denied,
VVe drink and view the fountain that supplied
The sparkling bliss—and feel, if not express,
Our perfect ease, in that sweet weariness.

" The oaks yet flourish'd in that fertile groimd,
Where still the church with lofty tower was found

;

And still that Hall, a first, a favourite view," &c.

" The Hall of Binning ! his delight a boy.
That gave his fancy in her flight employ ;

Here, from his father's modest home, he gaz'd,
Its grandeur charm'd him, and its height amnz'd :

—
Now, young no more, retir'd to views well known,
He finds that object of his awe his own ;

The Hall at Binning !
—how he loves the gloom

52

That sun-excluding window gives the rojm ;

Those broad brown stairs on which he loves to

tread ;

Those beams within ; without, that length of lead.

On which the names of wanton boys appear.

Who died old men, and left memorials here.

Carvings of feet and hands, and knots and flowers,

The fruits of busy minds in idle hours."
Vol. i. pp. 4—6.

So much for Squire George—unless any
reader should care to know, as Mr. Crabbe

has kindly told, that—" The Gentleman was
tall." and, moreover, "Looked old when fol-

lowed, but alert when met.'' Of Captaia

Richard, the story is more varied and
ram-__

bling. He was rather neglected in his youth;""

and passed his time, when a boy, very much,
as we cannot help supposing, Mr. Crabbe

must have passed his own. He ran wild in

the neighbourhood of a seaport, and found

occupation enough in its precincts.

" Where crowds assembled I was sure to run,

Hear what was said, and muse on what was done ;

Attentive list'ningin the moving scene.

And often wond'ring what the men could mean.

" To me the wives of seamen lov'd to tell

What storms endanger'd men esteem'd so well;
What wondrous things in foreign parts they saw,
Lands without bounds, and people without law.

" No ships were wreck'd upon that fatal beach,
But I could give the luckless tale of each;

Eager I look'd, till I beheld a face

Of one dispos'd to paint their dismal case ;

Who gave the sad survivors' doleful tale,

From the first brushing of the mighty gale
Until they struck ! and, suffering in their fate,

I long'd the more they should its horrors state ;

While some, the fond of pity, would enjoy
The earnest sorrows of the feeling boy.

" There were fond girls, who took me to their side,

To tell the story how their lovers died !

They prais'd my tender heart, and bade me prove
Both kind and constaiu when I came to love !"

Once he saw a boat upset ;
and still recol-

lects enough to give this spirited sketch of the

scene.

" Then were those piercing shrieks, that frantic

All hurried '. all in tumult and afl'right ! [flight,

A gathering crowd from different streets drew
near.

All ask, all answer—none attend, none hear !

" O ! how impatient on the sands we tread.

And the winds roaring, and the women led !

They know not who in either boat is gone,
But think the father, husband, lover, one.

" And who is she apart ! She dares not come
To join the crosvd, yet cannot rest at home :

With what stroMf interest looks she at the waves.
Meeting and (-lining o'er the seamen's graves !

''I'is a poor girl belroih'd—a few hours more,
And he. will lie a corpse upon the shore !

One wretched hour had pa.=s'd before we knew
Whom they had sav'd ! Alas ! they were but two!
An orphan'd lad and widow'd man—no more !

And they unnoticed stood upon the shore.
With scarce a triend to greet them—widows view'd

This man and boy, and then their cries renew'd."

He also pries into the haunts of the smug-
glers, and makes friends with the shepherds
on the downs in summer

;
and then he he-

comes intimate with an old sailor's wife, to

whom he reads sermons, and
liistorie.s, and

2K
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lost books, and hymns, and indelicate bal-

hids ! The character of this woman is one

of the many e.vampk'S of talent and labour

misapplied. It is very powerfully, and, we
doubt not, very truly drawn—but it will

attract few readers. Yet the story she is at

last brought to tell of her daughter will com-

mand a more general interest.

*' Ruth— I may tell, too oft had she been told !
—

Was tail and fair, and comely to behold,
Gentle and simple ;

in her naiive place

Not one compared with her in form or face ;

She was not merry, but she gave our hearth

A cheerful spirit that was more than mirth.

" There was a sailor boy, and people said

He was. as man, a likeness of the maid
;

But not in this—for he was ever glad.

While Ruth was apprehensive, mild, and sad."—

They are betrothed—and something more

than betrothed—when, on the eve of their

wedding-day, the youth is carried relent-

lessly off by a press-gang; and soon after

is slain in battle !
—and a preaching weaver

then woos, with nauseous perversions of

scripture, the loathing and widoweil bride.

This picture, too, is strongly drawn
;

—but

we hasten to a scene of far more power as

well as pathos. Her father urges her to wed
the missioned suitor; and she agrees to give
her answer on Sunday.

" She left her infant on the Sunday morn,
A creature doom'd to shame I in sorrow born.

She came not home to share our humble meal,—
Her father thinking what his child would feel

From his hard sentence !
—Still she came not home.

The night grew dark, and yet she was not come !

The east-wind roar'd, the sea return'd the sound,
And the rain fell as if the world were drown'd :

There were no lights without, and my good man,
To kindness frighten'd, with a eroan began
To talk of Ruth, and pray ! and then he took

The Bible down, and read the holy book ;

For he had learning : and when that was done
We sat in silence—whither could we run,

We said—and then rush'd frighten'd from the door.

For we could bear our own conceit no more :

We call'd on neighbours—there she had not been ;

We met some wanderers—ours they had not seen ;

We hurried o'er the beach, both north and south.

Then join'd, and wander'd to our haven's mouth :

Where rush'd the falling waters wildly out,

I scarcely heard the good man's fearful shout,
Who saw a something on the billow ride.

And—Heaven have mercy on our sins ! he cried,

It is my child !
—and to the present hour

So he believes—and spirits have the power !

" And she was gone ! the waters wide and deep
Roli'd o'er her body as she lay a||eep

!

She heard no more the anarry waWs and wind,
She heard no more the threat'ning of mankind ;

Wrapl in dark weeds, the refuse of the storm.
To the hard rock was borne her comely form !

"But O! what storm was in that mind! what
strife.

That could compel her to lay down her life !

For she was seen within the sea to wade.

By one at distance, \»hen she first had pray'd;
Then to a rock v/ithin the hither shoal,

Sofi'iV. and with a fearful step, she stole ;

Theti, when she gain'd it, on the top she stood

A moment still—and dropt into the flood !

The man cried loudly, but he cried in vain,—
she heard not then—she never heard again !"—

Richard afterwards tells how he left thfl

sea and entered the amiy, and fouirhl and
marched in the Peninsula; and how became
home and fell in love with a parson's daugh-
ter, and courted and married her

;

—and he
tells it all very prettily,

—and, moreover, that

he is very happy, and very fond of his wife

and children. But we must now take the

Adelphi out of doors; and let them intro-

duce some of their acquaintances. Among
the first to whom we are presented are two

sisters, still in the bloom of life, who had
been cheated out of a handsome independ-
ence by the cunning of a sj>eculating banker,
and deserted by their lovers in consequence
of this calamity. Their characters are drawn
with infinite skill and minuteness, and their

whole story told with great feeling and

beauty;
—but it is difficult to make extracts.

The pmdent suitor of the milder and
more serious sister, sneaks pitifully away
when their fortune changes. The bolder

lover of the more elate and gay, seeks to take

a baser advantage.

" Then made he that attempt, in which to fail

Is shameful,—still more shameful to prevail.

Then was there lightning in that eye that shed

Its beams upon him,—and his frenzy fled ;

Abject and trembling at her feel he laid,

Despis'd and scorn'd by the indignant maid,
Whose spirits in their agitation rose,

Him, and her own weak pity, to oppose:
As liquid silver in the tube mounts high,
Then shakes and settles as the storm goes by !"—
The effects of this double trial on their

different tempers are also very finely de-

scribed. The gentler Lucy is the most re-

and magnanimous. The more aspi-
Jane suffers far keener anguish and

fiercer impatience ;
and the task of soothing

and cheering her devolves on her generous
sister. Her fancy, too, is at times a little

touched by her afflictions—and she writes

wild and melancholy verses. The wander-

ings of her reason are represented in a very
affectinff manner;—but we rather choose to

quote the following verses, which appear to

us to be eminently beautiful, and makes us

regret that Mr. Crabbe should have indulged
us so seldom with those higher lyrical effu

signed

Bions.

" Let me not have this gloomy view.
About my room, around my bed!

But morning roses, wet with dew.
To cool my burning brows instead.

Like flow'rs that once in Eden grew.
Let them their fragrant spirits shed,

And every day the sweets renew.
Till 1, a fading flower, am dead!

"
I'll have my grave beneath a hill.

Where only Lucy's self shall know;
Where runs the pure pellucid rill

Upon its eravellv bed below ;

There violets on the borders blow,
And insects their soft light display.

Till as the morning sunbeams glow.
The cold phosphoric fires decay.

" There will the lark, the lamb, in sport,

In air, on earth, securely play,

And Lucy to my grave resort,

As innocent, but not so gay.
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'
! take me from a world I hate,

Men cruel, selfish, sensual, cold;

And, in some pure and blessed state,

Lei me my sister minds behold :

From gro.ss and sordid views refin'd,

Our heaven of spotless love to share.
For only generous souls design'd,
And not a Man to meet us there."

Vol. 1. pp. 212—215.

" The Preceptor Husband " is exceedingly-
well managed—but is rather too facetious for

our present mood. The old bachelor, who
had been five times on the brink of matri-

mony, is mi.xed up of sorrow and mirth ;

—
but we cannot make room for any extracts,

except the following inimitable description
of the first coming on of old age,

—though
we feel assured, somehow, that this mali-

jsious observer has mistaken the date of these

ugly symptoms; and brought them into view
nine or ten, or, at all events, six or seven years
too early.

"
Si.x; years had pass'd, and forty ere tlie si.x.

When Time began to play his usual tricks !

The locks once comely in a virgin's sight, [white ;

Locks of pure brown, display'd th' encroaching
The blood once fervid now to cool began,
And Time's strong pressure to subdue the man:
I rode or walk'd as I was wont before,

But now the bounding spirit was no more ; 4.

A moderate pace would now my body heat,

A walk of moderate length distress my feet.

T show'd my stranger-guest those hills sublime.
But said,

'
the view is poor, we need not climb I'

At a friend's mansion I began to dread

The cold neat parlour, and the gay glazed bed ;

At home I felt a more decided taste,

And must have all things in my order placed ;

I ceas'd to hunt
; my horses pleased me less,

My dinner more ! I learn'd to play at chess ;

I took my dog and gun, but saw the brute

Was disappointed that I did not shoot;

My morning walks I now could bear to lose,

And bless'd the shower that gave me not to choose :

In fact, I felt a lans;our stealing on
;

The active arm, the agile hand were gone ;

Small daily actions into habits grew,
And new dislike to forms and fashions new;
I lov'd my trees in order to dispose,
I number'd peaches, lonk'd how stocks arose.

Told the same story oft—in short, began to prose."
Vol. i. pp. 260, 261.

"The Maid's Story" is rather long
—though

it has many passages that must be favourites

with Mr. Crabbe's admirers. '"'Sir Owen
Dale "

is too long also
;
but it is one of the best

in the collection, and must not be discussed

60 shortly. Sir Owen, a proud, handsome

man, is left a widower at forty-three, and is

soon after jilted by a young lady of twenty;
who, after amusing herself by encouraging his

assiduities, at last meets his long-expected
declaration with a very innocent surprise at

finding her familiarity with " such an old

friecd cf her father's" so strangely miscon-

Btraed ; The knight, of course, is furious
;

—
and, to revenge himself, looks out for a hand-
some J'oung nephew, whom he engages to lay

siege to her, and, after having won her affec-

tions, to leave her,
—as he had been left. The

lad rashly eng-ages in the adventure; but soon

finds his pretended passion turning into a real

one—and entreats his uncle, on whom he is

iependent, to release him from the unworthy

part of his vow. Sir Owen, still mad for ven-

geance, rages at the proposal; and, to confirm
his relentless purpose, makes a visit to one,
who had better cause, and had formerly ex-

pressed equal thirst for revenge. This was
one of the higher class of his tenantry

—an in-

telligent, manly, good-humoured farmer, who
had married the vicar's pretty niece, and lived

in great comfort and comparative elegance,
till an idle youth seduced her from his arms,
and left him Ln rage and misery. It is here

that the interesting part of the story begins;
and few things can be more powerful or strik-

ing than the scenes that ensue. Sir Owen
inquires whether he had found the objects of

his just indignation. He at first evades the

question ;
but at length opens his heart, and

tells him all. We can afford to give but a

small part of the dialogue.
" ' Twice the year came round—

Years hateful now—ere I my victims found :

But / did find them, in the dungeon's gloom
Of a small garret

—a precarious home ;

The roof, unceil'd in patches, gave the snow
Entrance within, and there were heaps below;
I pass'd a narrow region dark and cold,

The strait of stairs to that infectious hold
;

And, when I enter'd, misery met my view
In every shape she wears, in evefy hue.
And the bleak icy blast across the dungeon flew.

There frown'd the ruin'd walls that once were white

There gleam'd the panes that once admitted lighti
There lay unsavory scraps of wretched food

;

And there a measure, void of fuel, stood.

But who shall, part by part, describe the state

Of these, thus foUow'd by relentless fate ?

All, too, in winter, when the icy air

Breathed its black venom on the guilty pair.

" ' And could you know the miseries they endur'd,
The poor, uncertain pittance they procur'd ;

When, laid aside the needle and the pen.
Their sickness won the neighbours of their den,
Poor as they are, and they are passing poor.

To lend some aid to those who needed more !

Then, too, an ague with the winter came.
And in this state—that wife I cannot name !

Brought forth a famish'd child of suffering and of

shame !

" ' This had you known, and traced them to this

Where all was desolate, defiled, unclean, [scene.

A fireless room, and, where a fire had place,

The blast loud howhng down the empty space,
You must have felt a part of the distress,

Forgot your wrongs, and made their suffering less !

" ' In that vile garret
—which I cannot paint

—
The sight was loathsome, and the smell was faint

And there that wife,—whom I had lov'd so well.

And thought so happy ! was condemn'd to dwell ;

The gay, the grateful wife, whom I was glad
To see in dress beyond our station clad.

And to behold among our neighbours, fine,

More than perhaps became a wife of mine :

And now among her neighbours to explore,
And see her poorest of the very poor I

There she reclin'd unmov'd, her bosom bare

To her companion's unimpassion'd stare,

And my wild wonder:—Seat of virtue ! chaste

As lovely once I O ! how wert thou disgrac'd!

I'pon that breast, by sordid rags defil'd,

Lay the wan features of a famish'd child ;—
That sin-born babe in utter misery laid.

Too feebly wretched even to cry for aid ;

The ragged sheeting, o'er her person drawn
Serv'd for the dress that hunger placed in pawn.

" ' At the bed's feet the man reclin'd his frame-

Their chairs had perish'd to support the flame
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That warm'd his ngued limbs; and, sad to see.

That shook liitn fiercely as he gaz'd on me, &lc.

' ' She had not food, nor aught a mother needs,
Who for another life, and dearer, feeds:

I saw her speechless ; on her wiiher'd breast

The wither'd child extended, but not prest,

Who sought, with moving lip and feeble cry,
Vain instinct ! for the fount without supply.

" ' Sure it was all a grievous, odious scene,
Where all was dismal, melancholy, mean,
Foul with compell'd neglect, unwholesome, and

unclean ;

That arm—that eye
—the cold, the sunken cheek—

Spoke all !
—.Sir Owen—fiercely miseries speak !'

" 'And you reliev'd?'

" '

If hell's seducing crew
Had seen that sight, they must have pitied too.'

" '

Revenge was thine—thou hadst the power
—the

right ;

To give it up was Heav'n's own act to slight.'

" ' Tell me not. Sir, of rights, and wrongs, or

powers
I felt it written—Vengeance is not ours !'—
" ' Then did you freely from your soul forgive ?'

—
" ' Sure as I hope before my Judge to live,

Sure as I trust his mercy to receive,
Sure as his word I honour and believe,

Sure as ihe Saviour died upon the tree

For all who sin—-for that dear wretch, and me—
Whom, never more on earth, will I forsake—or seel'

"
Sir Owen softly to his bed adjourn'd !

Sir Owen quickly to his home return'd ;

And all the way he meditating dwelt
On what this man in his affliction felt ;

How he, resenting first, forbore, forgave ;

His passion's lord, and not his anger's slave."

Vol. ii. pp. 36—46.

We always quote too much of Mr. Crabbe:
•—perhaps because the pattern of his arabesque
is so large, that there is no getting a fair speci-
men of it without taking in a good space.
But \Te must take warning this time, and for-

bear—or at least pick out but a few little

morsels as we pass hastily along. One of the

best managed of all the tales is that entitled
"
Delay has Danger ;"

—which contains a very
full, true, and particular account of the way
in which a weakish, but well meaning young
man, engaged on his own suit to a very amia-

ble girl, may be seduced, during her unlucky
absence, to entangle himself with a far in-

ferior person, whose chief seduction is her

apparent humility and devotion to him.
We cannot give any part of the long and

finely couvorging details by which the catas-

trophe is brought about : But we are tempted
to venture on the catastrophe itself, for the

sake chiefly of the right English, melancholy,
autumnal landscape, with which it con-

cludes :
—

" In that weak moment, when disdain and pride.
And fear and fondness, drew the man aside.

In that weak moment— ' Wilt thou,' he began,
' Be mine ?' and joy o'er all her features ran ;

'
I will !' she softly whisper'd ; but the roar

Of cannon would not strike his spirit more !

Ev'n as his lips the lawless contract seal'd

He felt that conscience lost her seven-fold shield,
And honour fled ; but still he spoke of love

;

And a!! was joy in the consenting dove !

" That evening all in fond discourse was spent ;

Till the sad lover to his chamber went, [pent!
To think on what had past,

—to grieve and to ro-

Karly he rose, and look'd with many a sigh
On the red light thai filTd the eastern sky ;

Oft had he stood before, alert and gay,
To hail the alories of the new-born day :

But now dejected, languid, listless, low.
He saw the wind upon the water blow.
And the cold stream curl'd onward, as the pale
From the pine-hill blew harshly down the dale;
On the right side the youth a wood survey'd,
With all its dark intensity of shade;
Where the rough wind alone was heard to move,
In this, the pause of nature and of love ;

When now the young are rear'd, and when the old,
Lost to the tie, grow negligent and cold.

Far to the left he saw the huts of men.
Half hid in mist, that hung upon the fen;
Before him swallows, gathering for the sea.

Took their short flights, and twitier'd on the lea;
And near, the bean-sheaf stood, the harvest done,
And slowly blacken'd in the sickly sun !

All these were sad in nature; or they took
Sadness from him, the likeness of his look.
And of his mind—he ponder'd for a while.
Then met his Fanny with a borrow'd smile."

Vol. ii. pp. 84, 85.

The moral autumn is quite as gloomy, and
far more hopeless.
"The Natural Death of Love" is perhaps

the best written of all the pieces before us.

It consists of a very spirited dialogue between
a married pair, upon the causes of the differ-

ence between the days of marriage and those

of courtship;
—in which the errors and faults

of both parties, and the petulance, impatience,
and provoking acuteness of the lady, with the

more reasonable and reflecting, but somewhat

insulting manner of the gentleman, are ail

exhibited to the life
;
and with more uniform

delicacy and finesse than is usual with the
author.

"
Lady Baibara, or the Ghost," is a long

story, and not very pleasing. A fair widow
had been warned, or supposed she had been

warned, by the ghost of a beloved brother,
that she would be miserable if she contracted

a second marriage—and then, some fifteen

years after, she is courted by the son of a
reverend priest, to whose house she had re-

tired—and upon whom, during all the years
of his childhood, she had lavished the cares

of a mother. She long resists his unnatural

passion ;
but is at length subdued by his ur-

gency and youthful beauty, and gives him her

hand. There is something rather disgusting,
we think, in this fiction—and certainly the

worthy lady could not have taken no way so

likely to save the ghost's credit, as by enter-

ing into such a marriage—and she confessed
as much, it seems, on her deathbed.

" The Widow," with her three husbands, is

not quite so lively as the wife of Bath with
her five

;

—but it is a very amusing, as well as

a very instructive legend ;
and exhibits a rich

variet)' of those striking intellectual portraits
which mark the hand of our poetical Rem-
brandt. The serene close of her eventful

life is highly exemplary. After carefully col-

lecting all her dowers and jointures
—

" The widow'd lady to her cot reiir'd :

And there she lives, delighted and admir'd !
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Civil to all, compliant and polite,

Dispos'd to ihink,
' wliatever is, is rioht.'

At home awhile—she in the aiiiunin hnds
The sea an object for reflecting minds,
And change for lender spirits: There she reads.

And weeps in comfort, in her graceful weeds !"

Vol. ii. p. 213.

The concluding tale is but the end of the

visit to the Hall, and the settlement of the

younger brother near his senior, in the way
we have already mentioned. It contains no

great matter
;
but there is so much good na-

ture and goodness of heart about it,
that we

cannot resist the temptation of gracing our

exit with a bit of it. After a little raillery,
the elder brother says

—
"'We part no more, dear Richard! Thou wilt

need

Thy brother's help to teach thy boys to read ;

And I should love to hear Matilda's psalm,
To keep my spirit in a morning calm,
And feel the soft devotion that prepares
'I'he soul to rise above its earthly cares;
Then thou and I, an independent two.

May have our parties, and defend them too ;

Thy liberal noiions, and my loyal fears.

Will give us subjects for our future years ;

We will for trutli alone co?itend and read,
And our good Jaques shall o'ersee our creed.'

"

Vol. u. pp. 348, 349.

And then, after leading him up to his new
purchase, he adds eagerly

—
" '

Alight, my friend, and come,
I do beseech thee, to that proper home !

Here, on this lawn, thy boys and girls shall run,''^
And play their gambols, when their tasks are done ;

There, from that window, shall their mother view
The happy tribe, and smile at all they do

;

While thou, more gravely, hiding thy delight,
Shalt cry,

"
! childish !" and enjoy the sight !'

"

Vol. li. p. 352.

We shall be abused by our political and
fastidious readers for the length of this article.

But we cannot repent of it. It will give as

much pleasure, we believe, and do as much
good, as many of the articles that are meant
for their gratification ; and, if it appear absurd
to quote so largely from a popular and acces-

sible work, it should be remembered, that no
work of this magnitude passes into circulation

with half the rapidity of our Journal—and
that Mr. Crabbe is so unequal a writer, and
at times so unattractive, as to require, more
than any other of his degree, some explana-
tion of his system, and some specimens of

his powers, from those experienced and in-

trepid readers whose business it is to pioneer
for the lazier sort, and to aive some account
of what they are to meet with on their journey.
To be sure, all this is less necessary now than
it was on jNIr. Crabbe's first re-appearance
nine or ten years ago ;

and though it may not

be altogether without its use even at present,
it may be as well to confess, that we have
rather consulted our own gratification than
our readers' improvement, in what we have
now said of him

;
and hope they will forgive

us.

(August, lS2a.)

. Endymion : a Poetic Romance. By John Keats. 8vo. pp.207. London: 1818.

. Lamia, Isabella, The Eve of St. Agnes, and other Poems. By John Keats, author of
'^Endrjmion." 12mo. pp.200. London: 1820.*

We had never happened to see either of

these volumes till very lately
—and have been

exceedingly struck with the genius they dis-

play, and the spirit of poetry which breathes

through all their extravagance. That imita-.
tion of our old writers, and especially of our
older dramatists, to which we cannot help
flattering ourselves that we have somewhat
contributed, has brought on, as it were, a

j

second spring in our poetry ;

—and few of its

blossoms are either more profuse of sweet-

ness, or richer in promise, than this which is

now before us. Mr. Keats, we understand, is

still a very young man ;
and his whole works,

* I still think that a poet of great power and
promise was lost to us by the premature death of
Keats, in the twenty-filth year of his age ; and re-

gret that I did not go more largely into the e.xposi-
tion of his merits, in the slight notice of them,
which I now venture to reprint. But though I can-
not, with propriety, or without departing from the

principle which must govern this republication, now
supply this omission, I hope 'o be forgiven for

having added a page or two to the citatio7is,—by
which my opinion of those merits was then illus-

trated, and is again left to thejudgment of the reader.

indeed, bear evidence enough of the fact.

They are full of extravagance and irregu-

larity, rash attempts at originality, intermin

able wanderings, and excessive obscurity.

They manifestly require, therefore, all the in-

dulgence that can be claimed for a first at-

tempt :
—But we think it no less plain that

they deserve it : For they are flushed all over

with the rich lights of fancy ;
and so coloured*

and bestrewn with the flowers of poetry, that

even while perplexed and bcAvildered in their

labj'rinths, it is impossible to resist the intoxi-

cation of their sweetness, or to shut our hearts

to the enchantments they so lavishly present.
The models upon which he has formed him-

self, in the Endymion, the earliest and by
much the most considerable of his poems, are

obviously The Faithful Shepherdess of Fletch- -

er, and the Sad Shepherd of Ben Jonson ;
—

the exquisite metres and inspired diction of

which he has copied with great boldness and

fidelity
—

and, like his great originals, has also

contrived to impart to the whole piece that

true rural and poetical air—which breathes

only in them, and in Theocritus—which ia at

2k2
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once homely and majestic, luxiiriousand rude,

and sets before us the gemiiiie sights and
sounds and smells of the country, with all

the magic and grace of Klysium. His sub-

ject has the dis;ulvantage of being Mytholog-
ical

j
and in this respect, as well as on ac-

count of the raised and rapturous tone it con-

sequently assumes, his poem, it may be

thought, would be better compared to the

Comus and the Arcades of Milton, of which,

also, there are many traces of imitation. The
\ great distinction, however, between him and

\ 1 tnese divine authors, is, that imagination iu'

\ them is subordinate to reason and judgment,

^

'

while, with him, it is paramount and supreme—that their ornaments and images are em-

ployed to embellish and recommend just

sentiments, engaging incidents, and natural

characters, while his are poured out without

measure or restraint, and with no apparent
design but to unburden the breast of the

author, and give vent to the overflowing vein-

of his fancy. The thin and scanty tissue of

his story is merely the light framework on
which his florid wreaths are suspended ;

and

5
while his imaginations go rambling and en-

tangling themselves every where, like wild

honeysuckles, all idea of sober reason, and

plan, and consistency, is utterly forgotten, and

"strangled in their waste fertility." A great

part of the work, indeed, is written in the

strangest and most fantastical manner that

can be imagined. It seems as if the author

had ventured every thing that occurred to

him in the shape of a glittering image or

striking expression
—taken the first word that

presented itself to make up a rhj-me, and then
made that word the germ of a new cluster of

images—a hint for a new excursion of the

fancy
—and so wandered on, equally forgetful

whence he came, and heedless whither he
was going, till he had covered his pages with
an interminable arabesque of connected and

incongruous figures, that multiplied as they
extended, and were only harmonised by the

brightness of their tints, and the graces of

their forms. In this rash and headlong career

he has of course many lapses and failures.

There is no work, accordingly, from which sr

malicious critic could cull more matter for

ridicule, or select more obscure, unnatural, or

be our office
;

—and must beg leave, on the

contrary, to say, that any one who, on this

account, would represent the whole poem as

despicable, must either have no notion of

poetry, or no regard to truth.

I
It is. in truth, at least as full of genius as

/ of absurdity: and he who does not find a
'

great deal in it to admire and to give delight,
cannot in his heart see much beauty in the

two exquisite dramas to which we have al-

ready alluded
;
or find any great pleasure in

some of the finest creations of Milton and

Shakespeare. There are very many such per-

sons, we verily believe, even among the read-

ing and judicious part of the community—
correct scholars, we have no doubt, many of

them, and, it may be, very classical composers
io prose and in verse—but utterly ignorant, on

our view of the matter, of the true genius of -

English poetry, and incapable of estimatmg
its appropriate and most exquisite beauties.
With that spirit we have no hesitation in say-
ing that Mr. Keats is deeply imbued—and of
those beauties he has presented us with many
striking examples. We are very much in-,
clined indeed to add, that we do not kno\w^
any book which we would sooner employ as

j

a test to ascertain whether any one had ia I

him a native relish for poetry, and a genuine
sensibility to its intrinsic charm. The greater
and more distinguished poets of our country
have 80 much else in them, to gratify other

tastes and propensities, that they are pretty
sure to captivate and amuse those to whom
their poetry may be but an hinderance and

obstruction, as well as those to whom it con-

stitutes their chief attraction. The interest

of the stories they tell—the vivacity of the

characters they delineate—the weight and
force of the maxims and sentiments in which

they abound—the very pathos, and wit and
humour they display, which may all and each
of them exist apart from their poetry, and in-

dependent of it. are quite sufficient to account
for their popularity, without referring much
to that still higher gift, by which they subdue
to their enchantments those whose souls are

truly attuned to the finer impulses of poetry.
It is only, therefore, where those other recom-
mendations are wanting, or exist in a weaker

degree, that the true force of the attraction,
exercised by the pure poetry with which they-
are so often combined, can be fairly ajipre-
ciated :

—where, without much incident or

many characters, and with little wit, wisdom,
or arrangement, a number of bright pictures-
are presented to the imagination, and a fine

feeling expressed of those mysterious relations

by which visible external things are assimi-

lated with inward thoughts and emotions, and
become the images and exponents of all pas-
sions and affections. To an unpoetical reader

such passages will generally appear mere

raving and absurdity
—and to this censure a

very great part of the volumes before us will

certainly be ex-posed, with this class of read-

ers. Even in the judgment of a filter audience,
however, it must, we fear, be admitted, that,
besides the riot and extravagance of his fancy

absurd passages. But we do not take that tcr the scope and substance of Mr. Keats' poetry
-

is rather too dreamy and abstracted to excite

the strongest interest, or to sustain the atten

tion through a work of any great compass or

extent. He deals too much with shadowy
and incomprehensible beings, and is too con-

stantly rapt into an extramundane Elysium,
to command a lasting interest with ordinary
mortals—and must employ the agency of .

more varied and coarser emotions, if he wishes

to take rank with the enduring poets of this

or of former generations. There is somethings

very curious, too, we think, in the way in

which he, and Mr. Barry Cornwall also, have
dealt with the Pagan mythology, of which

they have made so much use in their poetry.
Instead of presenting its imaginary persons
under the trite and vulgar traits that belong
to them in the ordinary systems, little moie
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IS borrowed from these than the general con-

ception of their condition and relations; and

an original character and distinct individuality
is then bestowed upon them, which has all

the merit of invention, and all the grace and
attraction of the fictions on which it is en-

grafted. The ancients, though they probably
did not stand in any great awe of their dei-

ties, have vet abstained very much from any
minute or dramatic representation of their

feelings and affections. In Hesiod and Homer,
thev are broadly delineated by some of their

actions and adventures, and introduced to us

merely as the agents in those particular trans-

actions: while in the Hymns, from those

ascribed to Orpheus and Homer, down to

those of Callimachus, we have little but pomp-
ous epithets and invocations, with a flattering

commemoration of their most famous exploits—and are never allowed to enter into their

bosoms, or follow out the train of their feel-

ings, with the presumption of our human

e%Tnpathy. Except the love-song of the Cy-
clops to his Sea 5rA-mph in Theocritus—the

Lamentation of Venus for Adonis in Moschus
—and the more recent Legend of Apuleius,
we scarcely recollect a passage in all the

writings of antiquitv in which the passions of

an immortal are fairly disclosed to the scrutiny
and observation of men. The author before

us, however, and some of his contemporaries,
have dealt dilTerently with the subject :

—and.

sheltering the violence of the fiction under
the ancient traditionary fable, have in reality
created and imagined an entire new set of

characters ; and brought closely and minutely
before us the loves and sorrows and perplexi-
ties of beings, with whose names and super-
natural attributes we had long been familiar,

without any sense or feeling of their personal
character. We have more than doubts of the

fitness of such personages to maintain a per-
manent interest with the modem public;

—
but the way in which they are here managed
certain! v srives them the best chance that

now remains for them
;
and. at all events, it

cannot be denied that the effect is striking
and araceful. But we must now proceed to

our extracts.

The first of the volumes before us is occu-

pied with the loves of EndjTnion and Diana—
which it would not be very easy, and which
we do not at all intend to analyse in detail.

In the besrinning of the poem, however, the

Shepherd Prince is represented as having had

strange visions and delirious interviews with

an unknown and celestial beauty: Soon after

which, he is called on to preside at a festival

in honour of Pan : and his appearance in the

procession is thus described :
—

"His yon'h was fu'ly blown,

Showing like Ganymede to manhood crown ;

And, for those simple time.a. hi? carmenis were
A chieftain king's : Beneath his breast, half bare,
Was hung a silver bugle ; and between
His ner%-y knees there lay a boar-spear keen.

A smile was en his countenance : He seem'd.
To common lookers on. like one who dream'd
Of idleness in groves Elysian :

But there were some who feelingly could scan
A lurking tt ?uble in his nether Tip,

And see that oftentimes the reins wonld slip

Through his forgotten hands I"—pp. 11, 12.

There is then a choral hj-mn addressed to

the sylvan deity, which appears to us to be
full of beauty ;

and reminds us. in many
places, of the finest strains of Sicilian—or oi

English poetry. A part of it is as follows :—
" ' O thou, whose mighty palace roof doth hang
From jagged trunks ; and overshadoweth
Eternal whispers, glooms, the birth, life, death
Of unseen flowers, in heavy peacefulness I

Who lov'st to see the hamadryads dress

Their ruffled locks, where meeting hazels darken ;

And through whole solemn hours dost sit, and
The dreary melody of bedded reeds— [hearken
Tn desolate places, where dank moisture breeds
The pipy hemlock to strange overgrowth.

—
" ' O ihou, for whose soul-soothing quiet, turtles

Passion iheir voices cooinglv 'mong myrtles,
What time thou wanderesi at eventide

Through sunny meadows, that outskirt the side

Of thine enmossed realms: O thou, to whom
Broad leaved fig trees even now foredoom
Their ripen'd fruitage ; yellow girted bees

Their golden honeycombs; our village leas

Their tairest blossom'd beans and poppied com ,

The chuckling linnet its five young unborn,
To sing for thee ; low creeping strawberries

Their summer coolness ; pent up butterflies

Their freckled wings : yea, the fresh budding year
All its completions 1 be quickly near.

By every wind that nods the mountain pine,
O forester divine !

" '

Thou, to whom ever>- fawn and satyr flies

For willing service ; whether to surprise
The squatted hare while in half sleeping fit ;

Or upward ragged precipices flit

To save poor lambkins from the eagle's maw ;

Or by mysterious enticement draw
Bewilder'd shepherds to their path again ;

Or to tread breathless round the frothy main,
And gather up all lancifullest shells

For thee to tumble into Naiad's cells.

And, being hidden, laugh at their out-peeping!
Or to delight thee with lantasiic leaping.
The while they pelt each other on the crown
^Vilh silv'ry oak apples, and fir cones brown-
By all the echoes that about thee ring!
Hear us, O satyr King 1

" ' O Hearkener to the loud clapping shears,
While ever and anon to his shorn peers
A ram eoes bleating : Winder of the horn.

When snouted wild-boars routing tender com
Anser our huntsmen I Breather round our farms.

To keep off mildews, and all weather harms:

Strange ministrant of undescribed sounds.
That come a swooning over hollow grounds.
And wither drearily on barren moors I'

"

pp. 114—117.

The enamoured youth sinks into insensi-

bility in the midst of the solemnity, and is

bome apart and revived by the care of his

sister; and, opening his heavy eyes in her

arms, says
—

" '

I feel this thine endearing love

All through my bosom ! Thou art as a dove

Tremblins its closed eyes and sleeked wings
.About me ; and the pkearliest dew not brings

Such morning incense from the fields of May,
.As do those brighter drops that twinkling stray
From those kind eyes. Then think not thou

That, any longer. 1 will pass my days
Alone and sad. No ! I will once more raise

My voice upon the mountain heights ; once mors
Make my horn parley from thfir foreheads hoar !

Again my trooping hounds their tongues shall loll

Around the breathed boar : again Fll poll
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The fair-^own yew tree, for a chosen bow :

And, when ilir plea.<iniii pun is gelling low,

A(;ain I'll linger in n sloping mead
To hoar the speckled ihrushes, and see feed

Our idle sheep. So be ihoii clicered, sweet,
And, il ihy luie is here, sofily inireat

My soul to keep in its resolved course.'

"
Ilereai Peonn, in their silver source

Bhut her pure sorrow drups, with glad exclaim ;

And look a hue, from which ihere pulsing came
A lively prelude, fashioning tlip way
In whi'h her voire should wander. 'Twas a lay

More piihtle radenced, more forest wild

Than Dryope's lone lulling of her child ;

And nothing since has flctaied in the air

Ho mournful strange."
—

pp. 25—27-

He then tells her all the story of his love

and madness; and jrives this airy sketch of

the first vision he had, or fancied he had, of

his descending Goddess. After some rapturous
intimations of the glories of her gold-burnished

hair, he says
—

" She had,

Indeed, locks bright enough lo make me mad !

And they were simply gordian'd up and braided,

IjCaving. in naked comeliness, unshaded,
Her pearl round ears, white neck, and orbed brow ;

The which were blended in, I know not how,
With such a paradise of lips and eyes.
Blush-timed cheeks, half smiles, and faintest sighs,
That when I think ihfreon. my spirit clings
And melts into the vision !"

" And then her hovering feet !

More blucly vein'd, more soft, more whiiely sweet
Than tho.=e of sea-born Venus, when she rose

From our her cradle shell I The wind outblowa
Her scarf into a fluiiering pavilion !

—
'Tis blue ; and overspangled with a million

Of little eyes; as ihoin^h ihou wert to shed
Over the darkest, lushest blue bell bed,
Handfuls of daisies."—
Overpowered by this "celestial colloquy

sublime," he sinks at last into slumber—and
on wakeninj? finds the scene disenchanted;
and the dull shades of evening deepening over

his solitude :
—

" Then up I started.—Ah ! my sighs, my tears !

My clcnfiied hands ! For lo ! the poppies hung
Dew dabbled on their stalks; the ouzel sung
A heavy diliy ; and the sullen day
Had chidden lierald He'Sperus away,
With leaden looks. The solitary breeze

Rlu'<ter'd and slept ; and its wild self did leaze

With wayward melancholy. And I ihouaht,
Mark me, I'eona ! that sometimes it brought.
Faint Fare-thee-wells—and sigh-shrilled Adieus !"

Soon after this he is led away by butterflies

to the h.'innts of Naiads; and by them sent

down into t'tifhanted caverns, where he sees

Venus and Adonis, and great flights of Cupids;
and wanders over diamond terraces among
beautiful fountains and temples and statues,
and all sorts of fine and strange things. All

this is v(;ry fantastical : But there are sjJendid

pieces of description, and a sort of wild rich-

ness in the whole. We cull a few little mor-
sels. This is the picture of the sleeping
Adonis:—
" In midst of nil, there lay a sleeping youth
Of fondest beauty. .Sideway his face rejios'd

On one while arm, and tenderly unclos'd.

By lenderest pressure, a faiiu damask mouth
I'c >ljrabery pout ; just as the morning south

Disparts a
dew-lipp'd

rose. Above his head,
Four lily stalks did their white honours wed
To make a coronal ; and round him crew
All tendrils green, of every bloom and hue,
Together iniertwin'd and trammel'd fresh:
The vine of glossy sprout ; the ivy mesh.
Shading its Ethiop berries ; and woodbine,
Of velvet leaves and bugle-blooms divine.

" Hard by.
Stood serene Cupids watching silently.
One kneeling to a lyre, touch'd the strings,

Mnflling to death the pathos with his wings'.
And, ever and anon, uprose to look
At the youth's slumber; while another look
A willow. bough, distilling odorous dew,
.\nd shook it on his hair ; another flew

In through the woven roof, and fluiiering-wise
Rain violets upon his sleeping eyes."

—
pp. 72, 73.

Here is another, and more classical sketch,
of Cybele

—with a picture of lions that might
e.xcite the envy of Rubens, or Edwin Land-
seer I

" Forth from a rugged arch, in the dusk below,
Came mother Cybele ! alone—alone I

—
In sombre chariot: dark foldings thrown
About her majesty, and front death-pale
With turrets crown'd. Four maned lions hale

The sluggish wheels ; solemn their toothed maws,
Their surly eyes brow-hidden, heavy paws
Upliited drowsily, and nervy tails

Cowering their tawny brushes. Silent sails

This shadowy (pieen athwart, and faints away
In another gloomy arch !"—p. 83.

The following picture of the fairy water-

works, which he unconsciously sets playing in

these enchanted cavern.s, is, it must be con-

fessed,
"
high fantastical ;" but we venture to-

e.xtract
it,

for the sake of the singular brilliancy
and force of the execution .

—
" So on he hies

Through caves and palaces of mottled ore.
Gold dome, and crystal wall, and turquoise floor,

Black polish'd porticos ot awful shade,
Till, at the last, a diamond ballustrade

Leads sparkling just above the silvery heads
Of a thousand fountains ; so that he could dash
The waters with his spear I But at that splash.
Done heedlessly, those spouting columns rose

Sudden a poplar's height, and 'gan lo enclose

His diamond path wiih fretwork, streaming round,
Alive, and dazzling cool, and with a sound

Haply, like dolphin tumulls, when sweet shells

Welcome the car of Thetis ! Long he dwells
On this delight ; for every minute's space,
The streams with changing magic interlace ;

Sometimes like delicatest lattices,

Cover'd with crystal vines: then weeping trees

.Moving abrnii, as in a gentle wind ;

Which, ill a wink, to wat'ry gauze refin'd

Pour into shapes of ciiriain'd canopies.

Spangled, and rich with liquid broideries

Of F'lowers, Peacocks, Swans, and Naiads fair!

Swifter than lightning went these wonders rare ;

And then the water into stubborn streams

Collecting, niiniick'd the wrought oaken beams,
Pillars, and frieze, and high fantastic root

Of those dark places, in times far aloof

Cathedrals named !"

There are strange melodies too around him;
and their effect on the fancy is thus poetically
described :

—
" Oh ! when the airy stress

Of Music's kiss inipreanates ihc free winds,
And with a sympathetic touch unbinds

Eolian magic from their lucid wombs,
Then old songs waken from forgotten tombs!
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time, so full of poetical feeling, and Greek

elegJince and simplicity, as this address to

Autumn ;
—

" Season of mistB and mellow friiiifulnesa
—

Close lioHom-lrHTid «»f (lie maturing Sun !

Conspiring Willi linn now, lo lo;i(i and hlcsg [run!

Willi Iruii ihu vincB that round llie llialch-eaves

To lintid will) niiplea llic moBs'd cottage trees,

And fill all Iruii wiili ripen''88 to the core;

To swell the (,'ourd, and plump tlu; hazel shells

With a sweet kernel ;
to set liudding more,

And still more, laicr flowers for the bees,

Until they thmk warm days will never cease ;

For Summer has o'er-brimm'd their clammy cells.

" Who hath not seen thee oft amid thy store ?

Someinnts, whoever seeks abroad, may find

Thee sitting i:arcles8 on a granary floor,

Thy hair soft-lifted by the winnowing wind;
Or on a hall reap'd furrow sound asleep I

Drows'd Willi the fumes of poppies ; while thy hook

Spares the m-xi swarih, and all its twined flowers!

And sometimes like a gleaner, thou dost keep
Steady thy laden head, across a brook;
Or by a cider-press, with patient look,

Thou watchcst the last oozings, hours by hours !

" Where arc the songs of Spring ? Ay, where are

they ?

Think not of iliem ! Thou hnst thy music too;
While barred clouds bloom the solt-dying day.
And touch the stubble-plains with rosy hue I

Then in a wailful cboir llie small gnais mourn

Among t!ic river nallows; borne aloft

Or sinking, as the light wind lives or dies!

And full grown lambs loiul ideal from hilly bourn
;

Hedge-crickets sing; and now with treble soil,

The redbri'iist wliisiles from a garden-croft,
And gaih'ring swallows twitter in llic skies !"

One of the sweetest of the smaller poems ie

that entitled "The Eve of St. Agnes :'' thougrh
we can now affotd but a scanty extract. The

Bupeistitioii is,
that if a uiaidni yocs to bed

on that nif^ht without supper, and never looks

up after wiying her piaycrs till she falls

asleep, she will see her destined husband by
herbcd-sidt; the moment she opens her eyes.
The lair Madeline, who was in love with the

gentle Porphyro, but thwarted by an imperi-
ous fTuardian, r(!solves to try this spell :

—and

Porpli} K), who has a suspicion of her purpose,

naturally deterrnines lo do what he can to

help it to a haj)i)y issue; and accordingly

prevails on her ancient nur.se to admit him
to h(!r virgin bower; whert^ he watches rev-

erently, till she sinks in slumber;
—and then,

arranging a most elegant dt^ssert by her

ooucli, and gently rousnig her with a tender

aud favourite air, finally reveals himself, and

f)ersua(les

her lo steal from the castle under

lis proteclioii. The opening stanza is a fair

Bpecimen of the sweetness and force of the

composition.

"St. Agnes Kve ! Ah, bitter cold it was!
The owl, for all his feailiers, was acold ;

The hare limp'd trembling through the frozen grass,
And silent was the (lock in woolly fold !

Numb were the bedesman's fingers, while he told

His rosary ;
and while his frosted breath.

Like pioMS incense trom a censer old,

Seem'd taking flight lor heaven, without a death,
Past the sweet virgin's picture, while his prayers he

saiih."

But the glory and charm of the poem is in

the description of the fair maiden's antique

chamber, and of all that passes in that swer*

and angel-guarded sanctuary: every part of

which is touched with colours at once ricU

and delicate—and the whole chastened and

fiarmonised, in the midst of its gorgeous dis-

tinctness, by a pervading grace and purity,
that indicate not less clearly the exaltatioa

than the refinement of the author's fancy.
We cannot resist adding a good part of ttui

description.

" Out went the taper as she hurried in !

IiB little smoke in pallid rnoonshine died :

The door she closed ! She panted, all akin
To spirits of the air, and visions wide !

No uiter'd syllable
— or woe betide!

But to her heart, her heart was voluble ;

Paining with eloquence her balmy side !

" A casement high and Ircple-arch'd there was,
All garlanded with carven imageries
Of fruits and flowers, and bunches of knol-grasBv
And diamonded with panes of quaint device

Innumerable, of stains and splendid dyes,
As are the tiger moth's deep-damask'd wings !

" Full on this casement shown the winiery moon.
And threw warm gules on Madeline's fair breast.

As down she knell lor Heaven's grace and boon !

Rose bloom fell on her hands, together prcst,
And on her silver cross, soft amethyst ;

And on her hair, a glory like a saint !

She seem'd a splendid angel, newly drest

Save wings, for heaven !
—Porphyro grew faint,

She knell, so pure a ihing, so free from inortallaint !

" Anon his heart revives ! Her vespers done,
Of all its wreathed pearls her hair she frees;

Unclasps her waz-mtfi jewels, (;ne by one ;

f-oosens her fragrant bodice
; by degrees

Hcf rich aiiire creeps rusiling to her knees!
Half hidden, like a Mermaid in sea weed,
I'ensive a while she dreams awake, and sees

In fancy lair, St. Agnes on her bed !

But dares not look behind, or all the charm is fled'.

"
Soon, trembling, in her soft and chilly nest,

In s<jrt of wakeful dream, perplex'd she lay ;

Miitil ihe poppied warmih of Sleep oppress'd
Her soothed limbs, and soul laiigned away !

Haven'd alike from sunshine and from ram.
As though a rose should shut, and be a hud again!
" Stolen to this paradise, and so enlranc'd,

Porphyro gaz'd upon her empty dress,

And listen'd lo her breathing; if it chanc'd
To sink into a slumb'rons tenderness?

Which when he heard, ihat minute did he bless,
And breath'd himself;— then from the closet crept,
Noiseless as Fear in a wide wilderness,
And over the hush'd carpet silent slept.

" Then, by ihe bed-side, where the sinking moon
Made a dim silver twilight, soft he set

A table, and, half anguish'd, threw thereon

A cloth of woven crimson, gold, and jet, &.C.

" And still she slept
—an aznre-liddt'd sleep !

In blanched linen, smooth, and Invender'd ;

While he, from forth the closet, brought a heap
Of candied apple, quince, and plum, and gourd ;

VV'ilh jellies smoother than the creamy curd,
And lucent syrups, tinct with cinnamon;
Manna and dales, in argosy iransferr'd

From Fez ;
and spiced dainties every one.

From silken Samarcand, to cedar'd Lebanon.

" Those delicates he heap'd with glowing haiid,

On golden dishes, and in baskets bright

Of wreathed silver; sumptuous they stand

III the rfitired quiet of the night,

Fillii'g the chilly room with perfume light.
' And now, my love ! my Sernpli fair ! awake!

Ope thy sweet eyes ! for dear St. Agnes
'

sake !'
'
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It is difficult to break off in such a coarse
of citation: But we must stop here; and
•hall close our extracts with the following
liTely lines:—

' sweet Ftncy I let her loose '.

Summer's joys are spoili by use.
And the et -ig

Fade!) as d

Autumn's r- : iruiia^e too,

Blushing I.'. e rnist and dew.
Cloys wi:h :&&;...,{ ; W hat do liata t

Sit thee by the ingle, when
The sear faggot blazes bright,

Ppirit of a winter's night ;

\\ hen the sourtdleas earth i« muffled,
And 'he caked snow js shutfled

From the
( v's heavy shoon;

When the > ^ ^ h meet the Noon,
In a dark conspiracy
To banish Even from her sky.

Thou shalt hear
Distant hardest carols clear ;

Rustle of the reaped corn ;

Sweet birds antheming the mom ;

And, in the same moment—hark !

'Tw the early April lark.

Or the rooks, with busy caw,
Foraging for sticks and straw.
Thou shalt. at one glance, behold
1"' r,&rigold ;

^^ and the first

}i ..-i.rose that bath barst ;

St •!, alway
Fa^pti.re j^ijetn of the mid-May ;

And everv leaf, aod every dower

Pearled with th* self-same shower.
I'hou shalt see the tield-mouse peep
Meagre from lis celled sleep;
And the snake, all wimer thin,
Cast on sunny bank its skin ;

Freckled nest-ecgs thou shalt see

Ha;ching in the nawthorn tree.

When the hen-bird's wing doth rest

Quiet on her roosBV nest ;

1 hen the hurry and alarm
When the bee-hive casts its awann ;

Acorns ripe down paf.ering.
While the autumn breeics sing."

pp. 122—125.

There is a
"

t of a projected Epic,
entitled "H} on the e-xpulsion of

Saturn and the Titanian deities by Jupiter
and his younger adherent.«i, of which we can-

not advise the completion : For. thoueh there
are passages of some force and grandeur, it is

sufficiently obTious. from the specimen bel'ore-

UB, that the subject is too far removed from
all the sources of human int»

'

, .

cessfully treated by any moc-
Keats has nnque?tionabiy a very beaatituh"

imagination, a perfect ear for harmony, and a

great familiarity with the linest diction of

English poetrv ; but he must learn not to mis*
use or misapply these advantages ;

and neither
to waste the good gifts of nature and study oo
intractable themes, nor to luxuriate too reck-

lessly on such as axe more suitable.

(fnarcCi, ISl 9.)

Human Life : a Poem. By Samc^kl Rogkrs. 4to. pp.94. London: 1819.

Thkse are very sweet verses. They do
not. indeed, stir the spirit like the strons lines

of F' ~ A-ithin

us, . ^ ~ ^
, but

they come over us with a bewitching soft-

ness that, in certain moods, is still more de-

lightful
—and soothe the troubled spirits with

purity, and ele-

rather than pas-

8 r»
• sense •

gan -y are
;^

eicHiate ; and more full of wisdom and ter>-

r"
-'^ • ' " -. V. . .

orover-

they are
T

• as much by the
I.. ... .... ... .i... 5 they discloee, as

by the taste and judgment with which they
are

T Hlmax Life !—not only "the

rabjeci of ail verse"—but the great centre

and source of all interest in the works c'

human lH*iii£rs—to which both venw arxl prr**-

with strange adventures, embodied in extra-

ordinary characters, or agitated with (urbs-

lent ;
—not the hfe of warlike paladine^

or df- lovers, or sublime ruffians—or

pipins shepherds or sentimental savages, ar

bloody bigots or preaching pedlars—or con-

querors, por-ts, or anv other species of mad-
men—bu: and amiable
lifeofsDc-- _ : . tionate men
in the upper ranks of society

—mch, in short,

as m'
'* '

~ may b-
' '

.

in tl. ry
—for

Eni:!i?h— and though not perhaps m the
choice of every one, yet open to the judg-
ment, and familiar to the s)-mraihies, of afl.

I' - 'irse, rK' -

\ - It is

liarly contemplative—a.Td consists in a senea
•* - *' • ' * on our mysterious nature aiMl

"> earth, and on the marrplVtoti,

tjon?—and which turns every thing into poetry
to which i!i

'" ' •
= can be ascribed, or

bv wh ch ;
- * can be sugsesled !

^ et it IS not by any means to that which, in

ordinary larguage. is termed the poetry- or

the romance of human life, that the present
work is lii'-cted. The life which it endeav-
ours to set before us, is not life diversined

aloul in our being. Its roarkire p*^:u!Jl^ty
in this respect is, that it is free fr<:>ni the least

allov of acrimonv or harsh judionent. imd
deals not at all indeed in any species of ntiri-

cal or sarcastic remark. The poet looks hers
on man, and teaches us to look on hhn, not

merely with love, but w '
*

; and,

mingling a sort of cooSi
, ,

<<>r tiM
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shortness of his busy little career, and the

disappoiutmenls and weaknesses by which it

is beset, with a genuine admiration of the

great capacities he unfolds, and the high des-

tiny to which he seems to be reserved, works
out a very beautilul and engaging picture,
both of the affections by which Life is en-

deared, the trials to which it is exposed, and

the pure and peacciful enjoyments with which
it may often be filled.

This, after all, we believe, is the tone of

true wisdom and true virtue—and that to

which all good natures draw nearer, as they

approach the close of life, and come to act

less, and to know and to meditate more, on

the varying and crowded scene of human ex-

istence.—When the inordinate hopes of early

youth, which provoke their own disappoint-

ment, have been sobered down by longer ex-

perience and more extended views—when the

rivalries, whichkeen contentions, and ea

employed our riper age. have expired or been
abandoned—when we have seen, year after

year, the objects of our fiercest hostility, and of

our fondest affections, lie down together in the

hallowed peace of the grave
—when ordinary

pleasures and amusements begin to be insipid,
and the gay derision which seasoned them to

appear fiat and importunate
—when we reflect

how often we have mourned and been com-
forted—what opposite opinions we have suc-

cessively maintained and abandoned—to what
inconsistent habits we have gradually been
formed—?.nd how frequently the objects of

our pride have proved the sources of our

shame ! we are naturally led to recur to the

careless days of our childhood, and from that

distant starting place, to retrace the whole
of our career, and that of our contemporaries,
with feelings of far greater humility and indul-

gence than those by which it had been actu-

ally accompanied :
—to think all vain but af-

fection and honour—the simplest and cheap-
est pleasures the truest and most precious

—
and generosity of sentiment the only mental

superiority which ought either to be wished

for or admired.
We are aware that we have said " some-

thing too much of this ;" and that our readers

would probably have been more edified, as

well as more delighted, by Mr. Rogers' text,

than with our preachment upon it. But w^e

were anxious to convey to them our sense of

the spirit in which this poem is written;
—and

conceive, indeed, that what we have now
said falls more .strictly within the line of our

critical duty, than our general remarks can

always be said to do
;

—because the true

character and poetical effect of the work

seems, in this instance, to depend much more
an its moral expression, than on any of its

merely literary qualities.
The author, perhaps, may not think it any

compliment to be thus told, that his verses

are likely to be greater favourites with the

old than with the young;
—and yet it is no

small compliment, we think, to say. that they
are likely to be more favourites with his

readers every year they live :
—And it is at

all events true, whether it be a compliment

or not, that as reaaers of all ages, if thoy aie

any way worth pleasing, have little glimpses
and occasional visitations of those truths which

longer experience only renders more familiar,
5d no worlcs ever sink so deep into amiable

minds, or recur so often to their remem-
brance, as those which embody simple, and

solemn, and reconciling truths, in emphatio
and elegant language—and anticipate, as it

were, and bring out with effect, tho.se salu-

tary lessons which it seems to be the great
end of our life to inculcate. The pictures
of violent passion and terrible emotion—
the breathing characters, the splendid im-

agery and bewitching fancy of Shakespeare
himself, are less frequently recalled, than
those great moral aphorisms in which he has
so often

Told us the fashion of our own estate

The secrets of our bosoms—

and, in spite of all that may be said by grave
persons, of the frivolousness of poetry, and of

it« admirers, we are persuaded that the most

memorable, and the most generally admired
of all its productions, are those which are

chiefly recommended by their deep practical

wisdom; and their coincidence with those

salutary imitations with which nature herself

seems to furnish us from the passing scenes

of our existence.

The literary character of the work is akin
to its moral character; and the diction is as

soft, elegant, and simple, as the sentiments

are generous and true. The whole piece,

irrdeed, is throughout in admirable keeping;
and its beauties, though of a delicate, rather

than an obtrusive character, set off each other

to an attentive observer, by the skill with
which they are harmonised, and the sweet-

ness with which they slide into each other.

The outline, perhaps, is often rather timidly

drawn, and there is an occasional want of

force and brilliancy in the colouring; which
we are rather inclined to ascribe to the refined

and somewhat fastidious taste of the artist,

than to any defect of skill or of power. We
have none of the broad and blazing tints of

Scott—nor the starllhig contrasts of Byron—
nor the anxious and endlessly repeated touch

of Southey
— but something which comes

much nearer to the soft and tender manner
of Campbell ;

with still more reserve and cau-

tion, perhaps, and more frequent sacrifices

of strong and popular effect, to an abhorrence

of glaring beauties, and a disdain of vulgar
resources.

The work opens with a sort of epitome of

its subject
—and presents us with a brief ab-

stract of man's (or at least Gentleman's) life,

as marked by the four great eras of—his birth

—his coming of age
—his marriage

—and his

death. This comprehensive picture, with its

four compartments, is comprised in less than

thirty lines.—We give the two latter scones

only.
" And soon again shall music swell the breeze

;

Soon, issuing forth, shall glitter through the trees

Vestures of Nuptial white ;
and hymns be sung,

And violets scatter'd round ; and old and y:ung,
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In every cottage-porch with garlands green,
Stand still to gaze, and, gazing, bless ihe scene !

While, her (hirk eyes declining, by his side

Moves in her virgin-veil the gentle Bride.
" And once, alas ! nor in a distant hour.

Another voice shall come from yonder tower !

When in dim chambers long black weeds are seen,
And weepings heard, where only joy had been ;

When by his children borne, and irom his door

Slowly departing to return no more,
He rests in holy earth, with them that went before !

" And such is Human Life ! So gliding on,

It glimmers like ameteor, and is gone !"—pp.8
—10.

After some general and very striking re-

flections upon the perpetual but unperceived

gradations by which this naysterious being is

carried through all the stages of its fleeting

existence, the picture is resumed and expand-
ed with more touching and discriminating
details. Infancy, for example, is thus finely
delineated :

—
"The hour arrives, the moment wish'd and

fear'd ;

The child is born, by many a pang endear'd.

And now the mother's ear has caught his cry ;

Oh gram the cherub to her asking eye !

He comes !
—she clasps him. To her bosom press'd,

He drinks the balm of life, and dro[)s to rest.
" Her by her smile how soon the stranger knows ;

How soon, by his, the glad discovery shows !

As to her lips she lifts the lovely boy,
What answering looks of sympathy and joy !

He walks, he speaks. In many a broken word
His wants, his wishes, and his griefs are heard.

And ever, ever to her lap he fhes.

When rosy Sleep comes on with sweet surprise.

Lock'd in her arms, his arms across her flung

(That name most dear for ever on his tongue),

As with soft accents round her neck he clings,

And, cheek to cheek, her lulling song she sings,

How blest to feel the beatings of his heart,

Breathe his sweet breath, and kiss for kiss impart ;

Watch o'er his slumbers like the brooding dove,

And, if she can, exhaust a mother's love !"

pp. 19, 20.

This is pursued in the same strain of ten-

derness and beauty through all its most in-

teresting bearings;
—and then we pass to the

bolder kindlings and loftier aspirations of

Youth.
" Then is the Age of Admiration—then

Gods walks the earth, or beings more than men !

Ha I then come thronging many a wild desire,

And high imaginings and thoughts of fire!

Then horn within a voice exclaims '

Aspire !'

Phantoms, that upward point, before him pass.

As in the Cave athwart the Wizard's glass," &c
p. 24.

We cut short this tablature, however, as

well as the spirited sketches of impetuous

courage and devoted love that belong to the

same period, to come to the joys and duties

of matuier life
; which, we think, are desciibed

•with still more touching and characteristic

beauties. The Youth passes into this more

tranquil and responsible state, of course, by
Marriage ;

and we have great satisfaction in

recurring, with our uxorious poet, to his rep-

resentatTon of that eng-aging ceremony, upon
which his thoughts seem to dwell with so

much fondness and complacency.
" Then are they blest indeed ! and swift the hours

Till her young Sisters wreathe her hair in flowers,

Kindling'hcr beauty
—while, unseen, the least

Twitches her robe, then runs behind the rest.

Known by her laugh that will not be supprcss'd.
'{"hen belore All they stand ! The holy vow
And ring of gold, no fond illusions now.
Bind her as his ! Across the threshold led.

And ev'ry tear kiss'd off as soon as shed,
His house she enters ;

there to be a light

Shinini; within, when all without is night!
A guardian-angel o'er his life presiding.

Doubling his pleasures, and hie cares dividing!
How oil her eyes read his ; her gentle mind,
To all his wishes, all his thoughts inclin'd

;

Siill subject
—even on the watch to borrow

Mirth of his mirth, and sorrow of his sorrow."

pp. 32, 33.

Beautiful as this is,
we think it much infe-

rior to what follows
;
when Parental affection

comes to complete the picture of Connubial

bliss.

" And laughing eyes and laughing voices fill

Their halls with gladness. She, when all are still,

Comes and undraws the curtain as they lie

In sleep, how beautiful ! He, when the sky
Gleams, and the wood sends up its harmony.
When, gathering round his bed, they climb to shar*

His kisses, and with gentle violence there

Break in upon a dream not half so fair.

Up to the hill top leads their little feet ;

Or by the forest-lodge ; perchance to meet
The stag-herd on its march, perchance to hear

The otter rustling in the sedgy mere ;

Or to the echo near the Abbot's tree.

That gave him back his words of pleasantry
—

When the House stood, no merrier man than he !

And, as they wander with a keen delight,
If but a leveret catch their quicker sight
Down a green alley, or a squirrel then

Climb the gnarled oak, and look and climb again,
If but a moth flit by, an acorn fall.

He turns their thoughts to Him who made them all."

pp. 34—36.
" But Man is born to suffer. On the door

Sickness has set her mark ; and now no more

Laughter within we hear, or wood-notes wild

As of a mother singing to her child.

All now in anguish from that room retire,

Where a young cheek glows with consuming fire,

And innocence breathes contagion !
—all but one,

But she who gave it birth !
—From her alone

The medicine-cup is taken. Throunh the night,
And through the day, that with its dreary light

Comes unregarded, she sits silent by.

Watching the changes with her anxious eye :

While they without, listening below, above,

(Who but in sorrow know how much they love T)

From every little noise catch hope and fear,

Exchanging still, still as they turn to hear.

Whispers and sighs, and smiles all tenderness !

That would in vain the starling tear repress."

pp. 38, 39.

The scene, ho.wever, is not always purely
domestic—though all its lasting enjoyments
are of that origin, and look back to that con-

summation. His coutitry requires the arm of

a free man ! and home and all its joys must

be left,
for the patiiot battle. The sanguinary

and tumultuous part is slightly touched
;
But

the return is excjuisite; nor do we know, any
where, any verses more touching and full of

heartfelt beauty, than some of those we ar«.i

about to extract.

" He goes, and Night comes as it never came !

With shrit ks of horror !
—and a vault of flame !

And lo ! when morning mocks the desolate,

Red runs the rivulet by ; and at the gate
Breathless a horse without his rider stands!

But hush ! . . a shout from the victorious bands

And oh the smiles and tears ! a sire restor'd !

One wears his helm—one buckles on nis sword.
o T
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One hanjja the wall with Inurcl-lcnves, and all

Spring to prepare the soldier's festival ;

While She besl-lov'd, till then forsaken never,

Clings round his neck, os she would cling for ever !

" Such gulden deeds lead on to golden days,

Days of domestic peace
—

by him who plays
On the great stage how uneventful thought;
Yet with a thousand busy projects fraught,
A thousand incidents that stir the mind
'J'o pleasure, such as leaves no sting behind !

Such as the heart delights in—and records

Wiihiu how silently
—in more than words!

A Holyday—the frugal banquet spread
On the fresh herbage near tfie fountain-head
With quips and cranks—what time the wood-lark

there

Scatters her loose notes on the sultry air,

What time the king-fisher sits perch'd below,
Where, silver-bright, the water lilies blow :

—
A Wake—the booths whit'iiing the village-green,
Where Punch and Scaramouch aloft are seen;
Sign beyond sign in close array unfurl'd,

Picturmg at large the wonders of the world;
And far and wide, over the vicar's pale,
Black hoods and scarlet crossing hill and dale.
All, all abroad, and music in the gale :

—
A Wedding-dance

—a dance into the night !

On the barn-floor when maiden-feet are light ;

When the young bride receives the promis'd dower,
And flowers are flung,

'

herself a fairer flower :'
—

A morning-visit to the poor man's shed,
fWho would be rich while One was wantmg bread ?)

When all are emulous to bring relief,

And tears are falling fast—but not for grief:
—

A Walk in Spring
—

Gr*tt*n, like those with thee,

By the heath-side (who had not envied me ?)

When the sweet limes, so full of bees in June,
Led us to meet beneath their boughs at noon ;

And thou didst say which of the Great and Wise,
Could they but hear and at thy bidding rise,

Thou wouldst call up and question."
—

pp. 42—46.

Other cares and trials and triumphs await

hira. He fights the good fight of freedom in

the senate, as he had done before in the field—
and with greater peril. The heavy hand of

power weighs upon him, and he is arraigned
of crimes agamst the State.

" Like Hampden struggling in his country's cause,
The first, the foremost to obey the laws,
The last to brook oppression ! On he moves,
Careless of blame while his own heart approves,
Careless of ruin—(" For the general good
'Tis not the first time I shall shed my blood.")
On through that gate misnamed,* through which

before.

Went Sidney, Russel, Raleigh. Cranmer, More !

On into twilight within walls of stone,
Then to the place of trial

;
and alone,

Alone before his judges in array
Stands for his life ! there, on that awful day.
Counsel ot friends—all human help denied—
All but from her who sits the pen to guide.
Like that sweet saint who sat by Russel's sidet
Under the judgment-seat I

—But guilty men
Triumph not always. To his hearth again.

• Traitor's Gate, in the Tower.
t We know of nothing at once so pathetic and so

sublime, as the few simple sentences here alluded

to, in the account of Lord Russel's trial.

Lord Russel. May I have somebody write to help
my memory ?

Mr. Attorney General. Yes, a Servant.
Lord Chief Justice. Any of your Servants shall

assist yon in writing any thing you please for you.
Lord Eiissel. My Wife is here, my Lord, to do it ?

When we recollect who Russel and his wife

were, and what a dpsiiny was then impending, this

one irait makes the heart swell, almost to bursting.

Again with honour to his hearth restor'J,

Lo, in the accustom'd chair and at the hoard,
I'hrice greeting those that most withdra%% theh

claim

(The humblest servant calling by his name),
He reads thanksgiving in the eyes of all,

All met as at a holy festival !—On the day destind for his funeral !

Lo, there the Friend, who, entering where he lay,
Breath'd in his drowsy ear

'

Away, away I

'J'ake thou my cloak—Nay, start not, but obey—
'I'ake it and leave me.' And the blushing Maid,
Who through the streets as through a desert siray'd;
And, when her dear, dear Father pass'd along,
Would not be held; but, bursting through the throng.
Halberd and baitle-axe—kissed him o'er and o'er;
Then turn'd and went—then sought him as before.

Believing she should see his face no more !"

pp. 48—.50.

What follows is sacred to still higher re-

membrances.

" And now once more where most he lov'd to be,
In his own fields—breathing tranquillity

—
We hail him—not less happy, Fox, than thee!

Thee at St. Anne's, so soon of Care beguil'd.

Playful, sincere, and artless as a child !

Thee, who wouldst watch a bird's nest on the spray,
Through the green leaves exploring, day by aay.
How ott from grove to grove, from seat to seat.
With thee conversing in thy lov'd retreat,

I saw the sun go down !
—Ah, then 'twas thine

Ne'er to forget some volume half divine, [shade

Shakespeare's or Dryden's—thro' the chequer'd
Borne in ihy hand behind thee as we stray'd ;

And where we sate (and many a halt we made)
To read there with a fervour all thy own.
And in thy grand and melancholy tone,
Some splendid passage not to thee unknown.
Fit theme for long discourse.—Thy bell has toll'd !—But in thy place among us we behold
One that resembles thee."—pp. 52, 53.

The scene of closing Age is not less beautiful

and attractive—nor less true and exemplary.

" 'Tis the sixth hour.
The village-clock strikes from the distant tower.
The ploughman leaves the field ; the traveller hears,
And to the inn spurs forward. Nature wears
Her sweetest smile ; the day-siar in the west
Yet hovering, and the thistle's down at rest.

" And such, his labour done, the calm He knows.
Whose footsteps we have follow'd. Round hinr.

glows
An atmosphere that brightens to the last ;

The liffht, that shines, reflected from the Past,—And from the Future too ! Active in Thought
Among old books, old friends

;
and not unsought

Bv the wise stranger. In his morning-hours,
When gentle airs stir the fresh-blowing flowers,
He muses, turning up the idle weed ;

Or prunes or grafts, or in the yellow mead
Watches his bees at hiving-time ;

and now,
The ladder resting on the orchard-bough,
Culls the delicious fruit that hangs in air,

The purple plum, green fig, or golden pear.
Mid sparkling eyes, and hands uplifted there.

" At niarht, when all, assembling round the fire.

Closer and closer draw till they retire,

A tale is told of India or Japan,
Of merchants from Oolcond or Astracan,
What time wild Nature revell'd unrestrain'd,
And Sinbnd voyag'd and the Caliphs reign'd ;—
Of some Norwegian, while the icy gale

Rings in the shrouds and beats the iron sail,

.\mong the snowy Alps of Polar seas

Immoveable—for ever there to freeze!

Or some great Caravan, from well to well

Winding as darkness on the desert fell," &c.
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"
Age has now

Sta.np'd with its signet that ingenuous brow ;

And, 'mid his old liereditary trees,
Trees he has climb'd so oft, lie sits and sees
His children's children playing round his knees:

Envying no more the young their energies
Than they an old man when his words are wise ;

His a delight how pure . . . without alloy ;

Strong in their strength, rejoicing in their joy !

" Now in their turn assisting, they repay
The anxious cares of many and many a day ;

And now by those he U)ves rehev'd, restor'd,
His very wants and weaknesses afiord

A feeling of enjoyment. In his walks.

Leaning on them, how oft he stops and talks,

While they look up ! Their questions, their replies.
Fresh as the welling waters, round him rise.

Gladdening his spirit."
—

pp. 53—61.

We have dwelt too long, perhaps, on a
work more calculated to make a lasting, than
a strong impression on the minds of its readers—and not, perhaps, very well calculated for

being read at all in the pages of a Miscel-
laneous Journal. We have gratified ourselves,

however, in again going over it
;
and hope We

have not much wearied our readers. It is

followed by a very striking copy of verses
written at Pseslum in 1816—and more char-

acteristic of that singTtlar and most striking

scene, than any thing we have ever read, in

prose or verse, on the subject. The ruins of

Paestum

called,

Temples, of the most rich and magnificent
architecture

;
which are not ruined at all,

but as entire as on the day when they were

built, while there is not a vestige left of the

city to which they belonged ! They stand in a
desert and uninhabited plain, which stretches

for many miles from the sea to the mountains—
and, after the subversion of the Roman

greatness, had fallen into such complete obli-

vion, that for nearly nine hundred years they
bad never been visited or heard of by any in-

telligent person, till they were accidentally
discovered about the middle of the last cen-

tury.
—The whole district in which they are

situated, though once the most fertile and

flourishing part of the Tyrrhene shore, has
been almost completely depopulated by the

MaParia; and is now. in every sense of the

•word, a vast and dreary desert. The follow-

ing lines seem lo us to tell all that need be

told, and to express all that can be felt of a
oene 6« strange and so mournful.

,
as they are somewhat improperly

consist of three vast and massive

"
They stand between the mountains and tne sea;

Awful memorials—but of whom we know not!
The seaman, passing, gazes from the deck.
The bufl'alo-driver, in his shaggy cloak.
Points to the work of magic, and moves on.

'I'ime was they stood along the crowded street,

Temples of Gods', and on their ample steps
What various habits, various tongues beset

The brazen gales, ibr prayer and sacrifice !

" How many ueniuries did the sun go round
From Mount Alburnus to the Tyrrhene sea,

While, by some spell render'd invisible.

Or, if approach'd, approached by him alone
Who saw as though he sasv not, they remaiii'd
As in the darkness of a sepulchre.

Wailing the appointed time ! All, all within

Proclaims that Nature had resum'd her right,
And taken to herself what man renounc'd;
No cornice, triglyph, or worn abacus.
But with thick ivy hung or brandling fern,
Their iron-brown o'erspread with brightest verdure!

" From my youih upward have I longed to tread

This classic ground.
—And am I here at last ?

Wandering at will through the long porticoes,
And catching, as through some majestic grove.
Now the blue ocean, and now, chaos-like.
Mountains and mouniain-gulphs ! and, half-way up,
Towns like the living rock from which they grew J

A cloudy region, black and desolate.
Where once a slave withstood a world in arms.
" The air is sweet with violets, running wild

Mid broken sculptures and fallen capitals !

Sweet as when i'ully, wriiing down his thoughts,
Sail'd slowly by, two thousand years ago.
For Athens ; when a ship, if norih-easi winds
Blew from the PiESian gardens, slack'd her course.
The birds are hush'd awhile; and nothing stirs,

Save the shrill-voic'd cigala fliiiing round
On the rough pediment to sit and smg ;

Or the green lizard rustling through the grass.
And up the fluted shaft, with short quick motion.
To vanish in the chinks that Time has made !

"
In such an hour as this, the sun's broad disk

Seen at his setting, and a flood of light

Frilling the courts of tliese old sanctuaries,

(Gigantic shadows, broken and contiis'd,
Acro!^s the innumerable columns flung)
In such an hour he came, who saw ;ind told.
Led by the mighty Genius of the Place '

Walls of some capital city first appenr'd,
Half raz'd, half sunk, or scaiter'd as in scorn;—And what within them? what but in the midst
Thrfe "^I'hree, in mote than their original grandeur,
And. round aliout, no stone upon another!
As if the spoiler had iallen back in lear.

And, turning, left them to tlie elements."

The volume ends with a little ballad, enti-

tled " The Boy of Egremond"—which is well

enough for a Lakish ditt}-, but not quite wor-

thy of the place in which we meet it.
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The Last of the Goths. By Robkrt Soutiiey, Esq., Poet-Laureate, and Member
of the Royal Spanish Academy. 4to. j)p. 477. London: 1814.*

This i.s the best, we think, and the most

powerful of all Mr. Southey's poems. It

abounds with lofty sentiments, and mafmifi-
cent irnaf^ery; and contains more rich and

comprehensive descriptions
—more beautiful

pictures of pure affection—and more im-

pressive representations of mental agony and
exultation than we have often met with in

the comj)ass of a single volume.
A \\:ork, of which all this can be said with

justice, cannot be without great merit
;
and

ought not, it may be presumed, to be without

great popularity. Justice, however, has some-

thing more to say of it : and we are not quite
sure either that it will be very popular, or that

it deserves to be so. It is too monotonous—
too wordy—and loo uniformly stately, tragical,
and emphatic. Above all, it is now and then
a little absurd—and pretty frequently not a
little affected.

The author is a poet undoubtedly; but not

of the highest order. There is rather mor©
of rhetoric than of inspiration about him—
and we have oftener to admire his taste and

Industry in borrowing and adorning, than the

boldness or felicity of his inventions. He
has indisputably a great gift of amplifying
and exalting; but uses it. we must say, rather

unmercifully. He is never plain, concise, or

unaffectedly simple, and is so much bent upon
making the most of every thing, that he is

perpetually overdoing. His sentiments and
situations are. of course, sometimes ordinary
enough; but the tone of emphasis and pre-
tension is never for a moment relaxed

;
and

the most trivial occurrences, and fantastical

distresses, are commemorated with the same
vehemence and exaggeration of manner, as
the most startling incidents, or the deepest
and most heart-rending disasters. This want
of relief and variety is sufficiently painful of

*
I have, in my lime, said petulant and provo-

king things of Mr. Southey :
—and such as I would

not say now. But I am not conscious that I was
ever unfair to his Poetry : and if I have noted
what I thought its fauhs, in too arrogant and de-
risive a spiru, 1 think I have never failed to give
hearty atid cordial praise to its beauties— and
generally dwelt much more largely on the latter

than the former. Few things, at all events, would
now grieve me more, than to think I might give

pain to his many friends and admirers, by reprint-
mg, so soon after his death, any thing which might
appear derogatory either to his character or his

fenius;
and therefore, though I cannot say that I

ave substantially changed any of the opinions I

6ave formerly expressed as to his wriiinss, I only
insert in this publication my review of his last

considerable poem : which may be taken as con-

reying my matured opinion of his merits—and will

be felt, I trust, to have done no scanty or unwilling
justice to his great and peculiar powers.

itself in a work of such length; but its worst
effect is, tliat it gives an air of falsetto and

pretension to the whole strain of the compo-
sition, and makes us suspect the author of

imposture and affectation, even when he hag

good enough cause for his agonies and rap-
tures.

How is it possible, indeed, to commit our

sympathies, without distrust, to the hands of

a writer, who, after painting with infinite force

the anguish of soul which pursued the fallen

Roderick into the retreat to which his crimes
had driven him, proceeds with redoubled

emphasis to assure us, that neither his re-

morse nor his downfal were half so intolera-

ble to him, as the shocking tameness of the sea

birds who flew round about him in that utter

solitude ! and were sometimes so familiar aa
to brush his cheek with their wings ?

" For his lost crown
And sceptre never had he felt a thought
Of pain : Repentance had no pangs to spare
For trifles such as these. The loss of these
Was a cheap penalty : . . that he had fallen

Down to the lowest depih of wretchedness,
His hope and consolation. But to lose

His human station in the scale of things, . .

To see brute Nature scorn him, a7id renounce
lis homage to the human form divine! . .

[lad then almighty vengeance thus reveal'd
His punishment, and was lie fallen indeed
Below fallen man, . . below redempiion's reach, . .

Made lo'.ver than the beasts?"—p. 17.

This, if we were in bad humour, we should
be tempted to say, was little better than drivel-

ling ;

—and certainly the folly of it is greatly

aggravated by the tone of intense solemnity
in which it is conveyed : But the worst fault

by far, and the most injurious to the efTect of

the author's greatest beauties, is the extreme
difTuseness and verbosity of his style, and his

unrelenting anxiety to leave nothing to the

fancy, the feeling, or even the plain under-

.standing of his readers—but to have every
thing set down, and impressed and hammered
into them, which it may any how conduce to

his glory that they should comprehend. There
never was any author, we are persuaded, who
had so great a distrust of his readers' capa-

city, or such an unwillingness to leave any
opportunity of shining unimproved; and ac-

cordingly, we rather think there is no author,

who, with the same talents and attainments,
has been so generally thought tedious—or

acquired, on the whole, a popularity so in-

ferior to his real deservings. On the piesent

occasion, we have already said, his deseiT-

ings appear to us unusually great, and his

faults less than commonly conspicuous. But

though there is less childishness and trifling
in this, than in any of his other productions,
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there is still, we are afraid, enough of tedious-

ness ani affected energy, very materially to

obstruct the popularity which the force, and
the tenderness and beauty of its better parts,

might have otherwise commanded.
There is one blemish, however, which we

think peculiar to the work before us
j
and

that is. the outrageously religious, or rather

fanatical, tone which pervades its whole
structure

;

—the excessive horror and abuse
with which the Mahometans are uniformly

spoken of on account of their religion alone
;

and the offensive frequency and familiarity
with which the name and the sufferings of

our Saviour are referred to at every turn of

the story. The spirit which is here evinced
towards the Moors, not only by their valiant

opponents, but by the author when speaking
in his own person, is neither that of pious

reprobation nor patriotic hatred, but of savage
and bigotted persecution ;

and the heroic

character and heroic deeds of his greatest
favourites are debased and polluted by the

paltry superstitions, and sanguinary fanati-

cism, which he is pleased to ascribe to them.

This, which we are persuaded would be re-

voltmg in a nation of zealous Catholics, must
be still more distasteful, we think, among
sober Protestants

; while, on the other hand,

the constant introduction of the holiest per-,

eons, and most solemn rites of religion, for

the purpose of helping on the flagging in-

terest of a story devised for amusement, can

scarcely fail to give scandal and o^jpnce to all

persons of right feeling or just taste. This
remark may be thought a little rigorous by
those who have not looked into the work to

which it is applied
—For they can have no

idea of the extreme frequency, and palpable

extravagance, of the allusions and invoca-

tions to which we have referred.—One poor

woman, for example, who merely appears to

give alms to the fallen Roderick in the season
of his humiliation, is very needlessly made to

exclaim, as she offers her pittance,
" Christ Jesus, for his Mother's sake,
Have mercy on thee,"

—and soon after, the King himself, when he
hears one of his subjects uttering curses on

his name, is pleased to say,
"

Oil, for the love of Jesus curse him not !

O brother, do not curse that sinlul soul,

Whic+i Jesus suffer'd on the cross to save !"

Whereupon, one of the more charitable audi-

tors rejoins.

"Christ bless thee, brother, for that Christian

speech !"

—and so the talk goes on, through the greater

part of the poem. Now, we must say we
think this both indecent and ungraceful ;

and
look upon it as almost as exceptionable a

way of increasing the solemnity of poetry, as

common swearing is of adding to the energy
of discourse.

We are not quite sure whether we should

reckon his choice of a subject, among Mr.

Southey's errors on the present occasion
;

—
but certainly no theme cculd well have been

54

suggested, more utteily alien to all English

prejudices, traditions, and habits of poetical

contemplation, than the domestic history of

the last Gothic King of Spain,
—a history ex-

tremely remote and obscure in itself, and

treating of persons and places and events,
with which no visions or glories are associated

in English imaginations. The subject, how-

ever, was selected, we suppose, during that

period when a zeal for Spanish liberty, and a
belief in Spanish virtue, spirit and talent, were

extremely fashionable in this country; and
before "the universal Spanish people" had
made themselves the objects of mixed con-

tempt and compassion, by rushing prone into

the basest and most insulted servitude that

was ever asserted over human beings. From
this degradation we do not think they will be
redeemed by all the heroic acts recorded in

this poem,—the interest of which, we sus-

pect, will be considerably lowered, by the late

revolution in public opinion, as to the merits
of the nation to whose fortunes it relates.—
After all, however, we think it must be allow-

ed, that any author who interests us in his

story, has either the merit of choosing a good
subject, or a still higher merit;

— and Mr.

Southey, in our opinion, has made his story

very interesting. Nor should it be forgotten,
that by the choice which he has made, he has
secured immense squadrons of Moors, with
their Asiatic gorgeousness, and their cymbals,
turbans, and Paynim chivalry, to give a pic-

turesque effect to his battles,
—and bevies of

veiled virgins and ladies in armour,—and
hermits and bishops.

—and mountain villagers,—and torrents and forests, and cork trees ana

sierras, to remind us of Don Quixote,
—and

store of sonorous names :
—and altogether, he

might have chosen worse among more familiar

objects.
The scheme or mere outline of the fable is

extremely short and simple. Roderick, the

valiant and generous king of the Goths, being

unhappily married, allows his affections to

wander on the lovely daughter of Count Julian;
and is so far overmastered by his passion, as,
in a moment of frenzy, to offer violence to her

person. Her father, in revenge of this cruel

wrong, invites the Moors to seize on the king-
dom of the guilty monarch;—and assuming
their faith, guides them at last to a signal and

sanguinary victory. Roderick, after perform-
ing prodigies of valour, in a seven-days fight,
feels at length that Heaven has ordained all

this misery as the penalty of his offences:

and, overwhelmed with remorse and inward

agony, falls from his battle horse in the midst
of the carnage: Stripping off his rich armour,
he then puts on the dress of a dead peasant;
and, pursued by revengeful furies, rushes

desperately on through his lost and desolated

kingdom, till he is stopped by the sea
;
on the

rocky and lonely shore of which he passes
more than a year in constant agonies of peni-
tence and humiliation,

—till he is roused at

length, by visions and impulses, to undertake

something for the deliverance of his suffering

people. Grief and abstinence have now so

changed him, that he is recognised by no one ,

27 2
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dued, and look to him to guide them to

vengeance.
These scenes last through two books

;
and

at the beginning of the Fifth, Roderick sets

out on his mission. Here, while he reposes
himself in a rustic inn, he hears the assem-

bled guests at once lamenting the condition

of Spain, and imprecating curses on the head

of its guilty King. He
says

a few words vehe-

mently for himself; and is supported by a

venerable old man, in whom he soon recog-

nises an ancient servant of his mother's house
—the guardian and playmate of his infant

days. Secure from discovering himself, he

musters courage to ask if his mother be still

alive; and is soothed to milder sorrow by
learning that she is. At dawn he resumes

his course
;
and kneeling at a broken crucifi-K

on the road, is insulted by a Moor, who po-

htely accosts him with a kick, and the dig-

nified address of "God's curse confound

thee !" for which Roderick knocks him down,
and stabs him with his own dagger. The

worthy old man, whose name is Siverian,

comes up just as this feat is performed, and

is requested to assist in "hiding the carrion;"
after which they proceed lovingly together.

On their approach to Cordoba, the old man
calls sadly to mind the scene which he had

witnessed at his last visit to that place, some
ten years before, when Roderick, in the pride
of his youthful triumph, had brought the

haughty foe of his father to the grave where

his ashes were interred, and his gentle mother

came to see that e.vpiation made. The King
listens to this commemoration of his past

glories with deep, but suppressed emotion
j

and entering the chapel, falls prostrate on the

grave of his father. A majestic figure starts

forward nt that action, in the dress of penitence
and mourning; and the pilgrims recognise

Pelayo, to whom they both come commis-

sioned. This closes the Sixth Book.

The Seventh contains their account of the

state of affairs, and Pelayo's solemn accept-
ance of the dangerous service of leaving the

meditated insurrection. The abdicated mon-
arch then kneels down and hails him King
of Spain ! and Siverian, though with mourn-
ful remembrances, follows the high example.
The Eighth Book continues this midnight

conversation; and introduces the young Al-

phonso, Pelayo's fellow-prisoner, at the Moor-
ish court, who is then associated to their

counsels, and enters with eager delight into

their plans of escape. These two books are

rather dull
; though not without force and

dignity. The worst thing in them ie a bit of

rnetoric of Alphonso, who complains that his

delight in watching the moon setting over his

native hills, was all spoiled, on looking up and

seeing the Moorish crescent on the towers !

The Ninth Book introduces an important

person
—Florinda, the unhappy daughter of

Count Julian. She sits muffled by Pelayo's

•way. as he returns from the chapel ;
and begs

a boon of him in the name of Roderick, the

chosen friend of lis youth. He asks who it

is that adjures him by that beloved but now
unuttered name •—

" She bar'd Imr fare, and, looking up, replied,

F'loritida ! . . Shrinking ihen, with hoih her hands

She hid herself, and bovv'd her head abas'd

Upon her knee I

Pelayo siood coiifus'd : He had not seen

Count Julian's daughter since, in Rod' rick' 8 court.

Glittering in beauty and in innocence,

A radiant vision, in her joy she mov'd !

More like a poet's dream, or form divine,

Heaven's prototype of perfect womanhood,
So lovely was the presence, . . than a thing
Of earth and perishable elements."—p. 110.

She then tells him, that wretched as she is,

the renegade Orpas seeks her hand
;
and

begs his assistance to send her beyond hiu

reach, to a Christian land. He promised that

she shall share his own fate
;
and they pait

till evening.
The Tenth Book sends all the heroic party

upon their night pilgrimage to the mountains

of Asturia. Roderick and Siverian had gone
before. Pelayo, with Alphonso and Florinda,
follow in the disguise of peasants. Their

midnight march, in that superb climate, ia

well described :
—

" The favouring moon arose,

To guide them on their flight through upland paths
Remote from freqiientage, and dales reiir'd,

Forest and mountain glen. Before their feet

The fire-flies, swarming in the woodland shade,

Sprung up like sparks, and twinkled round their

way; .

The timorous blackbird, starlmg at their step.

Fled from the thicket, with shrill note of fear;

And far below them in the peopled dell,

When all the soothing sounds of eve had ceas'd,

The distant watch-dog's voice at times was heard.

Answering the nearer wolf. All through the night

Among the hills they travell'd silently ;

Till when the siars were setting, at what hour

The breath of Heaven is coldest, they beheld

Within a lonely erove the expected fire.

Where Rod'rick^and his comrade anxiously
Look for the appointed meeting."
"
Bright rose the flame replenish'd ;

it illum'd

The cork-tree's furrow'd rind, its rifts and swells

And redder scars, . . and where its aged boughs
O'erbower'd ihe travellers, cast upon the leaves

A floating, grey, unrealising gleam."
—

pp. 117,118,

The rest soon sink in serene and untroubled

sleep : But Roderick and Florinda, little dream-

ing of each other's presence, are kept awake

by bitter recollections. At last she approaches
him

;
and. awed by the sanctity of his air arid

raiment, kneels down before him, and asks if

he knows who the wretch is w^ho thus grovels

before him. He answers that he does not:—
" Then said she,

' Here thou seest

One who is known too fatally for all, . .

The daushter of Count Julian !' . . . Well h was
For Rod'rick that no eye beheld him now !

From head to foot a sharper pang than death

Thrill'd him ; his heart, as at a mortal stroke,

Ceas'd from its functions; his breath fail'd. "--p. l-2a

The darkness and her own emotions pre-

vent her, however, from observing him, and

she proceeds :
—

" ' Father ! at length she said, all tongues amid

This general ruin shed their bitterness

On Rod'rick ; load his memory with reproach,

And with their curses persecute his soul.' . . .

' Why shouldst thou tell me this?' exclaim'd the

Goth,
From his cold forehead wiping as he spake [guilt

The death-like moisture : . . Why of Rod'rick's
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Tell me f Or ihinkest thou I know it not ?

Alas ! who hath not heard the hideous tale

Of Rod'rick's shame !'
"

" ' There ! she cried,

Drawing her hody backward where she knelt.

And stretching forth her arms with head uprais'd, . .

There ! it pursues me still ! . . I came to thee,

Father, for comfort—and thou heapest fire

Upon my head ! But hear me patiently,

And let me undeceive thee 1 Self-abas'd,

Not to arraign another, do I come ! . .

I come a self-accuser, self-condemn'd.

To take upon myself the pain dcserv'd ;

For I have drank the cup of bitterness,

And having drank therein of heavenly grace,

I must not put away the cup of shame.'

" Thus as she spake she falter'd at the close,

And in that dying fall her voice sent forth

Somewhat of its original sweetness.
' Thou ! . .

Thou seU-abas'd!' exclaim'd theastonish'd King ;
..

' Thou self-condemn'd 1' . . The cup of shame for

thee !

Thee . . thee, Florinda !' . . But the very excess

Of passion check'd his speech."
—

pp. 121, 122.

Still utterly unconscious of her strange con-

fessor, she goes on to explain herself :
—

'"I lov'd the King! . .

Tenderly, passionatel)', madly lov'd him!
Sinful it was to love a child of earth

Willi such entire devotion as I lov'd

Rod'rick, the heroic Prince, the glorious Goth !

He was the sunshine of mv soul ! and like

A flower, I liv'd and flourish'd in his light

Oh bear not with me thus impatiently !

No tale of weakness this, that in the act

Of penitence, indulgent to itself,

With garrulous palliation half repeats
The sin it ill repents. I will be brief.'

"

pp. 123, 124.

She then describes the unconscious growth
of their mutual passion

—
enlarges upon her

own imprudence in affording him opportuni-
ties of declaring it—and expresses her con-

viction, that the wretched catastrophe was

brought about, not by any premeditated guilt,

but in a moment of delirium, which she had
herself been instrumental in bringing on :

—
" ' Here then, Father, at thy feet I own
Myself the guiltier; and lull well I knew
These were his thoughts I But vengeance master'd

And in my asony I curst the man [me,
Whom 1 iov'd best.'

' Dost thou recall that curse V
Cried Rod'rick, in a deep and inward voice.

Still with his head depress'd, and covering still

His countenance.
' Recall it ?' she exclaim'd ;

' Father ! I came to thee because I gave
The reins to wrath too long . . because I wrought
His ruin, death, and infamy- . . O God,

Forgive the wicked vengeance thus indulg'd !

As I forgive the King 1'
"—

p. 132.

Roderick again stops her enthusiastic self-

accusation, and rejects her too generous vin-

dication of the King; and turning to Siverian,
adds—

" ' To that old man,' said he,
' And to the mother of the unhappy Goth,

Tell, if it please thee, not what thou hast pour'd
Into my secret ear. but that the child

For whom they mourn with anguish unallay'd
Sinn'd not from vicious will, or heart corrupt,
But fell by fatal circumstance betray'd !

And if. in charity to them, thou say'st

Something to palliate, something to excuse

An act of sudden frenzy, when the fiend

O'ercame him, thou wilt do for Roderick
All he could ask thee, all that can be done

On earth, and all his spirit could endure !'

Then, vent'ring towards her an imploring look,
' Wilt thou join with me for his soul in prayer ?'

He said, and trembled as he spake. That voice

Of sympathy was like Heaven's influence,

Wounding at once and comforting the soul.
• O Father ! Christ requite thee !' she exclaim'd

:

' Thou hast set free the springs which vvith'rir.ff

Have clos'd too long.'
"

[griefs
" Then in a firmer speech,

'For Rod'rick, for Count Julian, and myself,
Three wretchedest of all the human race !

Who have destroy'd each oilier and ourselves,

Mutually wrong'^ and wronging
—let us pray !"

pp. 133, 134.

There is great power, we think, and great
dramatic talent, in this part of the poern.
The meeting of Roderick and Florinda was a

touchstone for a poet who had ventured on

such a subject; and Mr. Southey, we must

say, has come out of the test, of standard

weight and purity.
The Eleventh Book brings them in safety

to the castle of Count Pedro, the Father of the

young Alphonso, formerly the feudal foe, but

now the loyal soldier of Pelayo. They find

him arming in his courts, with all his vassals,

to march instantly against the INloors : And
their joyful welcoirie, and the parental delight
of father and mother at the return of their

noble boy, are very beautifully described.

The Twelfth Canto continues these prepa-
rations.—The best part of it is the hasty and

hopeful investiture of the young Alphonso,
with the honours of knighthood. The mix-

ture of domestic affection with military ar-

dour, and the youthful innocence, ingenuous

modesty, and unclouded hopes of that bloom-

ing age", are feelingly combined in the follow-

ing amiable picture, in which the classical

reader will recognise many touches of true

Homeric description :
—

"
Rejoicing in their task.

The servants of the house with emulous love

Dispute the charge. One brings the cuirass, one
The buckler; this cxuliingly displays
The sword, his comrade lifis the helm on high :

Greek artists in the imperial city forg'd
That splendid armour, perfect in their craft ;

With curious skill they wrought it, fram'd alike

To shine amid the pageantry of war.
And for the proof of battle. Many a time

Alphonso from his nurse's lap had strelch'd

His infant hand toward it eagerly,

Where, gleaming to the central fire, it hung
High on the hall.

No season this for old solemnities !

For wassailry and sport ;
. . the bath, the bed,

The vigil, . . all preparatory rites

Omitted now, . . here in the face of Heaven,
Before the vassals of his father's house,
With them in instant peril to partake
The chance of life or death, the heroic boy
Dons his first arms I the coated scales of steel

Which o'er the tunic to his knees depend ;

The hose, the sleeves of mail : bareheaded then

He stood. But when Count Pedro took the spurs,
And bent his knee, in service to his son,

Alphonso from that gesture half drew back.

Starting in rev'rence, and a deeper hue

Spread o'er the glow of joy which flush'd his cheekg.

Do (hou the rest, Pelayo ! said the Count
So shall the ceremony of this hour
Exceed in honour what in form it lacks."

pp. 147—149.
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The ceremony is followed by a solemn vow
of fidelity to Spain, and eternal war with the

Infidel, administered by Roderick, and devout-

ly taken by the young Knight, and all his as-

semblt'il followers.

The Thirteenth Book contains a brief account

of the defeat of a Moorish detachment by this

faithful troop; and of the cowardice and re-

buke of Count Eudon, who had tamely yielded
to the invader.s, and is dismissed with scorn

to the castle which his brave countrymen had

redeemed. They then proceed to guard or

recover the castle of Pelayo.
The Fourteenth Book describes their happy

arrival at that fortress, at the fall of evening;

where, though they do not find his wife and

daughters, who had retired for safety, to a

sacred cave in the mountains, they meet a

joyful and triumphant band of his retainers,

returning from a glorious repulse of the Moors,
and headed by the in.spiring heroine Adosinda;
who speedily recognises in Roderick her

mournful assistant and first proselyte at Auria,
while he at the same moment discovers,

among the ladies of her train, the calm and
venerable aspect of his beloved mother,
Rusilla.

The Fifteenth Book contains the history of

his appearance before that venerated parent.
Unable to sleep, he had wandered forth before

dawn—
" that morn

With its cold dews mi^ht baihe his throbbing brow,
And with its breath allay the fev'rish heat

That burnt within. Alas ! the gales of morn
Reach not the fever of a wounded heart !

How shall he meet his mother's ey«. how make
His secret known, and from that voice rever'd

Obtain forgiveness 1
—

p. 179.

While he is meditating under what pretext
to introduce himself, the good Siverian comes
to say, that his lady wishes to see the holy
father who had spoken so charitably of her

unhappy mm.—The succeeding scene ia very
finely conceived, and supported with great

judgment and feeling.

" Count Julian's daughter with Rusilla safe ;

Both had been weeping, both were pale, but calm.
With head as for humility abas'd
Rod'rick approach'd, and bending, on his breaat
He cross'd his humble arnw. Rusilla rose
In reverence to the priestly character,
And with a mournful eye regarding him,
Thus she began.

' Good Father, I have heard
From my old faithful servant and true friend.
Thou didst reprove the inconsiderate tongue.
That in the anguish of its spirit pour'd
A curse upon my poor unhappy child !

Father Maccabee, this is a hard world.
And hasty in its judgments ! Time has been,
When not a tongue within the Pyrenees
Dar'd whisper in dispraise of Rod'rick's name.
Kow, if a voice be rais'd in his behalf,
'Tis noted for a wonder

; and the man
Who utters the strange speech shall be admir'd
For such excess of Christian charity.
Thy Christian charily hath not been lost; . .

Father, I feel its virtue: . . it hath been
Balm to my heart ! . . With words and grateful
All that is left me now for gratitude, . . [tears, . .

1 thank thee ! and beseech thee in thy prayers
Thai thou wilt still remember Rod'rick's name.' "

pp. 180, 181.

The all-enduring King shudders at these

words of kindness
;

—but repressing his emo«
tion—
" ' O venerable Lady, he replied.
If aught may comfort that unhappy soul

It must be thy compassion, and thy prayers.
She whom he most hath wrong'd, she who alone
On earth can grant forgiveness lor his crime
She hath forgiven him ! and thy blessing now
Were all that he could ask, . . all that could bring
Profit or consolation to his soul,
If he hath been, as sure we may believe,
A penitent sincere.' "—

p. 182.

Florinda then asks his prayers for her un«

happy and apostate father
;
and his advice as

to the means of rejoining him.

" While thus Florinda spake, the dog who lay
Before Rusilla's feet, eyeing him long
And wistfully, had recognis'd at length,

Chang'd as he was, and in those sordid weeds,
His royal master I And he rose and lick'd

His wiiher'd hand; and earnestly look'd up
With eyes whose human meaning did not need
The aid of speech ;

and moan'd, as if at once
To court and chide the long-withheld caress !

A feeling uncommix'd wiili sense of guilt
Or shame, yet painfullest, ihrill'd through the Kin^,
But he, to self-control now long inured,

Represt his rising heart," &c.—p. 166.

He makes a short and pious answer to the
desolate Florinda

;

—and then—
"

Deliberately, in self-possession, still.

Himself from that most painful interview

Dispeedine, he withdrew. I'he watchful dog
Follow'd his footsteps close. But he reiir'd

Into the thickest grove ; there giving way
To his o'erburlhen'd nature, from all eyes
Apart, he cast himself upon ihe ground.
And threw his arms around the dog ! and cried,

While tears siream'd down,
'

Thou, I'heron, then
hast known

Thy poor lost master, . . Theron, none but ihou I'
"

p. 187.

The Sixteenth Book contains the re-union

of Pelayo's family in the cave of Covadonga.
His morning journey to the place of this glad

meeting, through the enchanting scenery of

his native hills, and with the joyous company
of self-approving thoughts, is well described.

Arrived at last upon the lonely platform
which masks the cave in which the springs
burst out, and his children are concealed, he
sounds his bugle note

;
and the rock gives up

its inhabitants ! There is something anima-

ting and impressive, but withal a little too

classical and rapturous, in the full-length pic-
ture of this delightful scene.

" But when a third and broader blast

Rung in the echoing archway, ne'er did wand,
With magic power endued, call up a sight
So strange, as sure in that wild solitude

It seem'd when from the bowels of the rock.
The mother and her children hasten'd forth '

She in the sober charms and dignity
Of womanhood mature, nor verging yet

Upon decay ; in gesiure like a queen,
Such inborn and habitual majesty
Ennobled all her steps : . . Favila such

In form and stature, as the Sea Nymph's son,

When that wise Centaur, from his cave, well-

Beheld the boy divine his growing strength [pleas'd

Against some shaegy lionet essay !

And fixing in the half-grown mane his hands.
Roll with him in fierce dalliance intertwin'd!
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But like a creature of some higher sphere
His sister came. She scarcely touch'd the rock,
So light was Hermesind's aerial speed.

Beauty and grace and innocence in her
In heavenly union shone. One who had held

The faith of elder Greece, would sure have thought
She was some glorious nymph of seed divine,
Oread or Dryad, of Diana's train

The youngest and the loveliest ! yea she seem'd
Angel, or soul beatified, from realms
Of bliss, on errand of parental love

To earth re-sent."—pp. 197, 198.

"
Many a slow century, since that day, hath fiU'd

Its course, and countless multitudes have trod
With pilgrim feet that consecrated cave ;

Yet not in all those ages, amid all

The untold concourse, hath one breast been swoln
With such emotions as Pelayo felt

That hour."—p. 201.

The Seventeenth Book brings back the

story to Roderick
; who, with feelings more

reconciled, but purposes of penitence and
mortification as deep as ever, and as resolved,
muses by the side of the stream, on past and
future fortunes.

"
Upon a smooth grey stone sate Rod'rick there ;

The wind above him stirr'd the hazel boughs,
And murm'rina: at his feet the river ran.

He sate with folded arms and head declin'd

Upon his breast, feeding on bitter thoughts,
Till Nature gave him in the exhausted sense
Of woe, a respite something like repose !

And then the quiet sound of gentle winds
And waters with their lulling consonance

Beguil'd him of himself. Of all within
Oblivious there he sale; sentient alone
Of outward nature, . . of the whisp'ring leaves
That sooth'd his ear, . . the genial breath of heaven
That fann'd his cheek, . . the stream's perpetual

How,
That, wiih its shadows and its glancing lights,

Dimples and thread-like motions infinite,
For ever varying and yet still the same,
Like time toward eternity, ran by.

Resting his head upon his Master's knees,
Upon the bank beside him Theron lay."

pp. 205, 206.

In this quiet mood, he is accosted by Sive-

rian, who entertains nim with a long account
of Pelayo's belief in the innocence, or com-

parative innocence, of their beloved Roderick
;

and of his own eager and anxious surmises
that he may still be alive.

The Eighteenth Book, which is rather long
and heavy, contains the account of Pelayo's
coronation. The best part of

it, perhaps, is

the short sketch of his lady's affectionate

exultation in his glory. When she saw the

preparations that announced this great event—
her eyes

Brighten'd. The quicken'd action of the blood

Ting'd with a depper hue her glowing cheek ;

And on her lips there sate a smile, which spake
The honourable pride of perfect love

;

Rejoicing, for her husband's sake, to share
The lot he chose, the perils he defied.
The lofty fortune which their faith foresaw."

p. 218.

Roderick bears a solemn part in the lofty
ceremonies of this important day ; and, with
a calm and resolute heart, beholds the alle-

fiance
of his subjects transferred to his heroic

insman.
The Nineteenth Book is occupied with an

Interview between Roderick and his mother,

who has at last recognised him
;
and even

while she approves of his penitential abandon-
ment of the world, tempts him with bewitch-

ing visions of recovered fame and glory, and
of atonement made to Florinda, by placing
her in the rank of his queen. He continues

firm, however, in his lofty purpose, and the

pious Princess soon acquiesces in those pious

resolutions; and, engaging to keep his secret,

gives him her blessing, and retires.

The Twentieth Book conducts us to the

Moorish camp and the presence of Count
Julian. Orpas, a baser apostate, claims the

promised hand of Florinda
;
and Julian ap-

2)eal8 to the Moorish Prince, whether the

law of Mahomet admits of a forced marriage.
The Prince attests that it does not

;
and then

Julian, who has just learned that his daughter
was in the approaching host of Pelayo, ob-

tains leave to despatch a messenger to invite

her to his arms.
The Twenty-first Book contains the meet-

ing of Julian with his daughter and Roderick
j

under whose protection she comes at evening
to the Moorish camp, and finds her father at

his ablutions at the door of his tent, by the

side of a clear mountain spring. On her ap-

proach, he clasps her in his arms with over-

flowing love.

" ' Thou hast not then forsaken me, my child.

Howe'er the inexorable will of Fate

May in the world which is to come divide

Our everlasting destinies, in this

Thou wilt not, O my child, abandon me !'

And then with deep and interrupted voice,
Nor seeking to restrain his copious tears,
' My blessing be upon thy head !' he cried,
A father's blessing ! though all faiths were false,

It should not lose its worth ! . . . She lock'd her
Around his neck, and gazing in his face [hands

Through streaming tears, exclaim'd,
' Oh never

more,
Here or hereafter, never let us part !'

"—
p. 258.

He is at first offended with the attendance
and priestly habit of Roderick, and breaks
out into some infidel taunts upon creeds and
churchmen

;
but is forced at length to honour

the firmness, the humility, and candour of

this devoted Christian. He poses him, how-

ever, in the course of their discussion, by
rather an unlucky question.

" ' Thou preachest that all sins may be effac'd :

Is there forgiveness, Christian, in thy creed [thee,
For Rod'rick's crime? . . For Rod'rick, and for

Coimt Julian '.' said the Goth
;
and as he spake

Trembled through every fibre of his frame,
' The gate of Heaven is open I' Julian threw
His wrathful hand aloft, and cried, 'Away !

Farih could not hold us both; nor can one Heaven
Contain my deadliest enemy and me !'

"—
p. 269.

This ethical dialogue is full of lofty senti-

ment and strong images ;
but is, on the whole

rather tedious and heavy. One of the newest

pictures is the following ;
and the sweetest

scene, perhaps, that which closes the book

immediately after :
—

" ' Methinks if ye would know
How visitations of calamity
Affect the pious soul, 'tis shown ye there '

Look yonder at that cloud, which through the sk/
Sailing alone, doth cross in her career

The rolling moon ! I watch'd it as it came
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A nd deem'd ihe deep opanue would blot her beams ;

But, meliing like n wreaili of snow, it hangs
In folds ol wavy pilvcr rouiui, and clothes

The orb wilh richer bcauiies' ihan her own,
Then passing, leaves her in her light serene.'—

" Thus havinpsaid, the pious sulF'rer sate,

Beholding with fix'd eyes that lovely orb,

Which through the azure depth alone pursues
Her course appointed ;

wiih indiff'rent beams

Shining upon ihe silent hills around,
And the dark lenis of that unholy host.

Who, all unconscious of impending fate.

Take iheir last slumber there. The camp is still I

The fires have moulder'd ; and the breeze which

The soft and snowy embers, just lays bare [stirs

At times a red and evanescent lii^ht,

Or for a moment wakes a feeble flame.

They by the fountain hear the stream below,
Whose murmurs, as ihe wind arose or fell,

Fuller or fainter reach the ear aiiun'd.

And n<iw the nightingale, not distant far,

Began her solitary song ; and pour'd
To the cold moon a richer, stronger strain

Than that with which the lyric lark salutes

The new-born day. Her deep and thrilling song
Seem'd with its piercing melody to reach

The soul ;
and in mysterious unison

Blend with all thoughts of gentleness and love.

Their hearts were open to the healing power
Of nature ;

and the splendour of the night.
The flow of waters, and that sweetest lay
Came to them like a copious evening dew,

Falling on vernal herbs which thirst for rain."

pp. 274—276.

The Twenty-second Book is fiillei- of busi-

ness than of poetry. The vindictive Orpas

persuades the Moorish leader, that Julian

meditates a defection from his cause
; and, by

working on his suspicious spirit, obtains his

consent to his assassination on the first con-

venient opportunity.
The Twenty-third Book recounts the car-

nage and overthrow of the Moors in the Strait

of Covadonga. Deceived by false intelligence,

and drunk with deceitful hope, they advance

up the long and precipitous defile, along the

cliffs and ridges of which Pelayo had not only
stationed his men in ambush, but had piled

huge stones and trunks of trees, ready to be

pushed over upon the ranks of the enemy in the

lower pass. A soft summer mist hanging upon
the side of the cliffs helps to conceal these

preparations ;
and the whole line of the Infidel

is irretrievably engaged in the gulf, when
Adjsinda appears on a rock in the van, and,
with her proud defiance, gives the word, which
is the signal for the assault. The whole de-

scription is, as usual, a little overworked, but

is unquestionably striking and impressive.
" As the Moors

Advane'd, the Chieftain in the van was seen,
Known by his arms, and from the crag a voice

Pronounc'd his name,. . . 'Alcahman, hoa I look

Alcahman !' As the floating mist drew up [up!
It had divided there, and open'd round
The Cross; part clinging to the rock beneath,
Hov'ring and waving part in fleecy folds,
A canopy of silver, light condens'd
To shape and substance. In the midst there stood

A female form, one hand upon the Cross,
The other rais'd in menacing act. Belov/
Loose flow'd her raiment, but her breast was arm'd.
And helmeled her head. The Moor turn'd pale.
For on the walls of Auria he had seen
That well-known figure, and had well believ'd

She rested with the dead. '

What, hoa!' she cried,
Alcahman ! In the name of all who fell

At Auria in the massacre, this hour
I summon ihee before the throne of God,
To answer for the innocent blood ! This hour !

Moor, .Miscreant, Murderer,Child of Flell! thishoiil

I simimon ihee to judgment ! ... In the name
Of God ! for Spain and Vengeance.
From voice to voice on either side it past
With rapid repetition, . .

'

In the name
Of God ! for .Spain and Vengeance !' and fortk«ilh

On either side, along the whole defile,

The Asturians shouting, in the name of God,
Set the whole ruin loose

; huge trunks and stones,

And loosen'd crags ! Down, down they roll'd with

rush.
And bound, and thund'ring force. Such was the fall

As when some city by the labouring earth

Hcav'd from its strong foundations is cast down,
And all its dwellings, towers, and palaces,
In one wide desolation prostrated.
From end to end of that long strait, the crash

Was heard continuous, and commixt with sounds
More dreadful, shrieks of horror and de.'ipair.

And death, . . the wild and agonising cry
Of that whole host, in one destruction whelm'd."

pp. 298, 299.

The Twenty-fourth Book is full of tragical

matter, and is perhaps the most interesting of

the whole piece. A Moor, on the instigation
of Orpas and Abulcacem, pierces Julian with

a mortal wound
;
who thereupon exhorts his

captains, already disgusted with the jealous

tyranny of the Infidel, to rejoin the standard

and the faith of their country ;
and then re-

que.sts to be borne into a neighbouring church,
where Florinda has been praying for his con-

version.

"
They rais'd him from the earth ;

He, knitting as they lifted him his brow.
Drew in through open lips and teeth firtn-clos'd

His painful breath, and on his lance laid hand.
Lest its long shaft should shake the mortal wound.

Gently his men with slow and steady step
Their suff 'ring burthen bore ; and in the Church,
Before the altar, laid him down, his head

Upon Florinda's knees."—pp. 307, 308.

He then, on the solemn adjuration of Ro-

derick, renounces the bloody faith to which
he had so long adhered

;
and reverently re-

ceives at his hand the sacrament of reconcili-

ation and peace. There is great feeling and

energy we think in what follows :
—

" That dread office done.
Count Julian with amazement saw the Priest

Kneel down before him. '

By the sacrament.
Which we have here partaken !' Roderick cried,
' In this most awful moment. By that hope, . .

That holy faith which comforts thee in death,
Grant thy forgiveness, Julian, ere thou diesti

Behold the man who most hath injur'd thee !

Rod'rick! the wretched Goih, the guilty cause

Of all thy euilt, . . the unworthy instrument

Of thy redemption, . . kneels before thee here,

And prays to be forgiven !'

' Roderick !' e.xclaim'd

The dying Count, . .

' Roderick !' . . and from the

With violent eflR)rt, half he rais'd himself; [floor,

The spear hung heavy in his side ;
and pain

And weakness overcame him, that he fell

Back on his daughter's lap.
' O Death,' cried he, .

Passing his hand across his cold damp brow, . .

' Thou tamest the strong hmb, and conqiierest

The stubborn heart ! But yesterday I said

One Heaven could not contain mine enemy
And me ;

and now I lift my dyins voice

To say. Forgive me, Lord ! as I forgive [eyes
Him who hath done the wrong I' . . He clos'd his

A moment ; then with sudden impulse cried,
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•Rod'rick, thy wife is dead!—the Church hath

power
To free ihee from thy vows ! The broken heart

Might yet be heal'd, the wrong redress'd, the throne

Rebuilt by that same hand which puli'd it down !

And these curst Africans . . . Oh for a month
Of that waste hfe which millions misbestow ! . .

' "

pp. 311,312.

Returning weakness then admonishes him.

however, of the near approach of death
;
ana

he begs the friendly hand of Roderick to cut

short his pangs, by drawing forth the weapon
which clogs the wound in his side. He then

gives him his hand in kindness—blesses and

kisses his heroic daughter, and e.xpires. The

concluding lines are full of force and tender-

ness.

" When from her father's body she arose,

Her cheek was flush'd, and in her eyes there beam'd
A wilder brightness. On the Goth she gaz'd !

While underneath the emotions of that hour

Exhausted life gave way !

' God '.' she said,

Lifting her hands,
' thou hast restor'd me all, . .

All . . in one hour !' . . . and around his neck she

threw [ven!'
Her arms and cried,

' My Roderick ! mine in Hea-

Groaning, he claspt her close ! and in that act

And agony her happy spirit fled 1"—p. 313.

The Last Book describes the recognition
and exploits of Roderick in the last of his bat-

tles. After the revolt of Julian's army, Orpas,

by whose counsels it had been chiefly occa-

sioned, is sent forward by the Moorish leader,
to try to win them back

;
and advances in

front of the line, demanding a parley, mount-
ed on the beautiful Orelio. the famous war
horse of Roderick, who, roused at that sight.

obtains leave from Pelayo to give the renegade
his answer

;
and after pouring out upon him

some words of abuse and scorn, seizes the

reins of his trusty steed
;
and

" ' How now,' he cried,
' Orelio ! old companion, . . my good horse !' . .

Oflfwiih this recreant burthen !' . . . And with that

He rais'd his hand, and rear'd, and back'd the steed,
To that remember'd voice and arm of power
Obedient. Down the helpless traitor fell,

Violently thrown ; and Roderick over him,
Thrice led, with just and unrelenting hand,
The trampling hoofs.

'

Go, join Witiza now.
Where he lies howling,' the aven£er cried,
' And tell him Roderick sent thee!' "—pp.318, 319.

He then vaults upon the noble horse
;
and

fitting Count J ulian's sword to his grasp, rushes

in the van of the Christian army into the thick

array of the Infidel,
—

where, unarmed as he

is, and clothed in his penitential robes of

waving black, he scatters death and terror

around him, and cuts his way clean through
the whole host of his opponents. He there

descries the army of Pelayo advancing to co-

operate ;
and as he rides up to them with his

wonted royal air and gesture, and on his well-

known steed of royalty, both the King and
Siverian are instantaneously struck with the

apparition ;
and marvel that the weeds of

penitence should so long have concealed their

sovereign. Roderick, unconscious of this re-

cognition, briefly informs them of what has

befallen, and requests the honourable rites of

Christian sepulture for the unfortunate Julian

and his daughter.
55

" ' In this,
—and all things else,*—

Pelayo answer'd, looking wistfully

Upon the Goth,
'

thy pleasure shall be done !'

Then Rod'rick saw that he was known—and turn'd

His head asvay in silence. But the old man
Laid hold upon his bridle, and look'd up
In his master's face—weeping and silently !

Thereat the Goth with fervent pressure took
His hand, and bending down towards him, said,
' My good Siverian, go not thou this day
To war I I charge thee keep thyself from harm !

Thou art past the age for combats ; and with whona
Hereafter should thy mistress talk of me,
If thou wert gone ?' "—p. 330.

He then borrows the defensive armour of this

faithful servant; and taking a touching and
affectionate leave of him, vaults again on the

back of Orelio
;
and placing himself without

explanation in the van of the army, leads them
on to the instant assault. The renegade lead-

ers fall on all sides beneath his resistless

blows.
" And in the heat of fight.

Rejoicing and forgetful of all else.

Set up his cry as he was wont in youth. [well !

' Rod'rick the Goth!' ... his war-cry, known so

Pelayo eagerly took up the word,
And shouted out his kinsman's name belov'd,
'

Rod'rick the Goth ! Rod'rick and Victory !

Rod'rick and Vengeance !' Odoar gave it forth :

Urban repeated it
;
and through his ranks

Count Pedro sent the cry. Not from the field

Of his great victory, when Witiza fell.

With louder acclamations had that name
Been borne abroad upon the winds of heaven."

" O'er the field it spread,
All hearts and tongues uniting in the cry ;

Mountains, and rocks, and vales re-echo'd round ;

.^nd he rejoicing in his strength rode on, [smote.

Laying on the .Moors with that good sword ; and
And overthrew, and scatter'd. and destroy'd.
And trampled down ! and still at every blow

Exultingly he sent the war-cry forth.
' Rod'rick the Goth ! Rod'rick and Victory I

Rod'rick and Vengeance !'
"—

pp. 334, 33.5.

The carnage at length is over, and the field

is won !
—but where is he to whose name and

example the victory is owing?
"
Upon the banks

Of Sella was Orelio found ;
his legs

And flanks incarnadin'd. his poitral smear'd

With froih. and foam, and gore, his silver mane

Sprinkled with blood, which hung on every hair,

Aspers'd like dew-drops : trembling there he stood

From the toil of battle
;
and at times sent forth

His tremulous voice far-echoing loud and shiill;

A frequent anxious cry, with which he seem'd

To call the master whom he lov'd so well.

And who had thus again forsaken him.

Siverian's helm and cuirass on the grass

Lay near; and Julian's sword, its hilt and chain

Clotted with blood ! But where was he whose hand

Had wielded it so well that glorious day ? . . .

Days, months, and years, and generations pass'd,

And centuries held their course, before, far off

Within a hermitage near Viseu's walls,

A humble Tomb was found, which bore inscrib'd

In ancient characters, King Rod' rick's name !"

pp. 339, 340.

These copious extracts must have settled

our readers' opinion of this poem : and though

[
they are certainly taken from the better parts

! of it,
we have no wish to disturb the forcible

! impression which they must have been the

means of producing. Its chief fault undoubt-

edly is the monotonv of its tragic and solema
'

2M
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tone—the perpetual gloom with which all its

scenes are overcast—and the ted iousiiess with
which some of them are developed. There
an; many dull passages, in short, and a con-

siderable quantity of heavy reading
—some

silliness, and a good deal of affectation. But
the beauties, upon the whole, preponderate;

—
and these, we hope, speak for themselves in

the passages we have already e.xtracted.

The versiiication is smooth and melodious,

though too uniformly drawn out into long and
linked sweetness. The diction is as usual

more remarkable for copiousness than force;
—

and though less defaced than formerly with

phrases of afTected simplicity and infantine

pathos, is still too much speckled with strange
words

; which, whether they are old or new,
are not English at the present day—and we
hope never will become so. What use or or-

nament does Mr. Southey e.xpect to derive for

his poetry from such words as avid and aureate,
and auriphrygiatel or leman and weedery, frC'

quentage and youthhead, and twenty more aa

pedantic and affected ] What good is there

either, we should like to know, in talking of

"oaken galilees," or "incarnadined poitrals,"
or "all-able Providence," and such other

points of learning?
—If poetry is intended for

general delight, ought not its language to bo

generally intelligible 1

(^December, 1816.)

Childe Harold^s Pilgrimage, Canto the Third. By Lord Byron. 8vo. pp. 79. London: 1816.
The Prisoner of Chillon, and other Poems. By Lord Byron. 8vo. pp. 60. London: 1816.*

If the finest poetry be that which leaves

the deepest impression on the minds of its

readers—and this is not the worst test of its

excellence—Lord Byron, we think, must be
allowed to take precedence of all his distin-

guished contemporaries. He has not the va-

riety of Scott—nor the delicacy of Campbell—
nor the absolute truth of Crabbe—nor the

polished sparkling of Moore; but in force of

diction, and inextinguishable energy of senti-

ment, he clearly surpasses them all.
" Words

that breathe, and thoughts that burn," are not

merely the ornaments, but the common staple
of his poetry; and he is not inspired or im-

pressive only in some happy passages, but

through the whole body and tissue of his

composition. It was an unavoidable condition,

perhaps, of this higher excellence, that his

scene should be narrow, and his persons few.
To compass such ends as he had in view, it

was necessary to reject all ordinary agents,
and all trivial combinations. He could not

jiossibly be amusing, or ingenious, or playful ;

or hope to maintain the requisite pitch of in-

terest by the recitation of sprightly adventures,
or the opposition of common characters. To
produce great effects, in short, he felt that it

was necessary to deal only with the greater

passions
—with the exaltations of a daring

fancy, and the errors of a lofty intellect—with
the pride, the terrors, and the agonies of

*
I have already said so much of Lord Byron wiih

reference to his Dramatic produdions, that I cannot
now afford to republish more than one otlier paper
on ihfi subject of his poetry in general: .'Vnd I se-

lect tills, rather because it refers to a greater variety
of these compositions, than because it deals with
such as are either absolutely the best, or the most
characteristic of his genius. The truth is, however,
that all his writings are characteristic; and lead,

pretty much alike, to those views of the dark and
the bright parts of his nature, which have led me, I

fear (though alniosx irresistibly) into observations
more personal to the character of the author, than
should generally be permitted to a mere literary
oenaor.

strong emotion—the fire and air alone of our
human elements.

In this respect, and in his general notion of

the end and the means of poetry, we have
sometimes thought that his views fell more
in with those of the Lake poets, than of any
other existing party in the poetical common-
Aveahh : And, in some of his later productions

especially, it is impossible not to be struck

with his occasional approaches to the style
and manner of this class of writers. Lord

ByTon, however, it should be observed, like

all other persons of a quick sense of beauty,
and sure enough of their own originality to

be in no fear of paltry imputations, is a great
mimic of styles and manners, and a great
borrower of external character. He and Scott,

accordingly, are full of imitations of all the

Avriters from whom they have ever derived

gratification ;
and the two most original writers

of the age might appear, to superticial ob-

servers, to be the most deeply indebted to

their predecessors. In this particular instance,
we have no fault to find with Lord Byron :

For undoubtedly the finer passages of Words-
worth and Southey have in them wherewithal
to lend an impulse to the utmost ambition of

rival genius; and their diction and manner of

writing is frequently both striking and original.
But we must say, that it would afford us still

greater pleasure to find these tuneful gentle-
men returning the compliment which Lord

Byron has here paid to their talents; and

forming themselves on the model rather of

his imitations, than of their own originals.
—

In those imitations they will find that, though
he is sometimes abundantly mystical, he

never, or at least very rarely, indulges in ab-

solute nonsense—never takes his lofty flights

upon mean or ridiculous occasions— and,
above all, never dilutes his strong concep-

tions, and magnificent imaginations, with a
flood of oppressive verbosity. On the con

trary, he is,
of all living writers, the most

concise and condensed; and, we would fain
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nope, may go far, by his example, to redeem
the great reproach of our modern literature—
its intolerable prolixity and redundance. In

his nervous and manly lines, we find no elab-

orate amplilication of common sentiments—
no ostentatious polishing of pretty expres-
sions

;
and we really think that the brilliant

success which has' rewarded his disdain of

those paltry artifices, should put to shame for

ever that puling and self-admiring race, who
can live through half a volume on the stock

of a single thought, and expatiate over divers

fair quarto pages with the details of one te-

dious description. In Lord Byron, on the con-

trary, we have a perpetual stream of thick-

coming fancies—-an eternal spring of fresh-

blown images, which seem called into exist-

ence by the sudden flash of those glowing
thoughts and overwhelming emotions, that

struggle for expression through the whole flow

of his poetry
—and impart to a diction that is

often abrupt and irregular, a force and a charm
which frequently realise all that is said of in-

spiration.
With all these undoubted claims to our

admiration, however, it is impossible to deny
that the noble author before us has still some-

thing to learn, and a good deal to correct. He
is frequently abrupt and careless, and some-
times obscure. There are marks, occasion-

ally, of effort and straining after an emphasis,
which is generally spontaneous ; and, above

all, there is far too great a monotony in the

moral colouring of his pictures, and too much
repetition of the same sentiments and maxims.
He delights too exclusively in the delineation

of a certain morbid exaltation of character and

feeling
—a sort of demoniacal sublimity, not

"without some traits of the ruined Archangel.
He is haunted almost perpetually with the

image of a being feeding and fed upon by
violent passions, and the recollections of the

catastrophes they have occasioned: And,
though worn out by their past indulgence,
unable to sustain the burden of an existence

which
they

do not continue to animate :
—full

of pride, and revenge, and obduracy
—disdain-

ing life and death, and mankind and himself—and trampling, in his scorn, not only upon
the falsehood and formality of polished life,

but upon its tame virtues and slavish devo-
tion : Yet envying, by fits, the very beings he

despises, and melting into mere softness and

compassion, when the helplessness of child-

hood or the frailty of woman make an appeal
to his generosity. Such is the person with
whom we are called upon almost exclusively
to sympathise in all the greater productions
of this distinguished writer:—InChilde Harold—in the Corsair—in Lara—in the Siege of

Corinth— in Parisina, and in most of the

smaller pieces.
It is impossible to represent such a charac-

ter better than Lord Byron has done in all

these productions
—or indeed to represent any

thing more terrible in its anger, or more attrac-

tive in its relenting. In point of effect, we
readily admit, that no one character can be
more poetical or impressive :

—But it is really
loo much to find the scene perpetually filled

by one character—not only in all the acts of
each several drama, but m all the different

dramas of the series;
—

and, grand and im-

pressive as it
is,

we feel at last that these very
qualities make some relief more indispensable,
and oppress the spirits of ordinary mortals
with too deep an impression of awe and re-

pulsion. There is too much guilt in short, and
too much gloom, in the leading character :—
and though it be a fine thing to gaze, now
and then, on stormy seas, and thunder-shaken

mountains, we should prefer passing our days
in sheltered valleys, and by the murmur of

calmer waters.

We are aware that these metaphors may be
turned against us—and that, without meta-

phor, it may be said that men do not pass
their days in reading poetry

—and that, as they
may look into Lord Byron only about as often

as they look abroad upon tempests, they have
no more reason to complain of him for being
grand and gloomy, than to complain of the

same qualities in the glaciers and volcanoes
which they go so far to visit. Painters, too,
it may be said, have often gained great repu-
tation by their representations of tigers and
others ferocious animals, or of caverns and
banditti—and poets should be allowed, with-

out reproach, to indulge in analogous exer-

cises. We are far from thinking that there is

no weight in these considerations
;
and feel

how plausibly it may be said, that we have
no better reason for a great part of our com-

plaint, than that an author, to whom we are

already very greatly indebted, has chosen
rather to please himself, than us, in the use
he makes of his talents.

This, no doubt, seems both unreasonable
and ungrateful : But it is nevertheless true,
that a public benefactor becomes a debtor to

the public; and is, in some degree, responsi-
ble for the employment of those gifts which
seem to be conferred upon him, not merely
for his own delight, but for the delight and

improvement of his fellows through all gene-
rations. Independent of this, however, we
think there is a reply to the apology. A great

living poet is not like a distant volcano, or an
occasional tempest. He is a volcano in the
heart of our land, and a cloud that hangs over
our dwellings; and we have some reason to

complain, if,
instead of genial warmth and

grateful shade, he voluntarily darkens and
infiames our atmosphere with perpetual fiery

explosions and pitchy vapours. Lord Byron's
poetry, in short, is too attractive and too

famous to lie dormant or inoperative ; and,
therefore, if it produce any painful or perni
cious effects, there w-ill be murmurs, and

ought to be suggestions of alteration. Now,
though an artist may draw fighting tigers and

hungry lions in as lively and natural a way as
he can, without giving any encouragement to

human ferocity, or even much alarm to human
fear, the case is somewhat different, when a

poet represents men with tiger-like disposi-
tions :

—and yet more so, when he exhausts
the resources of his genius to make this terri-

ble being interesting and attractive, and lo

represent all the lofty virtues as the natural
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allies of his ferocity. It is still worse when
he proceeds to show, that all these precious

gifts of dauntless courage, strong affection,

and high imagination, are not only akin to

guilt, but the parents of misery;
—and that

those only have any chance of tranouillity or

happiness in this world, whom it is tne object
of his poetry to make us shun and despise.

These, it appears to us, are not merely^
errors in taste, but perversions of moralify;
and, as a great poet is necessarily a moral

teacher, and gives forth his ethical lessons,
in general with far more effect and authority
than any of his graver brethren, he is peculi-

arly liable to the censures reserved for those

who turn the means of improvement to pur-

poses of corruption.
It may no doubt be said, that poetry in gene-

ral terjds less to the useful than the splendid

qualities of our nature—that a character po-

etically good has long been distinguished from
one that is morally so—and that, ever since

the time of Achilles, our sympathies, on such

occasions, have been chiefly engrossed by per-
sons whose deportment is by no means ex-

emplary; and who in many points approach
to the temperament of Lord Byron's ideal

hero. There is some truth in this suggestion
also. But other poets, in the first place, do
not allow their favourites so outrageous a mo-

nopoly of the glory
and interest of the piece—and sin less therefore against the laws

either of poetical or distributive justice. In

the second place, their heroes are not, gen^
rally, either so bad or so good as Lord Byron's—and do not iiidt-ed very much exceed the

standard of truth and nature, in either of the

extremes. His, however, are as monstrous
and unnatural as centaurs, and hippogriffs

—
and must ever figure in the eye of sober rea-

son as so many bright and hateful impossi-
bilities. But the most important distinction

is, that the other poets who deal in peccant
heroes, neither feel nor express that ardent

affection for them, which is visible in the

whole of this author's delineations
;
but mere-

ly
make use of them as necessary agents in

tne extraordinary adventures they have to

detail, and persons whose mingle(f vices and
virtues are requisite to bring about the catas-

trophe of their story. In Lord Byron, how-

ever, .the interest of the story, where there

happens to be one, which is not always the

case, is uniformly postponed to that of the

character itself—into which he enters so deep-
ly, and with so extraordinary a fondness, that

he generally continues to speak in its laiiy

guage, after it has been dismissed from the

stage; and to inculcate, on his own authority,
the same sr-ntiments which had been pre-

viously recommended by its example. We
do not consider it as unfair, therefore, to say
that Lord Byron appears to us to be the zeal-

ous apostle of a certain fierce and magnificent

misanthropy ;
which has already saddened

his poetry with too deep a shade, and not

only led to a great misapplication of great
talents, but contributed to render popular some

very false estimates of the c<?nstituents of hu-
man happiness and merit. It is irksome,

however, to dwell upon observations so gene*
ral—and we shall probably have better meant
of illustrating these remarks, if they are really
well founded, when we come to speak of the

particular publications by which they have
now been suggested.
We had the good fortune, we believe, to be

among the first who proclaimed the rising of
a new luminary, on the appearance of Childe
Harold on the poetical horizon,

—and we pur-
sued his course with due attention through
several of the constellations. If we have

lately omitted to record his progress with the
same accuracy, it is by no means because we
have regarded it with more indifference, or

suppo-sed that it would be less interesting to

the public
—but because it was so extremely

conspicuous as no longer to require the no-

tices of an official observer. In general, we
do not think it necessary, nor indeed quite

fair, to oppress our readers with an account
of works, which are as well known to them
as to ourselves; or with a repetition of sen-

timents in which all the world is agreed.

Wherever, a work, therefore, is very popular,
and where the general opinion of its merits

appears to be substantially right, we think

ourselves at liberty to leave it out of our

chronicle, without incurring the censure of

neglect or inattention. A very rigorous ap-
plication of this maxim might have saved our
readers the trouble of reading what we now
write—and, to confess the truth, we write it

rather to gratify ourselves, than with the hope
of giving them much information. At tne

same time, some short notice of the progress
of such a writer ought, perhaps, to appear in

his contemporary journals, as a tribute due
to his eminence;—and a zealous critic can

scarcely set about examining the merits of

any work, or the nature of its reception by
the public, without speedily discovering very
urgent cause for his admonitions, both to the

author and his admirers.

Our last particular account was of the Cor-

sair;
—and though from that time to the pub-

lication of the pieces, the titles of which we
have prefixed, the noble author has produced
as much poetry as would have made the for-

tune of any other person, we can afford to

4ake but little notice of those intermediate

performances; which have already passed
their ordeal with this generation, and are

fairly committed to the final judgment of pos-

terity. Some slight reference to them, how-

ever, may be proper, both to mark the pro-

gress of the author's views, and the history
of his fame.
Lara was obviously the sequel of the Cor-

sair—and maintained, in general, the .same

tone of deep interest, and
lofty feeling;—

though the disappearance of Meclora from the

scene deprives it of the enchanting sweet-

ness, by which its terrors were there redeemed,
and make the hero on the whole less

capti-
vating. The character of Lara, too, is rather

too laboriously fini.'^hed, and his nocturnal en-

counter with the apparition is worked up too

ostentatiously. There is infinite beauty in

the sketch of the dark page
—and in many of
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the moral or general reflections which are

interspersed vriih the narrative. The death

of Lara, however, is by far the finest pas-

sage in the poem, and is fully equal to any

thlfig else which the author has ever written.

Though it is not under our immediate cog-

nisance, we cannot resist the temptation of

transcribing the greater part of the passage
—

in which The physical horror of the event

:' _'. described' with a terrible force and

; . is both relieved and enhanced by the

beautiful pictures of mental energy and re^

deeming affection with which it is combiiTed.

Our readers will recollect, that this gloomy
and daring chief was mortally wounded in

battle, and led out of it. almost insensible, by
that sad and lovely page, whom no danger
could ever separate from his side. On his re-

treat, slaughter and desolation falls on his

disheartened followers: and the poet turns

from the scene of disorder—
" Beneaih a lime, remoter from the scene,

Where but for him thai srife had never been,

A breathing but devoted warrior lay :

'Twas Lara bleeding fast from life away !

H.s " *
once, and now his only guide,

Kr - i watchful o'er his welling side,

\T,a •'* ; n nis scarf woald staunch the tides that rash,

\Vi:h each convulsion, in a blacker gush ;

And then, as his faint breathing waxes low,

In feebler, not less fata! tricklings flow :

He scarce can speak : bat mo:ions him 'tis vain,

Arvd ryfre'v add? anoiher throb to pain.

H" -
^

: a: pang which wocld assuage,
A- .

- - - - thanks to that dark page
Who : -rs. nor feels, nor heeds, nor sees.

Save • "row which rests upon his knees ;

Ss - ". where the eye, though dim,
Hl ^ .^ ;•- shone on earth for him !

** The foe arrives, who long bad search'd the field,

Their triumph
'

_

'

Lara too should yield ;

Tbey would rer:. : but they see "iwere vain,

And he regards triern wn'a a calm disdain,

That rose to reconcile hi-i with his fate.

And that escape lo :. ". living hate :

And Otho comes, a- _ from his steed.

Looks on the bleeding loe tnat made him bleed.

And questions of his state : He answers not ;

Scarce glances on him as on one forgot.
And turns to Kaled :

—each remaining word,

Tbey understood not, if disrinctly heard;
His dying tones are in that other tongue, [Sic.

To which some strange remembrance wildly clung,"

Their words though faint were many—from ihe tone

Their import those who heard could judge alone ;

From this, you might have deem'd young Kaled's
death

More near than Lara's, by his voice and breath ;

S<') sad, so deep, and besiiaiing broke
Tbe accents his scarce- movitig pale lips spoke ;

But Lara's voice though low. at first was clear

And calm, till murm'nng death gasp'd hoarsely
But fr =a2e lifJe could we guess, [near:

So ur- dark, and passionless.
Save

- -
'o bis last,

L'po- >• cast ;

And or.cc is Ki.e-i a .j-a r. .^ accenis ceast.

Rose Lara's hand, and p-^inted to the Elast.—
"But gasping heav'd the breath that Lara drew.

And dull thefilm along bis dim eye grew ; [o'er

His limbs streich'd f,jn"rir;g. and bis bead dropp'd
The weak, yet still u'l'.rin? knee that bore !

He press'd the hard he held upon his heart—
It beats no more I but Kaled will not part
With the cold crasp I but feels, and feels in vain,

l'(x diat faint throb which answers not again.

'
It beats I' Away, tboa dreamer ! be is gone '.

It once vas Lara which thou look'st upon.

" He gaz'd. as if not yet bad pass'd away
The haughty spirit of that humble clay ;

And those around have roua'd him from his trance

But cannot tear from thence his fixed glance ;

And when, in raising him from where he bore

Within his arms the form that felt no more.

He saw the head his breast would still sustain.

Roll down. like earth to eanh, upon the plain!

He did not dash himself thereby ; nor tear

The glossy lerdnls of his raven hair,

But strove to stand and gaze ; but reel'd and fell.

Scarce breaibirg more than that be lov'd so well !

Thin that He lov'd ! Oh ! never yet beneath

The breast of Man such trusty love may breathe !

That trying moment bath at once reveaPd
The secret, long and yet but half- conceal' d;
In baring to revive that lifeless breast.

Its grief~secm'd ended, but the sex confeal I

And life returned, and Kaled felt no shame—
What now to her was Womanhood or Fame ?"

We must stop here
;

—^but the whole sequel
of the poem is written with equal vigour and

feeling ;
and may be put in competition with

any thing that poetry has ever produced, in

point either of pathos or energy.
The Siege of Corinth is next in the order

of time
;
and though written, perhaps, with

too visible a striving after effect, and not very
well harmonised in all its parts, we carmot

help resarding it as a magtiificent composi-
tion. There is less misanthropy in it than

in any of the rest
;
and the interest is made

up of alternate representations of soft and

i

solemn scenes and emotions—and of the tu-

mult, and terrors, and intoxication of war.

These opposite pictares are perhaps too vio-

lently contrasted, and, in some parts, too

harshly coloured
;
but they are in general

exquisitely designed, and executed with the

utmost spirit and energy. What, for in-

stance, can be finer than the following night-

piece? The renegade had left his tent in

moody musing, the night before the final

assault on the Christian walls.

" 'Tis midnight '. On tbe mountain's brown
The cold, round moon shines deeply down ;

Blue roll the waters ; blue the sky

Spreads like an ocean bung on high.

Bespangled wi;h those isles of light.

So wildly, spiritually bright ;

Who ever gaz'd upon them shining.

And tum'd to earth without repining.
Nor wish'd for wings to flee away.
And mix with their eternal ray I

The waves on either shore lay there.

Calm, clear, and azure as the air;

And scarce their foam tbe pebbles shoot,
But murmur'd meekly as the brook.

The winds were pillow'd on the waves ;

The banners droop'd along their staves,

And. as they fell around them furling.

Above them shone the crescent curling;
And that deep silence was unbroke.
Pave where the watch his siffnal spoke,
Save where the steed neigh'^ oft and shrill,

And echo answer'd from the hill,

.\nd the wide hum of that wild host

Rustled like leaves from coaat to coast,

.\s rose tbe Muezzin's voice in air

In midnight call to wonted prayer."
—

The transition to the bustle and fury of tno

morning muster, as well as the moving picture
of the barbaric host, is equally admirable.

« M 4
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" The night is past, and shines the sun
As it ihut morn were o jocund one.

Lightly and brighily brcuks nway
'J'lie Morning from htT mantle grey,
And the Noon will look on a sultry day !

Hark to llie trump, and the drum,
And the mournrul sound of the barb'rous horn,

And the flap of the banners, that flil as they're

borne,
And the neigh of the steed, and the multitude's

hum,
And the clash, and the shout,

'

They come, they
come !'

The horsetails are pluck'd from the ground, and the

sword
From its sheath ! and they form—and but wait for

the word.
The steeds are all bridled, and snort to the rein

;

Curv'd is each neck, and flowing each mane ;

White is the foam of their champ on the bit :

The spears are uplifted ;
the matches are lit ;

The cannon are pointed, and ready to roar,

And crush the wall they have crumbled before!

Forms in his phalan.x each Jani/.ar ;

Alp at their head ; his right arm is bare ;

So is the blade ol his scmiiiar I

The khan and the pachas are all at their post ;

The vizier himself al the head of the host.

When the culverin's signal is fir'd, then on!
Leave not in Corinth a living one—
A priest at her altars, a cliici in her halls,

A hearth in her mansions, a stone on her walls!

CJod and the Prophet !
—Alia llu I

Up to the skies with thai wild halloo !

" As the wolves, that headlong go
On the stately bufl'alo.

Though with fiery eyes and angry roar.

And hoofs that siamp, and horns that gore.
He tramples on earth, or tosses on high
The foremost, who rush on his strength but to die :

Thus against the wall ihey went.
Thus the first were backward i)enl !

Many a bosom, shcaili'd in brass,

Sirew'd the earth like broken glass,
Shiver'd by the shot, that tore

The ground whereon they mov'd no more :

Even as they fell, in files they lay.

Like the mower's grass al the close of day.
When his work is done on the levell'd plain;
Such was the fall of the foremost slain !

As the spring-tides, with heavy plash.
From the cliflTs invading dash

Huge fragments, sapp'd by the ceaseless flow,
Till white and thundering down they go,

—
Like the avalanche's snow
On the Alpine vales below ;

Thus at length, outbreath'd and worn,
Corinth's sons were downward borne

By the long, and oft renew'd

charge of the Moslem multitude !

In firmness they stood, and in masses they fell,

Heap'd, by the host of the infidel,

Hand to hand, and foot to foot :

Nothing there, save death, was mute;
Stroke, and thrust, and flash, and cry
For quarter, or for victory !

But the rampart is won, and the spoil begun,
And all hut the after-carnage done.
Shriller shrieks now mingling come
From within the plunder'd dome:
Hark to the haste of flying feet !

That splash in the blood of the slippery street !"

Pap.isina is of a (lifTerent character. There
is no tumult or stir in this piece. It is all sad-

ness, and Ijity,
and tenor. The story is told

in half a sentence. The Prince of Este has
mariied a laily who was oiicrinally destined

for his favourite natural son. He discovers a

criminal attachment betw<M'ii them ; and puts
ihn issue and the invader of his bed to death.

before the face of hia unhappy paramour.
There is too much of honor perhaps, in the

circum.stances; but the writing is beautifut

throughout ;
and the whole wrapped in a rich

and redundant veil of poetry, where every-

thing breathes the pure essence of genius and

sensibility. The opening verses, though soft

and voluptuous, ate tinged with the same
shade of sorrow which gives its character and

harmony to the whole poem.
"

It is the hour when from the boughs.
The nightnigale's high note is heard;
It is the hour when lovers' vows
Seem sweet in every whisper'd word ;

And gentle winds, and waters near,

Make music to the lonely ear !

Each flower the dews have lightly wet ;

And in the sky the stars are met,
And on ihe wave is deeper blue,

And on the leaf a browner hue.

And in the heaven that clear obscure,
So softly dark, and darkly pure,
Which follows the decline of day,
As twilight melts beneath the moon away.
But it is not lo list to the waterfall

That Parisina leoves her hall, &,c.

" With many a hng'ring look they leave

The spot of guilty gladness past !

And though they hope and vow, they grieve,
As if that parting were the last.

The freiiuent sigh
— the long embrace—

'TIk; lip that there would cling forever.
While gleams on Parisina's lace

The Heaven she fears will not forgive her !

As if each calmly conscious star

Beheld her Irailiy from afar."

The arraignment and condemnation of the

guilty pair, with the bold, high-toned, and yet

temperate defence of the son, are managed
with adiTiitable talent

;
and yet are less touch-

ing than the mute despair of the fallen beauty,
who stands in speechless agony beside him.

" Those lids o'er which the violet vein—
Wandering, leaves a tender slain.

Shining through the smoothest while

That e'er did softest kiss inviie—
Now sccm'd with hot and livid glow
To press, not shade, the orbs below;
Which glance so heavily, and fill.

As tear on tear grows gaih'ring still.—
" Nor once did those sweet eyelids close.

Or shade the glance o'er which they rose,

But round their orbs of deepest blue

The circling white dilated grew—
And there with glassy gaze she stood

As ice were in her curdled blood ;

But every now and then a tear

So large and slowly gather'd, slid

From the long dark fringe of that fair lid,

It was a thing to see, not hear !

To speak she thought
—ihe imperfect note

Was chok'd within her swelling throat,

Yet seem'd in that low hollow groan
Her whole heart gushing in the tone.

It ceas'd—again she thought to speak
Then burst her voice in one long shriek.

And to the earth she fell, like stone

Or statue from its base o'erthrown."

The grand part of this poem, however, is

that which describes the execution of the

rival .'on
;
and in which, though there is no

pomp, either of language or of sentiment, and

every thing, on the contrary, is conceived and

expressed with studied simyjlicity and direct-

ness, there is a spirit of pathos and poetry lo
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which it would n )t be easy to find many pa-
<3llels.

The Convent hp\ls are rinsing !

But mournfully and slow ;

In the grey square turret swinging,
Willi a deep sound, to and fro !

Heavily to the heart they go !

Hark ! the hymn is singing I
—

The song for the dead below,
Or the living who shortly shall be so !

For a departing Being's soul [knoll :

The deaih-hymn peals and the hollow bells

He is near his mortal goal;
Kneeling at the Friar's knee ;

Sad to hear—and piteous lo see!—
Kneeling on ihe bare cold ground.
With the block before and the guards around—
While the crowd in a speechless circle giiher
To see the Son fall by the dootn of the Father !

"
It is a lovely hour as yet

Before the summer sun shall set,

Which rose upon that heavy day,
And mock'd it with his steadiest ray ;

And his evening beams are shed
Full on Hugo's fated head !

As his last confession pouring
To the monk, his doom deploring
In penitential holiness.
He bends lo hear his accents bliss

With absolution such as may
Wipe our morial siains away !

That high sun on his head did glisten
As he there did bow and listen !

And the rings of chesnut hair

Curled half-down his neck so bare ;

Bat brighter still the beam was thrown

Upon the axe which near him shone
With a clear and ghastly glitter !

Oh ! that parting hour was bitter!

Even the stern stood chill'd with awe :

Dark the crime, and just the law—
Yet they shadder'd as they saw.
" The parting prayers arc said and over

Of that false son—aad daring lover !

His beads and sins are all recounted ;

His hours to their last minute mounted—
His mantling cloak before was stripp'd,
His bright brown locks must now be clipp'd !

'Tis done—all closely are they shorn—
The vest which till this moment worn—
The scarf which Parisina gave

—
Must not adorn him to the grave.
Even that must now be thrown aside,
And o'er his eyes the kerchief tied ;

But no—that last indignity
Shall ne'er approach his haughty eye.
' No !

—
yours my forfeit blood and breath—

These hands are chain'd—but let me die

At least with an unshackled eye—
Strike !'

—and. as the word he said,

Upon the block he bow'd his head ;

These the last accents Hugo spoke :

' Strike !'
—and flashing tell the stroke I

—
RoU'd the head—and, gushing, sunk
Back the stain'd and heaving trunk,
In the dust,—which each deep vein
Slak'd with its ensanguin'd rain !

His eyes and lips a moment quiver,
Convuls'd and quick

—then fix for ever."

Of the Hebrew melodies—the Ode to Na-

poleon, and some other smaller pieces that

appeared about the same time, we shall not

now stop to say anything. They are ob-

viously inferior to the works we have been

noticing, and are about to notice, both in

general interest, and in power of poetry
—

though some of them, and the Hebrew melo-
dies especially, display a skill in versificalion,

raised an inferior artist to i.\e very summit of

distinction.

'''Of the verses entitled, "Fare thee well,"
—

and some others of a similar character, we
shall sav nothing but that, in spite of their

beauty, it is painful to read them—and infi-

nitely to be regretted that ihey should have
been given to the public. It would be a piece
of idle affectation to consider thetn as mere
effusions of fancy, or to pretend ignorance of

the subjects to which they relate—and with

the knowledge which all the world has of

these subjects, we must say, that not even
the example of Lord Byron, himself, can per-
suade us that they are fit for public discussion.

We come, therefore, to the consideration of

the noble author's most recent publications.

The most considerable of the.se, is the Third

Canto of Childe Harold
;
a woik which has

the disadvantage of all continuations, in ad-

milting of little absolute novelty in the plan
of the work or the cast of its character, and

must, besides, remind all Lord Byron's readers

of the e.xtraoidinary effect produced by the

sudden blazing forth of his genius, upon their

first introduction to that title. In spite of all

this, however, we are persuaded that this

Third Part of the poem will not be pronounced
inferior to either of the former: and, we think,
will probably be ranked above them by those

who have been most delighted with the whole.

The great success of this singular pioduction,

indeed, has alwajs appeared to us an extraor-

dinary proof of its merits; for, with all its

genius, it does not belong to a sort of poetry
that rises easily to popularity.

—It has no story
or action—ver)* little variety of character—
and a great deal of reasoning and reflection

of no very attractive tenor. It is substantially
a contemplative and ethical work, divt^rsified

with fine description, and adorned or over-

shaded by the perpetual presence of one em-

phatic person, who is sometimes the author,
and sometirnes the object, of the reflections

on which the interest is chiefly rested. It

required, no doubt, great force of writing, and
a decided tone of originality to recommend a

performance of this sort so powerfully as thia

has been recommended to public notice and
admiration—and those high characteristics

belong perhaps still more eminently lo the

part that is now before us, than to any of the

former. There is the same stern atid lofty
disdain of mankind, and their orditiary pur-
suits and enjoyments; with the same bright

gaze on nature, and the same magic power
of giving interest and effect to her delinea-

tions—but mixed up, we think, with deeper
and more matured reflections, and a more in-

tense sensibility to all that is grand or lovely
in the external world.—Harold, in short, is

somewhat older since he last appeared upon
the scene—and while the vigour of his intel-

lect has been confirmed, and his confidence

in his own opinions increased, his mind has
also become mote sensitive; and his misan-

thropy, thus softened over by habits of calmer

contemplation, appears less active and impa
and a mastery in diction, which would have tient, even although more deeply rooted than
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before. Uiidoubtt'dly the finest part? of the

poem before us, tire those which thus embody
the weight of his moral seiitiniciits ; or dis-

close the lofty pymiKithy whicli binds the

despiser of Man to the {liorious aspects of

Nature. It is in these, we think, that the great
attractioiisof tlie work consist, and the strength
of the author's genius is seen. The narrative

and mere description are of far inferior in-

terest. With reference to the sentiments and

opinions, however, which thus give its dis-

tinguishing character to the piece, we must

say, that it seems no longer possible to ascribe

them to the ideal person whose name it bears,
or to any other than the author himself.—
Lord Hyron, we think, has formerly complain-
ed of those who identified him with his hero,
Or supposed that Harold was but the expositor
of his own feelings and opinions;

—and in

noticing-the former portions of the work, we
thought it unbecoming to give any counte-
nance to such a supposition.

—In this last part,

however, it is really impracticable to distin-

gfuish them.—Not only do the author and his

hero travel and reflect together,
—

but, in truth,
we scarcely ever have any distinct intimation
to which of them the sentiments so energeti-

cally expressed are to be ascribed
]
and in

those which are unequivocally given as those
of the noble author himself, there is the very
same tone of misanthropy, sadness, and scorn,
which we were formerly willing to regard as
a part of the assumed costume of the Childe.
We are far from supposing, indeed, that Lord

Byron would disavow any of these sentiments;
and though there are some which we must
ever think it most unfortunate to entertain,
and others which it appears improper to have

published, the greater part are admirable, and
cannot be perused without emotion, even by
those to whom they may appear erroneous.
The poem opens with a burst of grand poe-

try, and lofty and impetuous feeling, in which
the author speaks undisguisedly in his own
person.

" Once more upon tlie waters ! yet once more !

And ilie waves bound beneath nie, as a steed
That knows iiis rider. Welcome, to their roar!
Swift be tiieir guidance, wheresoe'er it lead !

Tho\!gh the sirain'd masi should quiver as a reed,
Arid the rent canvass fluttering strew the gale,
Still must I on ; for I am as a weed.
Flung from the rock, on Ocean's foam, to sail

Where'er the surge may sweep, the tempest's
breath prevail.

"
III my youth's summer, I did sing of One,
The wand'ring outlaw of his own dark mind;
Again I seize the theme then but begun.
And bear it with me. as the rushing wind
Bear.s the cloud onwards. In that tale I find
The furrows of long thought, and dried-up tears.
Which, ebbing, leave a sterile track behind,
O'er which all heavily the journeying years

Plod the last sands of life,
—where iiot a flower

appears.

" Since my young days of passion—^joy, or pain,
Perchance my heart and harp have lost a string,
And both may jar. It may be, that in vain
T wouVl essay, as I have sung to sing.
^""et. ..'i- ,<gh a dreary strain, to this I cling ;

So that 1, wean me from the weary dream
Of selfish giiefor gladness 1

—so it fling

Forgetfulness around me— it shall seem,
To me, though to none else, a not ungrateful

theme."

After a good deal more in the same Blraii),
he proceeds,
" Yet must I think less wildly :—I have thought
Too long and darkly ;

till my brain became
In its own eddy boiling and o'erwrought,
A whirling gulf of phantasy and (lame :

And thus, untaught in youth my heart to tame,
My springs of life were poison'd."

—
"
Something mo much of this:—but now 'tis past,
And the spell closes with its silent seal I

Long absent Harold re-appears at last."

The character and feelings of this unjoyous
personage are then depicted with great force

and fondness;—and at last he is placed upon
the plain of Waterloo.

" In '

pride of place' where late the Eagle flew,
Then tore with bloodv talon the rent plain,
Pierc'd by the shaft of banded nations through!"—

" Fit retribution ! Gaul may champ the bit

And foam in fetters;—but is Earth more free t

Did nations combat to make One submit ;

Or lea-iue to teach all kings true sovereignty t

What ! shall reviving Thraldom again be
The patch'd-up idol of enlighten'd days?
Shall we, who struck the Lion down, shall we
Pay the Wolf homage ?"

"
If not, o'er one fall'n despot boast no more !"

There can be no more remarkable proof of
the greatness of Lord Byron's genius than the

spirit and interest he has contrived to com-
municate to his picture of the often-drawn and
difficult scene of the breaking up from Brus-
sels before the great battle. It is a trite

remark, that poets generally fail in the repre-
sentation of great events, when the interest

is recent, and the particulars are consequently
clearly and coinmoidy known : and the reason
is obvious : For as it is the object of poetry to

make us feel for distant or imaginary occur-
rences nearly as strongly as if they were pre-
sent and real, it is plain that there is no scope
for her enchantments, where the impressive
reality, with all its vast preponderance of inter-

est, is already before us, and where the con-
cern we take in the gazette far outgoes any
emotion that can be conjured up in us by the

help of fine descriptions. It is natural, how-

ever, for the sensitive tribe of poets, to mis-
take the common interest which they then
share with the unpoetical part of their coun-

trymen, for a vocation to versify; and so they
proceed to pour out the lukewarm distillations

of their phantasies upon the unchecked effer-

vescence of public feeling 1 All our bards,

accordingly, great and small, and of all sexes,

ages, and professions, from Scott and Southey
down to hundreds without names or additions.

have adventured upon this theme—and failed

in the management of it 1 And while they
yielded to the patriotic impulse, as if they had
all caught the inspiring summons-;-

" Let those rhvme now who never rhym'd before,
And those who always rhyme, rhyme now the

more—"

The result has been, that scarcely a line to

be remenbered had been produced ou a sub-
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ject which probably was thought, of itself, a

secure passport to immortahty. It required
some courage to venture on a theme beset

with so many dangers, and deformed with the

wrecks of so many former adventurers •—and
a theme, too, which, in its general conception,

appeared alien to the prevailing tone of Lord

Byron's poetry. See, however, with what

easy strength he enters upon it. and with how
much grace he gradually finds his way back
to liis own peculiar vein of sentiment and
diction.

" There was a sound of revelry by night ;

And Belgium's capital had gather'd then

Her beauty and her chivalry ; and bright
The lamps shone o'er fair women and brave men.
A thousand hearts beat happily ;

and when
Music arose with its voluptuous swell,
Soft eyes look'd love to eyes which spake again,
And all went merry as a marriage bell ;

But hush I hai k ! a deep sound strikes like a rising
knell!"

" Ah ! then and there was hurrying to and fro,

And gat h' ring tears, and tremblings of distress,

And cheeks all pale, which but an hour ago
Blush'd at the praise of their own loveliness;
And there were sudden partings; such as press
The life from out young hearts ;

and choking sighs
"Which ne'er might be repeated :

—who could

guess
If ever more should meet those mutual eyes.

Since upon nights so sweet such awful morn could

rise ?

" And there was mounting in hot haste : the steed,
The must'ring squadron, and the clatt'ring car,
Went pouring forward with impetuous speed.
And swiftly forming in the ranks of war;
And the deep thunder, peal on peal afar;

And near, the beat of the alarming drum
Rous' d up the soldier ere the morning star.

" And Ardennes waves above them her green
leaves,

Dewy with Nature's tear-drops, as they pass!

Grieving, if aught inanimate e'er grieves.
Over the unreturning brave,—alas 1

Ere evening to be trodden like the grass
Which now beneath them, but above shall grow
In its next verdure ! when this fiery mass
Of living valour, rolling on the foe [and low."

And burmng with high hope, shall moulder cold

After some brief commemoration of the

worth ami valour that fell in that bloody field,

the author turns to the many hopeless mourn-
ers that survive to lament their extinction

;
the

many broken-hearted families, whose incura-

ble sorrow is enhanced by the national ex-

ultation that still points, with importunate joy,
to the scene of their destruction. There is a

richness and energy in the following passage
which is peculiar to Lord Byron, among all

modern poets,
—a throng of glowing images,

poured forth at once, with a facility and pro-
fusion which must appear mere w^astefulness

to more economical writers, and a certain

negligence and harshness of diction, which
can belong only to an author who is oppressed
with the exuberance and rapidity of his con-

ceptions.
" The Archangel's trump, not Glory's, must awake
Those whom they thirst for! though the sound

of P'ame

May for a moment soothe, it cannot slake

The fever of vain longing ;
and the name

So honour'd but assumes a stronger, bitterer claim.
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"
They mourn, but smile at iCngth ; and, smiling
The tree will wither long betbru it tall

; [mourn
The hull drives on, though mast atid sail be lorn .

The roof-tree sinks, but moulders on the hall

In massy hoariness
;
the ruin'd wall

Stands when Us wind-worn battlements are gonfl ;

The bars survive the captive they enthral;
The day drags through, though storms keep out

the sun ;

And thus the heart will break, yet brokenly live on:
" Even as a broken mirror, which the glass

In every fragment multiplies; and makes
A thousand images of one that was.
The same, and still the more, the more it breaks ;

And thus the heart will do which not forsakes,

Living in shattcr'd guise, and still, and cold.
And bloodless, with its sleepless sorrow aches.
Yet withers on till all without is old, [told."

Showing no visible sign,
—for such things are un-

There is next an apostrophe to Napoleon,
graduating into a series of general reflections,

expressed with infinite beauty and earnest-

ness, and illustrated by another cluster of

magical images;
—but breathing the very es-

sence of misanthropical disdain, and embody-
ing opinions which we conceive not to be less

erroneous than revolting. After noticing the

strange combination of grandeur and littleness

which seemed to form the character of that

greatest of all captains and conquerors, the

author proceeds,
" Yet svell thy soul hath brook'd the turning tide

With that untaught itmate philosophy,
Which, be it wisdom, coldness, or deep pride,
Is gall and wormwood to an enemy.
When the whole host of hatred stood hard by.
To watch and mock thee shrinking, thou nast

With a sedate and all-enduring eye ;

—
[smil'd

When fortune fled her spoil'd and favourite child,
He stood unbow'd beneath the ills upon him pil'd.

Sager than in thy fortunes : For in them
Ambition steel'd thee on too far to show
That just ha^'itual scorn which could contemn
Men and their inoughts. 'Twas wise to feel; not so

To wear it ever on thy lip and brow.
And spurn the instnimenis thou wert to use
Till they were turn'd unto thine overthrow:
'Tis but a worthless world to win or lose !

—
So hath it prov'd to thee, and all such lot who choose.

But quiet to quick bosoms is a hell.

And there haih been thy bane ! There is a fire

And motion of the soul which will not dwell
In its own narrosv being, but aspire

Beyond the fitting medium of desire ;

And, but once kindled, quenchless evermore,
Preys upon high adventure; nor can tire

Of aught but rest
;
a fever at the core.

Fatal to him who bears, to all who ever bore.

This makes the madmen, who have made men
By their contagion ; Conquerors and Kings, [mad
Founders of sects and systems,

—to whom add

Sophists, Bards, Statesmen, all unquiet things,
Which stir too strongly the soul's secret springs,
And are themselves the fools to those they fool ;

Envied, yet how unenviable ! what stings
Are theirs ! One breast laid open were a sohool

Which would unteach mankind the lust to shine or

rule:

Their breath is agitation ;
and their life,

A storm whereon they ride, to sink at last ;

And yet so nurs'd and bigotted to strife

That should their days, surviving perils past,

Melt to calm twilight, they feel overcast

With sorrow and siipineness, and so die !

Even as a flame unfed, which runs to waste
With its own flickering ;

or a sword laid by
Which eats iiuo itself, and rusts ingloriously.
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He who ascends to mountain-tops, shall find

The lotiiesi peaks most wrnpt in clouds and snow;
He who surpasnet or suhdui's mnnkiiid,
Musi look down on the hale of those below.
Thonoh high ahove the sun of glory glow,
And far henealh the earth and ocean spread,
Hound him are icy rocks; and loudly blow

Contending tempests on his naked head, [led."

And thus reward the toils which to those summits

This is splendidly written, no doubt—but

we trust it is not true; and as it is delivered

with much more than poetical earnestness,
and recurSj indeed, in other forms in various

parts of the volume, we must really be allowed

to enter our dissent somewhat at large. With

regard to conquerors, we wish with all our

hearts that the case were as the noble author

represents it : but we greatly fear they are

Deither half so unhappy, nor half so much
hated as they should be. On the contrary, it

seems pkiin enough that they are very com-

monly idolised and admired, even by those

on whom they trample ;
and we suspect,

moreover, that in general they actually pass
their time rather agreeably, and derive con-

siderable satisfaction from the ruin and deso-

lation of the world. From Macedonia's mad-
man to the Swede—from Nimrod to Bonaparte,
the hunters of men have pursued their sport
with as much gaiety, and as little remorse, as

the hunters of other animals—and have lived

as cheerily in their days of action, and as

comfortably in their repose, as the followers

of better pursuits. For this, and for the fame
which they have generally enjoyed, they are

obviously indebted to the great interests con-

nected with their employment, and the men-
tal excitement which belongs to its hopes and
hazards. It would be strange, therefore, if

the other active, but more innocent spirits,

whom Lord Byron has here placed in the

same predicament, and who share all their

sources of enjoyment, without the guilt and
the hardness which they cannot fail of con-

tracting, should be more miserable or more
unfriended than those splendid curses of their

kind :
—And it would be passing strange, and

pitiful, if the most precious gifts of Providence
should produce only unhappiness, and man-
kind regard with hostility their greatest bene-
factors.

We do not believe in any such prodigies.
Great vanity and ambition may indeed lead

to feverish and restless efforts—to jealousies,
to hate, and to mortification—but these are

only their effects when united to inferior

abilities. It is not those,, in short, who ac-

tually surpass mankind, that are unhappy:
but those who struggle in vain to surpass
them : Ami this moody temper, which eats

into itself from within, and provokes fair and
unfair opposition from without, is generally
the result of pretensions which outgo the

merits by which they are supported
—and dis-

appointmeiits. that may be clearly traced, not

to the excess of genius, but its defect.

It will be found, we believe, accordingly,
that the master spirits of their ajre have al-

ways escaped the unhappiness which is here

supposed to be the inevitable lot of extraordi-

nary talents
;
and that this strange tax upon

genius has only beer, leried from thow wh«
^Id the secondary shares of it. Men of truly
great powers of mind have generally been

cheerful, social, and indulgent; while a ten-

dency to sentimental whining, or fierce mtol'

erance, may be ranked among the surest

symptoms of little souls and inferior intel-

lects. In the whole list of our English poets,
we can only remember Shenstone and Savage—

two, certainly, of the lowest—who were
querulous and discontented. Cowley, indeed,
used to call himself melancholy ;

—but he waa
not in earnest

; and, at any rate, was full of

conceits and affectations
;
and has nothing to

make us proud of him. Shakespeare, the

greatest of them all. was evidently of a free

and joyous temperament ;

—and so was Chau-

cer, their common master. The same dis-

position appears to have predominated in

Fletcher, Jonson, and their great contempor
raries. The genius of Milton partook some-

thing of the austerity of the party to which he

belonged, and of the controversies in which
he was involved

;
but even when fallen on

evil days and evil tongTies, bis spirit seems to

have retained its serenity as well as its dig-

nity; and in his private life, as well as in his

poetry, the majesty of a high character is

tempered with great sweetness, genial indul-

gences, and practical wisdom. In the suc-

ceeding age our poets were but too gay ;
and

though we forbear to speak of living authors,
we know enough of them to say with confi-

dence, that to be miserable or to be hated is

not now, any more than heretofore, the com-
mon lot of those who excel.

If this, however, be the case with poets,

confessedly the most irritable and fantastic

of all men of genius
—and of poets, too, bred

and born in the gloomy climate of England,
it is not likely that those who have surpassea
their fellows in other ways, or in other regions,
have been more distinguished for unhappiness.
Were Socrates and Plato, the greatest philoso-

phers of antiquity, remarkable for unsocial

or gloomy tempers ?—was Bacon, the greatest
in modern times 1—was Sir Thomas More—
or Erasmus—or Hume—or Voltaire?—was
Newton— or Fenelon ?—was Francis I., or

Henry IV., the paragon of kings and conquer-
ors?—was Fox, the most ardent, and, in the

vulgar sense, the least successful of states-

men 1 These, and men like these, are un-

doubtedly the lights and the boast of the

world. Vet there was no alloy of misan

thropy or gloom in their genius. They di •

not disdain the men they had suiT^assed ;
aiiU

neither feared nor experienced their hostility.
Some detractors they might have, from envy
or misapprehension ; but, beyond all doubt,

the prevailing sentiments in respect to them
have always been those of gratitude and ad-

miration
; and the error of public judgment,

where it has erred, has much oftener been to

overrate than to undervalue the merits of

those who had claims on their good opinion.
On the whole, we are far from thinking that

eminent men are actually happier than those

who glide through life in peaceful obscurity :

But it is their eminence, arid the consequences
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of It,
rather than the mental superiority by

^»hich it is obtained, that interferes with their

enjojTnent. Distinction, however won, usually
leads to a passion for more distinction

;
and is

apt to engage us in laborious efforts and anx-

ious undertakings : and those, even when suc-

cessful, seldom repay, in our judgment at

least, the ease, the leisure, and tranquillity,
of which they require the sacrifice : but it

really passes our imagination to conceive, that

the very highest degrees of intellectual vigour,
or fancy, or sensibility, should of themselves

be productive either of uiihappiness or general
dislike.

Harold and his poet next move along the

lovely banks of the Rhine, to which, and all

their associated emotions, due honour is paid
in various powerful stanzas. We pass on,

however, to the still more attractive scenes

of Switzerland. The opening is of suitable

grandeur.
*' But these recede. Above me are the Alps,
The palaces ot Nature, whose vast walls

Have pinnacled in clouds their snowy scalps,
And throned Eternity in icy halls,

Of cold sublimity, where forms and falla

The avalanche—the thunderbolt of snow !

All that expands the spirit, yet appnis,
Gather around these summits, as to show

How Earth may pierce to Heaven, yet leave vain

man below."

On this magnificent threshold, the poet

pauses, to honour the patriot field of Morat,
and the shrine of the priestess of Aventicum;
and then, in congratulating himself on his

solitude, once more moralises his song with

something of an apology for its more bitter

misanthropies.

"To fly from, need not be to hate mankind;
All are not fit with them to stir and toil,

Nor is it discontent to keep the mind

Deep in its fountain, lest it overboil

In the hot throng," &.c.

" The race of life becomes a hopeless flight

To those that walk in darkness ; on the sea.

The boldest steer but where their ports invite,

But there are wanderers o'er Eternity [shall be.

Whose bark drives on and on, and anchor'd ne'er

Is it not better, then, to be alone.
And love Earth only for its earthly sake?

By the blue rushing ol the arrowy Rhone,
Or the pure bosom of its nursing lake.
Which feeds it as a mother who doth make
A fair but froward infant her own care.

Kissing its cries away as these awake."

The cliffs of Meillerie. and the groves
of Clarens of course, conjure up the shade
of Rousseau

;
whom he characterise.s very

.strongly, but charitably, in several enchant-

ing stanzas;
—one or two of which we shall

cite as a specimen of the kindred rapture
with which the Poet here honours the Apostle
of Love.

" His love was passion's essence ! As a tree

On fire by lightning, with ethereal flame

Kindled he was, and blasted ;
for to be

Thus, and enamo\ir'd, were in him the same.
But his was not the love of living dame,
Nor of the dead who rise upon our dreams,
But of ideal beauty ;

which became
In him existence, and o'erflowing teems [seems.

ong his burning page, disteniper'd though it

This breath'd itself to life in Julie, this

Invested her with all that's wild and sweet," &.C.

"Clarens! sweet Clarens, birth-place of deep
Love !

Thine air is the young breath of passionate

thought!
Thy trees take root in Love ;

the snows above

The veiy Glaciers have his colours caught.
And sun-set into rose-hues sees them wrought

By rays which sleep there lovingly ! The rocks,

The permanent crags, tell here of Love ; who
sought

In them a refuge from the worldly shocks,

Which stir and sting the soul with hope that woos,
then mocks.

" All things are here of him ; from the black pines,

Which are his shade on high, and the loud roar

Of torrents, where he lisieneth, to the vines

Which slope his green path downward to the

shore,
Where the bow'd waters meet him, and adore,

Kissing his I'eet with murmurs; and the wood.
The covert of old trees, with trunks all hoar.

But light leaves, young as joy, stands where it

stood,

Offering to him and his, a populous sohtude."

Our readers may think, perhaps, that there

is too much sentiment and reflection in these

extracts; and wish for the relief of a little

narrative or description : but the truth is, that

there is no narrative in the poem, and that all

the descriptions are blended with the expres-
sion of deep emotion. The following picture,

however, of an evening calm on the lake of

Geneva, we think, must please even the lov-

ers of pure description
—

"
Clear, placid Leman ! thy contrasted lake.

With the wide world I dwelt in, is a thing
Which warns me, with its stillness, to forsake

Earth's troubled waters for a purer spring.
This quiet sail is a noiseless wing
To wait me from distraction ! Once I lov'd

Torn ocean's roar
;
but thy soft murmuring

Sounds sweet, as if a sister's voice reprov'd.
That I with stern delights should e'er have been

so mov'd.

"
It is the hush of night ; and all between

Thy margin and the mountains, dusk, yet clear,

Mellow'd and mingling, yet distinctly seen.

Save darken'd Jura, whose capt heights appear

Precipitously steep! and drawing near.

There breathes a living fragrance Irom the shore,
Of flowers yet fresh with childhood ; on the ear

Drops the light drip of the suspended oar, [more !

Or chirps the grasshopper one good-night carol

" At intervals, some bird from out the brakes,
Starts into voice a moment, then is still.

'I here seems a floating whisper on tlie hill ;

But that is fancy !
—lor the starlight dews

All silently their tears of love instil,

Weeping themselves away, till they infuse

Deep into nature's breast the spirit of her hues."

The following sketch of a Midsummer
night's thunder storm in the same sublime

region, is still more striking and original
—

" The sky is chang'd !
—and such a change ! Oh

night, [strong!
And s;orm, and darkness, ye are wondrous
Yet lovely in your strength, as is the light
Of a dark eye in woman ! Far along,
From peak to peak, the rattling crags among
Leaps the live thunder ! Not from one lone cloud,
But every mountain now hath fbaiid a tongue.
And Jura answers, through her misty .<-hroud,

Back to the joyous Alps, who call to her aloud .
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" And this ia in the night :—Most glorious night .

Tliou wen not sent lor slumber ! let me be

A sharer in thy
fierce and far delight,

A portion of the tempest and ol thee !

How the lit lake shines, a phosphori<; sea !

And the big rain comes dancing to the earth .

And now again 'tis black,—and now, the glee
_^

Of the loud hills shake with its mounlain-mirth.

In passing Ferncy and Lausanne, there is a

fine account of Voltaire and Gibbon
;
but we

have room for but one more extract, and must

take it from the characteristic reflections with

which the piece is concluded. These, like

most of the preceding, may be thought to

savour too much of egotism: But this is of

the essence of such poetry ;
and if Lord By-

ron had only been happier, or in better hu-

mour with the world, we should have been

delighted with the confidence he has here

reposed in his readers :—as it is,
it sounds too

like the last disdainful address of a man who

is about to quit a world which has ceased to

have any attractions—like the resolute speech
of Pierre—
" For this vile world and I have long been jangling,

And cannot part on better terms than now."—

The reckoning, however, is steadily and

sternly made ;
and though he does not spare

himself, we must say that the world comes

off much the worst in the comparison. The

passage is very singular, and written with

much force and dignity.

" Thus far I have proceeded in a theme

Renew'd with no kind auspices.
—To feel

We are not what we have been, and to deem
We are not what we should be ;—and to steel

The heart asainst itself; and to conceal,

With a prou'd caution, love, or hate, or aught,
—

Passion or feeling, purpose, grief or zeal,
—

Which is the tyrant spirit of our thought,
Is a stern task of soul!—No matter!—it is taught.

'•
I have not lov'd the world—nor the world me !

I have not flatter'd its rank breath ; nor bow'd

To ii8 idolatries a patient knee,—
Nor coin'd my cheek to smiles,

—nor cried aloud

In worship of an echo. In the crowd

They could not deem me one of such ; I stood

Among them, but not of them," &c.

••
I have not lov'd the world, nor the world me '

But let us part fair foes ;
I do believe.

Though I have found them not, that there may he

Words which are things,—hopes which will not de-

And virtues which are merciful, nor weave [ceive

Snares for the failing ! I would also deem
O'er others' griefs that some sincerely grieve ;

That two or one, are almost what they seem,—
That goodness is no name, and happiness no

dream."

The closing stanzas of the poem are ex-

tremely beautiful
;
—but we are immoveable

in the resolution, that no statement of ours

shall ever give additional publicity to the

subjects of which they treat.

We come now to "The Prisoner of Chillon."

It is very sweet and touching
—though we

can afford but a short account of it. Chillon

is a ruined castle on the Lake of Geneva, in

the dungeon of which three gallant brothers

were confined, each chained to a separate

pillar, till, after long years of anguish, the

two younger died, and were buried under the

cold floor of the prison. The eldest was at

length liberated, when worn out with age
and misery

—and is supposed, in his joyless

liberty, to tell, in this poem, the sad story of

his imprisonment. The picture of their first

feelings, when bound apart in this living

tomb, and of the gradual sinking of their

cheery fortitude, is full of pity and agony.

'• We could not move a single pace ;

We could not see each other's face.

But with that pale and livid light

That made us strangers in our sight ;

And thus together-yet apart,

Fetter'd in hand, and pin'd in heart ;

'Twas still some solace in the dearth

Of the pure elements of earth.

To hearken to each other's speech,

And each turn comforter to each,

Wiih some new hope, or legend old,

Or song heroically bold ;

But even these at length grew cold !

Our voices took a dreary tone.

An echo of the dungeon-stone,
A grating sound—not full and free

As ihey of yore were wont to be .

It might be fancy
—but to me

They, never sounded like our own."

The return to the condition of the younger

brother, the blooming Benjamin of the family,

is extremely natural and affectuig.

"
I was the eldest of the three,

And to uphold and cheer the rest,

I ought to do—and did my best ;

And each did well in his degree.

The youngest, whom my father lov'd,

Because our mother's brow wasgiv'n
To him—with eyes as blue as heav'n.

For him my soul was sorely mov'd ;

And truly might it be distrest

To see such bird in such a nest ;

For he was beautiful as day
—

(When day was beautiful to me
As to young eagles, being free)—

And thus he was as pure and bright,

And in his natural spirit gay.
With tears lor nought but other's ills ;

And then they flow'd like mountain rills.

The gentle decay and gradual extinction

of this youngest life, is the most tender and

beautiful passage in the poem.
" But he, the favorite and the flow'r.

Most cherish'd since his natal hour.

His mother's image in fair face,

The infant love of all his race.

His martyr'd father's dearest thought,

il/y latest care, for whom I sought
To hoard my life, that his might be

Less wretched now, and one day free'

He, too, who yet had held untir'd

A spirit natural or inspir'd
—

He, too, was struck ! and day by day
Was withcr'd on the stalk away.
He faded ;

and so calm and meek,
So softly worn, so sweetly weak,

So tearless, yet so tender—kind.

And griev'd for those he left behind ;

With all the while a cheek whose bloom

Was as a mockery of the tomb.

Whose lints as gently sunk away
As a departing rainbow's ray—
An eye of most transparent light,

That almost made the dungeon brig at,

And not a word of murmur ! not

A groan o'er his untimely lot,
—

A httle talk of better days,

A little hope mv own to raise.

For I was sunk in silence—lost

In this last loss, of all the most;
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And tlien the sighs he would suppress
Of fainting nature's feebleness,

More slowly drawn, grew less and less!

I listen'd, but I could not hear!—
I call'd, for I was wild vviih fear;

I call'd, and thought I heard a sound—
I burst my chain with one strong bound,
And rush'd to him !

—
I found him not,

/ only siirr'd in this black spot,

/only liv'd— / only drew
Th' accursed breath of dungeon-dew."

After this last calamity, he is allowed to be
at large in the dungeon.
" And it was liberty to stride

Along my cell from side to side.

And up and down, and then athwart,
And tread it over every part ;

And round the pillars one by one,

Returning where my walk begun,
Avoiding only, as I trod,

My brothers' graves without a sod.'

He climbs up at last to the high chink that

admitted the light to his prison ;
and looks

out once more on the long-remembered face

of nature, and the lofty forms of the eternal

mountains.
"

I saw them—and they were the same,

They were not chang'd like me in frame ;

I saw their thousand years of snow
On high—their wide long lake below,
And the blue Rhone in fullest flow;
I heard the torrents leap and gush
O'er channell'd rock and broken bush;
I saw the whiie-wall'd distant town.
And whiter sails go skimming down;
And then there was a little isle,

Which in my very face did smile.
The only one in view ;

A small green isle ;
it seem'd no more.

Scarce broader than my dungeon floor,

But in it there were three tall trees,

And o'er it blew the mountain breeze,
And by it there were waters flowing.
And on it there were young flow'rs growing.

Of gentle breath and hue.

The fish swam by the castle wall.
And they seem'd joyous, each and all;

The eagle rode the rising blast;

Methought he never flew so fast

As then to me he seem'd to fly."

The rest of the poems in this little volume,
are less amiable—and most of them, we fear,
have a personal and not very charitable ap-

plication. One, entitled ''

Darkness," is free

at least from this imputation. It is a grand
and gloomy sketch of the supposed conse-

quences of the final extinction of the Sun and
the Heavenly bodies—executed, undoubtedly,
with great and fearful force—but with some-

thing of German exaggeration, and a fantas-

tical selection of incidents. The very con-

ception is terrible, above all conception of

known calamity
—and is too oppressive to th&-

imagination, to be contemplated with pleas-

ure, even in the faint reflection of poetry.
" The icy earth

Swung blind and blackening in the moonless air,"

Cities and forests are burnt, for light and
warmth.
" The brows of men by the despairing light
Wore an unearthly aspect, as by fits

The flashes fell upon them ! Some lay down
And hid their eyes and wept ;

and some did rest

'J'hcir chins upon their clenched hands, and smii'd !

And others hurried to and fro, and fed

Their funeral piles with fuel, and look'd up
With mad disquietude on the dull sky,
'I'he pall ot a past world ! and then again
With curses cast them down upon the dust.
And gnash'd their teeth, and howl'd !"

Then they eat each other : and are extin-

guished !

The world was void.
The populous and the powerful was a lump,
Seasonless, hcrbless, treeless, manless, lileless—
A lump of death—a chaos of hard clay !

The rivers, lakes, and ocean all stood still,

And nothing stirr'd within their silent depths ;

Ships sailorless lay rotting on the sea, [dropp'd
And their masts fell down piecemeal : As they
They slept on the abyss without a surge

—
The waves were dead ; the tides were in their grave
The moon their mistress had expir'd before

;

The winds were wither'd in the stagnant air.

And the clouds perish'd ; Darkness had no need
Of aid from them—She was the universe."

There is a poem entitled "The Dream,"
full of living pictures, and written with great
beauty and genius

—but extremely painful—
and abounding with mysteries into which we
have no desire to penetrate.

" The Incant-
ation" and ' Titan" have the same distressing
character—though without the sweetness of

the other. Some stanzas to a nameless friend,
are in a tone of more open misanthropy. This
is a favourable specimen of their tone and

temper.
"
Though human, thou didst not deceive me,
Though woman, thou didst not forsake.

Though lov'd, thou foreborest to grieve me.
Though slander'd, thou never couldst shake,—

Though trusted, thou didst not disclaim me.
Though parted, it was not to fly,

Though watchful, 'twas not to defame me.
Nor mute, that the world might belie."

Beautiful as this poetry is, it is a relief at

last to close the volume. We cannot maintain
our accustomed tone of levity, or even speak
like calm literary judges, in the midst of these

agonising traces of ajvounded and distempered
spirit. Even our admiration is at last swal-
lowed up in a most painful feeling of pity and
of wonder. It is impossible to mistake these
for fictitious sorrows, conjured up for the pur-

pose of poetical effect. There is a dreadful
tone of sincerity, and an energy that cannot
be counterfeited, in the

expression of wretch-
edness and alienation from human kind, which
occurs in every page of this publication ;

and
as the author has at last spoken out in his own
person, and unbosomed his griefs a great deal
too freely to his readers, the offence now
would be to entertain a doubt of their reality.
We certainly have no hope of preaching him
into philanthropy and cheerfulness : but it is

impossible not to mourn over such a catas-

trophe of such a mind; or to see the prodigal

gifts of Nature, Fortune, and Fame, thus
turned to bitterness, without an oppressive
feeling of impatience, mortification, and sur-

prise. Where there are such elements, how-

ever, it is equally impossible to despair that

they may yet enter into happier combinations,—or not to hope this " that puissant spirit"
"
yet shall reascend

Self-rais'd, and repossess ita native seat."

2N
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LiiUa Roolch; an Oriental Romance. By Thomas Moore. 4to. pp. 406. : London: 1817.

There is a great deal of our recent poetry
derived from the East : But this is the finest

Orientalism we have had yet. The land of

the Sun has never shone out so brightly on the

•children of the North—nor the sweets of Asia
been poured forth, nor her gorgeousness dis-

played so profusely to the delighted senses of

Europe. The beauteous forms, the dazzling

Bplendours, the breathing odours of the East,
eeem at last to have found a kindred poet in

that green isle of the West
;
whose Genius

has long been suspected to be derived from a
warmer clime, and now wantons and luxuri-

ates in those voluptuous regioiis, as if it felt

that it had at length regained its native ele-

ment. It is amazing, indeed, how much at

home Mr. Moore seems to be in India, Persia,
and Arabia; and how purely and strictly
Asiatic all the colouring and imagery of his

book appears. He is thoroughly embued with
the character of the scenes to which he trans-

ports
us

;
and yet the extent of his knowledge

IS less wonderful than the dexterity and ap-

parent facility with which he has turned it to

account, in the elucidation and embellishment
of his poetry. There is not, in the volume
now before us, a simile or description, a name,
a trait of history, or allusion of romance which

belongs to European experience ;
or does not

indicate an entire familiarity with the life, the

dead nature, and the learning of the East.

Nor are these barbaric ornaments thinly scat-

tered to make up a show. They are showered

lavishly over all the work
;
and form, perhaps

too much, the staple of the poetry
—and the

riches of that which ia^hiefly distinguished
for its richness.

We would confine this remark, however, to

the descriptions of external objects, and the

allusions to literature and history
—or to what

may be termed the materiel of the poetry be-

fore us. The Characters and Sentiments arp
of a different order. They cannot, indeed, be
eaid to be copies of European nature

;
but they

are still less like that of any other region.

They are, in truth, poetical imaginations;—
but it is to the poetry of rational, honourable,
considerate, and humane Europe, that they
belong—and not to the childishness, cruelty,
and profligacy of Asia. It may seem a harsh
and presumptuous sentence, to some of our

Cosmopolite readers : But from all we have
been able to gather from history or recent ob-

servation, we should be inclined to say that

there was no sound sense, firmness of purpose,
or principled goodness, except among the na-

tives of Europe, and their genuine descendants.
There is something very extraordinary, we

think, in the work before us—and something
which indicates in the author, not only a great
exuberance of talent^ but a very singular con-

'

stitution of genius. While it is more splendid
in imagery

—
(and for the most part in very

good taste)
—more rich in sparkling thoughts

and original conceptions, and more full indeed
I
of exquisite pictures, both of all sorts of beau-

I ties and virtues, and all sorts of sufferings and

crimes, than any other poem that has yet come
before us

;
we rather think we speak the sense

of most readers, when we add, that the effect

of the whole is to mingle a certain feeling of

disappointment with tnat of admiration ! to

excite admiration rather than any warmer
sentiment of delight

—to dazzle, more than to

enchant—and, in the end, more frequently to

startle the fancy, and fatigue the attention, by
the constant succession of glittering images
and high-strained emotions, than to maintain
a rising interest, or Avin a growing sympathy,
by a less profuse or more systematic display
of attractions.

The style is^
on the whole, rather diffuse,

and too unvaried in its character. But its

greatest fault, in our eyes, is the uniformity
of its brilliancy

—the want of plainness, sim-

plicity, and repose. We have heard it observed

by some very zealous admirers of Mr. Moore'a

genius, that you cannot open this book with-
out finding a cluster of beauties in every page.

Now, this is only another way of expressing
what we think its greatest defect. No work,
consisting of many pages, should have detach-
ed and distinguishable beauties in every one
of them. No great work, indeed, should have

viany beauties : If it were perfect, it would
have but one ; and that but faintly perceptible,

except on a view of the whole. Look, for ex-

ample, at what is perhaps the most finished

and exquisite production of human art—the

design and elevation of a Grecian temple, in

its old severe simplicity. What penury of

ornament—what rejection of beauties of de-

tail !
—what masses of plain surface—what

rigid economical limitation to the useful and
the necessary ! The cottage of a peasant is

scarcely more simple in its structure, and has
not fewer parts that are superfluous. Yet
what grandeur—what elegance—what grace
and completeness in the effect ! The whole is

beautiful—because the beauty is in the whole :

But there is little merit in any of the parts,

except that of fitness and careful finishing.
Contrast this, now, with a Dutch pleasure-

house, or a Chinese—where every part is

meant to be separately beautiful—and the re-

sult is deformity !
—where there is not an inch g

of the surface that is not brilliant with varied 1
colour, and rough with curves and angles,

—
and where the effect of the whole is monstrous
and offensive. We are as far as possible from

meaning to insinuate that Mr. Moore's poetry
is of this description. On the contrary, we
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think his ornaments are, for the most part,

truly and exquisitely beautiful; and the gene-
ral design of his pieces very elegant and in-

genious : All that we mean to say is, that

there is too much ornament—too many insu-

lated and independent beauties—and that the

notice, and the very admiration they excite,

hurt the interest of the general design ;
ana

not only withdraw our attention too importu-
nately from

it,
but at last weary it out with

their perpetual recurrence.

It seems to be a law of our intellectual con-

stitution, that the powers of taste cannot be

permanently gratified, except by some sustain-

ed or continuous emotion
;
and that a series,

even of the most agreeable excitements, soon
ceases, if broken and disconnected, to give any
pleasure. No conversation fatigues so soon as
that which is made up of points and epigrams;
and the accomplished rhetorician, who

could not ope
His mouth, but out there flew a trope,"

must have been a most intolerable companion.
There are some things, too, that seem so plainly
intended for ornaments and seasonings only,
that they are only agreeable, when sprinkled in

moderation over a plainer medium. No one
would like to make an entire meal on sauce pi-

quanie ; or to appear in a dress crusted over with
diamonds

)
or to pass a day in a steam of rich

distilled perfumes. It is the same with the

glittering ornaments of poetry
—with splendid

metaphors and ingenious allusions, and all the

figures of speech and of thought that consti-

tute its outward pomp and glory. Now, Mr.

Moore, it appears to us, is decidedly too lavish

of his gems and sweets;
—he labours under a

plethora of wit and imagination—impairs his

credit by the palpable exuberance of his pos-

sessions, and would be richer with half his

wealth. His works are not only of costly ma-
terial and graceful design, but they are every-
where glistening with small beauties and tran-

sitory inspirations
—sudden flashes of fancy,

that blaze out and perish; like earth-born

meteors that crackle in the lower sky, and un-

seasonably divert our eyes from the great and

lofty bodies which pursue their harmonious
courses in a serener region.
We have spoken of these as faults of style :

But they could scarcely have existed in the

style, without going deeper; and though they
first strike us as qualities of the composition
only, we find, upon a little reflection, that the

same general character belongs to the fable,

the characters, and the sentiments,
—that they

all sin alike in the excess of their means of

attraction,
—and fail to interest, chiefly by

being too interesting.
In order to avoid the debasement of ordi-

nary or familiar life, the author has soared to

a region beyond the comprehension of most
of his readers. All his personages are so very
beautiful, and brave, and agonising

—so totally

wrapt up in the exaltation of their vehement
emotions, and withal so lofty in rank, and so

sumptuous and magnificent in all that relates

to their external condition, that the herd of

ordijiar}' mortals can scarcely venture to con-

ceive of their proceedings, or to s}'mpathise

freely with their fortinies. The disasters to

which they are exposed, and the designs in

which they are engaged, are of the same am
bitious and exaggerated character; and all

are involved in so much pomp, and splendour,
and luxury, and the description of their ex-

treme grandeur and elegance forms so con-

siderable a part of the whole work, that the

less sublime portion of the species can with

difficulty presume to judge of them, or to en-

ter into the concernments of such very exqui-
site persons. The incidents, in like manner,
are so prodigiously moving, so excessively

improbable, and so terribly critical, that we
have the same difficulty of raising our senti-

ments to the proper pitch for them
;

—
and,

finding it impossible to sympathise as we
ought to do with such portentous occurrences,
are sometimes tempted to withhold our sym-
pathy altogether, and to seek for its objects

among more familiar adventures. Scenes of

voluptuous splendour and ecstasy alternate

suddenly with agonising separations, atrocious

crimes, and tremendous sufferings:
—

battles,

incredibly fierce and sanguinary, follow close

on entertainments incredibly sumptuous and

elegant ;

—terrific tempests are succeeded by
delicious calms at sea : and the land scenes
are divided between horrible chasms and pre-

cipices, and vales and gardens rich in eternal

blooms, and glittering with palaces and tem-

ples
—Avhile the interest of the story is main-

tained by instruments and agents of no less

potency than insanity, blasphemy, poisonings,

religious hatred, national antipathy, demoni-
acal misanthropy, and devoted love.

We are aware that, in objecting to a work
like this, that it is made up of such materials,
we may seem to be objecting that it is made
of the elements of poetry,

—since it is no doubt

true, that it is by the use of such materials

that poetry is substantially distinguishe J from

prose, and that it is to them it is indebted for

all that is peculiar in the delight and the in-

terest it inspires : and it may seem a little

unreasonable to complain of a poet, that he
treats us with the essence of poetry. We have

already hinted, however, that it is not advisa-

ble to five entirely on essences; and our ob-

jection goes not only to the excessive strength
of the emotions that are sought to be raised,
but to the violence of their transitions, and the

want of continuity in the train of feeling that

is produced. It may not be amiss, however,
to add a word or two more of explanation.

In the
_/?r.s? place, then, if we consider bow

1he fact stands, we shall find that all the great

poets, and, in an especial manner, all the

poets who chain down the attention of their

readers, and maintain a mterest

through a long series of narrations, have been
remarkable for the occasional familiarity, and
even homeliness, of many of their incidents,
characters and sentiments. This is the dis-

tinguishing feature in Homer. Chancer, Ari-

osto, Shakespeare, Dryden, Scott—and will b©
found to occur, we believe, in all poetry that

has been long and extensively popular ;
or that

is capable of pleasing very strongly, or stirring
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very deeply, the common sensibilities of our

nature. VVe need scarcely make an excep-
tion for the lofty Lyric, which is so far from

being generally attractive, that it is not even

intelligible, except to a studious few—or for

those solemn and devotional strains which de-

riTe their interest from a still higher princi-

ple : But in all narrative poetry
—in all long

pieces made up of descriptions and adven-

tures, it seems hitherto to have been an indis-

pensable condition of their success, that most
of the persons and events should bear a con-

siderable resemblance to those which we meet
with in ordinary life; and, though more ani-

mated and important than to be of daily oc-

currence, should not be immeasurably exalted

above the common standard of human fortune

and character.

It. should be almost enough to settle the

question, that such is the fact—and that no
narrative poetry has ever excited a great in-

terest, where the persons were too much puri-
fied from the vulgar infirmities of our nature,
or the incidents too thoroughly purged of all

that is ordinary or familiar. But the slightest
reflection upon the feelings with which we
read such poetry, must satisfy us as to the

reason of our disappointment. It may be told

in two words. Writings of this kind revolt by
their improbability; and fatigue, by offering
no points upon which our sympathies can

readily attach.—Two things are necessary to

give a fictitious narrative a deep and com-

manding interest
; first, that we should believe

that such things might have happened; and

secondly, that they might have happened to

ourselves, or to such persons as ourselves.

But, in reading the ambitious and overwrought
poetry of which we have been speaking, we
feel perpetually, that there could have been
no such people, and no such occurrences as

we are there called upon to feel for
;
and that

it is impossible for us, at all events, to have
ir.ucii ccncern about beings vvhose principles
of action are so remote from our own, and who
are placed in situations to which we have never
known any parallel. It is no doubt true, that

all stories that interest us must represent pas-
sions of a higher pitch, and events of a more

extraordinary nature than occur in common
life; and that it is in consequence of rising
thus sensibly above its level, that they become

objects of interest and attention. But, in order
that this very elevation may be felt, and pro-
duce its effect, the story must itself, in other

places, give us the known and ordinary level,

and, by a thousand adaptations and traits of

universal nature, make us feel, that the char--

acters which become every now and then the

objects of our intense sympathy and admira-

tion, in great emergencies, and under the in-

fluence of rare but conceivable excitements,
are, after all, our fellow creatures—made of

the same flesh and blood with ourselves, and

acting, and acted upon, by the common prin--

ciples of our nature. Without this, indeed,
the effect of their sufferings and exploits
vrDi.d be entirely lost upon us

;
as we should

be witnout any scale by which to estimate the

magnitude of the temptations they had to re-

sist, or the energies they had e.terted. To
make us aware of the altitude of a mountain,
it is absolutely necessary to show us the plain
from which it ascends. If we are allowed to

see nothing but the table land at the top, the
efTect will be no greater than if we had re-

mained on the humble level of the shore—

except that it will be more lonely, bleak, and

inhospitable. And thus it
is,

that by ex-

aggerating the heroic qualities of heroes, they
become as uninteresting as if they had no
such qualities

—that by striking out those

weaknesses and vulgar infirmities which

identify them with ordinary mortals, they not

only cease to interest ordi^iary mortals, but even
to excite their admiration or surprise ;

and ap-

pear merely as strange inconceivable beings,
in whom superhuman energy and refinement
are no more to be wondered at, than the power
of flying in an eagle, or of fasting in a snake.
The wise ancient who observed, that being

a man himself, he could not but take an inter-

est in every thing that related to man—might
have confirmed his character for wisdom, by
adding, that for the same reason he could take
no interest in any thing else. There is noth-

ing, after all, that we ever truly care for, but
the feelings of creatures like ourselves :

—and
we are obliged to lend them to the floweA
and the brooks of the valley, and the stars and
airs of heaven, before we can take any delight
in them. With sentient behigs the case is

more obviously the same. By Avhatever

names we may call them, or with whatever
fantastic attributes we may please to invest

them, still we comprehend, and concern our-

selves about them, only in so far as they re-

semble ourselves. All the deities of the
classic mythology'

—and all the devils and

angels of later poets, are nothing but human
creatures—or at least only interest us so long
as they are so. Let any one try to imagine
what kind of story he could make of the ad-

ventures of a set of beings who differed from
our own species in any of its general attributes—who were incapable, for instance, of the

debasing feelings of fear, pain, or anxiety
—

and he will find, that instead of becoming
more imposing and attractive by getting rid

of those infirmities, they become utterly in-

significant, and indeed in a great degree in-

conceivable. Or, to come a little closer to

the matter before us, and not to go beyond
the bounds of common experience

—
Suppose

a tale, founded on refined notions of delicate

love and punctilious integrity, to be told to a
race of obscene, brutal and plundering savages—

or, even within the limits of the same coun-

try, if a poem, turning upon the jealousies of

court intrigue, the pride of rank, and the cabals

of sovereigns and statesmen, were put into

the hands of village maidens or clownish la-

bourers, is it not obvious that the remoteness
of the manners, characters and feelings from
their own, would first surprise, and then re-

volt them—and that the moral, intellectual

and adventitious Superiority of the personages
concerned, would, instead of enhancing the

interest, entirely destroy it,
and very speedily

extinguish all sjTnpathy wi'h their passions,
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and al! curiosity about their fate 1—Now, what
gentlemen and ladies are to a ferocious savage.
or politicians and princesses to an ordinary
rustic, the exaggerated persons of such poetry
as we are now considering, are to the ordinary
readers of poetry. They do not believe in

the possibility of their e.\istence, or of their

adventures. They do not comprehend the

principles of their conduct; and have no

thorough sympathy with the feelings that are
ascribed to them.
We have carried this speculation, we be*

lieve, a httle loo far—and, with reference to

the volume before us, it would be more cor-

rect perhaps to say, that it had suggested these

observations, than that they are strictly ap-
plicable to it. For though its faults are cer-

tainly of the kind we have been endeavouring
to describe, it would be quite unjust to char-
acterise it by its faults—which are beyond all

doubt less conspicuous than its beauties.
There is not only a richness and

brilliancy
of

diction and imagery spread over the whole

work, that indicate the greatest activity and

elegance of fancy in the author; but it is

everywhere pervaded, still more strikingl)',

by a strain of tender and noble feeling, poured
out with such warmth and abundance, as to

Bteal insensibly on the heart of the reader,
and gradually to overflow it with a tide of

sympathetic emotion. There are passages
indeed, and these neither few nor brief, over
which the very Genius of Poetry seems to

have breathed his richest enchantment—
where the melody of the verse and the beauty
of the images conspire so harmoniously with
the force and tenderness of the emotion, that

the whole is blended into one deep and bright
stream of sweetness and feelinaf, alons: which
the spirit of the reader is borne passively
away, through long reaches of delight. Mr.
Moore's poetry, indeed, where his happiest
vein is opened, reahses more exactly than that

of any other writer, the splendid account
which is given by Comus of the song of

" His mother Cirre, and the Sirens three,
Amid ihe flowcry-kirtled Naiades,
Who, as they sung, would take the prison'd soul,
And lap it in Elysium !"

And though it is certainly to be regretted
that he should so often have broken the mea-
sure with more frivolous strains, or filled up
its intervals with a sort of brilliant falsetto, it

should never be forgotten, that his excellences
are at least as peculiar to himself as his faults,
and. on the whole, perhaps more characteristic

of his genius.
The volume before us contains four sepa-

rate and distinct poems—connected, however,
and held together

" like orient pearls at ran-
dom strung," by the slender thread of a slight

prose story, on which they are all suspended,
and to the simple catastrophe of which they
in some measure contribute. This airy and
elegant legend is to the following eff"ect.

Lalla Rookh, the daughter of the great Au-
rengzebe, is betrothed to the young king of

Bucharia
;
and sets forth, with a splendid

train of Indian and Bucharian attendants, to

57

meet her enamoured bridegroom in the de-

lightful valley of Cashmere. The progress
of this gorgeous cavalcade, and the beauty
of the country which it traverses, are exhibit-

ed with great richness of colouring and pic-

turesque effect
; though in this, as well as in

the other parts of the prose narrative, a cer-

tain tone of levity, and even derision, is fre-

quently assumed—not very much in keeping,
we think, with the tender and tragic strain of

poetry of which it is the accompaniment—
certain breakings out, in short, of that mock-

ing European wit, which has made itself

merry with Asiatic solemnity, ever since the
time of the facetious Count Hamilton—but
seems a little out of place in a miscellany,
the prevailing character of which is of so

opposite a temper. To amuse the languor,
or divert the impatience of the royal bride, in

the noon-tide and night-halts of her luxurious

progress, a young Cashmerian poet had been
sent by the gallantry of the bridegroom ;

and

recites, on those occasions, the several poems
that form the bulk of the volume now before
us. Such is the witchery of his voice and

look, and such the sj-mpathetic efl"ect of the
tender tales which he recounts, that the poor
princess, as was naturally to be expected,
falls desperately in love with him before the
end of the journey; and by the time she
enters the lovely vale of Cashmere, and sees
the glittering palaces and towers prepared
for her reception, she feels that she would

joyfully forego all this pomp and splendour,
and fly to the desert with her adored Fera-
morz. The youthful bard, however, has now
disappeared from her side; and she is sup-

ported, with fainting heart and downcast

eyes, into the hated presence of her tyrant !

when the voice of Feramorz himself bids her
be ofgood cheer—and, looking up, she sees her
beloved poet in the Prince himself ! aa ho had
assumed this gallant disguise, and won her

young affections, without deriving any aid

from his rank or her engagements.
The whole story is very sweetly and gaily

told
;
and is adorned with many tender as

well as lively passages
—without reckoning

among the latter the occasional criticisms of
the omniscient Fadladeen, the magnificent
and most infallible grand chamberlain of the
Haram— whose sayings and remarks, we
cannot help observing, do not agree very well
with the character which is assigned him—
being for the most part very smart, senten-

tious, and acute, and by no means solemn,
stupid, and pompous, as was to have been

expected. Mr. Moore's genius, however, we
suppose, is too inveterately lively, to make it

possible for him even to counterfeit dulnes9.
We come at last, however, to the poetry.
The first piece, which is entitled "-'The

Veiled Prophet of Khorassan," is the longest,
we think, and certainly not the best, of the
series. It has all the faults which we have,
somewhat too sweepingly, imputed to the

volume at large ;
and it was cliiefly, indeed,

with a reference to
it,

that we made those

introductory remarks, which the author will

probably think too much in the spirit of the

2n2
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ige Chamberlain. The story, which is not

in all its parts extremely intelligible, is

founded on a notice, in D'Herbelot, of a da-

ring in.postor of the early ages of Islamism,

•who pretended to have received a later and

more authoritative mission than that of the

prophet, and to be destined to overturn all

tyrannies and superstitions on the earth, and

to rescue all souls that believed in him. To
shade the celestial radiance of his brovi^, he

always wore a veil of silver gauze, and was
at last attacked by the Caliph, and extermi-

nated, with all his adherents. On this story,

Mr. jSIoore has engrafted a romantic and not

very probable tale of two young lovers, Azim
and Zelica; the former of whom having been

supposed to perish in battle, the grief of the

latter un.settles her understanding 3
and her

distempered imagination is easily inflamed

by the mystic promises of the Veiled Prophet,
which at length prevail on her to join the

troop of lovely priestesses who earn a blissful

immortality in another world, by .sharing his

embraces upon earth. By what artful illu-

sions the poor distracted maid was thus be-

trayed to her ruin, is not very satisfactorily

explained ; only we are informed that she

and the Veiled Apostle descended into a

charnel-house, and took a mutual oath, and
drank blood together, in pledge of their eter-

nal union. At length Azim, who had not

been slain, but made captive in battle, and
had wandt^red in Greece till he had imbibed
the love of liberty that inspired her famous
heroes of old—hears of the proud promises
of emancipation which Mokanna (for that

was the prophet's name) had held out to all

nations, and comes to be enrolled among the

champions of freedom and virtue. On the

day of his presentment, he is introduced into

a scene of voluptuous splendour, where all the

seducive influencesof art and nature are in vain

exerted to divert his thoughts from the love

of Zelica and of liberty. He breaks proudly

away from these soft enchantments, and finds

a mournful female figure before him, in whom
ne almost immediately recognises his long-
lost and ever-loved Zelica. The first moment
of their meeting is ecstasy on both sides; but

the unhappy girl soon calls to mind the un-

utterable condition to which she is reduced—
and, in agony, reveals to him the sad story of

her derangement, and of the base advantages
that had been taken of it. Azim at first

throws her from him in abhorrence, but soon

turns, in relenting pity, and ofTers at last to

rescue her from this seat of pollution. She
listens with eager joy to his proposal, and is

about to fly with him in the instant, when
the dread voice of Mokanna thunders in her
ear her oath of eternal fidelity. That terrible

sound brings back her frenzy. She throws
her lover wildly from her, and vanishes at

once, amidst the dazzling lights of that un-

holy palace. Azim then joins the approaching
army of the Caliph, and leads on his forces

against the impious usurper. Mokanna per-
forms prodigies of valour—but is always borne
back by the superior force and enthusiasm of

Azim: and after a long course of horrors and

illusions, he poisons the remnant of his ad>

herents, and himself plunges into a bath, of

such corrosive quality, as instantly to extin-

guish life, and dissolve all the elements of

the mortal frame. Zelica then covers herself

with his fatal veil, and totters out to the ram-

parts, where, being mistaken for Mokanna.
she rushes upon the spear of her Azim, ana
receives his forgiveness in death ! while he

survives, to pass the rest of his life in contin-

ual prayer and supplication for her erring spiritj

and dies at last upon her grave, in the full

assurance of rejoining her in purity and bliss.

It is needless to enlarge on the particular
faults of this story, after the general observa-

tions we hazarded at the outset. The char-

acter of Mokanna, as well as his power and

influence, is a mere distortion and extrava-

gance : But the great blemish is the corrup-
tion of Zelica; and the insanity so gratui-

tously alleged by the poet in excuse of it.

Nothing less, indeed, could in any way ac-

count for such a catastrophe; and, after all,

it is painful and offensive to the imagination.
The bridal oath, pledged with blood among
the festering bodies of the dead, is one of the

overstrained theatrical horrors of the German
school

;
and a great deal of the theorising

and argumentation which is intended to palli-
ate or conceal those defects, is obscure and

incomprehensible. Rich as it
is,

in short, in

fancy and expression, and powerful m some
of the scenes of passion, we should have had

great doubts of the success of this volume, if

it had all been of the same texture with the

poem of which we are now speaking. Yet,
even there, there is a charm, almost irresisti-

ble, in the volume of sweet sounds and beau-

tiful images, which are heaped together with
luxurious profusion in the general texture of

the style, and invest even the absurdities of

the story with the graceful amplitude of their

rich and figured veil. What, for iii.=;tance, can
be sweeter than this account of Azim's entry
into this earthly paradise of temptations?
"
Meanwhile, through vast illuminated halls,

Silent and bright, where nothing but the falls

Of fragrant waters, gu.«hing with cool sound
From many a jasper fount, is heard around.

Young Azim roams bewildcr'd ;
nor can guess

What means this maze of light and loneliness !

Here, the way leads, o'er tesselated floors

Or mats of Cairo, through long corridors,

Where, rang'd in cassolets and silver urns,
Pweet wood of aloe or of sandal burns ;

And here, at once, the glittering saloon

Bursts on his sight, boundless and bright as noon
Where, in the midst, reflecting back ine rays
In broken rainbows, a fresh fountain plays

High as ih' enamell'd cupola ;
which towers

All rich with Arabesques of gold and flowers:

And the mosaic floor beneath shines through
The spiinkling of that fountain's silvery dew,
Like the wet, glist'ning shells, of ev'ry dye;
That on the margin of the Red Sea lie.

" Here too he traces the kind visiiings
Of woman's love, in those fair, living things^
Of land and wave, whose fate—in bondage thrown
For their weak lovelines.s—is like her own !

On one side gleaming with a sudden grace
'I hrouffh water, brilliant as the crystal vas«
In which it undulates, small fishes shine,
Like golden ingots from a fairy mine !

—
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While, on the other, laltic'd liglntly in

With odorifrous woods of Coinorin,
Each brilliant bird that wings the air is seen ;—
Gay, sparkling loories, sunli as gleam between
The crimson blossoms of the coral tree

In the warm isles of India's sunny sea :

Mecca's blue sacred pigeon ;
and the thrush

Of Hindostan, whose holy warblings gush,
At evening, from the tall pagoda's top;

—
Those golden birds that, in the spice-time, drop
About the gardens, drunk with that sweet food
Whose scent hath lur'd them o'er the summer
And those that under Araby's soft sun [flood ;

—
Build their high nests of budding cinnamon."

pp. 53—56.

The warrior youth looks rouiid at first with
disdain upon those seductions, with which he

supposes the sage prophet wishes to try the
firmness of his votaries.

" While thus he thinks, still nearer on the breeze
Come those delicious, dream-like harmonies.
Each note of which but adds new, downy links
To the soft chain in which his spirit sinks.
He turns him low'rd the sound

; and, far away
Through a long vista, sparkling with the play
Of countless lamps—like the rich track which Day
Leaves on the waters, when he sinks from us;
So long (he path, its light so tremulous ;

—
He sees a group of female forms advance,
Some chain'd together in the mazy dance
By fetters, forg'd in the green sunny bowers,
As they were captives to the King of Flowers," &.c.

"Awhile they dance before him ; then divide,
Breaking, like rosy clouds at even-tide
Arouiid tlie rich pavilion of the sun—
Till silently dispersing, one by one.
Through many a path that from the chamber leads
To gardens, terraces, and moonlight meads,
Their distant laughter comes upon the wind,
And but one trembling nymph remains behind,
Beck'ning them back in vain,—for they are gone,
And she is left in all that light, alone !

No veil to curtain o'er her beauteous brow.
In its young bashfulness more beauteous now;
But a light, golden chain-work round her hair
Such as the maids of Yezd and Shiraz wear.
While her left hand, as shrinkingly she stood,
Held a small lute of gold and sandal wood,
Which, once or twice, she touch'd with hurried
Then took her trembling fingers off again, [strain.
But when at length a timid glance she stole
At Aziin, the sweet gravity of soul
She saw through all his features, calm'd her fear;
And, like a half-tam'd antelope, more near.
Though shrinking siill, she came ;

—then sat her
Upon a musnud's edge, and bolder grown, [down
In the pathetic mode of Ispahan
Touch'd a preluding strain, and thus began:

—"

The following picture of the grand arma-
ment of the Caliph shows the same luxuri-
ance of diction and imagination, directed to

different objects :
—

" Whose are the gilded tents that crowd the way.
Where all was wa-ie and silent yesterday?
This City of War which, in a few short hours.
Hath .sprung up hprc, as if the magic powers
Of Him who, in the twinkling of a star.
Built the high pillar'd halls of Chilminar,
Had conjur'd up, far as the eye can see.
This world of tents and domes and sun-bright

armory I
—

Princely pavilions, screen'd by many a fold

Of crimson cloth, and topp'd with balls of gold ;

—
Steeds, with their housings of rich silver spun.
Their chains and poiirels gliit'ring in the sun

;

And camels, tufted o'er with Yemen's shells,

Sliakiug in every breeze their light-ton'd bells !

" Ne'er did the march of Mahaai display
Such pomp before ;

—not ev'n when on his way
To Mecca's Temple, when both land and sea
Were spoil'd to feed the Pilgrim's luxury ;

When round him, mid the burning sands, he saw
Fruits of the North in icy freshness thaw.
And cool'd his thirsty lip, beneath the glow
Of Mecca's sun, with urns of Persian snow :

—
Nor e'er did armament more grand than that

Pour from ihe kingdoms of the Caliphat.
First, in the van, the People of the Rock,
On their light mountain steeds, of royal stock;
Then, Chieftains of Damascus, proud to see
The flashing of their swords' rich marquetry," &c.

pp. 86—89.

We can afford room now only for the con-
clusion—the last words of the dying Zelica

;

which remind us of those of Campbell's Ger-
trude—and the catastrophe of Azim, which
is imaged in that of Southey's Roderick.

" ' But live, my Azim
;

—oh ! to call ihee mine
Thus once again !

—my Azim—dream divine !

Live, if ihou ever lov'dst me, if to meet
Thy Zelica hereafter would be sweet.
Oh live to pray for her !

—to bend the knee

Morning and night before that Deity,
To whom pure lips and hearts without a stain,
As thine are, Azim, never breath'd in vain—
And pray that He may pardon her—may take

Compassion on her soul for thy dear sake.
And, nought rememb'ring but her love to thee.
Make her all thine, all His, eternally !

Go to those happy fields where first we twin'd
Our youthful hearts together

—
every wind

That meets thee there, fresh from the well-known
flowers,

Will bring the sweetness of those innocent hours
Back to thy soul, and thou may'st feel again
For thy poor Zelica as thou didst then.

So shall thy orisons, like dew that flies

To heav'n upon the morning's sunshine, rise

With all love's earliest ardour to the skies !'

Time fleeted ! Years on years had pass'd away,
And few of those who, on that mournful day
Had stood, with pity in their eyes, to see
The maiden's death, and the youth's agony.
Were living still

—when, by a rustic grave
Beside the swift Amoo's transparent wave.
An aged man, who had grown aged there

By one lone grave, morning and night in prayer,
For the last time knelt down ! And, though the

shade
Of death hung dark'ning over him, there play'd
A gleam of rapture on his eye and cheek.
That brighien'd even death—like the last streak
Of intense glory on ih' horizon's brim,
When night o'er all the rest hangs chill and dim !

—
His soul had seen a Vision, while he slept ;

She, for whose spirit he had pray'd and wept
So many years, had come to him, all drest
In angel smiles, and told him she was blest!
For this the old man breaih'd his thanks,—and

died!—
And there, upon the banks of that lov'd tide.
He and his Zelica sleep side by side."

pp. 121—123.

The next piece, which is entitled '• Paradise
and the Peri," has none of the faults of the

prejseding.
It is full of spirit, elegance, and

beauty ; and, though slight enough in its struc-

ture, breathes throughout a most pure and

engaging morality. It is, in truth, little more
than a moral apologue, expanded and adorned

by the exuberant fancy of the poet who recitea

it. The Peris are a sort of half-fallen female

angels, who dwell in air, and live on perfumes ;

and, though banished for a time from Para-
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diae, go about in this lower world doing good.

One of these—But it is as short, and much
more agreeable, to give the author's own in-

troduction.

" One morn a Peri at the gate
Of Eden stood, disconsolate ;

And as she listen'd 10 the Springs
Of Life wiihin, like music flowing;

And caught the Uslit upon her wings

Through the half-open portal glowing I

She wept to think her recreant race

Should e'er have lost that glorious place !"

p. 133.

The Angel of the Gate sees her weeping,
and—

" ' Nymph of a fair, but erring line !'

Gently he said— ' One hope is thine.

'Tis wriiten in the Book of Fate,

The Peri yet may he forgiven
Who brings to this Eternal Gale

The gift that is most dear to Heaven !

Go, seek it, and redeem thy sin ;
—

'Tis sweet to let the Pardon'd in !'
"—

p. 135.

Full of hope and gratitude, she goes eagerly

in search of this precious gift. Her first quest
is on the plains of India—the luxuriant beauty
of which is put in fine contrast with the havoc

and carnage which the march of a bloody

conqueror had then spread over them. The
Peri comes to witness the heroic death of a

youthful patriot, who disdains to survive the

overthrow of his country's independence.
—

She catches the last drop which flows from

his breaking heart, and bears that to heaven's

gate, as the acceptable propitiation that was

required. For

•' ' Oh ! if there be, on this earthly sphere,
A boon, an offering Heaven holds dear,

'Tis the last libation Liberty draws

From the heart that bleeds and breaks m her

cause !'
"—

p. 140.

The angel accepts the tribute with respect :

But the crystal bar of the portal does not

move ! and she is told that something holier

even than this, will be required as the price
of her admission. She now flies to the

source of the Nile, and makes a delightful but

pensive survey of the splendid regions which
it waters

;
till she finds the inhabitants of the

lovely gardens of Rosetta dying by thousands

of the plague
—the selfish deserting their

friends and benefactors, and the generous,
when struck with the fatal malady, seeking
some solitude where they may die without

bringing death upon others. Among the lat-

ter is a noble youth, who consoles himself, in

the hour of his agony, with the thought, that

his beloved and betrothed bride is safe from
this mortal visitation. In the stillness of his

midnight retreat, however, he hears a light

Btep approaching.
" 'Tis she !

—far off, through moonlight dim,
He knew his own betrothed bride, •

She, who would rather die with him,
Than live to gain the world beside !

—
Her arms are round her lover now !

His livid cheek to hers she presses,
And dips, to bind his burning brow.

In the cold lake her Inosen'd tresses,

Ah ! once hosv little did he think

An hour would come, when he should shrink

With horror from that dear embrace," &c.

" ' Oh ! let me only breathe the air,

The blessed air, that|s breath'd b> ibee '.

And, whether on its wings it bear

Healing or death, 'tis sweet 10 me !

There—drink my tears, while yet they fa'l

Would that my bosom's blood were balsif

And, well thou know'st, I'd shed it all

To give thy brow one minute's calm.

Nay, turn not from me that dear face—
Am I not thine—thy own lov'd bride—

The one, the chosen one, whose place,
In life or death, is by thy side !

When the stem dies, the leaf that grew
Out of its heart must perish too !

Then turn to me, my own love ! turn

Before like thee I fade and burn ;

Cling to these yet cool lips, and share

The last pure life that lingers there !'

She fails—she sinks 1
—as dies the lamp

In charnel airs or cavern-damp,
So quickly do bis baleful sighs

Quench all the sweet light of her eyes!
One struggle

—and his pain is past
—

Her luver is no longer living !

One kiss the maiden gives,
—one last.

Long kiss—which she expires in giving."

pp. 146—148.

The gentle Peri bids them sleep in peace ,

and bears again to the gates of heaven the

farewell sign of pure, self-sacrificing love.

The worth of the gift is again admitted by the

pitying angel; but the crystal bar still re-

mains immovable
;
and she is sent once more

to seek a still holier offering. In passing over

the romantic vales of Syria, she sees a lovely

child at play among dews and flowers, and

opposite to him a stern wayfaring man, resting

from some unhallowed toil, with the stamp of

all evil passions and evil deeds on his face.

" But hark ! the vesper-call to prayer,
As slow the orb of daylight sets,

Is rising sweetly on the air,

From Syria's thousand minarets !

The boy has started from the bed

Of flowers, where he had laid his head,

And down upon the fragrant sod

Kneels, with his forehead to the south

Lisping ih' eternal name of God
From purity's own cherub mouth,

And looking, while his hands and eyes
Are lifted to the glowing skies.

Like a stray babe of Paradise,

Just lighted on that flowery plain,

And seeking for its home again !

"And how felt he, the wretched Man
Reclining there—while mem'ry ran

O'er many a year of guilt and strife ?

Flew o'er'the'dark flood of his life,

Nor found one sunny resting place,

Nor brought him back one branch of grace !

' There was a time,' he said, in mild.

Heart-humbled tones— ' thou blessed child !

When voung and haply pure as thou,

I look'd and pray'd like thee '.—but now !'—

He hung his head—each nobler aim
And hope and feeling, which had slept

From boyhood's hour, that instant came
Fresh o'er him, and he wept

—he wept !"

pp. 156, 157.

This tear of repentance is the acceptable

gift for the Peri's redemption. The gates of

heaven fly open, and she rushes into the joy

of immortality.
"The Fire Worshippers'' is the next in the

series, and appears to us to be indisputably

the finest and most powerful. With all the

richness and beauty of diction that belong to
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the best parts of Mokanna, it has a far more

interesting story ;
and is not liable to any of

the objections we have been obliged to bring

against the contrivance and structure of that

leading poem. The outline of the story is

short and simple.
—Al Hassan, the bigotted

and sanguinary Emir of Persia, had long waged
a furious and exterminating war against the

votaries of the ancient religion of the land—
the worshippers of ISIithra, or his emblem,
Fire—then and since designated by the name
of Ghebers. The superior numbers of the

invader had overcome the heroic resistance

of the patriots, and driven them to take refuge
in a precipitous peninsula, cut off from the

land by what was understood to be an im-

passable ravine, and exposing nothing but

bare rocks to the sea. In this fastness the

scanty remnant of the Ghebers maintain them-
selves, under the command of their dauntless

leader, Hafed, who is still enabled, by sudden
and daring incursions, to harass and annoy
their enemy. In one of those desperate en-

terprises, this adventurous leader climbs to

the summit of a lofty cliff, near the Emir's

palace, where a small pleasure-house had
been built, in which he hoped to surprise this

bigotted foe of his country ;
but found only

his fair daughter Hinda. the loveliest and gen-
tlest of all Arabian maids—as he himself ex-

presses it.

" He climb'd the gory Vulture's nest.

And found a trembling Dove within !"

This romantic meeting gives rise to a mu-
tual passion

—and the love of the fair Hinda
is inevitably engaged, before she knows the

name or quality of her nightly visitant. In the

noble heart of Hafed, however, love was but

a secondary feelinsr, to devotion to the free-

dom and the faith of his country. His little

band had lately suffered further reverses, and
saw nothing now before them but a glorious
self-sacrifice. He resolves, therefore, to tear

all gentler feelings from his breast, and in one

last interview to take an eternal farewell of

the maid who had captivated his soul. In his

melancholy aspect she reads at once, with the

instinctive sagacity of love, the tidings of their

approaching separation ;
and breaks out into

the following sweet and girlish repinings :
—

" '

I knmv, I knew it could not last—
'Twas bright, 'twas heavenly

—hut 'tis past !

Oh ! ever thus, from childhood's hour,
I've seen my fondest hopes decay ;

I never lov'd a tree or flower,
But 'twas the first to fade away.

I never nurs'd a dear gazelle.
To glad me with its soft black eye,

But when it came to know me well,
And love me. it was sure to die I

Now too—the joy most like divine

Of all I ever dreamt or knew.
To see thee, hear thee, call thee mine,—
Oh mis'ry ! must I lose that too ?

Yet go !
—on peril's brink we meet ;

—
Those frightful rocks—that treach'rous sea—

No. never come again
—

though sweet,

Though heav'n, it may be death to thee.'
"

pp. 187, 188.

^^^len he smiles sternly at the idea of dan-

ger, she urges him to join her father's forces.

and earn her hand by helping him to root out

those impious Ghebers whom he so much ab-

hors. The spirit of the patriot bursts forth at

this
; and, without revealing his name or

quality, he proudly avows and justifies the

conduct of that luckless sect
;
and then, re-

lenting, falls into a gentler and more pathetic
strain.

" ' Oh ! had we never, never met !

Or could this heart e'en now forget !

How liiik'd, how bless'd we might have been,
Had fate not irown'd so dark between !

Hadst thou been born a Persian maid ;

In neighb'ring valleys had we dwelt,

Throush the same fields in childhood play'd,
At the same kindling altar knelt—

Then, then, while all those nameless ties,

In which the charm of Country lies.

Had round our hearts been hourly spun,
Till Iran's cause and thine were one

;

While in thy lute's awak'ning sigh
I heard the voice of days eone by,
And saw in ev"ry smile of thine

Returning hours of glory shine !
—

While the wrong'd Spirit of our Land [thee !—
Liv'd, look'd, and spoke her wrongs through

God 1 who could then this sword withstand?

Its very flash were victory I

But now ! Estrang'd, divorc'd for ever,

Far as the grasp of Fate can sever ;

Our only ties what love has wove—
Faith, friends, and country, sunder'd wide ;—.

And then, then only, true to love.

When false to all that's dear beside !

Thy father Iran's deadliest foe—
Thyself, perhaps, ev'n now—but no—
Hate never look'd so lovely yet !

No I
—sarred to thy soul will be

The land of him who could forget
All but that bleeding land for thee !

When other eyes shall see, unmov'd,
Her widows mourn, her warriors fall,

Thou'lt think how well one Gheher lov'd,

And for his sake thou'lt weep for all !"

pp. 193, 194.

He then starts desperately away; regains
his skiff at the foot of the precipice, and
leaves her in agony and consternation. The

I poet now proceeds to detail, a little more par-

I ticularly, the history of his hero
;
and recounts

! some of the absurd legends and miraculous

attributes with which the fears of his enemies

1

had invested his name.

" Such were the tales, that won belief.

And such the colouring fancy gave
To a young, warm, and dauntless Chief,

—
One who. no more than mortal brave,

Fought for the land his soul ador'd.

For happv homes and altars free ;

His only talisman, the sword,—
His only spell-word, Liberty !

'Twas not for him to crouch the knee

Tamely to Moslem tyranny ;
—

'Twas not for him. whose soul was cast

In the bright mould of ages past.
Whose melancholy spirit, fed

With all the glories of the dead
;

—
,'Twas not for him, to swell the crowd
Of slavish heads, that shrinking bow'd
Before the Moslem, as he pass'd.
Like shrubs beneath the poison-blast

—
No—far he fled—indignant fled

The pageant of his country's shame,
While every tear her children shed

Fell on his soul, like drop? of flame ;

And. as a lover hails the dawn
Of a first smile, so welcom'd be
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The sparkle of the first sword drawn

Forvengeance and for hberty '."—pp. 206, 207.

The song then returns to Hinda—
" Whose life, as free from thought as sin,

Slept like a lake, till Love ihrew in

His talisman, and woke the tide,

And spread its trembling circles wide.

Once, Emir I thy unheeding child,

Mid all this havoc, bloom'd and smil'd,—
Tranquil as on some battle-plain
The Persian lily shines and towers,

Before the combat's reddening slain

Has fall'n upon her golden flowers.

Far other feelings Love has brought
—

Her soul all flame, her brow all sadness," &c.
" Ah ! not the Love, that should have bless'd

So young, so innocent a breast !

Not the pure, open, prosp'rous Love,

That, pledg'd on earth and seal'd above.
Grows in the world's approving eyes,

In'friendship's smile, and home's caress.

Collecting all the hearts sweet ties

—Into one knot of happiness I"—pp. 215—217.

Tlie Emir now learns, from a recreant pri-

soner, the secret of the pass to lY^e Gheber's
retreat

;
and when he sees his daughter faint

with horror at his eager anticipation of their

final extirpation, sends her, in a solitary gal-

ley, away from the scene of vengeance, to the

quiet of her own Arabian home.

And does the long-left home she seeks

Light up no gladness on her cheeks ?

The flowers she nurs'd—the well-known groves,
Where oft in dreams her spirit roves—
Once more to see her dear gazelles
Come bounding with their silver bells ;

Her birds' new plumage to behold,
And the gay, gleaming fishes count.

She left, all filleted with gold,

Shooting around their jasper fount—
Her little garden mosque to see.
And once again, at ev'ning hour,

To tell her ruby rosary,
In her own sweet acacia bower.^

Can these delights, that wait her now,
Call up no sunshine on her brow ?

No—silent, from her train apart
—

As if ev'n now she felt at heart

The chill of her approaching doom—
She sits, all lovely in her gloom
As a pale Angel of the Grave."—pp. 227, 228.

Her vessel is first assailed by a violent

tempest, and, in the height of its fury, by a
hostile bark

;
and her senses are extinguished

with terror in the midst of the double conflict.

At last, both are appeased—and her recollec-

tion is slowly restored. The following pas-
sage appears to us extremely beautiful and
characteristic :

—
How cnlm. how beautiful comes on
The stilly hour, when storms are gone;
When warring winds have died away.
And clouds, beneaili ihe glancing ray.
Melt off, and leave ihe land and sea

Sleeping in bright tranquilliry
—

Fresh as if Day again were born.
Again upon the lap of Morn I

When, 'stead of one unchanging breeze.
There blow a thousand gentle airs,

And each a difl^erent perfume hears—
As if the loveliest plants and trees

Had vassal breezes of their own
To watch and wail on them alone,
And waft no other breath than theirs !

When the blue waters rise ami fall,

In sleepy sunshine maniling nil;
And ev'n that swell the tempest leaves

Is like the full and silent heaves
Of lover's hearts, when newly blest ;

Too newly to be quite at rest !
—

" Such was the golden hour that broke

Upon the world, when Hinda woke
From her long trance ; and heard around
No motion but the water's sound

Rippling against the vessel's side,

As slow it mounted o'er the tide.—
But where is she ?

—Her eyes are dark.
Are wiider'd still—is this the bark,
The same, that from Harmozia's bay
Bore her at morn—whose bloody way
The sea-dog (racks ?

—No !
—

Strange and new
Is all that meets her wond'ring view

Upon a galliot's deck she lies.

Beneath no rich pavilion's shade,
No plumes to fan her sleeping eyes,
Nor jasmin on her pillow laid.

But the rude litter, roughly spread
With war-cloaks, is her homely bed.
And shawl and sash, on javelins hung,
For awning o'er her head are flung."-p. 233-236

She soon discovers, in short, that she is a

captive in the hands of the Ghebers ! and
shrinks with horror, when she finds that she

is to be carried to their rocky citadel, and to

the presence of the terrible Hafed. The gal-

ley is rowed by torchlight throush frightful
rocks and foaming tides, into a black abyss
of the promontory, where her eyes are ban-

daged—and she is borne up a long and rugged

ascent, till at last she is desired to look up,
and receive her doom from the formidable

chieftain. Before she has raised her eyes, the

well known voice of her lover pronounces her
name

;
and she finds herself alone in the arms

of her adoring Hafed ! The first emotion is

ecstasy.
—But the recollection of her father's

vow and means of vengeance comes like a
thundercloud on her joy :

—she tells her lover

of the treachery by which he has been sacri-

ficed; and urges him, with passionate eager-

ness, to fly with her to some place of safety.

" '

Hafed, my own beloved Lord,'
She kneeling cries— '

first, last ador'd !

If in that soul thou'st ever felt

Half what thy lips impassion'd swore.
Here, on my knees, that never knelt
To any but iheir God before !

I pray thee, as thou lov'st me, fly
—

Now, now—ere yet their blades are nigh.
Oh haste !

—the bark that bore me hitlTer

Can waft us o'er yon dark'ning sea

East—west—alas I I care not whither.
So thou art safe,—and I with thee !

Go where we will, this hand in thine.
Those eyes before me beaming thus.

Through good and ill, through storm and shine,
The world's a world of love for us !

On some calm, blessed shore we'll dwell,
Where 'tis no crime to love too well !

—
Where thus to worship tenderly
An erring child of lit'ht like thee

Will not be sin—or, if it be.
Where we rnay weep our faults away.
Together kneeling, night and day,

—
Thou, for my sake, at All I's shrine,
And I

—at any eod's, for thine !'

Wildly these passionate words she spoke—
Then hung her head, and wept for shame ;

Sobbing, as if a heart-string broke
With ev'ry deep-heav'd sob that cam*.

pp. 261, 262.
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Hafed is mote shocked with the troachcry
to which he is sacrificed than with the fate to

which it consigns him :
—One moment he

gives up to softness and pity
—assures Hinda,

with compassionate equivocation, that they
shall soon meet on some more peaceful shore
—

places her sadly in a litter, and sees her

borne down the steep to the galley she had

lately quitted, and to which she still expects
that "he is to follow her. He then assembles

his brave and devoted companions
—warns

them of the fate that is approaching
—and ex-

horts them to meet the host of the invaders

in the ravine, and sell their lives dearly to

their steel. After a fierce, and somewhat too

sanguinary combat, the Ghebers are at last

borne down by numbers
;
and Hafed finds

himself left alone, with one brave associate,

mortally wounded like himself. They make
a desperate effort to reach and die beside the

consecrated fire which burns for ever on the

STimmit of the cliff.

"The cra!?9 are red they've clamber'd o'er,

The rock-weed's dripping wiih their gore
—

Thy blade too, Hafed, false at length,'
Now breaks beneath ihy tott'rinp; strength

—
Haste, haste !

—the voices of the Foe
Come near and nearer fmm below—
One effort more—thank Heav'n ! 'tis past,

They've gain'd ihe topmost steep at last,

And now they touch the temple's walls,

Now Haled sees the Fire divine—
When, lo I

—his weak, worn comrade falls

Dead, on the threshold of the Shrine.

'Alas ! brave soul, too quickly fled !

' And must I leave thee wiih'ring here,
' The sport of every ruffian's tread,

' The mark far every coward's spear ?

'

No, by yon altar's sacred beams I'

He cries, and, with a strength that seems
Not of this world, iipliOs the frame

Of the fall'n chief, and tow'rds the flame

Bears him along !
—With death-damp hand

The corpse upon the pyre he lays ;

Then liahts the consecrated brand.
And fires the pile, whose sudden blaze

Like lightnirg burs's o'er Oman's Sea —
' Now Freedom's God ! I come to Thee !'

The youth exclaims, and wiih a smile

Of triumph, vaulting on the pile,

In that last effort, ere the fires

Have harm'd one glorious limb, expires !"

pp. 278, 279.

The unfortunate Hinda, whose galley had
been detained close under the cliff by the

noise of the first onset, had heard with agony
the sounds which marked the progress and

catastrophe of the fight, and is at last a spec-
tatress of the lofty fate of her lover.

•• But see—what moves upon the height ?

Some signal !
—'lis a torch's light.

What bodes its solitary glare ?

In gaspins silence low'rd the shrine

All eves are turn'd—thine, Hindn, thine

Fix their last tailing life-heams there !

'Twas but a monient—fierce and high
The deaih-pile Maz'd into the skv.

And iar awny o'er il:e rock and flood

Its melancholy radiance fent ;

While Hnfcd, like a vision, stood

Reveal'd before the burning pyre !

Tall, shadowy, like a Spirit of Fire

Shrin'd in its own grand element !

' 'Tis he I'—the shudd'rinir maid exclaims,

But, while she speaks, he's seen no more !

High burst in air the fun'ral flames.

And Iran's hopes and hers are o'er !

One wild, heart-broken shriek she gave
—

Then sprung, as if to reach that blaze,

Where still she fix'd her dying gaze,

And, gazing, sunk into the wave!—
Deep,'deep I

—where never care or pain

Shall reach her innocent heart again !"

pp. 283, 284.

This sad story is closed by a sort of choral

dirge, of great elegance and beaut)', of which

we can only afford to give the first stanza.

" Farewell—farewell to fhee, Araby's daughter!

(Thus warbled a Peri beneath the dark sea)

No pearl ever lay. under Oman's green water,

More pure in its shell than ihy Spirit in thee."

p. 284.

The general tone of this poem is certainly

too much strained. It is overwrought through-
out, and is too entirely made up of agonies
and raptures ;

—but. in spite of all this, it is a

work of great genius and beauty; and not

only delights the fancy by its general bril-

liancy and spirit, but moves all the tender

and noble feelings with a deep and powerful

agitation.
The last piece, entitled " The Light of the

Haram,"' is the gayest of the whole
;
and is

of a very slender fabric as to fable or inven-

tion. In truth, it has scarcely any story at

all
;
but is made up almost entirely of beau-

tiful songs and descriptions. During the .sum-

mer months, when the court is resident in the

Vale of Cashmere, there is, it seems, a sort of

oriental carnival, called the Feast of Roses,

during which every body is bound to be hap

py and in good humour. At this critical pe-

riod, the Emperor Selim had unfortunately a

little love-quarrel with his favourite Sultana

Nourmahal,
—which signifies, it seems, the

Light of the Haram. The lady is rather un-

happy while the sullen fit is on her; and ap-

plies'to a sort of enchantress, who invokes a

musical spirit to teach her an irresistible song,

which she sings in a mask to the offended

monarch
;
andVhen his heart is subdued by

its sweetness, throws off her mask, and springs

with fonder welcome than ever into his re-

pentant arms. The whole piece is written in

a kind of rapture,
—as if the author had

breathed nothing but intoxicating gas during
its compcsition. It is accordingly quite filled

with lively images and splendid expressions,
and all sorts of beauties,

—
except those of re-

serve or simplicity. W^e must give a few

specimens, to revive the spirits of our readers

after the tragic catastrophe of Hafed
;
and we

may begin with this portion of the description
of the Happy Valley.

"Oh! to see if by moonlight,
—when mellowly

shines

The light o'er its palaces, gardens and shrines;
When the waterfalls gleam like a quick fall ot stars.

And the nighiingaie'shymnfrom the Isle of Chenart
Ts broken hy laughs and light echoes of feet,

From the cool shining walks where the young peo

pie meet.—
Or at morn, when the magic of daylight awakes
A new wonder each minute, as slowly it breaks,

Hills, cupolas, fountains, call'd forth every one

Out of darkness, as they were just born <9f the bun
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When the Ppirit of Fragrance is up witli ihe day,
From Ills Hiiruin of riigiit-liowcrs sU'ulinc away;
And ihe wind, lull ol wanionnes'S, woes like a lover
The ymiiig nspen-irecs till ihey tremble all over.

When ilif East is as warm as ilie light of first hopes,
And Day, with liis banner of radiance unlurl'd,

ShincE^ in through the mountainous portal thai opes,

Sublime, Irom iliut Valley of blisa to the world !"

p. 296.

The character of Nourmahal's beauty is

much in the same taste : though the diction

is rather more loose and careless.

" There's a beauty, for ever unchangingly briirht.

Like the long sunny lapse of a summers day's
liijiii,

Shining on, siiining on, by no shadow made tender.
Till Love (alls asleep in its sameness of splendour.
This was not the beauty

—oh ! nothing like this,

That to young Nourmahal gave such magic of bliss
;

But that loveliness, ever in motion, which plays
Like the light upon autumn's soft shadowy days.
Now here and now there, giving warmth as it flies

From the lips to the cheek, from the cheek to the

eyes,
Now melting in mist and now breaking in gleams,
Like the glimpses a saint has of Heav'n in his

dreams !

When pensive, it seem'd as if that very grace.
That charm of all others, was born with her face.

Then her mirth—oh ! 'twas sportive as ever took

wing [spring ;—
From the heart with a burst, like the wild-bird in

Illum'd by a wit that would fascinate sages.
Yet playful as Peris just loos'd from their cages.
While her lauoh, full of life, without any controul
But the sweet one of gracefulness, rung from her

soul; [cover.
And where it most sparki'd no glance could dis-

In lip, cheek or eyes, for she brighten'd all over,
—

Like any fair lake that the breeze is upon.
When it breaks into dimples and laughs in the sun."

pp. 302, 303.

We can give but a little morsel of the en-

chanting Song of the Spirit of Music.

" ' For mine is the lay that lightly floats,
And mine are the rnurm'ring dying notes,
That fall as soft as snow on the sea,
And melt in the heart as instantly !

And the passionate strain that, deeply going,
Refines the bosom it trembles through,

As the musk-wind, over the water blowing,
Ruffles the wave, but sweetens it too !

' The warrior's heart, when touch'd by me.
Can as downy solt and as yielding be
As his own white plume, that high amid death

Through the field has shone—yet moves with a

And, oh, how the eyes of Beauty glisten, [breath.
When Music has reach'd her inward soul.

Like the silent stars that wink and glisten,
While Heav'n's eternal melodies roll !

' "

pp. 318, 319.

Nourmahal herself, however, in her Arabian

disguise, sings a still more prevailing ditty
—

of which we can only insert a few stanzas.

" '

Fly to the desert, fly with me !

Our Arab tents are rude for thee
;

But oh ! the choice what heart can doubt
Of tents with love, or thrones without?

• Our rocks are rough ; but smiling there
Th' acacia waves her yellow hair.

Lonely and sweet—nor lov'd the less
For flow'ring in a wilderness !

' Our sands are bare
; but down their slope

The silv'ry-footed antelope
As gracefully and gaily springs
As o'er the marble courts of Kings.

' Then come I thy Arab maid will be
The lov'd and lone acacia-tree,
The antelope, whose feet shall bless
With their light sound thy loneliness !

' Come ! if the love thou hast for me
Is pure and fresh as mine for thee,—
Fresh as the fountain underground,
When first 'lis by the lapwing found.

' But if for me thou dost forsake
Some other maid,—and rudely break
Her worshipp'd image from its base,
To give to me the ruin'd place :

—
'

Then, fare thee well !
—I'd rather make

My bow'r upon some icy lake

When thawing suns begin to shine,
Than trust to love so false as thine !

' "

This strain, and the sentiment which it

embodies, reminded the offended monarch cf
his charming Nourmahal; and he names her
name in accents of tenderness and regret.

' The mask is off—the charm is wrought !

And Selim to his heart has caught.
In blushes more than ever bright,
His Nourmahal, his Haram's Liglit !

"

p. 334,

We have now said enough, and shown

enough, of this book, to let our readers un-
derstand both what it is, and what we think
of it. Its great fault certainly is its excessive

finery, and its great charm the inexhaustible

copiousness of its imagery
—the sweetness and

ease of its diction—and the beauty of the ob-

jects and sentiments with which it is con-
cerned. Its finery, it should also be observed,
is not the vulgar ostentation which so often

disguises poverty or meanness—but the ex-

travagance of excessive wealth. We have
said this, however, we believe before—and

suspect we have little more to say.
All poets, who really love poetry, and live

in a poetical age, are great imitators
;
and

the character of their writings may often be
as correctly ascertained by observing whom
they imitate and whom they abstain from

imitating, as from any thing else. Mr.

Moore, in the volume before us, reminds us
oftener of Mr. Southey and Lord Byron, than
of any other of his contemporaries. The re-

semblance is sometimes to the Roderick of

the first-mentioned author, but most frequent

ly to his Kehama. This may be partly owing
to the nature of the subject; but, in many
passages, the coincidence seems to be more
radical—and to indicate a considerable con-

formity, in taste and habits of conception.
Mr. Southey's tone, indeed, is more assum-

ing, his manner more solemn, and his diction

weaker. Mr. Moore is more lively
— his

figures and images come more thickly ;
and

his language is at once more familiar, and
more strengthened with points and antitheses.

In other respects, the descriptive pa.ssages in

Kehama bear a remarkable affinity to many
in the work before us—in the brightness of

the colouring, and the amplitude and beauty
of the details. It is in his descriptions of love,
and of female loveliness, that there is the

strongest resemblance to Lord Byron—at least

to the larger poems of that noble author. In

the powerful and condensed expression of
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strong emotion, Mr. Moore seems to us rather

to have imitated the tone of his Lordship's
smaller pieces

—but imitated them as only an

original genius could imitate—as Lord Byron
himself may be said, in his later pieces, to

have imitated those of an earlier date. There

is less to remind us of Scott than we can very
well account for, when we consider the great

range and variety of that most fascinating and

Eowerful
writer; and we must say, that if

Ir. Moore could bring the resemblance a

little closer, and exchange a portion of his su-

{)erfluous
images and ecstasies for an equiva-

ent share of Mr. Scott's gift of interesting and

delighting us with pictures of familiar nature,
and of the spirit and energy which never rises

to extravagance, we think he would be a

gainer by the exchange. To Mr. Crabbe
there is no resemblance at all

;
and we only

mention his name to observe, that he and Mr.
Moore seem to be the antipodies of our present

poetical sphere; and to occupy the extreme

points of refinement and homeliness that can

be said to fall within the legitimate dominion
of poetry. They could not meet in the mid-
dle, we are aware, without changing their na-

ture, and losing their specific character
;
but

each might approach a few degrees, we think,
with great mutual advantage. The outposts
of all empires are posts of peril :

—though
we do not dispute that there is great honour
in maintainins them with success.

There is one other topic upon which we are

not quite sure we should say any thing. Oa
a former occasion, we reproved Mr. ISIoore,

perhaps with unnecessary severity, for what

appeared to us the licentiousness of some of

his youthful productions. We think it a duty
to say, that he has long ago redeemed that

error; and that in all his latter works that

have come under our observation, he appears
as the eloquent champion of

purity, fidelity,

and delicacy, not less than of justice, hberty,
; and honour. Like most other poets, indeed,
I
he speaks much of beauty and love

;
and we

j

doubt not that many mature virgins and care-

ful matrons may think his lucubrations on
those themes too rapturous and glowing to be

safely admitted among the private studies of

I youth.
We really think, however, that there

I is not much need for such apprehensions :

And, at all events, if we look to the moral

design and scope of the works themselves, we
!

can see no reason to censure the author. All

his favourites, without exception, are dutiful,

faithful, and self-denying; and no other ex-

ample is ever set up for imitation. There is

nothing approaching to indelicacy even in his

description of the seductions by which they
are tried

;
and they who object to his enchant-

ing pictures of the beauty and pure attach-

ment of the more prominent characters would
find fault, we suppose, with the loveliness and
the embraces of angels.

(^ot) ember, 1814.)

The Excursion; being a Portion of the Recluse, a Poem. By William Wordsworth.
4to. pp. 447. London: 1814.*

This will never do ! It bears no doubt the unfortunately not half so visibly as that of his

stamp of the author's heart and fancy : But peculiar system. His former poems were

*
I have spoken in many places rather too bit-

terly and contideiitly of the taults of Mr. Words-
worth's poetry : And forgetting that, even on my
own view of tliem, they were but faults of taste, or

venial self-partiality, have sometimes visited them,
I fear, with an asperity which should be reserved
for objects of Moral reprobation. If I were now to

deal with the whole question of his poetical merits,
though my judgment might not be substantially
different, I hope I should repress the greater part
of these vivaciles of expression : Arid indeed so

strong has been my feeling in this way, that, con-

sidering how nuich I have always loved many of
the attributes of his Genius, and how entirely I

respect his Character, it did at first occur to me
whether it was quite fitting that, in my old age and
his, I should include in this publication any of those

critiques which may have formerly given pain or

offence, to him or his admirers. But, when I re-

flected that the mischief, if there really ever was
any, was long ago done, and that I still retain, in

Bubstance, the opinions which I should now like

to have seen more gently expressed, I felt that to

omit all notice of thetn on the present occasion,

might be held to import a retractation which I am
as far as possible from intending ; or even be rep-
resented as a very shabby way of backing out of
sentiments which should either be manfully per-
eisted in, or openly renounced, and abandoned as

untenable.

58

j

I finally resolved, therefore, to reprint my review
of " The Excursion ;" which contains a pretty lull

' view of my griefs and charges against Mr. Words-
worth

;
set ibrih loo, I believe, in a more temperate

strain than most of my other inculpations,
—and of

which I think I may now venture to say farther,
that if the faults are unsparingly noted, the beauties

,
are not penuriously or grudgingly allowed ; but
commended to the admiraiion of the reader with at

least as much heartiness and good-svill.

j

But I have also reprinted a short paper on the
same author's

" White Doe of Rylstone,"—in

which there certainly is no praise, or notice of

beauties, to set against the very unqualified cen-
sures of which it is wholly made up I have done
this, however, not merely because I adhere to these

censures, but chiefly because it seemed necessary
to bring me fairly to issue with those who may not

,
concur in them. I can easily understand that many
whose admiration of the Excursion, or the Lyrical
Ballads, rests substantially on the passages which I
too should join in admiring, may view with creater

indulgence than I can do. the tedious and flat pas
sages with which they are interspersed, and may
consequently think my censure of these works a

I
great deal too harsh and uncharitable. Between
such persons and me, therefore, there may be no
radical difference of opinion, or contrariety as to

.principles of judgment. But if there he any who
1 actually admire this While Doe of Rylstone, or

20
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intended to recommend that system, and to

bespeak favour for it by their individual

merit
;

—but this, we suspect, must be recom-

mended by the system—and can only expect
to succeed where it has been previously estab-

lished. It is lonqer. weaker, and tamer, than

any of Mr. Wordsworth's other productions;
with less boldness of originality, and less

eren of thate.xtreme simplicity and lowliness

of tone which wavered so prettily, in the

Lyrical Ballads, between silliness and pathos.
We have imitations of Cowper. and even of

Milton here : enirrafted on the natural drawl of

the Lakers—and all diluted into harmony by
that profu.''e

and irrepressible wordiness which

deluges all the blank verse of this school of

poetry, and lubricates and weakens the whole

structure of their style.

Though it fairly fills four hundred and

twenty good quarto pages, without note, vig-

nette, or any sort of extraneous assistance, it

Ls stated in the title—with something of an

imprudent candour—to be but • a portion" of

a lai^er work : and in the preface, where an

attempt is rather unsuccessfully made to ex-

plain the whole design, it is still more rashly

disclosed, that it is but ' a part of the second

part, of a long and laborious work"'—which
is to consist of three parts !

What Mr. Wordsworth's ideas of length are,

we have no means of accurately judging : But

\r^ cannot help suspecting that they are libe-

ral, to a degree that will alarm the weakness
of most modem readers. As far as we can

gather from the preface, the entire poem—
or one of them, (for we really are not sure

whether there is to be one or two.) is of a

biographical nature
;
and is to contain the

history of the author's mind, and of the origin
and progress of his poetical powers, up to the

period when they were sufficiently matured
to qualify him for the great work on which
he has been so long employed. Now, the

quarto before us contains an account of one

of his youthful rambles in the vales of Cum-

berland, and occupies precisely the period of

three days ! So that, by the use of a very

powerful calculus, some estimate may be

formed of the probable extent of the entire

biography.
This small specimen, however, and the

statements with which it is prefaced, have
been sufficient to set our minds at rest in one

particular. The case of Mr. Wordsworth,

Peter Bell the Wagsroner, or the Lamentations of

Martha Rae, or the Sonnets on the Punishment of

Death, there can be no such ambiguity, or means
of reconcilement. Now I have been assured not

only that there are such persons, but that almost
all those who seek to exalt Mr. Wordsworth asihe
founder of a new school of poetry, consider these

a.^ by far his best and most characteristic produc-
tions ; and would at once reject from their com-
munion any one who did not acknowledae in them
the races of a high inspiration. Now I wi?h it to

be understood, that when I speak wi;h general
infolciance or impatience of the school of Mr.
Wordsworth, it is to the school holding these

tenets, and applying ihese tests, that I refer: and I

really do not see how I could better explain the

grounds of my dissent from their docrriiies. than

bj repubL=hing my remarks on this "White Doe."

we perceive, is now manifestlj nopeless; and
we give him up as altogether incurable, and

beyond the power of criticism. We cannot
indeed altogether omit taking precautions
now and then against the spreading of the

malady ;

—but for himself, though we shall

watch the progress of his symptoms as a mat-
ter of professional curiosity and instruction,
we really think it right not to harass him any
longer with nauseous remedies.—but rather

to throw in cordials and lenitives, and wait in

patience for the natural termination of the

disorder. In order to justify this desertion

of our patient, however, it is proper to state

why we despair of the success of a more
active practice.
A man who has been for twenty years at

work on such matter as is now before us,
and who comes complacently for^vard with a
whole quarto of

it,
after all the admonitions

he has received, cannot reasonably be ex-

pected to "
change his hand, or check his

pride," upon the suggestion of far weightier
monitors than we can pretend to be. Invete-

rate habit must now have given a kind of

sanctity to the errors of early taste
;
and the

very powers of which we lament the perver-

sion, have probably become incapable of any
other application. The very quantity, too,

that he has written, and is at this moment

working up for publication upon the old pat-

tern, makes it almost hopeless to look for any
change of it. All this is so much capital

already sunk in the concern
;
which must be

sacrificed if that be abandoned ; and no man
likes to give up for lost the time and talent

and labour which he has embodied in any
permanent production. We were not pre-

viously aware of these obstacles to Mr. Words-
worth's conversion

;
and. considering the pecu-

liarities of his former writings merely as the

result of certain wanton and capricious ex-

periments on public taste and indulgence,
conceived it to be our duty to discourage their

repetition by all the means in our power.
We now see clearly, however, how the ca.se

stands
;

—
and, making up our minds, though

with the most sincere pain and reluctance,
to consider him as finally lost to the good
cause of poetry, shall endeavour to be thank-

ful for the occasional gleams of tenderness

and beauty which the natural force of his

imagination and affections must still shed
over all his productions.

—and to which we
shall ever turn with delight, in spite of the

affectation and mysticism and prolixity, with

which they are so abundantly contrasted.

Long habits of seclusion, and an excessive

ambition of originality, can alone account for

the disproportion which seems to exist be-

tween this author's taste and his genius ;
or

for the devotion with which he has sacrificed

so many precious gifts at the shrine of those

paltr}- idols which he has set up for him-self

among his lakes and his mountains. Solitary

musings, amidst such scenes, might no doubt

be expected to nurse up the mind to the ma-

jesty of jwetical conception,
—

(though it is

remarkable, that all the greater poets lived,

or had lived, in the full current of society) :—
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But the collision of equal minds.—the ad-

monition of prevailing impressions
—seems

necessary to reduce its redundancies, and re-

press that tendency to extravagance or pueril-

ity, into which the self-indulgence and self-

admiration of genius is so apt to be belraj-ed.
when it is allowed to wanton, without awe or

restraint, in the triumph and delight of its

own intoxication. That its flight should be

graceful and glorious in the eyes of men. it

seems almost to be necessary that they should

be made in the consciousness that men's eyes
are to behold them,

—and that the inward

transport and vigour bv which they are in-

spired, should be tempered by an occasional

reference to what will be thought of them by
those ultimate dispensers of glorj*. An habit-

ual and general knowledge of the few settled

and permanent maxims, which form the canon
of general taste in all large and polished so-

cieties—a certain tact, which informs us at

once that many things, which we still love

and are moved by in secret, must necessarily
be despised as childish, or derided as absurd,
in all such societies—though it will not stand

in the place of genius, seems necessarj' to the

success of its exertions
;
and thoush it will

never enable any one to produce the higher
beauties of art. can alone secure the talent

which does produce them from errors that

must render it useless. Those who have most
of the talent, however, commonly acquire this

knowledge with the greatest facility :
—and if

Mr. Wordsworth, instead of confining himself
almost entirely to the society of the dalesmen
and cottagers, and little children, who form
the subjects of his book, had condescended
to mingle a little more with the people that

were to read and judge of it. we cannot help
thinking that its texture might have been

considerably improved : At least it appears to

us to be absolutely impossible, that any one
who had lived or mixed famiharly with men
of literature and ordinary- judgment in poetry,

(of course we exclude the coadjutors and dis-

ciples of his own school.) could ever have
fallen into such gross faults, or so long mis-
taken them for beauties. His first essaj's we
looked upon in a good degree as poetical

paradoxes,
— maintained experimentally, in

order to display talent, and court notoriety;
—

and so maintained, with no more serious be-

lief hi their truth, than is usually generated
by an ingenious and animated defence of
other paradoxes. But when we find that he
has been for twenty years exclusively em-

ployed upon articles of this very fabric, and
that he has still enough of raw material on
hand to keep him so employed for twenty
years to come, we cannot refuse him the jus-
tice of believing that he is a sincere convert

to his own system, and must ascribe the

peculiarities of his composition, not to anv
transient affectation, or accidental caprice of

imagination, but to a settled perversity of

taste or understanding, which has been fos-

tered, if not altogether created, by the cir-

cumstances to which we have alluded.

The volume before us. if we were to de-

scribe it very shortly, we should characterise

as a tissue of moral and devotional ravings, in

which innumerable changes are rung upon a
few very simple and familiar ideas :

—But
with such an accompaniment of long words,

long sentences, and unwieldy phrases—and
such a hubbub of strained raptures and fan-

tastical sublimities, that it is often difiicult for

the most skilful and attentive student to ob-

tain a glimpse of the author's meaning—and

altogether impossible for an ordinary reader
to conjecture what he is about. Moral and re-

ligious enthusiasm, though undoubtedly poet-
ical emotions, are at the same time but dan-

gerous inspirers of poetry ; nothing being so

apt to run into interminable dulness or melli-

fluous extravagance, without giving the unfor-

tunate author the slightest intimation of his

danger. His laudable zeal for the efficacy of

his preachments, he verj- naturally mistakes
for the ardour of poetical uispiration;

—
and,

while dealing out the high words and glow-
ing phrases which are so readily supplied by
themes of this description, can scarcely avoid

believing that he is eminently original and

impressive:
—All sorts of commonplace no-

tions and expressions are sanctified in his

eyes, by the sublime ends for which they are

employed ;
and the mystical verbiage of the

Methodist pulpit is repeated, till the speaker
entertains no doubt that he is the chosen

organ of divine truth and persuasion. But if

such be the common hazards of seeking in-

spiration from those potent fountains, it may
easily be conceived what chance Mr. Words-
worth had of escaping their enchantment,—
with his natural propensities to wordiness,
and his unlucky habit of debasing pathos
with vulgarity. The fact accordingly is, that

in this production he is more obscure than a
Pindaric poet of the seventeenth century;
and more verbose " than even himself of

yore ;" while the wilfulness with which he

persists in choosing his examples of intellec-

tual dignity and tenderness exclusively from
the lowest ranks of society, will be sufficiently

apparent, from the circumstance of his having
thought fit to make his chief prolocutor in this

poetical dialogue, and chief advocate of Prov-

idence and Virtue, an old Scotch Pedlar—re-

tired indeed from business—but still rambling
about in his former haunts, and gossiping

among his old customers, without his pack
on his shoulders. The other persons of the

drama are, a retired military chaplain, who
has grown half an atheist and half a misan-

thrope
—the wife of an unprosperous weaver—a servant girl with her natural child—a

parish pauper, and one or two other person-
ages of equal rank and dignity.
The character of the work is decidedlv

d dactic: and more than nine tenths of it are

occupied with a species of dialogue, or rather
a series of long sermons or harangues wh.jch

pass between the pedlar, the author, the, old

chaplain, and a worthy vicar, who enter'Jaina

the whole part}' at dinner on the last day of
their excursion. The incidents which^ occur
in the course of it are as few and triftjng as
can well be imagined ;

—and those %\1 lich the

different speakers narrate in the cjurse of
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their discourses, are introduced rather to il-

lustrate their arguinente or opinions, than for

any interest they are sr.pposed to possess of

their own.—The doctrine which the work is

intended to enforce, we are by no means cer-

tain that we have discovered. In so far as

we can collect, however, it seenas to be neither

more nor less than the old familiar one, that

a firm belief in the providence of a wise and
benelicent Being must be our great stay and

Bupport under all afHictions and perplexities

upon earth—and that there are indications of

his power and goodness in all the aspects of

the visible universe, whether living or inani-

mate—every part of which should therefore

be regarded with love and reverence, as ex-

ponents of those great attributes. We can

testify, at least, that these salutary and im-

fjortaiiL

truths are inculcated at far greater

ength, and with more repetitions, than in any
ten volumes of sermons that we ever perused.
It is also maintained, with equal conciseness

and originality, that there is frequently much
good sense, as well as much enjoyment, in

the humbler conditions of life
;
and that, in

spite of great vices and abuses, there is a rea-

sonable allowance both of happiness and good-
ness in society at large. If there be any deeper
or more recondite doctrines in Mr. Words-
worth's book, we must confess that they have

escaped us
;

—
and, convinced as we are of the

truth and soundness of those to which we
have alluded, we cannot help thinking that

they might have been better enforced with
less parade and prolixity. His effusions on
what may be called the physiognomy of ex-

ternal nature, or its moral and theological ex-

pression, are eminently fantastic, obscure, and
affected.—It is quite time, however, that Ave

should give the reader a more particular ac-

count of this singular performance.
It opens with a picture of the author toiling

across a bare common in a hot summer day,
and reaching at last a ruined hut surrounded
with tall trees, where he meets by appoint-
ment with a hale old man, with an iron-point-
ed staff lying beside him. Then follows a

retrospective account of their first acquaint-
ance—formed, it seems, when the author was
at a village school

;
and his aged friend occu-

pied "one room,
—the fifth part of a house"

in the neighbourhood. After this, we have
the history of this reverend person at no small

length. He was born, we are happy to find,
ill Scotland—among the hills of Athol; and
his mother, after his father's death, married
the parish schoolmaster—so that he was
taught his letters betimes: But then, as it is

\here set forth with much solemnity,

'\From his si.xth year, the boy of « horn I speak,
Jn summer, tended cattle on the hills !"

Ari^d a,gain; a few pages after, that there may
be i;o risk of mistake as to a point of such es-

Benti<al importance—
" Fro^n eaily childhood, even, as hath been said,

Froi.T his sixth year, he had been sent abroad.
In su.'nmer—to tend herds ! Such was his task !"

In the (Course of this occupation it is next

recorded,'^
that he acquired such a taste for

rural ecenerj^ and open air, that when he wai
sent to teach a school in a neighbouring vil-

lage, he found it "a misery to him j" and
determined to embrace the more romantic oc-

cupation of a Pedlar—or, as Mr. Wordsworth
more musically expresses it,

"A vagrant merchant, bent beneath his load;"

—and in the course of his peregrinations had
acquired a very large acquaintance, which,
after he had given up dealing, he frequently
took a summer ramble to visit.

The author, on coming up to this interest-

ing personage, finds him sitting with his eyes
half shut

;

—
and, not being quite sure whether

he is asleep or awake, stands •' some minutes'

space" in silence beside him.—"At length,'*

says he, with his own delightful simplicity
—

" At length I hail'd him—seeing that his hat

Was moist wiih water-drops, as if the brim
Had newly scoop'd a running stream !—

'

"I'is,' said I,
'

a burning day !

My lips are parch'd with thirst
;

—but you, I guess,
Have somewhere found relief.' "

Upon this, the benevolent old man points
him out, not a running stream, but a well in

a corner, to which the author repairs ; and,
after minutely describing its situation, beyond
a broken wall, and between two alders that

"grew in a cold damp nook," he thus faith»

fully chronicles the process of his return :
—

" My thirst I slak'd ; and from the cheerless spot

Withdrawing, straightway to the shade return'd.
Where sate the old man on the cottage bench."

The Pedlar then gives an account of the

last inhabitants of the deserted cottage beside
them. These were, a good industrious weaver
and his wife and children. They Avere very
happy for a while

;
till sickness and want of

work came upon them
;
and then the father

enlisted as a soldier, and the wife pined in

that lonely cottage
—growing every year more

careless and desponding, as her anxiety and
fears for her absent husband, of whom no ti-

dings ever reached her, accumulated. Her
children died, and left her cheerless and
alone

;
and at last she died also; and the cot-

tage fell to decay. We must say, that there

is very considerable pathos in the telling of

this simple story; and that they who can get
over the repugnance excited by the triteness

of its incidents, and the lowness of its objects,
will not fail to be struck with the author's

knowledge of the human heart, and the power
he possesses of stirring up its deepest and

gentlest sympathies. His prolixity, indeed, it

is not so easy to get over. This little story
fills about twenty-five quarto pages; and

abounds, of course, with mawkish sentiment,
and details of preposterous minuteness. When
the tale is told, the travellers take their staffs,

and end their first day's journey, without fur-

ther adventure, at a little inn.

The Second Book sets them forward betimes
in the morning. They pass by a Village
Wake

;
and as they approach a more solitary

part of the mountains, the old man tells the

author that he is taking him to see an old

friend of his, who had formerly been chaplain
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lo a Highland regiment
—had lost a beloved

wife—been roused fiom his dejection by the

first enthusiasm of the French Revolution—
had emigrated on its miscarriage, to America—and returned disgusted to hide himself in

the retreat to which they were now ascending.
That retreat is then most tediously described—a smooth green valley in the heart of the

mountain, without trees, and with only one

dwelling. Just as they get sight of it from
the ridge above, they see a funeral train pro-

ceeding from the solitary abode, and hurry on
with some apprehension for the fate of the

amiable misanthrope—whom they find, how-

ever, in very tolerable condition at the door,
and learn that the funeral was that of an aged
pauper who had been boarded out by the

parish in that cheap farm-house, and had died

in consequence of long exposure to heavy rain.

The old chaplain, or, as Mr. Wordsworth is

pleased to call him, the Solitary, tells this

dull story at prodigious length) and 'after

giving an inflated description of an effect of

mountain mists in the evening sun, treats his

visitors with a rustic dinner—and they walk
out to the fields at the close of the second
book.

The Third makes no progress in the excur-

sion. It is entirely filled with moral and re-

ligious conversation and debate, and with a

more ample detail of the Solitary's past life

than had been given in the sketch of his

friend. The conversation is, in our judgment,
exceedingly dull and mystical ;

and the Soli-

tary's confessions insuff'erably diffuse. Yet
there is occasionally very considerable force

of writing and tenderness of sentiment in this

part of the work.
The Fourth Book is also filled with dia-

logues, ethical, and theological ; and, with the

exception of some brilliant and forcible ex-

pressions here and there, consists of an expo-
sition of tr>]isms, more cloudy, wordy, and

inconceivably prolix, than any thing we ever

met with.

In the beginning of the Fifth Book, they
leave the solitary valley, taking its pensive
inhabitant along with them, and stray on to

where the landscape sinks down into milder

features, till they arrive at a church, which
stands on a moderate elevation in the centre

of a wide and fertile vale. Here they medi-
tate for a while among the monuments, till

the Vicar comes out and joins them :
—and

recognising the Pedlar for an old acquaint-
ance, mixes graciously in the conversation,
which proceeds in a very edifying manner till

the close of the book.

The Sixth contains a choice obituary, or

characteristic account of several of the per-
sons who lie buried before this group of moral-

isers;
—an unsuccessful lover, who had found

consolation in natural
history

—a miner, who
worked on for twenty years, in despite of uni-

versal ridicule, and at last found the vein he
had expected—two political enemies recon-

ciled in old age to each other—an old female
miser—a seduced damsel—and two widow-

ers, one who had devoted himself to the edu-

cation of his daughters, and ono who hid

preferred marrying a prudent middle-aged
woman to lake care of them.

In the beginning of the Eighth Book, the

worthy Vicar expresses, in the words of Mr.
Wordsworth's own epitome, "his apprehen-
sions that he had detained his auditors too

long
—invites them to his house—Solitary, dis-

inclined to comply, rallies the Wanderer, and
somewhat playfully draws a comparison be-

tween his itinerant profession and that of a

knight-errant
—which leads to the Wanderer

giving an account of changes in the country,
from the manufacturing spirit

—Its favourable

effects—The other side of the picture," &c.
&c. After these very poetical themes are

exhausted, they all go into the house, where

they are introduced to the Vicar's wife and

daughter ;
and while they sit chatting in the

parlour over a family dinner, his son and one
of his companions come in with a fine dish

of trouts piled on a blue slate
;
and after being

caressed by the company, are sent to dinner
in the nursery.

—This ends the eighth book.

The Ninth and last is chiefly occupied with
a mystical discourse of the Pedlar

;
who main-

tains, that the whole universe is animated by
an active principle, the noblest seat of which
is in the human soul; and moreover, that the

final end of old age is to train and enable us

" To hear the mighty stream of Tendency
Uttering, for elevaiion of our thought,
A clear sonorous voice, inaudible

To the vast ninliilude whose doom it is

To run the giddy round of vain delight
—"

with other matters as luminous and emphatic.
The hostess at length breaks off the harangue,

by proposing that they should all make a little

excursion on the lake,
—and they embark ac-

cordingly ; and, after navigating for some time

along its shores, and drinking tea on a little

island, land at. la.st on a remote promontory,
from which they see the sun go down,—and
listen to a solemn and pious, but rather long

prayer from the Vicar. They then walk back
to the parsonage door, where the author and
his friend propose to spend the evenii:g ;

—but
the Solitary prefers walking back in the moon-
shine to his own valley, after promising to

take another ramble with them—
" If time, with free consent, be yours to give,
And season favours."

—And here the publication somewhat abrupt-

ly closes.

Our abstract of the story has been so ex-

tremely concise, that it is more than usually

necessary for us to lay some specimens of the

work itself before our readers. Its grand
staple, as we have already said, consists of a

kind of mystical morality : and the chief char-

acteristics of the style are, that it is prolix, and

very frequently unintelligible : and though we
are sensible that no great gratification is to be

expected from the exhibition of those quali-

ties, yet it is necessary to give our readers a
taste of them, both to justify the sentence we
have passed, and to satisfy them that it was

really beyond our power to present thorn with

any abstract or intelligible account of those*

long conversations which we have had so

2o 2
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much occasion to notice in our brief sketch

of its C3]iteiits. We need give ourselves no

trouble, however, to select passages for this

purpose. Here is the first that presents itself

to us on opening the volume; and if our read-

ers can form the slightest guess at its mean-

ing, we must give them credit for a sagacity
to which we have no pretension.
"
Bui, by the storms of circumstance unshaken,
And subject neither to eclipse or wane,
Duly exists;

—
innnuiably survive,

For our support, the measures and the forms,
Which an aiieiraci Intelligence supplies; [not:
Whose kingdoni is, where Time and Space are

Of other converse, which mind, soul, and heart,

Do, with united urgency, require.
What more, that may not perish?"
"

'Tis, by comparison, an easy task

Earth to dtspise ; but to converse with Heav'n,
This is not easy :

—to relinquish all

We have, or hope, of happiness and joy,
—

And stand in freedom loosen'd from this world ;

I deem not arduous!—but must needs confess
That 'tis a thing impossible to frame

Conceptions equal to the Soul's desires."

pp. 144—147.

This is a fair sample of that rapturous mys-
ticism which eludes all comprehension, and
fills the despairing reader with painful giddi-
ness and terror. The following, which we
meet with on the very next page, is in the

same general strain :
—though the first part of

it atlbrds a good specimen of the author's

talent for enveloping a plain and trite obser-

vation in all the mock majesty of solemn ver-

bosity. A reader of plain understanding, we
suspect, could hardly recognise the familiar

remark, that excessive grief for our departed
friends is not very consistent with a finn be-

lief in their immortal felicity, in the first

twenty lines of the following passage :
—In the

succeeding lines we do not ourselves pretend
to recognise any thing.

" From this infirmity of mortal kind
Sorrow proceeds, which else were not

;

—at least.

If Grief be something hallow'd and ordain'd.
If. in proportion, it be just and meet,

Through this, 'tis able to maintain its hold.
In that excess which Conscience disapproves.
For who could sink and settle to that point
Of selfishness

;
so senseless who could be

In framing esiimaies of loss and gain.
As long and perseveringly to mourn
For any object of his love, remov'd
From this unstable world, if he could fix

A satisfying view upon that slate

Of pure, imperishable blessedness.
Which Reason promises, and Holy Writ
Ensures lo all Believers ?

—Yet mistrust
Is of such incapacity, methinks,
No natural branch

; despondency far less.—And, if there be whose tender frames have
droop'd

Ev'n to the dust
; apparently, through weight

Of anguish unreliev'd, and lack of power
An agonising sorrow to transmute;
infer not hence a hope from those withheld
When wanted most ; a confidence impair'd
So pitiably, that, having ceas'd to see
With bodily eyes, ihey are borne down by love
Of what is lost, and perish ihroush regret !

Oh . no, full oft the innocent SufT'rer sees
Too clearly ; feels toi vividly ; and longs
To realize the Vision with intense

And overconstant yeartiing
—There—there lies

The excess, by which the balance is destroy'd.

Too, too contracted are these walls of flesh.
This vital warmth too cold, these visual orb«,
TJKJUgh inconceivably endow'd, loo dim
For any passion of the soul that leads
'J'o ecstasy ! and, all the crooked paths
Of lime and change disdaining, lakes its course
Along the line of limitless desires.

I. speaking now from such disorder free.
Nor sleep, 7ior

craving, but in settled peace,
I cannot doiii)t that '1 hey wliom you deplore
Are glorified."

—
pp. 148, 149.

If any farther specimen be wanted of the
learned author's propensity to deal out the
most familiar truths as the oracles of his own
inspired understanding, the following wordy
paraphrase of the ordinary remark, that the
best consolation in distress is to be found in

the exercises of piety, and the testimony of a

good conscience, maybe found on turning the
leaf.

" What then remains ?
—To seek

Those helps, for his occasions ever near.
Who lacks not will to use them

; vows, renew'd
On the first motion of a holy ihoaght ;

Vieils of contemplation ; praise ; and pray'r,
A Stream, which, from the fountain ot the heart

Issuing however feebly, no where flows
Without access of unexpected strength.
But, above all, the victory is most sure
For Him who, seeking faith by virtue, strives

To yield entire submission to the law
Of Conscience; Conscience reverenc'd andobey'd
As God's most intimate Presence in the soul.
And his most perfect Image in the world."

p. 151.

We have kept the book too long open, how-

ever, at one place, and shall now take a dip
in it nearer the beginninsf. The following ac-

count of the Pedlar's early training, and lonely
meditations among the mountains, is a good
example of the forced and affected ecstasies

in which this author abounds.

" Nor did he fail.

While yet a Child, with a Child's eagerness
Incessantly to turn his ear and eye
On all things which the moving seasons brought
To feed such appetite : nor this alone

Appeas'd his yearning :
—in the after day

Of Boyhood, many an hour in caves forlorn,
And 'mid the hollow depths of naked crags.
He sate, and even in their fix'd lineaments,
Or from the pow'r of a peculiar eye,
Or by creative feeling overborne.
Or by predominance of thought oppress'd,
Ev'n in their fix'd and steady lineaments

He trac'd an ebbing and a flowing mind."-p. 11.

We should like extremely to know what is

meant by tracing an ebbing and flowing mind
in the fixed lineaments of naked crags'?

—but

this is but the beginning of the raving fit.

In these majestic solitudes, he used also to

read his Bible
;

—and we are told that—
" There did he see the viritina !—All things there

Breaih'd immortality, revolvbig life

And greatness still revolving ; iiifiiiile!

There littleness was not; the least of things
Seem'd infinite ; and there his spirit shap'd
Her prospects; nor did he believe,—he saw!
What wonder if his being thus became
Sublime and comprehensive ! Low desires,

Low thoughts had there no place ; yet was his

heart

Lowly ;
for he wis meek in gratitude. "-pp. 14, 15.

What fo'Jows about nature, triangles, start,
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and tne ^ws of light, is still more incompre-
hepsible.

" Yet still uppermost
Nature was at his heart, as if he felt,

Though yet he knew not how, a wasting pow'r
In all thines which from her sweet influence

Might tenQ to wean hinn. Therefore with her hues,
Her forms, and with the spirit of her forms,

He cloih'd the nakedness of austere truth.

While yet he linger'd in the rudiments

Of science, and among her simplest laws,

His triautrles—they were the stars of heav'n,
The silent stars 1 Oft did he take delight
To measure ih' aliiiude of some tall crag
Which is the eagle's birthplace, or some peak
Familiar wi;h forgotten years, that shows

Inscrib'd, as with the silence of the thought,

Upon its bleak and visionary sides
;;

—
—— and I have heard him say

That often, failing at this time to gain
The peace requir'd, he. scaniid the laws of light

Amid the roar of torrents, where they send

From hollow clefis up to the clearer air

A cloud of mist, which m the sunshine frames

A lasting tablet—for the observer's eye

Varying its rainbow hues. But vainly thus,

And vainly by all other means, he strove

To mitigate the fever of his heart."—pp. 16—18.

The whole book, indeed, is full of such

stuff. The following is the author's own
eublime aspiration after the delight of be-

coming a Motion^ zx a Presence^ or an Energy
among multitudinous streams.

" Oh I what a joy it were, in vig'rous health,

To have a Body (this our vital Frame
With shrinking sensibility endu'd,
And all the nice regards of flesh and blood)

And to the elements surrender it,

As if it were a Spirit .'
—How divine

The liberty, for frail, for mortal man.
To roam at large among unpeopled glens
And mouniainous retiremenis, only trod

By devious f)Oisieps; regions consecrate

To oldest lime ! and, reckless of the storm

That keeps the raven quiet in her nest.

Be as a Presence or a Motion '.
—one

Among the many there
; and, while the Mists

Flying, and rainv Vapours, call out Shapes
And Phantoms from the crags and solid earth

As fast as a i\Iusician scatters sounds

Out of an insirument ; and, while the Streams—
(As at a first creation and in haste

To e.xercise their untried faculties)

Descending from the regions of the clouds.

And stariina tVom the hidlows of the earth

More multitudinous every moment—rend

Their way before ihem. what a joy to roam
An equal amo?!^ mi<:htiest Energies !

And haply sometimes with articulate voice,

Amid the deaPning tumult, scarcely heard

By him that utters it, exclaim aloud

Be this coniinu'd so from day to day,
Nor let it have an end from month to month !"

pp. 164, 1G5.

We suppose the reader is now satisfied

with Mr. Wordsworth's sublimities—which

occupy rather more than half the volume :
—

Of his tamer and more creeping prolixity, we
have not the heart to load him with many
specimens. The following amplification of

the vulgar comparison of human life to a

stream,"has the merit of adding much ob-

scurity to wordiness
3
at least, we have not

ingenuity enough to refer the conglobated
bubbles and murmurs, and fioatuig islands,

to their Vital prototypes.

" The tenor

Which my life holds, he readily may conceive
Whoe'er hath stood to watch a mountain Brook
In some still passage of iis course, and seen,
Within the depths of iis capacious breast,

Inverted trees, and rocks, and azure sky;
And, on its glassy surface, specks of ibam,
And conglobated bubbles undissolv'd.

Numerous as stars ; that, by their onward lapse,

Betray to sight the motion of the stream,
Else imperceptible ; meanwhile, is heard

Perchance a roar or murmur; and the sound

Though soothing, and the little floating isles

Though beautiful, are boih by Nature eharg'd
With the same pensive office

;
and make known

Through what perplexing labyrinths, abrupt

Precipitations, and untoward straits.

The earth-born wanderer hath pass'd ;
and quickly,

That respite o'er, like traverses and toils

Must be again encounter'd.—Such a stream

Is HumanXife."—pp. 139, 140.

The following, however, is a better example
of the useless and most tedious minuteness

with which the author so frequently details

circumstances of no interest in themselves,
—

of no importance to the story,
—and possess-

uig no graphical merit whatsoever as pieces
of description. On their approach to the old

chaplain's cottage, the author gets before his

companion,
" when behold

An object that entic'd my steps aside !

It was an Entry, narrow as a door;
A passage whose brief windings open'd out

Into a platform ; tha.i lay, sheepfold-wise,
Enclos'd between a sitigle mass of rock
And one old moss-grown wall ;

—a cool Recess,
And fanciful 1 For, where the rock and wall

Met in an angle, hung a tiny roof.

Or penthouse, which most quaintly had been frawtd,

By thrusting two rude sticks into the wall

And overlaying them with mountain sods!

To weather-fend a little turl-built scat

Whereon a full-grown man might rest, nor dread

The burning sunshine, or a transient .shower;
But the whole 'plainly wrought hy Children's hands !

Whose simple skill had ihiong'd the grassy floor

With work of frame less solid ;
a proud show

Of bahy-liouses, curiously arranged!
Nor wanting ornament of walks between,
With mimic trees inserted in the turf.

And gardens interpns'd. Pleas'd with the sight,

I could not choose but beckon to my Guide,

Who, having enter'd, carelessly look'd round,
And now would have pass'd on ; when I exclaiin'd,
' Lo ! what is here?' and, stooping down, drew
A Book," &a—pp. 71, 72. [forth

And this book, which he
" found to be a work

In the French Tongue, a Novel of Voltaire,"

leads to no incident or remark of any value

or importance, to apologise for this long story

of its finding. There is no beauty, we think,

it must be admitted, in these passages; and

so little either of interest or curiosity in the

incidents they disclose, that we can scarcely
conceive that any man to aa hom they had ac-

tually occurred, should take the trouble to

recount them to his wife and children by his

idle fireside :
—

but, that man or child rhould

think them worth writing down in blanl; verse,

i

and printing in magnificent quarto, wr should

certainly have supposed altogeth* r impos.si

i ble, had it not been for the ample proofs which

I Mr. Wordsworth has afl^orded to the contrary
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Sometimos iheir silliness is enhanced by a

paltry attempt at clii-ct and emphasis:
—as in

the lollovving account of that very touching
and extraordinary occurrence of a iamb bleat-

ing among the mountains. The poet would

actually persuade us that he thought the

mountains themselves were bleating;
—and

that nothing could be so grand or impressive.
"List!" cries the old Pedlar, suddenly break-

ing ofT in the middle of one of his daintiest

List !
—I heard,

From yon luigo breast of rock, a solemn bleat !

Sent forih as if it were the Mountain's voice !

As if the visible Mountain made the cry !

Again 1'
—The efTect upon the soul was such

As he expre?s'd ; for, irom the Mountain's heart

The sole/nn blent appeared to come ! There was
No other—and the region all around
Stood silent, empty oi ail shape of life.—It uas a Lajnb—\eil somewhere to itself!"

p. 159.

What we have now quoted will give the

reader a notion of the taste and spirit in which
this volume is composed : And yet, if it had
not contained something a good deal better,
we do not know how we should have been

justified in troubling him with any account
of it. But the truth is, that Mr Wordsworth,
with all his perversities, is a person of great

powers; and has frequently a force in his

moral declamations, and a teiidemess in his

pathetic narratives, which neither his prolixity
nor his aflfectation can altogether deprive of

their effect. We shall venture to give some
extracts from the simple tale of the Weaver's

solitary Cottage. Its heroine is the deserted
wife

;
and its chief interest consists in the

picture of her despairing despondence and

anxiety, after his disappearance. The Pedlar,

recurring to the well to which he had direct-

ed his companion, observes,

" As I stoop'd to drink,

Upon the slimy foot-stone I espied
The useless fragment of a wooden bowl,
Green with the moss of years; a pensive sight
That mov'd my heart !

—
recalling former days,

When I could never pass that road but She
Who liv'd within these walls, at my approach,
A Daughter's welcome gave me

; and I lov'd her
As my own child ! O Sir ! the good die first !

And they whose hearts are dry as summer dust
Burn to the socket."

"
By some especial care

Her temper had been fram'd, as if to make
A Being

—who by adding love to peace
Might live on earth a life of happiness."

pp. 27, 28.

The bliss and tranquillity of these prosper-
ous years is well and copiously described

;

—
but at last came sickness, and want of em-

ployment ;
— and the effect on the kind-

hearted and industrious mechanic is strikingly
delineated.

" At his door he stood.
And whisti'd many a snatch of merry tunes
That had no mirth in them ! or with his knife

Carv'd uncouth fiaures on the heads of sticks—
Then, not less idly, sought, through eveKy nook
In house or garden, any casual work
Of use or ornament."—

" One while he would speak lightly of his Bab«f,
And with n cruel tongue : ai other limes
He toss'd ihem with a false unnui'raj joy :

And 'twas a rueful ihmg to see the looks
Of the poor innocent children."—p. 31.

At last, he steals from his cottage, and enlists

as a soldier; and when the benevolent Pedlar

comes, in his rounds, in hope of a cheerfu]

welcome, he meets with a scene of despair.
"
Having reach'd the door

I knock'd,—and, when I enlcr'd wiih the hope
Of usual

greeting, Margaret look'd at me
A litile while ; then turn'd her head away
Speechless,

—and silling down upon a chair

VVcpt l)iiterly ! I wist not what to do.
Or how to speak to her. Poor Wretch ! at last

She rose from off her seat, and then,
—O Sir I

I cannot tell how she pronounc'd my name.—
With fervent love, and with a face of grief

Unutterably helpless !"—pp. 34, 35.

Hope, however, and native cheerfulness,
w^ere not yet subdued ;

and her spirit still bore

up against the pressure of this desertion.

"Long we had not (alk'd

Ere we built up a pile of better thoughts,
And with a brighter eye she look'd around
As if she had been shedding tears of joy."
" We parted.

—'Twas the time of early spring;
I left her busy with her garden tools ;

And well remember, o'er that tence she look'd,
And, while I paced along the footway path,
Called out, and sent a blessing after me,
With tender cheerfulness ; and with a voice

That seem'd the very sound of happy thoughts."
pp. 36, 37.

The gradual sinking of the spirit under the

load of continued anxiety, and the destruc-

tion of all the finer springs of the soul by a
course of unvarying sadness, are very feel-

ingly represented in the sequel of this simple
narrative.

"
I journey'd back this way

Towards the wane of Summer; when the wheal
Was yellow ; and the soft and bladed grass

Springing afresh had o'er the hay-field spread
Its tender verdure. At the door arriv'd,
I foimd that she was absent. In the shade,
VViiere now we sit, I wailed her return.

Her Cottage, then a cheerful Object, wore
lis customary look,—only, I thought.
The honeysuckle, crowding round the porch.

Hung down in heavier tufis: and that bright weed
I'he yellow stone-crop, suffered to take root

Along ihe window's edge, profusely grew.
Blinding the lower panes. I turn'd aside,

And stroll'dinto her garden. It appear'd
To lag behind the season, and had lost

Its pride of neatness."—
"The sun was sinking in the west ; and now
I sale wiih sad impatience. From within

Her solitary Infant cried aloud ;

Then, like a blast that dies away self-still'd,

The voice was silent."—pp. 37—39.

The desolate woman had now an air of still

and listless, though patient sorrow.

" Evermore
Her eyelids droop'd, her eyes were downward cast ;

And, when she at her table gave me food,

She did not look at me ! Her voice was low.
Her body was subdu'd. In ev'ry act

Pertaining to her house affairs, appear'd
The careless stillness of a thinking mind

Self-occupied ;
to which all outward things

Are like an idle matter. Still she sigh'd,
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But fet no motion of the brenst was seen,
No heaving of the heart. While by the fire

We sate to£;eilier, sii^hs came on my ear,
I know not how, and hardly whence they came.

I return'd,
And took my rounds along this road again,
Ere on its sunny bank the primrose flow'r

Peep'd forth, to give an earnest of the J^pring,
I found her sad and drooping ;

she had Icarn'd
No tidings of her Husband ; if he liv'd

She knew not that he lived
;

if he were dead
She knew not he was dead. Sheseem'd the same
In person and appearance ; but her House
Bespake a sleepy hand of negligence

Her Inlant Babe
Had from its Mother caught the trick of grief,
And sigh'd among its playthings !"—pp. 41—43.

Returning seasons only deepened this gloom,
and confirmed this neglect. Her child died;
and she spent her weary days in roaming
over the country, and repeating her fond and
vain inquiries to every passer by.

" Meantime her House by frost, and thaw, and rain,
Was sapp'd ; and while she slept the nightly damps
Did chill her breast ; and in the stonny day
Her tatter'd rloihes were ruffl'd by the wind,
Ev'n at the side of her own fire. Yet siill

She lov'd this wretched spot ;
and here, my Friend,

In sickness she remain'd
;
and here she died !

Last Human Tenantof these ruin'd Walls."—p. 46.

The story of the old Chaplain, though a
little less lowly, is of the same mournful cast,
and almost equally destitute of incidents;

—
for Mr. Wordsworth delineates only feelings

—
and all his adventures are of the heart. The
narrative which is given by the sufferer him-
self

is, in our opinion, the most spirited and

interesting part of the poem. He begins thus,
and addressing himself, after a long pause,
to his ancient countryman and friend the
Pedlar—

" You never saw, your eyes did never look
On the britrht Form of Her whom once I lov'd !

—
Her silver voice was heard upon the earth,
A sound unknown to you ; else, honour'd Friend,
Your heart had borne a pitiable share
Of what I snffer'd, when I wept that loss !

And suffer now, not seldom, from the thought
That I reinember— and can weep no more!"

p. 117.

The following account of his marriage and

early felicity is written with great sweetness—
a sweetness like that of Massinger, in his softer

and more mellifluous passages.

" This fair Bride—
In the devoledness of youthful love,

Preferrin<r me to Parents, and the choir
Of say companions, to the natal roof,
And all known places and familiar sights,

(Resign'd with sadness gently weighing down
Her trembling expectations, but no more
Than did to her due honour, and to me
Yielded, that day, a confidence sublime
In what I had to build upon)

—this Bride,

Young, modest, meek, and beautiful, I led
To a low Cottage in a sunny Bay,
Where the salt sea innocuously breaks,
And the sea breeze as innocently breathes.
On Devon's leafy shores

;

—a shelter'd Hold,
In a soft clime, encouraging the soil

To a luxuriant bounty I
—As our steps

Approach the embower'd Abode, our chosen Seat,
See, rooted in the earth, its kindly bed.
The unendanger'd Myrtle.deck'd with flowers, '&c.

59

"—Wild were our walks upon those lonely Downs
Whence, unmolested Wanderers, we beheld
The shining Giver of the Day diffuse
His brightness, o'er a tract of sea and land

Gay as our spirits, free as our desires.
As our enjoyments boundless.—From these Height*We dropp'd, at pleasure, intosylvan Combs;
Where arbours of impenetrable shade.
And mossy seats detain'd us, side by side.
With hearts at ease, and knowledge in our hearts
' That all the grove and all the day was ours.' "

pp. 118—120.

There, seven years of unmolested happiness
were blessed with two lovely children.

" And on these pillars rested, as on air,

Our solitude."

Suddenly a contagious malady swept off both
the infants.

" Calm as a frozen Lake when ruthless Winds
Blow fiercely, agitating earih and sky,
The Mother now remain'd."

"
Yet, stealing slow,

Dimness o'er this clear Luminary crept

Insensibly !
—The immortal and divine

Yielded to mortal reflux, her pure Glory,
As from the pinnacle of worldly state

Wretched Ambition drops astounded, fell

Into a gulf obscure of silent grief.
And keen heart-anguish

—of itself asham'd.
Yet obstinately cherishing itself:

And, so consum'd, She melted from my arms !

And left me, on this earth, disconsolate."

pp. 125, 126.

The agony of mind into which the sur

vivor was thrown, is described with a power-
ful eloquence ;

as well as the doubts and dis-

tracting fears which the sceptical speculations
of his careless days had raised in his spirit.
There is something peculiarly grand and ter-

rible to our feelings in the imagery of these

three lines—
"
By pain of heart, now check'd, and now impell'd,

The Intellectual Power, through words and thinirs,

Went sounding on,
—a dim and perilous way !"

At last he is roused from this dejected mood,

by the glorious promises which seemed held
out to human nature by the first dawn of the

French Revolution
;

—and it indicates a fine

perception of the secret springs of character

and emotion, to choose a being so circum-
stanced as the most ardent votary of that far-

spread enthusiasm.

" Thus was I reconverted to the world !

Society became my glitt'ring Bride,
And airy hopes my Children I

—If busy Men
In sober conclave met, to weave a web
Of amity, whose living threads should stretch

Beyond the seas, and to the farthest pole,
There did I sit, assisting. If, with noise

And acclamation, crowds in open air

Express'd the tumult of their minds, my voice

There mingled, heard or not. The powers of song
I left not uninvok'd; and, in still groves.
Where mild Enthusiasts tun'd a pensive lay
Of thanks and expectation, in accord
With their belief, I sang Salurnian Rule
Reiurn'd,—a progeny of golden years
Permitted to descend, and bless mankind !"

pp. 128, 129

On the disappearance of that bright vision,
he was inclined to take part with the despe-
rate party who still aimed at establishing
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universal regeneration, though by more ques-
tionable instruments than they had originally
assumed. But tlu; military despotism which
ensued soon closed the scene against all such

exertions
; and, disjrusted with men and

Europe, he sought for shelter in the wilds of

America. \n the calm of the voyage, Memory
and Conscience awoke him to a sense of his

misery.

-" Feebly must They have felt

Who, in old time, attir'd with snakes and whips
The vengeful Furies. Beautiful regards
Were iiirn'd on me—the fare of her I lov'd !

The Wife and Mother, pitifully fixing
Tender reproaches, insupportable I"—pp. 133, 134.

His disappointment, and ultimate seclusion in

England, have been already sufficiently de-

tailed.

We "must trespass upon our readers with
the fragments of yet another story. It is that

of a simple, seduced, and deserted girl, told

with great sweetness, pathos, and indulgence,

by the Vicar of the parish, by the side of her

untimely grave. Looking down on the turf,
he says

—
"
As, on a sunny bank, a tender Lamb,

Lurks in safe shelter, from the winds of March
Screen'd by iis Parent, so that little mound
Lies guarded by its neighbour. The small heap
Speaks for itself:—an Infant there doih rest ;

The sheli'ring Hillock is the Mother's grave I
—

fhere, by her itmocent Baby's precious grave,
Yea, doubtless, on the turf that roofs her own,
The Mother oft was seen to stand, or kneel,
In the broad day, a weeping Magdalene.
Now she is not ! The swelling turf reports
Of the fresh sbow'r, but of poor Ellen's tears

Is silent
;
nor is any vestige left

Upon tlie pathway of her mournful tread ;

Nor of that pace with which she once had mov'd
In virgin fearlessness—a step that seem'd

Caught from ilie pressure of elastic turf

Upon the mouniains wet with morning dew.
In the prime hour of sweetest scents and airs."

pp. 285—287.

Her virgin graces and gentleness are then

very beautifully described, and her seduction

and lonely anguish passed over very tenderly.

" ' Ah why,' said Ellen, sighing to herself,
' Why do not words, and kiss, and solemn pledge ;

And nature that is kind in Woman's breast.
And reason that in Man is kind and good.
And fear nf Flim who is a righteous Judge,
Why do not these prevail for human life.

To keep two hearts together, that began
Their spring-iime with one love, and that have need
Of mutual pity and forgiveness, sweet
To grant, or be receiv'd ?' "—p. 289.

" A kindlier passion open'd on her soul

When that poor Child was born. Upon its face

She look'd as on a pure and spotless gift

Of unexpected promise, where a srief

Or dread was all that had been thought of.

'Till this hour,'
Thus in her Mother's hearing Ellen spake,
' Theie was a stony region in my heart !

But He at whose command the parched rock
Was smitten, and pour'd forth a quenching stream.
Hath soHen'd that obduracy, and made
Unlook'tJ-for gladness in the desert place.
To save t!ie perishing ; and. henceforth, I look

Upon the Mghf with cheerfulness, for thee

My Infant ! and for that good Mother dear,

Wno bon me,—and ha i pray'd for nie in vain I
—

Yet not in vain, it shall not be in vain.' [food—Through four months' space the Infant drew its

From the maternal breast. Then scruples rose ;

Thoughts, which the rich are Iree from, came antl

cross' d
The sweet afl'eciion. She no more could bear

By her offence to lay a twofold weight
On a kind parent, willing to forget
Their slender means ! So, to that parent's care

Trusting her child, she left their common home,
And with contented spirit undertook
A FoBter-Mother's office."—pp. 291—293.

Here the parents of her new nursling soon

forbade her all intercourse with her own most

precious child
;
—and a sudden malady carried

it off, in this period of forced desertion.

-" Once, only once.
She saw it in that mortal malady :

And, on the burial day, could scarcely gain
Permission to attend its obsequies!
She reach'd the house—last of the fun'ral train;
And some One, as she enter'd, having chanc'd
To urge imthinkingly their prompt departure,
'

Nay,' said she, with commanding look, a spirit
Of anger never seen in her before,
'

Nay ye must wait my time !' and down she sate,
And by the unclos'd coffin kept her seal ;

Weeping and looking, looking on and weeping
Upon the last sweet slumber of her Child !

Until at length her soul was satisfied.

You see the Infant's Grave!—and to this Spot,
The Mother, oft as she was sent abroad,
And whatsoe'er the errand, urg'd her steps :

Hither she came
;
and here she stood, or knelt,

In the broad day—a rueful Magdalene !"—p. 294.

Overwhelmed with this calamity, she was at

last obliged to leave her service.

" But the green stalk of Ellen's life was snapp'd.
And the flower droop'd ; as every eye might see.'

" Her fond maternal Heart had built a Nest
In blindness all too near the river's edge ;

That Work a summer flood with hasty swell

Had swept away ! and now her spirit long'd
For its last flight to Heaven's security."

" — Meek Saint ! through patience glorified en
earth !

In whom, as by her lonely hearth she sate,
The ghastly face of cold decay put on
A sun-like beauty, and appear'd divine ;

So, through the cloud of death, her Spirit pass'd
Into that pure and unknown world of love,

Where injury cannot come :
—and here is laid

The mortal Body by her Infant's side !"

pp. 296, 297.

These passages, we think, are among the

most touching with which the volume presents
us

; though fhere are many in a more lofty
and impassioned style. The following com-
memoration of a beautiful and glorious youth,
the love and the pride of the humble valley,
is full of warmth and poetry.

" The mountain Ash,
Deck'd with autumnal berrips that outshine

Spring's richest blossoms, yields a splendid show
Amid the leafv woods; and ye have seen,

By a brook side or solitary tarn,

How she her .station doth adorn.—the pool
Glows at her feet, and all the gloomy rocks

Are brighten'd round her! In his native Vale

Such and .so glorious did ibis Youth appear;
A sight that kindled pleasure in all hearts,

Bv his ingenuous beauty, by the gleam
Of his fair eyes, by his capnrious brow,

By all the graces with which nature's hnnd

Had bounteously array'd him. As old Bards
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Tell in (heir idle songs of wand'ring Gods,
Fan or Apollo, veil'd in hunian form

;

Yet, like the sweet-breaih'd violet of ihe shade,
Discovered in iheir own despite, to sense
Of Mortals, (if such fables without blame
May find chance-nieniion on this sacred ground,)
So, ihrouiih a simple rustic garb's disguise.
In him reveal'd a Scholar's genius shone !

And so, not wholly hidden from men's sight,
In him the spirit of a Hero walk'd
Our unpretending valley !"—pp. 342, 343.

This is lofty and energetic;
—but Mr.

Wordsworth descends, we cannot think very
gracefully, when he proceeds to describe how
the quoit whizzed when his arm launched it—and how the football mounted as high as a

lark, at the touch of his toe ;
—neither is it

a suitable catastrophe, for oue so nobly en-

dowed, to catch cold by standing too long in

the river washing sheep, and die of spasms
in consequence.
The general reflections on the indlscrimi-

nating rapacity of death, though by no means
original in themselves, and expressed with
too bold a rivalry of the seven ages of Shake-

speare, have yet a character of vigour and
truth about them that entitles them to notice.

" This file of Infants
; some that never breathed,

And the besprinkl'd Nursling, unrequir'd
Till he begins to smile upon the breast
That feeds him

;
and the toti'ring Little-one

Taken from air and sunshine, when the rose
Of Infancy first blooms upon his cheek; [Youth
The thinking, thoughtless Schoolboy; the bold
Of soul impetuous; and the bashful Maid
Smitten while all the promises of life

Are op'iiing round her
; those of middle age.

Cast down while confident in strength ihey stand.
Like pillars fix'd more firmly, as might seem,
And more secure, by very weight of all

That, for support, rests on them ; the decay'd
And burihensome ; and, lastly, that poor few
Whose litrht of reason is with age extinct ;

The hopeful and the hopeless, first and last.

The earliest summon'd and the longest spar'd.
Are here deposited ;

with tribute paid
Various, but unto each some tribute paid ;

As if, amid these peacefiil hills and groves.
Society were touch'd with kind concern.
And gentle "Nature griev'd that One should die !"

pp. 244, 245.

There is a lively and impressive appeal on
the injury done to the health, happiness, and

morality of the lower orders, by the unceas-

ing and premature labours of our crowded
manufactories. The description of night-work-
ing is picturesque. In lonely and romantic

regions, he says, when silence and darkness
incline all to repose

—
" An unnatural light

Prepar'd for never-resting Labour's eyes.
Breaks from a many-windosv'd Fabric huge;
And at the appointed hour a Bell is heard—
Of harsher iinport than the Curfew-knoll
That spake the Norman Conqueror's sicrn behest.
A local summons to unceasing toil !

Disgorg'd are now the Ministers of day;
And, as they issue from the illumin'd Pile,
A fresh Band meets them, at the crowded door,—
And in the Courts

;

—and where the rumbling
That turns the multitude of dizzy wheels, [Stream,
Glares, like a troubl'd Spirit, in its bed

Among the rocks below. Men, Maidens, Youths,
Mother and little Children, 15oys and Girls,
Enter, and each the wonted task resumes
Within thia Temple—where is ofTer'd up

To Gain—the master Idol of the Realm,
Perpetual sacrifice."—p. 3(i7.

The effects on the ordinary life of the uoor
are delineated in graver colours.

' '

Domestic bliss,
(Or call it comfort, by a humbler name,)
How art thou blighted for the poor Man's heart!
Lo ! in such neighbourhood, from morn to eve,
The Habitations empty ! or perchance
The Mother left alone,—no helping hand
To rock the cradle of her peevish babe ;

No daughters round her, busy at the wheel.
Or in despatch ot each day's liiile growth
Of household occupation ; no nice arts
Of needle- work

; no bustle at the fire.
Where once the dinner was prepared with pride;
Nothing to speed the day or cheer the mind ;

Nothing to praise, to teach, or to command !—
;The Father, it perchance he still retain

His old employments, goes to field or wood,
No longer led or followed by his Sons ;

Idlers perchance they were,—but in his sight ;

Breathing fresh air, and treading the green earth ;

'I'ill their short holiday of childhood ceas'd,
Ne'er to return ! That birth-right now is lost."

pp. 371, 372.

The dissertation is closed with an ardent

hope, that the farther improvement and the
universal diffusion of these arts may take

away the temptation for us to embark so

largely in their cultivation
;
and that we may

once more hold out inducements for the re-

turn of old manners and domestic charities.

"
Learning, though late, that all true glory rests,

All praise, all safety, and all happiness,
Upon the Moral law. Egyptian Thebes

;

Tyre by the margin of the sounding waves ;

Palmyra, central in the Desert, fell!

And the Arts died by which they had been raised.—Call Archimedes from his buried Tomb
Upon the plain of vanish'd Syracuse,
And feelingly the Sage shall make report
How insecure, how baseless in itself.

Is ihat Philosophy, whose sway is tram'd
For mere material instruments:—How weak'
Those Arts, and hiiih Inventions, il unpropp'd
By Virtue."—p. 369.

There is also a very animated exhortation
to the more general diffusion of education

among the lower orders : and a glowinjj and

eloquent assertion of their capacity for all vir-

tues and enjoyments.
"
Believe it not !

The primal Duties shine aloft—like stars ;

The Charities that soothe, and heal, and bless.
Are scatter'd at the feet of Man—like flow'rs.
The gen'rous inclination, the just rule.
Kind wishes, and good actions, and pure thoughts

—
No tnystery is here ; no special boon
For high and not for low, for proudly grac'd.
And not for meek of heart. The smoke ascends
To heav'n as lightly from the Cottage hearth
As from the haughty palace."

—
p. 398.

The blessings and the necessities that now
render this a peculiar duty in the rulers of
this empire, are urged in a still loftier tjne.

^'
Look ! and behold, from Calpe's sunburnt cliffi*

To the flat margin of the Baltic "C..,

Long-reverenc'd Titles cast away as weeds;
Laws overturn'd,—and Territory split ;

Like fields of ice rent by the polar wind.
And forc'd to join in less obnoxious shapes.
Which, ere they gain consistence, by a gust
Of the same breath are shatter'd and destroy'd.
Meantime, the Sov'reigniy of these fair Isles
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Remains entire and indivisible ;

And, ifrhat ignorance were remov'J, which acts

V/ithin the compass of iheir si'v'ra! shores

To breed commotion and disquietude,
Each might preserve tlie beautiful repose
Of heav'niy bodies shinint; in their spheres.—The disciphne of slavery is unknown
Amongst us.—hence the more do we require
The disciphne of virtue ;

order else

Cannot subsist, nor confidence, nor peace."
pp. 402, 403.

There is a good deal of fine description in

the course of this work; but we have left

ourselves no room for any specimen. The

following few lines, however, are a fine epit-
ome of a lake voyage :

—
"
Riaht across the Lake

Our pinnace moves: then, coasting creek and bay,
Glades we behold—and into thickets peep

—
Where crouch the spotted deer

;
or raise our eyes

To shaggy sleeps on which the careless goat
Browsed by the side of dashing waterfalls."—p. 412.

We add, also, the following more elaborate

and fantastic picture
—

which, however, is not

without its beauty :
—

"Then having reach'd a bridge, that overarch'd
The haity rivulet where it lay becalm'd
In a deep pool, by happy chance we saw
A twofold Image. On a grassy bank
A snow-white Ram, and in the crystal flood

Vnolher and the same ! Most beautiful.
On the green turf, with his imperial front

Shaggy and bold, and wreathed horns superb.
The breathing creature stood' as beautiful.
Beneath him, show'd his shadowy Counterpart.
Each had his glowing mountains, each his sky,
Anu each seein'd centre of his own fair world :

-vntipodes unconscious of each other,

''^et, in partition, with their several spheres,
Blended in perfect stillness to our sight !"—p. 407.

Besides those more extended passages of

interest or beauty, which we have quoted,
and omitted to quote, there are scattered up
and down the book, and in the midst of its

most repulsive portions, a very great number
of single lines and images, that sparkle like

gems in the desert, and startle us with an in-

timation of the great poetic powers that lie

buried in the rubbish that has been heaped
around them. It is difficult to pick up these,
after we have once passed them by; but we
shall endeavour to light upon one or two. The
beneficial effect of intervals of rela.vation and

pastime on youthful minds, is finely expressed,
we think, in a single line, when it is said to

be—
" Like vernal ground to Sabbath sunshine left."

The following image of the bursting forth

of a mountain-spring, seems to us also to be
conceived with great elegance and beauty.
" And a few steps may bring us to the spot,
Where haply crown'd with flow'rets and green

herbs,
The Mountain Infant to the Sun comes forth,
Like human light from darkness!"

The ameliorating elTects of song and music
on the minds which most delight in them, are

likewise very poetically ex-pressed.
" And when the stream

Which overflowed the soul was pass'd away,
A consciou-ineas rcmain'd that it had left,

Deposited upon the silent shore
Of Memory, images and precious thoughts.
That shall not die, and cannot be destroy'd."

Nor is any thing more elegant than this

representation of the graceful tranquillity
oc-

casionally put on by one of the author's

favourites; who, .hough gay and airy, in

general—
" Was graceful, when it pleas'd him, smoolh and

still

As the mute Swan that floats adown the stream,
Or on the waters of ih' unruflfled lake
.Anchors her placid beauty. Not a leaf

That flutters on the bough more light than he.
And not a flow'r that droops in the green shade
More willingly reserv'd."

Nor are there wanting morsels of a sterner

and more majestic beauty ;
as when, assuming

the weightier diction of Cowper, he says, in

language which the hearts of all readers of

modern history must have responded—
•" Earth is sick.

And Heav'n is weary of the hollow words
Which States and Kingdom utter when thejr speak
Of Truth and Justice."

These examples, we perceive, are not very
well chosen—but we have not leisure to im-

prove the selection
; and, such as they are,

they may serve to give the reader a notion of

the sort of merit which we meant to illustrate

by their citation. When we look back to

them, indeed, and to the other passages which
we have now extracted, we feel half inclined

to rescind the severe sentence which we
passed on the work at the beginning :

—But
when we look into the work itself, we perceive
that it cannot be rescinded. Nobody can be
more disposed to do justice to the great powers
of Mr. Wordsworth than we are

; and, from
the first time that he came before us, down
to the present moment, we have uniformly
testified in their favour, and assigned indeed
our high sense of their value as the chief

ground of the bitterness with which we re-

sented their perversion. That perversion,

however, is now far more visible than their

original dignity ;
and while we collect the

fragments, it is impossible not to mourn over

the ruins from which we are condemned to

pick them. If any one should doubt of the

existence of such a perversion, or be disposed
to dispute about the instances we have hastily

brought forward, we would just beg leave to

refer him to the general plan and character of

the poem now before us. Why should Mr
Wordsworth have made his hero a superannu-
ated pedlar? What but the most wretched

affectation, or provoking perversity of taste,
could induce any one to place his chosen ad
vocate of wisdom and virtue in so absurd and
fantastic a condition ? Did Mr. Wordsworth

really imagine, that his favourite doctrines

were likely to gain any thing in point of effect

or authority by being put into the mouth of a

person accustomed to higgle about tape, or

brass sleeve-buttons ? Or is it not plain that,

independent of the ridicule and disgust which
such a personification must excite in many of

his readers, its adoption exposes his work

throughout to the charge of revolting incon-
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gruity, and utter disregard of probability or

nature'? For, after he has thus wilfully de-

based his moral teacher by a low occupation,
is there one word that he puts into his nioulh,
or one sentiment of which he makes him the

organ, that has the most remote reference to

that occupation 1 Is there any thing in his

learned, abstract, and logical harangues, that

gavours of the calling that is ascribed to him 1

Are any of their materials such as a pedlar
could possibly have dealt in 1 Are the man-

ners, the diction, the sentiments, in any, the

very smallest degree, accommodated to a per-
son in that condition? or are they not eminently
and conspicuously such as could not by possi-

bility belong to It? A man who w^ent about

selling flannel and pocket-handkerchiefs in

this lofty diction, would soon frighten away
all his customers

;
and would infallibly pass

either for a madman, or for some learned and
affected gentleman, who, in a frolic, had taken

up a character which he was peculiarly ill

qualified for supporting.

The absurdity m this case, we think, is

palpable and glaring : but it is e.\actly of the

same nature with that which infects the whole
substance of the work—a puerile ambition
of singularity engrafted on an unlucky predi-
lection for truisms; and an affected passion
for simplicity and humble life, most awk-

wardly combined with a taste for mystical

refinements, and all the gorgeousness of ob-

scure phraseology. His taste for simplicity
is evinced by sprinkling up and down his in-

terminable declamations a few descriptions
of baby-houses, and of old hats with wet

brims; and his amiable partiality for humble

life, by assuring us that a wordy rhetorician,
who talks about Thebes, and allegorizes all

the heathen mythology, was once a pedlar
—

and making him break in upon his magnifi-
cent orations with two or three awkward no-

tices of something that he had seen when
selling winter raiment about the country

—or

of the changes in the state of society, which
had almost annihilated his former calling.

(October, 1S15.)

The White Doe of Rylstone ; or the Fate of the Nortons : a Poem. By William Words-
worth. 4to. pp. 162. London: 1815.

This, we think, has the merit of being the

very worst poem we ever saw imprinted in a

quarto volume
;
and though it was scarcely to

be expected, we confess, that Mr. Words-

worth, with all his ambition, should so soon
have attained to that distinction, the wonder

may perhaps be diminished when we state,
that it seems to us to consist of a happy union
of all the faults, without any of the beauties,
which belong to his school of poetry. It is

just such a work, in short, as some wicked

enemy of that school might be supposed to

have devised, on purpose to make it ridicu-

lous
;
and when we first took it up, we could

not help suspecting that "some ill-natured

critic had actually taken this harsh method
of instructing Mr. Wordsworth, by example,
in the nature of those errors, against which
our precepts had been so often directed in

vain. We had not gone far, however, till we
felt intimately that nothing in the nature of a

joke could be so insupportably dull
;

—and
that this must be the work of one who earn-

estly believed it to be a pattern of pathetic

simplicity, and gave it out as such to the ad-

miration of all intelligent readers. In this

point of view, the work may be regarded as

curious at least, if not in some degree inter-

esting; and, at all events, it must be instruc-

tive to be made aware of the excesses into

wh'ch superior understandings may be be-

trayed, by long self-indulgence, and the

strange extravagances into which they may
run, when under the influence of that intoxi-

cation which is produced bv unrestrained
admiration of themselves. This poetical in-

toxication, indeed, to pursue the figure a httle

farther, seems capable of assuming as many
forms as the vulgar one which arises from

wine
;
and it appears to require as delicate

a management to make a man a good poet

by the help of the one, as to make him a

good companion by means of the other. In

both cases, a little mistake as to the dose or

the quality of the inspiring fluid may make
him absolutely outrageous, or lull him over

into the most profound stupidity, instead of

brightening up the hidden stores of his genius :

and truly we are concerned to say, that Mr.

Wordsworth seems hitherto to have been

unlucky in the choice of his liquor
—or of his

bottle-holder. In some of his odes and ethrc

exhortations, he was exposed to the public in

a state of incoherent rapture and glorious

delirium, to which we think we have seen a

parallel among the humbler lovers of jollity.

In the Lyrical Ballads, he was exhibited, on

the whole, in a vein of very pretty delirationj
but in the poem before us, he appears in a

state of low and maudlin imbecility, which
would not have misbecome Master Silence

himself, in the close of a social day. Whether
this unhappy result is to be ascribed to any
adulteration of his Castalian cups, or to the

unlucky choice of his company over them, we
cannot presume to say. It may be that he

has dashed his Hippocrene with too large an
infusion of lake water, or assisted its opera-
tion too exclusively by the study of the ancient

historical ballads of "the north countrie."

That there are palpable imitations of the style
and manner of those venerable compositions
in the work before us, is indeed undeniable;
bat it unfortunately happens, mat while the
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hobbling versification, the mean diction, and

Hat t^tiipidity of these models are very exactly

copied, and even improved upon, in this imi-

tation, their rude energy, manly simplicity,
and occasional felicity of expression, have

totally disappeared ; and, instead of them, a

large allowance of the author's own metaphy-
eical sensibility, and mystical wordiness, is

forced into an unnatural combination with the

borrowed beauties which have just been men-
tioned.

The story of the poem, though not capable
of furnishing out matter for a quarto volume,
might yet have made an interesting ballad

;

and, in the hands of Mr. Scott or Lord Byron,
would probably have supplied many images
to be loved, and description? to be remem-
bered. The incidents arise out of the short-

lived Catholic insurrection of the Northern

counties, in the reign of Elizabeth, which was

supposed to be connected with the project of

marrying the Queen of Scots to the Duke of

Norfolk
;
and terminated in the ruin of the

Earls of Northumberland and Westmoreland,
by whom it was chiefly abetted. Among the

victims of this rash enterprise was Richard

Norton of Rylstone, who comes to the array
with a splendid banner, at the head of eight
tall sons, but against the will and advice of a

ninth, who, though he refnsed to join the host,

yet follows unarmed in its rear, out of anxiety
for the fate of his family j and, when the

father and his gallant progeny are made

prisoners, and led to execution at York, re-

covers the fatal banner, and is slain by a

party of the Queen's horse near Bolton Priory,
in which place he had been ordered to de-

posit it by the dying voice of his father. The

stately halls and pleasant bowers of Rylstone
are then wasted, and fall into desolation

;

while the heroic daughter, and only survivor

of the house, is sheltered among its faithful

retainers, and wanders about for many years
in its neighbourhood, accompanied by a beau-

tiful white doe, which had formerly been a

pet in the family ;
and continues, long after

the death of this sad survivor, to repair

every Sunday to the churchyard of Bolton

Priory, and there to feed and wander among
the craves, to the wonder and delight of the

rustic congregation that came there to wor-

ship.

This, we think, is a pretty subject for a

ballad
; and, in the author's better day, m ght

have made a lyrical one of considerable inter-

est. Let us see, however, how he deals with

it, since he has bethought him of publishing
in quarto.
The First Canto merely contains the de-

6(!ription of the Doe coming into the church-

yard on Sunday, and of the congregation
wondering at her. She is described as being
as white as a lily

—or the moon—or a ship in

the sunshine
;
and this is the style in which

Mr. Wordsworth marvels and moralises about
her through ten quarto pages.

•' What hnrmonious, pensive changes,
Wait upon her as she ranges

Round and ihrouiih this Pile of Stale,

Jverthrown and desolate !"

" The presence of this wand'ring Doe
P'ills many a damp obscure recess

With lustre of a saintly show ;

And, re-appearing, she no less

To the open day gives blessedness."

The mothers point out this pretty creature
to their children • and tell them in sweet nux

sery phrases—
" Now you have seen the famous Doe !

From Ryl.sione f^he haih found her way
Over the hills this Sal)bath-d;iy ;

Her work, whaie'er it be, is done,
And she will depart when we are gone.

The poet knows why she comes there, and
thinks the people may know it too : But some
of them think she is a new incarnation of

some of the illu.strious dead that lie buried
around them; and one, who it seems is aa
Oxford scholar, conjectures that she may be
the fairy who instructed Lord Clifford in

astrology ! an ingenious fancy, which the

poet thus gently reproveth
—

"
Ah, pensive scholar ! think not so!

But look again at the radiant Doe !"

And then closes the Canto with this natural

and luminous apostrophe to his harp.
"
But, harp ! thy miirmur.s may not cease,—
Thou h;ist breeze-like visitings ;

For a Spirit wiih angel- wings
Hath tou<h'd thee, and a Spirit's hand :

A voice is wiih us—a command
To chant, in strains of heavenly glory,
A tale of tears, a mortal story I"

The Second Canto is more full of business;
and affords us more insight into the author's

manner of conducting a story. The opening,

however, which goes back to the bright and

original conception of the harp, is not quite
so intelligible as might have been desired.

" The Harp in lowliness obey'd :

And first we sang of the green-wood shade ;

And a solitary Maid !

Beginning, where the song mjist end,
With her, aiid with her sylvan Friend;
The I'riend, who stood before her sight,
Her only une.xtiiiguish'd light,

—
Her last companion in a dearth

Of love, upon a hopeless earth."

This solitary maid, we are then told, had

wrought, at the request of her father, "an
unblessed work"—

" A Banner—one that did fulfil

Too perfectly his headstrong will :

For on this Biinner hjid her hand
Embroider'd (such was the command)
The Sacred Cross; and figur'd there

The five dear wounds our Lord did bear."

The song then proceeds to describe the

rising of Northumberland and Westmoreland,
in the following lofty and spirited strains :

—
" Two earls fast leagu'd in discontent.
Who i;ave their wishes open vent ;

And boldly urg'd a general plea,
The rites of ancient pieiy
To be by force of arms renew'd ;

Glad prospect for the multitude!

And that same Banner, on whose breast

The blameless Lady had exprest,

Memorials chosen to give lile.

And sunshine to a dangerous strife;

This Banner," &-c.
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The poet, however, puts out all his strength
in the dehortation which he makes Francis
Norton address to his father, when the prepa-
rations are completed, and the household is

ready to take the field.

" Francis Norton said,
' Father ! rise not in this iray

—
The hairs are white upo:i your head;
Dear Father, hear me when I say
It is for you too late a day 1

Bethink you of your own good name ;

A just and gracious queen have we,
A pure religion, and the claim
Of peace on our humanity.
*Tis meet that I endure your scorn,—
I am your son, your eldest born ;

The Banner touch not, stay your hand,—
This multitude of men disband.
And live at home in blissful ease.'

"

The warlike father makes no answer to this

exquisite address, but turns in silent scorn to

the banner,
" And his wet eyes are glorified ;"

and forthwith he marches out, at the head of

his sons and retainers.

Francis is very sad when thus left alone in

the mansion—and still worse when he sees

his sister sitting under a tree near the door.

However, though
" he cannot choose but

shrink and sigh," he goes up to her and says,
" ' Gone are they,

—
they have their desire ;

And I with thee one hour will stay,
To give thee comfort if I may.'
He paused, her silence to partake.

And long it was before he spake :

Then, all at once, his thoughts turn'd round.
And fervent words a passage found.

' Gone are they, bravely, though misled,
With a dear Father at their head !

The Sons obey a natural lord ;

The Father had given solemn word
To noble Percy,

—and a force

Still stronger bends him to his course.

'J'his said, our tears to-day may fall

As at an innocent funeral.

In deep and awful channel runs
This sympathy of Sire and Sons ;

Untried our Brothers were belov'd.
And now (heir faithfulness is prov'd ;

For faithful we must call them, bearing
That soul of conscientious daring.'

"

After a great deal more, as touching and

Bensible, he applies himself more directly to

the unhappy case of his hearer—whom he
thus judiciously comforts and flatters:

"
Hope nothing, if I thus may speak
To thee a woman, and thence weak;
Hope nothing, I repeat ; for we
Are dooin'd to perish utterly ;

'Tis meet that thou with me divide

The thought while I am by thy side.

Acknowledtrins a grace in this,

A coiTifort in the dark abyss :

But look not for me when I am gone,
And be no farther wrought upon.
Farewell all wishes, all debate.
All prayers for this cause, or for that !

Weep, if that aid thee ;
but depend

Upon no help of outward friend
;

Espouse thy doom at once, and cleave

To fortitude without reprieve."

It is impossible, however, to go regularly on
with this goodly matter.—The Third Canto

brings the Nortons and their banner to the

head quarters of the insurgent Earls
;
and de-

scribes the first exploits of those conscientious
warriors

;
who took possession of the Cathe-

dral of Durham,
"
Sang Mass,—and tore the book of Prayer,—
And trod the Bible beneath their feet."

Elated by this triumph, they turn to the
south.

" To London were the Chieftains bent :

But what avails the bold intent ?

A Royal army is gone forth

To quell the Rising of the North ;

They march wiih Dudley at their head,
And in seven days' space, will to York be led !

—
And Neville was opprest with fear;
For, though he bore a valiant name,
His heart was of a timid frame."

So they agree to march back again ;
at which

old Norton is sorely atfiicted—and Francis
takes the opportnity to renew his dehortations—but is again repulsed with scorn, and falls

back to his station in (he rear.

The Fourth Canto shows Emily walking by
the fish ponds and arbours of Rylstone, in a
line moonshiny night, with her favourite white
Doe not far off.

" Yet the meek Creature was not free,

Erewhile, from some perplexity:
For thrice hath she approach'd, this day,
The thought-bewilder'd Emily."

However, they are tolerably reconciled that

evening; and by and by, just a few minutes
after nine, an old retainer of the house comes
to comfort her, and is sent to follow the host

and bring back tidings of their success.—The
worthy yeoman sets out with great alacrity;
but not having much hope, it would appear,
of the cause, says to himself as he goes,
" ' Grant that the moon which shines this night,
May guide them in a prudent flight I'

"—
p. 75.

Things however had already come to a still

worse issue—as the poet very briefly and in-

geniously intimates in the following fine lines :

•" Their flight the fair moon may not see ;

For, from mid-heaven, already she
Hath witness'd their captivity !"—p. 75.

They had made a rash assault, it seems, on
Barnard Castle, and had been all made prison-
ers, and forwarded to York for trial.

The Fifth Canto shows us Emily watching
on a commanding height for the return of her
faithful messenger; who accordingly arrives

forthwith, and tells, 'as gently as could be,'
the unhappy catastrophe which he had come
soon enough to witness. The onlv comfort he
can offer is, that Francis is still alive.

" To take his life they have not dnr'd.
On him and on his high endeavour
The lisht of praise shall shine for ever !

Nor did he (such Heaven's will) in vain
His solitary course maintain ;

Nor vainly strugsried in the might
Of duty seeing with clear sight."

—
p 85.

He then tells how the father and his eight
sons were led out to execution; and how
Francis, at his father's request, took their

banner, and prom'sed to bring it back to Bol-

ton Priory.
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The Sixth Canto opens with the homeward

pilgrima;j:e of this uiilinppy youth; and there

is sornetliiiig so truly forlorn antl tragical in

his situation, that we should really have

thought it dililcult to have given an account

of it without exciting some degree of interest

or emotion. Mr. VVonlsworth, however, re-

serves all his pathos for describing the white-

ness of the pet doe, and disserting about her

perplexities, and her high communion, and

participation of Heaven's grace;
—and deals

in this sort with the orphan son, turning from

the bloody scaffold of all his line, with their

luckless banner in his hand.

" He look'd about like one beiray'd ;

What hath he done ? what promise made ?

Oh weak, weak moment ! to what end
Can .such a vain oblaiion lend,

And he the Bearer ?
—Can he go

Carryinir this instrument of woe.
And find, find any where, a right

To excuse him in his Country's sight?

No, will not ail Men deem the change
A downward course ? perverse and strange ?

Here is it,
—but how, when ? must she,

The unofi'ending Emily
Again this piteous ol)ject see ?

Such conflict long did he maintain
Within himself, and found no rest;
Calm liberty he could not gain ;

And yet the service was unblest.

His own life into danger brought
By this sad burden—even that thought
Rais'd self-suspicion, which was strong,

Swaying the brave Man to his wrong:
And how, unless it were the sense
Of all-disposing Providence,
Its will intelligibly shown,
Finds he the Banner in his hand.
Without a thouglit to such intent ?"

pp.99, 100.

His death is not much less pathetic. A
troop of the Queen's horse surround him, and

reproach him. we must confess with some

plausibility, with having kept his hands un-

armed, only from dread of death and forfeit-

ure, while he was all the while a traitor in

his heart. The sage Francis answers the

insolent troopers as follows :
— •

"
'I am no traitor,' Francis said,
' Though this unhappy freight I bear;
It weakens me

; my heart hath bled
Till it is weak—but you beware.
Nor do a suffering Spirit wrong.
Whose self-reproaches are too strong !"

p. 103.

This virtuous and reasonable person, how-

ever, has ill luck in all his dissuasories
;

for

one of the horsemen puts a pike into him
without more ado—and

'• There did he lie of breath forsaken !"

And after some time the neighbouring peas-
ants take him up, and bury him in the church-

yard of Bolton Priory.
The Seventh and last Canto contains the

history of the desolated Emily and her faith-

ful doe; but so very discreetly and cautiously
written, that we will engage that the most
tender-hearted reader shall peruse it without
the least risk of any exces.sive emotion. The
poor lady runs about indeed for some yearH in

a very disconsolate way, in a worsted gown
and flaimel nightcap : But at last the old white
doe finds her out, and takes again to following
her—whereupon Mr. Wordsworth breaks out

into this fine and natural rapture.

" Oh, moment ever blest ! O Pair !

Belov'd of Heaven, fleaven's choicest care!
This was fur you a precious greeting,

—
For both a bounteous, fruitful meeting.
Join'd are they ;

and the sylvan Doe
Can she depart ? can she forego
The Lady, once her playful Peer?

" That day, the first of a reunion
Which was to teem with high communion,
That day of balmy April weather.

They tarried in the wood together."
pp. 117, 118,

What follows is not quite so intelligible.

" When Emily by morning light
Went forth, the Doe was there in sight.
She shiutik :

—with one frail shock of pain,
Received and followed by a prayer.
Did she behold—saw once again ;

Shun will she not, she feels, will bear;
—

But wheresoever she look'd round
All now was trouble-haunted ground."

—
p. 119.

It certainly is not easy to guess what could
be in the mind of the author, when he penned
these four last inconceivable lines

;
but we

are willing to infer that the lady's loneliness

was cheered by this mute associate
;
and that

the doe, in return, found a certain comfort in

the lady's company—
" Communication, like the ray
Of a new morning, to the nature

And prospects of the inferior Creature !"

p. 126.

In due time the poor lady dies, and is

buried beside her mother; and the doe con-

tinues to haunt the places which they had

frequented together, and especially to come
and pasture every Sunday upon the fine grass
in Bolton churchyard, the gate of which is

never opened but on occasion of the weekly
service.—In consequence of all which, we are

assured by Mr. Wordsworth, that she 'is ap-

proved by ICarth and Sky, in their benignity;'
and moreover, that the old Priory itself takes

her for a daughter of the Eternal Prime—
which we have no doubt is a very great com-

pliment, though we have not the good luck to

understand what it means.

" And aye, methinks, this hoary Pile,
Subdued by outrage and decay.
Looks down upon her with a smile,
A gracious smile, that sef'nis to say,
'

Thou, thou art not a Child of Time,
But Daughter of the Eternal Prime !

*
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1. Records of Women: with other Poems. By Felicia Hemans.

pp.323. Edinburgh: 1828.

2. The Forest Sanctuary : with other Poems. By Felicia Hemans.
Additions. 12mo. pp. 325. Edmburgh: 1829.

2d Edition. 12ma

2d Edition, with

Women, we fear, cannot do every thing;
nor even every thing they attempt. But what

they can do, they do, for the most part, excel-

lently
—and much more frequently with an

absolute and perfect success, than the aspir-
ants of our rougher and more ambitious sex.

They cannot, we think, represent naturally the

fierce and sullen passions of men—nor their

coarser vices—nor even scenes of actual busi-

ness or contention—nor the mixed motives,
and strong and faulty characters, by which
affairs of moment are usually conducted on
the great theatre of the world. For much
of this they are disqualified by the dehcacy
of their training and habits, and the still more

disabling delicacy which pervades their con-

ceptions and feelings ;
and from much they

are excluded by their necessary inexperience
of the realities they might wish to describe—
by their substantial and incurable ignorance
of business— of the way in which serious

affairs are actually managed—and the true

nature of the agents and impulses that give
movement and direction to the stronger cur-

-Jkt rents of ordinary life. Perhaps they are also

incapable of long moral or political investiga-

tions, where many complex and indeterminate
elements are to be taken into account, and a

variety of opposite probabilities to be weighed
before coming to a conclusion. They are

generally too impatient to get at the ultimate
results, to go well through with such discus-

sions
;
and either stop short at some imper-

fect view of the truth, or turn aside to repose
in the shade of some plausible error. This,

however, we are persuaded, arises entirely
from their being seldom set on such tedious
tasks. Their proper and natural business is

the practical regulation of private life, in all

its bearings, affections, and concerns
;
and the

questions with which they have to deal in

that most important department, though often
of the utmost difficulty and nicety, involve,
for the most part, but few elements; and may
generally be better described as delicate than

intricate;
—

requiring for their solution rather

a quick tact and fine perception, than a pa-
tient or laborious examination. For the same

reason, they rarely succeed in long works,
even on subjects the best suited to their ge-

=.( nius
;
their natural training rendering them

equally averse to long doubt and long labour.

For all other intellectual efforts, however,
either of the understanding or the fancy, and

requiring a thorough knowledge either of

man's strength or his weakness, we appre-
hend them to be, in all respects, as well quali-
fied as their brethi'en of the stronger sex :

60

While, in their perceptions of grace, propri-

ety, ridicule—their power of detecting arti-

fice, hypocrisy, and affectation—the force and

promptitude of their sympathy, and their ca-

pacity of noble and devoted attachment, and
of the efforts and sacrifices it may require,

they are, beyond all doubt, our Superiors.
Their business being, as we have said, with

actual or social life, and the colours it receives
from the conduct and dispositions of individ-

uals, they unconsciously acquire, at a very
early age, the finest perception of character
and manners, and are almost as soon instinct-

ively schooled in the deep and more danger-
ous learning of feeling and emotion

;
while

the very minuteness with which they make
and meditate on these interesting observa-

tions, and the finer shades and variations of

sentiment which are thus treasured and re-

corded, trains their whole faculties to a nicety
and precision of operation, which often dis-

closes itself to advantage in their application
to studies of a different character. When
women, accordingly, have turned their minds—as they have done but too seldom—to the

exposition or arrangement of any branch of

knowledge, they have commonly exhibited,
we think, a more beautiful accuracy, and a
more uniform and complete justness of think-

ing, than their less discriminating brethren.

There is a finish and completeness, in short,
about every thing they put out of their hands,
which indicates not only an inherent taste for

elegance and neatness, but a habit of nice

observation, and singular exactness of judg-
ment.

It has been so little the fashion, at any
time, to encourage women to write for publi-

cation, that it is more difficult than it should

be, to prove these truths by examples. Yet
there are enough, within the reach of a very
careless and superficial glance over the open
field of literature, to enable us to explain, at

least, and illustrate, if not entirely to verify,
our assertions. No Man, we will venture to

say, could have written the Letters of Madame
de Sevigne, or the Novels of Miss Austin, or

the Hymns and Early Lessons of Mrs. Bar-

bauld, or the Conversations of Mrs. IMarcet.

Those performances, too, are not only essen-

tially and intensely feminine
;
but they are,

in our judgment, decidedly more perfect than

any masculine productions with which they
can be brought into comparison. They ac-

complish more completely all the ends at

which they aim
;
and are worked out with a

gracefulness and felicity of execution which
excludes all idea of failure, and entirely salis-

2p 2
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fies the expectations they may have raised.

We miglit easily have added to these in-

stauet's. There are many parts of Miss FAlge-
worth's earlier stories, and of Miss Milford's

sketches and descriptions, and not a little of

Mrs. Opie's, that exhibit the same fine and

penetrating spirit of observation, the same
softness and delicacy of hand, and unerring
truth of delineation, to which we have allud-

ed as characterising the purer specimens of

female art. The same distinguishing traits of

woman's spirit are visible through the grief
and piety of Lady Russel, and the gaiety, the

spite, and the venturesomeness of Lady Mary
Wortley. We have not as yet much female

poetry; but there is a truly feminine tender-

ness, purity, and elegance, in the Psyche of

Mrs. Tighe, and in some of the smaller pieces
of Lady Craven. On some of the works of

Madame de Stael—her Corinne especially
—•

there is a still deeper stamp of the genius of

her sex. Her pictures of its boundless de-

votedness—its depth and capacity of suffering—its high aspirations
—its painful irritability,

and inextinguishable thirst for emotion, are

powerful specimens of that morbid anatomy
of the heart, which no hand but that of a wo-
man's was fine enough to have laid open, or

skilful enough to have recommended to our

sympathy and love. There is the same ex-

quisite and inimitable delicacy, if not the

same power, in many of the happier passages
of Madame de Souza and Madame Cottin—to

say nothing of the more lively and yet melan-

choly records of Madame de Stael, during her

long penance in the court of the Duchesse de
Maine.

But we are preluding too largely ;
and must

come at once to the point, to which the very
heading of this article has already admonish-
ed the most careless of our readers that we
are tending. We think the poetry of Mrs.
Hemans a fine exemplification of Female

Poetry
—and we think it has much of the per-

fection which we have ventured to ascribe to

the happier productions of female genius.
It may not be the best imaginable poetry,

and may not indicate the very highest or most

commanding genius; but it embraces a great
deal of that which gives the very best poetry
its chief power of pleasing ;

and would strike

us, perhaps, as more impassioned and exalt-

ed, if it were not regulated and harmonised

by the most beautiful taste. It is singularly
sweet, elegant, and tender—touching, per-

haps, and contemplative, rather than vehe-
ment and overpowering ;

and not only finished

throughout with an exquisite delicacy, and
even severity of execution, but informed with
a purity and loftiness of feeling, and a certain

sober and humble tone of indulgence and

piety, which mu?t satisfy all judgments, and

allay the apprehensions of those who are most
afraid of the passionate exajifjerations of poetry.
The diction is always beautiful, harmonious,
and free —and the themes, though of great

variety, uniformly treated with a grace, orig-

mality and judgment, which mark the same
master hand. These themes she has occa-

sionally borrowed, with the peculiar imagery

that belongs to them, fro.n the legends of dif.

ferent nations, and the most opposite states of

society ;
and has contrived to retain much of

what is interesting and peculiar in each of them,
without adopting, along with

it, any of the

revolting or extravagant excesses which may
characterise the taste or maimers of the people
or the age from which it has been derived.
She has transfused into her German or Scan-
dinavian legends the imaginative and daring
tone of the originals, without the mystical
exaggerations of the one, or the painful fierce-

ness and coarseness of the other—she has

preserved the clearness and elegance of the

French, without their coldness or affectation—and the tenderness and simplicity of the

early Italians, without their difTuseness or

langour. Though occasionally expatiating,
somewhat fondly and at large, among the
sweets of her own planting, there

is, on the

whole, a great condensation and brevity in

most of her pieces, and, almost without ex-

ception, a most judicious and vigorous con-

clusion. The great merit, however, of her

poetry, is undoubtedly in its tenderness and
its beautiful imagery. The first requires no

explanation ;
but we must be allowed to add

a word as to the peculiar charm and character

of tlie latter.

It has always been our opinion, that the

very essence of poetry
—

apart from the pathos,
the wit, or the brilliant description which

may be embodied in it, but may exist equally
in prose

—consists in the fine perception and
vivid expression of that subtle and mysterious
Analogy which exists between the physical
and the moral world—which makes outward

things and qualities the natural types and em-
blems of inward gifts and emotions, or leads

us to ascribe life and sentiment to everything
that interests us in the aspects of external

nature. The feeling of this analogy, obscure
and inexplicable as the theory of it may be, is

so deep and universal in our nature, that it

has stamped itself on the ordinary language
of men of every kindred and speech: and
that to such an extent, that one half of the

epithets by which we familiarly designate
moral and physical qualities, are in reality so

many metaphors, borrowed reciprocally, upon
this analogy, from those opposite forms of

existence. The very familiarity, however, of

the expression, in these instances, takes away
its poetical effect—and indeed, in substance,
its metaphorical character. The original sense

of the word is entirely forgotten in the deriva-

tive one to which it has succeeded
;
and it

requires some etymological recollection to

convince us that it was originally nothing else

ihan a typical or analogical illustration. Thus
we talk "of a sparkling wit, and a furious blast
—a weighty argument, and a gentle stream
—without being at all aware that we are

speaking in the language of poetry, and trans-

ferring qualities from one extremity of the

sphere of being to another. In these cases,

accordingly, the metaphor, by ceasing to be
felt, in reality ceases to exist, and ihe analogy
beinff no longer intimated, of course can pro-
duce no effect. But whenever it is intimated,
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it does produce an effect
;
and that effect we

think is poetry.
It has substantially two functions, and ope-

rates in two directions. In the first place,
wtien material qualities are ascribed to mind,
it strikes vividly out, and brings at once be-

fore us, the conception of an inward feeling
or emotion, which it might otherwise have

been difficult to convey, by the presentment
of some bodily form or quality, which is in-

stantly felt to be its true representative, and

enables us to fix and comprehend it with a force

and clearness not otherwise attainable
; and,

in the second place, it vivifies dead and inani-

mate matter with the attributes of living and

sentient mind, and fills the whole visible

universe around us with objects of interest

and sympathy, by tinting them with the hues

of life, and associating them with our own

passions and affections. This magical oper^--
tion the poet too performs, for the most part,

in one of two ways—either by the direct

agency of similies and metaphors, more or

less condensed or developed, or by the mere

graceful presentment of such visible objects
on the scene of his passionate dialogues or

adventures, as partake of the character of

the emotion he wishes to excite, and thus

form an appropriate accompaniment or pre-

paration for its direct indulgence or display.
The former of those methods has perhaps
been most frequently employed, and certainly
has most attracted attention. But the latter,

though less obtrusive, and perhaps less fre-

quently resorted to of set purpose, is,
we are

inclined to think, the most natural and effica-

cious of the two
;
and it is often adopted, we

believe unconsciously, by poets of the highest

order;
—the predominant emotion of their

minds overflowing spontaneously on all the

objects which present themselves to their

fancy, and calling out from them, and colour-

ing with their own hues, those that are natu-

rally emblematic of its character, and in ac-

;ordance with its general expression. It would
be easy to show how habitually this is done,

by Shakespeare and Milton especially, and
how much many of their finest passages are

indebted, both for force and richness of effect,

to this general and diffusive harmony of the

external character of their scenes with the

passions of their living agents
—this harmonis-

ing and appropriate glow with which they
kindle the whole surrounding atmosphere,
and bring all that strikes the sense into unison

with all that touches the heart.

But it is more to our present purpose to

say, that we think the fair writer before us is

eminently a mistress of this poetical secret;

and, in truth, it w^as solely for the purpose of

illustrating this great charm and excellence

in her imagery, that we have ventured npon
this little dissertation. Almost all her poems
are rich with fine descriptions, and studded

over with images of visible beauty. But these

are never idle ornaments : all her pomps have
a meaning; and her flowers and her gems are

arranged, as they are said to be among Eastern

lovers, so as to speak the language of truth

and of passion. This is peculiarly remark-

able in some little pieces, which seem at first

sight to be purely descriptive
—but are soon

found to tell upon the heart, with a deep
moral and pathetic impression. But it is in

truth nearly as conspicuous in the greater part
of her productions ;

where we scarcely meet
with any .striking sentiment that is not ushered

in by some such symphony of external na-

ture—and scarcely a lovely picture that does

not serve as an appropriate foreground to

some deep or lofty emotion. We may illus-

trate this proposition, we think, by opening
either of these httle volumes at random, and

taking what they first present to us.—The

following exquisite lines, for example, on a
Palm-tree in an English garden :

"
It wav'd not thro' an Eastern sky,
Beside a fount of Araby ;

It was not fann'd by southern breeze
In some green isle of Indian seas,

Nor did its graceful shadow sleep
O'er stream of Atric, lone and deep.

" But far the exil'd Palm-tree grew
'Midst foliage of no kindred hue;
Thro' the laburnum's dropping gold
Rose the light shaft of orient mould,
And Europe's violeis, faintly sweet,

Purpled the moss-beds at his feet.

" Tiiere came an eve of festal hours—
Rich music fill'd ih.it garden's bowers:

I<anips, thai from flowering branches hung.
On sparks of dew soft colours flung,
And bright forms glanc'd

—a fairy show—
Under the blossoms, to and fro.

" But one, a lone one, 'midst the throng.
Seem'd reckless all of dance or song:
He was a youih of dusky mien,
Whereon the Indian sun had been—
Of crested brow, and long black hair—
A stranger, like the Palm-tree, there !

" And slowly, sadly mov'd his plumes,
Glittering athwart the leafy glooms:
He pass'd the pale green olives by.
Nor won the chesnut flowers his eye ;

But, when to that sole Palm he came,
Then shot a rapture through his frame'

" To him, to him its rustling spoke !

The silence of his soul it broke !

It whisper'd of his own bright isle.

That lit the ocean with a smile ;

Aye, to his ear that native tone

Had something of the sea-wave's moan I

" His mother's cabin home, that lay
Where feathery cocoas fring'd the bay ;

The dashing of his brethren's oar ;

The conch-note heard along the shore
;

—
All thro' his wakening bosom swept;
He clasp'd his country's Tree—and wept !

" Oh! scorn him not.'—The strength, whereby
The patriot girds himself to die,

Th' unconquerable power, which fills

The freeman battling on his hills—
These have one fountain, deep and clear.—
The same whence gush'd that child-like tear!"

The following, which the author has named.
"Graves of a Household," has rather less of

external scenery, but serves, like the others,

to show how well the graphic and pathetic

may be made to set off each other :

"
They grew in beauty, side by side.

They frll'd one home with glee ,

Their graves are sever'd, far and wide,

By mount, and stream, and sea !
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" TliP same fond mother bent at night
0"c,T euch lair sleepinfi; brow ;

She iind each folded flower in sight,
—

Wliere are those dreamers now?
" One, midst the forests of the West,

By a dark stream is laid,
—

The Indian knows his place of rest,

Far ill the cedar shade.
" The sea, the blue lone sea, halh one !

He lies where pearls lie deep:
He was the lov'd of all, yet none

O'er his low bed may weep.
" One slcf'ps where southern vines are drest

Above the noble slain :

He wrapt his colours round his breast,
On a blood-red field of Spain.

" And one—o'er her the myrtle showers
Its haves, by

soft winds fann'd ;

She faded 'midst Italian flowers,
—

The last of that bright band !

" And parted thus they rest, who play'd
Beneath the same green tree !

Whose voices mingled as they pray'd
Around one parent knee !

"
They iliat with smiles lit up ihe hall,

And checr'd with song the hearth,
—

Alas ! for Love, if thou wert all,

And nought beyond, oh earth !"

We have taken these pieces chiefly on ac-

count of their shortness : But it would not be

fair to Mrs. Hemans not to present our readers

with one longer specimen—and to give a por-
tion of her graceful narrative along with her

pathetic descriptions. This story of "The
Lady of the Castle," is told, we think, with

great force and sweetness :
—

" Thou seest her pictur'd with her shining hair,

(Fam'd were those tresses in Provengal song)
Half braided, half o'er cheek and bosom fair

Let loose, and pouring sunny waves along
Her gorgeous vest. A child's right hand is roving
'Midst the rich curls, and, oh ! how meekly loving
lis earnest looks are lifted to the tace,

Which bend.s to meet its lip in laughing grace !

Yet that bright lady's eye methiiiks hath less

Of deep, and siill, and pensive tenderness,
Than might beseem a mother's: On her brow

Sonieihing too much there sits of native scorn.
And her smile kindles with a conscious glow, [tell—These may be dreams ! But how shall Woman
Of woman's shame, and not with tears?—She fell!

That mother left that child I
—went hurrying by

Its cradle—haply not without a sigh ;

Haply one moment o'er its rest serene
She hung

—But no ! it could not thus have been,
For she xvenl on!—forsook her home, her hearth.
All pure affection, all sweet household mirth.
To live a gaudy and dishonour'd thing,

Sharing in guilt the splendours of a king.
" Her lord, in very weariness of life,

Girt on his sword for scenes of distant strife
;

He reck'd no more of Glory :
—Grief and shame

Crush'd out his fiery nature, and his name
Died silently. A shadow o'er liis halls

Crept year by year ; the minstrel pass'd their walls
;

The warder's horn hung mute: — Meantime the

child.

On whose first flow' ring thoughts no parent smil'd,
A gemle girl, and yet deep-hearied, grew
Into sad youth : for well, too well she knew
Her mother's tale ! Its memory made the sky
Seem all too joyous for her shrinking eye ;

Check'd on her lip the flow of song, which fain

Would there have linger'd ; flush'd her cheek to

If met by sudden glance ;
aid gave a lone [pain,

Of sorrow as for something lovely gone.
Even to the spring's plad voice. Her own was low
And plaintive

'—Oh ' there lie such depth of woes

In a Jieit\3; ongnted spirit ! Manhood rears

A haughty brow ; and Age has done with lettri;
But Youth bows down to mis'ry, in amaze
At the dark cloud o'ermantling its fresh days,—
And thus it was wiih her. A mournful sight

In one so fair—for she indeed was fair—
Not with her mother's dazzling eyes of light.
Hers were more shadowy, full of thought and

pray'r;
And with long lashes o'er a white-rose cheek,
Drooping in gloom, yet tender still and meek.

" One sunny morn.
With alms before her castle gate she sl(jod,

'Midst peasant-groups ; when, breathless and o'er-

worn,
And shrouded in long robes of widowhood,

A stranger through them broke :
—The orphan maid

With her sweet voice, and profTer'd hand of aid,

Turn'd to give welcome : But a wild sad look
Mel hers

;
a gaze that all her spirit shook ;

And that pale woman, suddenly subdued

By some strong passion in its gushing mood,
Knelt at her feet, and bath'd them with such tears

As rain the hoarded agonies of years [press'd
From the heart's urn ; and with her while lipa
The ground they irode ; then, burying in her vest

Her brow's deep flush, sobb'd out— 'Oh! un-
defil'd !

I am thy Mother—spurn me not, my child !'

"
Isaure had pray'd for that lost mother ; wept

O'er her stain'd memory, while the happy slept
In the hush'd midnight; stood with mournful gaze
Before yon picture's smile of other days.
But never breath'd in human ear the name
Which weigh'd her being to the earth with shame.
What marvel if the anguish, the surprise.
The dark remembrances, the alier'd guise.
Awhile o'erpower'd her ?

—from the weeper's touch
She shrank !

—"I'was but a moment—yet too much
For that all-humbled one ; its mortal stroke

Came dosvn like lightning, and her full heart broke
At once in silence. Heavily and prone
She sank, while, o'er her castle's threshold-stone,
Those long fair tresses—they still brightly wore
Their early pride, though bound with pearls no

more—
Bursting their fillet, in sad beauty roU'd,
And swept the dust with coils of wavy gold.
"Her child bent o'er her—call'd her—'Twas

too late—
Dead lay the wanderer at her own proud gate !

The joy of courts, the star of knight and bard,—
How didst thou fall, bright-hair'd Ermengarde !"

The following sketch of " Joan of Arc in

Rheims," is in a loftier and more ambitious
vein

;
but sustained with equal grace, and as

touching in its solemn tenderness. We can
afford to extract but a part of it :

—
"
Within, the light,

Through the rich gloom of pictur'd windows
flowing,

Tinsred with soft awfulness a stately sight.
The chivalry of France, their proud heads bowing

In martial vassalage !
—while 'midst the ring.

And shadow'd by ancestral tombs, a king
Received his birthright's crown. For this, the hymn

Swell'd out like rushing waters, and the day
With the sweet censer's misty breath grew dim.
As through long aisles it floated, o'er th' array

Of arms and sweeping stoles. Bui who, alone

And unapproach'd, beside the altar stone, [ing.
With the white banner, forth like sunshine stream-
And the gold helm, through clouds of fragrance

gleaming,
Silent and radiant stood ?—The helm was rais'd.
And the fair fare reveal'd, that upward gaz'd,

Intensely worshipping ;
—a still, clear face.

Youthful but brightly solemn!—Woman's cheek
And brow were there, in deep devotion meek;
Yet glorified with inspiration's trace !
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"A triumphant strain,

A proud rich stream of warHke melodies,

Gush'd ihrough the portals of the antique fane,

And forth she came."
" The shouts that fill'd

The hollow heaven tempestuously, were still'd

One moment ;
and in that brief pause, the tone.

As of a breeze that o'er her home had blown,
Sank on the bright maid's heart!— 'Joanne!'—

Who spoke ?

Like those whose childhood with her childhood

grew
Under one roof?— ' Joanne !'

—that murmur broke

With sounds of weeping forth!—She turn'd—
she knew

Beside her, mark'd from all the thousands there,

In the calm beauty of hi« silver hair,

The
stalely shepherd ! and the youth, whose joy

From his dark eye flash'd proudly ; and the boy,
The voungest-born, that ever lov'd her best !

' Father ! and ye my brothers !'
—On the breast

Of that grey sire she sank—and swifily back,

Even in an instant, to the native track [more!
Her free thoughts flow'd.—She saw the pomp no

The plumes, the banners!—To her cabin door,

And to the Fairy's Founmin in the glade.
Where her young sisters by her side had play'd,

And to the iiamlet's chapel, where it rose

Hallowing the forest into deep repose.
Her spirit turn'd.—The very wood-note, sung

In early spring-lime by the bird, which dwelt

Where o'er her lather's roof the beech-leaves hung.
Was in her heart ;

a music heard and felt.

Winning her back to nature !
—She unbound

The helm of many battles from her head,

A^d, with her bright locks bow'd to sweep the

ground.

Lifting ner voice up, wept for joy, and said,—
' Bless me, my father, bless me I and with thee,

To the siill cabin and the beechen-tree,

Let me return 1'
"

There are several strains of a more passion-
ate character

; especially in the two poetical

epi-stles from Lady Arabella Stuart and Pro-

perzia Rossi. We shall venture to give a few

fines from the former. The Lady Arabella

was of royal descent
;
and having excited the

fears of our pusillanimous James by a secret

union with the Lord Seymour, ^Yas detained

in a cruel captivity, by that heartless monarch,
till the close of her life—during which she is

supposed to have indited this letter to her

lover from her prison house :
—

" My friend, my friend ! where art thou? Day by
day,

Gliding, like some dark mournful stream, away.

My sileiit youth flows from me ! Spring, the while,

Comes, and rains beauty on the kindling boughs
Round haV. and hamlet: Summer, with her smile,

Fills the green forest
;

—
young hearts breaihe

their vows ;

Brothers, long parted, meet; fair children rise

Round the glad board : Hope laughs from loving

eyes.

" Ye are from dingle and fresh glade, ye flowers !

By some kind hand to cheer my dungeon sent ;

O'er you the oak shed down ihe summer showers.
And the lark's nest was where your bright cups

bent,

Quiverinp
to breeze and rain-drop, like the sheen

Of twilight stars. On you Heaven's eye hath been.

Through the leaves pouring its dark sultry blue

Into your glowing hearts ;
the bee to you

Haih'murmur'd, and the rill.
—My soul grows faint

With passionate yearning, as its quick dreanispaint
Your haunts by dell and stream,

—the green, the

free,

The full of all sweet sound,
—the shut from me !

" There went a swift bird singing past my cell—
O Love and Freedom ! ye are lovely things '.

With you the peasant on the hills may dwell,

And by the streams ;
But I

—the blood of kings.
k proud unmingling river, through my veins

Flows in lone brightness,
—and its gifts are chains !—

Kings !
—

I had silent visions of deep bliss,

Leaving their thrones far distant ! and for thia

I am cast under their triumphal car,

An insect to be crush'd !

" Thou hast forsaken me • I feel, I know !

There would be rescue if this were not so.

Thou'rt at the chase, thou'rt at the festive board,
Thou'rt where ihe red vnne free and high is pour'd,
Thou'rt where the dancers meet !

—a magii; glass
Is set within my soul, and proud shapes pass.

Flushing it o'er with pomp from bower and hall !

I see one shadow, stateliest there of all,
—

Thine!—What dost Thou amidst the bright and fair,

Whisp'ring light words, and mocking my despair ?'•

The following, though it has no very distinct

object or moral, breathes, we think, the very

spirit of poetry, in its bright and vague pic-

turings, and is well entitled to the name it

bears—" An Hour of Romance :"—
" There were thick leaves above me and around.

And low sweet sighs, like those of childhood's

Amidst their dimness, and a fitful sound [sleep,

As of soft showers on water ! Dark and deep

Lay the oak shadows o'er the turf, so siill

They seem'd but pictur'd glooms: a hidden rill

Made music, such as haunts us in a dream,
Under the fern-tufts: and a tender gleam
Of soft green light, as by the glow-worm shed,

Came pouring thro' the vsoven beech-boughj
And steep'd the magic page wherein I read [down.
Of royal chivalry and old renown ;

A tale of Palestine.—Meanwhile the bee

Swept past me with a tone of summer hours,

A drowsy bugle, wafiing thoughts of flowers,

Blue skies and amber sunshine : brightly free.

On filmy wings the purple dragon-fly
Shot glancing like a fairy javelin by ;

And a sweet voice of sorrow told the dell

Where sat the lone wood-pigeon :

But ere long,
All sense of these things faded, as the spell

Breathing from that high gorgeous tale grew strong
On my chain'd soul!—'Twas not the leaves I

A Syrian wind the Lion-banner siirr'd, [heard
—

Thro' its proud, floating folds! — 'twas not the

Singing in secret thro' ils grassy glen ;— [brook,

A wild shrill trumpet of ihe Saracen

Peal'd from the desert's lonely heart, and shook

The burning air !
—Like clouds when winds are

O'er gliii'ring sands flew steeds of Araby ; [high,

And tents rose up, and sudden lance and spear
Flash'd where a fountain's diamond wave lay clear,

Shadow'd by graceful palm-trees ! Then the shout

Of merry England's joy swell'd freely oui,

Sent thro' an Eastern heaven, whose glorious hue

Made shields dark mirrors to its depth of blue!

And harps were there ;

—I heard their sounding

strings,
.As the waste echo'd to the mirth of kings.

—
The bright masque faded !

—Unto life's worn track.

What call'd me from its flood of glory back ?

A voice of happy childhood!—and they pass'd.

Banner, and harp, and Paynim trumpet's blast

Yet might I scarce bewail the splendours gone,

My heart so leap'd to that sweet laughter's tone."

There is great sweetness in the following

portion of a little poem on a " Girl's School :"--

" Oh ! joyous creatures! that will sink to rest,

Lightly, when those pure orisons are done.
As birds with slumber's honey-dew opprest,

'Midst the dim folded leaves, at set of sun-
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Yet in those flute-like voices, mingling low,
Is Woman's tenderness—how soon her woe !

" Her look is on you
—silent tears to weep, [hour ;

And patient smiles to wear, through suff' ring's
And sumiess riches, from aflection's deep,

'I'o pour on broken reeds—a wasted show'r !

And lo make idols,
—and lo find ihem clay,

And to bewail that worship !
—therefore pray !

" Her lot is on you ! to be found untir'd.

Watching ihe stars out by the bed of pain,
With a pale cheek, and yet a brow inspir'd,
And a true heart of hope, though hope be vain ;

Meekly to bear with wrong, to cheer decay,
And, oh I to Love through all things I

—there-

fore pray !"

There is a fine and stately solemnity, too,
in these lines on " The Lost Pleiad :"—
" Haih the night lost a gem, the regal night ?

She wears her crown of old magnificence,
Though thou art exiled thence—

No desert seems to part those urns of light,
'Midst the far depihs of purple gloom intense.

"
They rise in joy, the starry myriads, burning

—
The shepherd greets them on his mountains
And from the silvery sea [Iree ;

To them the sailor's wakeful eye is turning
—

Unchang'd they rise
; they have not mourn'd

for tnee I

*' Couldst thou be shaken from thy radiant place,
E'en as a dew-drop from the myrtle spray.
Swept by the wind away ?

Wert thou not peopled by some glorious race ?

And was there power to smite them with decay?
" Then who shall talk of thrones, of sceptres riv'n ?

Bow'd be our hearts to think on what we are I

When from its height afar

A World sinks thus—and yon majestic heav'n
Shines not the less for that one vanish'd star I"

The following, on "The Dying Improvisa-
iDre," have a rich lyrical cadence, and glow
tf deep feeling :

—
"
Never, oh ! never more,

On thy Rome's purple heaven mine eye shall dwell,
Or watch the bright waves melt along thy shore—

My Italy, farewell!

" Alas !
—

thy hills among,
Had I but left a memory of my name,
Of love and grief one deep, true, fervent song,

Unto immortal fame !

" But like a lute's brief tone.
Like a rose-odour on the breezes cast,
Like a swifi flush of dayspring. seen and gone.

So hath my spirit pass'd 1

"
Yet. yet remember me I

Friends! that upon its murmurs oft have hung.
When from my bosom, joyously and free.

The fiery fountain sprung !

" Under the dark rich blue
Of midnight heav'ns, and on the star-lit sea.
And when woods kindle into spring's first hue.

Sweet friends ! remember me!
" And in th° marble halls.

Where life's full glow the dreams of beauty wear,
And poet-lhouiihis embodied light the walls,

Let me be with you there !

" Fain would I bind, for you.
My memory with all glorious things to dwell ;

Fain bid all lovely sounds my name renew—
Sweet friends ! bright land ! farewell I"

But we must stop here. There would be
no end of our extracts, if we were to yield to

the temptation of noting down every beautiful

passage which arrests us iu turning over the
leaves of the volumes before us. We ought
to recollect, too, that there are few to whom
our pages are likely to come, who are not

already familiar witn their beauties; and, in

fact, we have made these e.vtracts, less with
the presumptuous belief that we are intro-

ducing Mrs. Hemans for the first time to the

knowledge or admiration of our readers, than
from a desire of illustrating, by means of

them, that singular felicity in the choice and

employment of her imagery, of which we
have already spoken so much at large;

—that

fine accord she has established between the

world of sense and of soul—that delicate

blending of our deep inward emotions with
their splendid symbols and emblems without.

We have seen too much of the perishable
nature of modern literary fame, to venture to

predict to Mrs. Hemans that hers will be im-

mortal, or even of very long duration. Since
the beginning of our critical career we have
seen a vast deal of beautiful poetry pass into

oblivion, in spite of our feeble eflbrts to recall

.or retain it in remembrance. The tuneful

quartos of Southey are already little better

than lumber:— and the rich melodies of

Keats and Shelley,
—and the fantastical em-

phasis of Wordsworth,
—and the plebeian

pathos of Crabbe, are melting fast from the
field of our vision. The novels of Scott have

put out his poetry. Even the splendid strains

of Moore are fading into distance and dim-

ness, except where they have been married
CO immortal music; and the blazing star of

Byron himself is receding from its place of

pride. We need say nothing of Milman, and

Croly, and Atherstone, and Hood, and a legion
of others, who, with no ordinary gifts of taste

atid fanc}', have not so properly survived their

fame, as been e.vcluded by some hard fatality,
from what seemed their just inheritance. The
two who have the longest withstood this rapid

withering of the laurel, and with the least

marks of decay on iheir branches, are Rogers
and Campbell ;

neither of them, it maj- be re-

marked, voluminous writers, and both dis-

tinguished rather for the fine taste and con-

summate eleg-ance of their writings, than for

that fiery passion, and disdainful vehemence,
which seemed for a time to be so much more
in favour with the public.

If ta.ste and elegance, however, be titles to

enduring fame, we might venture securely to

promise that rich boon to the author before

us; who adds to those great merits a tender-

ness and loftiness of feeling, and an ethereal

purity of sentiment, which could only ema-
nate from the soul of a woman. She must
beware, however, of becoming too volumin
ous

;
and must not venture again on any thin

so long as the "Forest Sanctuary." feut,

the next generation inherits our taste for short

poems, we are persuaded it will not readily
allow her to be forgotten. For we do not

hesitate to say, that she is, beyond all com-

parison, the most touching and accomplished
writer of occasional verses that our Uterature

has yet to boast o£

Sf



PHILOSOPHY OF THE MINI),

METAPHYSICS, AND JURISPRUDENCE.

I AM aware that the title prefixed to this head or Division of the present publication, is

not likely to attract many readers; and, for this reason, I have put much less under it,
than

under any of the other divisions. But. having been at one time more addicted to the studies

to which it relates than to any other—and still confessing to a certain partiality for them—I

could not think of letting this collection of old speculations go forth to the world, without some

specimen of those which once found so much favour in my eyes.
I will confess, too. that I am not unwilling to have it known that, so long ago as 1804, I

adventured to break a spear (and I trust not quite ingloriously) in these perilous lists, with two

such redoubted champions as Jeremy Bentham and Dugald Stewart, then in the maturity of

their fame
;
and also to assail, Mith equal gallantry, what appeared to me the opposite errors

of the two great Dogmatical schools of Priestley and of Reid.

I will venture also to add, that on looking back on what I have now reprinted of these

early lucubrations. I cannot help indulging a fond, though probably delusive expectation, that

the brief and familiar exposition I have there attempted, both of the fallacy of the Materialist

theory, and of the very moderate practical value that can be assigned to Metaphysical dis-

cussions generall}-, and especially of the real shallowness and utter insignificance of the

thorough-going Scepticism (even if unanswerable) to which they have been supposed w lead,

may be found neither so tedious, nor so devoid of interest even to the general reader, as the

mere announcement of the subjects might lead him to apprehend.

(april, 1804.)

Traites de Le<rislation Civile et Penale ; precedes de Principes Generaux de Legislation, ct dhine

Vue d\cn Corps complet de Droit ; termines par un Essai sur Vinjluence des Terns et des

Licux relativement aux Lois. Par M. Jkremie Bentham, Jurisconsulte Anglois. Publics

en FraQ9ois par M. Du.mont de Geneve, d'apres les Manuscrits confies par I'Auteur. 8vo.

3 tom. Paris, an X. 1802.

The title-page of this work exhibits a curi-

ous instance of the division of labour; and of

the combinations that hold together the lite-

rary commonwealth of Europe. A living
author consents to give his productions to the

world in the language of a foreign editor; and
the speculations of an Engli.sh philosopher are

published at Paris, under the direction of a

redactcur from Geneva. This arrangement is

not the most obvious or natural in the world;
nor is it very flattering to the literature of this

country; but we have no doubt that it was

adopted for sufficient reasons.

It is now about fifteen years since Mr.
Bentham first announced to the world hie de-

sign of composing a great work on the Prin-

ciples of morals and legislation. The specimen
which he then guve of his plan, and of his

abilities, was calculated, we think, to excite

considerable expectation, and considerable

alarm, in the reading part of the community.

While the author displayed, in many places,

great originality and accuracy of thinking, and

gave proofs throughout of a very uncommon
degree of courage, acuteness, and impartiality,
it v.'as easy to perceive that he was encum-
bered with the magnitude of his subject, and
that his habits of discussion were but ill

adapted to render it popular with the greater

part of his readers. Though fully possessed
of his subject, he scarcely ever appeared to

be properly the master of it; and seemed evi-

dently to move in his new career with great

anxiety and great exertion. In the subordi-

nate details of his work, he is often extremely
ingenious, clear, and satisfactory; but in the

grouping and distribution of its several parts,
he is apparently irresolute or capricious; and
has multiplied and distinguished them by such

a profusion of divisions and subdivisions, that

the understanding is nearly as much bewil-

dered from the excessive labour ana com-
479
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filexity

of the arranp^oment. as it could have
)een from its ubsolule omission. In following
out the discussions into which he is tempted

by every incidental sugsfestion, he is so anxi-

ous to fix a precise and appropriate principle
of judgment, that he not only loses sight of

the general scope of his performance, but

pushes his metaphysical analysis to a degree
of subtlety and minuteness that must prove

repulsive to the greater part of his readers. In

the extent and the fineness of those specula-

tions, he sometimes appears to lose all recol-

lection of his subject, and often seems to have
tasked his ingenuity to weave snares for his

understanding.
The powers and the peculiarities which

were thus indicated by the preliminary trea-

tise, were certainly such as to justify some
solicilude as to the execution of the principal
work. While it was clear that it would be

well worth reading, it was doubtful if it would
be very fit for beinsr read : and while it was
certain that it would contain many admirable

remarks, and much original reasoning, there

was room for apprehending that the author's

love of method and metaphysics might place
his discoveries beyond the reach of ordinary

students, and repel the curiosity which the

importance of the subject was so likely to ex-

cite. Actuated probably, in part, by the con-

sciousness of those propensities (which nearly

disqualified him from being the editor of his

own speculations), and still too busily occu-

pied with the prosecution of his great work
to attend to the nice finishing of its parts, Mr.

Bentham, about six years ago, put into the

hands of M. Dumont a large collection of

manuscripts, containing the greater part of

the reasonings and observations which he

proposed to embody into his projected sys-
tem. These materials, M. Dumont assures

us, though neither arranged nor completed,
were rather redundant than defective in quan-

tity; and left nothing to the redacteiir, but the

occasional labour of selection, arrangement,
and compression. This task he has performed,
as to a considerable part of the papers entnist-

ed to him, in the work now before us; and
has certainly given a very fair specimen both

of the merit of the original speculations, and
of his own powers of expression and distribu-

tion. There are some passages, perhaps, into

which a degree of levity has been introduced

that does not harmonise with the general tone

of the composition; and others in which we
miss something of that richness of illustration

and homely vigour of reasoning which de-

lighted us in Mr. Bentham's original publica-

tions; but, in point of neatness and perspicuity,
conciseness and precision, we have no sort of

doubt that M. Dumont has been of the most
essential service to his principal ;

and are in-

clined to suspect that, without this assistance,
we should never have been able to give any
account of his labours.*

The principle upon which the whole of Mr.

* A considerable portion of the oriscinal paper
is heie omitted; and tiio»e parts only retained,

which relate to 'he general principle and scope of

the syslem.

Bentham's system depends is, that Vhlxty,
and utility alone, is the criterion of right ana

wrong, and ought to be the sole object of the

legislator. This principle, he admits, has
often been suggested, and is familiarly recur-

red to both in action and deliberation : but he
maintains that it has never been followed out
with sufficient steadniess and resolution, and
that the necessity of assuming it as the exclu-

sive te.st of our proceedines has never been

•sufficiently understood. There are two prin-

ciples, he alleges, that have been admitted to

a .share of that moral authority which belongs
of right to utility alone, and have exeroi.sed a
control over the conduct and opinions of so-

ciety, by which legislators have been very
frequently misled. One of these he denomi-
nates the Ascetic principle, or that which en-

joins the mortification of the senses as a duty,
and proscribes their gratification as a sin

;
and

the other, which has had a much more exten-

sive influence, he calls the principle of Sym-
paiky or Antipathy ; under which name he

comprehends all those systems which place
the basis of morality in the indications of a
moral Senvse, or in the maxims of a rule of

Right ;
or which, under any other form of ex-

pres.sion, decide upon the propriety of human
actions by any reference to internal feelings,
and not solely on a consideration of their con-

sequences.
As utility is thus assumed as the test and

standard of action and approbation, and as it

consists in procuring pleasure and avoiding

pain, Mr. Bentham has thought it necessary,
in this place, to introduce a catalogue of all

the pleasures and pains of which he conceives

man to be susceptible ;
since these, he alleges,

are the elements of that moral calculation in

which the wisdom and the duty of legislators
and individuals must ultimately be found to

consist. The simple pleasures of which man
is susceptible are fourteen, it seems, in num-

ber; and are thus enumerated— 1. pleasures
of sense : 2. of wealth : 3. of dexterity : 4. of

good character: 5. of friendship: 6. of power:
7. of piety: 8. of benevolence : 9. of malevo-
lence : 10. of memory: 11. of imagination:
12. of hope: 13. of association: 14. of relief

from pain. The pains, our readers will be

happy to hear, are only eleven
;
and are al-

most exactly the counterpart of the pleasures
that have now' been enumerated. The con-

struction of these catalogues, M. Dumont con-

siders as by far the greatest improvement that

has yet been made in the philosophy of hu-

man nature !

It is chiefly by the fear of pain that men
are regulated in the choice of their deliberate

actions; and Mr. Bentham finds that pain

may be attached to particular actions in four

different ways: 1. by nature : 2. by public

opinion : 3. by positive enactment: and 4. by
the doctrines of religion. Our institutions will

be perfect when all these different sanctions

are in harmony with each other.

But the most difficult part of our author's

task remains. In order to make any use of

those " elements of moral arithmetic." vihich

are constituted, by the lists of our pleasures
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and pains, it was evidently necessary to as-

certain their relative Value,
—to enable him to

proceed in his legislative calculations with any
degree of assurance. Under this head, how-

ever, we are only told that the value of a

pleasure or a pain, considered in itself, de-

pends, 1. upon its intensity, 2. upon its prox-

imity, 3. upon its duration, and 4. upon its

certainty- and that, considered with a view
to its consequences, its value is further afi'ect-

ed, 1. by its fecundity, i. e. its tendency to

produce other pleasures or pains; 2. by its

purity, i. e. its being unmixed with other sen-

sations
; and, 3. by the number of persons to

whom it may extend. These considerations,

however, the author justly admits to be still

inadequate for his purpose; for, by what
mentis is the Intensity of any pain or pleasure
to be measured, and how. without a knowledge
of this, are we to proportion punishments to

temptations, or adjust the measures of recom-

Eense
or indemnihcation 1 To solve this pro-

lem, Mr. Bentham seems to have thought it

sufficient to recur to his favourite system of

Enumeration
;
and to have held nothing else

necessary than to make out a fair catalogue
of "the circumstances by which the sensi-

bility is affected." These he divides into two
branches—the primary and the secondary.
The hrst he determines to be exactly fifteen,

viz. temperament
—health—strength

—
bodily

imperfection
— intelligence— strength of un-

derstanding
— fortitude — perseverance

—dis-

positions
—notions of honour— notions of reli-

gion
—

sympathies
—

antipathies
—

folly or de-

rangement—fortune. The secondary are only

nine, viz. sex—age— rank—education— pro-
fession—climate— creed— government— re-

ligious creed. By carefully attending to these

twenty-four circumstances, Mr. Bentham is of

opinion that we may be able to estimate the

value of any particular pleasure or pain to an

mdividual, with sufficient exactness; and to

judge of the comparative magnitude of crimes,
and of the proportionate amount of pains and

compensations.
Now the first remark that suggests itself is,

that if there is little that is false or pernicious
in this system, there is little that is either new
or important. That laws were made to pro-
mote the general welfare of society, and that

nothing should be enacted which has a differ-

ent tendency, are truths that can scarcely
claim the merit of novelty, or mark an epoch
by the date of their promulgation ;

and we
have not yet been able to discover that the

vast technical apparatus here provided by Mr.
Bentham can be of the smallest service in

improving their practical application.
The basis of the whole system is the undi-

vided sovereignty of the principle of Utility.
and the necessity which there is for recurring

strictly to it in every question of legislation.
Moral feelings, it is admitted, will frequently
be found to coincide with it

;
but they are on

no account to be tru.sted to, till this coinci-

dence has been verified. They are no better,

in short, than sympathies and antipathies,
mere private and unaccountable feelings, that

may vary in the case of every individual;
61

and therefore can afToid no fixed standard for

general approbation or enjoyment. Now we
cainiot help thinking, that this fundnrnentai

proposition is very defective, both in logical

consistency, and in substantial truth. In the

first place, it seems very obvious ihaj. the

principle of utility is liable to the very same

objections, on the force of which the authority
of moral impressions has been so positively
denied. For how shall utility itself be recog-
nised, but by a feeling exactly similar to that

which is stigmatised as capricious and unac-

countable ? How are pleasures and pains, ana
the degrees and relative magnitude of plea-
sures and pains, to be distinguished, but by
the feeling and experience of every individual*

And what greater certainty can there be in

the accuracy of such determinations, than in

the results of other feelings no less genera),
and distinguishable? If right and u-rong, in

short, be not precisely the same to every in-

dividual, neither are pleasure and pain ; and
if there be despotism and absurdity in impos-
ing upon another, one's own impressions of

wisdom and propriety, it cannot be just and
reasonable to erect a standard of enjoyment,
and a consequent rule of conduct, upon the

narrow basis of our own measure of sensibility.
It is evident, therefore, that by assuming the

principle of utility, we do not get rid of the

risk of variable feeling ;
and that we are still

liable to all the uncertainty that may be pro-
duced by this cause, under the infiuence of

any other principle.
The truth

is, however, that this uncertainty
is in all cases of a very limited nature

;
ana

that the common impressions of morality, the

vnlaar distinctions of right and wrong, virtue

and vice, are perfectly sufficient to direct the

conduct of the individual, and the judgment
of the legislator, for all useful purposes, with-

out any reference to the nature or origin of

those distinctions. In many resj)ects, indeed.

we conceive them to be much fitter for this

purpose than Mr. Bentham's oracles of utility.

In the first place, it is necessary to observe,
that it is a very gross and unpardonable mis-

take to represent the notions of right ana

wrong, which are here in question, as depend-
ing altogether upon the private and capricious

feelings of an individual. Certainly no map
was ever so arrogant or so foolish, as to insisnc

upon establishing his own individual persua-
sion as an infallible test of duty and wisdom
for all the rest of the world. The moral feel-

ings, of which INlr. Bentham would make so

small account, are the feelings which obser-

vation has taught us to impute to all men-,
those in which, under every variety of cir

cumstances, they are found pretty constantly
to agree, and as to which the uniformity of

their conclusions may be reasoned and reck-

oned upon, with almost as much security aa

in the case of their external perceptions.
The existence of such feelings, and the uni-

formity with which they are excited in ah
men on the same occasions, are facts, in .short,

that admit of no dispute ; and, in point of cer-

tainty and precision, are exactly on a footing
with those perceptions of utility that can only

2Q
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be relied on auer ihey also have been verified

by a similar process of observation. Now,
we are inciiii'^d to thiiii<, in opposition to Mr.

Benthain, mat a legislator will proceed more

safely by following the indications of those

moral disiinciions as to which all men are

agreed, tnan by setting them altogether at

defiance, and attending exclusively to those

perceptions of utility which, after all, he must

collect from the same general agreement.
It is now, we believe, universally admitted,

that notliiMir can be generally the object of

moral approoation, which does not tend, upon
the whole, to the good of mankind

;
and we

are not p^'p''. disposed to dispute with Mr.
Benthani, that the true source of this moral

approbation is in all cases a perception or ex-

perience of what may be called utility in the

action or obiect which excites it. The dif-

ference between us, however, is considerable;
and it is precisely this—Mr. Bentham main-

tains, that in all cases we ought to disregard
the presumptions arising from moral approba-

tion, and. by a resolute and scrupulous analy-

sis, to get at the actual, naked utility upon
which it is founded

;
and then, by the appli-

cation of his new moral arithmetic, to deter-

mine its quantity, its composition, and its

value
j and, according to the result of this in-

vestigation, to regulate our moral approbation
for the iuture. We, on the other hand, are

inclined to hold, that those feelings, where

they are uniform and decided, are by far the

surest tests of the quantity and value of the

utility by which they are suagested ;
and that

if we discredit their report, and attempt to as-

certain this value by any formal process of cal-

culation or analysis, we desert a safe and natu-

ral standard, in pursuit of one for the construc-

tion of which we neither have, nor ever can

have, any rules or materials. A very few ob-

servations, we trust, will set this in a clear light.

The amount, degree, or intensity of any
pleasure or pain, is ascertained by feeling;
and not determined by reason or reflection.

These feelings however are transitory in their

own natu re, and, when they occur separately,

and, as it were, individually, are not easily
recalled with such precision as to enable us,

upon recollection, to adjust their relative val-

ues. But when they present themselves in

combinations, or in rapid succession, their

relative magnitude or intensity is generally

perceived by the mind without any exertion,
and rattier by a sort of immediate feeling,
than in consequence of any intentional com-

parison : And when a particular combination
or succession of such feelings is repeatedly or

.frequently suggested to the memory, the rela-

tive vame of all its parts is perceived with

[Treat readiness and rapidity, and the general
lesult is fixed in the mind, without our being
conscious of any act of reflection. In this

v/ay, moral maxims and impressions arise in

the mir.'ls of all men, from an instinctive and

involuntary valuation of the good and the evil

which tney have perceived to be connected
wfth certain actions or habits

;
and those im-

pressions may safely be taken for the just re-

sult of that valuation, which we may after-

wards attempt, unsuccessfully, though wi*b

great labour, to repeat. They may be coni-

paied. on this view of the matter, to thoi,o

acquired perceptions of sight by which the eye
is enabled to judge of distances; of the pro-
cess of acquiring which we are equally un-

conscious, and yet by which it is certain that

we are much more safely and commodiously
guided, within the range of our ordinary occu-

pations, than we ever could be by any formal
scientific calculations, founded on trie faint-

ness of the colouring, and the magnitude of the

angle of vision, compared with the average
tangible bulk of the kind of object in question.
The comparative value of such good and

evil, we have already observed, can obviously
be determined by feeling alone

;
so that the

interference of technical and elaborate reason-

ing, though it may well be supposed to disturb

those perceptions upon the accuracy of which
the determination must depend, cannot in any
case be of the smallest assistance. Where
the preponderance of good or evil is

distinctly
felt by all persons to whom a certain combi-
nation of feelings has been thus suggested,
we have all the evidence for the reality of

this preponderance that the nature of the

subject will admit; and must try in vain to

traverse that judgment, by any subsequent
exertion of a faculty that has no jurisdiction
in the cause. The established rules and im-

pressions of morality, therefore, we consider

as the grand recorded result of an infinite

multitude of experiments upon human feeling
and fortune, under every variety of circum-

stances; and as affording, therefore, by far

the nearest approximation to a just standard

of the good and the evil that human conduct

is concerned with, which the nature of our

faculties will allow. In endeavouring to cor-

rect or amend this general verdict of mankind,
in any particular instance, we not only substi-

tute our own individual feelings for that large

average which is implied in those moral im-

pressions, which are universally prevalent,
but obviously run the risk of omitting or mis-

taking some of the most important elements

of the calculation. Every one at all ac-

customed to reflect upon the operations of

his mind, must be conscious how difficult it

is to retrace exactly those trains of thought
which pass through the understanding almost

without giving us any intimation of their ex-

istence, and how impossible it frequently is

to repeat any process of thought, when we

purpose to make it the subject of observation.

The reason of this is,
that our feelings are not

in their natural state when we would thus

make them the objects of study or analysis;
and their force and direction are far better

estimated, therefore, from the traces which

they leave in their spontaneous visitations,

than from any forced revocation of them for

the purpose of being measured or compared.
When the object itself is inaccessible, it is

I

wisest to compute its magnitude from its

! shadow; where the cause cannot be directly
'

examined, its qualities are most securely in-

ferred from its effects.

One of the most obvious consequences of
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rlisrngarding the general impressions of mo-

rality, and determining every individual ques-
tion upon a rigorous estimate of the utility it

might appear to involve, would be, to give an
additional force to the causes by which our

judgments are most apt to be perverted, and

entirely to abrogate the authority of those

General I'vles by which alone men are com-

monly enabled to judge of their own conduct
with any tolerable impartiality. If we were
to dismiss altogether from our consideration

those authoritative maxims, which have been
sanctioned by the general approbation of man-

kind, and to regulate our conduct entirely by
a view of the good and the evil that promises
to be the consequence of every particular

action, there is reason to fear, not only that

inclination might occasionally slip a false

weight into the scale, but that many of the

most important consequences of our actions

might be overlooked. Those actions are bad,
according to Mr. Bentham, that produce more
evil than good : But actions are performed by
individuals

;
and all the good may be to the

individual, and all the evil to the community.
There are innumerable cases, in which the

advantages to be gained by the commission
of a crime are incalculably greater (looking

only to this world) than the evils to which it

may e.vpose the criminal. This holds in al-

most every instance where unlawful passions

may be gratified with very little risk of de-

tection. A mere calculation of utilities would
never prevent such actions; and the truth

undoubtedly is, that the greater part of men
are only withheld from committing them by
those general impressions of morality, which
it is the object of Mr. Bentham's system to

supersede. Even admitting, what might well

be denied, that, in all cases, the utility of the

individual is inseparably connected with that

of society, it will not be disputed, at least,
that this connection is of a nature not very
striking or obvious, and that it may frequently
be overlooked by an individual deliberating
on the consequences of his projected actions.

It is in aid of this oversight, of this omission,
of this partiality, that we refer to the General
rules of morality; rules, which have been

suggested by a larger observation, and a longer

experience, than any individual can dream of

pretending to. and which have been accom-

modated, by the joint action of our sj-mpathies
with delin(|nents and with sufferers, to the

actual condition of human fortitude and in-

firmity. If they be founded on utility, it is

on an utility that cannot always be discovered
;

and that can never be correctly estimated, in

deliberating upon a particular measure, or

with a view to a specific course of conduct :

It is on an utility that does not discover itself

till it is accumulated
;
and only becomes ap-

parent after a large collection of examples
have been embodied in proof of it. Such
summaries of utility, such records of uniform

observation, we conceive to be the General
rules of Morality, by which, and by which
alone, legislators or individuals can be safely
directed in determining on the propriety of

any course of conduct. They are observa-

tions taken in the calm, by which we must
be guided in the darkness and the tenor of

the tempest ; they are beacons and strongholds
erected m the day of peace, round which we
must rally, and to which we must betake our-

selves, in the hour of contest and alarm.

For these reasons, and for others wnicn our
limits will not now permit us to hint at, we
are of opinion, that the old established mo-

rality of mankind ought upon no account to

give place to a bold and rigid investigation
into the utility of any particular act, or any
course of action that may be made the sub-

ject of deliberation
;
and that the safest and

the shortest way to the good which we all

desire, is the beaten highway of morality,
which was formed at first by the experience
of good and of evil.

But our objections do not appl)^ merely to

the foundation of Mr. Bentham's new system
of morality : We think the plan and execu-

tion of the superstructure itself defective in

many particulars. Even if we could be per-
suaded that it would be wiser in general to

follow the dictates of utility than the impres-
sions of moral dut)', we should still say that

the system contained in these volumes does

not enable us to adopt that substitute : and
that it really presents us with no means of

measuring or comparing utilities. After pe-

rusing M. Dumont's eloquent observations on
the incalculable benefits which his author's

discoveries were to confer on the science of

legislation, and on the genius and good fortune

by which he had been enabled to reduce

morality to the precision of a science, by fix-

ing a precise standard for the good and evil

of our lives, we proceeded with the perusal
of Mr. Bentham's endless tables and divisions,
with a mixture of impatience, expectation,
and disappointment. Now that we have fin-

ished our task, the latter sentiment alone

remains; for we perceive very clearly that

M. Dumont's Zealand partiality have imposed
upon his natural sagacity, and that Mr. Ben-

tham has just left the science of morality in

the same imperfect condition in which it was
left by his predecessors. The whole of Mr.
Bentham's catalogues and distinctions tend

merely to point out the Nitrnbcr of the causes

that produce our happiness or misery, but by
no means to ascertain their relative Magnitude
or force ; and the only effect of their introduc-

tion into the science of morality seems to be,
to embarrass a popular subject with a technical

nomenclature, and to perplex familiar truths

with an unnecessary intricacy of arrangement.
Of the justice of this remark any one may

satisfy himself, by turning back to the tables

and classifications which we have exhibited

in the former part of this analysis, and trying
if he can find there any rules for estimating
the comparative value of pleasures and pains,
that are not perfectly familiar to the most un-

instructed of the species. In the table of

simple pleasures, for instance, what satisfac-

tion can it afl^ord to find the pleasure of riches

set down as a distinct genus from the pleasure
of power, and the pleasure of the senses—
unless some scale were annexed by which the
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respective value of these several pleasures

might be ascertaiiieJ ? If a man is* balancing
between the pain of privation and the pain
of shame, how is he relieved by merely hiid-

iiig these arranged under separate titles? or,

in either case, will it give hirn any informa-

tion, to be told that the value of a pain or

pleasure depends upon its intensity, its dura-

tion, or its certainty 1 If a legislator is desi-

rous to learn what degree of punishment is

suitable to a particular offence, will he be

greatly edified to read that the same punish-
ment may be more or less severe according
to the temperament, the intelligence, the

rank, or the fortune of the delinquent ;
and

that the circumstances that influence sensi-

bility, though commonly reckoned to be only
nine, may fairly be set down at fifteen? Is

there any thing, in short, in this whole book,
that realises the triumphant Introduction of

the editor, or that can enable us in any one
instance to decide upon the relative magnitude
of an evil, otherwise than by a reference to

the common feelings of mankind ? It is true,
we are perfectly persuaded, that by the help
of these feelings, we can form a pretty correct

judgment in most cases that occur
;
but Mr.

Bentham is not persuaded of this ; and insists

upon our renouncing all faith in so incorrect

a standard, while he promises to furnish us
with another that is liable to no sort of inac-

curacy. This promise we do not think he has
in any degree fulfilled

;
because he has given

us no rule by which the intensity of any pain
or pleasure can be determined; and furnish-

ed us with no instrument by which we may
take the altitude of enjoyment, or fathom the

depths of pain. It is no apology for having
made this promise, that its fulfilment was

evidently impossible.
In multiplying these distinctions and divi-

sions which form the basis of his system, Mr.
Bentham appears to us to bear less resem-
blance to a philosopher of the present times,
than to one of the old scholastic doctors, who
substituted classification for reasoning, and
.Wked upon the ten categories as the most
useful of all human inventions. Their dis-

tinctions were generally real, as well as his,
and could not have been made without the

misapplication of much labour and ingenuity :

But it is now generally admitted that they are

of no use whatever, either for the promotion
of truth, or the detection of error

;
and that

they only serve to point out differences that

cannot be overlooked, or need not be remem-
bered. There are many differences and many
points of resemblance in all actions, and in

all substances, that are absolutely indifferent

in any serious reasoning that may be entered
into with regard to them

;
and though much

industry and much acuteness may be display-
ed in finding them out, the discovery is just
as unprofitable to science, as the enumeration
of the adverbs in the creed, or the dissyllables
in the decalogue, would be to theology. The
greater number of Mr. Bentham's distinctions,

liowever, are liable to objection, because they
state, under an intricate and technical arrange-

ment, those facts and circumstances only that

are necessarily familiar to all mankind, and
cannot possibly be forgotten on any occasion

where it is of importance to remember them
If bad laws have been enacted, it certainly is

not from having forgotten that the good of

society is the ultimate object of all law, or

that it is absurd to repress one evil by the

creation of a greater. Legislators have often

bewildered themselves in the choice ofmeans;
but they have never so grossly mistaken the

ends of their institution, as to need to be re-

minded of these obvious and elementaiy
truths.

If there be any part of Mr. Bentham's clas-

sification that might be supposed to assist us
in appreciating the comparative value of

pleasures and pains, it must certainly be his

enumeration of the circumstances that affect

the sensibility of individuals. Even if this

table were to fulfil all that it promises, how-

ever, it would still leave the system funda-

mentally deficient, as it does not enable us to

compare the relative amount of any two plea-
sures or pains, to individuals in the same cir-

cumstances. In its particular application,

however, it is truly no less defective
;

for

though we are told that temperament, intelli-

gence, &c. should vary the degree of punish-
ment or reward, we are not told to what extent,
or in what proportions, it should be varied by
these circumstances. Till this be done, how-

ever, it is evident that the elements of Mr.
Bentham's moral arithmetic have no detenni-

nate value
;
and that it would be perfectly

impossible to work any practical problem in

legislation by the help of them. It is scarcely

nece.'ssary to add, that even if this were ac-

complished, and the cognisance of all these

particulars distinctly enjoined by the law. the

only effect would be, to introduce a puerile
and fantastic comple.xity into our systems of

jurisprudence, and to encumber judicial pro-
cedure with a multitude of frivolous or im-

practicable observances. The circumstances,
in consideration of which Mr. Bentham would
have the laws vary the punishment, are so

numerous and so indefinite, that it would re-

quire a vast deal more labour to ascertain

their e.xistence in any particular case, than to

establish the principal offence. The first is

Temperament ;
and in a case of flogging, we

suppose Mr. Bentham would remit a few
lashes to a sanguine and irritable delinquent,
and lay a few additional stripes on a phleg-
matic or pituitous one. But how is the tem-

perament to be given in evidence 1 or are the

judges to aggravate or alleviate a punishment
upon a mere inspection of the prisoner's com«

ple.xion. Another circumstance that should

affect the pain, is the offende r's firmness of

mind
;
and another his .strength of' nnde rstand-

ing. How is a court to take cognisance of

these qualities'? or in what degree are they to

affect their proceedings ? If we are to admit
such considerations into our law at all, they

ought to be carried a great deal farther than

Mr. Bentham has indicated ;
and it should be

expressed in the statutes, what alleviation of

punishment should be awarded to a culprit

on account of his wife's pregnancy, or the
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colour of his children's hair. We cannot help

thinkinj^that theuiidistinguishinjjgrossnessof
our actual practice is better than such foppery.
We fix a punishment which is calculated for

the common, average condition of those to

whom it is to be applied ; and, in almost all

cases, we leave with the judge a discretionary

power of accommodating it to any pecuharities
that may sr-em to require an exception. After

all, this is the most plausible part of Mr. Ben-

tham's arrangements.
In what he has said of the false notions

which legislators have frequently followed in

preference to the polar light of utility, we
think we discover a good deal of inaccuracy-,
and some little want of candour. Mr. Ben-

tham must certainly be conscious that no one

ever pretended that the mere antiquity of a

law was a sufficient reason for retaining it,
in

spite of its evident inutility : But when the

utility of parting with it is doubtful, its an-

tiquity may fairly be urged as affording a pre-

sumption in its favour, and as a reason for

being cautious at least in the removal of what
must be incorporated with so many other in-

stitutions. We plead the antiquity of our

Constitution as an additional reason for not

yielding it up to innovators : but nobody ever

thought, we believe, of advancing this plea in

support of the statutes against Witchcraft. In

the same way, we think, there is more wit

than reason in ascribing the errors of many
legislators to their being misled by a metaphor.
The metaphor, we are inclined to think, has

generally arisen from the principle or practice
to which Mr. Bentham would give effect in-

dependent of it. The law of England respects
the sanctity of a free citizen's dwelling so

much, as to yield it some privilege ; and there-

fore an Englishman's house is called his Castle.

The piety or superstition of some nations has

determined that a criminal cannot be arrested

in a place of worship. This is the whole fact
;

the usage is neither explained nor convicted

of absurdity, by saying that such people call

a church the House of God. If it w^ere the

house of God, does Mr. Bentham conceive

that it ought to be a sanctuary for criminals?

In what is said of the Fictions of law, there

is much of the same misapprehension. Men
neither are, nor ever were, misguided by
ihese fictions; but the fictions are merely- cer-

tain quaint and striking methods of expressing
a rule that has been adopted in an appri hen-
sion of its utility. To deter men from com-

mitting treason, their offspring is associated

to a certain extent in their punishment. The
motive and object of this law is plain enough ;

and calling the effect "Corruption of blood,"
will neither aggravate nor hide its injustice.
When it is said that the heir is the same per-
son with the deceased, it is but a pithy way
of intimatino- that he is bound in all the obli-

gations, and entitled to all the rights of his

predecessor. That the Kinsr never dies, is

only another phrase for expressing that the

office is never vacant
;
and that he is every

where, is true, if it be lawful to say that a

person can act by deputy. In all these ob-

servations, and in many that are scatterei

through the subsequent part of his book, Mr.
Bentham seems to forget that there is such a

thing as common sense in the world
;
and to

take it for granted, that if there be an opening
in the letter of the law for folly, misapprehen-
sion, or abuse, its ministers will eagerly take

advantage of
it,

and throw the v\ hole frame of

society into disorder and wretchedness. A
very slight observation of the actual business

of life might have taught him, that expediency
may, for the most part, be readily and cer-

tainly discovered by those who are interested

in finding it; and that in a certain stage of

civilisation there is generated such a quantity
of intelligence and good sense, as to disarm
absurd institutions of their power to do mis-

chief, and to administer defective laws into a

system of practical equity. This indeed is

the grand corrective which remedies all the

errors of legislators, and retrenches all that is

pernicious in prejudice. It makes us inde-

pendent of technical systems, and indifferent

to speculative irregxilarities ;
and he who could

increase its quantity-, or confirm its power,
would do more service to mankind than all

the philosophers that ever speculated on the

means of their reformation.

In the following chapter we meet with a

perplexity which, though very ingeniously

produced, appears to us to be wholly gratui-
tous-, Mr. Bentham for a long time can see

no distinction between Civil and Criminal

jurisprudence ;
and insists upon it,

that rights
and crivics necessarily and virtually imply
each other. If I have a right to get your
horse, it is only because it would be a crime
for you to keep him from me

;
and if it be a

crime for me to take your horse, it is only be-

cause you have a right to keep him. This
we think is very pretty reasoning: But the

distinction between the civil and the criminal

law is not the less substantial and apparent.
The civil law is that which directs and en-

joins
—the criminal law is that which Punishes.

This is enough for the legislator ;
and for those

who are to obey him. It is a curious inquiry,
no doubt, how far all rights may be considered

as the counterpart of crimes; and whether

every regulation of the civil code necessarily

implies a delict in the event of its violation.

On this head there is room for a good deal of

speculation; but in our opinion Mr. Bentham

pushes the principle much too far. There
seems to be nothing gained, for instance,
either in the way of clearness or consisteiu^y,

by arranging under the hearl of criminal law,
those cases of refusal to fulfil contracts, or to

perform obligations, for which no other pun-
ishment is or ought to be provided, but a com-

pulsory fulfilment or performance. This is

merely followina out the injunction of the

civil code, and cannot, either in law or in logic,

be correctly regarded as a punishment. The

proper practical test of a crime, is where, over

and above the restitution of the violated right

(where that is possible), the violator is sub-

jected to a direct pain, in order to 'leter frona

the repetition of such offences.

In passing to the code of criminal law, Ml,
Bentham does not forget the necegm ty of claSR-

2q2
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ifying
and dividing. Delicts, according to

him, are either, 1. Private, or against one or

a few individuals; 2. Reflective, or against the

dehnquent himself; 3. Semipublic, or eigainst

some particular class or description of per-

aons; and, finally. Public, or against the whole

community. Private delicts, again, relate

either to the person, the property, the repu-
tation or the condition: and t-hey are distrib-

uted into complex and simple, principal and

accessory, positive and negative, &c. &c. The
chief evil of a crime is the alarm which it

excites in the community; and the degree of

this alarm, Mr. Bentham assumes, depends
Upon eight circumstances, the particular situa-

tion of the delinquent, his motives, his noto-

riety,
his character, the difficulties or facilities

of the attempt, &c. But here again, we see

no sense in the enumeration
;
the plain fact

being, that the alarm is increased by every
thing which renders it probable that such acts

may be frequently repealed. In one case, and
one of considerable atrocity, there is no alarm
at all-; because the only beings who can be
affected by it, are incapable of fear or suspi-
cion—this is the case of infanticide : and Mr.
Bentham ingeniously observes, that it is pro-

bably owing to this circumstance that the

laws of many nations have been so extremely
indifferent on that subject. In modern Eu-

rope, however, he conceives that they are

barbarously severe. In the case of certain

crimes against the community, such as mis-

government of all kinds, the danger again is

always infinitely greater than the alarm.
The remedies which law has provided

against the mischief of crimes, Mr. Bentham

Bays, are of four orders; preventive
—

repres-
sive—compensatory—or simply penal. Upon
the subject of compensation or satisfaction,
Mr. Bentham is most copious and most origi-

nal; and under the title of satisfaction in

honour, he presents us with a very calm,
acute, and judicious inquiry into the effects

of duelling; which he represents as the only

remedy which the impolicy or impotence of

our legislators has left for such offences. We
do not think, however, that the same good
sense prevails in what he subjoins, as to the

means that might be employed to punish in-

sults and attacks upon the honour of individu-

als. According to the enormity of the offence,

he is for making the delinquent pronounce ii

discourse of humiliation, either standing, or on
his knees, before the offended party, and
clothed in emblematical robes, with a masV
of a characteristic nature on his head, &t
There possibly may be countries where sucl

contrivances might answer; but, with us,

they would not only be ineffectual, but ridic«

ulcus.

In the choice of punishments, Mr. Bentham
wishes legislators to recollect, that punish-
ment is itself an evil

;
and that it consists of

five parts;
—the evil of restraint—the evil of

suffering
—the evil of apprehension

—the evil

of groundless persecution
—and the evils that

extend to the innocent connections of the de-

linquent. For these reasons, he is anxious that

no punishment should be inflicted without a
real cause, or without being likely to influence

the will
;

or \\ here other remedies might
have been employed; or in cases where the

crime produces less evil than the punishment.
These admonitions are all very proper, and,
we dare say, sincere; but we cannot think

that they are in any way recommended by
their novelty.

In the section upon the indirect means of

preventing crimes, there is a great deal of

genius and strong reasoning; though there

are many things set down in too rash and per-

emptory a manner, and some that are sup-

ported with a degree of flippancy not very
suitable to the occasion. The five main sources

of offence he thinks are, want of occupation,
the angry passions, the passion of the sexes,
the love of intoxication, and the love of gain.
As society advances, all these lose a good
deal of their mischievous tendency, excepting
the last

; against w hich, of course, the legisla-
ture should be more vigilant than ever. In

the gradual predominance of the avaricious

passions over all the rest, however, Mr. Ben-
tham sees many topics of consolation

;
and

concludes this part of his work with declar-

ing, that it should be the great object of the

criminal law to reduce all offences to that

species which can be completely atoned for

and repaired by payment of a sum of money.
It is a part of his system, which we have for-

gotten to mention, that persons so injured
should in all cases be entitled to reparation
out of the public purse.

(lanuar^, IS 04.)

Accmnt of the Life and Writings of Thomas Rcid, D. D. F. R. S., Edinburgh, late Professor of
Moral Philosophy in the University of Glasgow. By Dugald Stewart, F. R. S. Edinburgh :

Read at different Meetings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. 8vo. pp. 225. Edinburgh
and London: 1803.

Although it is impossible to entertain

greater respect for any names than we do for

thise that are united in the title of this work,
vvp rnus^ be permitted to say, that there are

many thmgs with which we cannot agree,
both in the system of Dr. Reid, and in Mr.

Stewart's elucidation and defence of it. That
elucidation begins, indeed, with a remark,
which we are not at all disposed to contro-

vert
;
that the distinguishing feature of Dr.

Reid's philosophy is the systematical steadi-

ness with w hich he has adhered to the course
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of correct observation, and the admirable self-

command by which ho has confined himself
to the clear statement of the facts he has col-

lected : But then Mr. Stewart immediately
follows up this observation with a warm en-

comium on the inductive philosophy of Lord

Bacon, and a copious and eloquent exposition
(){ the vast advantage that may be expected
from applying to the science of Mind those

sound rules of experimental philosophy that

have undoubtedly guided us to all the splen-
did improvements in modern physics. From
the time indeed that Mr. Hume published his

treatise of human nature, down to the latest

speculations of Condorcet and Mr. Stewart

himself, we have observed this to be a favour-

ite topic with all metaphysical writers
;
and

that those who have dilTered in almost every
thing else, have agreed in magnifying the im-

portance of such inquiries, and in predicting
the approach of some striking improvement in

the manner of conducting them.

Now, in these speculations we cannot help
suspecting that those philosophers have been
misled in a considerable degree by a false

analogy ;
and that their zeal for the promotion

of their favourite studies has led them to form

expectations somewhat sanguine and extrava-

gant, both as to their substantial utility and
as to the possibility of their ultimate improve-
ment. In reality, it does not appear to us
that any great advancement in the knowledge
of the operations of mind is to be expected
from any improvement in the plan of investi-

gation; or that the condition of mankind is

likely to derive any great benefit from the

cultivation of this interesting but abstracted

study.
Inductive philosophy, or that which pro-

ceeds upon the careful observation of facts,

may be applied to two different classes of

phenomena. The first are those that can be
made the subject of proper Experiment :

where the substances are actually in our

power, and the judgment and artifice of the

inquirer can be effectually employed to ar-

range and combine them in such a way as to

disclose their most hidden properties and re-

lations. The other class of phenomena are

those that occur in substances that are placed
altogether beyond our reach

;
the order and

succession of which we are generally unable
to control; and as to which we can do little

more than collect and record the laws by
which they appear to be governed. Those
substances are not the subject of Experiment,
but of Observation ; and the knowledge we
may obtain, by carefully watching their varia-

tions, is of a kind that does not directly in-

crease the power which we might otherwise
have had over them. It seems evident, how-
ever, that it is principally in the former of

these departments, or the strict experim'^ntal

philosophy, that those splendid improvements
nave been made, which have erected so vast

a trophy to the prospective genius of Bacon.
The astronomy of Sir Isaac Newton is no ex-

ception to this general remark : All that mere
Observation could do to determine the move-
ments of the heavenly bodies, had been ac-

complished by the star-gazers who preceded
him; and the law of gravitation, which he
afterwards applied to the planetary system,
was first calculated and ascertained by expert'
ments performed upon substances which were

entirely at hi? disposal.
It will .scarcely be denied, either, that it is

almost exclusively to this department of pro-

per Experiment, that Lord Bacon has directed

the attention of his followers. His funda-

mental maxim
i.s,

that knowledge is power;
and the great problem which he constantly
aims at resolving is,

in what manner the na-

ture of any substance or quality may, by ex-

periment, be so detected and ascertained as

to enable us to manage it at our pleasure.
The greater part of the Novum Organum ac-

cordingly is taken up with rules and examples
for contriving and conducting experiments;
and the chief advantage which he .seems to

have expected from the progress of those in-

quiries, appears to be centered in the enlarge-
ment of man's dominion over the material

universe which he inhabits. To the mere

Observer, therefore, his laws of philosophising,

except where they are prohibitory laws, have
but little application ;

and to such an inquirer,
the rewards of his philosophy scarcely appear
to have been promised. It is evident indeed
that no dii-ect utility can result from the most
accurate observation of occurrences which we
cannot connoi

;
and that for the uses to which

such observations may afterwards be turned,
we are indebted not so much to the observer,
as to the person who discovered the applica-
tion. It also appears to be pretty evident

that in the art of observation it.se]
f,
no very

great or fundamental improvement can be

expected. Vigilance and attention are all that

can ever be required in an observer; and

though a talent for methodical arrangement
may facilitate to others the study of the facts

that have been collected, it does not appear
how our actual knowledge of those facts can
be increased by any new method of describing
them. Facts that we are unable to modify or

direct, in short, can only be the objects of ob-

servation
;
and observation can only inform

us that they exist, and that thcnr succession

appears to be governed by certain general
laws.

In the proper Experimental philo.sophy,

every acquisition of knowledge is an increase

of power ;
because the knowledge is neces-

sarily derived from some intentional disposi-
tion of materials which we may always com-
mand in the same manner. In the philoso-

phy of observation, it is merel)" a gratification
of our curiosity. By experiment, too. we
generally acquire a prett)' correct knowledge
of the causes of the phenomena we produce:
as we ourselves have distributed and arranged
the circumstances upon which they depend;
while, in matters of mere observation, the

assignment of causes must always be in a

good degree conjectural, inasmuch as we have
no means of separating the jireceding pheno-

mena, or deciding otherwise than by analogy,
to which of them the succeeding event is to

be attributed.
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Now, it appears to us to bi^ jiiL-'tty
evident

that the pheuoraeiui of the Huiaau Mind are

almost ail of the latter description. We feeh

and perceive, ai") remember, without any
purpcse or contrivance of ours, and have evi-

dently no poweroverlhe mechanism by which
those functions are performed. We may ob-

serve and distinji:uish those operations of

mind, intleed, with more or less attention or

exactness
;

but we cannot subject them to

experiment, or alter their nature by any pro-
cess of investigation. We cannot decompose
our perceptions in a crucible, nor divide our

sensations with a prism ;
nor can we, by art

and contrivance, produce any combination of

thouii^hts or emotions, besides those with which
all men have been provided by nature. No
metaphysician expects by analysis to discover

a new power, or to excite a new sensation in

the mind; as a chemist discovers a new earth

or a new metal
;
nor can he hope, by any

process of synthesis, to exhibit a mental com-
bination different from any that nature has

produced in the minds of other persons. The
science of metaphysics, therefore, depends
upon observation, and not upon experiment:
And all reasonings upon mind proceed ac-

cordingly upon a reference to that general
observation which all men are supposed to

have made, and not to any particular experi-

ments, which are known only to the inventor.—The province of philosophy in this depart-

ment, therefore, is the province of observation

wnly ;
and in this department the greater part

of that code of laws which Bacon has pro-
vided for the regulation of experimental in-

duction is plainly without authority. In meta-

physics, certainly, knowledge is not power;
and instead of producing new phenomena to

elucidate the old, by well-contrived and well-

conducted experiments, the most diligent in-

quirer can do no more than registerand arrange
the appearances, which he can neither account

for nor control.

But though our power can in no case be

directly increased by the most vigilant and
correct observation alone, our knowledge may
often be very greatly extended by it. In the

science of mind, however, we are inclined to

suspect that this is not the case. From the

very iiatnre of the subject, it seems necessa-

rily to follow, that all men must be practically
familiar with all the functions and qualities
of th'nr minds: and with almost all the laws

by which they appear to be governed. Every
one knows exactly what it is to perceive and
to feel, to remember, imagine, and believe :

and though he may not always apply the

words that denote these operations with per-
fect propriety, it is not possible to suppose that

any one is ignorant of the things. Even those

laws of thought, or connections of mental

operation, that are not so commonly stated in

words, appear to be universally known; and
are fountl to regulate the practice of those

who never thought of enouncing them in pre-
eise or abstract propositions. A man who
never heard it asserted that memory depends
upon attention, yet attends with uncommon
care to any thing that he wishes to remember

;

fcrge
d pa

and accounts for hisfiprjretfulness, by acknow
aid no attention. A

groom, who never heard of the as.sociation of
ledging that he had paid no attention

ideas, feeds the young war-horse to ttie .sound

of a drum; and the unphilosoj.'hical artists

who tame elephants and train dancing dogs,

proceed upon the same obvious and admitted

principle. The truth is, that as we only know
the e.vistence of mind by the exercise of its

functions according to certain laws, it is im-

possible that any one should ever discover or

bring to light any functions or any laws of
which men would admit the existence, unless

they were previously convinced of their oper-
ation on themselves. A philosopher may be
the first to state these laws, and to describe

their operation distinctly in words
;
but men

must be already familiarly acquainted with
them in reality, before they can assent to the

justice of his descriptions.
For these reasons, we cannot help thinking

that the labours of the metaphysician, instead

of being assimilated to those of the chemist
or experimental philosopher, might, with less

impropriety, be compared to those of the giam-
mariau who arranges into technical order the

words of a language which is spoken famil-

iarly by all his readers
;
or of the artist who ex-

hibits to them a correct map of a district with

every part of which they were previously

acquainted. We acquire a perfect knowledge
of our own minds without study or exertion,

just as we accjuire a perfect knowledge of our

native language or our native parish; yet we
cannot, without much study and reflection,

compose a grammar of the one, or a map oi

the other. To arrange in correct order all the

particulars of our practical knowledge, and to

set down, without omission and without dis-

tortion, every thing that we actually know
upon a subject, requires a power of abstrac-

tion, recollection, and disposition, that falls to

the lot of but few. In the science of mind,
perhaps, more of those qualities are required
than in any other

;
but it is not the less true

of this, than of all the rest, that the materials

of the description must always be derived

from a previous acquaintance with the sub-

ject
—that nothing can be set down technically

that was not practically known—and that no
substantial addition is made to our knowledge
by a scientific distribution of its ]>aiticu]ars.
After such a systematic arrangement has been

introduced, and a correct nomenclature ap-

plied, we may indeed conceive more clearly,
and will certainly describe more juslly, the

nature iind extent of our information
;
but our

information itself is not really increased, and
the consciousness by which we are supplied
with all the materials of our reflections, does

not become more productive, by this dispo-
sition of its contributions.

But though we have been induced in this

way to express our scepticism, both as to the

probable improvement and practical utility
of metaphysical speculations, we would by
no means be understood as having asserted

that these studies are absolutely without

interest or importance. With regard to Per-

ception, indeed, and some of the other primary
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functions of mind, it seems now to be admit-

ted, that philosophy can be of no use to us.

and that the prolbundest reasonings lead us

back to the creed, and the ignorance, of the

vulgar. As to the laws of Association, how-

ever, the case is somewhat different. In-

stances of the application of such laws are

indeed familiar to every one, and there are

few who do not of themselves arrive at some

imperfect conception of their general limits

and application : But that they are sooner

learned, and may be more steadily and ex-

tensively applied, when our observations are

assisted by the lessons of a judicious instruc-

tor, seems scarcely to admit of doubt
',

and

though there are no errors of opinion perhaps
that may not be corrected without the help
of metaphysical principles, it cannot be dis-

puted, that an habitual acquaintance with

those principles leads us more directly to the

source of such errors, and enables us more

readily to explain and correct some of the

most formidable aberrations of the human

understanding. After all, perhaps, the chief

value of such speculations will be found to

consist in the wholesome exercise which

they afford to the faculties, and the delight
which is produced by the consciousness of

intellectual exertion. Upon this subject, we

gladly borrow from Mr. Stewart the following
admirable quotations :

—
" An aiuhor well qualified to

judge,
from his

own e.xpf'rience, of whatever conduces to iiivigo-

rafe or to embellish the understanding, has heami-

fully remarked, ihat,
'

l>y turning the soul inward

on it.-;eir, lis Torres are ccmcenliated, and are fitted

for stronger and Ixilder fliifhis of science; and that,

in such pursiiiis. whether we take, or whether we
lose the game, the Chase is ceriainly of service.'

In this respect, the philosophy of the mind (abstract-

ing eniirely from that pre-eminence which belongs
to it in consequence of its practic'al applicaiions)

may claim a distinguished rank among tliose pre-

par.iiory disciplines, which another writer of equal
taletrs has happily compared to

' ihe crops wliich

are raised, not for the sake of the harvest, but to

be ploughed in as a dressing to the land.'
"

pp. J6G, 1G7.

In following out his observations on the

scope and spirit of Dr. Reid's philosophy, Mr.
Stewart does not present his readers with any
general outline or summary of the peculiar
doctrines by which it is principally distin-

guished. This part of the book indeed ap-

pears to be addressed almost exclusively to

those who are in some degree initiated in the

studies of which it treats, and consists of a

vindication of Dr. Reid's philo.sophy from the

most important objections that had beeti made
to it by his antagonists. The first is proposed

by the materialist, and is directed against the

gratu'tous assumption of the existence of

mind. To this Mr. Stewart answers with

irresistible force, that the philosophy of Dr.

Reid has in reality no concern with the theo-

ries that may be formed as to the cauxes of

our mental operations, but is entirely confined

to the investigation of those phenomena which

are known to us by uiternal consciousne.ss,

and not bv external perception. On the

theory of Materialism itself, he makes some

admirable observations : and, after having
62

stated the perceptible improvement that has

lately taken place in the method of coiisider-

ing "those intellectual phenomena, he con-

cludes with the following judicious and elo-

quent observations :
—

" The authors who form the most, conspicuous

exceptions to this gradual progress, consist chiefly
of men, whose errors may be easily accounted for,

by the prejudices connected with their circumscribed
habits of observation and inquiry ;

—of Physiolo-

gists, accustomed to attend to that part alone of the

human frame, which the knife of the Anatomist
can lay open ;

or of Chemists, who enter on the

analysis of Thought, fresh from the decompositions
of I he laboratory ; carrying into the Theory of Mind
itself (what Bacon expressly calls)

'

the smoke and
tarnish of the fiirnace.' Of the value of such pur-

suits, none can think more highly than myself; but
1 must be allowed to observe, that the most dis-

tinguished pre-eminence in them does not neces-

sarily imply a capacity of collected and abstracted

reflection ; or an understanding superior to the pre-

judices of early association, and the illusions of

popular language. I will not go so far as Cicero,
when he ascribes to those who possess these ad-

vantages, a more than ordinary vigour of intellect:
'

JSIaffni est innenii revocare mentem a senxibus, et

cogilalio7iem a consueludine abducere.' I would

oidy claim for them, the merit of patient and cau-
lious research ; and wotdd exact from their an-

tagonists the same qualifications."
—

pp. 110, 111.

The second great objection that has been
made to the doctrines of Dr. Reid, is, that

they tend to damp the ardour of philosophical

curiosity, by stating as ultimate facts many
phenomena which might be resolved into

simpler principles; and perplex the science

of mind with an unnecessary multitude of

internal and unaccountable properties. As
to the first of these objections, we agree en-

tirely with Mr. Stewart. It is certainly bet-

ter to damp the ardour of philosophers, by
exposing their errors and convincing them of

their ignorance, than to gratify it by sub-

scribing to their blunders. It is one step to-

wards a true explanation of any phenomenon,
to expose the fallacy of an erroneous one;
and though the contemplation of such errors

may render us more diffident of our own suc-

cess, it will probably teach us some lessons

that are far from diminishing our chance of

obtaining it. Bnt to the charge of multiply-

ing unnecessarily the original and instinctive

principles of our nature, Mr. Stewart, we
think, has not made by any means so satis-

factory an answer. The greater part of what
he says indeed upon this .subject, is rather an

apology for Dr. Reid, than a complete justifi-

cation of him. In his classification of the

active powers, he admits that Dr. Reid has

multiplied, without necessity, the number of

our original affections
;
and that, in the other

parts of his doctrine, he has manifested a

leaning to the same extreme. It would have

been better if he had rested the defence of

his author upon those concessions
;
and upon

the general reasoning with which they are

very skilfully associated, to prove the supe-
rior .safety and prudence of a tardiness to

ceneralise and assimilate : For, with all our

deference for the talents of the author, we
find it impossible to agree with him in those

particular instances in which he has endeav-
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oared to expose the injustice of the accusa-

tion. After all that Mr. Stewart has said, we
can still see no reason for admitting a prin-

ciple of credulity, or a principle of veracity,
in human nature

;
nor can we discover any

sort of evidence for the existence of an in-

stinctive [jower of interpreting natural signs.
Dr. Reid's only reason for maintaining that

the belief we commonly give to the testimo-

ny of others is not derived from reasoning
and experience, is, that this credulity is more

apparent and excessive in children, than in

those whose experience and reason is mature.

Now, to this it seems obvious to answer, that

the experience of children, though not exten-

sive, is almost always entirely uniform in fa-

vour of the veracity of those about them.
There can scarcely be any temptation to utter

serious falsehood to an infant; and even if

that should happen, they have seldom such a

degree of memory or attention as would be

necessary for its detection. In all cases, be-

sides, it is admitted that children learn the

general rule, before they begin to attend to

the exceptions ;
and it will not be denied that

the general rule
is, that there is a connection

between the assertions of mankind and the

realities of which they are speaking. False-

hood is like those irregularities in the con-

struction of a language, which children always
overlook for the sake of the general analogy.
The principle of veracity is in the same

situation. Men speak and assert, in order to

accomplish some purpose : But if they did not

generailij speak truth, their assertions would
answer no purpose at all—not even that of

deception. To speak falsehood, too. even if

we could suppose it to be done without a

motive, requires a certain exercise of imagi-
nation and of the inventive faculties, which is

not without labour : While truth is suggested

spontaneously
—not by the principle of veraci-

ty, but by our consciousness and memory.
Even if we were not rational creatures, there-

fore, but spoke merely as a consequence of

»ur sensations, we would speak truth much
oftener than falsehood

;
but being rational, and

addressing ourselves to other beings with a
view of influencing their conduct or opinions,
it follows, as a matter of necessity, that we
must almost always speak truth : Even the

principle of credulity would not otherwise be
sufficient to render it worth while for us to

speak at all.

With regard to the principle by which we
are enabled to interpret the natural signs of

the passions, and of other connected events,
we cannot help entertaining a similar scepti-
cism. There is no evidence, we think, for the

existence of such a principle; and all the

phenomena may be solved with the help of

memory and the association of ideas. The
''inductive principle" is very nearly in the

same predicament; though the full discussion

of the argument that might be maintained

upon that subject would occupy more room
than we can now spare.

After some very excellent observations on
the nature and the functions of instinct, Mr.
Stewart proceeds to consider, as the last great

objection to Dr. Reid's philosophy, the alleged

tendency of his doctrines on the subject of
common sense, to sanction an appeal from the
decisions of the learned to the voice of the
multitude. Mr. Stewart, with great candour,
admits that the phrase was unluckily chosen;
and that it has not always been employed with

perfect accuracy, either by Dr. Keid or his

followers : But he maintains, that the greater

part of the truths which Dr. Reiit has referred

to this authority, are in reality originally and

unaccountably impressed on the human un-

derstanding, and are necessarily implied in

the greater part of its operations. These, he

says, may be better denominated,
" Funda-

mental laws of belief;" and he exemplifies
them by such propositions as the following:
"I am the same person to-day that I was

yesterday.
—The material world has a real

existence.—The future course of nature will

resemble the past." We shall have occasion

immediately to offer a few observations on
some of those propositions.
With these observations Mr. Stewart con-

cludes his defence of Dr. Reid's philosophy :

but we caiuiot help thinking that there was
room for a farther vindication, and that some

objections may be stated to the system in

question, as formidable as any of those which
Mr. Stewart has endeavoured to obviate. We
shall allude very shortly to those that appear
the most obvious and important. Dr. Reid's

great achievement was undoubtedly the sub-

version of the Ideal system, or the confutation

of that hypothesis which represents the im-
mediate objects of the mind in perception, as

certain images or pictures of external objects

conveyed by the senses to the sensorium.

This part of his task, it is now generally ad-

mitted that he has performed with exemplary
diligence and complete success : But we are

by no means so entirely satisfied with the

uses he has attempted to make of his victory.
After considering the subject with some atten-

tion, we must confess that we have not been
able to perceive how the destruction of the

Ideal theory can be held as a demonstration

of the real existence of matter, or a confuta-

tion of the most ingenious reasonings which
have brought into question the popular faith

upon this subject. The theory of images and

pictures, in fact, was in its original state more

closely connected with the supposition of a
real material prototype, than the theory of

direct perception; and the sceptical doubts

that have since been suggested, appear to us

to be by no means exclusively applicable to

the former hypothesis. He who believes that

certain forms or images are actually transmit-

ted through the organs of sense to the mind,
must believe, at least, in the reality of the

organs and the images, and probably in their

origin from real external existences. He who
is contented with stating that he is conscious

of certain sensations and perceptions, by no

means assumes the independent existence ot

matter, and gives a safer account of the pne-
nomena than the idealist.

Dr. Reid's sole argument for the real exist-

ence of a material world, is founded on the
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irresistihle behef of it that is implied in Per-

ception and Memory; a belief, the founda-

tions of which, he seems to think, it would

be something more than absurd to call in

question. Now the reality of this general

persuasion or belief, no one ever attempted to

deny. The question is only about its justness
or truth. It is conceivable, certainly, in every

case, that our belief should be erroneous;

and there can be nothing absurd in suggesting
reasons for doubting of its conformity with

truth. The obstinacy of our belief, in this

instance, and its constant recurrence, even

after all our endeavours to familiarise our-

selves with the objections that have been

made to
it,

are not absolutely without parallel
in the history of the human faculties. All

children believe that the earth is at rest
;
and

that the sun and fixed stars perform a diurnal

revolution round it. They also believe that

the place which they occupy on the surface

is absolutely the uppermost, and that the in-

habitants of the opposite surface must be

suspended in an inverted position. Now of

this universal, practical, and irresistible belief,

all persons of education are easily disabused

in speculation, though it influences their ordi-

nary language, and continues, in fact, to be
the habitual impression of their minds. In

the same way, a Berkleian might admit the

constant recurrence of the illusions of sense,

although his speculative reason were suffi-

ciently convinced of their fallacy.
The phenomena of Dreaming and of De-

lirium, however, appear to afford a sort of

experimentum crucis, to demonstrate that a

real external existence is not necessary to

produce sensation and perception in the hu-

man mind. Is it utterly absurd and ridiculous

to maintain, that all the objects of our thoughts

may be '-'such stuff as dreams are made of?"

or that the uniformity of Nature gives us some
reason to presume that the perceptions of ma-
niacs and of rational men are manufactured,
like their organs, out of the same materials?

There is a species of insanity known among
medical men by the epithet notional, in which,
as well as in delirium tremens, there is fre-

quently no general depravation of the reason-

ing and judging facalties, but where the

disease consists entirely in the patient mis-

taking the objects of his thought or imagina-
tion for real and present existences. The
error of his perceptions, in such cases, is only
detected by comparing them with the per-

ceptions of other people ;
and it is evident

that he has just the same, reason to impute
error to them, as they can have individually
for imputing it to him. The majority, indeed,

necessarily carries the point, as to all practi-
cal consequences: But is there any absurdity
in alleging that we can have no absolute or

infallible assurance of that as to which the

internal conviction of an individual must be

supported, and may be overruled by the testi-

mony of his fellow-creatures?

Dr. Reid has himself admitted that "we
might probably have been so made, as to have
all the perceptions and sensations which we
now have, without any impression on our

bodily organs at all." But it is surely alto-

gether as reasonable to say, that we might
have had all those perceptions, without the

aid or intervention of any material existence

at all. Those perceptions, too, might still have
been accompanied with a belief that would
not have been less universal or irresistible for

being utterly without a foundation in reality.
In short, our perceptions can never afford any
complete or irrefragable proof of the real ex-

istence of external things ;
because it is easy

to conceive that we might have such percep-
tions without them. We do not know, there-

fore, with certainty, that our perceptions are

ever produced by external objects ;
and in the

cases to which we have just alluded, we ac-

tually find perception and its concomitant be-

lief, where we do know with certainty that it

is not produced by any external existence.

It has been said, however, that we have the

same evidence for the existence of the mate-
rial world, as for that of our own thoughts or

conceptions ;

—as we have no reason lor be-

lieving in the latter, but that we cannot help
it

;
which is equally true of the former. Now,

this appears to us to be very inaccurately ar-

gued. Whatever we doubt, and whatever we
prove, we must plaiidy begin u-ith consciousness.

That alone is certain—all the rest is inference.

Does Dr. Reid mean to assert, that our per-

ception of external objects is not a necessary

preliminary to any proof of their reality, or

that our belief in their reality is not founded

upon our consciousness of perceiving them ? It

is only our perceptions, then, and not the ex-

istence of their objects, which we cannot help

believing; and it would be nearly as reason-

abl^o say that we must take all our dreams
for realities, because we cannot doubt that we
dream, as it is to assert that we have the same
evidence for the existence of an external

world, as for the existence of the sensations

by which it is suggested to our minds.
We dare not now venture farther into this

subject ; yet we cannot abandon it without ob-

serving, that the question is entirely a matter

of philosophical and abstract speculation, and
that by far the most reprehensible passages
in Dr. Reid's writings, are those in which he
has represented it as otherwise. When we
consider, indeed, the exemplary candour, and

temper, and modesty, with which this excel-

lent man has conducted the whole of his

speculations, we cannot help wondering that

he should ever have forgotten himself so far

as to descend to the vulgar raillery which he
has addressed, instead of argument, to the

abettors of the Berkleian hypothesis. The
old joke, of the sceptical philosophers running
their noses against posts, tumbling into ken-

nels, and being sent to madhouses, is repeated
at least ten times in different parts of Dr.

Reid's publications, and really seems to have

been considered as an objection not less forci-

ble than facetious. Yet Dr. Reid surely could

not be ignorant that those who have questioned
the reality of a material universe, never af-

fected to have perceptions, ideas, and sensa-

tions, of a different nature from other people.
The debate was merely about the origin of
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these sensations
;
and couUl not possibly afTcct

the conduct or feelings of the individual. The

ecejitic, therefore, who has been taught by
experience that certain perceptions are con-

nected with unpleasant sensations, will avoid

the occasions of them as carefully as those

who look upon the object of their perceptions
as external realities. Notions and sensations

he catniot deny to exi.st ; and this limited

faith will regulate his conduct exactly in the

same manner as the more extensive creed of

his antagonists. We are persuaded that Mr.
Stewart would reject the aid of such an argu-
ment for the existence of an external world.

The length to which these observations

have extended, deters us from prosecuting

any farther our remarks on Dr. Reid's philoso-

phy. The olher points in which it appears to

us that he has left his system vulnerable are,
his explanation of our idea of cause and effect,

and his speculations on the question of liberty

Old necessity. In the former, we cannot help
ItiUiking that he has dogmatised, with a de-

gree of confidence which is scarcely justilied

by the cogency of his arguments; and has
endeavoured to draw ridicule on the reasoinng
of his antagonists, by illustrations that are ut-

terly inapplicable. In the latter, also, he has
made something more than a just use of the

prejudices of men and the ambiguity of lan-

guage ;
and has more than once been guilty,

if we be not mistaken, of what, in a less

respectable author, we should not have scru-

pled to call the most palpable sophistry. We
are glad that our duty does not require us to

enter into the discussion of this very per-

plexing controveisy ; though we may be per-
mitted to remark, that it is somewhat extra-

ordinary to find the dependence of human
actions on Motives so positively denied by
those very philosophers with whom the doc-
trine of Causation is of such high authority.

(ODctobcr, 1S0G.).

Memoirs of Dr. Josejili Priestley^ to the year 1795, written
by himself: With a Continuation to

the time of his decease, by his Son Joseph Priestley ; and Observations on his Writings. By
Thomas Cooper, President Judge of the Fourth District of Pennsylvania, and the Reverend
William Christie. 8vo. pp.481. London: 1805.

Dr. Priestley has written more, we be- 1

lieve, and on a greater variety of subjects,
'

than anj- other English author; and probably!
believed, as his frieiui Mr. Cooper appears to !

do at this moment, that his several publica- 1

tions were destined to make an asra iw the

respective branches of speculation to which

they bore reference. We are not exactly of
I

that opinion : But we think Dr. Priestley a

person of no common magnitude in the his-

tory of English literature
j
and have perused

this miscellaneous volume with more interest

than we have usually found in publications
of the same description. The memoirs are

written with great conciseness and simplicity,
and present a very singular picture of that in-

defatigable activity, that bigotted vanity, that

precipitation, cheerfulness, and sincerity,
which made up the character of this restless

philosopher. The observations annexed by
Mr. Cooper are the work, we think, of a pow--
erful, presumptuous, and most untractable

understanding. They are written in a defy-

ing, dogmatical, unaccommodating style : with
much force of reasoning, in many places, but
often with great rashness^nd arrogance; and

occasionally with a cant of philosophism, and
a tang of party politics, which communicate
an air of vulgarity to the whole work, and ir-

resistibly
excite a smile at the expense of this

magnanimous despiser of all sorts of prejudice
and bigotry.*

*
I omit now a very coi.sideralile portion of this

review, cotitainins a prdiy full account of Dr.

Priestley's life and conversaiinn. and of his various

publicaiionson .«ul>jects of theology, natural philoso-

phy, and chemistry; retainins; only the foilowihg
examinaiioii of his doctrine of Materiahsm.

In the Second part of his book. Mr. Cooper
professes lo estimate the Metaphysical wri-

tings of Dr. Priestley, and delivers a long and

very zealous defence of the doctrines ol Ma-
terialism, and of the Necessity of human ac-

tions. A good deal of learning and a good
deal of talent are shown in tliis production :

But we believe that most of our readers will

be surprised to fnid that Mr. Coojier con-

siders both these questions as having been

fiiially set at rest by the disquisitions of hifl

learned friend !

"
Indeed," he observes,

" ihose questions must
now be considered as settled; lor those who can
resist Collins' philosophical inquiry, the section of

Dr. Hartley on the mechanism of the mind, and
the review of the subject taken by Dr. Priestley
and his opponents, are not to be reasoned with.

Interest reipuhlicce ul de?iique sit fnis litiutn. is a
ma.xim of technical law. It will apply equally to

the republic o( letters; and the lime seems to have
arrived, when the separate existence of the human
Soul, the freedom of the Will, and the eternal

duration of Future puni.-hnient, like the doctrines

of the Trinity ! and Transubsiantiation. may be

regarded as no longer entitled lo public discus-

sion."— p. 335.

The advocates of Necessity, we know, have

long been pretty much of this opinion ;
and

we have no inclination to distuib them at

present with any renewal of the controversy :

But we really did not know that the advo-

cates of Materialism laid claim to the same

triumph; and certainly find some difficulty in

admitting that all who believe in the exi.st<'nce

of mind are unfit to be reasoned with. To us,

indeed, it has always appeared that it was
much easier to prove the existence of mind,
than the existence of matter; and with what-
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ever contempt Mr. Cooper and his friends may
regard us, we must be permitted to say a word
or two in defence of the vulgar opinion.
The sum of the argument against the exist-

ence of mind, in case any of our readers

should be ignorant of
it,

is shortly as follows.

The phenomena of thinking, or perception,
are always found connected with a certain

mass of organised matter, and have never

been known to exist in a separate or detached

state. It seems natural, therefore, to consider

them as qualities of that substance : Nor is it

any objection to say, that the quality of think-

ing has no sort of resemblance or affinity to

any of the other qualities with which we
know matter to be endowed. This is equally
true of all the primary qualities of matter,
when compared with each other. Solidity,
for instance, bears no sort of resemblance or

affinity to e.vtension
;
nor is there any other

reason for our considering them as qualities
of the same substance, but that they are al-

ways found in conjunction
—that they occupy

the same portion of space, and present them-
selves together, on all occasions, to our obser-

vation. Now, this may be said, with equal
force, of the quality of thinking. It is al-

ways found in conjunction with a certain mass
of solid and extended matter—it inhabits the

same portion of space, and presents itself in-

variably along with those other qualities the

assemblage of which makes up our idea of

organised matter. Whatever substratum can

support and unite the qualities of solidity and

extension, may therefore support the quality
of thinking also; and it is eminently unphilo-

sophical to suppose, that it inheres in a sepa-
rate substance to which we should give the

appellation of Mind All the phenomena of

thought, it is said, may be resolved by the

assistance of Dr. Hartley, into perception and
association. Now, perception is evidently
produced by certain mechanical impulses
upon the nerves, transmitted to the brain,
and can therefore be directly proved to be

merely a peculiar species of motion
;
and as-

sociation is something very like the vibration

of musical cords in juxtaposition, and is strictly
within the analogy of material movement.

In answering this argument, we will fairly
confess that we have no distinct idea of Sub-
stance

;
and that we are perfectly aware

that it is impossible to combine three propo-
sitions upon the subject, without involving a

contradiction. All that we know of substance,
are its qualities ; yet qualities must belong to

something
—and of that something to which

they belong, and by which they are united,
we neither knovT anything nor can form any
conception. We cannot help believing that it

exists
;
but we have no distinct notion as to

the mode of its existence.

Admitting this, therefore, in the first place,
we may perhaps be permitted to observe, that

it seems a little disorderly and unphilosophi-
cal; to class perception among the qualities
of matter, when it is obvious, that it is by
means of perception alone that we get any
notion of matter or its qualities ;

and that it

is possible, with perfect consistencyj to main-

tain the existence of our perceptions, and to

deny that of matter altogether. The other

qualities of matter are perceived by us; but

perception cannot he perceived : And all we
know about it is, that it is that by which we
perceive every thing else. It certainly does
sound somewhat absurd and unintelligible,

therefore, to say, that perception is that

quality of matter by which it becomes con-

scious of its own existence, and acquainted
with its other qualities : Since it is plain that

this is not a quality, but a knowledge of quali*
ties; and that t lie percipient must necessarily
be distinct irom that which is perceived. We
must always begin with perception ;

and the

followers of Berkeley will tell us, that we
must e?2d there also. At all events, it certainly
never entered into the head of any plain man
to conceive that the faculty of perception was
itself one of the qualities with which that

faculty made him acquainted : or that it could

possibly belong to a substance, which his

earliest intimations and most indestructible

impressions taught him to regard as some-

thing external and separate.*

This, then, is the lust objection to the doc-

trine of Materialism,
— that it makes the

faculty of perception a quality of the thing

perceived ;
and converts, in a way that must

at first sight appear absurd to all m.ankind,
our knowledge of the qualities of matter into

another quality of the same substance. The
truth is, however, that it is a gross and un-

warrantable abuse of language, to call percep-
tion a quality at all. It is an act or an event—
a fact or a phenomenon—of which the percipi-
ent is conscious: but it cannot be intelligibly
conceived as a quality; and, least of all, as a

quality of that substance which is known to

us as solid and extended. Ist, All the qualities
of matter, it has been already stated, are per-
ceived by the senses : but the sensation itself

cannot be so perceived ;
nor is it possible to call

it an object of sense, without the grossest per-
version of language. 2dly, All the qualities
of matter have a direct reference to Space or

extension
;
and are conceived, in some mea-

sure, as attributes or qualities of the space
within which they exist. When we say that

a particular body is solid, we mean merely
that a certain portion of space is impenetra-
ble : when we say that it is coloured, we

* We are not very partial to ihe practice of quo-
line poetry in ilhistraiion of metaphysics ;

but the

following; lines seem to express so forcilijy the uni-

versal and natural impression of maniiind on this

subject, that we cannot help offering ihem to the

consideration of the reader.
" Am I but what I seem, mere flesh and blood ?

A branching channel, and a mazy flood?
The purple stream, ihat through my vessels glides,
Dull and unconscious flows like common tides.

The pipes, throueh which the circling juices stray,
Are not ihat thinking I, no more than they.
This frame, compacted with transcendent skill.

Of moving joints, obedient to my will,

Nurs'd from the fruitful glebe like yonder tree.
Waxes and wastes : I call it mine, not me.

New matter still the mould'ring mass sustains ;

The mansion chang'd, the tenant still remains,
And, from the fleetinff stream repair'd by food.

Distinct, as is the swimmer from the flood."

2R
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mean that the same portion of space appears
of one hue,—and so of the other quaHties:
but sensation or thought is never conceived

BO to occupy space, or to characterise it; nor

can those faculties be at all conceived as

being merely definite portions of space, en-

dued with perceptible properties. In the third

place, all the primary qualities of matter are

inseparable from
it,

and enter necessarily into

its conception and definition. All matter

must uece.-isarily be conceived as extended,

Bolid, and figured : and also as universally

capable of all the secondary qualities. It is

obvious, however, that thought or sensation

is not au inseparable attribute of matter
;
as

by far the greater part of matter is entirely
destitute of it

;
and it is found in connection

only with those parts which we term organ-

ised; ^nd wilh those, only while they are

in a certain state, which we call alive. If

it be said, however, that thought may re-

semble those accidental qualities of matter,
such as heat or colour, which are not insepa-
rable or permanent; then we reply, that

neither of these things can, in strictness, ba

termed qualities of matter, more than thought
or sensation : They are themselves substan-

ces, or matter possessed of inseparable and

peculiar qualities, as well as those which
address themselves to the other senses. Light
is a material substance, from which the

quality of colour is inseparable ;
and heat is

a material substance, which has universally
the quality of exciting the sensation of

warmth: and both address themselves to,

and are distinctly perceived through, our

senses. If thought be allowed to be a sub-

stance in this sense, it will remain to show-

that it also is material
; by being referable to

space, capable of subsisting in every sort of

body, of being perceived by the senses, of

being transferred from one body to another,
and liable to attraction, repulsion, condensa-

tion, or reflection—like heat or light.

It is to be remarked also, that wherever

any proper quality, primary or secondary, can

be ascribed generally to any perceptible body
or mass of matter, that quality must exist and
be recognised in every part of it. If the whole
of any such body is hard, or coloured, or

weighty, or hot, or cold, every part of
it,

whether merely considered and examined as

separable, or actually separated and detached,
must be hard, coloured, and weighty also :

these qualities being truly conditions, and, in

fact, the only real proofs of the material ex-

istence of such a body, and of all the parts of

it. But thouirh thought or volition may be
said to have their residence somewhere with-

in a human body, they certainly are not quali-
ties of its material mass, in this sense; or to

the effect of being sensibly present in every

part or portion of it ! We never, at least,

have happened to hear it surmised that there

is thought in the elbow-joint, or volition in

the nail of the great toe ; and if it be said

that these phenomena are results only of the

living organisation as a whole, it seems to us
that this is a substantial abandonment of the

whole argument, and an admission that they

are not qualities of matter (for results and

qualities belong not to the same category), b'it

mere facts or phenomena of a totally different

description, for the production of which the

apparatus of some such organisation may, for

the time, be necessary.
But the material thing is,

that it is not to

the whole mass of our bodies, or their living

organisation in general, that these phenomena
are said by Dr. Priestley and his disciples to

belong, as proper qualities. On the contrary,

they distinctly admit that they are not qualities
of that physical mass generally, nor even of

those finer parts of it which constitute our

org-ans of sense. They admit that the eye
and the ear act the parts merely of optical or

acoustic instruments; and are only useful in

transmitting impulses (or, it may be, fine sub-

stances) to the nervous part of the brain : of

which alone, therefore, and indeed only of its

minute and invisible portions, these singular

phenomena are alleged to be proper physical

qualities! It is difficult, we think, to make
the absurdity of such a doctrine more appa-
rent than by this plain statement of its import
and amount. The only ground, it must always
be recollected, for holding that mind and all

its phenomena are mere qualities of matter, is

the broad and popular one. that we always
find them connected with a certain visible

mass of organised matter, called a living body:
But when it is admitted that they are not

qualities of this mass generally, or even of

any part of it which is visible or perceptible

by our senses, the allegation of their being
mere material qualities of a part of the brain,
must appear not merely gratuitous, but incon-

sistent and absolutely absurd. If the eye
and the ear, with their delicate structures

and fine sensibility, are but vehicles and ap-

paratus, why should the attenuated and un-

known tissues of the cerebral nerves be sup-

posed to be any thing else ? or why should

the resulting sensations, to which both are

apparently ministrant. and no more than min-

istrant, and which have no conceivable re-

semblance or analogy to any attribute of mat-

ter, but put on the list of the physical qualities

of the latter—which is of itself too slight and

subtle to enable us to say what are its com-
mon physical qualities'? But we have yet
another consideration to suggest, before final-

ly closing this discussion.

It probably has not escaped observation,
that throughout the preceding argument, we
have allowed the advocates for Materialism

to assume that what (to oblige them) we have

called thought or perception geneially, was
one uniform and identical thing; to which,

therefore, the appellation of a quality might

possibly be given, without manifest and pal-

pable absurdity. But in reality there is no

ground, or even room, for claiming such an

allowance. The acts or functions which we
ascribe to mind, are at all events not one, but

many and diverse. Perception no doubt is

one of them—but it is not identical with sen-

sation
;
and still less with memory or imagi-

nation, or volition,
—or with love, anger, fear,

deliberation, or hatred. Each of these, on the
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contrary, is a separate and distinguishable

act, function, or phenomenon, of the existence

of which we become aware, not through per-

ception, or the external senses at all, but

through consciousness or reflection alone: and
none of them (with the single exception, per-

haps, of perception) have any necessary or

natural reference to any external or material

existence whatever. It is not disputed, how-

ever, that it is only by perception and the

senses, that we can gain any knowledge of

matter; and, consequently, whatever we come
to know by consciousness only, cannot pos-

sibly belong to that category, or be either ma-
terial or external. But we are not aware that

any materialist has ever gone the length of

directly maintaining that volition for example,
or memory, or anger, or fear, or any other

such affection, were proper material qualities
of our bodily frames, or could be perceived
and recognised as such, by the agency of

the external senses
;

in the same way as the

weight, heat, colour, or elasticity which may
belong to these frames. But if they are not

each of them capable of being so perceived,
as separate physical qualities, it is plain that

nothing can be gained in argument, by afl"ect-

ing to disregard their palpable diversity, and

seeking to class them all under one vagxie

name, of thought or perception. Even with

that advantage, we have seen that the doc-

trine, of perception or thought being a mere

quality of matter, is not only untenable, but

truly self-contradictory and unintelligible.
But when the number and diversity of the

phenomena necessarily covered by that gene-
ral appellation is considered, along with the

fact that most of them have no reference to

matter, and do in no way imply its existence,
the absurdity of representing them as so

many of its distinct perceptible qualities,
must be too apparent, we think, to admit of

any serious defence.

The sum of the whole then
is,

that all the

knowledge which we gain only by Perception
and the use of our external Senses, is know-

ledge of Matter, and its qualities and attri-

butes alone
;
and all which we gain only by

Consciousness and Reflection on our own in-

M-ard feelings, is necessarily knowledge of

Mind, and its states, attributes, and functions.

This in fact is the whole basis, and ralionale

of the distinction between mind and matter:

and, consequently, unless it can be shown
that love, anger, and sorrow, as well as memo-

ry and volition, are direct objects of sense or

external perception, like heat and colour, or

figure and solidity, there must be an end, we
think, of all question as to their being ma-
terial qualities.

But, though the very basis and foundation

of the argument for Materialism is placed

upon the assumption, that thought and per-

ception are qualities of our bodies, it is re-

markable that Dr. Priestley, and the other

champions of that doctrine, do ultimately give

up that point altogether, and maintain, that

thought is nothins" else than Motion ! Now,
this, we cannot help thinking, was very im-

politic and injudicious in these learned per-

sons : For, so long as they stuck to the gene-
ral assertion, that thought might, in some way
or other, be represented as a cjuality of mat-

ter,
—although it was not perceived by the

senses, and bore no analogy to any of its other

qualities.
—and talked about the inherent ca-

pacity of substance, to support all sorts of

qualities; although their doctrine might elude

our comprehension, and revolt all our habits

of thinking,
—still it might be difficult to

demonstrate its fallacy ;
and a certain per-

plexing argumentation might be maintained,

by a person well acquainted with the use,
and abuse, of words : But when they cast

away the protection of this most convenient

obscurity, and, instead of saying that they
do not know what thought is, have the cour-

age to refer it to the known category of Mo-
tion, they evidently subject their theory to the

test of rational examination, and furnish us
with a criterion by which its truth may be

easily determined.

We shall not be so rash as to attempt any
definition of motion

;
but we believe we may

take it for granted, that our readers know

pretty well what it is. At all events, it is not

a quality of matter. It is an act, a phenome-
non, or a fact :

—but it makes no part of the

description or conception of matter
; though

it can only exist with reference to that sub-

stance. Let any man ask himself, however,
whether the motion of matter bears any sort

of resemblance to thought or sensation
;
or

whether it be even conceivable that these

should be one and the same thing ?—But, 't is

said, we find sensation always produced by
motion

;
and as we can discover nothing else

in conjunction with
it,

we are justified in as-

cribing it to motion. But this, we beg leave

to say. is not the question. It is not neces-

sary to inquire, whether motion may produce
sensation or not, but whether sensation demo-

tion, and nothing else? It seems pretty evi-

dent, to be sure, that motion can never pro-
duce any thing but motion or impulse ;

and
that it is at least as inconceivable that it should

ever produce .sensation in matter, as that it

should produce a separate substance, called

mind. But this, we repeat, is not the ques-
tion with the materialists. Their proposition

is, not that motion produces sensation—which

might be as well in the mind as in the body;
but, ih u tensation is motion; and that all the

ph'Miomena of thought and perception are in-

telligibly accounted for by saying, that they
are certain little shakings in the pulpy part oi

the brain.

There are certain propositions which it is

difficult to confute, only because it is impos-
sible to comprehend them : and this, the sub-

stantive article in the creed of Materialism,

really seems to be of this description. To say
that thought is motion, is as unintelligible to

us, as to say that it is space, or time, or pro-

portion.
There may be little shakings in the brain,

for any thing we know, and there may even
be shakings of a different kind, accompanying

every act of thought or perception ;

—
but, that

the shakings themselves are the thought oi
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perception, we are po far from admittinir, that

we find it absnlntcly inijiossibli' to (•oini>re-

heiul what is nieaiit by l\ut assertion. The
shakinpg are certain th robbings, vibrations, or

stirrinifs, in a whitish, hnlf-linid substance

like custard, which we miizht see perhaps, or

feel, if we had eyes and fiiisers sufficiently
small or line for the ofFice. But what should

we see or feel, upon the supposition that we
couM dt't(H'f, bv our senses, every thinfi that

actuailv took place in the brain? We should

see the particles of this substance change their

place a little, move a little up or down, to the

right or to the left, round about, or zig-zajr, or

in some other course or direction. This is

all that we could see, if Hartley's conjecture
were proved by actual observation; because
this is all that exists in motion,

—
according to

our conception of it
;
and all that we mean,

when we say th;it there is motion in any sub-

stance. Is it hitelligible, then, to say, that

this motion, the whole of which we see and

comprehend, is thought and feeling?
—and

that thought and feeling will exist wherever
we can excite a similar motion in a similar

substance ?—In our humble apprehension, the

proposition is not so much false, as utterly

unmeaning and incomprehensible. That sen-

sation may follow motion in the brain, or may
even be produced by it,

is conceivable at

least, and may be affirmed with perfect pre-
cision and consistency; but that the motion is

itself sensation, and that the proper and com-

plete definition of thought and feeling is,
that

they are certain vibrations in the brain, is a

doctrine, we think, that can only be wondered

at; and that must be comprehende.'l before it

be answered.
No advocate for the existence of mind, ever

thought it necessary to deny that there was a

certain bodily apparatus necessary to thought
and sensation in man—and that, on many oc-

casions, the sensation was preceded or intro-

duced by certain impulses and corresponding
movements of this material machinery :

—we
cannot see without eyes and light, nor think

without living bodies. All that they maintain

is, that these impulses and movements are

not feelings or thought, but merely the occa-

sions of feeling and thought ;
and that it is

impossible for them to confound the material

motions which precede those sensations, with
the sensations themselves, which have no
conceivable affinity with matter.

The theory of Materialism, then, appears to

us to be altogether unintelligible and absurd
;

and, without recurring to the reasoning of the

Berkeleians, it seems quite enough to detci

mine us to reject it,
that it confounds the act

of perception with the qualities perceived, an;l

classes among the objects of perception, tne

faculty by which these objects are introduced
to our knowledge.—and which faculty must
be exercised, before we can attain to any con-

ception, either of matter or its qualities.
We do not pretend to have lookec? through

the whole controversy which Dr. Priestley's

publications on this subject appears to have
excited : But nothing certainly has struck us
with more astonishment, than the zeal with
which he maintains that- this doctrine, and
that of Necessity, taken together, afford the

greatest support to the cause of religion and

morality ! We are a little puzzled, indeed, to

discover what use, or what room, there can be
for a God at all, upon this hypothesis of Ma-
terialism

;
as well as to imagine what species

of being the God of the materialist must be.

If the mere organisation of matter produces
reason, memory, imagination, and all the

other attributes of mind,
—and if these differ-

ent phenomena be the necessary result of cer-

tain motions impressed upon matter
;
then

there is no need for any other reason or en-

ergy in the universe: and things may be ad-

ministered very comfortabi}', by the intellect

spontaneously evolved in the different combi-
nations of matter. But if Dr. Priestley will

have a superfluous Deity notwithstanding, we
may ask what sort of a Deity he can expect?
He denies the existence of mind or spirit al-

together; so that his Deity must be material;
and his wisdom, power, and goodness must
be the necessary result of a certain organisa-
tion. But how can a material deity be im-
mortal ? How could he have been formed ?

Or why should there not be more,
—formed

by himself, or by his creator? We will not

affirm that Dr. Priestley has not attempted to

answer these questions; but we will take it

upon us to say, that he cannot have answered
them in a satisfactory manner. As to his

paradoxical doctrines, with regard to the na-

tural mortality of man, and the incompre-
hensible gift of immortality conferred on a
material structure which visibly moulders and
is dissolved, we shall only say that it exceeds
in absurdity any of the dogmas of the Catho-

lics ; and can only be exceeded by his own
supposition, that our Saviour, being only a

man, and yet destined to live to the day of

judgment, is still alive in his original human
body upon earth, and is really the Wanderng
Jew of vulgar superstition !

(October, 1S05.)

Academical Questions. By the Right Honourable William Drummond, K. C, F. R. S.. F. R. S. E
Authorof a Translation of Persius. Vol, I. 4to. pp. 412. Cadell and Davies. London : 1805

We do not know very well what to say of
|

that it is occupied with Metaphysical specu
this very learned publication. To some read- Nations. To others, it may convey a more
ers it will probably be enough to announce, | precise idea of its character, to be told, that
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though it gave a violent headache, in less than

an hour, to the most intrepid logician of our

fraternity, he could not help reading on till he

came to the end of the volume.*

Mr. Drummond begins with the doctrine

of Locke
;
and exposes, we think, very suc-

cessfully, the futility
of that celebrated au-

thor's definition of Substance, as ^'onc knows

not what''' support of such qualities as are ca-

pable of producing simple ideas in us. This

notion of substance he then shows to be de-

rived from the old Platonic doctrine of the

primary matter, or
vx>;,

to which the same

objections are applicable.

Having thus discarded Substance in general
from the list of existences, Mr. Drummond

proceeds to do as much for the particular sub-

stance called Matter, and all its qualities. In

this chapter, accordingly, he avows himself

to be a determined Idealist
;
and it is the scope

of his whole argument to prove, that what we
call qualities in external substances, are in

fact nothing more than sensations in our own

minds; and that what have been termed pri-

mary qualities, are in this respect entirely

upon a footing with those which are called

secondary. His reasoning upon this subject
coincides very nearly with that of Bishop

Berkeley; of whom, indeed, he says, that if

his arguments be not really conclusive, it is

certainly to be lamented that they should have

been so imperfectly answered.
To us. we will confess, it does not seem of

very great consequence to determine whether
there be any room for a distinction between
the primary and secondary qualities of matter;
for though we are rather inclined to hold that

Dr. Reid's observations have established its

possibility, we cannot help saying, that it is a

distinction which does not touch at all upon
the fundamental question, as to the evidence

which we have, by our senses, for the exist-

ence of a material w^orld. Dr. Reid and his

followers contend as strenuously for the real

existence of those material qualities which

produce in us the sensations of heat, or of

colour, as of those which give us intimations

of solidity, figure, or extension. We know a

little more, indeed, according to them, about

the one sort of qualities than the other; but

the evidence we have for their existence is

exactly the same in both cases; nor is it more
a law of our nature, that the sensation of re-

sistance should suggest to us the definable

qualitv of solidity in an external object, than

that the sensation of heat should suggest to

us, that quality in an external object, which
we cannot define otherwise than as the external

cause of this sensation.

Mr. Drummond, we think, has not attended

sufficiently to this part of his antagonist's po-
sition

;
and after assuming, somewhat too pre-

* For the reasons stated in the note prefi.xed to

this division of the book, I refrain from reprinting
the greater part of this review ; and give only that

part of it which is connected with the speculaiions
in the preceding articles, and bears upon the ques-
tion of the existence of an external world, and the

faith to be given to the intimations of our senses,
and other internal convictions.
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cipitately, that secondary qualities are uni-

versally admitted to have no existence but in

the mind of him who perceives them, proceeds,
with an air of triumph that is at all events

premature, to demonstrate, that there is noth-

ing in the case of primary qualities by which

they can be distinguished in this respect from
the secondary. The fact unquestionably is,

that Dr. Reid and his followers assert the posi-
tive and independent existence of secor.dary.
as well as of primary qualities in matter

;
and

that there is, upon their hypothesis, exactly the

same evidence for the one as for the other.

The general problem, as to the probable exist-

ence of matter—unquestionably the most fun-

damental and momentous in the whole science

of metaphysics
—may be fairly and intelligibly

stated in a very few words.

Bishop Berkeley, and after him Mr. Drum-

mond, have observed, that by our senses, we
can have nothing but sensations

;
and that

sensations, being afi'ections of mind, cannot

possibly bear any resemblance to matter, or

any of its qualities ;
and hence they infer, that

we cannot possibly have any evidence for the

existence of matter; and that what we terra

our perception of its qualities, is in fact noth-

ing else than a sensation in our own minds.

Dr. Reid, on the other hand, distinctly admit-

ting that the primary functions of our senses

is to make us conscious of certain sensations,
which can have no sort of resemblance or af-

finity to the qualities of matter, has asserted

it as a, fact admitting of no dispute, but recog-
nised lay every human creature, that these

sensations necessarily suggest to us the notion

of certain external existences, endowed w-ith

particular definable qualities ;
and that these

perceptions, by which our sensations are ac-

companied, are easily and clearly distinguish-
able from the sensations themselves, and
cannot be confounded with them, without the

most wilful perversity. Perception, again, he

holds, necessarily implies the existence of the

object perceived ;
and the reality of a material

world is thus as clearly deduced from the

e.\ercise of this faculty, as the reality of our

own existence can be from our consciousness,
or other sensations. It appears, therefore,
that there are two questions to be considered

in determining on the merits of this contro-

versy. First, whether there be any room for

a distinction between sensation and percep-

tion; and, secondly, if we shall allow such a

distinction, whether perception does neces-

sarily imply the real and external existence

of the objects perceived.
If by perception, indeed, we understand, as

Dr. Reid appears to have done, the immediate
and positive discovery of external existences,
it is evident that the mere assumption of this

faculty puts an end to the whole question j

since it necessarily takes those existences for

granted, and, upon that hypothesis, defines

the faculty in question to be that by which
we discover their qualities. This, however,
it is plain, is not reasoning, but assertion

;
and

it is not the mere assertion of a fact, whicli

in these subjects is the whole perhaps of our

legitimate philosophy, but of somettiing which
2 R 2
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may or may not be inferred from the fact, ac-

cording to the views of the inquirer. The

incjuiry is an inquiry into tlie functions and

operations of maul; and all that can possibly
be stated da fact on such an occasion, must re-

late to the state and alfections of mind only:
But to assume the existence of a material

world, in order afterwards to define one func-

tion of mind to be that by which it discovers

material ciualities, is evidently blending hy-

pothesis in the statement, and prejudging the

controversy by assumption. The fact itself,

we really conceive not to be liable to any kind
of doubt or dispute ;

and yet the statement of

it,
obvious as it

is, seems calculated to retrench

a good deal from each of the opposite asser-

tions. The fact, if we be not greatly mis-

taken, is confessedly as follows.

We- have occasionally certain sensations

which we call heat, pain, resistance, &c.
The.se feelings, of course, belong oidy to the

mind, of which they are peculiar affections;
and both parties are agreed in asserting, that

they have no resemblance, or necessary refer-

ence, to any thing external. Dr. Reid hns
made this indeed the very ground-work of his

reasonings on the subject of perception ;
and

it will not probably be called in question by'
his antagonists, who go the lensthof inferring
from it, that nothinir but mind can be con-

ceived to have an existence in nature. Thi.s,

then, is one fact which we may .safely assume
as quite certain and indisputable, viz. that

our sensations are affections of the mind, and
have no neces.sary reference to any other ex- 1

istence. But there is another fact at least as

obvious and inrlisputable, which the one party
seems disposed to overlook, anil the other to

invest with undue authority, in the discu.ssion.

This second fact
is,

that some of the sensations

in question are uniformly and irresistibly ac-

companied by the apprehension and belief of

certain external existences, distinguished by
peculiar (jualities. The fact certainly admits
of no dispute ; and, accordingly, the philoso-

phers who lirst attempted to prove that this

belief was without foundation, have uniformly
claimed the merit of disabusing mankind of a
natural and universal illusion. Now this ap-

prehension and belief of external existences,
is in itself as much an affection of mind, as

the sensations by which it is accompanied;
and those vvho deny the distinction between

perception and sensation, might be justified

perhaps in assorting, that it is only a sensa-

tion of another kind : at the same time, as the

essence of it consists in the apprehension of

an independent existence, there can be no
harm in distinguishing it, by a .separate appel-
lation, from those sensations which centre in

the sentient beincr, and .suggest to him no idea
of any other existence. It is in this sense

alone, it appears to us, that perception can be
understood in strict philosophical laniruage. I

It means no more than that affection of the

mind which consists in an apprehension and
belief in the existence of external objects.
Now in this sense of the word, there can

be no doubt that there is a real distinction

between mere sensation and perception ;
in-

,

asmuch as there is a distinction between onr

feelings of pain, resistance, &c., and our con-

ception and belief of real external existencea:
But they differ merely as one afiection of
mind may differ from another; and it is plainly
unwarrantable to assume the real existence
of external objects as a part of the statement
of a purely uitellectual phenomenon. After

allowing tlie reality of this distinction, there

is still room therefore for considering the
second question to which we alluded in the

outset, Viz. Whether perception does neces-

sarily imply the existence of external ob-

jects.

Upon this subject, we entertain an opinion
which will not give satisfaction, we are afraid,
to either of the contending parties. We think

that the existence of external objects is not

necessarily implied in the phenomena of per-

ception ;
but we think that there is no com-

plete proof of their nonexistence: and that

philoso[)hy, instead of beinir benefited, would
be subjected to needless embarrassments, by
the absolute assumption of the ideal theory.
The reality of external existences is not

necessarily implied in the phenomena of per-

ception : because we can easily imagine that

our impressions and conceptions might have
been exactly as they are. although matter had
never been created. Belief, we familiarly

know, to be no infallible criterion of actual

existence; and it is impossible to doubt, that

we might have been so framed as to receive

all the impressions which we now ascribe to

the agency of external objects, from the me-
chanism of our own minds, or the particular
volition of the Deity. The phenomena of

dreaminir, and of some species of madness,
seem to form experimental proofs of the pos-

sibility we have now stated
;
and demonstrate,

in our apprehension, that perception, as we
have defined it.

(i.
e. an apprehension and be-

lief of external existences,) does not necessa-

rily imply the independent reality of its ob-

jects. Nor is it less absurd to say that we
have the same evidence for the existence of

external objects that we have for the exist-

ence of our own sensations: For it is quite

plain, that our belief in the former is founded

altoirether on our consciousness of the latter;
and that the evidence of this belief is conse-

quently of a secmtdary nature. We cannot

doubt of the existence of our sensations,
without being guilty of the grossest contra-

diction
;
but we may doubt of the existence

of the material world, without any contradic-

tion at all. If we annihilate our sensations,
we annihilate ourselves; and, of counse, leave

no he'iua to doubt or to reason. If we anni-

hilate the external world, we still leave entire

all those sensations and perceptions which a
different hypotl\esis would refer to its myste-
rious agency on our minds.

On the other hand, it is certainly going too

far to assert, that the nonexistence of matter

is proved by such evidence as necessarily to

command our assent : Since it evidently im-

plies no contradiction to suppose, that such a

thing as matter may exist, and that an omnip-
otent being might make us capable of dis-
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covering its qualities. The instinctive and
insurmountable belief that we have of its

existence, certainly is not to be surrendered,

merely because it is possible to suppose it

erroneous; or ditficult to comprehend how a

material and immaterial substance can act

upon each other. The evidence of this uni-

versal and irresistible belief, in
.'^hort,

is not

to be altogether disregarded; and, unless it

can be shown that it leads to actual contra-

dictions and absurdities, the utmost length
that philosophy can warrantably go, is to con-

chule that it may be delusive; but that it

may also be true.

The rigorous maxim, of giving no faith to

any thing short of direct and immediate con-

sciousness, seems more calculated, we think,
to perple.v than to simplify our philosophy,
and will run us up, in two vast strides, to the

very brink of absolute annihilation. We deny
the existence of the material world, because
Ave have not for it the primary eviilence of

consciousness; and because the clear concep-
tion and indestructible belief we have of it.

may be fallacious, for any thing we can prove
to the contrary. This conclusion annihilates

at once all external objects ; and, among
them, our own bodies, and the bodies and
-ninds of all other men

;
for it is quite evident

that we can have no evidence of the exist-

ence of other mind.s, except through the me-
diation of the matter they are supposed to

animate; and if matter be nothing more than

an affection of onr own mintls. there is an end
to the existence of every other. This first step,

therefore, reduces the whole universe to the

mind of the individual reasoner
;
and leaves

no existence in nature, but one ntind, with its

compliment of sensations and ideas. The
second step goes still farther; and no one can

hesitate to take
it,

who has ventured deliber-

ately on the (ii'st. If our senses may deceive

us, so may onr memory;
— if we will not be-

lieve in the existence of matter, because it is

not vouched by internal consciousness, anti

because it is conceivable that it .'^hould not

exist, we cannot consistently believe in the

reality of any past impression : for which, in

like manner, we cannot have the direct evi-

dence of consciousness, and of which our

present recollection may possibly be falla-

cious. Even upon the vulgar hypothesis, we
know that memory is much more deceitful

than perception : and there is still greater
hazard in assuming the reality of anv past
existence from our present recollection of

it,

than in relying on the reality of a present
existence from our immediate perception. If

we discredit our memory, however, and deny
all existence of which we have not a present
consciousness or sensation, it is evident that

we must ainiihilate our own personal identity.
and refuse to believe that we had ihouirht or

sensation at any previous moment. There
can be no reasoning, therefore, nor know-
ledge, nor opinion; and we must end by vir-

tually annihilating ourselves, and denying
that any thing whatsoever exists in nature,
but the present solitary and momentary im-

pression.

This is the legitimate and inevitable ter

mination of thatdetermmed scepticism which
refuses to believe any thing without the high-
est of all evidence, and chooses to conclude

positively that every thing is not, which may
possibly be conceived not to be. The process
of rea.soning which it implies, is neither long
nor intricate

;
and its conclusion would be

undeniably just, if every thing was necessarily
true which could be asserted without a con-

tradiction. It is perfectly true, that we are

absolutely sure of nothing but what we feel at

the present moment
;
and that it is possible

to distinguish between the evidence we have
for the existence of the present impression,
and the evidence of any other existence. The
first alone is complete and unquestionable;
we may hesitate about all the rest without

any absolute contradiction. But the distinc-

tion, we apprehend, is in it.self of as little use
in philosophy, as in ordinary life

;
and the ab-

.solute and positive denial of all existence,

e.xcept that of our immediate sensation, alto-

gether rash and unwarranted. The objects
of our perception and of our recollection, cer-

tainly 7nay exist, although we cannot demon-
strate that they 7)i!'.s/; and when in spite of

all our abstractions, we find that we must
come back, and not only reason with our fel-

low creatures as separate existences, but en-

gage daily in speculations about the qualities
and properties of matter, it must appear, at

least, an unprofitable refinement which would
lead us to ilwell much on the possibility of

their nonexistence. There is no sceptic, pro-

bably, who would be bold enough to maintain,
that this sinirle doctrine of the nonexistence
of any thing but onr present impressions,
would constitute a just or useful system of

logic and moral philosophy; and if, after

flourishing with it as an unfruitful paradox in

the outset, we are obliged to recur to the or-

dinary course of observation and conjecture
as to the nature of our faculties, it may be
doubted whether any real benefit has been
derived from its promulgation, or whether the

hypothesis cnn be received into any sober

.system of philosophy. To deny the existence

of matter and of mind, indeed, is not to phi-

losophise, but to destroy the materials of phi-

losophy. It requires no extraordinary in-

genuity or power of reasoning to perceive the

grouttds upon which their existence may be
doubled ; but we acknowledge that we cannot

see how it can be said to have been disproved ;

and think we perceive very clearly, that phi-

losophy will neither be simplified nor abridged

by refusinrr to take it for granted.

Upon the whole, then, we are inclined to

think; that the conception and belief which
we have of material objects (which is what
we mean by the perception of them) does not

amount to a complete proof of their existence,
but renders it sufficiently probable : that the

superior and complete assurance we have of

the existence of our present sensations, does

by no means entitle us positively to deny the

reality of every other existence
;
and that as

this speculative scepticism neither renders (is

independent of the ordinary modes of investi-
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gation, nor assists us materially in the use of

them, it is inexpedient to dwell long upon it

in the course of our philosophical inquiries,

and much more advisable to proceed upon
the supposition that the real condition of things
is conformable to our natural apprehensions.
The little sketch we have now ventured to

offer of the abstract, or thorough-going phi-

losophy of scepticism, will render it unneces-

6ar>- for us to follow our author minutely
throuffh the different branches of this inquiry.
Overlookins. or at least undervaluing the in-

disputable fact, that our sensations are uni-

formly accompanied with a distinct apprehen-
sion, and firm belief in the existence of real

external objects, he endeavours to prove, that

the qualities which we ascribe to them are in

realitv nothing more than names for our pecu-
liar sensations; and maintains accordingly,
that because men differ in their opinions of

the same object, it is impossible to suppose
that thev actually perceive any real object at

all
;
as a real existence must always appear

the same to those who actually perceive it.

His illustrations are of this nature. Water,

which feels tepid to a Laplander, would appear
cold to a native of Sumatra : But the same
water caimot be both hot and cold : therefore

it is to be inferred that neither of them is

affected by any real quality in the external

body, bat that
" each describes merely his

own sensations. Now, the conclusion here is

plainly altogether unwarranted by the fact
;

since it is quite certain that both the persons
in quesrion perceive the same quality in the

water, though they are affected by it in a dif-

ferent manner. The solution of the whole

puzzle is, that heat and cold are not different

qualities : but different degrees of the same

quality, and probably exist only relatively to

each other. If the water is of a higher tem-

perature thaa the air. or the body of the

person who touches it, he will call it warm :

if of a lower temperature, he will call it cold.

But this does not prove by any means, that

the difference between two distinct tempera-
tures is ideal, or that it is not always perceived
by all individuals in the ver}- same way. If

Mr. Drummond could find out a person who
not only thought the water cold which other

people called warm, but also thought that

warm which they perceived to be cold, he

might have some foundation for his inference:

but while all mankind agree that ice is cold,

and steam hot, and concur indeed most exactly
in their judgments of the comparative heal of

aU external bodies, it is plainly a mere quib-
ble on the convertible nature of these quali-
ties, to call in question the identity of their

perceptions, because they make the variable
Standard of their own temperature the rule

for denominating other bodies hot or cold.

In the same way. Mr. Drummond goes on
to say, one man calls the flavour of assafcEtida

nauseous, and another thinks it ajrreeable :
—

one nation delights in a species of food which
to its neighbours appears disgusting. How,
then, can we suppose that they perceive the

same real qualities, when their judgments in

r«»gard to them are so diametrically opposite "?

Now, nothing, we conceive, is more obvious
than the fallacy of this reasoning. The /j-

king, or disliking, of men to a particular object,
has nothing to do with the perception of its

external qualities ;
and they may differ en-

tirely as to their opinion of its agreeablenesSy

though they concur perfectly as to the de-

scription of all its properties. One man may
admire a tall woman, and another a short one;
but it would be rather rash to infer, that they
did not agree in recognising a difference in

stature, or that they had no uniform ideas of

magnitude in general. In the same way, one

person may have an antipathy to salt, and
another a liking for it

;
but they both perceive

it to be salt, and both agree in describing it

by that appellation. To give any degree of

plausibility to Mr. Drummond's inferences, it

would be necessary for him to show that some
men thought brandy and Cayenne pepper in

sipid and tasteless, and objected at the same
time to milk and spring water as excessively
acrid and pungent.

In the concluding part of his book, Mr,
Drummond undertakes nothing less than a
defence of the theory of Ideas, against the

arguments of Dr. Reid. This is a bold at-

tempt: but. we are inclined to think, not a
successful one. !Mr. Drummond begins with
the old axiom, that nothing can act but where
it is : and infers, that as real material objects
cannot penetrate to the seat of the soul, that

sentient principle can only perceive certain

images or ideas of them : against the assump-
tion of which he conceives there can be no
considerable obstacle. Now, it is needless,
we think, to investigate the legitimacy of this

reasoning very narrowly, because the founda-

tion, we are persuaded, is unsound. The
axiom, we believe, is now admitted to be
fallacious (in the sense at least here assigned
to it) bv all who have recently paid any atten-

tion to the subject. But what does Mr. Drum-
mond understand exactly by ideas ? Does he
mean certain films, shadows, or simulacra,

proceeding from real external existences, and

passins through real external organs to the

local habitation of the soul ] If he means
this, then he admits the existence of a ma-
terial world, as clearly as Dr. Reid does;
and subjects himself to all the ridicule which
he has himself so justly bestowed up-on the

hN-pothesis of animal spirits, or any other

supposition, which explains the intercourse

between mind and matter, by imagining some
matter, of so fine a nature as almost to gra-
duate into mind ! If, on the other hand, by
ideas, Mr. Drummond really means nothing
but sensations and perceptions (as we have
already explained that word), it is quite ob-

vious that Dr. Reid has never called their

existence in question ;
and the whole debate

comes back to the presumptions lor the exist-

ence of an external world
;
or the reasonable-

ness of trusting to that indestructible belief

which certainly accompanies those sensations,

as evidence of their having certain external

causes. We cannot help doubting, whether

Mr. Drummond has cleariy stated to himself,
in which of these two senses he proposes to
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defend the doctrine of ideas. The doctrine I

of IMAGES proceeding from actual external .

existences, is the only one in behalf of which
he can claim the support of the ancient phi-

losophers : and it is to it he seems to allude,
in several of the remarks which he makes on

the illusions of sight. On the other supposi-

tion, however, he has no occasion to dispute
with Dr. Reid about the existence of ideas

;
for

'

the Doctor assuredly did not deny that we
had sensations and perceptions, notions, re-

collections, and all the other affections of ,

mind to which the word idea may be applied,
in that other sense of it. There can be no

question upon that supposition, but about the

origin of these ideas— which belongs to

another chapter.
Mr. Drummond seems to lay the whole

stress of his argument upon a position of

Hume's, which he applies himself to vindicate

from the objections -nhich Dr. Reid has urged

against it. "The table which I see," says
Dr. Hume. '•' diminishes as I remove from it :

but the real table suifers no alteration :
—it

could be nothing but its image, therefore,

which was present to ray mind.'' Now this

statement, we think, admits pretty exphcitly,
that there is a real table, the image of which.

13 presented to the mind : but, at all events,
we conceive that the phenomenon may be
easilv reconciled with the supposition of its

real existence. Dr. Reid's error, if there be
one, seems to consist in his having asserted

positively, and without any qualification, that

it is the real table which we perceive, when
our eyes are turned towards it. When the

matter however is considered very strictly, it

will be found that by the sense of seeing we
can perceive nothing but light, variously ar-

ranged and diversified : and that, when we
look towards a table, we do not actually see

the table itself, but only the rays of light
which are reflected from it to the eye. Inde-

pendently of the co-operation of our other

senses, it seems generally to be admitted, that

we should perceive nothing by seeing but an

assemblage of colours, divided by different

lines
;
and our only visual notion of the table

(however real it might be) would, therefore,
be that of a definite portion of light, distin-

ffuished by its colour, I'rom the other ponions
that were perceived at the same time. It

seems equally impossible to dispute, however,
that we should receive from this impression
the belief and conception of an external ex-

istence, and that we should have the very
same evidence for its reality, as for that of the

objects of our other senses. But if the exter-

nal existence of light be admitted, a very

slight attention to its laws and properties, will

show its appearances must var}-. according tc

our distance from the solid objects which emit

it. We perceive the form of bodies by sight,

in short, ver*" nearly as a blind man perceives
them, by tracing their extremities with his

stick : It is onlv the light in one case, and the

stick in the other, that is properly felt or per-
ceived

;
but the real form of the object is

indicated, in both cases, by the state and dis-

position of the medium which connects it with

our sensations. It is by intimations formerly
received from the sense of Touch, no doubt,
that we ultimately discover that the rays of

light which strike our eyes with the impres-
sions of form and colour, proceed from distant

objects, which are solid and extended in three

dimensions; and it is only by recollecting
what we have learned from this sense, that

we are enabled to conceive them as endued
with these qualities. By the eye itself we
do not perceive these qualities : nor. in strict-

ness of speech, do we perceive, by this sense,

any qualities whatever of the reflecting ob-

ject ;
we perceive merely the light which it

reflects : distinguished by its colour from the

other light that falls on the eye along with it,

and assuming a new form and extension, ac-

cording as the distance or position of the body
is varied in resard to us. These variations

are clearlv explained by the known properties
of light, as ascertained by experiment ; and

evidently afford no ground for supposing any
alteration in the object which emits it,

or fur

throwing anv doubts upon the real existence

of such an object. Because the divergence
'

of the rays of liffht varies with the distance

between their origin and the eye. is there the

slightest reason for pretending, that the mag-
'

nitude of the object from which they proceed
1 must be held to have varied also ?

(april, 1S07.)

An account of the Life and Writings of James Beattie. LL. D. late Professor of Moral PAiZoso-

phtf and Losric in the Marischal College and University of Aberdeen : including many of his

oridncl Letters. By Sir W. Forbes of Pitsligo. Baronet, one of the Executors of Dr.

Beattie. 2 vols. 4to. pp.840. Edinburgh and London : 1806.

Dr. Beattie"? great work, and that which
was undoubtedlv the first foundation of his ce-

lebritv, is the "
Essay on the Nature and

Immutabilitv of Truth :'* on which such un-

• The greater part of this article also is withheld

from the present reprint, for the reasons formerly
Fiated : and only those parts given which bear upon

points of metaphysics.

measured praises are bestowed, both by his

present biographer, and by all the author's

male and female correspondents, that it is

with difficulty we can believe that they aie

speaking of the performance which we have

just been wearvins ourselves with looking
over. That the author"s intentions were good,

, and his convictions sincere, we entertain not
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the least doubt; but that the merits of his

book have been prodigiously overrated, we
think, is equally undeniable. It contains ab-

eolutely nothing, in the nature of argument,
that had not been previously stated by Dr.

Reid in his "Inquiry into the Human Mind;"'

and, in our opinion, in a much clearer and
j

more unexceptionable form. As to the merits ,

of that philosophy, we have already taken !

occasion, in more places than one, to submit .

our opinion to the judgment of our readers
; j

and, after having settled our accounts with
[

Mr. Stewart and Dr. Reid, we really do not
|

think it worth while to enter the lists again
'

with Dr. Beattie. Whatever may be the ex-
j

cellence of the common-sense school of phi- !

losophy, he certainly has no claim to the I

honours of a founder. He invented none of

it; and it is verj* doubtful with us, whether
he ever rightly understood the principles upon
which it depends. It is unquestionable, at

least, that he has exposed it to considerable

disadvantage, and embarrassed its more en-

lightened supporters, by the misplaced con-

fidence with which he has urged some

propositions,
and the fallacious and fantastic

illustrations by which he has aimed at recom-

mending many others.

His confidence and his inaccuracy, however,

might have been easily forgiven. Every one
has not the capacity of writing philosophically:
But every one may at least be tempemte and
candid

;
and Dr. Seattle's book is still more

remarkable for being abusive and acrimonious,
than for its defects in argument or originality.
There are no subjects, however, in the wide
field of human speculation, upon which such

ehemence appears more groundless and un-

accountable, than the greater part of those

which have served Dr. Beattie for topics of

declamation or invective.

His tirst great battle is about the real exist-

ence of external objects. The sceptics say,
that perception is merely an act or affection

of the mind, and consequently might exist

without any external cause. It is a sensation

or affection of the mind, to be sure, which
consists in the apprehension and behef of such
external existences : But being in itself a phe-
nomenon purely mental; it isa mere supposition
or conjecture to hold that there are any such

existences, by whose operation it is produced.
It is impossible, therefore, to bring any evi-

dence for the existence of material objects ;

and the belief which is admitted to be in-

eeparable from the act of perception, can
never be received as such evidence. The
whole question is about the grounds of this

behef, and not about its existence : and the

phenomena of dreaming and madness prove

experimentally, that perception, as character-

ised by belief, may e.xist where there is no

external object. Dr. Beattie answers, after

Dr. Reid, that the mere existence of this in-

stinctive and indestructible belief in the re-

»htv of external objects, is a complete and
Bufficient proof of their reality; that nature

meant us to be satisfied with it
;
and that we

cannot call it in question, without running into

the greatest absurdity.

This is the whole dispute; and a prettv
correct summary of the argument upon both
sides of the question. But is there any thing
here that could justify the calling of rames,
or the violation of decorum among the dis-

putants ? The question is. of all other ques-
tions that can be suggested, the most purely
and entirely speculative, and obviously dis-

connected from any practical or moral con-

sequences. After what Berkeley has written

on the subject, it must be a gross and wilful

fallacy to pretend that the conduct of men can

be in the smallest degree aflected by the

opinions they entertain about the existence

or nonexistence of matter. The system
which maintains the latter, leaves all our sen-

sations and perceptions unimpaired and en-

tire
;
and as it is by these, and by these only,

that our conduct can ever be guided, it is

evident that it can never be altered by the

adoption of that system. The whole dispute
is about the cause or oripn of our perceptions;
which the one partv ascribes to the action of

external bodies, and the other to the inward

development of some mental energy. It is a

question of pure curiosity; it never can be
decided

;
and as its decision is perfectly in-

different and immaterial to any practical pur-

pose, so, it might have been expected that

the discussion should be conducted without

virulence or abuse.

The next grand dispute is about the evi-

dence of Memor)-. The sceptics will have

it,
that we are sure of nothing but our present

sensations: and that, though these are some-
times characterised by an impression and
belief that other sensations did formerly exist,

we can have no evidence of the justice of this

belief; nor any certainty that this illusive con-

ception of fonmer sensation, which we call

memorv; may not be an original affection of

our minds. The orthodox philosophers, on
the other hand, maintain, that the instinciive

reliance we have on memory" is complete and
satisfactory proof of its accuracy; that it is

absurd to ask for the grounds of this belief;
and that we cannot call it in question without

manifest inconsistency. The same observa-

tions which were made on the argument for

the existence of matter, apply also to this con-

troversy. It is purely speculative, and with-

out application to any practical conclusion.

The sceptics do not deny that they remember
like other people, and, consequently, that they
have an indestructible belief in past events or

existences. All the question is about the origin,

or the justice of this belief;
—whether it arise

from such events having actually happened
before, or from some original affection of the

mind, which is attended with that impression.
The armiment. as commonly stated by the

sceptics, leads only to a negative or sc-eptical

conclusion. It amounts only to this, that the

present sensation, which we call memorj-,
affords no conclusive evidence of past existence

and that for any thing that can be pr&ved to

the contrar)-; nothing of what we remember

may have existed. \Ve think this undeniably
true

;
and so we believe did Dr. Beattie. He

thought it also very useless
;
and there, loo,
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wc agree with him : But he thought it verj-
wicked and very despicably silly j

and there
we cannot agree with him at all. It is a ver}-

pretty and ingenious puzzle.
—affords a very

useful mortilication to human reason.—and
leads us to that state of philosophical wonder
and perplexity in which we feel our own
helplessness, and in which we ovght to feel

the impropriety of all dogmatism or arrogance
in reasoning upon such subjects. This is the

Only use and the only meaning of such scep-
tical speculations. It is altogether unfair,

and indeed absurd, to suppose that their

authors could ever mean positively to main-
tain that we should trv to get the better of

any reliance on our memories, or that they
themselves really doubted more than other

people as to the past reality of the things

they remembered. The very arguments they
use, indeed, to show that the evidence of

memory may be fallacious, prove. completelj%
that, in point of fact, they relied as implicitly
as their antaoronists on the accuracy of that

facult}-. If they were not sure that thej' re-

collected the premises of their own reason-

ings, it is evidently impossible that the}-
should ever have come to anv conclusion.

If they did not believe that they had seen the

books they answered, it is impossible they
should have set about answering them.
The truth is, however, that all men have a

practical and irresistible belief both in the

existence of matter, and in the accuracj' of

memory; and that no sceptical writer ever

meant or expected to destroy this practical
behef in other persons. All that the}- aimed
at was to show their ovm ingenuity, and the

narrow limits of the human understanding ;

—
to point out a curious distinction between the

evidence of immediate consciousness, and
that of perception of memory,—and to show
that there was a kind of logical or argumen-
tative possibility, that the objects of the latter

faculties might have no existence. There
never was any danger of their persuading
men to distrust their senses or their memory:
Bor can they be rationally suspected of such
an intention. On the contrary, they neces-

sarily took for granted the instinctive and in-

destructible belief for which they found it so

difficult to account. Their whole reasonings
consist of an attempt to explain that admitted

fact, and to ascertain the grounds upon which
that belief depends. In the end. they agree
with their adversaries that those grounds can-

not be ascertained : and the onfy difference

between them is. that the adversary main-
tains that thev need no explanation : while the

sceptic insists that the want of it still leaves

a possibilitv that the belief may be fallacious :

and at any rate establishes a distinction, in

degree, between the primary evidence of con-

eciousness. which it is impossible to distrust

without a contradiction, and the s^ondary evi-

dence of perception and memory, which may
be clearlv conceived to be erroneous.

To this extent; we are clearly of opinion
that the sceptics are right; and though the

value of the discovery certainly is as small as

possible, we are just as well satisfied that its

consequences are perfectly harmless. Thei

reasonings are about as ingenious and as inno
cent as some of those which have been em
ployed to establish certain strange paradoxei
as to the nature of motion, or the intiaite divis

ibility of matter.
'

The argument is perfectly

logical and unanswerable
;
and yet no man ii

his senses can practically admit the conclu
sion. Thus, it maybe strictly demonstrated
that the swiftest moving body can never over

take the slowest which is before it at the com
mencement of the motion

; or, in the word
of the original problem, that the swift-footec

Achilles could never overtake a snail that hac

a few }-ard5 the start of him. The reasonin;

upon which this valuable proposition is found

ed, does not admit, we believe, of any direc

confutation
;
and yet there are few, we sup

pose, who, upon the faith of
it,

would take a he
as to the result of such a race. The sceptica

reasonings as to the mind lead to no othe

practical conclusion : and ma}- be answerec
or acquiesced in with the same good nature.

Such, however, are the chief topics w hicl

Dr. Beattie has discussed in this Essay, witl

a vehemence of temper, and an impotenci
of reasoning, equallv surprising and humilia

ting to the cause of philosophy. The subject
we have mentioned occupv the greater par
of the work, and are indeed almost the onl;
ones to which its title at all applies. Yet wi

think it must be already apparent, that then
is nothing whatever in the doctrines he op

poses, to call down his indignation, or to jus

tify his abuse. That there are other doctrine

in some of the books w hich he has aimed a

confuting, which would justify the most zeal

ous opposition of every friend to religion, wi

readily admit
;
but these have no necessar

dependence on the general speculative seep
ticism to which we have now been alluding
and will be best refuted by those who lay al

that general reasoning entirely out of con

sideration. Mr. Hume's theory of morals

which, when rightly understood, we conceivi

to be both salutar}- and true, certainly has ni

connection with his doctrine of ideas and im

pressions; and the great question of liberty

and necessity, which Dr. Beattie has settled

bv mistaking, throughout, the power of doin>.

what we will, for the power of icilling with

out motives, evidently depends upon consider

ations altogether apart from the nature anc

immutability of truth. It has always appeare(
to us. indeed, that too much importance ha;

been attached to Theories of morals, and ti

speculations on the sources of approbation
Our feelings of approbation and disapproba
tion. and the moral distinctions which an
raised upon them, are Facts w hich no theon
can alter, although it mav fail to explain
While these facts remain, thev must regulat*
the conduct, and affect the happiness of man
kind, whether they are well or ill accounte(

for by the theories of philosophers. It is th<

same nearlv with resard to the controvers]
about cause and effect. It does not appeal t<

us, however, that Mr. Hume ever meant t(

deny the existence of such a relation, or c
the relative idea of power. He has merel;
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G[iven a new theory as to its genealojry or

descont; and detected some very pross inac-

curacies in the opinions and ieasonin<r» which
were formerly prevalent on the subject.

It" Dr. IJealtie had been abh; to refute these

doctrines, we cannot hel[? thinking that he

would have done it with more temper and

moderation
;
and disdained to court popularity

by so much fulsome cant about common sense,

virtue, and reliijion, and his contempt and

abliorrence for infidels, sophists, and meta-

physicians ; by such babyish interjections, as

"fyoniti fy on it!"—such triumphant ex-

clamations, as,
"
say, ye candid and intelh-

gent!"—or such terrific addresses, as, "ye
traitors to human kind ! ye murderers of the

human soul !"—" vain hypocrites ! perfidious

proHigates!" and a variety of other embellish-

ments, as dignified as original in a philosophi-
cal and argumentative treatise. The truth

is,

that the Essay acquired its popularity, partly
from the indifference and dislike which has

long prevailed in England, as to the meta-

physical inquiries which were there made the

subject of abuse
; partly from the perpetual

appeal which it affects to make from philoso-

phical subtlety to common sense
;
and partly

from the accidental circumstances of the au-

thor. It was a great matter for the orthodox

scholars of the south, who knew little of meta

physics themselves, to get a Scotch professor
of philosopliy to take up the gauntlet in then
behalf. The contempt with which he chose
to speak of his antagonists was the very tone

which they wished to be adopted ; and, some
of them, imposed on by the confidence of his

manner, and some resolved to give it all

chances of imposing on others, they joined in

one clamour of approbation, and proclaimed a

triumph for a mere rash skirmisher, while the

leader of the battle was still doubtful of the

victory. The book, thus dandled into popu-

larity by bishops and good ladies, contained

many pieces of nursery eloquence, and much
innocent pleasantry: it was not fatiguing to

the understanding; and read less heavily, on
the whole, than most of the Sunday library.
In consequence of all these recommendations,
it ran through various editions, and found its

way into most well-regulated families
; and,

though made up of such stuff, as we really
believe no grown man who had ever thought
of the subject could possibly go through with-

out nau.*ea and compassion, still retains its

place among the meritorious performances,

by which youthful minds are to be purifiea
and invigorated. We shall hear no more of

it,

however, among those who have left college.

(53'ot) ember, 1810.)

Philosophical Essays. By Dugald Stewart, Esq.. F. R. S. Edinburgh, Emeritus Profes.sor of

MoralPhilosophy in the University of Edinburgh, &c. &c. 4to. pp. 590, Edinburgh: 1810

The studies to which Mr. Stewart has de-

voted himself, have lately fallen out of favour

with the English public ;
and the nation which

once placed the name of Locke immediately
under those of Shakespeare and of Newton,
and has since repaid the metaphysical labours

of Berkeley and of Hume with such just ce-

lebrity, seems now to be almost without zeal

or curiosity as to the progress of the Philoso-

phy of Mind.
The causes of this distaste it would be cu-

rious, and probably not uninstructive, to inves-

tigate : but the inquiry would be laborious,
and perhaps not very satisfactory. It is easy,
indeed, to say, that the age has become fri-

volous and impatient of labour; and has aban-
doned this, along with all other good learning,
and every pursuit that requires concentration
of thon^ht, and does not lead to immediate
distinction. This is satire, and not reason-

ing; and, were it even a fair statement of the

fact, such a revolution in the intellectual

habits and character of a nation, is itself a

phenomenon to be accounted for,
—and not to

be accounted for upon light or shallow con-

siderations. To us, the phenomenon, in so

far as we are inclined to admit its existence,
has always appeared to arise from the great

multiplication of the branches of liberal study,
and from the more extensive diffusion of

knowledge among the body of the people,
—

and to constitute, in this way, a signal ex-

ample of that compensation, by which the good
and evil in our lot is constantly equalised, or

reduced at least to no very variable standard.

The progress of knowledge has given birth,
of late years, to so many arts and sciences, that

a man of liberal curiosity finds both sufficient

occupation for his time, and sufficient exercise

to his understanding, in acquiring a superficial

knowledge of such as are most inviting and
most popular; and, consequently, has much
less leisure, and less inducement than formerly,
to dedicate himself to those abstract studies

which call for more patient and persevering
attention. In older times, a man had nothing
for

it,
but either to be absolutely ignorant and

idle, or to take seriously to theology and the

school logic. When things grew a little bet-

ter, the classics and mathematics filled up the

measure of general education and private

study; and, in the most splendid periods of

English philosophy, had received little ad»

dition, but from these investigations into our

intellectual and moral nature. Some few in-

dividuals might attend to other things; but a

knowledge of these was all that was required
of men of good education

;
and was held ac-

complishment enough to entitle them to the

rank of scholars and philosophers. Now-a-

days, however, the necessary qualification is

prodigiously raised,
—at least in denomina*
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tion
;
and a man can scarcely pass current in

the informed circles of society, without know-

ing something of political economy, chemistry,

mineralogy, geology, and etymology,
—

having
a small notion of painting, scnlpture. and ar-

chitecture, with some sort of taste for the

picturesque,
—and a smattering of German

and Spanish literature, and even some idea

of Indian, Sanscrit, and Chinese learning and

history,
—over and above some little know-

ledge of trade and agriculture ;
with a reason-

able acquaintance with what is called the phi-

losophy of politics, and a far more extensive

knowledge of existing parties, factions, and
eminent individuals, both literary and politi-

cal, at home and abroad, than ever were re-

quired in any earlier period of society. The

dissipation of time and of attention occasion-

ed by these multifarious occupations, is,
of

course, very unfavourable to the pursuit of

any abstract or continued study ;
and even if

a man could, for himself, be content to remain

ignorant of many things, in order to obtain a

profound knowledge of a few, it would be
difficult for him, in the present state of the

world, to resist the impulse and the seduc-
tions that assail him from without. Various
and superficial knowledge is now not only so

common, that the want of it is felt as a dis-

grace; but the facilities of acquiring it are so

great, that it is scarcely possible to defend
ourselves against its intrusion. So many easy
and pleasant elementary books,

—such tempt-
ing summaries, abstracts, and tables,

—such
beautiful engravings, and ingenious charts,
and coups-d^ail of information,

—so many mu-
seums, exhibitions, and collections, meet us at

every corner,
—and so much amusing and pro-

voking talk in every party, that a taste for

miscellaneous and imperfect information is

formed, almost before we are aware
;
and our

time and curiosity irrevocably devoted to a
sort of Encyclopedical trifling.

In the mean time, the misfortune is, that

there is no popular nor royal road to the pro-
founder and more abstract truths of philoso-

phy; and that these are apt, accordingly, to

fall into discredit or neglect, at a period when
it is labour enough for most men to keep them-
selves up to the level of that great tide of

popular information, which has been rising,
•with such unexampled rapidity, for the last

forty years.

Such, we think, are the most general and
uncontrollable causes which have recently

depressed all the sciences requirintr deep
thought aiid solitary application, far below the

level of their actual importance ;
and pro-

duced the singular appearance of a partial

falling off in intellectual enterprise and vigour,
in an age distinguished, perhaps, above all

others, for the rapid development of the hu-

man faculties. The effect we had formerly
occasion to observe, when treating of the sin-

gular decay of Mathematical science in Eng-
land; and so powerful and extensive is the

operation of the cause, that, even in the intel-

lectual city which we inhabit, we have known
instances of persons of good capacity who
had never found leisure to go beyond the first

64

elements of mathematical learning ;
and were

even suspected of having fallen into several
heresies in metaphysics, merely from want
of time to get regularly at the truth !

If the philosophy ofmind has really suffered

more, from this universal hurry, than all her
sister sciences of the same serious complex-
ion, we should be inclined to ascribe this mis-

fortune, partly to the very excellence of what
has been already achieved by her votaries,
and partly to the very severe treatment which

theirpredecessorshave received at their hands.
Almost all the great practical maxims of this

mistress of human life, such as the use of the

principle of Association in education, and the

generation and consequences of Habits in all

periods of life, have been lately illustrated in

the most popular and satisfactory manner
;

and rendered so clear and familiar, as rules

of practical utility, that few persons think it

necessary to examine into the details of that

fine philosophy by which they may have been
first suggested, or brought into notice. There
is nothing that strikes one as very important
to be known upon these subjects, whicli may
not now be established in a more vulgar and

empirical manner,— or which requires, in

order to be understood, that the whole pro-
cess of a scientific investigation should be

gone over. By most persons, therefore, the

labour of such an investigation will be de-

clined
;
and the practical benefits applied

—
with ungrateful indifference to the sources

from which they were derived. Of those,

again, whom curiosity might still tempt to

look a little closer upon this great field of

wonders, no small part are dismayed at the

scene of ruin which it exhibits. The destruc-

tion of ancient errors, has hitherto constituted

so very large a part of the task of modern

philosophers, that they may be said to have
been employed rather in throvving down, than

in building up, and have as yet established

very little but the fallacy of all former phi-

losophy. Now, they who had been accus-

tomed to admire that ancient philosophy, can
not be supposed to be much delighted with

its demolition
; and, at all events, are natu-

rally discouraged from again attaching them-
selves to a system, which they may soon have
the mortification of seeing subverted in its

turn. In their minds, therefore, the opening
of such a course of study is apt only to breed
a general distrust of philosophy, and to rivet

a conviction of its extreme and irremediable

uncertainty: while those who had previously
been indifferent to the .systems of error, are

displeased with the labour of a needless ref-

utation
;
and disappointed to find, that, after

a long course of inquiry, they are brought
back to that very state of ignorance from
which they had expected it would relie've

them.
If anything could counteract the effect of

these and some other causes, and revive in.

England that taste for abstract .speculation for

which it was once so distinguished, we should

have expected this to be accomplished by the

publications of the author before us.—The

great celebrity of his name, and the uniform
2S
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clearness, simplicity, and good sense of his

stiiterneiit?, niiiiht iiulefd h;ive Aiiled to attract

thc-^e whom similar merits roiilii no longer

tempt to loult into the pages of Locke or of

Berkeh*y. But the singular elociuence with

•which Mr. Stewart has contrived to adorn the

most unpromising parts of his subject,
—the

rich lights which his imagination has every
•where thrown in,

with such inimitable judg-
ment and effect,

—the warm glow of moral

enthusiasm which he has spread over the

•whole of his composition,
—and the tone of

mildness, dignity, and animation which he
has uniformly sustained, in controversy, as

well as in instruction; are merits which we
do not remember to have seen united in any
other philosophical writer; and which might
have recommended to general notice, topics
far Ifss engaging than those on which they
were employed. His former work, on the

Philosophy of the Human Mind, has accord-

ingly been more read than any other modern
book on such subjects; and the volume be-
fore us, we think, is calculated to be still more

popular.*
But it is in the second part of the Prelimi-

nary Dissertation that we take the chief in-

terest—as Mr. Stewart has there taken occa-

sion to make a formal reply to some of our

hasty speculations, and has done us the honour
of embodying several of our transitory pages
in this enduring volume. If we were at

liberty to yield to the common weaknesses
of authors, we should probably be tempted to

defend ourselves in a long dissertation
;
but

we know too well what is due to our readers
and to the public, to think of eng'aging any
considerable share of their attention with a

controversy which may be considered in some
measure as personal to ourselves; and there-

fore, however honourable we think
it,

to be
thus singled out for equal combat by such an

antagonist, we shall put what we have to say
within the shortest possible compass.
The observations to which Mr. Stewart has

here condescended to replj^, occur in an early
number of our publication, and were intended
to show, that as mind was not the proper sub-

ject of Experiment, but of Observation, so,
there could be no very close analogy between
the rules of metaphysical investigation, and
the most approved methods of inquiry as to

those physical substances which are subject
to our disposal and control;

—that as all the
facts with regard to mind must be derived
from previous and universal Consciousness, it

was difficut to see how any arrangement of

them could add to our substantial knowledge;
and that there was, therefore, no reason either

to expect Discoveries in this branch of science,
or to look to it for any real augmentation of
our Power.
With regard to Perception and the other

primary functions of mind, it was observed,
that this doctrine seemed to hold without any
limitation

;
and as to the Associating princi-

* A portion of the original article, containing a

general view of the subject of these Essays, is here

omitted, for the reasons stated at the head of this

division.

pie, while it was admitted that the case •wa*
somewhat different, it was observed, that aJ
men were in reality aware of its existence,
and acted upon it on ail important occa.sions,

though they might never have made its laws
a subject of reflection, nor ever stated its

general phenomena in the form of au abstract

proposition.
To all this Mr. Stewart proceeds to answer,

by observing, that the distinction between ex-

periment and ob.servation is really of no im-

portance whatever, in reference to this argu-

ment; because the facts disclosed by experi-
ment are merely phenomena that are observed)
and the inferences and generalisations that

are deduced from the observation of sfon-
taneoiis phenomena, are just of the same sort

with those that are inferred from experiment,
and afford equally certain grounds of conclu-

sion, provided they be sufficiently numerous
and consistent. The justice of the last pro-

position, we do not mean to dispute; and

assuredly, if any thing inconsistent with it is

to be found in our former speculations, it must
have arisen from that haste and inadvertence

which, we make no doubt, have often betray-
ed US into still greater errors. But it is very
far from following from this, that there is not

a material difference between experiment and
observation

;
or that the philosophy of mind

in not necessarily restrained within very nar-

row limits, in consequence of that distinction.

Substances which are in our power, are the

objects of experiment ;
those which are not

in our power, of observation only. With re-

gard to the former, it is obvious, that, by well-

contrived experiments, we may discover many
things that could never be disclosed by any
length of observation. With regard to the

latter, an attentive observer may, indeed, see
more in them than strikes the eye of a care-

less spectator: But he can see nothing that

may not be seen by every body ; and, in cases

where the appearances are very few, or very
interesting, the chance is, that he does see

nothing more—and that ail that is left to phi-

losophy is, to distinguish them into classes,
and to fit them with appropriate appellations.

Now, Mind, we humbly conceive, considered
as a subject of investigation, is the subject of

observation only ;
and is known nearly as well

by all men, as by those who have most dili-

gently studied its phenomena. "We cannot

decompose our sensations." we formerly ob-

served,
" in a crucible, nor divide our percep-

tions with a prism." The metaphor was some-

thing violent; but, the meaning obviously

was, that we cannot subject those faculties

to any analogous processes ;
nor discover more

of their nature than consciousness has taught
all the beings who possess them. Is it a

satisfactory answer, then, for Mr. Stewart, to

say, that we may analyse them by reflection

and attention, and other instruments better

suited than prisms or crucibles to the intel-

lectual laboratory which furnishes their ma-
terials? Our reply is,

that we cannot analyse
them at all

;
and can never know more of them

than has always been known to all to whom
they had been imparted ;

and that, for this
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plain reason, that the truth of every thing that

is said with regard to the mind, can be deter-

mined by an appeal to consciousness alone,

and would not be even intelligible, if it in-

formed men of any thing that they did not

previously feel to be true.

With regard to the actual experiments to

which Mr. Stewart alludes, as having helped
to explain the means by which the eye judges
of distances and magnitudes, these, we must

observe, are, according to our conception, very

clearly experiments, not upon mind, but upon
matter ; and are only entitled to that name at

all, m so far as they are carried on by means
of the powder we possess of disposing certain

pieces of matter in certain masses and inter-

vals. Strictly considered, they are optical

experiments on the effects produced by dis-

tance on the light reflected from known

bodies; and are nearly akin to experiments
on the effects produced on such reflected rays

by the interposition of viedia of ditferent re-

fracting powers, whether in the shape of

prisms, or in any other shape. At all events,

they certainly are not investigations carried

on solely by attending to the subjects of our

Consciousness; which is Mr. Stewart's own
definition of the business of the philosophy
of mind.

In answer to our remark, that " no meta-

physician expects, by analysis, to discover a

new power, or to excite a new sensation in

the mind, as the chemist discovers a new earth

or a new metal," Mr. Stewart is pleased to

observe—
"That if is no more applicable to the anatomy

of the mind, than to the anatomy of the body.
After all the researches of physiologists on this last

subject, both in the way of observation and of ex-

periment, no discovery has yet been made of a new
organ, either of power or of pleasure, or even of

the means of adding a cubit to the human stature;
but it does not therefore follow that these researches

are' useless. By enlarging his knowledge of his

own intornal structure, they increase the power of

man, in that way in which alone they profess to

increase it. They furnish him with resources for

remedying many of the accidents to which his

health and his life are liable ; for recovering, in some
cases, those active powers which disease has de-

stroyed or impaired ; and, in others, by giving sight

to the blind, and hearins to the deaf, for awakening
powers of perception which were dormant before.

Nor must we overlook what ihey have contributed,
in conjunction with the arts of the optician and of

the mechanist, to extend the sphere of those senses,
and to prolong their duration."—Prelim. Diss. pp.
xlvi, xlvii.

Now, ingenious and elegant as this parallel
must be admitted to be, we cannot help re-

garding it as utterly fallacious—for this sim-

ple reason—that the business of anatomv is

to lay open, with the knife, the secrets of that

hiternal structure, which cotild never other-

wise be apparent to the keenest eye ;
while

the metaphysical inquirer can disclose nothing
of which all his pupils are not previously
aware. There is no opaque skin, in short, on
the mind, to conceal its interior mechanism;
nor does the metaphysician, when he appeals
to the consciousness of all thinking beings
for the truth of his classifications, perform
any thing at all analogous to the dissector,

when he removes those outer integuments,
and reveals the wonders of the inward oigani-
sation of our frame. His statements do not

receive their proof from the previous, though

perhaps undigested knowledge of his hearers,
but from the actual revelation which he makes
to their senses

;
and his services would evi-

dently be more akin to those of the metaphy-
sician, if,

instead of actually disclosing what
was not previously known, or suspected to

exist; he had only drawn the attention of an

incurious generation to the fact that they had
each ten fingers and ten toes, or that most of

them had thirty-two teeth, distinguishable
into masticators and incisors.

When, from these, and some other consid-

erations, we had ventured to infer, that the

knowledge derived from mere observation

could scarcely make any addition to our

power, Mr. Stewart refers triumphantly to the

instance of astronomy; and, taking it almcsf.

for granted, that all the discoveries in that

science have been made by observation alone,
directs the attention of his readers to the in-

numerable applications which may be made
of

it,
to purposes of unquestioned utility.

"In compensation," he observes, "for the in-

ability of the astronomer to control those move-
ments of which he studies the laws, he may boast,
as I already hinted, of the immense accession of a

more useful power which his discoveries have added
to the human race, on the surface of their own
planet. It would be endless to enumerate all the

practical uses to which his labours are subservient.

It is sufficient for me to repeat an old, but very
striking reflection, that the only accurate knowledge
which Man yet possesses of the surface of the earth,
has been derived from the previous knowledge he
had acquired of the phenomena of the stars. Is it

possible to produce a more apposite, or a more un-
deniable proof of the universality of Bacon's maxim,
that 'knowledge is povjer,' than a fact which de-

monstrates the essetitial aid which man has derived,
in asserting his dominion over this lower world,
from a branch of science which seems, at first view,
fitted only to gratify a speculative curiosity ; and

which, in its infancy, served to amuse the leisure

of the Chaldean shepherd?"—rrelim. Diss. pp.

xxxviii, xxxix.

To this we have to answer, in the first place,
that astronomical science has not been per-
fected by observation alone

;
but that all the

elements which have imparted to it the cer-

tainty, the simplicity, and the sublimity which
it actually possesses, have been derived from

experiments made upon substances in the

power of their contrivers
;

—from experiments
performed with small pieces of matter, on
the laws of projectile motion—the velocities

of falling bodies—and on centrifugal and cen-

tripetal forces. The knowledge of those laws,
like all other valuable knowledge, was ob-

tained by experiment only; and their appli-
cation to the movements of the heavenly
bodies was one of those splendid generalisa-

tions, which derive their chief merit from
those inherent imperfections of observation by
which they were rendered necessary.

But, in the second place, we must observe,
that even holding astronomy to be a science

of mere observation, the power which Mr.
Stewart says we have obtained by means of

it,
is confessedly a power, not over the sub-
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stances with wliich that science is conversant ;

but over other substances which stand in some
relation to them

;
and to which, accordingly,

that science is capabk^ of being applied. It

is over the earth and the ocean that we have

extended our dominion by means of our know-

ledge of the stars. Now, applying this case

to that of the philosophy of Mind, and as-

suming, as we seem here entitled to assume,
that it has hivested us with no new power
over mind itself,

—what, we would ask, are

the other objects over which our power is in-

creased by means of our knowledge of mind?

Is there any other substance to which that

knowledge can possibly be applied ] Is there

any thing else that we either know better, or

can dispose of more efiectually in consequence
of our observations on our own intellectual

constitution ? It is evident, we humbly con-

ceive, that these questions must be answered

in the negative. The most precise knowledge
which the metaphysician can acquire by re-

flecting on the subjects of his consciousness,

can give him no new power over the mind in

which he discovers those subjects; and it is

almost a self-evident proposition, that the

most accurate knowledge of the subjects of

consciousness can give him no power over

any thing but mind.
There is one other little point connected

with this argument, which we wish to settle

with Mr. Stewart. In speaking of the useful

applications that may be ultimately made of

the knowledge derived from observation, we
had said, that for the power or the benefit so

obtained, mankind were indebted—not to the

observer, but to him who suggested the ap-

plication. Mr. Stewart admits the truth of

this—but adds, that the case is exactly the

same with the knowledge derived from ex-

periment ;

—and that the mere empiric is on a

footing with the mere observer. Now, we do

not think the cases exactly the same
;

—and
it is in their difference that w-e conceive the

great disadvantage of observation to consist.

Whoever makes an experiment, must have
the power at least to repeat that experiment—

and, in almost every case, to repeat it with
some variation of circumstances. Here, there-

fore, is one power necessarily ascertained and

established, and an invitation held out to in-

crease that power, by tracing it through all

the stages and degrees of its existence: while
he who merely observes a phenomenon over
which he has no control, nei'her exercises any
power, nor holds out the piospect of acquir-

ing any power, either over the subject of his

observation, or over any other substance. He
who first ascertained, by experiment, the ex-

pansive force of steam, and its destruction by
cold—or the identity of lightning and elec-

tricity, and the consequent use of the con-

ducting rod, plainly bestowed, in that instant,
a great power upon mankind, of which it was
next to impossible that some important appli-
cation should not be speedily made. But he
who first observed the periodical immersions
and emersions of the satellites of Jupiter, cer-

tainly neither acquired nor bestowed any
power in the first instance

;
and seems to

have been but a remote and casual auxiliary
lO him whose genius afterwards found tna

means of employing those phenomena to

guide him through the trackless waters of

the ocean.—Epxeriment. therefore, necessari-

ly implies power; and, by suggesting analo-

gous experiments, leads naturally to the in-

terminable expansion of inquiry and of know-

ledge :
—but observation, lor the most part,

centres in itself, and tends rather to gratify
and allay our curiosity, than to rouse or in-

flame it.

After having thus attemped to prove that

experiment has no prerogative above mere ob-

seivation, Mr. Stewart thinks it worth while

to recur again to the assertion, that the phi-

losophy of mind does admit of experiments;

and, after remarking, rather rashly^ that
" the whole of a philosopher's life, if he

spends it to any purpose, is one continued se-

ries of experiments on his own faculties and

powers," he goes on to state, that

"
hardly any experiment can be imagined,

which has not already been tried by the hand of

Nature; displaying, in the infinite varieties of hu-

man genius and pursui's, the astonishingly diversi-

fied effects, resulting from the possible conibina-

lions, of those eiententary faculties and principles,
of which every man is conscious in himself. Savage
society, and all the differetit modes of civilization;—the different callings and professions of individu-

als, whether liberal or mechanical ; the prejudiced
clown ;

—the factitious man of fashion
;

—the vary-

ing phases of character from infancy to old age ;
—

the prodigies effected by human art in all the

objects around us; — laws,— government,
— com-

merce,—religion:
—but above all, the records of

thought, preserved in thofe volumes which till our

libraries; what are they but fxperimeiils , by which
Nature illustrates, for our instruction, on her own
grand scale, the varied range of man's intellectual

taculiit'S, and the otnnipoience of education in

fashioning his mind ?
"—Prel. Diss. pp. xlv, xlvi.

If experiment be rightly defined the inten-

tional arrangement of substances in our power,
for the purpose of observing the result, then

these are 7iot experiments; and neither im-

ply, nor tend to bestow, that power which
enters into the conception of all experiment.
But the argument, in our apprehension, is

chargeable with a still more radical fallacy.
The philosophy of mind is distinctly defined,

by Mr. Stewart himself, to be that which is

employed
" on phenomena of which we are

conscious;" its peculiar object and aim is

stated to be, "to ascertain the laws of our

constitution, in so far as they can be ascer-

tained, by attention to the subjects of our

consciousness;" and, in a great variety of pas-

sages, it is explained; that the powers by
which all this is to be effected, are. reflection

upon our mental operations, and the faculty
of calm and patient attention to the sensations

of which we are conscious. But, if this be
the proper province and object of the philoso-

phy of mind, what benefit is the student to

receive from observing the various effects of

manners and situation, in imparting a pecu-
liar colour or bias to the character of the sav-

age and the citizen, "the prejudiced clown,
and factitious man of fashion?" The obser-

vation of such varieties is, no doubt, a very
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curious and a very interesting occupation ;
—

but we humbly concei^ie it to form no part, or,

at least, a very small and inconsiderable part,

of the occupation of a student of pliilosophy.
It is an occupation which can oidy be etlec-

tually pursued, in the world, by travelling, anil

intercourse with society; and, at all events,

by vigilant observation of what is shown to

us, by our senses, of the proceeiliugs of our

fellow-men. The philosophy of mind, how-

ever, is to be cultivated in solitude and silence

—by calm reflection on our own mental e.\-

periences, and patient attention to the sub-

jects of our own consciousness. But can we
ever be conscious of tho.se varieties of temper
and character that distinguish the different

conditions of human lifel—or, even independ-
ent of Mr. Stewart's ttefinition—Is it reconcila-

ble to common usage or general understand-

ing, to call our attention to such particulars
the study of the philosophy of mind"?—Is it

not, on the contrary, universally understood

to be the peculiar and limited province of

that philo.sophy, to explain the nature and

distinctions of those i)rlmary functions of the

mind, which are possessed in common by
men of all vocations and all conditions?—to

treat, in short, of perception, and attention,
and memory, and imagination, and volition,

and judgment, and all the other powers or

faculties into which our intellectual nature

may be dist-ingulshed ?—Is it not with these,

that Hohbes, and Locke, and Berkeley, and

Reid. and all the other philosophers who have
reasoned or philosophised about mind, have
been occupied f

—
or, what share of Mr. Stew-

art's own invaluable publications is devoted

to those slighter shades of individual charac-

ter, to which alone his supposed experiments
have any reference 1 The philosophy of the

human mind, we conceive, is conversant only
with what is common to all human beings

—
and with those faculties of which every indi-

vidual of the .species is equally conscious:

and though it may occasionally borrow illus-

tration.?, or even derive some reflected light

from the contemplation of those slighter va-

rieties that distinguish one individual from

another, this evidently forms no part of the

study of the subjects of our consciousness,
and can never be permitted to rank as a le-

gitimate part of that philosophy.
This e.xhausts almost all that we have to

say in defence of our supposed heresies as to

the importance and practical value of the

philosophy of mind, considered with refer-

ence to the primary and more elementary
faculties of man. With regard to the Asso-

ciating principle, we have still a word or two
to add. In our original observations we ad-

mitted, that this principle seemed to stand in

a situation somewhat different from the sim-

pler phenomena of the mind—and that the

elucidations which Philosophy had furnished

with regard to its operations, were not so

easily recognised as previously impressed on
our consciousness, as most of her revelations.

We allowed, therefore, that some utility might
be derived from the clear exposition of this

more complicated part of our mental organi-

sation, in respect both to the certainty and the

e.vtent of its application: at the same time

that we felt ourselves constrained to add, that,
even as to this habit of the mind, Philosophy
could lay no claim to the honours of a dis-

covery ; since the principle was undoubtedly
familiar to the feelings of all men, and was
acted upon, with unvarying sagacity, in almost

every case where it could be employed with

advantage; though by persons who had never

thought of embodying it in a maxim, or at-

tending to it as a law of general application.
The whole scheme of education, it was ob-

served, has been foundetl on this principle,
in every age of the world. " The groom," it

was added,
" who never heard of ideas or as-

sociations, feeds the young war-hor.se to the

sounil of the trumpet; and the unphllosophi-
cal artists who tame elephants, or train dan-

cing dogs, proceed on the same obvious and
familiar principle."
As this part of our speculations has in-

curred more of Mr. Stewart's disapprobation
than any thing which we have hitherto at-

tempted to defend, we think ourselves called

upon to state the substance of his objections,
in his own eloquent and impressive words.

After quoting the sentence we have aheady
transcribed, he proceeds;

—
" This argument, I suspect, leads a liltle too far

for the purpose of its author; inasmuch as it con-

cludes siill more forcibly (in consequence of the

fjreat familiarity of the subject) against Phvsics,

strictly so called, than against the Science of Mind.
The savage, who never heard of the accelerating
force of gravity, yet knows how to add to llie mo-
mentum of his missile weapons, by gaining an emi-

nence ; though a stranger to Newton's third law of

motion, he applies it to its practical use, when he

sets his canoe afloat, by pushing with a pole against
the shore: in the use of his sling, he illustrates,

with equal success, the doctrine of centrifugal

forces, as he e.xemplifies (without any knowledge
of the experiments of Robins) the principle of the

rifle-barrel, in feathering his arrow. The same

grooin who, "in feeding his young war-horse to

the sound of the drum," has nothing to learn from
Locke or from Hume concerning the laws of asso-

ciation, mioht boast, with far greater reason, that,

without having looked into Borelli, he can train ihal

animal to his various paces; and that, when he

exercises him with the longe, he e.xhibits an ex-

perimental illustration of the centrifugal force, and
of the centre of gravity, which was known in the

riding-school long before their theories were un-

folded in the Principia of Newton. Even the ope-
rations of the animal which is the suliject of his

discipline, seem to involve an acquaintance with the

same physical laws, when we attend to the mathe-
matical accuracy with which he adapts the ol)liquity

of his body to the rate of his circular speed. In

both cases (in that of the man as well as of the

briUe) this practical knowledge is obtruded on the

orsrans of e.xternal sense by the hand of Nature
herself: But it is not on that account the less useful

to evolve the general theorems which are thus em-
bodied with their particular applications ;

and to

combine them in a systematical and scientific form,

for our osvn instruction and that of otiiers. Doea
it detract from the value of the theory of pncuma
tics to remark, tliat the same effects of a vacuum,
and of the elasticity and pressure of the air, which
afford an e.xplanaiion of its most curious pheno*

mena, are recognized in an instinctive proce.«9

coeval with the first breath which we draw ; and

exemplified in the mouth of everv babe and suck-

ling?"—Pre/. Diss, p Ix. Ixi.
' 2s2
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Now, wilhout rpciirring to wliat we have

alicatly said as to the total absence of power
in all cases of mere observation, we shall

merely request our readers to consider, what
is the circumstance that bestows a value, an

importance, or an utility, uiwn the discovery

and statement of those general laws, which
are admitted, in the passage now quoted, to

have been previously exemplilied in practice.
Is it any thing else, than their capacity of a

more extensive application"?
—the possibility

or facility of employing them to accomplish

many things to which they had 7!of been pre-

viously thought apj)licable 1 If Newton's third

law of motion could never have been em-

ployed for any other purpose than to set afloat

the canoe of the savage
—or if the discovery

of the pressure of the atmosphere had led to

nothJHg more than an explanation of the

operation of sucking—would there have been

any thing gained by stating that law, or that

discovery, in general and abstract terms?
Would there have been any utility, any dignity
or real advancement of knowledge, in the mere
technical arrangement of these hmited and fa-

miliar phenomena under a new classification]

There can be but one answer to these in-

terrogatories. But we humbly conceive, that

all the laws of mental operation which phi-

losophy may collect and digest, are exactly
in this last predicament. They have no ap-

plication to any other phenomena than the

particular ones by which they are suggested
—

and which they were familiarly employed to

produce. They are not capable of being ex-

tended to any other cases; and all that is

gained by their digestion into a system, is a

more precise and methodical enumeration of

truths that were always notorious.

From the experience and consciousness of

all men, in all ages, we learn that, when two
or more objects are frequently presented to-

gether, the mind passes spontaneously from
one to the other, and invests both with some-

thing of the colouring which belongs to the

most important. This is the law of associa-

tion- which is known to every savage, and
to every clown, in a thousand familiar in-

stances : and, with regard to its capacity of

useful application, it seems to be admitted,
that it has been known and acted upon by
parents, pedagogues, priests, and legislators, in

all ages of the world
;
and has even been em-

ployed, as an obvious and easy instrument, by
such humble judges of intellectual resources,
as common horse-jockies and bear-dancers.

If this principle, then, was always known,
and regularly employed wherever any advan-

tage could be expected from its employment,
what reason have we to imagine, that any
substantial benefit is to be derived from its

scientific investigation, or any important uses
hereafter discovered for

it, in consequence
merely of investing it with a precise name,
and stating, under one general theorem, the

common law of its operation ? If such per-
sons as grooms and masters of menageries
have been guided, by their low intellects and
sordid motives, to its skilful application as a

means of directing even the lower animals,

is it to be believed, that there can be many
occasions for its enij)loym.ent in the govern-
ment of the human mind, of which men
have never yet had the sense to bethink
themselves ? Or, can it fie seriously main-

tained, that it is capable of applications as
much more extensive and important than
those which have been vulgarly made in past

ages, as are the uses of Newton's third law
of motion, compared with the operation of

tlie savage in pushing his canoe from the

shore ] If Mr. Stewart really entertained any
such opinion as this, it was incumbent upon
him to have indicated, in a general way, the

departments in which he conceived that these

great discoveries were to be made
;
and to

have pointed out some, at least, of the new
applications, on the assumption of which
alone he could justify so ambitious a paral-
lel.* Instead of this, however, we do not

find that he has contemplated any other

spheres for the application of this principle,
than those which have been so long conceded
to it—the formation of taste, and the conduct
of education : and, with regard to the last and
most important of these, he has himself re-

corded an admission, which to us, we will

confess, appears a full justification of all that

we have now been advancing, and a suffi-

cient answer to the positions we have been

endeavouring to combat. "In so far," Mr.
Stewart observes, "as education is effectual

and salutary, it is founded on those princi-

ples of our nature which have forced them-

selves upon general observation^ in conse-

quence of the experience of ages." That
the principle of association is to be reckoned
in the number of these, ISIr. Stewart certainly
will not deny ;

and our proposition is, that all

the principles of our nature which are ca-

pable of any useful application, have thus

"forced themselves on general observation "

many centuries ago, and can now receive

little more than a technical nomenclature and

description from the best efl'brts of philosophy.
The sentiments to which we have ventured

to give expression in these and our former

hasty observations, were suggested to us, we
will confess, in a great degree, by the striking
contrast between the wonders which have
been wrought by the cultivation of moilern

Physics, and the absolute nothingness of the

effects that have hitherto been produced by
the labours of the philosophers of mind. We
have only to mention the names of Astrono-

my, Chemistry, Mechanics, Optics, and Navi-

gation ;

—
nay, we have only to look around, us,

in public or in private,
—to cast a glance on

the machines and marmfactures, the ships,

observatories, steam engines, and elaborato-

ries, by which we are perpetually surrounded,—or to turn our eyes on the most common

' *
Upwards of thirty years have now elapsed

since this was written ; during which a taste for

metaphysical inquiry has revived in Francf, and
been greatly encouraged in Germany. Yet I am
not aware to what useful applications of the science
its votaries can yet point ; or what practical improve-
ment or increase of human power they can trace to

its cultivation.
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articles of our dress and furniture,
—on the

mirrors, engravings, books, fire-arms, watches,

barometers, thuiuler-rods and opera-glasses,
that present themselves in our ordinary dwell-

ings, to feel how vast a progress has been
made in exploring and subdunig the physical
elements of nature, and how stupendous an

increase tlie power of man has received, by
the experimental investigation of her laws.

Now is any thing in this astonishing survey
more remarkable, than the feeling with which
it is always accompanied, that wiiat we have
hitherto done in any of these departments is

but a small part of what we are yet destined

to accomplisii ;
and that the inquiries which

have led us so far, will infallibly carry us still

farther. When we ask, however, for the tro-

phies of the philosophy of mind, or inquire for

the vestiges of Aer progress in the more plastic
and susceptible elements of human genius
and character, we are answered only by in-

genuous silence, or vague anticipations
—and

find nothing but a blank in the record of her

actual achievements. The knowledge and
the power of man over inanimate nature has

been increased tenfold in the course of the

last two centuries. The knowledge and the

power of man over the mind of man remains
almost exactly where it was at the first de-

velopment of his faculties. The natural phi-

losophy of antiquity is mere childishness and

dotage, and their physical inquirers are mere

pigmies and drivellers, compared with their

successors in the present age ;
but their logi-

cians, and metaphysicians, and moralists, and,
what is of infinitely more consequence, the

practical maxims and the actual effects result-

ing from their philosophy of mind, are very
nearly on a level with the philosophy of tlie

present day. The end and aim of all that

philosophy is to make education rational and

efiective, and to train men to such sagacity
and force of judgment, as to induce them to

cast off the bondage of prejudices, and to fol-

low happiness and virtue with assured and

steady steps. We do not know, however,
what modern work contains juster, or more

profound views on the subject of education,
than may be collected from the writings of

Xenophon and Quinlilian, Polybius, Plutarch,
and Cicero : and, as to that sagacity and just-
ness of thinking, which, after all, is the fruit

by which this tree of knowledge must be ulti-

mately known, we are not aware of many-
modern performances that exemplify it in a

stronger degree, than many parts of the his-

tories of Tacitus aiul Tliucydides, or the Satires

and Epistles of Horace. In the conduct of

business and affairs, we shall find Pericles,
and Caesar, and Cicero, but little inferior to the

philosophical politicians of the present day;
and, for lofty and solid principles of practi-
cal ethics, we might safely match Epictetus
and Antoninus (without mentioning Aristotle,

Plato, Plutarch, Xenophon, or Polybius,) with
most of our modern speculators.

Where, then, it may be asked, are the per-
formances of this philosophy, which makes
such lar^e promises 1 or, what are the grounds

upon which we should expect to see so much

accomplished, by an instrument which has
hitherto effected so little? It is in vain for

Mr. Stewart to say, that the science is yet but

in its infancy, and that it will bear its fruit in

due season. The truth is,
that it has, of ne-

cessity, been more constantly and diligently
cultivated than any other. It has always
been the first object with men of talent and

good affections, to influence and to form the

minds of others, and to train their own to the

highest pitch of vigour and perlection : and

accordingly, it is admitted by I\lr. Stewart,
that the most important principles of this phi-

losophy have been long ago
" forced upon

general observation" by the feelings and ex-

perience of past ages. Independently, how-

ever, of this, the years that have passed since

Hobbes. and Locke, and Malebranche. and
Leibnitz drew the attention of Europe to this

study, and the very extraordinary genius and
talents of those who have since addicted them-
selves to it. are far more than enough to have

brought it,
if not to perfection, at least to such

a degree of excellence, as no longer to leave

it a matter of dispute, whether it was really
destined to add to our knowledge and our

power, or to produce any sensible effects upon
the happiness and condition of mankind.
That society has made great advances in com-
fort and intelligence, during that period, is

indisputable ;
but we do not find that Mr.

Stewart himself imputes anj' great part of this

improvement to our increased knowledge of

our mental constitution
;
and indeed it is quite

obvious, that it is an effect resulting from the

increase of political freedom—the influences

of reformed Christianity
— the invention of

printing
—and that improvement and multipli-

cation of the mechanical arts, that have ren-

dered the body of the people far more busy,

wealthy, inventive and independent, than they
ever were in any former period of society.
To us, therefore, it certainly does appear,

that the lofty estimate which Mt. Stewart has

again made of the practical importance of his

favourite studies, is one of those S2>lendid vi-

sions by which men of genius have been so

often misled, in the enthusiastic pursuit of

science and of virtue. That these studies are

of a very dignified and interesting nature, we
admit most cheerfully ;

—that they exercise

and delight the understanding, by reasonings
and inquiries, at once subtle, cautious, and

profonnd, and either gratify or e.xalt a keeiA

and aspiring curiosit)-, must be acknowledged
by all who have been initiated into their ele-

ments. Those who have had the good fortune

to be so initiated by the writings of IMr. Stew-

art, will be delighted to add, that they are

blended with so many lessons of gentle and of

ennobling virtue—so many striking precepts
and bright examples of liberal! t}',high-ni iiided-

ness, and pure taste—as to be calculated, in an
eminent degree, to make men love goodness
and aspire to elegance, and to improve at once
the understanding, the imagination, and the

heart. But this must be the limit of our praise.

The sequel of this article is not now re*

printed, for the reasons already stated.



NOVELS, TALES.
AND

PROSE WORKS OF FICTION.

As I perceive I have, in some of the following papers, made a sort of apology for oeek*--

mg to direct the attention of my readers to things so insignificant as Novels, it may be worth

while to inform the present generation that, in my youth, writings of this sort were rated.

very tow with us—scarcely allowed indeed to pass as part of a nation's permanent literature

—and generally deemed altogether unworthy of any grave critical notice. Nor, in truth—

in spite of Cervantes and Le Sage
—and Marivaux, Rousseau, and Voltaire abroad—and even

our own Richardson and Fielding at home—would it have been easy to controvert that opin-

ion, in our England, at the time: For certainly a greater mass of trash and rubbish never

disgraced the press of any country, than the ordinary Novels that filled and supported our

circulating libraries, down nearly to the time of Miss Edgeworth's first appearance. There

had been, the Vicar of Wakefield, to be sure, before
;
and MissBurney's Evelina and Cecilia

—and Mackenzie's Man of Feeling, and some bolder and more varied fictions of the Misses

Lee. But the staple of our Novel market was, beyond imagination, despicable : and had

consequently suidi and degraded the whole department of literature, of which it had usurped
the name.

All this, however, has since been signally, and happily, changed ;
and that rabble rout

of abominations driven from our confines for ever. The Novels of Sir Walter Scott are, beyond
all question, the most remarkable productions of the present age ;

and have made a sensa-

tion, and produced an effect, all over Europe, to which nothing parallel can be mentioned

since the days of Rousseau and Voltaire
; while, in our own country, they have attained a

place, inferior only to that which must be filled for ever by the unapproachable glory of

Shakespeare. With the help, no doubt, of their political revolutions, they have produced,
in France, Victor Hugo, Balsac, Paul de Cocq, &c., the promessi sposi in Italy

—and Cooper,
at least, in America.—In England, also, they have had imitators enough ;

in the persons of

Mr. James, Mr. Lover, and others. But the works most akin to them in excellence have

rather, I think, been related as collaterals than as descendants. IVIiss Edgeworth, indeed,
stands more in the line of their ancestry; and I take Miss Austen and Sir E. L. Bulwer to

be as intrinsically original ;

—as well as the great German writers. Goethe. Tiek, Jean Paul,

Richter, &c. Among them, liowever, the honour of this branch of literature has at any rate

been splendidly redeemed;—and now bids fair to maintain its place, at the head of all that

is graceful and instructive in the productions of modern genius.

(lulw, 1$09.)
Tdes of Fashionable Life. By Miss Eegewcrth, Author of "Practical Education,"

"Belinda," "Castle Rackrent," &c. 12mo. 3 vols. London: 1809.

If it were possible for reviewers to Envy
'

any other writer, male or female, of her gene-
the authors who are brought before them for ration. Other arts and sciences have their

judgment, we rather think we should be use, no doubt
; and. Heaven knows, they have

tempted to envy Miss Edgeworth ;

—
not, their reward and their fame. But the great

however, so much for her matchless powers
of probable invention—her never-failing good
sense and cheerfulness—nor her fine discrimi-

nation TA characters— as for the delishtful

art is the art of living : and the chief science

the science of being happy. Where there is

an absolute deficiency of good sense, these

cannot indeed be taught; and. with an extra-

conscicu.sne3s of having done more good than ordinary share of
it, they may be acquired

512
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without an instructor: but the most common
case is,

to be capable of learning, and yet to

require teaching; and a far greater part of

the misery which exists in society arises fiom

ignorance, than either from vice or from inca-

pacity.
Miss Edgeworth is the great modern mis-

tress in this school of true philosophy; and
has eclipsed, we think, the fame of all her

predecessors. By her many excellent tracts

on education, she has conferred a benefit on
the whole mass of the population; and dis-

charged, with exemplary j)atience as well as

extraordinary judgment, a task which super-
ficial spirits may perhajis mistake for an hum-
ble and easy one. By her Popular Tales, she
has rendeied an invaluable service to the

middling and lower orders of the people ;
and

by her Novels, and by the volumes before u.s.

has made a great and meritorious effort to

promote the happiness and respectability of

the higher classes. On a former occasion we
believe we hinted to her, that these would

probably be the least successful of all her

labours; antl that it was iloubtful whether
she coidd be justified for bestowing so much
of her time on the case of a few persons, who
scarcely deserveil to be cured, anil were

scarcely capable of being corrected. The
foolish and unhappy part of the fashionable

Avorld, for the most part,
"

is not tit to bear
itself convinced." It is too vain, loo busy,
and too dissipated to listen to, or remember
any thing that is said to it. Every tiling- seri-

ous it repels, by '-its dear wit and gay rheto-

ric;" anil against every thing poignant, it

.seeks shelter in the impenetrable armour of
its conjunct audacity.

"
Laugh'd at, it laughs again ;

—and, stricken hard,
Turns to the stroke its adamantine scales.
That tear no discipline of human hands."

A book, on the other hand, and especially a

wittyand popular book, is still a thing of con-

sequence, to such of the middling classes of

society as are in the liabit of reading. They
dispute about it. and think of it ; and as they
occasionally make themselves ridiculous by
copying the manners it displays, .so they are

apt to be impressed with the great lessons it

may be calculated to teach
; and, on the whole,

receive it into considerable authority among
the regulators of their lives and opinions.—
But a fashionable person has scarcely any
leisure to read

;
and none to think of what he

has been reading. It would be a derogation
from his dignity to speak of a book in any
terms but those of frivolous derision

;
and a

strange desertion of liis own superiority, to

allow himself to receive, from its perusal, any
impressions which could at all affect his con-
duct or opinions.

But though, for these reasons, we continue
to thnik that Miss Edgeworth's fashionable

patients will do less credit to her prescriptions
than the more numerous classes to whom
they might have been directed, we admit
that her plan of treatment ia in the highest
degree judicious, and her conception of the
disorder most luminous and precise.

05

There are two great sources of unhapplness
to those whom ibrtune and nature seem to

have placed above the reach of ordinary
miseries. The one is cvinti—that stagnation
of life and feeling which results from the ab-
.sence of all motives to exertion

;
and by

which the justice of providence has so fully

compensated the partiality of fortune^ th.at it

may be fairly doubted whetlier, upon the

whole, the race of beggars is not happier
than the race of lords; and whether those

vulgar wants that are sometimes so importu-
nate, are not. in lliis world, the cliief ministers
of enjoyment. This is a plague that infects

all indolent persons who can live on in the
rank in which ihey were born, without the

necessity of woikiiig: but, in a free country,
it rarely occurs in any great degree of viru-

lence, except among those who are alieady
at the summit of human felicity. Belov.- this,

there is room for ambition, and envy, and

emulation, and all ihe feverish movements of

aspiring vanity and unresting .sellishness,
which act as prophylactics against this more
ilaik and deadly distemper. It is the canker
which corrodes the full-blown flower of hu-
man felicity

—the pestilence which .smites at

the bright hour of noon.

The other curse of the happy, has a range
more wide and indiscriminate. It, too, tor-

tines only the comparatively rich and for-

tunate; but is most active among the least

distinguished ;
and abates in malignity as we

ascend to the lofty regions of piu'e ennui.
This is the desire of being fashionable;

—the
restless and insatiable pa.'^sion to pass for

creatures a little more distinguished than we
really are—with the mortification of frequent

failure, and the humiliating consciou-sness of

being perpetually exposed to it. "Among those
who are secure of '-meat, clothes, and fire,"
and are thus above the chief physical evils

of existence, we do believe that this ia.a more
prolific source of unhappiness, than guilt, dis-

ease, or wounded a fleet ion : and that more
positive misery is created, and more true en-

joyment excluded, by the eternal fretting
and straining of this pitiful ambition, than by
all the ravages of passion, the desolations of

war, or the accidents of mortality. This may
appear a strong statement

;
but we make it

deliberately, and are deeply convinced of it«

truth. The wretchedness which it produces
may not be .so intense; but it is of much
longer duiation, and spreads over a far wider
circle. It is quite dreadful, indeed, to think
what a sweep this pest has taken among tho
comforts of om- prosperous population. To
be thought fashionable—that is, to be thous'ht
more opulent and tasteful, and on a footing
of intimacy with a greater number of distin

guished persons than they really are. is the

great and laboriou:* punsuit of four families
out of five, the members of which are ex

empled from the necessity of daily industry.
In this pursuit, their time, spirits, and talents

are wasted
;
their tempers, soured

;
their affec-

tions palsied; and their natural manners and
dispositions altogether sophisticated and lost.

These are the giant curses of fashionably
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life, and Miss Edgeworth has accordingly
dedicated her two best tales to tin; delinea-

tion of their syini)toins. The history ot"
'• Lord

Glenthorn" is a line picture of ennui—that of

''Alniorirt" an instructive representation of

the mii-eries of aspirations aft(!r fashion. VVe

do not know whether it was a part of the fair

writer's desi2,n to represent tliese maladies as

absolutely incurable, without a change of

condition; but the fact is,
that in spite of the

best tiispositions and capacities, and the most

powerful inducements to action, the hero of

ennui makes no advances towards amend-

ment, till he is deprived of his title and estate !

and the victim of fashion is left, at the end of

the tale, pursuing her weary career, with fa-

ding hopes and wasted spirits, but with in-

creased anxiety and perseverance. The moral

use of these narratives, therefore, must consist

in warning us against the first approaches of

evils which can never afterwards be resisted.

Tliese are the great twin scourges of the

prosperous: But there are other maladies, of

no slight malignity, to which they are pecu-
harly hable. One of these, arising mainly
from want of more worthy occupation, is that

perpetual use of stratagem and contrivance—
that little, artful diplomacy of private life, by
which the simplest and most natural tran.sac-

tions are rendered complicated and difficult,
and the common business of existence made
to depend on the success of plots and counter-

plots. By the incessant practice of this petty

policy, a habit of duplicity and anxiety is in-

fallibly generated, which is ecjually fatal to

integrity and enjoyment. We gradually come
to look on others with the tlistrust which we
are conscious of deserving; and are insensibly
formed to sentiments of the most unamiable
selfishness and suspicion. It is needless to

say, that all these elaborate artifices are worse
than useless to the person who employs them ;

and that the ingenious plotter is almost always
baffled and expo.sed by the downright honesty
of some undesiguing competitor. Mi.ss Edge-
worth, in her tale of "Manoeuvring," has given
a very complete and most entertaining repre-
sentation of '• the by-paths and indirect crook'd

way.s," by which these artful and inefiicient

people generally make their way to disap-

pointment. In the tale, entitled "Madame de

Fieury," she has given some usefid examples
of the ways in which the rich may most ef-

fectually do good to the poor
—an operation

which, we really believe, fails more frec|nently
from want of skill than of inclination : And, in

''The r)nn," she has drawn a touching and
most impressive picture of the wretchedness
which the poor so frequently suffer, from the

unfeeling thoughtlessness which withholds
from them the scanty earnings of their labour.

Of these tales,
'= Ennui" is the best and the

most entertaining
—though the leading: char-

acter is somewhat caricatured, and the de-

nouement is brought about by a discovery
which shocks by its needless improbability.
'Lord Glenthorn is bred up, by a false and in-

dulgent guardian, as the heir to an immense
English and Irish estate

; and, long before he
»H oi age, exhausts almost all the resources by

which life can be made tolerable to those who
have nothinir to wish for. Born on the very
pinnacle of human Ibrtuiie,

" he Imd nothing
to do but to sit still and enjoy the barrenneM
of the prospect." He tries travelling, gaming,
gluttony, hunting, pugilism, and coach-driv-

ing; but is so presseil down with the load of

lite, as to be repeatedly on the eve of suicide.

He passes over to Ireland, where he receives

a temporary relief, from the rebellion—and
from falling in love with a lady of high char-

acter and accomplishments; but the effect of

these stimulants is speedily expended, and
he is in danger of falling into a confirmed

lethargy, when it is fortunately discovered

that he has been changed at nurse ! and that,
instead of being a peer of boundless fortune,
he is the son of a cottager who lives on pota-
toes. With great magnanimity, he instantly

gives up the fortune to the rightful owner,
who has been bred a blacksmith, and takes

to the study of the law. At the commence-
ment of this arduous career, he fortunately
falls in love, for the second time, with the

lady entitled, after the death of the black-

smith, to succeed to his former estate. Pover-

ty and love now supply him with irresistible

motives for exertion. lie rises in his profes-
sion

;
marries the lady of his heart

;
and in

due time returns, an altered man. to the pos-
session of his former affluence.

Such is the naked outline of a story, more
rich in character, incident, and reflection, than

any English narrative which we can now call

to reniembiaiice :
—as rapid and various as

the best tales of Voltaire, and as full of prac-
tical good sense and moral pathetic as any of

the other tales of Miss Edgeworth. The Irish

characters are inimitable
;

—not the coarse ca-

ricatures of modern playwrights
—V)Ut drawn

with a spirit, a delicacy, and a precision, to

which we do not know if there be any paral-
lel amonir national delineations. As these are

tales of fashionable life, we shall present our

readers, in the first place, with .some traits of

an Irish lady of rank. Lady Geraldine—the

enchantress whose powerful magic almost

raised the hero of ennui from his leaden slum-

bers is represented with such exquisite liveli-

ness and completeness of effect, that the

reader can scarcely help imagining that he
has formerl}' been ac(piainted with the origi-

nal. Every one, at lea.st we conceive, must
have known somebody, the recollection of

whom nnist convince him that the following

description is as true nature as it is creditable

to art :
—

" As Laily Ocrnlriine entered, T ^ave one involun-

tary glance of niirii)sity. I saw a tall, finely-shaped
woman, with the commanding air of a person of
rank : she moved well

;
not wiih feminine liiindity,

yet with ease, promptitude, and derision. She had
fine eves, and a fine romplexion, yet no regularity
of fcanire. The only thing that struck me as really

extraordinary, vvas her indifTcrence wiien I "as in-

troduced to her. Every bo ly had seemed extremely
desirous that I should see her ladyship, and that

her ladyship should see me ; and T was rather sur-

prised 1)V her nnconcerned air. This piijued nie,

and fixed my attention. She turned from me, and

bpgan to converse with others. Pier voice was

agreeable, though rather loud : she did no: speak
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wifn the Irisli accent; but, when I listened ma-
hcioiisly, I deiecied certain Hibernian inilexions—
noiliiiig o( the vuis^ar Irish idiom, but SDmething
tliat was more interrogative, more exclamatory, and

perhaps more rhetorical, than the common language
of Eiiirlish ladies, accompanied with infmiiely more
an!maiii>n ol countenance and demonstrative ges-
ture. This appeared to me peculiar and unusual, but
not afFijcicd. ."^he was uncommonly eloquent ;

and

yet, without action, her words were not sufficiently

rapid to express her ideas. Her manner appeared
foreign, yet it was not quiie French. If I had
been obliged to decide, 1 should, however, have

pronounced it ratlier more French than English.
To determine which it was. or whether I had ever
seen any thing similar, I stood considering her lady-
ship wiih more attention than I had ever bestowed
on any other woinan. The words slriking

—
fasci-

tiatinir—htv;ilcking, occurred to me as I looked at

her and heard her speak. I resolved to turn my
eyes away, and shut my ears; for I was positively
determined not to like her; I dreaded so much the

idea of a second Hymen. I retreated to the farthest

vindow, and looked out very soberly upon a dirty

fish-pond."
tf she had treated me wiih tolerable civility at

first, I never should have thought about her. High-
born and high-bred, she seemed to consider more
what she should think of others, than what others

thought of her. Frank, candid, and affable, yet

opinionated, insolent, and an egotist: her candcnir
and affabiliiy appeared the effect oi a naturally good
temper; her insolence and esotisin only that ot a

spoiled child. She seemed to talk of herselt purely
to oblige others, as the most interesting possible

topic ot conversation; for such it had always been
to her fond mother, who idolized Iter ladyship as an

only daughter, and the representative of an ancient

house. Confident of her talents, conscious of her

charms, and secure of her station. liady Geraldiiie

gave free scope to her high spirits, her fancy, and
her turn for lidicule. She looked, spoke, and acted,
like a person privileged to think, say, and do, what
she pleased. Her raillery, like the raillery of princes,
was without fear of retort. She was not ill-natured,

yet careless to whom she gave offence, provided
she produced amusement ;

and in this sBe seldom
failed ; for, in her conversation, there was much of
the raciness of Irish wit, and the oddity of Irish

iiumour. The singularity that struck me most
about her ladyship was her indifference to flattery.
She certainly preferred frolic. Miss Bland was her
humble companion ; Miss Tracey her hull. It was
one of Lady (Jeraldine's delights, to humour Miss

Tracey's rage for imiititing the fashions of fine

people.
' Now you shall see Miss Tracey appear

at (he ball to-morrow, in every thing that I have
sworn to her is fashionable. Nor have I cheated
her in a single article : but the tout ensrmhle I leave
to her better judgment ;

and you shall see her, I

trust, a perfect monster, formed of every creature's
best : I^ady Kihush's feathers, Mrs. Moore's wi;/,

Mrs. O'Connor's gown, Mrs. Leighton's sleeves,
and all the necklaces of all the Miss Ormsbys.
She has no taste, no judgment ; none at all, poor
thing; but she can in)iiate as well as those Chinese

painters, who, in their drawings, eive yf>u the flower
ol one plant stuck on the stalk of another, and gar-
nished with the leaves of a third.'

"—
i. 130—139.

This favourite character is afterwards e.x-

hibited in a great variety of dramatic contrasts.

For example :
—

" Lord Craisilethorpc was, as Miss Tracey had
described him, very stiff, cold, and high. His man-
ners "ere in the exireftie of English reserve; and
his ill-bred show of contempt for the Irish was suf-

ficient provocation and justification of Lady Geral-
ditie's ridicule. He was much iti awe of his fair

and witty cousin : and she could easily put liim out

of countenance, for he was, in his way, extremely
bashful. Once, when he was out of the room, Lady

Geraldine exclaimed,
' That cousin Craiglelhorpe

of mine is scarcely an agreeable man : 'I'he awk-
wardness o{ mauvaise-hont might be pitted and par-
doned, even in a nobleman,' continued her ladyship,
'if it really proceeded from humility; but here,
when I know it is connected with secret and inordi-
nate arrogance, 'tis past all endurance. As the
Frenchman said of the Englishman, for whom even
his politeness could not find another compliment,"

II faut avotier que ce Monsieur a un grand talent

pour le silence ;"
—he holds his tongue till people

actually believe that he has somoihing to say—a
mistake they could never fall into if he would but

speak.
—

It is not timidity ; it is all pride. I would
pardon his dulness. and even his ignorance ;

for one,
as you say, might be the fault of his nature, and the
other ot his education : but his self-sufficiency is his

own fault ; and that I will not, and cannot pardon.
Somebody says, that nature may make a fool, but
a coxcomb is always of his own making. Now,
my cousin—(as he is my cousin, I may say what I

please of him.)—my cousin Craiglelhorpe is a
solemn coxcomb, who thinks, because his vanity is

not talkative and sociable, that it's not vanity.
What a mistake !'

"—
i. 146—148.

These other traits of her character are given,
on different occasions, by Lord Glenthorn :

—
"At first I had thought her merely superficial,

and intent solely upon her own amusement ; but I
soon found that she had a taste for literature beyond
what could have been expected in one who lived so

dissipated a life ; a depth of reflection that seemed
inconsistent with the rapidity with which she

thought ; and, above all, a degree of generous in-

dignation against meanness and vice, which seemed
incompatible with the selfi-h character of a fine

lady; and which appeared quite incomprehensible to

the imitating tribe of her fashionable companions."
i. 174.

"
Lady Geraldine was superior to mancEuvring

little arts, and petty stratagems, to attract attention.

She would not sloop, even to conquer. From gen-
tlemen she seemed to expect attention as her right,
as the right of her sex

;
not to beg, or accept of it

as a favour: if it were not paid, she deemed the gen-
tleman degraded, not herself Far from being
mortified by any preference shown to other ladies,

her countenance betrayed only a sarcastic sort of

pity for the bad taste of the men, or an absolute in-

difference and look of haughty ab.»ence. I saw that

she beheld with disdain the paltry competitions of
the young ladies her companions: as her compan-
ions, indeed, she hardly seemed to consider them ;

she tolerated their foibles, forgave their envy, and
never exerted any superiority, except to show her

contempt of vice and meanness."— i. 198, 199.

This may suffice as a specimen of the high
life of the piece; Avhich is more original and
characteristic than that of Belinda—and alto-

gether as lively and natural. For the ]o\\
life,

we do not know if we could e.xtract a more
felicitous specimen than the following de-

scription of the equipage in which Lord Glen-
thoni's Etiglisli and French seivant were com-

pelled to follow their master in Ireland.

" From the inn yard came a hackney chaise, in

a most deplorably crazy state; the body mounted
up to a prodigious height, on unbending springs,

nodding forwards, one door swinging open, three

blinds up, because they could not be let down,
the perch lied in two places, the iron of the wheela
half ofl, half loose, wooden pegs for linch-pins, and

ropes for harness. The horses were worthy of the

harness; wretched little dog-tired creatures, that

looked as if ihey had been driven to the last gasp,
and as if tiiey had never been rubbed down in their

lives; their bones starting through their skin
; one

lame, the other bhnd; one with a raw back, tha
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oihcr with a galled breast ; one wiih his tipck poking
down ovtT hia collar, mid the other wiih his head

dragged forward liy a liii of a l)roken liriiile, held at

arms' lengih hy a imn dressed like a tnad beggar,
in half a hat, and half a wig, both awry in opposite
directions ;

a long tattered coat, tied round his waist

by a hay-rope ; tbe jiigged rents in the skirts of this

coat s-ho^ving his bare legs, marbled of many co-

lours; while someihiiig like stockings hung loose

about his ankles. The noises he made, by way of

threatening or encouraging his steeds, I pretend
not to describe. In an indignant voice I called to

the landlord— '

I hope these are not the horses— I

hope this i-> not the chaise, intended ibr my ser-

anis.' The innkeeper, and the pauper who was

preparing to oOL^iaie as postilion, both in the same
instant exclaimed— ' Sorrow belter chaise in the

county!'
'

Sorrov> .'^ said I—what do you mean
by sorrow?' ' That there's no better, piase your
honour, can be seen. We have two more to be

sure—but one has no lop, and the other no bottoin.

Any way,' there's no better can be seen than this

Bame.' ' And these hor.-ies !' cried I— '

why this

horse is so lame he can hardly stand.'
'

Oh, plase

your honour, tho' he can't stand, he'll ffo fast

enough. He has a great deal of the rogue in hiin,

plase your honour. He's always that way at first

setting out.'
' And that wretched animal with tiie

galled breast '.'
' He's all the better for it, when

once he warms
;
it's he that will go with the speed

of light, plase your honour. Sure, isnot he Knocke-

croghery ? and didn't I give fifteen guineas for him,

barring the luckpenny, at the fair of Knockecrog-
hery, and he rising four year old at the same lime? '

"Then seizing his whip and reins in one hand.
he clawed up his stockings with the other : so with
one easy step he got into his place, and seated hitn-

self, coachman-like, upon a well-worn bar of wood,
that served as a coach-box. ' Throw me the loan
of a trusty, Barily, for a cushion,' said he. A
frieze coat was thrown up over the horse's heads.

Paddy caught it.
' Where are you, Hosey !' cried

he to a lad in charge of the leaders. 'Sure I'm

only rowling a vvisp of straw on my leg,' replied

Hosey.
'

'I'hrow me up,' added tiiis paragon of

postilions, turning to one of the crowd of idle by-
standers.

'

Arrah, push me up, can't ye ?'
—A

man took hold of his knee, and thresv him upon the

horse. He was in his seat in a trice. Then cling-

ing by the mane of his horse, he scrambled for the

bridle which was under the other horse's feet,

reached it, and, well satisfied with himself, looked
round at Paddy, who looked back to the chaise-

door at my angry servants,
'

secure in the last event
of things.' In vain the Englishman, in monotonous
anger, and the Frenchman in every note of the

famut,
abused Paddy. Necessity and wit were on

addy's side. He parried all that was said against
his cliaise, his horses, himself, and his country,
with invincible comic dexterity; till at last, both
his adversaries, dumb-founded, clambered into the

vehicle, where they were instantly shut \ip in straw
and darkness. Paddy, in a triumphant tone, called

to my postilions, bidding them '

get on, and not be

stopping the way any longer.'
"—

i. 64, 65.

By and by the wheel horse stopped short,
and began to kick furiously.

" ' Never fear,' reiterated Paddy.
'
I'll engage

I'll be up wid him. Now for it, Knockecroghery !

Oh the rogue, he thinks he has me at a 7ionplush;
but I'll show him the differ.'" After this brag of war, Paddy whipped, Knock-
ecroghery kicked, and Paddy, seemingly uncon-
scious of danger, sat within reach of the kicking
horse, twitching up first one of his legs, then the

other, and shifting as the animal aimed his hoofs,

escaping every time as it were by miracle. With a
mixture of temerity and presence of mind, which
made us alternately look upon him as a madman
and a hero, he gloried in the danger, secure of suc-

CPBS, and of the sympathy of the spectators.

" ' Ah ! didn't I compass him cleverly then 1 Oh
the villain, to be browbaiing me ! I'm too cute for

him yet. See, there, now, he's come too; and I'll

be his bail he'll go asy enough wid me. Oah ! he
has a fine spirit of his own

;
but it's I that can

match him. 'Twould be a poor case if a man like

me couldn't match a horse any way, let alone a

mare, which this is, or it never would be so vi.

cious.' "— i. 68, 69.

The most delectable personage, however,
in the whole tale, is the ancient Irish nurss

Ellinor. The devoted affection, infantine sim-

plicity, and strange pathetic eloquence of this

half-savage, kind-hearted creature, afford Misa

Edgeworth occasion for many most original
and characteristic representations. We shall

scarcely prepossess our English readers in

her favour, by giving the description of her

cottage.
"

It was a wretched looking, low, mud-walled
cabin. At one end it was propped by a buttress of

loose stones, upon which stood a goat reared on his

hind legs, to browse on the grass that grew on the

housetop. A dunghill was before the oidy window,
at the other end of the house, and close to the door
was a puddle of the dirtiest of dirty water, in which
ducks were d;ibbling. At my approach, there came
out of the cabin ;i pie. a calf, a Inmb, a kid. and two

geese, ail with their legs tied ; followed by cocks,

hens, chickens, a dog, a cat, a kitten, a beggar-
man, a beggar-woman, with a pipe in her mouth

;

children innumerable, and a stout girl, with a pitch-
fork in her hand

; altogether more than I, looking
down upon the roof as I sat on horseback, and

measuring the superficies with my eye^ could have

possibly supposed the mansion capable of containing.
I asked if Ellinor O'Donoghoe was at home; but
the dog barked, the geese cackled, the turkeys

goi>bled, and the beggars begged with one scrccrd,

so loudly, that there was no chance of my being
heard. When the srirl had at Inst succeeded in ap-

peasing them all with her pitchfork, she answered,
that Ellinor O'Donoghoe was at home, but that she
was out wiih the potatoes ;

and she ran to fetch her,

after calling to the boys, who was within in the room

smnhiiif;, to come out to his honour. As soon aa

they had crouched under the door, and were able

to stand upright, they welcomed me with a very
good grace, and were proud to see me in the A-wg-
dom. I asked if they were all Ellinor's sons. 'All

entirely,' was the first answer.
' Not one but one,'

was the second answer. The third made the other

two intelligible.
' Plase your Honour, we are ail

her sons-in-law, except myself, who am her lawful

son.' 'Then you are my foster brother ?'
'

No,
plase your Honour, it's not me, but my brother,
and he's nol iti it.' 'Not in it V '

No, plase your
Honour; becaase he's in the forge up above. Sure
he's the blacksmith, my lard.

' And what are yoii ?'
' I'm Ody. plase your honour;' the short for Owen,"
&c.—i. 94—96.

It is impossible, however, for us to select

any thing that could give onr readers even a

vague idea of the interest, both serious and

comic, that is produced by this original char-

acter, without quoting more of the story than

we can now make room for. We cannot

leave it, however, without making onr ac-

knowledgments to Miss Edgeworth for the

handsome way in which she has treated our

country, and for the ji^Wg-ment as well as

liberality she has shown in the character of

Mr. Macleod, the proud, sagacious, friendly,
and reserved agent of her hero. There is in-

finite merit and powers of observation even in

her short sketch of his exterior.
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'' He was a li;ird-fcatnred, strong.' built, pfrpen-
difiihir man, wiih a ieinarkabU> quieincss of deporl-
nu'iit: tie spoke vviiti dolibeiaie disiiiicincss, in an

lU'Cf lit sligliily Scoltli ; and, in s|)eakiiii;, he made
use 01 MO iit'siK-ulaiion, but held liinij'Cll sur|)risingly
Still. No pan ol him but his eye-, moved ; and

they li;id an expression of slow, bul deurmincd

good sense. He was s^paring ol his words ;
bul the

lew ihai he used said much, and went directly to

the point."
—

i. 82.

But we must now take an abrupt and reluct-

ant leave of Mi.^s Eilgeworlh. Thinking as

we do. that Iter wrllings are, bejond all i-om-

parisoii, the most usefid of ;uiy thai have come
before us since ihe commencemenl of our

critical career, it would be a point ol conscience

with us to give them all the notoriety that tiiey
can derive from our recommendation, even if

their execution were in .<ome measure litible

to objection. In our opinion, however, they
are as entertaining as lliey are instructive;
and the genius, and wit. and imaiiiiialion they
display, are at least as reina: kable as the jnsl-
uess of the sentiments they so powerlully in-

culcate. To some readers they may seem to

want the fairy colouring of high fancy and ro-

mantic tenderness; and it is very true that

they are not poetical love tale.s, any more than

they are anectlotes of scandal. We have

great respect for the admirers of Ilousseau and

I'etrarca; and we have no doubt that Miss

Edgeworth has great respect for them
;
—but

ikc icoild, both high and low, which she is

labouring to mend, have no sympathy with
this re.spect. They laugh at these things, and
do not understand them; and therefore, the

solid .sense which she presses perhaps rather

loo closely upon them, though it admits of re-

lief from wit anil iliiect pathos, really could

not be combined with the more iu.vuriant or-

naments of an ardent and lender imagination.
We say this merely to obviate the only objec-
tion which we think can be made to the exe-

cution of these stories: and to justify our

liecided opinion, that they are actually as

perfect as it was possible to make them with

salely to the great object of the author.

(iJuln, 1S12.)

Taha of Fashionable Life. Hy Mi.ss Koukwortu, Author of "Practical Education,"

'•Belinda," '-'Castle llackrent," &c. 3 vols. 12mo. pp. 1450. Johnson. London : 1812.

Thk writings of INliss Eilgeworth exhibit so

Bingular an union of sober sense and ine.x-

haustible invention—so minute a knowledge
of all that ilistinguishes manners, or touches
on happiness in every condition of human for-

tune—and so just an estimate both of the real

sources of enjoyment, and of the illusions by
which they are obstiucted, that it cannot be

thought wonderful that we should separate
her from the ordinary manufacturers of novel.s.

and speak of her Tales as woiks of more se-

rious importance than much of the true history
and solemn philosophy that come daily under
our inspection. The great business of life,

and the object of all arts and acquisitions, is

undoubtedly to be happy; ami though our

success in this grand enileavour depends, in

some degree, upon e.vternal circumstances,
over which we have no control, and still more
on temper and dispositions, which can only be
controlled by gradual and systematic exertion,
a very great deal depends also upon creeds

and opinions., which may be effectually and
even suddenly rectified, by a few hints from

authority that cannot be questioned, or a few
illustrations so fair and striking, as neither to

be misapplied nor neglected. We are all, no

doubt, formed, in a great degree, by the cir-

cumstances in which we are placed, and the

beings by whom we are surrounded
;
bat still

we have all theories of happiness
—notions of

ambition, and opinions as to the suinmvm bo-

num of our own—more or less developed, and
more or less original, accordiiiir to our situa-

tion and character—but influencing our con-

duct and feelings at every moment of our

lives, and leading us on to disappointment,

and away fiom real gratification, as powerfully
as mere ignorance or passion. It is to the

correction of those erroneous theories that

Miss Eilgeworlh has applied herself in that

series of moral liction.s, the last portion of

which has recently come to our hands; and
in which, we think, she has combined more
.solid inslruclion with more universal enler-

tainnient, and given moie practical lessons of

wisdom, with le.'^s tediousne.ss and less pre-

tension, than any other writer with whom we
are acquainted.
When we reviewed the first part of these

Tales which are devoted to the delineation

of fashionable life, we ventured to express a

doubt, whether the author was justifiable for

expending so large a cjuantily of her moral
medicines on so small a body of patients

—
and upon patients too whom she had every
reason to fear would turn out incurable. Up-
on reflection, however, we are now inclined

to recall this .sentiment. The vices anil illu-

sions of fashionable life are, for the most part,

merely the vices and illusions of human nature—
presented sometimes in their most con-

spicuous, and almost always in only their

most seductive form
;

—and even where they
are not merely fostered and embellished, but

actually generated only in that exalted region,
it is very well known that they ''droi) upon
the place beneath,'" and are speedily propa-

gated and diffused into the world below. To

expose them, therefore, in this their original
and proudest sphere, is not only to purify the

stream at its source, but to counteract their

pernicious influence precisely where it is

most formidable and extensive. To point out
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the miseries of tliose infinite and laborious

pursuits in vhich persons who pretend to

be fasionable consume their days, would be

but an unprofitable task; while nobody could

be found who would admit that thc^y bclon]^-

ed to the class of pretenders; and all that

remained therefore was to show, that the

pursuits themselves were preposterous ;
ami

infiicted the same miseries upon the unques-
tioned leatlers of fashion, as upon the hum-
blest of their followers. For this task, too,

Miss Edgeworth possessed certain advantages
of which it would have been equally unnatu-

ral and unfortunate for her readers, if she had
not sought to avail herself.

We have said, that the hints by which we

may be enabled to correct those errors of

opinion which so frequently derange the whole

scheme of life, must be given by one whose

authority is not liable to dispute. Persons of

fashion, therefore, and pretenders to fashion,
will never derive any considerable benefit

from all the edifying essays and apologues
that superannuated governesses and precep-
tors may indite for their reformation

;

—nor

from the volumes of sermons which learned

divines may put forth for the amendment of

the age;
—nor the ingenious discourses which

philosophers may publish, from the love of

fame, money, or mankind. Their feeling as

to all such monitors is,
that they know nothing

at all about the matter, and have nothing to

do with personages so much above them
;

—
and so they laugh at their prosing and pre-

sumption
—and throw them aside, with a min-

gled sense of contempt and indignation . Now,
Miss Edgevvorth happens fortunately to be
born in the condition of a lad}'

—familiar from

eaily life with the polite world, and liable to

no suspicion of having become an author from

any other motives than those she has been

pleased to assign.
But it is by no means enough that we should

be on a footing, in point of rank, with those

to whom we are moved to address our instruc-

tions. It is necessary that we should also

have some relish for the pleasures we accuse
them of overrating, and some pretensions to

the glory we ask them to despise. If a man,
without stomach or palate, takes it into his

head to lecture against the pleasures of the

table—or an old maid against flirtation—or a

miser against e.xtravagance, they may say as

many wise and just things as they please
—

but they may be sure that they will either be

laughed at, or not listened to
;
and that all

their dissuasives will be set down to the score
of mere ignorance or envy. In the same way,
a man or woman who is obviously without
talents to shine or please in fashionable life,

may utter any quantity of striking truths as

to its folly or unsatisfactoriness, without ever

commanding the attention of one of its vota-

ries. The inference is so ready, and so con-

solatory
—that all those wise reflections are

the fruit of disappointment and mortification—that they want to reduce all the world to

their own dull level—and to deprive others
of gratifications which they are themselves

incapable of tasting. The judgment of Miss

Edgeworth, however, we think, is not in any
very imminent danger of being di.sabled by
this ingenious imputation; since, if we were
to select any one of the traits that are indi-

cated by her writings as peculiarly chaiac-

teiistic, and peculiarly entitled to praise, we
should specify the singular force of judgment
and self-denial, which has enabled her to re-

sist th(! temptation of being the most brilliant

and fashionable writer of her day, in order to

be the most u.seful and instructive.

The writer who conceived the characters,
and reported the conversations of Lady Dela-

cour—Lady Geialdine—and Lady Dashfort

(to take but these three out of her copious
dramatis persona), certainly need not be airaid

of being excelled by any of her contempora-
ries, in that faithful but flattering representa-
tion of the spoken language of persons of wit

and politene.ss of the pre.sent day
—in that

light and graceful tone of raillery and argu-
ment—and in that gift of s)iortive but cutting

medisance, which is sure of success in those

circles, where success is supposed to be most

dilHcult, and most desirable. With the con-

sciousness of such rare qualifications, we do
think it required no ordinary degree of forti-

tude to withstand the temptation of being the

flattering delineator of fashionable manners,
instead of their enlightened corrector; and to

prefer the chance of amending the age in

which she lived, to the certainty of enjoying
its applauses. Miss Edgeworth, however, is

entitled to the praise of this magnanimity :
—

For not only has she abstained fiom dressing

any of her favourites in this glittering drapery,
but she has uniformly exhibited it in such a

way as to mark its subordination to the natural

graces it is sometimes allowed to eclipse, and
to point out the defects it still more frequently
conceals. It is a very rare talent, certainly,
to be able to delineate both solid virtues ana

captivating acconijdishments with the same
force and fidelity ;

—but it is a still rarer ex-

ercise of that talent, to render the former both

more amiable and more attractive thari the lat-

ter—and, without de]iriviiig wit and vivacity
of any of their advantages, to win not only
our affections, but our admiration away from

them, to the less dazzling qualities of the heart

and the understanding. By what resources

Miss Edgeworth is enabled to perform this

feat, we leave our readers to discover, from
the perusal of her writings;

—of which it is

our present business to present them with a

slender account, and a scanty sample.
These three new volumes contain but three

stories
;

—the first filling exactly a volume, the

second half a volume, and the last no less

than a volume and a half. The first, which
is entitled "

Vivian," is intended to show not

only into what absurdities, but into what guilt

and wretchedness, a person, otherways esti-

mable, may be brought by that "
infirmity of

purpose" which renders him incapable of

resisting the solicitations of others,
—of saying

No, in short, on proper occasions. The moral,

perhaps, is brouoht a little too constantly for-

ward
;
and a little more exaggeration is ad-

mitted into the construction of the story, than
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Miss Edgeworth generally employs ;

—but it

is full of characters and incidents and good
sense, like all her other productions.*

But we jiass at once to the last, the longest,
and by tar the most interesting of these tales.

It is entitled, "The Absentee;" and is in-

tended to expose the folly and misery of re-

nouncing the respectable character of country
ladies and gentlemen, to push, through in-

tolerable expense, and more intolerable scorn,
into the outer circles of fashion in London.
That the case may be sufficiently striking,
Miss Edgeworth has taken her example in an
Irish family, of large fortune, and consider-

able rank in the peerage ;
and has enriched

her main story with a greater variety of col-

lateral incidtuits and characters, than in any
of her other productions.

Lord and Lady Clonbrony are the absentees
;—and they are so, because Lady Clonbrony

is smitten with the ambition of making a

figure in the fashionable circles of London
;

—
where her very eagerness obstructs her suc-

cess; and her inward shame, and affected

contempt for her native country, only make
her national accent, and all her other nation-

alities more remarkable. She has a niece,

however, a Miss Grace Nugent, who is full

of gentleness, and talent, and love for Ireland
•— and a son, Lord Colambre, who, though
educated in England, has very much of his

cousin's propensities. The first part of the

story represents the various mortifications and

repulses which Lady Clonbrony encounters,
in her grand attempt to be veiy fashionable

in London—the embarrassments, and gradual
declension into low company, of Lord Clon-

brony
—their plots to marry Lord Colambre to

an heiress—and the growth of his attachment
to Miss Nugent, who cordially shares both in

his regret for the ridicule which his mother is

at so much expense to excite, and his wish to

snatch her from a career at once so inglorious
and so full of peril. Partly to avoid his moth-
er's importunities about the heiress, and partly
to escape from the fascinationsof Miss Nugpnt.
whose want of fortune and high sense of duly
seem to forbid all hopes of their union, he sets

out on a visit to Ireland
;
where the chief in-

terest of the story begins. There are here

many admirable delineations of Irish charac-

ter, in both extremes of life
;
and a very natu-

ral development of all its most remarkable
features. At first, his Lordship is very nearly
entanii'led in the spells of Lady Dashfoit and
her daughter; and is led by their arts to form
rather an unfavourable opinion of his country-
men. An accidental circumstance, however,
disclosing the artful and unprincii)led charac-

ter of these fair ladie.s, he breaks from his

bondage, and travels incog, to his father's two
estates of Colambre and Clonbrony;

— the

one flourishing under the management of a

conscientious and active agent; the other

going to ruin under the dominion of an un-

principled oppressor. In both places, he sees

a great deal of the native politeness, native

*
I now omit ilie oriaina! account of tl\«> two first

tales ; and £;ive only what relates to tiie last,
—and

most inleresiiiig, and characteristic.

wit, and kind-heartedness of the lower Irish;
and makes an acquaintance at the latter with
one group of Catholic coititgens, more intt^r-

esting, and more beautifully painted, in the

simple colouring of nature, than all the Arca-
dians of pastoral or romance. After detecting
the frauds and villany of the tyramiical agent,
he hurries back to London, to tell his story to

his father; and anives just in time to hiiider

him from being irretrievably entangled in his

snares. He and Miss Nugent now make joint
suit to Lady Clonbrony to retire for a while
to Ireland,

—an application in v\hich they are

powerfully seconded by the terrors of an exe-

cution in the house; and at last enabled to

succeed, by a solemn promise that the yellow
damask furniture of the great drawing-room
shall be burnt on the very day of their arrival.

In the mean time, Lord Colambie, v.hose

wider survey of the female world had finally
delerminetl him to seek happiness with Ci'ace

Nugent, even with an humble fortune, suffers

great agony, from a discovery maliciously
made by Lady Dashfort, of a stain on her
mother's reputation ;

which he is enabled at

length to remove, and at the same time to re-

cover a splendid inheritance, which had been

long withheld by its prevalence, from the wo-
man of his choice. This last event, of course,
reconciles all parties to the match; and they
all set out, in bliss and harmony, to the para-
dise regained, of Clonbrony;

—their arrival

and reception at which is inimitably described

in a letter from one of their postilions, with
which the tale is concluded.

In this very brief abstract, we have left out

an infinite multitude of the characters and

occurrences, fiom the variety anil profusion
of which the story derives its principal attrac-

tion
;
and have only attempted indeed to give

such a general notice of the relations and

jiroceedings of the chief agents, as to render

the few extracts we propose to make intelli-

gible. The contrivance of the story indeed is

so good, and the different parts of it so con-

cisely represented, that we could not give an

adequate epitome of it in much less compass
than the original. We can venture on nothing,

therefore, but a few detached specimens:
And we take the first from a class of society,
which we should scarcelj- have thought char-

acteristic of the country in question : we mean
the Fine ladies of the Plebeian order, who
dash more extravagantly, it seem.s, in Dublin,
than any other place in this free and com-
mercial empire. Lord Colambre had the

good fortune to form an acquaintance with
one of these, the spouse of a rich grocer,
who invited him to dine with her at her villa,

on his way back from the county ol Wick-
low. The description, though of a different

character from most of Miss Edgeworth's
delin(\itions, is so picturesque and lively, that

we caimot help thinking it rrmst have been
taken from the life. We are tempted, there-

fore, to give it at full length.

"
After a phnrmins; tonr in the county of Wjcli

low, wlirre ihfi he.iiity of the namral scenery, anil

ihe taste with which those nalura! beaiilies have
been cultivated, far surpassed the sanguine expect-
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Blions Lonl Colanihre hnd furincd, liis Lordsliip
mid his cDnipaiiiDns arrived ni 'riisruluin ;

where
he found Mrs. Rufliirly, and Miss Juliana O'Lcary,—

very elegant
—wiihahirge parly <ifilie ladies and

eeniletnen of Bray asseml)led in a drawiiifj-rooiii,
fine Willi had pictures and gaudy gilding ; the win-

dows were all shni, and the company were Jilaying

cards, with all iheir iniglil. Tins was ihe fashion

of ihe neiiililionriiood. In coniplinient lo Lord
Colanihre and the ofricers, the ladies left the rard-

lahlrs
;
and Mrs. Rafrarty, observing that his Lord-

ehip seemed jmiiidl lo walking, took him out, as

she said,
'

to do the honours of nature and art.'
" The dinner hnd two great faults—profusion and

preien>ion. There was, in fact ten times more on
the table than was necessary ; and the enierinin-

ment was far above the circumstances of the person

by whom it was given : for instance, the dish of

fish at the head oi the table had been brought across

the island from Sligo, and had cost five guineas ;

as ihe lady of the house failed nol to make knosvn.

But, after all, things were not of a piece: there

was a disparity between the entertainment and the

attendants ;
there was no proportion or fitness of

things. A painlul endeavour at what could not be

attained, and a toiling in vain to conceal and repair
deficiencies and blunders. Had the mistress of the

house been quiet; had she, as Mrs. Broadhurst
would say. but let things alone, let things take their

course; all would have passed off with well-bred

people : but she was incessantly apologising, and

fussing and fretting inwardly and outwardly, and

directing and calling to her servants—striving to

make a butler w'ho was deaf, and a boy who was
huir-brained, do the business of five accomplished
footmen of parts mid fiirure. Mrs. RafTarty called
'

Larry ! Larry ! My Lord's plate there !
—James !

bread, to Captain Bowies'.—James! port wine, to

the Major.
—James ! James Kenny ! James !' And

panting James toiled alter her in vain. At length
one course was fairly got through ;

and after a tor-

turing half hour, the second course appeared, and
James Kenny was intent upon one tliinir, and Lar-

ry upon another, so that the wine sauce for the hare
was spill by their collision

;
but what was worse,

there seemed little chance that the whole of this

second course should ever be placed alioeeiher

rijhtly upon the table. Mrs. RafTarty cleared her
throat and nodded, and pointed, and sighed, and
set Larry after Kenny, and Kenny after Larry ; for

what one did, the other undid
;
but at last, the

lady's anaer kindled, and she spoke !
— '

Kenny !

James Kenny, set the seti-cale at this corner, and

put down the grass, cross-corners ; and match your
maccaroni yonder with (luin puddens, set—Ogh !

James! the pyramid in the middle can't ye.' The
pyramid in changing places was overturned. Then
it was, that the mistress of the feast, falling back
in her seat, and lilting up her hands and eyes in

despair, ejarulaled :

' Oh, James ! James !'
—The

pyramid was raised by the assis'ance of the mili-

tary engineers, and stood trembling again on its

base ; but the lady's temper could not be so easily
restored to its equilibrium."

—
pp. 25—28.

We hurry forward now to the cottage scene,
at Cloiibrony; which has nnade us almost

equally in love with the Irish, and with the
writer who has painted them with such fmth,
pathos, and simplicity. An ingenious and

good-natured postboy overturns his Lordship
in the night, a few miles from Clonbrony;
and then says,

" '

If your honotir will lend me your hand till I

pull yon up the back of the ditch, the horses will

stand while we go. I'll find you as pretty a lodging
for the night, with a widow of a brother of my shis-

ter's husband that was, as ever you slept in your life
;

and your honour w-ill be, no compare, snugger than

ibe inn at Clonbrony, which has no roof, ihe devil

a slick. But where will I get your honour's hand 1

for it's coming on so dark, I can't see rightly.-
'i'here ! you're up now sale. Yonder candle's the
house.' '

Well, go and ask whether ihey can give
us a night's lodging

' '

Is it a*k t When I sec the
light !

—Sure they'd be proud lo give the traveller
all ihe beds in the house, lei aloire one. Take care
of the polaioe furrows, that's all, and fijilow me
straight. I'll go on lo meet the dog, who knowa
nie, and might be strange to your honour.'

"'Kindly welcome!' were the first words Lord
Colanihre heard when he approached the collage;
and '

kindly welcome' was in the sound of the

voice, and in the countenance of the old woman,
who came out shading her rush candle- from the
wind, and holding il so as tci light the path. WTiftn
he entered the cottage, he saw a cheerful fire and a
neat pretty young woman making it bhize : she
curtsied, put her spinning wheel out of the way,
set a stool by the fire lor the stranger ; and repeat-
ing in a very low tone of voice,

'

Kindly welcome,
sir,' retired.

' Put down some eggs, dear, there's

plenty in the bowl,' said the old woman, calling to
iier ;

'

I'll do the bacon. Was not wc lucky to be

up ?
—The boy's gone to bed, but waken him,' said

she, turning to the postilion ;

' and he will help you
with the chay, and put your horses in ihe bier for

the night.'
"

" No : Larry chose to go on to Clonbrony with
(he horses, that he might get the chaise mended
betimes lor his honour. The table was set

; clean

trenchers, hot potatoes, milk, eggs, bacon, and
'

kindly welcome to all.'
' Set the salt, dear

; and
the butter, love; where's yonrhead, Grace, dear?'
'Grace!' repeated Lord Colamljre, lonkmg up;
and to apologise for his involuntary exclamaiion he
added,

'

Is Grace a common name in Ireland ?'
'

I
can't say. plase your honour, but it was give her by
Lady CIonl)rony, from a niece of her own ihai was
her foster-sister, God bless her ;

and a very kind

lady she was to us and to all when she was living in

it
;
but those limes are gone past,' said the old

I

woman, with a sigh. The young woman sighed
too; and silling down by the fire, began to count
the notches in a little bit of stick, which she held in

her hand
; and after she had counted tliem, sighed

again.
' But don't be sighing, Grace, now,' said

the old woman
;

'

sighs is bad sauce for the travel-
ler's supper; and we won't be troubling him with
more,' added she, turning to Lord Colamhre, with
a smile— '

Is your egg done to your liking ?'
'

Per-

fectly, thank you.'
' Then I wish it was a chicken

for your sake, which it should have been, and roast
loo, had we lime. I wish I could see you eat an-
other egg.' No more, thank you, my good lady;
I never ate a belter supper, nor received a more
hospitable welcome.' '

O, the welcome is all we
have to offer.'

" '

May I ask what that is ?' said Lord Colambre,
looking at the notched stick, which the young wo-
man Ik Id in her hand, and on which her eyes were
still fi.xed.

'

It's a tally, plase your honour.—
you're a foreigner—It's the way the labourer keeps
ihe account of the day's work with the overseer.
And there's been a mistake, and is a dispute here
between our boy and the overseer

;
and she was

counting ihe boy's tally, that's in bed, tired, for in

troth he's over-worked.' 'Would you want any
thing more from me, mother,' said the girl, rising
and turning her head away.

' No, child ; getaway,
for your heart's full' She went instantly. 'Is
the boy her brother?' said Lord Colambre. ' No:
he's her bachelor,' said the old wonian, lowering
her voice.

'

Pier bachelor?'
' Thai is, her sweet-

heart : for she is not my daughter, though you heard
her call me mother. Theljoy's my son

;
but I am

afraril they must give it up; for they're too poor,
and the times is hard—and the agent's harder than
the times I There's two of them, the under and
the upper; and they grind the substance of one
between them, and then blow one awny like chaff:
but we'll not be talking of that, to spoil your hon-
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Our's ni<:ht's rest. The room's ready, and liere's

the rush hght.' She showed him into a very small,
but neat room. ' What a comloriable looking bed,'
Baid Lord Colambre. '

Ah, these red check cur-

lains.' said she, letting them down ;

' these have
lasted well

; they were give me by a good friend

now faraway, over the seas, my Lady Clonbrony ;

and made by the prettiest hands ever you see, her

neice's. Miss Grace Nugent's, and shea little child

that time ; sweet love ! all gone I' 'I'he old woman
wiped a tear Irotn her eye, and Lord Colambre did

what he could to appear indifferent. She set down
the candle and left the room ; Lord Colambre went
to bed. but he lay awake, 'revolving sweet and
bitter thoughts.'

" The kettle was on the fire, tea things set,

every thing prepared for her guest, by the hospita-
ble hosie.«s, who, thinking the gentleman would
take tea to his breakfast, had sent off a gossoon by
the Jirst light to Clonbrony, for an ounce of tea, a

quarter of sugar, and a loaf of white bread ; and
there was on the little table good cream, milk,
butter, eggs

—all the promise of an excellent break-
fast. It was afresh morning, and there was a plea-
Bant fire on the hearth neatly swept up. The old

woman was silting in her chimney corner, behind a

little skreen of while-washed wall, bu'lt out into

the room, for the purpose of keeping those who sat

at the lire from the blast of the door. There was a

loop-hole in this wall, to let the light in, just at the

height of a person's head, who was sitting near the

chimney. The rays of the morning sun now came
through it, shining across the face of the old woman,
as she sat knitting ;

Lord Colambre thought he had
seldom seen a more agreeable countenance ; intelli-

gent eyes, benevolent smile, a natural expression
of cheerfulness, subdued by age and misfortune.
'A good morrow to you kindly, sir, and I hope
you got the night well ?

—A fine day for us this

Sunday morning ; my Grace is gone to early prayers,
60 your honour will be content with an old woman
to make your breakfast.—O, let me put in plenty,
or it will never be good ; and if your honour takes

stirabout, an old hand will engage to make that to

your liking a;iy way, for by great happiness we have
what will jnst answer for you, of the nicest meal
the miller made my Grace a compliment of, last

time she went to the mill.'
"—

pp. 171—179.

In the course of conversation, she informs

Iter Rues^t of the precarious teiuire on which
she held the little possession that formed her

only means of subsistence.

"' The good lord himself granted us the lose ;

the life's dropped, and the years is out : but we
had a promise of renewal in wriiing from the land-

lord.—God bless him ! if he was not away, he'd
oe a good getiileman, and we'd be happy and safe.'

'But if you have a promise in writing of a renewal,
Burely, you are sate, whether your landlord is absent
or pres'-nt.'

— ' Ah, no I that makes a great dilf'er,

when there's no eye or hand over the agent.
—Yet,

indeed, there,' added she, after a pause, 'as you
Bay, I think we are safe ; for we have that memo-
randum in wriiing, with a pencil, under his own
hand, on the back of the lose, to me, by the same
token when my good lord had his loot on the step
of the coach, going away ; and I'll never forget
the smile of her that got that good turn done for

me, Miss Grace. And just when she was going to

England and London, and young as she was, to

have the thought to slop and turn to the likes of

me! O, then, if you could see her, and know her
as I did ! That was the comforting angel upon
earth—look and voice, and heart and ail I O, that

she was here present, this minute !
—But did you

Bcald yourself ?' said the widow to Lord Colambre.— '

Sure, you must have sca'.Jed yourself; for you
poured the kettle straight over your hand, and it

boiling! O deear ! to think of so young a gentle-
man s hand shaking so like my own. Luckily, to

66

prevent her pursuing her observations from the hand
to the face, whicii might have beirtiyed more than
Lord Colambre wished she should know, her own
Grace came in at this instant— '

There, it's tor you
safe, mother dear— ihe lase.'' said Grace, throwing
a packet into her lap. The old woman lilted up her
hands to heaven with the lease between them—
'Thanks be to Heaven!' Grace passed on, and
sunk down on the first seat she could reach. Her
face flushed, and, looking much fatigued, she loos-

ened the strings of her bonnet and cloak.— '

Then,
I'm tired !' but recolleciing herself, she rose, and
curtsied to the gentleman.

— ' What tired ye. dear ?'— '

Why, after prayers, we had to go
—for the agent

was not at prayers, nor at home lor us, when we
called—we had to go all the way up to the casile ;

and there by great good luck, we found Mr. Nick

Garraghty himself, come from Dublin, and the lase

in his hands; and he sealed it up that way, and
handed it to me very civil. I never saw him so

good
—

though he offered me a glass of spirits,

which was not maruiers to a decent young wyman,
in a morning

—as Brian noticed after.'— ' But why
didn't Brian come home all the way with you,
Grace ?'

— ' He would have seen me home,' said

Grace,
'

only that he went up a piece of ibe moun-
tain for some siones or ore for the gentleman,

—for

he had the manners to think of him this morning,
though shame for me. I had not, when I came in,

or I would not have told yon all this, and he himself

by. See, there he is, mother.'— Brian came in very
bot, out of breath, with his hat full of stones. 'Good
morrow to your honour. I was in bed last night ;

and sorry they did not call me up to be of sarvice.

Larry was telling us, this morning, your honour's
from Wales, and looking for mines in Ireland, and
I heard talk that there was one on our mountain—
may be, you'd be curious to see ; and so, I brought
the best 1 could, but I'm no judge.'

"

Vol. vi. pp. 1S2—188.

A scene of villainy now begins to disclose

itself, as the experienced reader must have

anticipated. The pencil writing is nibbed
out : but the agent piomises, that if thej- pay
up their arrears, and be handsome, with their

sealing money and glove money, &c. he will

grant a renewal. To obtain the rent, the

widow is obliged to sell her cow.—But she
shall tell her story in her own words.

" '

Well, still it was hut paper we got for the cow
;

then that must be gold before the agent would take,
or touch it

—so I was laying out to sell the dresser,
and had taken the plates and cups, and little things
off it, and my hoy was lifting it out with Andy the

cnrpcnter, that was agreeing for it, when in comes
Grace, all rosy, and out of breath—it's a wonder I

minded her run out, and not missed her—Mother,
says she, here's the gold for you, don't be stirring

your dresser.—And where's your own gown and
cloak. Grace? says I. But, I beg your pardon,
sir; may be I'm tiring yon ?'

— Lord Colambre en-

couraged her to go on.— ' Where's your gown and
cloak, Grace, says I.'

— ' Gone.' says she. ' The
cloak was too warm and heavy, and I don't doubt,
mother, but it was that helped to make me faint

this morning. And as to the gown, sure I've a

very nice one here, that you spun for me yourself,
mother; and that I prize above all the gowns that

ever came out of a loom
;
and that Brian said be-

came me to his fancy above any gown ever he see
me wear, and w-hat could I wish for more.'—Now,
I'd a mind to scold her for going to sell the gown
nnknown'st to me

;
but I don't know how it was,

I couldn't scold her just then,—so kissed her, and
Brian the same; and that was what no man evei
did before.—And she had a mind to be angry with

him, but could not, nor ought not, says I ; for he's
as good as your husband now, Grace

;
and no man

can part yees now, says I, putting their hands to-

2t 2
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gelher.
—Well, T never saw hrr look so pretty ; nor

there was not a happier hoy ihiii iniiiuie on God's
earth ihnn my s.m, iior a hapfjier muiher liian niy-
Belf ; and I thanked God that lie had yiven them to

me ; and down they hoili teil on their kn<es for my
blessing, liiile worth as it was; and my heart's

bless'ng they had, and I laid my hands upon them.
'It's the priest yi)u must get to do this for you to-

morrow, says I.'
"— Vol. vi. pp. 20.'j

—207.

Next moniiiig ihey go up in high spirits to

the castle, where the villatious agent denies

his promise ;
and is laughing at their despair,

when Lord Colanibre is fortunately identifitMl

by Mrs. Raflarty, who turns out to be a sister

of the sail! agent, and, like a god in epic

poetry, turns agony into triumph!
We can make room for no more now, but

the epistle of Larry Brady, the good-natured

postboy, to his brother, giving an account of

the return of the family to Clonbrony. If

Miss Edgeworth had never written any other

thing, this one letter must have placed her

at the Twry top of our scale, as an observer of

character, and a mistress in the simple pa-
thetic. We give the greater part of this ex-

traordinary production.
" My dear brother,—Yours of the IGih. enclo-

sing liie five pound note for my father, came safe

to hand Monday last
; and, wiih his thanks and

blessing to you, he commends it to you herewith
enclosed hack again, on ncrnunt of his being in no
immediate neces'^iiy, nor likrliliood to want in fu-

ture, as you shall hear forihwiih; hut wants you
over, with all speed, and the note will answer for

travelling charues ; for we can't enj(jy the luck it

has pleased God lo give u«, without ypes: put the
rest in your pocket, and read it whon you've time.

"
Now, cock up your ears, Pat I for the great

news is comins, and the good. The master's come
home—long life to him I

—and family come home
yesterday, all entirely! The ould lord and die

f'oung

lord, (ay there's the man, Paddy I) and iny
ady, and Miss Nugent. And I driv Mi.ss Nugent's
maid, that maid that was, and another; so I had
the luck to be in it alone viid'em. and see all, from
first to last. And first, I must tell you, my young
Lord Colanibre remembered and noiiced me the

minute he lit at our inii, and condescended to

beckon at me out of the yard to him, and axed me—
'Friend Larry,' says he. 'did you keep your pro-
mise ?'

'

My oath again the whiskey is it ?' says
I. 'My Tiord, I surely did,' said I; which was
true, as all the country knows I never tasted a drop
since. And I'm proud to see your honour, my
lord, as good as your word too, and hack again
among us. So then there was a call for the hor.^^es ;

and no more at that lime passed betwi.x' my youna
lord and me, but that he pointed me out to the ould
one, as I went off. I noticed and thanked him for

it in my heart, though I did not know all the good
•was to come of it. Well no more of myself, ibr
the present."

Ogh, it's I driv 'em well; and we all got to

the great gate of the park before sunset, and as
fine an evening as ever you see; with the sun
shining on the tops of the trees, as the ladies no-
ticed the leaves changed, but not dropped, though
Bo laie in the season. I believe the leaves knew
what they were about, and kept on, on purpose to

welcome them ; and the birds were singing; and I

Stopped \vhisihng. that ihey might hear them : but
sorrow bit could they hear when ihpy got to the

park gate, for there was such a crowd, and such a

shout, as you never see—and they had the horses
off every carriage entirely, and drew 'em home, with

blessings, through the park. And. God bless 'em,
when they got out, they didn't go shut themselves

up in the great drawing-room, but went straight ou:

to the ttVrasa, to satisfy the eyes and hearts that

followed them. My lady laning on my young lord,
and Miss Grace Nugent that was, the beaunlullest

angel that ever you set eyes on, with ilie finest

complexion and sweetest of smiles, hinini^ upon
ihe old lord's arm, who had his hat off, bowing to

all, and noticing the old tenants as he passed by
name. O, there was great gladness, and tears in the
midst

;
for joy I could scarcely keep Irom myself." After a turn or two upon the //rrass, my Lord

Colanibre quit his mother's arm for a numiie, and
he come to the edge of the slope, and looked down
and through all the crowd Ibr some one. '

Is it the
widow O'Neill, my lord?' says I; 'she's yonder,
wiili the spectacles on her nose, betwixt iier son
and daughter, as usual.' Then my lord beckoned,
and they did not kncjw which of I he (rte would stir ;

and thf-n \\f gave tree beckons with his own finger,
and they all tree came fast enough to the bottom of
the slope, torenent my lord

;
and he went down

and helped the widow up, (O, he's the true jantle-
man,) and brought 'em all tree\\\)(m the N'rrass, to

my lady and Miss Nugent ;
and I was up close

after, that I might hear, which wasn't manners,
but I couldn't help it ! So what he said I don't
well know, for I could not get near enough after

all. But I saw my lady smile very kind, and take
the widow 0'N»-ill by the hand, and then my Lord
Colambre Produced (irace to Miss Nugent, and
there was the word nameffiTie, and something about
a check curtains

;
but whatever it was, they was all

greatly pleased: then rny Lord Colambre turned
and looked lor Brian, who had tell back, and took
him " iih some commendatiiui to my lord his lather.

And my lord the master said, which I didn't know
till after, that they should have their house and farm
at ihe ould rent ; and at the surprise, the widow
dropped down dead ; and there was a cry as for ten

herrinfT.t.
' Be qu'iie,' says I,

'

she's only kilt for

joy;' and I went and lift her up, for her son had
no more strength that minuie than the child new
born ; and Grace trembled like a leaf, as while as
the sheet, but not long, for the mother came to, and
was as well as ever when I brought some water,
which Miss Nugent handed to her with her own
hand.

" ' That was always pretty and good,' said the

widow, laying her hand upon Miss Nugent, 'and
kind and good to me and mine. That minute there

was mufic from below. The blind harper. O'Neill,
wiih his harp, that struck up

'

Gracey Nugent !'

And that finished, and my Lord Colambre smiling
with the tears siandirjg in his eyes too, and the ould
lord qui'e wiping his, I ran to the lirrass brink to

hid O'Neill play it again ;
but as I run, I thought

I heard a voice call Larrv.
" ' Who calls Larry ?' says I. 'My Lord Co-

lambre calls you, Larrv,' says all at once
;
and four

lakes rne by the shoulders, and spins me round.
'There's my young lord calling you, Larry

—run
for your life.' So I run back for my life, and walk-
ed respectful, with my hat in my hand, when I got
near,

' Put on your hat, my father desires it,'

says my Lord Colambre. 1 he ould lord made a

sign to that purpose, but was too full to speak.
' Where's your father ?' continues my young lord.— ' He's very ould, my lord,' says I.— '

I didn't ax

you how ould he was,' says he ;

' but where is he ?'— '

Ih'.'s behind the crowd below
;
on account of

his infirmities he couldn't walk so fast as the rest,

my bird,' says I ;

'

but his heart is wiih you, if not

his body.'
— 'I must have his body too : so bring

him bodily before us; and this shall be your war
rant for so doing,' said rny lord, joking. For he
knows the 7ialur of us, Paddy, and how we love a

joke in our hearts, as well as if he had lived all his

life in Ireland
;
and liy the same token will, for that

rasim, do what he pleases with us, and more may
be than a man twice as good, that never would
smile on us .

"But I'm telling you of my father. 'I've a

warrant for you, father,' says I
;

' and must have

you bodily before the justice, and my lord chief

justice.' So he changed colour a bit at first ; but
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he saw me smile. ' And I've done no sin,' said he ;
'

and, Larry, you may lead me now, as you led me
ail my life.'—And up the slope he went with nie, as

light as fitieen
;
and wiien we got up, my Lord Clon-

brony said,
'
I am sorry an old tenant, and a good

old tenant, as I hear you were, should have been
turned out of your farm.'— ' Don't fret, it's no great
matter, my lord,' said my father.

'

I shall be soon
out of the way ; but if you would be so kind to

speak a word for my boy here, and that I could af-

ford, while the life is in me, to bring my other boy
back out of banishment— '

"'Then,' says my Lord Clonbrony,
'

I'll give
you and your sons three lives, or thiriy-one years,
from this day, of your former farm. Return to it

when you please.'
'

And,' added my Lord Co-
lambre,

'
the flaggers, I hope, will soon be banish-

ed.' O, how could I thank him—not a word could

I proffer
—but I know I clasped my two hands and

prayed for him inwardly. And my father was
dropping down on his knees, but the master would
not let him

; and ohsarved, that posture should only
be f )r his God I And, sure enough, in that posture,
when he was out of sight, we did pray for him that

night, and will all our days." But before we quit his presence, he call me
back, and bid me write to my brother, and bring
you back, if you've no objections to your own
country.

—So come, my dear Pat, and make no

delay, for joy's not joy complate till you're in it
—

my father sends his blessing, and Peggy her love.

The family entirely is to settle for good in Ireland
;

and tlure was in the castle yard last
night

a bonfire
made by my lord's orders of the ould yellow da-
mask furniture, to plase my lady, my lord says.

And the drawing-rooms, the butler was felling me,
is new hung ;

and the chairs, with velvet, as while
as snow, and shaded over with natural flowers, by
Miss Nugent.

—Oh ! how I hope what 1 gue?s will

come true, and I've ruson to believe it will, for I

dreain't in my bed last night, it did. But keep
yourself to yourselt^

—that Miss Nugent (who is no
more Miss Nugent, they say, but Miss Reynolds,
and has a new-found grandfaiher, and is a big
heiress, which she did not want in my eyes, ni>r in

my young lord's,) I've a notion, will be sometime,
and may be sooner than is expected, my Lady Vis-

countess Colambre—so haste to the wedding ! And
there's another thing : they say the rich ould grand-
father's coming over

;

—and another thing, Pat. you
would not be out ot the fashion. And you see it'a

growing the fashion, not to be an Absentee !''

If there be any of our readers who is not

moved with delight and admiration in the

perusal of this letter, we must say, that we
have but a poor opinion either of his taste or

his moral sensibility; and shall think ail tho

I better of ourselves, in ftJture, for appearing
!

tedious in his eyes. For our own parts, we
do not know whether we envy the nuthor

most, for the rare talent she has shown iu

this description, or for the experience by which

j

its materials have been supplied. She not

only makes us know and love the Irish nation

:
far better than any other writer, but seems to

us more qualified than most others to promote
I the knowledge and the love of mankind.

(^orembcr, 1814. )

Waverly, or ^Tis Sixty Years Since. In three volumes 12mo. pp. 1112. Third Edition.

Edinburgh: 1814.*

It is wonderful what genius and adherence
to nature will do, in spite of all disadvan-

tages. Here is a thing obviously very hastily,

and, in many places, somewhat unskilfully

*
I have been a good deal at a loss what to do with

these famous novels of Sir Waller. On the one
hand, I could not bring myself to let this collection

go forth, without some notice of works which, for

many years together, had occupied and delighted
me more than any thing else that ever came under
my critical survey : W hile, on the other, I could
not but feel that it v.'onid be absurd, and in some
sense almost dishonest, to fill these pages with long
citations from books which, for the last twenty-five
years, have been in the hands of at least fiity'times
as many readers as are ever likely to look into this

publicatinn
—arid are still as familiar to the genera-

tion which has last come into existence, as to those
who can yet remember the sensation produced by
their first appearance. In point of fact I was in-

formed, but the other day, by Mr. Caddell, that he
had actually sold not less than

gix/i/
thoitsajid

volumes of tiiese extraordinary productions, in the
course of the preceding year! and that the demand
for them, instead of slackening

—had been for some
time sensibly on the increase. In these circutn-

stances 1 think I may safely assume that their con-
tents are still so perfiectly known as not to require
any citations to introduce such of the remarks orig-
inally made on them as I may now wish to repeat.
And I have therefore come to the determination of
omitting almost all the quotations, and most of the
detailed abe'.racts which appeared in the original

written—composed, one half of
it,

in a dia-

lect unintelligible to four-fifths of the reading
population of the country

—
relating to a period

too recent to be romantic, and too far gone by

reviews
;
and to retain only the general criticism,

and character, or estimate of each performance—
together with such incidental observations as may
have been suggested by the tenor or success of
these wonderful productions. By this course, no
doubt, a sad shrinkitig will beeflertcd in the primi-
tive dimensions of the articles \\hich are here re-

produced ; and may probably give to what is re-

tained something of a naked and jcjutie appear-
atice. If it should be so, I can only say that I do
not see how I could have helped it : and alter all it

may not be altogether without interest to see, from
a cotnemporarv record, what were the first impres-
sions produced by the appearance of this new lu-

minary on onr horizon; while the secret of the

authorship was yet undivulged, and before tlie rapid
accumulation of its glories had f irced on the dullest

spectator a sense of its magnitude and power. I

may venture perhaps also to add, that some of the

general speculations of which these reviews sug-
gested the occasion, may probably be found as well
worth preserving as most of those wliich have been
elsewhere embodied in this experimental, and some-
what hazardous, publication.

Though living in familiar intercourse with Sir

Walter, 1 need scarcely say that I was not in the
secret of his authorship; and in truth had no
assurance of the fact, till the time of its promul-
gation.
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to be familiar—and published, moreover, in a

quarter of the island where materials and
talents for novel-writing have been supposed
to be equally wantinj,' : And yet, by the mere
force and truth and vivacity of its colouring,

already casting the whole tribe of ordinary no-

vels info the shade, and taking its place rather

. with the most ]iopular of our modern poems,
\ than with the rubbish of provincial romances.

The secret of this success, we lake it. is

merely that the author is a man of Genius;
and that he has. notwithstanding, had virtue

enough to be true to Nature throughout ;
and

to content himself, even in the marvellous

parts of his story, with copying from actual

"T~ existences, rather than from the phantasms
of his own imagination. The chann which
this communicates to all works that deal in

the representation of human actions and char-

acter, is more readily felt than understood :

and operates with unfailing efficacy even upon
those who have no acquaintance with the

originals from which the picture has been bor-

rowed. It requires no ordinary talent, indeed,
to choose such realities as may outshine the

bright imaginations of the inventive, and so to

combine them as to produce the most advan-

tageous effect
;
but when this is once accom-

plished, the result is sure to be something
more firm, impressive, and engaging, than can
ever be produced by mere fiction.

The object of the work before us, was evi-

dently to present a faithful and animated pic-
ture of the manners and state of society that

prevailed in this northern part of the island, in

the earlier part of last century; and the au-

thor has judiciously fixed upon the era of the

Rebellion in 1745, not only as enriching his

panes with the interest inseparablj' attached
to the narration of such occurrences, but as

affording a fair opportunity for bringing out all

the contrasted principles and habits which
distiniruished the different classes of persons
who then divided the country, and formed
amon£>- them the basis of almost all that was

peculiar in the national character. That un-

fortunate contention brought conspicuously to

lisht, and, for the last time, the fading image
of feudal chivalry in the mountains, and vul-

gar fanaticism in the plains; and startled the

more polished parts of the land with the wild
but brilliant picture of the devoted valour, in-

corruptible fidelity, patriarchal brotherhood,
and savage habits of the Celtic Clans, on the

one hand,—and the dark, intractable, and do-

mineerinir bigotry of the Covenanters on the
other. Both aspects of society had indeed
been formerly prevalent in other parts of the

country,
—but had there been so long super-

seded by more peaceable habits, and milder

manners, that their vestiges were almost ef-

faced, and their very memory nearly extin-

guished. The feudal principalities had been

destroyed in the South, for near three hundred

years.
—and the dominion of the Puritans from

the time of the Restoration. When the glens.
and banded clans, of the central Highlands,
therefore, were opened up to the gaze of the

English, in the course of that insurrection, it

seemed as if they were carried back to the

days of the Heptarchy ;
—and when they saw

the array of tlie West country Whigs, they
might imagine themselves transported to the

age of Cromwell. The effect, indeed, is al-

most as startling at the present moment ;
and

one great source of the interest which the
volumes before us undoubtedly possess, is to

be sought in the surprise that is excited by
discovering, that in our own country, and al-

most in our own age, manners and characters

existed, and were conspicuous, which we had
been accustomed to consider as belonging to

remote antiquity, or extravagant romance.
The way in which they are here represent-

ed must satisfy every reader, we think, by an
inward tact and conviction, that the delinea-

tion has been made from actual experience
and observation :

—
experience and observation

employed perhaps only on a few surviving
rel cs and specimens of what w-as familiar a
little earlier—but generalised from instances

sufficiently numerous and complete, to war-
rant all that may have been added to the por-
trait :

—And, indeed, the existing records and
vestiges of the more extraordinary parts of

the representation are still sufficiently abund-

ant, to satisfy all who have the means of con-

sulting them, as to the perfect accuracy of the

picture. The great traits of Clannish depend-
ence, pride, and fidelity, may still be detected
in many districts of the Highlands, though
they do not now adhere to the chieftains when
they mingle in general society ;

and the ex-

isting contentions of Burghers and Antiburgh-
ers, and Cameronians, though shrunk into

comparative insignificance, and left, indeed,
without protection to the ridicule of the pro-

fane, may still be referred to, as complete
verifications of all that is here stated about
Gifted Gilfillan, or Ebenezer Cruickshank.
The traits of Scottish national character in the

low-er ranks, can still less be regarded as an-

tiquated or traditional
;
nor is there any thing

in the whole compass of the work which

gives us a stronger impression of the nice ob-

servation and grapliical talent of the author,
than the extraordinary fidelity and felicity
with which all the inferior agents in the story
are represented. No one who has not lived

extensively among the lower orders of all de-

scriptions, and made himself familiar with
their various tempers* and dialects, can per-
ceive the full merit of those rapid and char-

acteristic sketches; but it requires only a

general knowledae of human nature, to feel

that they must be faithful copies from known

originals : and to be aware of the extraordi-

nary facility and flexibility of hand which has

touched, for instance, with such discriminat-

ing shades, the various gradations of the Celtic

character, from the savage imperturbability
of Ducald IMahony, who stalks grimly about

with his battle-axe on his shoulder, without

speaking a word to any one,
—to the lively un-

principled activitv of Callum Beg.—the coarse

unreflecting hardihood and heroism of Evan
Maccombich.—and the pride, gallantry, ele-

gance, and ambition of Fergus himself. In

the lower class of the Lowland characters,

again, the vulgarity of Mrs. Flockhart and oi

><
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Lieutenant Jinker is perfectly distinct and

original :
—as well as the puritanism of Gilfil-

lan and Cruickshank—the atrocity of Mrs.

Mucklewrath — and the slow solemnity of

Alexander Saiinderson. The Baron of Brad-

wardine, and Baillie Macwheeble, are carica-

tures no doubt, after the fashion of the carica-

_^tures in the novels of SmoUet,
—or pictures, at

the best, of individuals who must always have
been unique and extraordinary: but almost

all the other personages in the history are fair

representatives of classes that are still exist-

ing, or may be remembered at least to have

existed, by many whose recollections do not

extend quite so far back as to the year 1745.

Waverley is the representative of an old and

opulent Jacobite family in the centre of Eng-
land—educated at home in an irregular man-

ner, and living, till the age of majority, mostly
in the retirement of his paternal mansion—
where he reads poetry, feeds his fancy with

romantic musings, and acquires amiable dis-

positions, and something of a contemplative,

passive, and undecided character. All the

English adherents of the abdicated family
having renounced any serious hopes of their

cause Ions: before the year 1745. thegTiardians
of young Waverley were induced, in that cele-

brated year, to allow him to enter into the

army, as the nation was then engaged in for-

eign war—and a passion for military glory had

always been characteristic of his line. He ob-

tains a commission, accordingly, in a regiment
of horse, then stationed in Scotland, and

proceeds forthwith to head-quarters. Cosmo

Comyne Bradward ine, Esq., of Tully-Veolan
in Perthshire, had been an ancient friend of

tJie house of Waverley, and had been enabled,

by their good offices, to get over a very awk-
ward rencontre with the King's Attorney-
General soon after the year 1715. The young
heir was accordinsrly furnished with creden-

tials to this faithful ally; and took an early

opportunity of ])ayinfr his respects at the an-

cient mansion of Tully-Veolan. The house
and its inhabitants, and their way of life, are

admirably described. The Baron himself

had been bred a lawyer ;
and was. by choice,

a diligent reader of the Latin classics. His

Erofession,
however, was that of arms; and

aving served several campaigns on the Con-

tinent, he had superadded, to the pedantry
and jargon of his forensic and academical

studies, the technical slang of a German mar-
tinet—and a sprinkling of the coxcombry of a

French mouscjuetaire. He was, moreover,

prodigiously proud of his ancestry : and. with
all his peculiarities, which, to say the tnith.

are rather more than can be decently accu-

mulated in one character, was a most honour-

able, valiant, and friendly person. He had
one fair daughter, and no more—who was

gentle, feminine, and affectionate. Waverley,
though struck at first with the strange man-
ners of this northern baron, is at length do-

mesticated in the family ;
and is led, by curi-

osity, to pay a visit to the cave of a famous

Highland robber or freebooter, from which he
la conducted to the castle of a neighbouring
chieftain, and sees the Highland life iu all its

barbarous but captivating characters. This
chief is Fergus Vich Ian Vohr—a gallant and
ambitious youth, zealously attached to the

cause of the exiled family, and busy, at the

moment, in fomenting the insurrection, by
which his sanguine spirit never doubted that

their restoration was to be effected. He has
a sister still more enthusiastically devoted to

the same cause—recently returned from a re-

sidence at the Court of 1^ranee, and dazzling
the romantic imagination of Waverley not less

by the exaltation of her sentiments, than his

eyes by her elegance and beauty. While he

lingers in this perilous retreat, he is suddenly
deprived of his commissio?., in consequence
of some misunderstandings and misrepresen-
tations which it is unnecessary to detail

;
and

in the first heat of his indignation, is almost

tempted to throw himself into the array of

the Children of Ivor, and join the insurgents,
whose designs are no longer seriously disguis-
ed from him. He takes, however, the more

prudent resolution of returning, in the first

place, to his family; but is stopped, on the

borders of the Highlands;, by the magistracy,
whom rumours of coming events had made
more than usually susj)icions, and forwarded
as a prisoner to Stirling. On the march he is

rescued by a band of unknown Highlanders,
who ultimately convey him in safety to Edin-

burgh, and deposit him in the hands of his

friend Fergus IVIac-Ivor, who was mounting
guard with his Highlanders at the ancient pal-
ace of Holyrood, where the Royal Adventurer
was then actually holding' his court. A com-
bination of temptations far too powerful for

such a temper, now beset Waverlej' ; and,
inflamed at once by the ill-usage he "thought
he had received from the government

—the

recollection of his hereditary predilections
—

his friendship and admiration of Fergus—his

love for his sister—and the graceful conde-

scension and personal solicitations of the un-

fortunate Prince,
—he rashly vows to unite his

fortunes with theirs, and enters as a volunteer

in the ranks of the Children of Ivor.

During his attendance at the court of Holy-

rood, his passion for the magnanimous Flora

is gradually abated by her continued indiffer-

ence, and too entire devotion to the public
cause

;
and his affections gradually decline

upon Miss Bradwardine, who has leisure for

less important concernments. He accom-

panies the Adventurer's army, and signalises
himself in the battle of Preston,—where he
has the good fortune to save the life of an

English officer, who turns out to be an inti-

mate friend of his family, and remonstrates

with him with considerable effect on the rash

step he has taken. It is now impossible,

however, he thinks, to recede with honour;
and he pursues the disastrous career of the

invaders into England— during which he

quarrels with, and is again reconciled to Fer-

gus— till he is finally separated from his corps
in the confusion and darkness of the night-
skirmish at Clifton—and, after lurking for

some time in concealment, finds his way to

London, where he is protected by the grate
ful frieiid whose life he had saved at Preston,
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and sent back to Scotland till some arrange-
ments could be made about his pardon. Here

he h'ar'is the final discomlitiire of his former

associates—is fortunate enouith to obtain both

his own pardon, and that of old Bradwardine
—

and, after making sure of his interest in the

heart of the young lady, at last bethinks him
of goiriii to give an account of himself to his

family at VVaverley-Hoiiour.
—In his way, he

attends the assizes at Carlisle, where ail his

efforts are ineffectual to avert the fate of his

gallant friend Fergus—whose heroic demean-

our in that last extremity, is depicted with

great feeling;
—has a last interview with the

desolated Flora—obtains the consent of his

friends to his marriage with Miss Bradwar-

dine—puts the old Bnron in possession of his

forfeited manor, and. ni due time, carries his

blooming bride to the peaceful shades of his

own paternal abode.

Such is the outline of the story:
—although

it is broken and diversified with so many sub-

ordinate incidents, that what we have now

given, will afford but a very inadequate idea

even of the narrative part of the performance.

Though that narrative is always lively and

easy, the great charm of the work consists,

undoubtedly, in the characters and descrip-
tions—though we can scarcely venture to pre-
sent our readers with more than a single

specimen; and we select, as one of the most

characteristic, the account of Waverley's night
visit to the cave of the Highland freebooter.

" In a short time, lie found himself on the banks
of a large river or lake, where his conductor gave
him to understand they must sit down for a little

while. The moon, which now began to rise,

showed obscurely the expanse of water which

spread before them, and the shapeless and indistinct

forms of mouniains, with which it seemed to be

surrounded. The cool, and yet mild air of ihe sum-
mer night, refreshed VVaverley alter his rapid and

toilsome walk; and the perfume which it wafied

from the birch trees, bathed in the evening dew,
was exquisitely fragrant." He had now lime to give himself up to the full

romance ot his situation. Here he sat on the banks
of an unknown lake, under I he guidance of a wild

naiive, whose language was unknown to him, on a

visit to ibe den of some renowned outlaw, a second

Rol)in Hood perhaps, or Adam o' Gordon, and ihat

at deep midnight, through scenes of difficul'y and

toil, separated from his attendant, and left by his

guide.' While wrapt in these dreams of imagination,
his companion gently touched him, and pointing in

a direction nearly sirai-jht across the lake, sad,
' Yon's la cove.' A small point of lisht was seen
to twinkle in the direction in which he pointed, and,

gradually increasing in size and lustre, seemed to

flicker like a meteor upon the verge of the horizon.
While F.dward watched this phenomenon, the dis-

tant dash ol oars was heard. The measured splash
arrived near and more near; and presently a loud
whistle was heard in (he same direction. His
friend with the baiile-axe immediately whistled

clear and shrill, in reply to the signal ; and a boat,
manned with four or five Highlanders, pushed for

a Utile inlet, near which Edward was seated. He
advanced to meet them witli his attendant ; was
immediately assisted into the boat by the officious

attention of two stout mountaineers; and had no
sooner seated him.=eir, than they resumed their

oars, ana began to row across the lake with great
rapidity.

"The party preserved silence, interrupted only
by the monotonous and murmured chant ot a Gaelic

song, sung in a kind of low recitative liv she steers-

man, and by the dash of the oars, which ihe note«

SRemed to regulate, as they dipped to them in ca
dence. The light, which they now approached
more nearly, assumed a broader, redder, and more

irregular splendour. It appeared plainly to be a

large tire; bui wheiher kindled upon an island or

the mainland, Edward could not determine. As he
saw ii, ihe red glaring orb seemed lo rest on the

very surface of the lake itself, and resembled the

fiery vehicle in wliich the Evil Genius of an oriental

lale traverses land and sea. They approached
nearer; and ihe light of the fire sufhced to show
that it was kindled at the bottom of a huge dark crag
or rock, rising abruptly from the very edge of the

water
; its troni, changed by ihe reflection to dusky

red, formed a strange and even awtul contrast to

the banks around, which were from lime to time

faintly and partially enlightened by pallid moonlight.
"

'i'he boat now neared the shore, and Edward
could discover thai this large fire was kindled in

the jsws of a lofty cavern, into which an iiilei Irom

the lake seemed to advance ;
and he conjectured,

which was indeed true, that the fire had been kin-

dled as a beacon to ihe boatmen on their return.

Thev rowed right for the mouth of the cave ; and
then shipping their oars, permiited ihe boat lo enter

wiih the impulse which it had received. The skiff

passed the little point, or platform of rock on which
the fire was blazing, and running aboiii iwo boats'

lencjih farther, stopped where the cavern, tor it was

already arched overhead, ascended irom the water

by five or six l>road ledges of rock, so easy and

regular that they might be termed natural steps.

At I his moment, a qnaniity of water was suddenly

flung upon the fire, wliich sunk with a hissing noise,

and with it disappeared the light it had hitherto af-

forded. Four or five active arms lifted Wavtrby
out of the boat, placed him on his feet, and almost

carried him into the recesses of the cave. He made
a few paces in darkness, guided in this manner ; and

advancing towards a hum of voices, which seemed
to sound from the centre of the rock, at an acute

turn Donald Bean Lean and his whole establish-

ment were before his eyes." The interior of the cave, which here rose very
high, was illuminated by torches made of pine-tree,
which emitted a bright and bickering light, attended

by a strong, though not unpleasant odour. Their

light was assisted by the red glare of a large char-

coal fire, round \\ hich were sealed five or six armed

Highlanders, while oihers were indistinctly seen

couched on their plaids, in the more remote recesses

ot the cavern. In one large aperture, which the

robber facetiously called his spevce (or pantry),
there hung by the heels the carcases of a sheep or

ewe. and two cows, lately slaughtered.
" Being placed at a convenient distance from the

charcoal fire, the heat of which the season rendered

oppressive, a strapping Highland damsel placed be-

fore Wavcrley, Evan, and Donald Bean, three

cogues, or wooden vessels, composed of staves and

hoops, containing imri<rh, a sort of strung soup
made out of a particular part of the inside of the

beeves. After this refreshment, which, thoueh

coarse, faiigue and hunger rendered palatable,

sieaks, roasted on the coals, were supplied in lil'e-

ral aliundance, and disappeared before Evan Dhu
and iheir host with a promptitude that seemed like

magic, and astonished Waverley, who was much

puzzled to reconcile iheir voracity with vvhal he had

heard of the abstemiousness of the Highlanders.
—

A heath pallet, with the flowers stuck uppermost,
had been prepared for him in a recess of the cave;
and here, covered with such spare plaids as could

be mustered, he lay for some time watching the

motions of the other inhabitants of the cavern.

Small parlies of two or three entered or left the

place without any other ceremony than a few words

in Gaelic to the principal outlaw, and when he iiell
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nsiecp, to a fall Highlander who actpd as his lieutcn-

nrii, and seemed to keep watch during his repose.
Those who entered, seemed to have returned from
some excursion, of wiiicli they reported the success,
and went wiihout farther ceremony to liie larder,

where cutting wiih their dirks iheir rations from
the carcases which were there suspended, they pro-
ceeded to broil and eat them at their own time and
leisure.

" At length the fluctuating groupes began to

Bwim before the eyes of our hero as ihey gradually
closed ;

nor did he reopen them till the morning
Bun was hii.'h on the lake without, though there was
but a iaint and glimmerinji twilight in the recesses

ofUainih an Ri, or the King's cavern, as the abode
of Donald Bean Lean, was proudly denominated.

" When Edward had collected his scattered recol-

lection, he vvas surprised le observe the cavern to-

tally deserted. Having arisen and put his dress in

some order, he looked more accurately around him,
but all was siill solitary. If it had not been for the

decayed brands of the fire, now sunk into grey
ashes, and the remnants of the festival, consisting
of bones half burned and half gnawed, and an empty
keg or two, tliere remained no traces of Donald and
his band.
" Near to the mouth of the cave he heard the

notes of a lively Gaelic song, guided by which, in

a sunny recess, shaded by a slitiering birch tree,

and carpeiied with a bank of firm while sand, he
found ihe damsel of the cavern, whose lay had

already reached him, busy to the best of her power,
in arranging to advantage a morning repast of milk,

eggs, barley bread, fresh butler, and honeyconib.
1 he poor girl had made a circuit of four miles ihai

morning in search of the eggs, of the meal which
baked her cakes, ajid of the other materials of the

breakfast, being all delicacies which she had to beg
or borrow troin distant cottagers. ^I'he followers
of Donald Bean Lean used tit lie food except the

flesh of the animals which they drove away from
the Lowlands; bread itself was a delicacy seldom

thought of, because hard to be obtained; and all

the domestic acccmimodaiions of milk, poultry, but-

ter, &c. were out of the quesiion in this Scythian
camp. Yet it must not be omitted, that although
Alice had occupied a part of the morning in provi-

ding those accommodaiions for her guest which the

cavern did not afford, she had secured time also to

arrange her own person in her best trim. Her
finery was very simple. A short russet-coloured

jacket, and a petticoat of scanty longitude, was her
whole dress : but these were clean, and neatly ar-

ranged. A piece ol scarlet embroidered cloth, called

the snood, confined her hair, which fell over it in a

profusion of rich dark curls. The scarlet plaid,
which forr.ied part of her dress, was laid aside, ihat

it niii^hi not impede her activity in attending the

strtiiiger. I should forget Alice's proudest orna-
ment were I to omit mentionins a pair of gold ear-

rings, and a golden rosary which her father, (for

she was the daughter of Donald Bean Lean) had

brought from France—the plunder probably of some
batile or storm.

" Her form, though rather large for her years,
was very well pro|)ortioned, and her demeanour
had a natural and rustic grace, with nothing of the

eheepishness of an ordinary peasant. The smiles,

displaying a row of iceth of exquisite whiteness, and
the laughinsr eyes, with which, in dumb-show, she

gave Waverlev that morning greeting which she
wanted English words to express, might have been

interpreted by a coxcomb, or perhaps a young
Boldier, who, wiihout being such, was conscious of
a hatidsome person, as meant to convey more than
the courtesy of a hostess. Nor do I take it upon
me to sny, that the little wild mountaineer would
have welcomed any staid old gentleman advanced
in life, the Baron of Bradwardine, for example,
with the cheerful pains which she bestowed upon
Edward's accommodation. She seemed eager to

place him by the meal which she had so sedulous-

ly arranged, and to which she now added a few
bunches ot cranberries, gathered in an adjacent mo
rass. Having had the satisfaction of seeing him
seated at breaki"ast, she placed herself demurely
upon a stone at a lew yards' distatice. and appeared
to watch with great complacency for some oppor
tunity of serving him.

" Meanwhile Alice had made up in a small has

ket what she thought worth removing, and Hinging
her plaid around her, she advanced up to Edward,
and, with the utmost simplicity, taking hold of liia

hand, offered her cheek to his salute, dropping, at

the same time, her little courtesy. Evan, who was
esteemed a wag among the mountain iair, advanced,
as if to secure a similar favour ;

but Alice, snatch-

ing up her basket, escaped up the rocky bank as

fleetly as a deer, and, turning round and laughing,
called something out to him in Gaelic, which he

answered in the same tone and language; then

waving her hand to Edward, she resumed her road,
and was soon lost among the thickets, though they
continued for some time to hear her lively carol, as

she proceeded gailv on her solitary journey."
—

Vol. i. pp. 240—270.

The gay scenes of the Adventurer's court—the breaking up of his army from iidin-

burgh—the battle of Preston—and the v.hole

process of his disastrous advance and retreat

from the English provinces, are given with
the greatest brilliancy and effect—as well as

the scenes of internal disorder and rising dis-

union that prevail in his scanty army—the

quarrel with Fergus—and the mystical visions

by which that devoted chieftain foresees his

disastrous fate. The lower scenes again with
Mrs. Flockhart. Mrs. Nosebag, Callum-Beg,
and the Cumberland pea?ant.s. though to some
fastidious readers they may appear coarse and

disgusting, are painted with a force and a
truth to nature, which equally bespeak the

powers of the artist, and are incomparably
superior to any thing of the sort which has
been offered to the public for the last "

sixty

years." There are also various copies of.

verses scattered through the work, which
indicate poetical talents of no ordinary de-

scription
—though bearing, perhaps still more

distinctly than the prose, the traces of consid-

erable carelessness and haste.

The worst part of the book by far is that

portion of the lirst volume which contains the

history of the hero's residence in England—
and ne.\t to it is the laborious, tardy, and ob-

scure explanation of some puzzling occur-"

fences in the story, which the reader would,
in general, be much better pleased to be per-
mitted to foriret—and which are neither well

e.vplained after all, nor at all worth explaining.
There has been much speculation, at least

in this quarter of the island, about the author-

ship of this singular performance
—and cer-

tainly it is not easy to conjecture why it is

still anonymous.
—

Judging by internal evi-

dence, to which alone we pretend to have

access, we should not scruple to ascribe it to

the highest of those authors to whom it has

been assigned by the sagacious conjectures
of the public ;

—and this at least we will ven-

ture to say, that if it be indeed the work of

an author hitherto unknown, INIr. Scott would ~7

do well to look to his laurels, and to rouse (

himself for a sturdier competition than any \
he has yet had to encounter !
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This, we think, is beyond all question a

new coina^'e from the mint which piotluced

Waverley, Guy Manneiiiiir, and tlie Antiquary:—For though it does not bear the legend and

superscription of the IMaster on the face of

the pieces, there is no mistaking either the

quality of the metal or the execution of the

die—and even the private mark, we doubt

not, may be seen plain enough, by those who
know how to look for it. It is quite impos-
sible to read ten pages of this work, in short,
without feeling that it belongs to the same
school with those very remarkable produc-
tions

;
and no one who has any knowledge of

nature, or of art, will ever doubt that it is an

original. The very identity of the leading
characters in the whole set of stories, is a

stronger proof, perhaps, that those of the last

series are not copied fiom the former, than

even the freshness and freedom of the drape-
ries with which they are now invested—or

the ease and spirit of the new groups into

which they are here combined. No imitator

would have ventured so near his originals,
and yet come off so entirely clear of them :

And we are only the more assured that the

old acqnaintances we continually recognise in

these volumes, are really the persons they

pretend to be, and no false mimics, that we
recollect so perfectly to have seen them be-

fore,
—or at least to have been familiar with

some of their near relations !

We have often been astonished at the

quantity of talent—of invention, observation,
and knowledge of character, as well as of

spirited and graceful composition, that may
be found in those works of fiction in our lan-

guage, which are generally regarded as

among the lower productions of our litera-

ture,
—u))on which no great pains is under-

stood to be bestowed, and which are seldom

regarded as titles to a permanent reputation.
If Novels, how^ever, are not fated to last as

long as Epic poems, they are at least a great
deal more popular in their season

; and, slight
as their structure, and imperfect as their fin-

ishing may often be thought in comparison,
we have no hesitation in saying, that the better

specimens of the art are incomparably more

entertaining, and considerably more instruc-

tive. The great objection to them, indeed, is,

that they are too entertaining
— and are so

pleasant in the reading, as to be apt to pro-
duce a disrelish for other kinds of reading,
which may be more necessary, and can in

no way be made so agreeable. Neither sci-

ence, nor authentic history, nor political nor

professional instruction, can be right]}- con-

veyed, we fear, in a pleasant tale
; and, there-

fore, all those things are in danger of appear-

ing dull and uninteresting to the votaries of

these more seductive studies. Among the

most popular of these popular productions
that have appeared in our times, we must
rank the works to which we just alluded

j

and we do not hesitate to say, that they are

well entitled to that distinction. They are

indeed, in many respects, very extraordinary

performances
—though in nothing more extra-

ordinary than in having remained so long un-

claimed. There is no name, we tliink. in our

literature, to which they would not add lustre—and lustre, too, of a very enviable kindj
for they not only show great talent, but in

finite good sense and good nature,
—a more

vigorous and wide-reaching intellect than \a

often displayed in novels, and a m.ore power-
ful fancy, and a deeper sympathy with va
rious passion, than is often combined witl.

such strength of understanding.
The author, whoever he is,

has a trulj

graphic and creative power in the invention

and delineation of characters— which ha
sketches with an ease, and colours with a

brilliancy, and scatters about with a pro-

fusion, wliich reminds us of Shakespeara
himself: Yet with all this force and felicity
in the representation of living agents, he has
the eye of a poet for all the striking aspects
external of nature

;
and usually contrives,

both in his scenery and in the groups with
which it is enlivened, to combine the pictur-

esque with the natural, with a grace that has

rarely been attained by artists so copious and

rapid. His narrative, in this way, is kept con-

stantly full of life, variety, and colour; and
is so interspersed Aviih glowing descriptions,
and lively allusions, and flying traits of sa-

gacity and pathos, as not only to keep our

attention continually awake, but to afford a

pleasing exercise to most of our other facul-

ties. The prevailing tone is very gay and

pleasant ;
but the author's most remarkable,

and, perhaps, his most delightful talent, is

that of representing kindness of heart in union

with lightness of spirits and great simplicity
of cliaracter. and of bending the expression
of warm and generous and exalted affections

with scenes and persons that are in themselves

both lowly and ludicrous. This gift he shares

with his illustrious countryman Burns—as he
does many of the other qualities we have
mentioned with another living poet,

—who is

only inferior perhaps in that to which we have
last alluded. It is very honourable indeed,
we think, both to the author, and to the readers

among whom he is so extremely po]!nlar, that

the great interest of his pieces is for the most

part a Moral interest—that the concern we
take in his favourite characters is less on ac-
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count of their fvdvenlures than of their amia-

bleness—and that the areat charm of his works
is derived I'rom the kindness of heart, the

capacity of generous emotions, and tiie hylits
of native taste which he ascribes, so lavishly,
and at the same time with such an air of truth

and famiharily, even to tlie humblest of these

favourites. With all his relish for the ridicu-

lous, accordingly, there is no tone of misan-

thropy, or even of sarcasm, in his representa-

tions; but, on the contrary, a great indulgence
and relenting even towanis those who are to

he the objects of our disapprobation. There
is no keen or cold-blooded satire—no bitter-

ness of heart, or fierceness of resentment, in

any part of his writings. His love of ridicule

is little else than a love of mirth; anil savours

throughout of the joyous temperament in

which it appears to have its origin ;
while the

buoj'aneyof a raised and poetical imagination
lifts him continually above the region of mere

jollity and good humour, to which a taste, by
no means nice or fastidious, might otherwise

be in danger of sinking him. He is evidently
a person of a very sociable and liberal spirit—with great habits of observation—who has

- ranged pretty extensively through the varie-

ties of human life and character, and mingled
with them all, not only with intelligent famili-

arity, but with a free and natural sympathy
for all the diversities of their tastes, pleasures,
and pursuits

—one who has kept his heart as

well as his eyes open to all that has ofi'ered

itself to engage them ;
and learned indulgence

for human faults and follies, not only from

finding kindred faults in their most intolerant

censors, but also for the sake of the virtues by
which they are often redeemed, and the suf-

ferings by which they have still oftener been
chastised. The temper of his writings, in

short, is precisely the reverse of those of our

Laureates and Lakers, who, being themselves
the most whimsical of mortals, make it a con-

science to loathe and abhor all with whom
they happen to disagree; and labour to pro-
mote mutual animosity and all manner of

uncharilableness among mankind, by refer-

ring every supposed error of taste, or pecu-
liarity of opinion, to some hateful corruption
of the heart and understanding.
With all the indulgence, however, which

we so justly ascribe to him, we are far from

complaining of the writer before us for being
too neutral and undecided on the great sub-

jects which are most apt to engender exces-

sive zeal and intolerance—and we are almost

as far from agreeing with him as to most of

those subjects. In politics it is sufficiently

manifest, that he is a decided Tory—and, wo
are afraid, something of a latitudinarian both
in morals and religion. He is ver}- apt at least

to make a mock of all enthusiasm for liberty
or faith—and not only gives a decided prefer-
ence to the social over the austerer virtues—
but seldom expresses any warm or hearty ad-

miration, except for those graceful and gentle-
man-like principles, which can generally be
acted upon with a gay countenance—and do
not imply any great effort of self-denial, or

any deep sense of the rights of others, or the

67

helplessness and humility of our common
nature. Unless we misconstrue very gro-ssly
the indications in these volumes, the author

thinks no times so happy as those in which ua

hidulgent monarch awards a reasonable por-
t'pon of liberty to grateful subjects, who do
not call in question his right either to give or

to withhold it—in which a dignified and de-

cent hierarchy receives the homage of their

submissive and uninquiring flocks—and a

gallant nobility redeems the venial immo-
ralities of their gayer hours, by brave and
honourable conduct towards each other, and

spontaneous kindness to vassals, in whom
they recognise no independent rights, and not

many features of a common nature.

It is very remarkable, however, that, with

propensities thus decidedly aristocratical, the

ingenious author has succeeded by far the

best in the representation of rustic and homely
characters; and not in the ludicrous or con-

temptuous representation of them—but by
making them at once more natural and more

interesting than they had ever been made
before in any work of fiction

; by showing
them, not as clowns to be laughed at—or

wretches, to be pitied and despi.'^ed
—but aa

human creatures, with as many pleasures and
fewer cares than their superiors

—with afiec-

tions not only as strong, but often as delicate

as those whose language is smoother—and
wdlh a vein of humour, a force of sagacity,
and very frequently an elevation of fancy, aa

high and as natural as can be met with among
more cultivated beings. The great merit of

all these delineations, is their admirable truth

and fidelity
— the whole manner and cast of

the characters being accurately moulded on
their condition—and the finer attributes that

are ascribed to them so blended and harmonis-
ed with the native rudeness and simplicity of

their life and occupations, that theyaie made
interesting and even noble beings, without the

least particle of foppery or exaggeration, and

delight and amuse us, without trespassing at

all on the province of pastoral "Or romance.
Next to these, we think, he has found his

happiest subjects, Of at least displayed his

greatest powers, in the delineation of the grand
and gloomy aspects of nature, and of the dark
and fierce passions of the heart. 'I'he natural

gaiety of his temper does not indeed allow
him to dwell long on such themes;—but the

sketches he occasionally introduces, are exe-

cuted with admirable force and spirit
—and

give a strong impression both of the vigour of

his imagination, and the variety of his talent.

It is only in the third rank that we would place
his pictures of chivalry and chivalrous char-

acter—his traits of gallantry, nobleness, and
honour—and that bewitching combination of

gay and gentle manners, with generosity, can-

dour, and courage, which has long been fa-

miliar enough to readers and writers of novelsj
but has never before been represented with
such an air of truth, and so much ease and

happiness of execution.

Among his faults and failures, we must give
the first place to his descriptions of virtuous

young ladies—and his representati(t^ls of the

2U
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ordinary business of courtship and conversa-

tion in politfiied lift". We admit that those

things, as they aie commonly conducted in

real life, are apt to be a little insipid to a mere
critical spectator ;

—and that while they conse-

quently require more heightening than strange
adventures or grotesque jjcrsons, they admit

less of I'vatriieration or ambitious ornament:
—Yet we c-annot think it necessary that they
should be altogether so tame and mawkish as

we generally lind them in the hands of this

spirited writer,
—whose powers really st;em

to require some stronger stimulus to bring
them into action, than can be supplied by the

fiat realities of a peaceful and ordinary exist-

ence. His love of the ludicrous, it must also

be observed, often betrays him into forced

and vulgar exaggerations, and into the repeti-
tion of common and paltry stories,

—though it

is but fair to add, that he does not detain us

long with them, and makes amends by the

copiousness of his assortment for the indiffer-

ent quality of some of the specimens. It is

another consequence of this extreme abund-
ance in which he revels and riots, and of the

fertility of the imagination from which it is

supplied, that he is at all times a little apt to

overdo even those things which he does best.

His most striking and highly coloured char-

acters appear rather too often, and go on rather

too long. It is astonishing; indeed, with what

spirit they are supported, and how fresh and
animated they are to the very last

;

—but still

there is something too much of them—ai\d

they would be more waited for and welcomed,
if tney were not quite so lavish of their pres-
ence.—It was reserved for Shakespeare alone,
to leave all his characters as new and unworn
as he found them,

—and to carry FalstafT

through the business of three several plays,
and leave us as greedy of his sayings as at the

moment of his fiist introduction. It is no

light praise to the author before us, that he
has sometimes reminded us of this, as well

as other inimitable excellences in that most

gifted of all inventors.

To complete this hasty and unpremeditated
sketch of his general characteristics, we must
add. that he is above all things national and

Scottish,
—and never seems to feel the powers

of a Giant, except when he touches his native

soil. Us countrymen alone, therefore, can
have a full sense of his merits, or a perfect
relish of his excellences

;

—and those only,

indeed, of ihem, who have mingled, as he
has done, pretty freely with the lower orders,
and made themselves familiar not only with
their language, but with the habits and traits

of character, of which it then only becomes
expressive. It is one thing to undei^tand the

meaning of words, as they are explained by
other words in a glossary, and another to know
their value, as expressive of certain feelings
and humours in the speakers to vrhom they
are native, and as signs both of temper and
condition among those who are familiar with
their import. '

We must content ourselves, v.'e fear, with
i

this hasty and superficial sketch of the gene-
Mi character of this author's performances, in

the place of a more detailed e.xamination of

those which he has given to tlie public since
we first announced him as the author of

Waverley. The time for noticing his two
intermediate works, has been permitted tORO
by so far, that it would probably be diflkult

to recal the public attention to them with any
effect

; and, at all events, impofsible to affect,

by any observations of ours, the judgment
which has been passed upon them, with very
little assistance, we must say, from professed
critics, by the ma.ss of their intelligent readers,—by whom, indeed, we have no doubt that

they are, by this time, as well known, and as

correctly e.stimated, as if they had been in-

debted to us for their first impressions on the

subject. For our own parts we must confess,
that IVavcrlcy still has to us all the fascination

of a first love ! and that we cannot help think-

ing, that the greatness of the public transac-

tions in which that story was involved, as
well as the wildness and picturesque graces
of its Highland scenery and characters, have
invested it with a charm, to whicli the more
familiar attractions of the other pieces have
not quite come up. In thi.s, perhaps, our

opinion differs from that of better judges;—
but we cannot help suspecting, that the latter

publications are most admired by many, at

least in the southern part of the island, only
because they are more easily and perfectly

understood, in consequence of the training
which hail been gone through in the perusal
of the former. But, however that be, we are

far enough from denying that the two suc-

ceed ii g works are performances of extraordi-

nary merit,
—and are willing even to admit,

that they show quite as much power and

genius in the author—though, to our taste at

least, the subjects are less happily selected.

Dandie Dinmont is. beyond all (juestion, we
think, the be.'^t rustic portrait that has ever

yet been exhibited to the public
—the most

honourable to rustics, and the most creditable

to the heart, as well as the genius of the artist—the truest to nature—the most interesting
and the most complete in all its lineaments.

-^Meg Merrilees belongs more to the depart-
ment of poetry. She is most akin to the

witches of Macbeth, with some traits of the

ancient Sybil engrafted on the coarser stock

of a Gipsy of the last century. Though not

absolutely in nature, however, she must be
allowed to be a very imposing and em} hatic

personage; and to be mingled, both with the

business and the scenery of the piece, with

the greatest possible skill and effect.—Pley-
dell is a harsh caricature; and Dirk Ilatteric

a vulgar bandit of the German school. The

lovers, too, are r.ither more faultless and more

insipid than usual.—and all the genteel per-

sons, indeed, not a little fatiguing. Yet there

are many passtigcs of ij^reat merit, of a gentler
and less obtrusive character. The grief of

old EUengowan for the loss of his child, and
the picture of his own dotage and death, are

very touching and natural; while the many
descriptions of the coast scenery, and of the

various localities of the story, are given with

a freedom, force, and effect, that bring e fety
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feature before our eyes, and impress us with,

an irresistible conviction of their reality.
The Antiquary is, perhaps, on the whole,

less interesting.
—

though there are touches in

it equal, if not superior, to any thing that

occurs in either of the other works. The
adventure of the tide and night storm under
the cJiti's, we do not hesitate to pronounce the

very best description we ever met with.—in

vense or in prose, in ancient or in modern

writing. Old Edie is of the family of IMeg
Merrilees,

—a younger brother, we confess,
with less terror and energy, and moie taste

and gaiety, but equally a poetical embellish-

ment of a familiar character; and yet resting
enough on the great points of nature, to be
blended without extravagance in the trans-

actions of beings so perfectly natural and

thoroughly alive that no suspicion can be en-

tertained of //ie?V reality. The Antiquary him-
self is the great blemish of the work,

—at

least in so far as he is an Antiquary ;

—tliouoh

we must say for him, that, unlike most oddi-

ties, he wearies us most at first
;
and is so

managed, as to turn out both more interesting
and more amusing than we had any reason

to expect. The low characters in this book
are not always worth drawing; but they are

exquisitely finished; and prove the extent and

accuracy of the authors acquaintance with
human life and human nature.—The family
of the fisherman is an exquisite group through
out ; and, at the scene of the funeral, in the

highest degree striking and pathetic. Dous
terswivel is as wearisome as the genuine
Spurzheim himself: And the tragic story of

the Lord is, on the whole, a miscarriage ;

though interspersed with passages of great
force and energy. The denouement which con-

nects it with the active hero of the piece, is al-

together forced and unnatural.—We come now,
at once, to the work immediately before us.

The Tales of My Landlord, though they fill

four volumes, are, as yet, but two in number;
the one being three times as long, and ten

limes as interesting as the other. The intro-

duction, from which the general title is de-

rived, is as foolish and clumsy as may be
;

and is another instance of that occasional im-

becility, or self-willed caprice, which every
now and then leads this author, before he

gets afloat on the full stream of his narration,
into absurdities which excite the astonish-

ment of the least gifted of his readers. This
whole prologue of My Landlord, which is

vulgar in the conception, trite and lame in the

execution, and utterly out of harmony with
the stories to which it is prefixed, should be

entirely retrenched in the future editions;
and the two novels, which have as little con-

nection with each other as with this ill-fancied

prelude, given separately to the world, each
under its own denomination.

The first, which is comprised in one volume.
is called "The Black Dwarf"—and is, in

every respect, the least considerable of the

family
—though very plainly of the legitimate

race—and jiossessing merits, which, in any
other company, would have entitled it to no

slight distinction. The Dwarf himself is a

little too much like the hero of a fairy taJe
,

and the structure and contrivance of the Ptory,
in general, would bear no small affinity to

that meritorious and edifying class of compo-
sitions, was it not for the nature of the details,
and the quality of the other persons to whom
they relate—who are as real, intelligible, and

tangible beings as those with whom we are

made familiar in the course of the author's

former productions. Indeed they are very
apparently the same sort of people, and come
here before us again with all the recommenda-
tions of old acquaintance. The outline of the

story is soon told. The scene is laid among the

Elliots and Johnstons of the Scottish border,
and in the latter part of Queen Anne's reign;
when the union then newly effected between
the two kingdoms, had revived the old feel-

ings of rivalry, and held out, in the general

discontent, fresh encouragement to the parti-
zans of the banished family. In this turbulent

period, two brave, but very peaceful and loyal

persons, are represented as plodding their way
homewards from deer-stalking, in the gloom
of an autumn evening, when they are encoun-

tered, on a lonely moor, by a strange mis-

shapen Dwarf, who rejects their ptofTered

courtesy, in a tone of insane fnisanthropy, and
leaves Hobbie Elliot, who is the successor of

Dandie Dinmont in this tale, perfectly per-
suaded that he is not of mortal lineage, but a
eoblin of no amiable dispositions. He, and
his friend Mr. Earnscliff, \\ ho is a gentleman
of less credulity, revisit him again, however,
in daylight; when they find him laying the

foundations of a small cottage in that dreary
spot. With some casual assistance the fabric

is completed; and the Solitary, who still

maintains the same repulsive demeanour,
fairly settled in it. Though he shuns all so-

ciety and conversation, he occasionally ad-

ministers to the diseases of men and cattle;
and acquires a certain awful reputation in the

country, half between that of a wizard and a
heaven-tauaht cow-doctor. In the mean time

poor Hobble's house is burned, and his cattle

and his bride carried off by the band of one
of the last Border foragers, instigated chiefly

by Mr. Vere, the profligate Laird of Ellieslaw,
who wishes to raise a party in favour of the

Jacobites
;
and between whoso daughter and

young Earnscliff there is an attachment, which
her father disapproves. The mysterious Dwarf

gives Hobbie an oracular hint to seek for his

lost bride in the fortress of this plunderer,
which he and his friends, under the command
of young Earnscliff, speedily invest

;
and

when they are ready to smoke him out of

his inexpugnable tower, he capitulates, and
leads forth, to the astonishment of all the be-

siegers, not Grace Armstrong, but Miss Vere,

who, by some unintelligible refinement of

iniquity, had been sequestered by her worthy
father m that appropriate custody. The Dwarf,
who, with all his misanthropy, is the most
benevolent of human beings, gives Hobbie a
fur bag full of gold, and contrives to have his

bride restored to him. He is likewise con-

sulted in secret by Miss Vere. who is sadly

distressed, like all other fictitious c'amsels, bv
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her father's threats to Bolcmnise a forced

marriai^fe between her and a detestable ba-

roiiet.^and promises to appear and deliver

her, however imminent the hazard my ap-

pear. Accordingly, when they are all ranged
for the sacrifice before the altar in the castle

chapel, his portentous fi;L!;ure pops out from

behind a monument,—when he is instantly

recoprnised by the iruilty EUieslaw, for a cer-

tain Sir Edward Mauley, who was the cousin

and destined husband of the lady he had af-

terwards married, and who had been plunged
into temporary insanity by the shock of that

fair one's inconstancyj on his recovery from

•which he had allowed Mr. Vere to retain the

greatest part of the property to which he suc-

ceeded by her death
;
and had been supposed

to be sequestered in some convent abroad,
when hfe thus appears to protect the daughter
of his early love. The desperate EUieslaw at

first thinks of having recourse to force, and

calls in an armed band which he had that

dav assembled, in order to favour a rising of

the Catholics—when he is suddenly surround-

ed by Hobble Elliot and EarnsclifF, at the

head of a more loyal party, who have just

overpowered the insurgents, and taken pos-
session of the castle. EUieslaw and the Ba-

ronet of course take horse and shipping forth

of the realm; while his fair daughter is given

away to Earnscliff by the benevolent Dwarf;
who immediately afterwards disappears, and

seeks a more profound retreat, beyond the

reach of their gratitude and gaiety.

\( The other and more considerable story,

which fills the three remaining volumes of

this publication, is entitled, though with no

great regard even to its fictitious origin,
'• Old

Mortality ;"
—

for, at most, it should only have

been called the tale or story of Old Mortality—being supposed to be collected from the in-

formation of a smgular person who is said at

one time to have been known by that strange

appellation. The redacteur of his interesting

traditions is here supposed to be a village

schoolmaster; and though his introduction

brings us again in contact with My Landlord

and his parish clerk, we could have almost

forgiven that unlucky fiction, if it had often

presented us in company with .sketches, as

graceful as we find in the following passage,
of the haunts and habits of this singular per-

sonage. After mentioning that tfiere was, on

the steep and heathy banks of a lonely rivulet,

a deserted burying ground to which he used

frequently to turn his walks in the evening,
the gentle pedagogue proceeds

—
•' One summer evening as, in a stroll such as I

have descrilied, I approached this deserted mansion
of the dead, I was somewhat surprised to liear

sounds distinct from those which usually soothe its

solitude, the gentle chiding, namely, of the brook,
and the sighing of the wind in the boughs of three

gisrantic ash trees, which mark the cemetery. The
clink of a hammer was, upon this occasion, dis-

tinctly heard ; and I entertained some alarm that a

march-dike, long meditated by the two proprietors
whose estates were divided by my favourite brook,
was about to be drawn up the ^len, in order to sub-

stitute its rectilinear deformity? jr the graceful wind-

ing of the natural boundary. As I approached I

was agreeably undeceived. A old man was seated

upon the monument of the slaughtered Presbyte-
rians ; and busily employed in deepening, with hii

chisel, the letters of llie inscription, wliichaiinounc'

ing, in scriptural language, the promised blessings
ol fuiurity to be the lot of the slain, anathematized
tiie murderers with corresponding violence. A blue

bonnet ol unusual dimensions covered the grey hairs

of the pious workman. His dress was a large old-

fashioned coat, ot the coarse cloth called hoddin-

grei/, usually worn by the elder peasants, with

waistcoat and breeches of tlie same ;
and tlie whol»

suit, though still in decent repair, had obviously
seen a train of long service. Strong clouted shoes

studded with hob-nails, and (rramoches or lesrpins
made of thick l)lack cloth, completed his equip,
mcnt. Beside liiin, fed among the graves, a pony,
the companion of his journey, w hose extreme white-

ness, as well as its prnjeecling bones and hollow

eyes, indicated its antiquity. It was harne-ssed in

the most simple manner, with a pair of branks, and
hair tether, or halier, and a sunk, or cushion ot

straw, instead of bridle and saddle. A canvass

pouch hunground the neck of the animal, for the pur-

pose, probably, of containing the rider's tools, and

any thing else he might have occasion to carry with

him. Abhough I had never seen the old man be-

fore, yet, from the singularity of his employment,
and the style of his equipage, 1 had no dithculiy in

recognising a religious itinerant whom I had often

lieaid talked of, and who was known in various

parts of Scotland l)y the name of Old Mortality.
" Where this man was born, or what was his

real name, I have never been able to learn, nor are

the moiives which made him desert his honje, and

adopt the erraiic mode of life which be pursued,
known to me except very generally. He is said to

have held, at one period of his life, a small moor-
land farm ; but, whether from pecuniary losses, or

domestic misfortune, he had long renounced that

and every other gainful calling. In the language
of Scripture, he left his house, his home, and his

kindred, and wandered about until the day of liis

death—a period, it is said, of nearly thirty years.
"
During this long pilgrimage, the pious enthusi-

ast regulated his circuit so as annually to visit the

graves of the unfortunate Covenanters, who suffered

by the sword, or by the executioner, during the

reigns of the two last monarihs of the Stuart line.

These tombs are often apart from all human habit-

ation, in the remote moors and wilds to which the

wanderers had fled for concealment. But whereve;

they existed, Old Mortality was sure to visit them,
when his annual round brought them within his

reach. In the most lonely recesses of the moun-
tains, the moorfowl shooter has been often sur-

prised to find him l)usied in cleaning the moss froin

the grey stones, renewing with his chisel the halt-

defaced inscriptions, and repairing the emblems of

death with which these simple monuments are

usually adorned.
" As the wanderer was usually to be seen bent

on this pious task within the precincts of some

country churchyard, or reclined on the solitary

tombstone among the heath, disturbing the plover
and the blackcock with the clink of his chisel and

mallet, with his old white pony grazing by his side,

he acquired, iroin his converse among the dead, the

popular appellation of Old Mortality."
Vol. ii. pp. 7—18.

The scene of the story thus strikingly intro-

duced is laid—in Scotland of course—in those

disastrous times which immediately preceded
the Revolution of 1688; and exhibits a lively

picture, both of the general state of manners

at that period, and of the conduct and temper
and principles of the two great parties in poli-

tics and religion that were then engtiged in

unequal and rancorous hostility. There are

no times certainly, within the reach of authen-

tic history, on which it is more painful to look
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back—which show a government more base
and tyrannical, or a people more helpless and
miserable : And thouiih all pictures of the

greater passions are full of interest, and a

lively representation of strong and enthusiastic

emotions never fails to be deeply attractive,
the piece would have been too full of distress

and humiliation, if it had been chiefly engaged
with the course of public events, or the record

of public feelings. So sad a subject would
not have suited many readers—and the author,
we suspect, less than any of them. Accord-

ingly, in this, as in his other works, he has
made use of the historical events which came
in his way, rather to develope the characters,
and bring out the peculiarities of the individu-

als whose adventures he relates, than for any
purpose of political information

;
and makes

us present to the times in which he has placed
them, less by his direct notices of the great

transactionsby which they were distinguished,
than by his casual intimation.s of their effects

on private persons, and by the very contrast

which their temper and occupations often ap-

pear to furnish to the colour of tlie national

story. Nothing, indeed, in this respect is more

delusive, or at least more woefully imperfect,
than the suggestions of authentic history, as

it is generally
—or rather universally written—and nothing m.ore e.vaggerated than the im-

pressions it conveys of the actual state and
condition of those who live in its most agitated

periods. The great public events of which
alone it takes cognisance, have but little direct

influence upon the body of the people ;
and

do not, in general, form the principal business,
or happiness or misery even of those who ai<3

in some measure concerned in them. Even
in the worst and most disastrous times—in

periods of civil war and revolution, and public
discord and oppression, a great part of the
time of a great part of the people is still spent
in making love and money—in social amuse-
ment or professional industry

—in schemes for

worldly advancement or personal distinction,

just as in periods of general peace and pros-

perity. Men court and marry very nearly as

much in the one season as in the other; and
are as merry at weddings and christenings

—
as gallant at balls and races—as busy in their

studies and counting houses—eat as heartily,
in short, and sleep as sound—prattle with
their children as pleasantly

—and thin their

plantations and scold their servants as zeal-

ously, as if their contemporaries were not fur-

nishing materials thus abundantly for the

Tragic muse of history. The quiet under-
current of life, in short, keeps its deep and

steady course in its eternal channels, unaf-

fected, or but slightly disturbed, by the storms
that aijitate its surface

;
and while long tracts

of time, in the history of every country, seem,
to the distant student of its annals, to be dark-

ened over with one thick and oppressive cloud

of unbroken misery, the greater part of those

who have lived through the whole acts of the

tragedy will be found to have enjoyed a fair

average share of felicity, and to have been
much less impressed by the shocking events

of their day than those who know nothing

else of it than that such event? took place in

its course. Few men, in short, are historical

characters—and scarcely any man is always,
or most usually, performing a public part'.
The actual happiness of every life depends
far more on things that regard it exclusively,
than on those political occurrences which are
the common concern of society: and though
nothing lends such an air, both of reality and

importance, to a fictitious narrative, as to con-
nect its persons with events in real history,
still it is the imaginary individual himself that

excites our chief interest throughout, and we
care for the national affairs only in so far as

they affect him. In one sense, indeed, this

is the true end and the best use of history;
for as all public events are important only as

they ultimately concern individuals, if the in-

dividual selected belong to a large and com-

prehensive class, and the events, and their

natural operation on him, be justly represent-

ed, we shall be enabled, in following out his

adventures, to form no bad estimate of their

true character and value for all the rest of the

community.
The author before us has done all this, we

think
;
and with admirable talent and efl'ect :

and if he has not been quite impartial in the

management of his historical persons, has con-

trived, at any rate, to make them contribute

largely to the interest of his acknowledged
inventions. His view of the effects of great

political contentioris on private happiness, is

however, we have no doubt, substantially
true

;
and that chiefly because it is not exag-

gerated
—because he does not confine himself

to show how gentle natures may be roused
into heroism, or rougher tempers exasperated
into rancour, by public oppression,

—but turns

still more willingly to show with what ludi-

crous absurdity genuine enthusiasm may be
debased, how little the gaiet}- of the light-
hearted and thoughtless may be impaired by
the spectacle of public calamity, and how, in

the midst of national distraction, selfishness

will pursue its little game of quiet and cun-

ning speculation
—and gentler aff"ections find

time to multiply and to meet !

It is this, we think, that constitutes the great
and peculiar merit of the work before us. It

contains an admirable picture of manners and
of characters; and exhibits, we think, with

great truth and discrimination, the extent and
the variety of the shades which the stormy
aspect of the political horizon would be likely
to throw on such objects. And yet, though
exhibiting beyond all doubt the greatest po.s-

sible talent and originality, we cannot help
fancying that we can trace the rudiments of

almost all its characters in the very first of the

author's publications.
— ISIorton is but another

edition of Waverley ;

—
taking a blood}^ part in

political contention, without caringmuchaboul
the cause, and interchanging high offices of

generosity with his political opponents.
—

Claverhouse has many of the features of the

gallant Fergus.
—Cuddle Headrigg. of whose

merits, by the way, we have given no fair

specimen in our extract.?, is a Daiidie Dinmont
of a considerably lower species;

—and even
2u2
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the Covenanters and their leaders were sha-

de we'd out, though afar ofT, in the giftt^d Gil-

fillan, and mine host ol the Candlestick. It is

in the picture of these hapless enthusiasts,

undoubtedly, that the <j;reat merit and the

great interest of the work consists. That in-

terest, indeed, is so great, that we perceive it

has even given rise ^o a sort of conlroversy

among the admirers and contemners of those

ancient worthies. It is a singular honour, no

doubt, to a work of (iction anil amusement, to

be thus made the theme of serious attack and
defence upon points of historical and theologi-
cal discu.ssion

;
and to have grave dissertations

written by learned contemporaries upon the

accuracy of its representations of public events

and characters, or the moral effects of the style
of ridicule in which it indulges. It is difficult

for us, \ve confess, to view the matter in so

serious a light ;
nor do we feel much disposed,

even if we had leisure for the task, to venture

ourselves into the array of the disputants.
One word or two, however, we shall say, be-

fore concluding, upon the two great points
of difl'erence. First, as to the author's pro-

fanity, in making scriptural expressions ridicu-

lous by the misuse of them he has ascribed to

the fanatics; and, secondly, as to the fairness

of his general representation of the conduct
and character of the insurgent party and their

opponents.
As to the first, we do not know very well

what to say. Undoubtedly, all light or jocu.-^
iar use of Scripture phraseology is in some
measure indecent and profane : Yet we do not

know in what other way those hypocritical

pretences to extraordinary sanctity which

generally disguise themselves in such a garb,
can be so effectually exposed. And even where
the ludicrous misapplication of holy writ arises

from mere ignorance, or the foolish mimicry
of more learned discoursers, as it is impossible
to avoid smiling at the folly when it actually
occurs, it is difficult for witty and humorous

writers, in whose way it lies, to resist fabri-

cating it for the purpose of exciting smiles.

In so far as practice can afford any justification
of such a proceeding, we conceive that its

justification would be easy. In all our jest-

books, and plays and works of humour for two
centuries back, the characters of Quakers and
Puritans and Methodists, have been constantly
introduced as fit objects of ridicule, on this

very account. The Reverend Jonathan Swift
is full of jokes of this description 3

and the

piousand correct Addison himself is not a little

fond of a sly and witty application of a text

from the sacred writings. When an author,

therefore, whose aim was amusement, had to

do with a set of people, all of whom dealt in

familiar applications of Bible phrases and Old
Testament adventures, and who. undoubtedly,
very often made absurd and ridiculous appli-
cations of them, it would be rather hard, we
think, to interdict him entirely from the repre-
sentation of these absurdities; or to put in

force, for him alone, those statutes against
profaneness which so many other people have
been allowed to transgress, in their hours of

gaiety, without censure or punishment.

On the other point, also, we ratner lean to

the side of the author. He is a Tory, we
think, pretty plainly in principle, and scarcely
disguises his preference for a Cavalier over a
Puritan : But, with these propensities, we
think he has dealt pretty fairly with both
sides—especially when it is considered that,

though he lays his scene in a known crisis of

his national history, his work is professedly a
work of fiction, and cannot well be accused
of misleading any one as to matters of fact.

He might have made Claverhouse victorious

at Drumclog, if he had thought fit—and no-

body could have found fault with him. The
insurgent Presbyterians of 1666 and the sub-

sequent years, were, be3on(i all question, a

pious, brave, and conscientious race of men—
to whom, and to whose efforts and sufferings,
their descendants are deeply indebted for the

liberty both civil and religious which they
still enjoy, as well as for the spirit of resist-

ance to tyranny, which, we trust, they have
inherited along with it. Considered generally
as a party, it is impossible that they should
ever be remembered, at least in Scotland, but

with gratitude and veneration—that their .suf-

ferings should ever be mentioned hut with

deep resentment and horror—or their heroism,
both active and passive, but with pride and
exultation. At the same time, it is impos-
sible to deny, that there were among them

many absurd and ridiculous persons
—and

some of a savage and ferocious character—
old women, in short, like Mause Headrigg—
preachers like Kettledrummle—or despera-
does like Balfour or Burley. That a Tory
novelist should bring such characters promi-
nently forward, in a tale of the times, appears
to us not only to be quite natural, but really
to be less blameable than almost any other

way in which party feelings could be shown.

But, even he, has not represented the bulk of

the party as falling under this description, or

as fairly represented by such personages. He
has made his hero—who, of course, possesses
all possible virtues—of that persuasion ;

and
has allowed them, in general, the courage of

martyrs, the self-denial of hermits, and the

zeal and sincerity of apostles. His representa-
tion is almost avowedly that of one who is

not of their communion
;
and yet we think it

impossible to peruse it, without feeling the

greatest respect and pity for those to Avhom it

is applied. A zealous Presbyterian might,
no doubt, have said more in their favour, with-

out violating, or even concealing the tiuth;
—

but. while zealous Presbyterians will not

write entertaining novels themselves, they
cannot expect to be treated in them with ex-

actly the same favour as if that had been the

character of their authors.

With regard to the author's picture of their

opponents, we must say that, with the excep-
tion of Claverhouse himself, whom he has
invested gratuitously with many graces and
liberalities to which we are persuaded he nas

no title, and for whom, indeed, he has a fool-

ish fondness, with which it would be 'absurd

to deal seriously
—he has shown no signs of a

partiality that can be blamed, nor exhibited
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many traits in thenn with which their enemies

have reason to quarrel. If any person can

read his strong and lively pictures of military
insolence and oppression, without feeling his

blood boil within him, we must conclude the

fauh to be in his own apathy, and not in any
softenings of the partial author;

—nor do we
know any Whig writer who has exhibited the

baseness and cruelty of that wretched gov-

ernment, in more naked and revolting de-

formity, than in his scene of the torture at

the Privy Council. The military executions

of Claverhouse himself are admitted without

palliation : and the blood thirstiness of Dalzell,

and the brutality of Lauderdale, are repre-
sented in their true colours. In short, if this

author has been somewhat severe upon the

Covenanters, neither has he spared their op-

pressors; and the truth probably is, that never

dreaming of being made responsible for his-

torical accuracy or fairness in a composition
of this description, he has exaggerated a little

on both sides, for the sake of effect—and been

carried, by the bent of his humour, most fre-

quently to exaggerate on that which afforded

the greatest scope for ridicule.

Rob Roy.

(Jcbntarij, ISIS.)

By the author of Waverley, Guy Mannering, and The Antiquary. 12mo. 3 vols.

pp.930. Edinburgh: 1818.

This is not so good, perhaps, as some others

of the family ;

—but it is better than any thing-

else
;
and has a charm and a spirit about it

that draws us irresistibly away from our graver
works of politics and science, to expatiate

upon that which every body understands and

agrees in : and after setting us diligently to

read over again what we had scarce finished

reading, leaves us no choice but to tell our

readers what they all know already, and to

persuade them of that of which they are most

intimately convinced.

Such, we are perfectly aware, is the task

which we must seem to perform to the greater

part of those who may take the trouble of ac-

companying us through this article. But there

may still be some of our readers to whom the

work of which we treat is unknown
;

—and

we know there are many who are far from

being duly sensible of its merits. The public,

indeed, is apt now and then to behave rather

unhandsomely to its greatest benefactors
;
and

to deserve the malison which Milton has so

emphatically bestowed on those impious per-
sons. who,

•" with senseless base ingratiiude,

Cram, and blaspheme their feeder.''

—nothing, we fear, being more common, than

to see the bounty of its too lavish providers

repaid by increased captiousness at the (piality

of the banquet, and complaints of imaginary

fallings off—which should be imputed entirely
to the distempered state of their own pam-
pered ajjpetites. We suspect, indeed, thnt we
were ourselves under the influence ot this

illaudable feeling when he wrote the first

line of this paper: For, except that the sub-

ject seems to us somewhat less hapjiily

chosen, and the variety of characters rather

less than in some of the author's former pub-

lications, we do not know what right we had
to say that it was in any respect inferior to

them. Sure we are, at all events, that it has

the same brilliancy and truth of colouring
—

the same gaiety of tone, rising every now
and then into feelings both kindly and exalt-

ed—the same dramatic vivacity
—the same

deep and large insight into human nature—
and the same charming facility which distin-

guish all the other works of this great master;
and make the time in which he flourished an
era never to be forgotten in the literary history
of our country.
One novelty in the present wo'k is, that it

is thrown into the form of a continued and
unbioken narrative, by one of the persons

principally concerned in the story
—and who

is represented in his declining age, as detail-

ing to an intimate friend the most interesting

particulars of his early life, and all the recol-

lections with which they weie associated.

We prefer, upon the whole, the communica-
tions of an avowed author; who, of course,
has no character to sustain but that of a

pleasing writer—and can praise and blame,
and wonder and moralise, in all tones and

directions, without subjecting himself to any
charge of vanity, ingratitude, or inconsistency.
The thing, however, is very tolerably man-

aged on the present occasion
;
and the hero

contrives to let us into all his exploits and

perplexities, without much violation e'ther of

heroic modesty or general piobabil'ty;
—to

which ends, indeed, it conduces not a
little,

that, like most of the other heroes of this inge-
nious author, his own character does not rise

very notably above the plain level of medi-

ocritv—being, like the rest of his brethren, a
well-conditioned, reasonable, agreeable young
gentleman

—not particularly likely to do any
thing which it would be very boastful to speak

I of, and much better fitted to be a spectator and
historian of strange doings, than a partaker in

them.
This discreet hero, then, our readers will

probably have antici])ated, is not Kob Roy—
though his name stands alone in the title—but

a Mr. Francis O.sbaldi stone, the only son of

a great London IMerchant or Banker, and

nephew of a Sir Hildebraiul Osbakiistone, a
t worthy Catholic Baronet, who spent his tinie

;

in hunting, and drinking Jacobite toasts in

i Northumberland, some time about the yeai
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1714. Tlic yonnp gonllpman haviiit; been
educated among tlie niu.-^es abroad, lestifies

a decided aversion to the gainful vocations in

which his father had determined that he

should as.sist aud succeed liim
;

—and as a

Eunishment
for this contumacy, he banishes

im for a season to tlie Siberia of Osbaldistone

Hall, from which he himself had been es-

tranged ever since his infancy. Tlie young'
exile jogs down on horseback rather merrily,

riding part of the way with a stout man, who
was scandalously afraid of being robbed, and

meeting once with a sturdy Scotchman, whose
resolute air and energetic discourses make a

deep impression on him.—As he approaches
the home of his fathers, he is surrounded by
a party of fox hunters, and at the same mo-
ment electrified by the sudden apparition of

a beautifid young woman, galloping lightly
at the head of the field, and managing her

sable palfrey with all the grace of an Angelica.

Making up to this etherial personage, he
soon discovers that he is in the heart of his

kinsfolks—that the tall youths about him are

the five sons of Sir Hildebrand
;
and the virgin

huntress herself, a cousin and inmate of ihe

family, by the name of Diana Vernon. She
is a very remarkable person this same Diana.

Though only eighteen years of age, and ex-

quisitely lovely, she knows all arts and sci-

ences, elegant and inelegant
—and has, more-

over, a more than masculine resolution, and
more than feminine kindness and generosity
of character—wearing over all this a playful,
free, and reckless manner, more characteristic

of her age than her various and inconsistent

accomplishments. The rest of the household
are comely savages; who hunt all day, and
drink all night, without one idea bej-ond those

heroic occupations
—

all, at least, except Rash-

leigh, the youngest son of this hopeful family—who, having been designed for the church,
and educated among the Jesuits beyond seas,
had there acquired all the knowledge and the

knavery which that pious brotherhood was so

long supposed to impart to their disciples.
—

Although very plain in his person, and very
depraved in his character, he has great talents

and accomplishments, and a very insinuating
address. He had been, in a good degree, the

in.strHctor of Diana, who, we should have

mentioned, was also a Catholic, and having
lost her parents, was destined to take the veil

in a foreign land, if she did not consent to

marry one of the sons of Sir Hildebrand. for

all of whom she cherished the greatest aver-
sion and contempt.

Mr. Obaldistone, of course, can do nothing
but fall in love with this wonderful infant

;

for which, and some other transgressions, he
incurs the deadly, though concealed, hate of

Rashleigh, and meets with several unpleasant
adventures through his means. But we will

not be tempted even to abridge the details of
a story with which we cannot allow ourselves
to doubt that all our readers have long been
familiar : and indeed it is not in his story that

this author's strength ever lies; and here he
has lost sight of probability even in the con-

cep'-ioii of some of his characters; and dis-

played the extraordinary taienl of bong truR

to nature, even in the representation of im-

possible persons.
The serious interest of the work rests on

Diana Vernon and on Rob Roy : the comic
eliecf is left chiefly to the ministrations of

Baillie Nicol Jarvie and Andrew Fairservice,
with the occasional assistance of less legular

perl'oi rners. Diana is,
in our appreliension. a

very bright and lelicitous creation—though it

is certain that there never could have been

any such person. A girl of eighteen, not

only with more wit and learning than any
man of forty, but with more sound sense,
and firmness of character, than any man
whatever— and with perfect frankness and

elegance of manners, though bred among
boors and bigots

—is rather a more violent

fiction, we think, than a king with marble

legs, or a youth with an ivory shoulder. In

spite of all thi.s, however, this particular fic-

tion is extremely elegant and impressive;
and so many features of truth are blended
with it. that we soon forget the impo-ssibility,
and are at least as much interested as by a
mcne conceivable personage. The combina-
tion of fearlessness with perfect purity and

delicacy, as well as that of the inextinguish-
able gaiety of youth with sad anticipations
and present sufieriiig. are all strictly natural,
and are among the traits that are wrought out

in this portrait with the greatest talent and
effect. In the deep tone of feeling, and the

ca])acity of heroic purposes, this heroine bears
a family likeness to the Flora of Waverley;
but her greater youth, and her unprotected

situation, add protligiously to the interest of

these qualities. Andrew Fairservice is a new,
and a less interesting incarnation of Cuddie

Headrigg; with a double allowance of selfish-

ness, and a top-dressing of pedantry and con-

ceit—constituting a very admirable and just

representation of the least amiable of onr

Scottish vulgar. The Baillie, we think, is an

original. It once occurred to us, that he
might be described as a mercantile and town-
ish Dandie Dinmont

;
but the points of resem-

blance are really fewer than those of contrast.

He is an inimitable picture of an acute, saga-

cious, upright, and kind man. thoroughly low

bred, and beset with all sorts of vulgarities.
Both he and Andrew are rich mines of the
trae Scottish language ;

and afford, in the
hands of this singular writer, not only an ad-

ditional proof of his perfect familiarity with
all its dialects, but also of its extraordinary

copiousness, and capacity of adaptation to all

tones and subjects. The reader may take a
brief specimen of Andrew's elocution in the

following characteristic account of the pur-

gation of the Cathedral Church of Glasgow,
and its consequent preservation from the
hands of our Gothic reformers.

" 'Ah! it's a brave kirk—nane o' yore whig-
maleeries and ciirlie-wurlies and open-sieek hems
about it

—a' solid, wecl-joinied mason-wark, that

svill stand as long as the varld, keep hands and

fnnipowlher affit. It had amaist a doun-come lang
syne at the Reformation, when ihey pn'd dnun the
kirks of St. Andrews and Perth, and ihereawa,
to cleanse them o' Papery, and idolatry, and image
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woFsIiip, and aurplices, and sic like rags o' the
'

muckle liO'ir ihat siiieth on seven hills, as if ane
was na braid aneiii^h for her auld liinder end. Sae
the commons o' Renfrew, and o' the Barony, and
the fJorlials, and a' about, they behooved to come
into Giasi^ow ae fair morning to try their hand on

purging the Iligli Kirk o' Popish nick-nackeis.

But the townsmen o' Glasgow, they were feared

their auld edifice might slip the girths in gann
through siccan rough physic, sae they rang the

common liell, and assembled the train bands wi'

took o' drum—By good luck, the worthy James
Rabat was Dean o' Guild that year—(and a gnde
mason he was himsell, made him the keener to

keep up the auld bilging), and the trades assein-

bled, and offered downright battle to the com-

mons, railier than their kirk should coup the crans,

as they had done elsewhere. It was na for luve
o' Paparie

—na, na !
—nane could ever say that o'

the trades o' Glasgow
—Sae they sune cam to an

agreement to take a' the idulatrons statutes of sants

(sorrow be on them) out o" tlieir neuks— And
sae ihe bits o' siane idols were broken in pieces by
Scripture warrant, and flung into the IVIolendinar

Burn, and ibeauld kirk stood as cronse as a cat

when the fleas are caimed aff her, and a'body was
alike pleased. And I hae iieard wise folk say,
that if the same had been done in ilka kirk in Scot-

land, the Reform wad just hae been as pure as it

is e'en now, and we wad had niair Christian-like

kirlis ; for I hae been sae lang in P^ngland, that

naeihing will drive it out o' niy head, that the dog-
kennell at Osbaldistone-Hall is belter than mony
a house o' God in Scotland.'

"

(Sanuarji, lS2Cf.)

l.Ivanhoe. A Romance. By the Author of Waverley,&c. 3 vols. Edinburgh, Constable & Co.

2. The Novels and Tales of the Author of Waverley ; comprising Waverley, G-uy Mannering,

Antiquary, Rob Roy, Tales of My Landlord, First, Second, and Third Series; New Edition,
with a copious Glossary. Edinburgh, Constable & Co. : 1820.

Since the time when Shakespeare wrote his

thirty-eight plays in the brief space of his

early manhood—besides acting in them, and

drhikina and living idly with the other actors—and then went carelessly to the country,
and lived out his ilays, a little more idly, and

apparently unconscious of having done any
thing at all extraordinary

—there has been no

'C'such prodigy of fertility as the anonymous
author before us. In the period of little more
than five years, he has founded a new school

of invention
;
and established and endowed it

with nearly thirty volumes of the most ani-

mated and original compositions that have

enriched English literature for a century
—

-, volumes that have cast sensibly into the shade

-/|all contemporary prose, and even all recent

-^etry
—

(except peihaps that inspired by the

^--Genius—or the Demon, of Byron)
—

and, by
their force of colouring and depth of feeling

—
by their variety, vivacity, magical facility,

and living presentment of character, have
rendered conceivable to this later age the

miracles of the Mighty Dramatist.

Shakespeare, to be sure, is more purely
original ;

but it should not be forgotten, that,

in his time, there was much less to borrow—
and that he too has drawn freely and largely
from the sources that were open to him, at

least for his fable and graver sentiment;
—for

his wit and humour, as well as his poetry, are

always his own. In our times, all the higher
walks of literature have been so long and so

often trodden, that it is scarcely possible to

keep out of the footsteps of some of our pre-
cursors

;
and the ancients, it is well known,

have stolen most of our bright thoughts—and

not only visibly beset all the patent ap-

proaches to glory
—but swarm in such am-

bushed multitudes behind, that when we
think we have gone fairly beyond their pla-

giarisms, and honestly worked out an original

excellence of our own, up starts some deep-
read antiquary, and makes it out, much to his

68

own satisfaction, that heaven knows how
many of these busy bodies have been before-

hand with us, both in the genus and the species
of our invention !

The author before us is certainly in less

danger from such detections, than any other

we have ever met with
; but, even in him, the

traces of imitation are obvious and abundant;
and it is impossible, therefore, to give him the

same credit for absolute originality as those

earlier writers, who, having no successful

author to imitate, were obliged to copy direct-

ly from nature. In naming him along with

Shakespeare, we meant still less fo say that

he was to be put on a level with Him, as to

the richness and sweetness of his fancy, or

that living vein of pure and lofty poetry which
flows with such abundance through every part
of his compositions. On that level no other

writer has ever stood—or will ever stand—
though we do think that there is fancy and

poetry enough in these contemporary pages,
if not to justify the comparison we have ven-

tured to suggest, at least to save
it,

for the

first time for two hundred years, from being
altogether ridiculous. In saying even this,

however, we wish to observe, that we have in

view the prodigious variety and facility of the

modern writer—at least as much as the qual-

ity of his several productions. The variety
stands out on the face of each of them; and
the facility is attested, as in the case of

Shakespeare himself, both by the inimitable

freedom and happy carelessness of the style
in which they are executed, and by the match-
less rapidity with which they have been lav-

ished on the public.
Such an author would really require a

re-*^
view to himself—and one too of swifter than \

quarterly recurrence
;
and accord insly we have ^

long since acknowledged our inability to keep
up with him, and fairly renounced the task

of keeping a regular account of his successive

publications ; contenting ourselves with greet-
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ing him now and then in the pauses of his

bnlliiuit career, and cusliii;^:,
when wo do

meet, a hurried glance over the wide field he
has traversed since we met before.

We gave it former) v, we think, as our reason

for thus passing over, without special notice,
some of the most remarkable productions of

the age, that they were in fact too remarkable
to need any notice of ours—that they were as

soon, and as extensively read, as we could

hope our account of them to be—and that in

reality all the world thought just what we
were inclined to say of them. These reasons

certainly remain in full force) and we may
now venture to mention another, which had
in secret, perhaps, as much weight with us as

all the rest put together. We mean simply,
that when we began with one of those woiks,
"we were conscious that we never knew how
to leave off; but, finding the author's words
so much more agreeable than our own, went
on in the most unreasonable manner copying
out description after description, and dialogue
after dialogue, till we were abused, not alto-

gether without reason, for selling our readers

in small letter what they had already in large,—and for the abominable nationalit}' of filling

up our pages with praises of a Scottish author,
and specimens of Scottish pleasantry and pa-
thos. While we contritely admit the justice
of these imputations, we humbly trust that

our Southern readers will now be of opinion
that the offence has been in some degree ex-

piated, both by our late forbearance, and our

present proceeding: For while we have done
violence to our strongest propensities, in pass-

ing over in silence two very tempting publi-
cations of this author, on Scottish subjects and
in the Scottish dialect, we have at last recur-

red to him for the purpose of noticing the only
work he has produced on a subject entirely

English; and one which is nowhere graced
either with a trait of our national character, or

a (voluntary) sample of our national speech.
Before entering upon this task, however, we

must be permitted, just for the sake of keep-
ing our chronology in order, to say a word or

two on those neglected works, of which we
constrained ourselves to say nothing, at the

time when they formed the subject of all other

disceptation.
''The Heart of Mid-Lothian" is remarkable

for containing fewer characters, and less va-

riety of incident, than any of the author's
former productions:—and it is accordingly, in

some places, coraparatu °ly languid. The
Porteous mob is rather heavny described

;
and

the whole part of George Robertson, or Stan-

ton, is extravagant and unpleasing. The final

catastrophe, too, is needlessly improbable and

startling; and both Saddletrees and Davie
Deans become at last somewhat tedious and
unreasonable

;
while we miss, throughout, the

character of the generous and kindhearted
rustic, which, in one form or another, gives
such spirit and interest to most of the other
stories. But with all these defects, the work
has both beauty and power enough to vindi-

cate its title to a legitimate descent from its

mighty father—and even to a place in "the

valued file" of liis productions. The trial and
condemnation ol Kliie Deans are pathetic and
beautiful in the very highest degree; and tho

scenes with the Duke of Argyle are equally
full of spirit; and strangely compounded of

perfect knowledge of life and of strong and

deep feeling, liul the great boast of the

piece, and the great exploit of the author—
perhaps the greatest of all his exploits

—is the

character and history of Jeanie Deans, from
the time she first reproves her sister's flirta-

tions at St. Leonard's, till she settles in the

manse in Argyleshire. The singular talent

with which he has engrafted on the humble
and somewhat coarse stock of a quiet unas-

suming peasant girl, the heroic afltction, the

strong sense, and lofty purposes, which dis-

tinguish this heroine—or rather, the art with
which he has so tempered and mod died those

great qualities, as to make them appear no-

ways unsuitable to the station or ordinary
bearing of such a person, and so ordered and

disposed the incidents by which they are

called out, that they seem throughout adapted,
and native as it were, to her condition,

—is

superior to any thing we can recollect in the

history of invention; and must appear, to any
one who attentively considers

it,
as a remark-

able triumph over the greatest of all difficul-

ties in the conduct of a fictitious narrative.

Jeanie Deans, in the course of her adventurous

undertaking, excites our admiration and sym-
pathy a great deal more powerfully than most

heroines, and is in the highest degree both

pathetic and sublime:—and yet she never

says or does any one thing that the daughter
of a Scotch cowfeeder might not be supposed
to say

—and scarcely any thing indeed that is

not characteristic of her rank and habitual

occupations. She is never sentimental, nor

refined, nor elegant; and though acting al-

ways, and in very difficult situations, with
the greatest judgment and propriety, never
seems to exert more than that downright and
obvious good sense which is so often found to

rule the conduct of persons of her condition.

This is the great ornament and charm of the

work. Dumbiedykes, however, is an admir-

able sketcli in the grotesque Avay;
—and the

Captain of Knockdunder is a very spirited,

and, though our Saxon readers will scarcely
believe it. a very accurate representation of a
Celtic deputy. There is less description of

scenery, and less sympathy with external na-

ture, in this, than in any of the other tales.
" The Bride of Lammermoor" is more

sketchy and romantic than the usual vein of

the author—and loses, perhaps, in the exag-

geration that is incident to that style, some of

the deep and heartfelt interest that beloi^gs to

more familiar situations. The humours of

Caleb Balderstone, too, are to our taste the

least successful of this author's attempts at

pleasantry
—and belong rather to the school

of French or Italian buffoonery, than to that

of English humour :
—and yet, to give scope

to these farcical exhibitions, the poverty of

the IVIaster of Ravenswood is exaggerated be.

yond all credibility, and to the injury even of

his personal dignity. Sir W. Ashton is tedious
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and Bucklaw and his Captain, though excel-

lently drawn, take up rather too much room
for subordinate agents.

—There are splendid

things, however, in this work also.—The pic-
ture of old Ailie is exquisite

—and beyond the

reach of any other living writer.—The hags
that convene in the churchyard, have all the

terror and sublimity, and more than tlie na-

ture of Macbeth's witches
;
and the courtship

at the Mermaiden's well, as well as some of

the immediately preceding scenes, are full of

dignity and beauty. There is a deep pathos

indeed, and a genuine tragic interest in the

whole story of the ill-omened loves of the two
victims. The final catastrophe of the Bride,

however, though it may be founded on fact,

is too horrible for fiction.—But that of Ravens-
wood is magnificent

—
and, taken along with

the prediction which it was doomed to fulfil,

and the mourning and death of Balderstone,
is one of the finest combinations of supersti-
tion and sadness which the gloomy genius of

our fiction has ever put together.
''The Legend of Montrose" is also of the

nature of a sketch or fraginent, and is still

more vigorous than its companion.—There is

too much, perhaps, of Dalgetty
—

or, rather, he

engrosses too great a proportion of the work,—
for, in hijnself, we think he is uniformly

entertaining ;

—and the author has nowhere
shown more affinity to that matchless spirit

who could bring out his FalslafTs and his Pis-

tols, in act after act, and play after play, and
exercise them every time in scenes of un-

bounded loquacity, without either exhausting
their humour, or varying a note from its char-

acteristic tone, than in his large and reiterated

specimens of the eloquence of the redoubted

Rittmaster. The general idea of the charac-

ter is familiar to our comic dramatists after

the Restoration—and may be said in some
measure to be compounded of Captain Fluel-

len and Bobadil
;

—but the ludicrous combi-

nation of the soldado with the Divinity student

of Marischal college, is entirely original ;
and

the mixture of talent, selfishness, courage,

coarseness, and conceit, was never so happily

exemplified. Numerous as his speeches are,
there is not one that is not characteristic—
and, to our taste, divertingly ludicrous. An-
not Lyle, and the Chiktren of the Mist, are in

a very different manner—and, though extrava-

gant, are full of genius and poetry. The
whole scenes at Argyle's Castle, and in the

escape from it—though trespassing too far

beyond the bounds of probability
—are given

with great spirit and effect* and the mixture
of romantic incident and situation, with the

tone of actual business and the real transac-

tions of a camp, give a life and interest to the

warlike part of the story, which belong to the

fictions of no other hand. There is but little

made of Montrose himself; and the wager
about the Candlesticks—though said to be
founded in fact, and borrowed from a very
well known and entertaining book, is one of

the few things in the writings of this author,
to which we are constrained to apply the epi-
thets of stupid and silly.

Having thus hastily set our mark on those

productions of which we have been prevented
from speaking in detail, we proceed, without
further preface, to give an account of the
work before us.

The story, as we have already stated, is en-

tirely English ;
and consequently no longer pos-

sesses the charm of that sweet Doric dialect,
of which even strangers have been made of

late to feel the force and the beauty. But our

Southern neighbours will be no great gainers,
after all, in point of familiarity with the per-

sonages, by this transference of the scene of

action :
—For the time is laid as far back as

the reign of Richard L—and we suspect that

the Saxons and Normans of that age aie rather

less known to them than even the Highlanders
and Cameronians of the present. This was
the great difficulty the author had to contend

with, and the great disadvantage of the sub-

ject with which he had to deal. Nobody now
alive can have a very clear or complete con-

ception of the actual way of life ami maniere

d'e/re of our ancestors in the year 1194. Some
of the more prominent outlines of their chiv-

ahy, their priesthood, and their villenage,

may be known to antiquaries, or even to gen-
eral readers; but all the fillhig up, and de-

tails, which alone could give body and life to

the picture, have been long since effaced by
time. We have scarcely any notion, in short,
of the private life and conversation of any
class of persons in that remote period ; and,
in fact, know less how the men and women
occupied or amused themselves—what they
talked about—how they looked—or m hat they
habitually thought or felt, at that time in Eng-
land, than we know of what they did or

thought at Rome in the time of Augustus, or

at Athens in the time of Pericles. The me-
morials and relics of those earlier ages and
remoter nations are greatly more abundant
and more familiar to us, than those of our an-

cestors at the distance of seven centuries.

Besides ample histories and copious orations,
we have plays, poems, and familiar letters of

the former periods; while of the latter we
have only some vague chronicles, some su-

perstitious legends, and a few fragments of

foreign romance. We scarcely know, indeed,
what language was then either spoken or

written. Yet, with all these helps, how cold

and conjectural a thing would a novel be, of

which the scene was laid in ancient Rome'
The author might talk with perfect propriety
of the business of the Forum, and the amuse-
ments of the Circus—of the baths and the

suppers, and the canvass for office—and the

sacrifices, and musters, and assemblies. He
might be quite correct as to the dress, furni-

tuie, and utensils he had occasion to mention;
and might even engross in his work various

anecdotes and sayings preserved in contem-

porary authors. But when he came to repre-
sent the details of individual character and

feeling, and to delineate the daily conduct,
and report the ordinary conversation of his

persons, he would find himself either frozen

in among naked and barren generalities, cr

engaged with modern Englishmen in the mas-

querade habits of antiquity.
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In stating these difficulties, however, we
really mean less to account for tiie delects,
than to enhance the merits of the work before

us. For though the author has not worked

impossibilities, he has done wonders with his

subject; and thouijh we do sometimes miss

those fresh and living pictures of the charac-

ters which we know, and the nature with

which we are familiar—and that high and

deep interest which the home scenes of our

own times, and our own people could alone

generate or sustain, it is impossible to deny
that he has made marvellous good use of the

scanty materials at his disposal
—and eked

them out both by the greatest skill and dex-

terity in their arrangement, and by all the re-

sources that original genius could render sub-

servient to such a design. For this purpose
he has laid his scene in a period when the

rivalry of the victorious Norman and the con-

quered Saxon, had not been finally composed ;

and when the courtly petulance, and chival-

rous and military pride of the one race, might
yet be set in splendid opposition to the manly
steadiness, and honest but homely simplicity
of the other: And has, at the same time,

given an air both of dignity and of reality to

his story, by bringing in the personal prowess
of CfjDurde Lion himself, and other person-

ages of historical fame, to assist in its devel-

opment.
—Though reduced, in agreat measure.

to the vulgar staple of armed knights, and

jolly friars or woodsmen, imprisoned damsels,
lawless barons, collared serfs, and household

fools—he has made such admirable use of his

great talents for description, and invested

those traditional and theatrical persons with

so much of the feelings and humours that are

of all ages and all countries, that we frequent-

ly cease to regard them—as it is generally

right to regard them—as parts of a fantastical

pageant ; and are often brought to consider

the knights who joust in panoply in the lists,

and the foresters who shoot deer with arrows,

and plunder travellers in the woods, as real

mdivjduals, with hearts of flesh and blood

beating in their bosoms like our own—actual

existences, in short, into whose views we may
still reasonably enter, and with whose emo-
tions we are bound to sympathise. To all

this he has added, out of the prodigality of

his high and inventive genius, the grace and
the interest of some lofty, and sweet, and

superhuman characters—for which, though
evidently fictitious, and unnatural in any
stage of society, the remoteness of the scene
on which they are introduced, may serve as

an apology
—if they could need any other

than what they bring along with them in

their own sublimity and beauty.
In comparing this work then with the former

productions of the same master-hand, it is

impossible not to feel that we are passing in

a good degree from the reign of nature and

reality, to that of fancy and romance
;
and ex-

changing for scenes of wonder and curiosity,
those more homefelt sympathies and deeper
touches of delight that can only be excited by
the people among whom we live, and the ob-

fecta that are constantly around us. A far

greater proportion of the work is accordingly
made up of splendid descriptions of arms and
dresses—moaied and massive castles—tourna-

ments of mailed champions—solemn feasts—
formal courtesies, and other matters of external

and visible presentment, that are only entitled

to such distinction as connected with the olden

time, and new only by virtue of their antiquity—while the interest of the story is maintaineo,
far more by surprising adventures and extra-

ordinary situations, the startling effect of ex-

aggerated sentiments, and the strong contrast

of exaggerated characters, than by the sober
charms of truth and reality,

—the exquisite

representation of scenes with which we are

familiar, or the skilful development of affec-

tions which we have often experienced.
These bright lights and deep shadows—this

succession of brilliant pictures, addressed as
often to the eye as to the imagination, and
oftener to the imagination than the heart—this

preference of striking generalities to homely
details, all belong more properly to the pro-
vince of Poetry than of Prose

;
and Ivanhoe

accordingly seems to us much more akin to

the most splendid of modern poems, than the

most interesting of modem novels; and savours

more of Marmion, or the Lady of the Lake,
than of Waverley, or Old Mortality. For our

part we prefer, and we care not who knows

it,
the prose to the poetry

—whether in metre
or out of it

;
and would willingly exchange, if

the proud alternative were in our choice, even
the great fame of Mr. Scott, for that which
awaits the mighty unknown who has here
raised his standard of rivalry, within the an-

cient limits of his reign. We caimot now,
however, give even an abstract of the story j

and shall venture, but on a brief citation, from
the most striking of its concluding scenes.

The majestic Rebecca, our readers will recol-

lect, had been convicted before the grand
master of the Templars, and sentenced to die,
unless a champion appeared to do battle with
her accuser, before an appointed day. The

appointed day at last arrives. Rebecca is led

out to the scaffold—faggots are prepared by
the side of the lists—and in the lists appears
the relentless Templar, mounted and armed
for the encounter. No champion appears for

Rebecca
;
and the heralds ask her if she yields

herself as justly condemned.

"
'Say to the Grand Master,' replied Rebecca,

'

that I maintain my innocence, and do not yipjd me
as justly condemned, lest I become guilty of mine
own blood. Say to him, that I chalience such de-

lay as his forms will permit, to see if God, whose

opportunity is in man's extremity, will raise me up
a deliverer

;
and when such uttermost space is

passed, may his Holy will be done!' The herald

retired to carry this answer to the Grand Master.—
' God forl)id,' said Lucas Beaumanoir,

'
that Jew or

Pagan should impeach us of injustice.
—Until the

shadows be cast from the west to the eastward, will

we wait to see if a champion will appear lor this

unfortunate woman.'

The hours pass away—and the shadows

begin to pass to the eastward. The assembled

multitudes murmur with impatience and com-

passion
—and the Judges whisper to each other

I that it is time to proceed to doom.
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"At this instant a knight, urging his horse to

speed, appeared on tlie plain advancinrr towards the

lists. An hundred voices exclaimed,
' A champion !

n champion !' And, despite the prepossession and

prejudices of the muhiiude, ihey shouted unani-

mously as the kni£;iit rode rapidly into the lilt-yard.

To the summons ot the herald, who demanded liis

rank, his name, and purpose, the stranger kniaht

answered readily and boldly,
'
I am a good knight

and nohle, come hither to sustain wiili lance and

sword the just and lawful quarrel of this damsel,

Rebecca, daughter of Isaac of York ; to uphold the

doom pronounced atjainst her to be false and truth-

less; and to defy Sir Rrian de Bois-Guilbert, as a

traitor, murihercr, and liar.'
' The stranger must

first show,' said Malvoisin, 'that he is a good
Knight, and of honourable lineage. The Temple
sendeih not forth her champions against nameless

men.'—'My name,' said the Knight, raising his

helmet, 'is better known, my Unease more pure,

Malvoisin, than thine own. I ain Wilfred of Ivan-

hoe.'— '

I will not fight with thee,' said the Templar,
in a changed and hollow voice.

' Get thy wounds

healed, and purvey thee a better horse, and it may
be I will hold it worth my while to scourge out of

thee this boyish spirit of bravade.'—'Ha! proud
Templar,' said Ivanhoe, 'hast thou foreotlen that

twice didst thou fall before this lance ? Remember
the lists at Acre—remember the Passage of Arms
at Ashby—reiT\ember thy proud vaunt in the halls

of Roiherwood, and the gnge of your gold chain

against my reliquary, that thou wouldst do battle

•with Wilfred of Ivanhoe, and recover the honour
thou hadst lost ! By that reliquary, and the holy

relique it contains, I will prnclnim thee. Templar,
a coward in every court in Europe—in every Pre-

ceptoiy of thine Order—unless thou do battle with-

out farther delay.'
—Bois-Gnilbert turned his coun-

tenance irresolutely towards Rebecca, and then ex-

claimed, lookinij fiercely at Ivanhoe,
'

Dog of a

Saxon, take thy lance, and prepare for the death

thou hast drawn upon thee !'
— ' Does the Grand

Master allow me the combat?' said Ivanhoe.—'I

may not deny what you have challenged,' said the

Grand Master, 'yet I would thou wert in lietter

plight to do battle. An enemy of our Order hast

thou ever been, yet would I have thee honourably
n.at with.'

' Thus—thus as I am, and not other-

wise,' said Ivanhoe ;

'

it is the judgment of God !
—

to his keeping 1 commend myself.'
"

We cannot make room for the Avhole of this

catastrophe. The overtired horse of Ivanhoe

falls in the shock
;
but the Templar, though

scarcely touched by the lance of his adver-

sary, reels, and fails also
;

—and when they
seek to raise him. is found to be utterly dead !

a victim to his own contending pa.«sions.
We will jrive but one scene more—and it is

in lionour of the divine Rebecca—for the fate of

all the rest may easily be divined. Richard for-

gives his brother
;
and Wilfred weds Rowena.

"It was upon the second mornina after this happy
bridal, that the Lady Rowena was made acquainted

by her handmaid Klgiiha, that a damsel desired ad-

mission to her presence, and solicited that their par-

ley miiiht be without witness. Rowena wondered,
hesitated, became curious, and ended hy command-
ing the damsel to be admitted, and her attendants

to withdraw.—She entered—a noble and command-

ing figure ;
the long white veil in which she was

shrouded, overshadowing rather than concealing
the elesance and majesty of her shape. Her de-

meanour was that of respect, unmingled by the

/'ast shade either of fear, or of a wish to propitiate
lavour. Rowena was ever ready to acknowledge
the claims, and attend to the feelings of others. She
arose, and would have conducted the lovely stranger
to a seat ; but she looked at Elgitha, and a^ain in-

timated a wish to discourse with the Lady Rowena

alone. Elgiiha had no sooner retired with unwilling
steps, than, to the surprise of the Lady of Ivanhoe,
her fair visitant kneeled suddenly on one knee,

l)ressed her hands to her forehead, and, bending her
head loihe ground, in spite oi Rowena's resistance,
kissed the embroidered hem of her tunic.— ' What
lueans this ?' said the surprised bride

;

' or why do

you offer to me a deference so unusual ?'— " Be-
cause to you. Lady of Ivanhoe,' said Reliecca,

rising \ip and resuming the usual quiet dignity of

her manner,
'

I may lawfully, and without rebuke,

pay the debt of gratiiitde which 1 owe to Willred of

Ivanhoe. I am—tiirgive the boldness which has

offered to you the homage of my coumr}
—

I am the

unhappy Jewess, for whom your husband bazarded
his lite against such fearful odds in the lill-yard of

'I'emplestowe.
— '

Damsel,' said Rowena,
' Willred

of Ivanhoe on that day rendered back but in a slight

measure your unceasing charily towards him in his

wounds and misfortunes. Speak, is there aught
remains in which he and I can serve thee ?'

— ' Noth-

ing,' said Rebecca, calmly,
' unless you will Irans-

mi"t to him my eraleful larewell.'— ' You leave Eng-
land, then,' said Rowena, scarce recovering the sur-

prise of this extraordinary visit.— '

I leave it, lady,
ere this moon again changes. My father hath a

brother high in favour with Mohammed Boabdil,

King of Grenada—thither we go, secure of peace
and protection, tor the payment of such ransom a3

the Moslem exact from our people.'
— ' And are you

not then as well protected in England ?' said Rowe-
na.

' My husband has favour with the King
—the

King himself is just and generous.'
— '

Lady,' said

Rebecca,
'
I doiil)t it not—but England is no safe

abode for the children of my people. Ephraim is an
heartless dove— Issachar an over-laboured drudge,
which Sloops between twoburihens. Not in a land

of war and blood, surrounded by hostile neighbours,
and distracted by internal factions, can Israel hope
to rest during her wanderings.'

— ' But yon, maiden,'
said Rowena— '

you surely can have nothing to fear.

She who nursed the sick-bed of Ivanhoe,' she con-

tinued, rising with enthusiasm— ' she can have noth-

ing to fear in England, where Saxon and Norman
will contend who shall most do her honour.'— '

Thy
speech is fair, lady,' said Rebecca, 'and thy pur-

pose fairer; but it may not be—there is a gulf be-

twixt us. Our breeding, ourfniih, alike fmbid either

to pass over it. Farewell I
—

yet, ere I go, indulge
me one request. The bridal veil hangs over thy
face ; raise it, and let me see the features of which
fame speaks so highly.'

— '

They are scarce worthy
of being looked upon,' said Rowena;

'

but, expect-

ing the same from my visitant, I remove the veil.'^

She took it off accordingly, and partly from the con-

sciousness of beauty, partly from bashfulness, she

blushed so intensely, that cheek, brow, neck, and

bosom, were sufl'used with crimson. Rebecca blush-

ed also, but it was a momentary leeliiig ; and, mas-
tered by higher emotions, passed slowly from her

features like the crimson cloud, which changes co-

lour when the sun sinks beneath the horizon.
" '

Lady, she said,
'

the eounienaiice you have

deigned to show me will long dwell in my remem-
brance. There reigns in it genileness and good-
ness

;
and if a tinge of the world's pride or vanities

may mix wiih an expression so lovely, how may we
chide that which is of earl h for bearing some colour

of its original ? Long, long shall I remember your
features, and bless God that 1 leave my noble de-

liverer united with'—She stopped short—her eyes
filled with tears. She hasiily wiped them, and an-

swered to the anxious inquiries oi Rowena— '

I am
well, lady

—well. But my heart swells when I think

of Torquilslone and the lists of Templestowe !
—

Farewell ! One, the most trifling part of my duty,
remains undischarged. Accept this caskel—startle

not at its contents.'—Rowena opened the small sil

ver-chased casket, and perceived a carcanet, or

necklace, with ear-jewels, of diamonds, which were

visibly of immense value.— •

It is impossible,' she

said, tendering back the casket,
'
I dare not accept

2 V
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a gift of such consequence.'
— ' Yet keep it, lady,'

reiiiriied Rebecca.— ' Let me not thitik you deem
BO wreti-liedly ill of my naii.tn as your commons be-

lieve. Think ye ihai I prize ilicse sparkling frag-
nieiiis of sione above my liberty ? or that rny fmher
values tbem in comparison to ihe honour of his only
child / Accept ihem, lad>

—tome i hey are valueless.

I will never wear jewels more.'— ' You are then

uniiappy,' said Rowena, struck with the manner in

which Rebecca uttered the last words.
'

O, remain
Willi us—the counsel of holy men will wean you
from your unhappy law, and I will be a sister to

you."
— '

No, l.idy,' answered Rebecca, the same
calm melancholy reigning in her soft voice and beau-

tiful features,
— '

that may not be. I may not change
the laiili of my fathers, like a garment imsiiiicd lo

the clmiaie in which I seek to dwell
;
and unhappy,

lady, I will not be. He, to whom f dedicate my
future life, will be my comforter, if I do liis will.'—
' flave you then convents, to one of which you
mean to retire?' asked Rowena.— ' No, lady,' said

the Jejvess ;

'

but among our people, since the time
of Abraham downward, have been women who
have devoted their thnugh's to Heaven, and their

actions to works of kindness to men, tending: the

sick, leeding the hunsiry, and relieving the distress-

ed. Among these will Rebecca be numbered. Say
this to thy lord, should he inquire afier the fate of
her whose life he saved !'

—There was an involun-

tary tremor in Rebecca's voice, and a tenrlernes*;

cf accent, which perhaps betrayed more than she
would willingly have expressed. She hastened to

bid Rowena adieu.— '

Farewell,' she said,
'

may
He, who made both Jew and Christian, shower
down on you his choicest blessings !'

" She glided from the apartment, leaving Rowena
surprised as if a viiion had passed before her. The
fair Sa.xoii related the singular conference to her
husband, on whose mind it made a deep impression.
He lived long and happily with Rowena; for they
were attached to each other by the bonds of early
affection, and they loved each other the more, from
recollection of the obstacles which had impeded
their union. Yet it would be inquiring too curiously
to ask, whether the recollection of Rebecca's beauty
and magnanimity did nut recur to his mind more

frequently than the fair descendant of Alfred might
altogether have approved."

The work before us shows at least as much
genius as any of those with which it must now
be numbered—and excites, perhaps, at least

on the first p';'ru.sal, as stronijan interest : But
it does not delight so deeply—and we rather

think it will not please so long. Rebecca is

almost the only lovely being in the story
—and

she is evidently a creature of the fancy
—a

mere poetical personification. Next to her—
for Isaac is but a milder Shylock, and by no
means more natural than his original

—the

heartiest interest is excited by the outlaws and
their merry chief—because the tone and man-
ners ascribed to them are more akin to those

that prevailed among the yeomanry of later

days, than those of the Knights, Priors, and

Princes, are to any thing with which a more
recent age has been acquainted.

—Cedric the

Saxon, with his thralls, and Bois-Guiibert the

Templar with his Moors, are to usl;nt theoreti-

cal or mythological persons. We know noth-

ing about them—and never fee] assured that

we fully comprehend their
drift, or enter

rightly into their feelings. The same genius
wh'ch now busies us with their concerns,
might have excited an equal interest for the

adventures of Oberon and Pigwiggin—or for

any imaginary community of Giants, Amazons,

or Cynocephali. The interest we do take is in

the situations—and the extremes of jx-ril, he-

roism, and atrocity, in which the yrcat lati-

tude of the (iction enables the author to in-

dulge. Even with this advantage, we soon

feel, not only that the characters he brings be-

fore us are contrary to our experience, but that

they are actually impossible. There could in

fact have been no such state of society as that

of which the story before us professes to give
us but samples and ordinary results. In a

country beset with such worthies as Front-de-

BoDuf, Malvoisin, and the rest, Isaac the Jew
could neither have grown rich, nor Uved loold

age ;
and no Rebecca could either have ac-

quired her delicacy, or preserved her honour.

Neither could a plump Prior Aymer have fol-

lowed venery in woods swarming with the

merry men of Robin Hood.—Rolherwood must
have been burned to the ground two or three

times in every year
—and all the knights and

thanes of the land been killed ofi' nearly as

often. The thing, in short, when calmly con-

sidered, cannot be received as a reality ; and,

aftergazing for a while on the splendid pageant
which it presents, and admiring the oxagger-
rated beings who counterfeit, in their grand

style, the passions and feelings of our poor hu-

man nature, we soon find that we must turn

again to our Waverleys, and Antiquaries, and
Old Mortalities, and become acquainted with
our neighbours and ourselves, and our duties,
and dangers, and true felicities, in the exqui-
site pictures which our author there exliibits

of the follies we daily witness or display, and
of the prejudices, habits, and affections, by
which we are still hourly obstructed, govern-

ed, or cheered.

We end, therefore, as we began—by pre-

ferring the home scenes, and the copies of

originals which we know—but admiring, in

the highest degree, the fancy and judgment
and feeling by which this more distant and
ideal prospect is enriched. It is a splendid
Poem—and contains matter enough for six

good Tragedies. As it
is,

it will make a glo-
rious melodratne for the end of the season.—
Perhaps the author does better—for us and
for himself—by writing more novels : But we
have an earnest wish that he would try his

hand in the actual bow of Shakespeare
—ven-

ture fairly within his enchanted circle—and
reassert the Dramatic Sovereignty of England,
by putting forth a genuine Tragedy of passion,

fancy, and incident. He has all the qualifica-
tions to insure success*—except perhaps the

art of compression :
—for we suspect it would

cost him no little effort to confine his story,
and the development of his characters, to

some fifty or sixty small pages. But the at-

tempt is worth making; and he may be cer-

tain that he cannot fail without glory.

* We take it for granted, that the charming ex-

tracts from "Old Plays," that are occasionally

given as mottoes to the chapters of this and some
of his other works, are original compositions of the

author whose prose they garnish :
—and they show

that he is not less a master of the most beautiful

style of Dramatic versification, than of all the higher
and more inward secrets o*" that forgotten art.
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It was a happy thought in us to review this

authoi's works in groups, rather than in single

Eieces
;

for we should never otherwise have
een able to keep up both with him and with

our other business. Even as it is, we find we
have let him run so far ahead, that we have
now rather more of him on hand than we can

well get through at a sitting ;
and are in dan-

ger of forgetting the early part of the long
series of stories to which we are thus obliged
to look back, or of finding it forgotten by the

Eublic

—or at least of having the vast assem-

lage of events and characters that now lie

before us something jumbled and confounded,
both in our own recollections, and that of our

admiring readers.

Our last particular notice, we think, was of

Ivanhoe, in the end of 1819
;
and in the two

years that have since elapsed, we have had
the Monastery, the Abbot, Kenilworth, the

Pirates, and Nigel,
—

one, two, three, four, five—
large original works from the same fertile

and inexhaustible pen. It is a strange manu-
facture ! and, though depending entirely on
invention and original fancy, really seems to

proceed with all the steadiness and regularity
a thing that was kept in operation by in-

dustry and application alone. Our whole

fraternity, for example, with all the works of

all other writers to supply them with mate-

rials, are not half so sure of bringing out their

two volumes in the year, as this one author,
with nothing but his own genius to depend
on, is of bringing out his six or seven. There
is no instance of any such experiment being
60 long continued with success

; and, accord-

ing to all appearances, it is just as far from a

termination now, as it was at the beginning.
If it were only for the singularity of the thing,
it would be worth while to chronicle the ac-

tual course and progress of this extraordinary
adventure.

Of the two first works we have mentioned,
the Monastery and the Abbot, we have the

least to say ;
and we believe the public have

the least curiosity to know our opinion. They
are certainly the least meritorious of the whole

series, either subsequent or preceding; and
while they are decidedly worse than the other

works of the same author, we are not sure

that we can say, as we have done of some of

his other failures, that they are better than

those of any other recent writer of fiction.—
So conspicuous, indeed, was their inferiority,

that we at one time apprehended that we
should have been called upon to interfere

before our time, and to admonish the author

of the hazard to which he was exposing his

fame. But as he has since redeemed that

flip, we shall now pass it over lightly, and

merely notice one or two things that still live

in our remembrance.
We do not think the White Lady, and the

other supernatural agencies, the worst blemish

of "The Monastery." On the contrary, the

first apparition of the spirit by her lonely
fountain (though borrowed from LonI Byron's
Witch of the Alps in Manfred), as well as the

effect of the interview on the mind of the

young aspirant to whom she reveals herself,

have always appeared to us to be very beau-

tifully imagined : But we must confess, that

their subsequent descent into an alabaster

cavern, and the seizure of a stolen Bible from

an altar blazing with cold flames, is a fiction

of a more ignoble stock
;
and looks very like

an unlucky combination of a French fairy tale

and a dull German romance. The Euphuist

too. Sir Piercie Shafton, is a mere nuisance

throughout. Nor can Ave remember any in-

cident in an unsuccessful farce more utterly
absurd and pitiable, than the remembrance
of tailorship that is supposed to be conjured

up in the mind of this chivalrous person, by
the presentment of the fairy's bodkin to his

eyes. There is something ineflably poor at

once, and extravagant, in the idea of a solid

silver implement being taken from the hair of

a spiritual and shadowy being, for the sage

purpose of making an earthly coxcomb angry
to no end

;

—while our delight at this happy
imagination is not a little heightened by re-

flectina' that it is all the time utterly unintelli-

gible, how the mere exhibition of a lady's
bodkin should remind any man of a tailor in

his pedigree
—or be thought to import such a

disclosure to the spectators.

But, notwithstanding these gross faults, and
the general flatness of the monkish })arts

—
including that of the Sub-prior, vhich is a
failure in spite of considerable labour— it

would be absurd to rank this with common
novels, or even to exclude it from the file of

the author's characteristic productions. It has

both humour, and fancy and pathos enough,
to maintain its title to such a distinction.—•

The aspiring temper of Halbert Glcndmning,
the rustic establishment of Glendearg, the

picture of Christie of Clinthill, and. above all,

the scenes at the castle of Avenel, are all

touched with the hand of a master. .Julian's

dialogue, or soliloquy rather, to his havk, in

presence of his paramour, with its accompani-
ments and sequel, is as powerful as any thing
the author has produced ;

and the tragic and
historical scenes that lead to the conclusion

are also, for the most part, exccllejit. It is a

work, in short, which pleases more upon a

.second reading than at first—as we not only

pass over the Euphuism and other dull pas-
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Bages, but, being aware of its defects, no

longer feel the disappointment and provoca-
tion which are apt, on their first excitement,
lo make us unjust to its real merits.

Id point of real merit,
" The Abbot" is not

much better, we think, than the Monastery—
but it is fuller of historical painting, and, in

the higher scenes, has perhaps a deeper and
more e.valted interest. The Popish zealots,
whether in the shape of prophetic crones or

heroic monks, are very tiresome personages.
Catherine Seyton is a wilful deterioration of

Diana Vernon, and is far too pert and con-

fident
;
while her paramour Roland Graeme is,

for a good part of the work, little better than

a blackguard boy, who should have had his

head broken twice a day, and been put nightly
in the stocks, for his impertinence. Some of

the scenes at Lochleven are of a different

pitch ;^hongh the formal and measured sar-

casms which the Queen and Lady Douglas
interchange with such solemn verbosit)', have
a very heavy and unnatural effect. These
faults, however, are amply redeemed by the

beauties with which they are mingled. There
are some grand passages, of enthusiasm and
devoted courage, in Catherine Seyton. The

escape from Lochleven is given with great
effect and spirit

—and the subsequent muster-

ing of the Queen's adherents, and their march
to Langside, as well as the battle it.self,

are

full of life and colouring. The noble bearing
and sad and devoted love of George Douglas—the brawl on the streets of Edinburgh, and
the scenes at Holyrood, both serious and

comic, as well as many of the minor charac-

ters, such as the Ex-abbot of St. JNIary's me-

tamorphosed into the humble gardener of

Lochleven, are all in the genuine manner of

the author, and could not have proceeded from

any other hand. On the whole, however, the

work is unsatisfactory, and too deficient in

design and unity. We do not know why it

should have been called "The Abbot." as

that personage has scarcely any thing to do'

with it. As an historical sketch, it has nei-

ther beginning nor end
;

—nor does the time
which it embraces possess any peculiar inter-

est :
—and for a history of Roland Grfeme,

which is the only denomination that can give
it coherence, the narrative is not only far too

slight and insignificant in itself, but is too

much broken in upon by higher peisons and

weightier affairs, to retain any of the interest

which it might otherwise have possessed.

"Kenilworlh," however, is a flight of an-
other wing—and rises almost, if not alto-

gether, to the level of Ivanhoe
;

—
displaying,

perhaps, as much power in assembling to-

gether, and distributing in striking groups,
the copious historical materials of that ro-

mantic age, as the other does in eking out
their scantiness by the riches of the author's

imagination. Elizabeth heiseif, surrounded
as she is with lively and imposing recollec-

tions, was a difficult personage to bring promi-
nently forward in a work of fiction : But the

task, we think, is here not only fearlessly,
but admirably performed ;

and the character

brought out. not merely with the most un-

sparing fulness, but with the most brillianl

and seducing effect. Leicester is less happy;
and we have certainly a great deal loo much
both of the blackguardism of ^Michael Lam-
bourne, the atrocious villany of Vainey and
Foster, and the magical dealings of Alasco
and Wayland Smith. Indeed, almost all the
lower agents in the perfoiTOance have a sort
of Demoniacal character; and the deep and

disgusting guilt by which most of the main
incidents are developed, make a splendid pas-
sage of English history read like the Newgate
Calendar, and a certain horror to the

story, which is neither agreeable to historical

truth, nor attractive in a work of imagination.
The great charm and glory of the piece,

however, consists in the magnificence ana

vivacity of the descriptions with which it

abounds
;
and which set before our eyes, with

a freshness and force of colouring which can

scarcely ever be gained except by actual ob-

servation, all the pomp and stateliness, the

glitter and solemnity, of that heroic reign.
The moving picture of Elizabeth's nii^ht entry
to Kenilworth is given Avith such spirit, rich-

ness, and copiousness of detail, that we seem
actually transjwrted to the middle of the
scene. We feel the press, and hear the music
and the din—and descry, amidst the fading
lights of a summer eve, the majestical pacings
and waving banners that surround the march
of the heroic Queen; while the mixture of

ludicrous incidents, and the ennui that steals

on the lengthened parade and fatiguing prepa-
ration, give a sense of truth and reality to the
sketch that seems to belong rather to recent

recollection than mere ideal conception. We
believe, in short, that we have at this moment
as lively and distinct an impression of the
whole scene, as we shall have in a few weeks
of a similar joyous Entry, for which prepara-
tions are now making* in this our loyal me-

tropolis,
—and of which we hope, before that

time, to be spectators. The ajccount of Lei-
cester's princely hospitalitj', and of the royal
divertisements that ensued.—the feastings
and huntings, the flatteries and dissembling?,
the pride, the jealousy, the ambition, the re-

venge,
—are all portrayed with the same ani-

mating pencil, and leave every thing behind,
but some rival works of the same unrivallea

artist. The most surprising piece of mere

description, however, that we have ever seen,
is that of Amy's magnificent apartments at

Cumiior Place, and of the dress and beauty
of the lovely creature for Avhom they we:e
adorned. We had no idea before that up-

holstery and millinery could be made so en-

gaging; and though we are aware that it is

the living Beauty that gives its enchantment
to the scene, and breathes over the whole an
air of voluptuousness, innocence, and pity, it

is impossible not to feel that the vivid and
clear presentment of the visible objects by
which she is surrounded, and the antique

splendour in which she is enshrined, not only
strengthen our impressions of the reality, but

• The visit of George IV. to Edinburgh in July,
1822.
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actually fascinate and delight us in them-
eelviis.—just as the draperies and still-life in

a grand historical picture often divide our ad-

miration with the pathetic effect of the story
told by the principal figures. The catastro-

phe of the unfortunate Amy herself is too

sickening and full of pity to be endured; and
we shrink from the recollection of

it,
as we

would from that of a recent calamity of our

own. The part of Tressilian is unfortunate on
the whole, though it contains touches of in-

terest and beauty. The sketch of young Ra-

leigh is splendid, and in excellent keeping
with every thing beside it. More, we think,

might have been made of the desolate age
and broken-hearted anguish of Sir Hugh Rob-
sart : though there are one or two little traits

of his paternal love and crushed affection,
that are inimitably sweet and pathetic, and
which might have lost their effect, perhaps,
if the scene had been extended. We do not

care much about the goblin dwarf nor the host,
nor the mercer,

—nor any of the other charac-

ters. They are all too fantastical and affected.

They seem copied rather from the quaintne.ss
of old plays, than the reality of past and pres-
ent nature

;
and serve better to show what

manner of personages were to be met with in

the Masks and Pageants of the age, than what
were actually to be found in the living popu-
lation of the land.

'•' The Pirates " is a bold attempt to furnish

out a long and eventful story, from a very nar-

row circle of society, and a scene so circum-

scribed as scarcely to admit of any great scope
or variety of action

;
and its failure, in so far

as it may be thought to have failed, should,
in fairness, be ascribed chiefly to this scanti-

ness and defect of the materials. The author,

accordingly, has been obliged to borrow pretty

largely from other regions. The character

and story of INIertoun (which is at once com-

mon-place and extravagant),
—that of the

Pirate himself,
—and that of Halcro the poet,

have no counection with the localities of Shet-

land, or the peculiarities of an insular life.

Mr. Yellowlees, though he gives occa.sion to

some strong contrasts, is in the same situa-

Thi great blemish. however, of thetion.

work; is the inconsistency in Cleveland's

character, or rather the way in which he dis-

appoints us, by turning out so much better

than we had expected—and yet substantially
60 ill. So great, indeed, is this disappoint-
ment, and so strong the grounds of

it, that we
cannot help suspecting that the author him-
self must have altered his design in the course
of the work

; and, finding himself at a loss

how to make either a demon or a hero of the

personage whom he had introduced with a

view to one or other of these characters, be-

took himself to the expedient of leaving him
in that neutral or mixed state, which, after

all, suits the least with his conduct and situa-

tion, or with the effects which he is supposed
to produce. All that we see of him is a dar-

ing, underbred, forward, heartless fellow—
very unlikely, we should suppose, to capti-
vate the affections of the high-minded, ro-

mantic Miimaj or even to supplant an old

£9

friend in the favour of the honest Udall.^r.

The charm of the book is in the picluie of

his family. Nothing can be more beautiful

than the description of the two sisters, and
the gentle and innocent affection that con-
tinues to unite them, even after love has come
to divide their interests and wishes. The visit

paid them by Noma, and the tale she tells

them at midnight, lead to a fine display of

the perfect purity of their young hearts, and
the native gentleness and dignity of their

character. There is, perhaps, still more ge-
nius in the development and full exhibition of

their father's character
j
who is first introduced

to us as little else than a jovial, thoughtless,

hospitable housekeeper, but gradually dis-

closes the most captivating traits, not only of

kindness and courage, but of substantial gene-
rosity and delicacy of feeling, without ever

departing, for an instant, from the frank home-
liness of his habitual demeanour. Noma is a
new incarnation of Meg INIerrilees, and palpa-

bly the same in the spirit. Less degraded in

her habits and associates, and less lofty and

pathetic in her denunciations, she reconciles

fewer contradictions, and is, on the whole,
inferior perhaps to her prototype ;

but is far

above the rank of a mere imitated or borrowed
character. The Udaller's visit to her dwell-

ing on the Fitful-head is admirably managed,
and highly characteristic of both parties. Of
the humorous characters, Yellowlees is the

best. Few things, indeed, are better than
the description of his equestrian progression
to the feast of the Udaller. Claud Halcro is

too fantastical; and peculiarly out of place,
we should think, in such a region. A man
who talks in quotations from common plays,
and proses eternally about glorious John Dry-
den, luckily is not often to be met with any-
where, but least of all in the Orkney Islands.

Bunce is liable to the same objection,
—

though
there are parts of his character, as well as

that of Fletcher and the rest of the crew,
given with infinite spirit and effect. The de-

nouement of the story is strained and im-

probable, and the conclusion rather unsatis-

factory: But the work, on the whole, opens
up a new world to our curiosit)', and affords

another proof of the extraordinary pliability,
as well as vigour, of the author's genius.
We come now to the work which has af-

forded us a pretext for this long retrospection,
and which we have approached, as befitteth

a royal presence, through this long vista of

preparatory splendour. Considering that it

has now been three months in the hands of

the public
—and must be about as well known

to most of our readers as the older works to

which we have just alluded—we do not very
well see why we should not deal with it aa

summarily as we have done with them
; and,

sparing our dutiful readers the fatigue of toil-

ing through a detail with which they are al-

ready familiar, content ourselves with marking
our opinion of it in the same generai and

comprehensive manner that we have ventured

to adopt as to those earlier productions. This

accordingly is the course which, in the main,
we propose to follow

; though, for the sake erf

2y 2
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our distant readers, as well as to give more
lorce and direct application to our general re-

marks, we must somewhat enlarge the scale

of our critical notice.

This work, though dealing abundantly in

invention, is,
in substance, like Old JNlortalily

and Kenilworth, of an historical character,
and may be correctly represented as au at-

tempt to describe and illustrate, by examples,
the manners of the court, and generally speak-

ing, of the age, of James I. of England. And
this, on the whole, is the most favourable as-

pect under which it can be considered : for.

while it certainly presents us with a very
brilliant, and, we believe, a very faithful sketch

of the manners and habits of the time, we
cannot sa}- that it either embodies them in a

very interesting story, or supplies us with any
rich variet)- of particular characters. E.xcept

King James himself, and Richie Moniplies,
there is but little individuality in the person-

ages represented. We should perhaps add
Master George Heriot •

e.xcept that he is too

staid and prudent a person to engage very
much of our interest. The story is of a veiy
simple structure, and may soon be told.

Lord Glenvarloch, a young Scottish noble-

man, whose fortunes had been ruined by his

father's profusion, and chiefly by large loans

to the Crown, comes to London about the mid-
dle of James' reign, to try what part of this

debt may be recovered from the justice of his

now opulent sovereign. From want of patron-

age and experience, he is unsuccessful in his

first application ;
and is about to withdraw in

despair, when his serving man. Richard Moni-

plies, falling accidental]}' in the way of George
Heriot, the favourite jeweller and occasional

banker of the King, that benevolent person (to

whom, it may not be known to our Southern

readers, Edinburgh is indebted for the most

flourishing and best conducted of her founded
schools or charities) is pleased to take an in-

terest in his affairs, and not only represents
his case in a favourable way to the Sovereign,
but is the means of introducing him to another

nobleman, with whose son. Lord Dalgarno, he

speedily forms a rather inauspicious intimacy.

By this youth he is initiated into all the gaie-
ties of the town

;
of which, as well of the

manners and bearing of the men of fashion of

the time, a very lively picture is drawn.

Among other things, he is encouraged to try
his fortune at play; but, being poor and pru-

dent, he plays but for small sums, and, rather

unhandsomely we must own, makes it a prac-
tice to come away after a moderate winning.
On this account he is slighted by Lord Dal-

garno and his more adventurous associates;
and. having learned that they talked con-

temptuously of him, and that Lord D. had

prejudiced the Kinir and the Prince ajjainst

him, he challenges him for his perfidy in the

Park, and actually draws on him, in the pre-
cincts of the royal abode. This was, in those

days, a very serious offence; and. to avoid its

imnnediate consequences, he is advised to take

refuge in Whitefriars, then known by the cant

name of Alsatia, and understood to possess the

privileges of a sanctuary against ordinary ar-

rests. A propos of this retirement, we have
a very striking and animateil picture of tho

bullies and bankrupts, and swindlers and petty
felons by whom this city of refuge was chiefly
inhabited—and among whom the young Lord
has the good luck to witness a murder, com-
mitted on the person of his miserly host. He
then bethinks himself of repairing to Green-

wich, where the court was, throwing himself

upon the clemency of the King, and insisting
on being confronted with his accusers; but

happening unfortunately to meet with his

Majesty in a retired part of the Park to which
he had pursued the stag, ahead of all his at-

tendants, his sudden appearance so startles

and alarms that pacific monarch, that he ac-

cuses him of a treasonable design on his life,

and has him committed to the Tower, under
that weighty accusation. In the mean time,

however, a certain Margaret Ramsey, a daugh-
ter of the celebrated watchmaker of that name,
who had privately fallen in love with him at

the table of George Heiiot her god-father, and

had, ever since, kept watch over his proceed-

ings, and aided him in his diflicnlties by va-

rious stratagems and suggestions, had repaired
to Greenwich in male attire, with the roman-
tic design of interesting and undeceiving the

King with regard to him. By a lucky acci-

dent, she does obtain an opportunity of making
her statement to James

; who, in order to put
her veracity to the test, sends her, disguised
as she was, to Glenvarloch's prison in the

Tower, and also looses upon him in the same

place, first his faithful Heriot, and afterwards

a sarcastic courtier, while he himself plays
the eavesdropper to their conversation, from an

adjoining apartment constructed for that pur-

pose. The result of this Dionjsian experi-
ment is, to satisfy the sagacious monarch both

of the innocence of his young countryman,
and the malignity of his accusers; who are

speedily brought to shame by his acquittal
and admittance to favour.

There is an underplot of a more extravag'ant
and less happy structure, about a sad and

mysterious lady who inhabits an inaccessible

apartment in Heriot's house, and turns out to

be the deserted wife of Lord Dalgarno, and a
near relation of Lord Glenvarloch. The former

is compelled to acknowledge her by the King,

very much against his will
; though he is con-

siderably comforted when he finds that, by
this alliance, he acquires right to an ancient

mortgage over the lands of the latter, which

nothing but immediate payment of a large
sum can prevent him from foreclosing. This

is accomplished by the new-raised credit and

consequential agency of Richie Moniplies,

though not without a scene of pettifogging
difficulties. The conclusion is something tra-

gical and sudden. Lord Dalgarno. travelling
to Scotland with the redemption-money in a

portmanteau, challenges Glenvarloch to meet
and fight him, one stage from town

; and,
while he is waiting on the common, is him-

self shot dead by one of the Alsatian bullies,

who had heard" of the precious cargo with

which he was making the journey. His an-

tagonist comes up soon enough to revenge
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mm
; and, soon after, is married to Miss Ram-

sey, for whom the King finds a suitable pedi-

gree, and at whose marriage-dinner he conde-

scends to preside; while Richard Moniplies
marries the heroic daughter of the Alsatian

miser, and is knighted in a very characteristic

manner by the good-natured monarch.
The best things m the book, as we have

already intimated, are the pictures of King
James and of Richard Moniplies

—though m}*
Lord Dalgarno is very lively and witty, and
well represents the gallantry and profligacy
of the time; while the worthy Earl, his father,
is very successfully brought forward as ihe

type of the ruder and more uncorrupted age
that preceded. We are sorely tempted to pro-
duce a sample of Jin Vin the smart apprentice,
and of the mixed childishness and heroism of

JMargaret Ramsay, and the native loftiness

and austere candour of ]Martha Trapbois, and
the humour of Dame Suddlechops, and divers

other inferior persons. But the rule we have
laid down to ourselves, of abstaining from
citations from well-known books, must not be
farther broken, in the very hour of its enact-

ment
;

—and we shall therefore conclude, with
a few such general remarks on the work be-

fore us as we have already bestowed on some
other performances, probably no longer so

familiar to most of our readers.

We do not think, then, that it is a work
either of so much genius or so much interest

ds Kenilworth or Ivanhoe, or the earlier his-

torical novels of the same author—and yet
there be readers who will in all likelihood

prefer it to those books, and that for the very
reasons which induce us to place it beneath
them. These reasons are,

—
First, that the

scene is all in London—and that the piece is

consequently deprived of the interest and

variety derived from the beautiful descriptions
of natural scenery, and the still more beautiful

combination of its features and expression,
with the feelings of the living agents, which
abound in those other works

;
and next, that

the characters are more entirely borrowed
from the written memorials of the age to

which they refer, and less from that eternal

and universal nature Avhich is of all ages,
than in any of his former works. The plays
of that great dramatic era. and the letters and
memoirs which have been preserved in such

abundance, have made all diligent readers

familiar with the peculiarities by which it was
marked. But unluckily the taste of the writers

of that aire was quaint and fantastical
;
and

though their representations necessarily give
us a true enough picture of its fashions and

follies, it is obviously a distorted and exagge-
rated picture

—and their characters plainly
both .speak and act as no living men ever
did speak or act. Now, this style of carica-

ture iatoo palpably copied in the work before

us.—and. though somewhat softened and re-

laxed by the good sense of the author, is still

so prevalent, that most of his characters strike

us rather as whimsical humourists or affected

ma.skers, than as faithful copies of the actual

society of any historical period ;
and though

ihey may afford great delight to such slender

wits as think the commentators on Shake-

speare the greatest men in the world, and here

find their little archaeological persons made
something less inconceivable than usual, they
cannot fail to offend and disappoint all those

who hold that nature alone must be the source

of all natural interest.

Finally, we object to this work, as com-

pared with those to which we have alluded,
that the interest is more that of situation, and
less of character or action, than in any of the

former. The hero is not so much an actor or

a sufferer, in most of the events represented,
as a spectator. With comparatively little to

do in the business of the scene, he is merely
placed in the front of it, to look on with the

reader as it passes. He has an ordinary and

slow-moving suit at court—and, a propos of

this—all the humours and oddities of the

sovereign are exhibited in rich and splendid
detail. He is obliged to take refuge for a day
in Whitefriars—and all the horrors and atro-

cities of the Sanctuary are spread out before

us through the greater part of a volume. Two
or three murders are committed, in which he
has no interest, and no other part than that of

being accidentally present. His own scanty

part, in short, is performed in the vicinity of

a number of other separate transactions; and
this mere juxtaposition is made an apology
for stringing I hem all up together into one his-

torical romance. We should not care very
much if this only destroyed the unity of the

piece
—but it al.^o sensibly weakens its interest—and reduces it from the rank of a compre-

hensive and engaging narrative, in which

every event gives and receives importance
from its connection with the rest, to that of a

mere collection of sketches, relating to the

same period and state of society.
The character of the hero, we also think,

is more than usually a failure. He is not only
a reasonable and discreet person, for whose

prosperity we need feel no great apprehen-

sion, but he is gratuitously debased by certain

infirmities of a mean and somewhat sordid

description, which suit remarkably ill with
the heroic character. His prudent deport-
ment at the gaming table, and his repeated

borrowings of money, have been already
hinted at

;
and we may add, that when in-

terrogated by Heriot about the disguised dam-
sal who is found with him in the Tower, he
makes up a false story for the occasion, with

a cool promptitude of invention, which re-

minds us more of Joseph Surface and bis

French milliner, than of the high-minded son

of a stern puritanical Baron of Scotland.

These are the chief faults of the woik, and

they are not slight ones. Its merits do not

require to be specified. They embrace all

to w hich we have not specially objected. The

general brilliancy and force of the colouring,
the ease and spirit of the design, and the

strong touches of character, are all such as

we have have long admired in the best works
of the author. Besides the King and Richie

Moniplies, at whose merits we have already

hintedj
it would be unjust to pass over thu

prodigious strength of writing that distin
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sruishes the part of Mrs. Martha Trapbois, and
|

the inimitable scenes, though of a coarse and
:

revolting complexion, with Duke Hildebrod

and the miser of Alsatia. The Templar
LowestofTe, and Jin Viii. the aspiring appren-

'

tice, are excellent sketches of their kind.

So are John Christie and his frail dame. Lord '

Dalgarno is more questionable. There are '

passages of extraordinary spirit and abdity in

this part ; but he turns out too atrocious. Sir
j

Mungo Alalagrowther wearies us from the

beginning, and so does the horologist Ramsay
^

—because they are both exaggerated and un-
|

natural characters. We scarcely see enough
of Margaret Ramsay to forgive her all her ir-

regularities, and her high fortune
;
but a great

'

deal certainly of what we do see is charm-
1

ingly executed. Dame Ursula is something j

between the vulgar gossippmg of Mrs. Quickly
in the merry Wives of Windsor, and the
atrocities of Mrs. Turner and Lady Suffolk

;

and it is rather a contamination of Margaret's
purity to have used such counsel.

We have named them all now, or nearly
—

and must at length conclude. Indeed, nothing
but the fascination of this author's pen, and
the difficulty of getting away from him, could
have induced us to be so particular in our
notices of a story, the detail.-j of which will so

soon be driven out of our heads by other de-

tails as interesting
—and as little fated to be re-

membered. There are other two books coming,
we hear, in the course of the winter; and by
the lime there are four or five, that is, in about

eighteen months hence, we must hold our-

selves prepared to give some account of them .

(©ctobcr, 1823.)

1. Annals of the Parish, or the Chronicle of Dalmailing, during the Ministry of the Rev
Micah Balwhidder. Written by Himself. 1vol. 12mo. pp.400. Blackwood. Edin.:1819

2. The Ayrshire Legatees, or the Prinsle Family. By the Author of " Annals of the Parish,'
&c. 1vol. 12mo. pp.395. Blackwood. Edinburgh: 1820.

3. The Provost. By the Author of "Annals of the Parish," "Ayrshire Legatees," &c
1vol. 12mo. Blackwood. Edinburgh : 1820.

4. Sir Andrew Wyllie of that Ilk. By the Author of "Annals of the Parish," &c. 3 vols

12mo. Blackwood. Edin. : 1822.

5. The Steam Boat. By the Author of "Annals of the Parish," &c. 1vol. 12mo. Black
wood. Edinburgh: 1822.

6. The Entail, or the Lairds of Grippy. By the Author of "'Annals of the Parish," "'Sil

Andrew Wyllie," &c. 3 vols. 18mo. Blackwood. Edinburgh : 1823.

7. Ringan Gilhaize, or the Covenanters. By the Author of "Annals of the Parish," &G.
3 vols. ]2mo. Blackwood. Edinburgh: 1823.

8. Valerius, a Roman Story. 3 vols. 12mo. Blackwood. Edinburgh: 1820.

9. Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life. 1vol. 8vo. Blackwood. Edinburgh: 1822.

10. Some Pa.'isages in the Life of Mr. Adam Blair, Minister of the Gospel at Cross-Meikle

1 vol. 8vo. Blackwood. Edinburgh: 1822.

11. The Trials of Margaret Lyndsay. By the Author of "Lights and Shadows of Scottish

Life." 1 vol. 8vo. Blackwood. Edinburgh : 1823.

12. Reginald Dalton, By the Author of "Valerius," and "Adam Blair." 3 vols. 8vo.

Blackwood. Edinburgh: 1823.*

We have been sometimes accused, we ob-

serve, of partiality to the writers of our own

country, and reproached with helping mid-

dling Scotch works into notice, while far more
meritorious publications in England and Ire-

land have been treated with neglect. We
take leave to say, that there could not possi-

bly be a more unjust accusation : and the list

of books which we have prefixed to this arti-

cle, affords of itself, we now conceive, the

most triumphant refutation of it. Here is a

* I have retained most of the citations in this

nriicle :
—the books from which they are taken not

being so universally known as those of Sir Walter
Scott—and yet deserving, I think, of being thus

recalled to the attention of general readers. The
whole seem to have been oris^inally put out anony-
mously :

—But the authorship has been long ago
acknowledged ;

—so that it is scarcely necessary for

me to mention that the first seven in the list are the

works of the late Mr. Gait, Valerius and Adam
Blair of Mr. Lockhart—and the Lights and Sha-

dows, and Margaret Lindsay, of Professor Wilson.

set of lively and popular works, that have at-

tracted, and very deservedly, a large share of

attention in every part of the empire
—

issuing
from the press, successively for four or fiva

years, in this very city, and under our eyes,
and not hitherto honoured by us with any in-

dication of our being even conscious of their

existence. The causes of this long neglect it

can now be of no importance to explain. Bu^
sure we are, that our ingenious countrymen
have far greater reason to complain of

it, than

any aliens can have to impute this tardy repa-
ration to national partiality.
The works themselves are evidently too

numerous to admit of our now giving more
than a very general account of them :

—and

indeed, some of their authors emulate their

great prototype so successfully in the rapid
succession of their performances, that, even
if they had not been so far ahead of us at the

starting, we must soon have been reduced to

deal with them as we have done with him.
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and only to have noticed their productions
'

when they h.td grown up into groups and fa-

milies—as thoy increased and multiplied in

the land. In intimating that we regard them
as imitations of the inimitable novels.—which

|

we, who never presume to peep under masks,
still hold to be by an author unknown,—we
have already exhausted more than half their

general character. They are inferior certainly

(and what is not^) to their great originals.
But they are the best copies which have

yet been produced of them; and it is not

a little creditable to the genius of our be-

loved country, that, even in those gay and

airy walks of literature from which she had
been so long estranged, an opening was no

sooner made, by the splendid success of one

gifted Scotsman, than many others were found

ready to enter upon them, with a spirit of en-

terprise, and a force of invention, that prom-
ised still farther to extend their boundaries—
and to make these new adventurers, if not form-

idable rivals, at least not unworthy followers

of him by whose example they were roused.

There are three authoi\<, it seems, to the

works now before us;
—so at least the title-

pages announce
;
and it is a rule with us, to

give implicit faith to those solemn intimations.

We think, indeed, that without the help of

that oracle, we should have been at no loss to

ascribe all the works which are now claimed

by the author of the Annals of the Parish, to

one and the same hand; But we should cer-

tainly have been inclined to suppose, that

there was only one author for all the rest,
—

with the exception, perhaps, of Valerius,
which has little resemblance, either in sub-

stance or maimer, to any of those with which
it is now associated.

In the artluous task of imitating the great

novelist, they have apparently found it neces-

sary to resort to the great principle of division

of labour; and yet they have not, among
them, been able to equal the work of his single
hand ! The author of the Parish Annals seems
to have sought chiefly to rival the humorous
and less dignified parts of his original; by
large representations of the character and
manners of the middling and lower orders in

Scotland, intermingled with traits of sly and
sarcastic sagacity, and occasionally softened

and relieved by touches of unexpected ten-

derness and simple pathos, all harmonised by
the same truth to nature and fine sen.se of

national peculiarity. In these delineations

there is, no doubt, more vulgarity, both of

style and conception, and less poetical inven-

tion, than in the corresponding passages of

the works he aspires to imitate : but, on the

other hand, there is more of that peculiar
humour which depends on the combination of

great naivete^ indolence, and occasional ab-

surdity, with natural good sense, and taste,
and kind feelings in the principal characters—
such combinations as Sir Roger de Coverley,
the Vicar of Wakefield, and My Uncle Toby,
have made familiar to all English readers, but

of which we have not hitherto had any good
Scottish representative. There is also more

systematicj though very good-humoured, sar-

casm, and a more distinct moral, or imicy of

didactic purpose, in most of his writings, than
it would be easy to discover in the playful, ca-

pricious, and fanciful sketches of his great
master.

The other two authors have formed them-
selves more upon the poetical, reflective, and

pathetic parts of their common model; and
have aimed at emulating such beautiful pic-
tures as that of Mr. Peter Pattison, the blind

old women in Old Mortality and the Bride of

Lammermoor, the courtship at the Mermaid-
en's Well, and, generally, his innumerable
and exquisite descriptions of the soft, simple,
and sublime scenery of Scotland, as viewed
in connection with the character of its better

rustic population. Though far better skilled

than their associate, in the art of composition,
and chargeable, perhap.s, with less direct imi-

tation, we cannot but regard them as much
less original, and as having performed, upon
the whole, a far easier task. They have no

great variety of style, and but little of actual

invention.—and are mannerists in the strongest
sense of that term. Though unquestionably

pathetic in a very powerful degree, they are

pathetic, for the most part, by the common
recipes, which enable any one almost, to draw

tears, who will condescend to employ them.

They are mighty religious too,
—but appa-

rently on the same principle ;
and. while their

laboured attacks on our sympathies are felt, at

last, to be somewhat importunate and puerile,
their devotional orthodoxies seem to tend,

every now and then, a little towards cant.

This is perhaps too harshly said
;
and is more,

we confess, the result of the second reading
than the first

;
and suggested rather by a com-

parison with their great original, than an im-

pression of their own independent merits.

Compared with that high standard, it is im-

possible not to feel that they are somewhat

wanting in manliness, freedom, and liberality;

and, while they enlarge, in a sort of pastoral,

emphatic, and melodious style, on the virtues

of our cottagers, and the apostolical sanctity
of our ministers and elders, the delights of

pure affection, and the comforts of the Bible,
are lamentably deficient in that bold and free

vein of invention, that thorough knowledge
of the world, and rectifying spirit of good
sense, which redeem all that great author's

flights from the imputation either of extrava-

gance or affectation, and give weight, as well

as truth, to his most poetical delineations of

nature and of passion. But, though they can-

not pretend to this rare merit, which has

scarcely fallen to thf^ share of more than one

since the days of Shakespeare, there is no

doubt much beautiful writing, much admi-

rable description, and much both of tender

and of lofty feeling, in the volumes of which
we are now .^peaking; and though their infe-

rior and borrowed lighls are dimmed in the

broader blaze of the luminary, who now fills

our Northern sky with his glory, they still hold

their course distinctly within the orb of his at

traction, and make a visible part of the splen-
dour which draws to that quarter of the hea

vens the admiration of so many distant eyes
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We must now, however, say a word or two
oil the particular works we have eiiuinerated;

among which, and especially in the first series,
there is a very great diirercnco of design, as

veil as inequality of merit. The first with
which we happened to become acquainted,
and, after all, perhaps the best and most in-

teresting of the whole, is that entitled ''An-

nals of the Parish." comprising in one little

volume of about i'our hundred pages llie do-

mestic chronicle of a worthy minister, on the

coast of Ayrshire, for a period of no less than

fifty-one yeans, from 1760 to 1810. The

primitive simplicity of the pastor's character,
tinctured as it is by his professional habits and

sequestered situation, form but a part of the

attraction of this work. The brief and natural

notices of the public events which signalised
the long period through which it e.vtends, and
the slight and transient effects they produced
on the tranquil lives and peaceful occupations
of his remote parishioners, have not only a

natural, we think, but a moral and monitory
effect; and, while they revive in our own
breasts the almost forgotten impressions of our
childhood and early youth, as to the same

transactions, make us i'eel the actual insignifi-
cance of those successive occurrences which,
each in its turn, filled the minds of his con-

temporaries,
—and the little real concern which

the bulk of mankind have in the public history
of their day. This quiet and detailed retro-

spect of fifty years, brings the true moment
and value of the events it embraces to the

test, as it were, of their actual operation on

particular societies
;
and helps to dissipate the

illusion, by which private persons are so fre-

quently led to suppose, that they have a per-
sonal interest in the wisdom of cabinets, or

the madness of princes. The humble sim-

plicity of the chronicler's character assists, no

doubt, this sobering effect of his narrative.

The natural and tranquil manner in which he

puts down great things by the side of little—
and considers as e.vactly on the same level,
the bursting of the parish mill-dam and the

commencement of the American troubles—
the victory of Admiral Rodney and the dona-
tion of 50/. to his kirk-session,

—are all equally
edifying and agreeable ;

and illu.«trate, in a

very pleasing way, that law of intellectual, as

well as of physical optics, by which small

things at hand uniformly appear greater than

large ones at a distance.

The great charm of the work, however, is

in the traits of character which it discloses,
and the commendable brevity with which
the whole chronicle is digested. We know
scarcely any instance in which a modern
writer has shown such forbearance and con-

sideration for his readers. With very consider-

able powers of humour, the ludricous incidents

are never dwelt upon with any tediousness,
nor pushed to the length of burlesque or caric-

ature—and the more seducing touches of

j)athos with which the work abounds, are

intermingled and cut short, with the same

sparing and judicious hand
;

—so that the tem-

perate and natural character of the pastor is

thus, by a rare merit and felicity, made to

preponderate over the tragic ana dJomic genius
of the author. That character is. as we have

already hinted, as happily conceived as it is

admirably executed—contented, humble, and

perfectly innocent and sincere—veryorlhodo.K,
'

and zealously Presbyterian, without learning
or habits of speculation

—soft-hearted ami full

of indulgence and ready sympathy, without

any enthusiasm or capacity of devoted attach-

ment—given to old-fashioned jirejudices, with
an instinctive sagacity in practical ailairs—
and unconsciously acute in detecting the char-
acters of others, and singularly awake to the
beauties of nature, without a notion either of
observation or of poetry

—
very patient and

primitive in short, indolent and go-ssiping, and

scarcely ever stirring either in mind or person,

be}ond the Ihnits of his parish. The style
of the book is curiously adapted to the char-

acter of the supposed author—very genuine
homely Scotch in the idiom and many of the

expressions
— but tinctured with scriptural

phrases, and some relics of college learning
—

and all digested in the grave and methodical
order of an old-fashioned sermon.

After so much praise, we are rather afraid

to make any extracts—for the truth is, that

there is not a great deal of matter in the book,
and a good deal of vulgarity

—and that it is

only good-natured people, with something of

the annalist's own simplicity, that Mill be as

much jileased with it as we have been. For
the sake of such persons, however, we will

venture on a few specimens. Here is the

description of Mrs. Malcolm.

"
Secondly. I have now to speak of the coming

of Mrs. Malcolm. She was ihe widow of a Clyde
shipmaster, that was lost at sea wiih his vessel. She
was a genty body, calm and methodical. From
morning to ni^ht she sat at her wheel, spinning the

finest lint, which suited well wiih her pale iiands.

She never changed her widow's weeds, and she
was aye as if she had just been ta'en out of a band-
box. The tear was alien in her e'e when the bairns

were at the school ; but when they came home, her

spirit was lighted up with gladness, alihough, poor
woman, she had many a time very little to give
them. They were, however, wonderful well-bred

ihings, and took with thankfulness whatever she
set before them, for they knew that their father, the

breadwinner, was away, and that she had lo work
sore tor their bit and diap. 1 dare say, the only
ve.xation that ever she had from any ol them, on
their own account, was when Charlie, the eldest

laddie, had won fourpence at pitch and toss at the

school, which he brought home wiih a proud heart

to his moiher. I happened to be daunrin' bye at

the time, and just looked in at the door lo t-ay gnde
night. And there was she sitting with the silent

tear on her cheek, and Charlie greeting as it he had
done a great fault, and the other lour looking on
wiih sorrowful faces. Never, I am sure, did Charlie

Malcolm gamble after that night.
"I often wondered what brought Mrs. Malcolm

to our clachan, instead of going to a populous town,
where she might have taken up a huxiry-shop, as

she was but ot a silly constitution, the which would
have been better for her than spinning from morning
to far in the night, as if she was in verity drawing
the thread ot lite. But it was, no doubt, Irom an

honest pride to hide her poverty ;
for when her

dauffhier Eflie was ill wiih the measles—the poor
lassie was very ill

—nobody thought she could come

through ;
and when she did get llie turn, she was

for many a day a heavy handful ;

—our session being
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rich, and nobody on it. but cripple Tammy Daidles,
that was at that time known througli ail tlie country
side for begijing on a hoise, I thought it my duly to

call upon Mrs. Malcolm in a sympathising way, and
offer her some assistance—but she relused it.

'

No,
sir,' said siie.

'

I camia take help from the poor's
box, although it's very true that I am in great need ;

for it migiit hereafter be cast up to my bairns, whom
it may please God to restore to belter circumstances
when I am no to see't; but I would fain borrow
five pounds, and if, sir, you will wriie to Mr. Mait-

land, that is now the Lord Provost of Glasgow, and
tell him that Marion Shaw would be obliged to

him for the lend of that soom, I think he will not
fail to send it.'

"I wrote the letter that night to Provost Mait-

land, and, by the retourof the post, I got an ansvver,
with twenty pounds for Mrs. Malcolm, saying,

'

that

it was witli sorrow he heard so stnall a tritie could
be serviceable.' When I look the letter and the

money, which was in a bank-bill, she said,
' This

is just like himsel.' She then told me, that Mr.
Maitland had been a genileman's son of the east

country, but driven out of his fatlier's house, when
a laddie, by his step-mother ; and that he had served
as a servant lad with her father, who was the Laird
of Yillcogie, but ran through his estate, and left

her, his only dmighier. in little better than beggary
with lier auniie, the mother of Captain Malcolm,
her husband that was. Provost Maitland in his

servitude, had ta'en a notion of her; and when he
recovered his patrimony, and had become a great

Glasgow merchant, on hearing how she was left by
her father, he offered to marry her, but she had

promised herself to her cousin the Captain, whose
widow she was. He then married a rich huiy, and
in time grew, as he was. Lord Provost of the Ciiy :

but his letter with the twenty pounds to me, showed
that he had not Ibrgotten his first love. It was a

short, but a well-written letter, in a fair hand of

write, containing much of the true gentleman ; and
Mrs. Malcolm said,

' V\'ho knows but out of the

regard he once had for their mother, he may do
Bomethinsi f')r mv five helpless orphans.'

"—Amials
of the Parhh, pp. 16—2L

Charles afterwards goes to sea, and comes
home miexpectedly.

" One evening, towards the gloaming, ns I was
taking my walk of meditation, I saw a brisk sailor

laddie coming towards me. He had a pretty green
parrot, sitting on a bundle, tied in a Barcelona silk

handkerchiet, which he carried with a stick over his

shoulder, and in this bundle was a wonderful big
nut, such as no one in our parish had ever seen. It

was called a cocker-nut. This blithe callant was
Charlie Malcolm, who had come all the way that

day his leaful lane, on his own lees from Greenock,
where the Tobacco trader was then 'liveriiig her

cargo. I told him how his mother, and his broiliprs,
and his sisters were all in good health, and went to

convoy him home
;
and as we were going along, he

told me many curious things : and he gave me six

beautiful yellow limes, that he had brought in his

pouch all the way across the seas, for me to make
a bowl of punch with ! and [ thought tnore of them
than if they had been golden guineas

—
it was so

niindiul of the laddie.
" When we got to the door of his mother's house,

she was sitting at the fire-side, with her three other
bairns at their bread and milk. Kate being then with

Lady Skimmilk, at the Breadland, sewing. It was
between the day and dark, when the shuttle stands
still till the lamp is lighted. But such a shout of joy
and thankfulness as rose from that hearth, when
Charlie went in ! The very parrot, ye would have
thousht, was a participator, for the beast gied a

skraik that made my whole head dirl
; and the

neighbours came flying and flocking to see what
was the matter, for it was the first parrot ever
seen within the bounds of the parish, and some

thought it was but a foreign hawk, with a yellow
head and green feathers."—Ihid. pp. 44, 45.

The good youth gets into the navy, and dis-

tinguishes himself in various actions. This is

the catastrophe.

"
But, oh ! tlie wicked wastry of life in war ! In

less than a month after, the news came ol a victory
over the French fleet, and by the same post I got a
letter from Mr. Howard, that was the midshipman
who came to see us with Charles, telling me that

poor Charles had been mortally w'ounded m the ac-

tion, and had afterwards died of his wounds. ' He
was a hero in the engagement,' said Mr. Howard,
' and he died as a good and a brave man should.'—
These tidiuirs gave me one of the sorest hearts I

ever suffered ; and it was long before I could gather
fortitude to disclose the tidings to poor Charles'
mother. But the callant.s of the school had heard of
the victory, and were going shouting about, and had
set the steeple bell a-ringing, by which Mrs. Mal-
colm heard the news; and knowing that Charles'

ship was with the fleet, she came over to the Manse
in great anxiety, to hear the particulars, somebody
telling her that there had been a foreign letter to me
by the post-man.

" When I saw her I could not speak, but looked
at her in pity ! and the tear fleeing up into my eyes,
she guessed what had happened. Alter giving a

deep and sore sigh, she inquired,
' How did he be-

have ? I hope well, for he was aye a gallant lad-

die!'—and then she wept very bitterly. However,
growing calmer, I read to her the letter, and when
I had done, she begged me to give it her to keep,
saying,

'

It's all that I have now left of my pretty

boy; but it's mair precious to me than the wealth
of the Indies ;' and she begged me to return thanks
to the Lord, for all the comforts and inanilold mer-
cies with which her lot had been blessed, since the

hour she put her trust in Him alone, and that was
when she was left a pennyless widow, with her five

fatherless bairns. It was just an edification of the

spirit, to see the Christian resignation of this wor-

thy woman. Mrs. Balwhidder was confounded,
and said, there was more sorrow in seeing the deep
grief of her fortitude, than tongue could tell.

"
Having taken a glass of wine with her, I walk-

ed out to conduct her to her own house, but in the

way w'e met with a severe trial. All the weans
were out parading wiih na|)kins and kail-blades on
sticks, rejoicing and triumphing in the glad tidings
of victory. But when they saw me and .Mrs. Mal-
colm coming slowly along, they guessed what had

happened, and threw away their banners of joy;
and, standing all up in a row, wiih silence and sad-

ness, along the kirk-yard wall as we passed, show-
ed an instinct of compassion that penetrated to my
very soul. The poor nu)ther burst into fresh afflic-

tif)n, and some of the bairns itno an audible weep-
ing ; and, taking one another by the hand, they fol-

lowed us to her door, like mourners at a funeral.

Never was such a sight seen in any town before.

The neighbours catne to look at it, as we walked
along ; and the men turned aside to hide their faces,
while the mothers pressed their babies fondlier to

their bosoms, and watered their imiocent faces with
their tears.

"
I prepared a suitable sermon, taking as the

words of mv text,
'

Howl, ye ships of Tarslush, for

your strength is laid waste,' But when I saw arouno
me so many of my people, clad in eomplimentary
mourning forthegallam Charles Malcolm and that

even poor daft Jenny Gaffaw, and her daughter, had
on an old black ribbon

; and when I thought of him,
the spirited laddie, coming home friim .lamaica, with
his parrot on his shoulder, and his limes for me, my
heart filled full, and I was obliged to sit down in the

pulpit and drop a tear.''—Ibid. pp. 214—218.

We like these tender passages the best—
but the reader should have a specimen of the
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humorous vein also. The following we think

exct'lU'iit.

"
In the course of the summer, just as the roof

was closing in of the school-liouse, my lord came to

the ca-iile with a prrat ci)ni|)miy. and was not there
a day lill he sent (or me to come over on the next

Sundav, lo dine wi'h him ;
but I sent him word that

I could not do so. (or it would be a transgression of
the .Sabbath

; wliich made him send his own gentle-
man, to make his apology for having taken so great
a liberty with me, and to beg me to come on the

Monday, uhirh I arcordingly did, and noiliing could
be belter than the discretion with which I was used.
There was a vast company of Ensli^h ladies and

gentlemen, and his lordship, in a most jocose man-
ner, told ihem all how he had (alien on the midden,
and how I had clad him in my clothes, and there
was a wonder of laugliiiig and diversion: But the
most particular thing in the company, was a large,
round-laced man, with a wig, that was a dignitary
in some great Episcopalian church iti London, who
was extraordinary condescending towards me,
drinking wine with me at the table, and saving
weighty sentences in a fine style o( language, about
the becipming irrace of simplicity and innocence of
heart, in the clergy of all denominations of Chris-
tians, which I was pleased to hear; for really he
had a proud red countenance, and I could not have

thought lie was so mortified to humility within, had
I not heard with what sincerity he delivered hitn-

Bslf, and seen how much reverence and attention
was paid to him by all present, particularly by my
lord's chaplain, who was a pious and pleasant voung
divine, though educated at Oxford for the Episco-
palian persuasion." One day soon after, as I was silting in my
closet conning a sermon for the next Sundav. I was
surprised by a visit from the dean, as the dignitary
was called. He had come, he said, to wait on me
as rector of the parish, (or so if seems they call a

pastor in England, and to say. that, ifit was agree-
able, he would take a family dinner with us beCore
he left the castle. I could make no objection to his

kindness, but said I hoped my lord would come
with him, and that we would do our best to enter-
tain thetn with all suitable hospitality. About an
hour or so a(ter he had returned to the castle, one of
the flunkies brought a letter from his lordship to

say, ihat not only he would come with the dean,
but that they would bring the other guests with

them, and that, as Ihcif could only drink London
wine, the butler would send me a hamper in the

mornine. assured, as he was pleased to say. that Mrs.
Balwliidder would otherwise provide good cheer."

'I'liis notification, however, was a great trouble
to my wife, who was only used to manuCacture the

produce of our glebe and yard to a profitable pur-
pose, and not used to the treatment of deans and
lords, and other persons of quality. However, she
was determined to stretch a point on this occasion,
and we bad, as all present declared, a charming
dinner ; (or fortunately one of the sows had a litter

of pigs a few days before, and. in addition to a goose,
that is but a boss bird, we had a roasted pig, with
an apple in its mouth, which was just a curiosity to

see ;
and my lord called it a tythe pig, but I told

birn it was one of Mrs. Balwhidder's own decking,
which saying of mine made no little sport when
expounded to tlie dean."—Annals of the Parish,
pp. 13G—14L

We add the description of the first dancing-
master that had been seen in these parts in

the year 1762.

" Also a thing happened in this year, which de-
serves to be recorded, as manifesting what effect the

smuggling was beginning to take on the morals of
the country side. One Mr. Macskipnish, of High-
land parentaoe, who had been a valet-de-chambre
with a Major in the campaigns, and taken a prisoner
with him by the French, he having come home in

a cartel, look up a dancing-school at Ireville, tha
which an he had learned in the genieelest fashion,
in the mode of Paris, at the French court. .Such a

thing as a dancing-school had never, in the memory
of man, been known in our country side ; and there
was such a sound about the steps and coiillions of
Mr. Macskipnish. that every lad and lass, that could
spare lime and siller, went to him, to the great ne-

glect of their work. 'I'lie very l)airns on the loan,
instead of their wonted play, gaed linking and loup-
ing ill the steps of Mr. Macskipnish, who was. to be
sure, a great cuiiosiiy, with long spindle legs, his
breast shot out like a duck's, and his head powder-
ed and fiizzled up like a tappit-hen. He was, in-

deed, ihe proudest peacock that could be seen, and
he had a ring on his finger, and when he came to

drink his tea at the Breadland. he brought no hat on
his head, but a droll cockit thing under his arm,
which, he said, was after the manner of the courtiers
at the petty suppers ofonCxMadame Pumpadour. who
was at that time the concubine of the Irench king."

I do not recollect any other remarkable thing
that happened in this year. The harvest was very
abundant, and the meal so cheap, that it caused a

great defect in my stipend, so that I wasoliligated to

postpone the purchase of a mahogany scruioire for

my study, as I had intended. But I had not the
heart to complain of this

;
on the contrary, I rejoiced

thereat, for what made me want my scrutoire tiW

another year, had carried bliiheness into the hearth
of the cotter, and made the widow's heart sing with

joy ; and I would have Iteen an unnatural creature,
had I not joined in ihe universal gladness, because

plenty did abound,"—ifiitf. pp. 30—32.

We shall only try the patience of our read-
ers farther with the death of Nanse Banks, the
old parish school-mistress.

" She had been long in a weak and frail state,

but, being a methodical creature, still kept on the

school, laying the (oundaiion for many a worihy wife
and mother. However, about the decline of the

year her complaints increased, and she sent for me
to consult about her giving up the school; and I

went to see her on a Saiurday afternoon, when the
bit lassies, her scholars, had put the house in order,
and »one home till the Monday." She was siitint; in the window-nook, reading
THE WORD to herself, when I entered

;
but she clos-

ed the book, and put her spectacles in (or a mark
when she saw me : and, as it was expected I would
come, her easy chair, with a clean cover, had been
set out for me by the scholars, by v\ hich I discerned
that there was sorneihing more than common to

happen, and so it appeared when I had taken my
seat.

'

Sir,' said she.
'

I hae sent for you on a thing
troubles me sairly. I have warsled with poortith in

this shed, which it has pleased the Lord to allow me
to possess; but my strength is worn out, and I fear

I maun yield in the strife;' and she wiped her eye
with her apron. I told her, however, to be of good
cheer

;
and then she said,

'
that she could no longer

thole the din of the school
; and that she was weary,

and ready lo lay herself down to die whenever the

Lord was pleased to permit. But,' continued she,
'what can I do without the school? and, alas! I

can neither work nor want
;
and I am wae to go on

the Session, for I am come of a decent family.' I

comforted her, and told her, that I thouc;ht she had
done so much good in the parish, that the Session
was deep in her debt, and that what they might
give her was but a just payment for her service. '

I

would rather, however, sir,' said she,
'

try first

what some of my auld scholars will do, and it was
for that I wanted to speak with you. It some of
them would but just, from time to time, look in

upon me, that I may not die alane; and the little

pick and drapthat I require would not be hard upon
them— I am more sure that in this way their grati-
tude would be no discredit, than I am of having any
claim on the .Session.'

" As I had always a great respect for an honeot
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pride, T assnrfd her that I would do what she

wanted ;
and accordingly, the very morning afier,

being Sabhaih, I preached a sermon on ihe help-

lessness of I hem that have no help of man
;
mean-

ing aged single women, li\ing in parrct-roonis,
whose forlorn slate, in the gloaming of life, I made
manifest to the hearts and undeisiandings of the

congreuaiion, in such a manner that many shed

tears, and went away sorrowful.
"
Having thus roused the feelings of my people,

I went niund the hons^es on the Monday rnornin<(.

and mentioned what I had to say more particularly

about poor old Nanse Banks the schoolmistress,

and truly I was rejoicfd at the condiiion of the

hearts of my people. There was a universal sym-
pathy among them ; and it was soon ordered that,

what with one and another, her decay should he

provided for. But it was not ordained that she

Bhould be long heiivy on their good will. On the

Monday the school was given up, and there was

nothing hut wailing among the hit lassies, the

scholars, for getting the vacance, as the poor things
said, because ilie mistress was going to lie down
to dee. And, indeed, so it came to pass ;

for she

took to her bed the same afiernoon, and, in the

course of tlie week, dwindled away, and slippet

out of this howling wilderness into the kingdom ol

heaven, on the Sabbath following, as quietly as a

blessed saint could do. And here I should men-

tion, that the Lady Macadam, when I told her oi

Nanse Banks' case, inquired it she was a snnfFer,

and, being answered by me that she was, her lady-

ship sent lier a pretty French enamel bo.x full of

Macabaw, a fine snuff that she had in a bottle
; and,

amouif ilie Macahaw, was found a guinea, at the

bottom of the box, after Nanse Banks had departed
this life, which was a kind thing of Lad>' Macadam
to do."—Annals of the Parish, pp. 87—91.

The next of this author's publications, we
believe, was '-'The Ayrshire Legatees," also

in one volume, and a work of great, »nd

similar, though inferior merit, to the former.

It is the story of the proceedings of a worthy
Scottish clergyman and his family, to whom
a large property had been unexpectedly be-

queathed by a relation in India, in ttie course

of their visit to London to recover this prop-

erty. The patriarch himself and his wife,
and his son and daughter, who form the party,
all write copious accounts of what they see,

to their friends in Ayrshire
—and being all

lowly and simply bred, and quite new to the

scenes in wh ch they are now introduced,
make up among them a very entertaining

miscellany, of original, naive and preposterous
ob.servations. The idea of thus making a

family club, as it were, for a varied and often

contradictory account of the same objects
—

each tinging the picture with his own peculi-

arities, and unconsciously drawing his own
character iti the course of the description,
was first exemplified, we believe, in the Hum-

phrey Clinker of Smollett, and has been since

copied with success in the Balh Guide, Paul's

Letters to his Kinsfolk, the Fudge Family,
and other ins'enious pieces, Iwth in prose and

verse. Though the conception of the Ayr-
shire Legatees, however, is not new, the exe-

cution and details must be allowed to be

original ; and, along with a good deal of

twaddle, and too much vulgarity, certainly

display very cotisiderable powers both of

humour, invention, and acute observation.

The author's next work is '-'The Provost,"
which is decidedly better than the Legatees,

70

and on a level nearly with the Annals of the

Parish. There is no inconsiderable resem-

blance, indeed, it appears to us, in the char-

acter of the two Biographies: for if we sub-

stitute the love of jobbing and little manage-
ment, which is inseparable from the situation

of a magistrate in one of our petty Burghs,
for the zeal for Presbyterian discipline which
used to attach to our orthodox clergy, and
make a proper allowance for the opposite
effects of their respective occupations, we
shall find a good deal of their remaining pe-
culiarities common to both those personages,—the same kindness of nature with the same

tranquillity of temper—and the same practi-

cal sagacity, with a similar deficiency of large
views or itigenious speculations. The Provost,
1o be sure, is a more worldly person than the

Pastor, and makes no scruple about using in-

direct methods to obtain his ends, from which
the simplicity of the other would have re-

coiled ;
—but his ends are not, on the whole,

unjust or dishonest
;
and his good nature, and

acute simplicity, with the Burghal authority
of his tone, would almost incline us to con-

clude, that he was somehow related to the

celebrated Bailie Nicol Jarvie of the Salt-

market ! The style of his narrative is ex-

ceedingly meritorious; for while it is pitched
on the self-same key of picturesque homeli-

ness and deliberate method with that of the

parish Annalist, it is curiously distinguished
from

it, by a sensible inferiority in literature,

and an agreeable intermixture of malaj^rops,
and other figures of rhetoric befitting the

composition of a loyal chief magistrate. By
far the most remarkable and edifying thing,

however, in this volume, is the discovery,
which the worthy Provost is represented as

having gradually made, of the necessity of

consulting public opinion in his later transac-

tions, and the impossibility of managing pub-
lic affairs, in the present times, with the same
barefaced assertion, and biave abuse, of au-

thority, which had been submitted to by a

less instructed generation. As we cannot but

suspect; that this great truth is not yet suffi-

ciently familiar with all in authority among
us. and as there is something extremely en-

gaging in the Provost's confession of his slovir

and reluctant conversion, and in the honest

simplicity with which he avows his adherence

to the principles of the old school of coriup-

tion, though convinced that the manner of

advancing them must now be changed, we
are tempted to extract a part of his lucubra-

tions on this interesting subject. After notic-

ing the death of old Bailie M-'Lucre, he takes

occasion to observe :
—

" And now that he is dead and gone, and also all

those wiiom I found conjunct with him, when I

lir>t came into power and office, I may veniuie to

say. that ihings in yon former limes were not guided
so thoroughly by the hand of a disinterested integ-

rity as in these latter years. On the contrary, it

seemed to be the use and wont of men m public

trusts, to think they were free to indemnify them-

selves, in a left-handed way, for the time and

trouble they bestowed in the same. But the thing

was not so far wrong in principle, as in the hug-
permu22erijig way in which it was done, and which
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gave to it a
guiliy colour, tliat, by the judicious

siriiiagein of a right system, it would never have

had. And. sooih lo say, through tin; wholn court.e

of my public life, I met with no greater diflieulties

and iiiiiis, than in clt-ansing myself Irotn the old

habitudes of office. For I must, in verity, confess,

that I myself partook, in a digree, at my beginning,

of the caterpillar nature, &.C.— Wiiile, therelore. I

think it has been <il a great advantage to the public

to hiive survived that method of adiiiiiiisiration in

which the like of Bailie M' Lucre was engendered,
I would not have it understood that I think the

men who held the public trust in those days a whit

less honest than the men of my own time. 'I'he

Bpirit of their own age was upon thcin, as that ot

ours is upon us; and thiir ways of workin^the

wherry entered more or less into all their traffick-

ing, whether for the commonality, or lor their own

particular behoof and advantage.
"

I have been thus large and frank in my re-

flections anent tiie death of the Dailie, because,

poor man, he had outlived the times for which he

was Qualified ;
and instead of the merriment and

jocularity that his wily by-hand ways used to cause

among his neighbours, the rising generation began
to pick and dab at him, in such a manner, that, had

he been much longer spared, it is to be feared he

would not have been allowed to enjoy his earnings

both with ease and honour."
The Provost, pp. 171—174.

Accordingly, afterwards, \vhen a corps of

volunteers was raised ui his Burgh, he ob-

serves—
"

I kept myself aloof from all handling in the

pecuiiiaries of the business ;
but I lent a friendly

countenance to every feasible project that was likely

to strengthen the confidence of the King in the

loyally and bravery of his people. For by this

tiiT)e I had learnt, that there was a wakerife Com-
mon Sense abroad among the opinions of men ;

and that the secret of the new way of ruling the

world was to follow, not to control, the evident

dictates of the popular voice ; and I soon had rea-

son to felicitate mvself on this prudent and season-

able discovery ;
for it won me great reverence

among the forward young men, who started up at

the call of their country.
—The which, as I tell

frankly, was an admoniiion lo me, that the peremp-

tory will of authority was no longer sufficient for

the rule of luankind
; and, therefore, I squared my

after conduct more by a deference to public opinion,
than by any laid down ina.xims and principles of my
own. The consequence of which was, that my
influence siill continued to grow and gather strength
in the community, and I was enabled to accomplish

many things that my predecessors would have

thouoht it was almost beyond the compass of man
to undertake.''—/iJd. pp. 208—217.

Upon occasion of his third and last promo-
inotion l ) the Provostry, he thus records his

own final conversion.

" When I returned home to my own house, I

retired into tny private chamber for a time, to con-

sult with myself in what manner my deporttneni
should be regulated

;
for I was conscious that here-

tofore I had been overly governed with a disposition
to do things my own way ;

and although not in an

avaricious temper, yet something, I must confess,
with a sort of sinister respect for my own interests.

It may be, that standing now clear and free of the

world, I had less incitement to be so grippy, and so

was thought of me, I very well know
;
but in so-

briety and truth I conscientiously affirm, and herein

record, that I had lived to partake of the purer spirit

which the great mutations of the age had conjured
into public affiiirs ;

and I saw that there was a ne-

oessity to carry into all dealings with the concerns

ol the community, the same probity which helps a

man to prosperity, in the sequestered traffic ot pri-

vaie life.''—//«</. pp. 315, 316.

Trusting that these lessons from a person
of such prudence, e.vperience, and loyalty,

will not be lost on his successors, we shall

now indulge ourselves by cjuotinga few speci-
mens of what will generally be regarded as

his more interesting style ; and, with our usual

predilection for the tragic vein, shall begin
with the following very touching account of

the execution of a fair youtig woman for the

murder of her new-born infant.

" The heinousness of the crime can by no possi-

bility he lessened; but the beauty of the mother,
her tender years, and her lighi-headedness, had

won many favourers, and there was a great leaning

in the hearts of all the town to compassionate her,

especially when they thought of the ill example that

had been set to her in the walk and conversation of

her mother. It was not, however, within the power
of the magistrates to overlook the accusation ; so

we were obligated to cause a precogniiion to be

taken, and the search left no doul>t of the wilfulness

of the murder. Jeanie was in con.se()uence removed
to the Tolbooth, where she lay till the Lords were

coming to Ayr, when she was sent thither to stand

her trial before them; but, from the hour she did

the deed, she never spoke.
" Her trial was a short procedure, and she was

cast to be lianged
—and not only to be hanged, but

ordered to be executed in our town, and her body

given to the doctors to make an Atomy. The exe-

cution of Jeanie was what all e.xpecied would hap-

pen ; but when the news reached the town of the

other parts of the sentence, the wail was as the

sough of a pestilence, and fain would the council

have got it dispen.sed with. But the Lord Advocate

was just wud at the crime, both because there had

been no previous concealment, so as to have been

an extenuation for the shame of the birth, and be-

cause Jeanie would neither divulge the naiueof the

father, nor make answer to all the interrogatories

that -were put to her, standing at the bar like a

dumbie, and looking round her. and at the judges,
like a demented creature—and beautiful as a Flan-

ders baby ! It was thought by many that her ad-

vocate might have made great use of her visible

consternation, and plead that she was by herself;

for in truth she had every appearance of being so.

He was, however, a dure man, no doubt well

enotigh versed in the particulars and punctualities

of the law for an ordinary plea, but no ot the right

sort of knowledge and talent to take up the case

of a forlorn lassie, misled liy ill example and a win-

some nature, and clothed in the allurement of love-

liness, as the judge himself said to the jury.
" On the night before the day of execution, she

was brought over in a chaise from Ayr between
two town-officers, and placed again in our hands,

and still she never spoke. Nothing could exceed

the compassion that every one had for poor Jeanie ;

so she was na committed to a common cell, but

laid in the council room, where the ladies of the

town made up a comfortable bed for her, and some
of them sat up all night and prayed for her: But

her thoughts were gone, and she sat silent. In the

morniiicc^ by break of day, her wanton mother that

had been trolloping in Glasgow
came to the Tol-

booth door, and made a dreadful wally waeing; and

the ladies were obligated, for the sake of peace, to

bid her be let in. But Jeanie noticed her not, still

sitting with her eyes cast down, wailing the coming
on of the hour of her doom.

" There had not been an execution in the town

in the memory of the oldest person then living; the

last that suffered was one of the martyrs in the

time of the persecution, so that v. e were not skilled

in the business, and had besides no hangman, but

were necessitated to borrow the Ayr one. Indeed,
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1 being the youngest bailie, was in terror that the 1

obligation might have fallen on me. A scafTold

was erected at the Tron just under the Tolbooili

v^indovvs, by Thomas Gimblet, the IVIasier-of-work,
who had a good penny of profit by the job ; f.)r he

contracted with the town council, and had the boards

after the business was done to the bargain ;
but

Tiiomas was then deacon of the wrights, and him-
self a member of our body." At the hour appointed, Jeanie, dressed in white,
was led out by the town-officers, and in the midst

of the magistrates from among the ladies, with her

hands tied behind her with a black ribbon. At the

first sight of her at the Tolbooth stairhead, a uni-

versal sob rose from all the muliitude, and the stern-

est ee could na refrain from shedding a tear. We
marched slowly down the stair, and on to the foot

of the scafTold, where her younger brother, Willy,
that was stable-boy at my lord's, was s'anding by
himself, in an open ring made round him in the

crowd
; every one compassionating the dejected

laddie, for he was a fine youth, and of an orderly

spirit. As his sister came towards the foot of the

ladder, he ran towards her, and embraced her with

a wail of sorrow that melted every heart, and made
us all stop ill the middle ol our solemnity. Jeanie

looked at him (for her hands were lied), and a silent

tear was seen to drop from her cheek. But in the

course of little more than a minute, all was quiet,
and we proceeded to ascend the scaffold. Willy,
who had by this lime dried his eyes, went up with

us, and when Mr. Pittle had said the prayer, and

sung the psalm, in which the whole muhitude join-

ed, as it were with the contrition of sorrow, the

hangman stepped forward to put on the fatal cap,
but Willy took it out of his hand, and placed it on
his sister himselt, and then kneeling down, vithhi!^

back tovjarrlx her, closing his eyes and shutting his

ears with his hands, he saw not nor heard when
she was launched into eternity !

" When the awful act was over, and the stir was
for the magistrates to return, and the body to be

cut down, poor Willy rose, and, without looking
round, went dosvn the steps of the scaff'old

;
the

multitude made a lane for him to pass, and he went
on through them hiding his face, and eaed straight
out of the town."— The Provost, pp. 67—73.

This is longer than we had expected—and

therefore, omitting all the stories of his wiles

and jocosities, we shall take our leave of the

Provost, with his very pathetic and picturesque

description of the catastrophe of the Windy
Yule, which we think would not discredit the

pen of the great novelist himself.

" In the morning, the weather was blaaty and

sleety, wa.xing more and more lempesiuons. till

about mid-day, when the wind checked suddenly
round from the nor-east to the sou-west, and blew
a gale, as if the prince of the powers of the air was
doinir his utmost to work mischief. The rain blat-

tered, the windows clattered, the shop shii'ters flap-

fied,

pigs from the lum-heads came rattling down
ike thunder-claps, and the skies were dismal both
with cloud and carry. Yet, for all that, there was
in the streets a stir and a busy visitation beivveen

neighbours, and every one went to their high win-
dows to look at the five poor barks, that were wars-

ling against the strong arm of the elements of the

storm and the ocean.
'•

Still the lilt gloomed, and the wind roared ; and
k was as doleful a sight as ever was seen in any
town afflicted with calamity, to see the sailor's

wives, with their red cloaks about their heads, fol-

lowed by their hirplina; and disconsolate bairns,

going one after another to the kirkyard, to look at

the vessels where their helpless breadwinners were

battling with the tempest. My heart was really
sorrowful, and full of a sore an.xiety to think of
what might happen to the town, whereof so many
were in peril, and to whom no human magistracy

could e-xtend the arm of protection. Seeing no
abatement of the wrath oi heaven, that howled
and roared around us, I put on my bi^ coat, and

taking my staff in my hand, having tied down my
hat with a silk handkerchief, towards gloaming 1

walked likewise to the kirkyard, where I be!:cli

such an assemblage of sorrow, as tew men in situ-

ation have ever been put to the trial to witness.
"

In the lea of the kirk many hundreds of the

tovvn were gathered together; but there was no
discourse among them. The major part were sai-

lors' wives and weans, and at every new thud of

the blast, a sob rose, and the mothers drew their

bairns closer in about them, as if they saw the

visible hand of a foe raised to smite them. Apart
from the multitude, I observed tliree or four young
lasses, standing behind the VVhinnyhill tamilies'

tomb, and I jealoused that they had joes in the

ships, for they ©ften looked to the bay, with long
necks and sad faces, from behind the nionunient.

But of all the piteous objects there, on that doleful

evening, none troubled my thoughts more than

three motherless children, that belonged to the

mate of one of the vessels in the jeopardy. He
was an Englishman that had been setth-d some

years in the town, where his family had neither

kith nor kin; and his wife having died about a

month before, the bairns, of whom the eldest was
but nine or so, were friendless enough, though
both my gudewife, and other well-disposed ladies,

paid them all manner of attention till their father

would come home. The three poor little things,

knowing that he was in one of the ships, had been
often out and an.xious, and they were then sitting

under the lea of a headstone, near their mother's

grave, chittering and creeping closer and closer at

every squall! Never was such an orphan-like

sight seen.
" When it began to be so dark, that the vessels

could no longer be discerned Iroin the churchyard,

many went down to the shore, and I look the three

babies home with me, and Mrs. Pawkie made tea

for them, and ihey soon began to play w iib our own
younger children, in blyihe forgeilulness of the

storm; every now and then, however, the eldest

of them, when the shutters rattled, and the him-

head roared, would pau-^e in his innocent dafling,

and cower in towards Mrs. Pawkie, as if he was
daunted and dismayed by something he knew not

what.
"
Many a one that night walked the sounding

shore in sorrow, and fires were lighted along it to a

great extent, but the darkness and the noise ot the

ratting deep, and the howling wind, never intermit-

ted till about midnight; at which time a message
was brought to me, that it might be needful to send
a guard of soldiers to the beach, for that broken
masts and tackle had cotne in, and that surely some
i}{ the barks had perished. 1 lost no time in obey-
ing this sucrsesiion, which was made to m# by one
of the owners of the Louping Meg; and to show
that I sincerely sympathised with all those in afflic-

tion, I rose and dressed myself, and went down to

tli(> shore, where I directed several old boats to be

drawn up by the fires, and blankets to be brought,
and cordials prepared, for them that migUt be spared
wi'h life to reach the land

;
and I walked the beach

with the mourners till the morning.
" As the day dawned, the wind began to abate

in its violence, and to wear away from Ibe sou-west
into the norit

;
but it was soon discovered, that

some of the vessels with the corn had perished !

for the first thing seen, was a long fringe of tangle
and grain, along the line of the highwater mark,
and every one strained with greedy and grieved

eyes, as the daylight brightened, to discover which
had suffered. But I can proceed no farther with

the dismal recital of that doleful morning! Let it

suffice here to be known, that, through the haze,
we at last saw three of the vessels lying on their

beam-ends, with their masts broken, and the waves

riding like the furious horses of destruction over

them. What had become of the other two, was
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never known ;
luit it was supposed lliat tlicy had

foundered at their anchors, and that all on board

perished." The day being now Sabbaih, and the whole
town idle, every body in a manner was down on

the beach, to help, and mourn, as the bodies, one

alter aninher, were cast out by the waves. Alas!

few were the better of my provident preparation,
and it was a thing not to be described, to see, for

more tiian a mile along the coast, the new-made
widinvs and fatherless bairns, mourning and weep-
ing over the corpses of those ihey loved ! Seventeen

bodies were, before ten o'clock, carried to the deso-

lated dw(Mliii!zs of their families; and when old

TboMins Piill, the betherel, went to ring the bell

for pulilic worship, such was the universal sorrow

of the town, that Nanse Donsie, an idiot natural,

ran up the street to stop him, crving, in the voice

of a rardonnble desperation,
' Wha, in sic a time,

can praise the Lord ?'
"— Tlie Provost, pp. 177-184.

The next work on our list is the history of

"Sir'Andrew Wylie," in three volumes—and
this, we must say. is not nearly so good as any
of the former. It contains, however, many
passages of great interest and originality, and

displays, throughout, a power which we think

ought naturally to have produced something
better; but the story is clumsily and heavily

managed, and the personages of polite life

very unsuccessfully dealt with. The author's

great error, we suspect, was in resolving to

have three volumes instead of one—and his

vriting, which was full of spirit, while he
was labouring to confine his ideas within the

space assigned to them, seem? to have be-

come flat and languid, the moment his task

was to find matter to fill that space.
His next publication, however, though only

in one volume, is undoubtedly the worst of

the whole—we allude to the thing called the
" The Steam-Boat," which has really no merit

at all ; and should never have been trans-

planted from the Magazine in which we are

informed it first made its appearance. With
the exception of some trash about the Corona-

tion, which nobody of course could ever look

at three months after the thing itself was

over, it consists of a series of vulgar stories,

with little either of probability or originality
to recommend them. The attempt at a paral-
lel or paraphrase on the story of Jeanie Deans,
is, without any exception, the boldest and the

most unsuccessful speculation we have ever
eeen in literary adventure.

The piece that follows, though in three

volumes, is of a far higher order—and though
m many points unnatural, and on the whole
rather tedious, is a work undoubtedly of no

ordinary merit. We mean "The Entail." It

contains many strong pictures, much sarcastic

observation, and a great deal of native and
effective .tumour, though too often debased

by a tone of wilful vulgarity. The ultimate
conversion of the Entailer himself into a
sublime and sentimental personage, is a little

too romantic—the history of poor Watty, the

mnocent imbecile, and his Betty Bodle, is

perhaps the best full-length narrative—and
the drowning of honest Mr. Walkinshaw the

most powerful single sketch in the work. We
can afford to make no extracts.

''
Rinjran Gilhaize " also in three volumes,

is the last, in so far as we know, of this ready
writer's publications; and is a bold attempt
to emulate the fame of the Historical novels

of his original; and to combine a striking
sketch of great public occurrences, with the
details of individual adventure. By the as-

sistance of his graiidrather's recollections,
which fill nearly half the book, the hero con-

trives to embrace the period both of the Ref-

ormation from Popery, in the Reign of Queen

Mary, and of the sufl"erings of the Covenanters
from that of King Charles till the Revolution.

But with all the benefit of this wide range,
and the interest of those great events, we
cannot say that he has succeeded in making
a good book

;
or shown any spark of that spirit

which glows in the pages of Waverley and
Old Mortality. The work, however, is written

with labour and care : and, besides a full nar-

rative of all the remarkable passages of our

ecclesiastical story, from the burning of Mr.
Wishart at St. Andrew's, to the death of Dun-
dee at Killicrankie, contains some animated
and poetical descriptions of natural scenery,
and a few sweet pictures of humble virtue

and piety. Upon the whole, however, it is a

heavy work—and proves conclusively, that

the genius of the author lies much more in

the quieter walks of humorous simplicity, in-

termixed with humble pathos, than the lofty

paths of enthusiasm or heroic emotion. In

the first part we meet with nothing new or

remarkable, but the picture of the Archbishop
of St. Andrews' luxurious dalliance with his

paramour, and of the bitter penitence and

tragical death of that fair victim of his seduc-

tions, both which are sketched with consider-

able power and effect. In the latter part,
there is some good and minute description of

the perils and sufferings which beset the poor

fugitive Covenanters, in the days of their long
and inhuman persecution. The cruel desola-

tion of Gilhaize's own household is also given
with great force and pathos ;

as well as the de-

scription of that irresistible impulse of zeal and

vengeance that drives the sad survivor to rush
alone to the field of Killicrankie. and to repay
at last, on the head of the slaughtered victor

of that fight, the accumulated wrongs and op-

pressions of his race. But still the book is tire-

some, and without effect. The narrative is nei-

ther pleasing nor probable, and the calamities

are too numerous, and too much alike; while

the uniformity of the tone of actual suffering
and dim religious hope, weighs like a load on

the spirit of the reader. There is no interest-

itig complication of events or adventure, and
no animating development or catastrophe. In

short, the author has evidently gone beyona
his means in entering the lists with the master
of historical romance

;
and must be contented,

hereafter, to follow his footsteps in the more

approachable parts of his career.

Of the other set of publications before us,

•Valerius" is the first in point of date; and
the most original in conception and design.
It is a Roman story, the scene of which is laid

in the first age of Christianity; and its object
seems to be, partly to present ui with a living
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picture of the manners and characters of those

ancient times, and partly to trace the effects

of tlie true faith on the feelings and affections

of those who first embraced
it,

in the dangers
and darkness of expiring Paganism. It is a
work to be excepted certainly from our gene-
ral remaik, tliat the prodnrlions before us
were imitations of the celebrated novels to

which we have so often made reference, and
their authors disciples of that great school.

Such as it
is,

Valerius is undoubtedly original ;

or at least owes nothing to that new souice of

inspiration. It would be more plausible to

say, that the author had borrowed something
from the travels of Anacharsis, or the ancient
romance of Heliodorus and Charielea—or the
later eflusions of M. Chateaubriand. In the

main, however, it is original; and it is written
with very considerable power and boldness.
But we cannot, on the wl ole. say that it has
been succe,ssful; and ev?n greater powers
could not have insured success for such an

undertaking. We must know the daily life

and ordinary habits of the people in whose
domestic adventures we take an interest :

—
and we really know nothing of the life and
habits of the ancient Romans and primitive
Christians. We may patch together a cento

out of old books, and pretend that it exhibits
a view of their manners and conversation :

JBut the truth
is, that all that is authentic in

such a compilation can amount only to a few

fragments of such a picture; and that any
thing like a complete and living portrait must
be made up by conjecture, and inferences
drawn at hazard. Accordingly, the work be-
fore us con.sists alternately of enlarged tran-

scripts of particular acts and usages, of which
accounts have been accidentally transmitted
to us, and details of dialogue and observation
in which there is nothing antique or Roman
but the names,—and in reference to which,
the assumed time and place of the action is

felt as a mere embarrassment and absurdity.
To avoid or disguise this awkwardness, the

only re.source seems to be, to take shelter in

a vague generality of talk and description,
—

and to save the detection of the modern in

his masquerade of antiquity, by abstaining
from every thing that is truly characteristic

either of the one age or the other, and conse-

quently from every thing by which either
character or manners can be effectually de-
lineated or distinguished. The very style of
the work before ns affords a curious example
sf the necessity of this timid indefiniteness,
under such circumstances, and of its awkward
effect. To exclude the tone of modern times,
it is without idiom, without familiarity, with-
out any of those natural marks by which
alone either individuality of character, or the

stamp and pressure of the time, can possibly
be conveyed,—and runs on, even in the gay
and satirical passages, In a rumbling, round-
about, rhetorical measure, like a translation

from solemn Latin, or some such academical
exercitation. It is an attempt, in short, which,
though creditable to the spirit and talents of

the author, we think he has done wisely in

ftot seeking to repeat,
—and which, though it

has not failed through any deficiency of his,
has been prevented, we think, from succeed-

ing by the very nature of the subject.
The next in order, we believe, is "

Lights
and Shadows of Scottish Life."—an affected,
or at least too poetical a title,

—
and, standing

before a book, not very natural, but bright
with the lights of poetry. It is a collection

of twenty-five stories or little pieces, half

novels half idylls, characteristic of Scottish

scenery and manners—mostly pathetic, and

mostly too favourable to the country to which

they relate. They are, on the whole, we
think, very beautifully and sweetly written,
and in a soft spirit of humanity and gentleness.
Rut the style is too elab^irate and uniform;

—
there is occasionally a g)od deal of weakness
and commonplace in the passages that are

most emphatically expressed.
—and the poet-

ical heightenings are often introduced where

they hurt both the truth and the simplicity of

the picture. Still, however, they have their

foundation in a fine sense of the peculiarities
of our national character and scenery, and a

deep feeling of their excellence and beauty—
and, though not executed according to the dic-

tates of a severe or correct taste, nor calcu-

lated to make much impression on those who
have studied men and books, "with a learned

spirit of observation," are yet well fitted to

minister delight to less fastidious spirits,
—

and to revive, in many world-wearied hearts,
those illusions which had only been succeeded

by illusions less innocent and attractive, and
those affections in which alone there is neither

illusion nor disappointment.
As the author's style of narration is rather

copious, we cannot now afford to present our

readers W'ith any of his stories—but, as a

specimen of his tone and manner of composi-
tion, we may venture on one or two of his in-

troductory descriptions. The following, of a

snowy morning, is not the least characteristic.

"
It was on a fierce and howling winter day that

I was crossing ihe dreary moor of Aiichindown, on

my way to ihe Manse of that parish, a solitary pe-
destrian. The snow, which had been inccssanily
falling for a week past, was diifted into beautiful

but dangerous wrcailis, far and wide, over the

melancholy expanse
—and the scene kept visibly

shifting before me, as the strong wind that Idew
from every point of the compass struck the dazzling
niasses, and heaved them up and down in endless
transformation. There was someihing inspiriting
in the labour wiih which, in the buoyant stiongifi
of youdi, I forced my way through the storm—and
I could not but enjoy those gleamings of sunlight
that ever and anon burst through some unexpected
opening in the sky, and gave a character of cheer-

fulness, and even warmih, to the sides or summits
of the stricken hills. As the momentary cessations
of the sharp drift allowed my eyes to look onwards
and around, I saw here and there up the liiile open-
ing valleys, cottages just visible beneath the black,

stems of their snow-covered clumps of trees, or be-

side some small spot of green pasi\ire kept open for

the
shrep.

These intimations of life and happitiess
came delightfully to me in the midst of the desola-

tion ; and the barking of a do<r, attending somo
Shepherd in his quest on the hill, put fresh vigour
into mv limbs, telling me that, lonely as I seemed
to be, I was surrounded by cheerful though unseen

company, and that I was not the only wanderer
over the snows.

2w2
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" As I wnlked alonij, my mind was insensibly
filled wiiji a crowd olplonsant iiiinges ol rural win-

ter life, liiat helped me ghidly onwards over many
miles of moor. 1 iliouglii of ilie severe but cheerful

labours of ilie barn—the mending of farm-gear by
the fireside—the wheel turned by ihe foot of old

age, loss for gain than as a ihriliy pastime
—the skil-

ful tnoiher, making
'

niild claes look amaist as

weel's ihc new"—the ballad unconsciously listened

to by the familv. all busy at their own tasks round
the sinning maiden—the old traditionary tale told

by some waylarer hospitably housed till the storm
should blow by

—'he unexpected visitof neighbours,
on need or friendship

—or the fooisiep of lover un-

deterred by the snow-driiis that have buried up his

flocks;
—but above all, I thought of those hours of

religious worship that have not yet escaped Irom
the doinesiic life of tlie Peasantry of Scotland—ot

the sound of psalms ihat the depth of snow cannot

deaden to the ear of Him to whom they are chanted—and of that sublime Sal)baih-keeping, which, on

days too tempestuous for the kirk, changes the cot-

tage of ihe Shepherd into the 'i'emple of God.
" With such glad and peaceful images in my

heart, I travelled along that dreary moor, with the

culling wind in my face, and my feet sinking in the

Bnow, or sliding on the hard blue ice beneath it
—as

cheerfully as 1 ever walked in the dewy warmth
of a SMiiimer morning, through fields of fragran'-e
and of flowers. And now I could discern, wiiliin

half an hour's walk before me, the spire of the

church, close to which stood the Manse of my aged
friend and benefactor. My heart burned wiihin me
as a sudden gleam of stormy sunlight tipt it wiih
fire—and I felt, at that moment, an inexpressible
sense of the siiblintiiy of the character of that gray-
headed .Shepherd who had, for fifiy years, abode in

the wilderness, keeping logeiher his own happy
little f{ock."—Lights and Shadows, pp. 131—133.

The next, of a summer .«torm among the

mountain.s, is equally national and appropriate.
" An enormous thunder-cloud had Iain all day

over Ben-Nevis, shrouding its summit in thick

darkness, blackening its sides and base, wherever
they were beheld from the surrounding country,
with masses of deep .shadow, and especially flinirins

down a weight of gloom upon that magnificent Glen
that bears the same name with the Mountain; till

now the afternoon was like twilight, and the voice
of all the sirenms was distinct in the breaihlessness
of the vast solitary hollow. The inhabitants of all

the siraihs, vales, glens, and dells, round and about
the Monarch of Scottish mountains, had, during
each successive hour, been expecting the roar of

thunder and the deluge of rain
;
but the huge con-

glomeration of lowering clouds would not rend
asunder, altliongli it was certain that a calm blue

sky could not be restored till all that dreadful as-

semblage had melted away into torrents, or been
driven off by a strong wind from the sea. All the
cattle on the hills, and on the hollows, stood siill or

lay down in their fear,—the wild deer sought in

herds the shelter of the pine-covered cliffs—the
raven hushed his hoarse croak in some grim cavern,
and the eagle left the dreadful silence of the upper
heavens. Now and then the shepherds looked
from their liuis, while the shadow of ihc thunder-
clouds deepened the hues of their plaids and tar-

tans ! aiid at every creaking of the heavy branches
of the pines, or wide-armed oaks in the solitude of
their inaccessible birth-place, the hearts of the lone-

ly dwellers quaked, and ihev lifted up iheir eyes to
Bee the first wide flash—the disparting of the masses
of darkness—and paused to hear the long loud rat-
tle of heaven's artillery shaking the foundation of
the everlasting mountains. But all was yet silent.

" The peal came at last ! and it seemed as if an
earlhrpiake had smote the silence. Not a tree—not
a blade of grass moved ; but the blow stunned, as
it were, the heart of the solid globe. Then was
Otere a low, wild, whispering, wailing voice, as of

many spirits all joining togetner from every point
of heaven : It died away—and then the rushing of
rain was heard through the darkness ; and, in a few
minutes, down came all the mountain torrents in

their power, and the sides of all the steeps were
suddenly sheeted, far and wide, with waterfalls.

The element of water was let loose to run its re-

joicing race—and that of fire lent it illumination,
whether sweeping in floods along the great open
straths, or tumbling in cataracts from cliffs over-

hanging the eagle's eyrie." Great rivers were suddenly flooded—and the
little mountain rivulets, a few minutes before only
silver threads, and in whose fairy basins the minnow
pliiyed, were now scarcely tbrdable to shepherd's
feet. It was time for the strongest to take shelter,
and none now would have liked to issue from it;
for while there was real danger to life and limb in

the many ranging torrents, and in the lightning's
flash, the imagination and the soul themselves were
touched with awe in the long resounding glens, and
beneath the savage scowl of the angry sky.
"It was not a time to be abroad: Yet all by

herself was hastening down Glen-Nevis, from a

shealing far up the river, a little Girl, not more than
twelve years of age

—in truth, a very child. Grief
and fear, not for herself, but for another, bore her

along as upon wings, through the storm; she
crossed rivulets from which, on any other occasion,
she would have turned back trembling; and she
did not even hear many of the crashes of thunder
that smote the smoking hills. Sometimes at a
fiercer flash of lightning she just lilted her band to

her dazzled eyes, and then, unnppalled. hurried on
throuoh the hot and sulphurous air. Had she been
a maiden of that tender age from village or city, her
course would soon have been fatally siopt short;
but she had been born among the hills; had first

learned to walk among the heather, holding by its

blooming branches, and many and many a solitary
mile had she tripped, young as she was. over moss
and moor, glen and mountain, even like the roe that

had its lair in the coppice beside her own beloved

Shealing."—ift/rf. pp. 369—372.

We must add a part of the story of a fair

child's sickness, in the family of one of our
cheerful and pious cottagers.

" The surgeon of the parish lived some miles dis-

tant, but they expected him now e\ery moment,
and many a wistful look was directed by tearful eyes
along the moor. The daughter, who was out at

service, came anxiously home on this night, the

only one that could be allowed her, for the poor
must work in their grief, and servants must do their

duty to those whose bread they eat, even when na-
ture is sick,

—sick at heart. Another of the daugh-
ters came in from ihe potatoe-ficid beyond the brae,
with what was to be their frugal supper. The calm
noiseless spirit of life was in and around the house,
while death seemed dealing with one who, a few
days ago, was like light upon the floor, and the
sound of music, that ahvays breathed up « hen most
wanted.— ' Do you think the child is dying?' said

Gilbert with a calm voice to the surgeon, who, on
his wearied horse, had just arrived Irom another
sick-bed, over the misty range ot hills, and had
been looking sledfastly for some minutes on the
little patient. The humane man knew the family
well, in the midst of wliom he was standing, and
replied,

' While there is life there is hope; but my
pretty little Margaret is, I fear, in the last exiremi-

ty.' There was no loud lamentation at these words—all had before known, though they would not
confess it to themselves, what they now were told—
and thoiish the certainty that was in the words of
the skilful man made their hearts beat for a litlla

with sicker throbbings, made their pale faces paler,
and brought out from some eyes a greater gush of

tears, yet death had been before in this house, and
in this case he came, as he always does, in awe,
but not in terror.
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" The child was now left with none but her

jnothiT by the bedside, for it was said to be best so
;

and Gdbert and his family sat down round tiie

kitchen tire, for a while in silence. In about a

quarter of an hour, they began to rise ciilmly, and

to go each to his alloned work. One of the (laugh-

ters went tonh wiih the pail to milk ihe cow. and

another began to set out the table in the middle of

ihe floor for supper, covering it with a white cloth.

Gilbert viewed the usual household arrangements
with a solemn and untroubled eye ;

and there was

almost the faint light of a grateful smile on his

cheek, as he said to the worthy surgeon,
' You will

partake of our fare after your day's travel and toil

of humanity.' In a short silent half hour, the pn-

tatoes and oat-cakes, butter and milk, were on the

board; and Gilbert, lifiing up his toil-hardened,

but manly hand, with a slow motion, at which the

room was as hushed as if it had been empty, closed

his eyes in reverence, and asked a blessing. There
was a little stool, on which no one sat, by the old

man's side ! It had been put there unwittingly,
when the other seats were all placed in their usual

order; but the solden head that was wont to rise

at that part of the table was now warning. There
was silence—not a word was said—their meal was
before ihem,—God had been thanked, and they

began to eat.
" Another hour of trial pissed, and the child was

still swimming forits life. The very dogs knew there

was grief in the house ; and lay without stirring.

as if hiding thern=<elves, below the long table at the

window. One sister sat with an unfinished gown
on hi!r knees, that she had been sewing for the

dearchild. and still continued at the hopeless work,
she scarcely knew why ; and often, often putting up
her hand to wipe away a tear.

' What is that ?'

said the old man to his eldest daughter—'what is that

you are laving on the shelf?' .She could scarcely

reply that it was a riband and an ivory comb that she

had broiiijht f)r little Margaret, against the niiiht

of the dancing-school ball. And, at these words,
the father could not restrain a long, deep, and bitter

groan ;
at which the boy, nearest in age to his dying

sister, looked up weeping in his face, and letting

the tattered book of old ballads, which he had
been poring on, but not readi:ig, fall out of his hands,
he rose from his seat, and, going into his father's

bosom, kissed him, and asked God to bless him
;

for the holy heart of the boy was moved within

him; and the old man, as he embraced him, felt

that, iti his innocence and simplicity, he was indeed

a comf >rter. Scarcely could Gilbert reply to his

first qui^stioii about his child, when the surgeon
came from the bed-room, and said,

'

Margaret seems
lifted up l>y God's hand above death and the grave ;

I think she wdl recover. She has fallen asleep;

and, whpn she wakes, I hope—I believe—that the

danger will be past, and that your child will live.'

They were all prepared for death
;
but now they

were founil unprepared for life. One wept that had

till then locked up all her tears within her heart
;

another gave a short palpitating shriek
;
and the

tender-hearted Lsobel, who had nursed the child

when it was a baby, tainted away. The younirest
brother gave way to gladsome smiles; and, calling
out his dog Hector, who used to sport with him and

his little sister on the moor, he told the tidings to

the dumi) irrational creature, whose eyes, it is cer-

tain, spaikli'd with a sort of joy."
—

Lights and

Shadows, pp. 36—43.

There are many things better than this in

the book—and ihere are many not so good.
We had marked some passages for censure,
and some for ridicule—but the soft-hearted-

ness of the author has softened our hearts to-

wards him—and we cannot, just at present,

say any thing but good of him.

The next book is
' Adam Blair," which, it

seemsj '.s by the author of Valerius, though it

is much more in the manner of the Lights and

Shadows. It is a story of great power and in-

terest, though neither very pleasing, nor very

moral, nor very intelligible. I\Ir. Blair is an ex-

emplary clergyman in Scotland, who, \\ hile yet
in the prime of life, loses a beloved wife, and
is for a time plunged in unspeakable afflic-

tion. In this state he is visiteti by Mrs. Camp-
bell, the intimate friend of his deceased wife,

who had left her husband abroad—and soon

after saves his little daughter, and indeed

himself, from drowning. There are evident

marks of love on the lady's part, and much
affection on his—but both seem unconscious

of the true state of their hearts, till she is

harshly ordered home to the Highland tower

of her husband, and he is left alone in the

home she had so long cheered with her smiles.

With nothing but virtue and prudence, as the

author assures us, in his heart—he unaccount-

ably runs off from his child and his parish,

and makes a clandestine visit to her Celtic

retreat—arrives there in the night
—is raptur-

ously welcomed—drinks copiously of wine^—
gazes with her on the mooidight sea—is again

pressed to the wine cup
—and finds himself

the next morning—and, is found by her ser-

vants, clasped in her embraces ! His remorse

and horror are now abundantly frantic—he

flies from her into the desert—and drives her

from him with the wildest execrations. His

contrition, however, brings on frenzy and.

fever—he is carried back to her tower, and

watched over by her for a while in his deli-

rium. As he begins, after many days, to re-

cover, he hears melancholy music, and sees

slow boats on the water beneath his window—
and soon after learns that she had caught the

fever from him, and died ! and that it was the

ceremony of her interment he had seen and

heard on the water. He then journies slowly
homeward

; proclaims his lapse to the presby-

tery, solemnly resigns his oflice, and betakea

himself to the hunible task of a day-labourer
in his own former parish. In this state of

penitence and humiliation he passes ten lonely
and blameless years

—
gradually winning back

the respect and esteem of his neighbours, by
the depth of his contrition and the zeal of his

humble piety
—till at last his brethren of the

presbytery remove the sentence of depriva-

tion, and, on the next vacancy, restore him to

the pastoral charge of his afflicted and affec-

tionate flock.

There is no great merit in the des'gn of this

story, and there are many things both absurd

and revolting in its details: but there is no

ordinary power in the execution
;
and there is

a spirit and richness in the writing, of which
no notion can be formed from our little ab-

stract of its substance. It is but fair, there-

fore, to the author, to let him speak for himself

in one specimen ;
and we take the account,

with which the book opens, of the death of

the pastor's wife, and his own consequent des-

olation. She had suffered dreadfully from

the successive less of three children, and her

health had gradually sunk under her affliction.

" The long melancholy summer passed away,
and the songs of the harvest reapers were heard in
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the surrounding fiolds ; while all, from day to day,
was bccimiini; darker and darker wiiliin I he Manse
of Cross-.Meikle. Woiji lo a .shadow—as pale as

aslies—feeble as a child— the dyinf^ nioiher liad, for

rnaiiy weeks, l>een unalde lo quit herclianiber; and
the lonn-hupin;^ husband at last felt his sjjirit faint

williiii hini ;
for even he perceived ihal the hour of

BeparaiioM could not much farther be delerred. He
waiclied—lie i)ray(.'d by her bed-side—he strove

even yet to smile and to speak of hope, but his lips

treml)l('d as he spako ;
and neither he nor his wile

were deceived ;
for tlieir tiioughis were the same,

and years ot love had lauiiht them loo well all the

secrets of e icli oiiier's looks as well as hearts.
"

N'lhoiiy witnessed iheir last parting; the room
was darke[ic(l, and no one was wiihiii ii but ihem-
Belves and their child, who sat by the bed-^ide,

weepini,' in .'iilence she knew not wherefore—for of

deaiii .she knew little, except the terrible name ;

and iier lather had as yet been, if not brave enough
to shed no tears, at least strong enough to conceal

them.—r'^ilenily and gently was the pure spirit re-

leased from its clay; but manly groans were, for

the first litnc, heard above the sobs and wailings of

the infiint ; and ihe listening household shrunk back
from the door, for they knew that the blow had been
Btricken ;

and the voice of iiumble sympaiiiy i'eared

to make itself be heard in the .sanctuary of such
affliction. The village doctor arrived just at that

moment ;
he listened for a few seconds, and being

salii^ficd that all was over, he also turned away.
His horse had been fastened to the hook by the

Manse door; he drew out the bridle, and led the

animal sofily over the turf, but did not mount again
until he had far passed the oulskiris of the greeti."

Perhaps an hour might have passed before Mr.
Blair opened the window of the room in which his

wife had died. His footstep had been heard for

Bome time hurriedly traversing and re-traversing the

floor; but at last he stopped where the nearly fas-

tened shutters of the window admitted but one
broken line of light into the chamber. He threw

every thing open with a bold hand, and the uplifting
of the window produced a degree of noise, to the

like of which the house had for some time been un-
accustomed : he looked out, and saw the external

world bright before him, with all the rich colourings
of a September evening.

—The hum of the village
Bent an occasional echo through the intervening

hedge-rows; all was quiet and beautiful above and
below

;
the earth seemed to be clothed all over with

sights and sounds of serenity ; and the sky, deep-
ening into darker and darker blue overhead, show-
ed the earliest of its stars intensely twinkling, as if

ready to harbinger or welcome the coming moon.
" The widowed man gazed for some minutes in

silence upon the glorious calm of nature, and then
turned with a sudden start to the side of the room
where the wife of his bosom had so lately breathed

;—he saw the pale dead face; the black ringlets

parted on the brow
;

the marble hand extended

upon the sheet
; the unclosed glassy eyes ; and the

little oirl leaning towards her mother in a gaze of
half-horrified bewilderment

;
he closed the stiffen-

ing eyelids over the soft but ghastly orbs
;

ki.«sed

the brow, the cheek, the lips, the bosom, and then
rushed down the stairs, and went out, bare-headed,
into the fields, before any one could stop him, or
ask whiiher he was going." There is an old thick grove of pines almost

immediaiely behind the house; and after staring
about hitn for a moment on the sireen, he leapt hastily
over the little brook that skirts it, and plunged
within the shade of the trees. 'I'he breeze was

rustling the black boughs high over his head, and

whistling along the bare enmnd beneath him. He
rushed he knew not whither, on and on, between
those naked brown trunks, till he was in the heart
of the wood ; and there, at last, he tossed himself
dovi'n on his back among the withered fern leaves
and mouldering fir-conea. All the past things of
life floated before him, distinct in their lineaments,

yet twined together, the darkest and llic gayest,
into a soit of union that made them all appear alike

dark. The mother, that had nursed bis years of

infancy
—liie taiher, whose grey lieirs he had long

before laid in the grave
—sisters, brothers, friends,

all dead and buried—the angel forms ol his own
early-ravished oflt;pring

—all crowded round and
lound him, and then rushing away, seemed lo bear
from him, as a prize and a trophy, the pale image
of his expiring wife. Again she returned, and sna
alone was present with him—not I he pale expiring
svife, but the young radiant woman—blushing,

trembling, smilintc, panting, on his bosom, whisper

ing to him all her hopes, and fears, and pride, and

love, and tenderness, and meekness, like a bride !

and iheii again all would be black as liighi. Ha
would start up and gaze around, and see nothing
but the seitulchial glof)m of the wood, and hear

nothing but ihe cold blasts among ihe leaves. He
lay insensilde alike to all things, stretched out at all

his lengih, with his eyes fixed in a siupid steadfast-

iiess upon one great massy branch that hung over
htm—his bloodless lips fastened together as it they
had been glued—his limbs like ihint'S entirely des-

titute of life and motion—every thing about him
cold, stiff, and senseless. Minute aiier minuie passed

heavily away as in a dream—hour atier ho\ir rolled

unheeded into the abyss
—the stars twinkled through

the pine tops, and disappeared
—ihe moon arose in

her glory, rode through the clear autumn heaven,
and vanished—and all alike unnoted by the pros-
trate widower.

" Adam Blair came forth from among the fir-

trees in the grey light of the morning, walked leis-

urely and calmly several times round the garden-

green, which lay immediately in front ol his house,
then lifted the latch for himself", and glided with

light and hasty footsteps up stairs to the room,
where, for some weeks past, he had been ac-

customed to occupy a solitary bed. 'J'lie wakeful
servants heard him shut his door behind him ; one
of them having gone out anxiously, had traced him
to his privacy, but none of them had ventured to

think of disturbing it. llniil he came back, not

one of them thought of going to bed. Now, how-

ever, they did so, and the house of sorrow was all

over silent.*'—Adam Blair, pp. 4— 12.

There is great merit too, though of a difTer-

ent kind, in the scenes with Stiahan and

Campbell, and those with the rninisters and
elders. But the story is climisily put to-

gether, and the diction, though strong and

copious, is frequently turgid and incorrect.

"The Trials of Margaret Lyndsay," by the

author of Lights and Shadows, is the last of

these publications of which we shall now .«ay

any thing; and it is too pathetic and full of

sorrow for us to say much of it. It is very
beautiful and tender; but something cloying,

perhaps, in the uniformity of its beauty, and

exceedingly oppressive in the unremitting

weight of the pity with which it presses on

our souls. Nothing was ever imagined more

lovely than the beauty, the innocence, and

the sweetness of Margaret Lyndsay, in the

earlier part of her trials
;
and nothing, we be-

lieve, is more true, than the comfortable les-

son which her tale is meant to inctdcate,
—

that a gentle and affectionate nature is never

inconsolable nor permanently uiihappy, but

easily proceeds from submission to new enjoy
ment. But the tale of her trials, the accu-

mulation of suffering on the heads of the

humblest and most innocent of God's crea-

tures, is too painful to be vohmlaiily recalled;

and we cannot now undertake to give oui
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readers any account of her father's desertion

of his helpless family
—of their dismal ban-

ishment from the sweet retreat in which they
had been nurtured—their painful struggle
with poverty and discomfort, in the darksome
lanes of tlie city

—the successive deaths of all

this affectionate and harmless household, and
her own ill-starred marriage to the husband
of another wife. Yet we must enable them
to form some notion of a work, which has

drawn more tears from us than any we have
had to peruse since the commencement of

our career. This is the account of the migra-
tion of the ruined and resigned family from
the scene of their early enjoyments.

" The twenty-fourth day of November came at

last—a dim, dull, dreary, and obscure day, fit for

parting everlastingly from a place or person ten-

derly beloved. There was no sun—no wind—no
sound ill the misty and unechoing air. A dendness

lay over the wet earth, and there was no visible

Heaven. Their goods and chattels were tew; but

many little delays occurred, some accidental, and
more in the unwillingness of their hearts to take a

final farewell. A neighbour had lent his cart for

the flitting, and it was now standing loaded at the

door, ready to move away. The fire, which had
been kindled in the morning with a few borrowed

peats, was now out—the shutters closed—the door
was locked—and the key put into the hand of the

person sent to receive it. And now there was

nothing more to be said or done, and the impatient
horse started briskly away from Braehead. The
blind girl, and poor Marion, were silting in the can
—Margaret and her mother were on foot. Esther
had two or liiree small flower-pots in her lap, for

in her blindness she loved the sweet fragrance,
and the felt forms and imagined beauty of flowers

;

and the innocent carried away her lame pigeon in

her bosom. Just as Margaret lingered on the

threshold, the Robin red-breast that had been her
boarder lor several winters, hopped upon the stone-

seat at the side of the door, and turned up its merry
eyes to her face.

'

There,' said she,
'

is your last

crumb from us, sweet Roby, but there is a God
who takes care o' us a'. I'he widow had by this

time shut down the lid of her memory, and left all

the hoard of her thoughts and feelings, joyful or

despairing, l)uried in darkness. The assembled

group o( neighbours, mostly mothers with their

children in their arms, had given the
' God bless

you, Alice, God bless you, Margaret, and the

lave,' and began to disperse ;
each turning to her

own cares and anxieties, in which, before night, the

Lyndsays would either be forgotten, or thought (jii

with that unpainiul sympathy which is all the poor
can afliird or expect, but which, as in this case,
often yields the fairest fruits of charity and love.

" A cold sleety rain accompanied the cart and the

foot travellers all the way to the city. Short as the

distance was. they met with several other fliiiings,

some seeimiiigly cheerful, and from good to better,—others with woe-begoire faces, going like them-
selves down the path of poverty, on a journey from
which they were to rest at night in a bare and hun-

gry house. And now they drove through the sub-

urbs, and into the city, passing unheeded among
crowds of people, all on their own business of

pleasure or profit, laughing, jibing, shouting, curs-

ing,
—the stir, ai;d tunmlt, and torrent of couL're-

gated life. Margaret could hardly help feeling
elated with the glitter of all the shining windovv.«,
and the hurry of the streets. Marion sat silent

with her pi<reon Viarm in her breast below her brown
cloak, unknowing she of change, of time, or of

place, and reconciled to sit patiently there, with
the soft plumage touching her heart, if the cart had

gone on, ihrouuh the cold and sleet, to midnight I

"
Tlie cart stopt at the foot of a lane too narrow

71

to admit the wheels, and also too steep for a laden
horse. Two or three of their new neiolibouis,

—
persons in the very humblest condition, coarsely
and negligcnily dressed, but seemingly kind and
decent people, came out from their iiouses at tha

stopping of the cart-wheels. The cart was soon
unladen, and the furniture put into the empty room.
A cheerful fire was blazing, and the animated and
interested faces of the honest folks who crowded
into it, on a slight acquaintance, unceremoniously
and curiously, but without rudeness, gave a cheer»
ful welcoiTie to the new dwelling. In a quarter of

an hour the beds were laid down,—the room de-

cently arranged,
—one and all of the neighbours

said
' Gude night,'

—and the door was closed upon
the Lyndsays in their new dwelling."

I'hey blessed and eat their bread in peace. Tho
Bible was then opened, and Margaret read a chap-
ter. There was frequent and loud noise in the lane,
of pnssing merriineiu or anger,

—but this little con-

gregation worshipped God in a hymn, Eaiher'8
sweet voice leading the sacred melody, and they
knelt together in prayer."

— Trials of Margaret
Ly?idsay, pp. 66—70.

Her brother goes to sea, and returns, affec-

tionate and happy, with a young companion,
whom the opening beauty of Margaret Lynd-
say charms into his first dream of love, and
whose gallant bearing and open heart, cast

the first, and almost the last gleam of joy and
enchantment over the gentle and chastened
heart of the maiden. But this, like all her
other dawnings of joy, led only to more bitter

affliction. She had engaged to go with hitn

and her brother to church, one fine summer
Sunday, and—the author shall tell the rest

of the story himself.

" Pier heart was indeed glad witliin her, when
she saw the young sailor at the spot. His brown
sun-burnt face was all one smile of e.xuliing joy—
and his bold clear eyes burned through the black
hair that clustered over his forehead. There was
not a handsomer, finer-looking boy in the British

navy. Although serving before the mast, as many
a noble lad has done, he was the son of a poor gen-
tleman ; and as he came up to Margaret Lyndsay,
in his smartest suit, with his white straw hat, tiis

clean shirt-neck tied with a black riband, and a
small yellow cane in his hand, a brighter boy and a
fairer girl never met in afliection in the calm sun-
shine of a Scottish Sabbaih-day." ' Why have not you brought Laurence with
you'' Harry made her put her arm wiihin his,
and then told her that it was not her brother's day
on shore. Now all the calm air was filled with the
sound of bells, and Leith Walk covered vvith well-
dressed families. The nursery-gardens on each
side were almost in their greatest beauty—so soft

and delicate the verdure of the young imbedded
trees, and so bright the glow of intermingled early
flowers.

' Let us go to Leith by a way i have dis-

covered,' said the joyhil sailor—and he drew Mar-
garet gently away from the public walk, into a re-

tired path winding with many little whi'e gates
through these luxuriantly cultivated enclosures.
The insects were dancing in the air—birds singing
all about them—the sky was wiihout a cloud—and
a bright dazzling line of light was all that was now
seen for the sea. The youthful pair loitered in their

happiness—they never marked that the bells had
ceased ringing; and when at last they hurried to

reach the chapel, the door was closed, and they
heard the service chanting. Margaret durst not
knock at the door, or go in so long afier worship
was bcgim ; and site secretly upbraided herself for

her forgetfulness of a well-known and holy hour.
She felt unlike herself walking on the street during
the time of church, and beseeched Harry lo go with
her out of the sight of the windows, that all seemed
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watchinfif hpr in hpr neglect of Divine worship. So

they bent ihcir Fteps lownrds the shore.
"

Ilnrrv Needhani had not pcrh.ips had any pre-
conceived inienijon to keep Margaret from church ;

but he was very well pleased, that, insiead of being
with her in a pew thrre, in a crowd, he was now

walking alone with her on the brink of his own
element. The tide was coming fast in, hurrying
on its bpaitiilul little bright ridges of variegated
foam, by short siifcessive encroachments over the

smooth hnrd level shore, and impatient, as it were,
to reach the highest line of intermingled sea-weed,

pilvery sand, and deep-stained or glittering sht Us.

The friends, or lovers—and their short dream was
both friendship and love—retreated playfully from

every linlc watery wall that fell in pieces at their

feet, and I\Iargaret turned up her sweet face in the

sun-light to watch the slow dream-like motion of

the sea-mews, who seemed sonii limts to be yield-

ing to the breath of the shifting air, and sometimes

obeying only some wavering impulse of joy within

their own whiie-plumaged breasts. Or she walked

softly behind them, as they alishted on the sand,
that she might come near enough to observe that

beautifully wild expression that is in the eyes of all

winged creatures whose home is on the sea.

".'Mas! borne— church — every thing on earth

was forgotten
—for her soul was filled exclusively

with its present jny. She had never before, in nil

her life, been down at the sea-shore—and she never

again was within hearing of its bright, sunny, hol-

low-sounding and melancholy waves!
" '

See.' said Harry, with a laugh,
'
the kirks

have scaled, as you say here in Scotland—the pier-
head is like a wood of bonnets.—Let us go there,
and I think T can show them the bonniest face

among theiri a'.' The fresh sea breeze had tinged

Margaret's pale face with crimson,—and her heart

now sent up a sudden blush to deepen and brighten
that beauty. They mingled with the cheerful, but
calm and tjecent crowd, and stood together at the

end oi the pier, looking towards the ship.
' T' at

is our frigate, iVIargaret. the Tribune
;

—she sits like

a bird on the water, and sails well, both in calm
and storin.' The poor girl looked at the ship with
her flags flying, till her eyes filled with tears.

'

If

we had a nh'-'-s, like one my father once had, we
might, perhaps, see Laurence.' And for the mo-
ment she used the word '

father' without remem-
bering what and where he was in his misery.

—
'There is one of our jisEer-risKed boats comint;

right before the wind.—Why, Margaret, this is the

last opportunity you may have of seeing j'oiir

brother. We may sail to-morrow
; nay to-night.'—A sudden wish to go on board the ship seized

Martraret's heart. Harry saw the struggle
—and

wilins her down a flight of steps, in a moment lifted

her iiiio ihe boat, which, with the waves rushing in

foam wiihin an inch of the gunwale, went dancing
out of harbour, and was soon half-way over to the

anchored IriL'ate.

"The novelty of her situation, and of all the

scene around, at first prevented the poor girl from

thinking deliberately of the great error she had
ccmmitted, in thus employing her Sabbath hours
in a way so very diflTerent to what she had been ac-

cus.'T med ; but she soon could not help thinking
what she was to say to her mother when she went
home, and was obliged to confess that she had not

been at church at all, and had paid a visit to her

brother on board the ship. It was very sinful in

her thus to disobey her own conscience and her
mother's will, and ihe tears came into her eyes.

—
The young sailor thought she was afraid, and only
pressed brr closer to him, with a few soothing
words. At that moment a sea-mew came winnow-

ing its way towards the boat, and one of the sailors

rising up with a musquet, took aim as it flew over
their heads. Margaret suddenly started up. crying.
' Do not kill ihe pretty bird,' and stumliling, (ell

forward upon the man, who also lost his balance.—
A flaw of wind struck the mainsail—the helmsman

was heedless—the sheet fast—and the boat instantly

filling, went down in a moment, head foremost, in

twenty faihoin water !

" The accident was seen both from the shore and

ship ; liiid a crowd of boats put off to their relief

But death was beforehand with them all; ana.

when the frigate's boat came to the place, nothing
was seen ui)on the waves. Two of the men, it

was supposed, had gone to the bottom entangled
with ropes or beneath the sail,

— in a few moments
the grey head of the old steersman was apparent,
and he was lifted up with an oar—drowned. A
woman's clothes were next descried ;

and .Margaret
was laken up with something heavy weighing down
the body. It was Harry Needham, who had sunk
in trying to save her ;

and in one of his hands was

grasped a tress of her hair that had given way in

the desperate struggle. There seemed to be faint

symptoms of life in both; but they were utterly
insensible. The crew, among which was Laurence

Lyndsay, pulled swiftly back to the ship ;
and the

bodies were first of all laid down together side by
.side in the captain's cabin."— Trials of Margaret
LynrJsay, pp. 125—130.

We must conclude with something less

desolating
— and we can only find it in the

account of the poor orphan's reception from
an ancient miserly kinsman, to whom, after

she had buried all her immediate family, she

went like Ruth, in the simple strength of her

innocence. After Avalking all day. she comes
at night within sight of his rustic abode.

" VViih a beating heart, she stopt for a little while
at the mouth of the avenue, or lane, that seemed
to lead up to the house. It was much overgrown
with grass, and there were but few marks of wheels ;

the hedges on each side were thick and green, but

undipped, and with frequent gaps ; something

melancholy lay over all about ; and the place had
the air of being uninhabited. But still it was beau-
tiful

;
for it was bathed in the dews of a rich mid-

summer gloaming, and the clover filled the air with

fragrance that revived the heart of the solitary

orphan, as she stood, for a few minutes, irresolute,
and apprehensive of an unkind reception.

" At last she found heart, and the door of the

house being open, Margaret walked in, and stood

on the floor of the wide low-roofrd kitchen. An
old man was silting, as if half asleep, in a high-
backed arm-chair, by the side of the chimney.

—
Before she had time or courage to speak, her sha-

dow fell upon his eyes, and he looked towards her'

with strong visible surprise, and, as she thought,
with a slight displeasure.

' Ye hae got off your
road, I'm thinking, young woman ;

what seek you
here?' Margaret asked respectfully if she might
sit down. 'Aye. aye, ye may sit down, but we
keep nae refreshment here—this is no a public-
house. There's ane a mile west in the Clachan.'
The old man kept looking upon her, and with a

countenance somewhat relaxed from its inhospita-
ble austerity. Her appearance did not work as a

charm or a spell, for she was no enchantress in a

fairy tale
; but the tone of her voice, so sweet and

gentle, the serenity of her face, and the meekness
of her manner, as she took her seat upon a stool

not far from the door, had an effect upon old Daniel

Craig, and he bade her come forward, and take a

chair
'

farther ben the house.'
" '

I am an Orphan, and have perhaps but little

claim upon you, but I have ventured to come here—my name is Margaret Lyndsay, and my mother's
name was Alice Craig.' The old man moved upon
his chair, as if a blow had struck him. and looked

long and earnestly into her face. Her features con-

firmed her words. Her coun'enance possessed that

strong power over him that goes down niysrerioiisiy

thnnigh the generations of perishable man, con-

necting love with likeness, so that the child 'n its

cradle maybe smiling almost with the self- same
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expression that belonged lo some one of vs fore-

fathers mouldered into ashes many hundred years
ago.

' Nae doubt, nae doubt, ye are the daughter
o' Waller Lyndsny and Alice Craig. Never wVre
twa faces mair unlike than theirs, yet yours is like

them baiih. Margaret
—thai is your name— I give

you my blessing. Hae you walked far? Mysie's
doun at the Rashy-riggs, \vi' milk lo the calf, but

will be in belyve. Come, my bonny bairn, take a

Bhake o' your uncle's hand.'

"Margaret told, in a few words, the principal
evenis of ihe last three years, as far as she could;
and the old man, to whom they had been almost

all unknown, heard her story with atlention, but

said little or nothing. Meanwhile, Mysie came in

—an elderly, hard-featured woman, but with an

expression of homely kindness, that made her dark

face not unpleasant.
"

Margaret felt herself an inmate of her uncle's

house, and her heart began already lo warm towards
the old grey-headed solitary man. His manner ex-

hibited, as she thousht, a mixture of curiosiiy and

kindness; but she did not disinrb his taciiurnity,
and only returned immediate and satisfactory an-

swers to his few short and abrupt questions. He
evidently was thinking over the particulars which
she had given him ol her life at Braehead, and in

the lane; and she did not allow herself to fear, but

that, in a day or two, if he permitted her to stay,
she would be able to awaken in his heart a natural

interest in her behalf. Hope was a guest thai never
left her bosom—and she rejoiced when on the return

of the old domestic from the bed-room, her uncle

requested her to read aloud a chapter of the Bible.

She did so,—and the old man took the book out of

her hand with evident saiisfaction, and, fasteninsr

the clasp, laid it by in the little cupboard in the wall

near his chair, and wished her good night.'
.Mvsie conducted her into the bed-room, where

every thing was neat, and superior, indeed, lo the

ordinary accommodation of a farm-house. ' Ye
need na fear, for feaiher-bed and sheets are a' as

dry as last year's hay in the stack. I keep a' things
in the house vveel aired, for damp's a great disaster

But, for a' thai, sleepin' breath has na been drawn
in that bed these saxteen years I' Margaret thanked
her for the trouble she had taken, and soon laid

down her limbs in grateful rest. A ihin calico cur-

tain was before the low window ; but the still serene
radiance of a midsummer night glimmered on the

floor. All was silent—and in a few minutes Mar-

garet Lyndsav was asleep.

" In the quiet of the succeeding evening, the old

man took her with him along the burn-side, and
into a green ewe-bught, where they sat down for a

while in silence. At hist he said,
'

I have nae wife—nae children—nae friends, 1 may say, Margaret—nane that cares for me, but the servant in the

house, an auld friendless body like mysel' ; but if

you choose to bide wi' us, you are mair than wel-
come ; for I know not what is in that face o' thine ;

but this is the pleasantesl day that has come to me
these last thirty years.'

"Margaret was now requested to tell her uncle
more about her parents and herself, and she com-

plied with a full heart. She went back with all the

power of nature's eloquence, to the history of her

young years at Broehead—recounted all her lather's

miseries—her mother's sorrows—and her own trials.

.\ll the while she spoke, the tears were streaming
from her eyes, and her sweet bosom heaved with a

crowd of heavy sighs. The old man sat silent
;

but more than once he sobbed, and passed his

withered toil-worn hands across his forehead.—
They rose up together, as by mutual consent, and
returned lo the house. Before the light had too far

died away, Daniel Craig asked Margaret to read a

chapter in the Bible, as she had done the night be-

fore
;
and when she had concluded, he said, 'I

never heard ihe Scriptures so well read in all

my days
— did you, Mysie?' The quiet creature

looked on Margaret with a smile of kindness and

admiration, and said, that 'she had never un-

derstood ihat chapter sae weel before, although,
aiblins, she had read it a hundred times.'— ' Ye can

gang to your bed without Mysie to show you ihe

way to-night, my eood niece—ye are one of the

family now—and Nether-Place will after this be
as cheerfu' a house as in a' the parish.'

"— Trials

of Blargaret Lijudsay, pp. 251, 2.')2.

We should now finish our task by saying

something of "Reginald Dal ton ;"
—but such

of our readers as have accompanied us througn
this long retrospect, will readily excuse as,
we presume, for postponing our notice of that

work till another opportunity. There are two
decisive reasons, indeed, against our proceed-

ing with it at present.
—

one, that we really
have not yet read it fairly through

—the other,
that we have no longer room to say all of it

that we foresee it will require.
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A GREAT deal that should naturally come under this title has been unavoidably givea

already, under that of History ;
and more, I fear, may be detected under still less appropriate

denominations. If any unwary readers have been thus unwittingly decoyed into Politics,

while intent on more innocent studies, I can only hope that they will now take comfort, from

fimling how little of this obnoxious commodity has been left to appear in its proper colours;
and also from seeing, from the decorous title now assumed, that all intention of engaging
them in Party discussions is disclaimed.

I,d() not think that I was ever a violent or (consciously) uncandid partisan; and at all

events, ten years of honest abstinence and entire segregation from party contentions (to say

nothing of the sobering effects of threescore antecedent years!), should have pretty much
effaced the vestiges of such predilections, and awakened the least considerate to a sense of

the exaggerations, and occasional unfairness, which such influences must almost unavoidably

impart to political disquisitions. In what I now reprint I have naturally been anxious to se-

lect what seemed least liable to this objection : and though I cannot flatter myself that a tone

of absolute, Judicial impartiality is maintained in all these early productions, I trust that

nothing will be found in them that can suggest the idea either of personal animosity, or of an

ungenerous feeling towards a public opponent.
To the two first, and most considerable, of the following papers, indeed, I should wish

particularly to refer, as fair exponents both of the principles I think I have always maintained,

and of the temper in which I was generally disposed to maintain them. In some of the

others a more vehement and contentious tone may no doubt be detected. But as they touch

upon matters of permanent interest and importance, and advocate opinions which I still think

Bubstantiaily right, I have felt that it would be pusillanimous now to suppress them, from a

poor fear of censure, which, if just, I cannot but know that I deserve—or a still poorer distrust

of those allowances which I have no reason to think will be withheld from me by the belter

part of my readers.

(^orcmbcr, 1S12. )

Essay on the Practice of the British Government, disiinguishrd from the abstract Theory en
which it is supposed to be founded. By Gould Francis Leckie. 8vo. London: 1812.*

This is the most direct attack which we
have ever seen in English, upon the free con-

stitution of England ;

—or rather upon political

liberty in general, and upon our government
only m so far as it is free :

—and it consists

partly in an eager exposition of the inconveni-

ences resulting from parliaments or represen-
tative legislatures, and partly in a warm de-

fence and undisguised panegyric of Absolute,

or, as the author more elegantly phrases it,
of

Simple monarchy.

*
I used to think that this paper contained a very

good defence of our free constitution
;
and especially

the most complete, temperate, and searching vindi-

cation of our Hereditary Monarchy that was any
where to be met with : And, though it now appears
to me rather more elementary and elaborate than
was necessary, I am still of opinion that it may be
of use to young politicians,

—and suggest cautions
and grounds of distrust, to rash discontent and

jhoughtless presumption.
564

The pamphlet which contains these con-

solatory doctrines, has the further merit of

being, without any exception, the worst writ-

ten, and the worst reasoned, that has ever
fallen into our hands

;
and there is nothing in-

deed but the extreme importance of the sub-

ject, and of the singular complexion of the

times in which it appears, that could induce

us to take any notice of it. The rubbish that

is scattered in our common walks, we merely
push aside and disregard; but, when it defiles

the approaches to the temple, or is heaped on
the sanctuary itself, it must be cast out with
other rites of expiation, and visited with se-

verer penalties. When the season is healthy,
we may walk securely among the elements
of corruption, and warrantably decline the in-

glorious labour of sweeping them away :
—

but, when the air is tainted and the blood

impure, we should look with jealousy upon
every speck, and consider that the slightest
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Miiitision of our police may spread a pesti-
lence ihiough all the borders of the land.

There are two periods, it appears to us,
when tlie prornulsation of such doctrines as

are maintained by this author may be con-

sidered as dangerous, or at least as of evil

omen, in a country like this. The one, when
the friends of arbitrary power are strong and

daring, and advantageously posted ;
and when,

meditating some serious attack on the liber-

ties of the people, they send out their emis-
saries and manifestoes, to feel and to prepare
their way :

—the other, when they are sub-

stantially weak, and unfit to maintain a con-

flict with their opponents, but where the great

body of the timid and the cautious are alarmed
at the prospect of such a conflict, and half

disposed to avert the crisis by supporting
whatever is in actual possession of power.
Whether either of these descriptions may suit

the aspect of the present times, we willingly
leave it to our readers to determine : But be-
fore going farther, we think it proper to say, that

Ave impute no corrupt motives to the author
before us; and that there

is, on the contrary,

ever)' appearance of his being conscientious-

ly persuaded of the advantages of arbitrary

power, and sincerely eager to reconcile the

minds of his countrymen to the introduction

of so great a blessing. The truth indeed
seems to be, that having lived so long abroad
as evidently to have lost, in a great degree,
the use of his native language, it is not sur-

prising that he should have lost along with

it,
a great number of those feelings, without

which it really is not possible to reason, in

this country, on the English constitution
;
and

has gradually come, not only to speak, but to

feel, like a foreigner, as to many of those

things which still constitute both the pride
and the happiness of his countrymen. We
have no doubt that he would be a very useful
and enlightened patriot in Sicily; but we
think it was rather harsh in him to venture
before the public with his speculations on the

English government, with his present stock

of information and habits of thinking. Though
we do not, however, impute to him any thing
worse than these disqualifications, there are

persons enough in the country to whom it

will be a sufficient recommendation of any
work, that it inculcates principles of servility;
and who will be abundantly ready to give it

every chance of making an impression, which
it may derive from their approbation ;

and in-

deed we have already heard such testimonies
in favour of this slender performance, as seem
to impose it upon us as a duty to give some
little account of its contents, and some short

opinion of its principles.
The first part of the task maybe performed

in a very moderate compass; for though the

learned author has not always the gift of

writing intelligibly, it is impossible for a dili-

gent reader not to see what he would be at
;

and his doctrine, when once fairlj' understood,

may readily be reduced to a few- very simple
propositions. After preluding on a variety
of minor topics, and suggesting some curious

enough remedies for our present unhappy con-

dition, he candidly admits that none of those
would reach to the root of the evil

;
which

consists entirely, it seems, in our "too great

jealousy of the Crown :" and accordingly pro-
ceeds to draw a most seducing picture of his

favourite Simple monarchy ;
and indirectly in-

deed, but quite unequivocally, to intimate,
that the only effectual cure for the evils under
which we now suffer is to be found in the total

abolition of Parliaments, and the conversion
of our constitution into an absolute monarchy :

or, shortly to '-advert," as he expresses him-
self, "to the advantages which a Monarchy,
sucn as has been described, has over our
boasted British Constitution." These advan-

tages, after a good deal of puzzling, he next
settles to be—First, that the sovereign will be
" more likely to feel a pride, as well as a zeal,
to act a great and good part ;"

—
secondly, that

the ministers will have more time to attend to

their duties when they have no parliamentary
contentions to manage ;

—
thirdly, that the pub-

lic councils will be guided by fixed and steady

principles;
—

fourthly, that if the Monarch
should act in an oppressive manner, it will be
easier for the people to get the better of him
than of a whole Parliament, who might act in

the same manner;—fifthly, that the heir ap-

parent might then be allowed to travel in

foreign countries for the improvement of his

manners and understanding;
—

sixthly, and

lastly, that there would be no longer any pre-
text for a cry against "what is styled back-

stair ifiJlucnceP''
Such is the sum of Mr. Leckie's publica-

tion
;
of which, as a curious specimen of the

infinite diversity of human opinions and en-

dowments, and of the license of political specu-
lation that is still occasionally indulged in in

this country, we have thought it right that

some memorial should be preserved
—a little

more durable than the pamphlet itself seemed

likely to afi'ord. But though what we have

already said is probably more than enough to

settle the opinion of all reasonable persons
with regard to the merits of the work, we
think we can trace, even in some of the most
absurd and presumptuous of its positions, the

operation of certain errors, which we have
found clouding the views, and infecting the

opinions of persons of far sounder understand-

ing; and shall presume, therefore, to offer a
few very plain and simple remarks upon some
of the points which we think we have most

frequently found either misrepresented or

misunderstood.
The most important and radical of those, is

that which relates to the nature and uses of

Monarchy, and the rights and powers of a

sovereign ; upon which, therefore, we beg
leave to begin with a few observations. And
here we shall take leave to consider Royalty
as being, on the whole, but a Human Institu-

tion,
—

originating in a view to the general

good, and not to the gratification of the indi-

vidual upon whom the office is conferred; oi

at least only capable of being justified, or de-

serving to be retained, where it is found, or

believed, to be actually beneficial to the wholii

society. Now w-e think that, generally speak
2X
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ing, it is a highly bfineficiul instilution: and
that the benelils whicii it is calculated to confer

are great ami obvious.

From the first nionicnt that men began to

associate together, and to act in concert for

their general good and protection, it would be
found that all of them could not take a share

in consulting and regulating their operations,
and that the greater part must submit to the

direction of certain managers and leaders.

Among these, again, some one would naturally
assume a pre-eminence; and in time of war

especially, would be allowed to exercise a great

authority. Struggles would as necessarily en-

sue for retaining this post of distinction, and
for supplanting its actual possessor; and
whether there was a general acquiescence in

the principle of having one acknowledged
chief, or a desire to be guided and advised by
a plurality of tho.se who seemed best qualified
for the task, there would be equal hazard, or

rather certainty, of perpetual strife, tumult,
and dissension, from the attempts of ambitious

individuals, either to usurp an ascendancy
over all their competitors, or to dispute with
him who had already obtained

it,
his right to

continue its possession. Every one possessed
of any considerable means of influence would
thus be tempted to aspire to a precarious

Sovereignty; and while the inferior persons
of the community would be opposed to each
other as adherents of the respective pretenders,
not only would all care of the general good be
omitted, but the society would become a prey
to perpetual feuds, cabals, and hostilities,

subversive of the first principles of its insti-

tution.

Among the remedies which would naturally

present themselves for this great evil, the

most efficacious, though not perhaps at first

sight the most obvious, would be to provide
some regular and authentic form for the elec-

tion of One acknowledged chief, by a fair but

pacific competition ;

—the term of whose au-

thority would be gradually prolonged to that

of his natural life,
—and afterwards extended

to the lives of his remotest descendants. The
advantages which seem to us to be peculiar
to this arrangement are, first, to disarm the

ambition of dangerous and turbulent indi-

viduals, by removing the great prize of Su-

preme authority, at all times, and entirely,
from competition ; and, secondly, to render
this authority itself more manageable, and
less hazardous, by delivering it over peace-
ably, and upon expressed or understood con-

ditions, to an hereditary prince; instead of

Citing it be seized upon by a fortunate con-

queror, who would think himself entitled to

use it—as conquerors commoidy use their

booty
—for his own exclusive gratification.

The steps, then, by which we are conducted
to the justification of Hereditary Monarchy,
ire shortly as follows. Admitting all men to

be equal in rights, they can never be equal in

natural endowments,—nor long equal in M-ealth

and other acquisitions:
— Absolute liberty,

therefore, or equal participation of power, is

altogether out of the (juestion ;
and a kind of

Aristocracy or disorderly and fiuctuating su-

premacy of the richest and most accomplished,
may be considered as the primeval slate of

society. Now this, even if it could be Hup-

posed to be peaceable and permanent, is by
no means a desirable stale for the persons
subjected to this multifarious and irregular

authority. But it is plain that it could not be

peaceable,
—that even among the rich, and

the accomplished, and the daring, some would
be more rich, more daring, and more accom-

plished than the rest; and that those in the

foremost ranks who were most nearly 011 an

equality, would be armed against each olher

by muuial jealousy and ambition
;
while those

who were a little lower, would combine, out
of envy and resentment, to defeat or resist, by
their junction, the pretensions of the few who
had thus outstripped their original associates.

Thus there would not onlj' be no liberty or

security for the body of the people, but the

whole would be exposed to the horror and
distraction of perpetual intestine contentions.

The creation of one Sovereign, therefore,
whom the whole society would acknowledge
as supreme, was a great point gained for tran-

(|uillity as well as individual independence;
and in order to avoid the certain evils of per-

petual struggles for dominion, and the immi-
nent hazard of falling at last under the abso-

lute will of an exasperated conqueror, nothing
could be so wisely devised as to agree upon
the nomination of a King; and thus to get rid

of a multitude of petty tyrants, and the risk

of military despotism, by the establishment
of a legitimate monarchy. The first king
would probably be the most popular and pow-
erful individual in the community ;

and the

first idea would in all likelihood be to appoint
his successor on account of the same qualifi-
cations : But it would speedily be discovered,
that this would give rise at the death of every
sovereign

—and indeed, prospectively, long be-

fore it—to the same fatal competitions and

dissensions, which had formerly been per-

petual ;
and not only hazard a civil war on

every accession, but bring the successful com-

petitor, to the throne, with feelings of extreme

hostility towards one half of his subjects, and
of extreme partiality to the other. The
chances of not finding eminent talents for

command in the person of the sovereign,

therefore, would soon be seen to be a far less

evil than the sanguinary competitions that

would ensue, if merit were made the sole

ground of preferment ;
and a very little reflec-

tion, or experience, would also serve to show,
that the sort of merit which was most likely
to succeed in such a competition, did not pro-
mise a more desirable sovereign, than might
be probably reckoned on, in the common
course of hereditary succession. The only
safe course, therefore, was, to take this Grt at

Prize altogether out of the Lottery of human
life—to make the supreme dignity in the slate,

professedly and altogether independent of

merit or popularity; and to fix it immutably
in a place quite out of the career of ambition.

This great point then was gained by the

mere insiitution of INIonnrchy, and by render-

ing it hereditary : The chief cause of internal

1
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discord was removed, and the most dangerous
incentive to arnbitioii placed in a great mea-
Bure beyond the sphere of its operation ;

—and

(his we have always considereii to be the pe-
culiar and characierislic advantage of that

form of government. A pretty important chap-

ter, however, remains, as to the extent of the

Powers that ought to be vested in the Mon-

arch, and the nature of the Checks by which
the limitation of those powers should be ren-

dered efiectual. And here it will be readily
understood, that considering, as we do, the

chief advantage of monarchy to consist in its

taking away the occasions of contention for

the First Place in the state, and in a manner

neutralizing that place by separatingit entirely
from any notion of merit or popularity in the

possessor
—we cannot consistently be for al-

lotting a greater measure of actual power to it

than is absolutely necessary for answering
this purpose. Our notions of this measure,
however, are by no means of a jealous or pe-
nurious description. We must give enough of

real power, and distinction and prerogative, to

make it truly and substantially the first place
in the State, and also to make it impossible
for the occupiers of inferior places to endan-

ger the general peace by their contentions
j

—
for, otherwise, the whole evils which its in-

stitution was meant to obviate would recur

with accumulated force, and the same fatal

competitions be renewed among persons of

disorderly ambition, for those other situations,

by whatever name they might be called, in

which, though nominally subordinate to the

throne, the actual powers of sovereignty were
embodied. But, on the other hand, we would

give no powers to the Sovereign, or to any
other offlcer in the community, beyond what
were evidently required for the public good ;—and no powers at all, on the exercise of

which there was not an efficient control, and

for the use of which there was not a substan-

tial responsibility. It is in the reconciling of

these two conditions that the whole difficulty
of the theorv of a perfect monarchy consists.

If you do not control your sovereign, he will

be in danger of becoming a despot ;
and if

you do control him, there is danger, unless

you choose the depository of this control with

singular caution, that you create anotheivnow-

er, that is uncontrolled and uncontrollable—
to be the prey of audacious leaders and out-

rageous factions, in spite of the hereditary set-

tlement of the nominal sovereignly. Though
there is some ditficulty, however, in this pro-

blem, and though we learn from history, that

various errors have been committed in an at-

tempt at its practical solution, yet we do not

conceive it as by any means insoluble ; and

think indeed that, with the lights which we

may derive from the experience of our own

constitution, its demonstration may be effected

by a very moderate exertion of sagacity. It

will be best understood, however, by a short

view of the nature of the powers to be control-

led, and of the system of checks which have,
at different times, been actually resorted to.

In the first place, then, we must beij leave

ici remind our readers, however superfluous it

may appear, that as kings are now generally
allowed to be mere moitals, they cannot of

themselves have any greater powers, either

of body or mind, than other individuals, and
must in fact be inferior in both respects to

very many of their subjects. Whatever powers

tliey have, therefore, must be powers confer-

red upon them by the consent of the stronger

part of their subjects, and are in fact really
and truly the powers of those persons. The
most absolute despot accordingly, of whom his-

tory furnishes any record, must have govern-
ed merely by the free will of those who chose

to obey him, in compcUing the rest of his sub-

jects to obedience. The Sultan, as Mr. Hume
remarks, may indeed drive the bulk of his

unarmed subjects, like brutes, by mere force
;

but he must lead his armed Janissaries like

men, by their reason and free will. And so it

is in all other governments: The power of the

sovereign is nothina' else than the power
—the

actual force of muscle or of mind—which a

certain part of his subjects choose to lend for

carrying his orders into effect
;
and the check

or limit to this power is. in all cases, ultimately
and in effect, nothing else than their refusal

to act any longer as the instruments of his

pleasure. The check, therefore, is substan-

tially the same in kind, in all cases whatever
j

and must necessarily exist in full vigour in

every country in the world
; though the like-

lihood of its beneficial application depends

greatly on the structure of society in each par-

ticular nation
)
and the possibility of applying

it with ea.se and safety must result wholly
from the contrivances that have been adopted
to make it bear, at once gradually and steadily,

on the power it is destined to regulate. It is

here accordingly, and here only, that there is

any material difference between a good and a

bad constitution of Monarchical government.
The ultimate and only real limit to what is

called the power of the sovereign, is ihe re-

fusal or th(- (•on^ent or co-operation of those

who possess the substantial power of the com-

munity, and who, during their voluntary con-

cert with the sovereign, allow this power of

theirs to pass under his name. In considering
whether this refusal is likely to be wisely and
beneficially interposed, it is material therefore

to inquire in whom, in any particular case,

the power of interpcsing it is vested : or, in

other words, in what individuals the actual

power of coercing and compelling the submis-

sion of the bulk of the connnnnity is intrinsic-

ally vested. If every indivitlual were equally

gifted, and equally situated, the answer would

be. In the numerical majority : But as this

never can be the case, this power will fre-

(juently be found to reside in a very small

proportion of the whole society.
In rude times, when there is little intelli-

gence or means of concert and communication,
a very moderate number of armed and disci-

plined forces will be able, so long as they

keep together, to overawe, and actually over-

power the whole unarmed inhabitants, even
of an extensive region; and accordinn;ly, in

such limes, the necessity of procuring the

good will and consent of the Soldiery, is the
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only check upon the power of the Sovereign ;

or, in other words, the soKliiTs may do what

they choose—and tlieir nominal master can

do nothing; which they do not choose. Such

is the slate of the worst despotisms. Tlie

ch(;ck upon the royal authority is the same in

6ubstance as in the best administered mon-

archies, vi/. the refusal of the consent or co-

operation of those who possess for the time the

natural power of the community: But, from

the unfortunate structure of society, which (in

the case supposed) vests this substantial power
in a few bands of disciplined rufiians, the

check will scarcely ever be interposed for the

benelit of the nation, and will merely operate
to prevent the king from doing any thing to

the prejudice or oppression of the soldiery
themselves.
When civilisation has made a httle further

progress, a number of the leaders of the army,
or their descendants, acquire landed property,
and associate together, not merely in their

military capacity, but as guardians of their

new acquisitions and hereditary dignities.
—

Their soldiers become their vassals in time of

peace : and the real power of the State is

gradually transferred from the hands of de-

tached and mercenary battalions, to those of

a Feudal Nobility. The check on the royal

authority comes then to lie in the refusal of

this body to co-operate in such of his measures
as do not meet with their approbation ;

and the

king can now do nothing to the prejudice of

the order of Nobility. The body of the peo-

ple fare a little better under the operation of

this check
;

—because their interest is much
more identified with that of their feudal lords,

than with that of a standing army of regular
or disorderly forces.

As society advances in refinement, and the

arts of peace are developed, men of the lower

orders assemble, and fortify themselves in

Towns and Cities, and thus come to acquire a

power independent of their patrons. Their

consent also accordingly becomes necessary
to the development of the public authority
within their communities; and hence another

check to what is called the power of the sove-

rnign. And, finally, to pass over some inter-

mediate stages, when society has attained its

full measure of civility and intelligence, and

is filled fiom top to bottom with wealth and

industry, ani reflection; when every thing
that is done or felt by any one class, is com-
municated on the instant to all the re.st,

—and
a vast proportion of the whole population takes

an interest in the fortunes of the country, and

]K)ssessesa certair. intelligence as to the public
conduct of i-.3 rulers.—then the substantial

jicwer
of the nation may be said to be vested

m tne Nation at large ;
or at least in those

individuals who can habitually command the

good-will and support of the greater part of

them :
—and the ultimate check to the power

of the sovereign comes to consist in the gen-
eral unwillingness of The People to comply
with those orders, which, if at all united in

their resolution, they may now effectually

disobey and resist. This check, when ap-

plied a* all,
is likely, of course, to be applied

for the general good ; and, though the same
in substance with those which have been

already considered, namely, the refusal of

those in whom the real power is vested, to

lend it to the monarch lor purposes which

they do not approve, is yet iiilinitely more
beneficial in its operation, in consequence of

the more fortunate position of those to whom
that power now belongs.
Thus we see that Kings have no power of

their own
;
and that, even in the purest des-

potisms, they are the mere organs or directors

of that power which they \\hc truly possess
the physical and intellectual force of the na-

tion may choose to put at their disposal ;
and

are at all times, and under every form of

monarchy, entirely under the control of that

only virtual and effective power. There is at

bottom, therefore, no such thing, as an un-

limited monarchy; or indeed as a monarchy
that is potentially either more or less limited

than every other. All kings must act by the

consent of that order or portion of the nation

which can really command all the rest, and

may generally do whatever these substantial

masters do not disapprove of: But as it is

their power which is truly exerted in the

name of the sovereign, so, it is not so much
a necessary consequence as an identical pro-

position to say, that where they are clearly

opposed to the exercise of that power, the

king has no means whatever of asserting the

slightest authority. This is the universal law

indeed of all governments; and tliough the

different constitution of society, in t.he vari-

ous stages of its progress, may give a differ-

ent character to the controlling power, the

princii)les which regulate its operation are

substantially the same in all. There is no

room, therefore, for the question, whether
there should be any control on the power of

a king, or what that control should be; be-

cause, as the power really is not llie king's,
but belongs inalienably to the stronger part
of the nation itself, whether it derive that

strength from discipline, talents, numbers, or

situation, it is impossible that it should be

exercised at his instigation, without the con-

currence, or acquiescence at least, of those in

whom it is substantially vested.

Such, then, is the abstract and fundamental

doctrine as to the true nature of Monarchical,

and indeed of every other species of Political

power; and, abstract as it is,
we cannot help

thinking that it goes far to settle all contro-

versies as to the rights of sovereigns, and

ought to be kept clearly in mind in proceed

ing to the more practical views of the subject.

For, though what we have now said as to all

actual power belonging to the predominant
mass of physical and intellectual force in every

community, and the certainty of its ultimately

impelling the public authority in the direction

of its interests and inclinations, be unquestion-

ably true in itself; it is still of infinite impor-
tance to consider what provisions are made by
the form of the government, or what is called

its Constitution, for the ready operation of

those interests and inclinations upon the im-

mediate agents of the public authority. That
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tLey will operate with full effect in the long-
run, whether those provisions be good or bad,
or whether there be any such provision for-

mally recognised in the government or not,

we take to be altogether indisputable : But, in

the one case, they will operate only after long
intervals of suffering,

—and by means of much
suffering; while, on the other, they will be

constantly and almost insensibly in action,

and will correct the first declination of the

visible index of public authority, from the

natural line of action of the radical power of

which it should be the exponent, or rather

will prevent any sensible variation or discon-

formity in their respective movements. The
whole ditference, indeed, between a good and

a bad government, appears to us to consist in

this particular, viz. in the greater or the less

facility which it affords for the early, the gra-
dual and steady operation of the substantial

Power of the community upon its constituted

Authorities; while the freedom, again, and
ultimate happiness of the nation depend on

the degree in which this substantial power is

possessed by a greater or a smaller, and a

more or less moral and instructed part of the

whole society
—a matter almost independent

of the form or name of the government, and
determined in a great degree by the progress
which the society itself has made in civilisa-

tion and refinement.

Thus, to take the most abominable of all

governments—a ferocious despotism, such as

that of Morocco—where an Emperor, in con-

cert with a banditti of armed ruffians, butch-

ers, plunders, and oppresses the whole un-

armed population,
—the check to the monar-

chical power is complete, even there, in the

disobedience or dissatisfaction of the banditti
;

although, from the character of that body, it

affords but little protection to the community,
and, from the want of any contrivance for its

early or systematic operation, can scarcely
ever be applied, even for its own objects, but

with irreparable injury to both the parties
concerned. As there is no arrangement by
which the general sense of this lawless sol-

diery can be collected, upon any proposed
measures of their leader, or the moment ascer-

tained when the degree of his oppression ex-

ceeds that of their patience, they never begin
to act till his outrages have gone far beyond
what was necessary to decide their resistance

;

and accordingly, he on the one hand, coes on

decapitating and torturing, for months after

all the individuals, by whose consent alone he
was enabled to fake this amusement, were

truly of opinion that it should have been dis-

continui'il
; and, on the other, receives the

intimation at last, not in the form of a re-

monstrance, upon which he might amend,
but in the shape of a bow-string, a dose of

poison, or a stroke of the dagger. Thus, from

the mere want of any provision for ascertain-

mgthe sentiments of the individuals possess-

ina the actual power of the state, or for com-

municating them to the individual appointed
to administer

it,
infinite evils result to both

parlies. The first suffer intolerable oppres-
•Jon? .jefore they feel such confidence in their

72

unanimity as to interfere at all
;
and then,

they do it at last, in the form of brutal vio-

lence and vindictive iniliction. Every admo-

nition, in short, given to their elected leader

is preceded by their suffering, and followed

by his death
;
and every application of the

check which nature itself has provided for

the abuse of all delegated power, is accom-

panied by a total dissolution of the govern-

ment, and the hazard of a long series of revo-

lutionary tumults.

This is the history of all Military despo-

tisms, in barbarous and uninstructed commu-
nities. When they get on to Feudal aristoc-

racies, matters are a little mended
;
both by

the transference of the actual power to a

larger and worthier body, and by the intro-

duction of some sort of machinery or contri-

vance, however rude, to insure or facilitate

the operation of this power upon the ostensible

agents of the government. The person of the

Sovereign is now surrounded by some kind

of Council or parliament ;
and threats and

remonstrances are addressed to him, with
considerable energy, by such of its members
as take offence at the measures he proposes.

Such, however, is the imperfection of the

means devised for these communications, and
such the difficulty of collecting the sentiments

of those who can make them with effect, that

this necessary operation is still performed in

a very clumsy and hazardous manner. These
are the times, accordingly, when Barons enter

their protests, by openly waging war on their

Sovereign, or each other; and, even when
they are tolerably agreed among themselves,
can think of no better way of controlling or

enlightening their monarch, than by marching
down in arras to Runnymede, and compelling

him, by main force, and in sight of all his

people, to sign a charter of their liberties.

The evils, in short, are the same in substance

as in the sang-uinary revolutions of Morocco.
The mischief goes to a dangerous length be-

fore any remedy is applied ;
and the rem.edy

itself is a great mischief: Although, from the

improved state of intelligence and civilisation,

the outrages are not on either side so horrible.

The next stage brings us to commercial and

enlightened times, in which the real strength
and power of the nation is scattered pretty

widely through the whole of its population,
and in which, accordingly, the check upon
the misapplication of that power must arise

from the dissatisfaction of that great body.
The check must always exist,

—and is sure,
sooner or later, to operate with sufficient

efficacy; but the safety and the promptitude
of its operation depend, in this case as in all

the others, upon the nature of the contrivances

which the Constitution has provided, first, for

collecting and ascertaining the sentiments of

that great and miscellaneous aggregate in

whom the actual power is now vested
; and,

secondly, for communicating this in an au-

thentic manner to the executive officers of

the government. The most effectual and

complete way of effecting this, is undoubtedly

by a Parliament, so electe.l as to represent

pretty fairly the views of all the considerable

2x2
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classes of the people, and so constituted as

to have at all limes the means, both of sug-

gesting those views to the executive, and of

efTectually rheeking or preventing its malver-

sations. VVhere no such institution exists, the

Iranquillity of the state will always be ex-

posed to considerable hazard; and the danger
of great convulsions will unfortunately become

greater, exactly in proportion as the body of the

people become more wealthy and intelligent.
Under the form of society, however, of

which we are now speaking, there must

always be some channels, however narrow
and circuitous, by which the sense of the peo-

ple may be let in to act upon the administrators

of their government. The channel of the press,
for example, and of general literature—provin-
cial magistracies and assemblies, such as the

States and Parliaments of old France—even
the ordinary courts of law—the stage

— ihe

pulpit
—and all the innumerable occasions of

considerable assemblages for deliberation on
local interests, election to local offices, or for

mere solemnity and usage of festivity
—which

must exist in all large, ancient, and civilised

communities, may afTord indications of that

general sentiment, which must ultimately gov-
ern all things ;

and may serve to admonish ob-

servant kings and courtiers how far the true

possessors of the natioial power are likely to

sanction any of its proposed applications.
—

Where those indications, however, are ne-

glected or misconstrued, or where, from other

circumstances, institutions that may seem
better contrived, fail either to represent the
true sense of the ruling part of the commu-
nity, or to convince the Executive magistrate
that they do represent it, there, even in the

most civilised and intelligent countries, the

most hazardous and tremendous distractions

may ensue
;

—such distractions as broke the

peace, and endangerpd the liberties of this

country in the time of Charles the First—or

such as have recently torn in pieces the frame
of society in France

;
and in their conse-

quences stdl threaten the destiny of the world.

Both those convulsions, it apj)ears to us,
arose from nothing else than the want of some

proper or adequate cintrivance for ascertain-

ing the sentiments of those holding the actual

strength of the nation,
—and for conveying

those sentiments, with the full evidence of

their authenticity, to the actual administrators
of their affairs. An 1 the two cases, we take
it, were more nearly alike than has generally
been imagined ;

for though the House of Com-
mons had an existence long before the time
of King Charles, it had not previously been

recognised as the vehicle of commanding
opinions, nor the proper organ of that great

body to whom the actual power of the State

had been recently and insensibly transferred.

The Court still considered the effectual power
to reside in the feudal aristocracy, by the

greater part of which it was supported; and,
when the Parliament, or rather the House of

Commc>ns, spoke in name of the People of

Eno-: anil thought it might safely disregard the
admonitions of a body which had not hitherto

advanced any such authoritative claims to at-

tention. It refused, therefore, to acknowledge
this body as the organ of the supreme power
of the State; and was only undeceived when
it fell before its actual exertion. In Franca

again, the error, though more radical, was of
the very game nature. The administration
of the government was conducted, up to the

very eve of the Revolution, upon the same
principles as when the Nobles were every
thing, and the People nothing;

—though the

people, in the mean time, had actually become
far more than a match for the nobility, in

wealth, in intelligence, and in the knowledge
of their own importance. The Constitution,

however, provided no means for the peaceable
but authoritative intimation of this change to

the official rulers
;
or for the gradual develop-

ment of the new power which had thus been

generated in the commuuity ;
and the conse-

quence was, that its more indirect indications

were overlooked, and nothing yielded to its

accumulating pressure, till it overturned the

throne,
—and overwhelmed with its wasteful

flood the whole ancient institutions of the

country. If there had been any provision in

the structure of the government, by which the

increasing power of the lower orders had been
enabled to make itself distinctly felt, and to

bear upon the constituted authorities, as gradu-

ally as it was generated, the great calamities

which have befallen that nation might have
been entirely avoided,

—the condition of the

monarchy might have insensibly accommo-
dated itself to the change in the condition of

the people,
—and a most beneficial alteration

might have taken place in its adminisfiation,
without any shock or convulsion in any part
of the community. For want of some such

provision, however, the Court was held in ig-
norance of the actual power of the people, till

it bur.st in thunder on their heads. The pent-

up vapours disploded with the force of an

earth(]uake ;
and those very elements that

would have increased the beauty and strength
of the constitution by their harmonious com-

bination, crumbled its whole fabric into ruin

by their sudden and untempered collision.

The bloody revolutions of the Seraglio were
acted over again in the heart of the most

poli.«hed and enlightened nation of Europe ;
—

and from the very same cause—the want of a
channel for conveying, constantly and temper-
ately and effectually, the sense of those who
possess power, to those whose office it was to

direct its application ;

—and the outrage was
only the greater and more extensive, that the

body among whom this power was diffused

was larger, and the period of its unsuspected
accumulation of longer duration.

The great point, then, is to insure a free,
an authoritative, and an uninterrupted com-
munication between the ostensible admini&-

tralors of the national power and its actual

constituents and depositories; and the chief

distinction between a good and a bad govern-
ment consists in the degree in which it affords

the means cf such a communication. The
main end of government, to be sure is. that

wise laws should be enacted and enforced

but such is the condition of human infirmity
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that the hazards of sanguinary contentions

about the exercise of power, is a much greater
and more imminent evil than a considerable
obstruction in the making or execution of the

laws
;
and the best government therefore is,

not that which promises to make the best

laws, and to enforce them most vigorously,
but that which guards best against the tre-

mendous conflicts to which all administrations

of government, and all exercise of political

power is so apt to give rise. It happens, for-

tunately indeed, that the same arrangements
which most effectually insure the peace of

society against those disorders, are also, on
the whole, the best calculated for the pur-

poses of wise and efficient legislation. But
we do not hesitate to look upon their negative
or preventive virtues as of a far higher cast

than their positive and active ones: and to

consider a representative legislature as incom-

parably of more value, when it truly enables
the efficient force of the nation to control and di-

rect the executive, than when it merely enacts
wholesome statutes in its legislative capacity.
The result of the whole then is, that in a

civilised and enlightened country, the actual

power of the State resides in the great body
of the people, and especially among the more

wealthy and intelligent in all the different

ranks of which it consists; and consequentl)',
that the administration of a government can
never be either safe or happy, unless it be
conformable to the wishes and sentiments of

that great body; while there is httle chance
of its answering either of the.se conditions,

unless the forms of the Constitution provide
8ome means for the regular, constant, and au-
thentic expression of their sentiments,—to

which, when so expressed, it is the undoubted

duty, as well as the obvious interest of the

executive to conform. A Parliament, there-

fore, which really and truly represents the
sense and opinions

—we mean the general and
mature sense, not the occasional prejudices
and fleeting passions

—of the efficient body
of the people, and which watches over and

effectually controls every important act of the
executive magistrate, is necessary, in a coun-

try like this, for the tranquillit)-of the govern-
ment, and the ultimate safety of the Monarchy
itself,

—much more even than for the enact-
ment of laws; and, in proportion as it varies
from this description, or relaxes in this con-

trol, will the peace of the country and the

security of the government be endangered.
But then comes Mr. Leckie, and a number

of loyal gentlemen, from Sicily, or other places,

exclaiming that this is mere treason and re-

publicanism.
—and asking whether the king is

to have no will or voice of his own ?—what is

to become of the balance of the Constitution

if he is to be reduced to a mere c)-pher added
to the end of every ministerial majority?

—
and how, if the office is thus divested of all

real power, it can ever fulfil the purposes for

which we ourselves have preferred Monarchy
to all other constitutions ? We shall endeavour
to answer these questions ;

—and after the pre-
ceding full exposition of our premises, we
think they may be answered very briefly.

In the first place, then, it does not appear
to us that it can be seriously maintained that

any national or salutary purpose can ever be
served by recognising the private will or voice
of the King as an individual, as an element in

the political government, especially in an He-

reditary monarchy. The person upon whom
that splendid lot may fall, not having been
selected for the office on account of any proof
or presumption of his fitness for it, but being
called to it as it were by mere accident, may
be fairly presumed to have less talent or ca-

pacity than any one of the individuals who
have made their own way to a place of in-

fluence or authority in his councils; and his

voice or opinion therefore, considered naturally
and in itself, must be of less value or intrinsic

authority than that of any other person in high
office under him : And when it is farther

considered that this Sovereign may be very
young or very old—almost an idiot—almost a
madman—and altogether a dotard, while he
is still in the full possession and the lawful
exercise of the whole authority of his station,
it must seem perfectly extravagant to main-
tain that it can be of advantage to the nation,
that his individual wishes or opinions should
be the measure or the condition of any one
act of legislation or national policy.

—Assured-

ly it is not for his wisdom or his patriotism,
and much less for his own delight and gratifi-

cation, that an hereditary monarch is placed
upon the throne of a free people; and this

obvious consideration alone might lead us at

once to the true end and purpose of royalty.
But the letter and theory of the English

Constitution recognise the individual will of

the Sovereign, just as httle as reason and
common sense can require it,

as an integral
element in that constitution. It declares that

the King as an individual can do no wrong,
and can be made accountable for nothing—
but that his ministers and advisers shall be

responsible for all his acts without any excep-
tion—or at least with the single exception of

the act of naming those advisers. In every
one act of his peculiar and official Preroji^tive,
in which, if in any thing, his individual and

private will must be understood to have been
exerted, the Constitutiozi sees only the will

and the act of his ministers. The King's speech—the speech pronounced by his own ]ip.s, and
as his voluntary act in the face of the whole
nation—is the speech of the minister

;
and as

such, is openly canvassed, and condemned if

need be, by the houses of Parliament, in the

ordinary course of their duty. The King's

personal answers to addresses—his declara-

tions of peace or war—the honours he person-

ally confers—the bills he personally passes or

rejects
—are all considered by the Constitution

as the acts only of his counsellors. It is not

only the undoubted right, but the unquestion-
able duty of the Houses of Parliament, to con-

sider of their propriety
—to complain of them

if they think them inexpedient
— to get them

rescinded if they admit of such a correction
;

and at all events to prosecute, impeach, and

punish those advisers—to whom, and not to

the Sovereign in whose name they run. they
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are exclusively attributed. This frreat doc-

trine, then, of ministerial respoiisibilit)-, an-

swers the first question of Mr. Leckie and his

adherents, as lo the enormity of sutijectiny the

personal wdl and opinion of the Sovereign at

all times to the control of those who represent
the elficieiit power of the community. Mr.
Leckie himself, it is to be observed, is for leav-

ini; this grand feature of ministerial responsi-

bility, even when he is for dispensing with
the attendance of Parliaments;—though, to be

sure, among his other omissions, he has for-

gotten to tell us by whom, and in what man-

ner, it coukl be enforced, after the abolition

of those troublesome assemblic;s.

The next question relates lo the theoretical

balance of the Constitution, which ihey say
implies that the will and the power of the

Monarch is to be a separate and independent
element in the government. We have not left

ourselves room now to answer this at large;
nor indeed do we think it necessary; and ac-

cordingly we .shall make but two remarks in

regard lo it, and that in the most summary
manner. The first

is,
that the powers ascribed

to the Sovereign, in the theory of the Consti-

tution, are not .supposed to be vested in him
as an insulated and independent individual—
but in him as guided and consubstantiated
with his responsible counsellors— l\ia.{ the Kins,
in that balance, means not the person of the

reigning prince, but the department of the

Executive government
—the whole body of

ministers and their dependants
—to whom, for

the .sake of convenience and dispatch, the ini-

tiative of many important measures is entrust-

ed : and who are only entitled or enabled to

carry on busine.ss, under burden of their re-

sponsibility to Parliament, and in reliance on
its ultimate support. The second remark is,

that the balance of the Constitution, in so far

as it has any real existence, will be found to

subsist almost entirely in the House of Com-
mons, which possesses exclusively both the

power of impeachment, and the power of

granting snpjilies; and has besides, the most
natural and immediate communication with
that great body of the Nation, in whom the

power of control over all the branches of the

Legislature is ultimately vested. The Execu-
tive, therefore, has its chief Ministers in that

House, and exerts in that place all the influ-

ence which is attached to its situation. If it

is successfully opposed there, it would for the
most part be inlinitely dangerous for it to think
of resisting in any other quarter. But if it

were to exerci.se its legal prerogative, by re-

fusing a series of favourite bills, or disreg-ard-

ing an unanimous address of the Commons,
the natural consequence would be, that the
Commons would retort, by exercising their

legal ])rivilege of withholding the supplies:
and as things could not go on for a moment on
such a tooting, the King must either submit
at discretion, or again bethink himself of rais-

ing his royal standard against that of a Parlia-

mentary army. The general view, indeed,
which we have taken above of the true nature
of that which is called the power of the Mon-
arch, IS enough to snow, that it can only he

upon the very unlikely, but not xmpossibU
supposition, that the nominal representatives
of the people are really more estranged from
their true .sentiments than the ministers of the

Crown, that it can ever be safe or allowable
for the latter to refuse immediate compliancg
with the will of those representatives.
There remains then but one other question,

viz. Whether we are really for reducing the

King to the condition of a mere tool iji the
hands of a ministerial majority, without any
real power or influence whatsoever; arid \\he-

ther, upon this supposition, there can be any
u.se in the institution of monarchy—as the

minister, on this view of things, must be re-

garded as the real sovereign, and his office is

still open to competition, as the reward of dan-

gerous and disorderly ambition? Now, the an-
swer to this is a denial of the assumption upon
which the question is rai.sed. The King, upon
our view of his office—which it has been seen
is exactly that taken by the Constitution—
would still hold, indisputably, the first place
in the State, and posse.ss a substantial power,
not only superior to that which any minister
could ever obtain under him, but sufficient to

repress the pretensions of any one who. under

any other form of government, might be

tempted to aspire to the sovereignty. The
King of England, it will be remembered, is a

perpetual member of the cabinet—and per-

petually the First Member of it. No disap-
probation of its measures, whether expressed
by votes of the Houses, or addresses from the

people, can turn him out of his situation : and
he has also the power of nominating its other

members; not indeed the power of maintain-

ing them in their offices against the sense of
the nation—but the power of trying the ex-

periment, and putting it on the country to take
the painful and difficult step of insisting on
their removal. If he have any portion of

ministerial talent.s, therefore, he mu.st have,
in the first place, all the power that could at-

tach to a Perpetual Minister—with all the pe-
culiar influence that is inseparable from the

splendour of his official station: and, in the
second place, he has the actual power, if not

ab.solutely to make or unmake all the other
members of his cabinet at his pleasure, at least

to choose, at his own discretion, among all

who are not upon very strong grounds excep-
tionable to the country at large.

Holding it to be quite clear, then, that the

private and individual will of the sovereign is

not to be recognised as a separate element in

the actual legislation, or administrative gov-
ernment of the country, and that it must in

all cases give way to the mature sense of the

nation, we .shall still find, that his place is

conspicuously and beyond all question the

First in the State, and that it is invested with

quite asmuch substantial poweras isiieces.'Ki-

ry to maintain all other offices in a condition of

subordination. To see this clearly, indeed, it

is only necessary to consider, a little in detail,
what is the ordinary operation of the regal

power, and on what occasions the necessary
checks to which we have alluded come in to

control it. The King, then, as the presiding
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member of the cabinet, can not only resist,

cut suggest, or propose, or recommend any
thing which he pleases for the adoption of

that executive council
;

—and his sungestions
must at all times be more attended to than
tno&o of any other person of the same know-

ledge or capacity. Such, indeed, are the in-

destructible sources of influence belonging to

his situation, that, if he be only compos mentis,
he may rely upon having mere authority than

any two of the gravest and most experienced
individuals with whom he can communicate;
and that there will be a far greater disposition
to adopt his recommendations, than those of

the wisest and most popular minister that the

country has ever seen. He may, indeed, be
outvoted even in the cabinet

;

—the absurdity
of his suggestions may be so palpable, or their

danger so great, that no habitual deference,
or feeling of personal dependence, may be
sufficient to induce his advisers to venture on
their adoption. This, however, we imagine,
will scarcely be looked upon as a source of

national weakness or hazard
;
and is, indeed,

an accident that may befal any sovereign,
however absolute—since the veriest despot
cannot work without tools—and even a mili-

tary sovereign at the head of his army, must
submit to abandon any scheme which that

army positively refuses to execute. If he is

baffled in one cabinet, however, the King of

England may in general repeat the e.vperi-
ment in another; and change his counsellors

over and over, till he find some who are more

courageous or more complyinir.

But, suppose that the Cabinet acquiesces:
—

the Parliament also may no doubt oppose, and
defeat the execution of the project. The
Cabinet may be outvoted in the House of

Commons, as the Sovereign may be outvoted
in the Cabinet

;
and all its other members

may be displaced by votes of that House.
The minister who had escaped being dis-

missed by the King through his compliance
with the Royal pleasure, may be dismissed

for that compliance, by the voice of the

Legislature. But the Sovereign, with whom,
upon this supposition, the objectionable mea-
sure originated, is not dismissed

;
and may

not only call another minister to his councils
to try this same measure a second time, but

may himself dismiss the Parliament by which
it had been censured

;
and submit its pro-

ceedings to the consideration of another as-

sembly ! We really cannot see any want of

efTective power in such an order of things;
nor comprehend how the royal authority is

rendered altogether nugatory and subordinate,

merely by requiring it to have ultimately the
concurrence of the Cabinet and of the Legis-
lature. The last stage of this hypothesis,
however, will clear all the rest.

The King's measure may triumph in par-
liament as well as in the council—and yet it

may be resisted by the Nation. The parlia-
ment may be outvoted in the country, as well
as the cabinet in the parliament ;

and if the

measure, even in this last stage, and after all

these tests of its safety, be not abandoned,
the most dreadful consequences may ensue.

If addresses and clamours are disregarded,
recourse may be had to arms ; and an open
civil war be left again to determine, whether
the sense of the people at large be, or be not,

resolutely against its adoption. This last

species of check on the power of the Sove-

reign, no political arrangement, and no change
in the Constitution, can obviate or prevent,
and as all the other checks of which we have

spoken refer ultimately to this, so, the defence
of their necessity and justice is complete,
when we merely say, that their use is to pre-
vent a recurrence to this last extremity

—
and,

by enabling the sense of the nation to repress

pernicious counsels in the out.set, through the

safe and pacific channels of the cabinet and
the parliament, to remove the necessity of re-

sisting them at last, by the dreadful expedient
of actual force and compulsion.

If a king, under any form of monarchy,
attempt to act against the sense of the com-

manding part of the population, he will inev-

itably be resisted and overthrown. This is

not a matter of institution or policy; but a

necessary result from the nature of his office,
and of the power of which he is the adminis-

trator—or rather from the principles of human
nature. But that form of monarchy is the

worst—both for the monarch and for the peo-

ple
—which exposes him the most to the shock

of such ultimate resistance; and that is the

best, which interposes the greatest number
of intermediate bodies between the oppressive

purpose of the king and his actual attempt to

carry it into execution.—which tries the pro-

jected measure upon the greatest number of

selected samples of the public sense, before

it comes into collision with its general mass,
—

and affords the most opportunities for retreat,
and the best cautions for advance, before the

battle is actually joined. The cabinet is pre-
sumed to know more of the sentiments of the

nation than the king;—and the parliament to

know more than the cabinet. Both these

bodies, too, are presumed to be rather more
under the personal influence of the king than
the great body of the nation

;
and therefore,

whatever suggestions of his are ultimately
rejected in those deliberative assemblies,
must be held to be such as would have been
still less acceptable to the bulk of fhe com-

munity. By rejecting them there, however,
by silent votes or clamorous harangues, the
nation is saved from the necessity of rejecting

them, by actual resistance and insurrection in

the field. The person and the oflice of the

monarch remain untouched, and untainted for

all purpo.ses of good ;
and the peace of the

country is maintained, and its rights as.serted,
without any turbulent exertion of its power.
The whole frame and machinery of the con-

stitution, in short, is contrived for the express

purpose of preventing the kingly power from

dashing itself to pieces against the more rad-

ical power of the people : and those institu-

tions that are absurdly supposed to restrain

the authority of the sovereign within too nar-

row limits, are in fact its great safeguards
and protectors, by providing for the timely
and peaceful operation of that great cont-ol-
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ling power, which it could only elude for a

Beasoii, at the expense of much certain mis-

ery to the people, and the hazard of final

destruction to itself.

Mr. Leckie, however, and his adherents,
can see nothing of all this. The facdity of

casting down a single tyrant, we have already

seen, is one of the prime advantages which
he ascribes to the institution of Simple mon-

archy;
—and so much is this advocate of

kingly power enamoured of the uncouitly
doctrine of resistance, that he not only recog-
nises it as a familiar element in the constitu-

tion, but lays it down in express terms, that

it affords the only remedy for all political cor-

ruption. '-'History," he observes, "has fur-

nished us with no example of the reform of a

corrupt anil tyrannical government, but either

from infestine war, or conquest from without.

Thus, ihe objection against a simple mon-

archy, because there is no remedy for its

abuse, holds the same, but in a greater de-

gree, against any other form. Each is borne

with as long as possible ;
and when the evil is

at its greatest height, the nation eilher ?!.ses

aga'mst it^ or, not having the means of so doing,
sinks into abject degradation and misery."

Such, however, are not our principles of

policy ;
oil the contrary, we hold, that the

chief use of a free constitution is to prevent
the recurrence of these dreadful extremities:

and that the excellence of a limited monarchy
consists less in the good laws, and the good
administration of law, to which it naturally

gives birth, than in the security it affords

against such a melancholy alternative. To

some, we know, who have been accustomed
to the spectacle of long-established despo-

tisms, the hazards of such a terrific regenera-
tion appear distant and inconsiderable; and,
if they could oidy prolong the intervals of

patient submission, and polish away some
of the harsher features of oppre-ssion, they
imagine a state of things would result more

tranijuil and desirable than can ever be pre-
sented by the eager and salutary contentions

of a free government. To such pensons we
shall address but two observations. The first,

that though the body of the people may in-

deed be kept in brutish subjection for ages,
where the state of society, as to intelligence
and property, is such that the actual power
and command of the nation is vested in a few
bands of disciplined troops, this could never
be done in a nation abounding in independent
wealth, very generally given to reading and

reflection, and knit together in all its parts

by a thousand means of communication and
ties of mutual interest and sympathy; and
least of all could it be done in a nation already
accustomed to the duties and enjoyments of

freedom, and regarding the safe and honour-
able struggles it is constantly obliged to main-
tain in its defence, as the most ennobling and

delightful of its exercises. The other remark

is, that even if it were possible, as it is not.

to rivet and shackle down an enlightened na-

tion in such a way as to make it submit for

some time, in apparent quietness, to the abuses
of arbitrary power, it is never to be forgotten

that this submission is itself an evil—and an
evil only inferior to those through which it

must ultimately seek its relief. If any form
of tyranny, therefore, were as secure .from

terrible convulsions as a regulated freedom,
it would not cease for that to be a far less de-
sirable condition of existence; and as the

mature sense of a whole nation may be fairly

presumed to point more certainly to the true

means of their happiness than the single

opinion even of a patriotic king, so it mu.st be

right and reasonable, in all cases, that his

opinion should give way to theii's; and that a

power should be generated, if it did not natu-

rally and necessarily exist, to insure its pre-
dominance.
We have still a word or tMO to say on the

alleged inconsistency and fluctuation of all

public councils that are subjected to the con-

trol of popular assemblies, and on the unprin-

cipled violence of the factions to which they
are said to give rise. The firsi of these topics,

however, need not detain us long. If it be

meant, that errors in public measures are

more speedily detected, and more certainly

repaired, when they are maturely anil freely
discussed by all the wisdom and all the talent

of a nation, than when they are left to the

blind guidance of the passions or conceit of

an individual;
—if it be meant, that, under a

Simple monarchy, we should have persevered

longer and more steadily in the principles of

the Slave Trade, of Catholic Proscription, and
of the Orders in Council :

—then we cheerfully
admit the justice of the charge

—we readily

yield to those governments the praise of sucn

consistency and such perseverance
—and offer

no apology for that change from folly to wis-

dom, and from cruelty to mercy, which is pro-
duced by the variableness of a free consti-

tution. But if it be meant that an absolute

monarch keeps the faith which he pledges
more religiously than a free people, or that he
is less liable to .sudden and capricious varia-

tions in his policy, we positively deny the

truth of the imputation, and boldly appeal to

the whole course of historyfor its confutation.

What nation, we should like to know, ever stood

half so high as our own, for the reputation of

good failh and inviolable fidelity to its allies'?

Or in what instance has the national honour
been impeached, by the refusal of one set of

ministers to abide by the engagements enter-

ed into by their predecessors?
—With regard

to mere caprice and inconsistency again, will

it be seriously maintained, that councils, de-

pending upon the individual will of an abso-

lute sovereign
—who may be a boy, or a girl,

or a dotard, or a driveller—are more likely
to be steadily and wisely pursued, than those

that are taken up by a set of experienced

statesmen, under the control of a vigilant and

intelligent public 1 It is not by mere popular
clamour—by the shouts or hisses of an igno-
rant and disorderly mob—but by the deep, the

slow, and the collected voice of the intelligent

and enlightened part of the community, that

the councils of a free nation are ultimately

guided. But if they were at the disposal of a

rabble—what rabble, we would ask, is so ijj-
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norant, so contemptible, so fickle, false, and

empty of all energy of purpose or principle,

as the rabble that invests the palaces of arbi-

trary kings
—the favourites, the mistresses,

the panders, the flatterers and intriguers, who
succeed or supplant each other in the crum-

bling; soil of his favour, and so frequently dis-

pose of all tliat ought to be at the command
of wisdom and honour I

Looking oidy to the eventful history of our

own day, will any one presume to say, that

the conduct of the simple monarchies of Eu-

rope has afforded us, for the last twenty years,

any such lessons of steady and unwavering

policy as to make us blush for our own demo-
cratical inconstancy'? What, during that pe-

riod, has been the conduct of Prussia—of

Russia—of Austria herself—of every state, in

ehort, that has not been terrified into constan-

cy by the constant dread of French violence?

And where, during all that time, are we to look

for any traces of manly firmness, but in the

conduct and councils of the only nation whose
measures were at all controlled by the influ-

ence of popular sentiments ] If that nation

too was not exempt from the common charge
of va:r.illation—if she did fluctuate between

designs to restore the Bourbons, and to enrich

herself by a share of their spoils
—if she did

contract one deep stain on her faith and her

humanity, by encouraging and deserting the

party of the Royalists in La Vendee—if she

did waver and wander from expeditions into

Flanders to the seizure of West Indian islands,
and from menaces to extirpate Jacobinism to

misgions courting its alliance—will any man

pretend to say, that these signs of infirmity
of purpose were produced by yielding to the

varying impulses of popular opinions, or the

alternate preponderance of hostile factions in

the state] Is it not notorious, on the contra-

ry, that they all occurred during that lament-

able but memorable periotl, when the alarm
excited by the aspect of new dangers had in

a maimer extinnuishcd the constitutional spirit

of party, and composed the salutary coidlicts

of the nation—that they occurred in the first

ten years of Mr. Pitt's war administration,

when opposition was almost extinct, and when
the government was not only more entirely in

the hands of one man than it had been at any
time since the days of Cardinal Wolsey, but

wdien the temper and tone of its administra-

tion api)roached very nearly to that of an ar-

bitrary monarchy?
On the doctrine of parties and party dissen-

sions, it is now too late for us to enter at

large ;
—and indeed when we recollect what

Mr. Burke has written upon that subject,* we
do not know why we should wish for an op-

portunity of expressing our feeble sentiments.

Parties are necessary in all free governments—and are indeed the characteristics by which
such governments may be known. One party,
that of the Rulers or the Court, is necessarily
formed and disciplined from the permanence
of its chief, and the uniformity of the interests

* See his
" Thnncrhts on the Cause of the present

Discontents." Sub initio—el passim.

it has to maintain
;
—the party in Opposition,

therefore, must be marshalled in the same

way. VVhen bad men combine, good men
must unite :

—and it would not be less hope-
less for a crowd of worthy citizens to fake the

field without lead(^rs or discipline, against a

regular army, than for individual patriots to

think of opposing the influence of the Sove-

reign by their separate and uncombined ex-

ertions. As to the length which they should
be permitted to go in support of the common
cause, or the extent to which each ought to

submit his private opinion to the general sense
of his associates, it does not appear to us—
though casuists may varnish over dishonour,
and purists startle at shadows—either that

any man of upright feelings can be often at a

loss for a rule of conduct, or that, in point of

fact, there has ever been any blameable ejr

cess in the maxims upon which the great par
ties of this country have been generally con
ducted. The leading principle is. that a man
should

satisfy
himself that the party to which

he attaches nimself means well to the coun-

try, and that more substantial good will ac-

crue to the nation from its coming into power,
than from the success of any other body of

men whose success is at all within the limits

of probability. Upon this principle, therefore,
he will support that party in all things which
he approves

— in all things that are indifferent—and even in some things which he partly

disapproves, provided they neither touch the

honour and vital interests of the ccuntry, nor

imply any breach of the ordins.ry rales of

morality.
—Upon the same principle he will

attack not only all that he individually disap-

proves in the conduct of the adversary, but all

that might appear indifferent and tolerable

enough to a neutral spectator, if it affoid an

opportunity to weaken this adversary in the

public opinion, and to increase the chance of

bringing that party into power from which
alone he sincerely believes that any sure or

systematic good is to be expected. Farther

than this we do not believe that the leaders

or respectable followers of any considerable

party, intentionally allow themselves to go.
Their zeal, indeed, and the heats and passions

engendered in the course of the conflict, may
sometimes hurry them into measures for

which an impartial spectator cannot find this

apology:
—but to their own consciences and

honour we are persuaded that they generally
stand acquitted ;

—
and, on the score of duty or

morality, that is all that can be required of

human beings. For the baser retainers of the

party indeed—those marauders who follow in

the rear of every army, not for battle but for

booty
—who concern themselves in no way

about the justness of the quarrel, or the fair-

ness of the field— who plunder the dead,
and butcher the wounded, and desert the un-

prosperous, and betray the daring;
—for those

wretches who truly belong to no party, and are

a disgrace and a drawback upon all, Ave shall

assuredly make no apology, nor propose any
measures of toleration. The spirit by which

they are actuated is the very opposite of that

spirit W'hich is generated by the parties of a
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free people ;
and accordingly it is among the

advocates of arbitrary power that such per-

sons, after thi-y have served their purpose by
a pretence of patriotic zeal, are ultimately
found to range themselves.

We
positively deny, then, that the interests

of the country have ever been sacrificed to a

vindictive desire to mortify or humble a rival

party;
—though we freely admit that a great

deal of the time and the talent that might be

devoted more ilirectly to her service, is wasted

in such an endeavour. This, however, is un-

avoidable—nor is it possible to separate those

discussions, which are really necessary to ex-

pose the dangers or absurdity of the practical
measures proposed by a party, from those

which have really no other end but to expose
it to general ridicule or odium. This too,

however, it should be remembered, is a point
in which the country has a still deeper, though
a more indirect interest than in the former;
since it is only by such means that a system
that is radically vicious can be exploded, or a

set of men fundamentally corrupt and incapa-

pable removed. If the time be well spent,

therefore, which is occupied in preventing or

palliating some particular act of impolicy or

oppression, it is impossible to grudge that by
which the spring and the fountain of all such
acts may be cut off.

With regard to the tumult—the disorder—
the danger to public peace

—the vexation and
discomfort which certain sensitive persons
and great lovers of tranquillity represent as

the fruits of our political dissensions, we can-

not help sajing that we have no sympathy
with their delicacy or their timidity. What
they look upon as a frightful commotion of the

elements, we consider as no more than a whole-
some agitation; and cannot help regarding
the contentions in which freemen are engaged
by a conscientious zeal for their opinions, as

an invigorating and not ungenerous exercise.

What serious breach of the public peace has
it occasioned ?—to what insurrections, or con-

spiracies, or proscriptions has it ever given
rise'?—what mob even, or tumult, has been
excited by the contention of the two great

parties of the state, since their contention has
been open, and their weapons appointed, and
their career marked out in the free lists of the

constitution?—Suppress these contentions, in-

ileed—forbid these weapons, and shut up
these lists, and you will have conspiracies
and insurrections enough.—These are the

short-sighted fears of tyrants.
—The dissen-

sions of a free peop'le are the preventives
and not the indications of radical disorder—
and the noises which make the weak-hearted

tremble, are but the natural murmurs of those

mighty and mingling currents of public opin-

ion, which are destined to fertilize and unite

(he country, and can never become danger-
ous till an attempt is made to obstruct their

course, or to disturb their level.

Mr. Leckie has favoured his readers with

an enumeration of the advantaaes of absolute

monarchy;
—and we are temptt'd to follow his

example, by concluding with a dry catalogue
of the advantages of free government—each
of which would require a chapter at least as

long as that which we have now bestowed

upon one of them. Next, then, to that of its

superior security from great reverses and atro-

cities, of which we have already spoken at

sufficient length, we .should be disposed to

rank that pretty decisive feature, of the su-

perior Hajjpiness which it confers upon all

the individuals who live under it. The con-
sciousness of liberty is a great blessing and en-

joyment in itself.—The occupation it afiords—the importance it confers—the excitement
of intellect, and the elevation of spirit which
it implies, are all elements of happiness pe-
culiar to this condition of society, and quite

separate and independent of the external ad-

vantages with which it may be attended.

In the second place, however, liberty makes
men more Industrious, and consequently more

generally prosperous and Wealthy; the result

of which
is,

both that they have among thera

more of the good things that wealth can pro-

cure, and that the resources of the State are

greater for all public purposes. In the third

place, it renders men more Valiant and High-
minded, and also promotes the development
of Genius and Talents, both by the unbounded
career it opens up to the emulation of every
individual in the land, and by the natural ef-

fect of all sorts of intellectual or moral ex-

citement to awaken all sorts of intellectual

and moral capabilities. In the fourth place,
it renders men more Patient, and Docile, ana
Resolute in the pursuit of any public object

•

and consequently both makes their chance of

success greater, and enables them to make
much greater efforts in every way, in propor-
tion to the extent of their population. No
slaves could ever have undergone the toils to

which the Spartans or the Romans tasked
themselves for the good or the glory of their

country;
—and no tyrant could ever have ex-

torted the sums in which the Commons of

England have voluntarily assessed themselves
for the exigencies of the state. These are

among the positive advantages of freedom
;

and, in our opinion, are its chief advantages.—But we must not forget, in the fifth and last

place, that there is nothing else but a free

government by which men can be secured
from those arbitrary invasions of their Persons
and Properties

—those cruel persecutions, op-

pressive imprisonments, and lawless execu-

tions, which no formal code can prcTent an
absolute monarch from regarding as a part of

his prerogative: and, above all, from those

provit'cial exactions and oppressions, and
those universal Insults, and Contumelies, and

Indig::ities, by which the inferior minions of

power spread misery and degradation among
the whole mass of every people which has no

political independence.
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A Song of Triumph. By W. Sothebv, Esq. 8vo. London: 1814.

L'Acte Constitutionnd, enla Seance du 9 Avril, 1814. 8vo. Londres: 1814.

Of Bonaparte, the Bourbons, and the Necessity of rallying round our legitimate Princes, for tht

Happiness of France and of Europe. By F. A. Chateaubriand. 8vo. London; 1814.*

It would be strange indeed, we think, if

pages dedicated like ours to topics of present

interest, and the discussions of the passing
hour, should be ushered into the world at such
a moment as this, without some stamp of that

common joy and anxious emotion with which
the wenderful events of the last three months
are still tilling all the regions of the earth. In

such a situation, it must be difficult for any
one who has the means of being heard, to re-

frain from giving utterance to his sentiments:
But to us, whom it has assured, for the first

time, of the entire sympathy of all our coun-

trymen, the temptation, we own, is irresisti-

ble
;
and the good-natured part of our readers,

we are persuaded, will rather smile at our

simplicity, than fret at our presumption, when
we add, that we have sometimes permitted
ourselves to fancy that, if any copy of these

our lucubrations should go down to another

generation, it may be thought curious to trace

in them the first effects of events that are pro-

bably destined to fix the fortune of succeed-

ing centuries, and to observe the impressions
which were made on the minds of contempo-
raries, by those mighty transactions, which
will appear of yet greater moment in the eyes
of a distant posterity. We are still too near
that great image of Deliverance and Reform
which the Genius of Europe has just set up
before us, to discern with certainty its just

lineaments, or construe the true character of

the Aspect with which it looks onward to fu-

turity ! We see enough, however, to fill us
with innumerable feelings, and the germs of

*
This, I am nfraid, will now l)e thonorin to be too

much o( a mere "
Song of Triumph ;" or, at least,

to be conceived throughout in a tar more sanguine
spirit than is consistent either with a wi.se observa-
tion of passiniu events, or a philosophical estimate
of the frailties of human nature : And, having cer-

tainly been written under that prevailing excite-

ment, of which I chiefly wish to preserve it as a

memorial, I have no doubt that, to some extent, it

is so. At the same time it should be recollected,
that it was written immediately after the first res-

toration of the Bourbons; and belore the startling
drama of the Hundred Days, and its grand catastro-

phe at Waterloo, had dispelled the first wholesome
fears of the Allies, or sown the seeds of more bitter

ranklings and resentments in the body of the French
people : and, above all, that it was so written, be-
fore the many lawless invasions of national inde-

pendence, and broken promises of Sovereigns to

their subjects, which have since revived that dis-

trust, which both nations and philosophers %verc

then, perhaps, too ready to renounce. And after

all, I must say, that an attentive reader may find,
even in this strain of good auguries, both such traces
of misgivings, and such iteration of an.\ioiis warn-
ings, as to save me from the imputation of having
merely predicted a Millennium.

73

many high and anxious speculations. The feel-

mgs, we are sure, are in unison with all that

exists around us
;
and we reckon therefore on

more than usual indulgence for the specula-
tions into which they may expand.
The first and predominant feeling which

rises on contemplating the scenes that have

just burst on our view, is that of deep-felt

gratitude and delight,
—for the liberation of

so many oppressed nations,
—for the cessation

of bloodshed and fear and misery over the
fairest portions of the civilised worki,

—and
for the enchanting, though still dim and un-
certain prospect of long peace and measureless

improvement, which seems at last to be open-
ing on the suffering kingdoms of Europe. The
very novelty of such a state of things, which
could be known only by description to the

greater part of the existing generation—the
suddenness of its arrival, and the contrast

which it forms with the anxieties and alarms
to which it has so immediately succeeded, all

concur most powerfully to enhance its vast
intrinsic attractions. It has come upon the
world like the balmy air and flushing verdure
of a late spring, after the dreary chills of a
long and interminable winter; and the re-

freshing sweetness with which it has visited

the earth, feels like Elysium to those who
have just escaped from the driving tempests
it has banished.

We have reason to hope, too. that the riches
of the harvest will correspond with the sj)len-
dour of this early promise. All the periods
in which human society and human intellect

have been known to make great and memor-
able advances, have followed clos(> upon
periods of general agitation and disorder.

Men's minds, it would appear, must be deeply
and roughly stirred, before they become pro-
lific of great conceptions, or vigorous resolves

j

and a vast and alarming fermentation must
pervade and agitate the mass of society, to

inform it with that kindly warmth, by which
alone the seeds of genius and improvement
can be e.xpanded. The fact, at all events, is

abundantly certain
;
and may be accounted

for, we conceive, without mystery, and with-
out metaphors.
A popular revolution in government or re-

ligion
—or any thing else that gives rise to

general and long-continued contention, natu-

rally produces a prevailing disdain of author-

ity, and boldness of thinking in the leaders

of the fray,
—

together with a kindling of the

imagination and development of intelh^ct in a

great multitude of persons, who, in ordinary
times, would have vegetated stupidly in the

places where fortune had fixed them. Power
2Y
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and distinction, and all the higher prizes
in

the lotti-ry of life, are then broii^'ht within the

reach of a larger proportion of the community ;

and tluit vivifyiuiT spirit of ambition, which is

the true source of all improvement, instead

of burnins; at a few detached points on the

Bummit of society, now pervades every por-
tion of its frame. JNInch extravagance, and, in

all probability, much guilt and much misery,

result, in the" first instance, from this su(i<len

extrication of talent and enterprise, in places
where then' can a» yet have no legitimate

issui', or points of application. But the con-

tendinir elements at last find their spheres,
and their balance, "the disorder ceases: but

the nctivity remains. The multitudes that

had been raised into intell(>ctual existence by
dangerous passions and crazy illusions, do not

all relapse into their original torpor, when
their passions are allayed and their illusions

dispelled. There is a great permanent addi-

tion to the power and the enterprise of the

community; and the talent and the activity
which at first convulsed the state by their

unmeasured and misdirected exertions, ul'i-

mately b'ess and adorn it. under a more en-

lightened and less intemperate guidance. If

we may estimate the amount of this ultimate

good by that of the disorder which preceded
it,

we cannot be too sanguine in our calcula-

tions of the happiness that awaits the rising

generation. T!;a fermentation, it will readily
be admitted, has been long and violent enough
to extiact all the virtue of all the ingreilients
that Live been submitted to its action

;
and

enough of scum has boiled over, and enou:;h

of p'stilent vapour been exhaled, to afford a

reasjnable assurance that the residuum will

be both ample and pure.
If this delight in the spectacle and the

prospect of boundless ijood, be the firat feeling

that is excited by the scene before us, the

second^ we do not hesitate to say, is a stern

and vindictive joy at the downfal of the Tyrant
and the tyranny by whom that good had been
60 loiii,' intercepted. We feel no compassion
for that man's reverses of fortune, whose

heart, in th? days of his prosperity, was
steeled aga nst that, or any other humanisinsr
emo'-ion. He has fallen, substantially, with-

out the pity, as he rose without the love, of

any portion of mankind ; and the admiration

whicii was excited by his talents and activity
and success, having no soii<l stay in the majj-

nanimity or gi^ierosity of his character, has
been turned, perhaps rather too eagerly, into

scorn a:id derision, now that he is deserted

by fortune, and appears wilhout extraordinary
resourc's in th ; day of his calamity.

—We do
not think that an ambitious despot and san-

guinary conqueror can be too much execrated,
or too little respected by mankind

;
but ihe

popular clamour, at this moment, seems to us

to be carried too far, even against thi.- very
dangerous individual. It is now discovered,
it seems, that he has neither genius nor com-
mon sense; and h'* is accused of cowardice for

not killing himself, by the very persons who
would infallibly have exclaimed against his

nuicide, as a clear proof (if weakness and

folly. History, we think, will not class him

(|uite 60 low as the English newspapers of the

present day. He is a creature to be dreaded
and condemned, but not, assuredly, to bo

despised by men of ordinary dimensions. Hia

catastrophe, so far as it is yet visible, seema
unsuitable indeed, and incongruous with the

part he has hitherto sustained
;
but we have

perceived nothing in it materially to alter the

estimate which we formed long ago of his

character. He still seems to us a man of

consummate conduct, valour, and decision in

war, but without the virtues, or even the

generous or social vices of a soldier of fortune;—of matchless activity indeed, and boundless

ambition, but entirely wilhout principle, feel-

ing, or affection :
—

suspicious, vindictive, and

overbearing;
—selfish and solitary in all hia

pursuits and gratifications;
—

proud and over-

weeniniT, to the very borders of insanity ;

—
and considering at last the laws of honour and
the principles of morality, erjually beneath his

notice with the interests and feelings of other

men.»-Despising those who submitted to his

pretensions, and pursuing, with implacable
hatred, all who presumed to resist them, he

seems to have gone on in a growing confi-

dence in his own fortune, and contempt for

mankind.— till a serious check from wilhout

showed him the error of his calculation, and

betrayed the fatal insecurity of a career which

reckoned only on prosperity.
Over the downfal of such a man. it is fitting

that the world should rejoice; and his down-

fal, and the circumstances with v. hich it has

been attended, seem to us to hold out three

several grounds of rejoicing.
In the firsi place, we think it has establish-

ed for ever the impracticability of any scheme
of universal dominion

;
and proved, that Eu-

rope possesses sufficient means to maintain

and assert the independence of her several

states, in despite of any power that can be

brought against them. It might formerly have

been doubled,
—and many minds of no abject

ca.st were depressed with more than doubta

on the subject,
—whether the undivided sway

which Rome exercised of old, by means of

superior skill and discipline, might not be re-

vived in modern times by arrangement, ac-

tivity, and intimidation, — and whether, in

spite of the boasted intelligence of Europe at

the present day, the ready communication

between all its parts, and the supposed weight
of its publ c opinion, the sovereign of one or

two irreat kingdoms might not subdue all the

rest, by rapidity of movement and decision

of conduct, and retain them in subjection by
a str'ct system of disarming and espionage

—
by a constant interchnnge of armies and sta-

tions—and. in short, by a dexterous and alert

use of those very means, of extensive intelli-

irence and communication, which their civil-

isation seemed at first to hold out as their

surest protection. The experiment, however,
has now been tried

;
and the result is, that

the nations of Europe can never be brought
under the rule of one conquering sovereign.

No individual, it may be fairly presumed, will

i
ever try that fatal experiment again, with so
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mnr.y extraordinary advantages, and chances
ot" siicces.s, as he in whose hands it has now
finally tnlscarned. The different states, it is

to be hoped, will never again be found so

shamefully unprovided for defence—so long
insensible to their danger— and, let us not

scruple at last to speak the truth, so little

worthy of being saved—as most of them were
at the beginning of that awful period: while
there is still less chance of any military sove-

reign again finding himself invested with the

absolute disposal of so vast a population, at

once habituated to war and victory by the

energies of a popular revolution, and disposed
to submit to any hardships and privations for

a ruler who W'Ould protect them from a re-

currence of revolutionary horrors. That ruler,

however, and that population, reintorced by
immense drafts from the countries he had

already overrun, has now been fairly beaten
down by the other nations of Europe— at

length cordially united by a sense of their

common danger. Henceforward, therefore,

they show their strength, and the means and
occasions of bringing it into action

;
and the

very notoriety of that strength, and of the
scenes on which it has been proved, will in

all probability prevent the recurrence of any
necessity for proving it again.
The second ground of rejoicing in the down-

fal of Bonaparte is on account of the impres-
sive lesson it has read to Amb tion, and the

striking illustration it has afforded, of the in-

evitable tendency of that passion to bring to

ruin the power and the greatness which it

seeks so madly to increase. No human being,

perhaps, ever stood on so proud a pinnacle of

worldly grandeur, as this insatiable conqueror,
at th? beginning of his Russian campaign.

—
He had done more—he had acquired more—
and he possessed more, as to actual power,
influence, and authoritv, than any individual

that ever figured on the scene of European
story. He had visited, with a victorious army,
almost every capital of the Continent; and
dictated thft terms of peace to their astonished

princes. Ho had consolidated under his im-
mediate dominion, a territory and population

apparently sufficient lo meet the combination
of all that it d:d not include: and interwoven
himself with the government of almost all

thut was left. He had cast down and erected
thrones at h's pleasure; and surrounded him-
self with tributary kinss, and principalities
of his own creation. He had connected him-
self by marriage with the proudest of the

ancient sovereigns ;
and was at the head of

the largest and the finest army that was ever
assembled to desolate or disjjose of the world.

Had he known where to stop in his aggres-
sions upon the peace and independence of

mankind, it seems as if this terrific sove-

reignty might have been permanently es-

tablish'^'d in his person. But the demon by
whom he was possessed urged him on to h s

fate. He could not bear that any power should
exist which did not confpss its dependence on
him. Without a pretext for quarrel, he at-

tacked Russia— insulted Austria—trod con-

temptuously on the fallen fortunes of Prussia

—and by new aggressions, and the menace
of more intolerable evils, drove them into thai

league which rolled back the tide of ruin on

himself, and ultimately hurled him into the

insignificance from which he originally sprung.
It is for this reason, chiefly, that we join in

the feeling, which we think universal in this

country, of joy and satisfaction at the utter

destruction of this victim of Ambition,
—and

at the failure of thoSe negotiations, which
would have left him, though humbled, in

possession of a sovereign state, and of great
actual power and authority. VVe say nothing
at present of the policy or the necessity, that

may have dictated those propositions; but the

actual result is far more satistactory, than any
condition of their acceptance. Without this,
the lesson to Ambition would have been im-

perfect, and the retribution of Eternal Justice

apparently incomplete. It was fitting, that

the world should see it again demonstrated,

by this great example, that the appetite of

conquest is in its own nature insatiable
;
—

and that a being, once abandoned to that

bloody career, is fated to pursue it to the end
;

and must persist in the work of desolation

and murder, till the accumulated wrongs and
resentments of the harassed world sweep hira

from its face. The knowledge of this may
deter some dangerous spirits from entering on
a course, which will inialbbly bear them on
to destruction

;

—and at all events should in-

duce the sufferers to cut short the measure
of its errors and miseries, by accomplishing
their doom at the beginning. Sanguinary
conquerors, we do not hesitate to say, should
be devoted by a perpetual proscription, in

mercy to the rest of the world.

Our last cause of rejoicing over this grand
catastrophe, arises from the discredit, and
even the derision, which it has .so ojiportunely
thrown upon tlie character of conquerors in

general. The thinking part of maidiind did

not perhaps need to be disabused upon this

subject :
—but no illusion was ever so strong,

or so pernicious with the multitude, as that

which invested heroes of this drscription with
a sort of supernatural grandeur and dignity,
and bent the spirits of men before them, as

b(^in;rs intrinsically entitled lo the homage and
submission of nferior natures. It is above
all thiiiirs fortunate, therefore, when this spell
can be broken, by merely reversing the opera-
tion bv which it had been imposed ;

when the

idols that success had tricketl out in the mock
attributes of divinity, are stripped of their

disguise by the rouirh hand of misfortune, and
exhibited before the indignant and wondering
eyes of their admirers, in the naked littleness

of humbled and helpless men.—depending,
for life and subsistence, on the pity of their

human conquerors,
—and spared with safety,

in consequence of their insignificance.
—Such

an exhibition, we would fain hope, will rescue

men for ever from that most humiliatirg devo-

tion, which has hitherto so often templed the

ambition, and facilitated the progress of con«

querors.
—It is not in our days, at least, that

it will be forgotten, that Bonaparte turned out

a mere mortal in the end
;

—and ne vh.^r hi our
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days, nor in those of our children, is it at all

likely^ tliai any other adventurer will arise to

efface the impressions connected with that

recollection, by more splendid achievements,
than disting^iished the greater part of his

career. Trie kind of shame, too, that is felt

bv those who have been the victims or the

instruments of a being so weak and fallible,

will make it ditficult for any successor to his

ambition, so to overawe the minds of the

world again; and will consequently diminish

the dread, while it exasperates the hatred,
with which presumptuous oppression ought
always to be regarded.

If the downfal of Bonaparte teach this

lesson, and fix this feeling in the minds of

men. we should almost be tempted to say that

the miseries he has inflicted are atoned for;
and that his life, on the whole, will have been
useful to mankind. Undoubtedly there is no
other single source of wretchedness so prolific
as that strange fascination by which atrocious

guilt is converted into an object of admiration,
and the honours due to the benefactors of the

human race lavished most profusely on their

destroyers. A sovereign who pursues schemes
of conquest for the gratification of his personal

ambition, is neither more nor less than a being
who inflicts violent death upon thousands,
and miseries still more agonising on millions,
of innocent individuals, to relieve his own
ennui, and divert the languors of a base and
worthless existence :

—
and, if it be true that

the chief excitement to such exploits is found
in the false Glory with Avhich the madness
of mankind has surrounded their successful

performance, it will not be easy to calculate

how much we are indebted to him whose his-

tory has contributed to dispel it.

Next to our delight at the overthrow of

Bonaparte, is our exultation at the glory of

England.—It is a proud and honourable dis-

tinction to be able to say, in the end of such
a contest, that we belong to the only nation

that has never been conquered ;

—to the nation

that set the first example of successful resist-

ance to the power that was desolating the

world,
—and who always stood erect, though

she sometimes stood alone, before it. From
England alone, that power, to which all the
rest had successively bowed, has won no tro-

phies, and extorted no submission; on the

contrary, she has been constantly baffled and
disirraced whenever she has grappled directly
with the might and energy of England. Dur-

ing the proudest part of her continental career.

England drove her ships from the ocean, and
annihilated her colonies and her commerce.
The first French army that capitulated, capit-
ulated to the English forces in Egypt; and
Lord Wellington is the only co'mmander

against whom six Marshals of France have

successively tried in vain to procure any ad-

vantage.
The efforts of England have not always

been well directed,
—nor her endeavours to

rouse the other nations of Europe very wisely
timed :

—But she has set a magnificent ex-

ample of unconquerable fortitude and unalter-
able constancy ; and she may claim the proud

distinction of having kept alive the sacrert

flame of liberty and the spirit of national in

dependence, when the chill of general appre-
hension, and the rushing whirlwind of con-

quest, had apparently extinguished them fot

ever, in the other nations of the earth. No
course of prosperity, indeed, and no harvest
of ultimate success, can ever extinguish the

regret of all the true friends of our national

glory and happiness, for the many preposter-
ous, and the occasionally disreputable expe-
ditions, in which English blood was more
than unprofitably wasted, and English char-
acter more than imprudently involved

;
nor

can the delightful assurance of our actual

deliverance from danger efface the remem-
brance of the tremendous hazard to w hich we
were so long exposed by the obstinate mis-

government of Ireland. These, however, were
the sins of the Government.—and do not at

all detract from the excellent spirit of the

People, to which, in its main bearings, it Avas

necessary for the government to conform.
That spirit was always, and we believe uni-

versally, a spirit of strong attachment to the

country, and of stern resolution to do all

things, and to suffer all things in its cause;
—

mingled with more or less confidence, or more
or less anxiety, according to the temper or the

information of individuals,
—but sound, steady

and erect we believe upon the whole,
—and

equally determined to risk all for independ-
ence, whether it was believed to be in great
or in little danger.
Of our own sentiments and professions, and

of the consistency of our avowed principles,
from the first to the last of this momentous

period, it would be impertinent to speak at

large, in discussing so great a theme as the
honour of our common country. None of our

readers, and none of our censors, can be more

persuaded than we are of the extreme insig-
nificance of such a discussion—and not many
of them can feel more completely indifferent

about the aspersions with which we have
been distinguished, or more fully convinced
of the ultimate justice of public opinion. We
shall make no answer therefore to the sneers

and calumnies of which it has been thought
worth while to make us the subject, except
just to say, that if any man can read what we
have written on public affair.s, and entertain

any serious doubt of our zeal for the safety,
the honour, and the freedom of England, he
must attach a different meaning to all these

phrases from that which we have most sin-

cerely believed to belong to them : and that,

though we do not pretend to have either fore-

seen or foretold the happy events that have so

lately astonished the world, we cannot fail to

see in them the most gratifying confirmation

of the very doctrines we have been the longesi,
and the most loudly abused for asserting.
The last sentiment in which we think all

candid observers of the late great events must

cordially agree, is that of admiration and pure
and unmingled approbation of the magnani-
mity, the prudence, the dignity and forbear-

ance of the Allies. There has been some-

thing in the manner of those extraordinary
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transactions as valuable as the substance of

what has been achieved,
—and. if possible,

fitill more meritorious. History records no in-

etance of union so faithful and complete
—of

councils so firm—of gallantry so generous
—

of modeiation so dignified and wise. In read-

ing the addresses of the Allied Sovereigns to

the people of Europe and of France
; and,

above all, in tracing every step of their de-

meanour after they got possession of the me-

tropolis, we seem to be transported from the

vulgar and disgusting realities of actual story,
to the beautiful imaginations and exalted fic-

tions of poetry and romance. The proclama-
tion of the Emperor Alexander to the military
men who might be in Paris on his arrival—his

address to the Senate—the terms in which he
has always spoken of his fallen adversary,
are all conceived in the verj- highest strain of

nobleness and wisdom. They have all the

spirit, the courtesy, the generosity, of the age
of chivalry; and all the liberality and mild-

ness of that of philosophy. The disciple of

Fenelon could not have conducted himself
with more perfect amiablenessand grandeur;
and the fabulous hero of the loftiest and most

philanthropic of moralists, has been equalled,
if not outdone, by a Russian monarch, in the

first flush and tumult of victory. The sub-

limity of the scene indeed, and the merit of

the actors, will not be fairly appreciated, if

we do not recollect that they were arbitrary

sovereigns, who had been trained rather to

consult their own feelings than the rights of

mankind—who had been disturbed on their

hereditary thrones by the wanton aggressions
of the man who now lay at their mercy—and
had seen their territories wasted, their people
butchered, and their capitals pillaged, by him

they had at last chased to his den, and upon
whose capital, and whose people, they might
now repay the insults that had been offered

to theirs. They judged more magnanimously,
however; and they judged more wisely

—for

their own glory, for the objects they had in

view, and for the general interests of humani-

ty. By their generous forbearance, and sin-

gular moderation, they not only put their ad-

versary in the wrong in the eyes of all Europe,
but they made him appear little and ferocious

in comparison ; and, while overbearing all

opposition by superior force, and heroic reso-

lution, they paid due honour to the valour by
which they had been resisted, and gave no
avoidable offence to that national pride w hich

might have presented the greatest of all ob-

stacles to their success. From the beginning
to the end of their hostile operations, they
avoided naming the name of the ancient

family; and not in words merely, but in the
whole strain and tenor of their conduct, re-

spected the inherent right of the nation to

choose its own government, and stipulated for

nothing but what was indispensable for the

safety of its neighbours. Born, as they were,
to unlimited thrones, and accustomed in their

own persons to the exercise of power that ad-

mitted but little control, they did not scruple
to declare publicly, that France, at least, was
entitled to a larg^er measure of freedom

;
£ind

that the intelligence of its population entitled

it to a share in its own government. They
exerted themselves sincerely to mediate be-

tween the different parties that might be sup-

posed to exist in the state; and treated each
with a respect that taught its ojiponents that

they might coalesce without being dishonour-

ed. In this way the seeds of civil discord,
which such a crisis could scarcely have failed

to quicken, have, we trust, been almost en-

tirely destroyed ;
and if France escapes the

visitation of internal dissension, it will be

chiefly owing to the considerate and magnani-
mous prudence of those very ])ersons to w horn

Europe has been indebted for her deliverance.

In this high and unqualified praise, it is a

singular satisfaction to us to be able to say,
that our own Government seems fully entitled

to participate. In the whole of those most im-

portant proceedings, the Ministry of England
appears to have conducted itself with wisdom,
moderation, and propriety. In spite of the

vehement clamours of many in their own

party, and the repugnance which was said to

exist in higher quarters to any negotiation with

Bonaparte, they are understood to have ad-

hered with laudable firmness to the clear po-

licy of not disjoining their country from that

great confederacy, through which alone, either

peace or victory, was rationally to be expect-
ed :
—

and, going heartily along with their

allies, both in their unrivalled efforts and in

their heroic forbearance, they too refrained

from recognising the ancient family, till they
were invited to return by the spontaneous
voice of their own nation

;
and thus gave them

the glory of being recalled by the appearance
at last of affection, instead of being replaced

by force
;
while the nation, which force would

either have divided, or disgusted entire, did

all that was wanted, as the free act of their

own patriotism and wisdom. Considering the

temper that had long been fostered, and the

tone that had been maintained among their

w'armest supporters at home, we think this

conduct of the ministry entitled to the highest
credit; and we give it our praise now, with
the same freedom and sincerity with which
we pledge ourselves to bestow our censure,
whenever the}' do any thing that seems to call

for that less grateful exercise of our duty.

Having now indulged ourselves, by express-

ing a few of the sentiments that are irresistibly

suggested by the events that lie before us,
we turn to our more laborious and appropriate
vocation of speculating on the nature and con-

sequences of those events. Is the restoration

of the Bourbons the best possible issue of the

long struggle that has preceded 1 Will it lead

to the establishment of a free government in

France 1 Will it be favourable to the general
interests of liberty in England and the rest of

the world? These are great and momentous

questions,
—which we are far from prtsuming

to think we can answer explicitly, without the

assistance of that great expositor
—time. Yet

we should think the man unworthy of the

great felicity of having lived to the present

day, who could help asking them of hi«.self •

2 y 2
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and we seem to stand in the particular pre-
dicainen* of being obliged to try at least for

an answer.
The first, we think, is the easiest; and \vc

scarcely scruple to answer it at once in the

affirmative. We know, indeed, that there are

many who think, that a permanent chanue of

dynasty might have alfonled abetterguarantee

against the return of those ancient abuses
which first gave rise to the revolution, and may
again produce all itsdisasters; and that France,
reduced within moderate limits, would, under
such a dynasty, both have served better as a

permanent warning to other states of the dan-

ger of such abuses, and been less likely to

unite itself with any of the old corrupt govern-

ments, in schemes against the internal liberty
or national independence of the great European
communities. And we are far from under-

rating the value of these suggestions. But
there are considerations of more urgent and
immediate importance, that seem to leave no
room for hesitation in the present position of

affairs .

In the first place, the restoration of the

Bourbons seems the natural and only certain

end of that series of revolutionary movements,
and that long and disastrous experiment which
has so awfully overshadowed the freedom
and happiness of the world. It naturally

figures as the final completion of a cycle of

convulsions and miseries; and presents itself

to the imagination as the point at which the

tempest-shaken vessel of the state again
reaches the haven of tranquillity from the

stormy ocean of revolution. Nor is it merely
to the imagination, or through the mediation
of such figures, that this truth presents itself.

To the coldest reason it is manifest, that by
the resfoiation of the old line, the whole tre-

mendous evils of a disputed title to the crown
are at once obviated : For when the dynasty
of Napoleon has once lost possession, it has
lost all upon which its pretensions could ever
have been founded, and may fairly be con-

sidered as annihilated and extinguished for

ever. The novelty of a government is in all

cases a prodigious inconvenience—but if it be

substantially unpopular, and the remnants of

an old government at hand, its insecurity be-

comes not only obvious but alarming: Since

nothing but the combination of great severity
and great success can give it even the appear-
ance of stability. Now, the government of

Napoleon was not only new and oppressive,
and consequently insecure, but it was abso-

lutely dissolved and at an end, before the pe-
riod had arrived at which alone the restoration

of the Bourbons could be made a subject of

deliberation.

The chains of the Continent, in fact, were
broken at Leipsic ;

and the Despotic sceptre
of the great nation cast down to the earth, as

soon as the allies set foot as conquerors on its

ancient territory. If the Bourbons were not

then to be restored, there were only three
other ways of settling the government.—To
leave Bonaparte at the head of a limited and
reduced monarchy— to vest the sovereignty
n Ms infant mon—or to call or permit some

new adventurer to preside over an entire new
constitution, republican or monarchical, as

ml^iht be most agreeable to his supporters.
The first would have been fraught with

measureless evils to France, and dangers to

all her neighbours;
—

but, fortunately, though
it was tried, it was in its own nature imprac-
ticable : and Napoleon knew this well enough,
when he rejected the propositions made to Ixim

at Chatillon. He knew well enough what
stuff his Parisians and his Senators were made
of; and what were the only terms upon which
the nation would submit to his dominion. He
knew that he had no real hokl of the AfTec-

tioiis of the people; and ruled but in their

fears and their Vanity
—that he held hislhione,

in short, only because he had identified his

own greatness with the Glory of France, and
surrounded him.self with a vast army, drawn
from all the nations of Europe, and so posted
and divided as to be secured against any
general spirit of revolt. The moment this

army was ruined therefore, and he came back
a beaten and humbled sovereign, he felt that

his sovereignty was at an end. To rule at

all, it was necessary that he should rule with

glory, and with full possession of the means
of intimidation. As soon as these left him,
his throne must have tottered to its fall.

Royalist factions and Republican factions

would have arisen in every part of the na-

tion—iliscontent and insurrection would have

multiplied in the capital, and in the pro-
vinces—and if not cut off by the arm of

some new competitor, he must soon have
been overwhelmed in the tempest of civil

commotion.
The second plan would have been less dan-

gerous to other states, but still more impracti-
cable with a view to France itself. The
nerveless arm of an infant could never have
wielded the iron sceptre of Napoleon,

—and
his weakness, and the utter want of native

power or influence in the members of his

family, would have invited all sorts of preten-

sions, and called forth to open day all the wild

and terrific factions which the terror of his

father's power had chased for a season to their

dens of darkness. Jealousy of the influence

of Austria, too, would have facilitated the de-

position of the baby despot ;

—and even if his

state could have been upheld, it is plain that

it could have been only by the faithful energy
of his predecessor's ministers of oppression,

—
and that the dynasty of Napoleon could only
have maintained itself by the arts and the

crimes of its founder.

The third expedient must plainly have been
the most inexpedient and unmerciful of all;

since, after the experience of the last twenty
years, we may venture to say with confidence,
that it could only have led, through a repeti-
tion of those monstrous disorders over which
reason has blushed and humanity sickened so

long, to the dead repose of another military

despotism.
The restoration of the Bourbons, therefore,

we conceive, Mas an act, not merely of wis-

dom, but of necessity,
—or of that strong and

obvioud expediency, with a view either te
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neace or security, \vhit h in politics amounts
lo necessity. It is a separate, however, or at

least an ulterior question, whether this res-

toration is likely to give a Free Government
to France, or to bring it back to the condition

of its old arbitrary monarchy 1 a question cer-

tainly of great interest and curiosity,
—and

upon which it does not appear to us that the

politicians of this country are by any means

agreed.
There are many, we think, who cannot be

bjought to understand that the restoration of

the ancient line can mean any thing else but

the restoration of the ancient constitution of

the monarchy,
—who take it for gianted, that

they must return to the substantial exercise

of all their former functions, and conceive,
that all restraints upon the sovereign authori-

ty, and all stipulations in favour of public

liberty, must be looked upon with contempt
and aversion, and be speedily swept away, as

vestiges of that tremendous revolution, the

whole brood and progeny of which must be
held in abhorrence at the Court of the new
Monarch:—And truly, when we remember
what Mr. Fox has said, with so much solem-

nity, upon this subject, and call to mind the

occasion, with reference to which he has de-

clared, that '-'a Restoration
is,

for tlie most part,

the most pernicious of all Revolutions,"
—it is

not easy to divest ourselves of apprehensions,
that such may in some degree be the conse-

quence of the events over which we are re-

joicing. Yet the circumstances of the present

case, we will confess, do not seem to us to

warrant such apprehensions in their full ex-

tent," and our augury, upon the whole, is fa-

vourable upon this branch of the question also.

They who think ditferently, and who hope,
or fear, that things are to go back exactly to

the state in which they were in 1788
;
and

that all the sufferings, and all the sacrifices,

of the intermediate period, are to be in vain,

look only, as it appears to us, to the naked

fact, that the old line of kings is restored, and
the ancient nobility re-establi.shed in their

honours. They consider the case, as it would
have been, if this restoration had been efl'ect-

ed by the triumphant return of the emigrants
from Coblentz in 1792—by the success of the

Royalist arms in T.a Vendee—or by the gene-
ral prevalence of a Royalist party, spontane-

ously regenerated over the kingdom :
—For-

getting that the ancient family has oidy been
recalled in a crisis brought on by foreign suc-

cesses; when the actual cfovernment was

virtually dissolved, and no alternative left to

the nation, but those which we have just enu-

merated ;

—
forgetting that it is not restored

unconditionally, and as a matter of riirht, but

rather called anew to the throne, upon terms

and stipulations, propounded in the name of a

nation, free to receive or to reject It ;
—

forget-

ting that an interval of twenty-five long years
has separated the subjects from the Sovereign ;

and broken all those ties of habitual loyalty,

by wh'ch a people is most effectually bound
to an hereditary monarch

;
and that those

years, filled with ideas of democratic license,
or despotic oppression, cannot have tended to

foster associations favourable to royalty, or t«

])ropagate kindly conceptions of the connec-
tion of subject and king;—forgetting, above
all. that along with her ancient monarchy, a
new legislative body is associated in the gov-
ernment of France,

—that a constitution has
been actually adopted, by m hich ihe powers
of those monarchs maybe etfectually coutrol-

hul
;
and that the illustrious person who has

ascended the throne, has already bound him-
self to govern according to that constitution,
and to assume no power with which it does
not expressly invest him.

If Louis XVIII.. then, trained in the school

of misfortune, and seeing and feeling all the

permanent changes which these twenty-five
eventful years have wrought in the condition

of his people ;

—if this monarch, mild and un-

ambitious as he is understood to be in his

character, is but faithful to his oath, grateful
to his deliverers, and observant of the coun-

sels of his most prudent and magnanimous
Allies, he will feel, that he is not the lawful

inheritor of the powers that belonged to his

predecessor: that his crown is not the crown
of Louis XVI.

;
and that to assert his privi-

leges, would be to provoke his fate. By this

time, he probably knows enough of the nature

of his countrymen, perhaps we should say of

mankind in general, not to rely too much on
those warm expressions of love and loyalty,
with which his accession has been hailed, and
which would probably have been lavished

with equal profusion on his antauonist, if vic-

tory had again attended his arms, in this last

and decisive contest. It is not improbable
that he may be more acceptable to the body
of the nation, than the despot he has supplant-
ed

;
and that some recollections or traditions

of a more generous loyalty than the suUen
nature of that ungracious ruler either invited

or admitted, have mingled themselves with
the hopes of peace and of liberty, which must
be the chief solid ingredients in his welcome ;

and acting upon the constitutional vivacity of

the people, and the servility of mobs, always
ready to lackey the heels of the successful,
have taken the form of ardent affection, and
the most sincere devotedness and attachment.

But we think it is very apparent, that there is

no great love or spontaneous zeal for the Bour-

bons in the body of the French nation; that

the joy so tardily manifested for their return,
is mainly grountled upon thi; hope of conse-

quential benefits to themselves; and, at all

events, that there is no personal attachment,
which will lead them to submit to any thing
that may be supposed to be encroaching, or

felt to be oppressive. It will probably recjuire

great temper and great management in the

new sovereigns to exercise, without oflence,

the powers with which they are le^gitimately

invested; but their danger will be great in-

I

deed, if they suddenly attempt to go beyond
them. With temper aiid circumspection, they

may in time establish the solid foundations of

a splendid, though limited, throne; if they

aspire again to be absolute, the p obability in

that they will soon cease to reign

The restoration of the old Nobility seems,
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at first sight, a more hazardous operation than

than that of the ancient moiiaichs
;

—but the

danger, there also, is more ajjparent than reah

The various inclemencies ot a twenty-five

years' exile have sadly thinned the ranks of

those rash and sanguine spirits who assem-
Itled at Coblentz in 1792, and may be pre-
Pumeil to have tamed the pride and lowered
the pretensions of the few that remain. A
great multitude of families have become ex-

tinct,
—a still greater number had reconciled

themselves to the Imperial Government,
—and

the small remnant that have continued faith-

ful to the fortunes of their Royal Master, will

probably be satisfied with the conditions of

Lis return. Thus dwiniUed in number,—de-

cayed in fortune,
—and divided by diversities

of conduct that will not be speedily forgotten,
we do not think that there is any great hazard
of their attempting either to assert those priv-

ileges as a body, or to assume that tone, by
which they formerly revolted the inferior

classes of the state, and would now be con-
sidered as invading the just rights and con-

Rtitutional dignity of the other citizens.

We do not see any thing, therefore, in the

restoration itself, either of the Prince or of his

nobles, that seems to us very dangerous to the

freedom of the people, or very likely to per-
vert those constitutional provisions by which
it is understood that their freedom is to be
secured. Yet we did not need the example
that France herself has so often afTorded, to

make us distrustful of constitutions on paper;—and are not only far from feeling assured of

the practical benefits that are to result from
this new experiment, but are perfectly con-

vinced that all the benefit that does result,
must be ascribed, not to the wisdom of the

actual institutions, but to the continued opera-
tion of the extraordinary circumstances, by
which these institutions have been suggested,
and by the permanent pressure of which alone
their operation can yet be secured. The bases
of the new constitution sound well certainly;
and may be advantageously contrasted with
the famous declaration of the rights of man,
which initiated the labours of the Constituent

Assembly. But the truth is. that the bases
of most paper constitutions sound well

;
and

that principles not much less wise and liberal

than those which we now hope to see reduced
into practice, have been laiil down in most of

the constitutions which have proved utterly
inefTectual within the last twenty-five year.s,
to repress popular disorder or de.spotic usur-

pation in this very countrv. The constitution

now adopted by Louis XVIII. is not very un-
like that which was impised on his unfortu-
nate predecessor, in the Champs de Mars in

1790; and it certainly leaves less power to

the crown than was conceded by that first ar-

rangement. Yet the power vested in Louis
XVl. was found quite inadequate to protect
the regal office against the encroachments of
an insane democracy ;

and the throne was
overthrown by the sudden irruption of the

popular part of the government. On the other

Sand, It is still more remarkable that the con-
stitution now alxut to be put on its

trial, is

yet more like the constitution adopted by
Bonaparte on his accession to the sovtneign
authority. He too had a Senate and a Legisla-
tive Body,

—and trial by jury,
—and universal

eligibility,
—and what was pretended to be

liberty of printing. The freedom of the peo-
ple, in short, was as well guarded, in most

respects, by the words and the forms of that

constitution, as they are by those of this which
is now under consideration

;
and yet those

words and forms were found to be no obstacle

at all to the practical exercise and systematic
establishment of the most efficient despotism
that Europe has ever witnessed.

What then .shall we say? Since the same
institutions, and the same sort of balance of

j)ower, give at one time too much weight to

the Crown, and at another too much indul-

gence to popular feeling, shall we conclude
that all sorts of institutions and balances are

indifferent or nugatory ] or only, that their

efficacy depends greatly on the circumstances
to which they are applied, and on the actual

balance and relation in which the difl^erent

orders of the state previously stood to each
other? The last, we think, is the only sane
conclusion

;
and it is by attending to the con-

ditions which it involves, that we shall best

be enabled to conjecture, whether an experi-

ment, that has twice failed already in so sig-

nal a manner, is now likely to be attended
with success.

When a limited monarchy was proposed for

France in 1790, the whole body of the natioi?

had just emancipated itself by force from a

state of political vassalage, and had begun to

feel the delight and intoxication of that con-

sciou.'^ness of power, which always tempts at

first to so many experiments on its reality and
extent. New to the exercise of this power,
and jealous of its securit}- so long as any oi

those institutions remained which had so long

repressed or withheld
it, they first improvi-

dently subverted all that was left of their an-

cient establishments; and then, from the same

impetuosity of inexperience, they split into

factions, that began with abuse, and ended in

bloodshed; and, .setting out with an extreme
zeal for reason and humanity, plunged them-
selves very .speedily in the very abyss of

atrocity and folly. In such a violent state of

the public mind, noinstitntions had any chance
of being permanent. The root of the evil was
in the suddeniie.ss of the extrication of such a
volume of political energy,

—or rather, perhaps,
in the arrangements by which it had been so

long pent up and compressed. The only true

policy would have been for those among the

ancient leaders, whose interest or judgment
enabled them to see the hazards upon which
the new-sprung enthusiasts were rushing—to

have thrown themselves into their ranks;—to

have united cordially with those who were
least insane or intemperate; and, bygoingalong
with them at all hazards, to have retarded the

impetuo.'iity of their movements, and watched
the first opportunity to bring them back to so-

briety ancl reason. Instead of this, they aban-

doned them, with demonstrations of contempt
and hostility, to the career upon which they
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had entered. They emigrated from the ter-

ritory
—and thus threw the mass of the popu-

lation at once into the hands of the incendia-

ries of the capital. Twenty-five years have

nearly elapsed since the period of that terrible

explosion. A great part of its force has been
wasted and finally dissipated in that long in-

terval
;
and though its natural flow has been

again repressed in the latter part of
it,

there is

no hazard of such another eruption, now that

those obstructions are again thrown off. 2'hat

was produced by the accumulation of all the

energy, intelligence, and discontent, that had
been generated among a people deprived of

political rights, during a full century of peace-
ful pursuits and growing intelligence, without

any experience or warning of the perils of its

Budden expansion. This can be but the col-

lection of a few years of a very different de-

scription, and with all the dreadful conse-

Suences
of its untempered and undirected in-

ulgence still glaring in view. We do not

think, therefore, that the attempt to establish

a limited monarchy is now in very great dan-

ger of miscarrying in the same way as in 1790
;

and conceive, that the conduits of an ordinary
representative assembly, if instantly prepared
and diligently watched, may now be quite
sufficient to carry off and direct all the popu-
lar energy that is generated in the nation—
though the quantity was then so great as to

tear all the machinery to pieces, and blow the

ancient monarchy to the clouds, with the frag-
ments of the new constitution.

With regard to the late experiment under

Bonaparte, it is almost enough to observe, that

it seems to us to have been from the begin-
ning a mere piece of mockery and delusion.

The government was substantially despotic
and military, or, at all events, a p:overnment
of undisguised force, ever since the time of

the triumvirs,
—

perhaps we might say, since

that of Robespierre ;
and when Bonaparte as-

sumed the supreme power, the nation wil-

lingly gave up its liberty, for the chance of

tranquillity and protection. Wearied out with
the perpetual succession of sanguinary fac-

tions, each establishing itself by bloody pro-

scriptions, deportations, and confiscations, it

gladly threw itself into the arms of a ruler

who seemed sufficiently strong to keep all

lesser tyrants in subjection; and, despairing
of freedom, was thankful for an interval of

repose. In such a situation, the constitution

was dictated by the master of the state for

his own glory and convenience,—not imposed
upon him by the nation for his direction and
control

; and, with whatever names or pre-
tences of liberty and popular prerogative the

members of it might be adorned, it was suffi-

ciently known to all parties that it was intend-

ed substantially as an instrument of Command,—that the only effective power that was meant
to be exercised or recognised in the govern-
ment, was the power of the Emperor, abetted

by his Army ;
and that all the other function-

aries were in reality to be dependent upon
Aim. That the Senate and Legislative Body,
therefore, did not convert the military despot-
ism upon wL.ch they were thus engrafted into
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a free government, is no considerable pre-

sumption against the fitness of such institu-

tions to maintain the principles of freedom
under different circumstances; nor can the
fact be justly regarded as a new example of

their inefficiency for that purpose. In this

instance they were never intended to minister

to the interests of liberty; nor instituted with

any serious expectation that they would have
that effect. Here, therefore, there was truly
no failure, and no disappointment. They ac-

tually answered all the ends of their establish-

ment
; by facilitating the execution of the Im-

perial will, and disguising, to those who chose
to look no farther, the naked oppression of the

government. It does not seem to us, therefore,
that this instance more than the other, should

materially discourage our expectations of now
seeing something like a system of regulated
freedom in that country. The people of France
have lived long enough under the capricioua
atrocities of a crazy democracy, to be aware
of the dangers of that form of government,—
to feel the necessity of contriving some retard-

ing machinery to break the impulse of the

general will, and providing some apparatus
for purifying, concentrating, and cooling the

first fiery runnings of popular spirit and enthu-
siasm

;
while they have also felt enough of

the oppressions and miseries of arbitrary pow-
er, to instruct them in the value of some regu-
lar and^efficient control. In such a situation,

therefore, when a scheme of government that

has been found to answer both these purposes
in other countries, is offered by the nation as
the accompaniment and condition of the mon-

archy, and is freely accepted by the Sovereign
on his accession, there seems to be a reason-

able hope that the issue will at length be for-

tunate;
—and that a free and stable constitu-

tion may succeed to the calamitous experiments
which have been suggested by the imperfec-
tions of that which was originally established.

All this, however, we readily admit, is but

problematical ;
and affords ground for nothing

more than expectation and conjecture. There
are grounds certaiidy for doubting, whather
the French are even yet capable of a .firula-

ted freedom
;

—and for believing, at all events,
that they will for a good while be but awk-
ward in discharging the ordinary offices of

citizens of a limited monarchy. They have

probably learned, by this time, that for a na-

tion to be free, something more is necessary
than that it should will it. To be practically
and tranquilly free, a prcat deal more is neces-

sary ;
and though we do not ascribe much to

positive institutions, we ascribe almost every
thing to temper and habit.—A genuine system
of national representation, for example, can
neither be devised, nor carried into operation
in a day. The practical benefits of such a

system depend in a great measure upon the

internal arrangements of the society in which
it exists, by means of which the sentiments
and opinions of the people maybe peacefully
and safely transmitted from their first small
and elementary gatherings, to the great publio

depositories of national energy and wisdom.
The structure, which answers those purposes,
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however, is in all cases more the work of time
than of contrivance; and can never be im-

pressed
at once upon a socit-ty, which is aim-

niff for the first time at these objects.
—VV^itli-

out some such previous and internal arrange-

ment, however— and without the familiar

existence of a lon^ g'radation of virtual ami
Unclected representatives, no pure or fair

representation can ever be obtained. Instead

of the cream of the society, we shall have the

froth only in the legislature
—

or, it may be,
the scum, and the fiery spirit, instead of the

rich extract of all its strength and its virtues.

But even independent of the common hazards
and di.?advantaaes of novelt\\ there are strong

grounds of apprehension in the character and
habits of the French nation. The ver}- vi-

vacity of that accomplished people, and the

raised-imagination which they are too apt to

carry with them into projects of every descrip-

tion, are all against them in those political
adventures. They are too impatient, we fear—too ambitious of perfection

—too studious

of effect, to be satisfied with the attainable

excellence or vulgar comforts of an English
constitution. If it captivate them in the

theory, it will be sure to disappoint them in

the working:— From endeavouring univer-

Bally, each in his own department, to top their

parts, they will be very apt to go beyond
them

;

—and will run the risk, not only of en-

croaching upon each other, but, generally, of

missing the substantial advantages of the plan,
throuirh disdain of that sobriety of effort, and
calm mediocrity of principle, to which alone
it is adapted.
The project of giving them a free constitu-

tion, therefore, may certainly miscarry,
—and

it may miscarry in two ways. If the Court

can effectually attach to itself the Marshals
and Military Senators of Bonaparte, in addi-

tion to the old Nobility ;

—and if. through their

means, the vanity and ambition of the turbu-

lent and aspiring spirits of the nation can be
turned either towards military advancement.
or to offices and distinction about the Court,
the legislative bodies may be gradually made
subservient in most things to the will of the

Government;—and by skilful management,
may be rendered almost as tractable and in-

significant, as they have actually been in the

previous stages of their existence. On the

other hand, if the discordant materials, out

of which the higher branch of the legislature
is to be composed, should ultimately arrange
it into two hostile parties,

—of the old Noblesse
on the one hand, and the active individuals

who have fought their way to distinction

through scenes of democratic and imperial

tyranny, on the other, it is greatly to be feared.

tliat the body of the nation will soon be divi-

ded into the same factions; and that while
the Court throws all its influence into the

scale of the former, the latter will in time
unite the far more formidable weight of the

military body—the old republicans, and all

who are either discontented at their lot, or

impatient of peaceful times. B)'^ their assist-

ance, and that of the national vehemence
and love of change, it will most probably get

the command of the legislative body and the

capital;
—and then, unless the Prince pla y hi»

part with singular skill, as well at> lenij)er,
there will be imminent hazard of a rt-vulu-

tion,
—not less disastrous perhaps than thuv

which has just been completeil.
Of these two catastrophes, the first, which

would be the least lamentable or hopeless^
seems, in the present temper of the times, to

be rather the most likely to happen ;

—
and,

even though it should occur, the government
would most probably be consideiably more
advanced toward fieedom than ithaseveryet
been in that country—and the organisation
would remain entire, into which the breath
of liberty might be breathed, as soon as tha

growing spirit of patriotism and intelligenca
had again removed the shackles of authority.
Against the second and more drtadiul calas

trophe, and in some considerable degree
ajrainsl both, there seems to exist a reason-
able security in the small numbers and general
weakness of that part of the old aristocracy
w hich has survived to reclaim its privileges.
One of the bases of the nev.- coi:stitution, and

perhaps the most important of them ail, is,

that every subject of the kingdom shall be

equally capable of all honours or tniploy-
ments. Had the Sovereign, hovever, who is

the fountain of honour and the giver of em-
ployment, returned with that great train of

iiobdily which waited in the court of his pre-
decessor, this vital regulation, we fear, might
have proved a mere dead letter; and the
same unjust monopoly of power and .'iistinc-

tion that originally overthrew the fhrons,
might again have sapped its foundations—
As things now are, however, there are far loo

few of that order to sustain such a monopoly ;

and the prince must of necessity emplo) sub-

jects of all ranks and degrees, in situations of
the greatest dignity and importance. A real

equality of rights will thus be piactically re-

cognised ;
and a fair and intelligent distribu-

tion of power and consideration will go far to

satisfy the wishes of every party in the state,
or at least to disarm those who would foment
discontents and disaffection, of their most

plau.^ible topics and pretexts.
On the whole, then, we think France has

now a tolerable prospect of obtaining a free

government—and, without extraordinary mis-

management, is almost sure of many great
improvements on her ancient sy.«tem. Her

great security and panacea must be a spirit of

general mildness, and mutual indulgence and
toleration. All parties have something to

foigive, and something to be forgiven ;
and

there is much in the history of the last

twenty-five years, which it would be lor ihe

general interest, and the general credit of

the country, to consign to oblivion. Thp scene
has opened, we think, under the hajipiest

auguries in this respect. The manner of the

abdication, and the manner of the restoration,
are ominous, we think, of forbearance and
conciliation in all the quarters from which
intractable feelings were most to be appre^
hended

;
and the commanding example of the

Emperor Alexander, will go further to ditluso
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and coT.fiiiii this spirit, than the professions
or exhortations of any of the parties more

immediately com-erned. The blood of the

Bourbons too, webeheve to be mild and tem-

perate ;
and the adversity by which their

illustrious Chief has so long been tried, we
are persuaded, has not altered its sweetness.

He is more anxious, we make no doubt, to

relieve the sufferings, than to punish the of-

fences, of any part of his subjects
—and re-

turns, we trust, to the impoverished cities and
•wasted population of his country, with feel-

ings, not of vengeance, but of pity. If to the

philanthropy which belongs to his race, he
could but join the firmness and activity in

which they have been supposed to be want-

ing, he might be the most glorious king of the

happiest people that ever escaped from ty-

i-anny; and, we fondly hope that fortune and

Krudence
will combine to render the era of

is accession for ever celebrated in the grate-
ful memory of his people. In the mean time,
his most dangerous enemies are the Royalists ;

and the only deadly error he can commit, is to

rely on his own popularity or personal au-

thority.
If we are at all right in this prognostication,

there should be little doubt on the only re-

maining subject of discussion. It must be
favourable to the general interests of free-

dom, that a free government is established in

France; and the principles of liberty, both

here and elsewhere, must be strengthened by
this large accession to her domains. There
are persons among us, however, who think

otherwise,
—or profess at least to see, in the

great drama which has just been completed,
no other moral than this— that rebellion

against a lawful sovereign, is uniformly fol-

lowed with great disasters, and ends in the

complete demolition and exposure of the in-

surgents, and the triumphal restoration of the

rightful Prince. These reasoners find it con-

venient to take a very compendious and sum-

mary view indeed of the great transactions of

which they thus extract the essence— and

positively refuse to look at any other points in

the eventful history before them, but that the

line of the Bourbons was expelled, and that

great atrocities and great miseries ensued—
that the nation then fell under a cruel de.spo-

tism, and that all thiiiirsare set to rights again

by the restoration of the Bouibons ! The com-
fortable conclusion which they draw, or wish
at least to be drawn, from these premises, is,

that if the lesson have its proper efTect, this

restoration will make every king on the Con-
tinent more absolute than ever; and confirm

every old government in an attachment to its

most inveterate abuses.

It is not worth while, perhaps, to combat
these extravagancies by reasoning;

—
Yet, in

their spirit, they come so near certain opinions
that seem to have obtained currency in this

country, that it is necessary to say a word or

two with regard to them. We shall merely
observe, therefore, that the Bourbons were

expelled, on account of great faults and abuses

in the old system of the government; and that

ihey have only been restored upon condition

that these abuses shall be abolished. TheJ
were expelled, in shoit, because they were

Arbitrary monarchs
;
and they are only re-

storetl, upon paction and security that "they
shall be arbitrary no longer. This is the true

summary of the great transaction that has

just been completed ;
and the correct result

of the principles that regulated its begin-

ning and its ending. The intermediate pro-

ceedings, too, bear the very same charac-

ter. After the abolition of the old royalty,
the nation fell no doubt into great disorders

and disasters,
—

not, however, lor want of the

old abuses,
—or even of the old line of sove-

reigns,
—but in consequence of new abut'es,

crimes, and usurpations. .These also they
strove to rectify and repress as they best

could, by expelling or cutting off the delin-

quents, and making provision against the re-

currence of this new form of tyranny ;
—at

last, they fell under the arbitrary rule of a

great military commander, and for some time

rejoiced in a subjection which hisured their

tranquillity. By and by, however, the evds
of this tyranny were found far to outweigh its

advantages; and when the de.struction of his

military force gave them an opportunity of

expressing their sentiments, the nation rose

against him as one man, and expelled him
also, for his tyranny, from that throne, from
which, for a much smaller degree of the same

fault, they had formerly expelled the Bour-

bons.—Awaking tlien to the advantages of an

undisputed title to the crown, and recovered

from the intoxication of their first burst into

political independence, they ask the ancient

line of their kings, whether they will renounce

the arbitrary powers which had been claimed

by their predecessors, and submit to a con-

stitutional control from the representatives of

the people 1 and upon their solemn consent

and cordial acquiescence in those conditions,

they recal them to the throne, and enrol them-
selves as their free and loyal subjects.
The lesson, then, which is taught by the

whole history is, that oppressive governments
must also be insecure: and that, after nations

have attained to a certain measure of intel-

ligence, the liberty of the people is necessary
to the stabihty of the throne. We may dis-

pute for ever aboxit the immediate or acci-

dental causes of the French revolution
;
hut

no man of reflection can now doubt, that its

true and efficient cause, was the undue limi-

tation of the rights and privileges of the great

body of the ]ieople, after their wealth and

intelligence had virtually entitled them to

greater consequence. Embarrassments in

finance, or blunders, or ambition in particular
individuals, may have determined the time
and the manner of the explosion ;

but it was
tlie system which withheld all honours and
distinctions from the mass of the people, after

nature had made them capable of them, which
laid the train, and filled the mine that pro-
duced it. Had the government of France
been free in 1788. the throne of its monarch

might have bid a proud defiance to deficits

in the treasury, or disorderly ambition in a

thousand Mirabeaus. Had the people en
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joyed their due weight in the administra-

liou of the governmt'ut, and thrir due share

in the distribution of its patronage, there

would have been no democratic insurrection,
and no materials indeed for such a catastrophe
as ensued. That movement, hke all great
national movements, was produced by a sense

of injustice and oppression ;
and though its

immediate consequences were far more dis-

astrous than the evils by which it had been

provoked, it should never be forgotten, that

those evils were the necessary and lamented
causes of the whole. The same principle,
indeed, of the necessary connection of oppres-
sion and insecurity, may be traced through
ail the horrors of the revolutionary period.

What, after all, was it but their tyranny that

supplanted Marat and Robespierre, and over-

threw the tremendous power of the wretches
for whom they made way 1 Or, to come to its

last and most conspicuous application, does

any one imagine, that if Bonaparte had been
a just, mild, and equitable sovereign, under
whom the people enjoyed equal rights and

impartial protection, he would ever have been
hurled from his throne, or the Bourbons in-

vited to replace him 1 He, too, fell ultimately
a victim to his tyranny :

—and his fall, and
their restoration on the terms that have been
stated, concur to show, that there is but one
condition by which, in an enlightened age,
the loyalty of nations can be secured—the

condition of their being treated with kindness
;

and but one bulwark by which thrones can
now be protected

—the attachment and con-

scious interest of a free and intelligent people.
This is the lesson which the French revo-

lution reads aloud to mankind
;
and which, in

its origin, in its progress, and in its termina-

tion, it tends equally to impress. It shows

also, no doubt, the dangers of popular insur-

rection, and the dreadful excesses into which
a people will be hurried, who rush at once
from a condition of servitude to one of un-

bounded licentiousness. But the state of

servitude leads necessarily to resistance and

insurrection, when the measure of wrong and
of intelligence is full; and though the history
before us holds out most awful warnings as

to the reluctance and the precautions with
which resistance should be attempted, it is

so far from showing that it either can or ought
to be repressed, that it is the very moral of

the whole tragedy, and of each of its separate

acts, that resistance is as inevitably the efi'ect,

as it is immediately the cure and the punish-
ment of oppression. The crimes and excesses
with which the revolution may be attended,
will be more or less violent in proportion to

the severity of the preceding tyranny, and
the degree of ignorance and degradation in

which it has kept the body of the people.
The rebellion of West India slaves is more
atrocious than the insurrection of a Parisian

populace ;
—and that again far more fierce

and sanguinary than the movements of an

English revolution. But in all cases, the

radical guilt is in the tyranny which compels
the resistance

;
and they who are the authors

•f the misery and the degradation, are also

resjionsible for the actfi of passion and debase-
ment to which they naturally lead. If the.

natural course of a stream be obstructed, the

[)ent
up waters will, to a certainty, sooner or

ater bear down the bulwarks by which they
are confined. The devastation which may
ensue, however, is not to be ascribed to the
weakness of those bulwarks, but to the funda-
mental folly of their erection. The stronger

they had been made, the more dreadful, and
not the less certain, would have been the

ultimate eruption ;
and the only practical les-

son to be learned from the catastrophe is, that

the great agents and elementary energies of

nature are never dangerous but when they
are repressed ;

and that the only way to guide
and disarm them, is to provide a safe and

ample channel for their natural operation.
The laws of the physical Avorld, however, are

not more absolute than those of the moral;
nor is the principle of the rebound of elastic

bodies more strictly demonstrated than the

reaction of rebellion and tyranny.
If there ever was a time, however, when it

might be permitted to doubt of this principle,
it certainly is not the time when the tyranny
of Napoleon has just overthrown the mightiest

empire that pride and ambition ever erected

on the ruins of justice and freedom. Pro-

tected as he was by the vast military sys-
tem he had drawn up before him, and still

more, perhaps, by the dread of that chaotic

and devouring gulf of Revolution which still

)-awned behind him, and threatened to swal-

low up all who might drive him from his

place, he was yet unable to maintain a do-

minion which stood openly arrayed against
the rights and liberties of mankind. But if

tyranny and oppression, and the abuse of im-

perial power have cast down the throne of

Bonaparte, guarded as it was with force and

terror, and all that art could devise to embar-

rass, or glory furnish to dazzle and over-awe,
what tyrannical throne can be expected to

stand hereafter? or what contrivances can se-

cure an oppressive sovereign from the ven-

geance of an insurgent people ? Looking only
to the extent of his resources, and the skill

and vigour of his arrangements, no sovereign
on the Continent seemed half so firm in his

place as Bonaparte did but two years ago.
There was the canker of tyranny, however,
in the full-blown flower of his greatness.
With all the external signs of power and pros-

perity, he was weak, because he was unjust—he was insecure, because he was oppressive—and his state was assailed from without, and
deserted from within, for no other reason than

that his ambitious and injurious proceedings
had alienated the affections of his people, and
alarmed the fears of his neighbours.
The moral, then, of the grand drama which

has occupied the scene of civilised Europe for

upwards of twenty years, is, we think, at last

sufficiently unfolded;
—and strange indeed

and deplorable it certainly were, if all that

labour should have been without fruit, and all

that suffering in vain. Something, surely, for

our own guidance, and for that of our posteri-

ty, we ought at last to learn, from so painful
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and so coiSily an experiment. We have lived

ages in these twenty years; and have seen

condensed, into the period of one short life,

the exoerience of eventful centuries. All the

moral and all the political elements that en-

gender or diversify great revolutions, have

been set in action, and made to produce their

full effect before us; and all the results of

misgovernment, in all it? forms and in all its

extremes, have been exhibited, on the grand-
est scale, in our view. Whatever quiescent
indolence or empiric rashness, indivitlual am-
bition or popular fury, unrectilied enthusiasm

or brutal profligacy, could do to disorder the

counsels and embroil the affairs of a mighty
nation, has been tried, without fear and with-

out moderation. We have witnessed the full

operation of every sort of guilt, and of every
sort of energy

—the errors of strength and the

errors of weakness—and the mingling or con-

tra.'^ting effects of terror and vanity, and wild

speculations and antiquated prejudices, on the

Vvhole population of Europe. There has been

an excitement and a conflict to which there

is nothing parallel in the history of any past

generation ;
and it may be said, perhaps with-

out any great extravagance, that during the

few years that have elapsed since the break-

ing out of the French revolution, men have

thought and acted, and sinned and suffered,
more than in all the ages that have passed
since their creation. In that short period,

every thing has been questioned, every thing
has been suggested

—and every thing has

been tried. There is scarcely any conceiva-

ble combination of circumstances under which
men have not been obliged to act, and to an-

ticipate and to sufier the consequences of

their acting. The most insane imaginations—the most fantastic theories—the most hor-

rible abominations, have all been reduced to

practice, and taken seriously upon trial. Noth-

ing is now left, it would appear, to be projected
or attempted in government. We have ascer-

tained experimentally the consequences of all

extremes; and exhausted, in the real history
of twenty-five years, all the problems that can

be supplied by the whole science of politics.

Something must have been learned from

this great condensation of experience ;

—some

leading propositions, either positive or nega-

tive, must have been established in the course

of it:—And although 7« perhaps are as yet
too near the tumult and agitation of the catas-

trophe, to be able to judge with precision of

their positive value and amount, we can hard-

ly be mistaken as to their general tendency
and import. The clearest and most indis-

putable result is, that the prodigious advan-

ces made by the body of the people, through-
out the better parts of Europe, in wealth,

consideration, and intelligence, had rendered

the ancient institutions and exclusions of the

old continental governments altogether un-

suitable to their actual condition; that public

opinion had tacitly acquired a commanding
and uncontrollable power in every enlight-
ened community; and that, to render its

operation in any degree safe, or consistent

with any regular plan of administration, it

was absolutely necessary to contrive some
means for bringing it to act directly on the

machine of government, and for brniging it

regularly anil openly to bear on the public
counsels of the country. This was not ne-

cessary while the bulk of the people were

poor, abject, and brutish,
—and tne nobles

alone had either education, property, or ac-

quaintance with affairs; and it was during
that period that the institutions were adopted,
whicn were maintained too long for the peace
and credit of the world. Public opinion over-

threw those in France; and the shock was
felt in every feudal monarchy in Europe.
But this sudden extrication of a noble and
beneficent principle, produced, at first, far

greater evils than those which had proceeded
from its repression.

" Th' extravagant and

erring spirit
" was not yet enshrined in any

fitting organisation ; and, acting without bal-

ance or control, threw the whole mass of

society
into wilder and more terrible disorder

than had ever been experienced before its

disclosure. It was then tried to compress it

again into inactivity by violence and intimida-

tion : But it could not be so over-mastered—
nor laid to rest, by all the powerful conjura-
tions of the reign of terror; and, after a long
and painful struggle under the pressure of a

military despotism, it has again broken loose,
and pointed at last to the natural and appro-

priate remedy, of embodying it in a free Rep-
resentative Constitution, through the medita-

tion of which it may diffuse life and vigour

through every member of society.
The true theory of that great revolution

therefore is,
that it was produced by the re-

pression or practical disregard of public opin-

ion, and that the evils with which it was

attended, were occasioned by the want of

any institution to control and reg-ulate the

application of that opinion to the actual man-

agement of afi'airs :
—And the grand moral

that may be gathered from the whole event-

ful history, seems therefore to be. that in an

enlightened period of society, no government
can be either prosperous or secure, -which

does not provide for expressing and giving
effect to the general sense of the community.

This, it must be owned, is a lesson worth

buying at some cost:—and, looking back on
the enormous price we have paid for

it,
it is no

slight gratification to perceive, that it seems
not only to have been emphatically taught,
but effectually learned. In every corner of

Europe, principles of moderation and liber-

ality are at last not only professed, but, to

some extent, acted upon ;
and doctrines equal-

ly favourable to the liberty of individoals,
and the independence of nations, are univer

sally promulgated, in quarters where some
little jealousy of their influence might have
been both expected and excused. If any one
doubts of the progress which the principles
of liberty have made since the beginning of

the French revolution, and of the efficacy of

that lesson which its events have impressed
on every court of the Continent, let him com-

pare the conduct of the Allies at this moment,
with that which they held in 1790- -let him

'2 Z
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contrast the treaty of Piliiitz with the decla-

ration of Frankfort—and set on one hand
the proclamation of the Duke of Brunswick

upon entering the French territories in 1792,

and that of the Emperor of Russia on the

same occasion in 1814;
—let him think how

La Fayette and Dumourier were treated at

the former perioti, and what honours have

been lavished on Morcau and Bernadotte in

the latter—or, without dwelling on particu-

lars, let him ask himself, whether it would

have been tolerated among the loyal Antigal-
licans of that da)', to have proposed, in a mo-
ment of victory, that a representative assem-

bly should share the powers of legislation
with the restored sovereign

—that the noblesse

shonld renounce all their privileges, except
such as were purely honorary

—that citizens

of all ranks should be equally eligible to all

employments—that all the officers and digni-
taries of the revolutionary government should

retain their rank—that the nation should be
taxed only by its representatives

—that all

Borts of national property should be ratified,

and that perfect toleration in religion, liberty
of the press, and trial by jury, should be es-

tablished. Such, however, are the chief bases

of that constitution, which was cordially ap-

proved by the Allied Sovereigns, after they
were in possession of Paris; and, with refer-

ence to w hich, their August Chief made that

remarkable declaration, in the face of Europe,
"That France stood in need of strong institu-

tions, and such as were suited to the intelli-

gence of the age."
Such is the improved creed of modem courts,

as to civil liberty and the rights of individuals.

With regard to national justice and independ-
ence again,

—is there any one so romantic as

to believe, that if the Allied Sovereigns had

dissipated the armies of the republic, and
enteretl the metropolis as conquerors in 1792,

they would have left to France all her ancient

territories,
—or religiously abstained from i)i-

terfering in the settlement of her government,—or treated her baflled warriors and states-

men wilh honourable courtesies, and her

humbled and guilty Chief with magnanimous
forbearance and clemency 1 The conduct we
have just witnessed, in all these particulars,
is wise and prudent, no doubt, as well as mag-
nanimous

;

—and the splendid successes which
liave crowned the arms of the present Deliv-

erers of Europe, may be ascribed even more
to the temper than to the force with which

they have been wielded
;

—
certainly more to

the plain justice and rationalty of the cause
in which they were raised, than to either.—
Yet those very successes exclude all supposi-
tion of this justice and liberality being assum-
ed out of fear or necessity;

—and establish the

sincerity of those professions, which it would
no doubt have been the best of all policy at

any rate to have made. It is equally decisive,

however, of the merit of the agents and of

the principles, that the most liberal maxims
•were held out by the most decided victors :

and the greatest honours paid to civil and to

national freedom, when it was most in their

pO'vei to have crushed the one, and invaded

the other. Nothing, in short, can account for

the altered lone and altered policy of the great

Sovereigns of the Continent, but their growing
conviction of the necessity of regulated free-

dom to the peace and prosperity of the world,—but their feeling that, in the more enlight-
ened parts of Europe, men could no loneer be

governed but by their reason, and that justice
and motieration were the only true saieguarda
of a polished throne. By th;sh gh testimony,
we think, the cause of Liberty is at length set

up above all hazard of calumny or discounte-

nance
;

—and its interests, we make no doubt,
will be more substantially advanced, by being
thus freely and deliberately recognised, in the

face of Europe, by its mightiest and most
absolute princes, than they could otherwise
have been by all the reasonings of jrhilosophy,
and the toils of patriotism, for many succes-

sive generations.
While this is the universal feeling among

those who have the best opportunity, and the

strongest interest to form a just opinion on
the subject, it is not a little strange and mor-

tifying, that there should still be a party in

this country, who consider those great trans-

actions under a diflerent aspect;
—who look

with jealousy and grudging upon all that has
been done for the advancement of freedom;
and think the splendour of the late events

considerably tarnished by those stipulations
for national liberty, which form to other eyes
their most glorious and happy feature. We
do not say this invidiously, nor out of any
spirit of faction: But the fact is unquestion-
able

;

—and it is worth while both to record,
and to try to account for it. An arrangement,
which satisfies all the arbitrary Sovereigns
of Europe, and is cordially adopted by the

Monarch who is immediately aflt cted by it,

is objected to as too demociatical, by a party
in this free country! The Autocrator of all

the Russias—the In^perial Chief of the Ger-

manic principalities
—the Military Sovereign

of Prussia—are all agreed, that France should

have a free government: Nay, the King of

Fiance himself is thoroughly persuaded of

the same great truth;— and all the world

rejoices at its ultimate acknowledgment—
except only the Tories of England ! They
cannot conceal their mortification at this final

triumph of the popular cause; and. while

they rejoice at the restoration of the King to

the throne of his ancestors, and the recal of

his loyal nobility to their ancient honouis. are

evideiitly not a little hurt at the advantages
which have been, at the same time, secured

to the People. They are very glad, certainly,
to see Louis XVUI. on the throne of Napoleon,—but they would have liked him better if he

had not spoken so graciously to the Marshals

of the revolution,
—if he had not so freely

accepted the constitution -which restrained iiis

prerogative,
—nor so cordially held out the

handof conciliation to all descriptions of his

subjects :
—if he had been less magnanimous

in short, less prudent, and less amiable. It

would have answered better to iheir ideas of

a glorious restoration, if it could have been

accomplished without any conditions
;
and if
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the PriiK^e had thrown himself entirely into

the hands of those bigotted emigrants, who
affect to be displeased with his acceptance
of a limited crown. In their eyes, the thing
would have been more complete, if the no-

blesse had been restored at once to all their

feudal privileges, and the church to its ancient

endowments. And we cannol help suspect-

ing, that they think the loss of those vain and

oppressive trappings, but ill compensated by
the increased dignity and worth of the whole

population, by the equalisation of essential

rights, and the provision made for the free

enjoyment of life, property, and conscience,

by the great body of the people.

Perhaps we exaggerate a little in our rep-

resentation of sentiments in which we do not

at all concur:—But, certainly, in conversa-

tion and in common newspapers—those light

straws that best show how the wind sits—
one hear.! and sees, every day, things that

approach at least to the spirit we have at-

tempted to delu:eate,
—and afford no slight

presumption of the orevalence of such opin-
ions as we lament. In lamenting them, how-

ever, we would not indic-criminately blame.
—They are not all to be ascribed to a spirit

of servility, or a disregard of the happiness
of mankind. Here, as in other heresies, there

is an intermixture of errors that -ire to be

pardoned, and principles that are to- be re-

spected. There are patriotic prejndises^ and
illusions of the imagination, and miscuncep-
tions from ignorance, at the bottom of thiti

'innatnral antipathy to freedom in the citiz^-no

of a free land
;
as well as more sordid inter-

ests, and more wilful perversions. Some

.«turdy Englishmen are staunch for our mo-

xopoly of liberty; and feel as if it was an

»{i.«olt.it ir.vasion of British privileges, for any
o-her n.vtiou to set up a free constitution !

—
Othc'-s >.pnrchend serious dangers to our great-

ness, i." ihu: ii?ainspring and fountain of our

prosperity be ".ommunicated to other lands.—
A stdl greater proportion, we believe, are in-

fluenced by con.'^iderations yet more fantasti-

cal.—They have been so long used to consider

the old government of F'ance as the perfect
model of a feudal monarchy, softened and

adorned by the refinements of modern society.
that they are quite sorry io pait with so fine

a specimen of chivalrous manne.sand nislitu-

tions; and look upon it,
with all its ciiT.ir.e1 er-

istic and imposing accompaniments, of a br-l-

liant and warlike nobility,
—

agallanxconrt.
—

a gorgeous hierarchy.
—a gay and familiar

vassalage, with the same sort of feelings witj;

which they would be apt to regard the sump-
tuous pageantry and splendid solemnities of

the Romish ritual. They are very good Pro-

te.stants themselves; and know too well the

value of religious truth and liberty, to wish
for any less simple, or more imposing system
at home; but they have no objection that it

should exist among their neighbours, that

their taste may be gratified by the magnificent

spectac'es it affords, and their imaginations
warmed with the ideas of venerable and

pompous antiquity, which it is so well fitted

to suggest. The case is nearly the same with

their ideas of the old French monarchy. They
have read Buike, till their fancies are some-
\\hat heated with the picturesque image of

tempered royalty and polished aristocracy,
which he has held out in his splendid pictures
of Fiance as it was before the revolution;
and have been so long accustomed to contrast

those comparatively happy and prosperous

days, with the horrors and vulgar atrocities

that ensued, that they forget the many real

evils and oppressions of which that biilliant

monarchy was productive, and thmk that the

succeeding abominations cannot be complete-

ly expiated till it be restored as it originally
existed.

All these, and we believe many other illu-

sions of a similar nature, slight and fanciful

as they may appear, contribute largely, we
have no doubt, to that pardonable feeling of

dislike to the limitation of the old monarchy,
which we conceive to be very discernible in

a certain part of our population. The great
source of that feeling,' however, and that

which gives root and nourishment to all the

rest, is the Ignorance which prevails in this

country, both of the evils of arbitrary govern-

ment, and of the radical change in the feel-

ings and opinions of the Continent, which has

rendered it no longer practicable in its more

enlightened quarters. Our insular situation,
and the measure of freedom we enjoy, have
done us this injury ; along with the infinite

good of which they have been the occasions.

We do not know either the extent of the misery
."^.nd weakness produced by tyrannj', or the

^o:<:e and prevalence of the conviction which
has I -"cently arisen, where they are best known,
thai they are no longer to be tolerated. On
the Continent, experience has at last done
far more to enlighten public opinion upon
these subjects, than reflection and reasoning
in this Island. There, nations have been
found irresistible, when the popular feeling
was consulted

;
and absolutely inqiotent and

indefensible where it had been outraged and

disregarded: And this necessity of consulting
the general opinion, has led, on both sides, to

a great relaxation of many of the principles
on which they originally wont to issue.

Of this change in the terms of the ques-
tion—and especially of the great abatement
which it had been found necessary to make
in the pretensions of the old goverimients, we
were generally but little aware in this country.

Spectators as we have been of the distant and

protracted contest between ancient institutions

,:nd authorities on the one hand, and dfmo-
cratical innovation on the other, we are apt
uUid to look upon the parties to that contest,

as occupying nearly the same yositionf-, ana

maintaining the same principles, they did at

the beginning; \\hile those v ho have been
nearer to tlie scene of action, or themselves

partakers of the fray, are aware that, in the

course of that long conflict, each party has

been obliged to recede fiom some of its pre-

tensions, and to admit, in some degree, the

justice of those that are made against it.

Here, where we have been but too apt to con

sider the mighty game which has been play-
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ing in our sight, and partly at our expense, as

an occasion lor exi-rcising our own parly ani-

mosities, or seeking illustrations for our pecu-
liar theories of government, we are still as

diametrically opposed, and as keen in our

hostilit-es, as ever. The controversy with us

being in a great measure speculative, would
jose its interest and attraction, if anything
like a compromise were admitted

;
and we

choose, therefore, to shut our eyes to the great
and visible approximation into which time,
and experience, and necessity have forced the

actual combatants. We verily believe, that,

except in the imaginations of English politi-

cians, there no longer exist in the world any
such aristocrats and democrats as actually
divided all Europe in the early days of the

French revolution. In this country, however,
we still speak and feel as if they existed; and
the champions of aristocracy in particular, con-

tinue, with very few exceptions, both to main-
tain pretensions that their principals have long

ago abandoned, and to impute to their adver-

saries, crimes and absurdities with which

they have long ceased to be chargeable. To

them, therefore, no other alternative has yet

presented itself but the absolute triumph of

one or other of two opposite and irreconcile-

able extremes. Whatever is taken from the

sovereign, they consider as being necessarily

given to crazy republicans ;
and very naturally

dislike all limitations of the royal power, be-

cause they are unable to distinguish them
from usurpations by the avowed enemies of all

subordination. That the real state of things has

long been extremely different, men of reflec-

tion might have concluded from the known

principles of human nature, and men of infor-

mation must have learned from sources of un-

doubted authority : But no small propoi tion of

our zealous politicians belong to neither of

those classes
;
and we ought not, perhaps, to

wonder, if they are slow in admitting truths

which a predominating party has So long

thought it for its interest to misrepresent or

disguise. The time, however, seems almost

come, when conviction must be forced even

upon their reluctant understandings.
—and by

the sort of evidence best suited to their capa-

city. They would probably be little moved by
the best arguments that could be addressed to

them, and might distrust the testimony of or-

dinary observers; but they cannot well refuse

to yield to the opinions of the great Sovereigns
of the Continent, and must even give faith to

their professions, when they find them con-

firmed at all points by their actions. If the

establishment of a limited monarchy in France
would be dangerous to sovereign authority in

all the adjoining regions, it is not easy to con-

ceive that it should have met with ihe cordial

approbation of the Emperors of Austria and

Russia, and the King of Prussia, in the day of

their most brilliant success; or that that mo-
ment of triumph on the part of the old princes
of Europe should have been selected as the

period when the thrones of France, and Spain,
and Holland, were to be surrounded with per-
manent limitations,

—imposed with their cor-

dial assent, and we might almost say, by their

hands. Compared with acts so unequivoca!,
all declarations may justly be regarded as in-

significant : but there are declarations also to

the same purpose;
—made freely and deliber-

ately on occasions of unparalleled importance,—and for no other intelligible purpose but

solemidy to announce to mankind the generous

principle on which those mighty actions had
been performed.

But while these authorities and these con-

siderations may be expected, in due time, to

overcome that pardonable dislike to conti-

nental liberty which arises from ignorance or

natural prejudices, we Avill confess that we
by no means reckon on the total disappear-
ance of this illiberal jealousy. There is, and
we fear there will always be, among us, a set

of persons who conceive it to be for their in-

terest to decry every thing that is favourable

to liberty,
—and who are guided only by a re-

gard to their interest. In a government con-

stituted like ours, the Court must almost

always be more or less jealous, and perhapi

justly, of the encroachment of popular prin-

ciples, and disposed to show favour to those

who would diminish the influence and au-

thority of such principles. Without intending
or wishing to render the British crown alto-

gether arbitrary, it still seems to them to be
in favour of its constitutional privileges, that

arbitrary monarchies should, to a certain ex-

tent, be defended
;
and an artful apology for

tyranny is gratefully received as an argument
a fortiori in support of a vigorous preroga-
tive. The leaders of the party, therefore, lean

that way; and their baser followers rush cla-

morously along it— to the very brink of servile

sedition, and treason against the constitution.

Such men no arguments will silence, and
no authorities convert. It is their profession
to discredit and oppose all that tends to pro-
mote the freedom of mankind; and in that

vocation they will infallibly labour, so long as

it yields them a profit. At the present mo-

ment, too, we have no doubt, that their zeal

is quickened by their alarm
; since, independ-

ent of the general damage which the cause

of arbitrary government must sustain from the

events of which we have been speaking, their

immediate consequences in this country are

likely to be eminently favourable to the in-

terests of regulated liberty and temperate re-

form. Next to the actual cessation of blood-

shed and suffering, indeed, we consider this

to be the greatest domestic benefit that we
are likely to reap from the peace,

—and the

circumstance, in our new situation, which calls

the loudest for our congratulation. We are

perfectly aware, that it is a subject of regret
to many patriotic individuals, that the brilliant

successes at which we all rejoice, should have

occurred ,i'*der an administration which has

not manife, >d any extraordinary dislike to

abuses, nor y very cordial attachment to the

rights and iberties of the people; and we
know, tha. it has been an opinion pretty cur-

rent, both with them and their antagonists,
that those successes will fix them so firmly in

power, that they will be enabled, if they should

be so inclined, to deal more largely in abuses,
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and 10 press more closely on our liberties, than

any of their predecessors. For our own part,

however, we have never been able to see

things in this inauspicious light;
—and having

no personal or factious quarrel with our pres-
ent ministers, are easily comforted for the in-

creased chance of their continuance in ottice,

by a consideration of those circumstances that

must infallibly, under any ministry, operate
to facilitate reform, to diminish the power of

the Crown, and to consolidate the liberties of

the nation. If our readers agree with us in

our estimate of the importance of these cir-

cumstances, we can scarcely doubt that they
will concur in our general conclusion.

In ihe first place, then, it is obvious, that

the direct patronage and indirect influence oi

the Crown must be most seriously and effect-

ually abridged by the reduction of our army
and navy, the diminution of our taxes, and,

generally speaking, of all our establishments,

upon the ratification of peace. We have

thought it a great deal gained for the Consti-

tution of late years, when we could strike ofi

a few hundred thousand pounds of offices in

the gift of the Crown, that had become use-

less, or might be consolidated:—and now the

peace will, at one blow, strike off probably
thirty or forty millions of government expendi-
ture, ordinary or extraordinary. This alone

might restore the balance of the Constitution.

In the next place, a continuance of peace
and prosperity will naturally produce a greater
diffusion of wealth, and consequently a greater

spirit of independence in the body of the peo-

ple; which, co-operating with the diminished

Eower
of the government to provide for its

aser adherents, must speedily thin the ranks

of its regular supporters, and expose it far

more effectually to the control of a weightier
and more impartial public opinion.

In the third place, the events to which we
have alluded, and the situation in which they
will leave us, will take away almost all those

pretexts for resisting inquiry into abuses, and

proposals for reform, by the help of which,

rather than of any serious dispute on the prin-

ciple, these important discussions have been
waived for these last twenty years. We shall

no longer be stopped with the plea of its being
no fit time to quarrel about the litde fauhs oi

our Constitution, when we are struggling with

a ferocious enemy for its very existence. It

will not now do to tell us, that it is both dan-

gerous and disgraceful to show ourselves dis-

united in a season of such imminent peril
—or

that all great and patriotic minds should be

entirely engrossed with the care of our safety,
and can have neither leisure nor energy to

bestow upon concerns less urgent or vital.

The re.storation of peace, on the contrary, will

Boon leave us little else to do
;

—and when we
have no invasions nor expeditions

—nor coali-

tions nor campaigns
—nor even any loans and

budgets to fill the minds of our statesmen, and
the ears of our idle politicians, we think it al-

most certain that questions of reform will rise

into paramount importance, and the redress

of abuses become the most interesting of pub-
lic pursuits. We shall be once more entitled,

75

too, to make a fair and natural appeal to the

analogous acts or institutions of other nations,
without being met by the cry of revolution

and democracy, or the imputation of abetting
the proceedings of a sanguinary despot. We
sliall again see the abuses of old hereditary
power, and the evils of maladministration ia

legitimate hands; and be permitted to argue
from them, without the reproach of disaffec-

tion to the general cause of mankind. Men
and things, in sliort, we trust, will again re-

ceive their true names, on a fair consideration

of their merits; and our notions of political
desert be no longer confounded by indiscrimi-

nate praise of all who are with us, and in-

tolerant abuse of all who are against us, in a

struggle that touches the sources of so many
passions. When we plead for the emancipa-
tion of the Catholics of Ireland, we shall no

longer be told that the Pope is a mere puppet
in the hands of an inveterate foe,

—nor be de-

terred from prote,sting against the conflagration
of a friendly capital, by the suggestion, that

no other means were left to prevent tliat same
foe from possessing himself of its fleet. E.x-

ceptions and extreme cases, in short, will no

longer furnish the ordinary rules of our con-

duct
;
and it will be impossible, by extraneous

arguments, to batlle every attempt at a fair es-

timate of our public principles and proceedings.

These, we think, are among the necessary
consequences of a peace concluded in sucn
circumstances as we have now been consider-

ing; and they are but a specimen of the kin-

dred consequences to which it must infallibly
lead. If these ensue, however, and are al-

lowed to produce their natural effects, it is a
matter of indiflerence to us whether Lord

Castlereagh and Lord Liverpool, or Lord Grey
and Lord Grenville are at the head of the

government. The former, indeed, may prob-

ably be a litde uneasy in so new a posture of

affairs
;
but they will either conform to it, or

abandon their posts in de.spair. To control or

alter it,
will assuredly be beyond their power.

With these pleasing anticipations, we would

willingly close this long reviewof the State and

Prospects of the European Commonwealth,
in its present great crisis, of restoration, or of

new revolutions. But, cheering and beautiful

as it is,
and disposed as we think we have

shown ourselves to look hopefully upon it,
it

is impossible to shut our eyes on two dark
stains that appear on the bright horizon, and
seem already to tarnish the glories with which

they are so sadly contrasted. One is of longer

standing, and perhaps of deeper dye.
—But

both are most painful deformities on the face

of so fair a prospect; and may be mentioned
with less scruple and greater hope, from the

considenation, that those who have now the

power of effacing them can scarcely be charged
with the guilt of their production, and have

given strong indications of dispo.sitions that

must lead them to wish for their removal. We
need scarcely give the key to these obser\'a-

tions by naming the names of Poland and of

Norway. Nor do we propose, on the presenJ

occasion, to do much more than to name them
Of the latter, we sliall piotably contrive to

2z2
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epeak fully on a future occasion. Of the for-

mer, many of our readers may think we have,
on former occasions, said at least enough.
Our zeal in that cause, we know, has been
made matter of wonder, and even of derision,

among certain persons who value themselves
on the character of practical politicians and
men of the woriil

;
and we have had the satis-

faction of listening to various witty sneers on
the mixed sunjjlicity and extravag-ance of

supposing, that the kingdom of the Poles was
lo be re-established by a dissertation in an

Engli.sh journal. It would perhaps be enough
to state, that, independent of any view to an
immediate or practical result in other regions,
it is of some consecjuence to keep the obser-

vation of England alive, and its feelings awake,
upon a subject of this importance : But we
must beg leave to add, that such dissertations

are humbly conceived to be among the legiti-

mate means by which the English public both
instructs and expresses itself; and that the

opinion of the English public is still allowed
to have weight with its government; which

again cannot well be supposed to be altogether
without influence in the councils of its allies.

Whatever becomes of Poland, it is most

material, we think, that the people of this

country should judge soundly, and feel right-

ly, on a matter that touches on principles of

such general application. But every thing
that has passed since the publication of our
former remarks, combines to justify what we
then stated

;
and to encourage us to make

louder and more energetic appeals to the jus-
tice and prudence and magnanimity of the

parties concerned in this transaction. The t

•words and the deeds of Alexander that have,
since that period, passed into the page of

j

history
—the principles he has solemnly pro-

fessed, and the acts by which he has sealed

that profession
—entitle us to expect from him

a strain of justice and generosity, which vul-

gar politicians may call romantic if they please,
but which all men of high principles and en-

larged understandings will feel to be not more
heroic than judicious. While Poland remains

oppressed and di.scontented, the peace of Eu-

rope will always be at the mercy of any am-
bitious or intriguing power that may think fit

'

to rouse its vast and warlike population with
the vain promise of independence ;

while it is

perfectly manifest that those, by whom alone
that promise could be effectually kept, would
gain prodigiously, both in security and in sub-
stantial influence, by its faithful performance.
It is not, however, for the mere name of

independence, nor for the lost glories of an
ancient and honourable existence, that the

people of Poland are thus eager to
array

themselves in any desperate strife of which
this may be proclaimed as the prize. We
have shown, in our last number, the substan-
tial and intolerable evils which this extinction
of their national dignity

—this sore and un-
merited wound to their national pride, has

necessarily occasioned : And thinking, as we
do, that a people without the feelings of na-
tional pride and public duty must be a people
without energy and without enjoyments, we
apprehend it to be at any rate indisputable, in

the present instance, that the circumstances
which have dissolved their political being,
have struck also at the root of their individual

happiness and prosperity ;
and that it is not

merely the unjust destruction of an ancient
kindom that we lament, but the condemnation
of fifteen millions of human beings to un-

profitable and unparalleled misery.
But though these are the considerations bj"

which the feelings of private individuals are
most naturally affected, it should never be

forgotten, that all the principles on which the

great fabric of national independence con-

fessedly rests in Europe, are involved in the
decision of this question; and that no one
nation can be secure in its separate existence,
if all the rest do not concur in disavowing
the maxims which were acted upon in the

partition of Poland. It is not onlj' mournful
to see the scattered and bleeding members of

that unhappy state still palpitating and ago-

nising on the spot where it lately stood erect

in youthful vigour and beauty ;
but it is unsafe

to breathe the noxious vapours which this

melancholy spectacle exhales. The whole-
some neighbourhood is poisoned by their dif«

fusion
;
and every independence within their

range, sickens and is endangered by the con-

tagion.

(lebrnar^, ISH.)

Speech of the Tlight Hon. William Windham, in the House of Commons, May 26, 1809, on

Mr. Curwcn's Bill, '-'for better securing the Independence and Purity of Parliament, by

preventing the procuring or obtaining of Seals by corrupt Practices.'^ 8vo. pp. 43.

London: 1810.*

Mr. Windham, the most high-minded and '

in selling seats in parliament openly to the

mcorruptible of living men, can see no harm highest bidder, or for excluding public trusts

* The passing of the Reform Bill has antiquated
»nuch of ihe discussion in this article, as originally
written ;

and a considerable portion of it is now, for

lliis reason, omitted. But it also contains answers
to the systematic apologists of corruption, and op-

ponents of reform principles
—which are applicable

to all times, and all conditions of society ; and of

which recent events and discussions seem to show
that the present generation may still need to be re-

minded.
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generally from the money market; and is of

opinion that political influence arising from

property should be disposed of like other

property. It will be readily supposed that

we do not assent to any part of this doctrine
;

and indeed we must beg leave to sa}', that to

us it is no sort of argument for the sale of

seats, to contend that such a transference is

no worse than the possession of the property
transferred

;
and to remind us, that he who

objects to men selling their influence, must
be against their having it to sell. We arc

decidedly against their having it—to sell !

and, as to what is here considered as the

necessary influence of property over elections,
we should think there could be no great diffi-

culty in drawing the line between the legiti-

mate, harmless, and even beneficial use of

property, even as connected with elections;
and its direct employment for the purchase
of parliamentary influence. Almost all men—
indeed, we think, all men—admit, that some
line is to be drawn;—that the political influ-

ence of property should be confined to that

which is essential to its use and enjoyment ;—and that penalties should be inflicted, when
it is directly applied to the purchase of votes

;

though that is perhaps the only case in which
the law can interfere vindictively, without in-

troducing far greater evils than those which
it seeks to remedy.
To those who are already familiar with the

facts and the reasonings that bear upon this

great question, these brief suggestions will

probably be sufficient
;
but there are many to

whom the subject will require a little more

explanation; and for whose use. at all events,
the argument must be a little more opened
up and expanded.

If men were perfectly wise and virtuous,

they would stand in no need either of Govern-
ment or of Representatives ; and, therefore,

if they do need them, it is quite certain that

their choice will not be influenced by con-

siderations of duty or wisdom alone. We
may assume it as an axiom, therefore, how-
ever the purists may be scandalised, that,
even in political elections, some other feel-

ings will necessarily have play ;
and that pas-

sions, and prejudices, and personal interests,
will always interfere, to a greater or less ex-

tent, with the higher dictates of patriotism
and philanthropy. Of these sinister motives,
individual interest, of course, is the strongest
and most steady; and wealth, being its most
common and .ippropriate object, it is natural

to expect that the possession of property
should bestow some political influence. The
question, therefore, is, whether this influence

can ever be safe or tolerable—or whether it

be possible to mark the limits at which it be-

comes so pernicious as to justify legislative
coercion. Now, we are so far from thinking,
with Mr. Windham, that there is no room for

any distinction in this matter, that we are in-

clined, on the whole, to be of opinion, that

what we would term the natural and inevita-

ble influence of property in elections, is not

only safe, but salutary ;
while its artificial

and corrupt influence is among the most

pernicious and reprehensible cf all political
abuses.

The natural influence of property is th.it

which results spontaneously from its ordinary
use and expenditure, and cannot well be mis-

understood. That a man who spends a large
income in the place of his residence—who
.subscribes handsomely for building bridges,

hospitals, and assembly-rooms, and generally
to all works of public charity or accommoda-
tion in the neighbourhood

—and who, more-

over, keeps the best table for the gentry, and
has the largest accounts with the tradesmen—

will, without thinking or caring about the

matter, acquire more influence, and find more

people ready to oblige him, than a poorer man,
of equal virtue and talents—is a fact, which
we are as little inclined to deplore, as to call

in question. Neither does it cost us any pang
to reflect, that, if such a man was desirous of

representing the borough in which he resided,
or of having it represented by his son or his

brother, or some dear and intimate friend, his

recommendation would go much farther with
the electors than a respectable certificate of

extraordinary worth and abilities in an oppos-

ing candidate.

Such an influence as this, it would evidently
be quite absurd for any legislature to think

of interdicting; or even for any refoiTner to at-

tempt to discredit. In the first place, because
it is founded in the very nature of men and
of human afl^airs. and could not possibly be

prevented, or considerably weakened, by any
thing short of an universal regeneiation ;

se-

condly, because, though originating from pro-

perty, it does by no means imply, either the

baseness of venality, or the guilt of corrup-

tion; but rests infinitely more upon feelings
of vanity, and social instinctive sympathy,
than upon any consciousness of dependence,
or paltry expectation of personal emolument;
and, thirdly, because, taking men as they ac-

tually are, this mi.xed feeling is, upon the

whole, both a safer and a better feeling than
the greater part of those, to the influence of

which they would be abandoned, if this should

be destroyed. If the question were, always,
whether a man of wealth and family, or a man
of sense and virtue, should have the greatest

influence, it would no doubt be desirable that

the preponderance should be given to moral
and intellectual merit. But this is by no
means the true state of the contest :

—and
when the question is between the influence

of property and the influence of intriguing am-
bition and turbulent popularity, we own that

we are glad to find the former most frequently

prevalent. In ordinary life, and in common
affairs, this natural and indirect influence of

property is vast and infallible, even upon the

best and most enlightened part of the com-

munity; and nothing can conduce so surely to

the stability and excellence of a political con-

stitution, as to make it rest upon the general

principles that regulate the conduct of the

better part of the individuals who live under
it. and tr attach them to their government by
the same feelings which insure their affec-

tion or submission in their private capacity
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There could be no security, in short, either

for property, or for any thing else, in a coun-

try where the possession of property did not

bestow some political inilueuce.

This, then, is the natural influence of pro-

perty ;
which we would not only tolerate, but

encourage. VV^e must now endeavour to ex-

plain that corrupt orarlilicial influence, which
we conceive it to be our duty by all means to

resist and repress. Under this name, we would

comprehend all wilful and direct employment
of property to purchase or obtain political

Eower,
in whatever form the transaction might

e embodied : but, with reference to the more
common cases, we shall exemplify only in the

instances of purchasing votes by bribery, or

holding the property of those votes distinct

from a^ny other property, and selling and trans-

ferring this for a price, like any other market-
able commodity. All such practices are stig-

matized, in common language, and in common
feelings, as corrupt and discreditable

;
and

the slightest reflection upon their principles
and their consequences, will show, that while

they tend to debase the character of all who
are concerned in them, they lead directly to

the subversion of all that is valuable in a

representative system of government. That

they may, in some cases, be combined with
that indirect and legitimate influence of pro-

perty of which we have just been speaking,
and, in others, be insidiously engrafted upon
it, it is impossible to deny ;

but that they are

clearly distinguishable from the genuine fruits

of that influence, both in their moral character
and their political effects, we conceive to be

equally indisputable.

Upon the subject of direct bribery to inr\i-

vidual voters, indeed, we do not think it ne-

cessary to say any thing. The law, and the

feeling of all mankind have marked that prac-
tice with reprobation : and even Mr. Wind-

ham, in the wantonness of his controversial

scepticism, does not pretend to say, that the
law or the feeling is erroneous, or that it would
not be better that both should, if possible, be
made still stronger than they are.

Setting this aside, however, the great prac-
tical evils that are supposed to result from the

influence of property in the elections of this

country, are, 1st, that the representation of

certain boroughs is entirely, necessarily and

perpetually, at the disposal of certain fami-

lies, so as to be familiarly considered as a

part of their rightful property ; and, 2dly,
that certain other boroughs are held and ma-
naged by corrupt agents and jobbers, for the

express purpose of being sold for a price in

ready money, either through the intervention
of the Treasury, or directly to the candidate.
That both these are evils and deformities in

our sy.stem of representation, w^e readily ad-
mit

; though by no means to the same extent,
leading to the same

eff'ects, or produced by
the operation of the same causes.

Witli regard to the boroughs that are per-
manently in possession of certain great pro-
prietors, these are, for the most part, such
email or decayed places, as have fallen, al-

most insensil)ly, under their control, in con-

sequence of the extension of their possessiona,
and the decline of the population. Consider-
ed in this light, it does not appear that they
can, with any propriety, be regarded either as
scenes of criminal corruption, or as examples
of the reprehensible influence of property. If

a place which slill retains (however absurdly)
the right of trending members to parliament,
comes to be entirely depopulated, like Old

Sarum, it is impossible to suppose that the
nomination of its members should vest in any
one but the Proprietor of the spot to which
ihe right is attached : and, even where the

decay is less complete than in this instance,
still, if any great family has gradually acquir-
ed the greater part of the property from which
the right of voting is derived, it is equally
impossible to hold that there is any thing cor-

rupt or reprehensible in its availing itself of
this influence. Cases of this sort, therefore,
we are inclined to consider as cases of the

fair influence of property; and though we
admit them to be both contradictory to the

general scheme of the Constitution, and sub-
versive of some of its most important princi-

ples, we think they are to be regarded as flawa

and irregularities brought on by time and the

course of events, rather than as abuses intro-

duced by the vices and corruptions of men.
The remedy—and we certainly think a very
obvious and proper remedy—would be, to

take the right of election from all places so

small and insignificant as to have thus be-

come, in a great measure, the property of an
individual—not to rail at the individual who
avails himself of the influence inseparable
from such property

—or to dream of restrain-

ing him in its exercise, by unjust penalties
and impossible regulations.
The great evil, however, is in the other de-

scription of boroughs
—those that are held by

agents or jobbers, by a very different tenure

from that of great proprietors and benefactors,
and are regularly disposed of by them, at

every election, for a price paid down, either

through the mediation of the ministry, or

without any such mediation : a part of"^ this

price being notoriously applied by such agents
in direct bribes to individual voters—and the

remainder taken to themselves as the lawful

profits of the transaction. Now, without going
into any sort of detail, we think we might at

once venture to ask, whether it be possible for

any man to shut his eyes upon the individual

infamy and the public hazard that aie involv-

ed in these last-mentioned procee .lings, or for

one moment to confound thenr. even in his

imagination, with the innocent a:>d salutary in-

fluence that is inseparable from the possession
and expenditure of large property? The difl'er-

ence between them, is not less than between
the influence which youth and manly beauty,
aided by acts of generosity and proofs of ho-

nourable intentions may attain over an object
of affection, and the control that may be ac-

quired by the arts of a hateful procuress, and

by her transferred to an object of natural dis-

gust and aversion. The one is founded upon
principles which, if they are not the most

lofty or infallible, are still among the most
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nmiable that belong to our imperfect nature,
and leads to consequences eminently favour-

able to the harmony and stability of our social

institutions; while the other can only be ob-

tained by working with the basest instruments

on the basest passions; and tends directly to

6ap the foundations of private honour and pub-
lic freedom, and to dissolve the kindly cement

by which nature herself has knit society to-

gether, in the bonds of human sympathy, and
mutual trust and dependence. To say that

both sorts of influence are derived from pro-

perty, and are therefore to be considered as

identical, is a sophism scarcely more ingeni-

ous, than that which would confound the oc-

cupations of the highwayman and the honour-

able merchant, because the object of both was

gain ;
or which should assume the philoso-

phical principle, that all voluntary actions are

dictated by a view to ultimate gratification, in

order to prove that there was no distinction

between vice and virtue
;
and that the felon,

who was led to execution amidst the execra-

tions of an indignant multitude, was truly as

meritorious as the patriot, to whom his grate-
ful country decreed unenvied honours for its

deliverance from tyranny. The truth
is,

that

there is nothing more dangerous than those

metaph}"£ical inquiries into the ultimate con-

stituents of merit or delinquency; and that,

in every thing that is connected with practice,
and especially with public conduct, no wise

man will ever employ such an analytical pro-
cess to counteract the plain intimations of

conscience and common sense, unless for the

purpose of confounding an antagonist, or per-

plexing a discussion, to the natural result of

which he is unfriendly on other principles.
But if the practices to which we are alluding

be clearly base and unworthy in the eyes of

all upright and honourable men, and most

pregnant with public danger in the eyes of

all thinking and intelligent men, it must ap-

pear still more strange to find them defended

on the score of their Antiquity, than on that

of their supposed affinity to practices that are

held to be innocent. Yet the old cry of Inno-

vation ! has been raised, with more than usual

vehemence, against those who offer the most
cautious hints for their correction

;
and even

Mr. Windham has not disdained to seek some
aid to his argument from a misapplication of

the sorry commonplaces about the antiquity
and beauty of our constitution, and the hazard

of meddling at all with that under which we
have so long enjoyed so much glory and hap-

piness.
Of the many good answers that may

be made to all arguments of this character,
we shall content ourselves with one, which
seems sufficiently conclusive and simple.
The abuses, of which we complain, are not

old, but recent
;
and those who seek to correct

them, are not innovating upon the constitu-

tion, but seeking to prevent innovation. The

practice of jobbnig in boroughs was scarcely
known at all in the beginning of the last cen-

tury ;
and was not systematized, nor carried

to any very formidable e.xtent, till within the

last forty years. At all events, it most cer-

tainly was not in the contemplation of those

by whom the frame of our constitution was
laid

;
and it is confessedly a perversion and

abuse of a system, devised and established

for very opposite purposes. Let any man ask
himself, whether such a scheme of represen-

tation, as is now actually in practice in many
parts of this country, can be supposed to have
been intended by those who laid the founda-

tions of our free constitution, or reared upon
them the proud fabric of our liberties 1 Or
let him ask himself, whether, if we were now

devising a system of representation for such a

country as England, there is any human being
who would recommend the adoption of the

system that is practically established among
us at this moment,—a system under which

fifty or
sixty

members should be returned by
twenty or thirty paltry and beggarly hamlets,

dignified with the name of boroughs; while

twenty or thirty great and opulent towns had
no representation;

—and where upwards of a

hundred more publicly bought their seats,

partly by a promise of indiscriminate support
to the minister, and partly by a sum paid
down to persons who had no natural influence

over the electors, and controlled them noto-

riously, either by direct bribery, or as the

agents of ministerial corruption? If it be

clear, however, that such a state of things is

in itself indefensible, it is still clearer that it

is not the state of things which is required by
the true principles of the constitution

; that, in

point of fact, it neither did nor could exist at

the time when that constitution was estab-

lished
;
and that its correction would be no

innovation on that constitution, but a benefi-

cial restoration of
it,

both in principle and in

practice.
If some of the main pillars of our mansion

have been thrown down, is it a dangerous in-

novation to rear them up again ? If the roof

has grown too heavy for the building, by re-

cent and injudicious superstructures, is it an

innovation, if we either take them down, or

strengthen the supports upon which they de-

pend ? If the waste of time, and the ele-

ments, have crumbled away a part of the

foundation, does it show- a disregard to the

safety of the whole pile, if we widen the basis

upon which it rests, and endeavour to place
it upon deeper and firmer materials'? If the

rats have eaten a way into the stores and the

cellars; or if knavish servants have opened
private and unauthorised communications in

the lower parts of the fabric, does it indeed

indicate a disposition to impair the comfort

and security of the abode, that we are anxious

to stop up those holes, and to build across

those new and suspicious approaches?
—Is it

not obvious, in short, in all such cases, that

the only true innovators are Guilt and Time;
and that they who seek to repair what time

has wasted; and to restore what guilt has

destroyed, are still more unequivocally the

enemies of innovation, than of abuse 1 Those

who are most aware of the importance of re

form, are also most aware of the hazards of

any theoretical or untried change ; and, while

they strictly confine their efforts to the restitu

Hon of what all admit to have been in the
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original plan of our representation, and to have
formed a most essential part of that plan, may
reasonably hope, whatever other charges they
may encounter, to escape that of a love of

innovation.

There is another topic, on which Mr. Wind-
ham has dwelt at very great length, which

appears to us to bear even less on the merits

of the question, than this of the antiquity of

our constitution. The abuses and corrup-
tions which Mr. Curvven aimed at correcting^

ought not, he says, to be charged to the ac-

count of ministers or members of Parliament
alone. The greater part of them both origi-

nate and end with the people themselves,
—

are suggested hy their baseness and self-inter-

est, and terminate in their corrupt gain, with

very little voluntary sin, and frequently with

very little advantage of any sort to ministers

or candulates. Now, though it is impossible to

forget what Mr. Windham has him.self said,
of the disgraceful abuses of patronage com-
mitted by men in power, for their own indi-

vidual emolument,* yet we are inclined, upon
the whole, to admit the truth of this state-

ment. It is what we have always thought it

our duty to point out to the notice of those

who can see no guilt but in the envied pos-
sessors of dignity and power; and forms, in-

deed, the very basis of the answer we have

repeatedly attempted to give to those Utopian
or factious reformers; whose intemperance has
done more injury to the cause of reform, than
all the sophistry and all the corruption of their

opponents. But, though we admit the premises
of Mr. Windham's argument, we must utterly

deny his conclusions. When we admit, that

a part of the people is venal and corrupt, as

well as its rulers, we really cannot see that

we admit any thing in defence, or even in

palliation, of venality and corruption :
—Nor

can we imagine, how that melancholy and
most humiliating fact, can help in the least to

make out, that corruption is not an immoral
and pernicious practice ;

—not a malum in se,

as Mr. Windham has been pleased to assert,
nor even a practice which it would be just
and expedient, if it were practicable, to re-

press and abolish ! The only just inference

from the fact is, that ministers and members
of Parliament are not the only guilty persons
in the traffic

;

—and that all remedies will be

inefficient, which are not capable of being ap-
plied through the whole range of the malady.
It may be a very good retort from the gentle-

* " Wiih respect to the abuse of patronage, one
of those by which the interests of countries do, in

reahty, most suffer, I perfectly agree, that it is Hke-
wise one, of which the government, properly so

called, that is lo say, persons in the highest offices,

are as likely to be guilty, and from their opportu-
nities, more likely to be guilty, than any others.
And nothing, in point of fact, can e.xceed the greedi-
ness, the selfishness, the insaliable voracity, the

profligate disregard of all claims from merit or ser-

vices, that we ofien see in persons in high official

stations, when providing for themselves, their re-

lations or dependants. 1 am as little disposed as any
one to defend them in this conduct. Let it be repro-
bated in terms as harsh as any one pleases, and
much more so than it commonly is."—Speech, p. 2S.

men within doors to the gentlemen without
,

and when they are reproached with not having
clean hands, it may be very natural for them
to ask a sight of those of tneir accusers. But
is this any answer at all, to those who insist

upon the infamy and the dangers of corrup-
tion in both quarters 1 Or, is the evil really

supposed to be less formidable, because it ap-

pears to be very widely extended, and to be
the fair subject, not only of reproach, but of

recrimination 1 The seat of the malady, and
its e.\tent, may indeed vary our opinion as to

the nature of the remedy which ought to be
administered

;
but the knowledge that it haa

pervaded more vital parts than one, certainly
sfiould not lead us to think that no remedy
whatever is needed,

—or to consider the symp-
toms as too slight to require any particular
attention.

But, though we differ thus radically from
INIr. Windham in our estimate of the nature

and magnitude of this evil, we have already
said, that we are disposed to concur with him
in disapproving of the measures which have
been kitely proposed for their correction. The
bill of Mr. Curwen, and all bills that aim only
at repressing the ultimate traffic in seats, by
pains and penalties to be imposed on those

immediately concerned in the transaction, ap-

pears to us to begin at the wrong end,
—and

to aim at repressing a result which may be

regarded as necessary, so long as the causes

which led to it are allowed to subsist in un-

diminished vigour. It is like trying to save a

valley from being flooded, by building a pal-

try dam across the gathered torrents that flow

into it. The only eifect is, that they will ul-

timately make their way, by a more destruc-

tive channel, to worse devastation. The true

policy is to drain the feeding rills at their

fountains, or to provide another vent for the

stream, before it reaches the declivity by
which the fiat is commanded. While the

spirit of corruption is unchecked, and even
fostered in the bosom of the country, the in-

terdiction of the common market will only
throw the trade into the hands of the more

profligate and daring,
—or give a monopoly to

the privileged and protected dealings of Ad-
ministration

;
and the evil will in both ways

be aggravated, instead of being relieved.

We cannot now slop to point out the actual

evils to which this corruption gives rise
;
or

even to dwell on the means by which we
think it might be made more difficult : though
among these we conceive the most efficacious

would obviously be to multiply the numbers,
and, in some cases, to raise the qualification
of voters—to take away the right of election

from decayed, inconsiderable, and rotten bo-

roughs; and to bestow it on large towns pos-

sessing various and divided wealth. But,

though the increased number of voters will

make it more difficult to bribe them, and their

greater opulence render them less fiable to be
bribed

; still,
we confess that the chief benefit

which we e.xpect from any provisions of this

sort, is the security which we think they will

afford for the improvement, mainteniince, and

propag-ation of a Free Spirit among the peopla
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—a feeling of political right, and of imlivithuil

interest, among so great a number of persons,
as will make it not only discreditable, but tin-

safe, to invade their liberties, or trespass upon
their rights. It is never to be forgotten, that

the great and ultimate barrier against oppres-

sion, and arbitrary power, must always be
raised on public opinion

—and on opinion, so

valued and so asserted, as to point resolutely
to resistance, if it be permanently insulted, or

openly set at defiance. In order to have this

public opinion, however, either sufficiently

strong, or sufficiently enlightened, to afford

such a security, it is quite necessary that a

very large body of the people be taught to set

a value upon the rights which it is qualified to

protect,
—that their reason, their moral prin-

ciples, their pride, and habitual feelings,
should all be engaged on the side of their po-
litical independence,

—that their attention

should be frequently directed to their rights
and their duties, as chizens of a free state,—
and their eyes, ears, hearts, and affections fa-

miliarized with the spectacles, and themes,
and occasions, that remind them of those

rights and duties. In a commercial country
like England, the pursuit of wealth, or of per-
sonal comfort, IS apt to engross the whole care

of the body of the people ; and, if property be

tolerably secured by law, and a vigilant police

repress actual outrage and disorder, they are

likely enough to fall into a general forgetful-
ness of their political rights; and even to re-

gard as burdensome those political functions.

without the due exercise of which the whole
frame of our liberties would soon dissolve, and
fall to pieces. It is of infinite and incalcula-

ble importance, therefore, to spread, as widely
as possible, among the people, the feelings
and the love of their political blessings

—to

exercise them unceasingly in the evolutions

of a free constitution—and to train them to

those sentiments of pride, and jealousy, and

self-esteem, which arise naturally from their

experience of their own value and importance
in the great order of society, and upon which
alone the fabric of a free government can
ever be safely erected.

We indicate all these things very briefly ;

both because we cannot now afTord room for

a more full exposition of them, and because it

ia not our intention to exhaust this great sub-

ject on the present occasion, but rather to

place before our readers a few of the leading

principles upon which we shall think it our

duty to expatiate at other opportunities. We
cannot, however, bring even these preliminary
and miscellaneous observations to a close,
without taking some notice of a topic which

seems, at present, peculiarly in favour with
the reasoning enemies of reform

;
and to which

we cannot reply, without developing, in a

more striking manner than we have yet done,
the nature of our apprehensions from the in-

fluence of the Crown, and the holders of large

properties, and of our expectations of good
from the increased spirit and intelligence of

the people.
The argument to which we allude, proceeds

upon the concession, that the patronage of

Government, and the wealth employed to ob-

tain political influence, have increased very
greatly within the last fifty years; and consists

almost entirely in the assertion, that this in-

crease, great as it undoubtedly is, yet has not

kept pace with the general increase which has
taken place, in the same period, in the wealth,

weight, and influence of the people ;
so that,

in point of fact, the power of the Crown and Bo-

rough proprietors, although absoluteltj greater,
is proportionally less than it was at the com-
mencement of the present reign ;

and ought
to be augmented, rather than diminished, if

our object be to preserve the ancient balance

of the constitution ! We must do Mr. Wind-
ham the justice to say, that he does not make
much use of this argument: but it forms the

grand reserve of ]\lr. Hose's battle: and, we
think, is more frequently and triumphantly
brought forward than any other, by those who
now affect to justify abuses by argumentation.
The first answer we make to

it,
consists in

denying the fact upon which it proceeds; at

least in the sense in which it must be asserted,
in order to afford any shadow of colour to the

conclusion. There
is, undoubtedly, far more

wealth in the country than there v/as fifty

years ago ;
but there is not more independence.

There are not more men whose incomes ex-

ceed what they conceive to be their necessary
expenditure ;

—not nearly so many who con-

sider themselves as nearly rich enough, and
who would therefore look on themselves as
without apology for doing any thing against
their duty or their opinions, for the sake of

profit to themselves: on the contrary, it is no-

torious, and not to be disputed, that our luxury,
and habits of expense, have increa.sed con-

siderably faster than the riches by which they
should be supported

—that men, in general,
have now far less to spare than they had when
their incomes were smaller—and that if our
condition may, in one sense, be said to be a
condition of opulence, it is, still more indis-

putably, a condition of needy opulence. It is

perfectly plain, however, that it is not the ab-

solute amount of wealth existing in a nation,
that can ever contribute to render it politically

independent of patronage, or intractable to the

persuasive voice of a munificent and discern-

ing ruler, but the general state of content and
satisfaction which results from its wealth being

proportioned to its occa.sions of expense. It

neither is, accordingly, nor ever was, among
the poor, but among the expensive and ex-

travagant, that corruption looks for her surest

and most profitable game ;
nor can her influ-

ence ever be anywhere so great, as in a coun-

try where almost all those to whom she can
think it important to address herself, are

straitened for money, and eager for pretViment—di.ssatisfied with their condition as to fortune
—

and, whatever may be the amount of their

possessions, practically needy, and impatient
of their embarrassments. This is the case

with the greater part even of those who ac-

tually possess the riches for which this coun

try isso distincuished. But the effect of their

prosperity has been, to draw a lar greater pro-

portion of the people within the sphere of
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oelfish ambilion—to diffuse those habits of

expense which pive corruption her cliiei" hold

and ptuehase, aniouf^ multitudes who are

spectators only of the splendour in whicii

they cannot participate, and are infected with
the cravings and aspirations of the objects of

their envy, even before they conne to be placed
in their circumstances. Such needy adven-
turers are constantly generated by the rapid

progress of wealth and luxury; and are sure

to seek and court that corruption which is

obliged to seek and court, though with too

great a probability of success, those whose
condition they miscalculate, and labour to at-

tain. Such a state of things, therefore, is far

more favourable to the exercise of the cor-

rupt inlluence of government and wealthy
ambition, than a state of greater poverty and
moderation

;
and the same limited means of

seduction will go infinitely farther among a

people in the one situation than in the other.

The same temptations that were repelled by
the simple poverty of Fabricius, would, in all

probability, have bought half the golden sa-

traps of the Persian monarch, or swayed the
counsels of wealthy and venal Rome, in the

splendid days of Catiline and Caesar.

This, therefore, is our first answer; and it

is so complete, we think, as not to require any
other for the mere purpose of confutation. But
the argument is founded upon so strange and
so dangerous a misapprehension of the true

state of the case, that we think it our duty to

unfold the whole fallacy upon which it pro-

ceeds; and to .show what very opposite con-

sequences are really to be drawn from the

circumstances that have been so imperfectly
conceived, or so perversely viewed, by those
who contend for increasing the patronage of

the Government as a balance to the increasing

consequence of the People.
There is a foundation, in fact, for some part

of this proposition ;
but a foundation that has

been strangely misunderstood by tho.se who
have sought to build upon it so revolting a

conclusion. The people hm increased in con-

sequence, in power, and in political impor-
tance. Over all Europe, we verily believe,
that they are everywhere growing too strong
for their governments; and that, if these gov-
ernments are to be preserved, some measures
must be taken to accommodate them to this

great change in the condition and interior

structure of society. But this increase of

conseijuence is not owing to their having
grown richer ; and still less is it to be provi-
ded against, by increasing the means of cor-

ruption in the hands of their rulers. This re-

quires, and really deserves, a little more expla-
nation.

All political societies may be considered as

divided into three great classes or orders. In

the first place, the governors, or those who
are employed, or hope to be employed by the

governors,
—and who therefore either have, or

e.xpect to have, profit or advantage of some
sort from the government, or from subordinate

patrons.
In the second place, those who are

m opposition to the government, who feel the

burdens and restraints which it imposes, are

jealous of the honours and emoluments it en-

joys or distributes, and grudge the expense
and submission which it

retj^uires, under an

apprehension, that the good it acconi])lishe8
is not worth .so great a sacrifice. And, thirdly
and finally, those who may be counted for

nothing in all political arrangements— who
are ignorant, indifferent, and quiescent

—who
submit to all things without grumbling or

satisfaction—and are contented to consider all

existing institutions as a part of the order of
nature to which it is their duty to accommo-
date themselves.

In rude and early ages, this last division

includes by far the greater part of the people:
but, as society advances, and intellect begins
to develope itself, a greater and a greater pro-

portion is withdrawn from
it, and joined to

the two other divisions. These drafts, how-

ever, are not made indiscriminately, or in

equal numbers, to the two remaining orders;
but tend to throw a preponderating weight,
either into the scale of the government, or

into that of its opponents, according to the

character of that government, and the nature
of the circumstances by which they have
been roused from their neutrality. The dif-

fusion of knowledge, the improvements of

education, and the gradual descent and ex-

pansion of those maxims of individual or po-
litical wisdom that are successively estab-

lished by reflection and experience, necessa-

rily raise up more and more of the mass of

the population from that slate of brutish ac-

quiescence and incurious ignorance in which

they originally slumbered. They begin to

feel their relation to the government under
which they live

; and, guided by those feel-

ings, -and the analogies of their private in-

terests and affections, they begin to form, or

to borrow, Opinions upon the merit or demerit
of the institutions and administration, to the

effects of which they are subjected ;
and to

conceive Sentiments either hostile or friendly
to such institutions and administration. If

the government be mild and equitable
—if

its undertakings are prosperous, its imposi-
tions easy, and its patronage just and impar-
tial—the greater part of those who are thus

successively awakened into a state of political

capacity will be enrolled among its support-
ers

;
and strengthen it against the factious,

ambitious, and disappointed persons, who
alone will be found in opposition to it. But

if,
on the other hand, this disclosure of intel-

lectual and political sensibility occur at a pe-
riod when the government is capricious or

oppressive
—when its plans are disastrous—

its exactions burdensome—its tone repulsive—and its distribution of favours most corrupt
and unjust;

—it will infallibly happen, that

the greater part of those who are thus called

into political existence, will take part against

it,
and be disposed to exert themselves for its

correction, or utter subversion.

The last supposition, we think, is that which
has been realised in the history of Europe for

the last thirty years : and when we say that

the people has almost every where grown too

strong for their rulers, we mean only tc say,
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that, in that period, there has been a prodi-

gious development in the understanding and

intelligence of the great mass of the popula-
tion

" and that this makes them much less

"willing than formerly to submit to the folly

and corruption of most of their ancient gov-
ernments. The old instinctive feelings of

loyalty and implicit obedience, have pretty

generally given way to shrewd calculations

as to their own interests, their own powers,
and the rights which arise out of these powers.

They see now, pretty quickly, both the weak-
nesses and the vices of their rulers; and,

having learned to refer their own sufferings
or privations, with considerable sagacity, to

their blunders and injustice, they begin tacitly

to inquire, what right they have to a sove-

reignty, of which they make so bad a use—
and how they could protect themselves, if all

vi^ho hate and despise them were to unite to

take it from ihem. Sentiments of this sort,

we are well assured, have been prevalent
over all the enlightened parts of Europe for

the last thirty years, and are every day gain-

ing strength and popularity. Kings and nobles,
and ministers and agents of government, are

no longer looked upon with veneration and

awe,
—but rather with a mixture of contempt

and jealousy. Their errors and vices are

canvassed, among all ranks of persons, with

extreme freedom and severity. The corrup-
tions by which they seek to fortify them-

selves, are regarded with indignation and
vindictive abhorrence

;
and the excuses with

which they palliate them, with disgust and de-

rision. Their deceptionsare almost universally
seen through ; and their incapacity detected

and despised, by an unprecedented portion of

of the whole population which they govern.
It is in this sense, as we conceive

it,
that

the people throughout civilised Europe have

grown too strong for their rulers; and that

some alteration in the balance or administra-

tion of their governments, has become neces-

sary for their preservation. They have become
too strong,

— not in wealth— but in intellect.

activity, and available numbers; and the tran-

quillity of their governments has been endan-

gered, not from their want of pecuniary in-

fluence, but from their want of moral respec-

tability and intellectual vigour.
Such is the true state of the evil

;
and the

cure, according to the English opponents of

reform, is to increase the patronage of the

Crown ! The remote and original cause of

the danger, is the improved intelligence and
more perfect intercourse of the people,

—a

cause which it i^not lawful to wish removed,
and which, at any rate, the proposed remedy
has no tendency to remove. The immediate
and proximate cause, is the abuse of patron-

age and the corruptions practised by the gov-
ernment and their wealthy supporters:

—and
the cure that is seriously recommended, is to

increase that corruption !
—to add to the weight

of the burdens under which the people is sink-

ing,
—and to multiply the examples of parti-

ality, profusion, and profligacy, by which they
are revolted !

An absurdity so extravagant, however, could

76

not have suggested itself, even to the persone

by whom it has been so triumphantly recom

mended, unless it had been palliated by some
colour of plausibility ; And their error (which
really does not seem very unnatural lor men
of their description) seems to have consisted

merely in supposing that all those who were
discontented in the country, were disappointed
candidates for place and profit ;

and that the

whole clamour which had been raised ugainst
the misgovernment of the modern world, origi-

nated in a violent desire to participate in the

emoluments of that misgovernment. Upon
this supposition, it must no doubt be admitted

that their remedy was most judiciously de-

vised. All the discontent was among those

who wished to be bribed—all the clamour

among those who were impatient for prefer-
ment. Increase the patronage of the Crown
therefore—make more sinecures, more jobs,
more nominal and real posts of emolument
and honour,

—and you will allay the discon-

tent, and still the clamour, which are now
'•frighting our isle from her propriety !"

This, to be sure, is very plausible and inge-
nious—as well as highly creditable to the

honour of the nation, and the moral experience
of its contrivers. But the fact, unfortunately,
is not as it is here assumed. There are two

sets of persons to be managed and appeased !

and the misfortune is,
that what might gratify

the one would only exasperate the discontents

of the other. The one wants unmerited hon-

ours, and unearned emoluments—a further

abuse of patronage
—a more shameful misap-

plication of the means of the nation. The
other wants a correction of abuses—an abridg-
ment of patronage

—a diminution of the public
burdens—a more just distribution of its trusts,

dignities, and rewards. This last party is still,

we are happy to think, by far the strongest,
and the most formidable : For it is daily re-

cruited out of the mass of the population, over

which reason is daily e.vtending her dominion;
and depends, for its ultimate success, upoa
nothing less than the irresistible progress of

intelligence
—of a true and enlightened sense

of interest—and a feeling of inherent right,
united to undoubted power. It is difficult,

then, to doubt of its ultimate triumph; and it

must appear to be infinitely foohsh to think

of opposing its progress, by measures which
are so obviously calculated to add to its

strength. By increasing the patronage or in-

fluence of the Crown, a few more venal

spirits maybe attracted, by the precarious tie

of a dishonest interest, to withstand all at-

tempts at reform, and to clamour in behalf

of all existing practices and institutions. But,
for every worthless auxiliary that is thus re-

cruited for the defence of established
abusesj

is it not evident that there will be a thousand

new enemies called forth, by the additional

abuse exemplified in the neAv patronage that

is created, and the new scene of corruption that

is exhibited, in e.xchanging this patronage for

this dishonourable support?
—For a nation to

endeavour to strengthen itself ag-ainst the

attempts of reformers by a deliberate aug-
mentation of its corruptions, is not more poll'

3A
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tic, than for a spendthrift to think of relieving
himself of his debts, by borrowing at usurious

interest to pay what is demanded, and thus

increasing the burden which he affects to be

throwing off.

The only formidable discontent, in short,

.hat now subsists in the country, is that of

those who a.m rcasomtbltj discontented ; and the

only part of the people whose growing strength

really looks menacingly on the government,
is that which has been alienated by what it

believes to be its corruptions, and enabled, by
its own improving intelligence, to unmask its

deceptions, and to discover the secret of its

selfishness and incapacity. The great object
of its jealousy, is the enormous influence of

the Crown, and the monstrous abuses of pa-

tronage to which that influence gives occasion.

It is, therefore, of all infatuations, the wildest

and most desperate, to hold out that the pro-

gress of this discontent makes it proper to

give the Crown more influence, and that it

can only be effectually conciliated, bv putting
more patronage in the way of abuse !

In stating the evils and dangers of corrup-
tion and profligacy in a government, we must

always keep it in view, that such a system
can never be universally palatable, even among
the basest and most depraved people of which

history has preserved any memorial. If this

were otherwise indeed—if a whole nation

were utterly and entirely venal and corrupt,
and each willing to wait his time of dishonour-

able promotion, things might go on with suffi-

cient smoothne.ss at least
;
and as such a na-

tion would not be worth mending, on the one

hand, so there would, in fact, be much less

need, on the other, for that untoward opera-
tion. The supposition, however, is obviously

impossible; and, in such a country at least as

England, it may perhaps be truly stated, as

the most alarming consequence of corruption.

that, if allowed to go on without any eff"ectual

check, it will infallibly generate such a spirit

of discontent, as necessarily to bring on some
dreadful convulsion, and overturn the very
foundations of the constitution. It is thus

fraught with a double evil to a country enjoy-

ing a free government. In the first place, it

gradually corrodes and destroys much that is

truly valuable in its constitution
; and, secondly,

it insures its ultimate subversion by the tre-

mendous crash of an insurrection or revolution.

It first makes the government oppressive and
intolerable

;
and then it oversets it altogether

by a necessary, but dreadful calamity.
These two evils may appear to be opposite

to each other ; and it is certain, that, though
brought on by the same course of conduct,
they cannot be inflicted by the same set of

persons. Those who are the slaves and the

ministers of corruption, assuredly are not those

who are minded to crush it, with a visiting

vengeance, under the ruins of the social order •

and it is in forgetting that there are two sets

of persons to be conciliated in all such ques-
tions, that the portentous fallacy which we
are considering mainly consists. The govern-
ment may be very corrupt, and a very con-

siderable part of the nation may be debased

and venal, while there 5s still spirit and viilue

ejiough left, w hen the measure of piovocatioii
is full, to inlhct a signal and sanguinary ven-

geance, and utterly to overthrow the labric

which has been defiled by this traliic of ini-

quity. And there may be great spirit, and

strength, and capacity of heroic resentment in

a nation, which will yet allow its institutions

to be, for a long time, perverted, its legisla-
ture to be pofluted, and the baser part of its

population to be corrupted, before it be roused
to that desperate effort, in which its peace and

happiness are sure to suffer along with the

guilt which brings down the thunder. In such
an age of the world as the present, however,
it may be looked upon as absolutely certain,
that if the guilt be persisted in, the vengeance
will follow; and that all reasonable discontent
will accumulate and gain strength, as reai>on

and experience advance
, till,

at the last, it

works its own reparation, and sweeps the of-

fence from the earth, with the force and the

fury of a whirlwind.

In such a view of the moral destiny of na-

tions, there is something elevating as well as

terrible. Yet, the terror preponderates, for

those who are to witness the catasti ophe : and
all reason, as well as all humanity, urges us

to use every efibrt to avoid the crisis and the

shock, by a timely reformation, and an earnest

and sincere attempt to conciliate the hostile

elements of our society, by mutual concession

and indulgence.
—It is for this reason, chiefly,

that we feel such extreme solicitude for a

legislative reform of our system of representa-

tion,
—in some degree as a pledge of the wil-

lingness of the government to admit of reform
where it is requisite ;

but chiefly, no doubt,
as in itself most likely to stay the flood of ve-

nality and corruption,
—to reclaim a part of

those who had begun to yield to its seduc-

tions,
—and to reconcile those to the govern-

ment and constitution of their country, who
had begun to look upon it with a mingled
feeling of contempt, hostility, and despair.
That such a reform as we have contemj)lated
would go far to produce those happy effects,
we think must appear evident to all who agree
with us as to the nature and origin of the evils

from which we sufler, and the dangers to

which we are exposed. One of its immediate,
and therefore chief advantages, however, will

consist in its relieving and abating the spirit
of discontent which is generated by the spec-
tacle of our pre.sent condition

;
both by giving

it scope and vent, and by the vast facilities it

must afford to future labours of regeneration.

By the extension of the e^ctive fraijchise,

many of those w ho are most hostile to the ex-

isting system, because, under it. they arc ex-

cluded from all share of power or politica'

importance, will have a part assigned therri,

both more safe, more honourable, and more
active, than merely murmuring, or meditating

vengeance against such a scheme of exclusion.

The influence of such men will be usefully
e.xerted in exciting a popular spirit, and in

exposing the base and dishonest practices that

may still interfere with the freedom of elec-

tion. By some alteration m the borccgh
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qualifications; the body of electors in general
will be invested with a more respectable char-

acter, and feel a greater jealousy of every
thing that may tend to degrade or dishonour
them : but, above all, a rigid system of econo-

my, and a farther exclusion of placemen from
the legislature, by cutting off a great part of

the minister's most profitable harvest of cor-

ruption, will force his party also to have re-

course to more honourable means of popu-
larity, and to appeal to principles that must

ultimately promote the cause of independ-
ence.

By the introduction, in short, of a system
of reform, even more moderate and cautious

ihan that which we have ventured to indicate,
we think that a wholesome and legitimate play
will be given to those principles of opposition
to corruption, monopoly, and abuse, which, by
the denial of all reformj are in danger of being
fomented into a decided spirit of hostility to

the government and the institutions of the

country. Instead of brooding, in sullen and

helpless silence, over the vices and errors

which are ripening into intolerable evil, and

seeing, with a stern and vindictive joy, wrong
accumulated to wrong, and corruption heaped
up to corruption, the Spirit of reform will be

continually interfering, with active and suc-

cessful zeal, to correct, restrain, and deter.

Instead of being the avenger of our murdered

liberties, it will be their living protector ;
and

the censor, not the executioner, of the consti-

tution. It will not descend, only at long in-

tervals, like the Avatar of the Indian mytho-
logy,

to expiate, with terrible vengeance, a
series of consummated crimes; but, like the

Providence of a better faith, will keep watch

perpetually over the actions of corrigible men,
and bring them back from their aberrations,

by merciful chastisement, timely admonition,
and the blessed ex^jerience of purer principles
of action.

Such, according to our conviction of the

fact, is the true state of the case as to the

increasing weight and consequence of the

people ;
and such the nature of the policy

which we think this change in the structure

of our society calls upon us to adopt. The

})eople

are grown strong, in intellect, reso-

ution, and mutual reliance,
—

quick in the

detection of the abuses by which they are

wronged,—and confident in the powers by
which they may be compelled ultimately to

seek their redress. Against Ihix strength, it

is something more wikl than madness, and
more contemptible than folly, to think of ar-

raying an additional phalanx of abuses, and

drawing out a wider range of corruptions
—

In that contest, the issue cannot be doubtful,
nor the conflict long ; and, deplorable as the

victory will be. which is gained over order,
as well as over guilt, the blame will rest hea-
viest upon those whose offences first provoked,
what may very probably turn out a sanguinary
and an unjustifiable vengeance.
The conc]usion.s, then, which we would

draw from the fiicts that have been relied on

by the enemies of reform, are indeed of a

very opposite description from theirs : and the

course which is pointed out by these new cir-

cumstances in our situation, appears to us no
less obvious, than it is safe and promising.

—
If the people have risen into greater conse-

quence, let them have greater power. If a

greater proportion of our population be now
capable and desirous of exercising the func-

tions of free citizens, let a greater number
be admitted to the exercise of these func-

tions. If the quantity of mind and of will,
that must now be represented in our legisla-

ture, be prodigiously increased since the frame
of that legislature was adjusted, let its basis

be widened, so as to rest on all that intellect

and will. If there be a new power and energy
generated in the nation, for the due applica-
tion of which, there is no contrivance in the

original plan of the constitution, let it flow
into those channels through which all similar

powers were ordained to act by the principles
of that plan. The power itself you can nei-

ther repre.ss nor annihilate
; and, if it be not

assimilated to the system of the constitution,

you seem to be aware that it will ultimately
overwhelm and destroy it. To set up against
it the power of influence and corruption, is to

set up that by which its strength is recruited,
and its safe application rendered infinitely
more difficult : it is to defend your establish-

ments, by loading them with a weight which
of itself makes them totter under under its

pressure, and, at the same time, affords a safe

and inviting approach to the assailant.

In our own case, too. nothing fortunately is

easier, than to reduce this growing power of

the people within the legitimate bounils and
cantonments of the constitution

;
and nothing

more obvious, than that, when so legalised
and provided for, it can tend only to the exal-

tation and improvement of our condition, and
must add strength and stability to the Throne,
as well as to the other branches of the legis-
lature. It seems a strange doctrine, to bo
held by any one in this land, and, above all,

by the chief votaries and advocates of royal

power, that its legal security consists in its

means of corruption, or can be endangered by
the utmost freedom and intelligence in the

body of the people, and the utmost purity and

popularity of our elections. Under an arbi-

trary government, where the powers of the

monarch are confessedly unjust and oppres-

sive, and are claimed, and openly asserted,
not as the instruments of public benefit, but
as the means of individual gratification, such
a jealousy of popular independence is suffi-

ciently intellicible : but, in a government like

ours, where all the powers of the Crown are

universally acknowledged to exist for the good
of the people, it is evidently quite extravagant
to fear, that any increase of union and intelli-

gence— any growing love of freedom and

justice in the people
— should endanger, or

should fail to confirm, all those powers and

prerogatives.
We have not left ourselves room to enter

more at large into this interesting question}
but we feel perfectly assured, and ready lo

maintain, that, as the institution of a limited,

hereditary monarchy, must always appear the
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wisest and most reasonable of all human in-

stitutions, and that to wlilc-h increasin^^ reflec-

tion and fxperiiMico will infallibly attach men
more and more as the world advances

; so, the

prerogatives of surh a monarch will always
be safer and more inviolate, the more the

sentiment of liberty, and the love of their

political rights, is diffused and encouraged

among his people. A legitimate sovereign,

•

in short, who reigns by the fair exercise oi

j

his prerogative, can have no enemies among
the lovers of regulated freedom

;
and the hos-

tility of such men—by far the most terrible

of all internal hostility
—can only be directed

towards him, when his throne is enveloped.
by treacherous advisers, with the hosts of

corruption ;
and disguised, for their ends, in

the borrowed colours of tyranny.

(lanuarji, 1810.)

Short Remarks on the State of Parties at the Close of the Year 1809. 8vo. pp. 30.

London: 1809.*

The parties of which we now wish to speak,
are not the parties in the Cabinet,

—nor even

the parties in Parliament, but the Parties in

the Nation;—that nation, whose opinions and
whose spirit ought to admonish and control

both Cabinet and Parliament, but vvhich now
seems to us to be itself breaking rapidly into

two furious and irreconcileable parties; by
whose collision, if it be not prevented, our

constitution and independence must be ulti-

mately destroyed. We have said before, that

the root of all our misfortunes was in the state

of the People, and not in the constitution of

the legislature; and the more we see and

reflect, the more we are satisfied of this truth.

It is in vain to cleanse the conduits and reser-

voirs, if the fountain itself be tainted and

impure. If the body of the people be infatu-

ated, or corrupt or depraved, it is vain to talk

of improving their representation.
The dangers, and the corruptions, and the

prodigies of the times, have very nearly put
an end to all neutrality and moderation in

politics ;
and the great body of the nation ap-

pears to us to be divided into two violent and
most pernicious factions;

—the courtiers, who
are almost for arbitrary power,

—and the de-

mocrats, who are almost for revolution and

republicanism. Between these stand a small,
but most respectable band—the friends of

liberty and of order—the Old Constitutional

Whigs of England—with the best talents and
the best intentions, but without present power
or popularity,

—calumniated and suspected by
*

Tills, I fpar. is too much in the style of a sage
and sn'ernn Rebuke to the madness of contending;
factions. Yet ii is not all rhetorical or assuming :

And the observations on the vast importance and

high and difficult duties of a middle party, in a\\

great national contentions, seem to me as univcr-

eally trno. and as applicable to the present position
of our affairs, as most of the other things I have
ventured, for this reason, now to produce. It may
be right to mention, that it was written at a time
when the recent failure of that wretched expedition
to Walcheren, and certain antipopular declaraiions

in Parliament, had excited a deeper feeling of dis-

content in the country, and a greater apprehension
for its consequences, than had been witnessed since

the first great panic and excitement of the French
revolution. The spirit of such a time may, per-

haps, be detected in some of the following pages.

both parties, and looking on both with too visi-

ble a resentment, aversion, and alarm. The
two great divisions, in the mean time, are

daily provoking each other to greater excesses,
and recruiting their hostile ranks, as they ad-

vance, from the diminishing mass of the calm
and the neutral. Every hour the rising tides

are eating away the narrow isthmus upon
which the adherents of the Constitution now

appear to be stationed; and every hour it be-

comes more necessary for them to oppose
some barrier to their encroachments.

If the two extreme parties are once per-
mitted to shock together in open conflict, there

is an end to the freedom, and almost to the

existence of the nation,
—whatever be the re-

sult,
—although that is not doubtful : And the

only human means of preventing a consum-
mation to which things seem so obviou.sly

tending, is for the remaining friends of the

constitution to unbend from their cold and

repulsive neutrality, and to join themselves to

the more respectable members of the party
to which they have the greatest affinity ;

and

thus, by the weight of their character, and
the force of their talents, to temper its violence

and moderate its excesses, till it can be guided
in safety to the defence, and not to the de-

struction, of our liberties. In the present

crisis, we have no hesitation in saying, that it

is to the popular side that the friends of the

constitution must turn themselves; and that,

if the Whig leaders do not first conciliate, and
then restrain the people,

—if they do not save

them from the leaders they are already choos-

ing in their own body, and become themselves

their leaders, by becoming their patrons, and

their cordial, though authoritative, advisers;

they will in no long time sweep away the

Constitution itself, the Monarchy of EngJand,
and the Whig aristrocracy, by which that

Monarchy is controlled and confirmed, and

exalted above all other forms of polity.

This is the sum of our doctrine
; though we

are aware that, to most readers, it will re-

quire more development than we can now

afford, and be exposed to more objections than

we have left ourselves room to answer. To

many, we are sensible, our fears will appear

altogether chimerical and fantastic. We have
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dirays .jad these two parties, it will be said—
always some for carrying things with a high
hand against the people

—and some for sub-

jecting every thing to their nod
;
but the con-

liict has hitherto afforded nothing more than

a wholesome and invigorating exercise
;
and

the constitution, so far from being endangered

by it. has hitherto been found to flourish, in

proportion as it became more animated. Why,
then, should we anticipate such tragical effects

from its continuance"?

Now, to this, and to all such questions, we
must answer, that we can conceive them to

proceed only from that fatal ignorance or in-

attention to the Signs of the Times, which
has been the cause of so many of our errors

and misfortunes. It is quite true, that there

have always been in this country persons who
leaned towards arbitrary power, and persons
who leaned towards too popular a government.
In all mixed governments, there must be such

men, and such parties: some will admire the

monarchical, and some the democratical part
of the constitution; and, speaking very gener-

ally, the rich, and the timid, and the indolent,
as v.ell as the base and the servile, will have
a natural tendency to the one side; and the

poor, the enthusiastic, and enterprising, as

well as the envious and the discontented, will

be inclined to range themselves on the other.

These things have been always ;
and always

must be. They have been hitherto, too, with-

out mischief or hazard
;
and might be fairly

considered as s)mptoms at least, if not as

causes, of the soundness and vigour of our

political organisation. But this has been the

case, only because the bulk of the nation has

hitherto, or till very lately, belonged to no

party at all. Factions existed only among a

small number of irritable and ambitious indi-

viduals; and, for want of partizans, necessa-

rily vented themselves in a few speeches and

pamphlets
—in an election riot, or a treasury

prosecution. The partizans of Mr. Wilkes,

and the partizans of Lord Bute, formed but a

very inconsiderable part of the population. If

they had divided the whole nation among
them, the little breaches of the peace and of

the law at Westminster, would have been

changed into civil war and mutual proscrip-

tions; and the constitution of the country
might have perished in the conflict. In those

times, therefore, the advocates of arbitrary

power and of popular licence were restrainecl,

not merely by the constitutional principles of

so many men of weight and authority, but by
the absolute neutrality and indifference of the

great body of the people. They fought like

champions in a ring of impartial spectators;
and the multitude who looked on, and thought
it sport, had little other interest than to see

that each had fiiir play.

Now, however, the case is lamentably dif-

ferent
;
and it will not be difTicult, we think,

to point out the causes which have spread
abroad this spirit of contention, and changed
so great a proportion of those calm spectators
into fierce and impetuous combatants. We
have formerly endeavoured, on more than one

occasion, to explain the nature of that great

and gradual change in the condition of Euro-

pean society, by which the lower and mid-

dling orders have been insensibly raised into

greater importance than they enjoyed when
their place in the political scale was originally-
settled

;
and attempted to show in what way

the revolution in France, and the revolutionary
movements of other countries, might be re-

ferred partly to the progress, and partly to the

neglect of that great movement. We cannot

stop now to resume any part of that general

discussion; but shall merely observe, that the

events of the last twenty years are of them-
selves sufficient to account for the state to

which this country has been reduced, and for

the increased number and increased acrimony
of the parties that divide it.

The success of a plebeian insurrection—the

splendid situations to which low-bred men
have been e.xalted, in consequence of that

success—the comparative weakness and in-

efficiency of the sovereigns and nobles who
opposed it,

and the contempt and ridicule

which has been thrown by the victors ujjon
their order, have all tended to e.xcite and ag-

gravate the bad principles that lead men to

despise existing authorities, and to give in»o

wild and extravagant schemes of innovatiorA.

On the other hand, the long-continued ill suc-

cess of our anti-jacobin councils—the sicken-

ing uniformity of our boastings and failures—
the gross and palpable mismanagement of our

government—the growing and intolerable

burthen of our taxes—and, above all, the im-

minent and tremendous peril into which the

whole nation has been brought, have made a

powerful appeal to the good principles that

lead men into similar feelings ;
and roused

those who were lately nnwilling to disturb

themselves with political considerations, to cry
out in vast numbers for reformation and re-

dress. The number of those who have been
startled out of their neutrality by such feel-

ings, very greatly exceeds, we believe, that

of those who have been tempted from it by
the stirrings of an irregular ambition : But
both are alike disposed to look with jealousy

upon the advocates of power and prerogative
—

to suspect falsehood and corruption in every
thing that is not clearly explained

—to resent

every appearance of haughtiness or reserve—
to listen with eager credulity to every tale of

detraction against public characters—and to

b(>lieve with implicit rashness whatever is

said of the advantages of popular control.

Such are the natural and original causes of

the increase of that popular discontent which
has of late assumed so formidable an aspect,
and is, in fact, far more widely spread and
more deeply rooted in the nation, than the

sanguine and contemptuous will believe. The

enumeration, however, would be quite in-

complete, if we were not to add, that it has

been prodigiously helped by the contempt,
and aversion, and defiance, which has been
so loudly and unwisely expressed by the op-

posite party. Instead of endeavouring to avoid

the occasions of dissatisfaction, and to soothe

and conciliate those whom it could never bp
creditable to have for enemies, it has been

3a2
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but too often the policy of the advocates for

stronj^ laroveinmpnt to exasperate them by
menaces and abuse :

—to defend, with inso-

lence, every thing that was attacked, how-
ever obviously indefensible;

—and to insult

and defy their opponents by a needless osten-

tation of their own present power, and their

resolution to use it in support of their most
ofTeiisive and unjustitiable measures. This

unfortunate tone, which was first adopted in

the time of Mr. Pitt, has been pretty well

maintained by most of his successors; and
has done more, we are persuaded, to revolt

and alienate the hearts of independent and
brave men, than all the errors and incon-

sistencies of which they have been guilty.
In running thus rapidly over the causes

which.have raised the pretensions and aggra-
vated the discontents of the People, we have,
in fact, stated al.so. the sources of the increased

acrimony and pretensions of the advocates for

power. The same spectacle of popular excess
and popular triumph which excited the dan-

gerous passions of the turbulent and daring,
in the way of Sympathy, struck a correspond-

ing alarm into the breasts of the timid and

prosperous,
—and excited a furious Antipathy

in those of the proud and domineering. As
fear and hatred lead equally to severity, and
are neither of them very far-sighted in their

councils, they naturally attempted to bear
down this rising spirit by menaces and abuse.

All hot-headed and shallow-headed persons
of rank, with their parasites and dependants—and indeed almost all rich persons, of quiet

tempers and weak intellects, started up into

furious anti-jacobins ;
and took at once a most

violent part in those political contentions, as

to which they had, in former times, been con-

fessedly ignorant and indifferent. When this

tone was once given, from passion and mis-

taken principle among the actual possessors
of power, it was readily taken up by mere
servile venality. The vast multiplication of

offices and occupations in the gift of the gov-

ernment, and the enormous patronage and

expectancy, of which it has recently become
the centre, has drawn a still greater number,
and of baser natures, out of the political neu-

trality in which they would otherwise have

remained, and led them to counterfeit, for

hire, that unfortunate violence which neces-

sarily produces a corresponding violence in

its objects.
Thus has the nation been set on fire at the

four corners ! and thus has an incredible and
most alarming share of its population been

separated into two hostile and irritate<l parties,
neither of which can now subdue the other

without a civil war
;
and the triumph of either

of which would be equally fatal to the consti-

tution.

The force and extent of these parties is but

imperfectly known, we believe, even to those

who have been respectively most active in ar-

raying them
;
and the extent of the adverse

party is rarely ever suspected by those who
are zealously opposed to it. There must be
least error, however, in the estimate of the

partizans of arbitrary government. They are

in power, and show themselves;—but for thjs

very reason, their real force is probably a great
deal less than it appears to be. Many wear
their livery, out of necessity or convenience,
whose hearts are with their adve.'saries

;
ana

many clamour loudly in their cause, who
would clamour more loudly against them, the

moment they thought that cause was going
back in the world. The democratic parly, on
the other hand, is scattered, and obscurely
visible. It can hardly be for the immediate
interest of any one to acknowledge it; and

scarcely any one
is,

as yet, proud of its badge
or denomination. It lurks, however, in pri-
vate dwellings,

— it gathers strength at homely
firesides,

—it is confirmed in conferences of

friends,
— it breaks out in pamphlets and jour-

nals of every description,
—and shows its head

now and then in the more tumultuous assem-
blies of populous cities. In the metropolis

especially, where the concentration of num-
bers gives them confidence and importance,
it e.vhibits itself very nearly, though not alto-

gether, in its actual force. How that force

now stands in comparison with what is op-

posed to it,
it would not perhaps be very easy

to calculate. Taking the whole nation over

head, we should conjecture, that, as things
now are, they would be pretty equally bal-

anced
; but, if any great calamity should give

a shock to the stability of government, or call

imperiously for more vigorous councils, we are

convinced that the partizans of popular gov-
ernment would be found to outnumber their

opponents in the proportion of three to two.

When the one party, indeed, had failed so fa-

tally, it must seem to be a natural resource to

make a trial of the other
; and, if civil war or

foreign conquest should really fall on us, it

would be a movement almost of instinctive

wisdom, to displace and to punish those under
whose direction they had been brought on.

Upon any such serious alarm, loo, all the ve-

nal and unprincipled adherents of the prerog-
ative would inevitably desert their colours,
and go over to the enemy,—while the Throne
would be left to be defended only by its regular
forces and its immediate dependants,

—rein-

forced by a few bands of devoted Tories, min-

gled with some generous, but downcast spirits,

under the banner of the Whig aristocracy.

But, without pretending to settle the nu-

merical or relative force of the two opposing

parties, we wish only to press it upon our

readers, that they are both so strong and so

numerous, as to render it quite impossible that

the one should now crush or overcome the

other, without a ruinous contention
;
and that

they are so exasperated, and so sanguine and

presumptuous, that they will push forward to

such a contention in no long time, unless they
be separated or appeased by some powerful
interference. That the number of the demo-
crats is vast, and is daily increasing with

visible and dangerous rapidit)-, any man may
satisfy himself, by the common and obvious

means of information. It is a fact which he

may read legibly in the prodigious sale, and
still more prodigious circulation, of Cobbett's

Register, and other weekly papers of the same
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genera! description : He may learn it in every
street of all the manufacturing and populous
towns in the heart of the country; and may, and

must hear it most audibly, in the public and

private talk of the citizens of the metropolis.
All these afford direct and palpable proofs of

the actual increase of this formidable party.
But no man, who understands any thing of

human nature, or knows any thing of our re-

cent histor)^, can need direct evidence to con-

vince him, that it must have experienced a

prodigious increase. In a country where more
tlian a million of men take some interest in

politics, and are daily accustomed (right or

wrong) to refer the blessings or the evils of

their condition to the conduct of their rulers,

is it possible to conceive, that a third part at

least of every man's income should be taken

from him in the shape of taxes,
—and that, after

twenty years of boastful hostility, we should

be left without a single ally, and in imminent
hazard of being invaded by a revolutionary

foe, without producing a very general feeling
of disaffection and discontent, and spreading

through the body of the nation, not only a

great disposition to despise and distrust their

governors, but to judge unfavourably of the

form of government itself which could admit
of such gross ignorance or imposition ?

The great increase of the opposite party,

again, is but too visible, we are sorry to say,
in the votes of Parliament, in the existence of

the present administration, and in the sale

and the tenor of the treasury journals. But,

independent of such proof, this too might have
been safely interred from the known circum-

stances of the times. In a nation abounding
with wealth and loyalty, enamoured of its old

institutions, and originally indebted for its

freedom, in a great degree, to the spirit of its

landed Aristocracy, it was impossible that the

excesses of a plebeian insurrection should not

have excited a great aversion to every thing
that had a similar tendency: and in any na-

tion, alas ! that had recently multiplied its

taxes, and increased the patronage of its gov-
ernment to three times their original extent,
it could not but happen, that multitudes would
be found to barter their independence for their

interest
;
and to exchange the language of

free men for that which was most agreeable to

the party upon whose favour they depended.
If the numbers of the opposed factions,

however, bo formidable to the peace of the

country, the acrimony of their mutual hostili-

ty is still more alarming. If the whole na-

tion were divided into the followers of Mr.
Cobbett and Sir Francis Burdett, and the fol-

lowers of Mr. John Gifford and Mr. John

Bowles, does not every man see that a civil

war and a revolution would be inevitable 1

Now. we say. that the factions into which the

country ?.s divided, are not very different from
the followers of Mr. Cobbett and Mr. Gifford

;

or, at all events, that if they are allowed to

defy and provoke each other into new extrava-

gance and increased hostility, as they have
been doing lately, we do not see how that

most tremendous of all calamities is to be
avoided. If those who have influence with

the people go on a little longer to excite in

them a contempt and distrust of all public

characters, and of all institutions of authority,
while many among our public men go on to

justify, by their conduct, that contempt and
distrust

;

—if the people are taught by all who
now take the trouble to win their confidence,

that Parliament is a mere as.semblage of un-

principled place-hunters, and that ins and outs

are equally determined to defend corruption
and peculation ;

and if Parliament continues

to busy itself with personalities,
—to decline

the investigation of corruptions.
—and to ap-

prove, by its votes, what no sane man in the

kingdom can consider as admitting of apolo-

gy ;

—if those to whom their natural leaders

have given up the guidance of the people,
shall continue to tell them that they may
easily be relieved of half their taxes, and

placed in a situation of triumphant security,
while the government continues to multiply
its impositions, and to waste their blood and
treasure in expeditions which make us hate-

ful and ridiculous in the eyes of many of our

neighbours, while they bring the danger nearer

to our own door
;

—
if, finally, the people are a

little more persuaded that, without a radical

change in the constitution of the Legislature,

they must continue in the condition of slaves

to a junto of boioughmongers, while Parlia-

ment rejects with disdain every proposal to

correct the most palpable defects of that con-

stitution : Then we say that the whole-

some days of England are numbered,—that

she is gliding to the verge of the most dread-

ful of all calamities,
—and that all the freedom

and happiness which we undoubtedly still en-

joy, and all the morality and intelligence, and
the long habits of sober thinking and kindly
affection which adorn and exalt our people,
will not long protect us from the horrors of a

civil war.

In such an unhallowed conflict it is scarcely

necessary to say that the triumph of either

party would be the ruin of English liberty,
and of her peace, happiness, and prosperity.
Those who have merely lived in our times,
must have seen, and they who have read of

other times, or reflected on what IMan is at

all times, must know, independent of that les-

son, how much Chance, and how much Time,
must concur with genius and patriotism, to

form a good or a stable government. We have
the frame and the materials of such a govern-
ment in the constitution of England ; but if we
rend asunder that frame, and scatter these

materials—if we "put out the light" of our

living polity,

" We know not where is that Promethean fire,

That may its flame relumine."

The stability of the English constitution de-

pends upon its monarchy and aristocracy ;
and

their stability, again, depends very much on
the circumstance of their having grown natu-

rally out of the frame and inward structure of

our society
—upon their having struck their

roots deep through every stratum of the po-
litical soil, and having been moulded and im-

pressed, during a long course of ages, by the
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usages, institutions, habits, and afiections of

the community. A iiopular rcvolulion would
overthrow the monarchy and the aristocracy;
and even if it were not true that revolution

propagates revolution, as waves gives rise to

waves, till the agitation is stopped by the iron

boundary of despotism, it would still require

ages of au.xious discomfort, before we could

build up again that magnificent fabric, which
now requires purification rather than repair;
or secure that permanency to our new eslab-

lishmetits, without which they could have no
other fjpod quality.
Such \ve humbly conceive to be the course,

and the causes, of the evils which we believe

to be impending. It is time now to inquire
whether there be no remedy. If the whole
nation were actually divided into revolution-

ists and high-monarchy men, we do not see

how they could be prevented from fighting,
and giving us the miserable choice of a de.s-

potism or a tumultuary democracy. Fortu-

nately, however, this is not the case. There
is a third party in the nation—small, indeed,
in point of numbers, compared with either of

the others—and, for this very reason, low. we
fear, in present popularity

—but essentially

powerful from talents and reputation, and cal-

culated to become both popular and authori-

tative, by the fairness and the firmness of its

principles. This is composed of the Whig
Royalists of England.

—men who, without for-

getting that all government is from the peo-

ple, and for the people, are satisfied that the

rights and liberties of the people are be.st

maintained by a regulated hereditary mon-

archy, and a large, open aristocracy ;
and who

are as much averse, therefore, from every at-

tempt to undermine the throne, or to discredit

the nobles, as they are indignant at every pro-

ject
to insult or enslave the people. In the

better days of the constitution, this party
formed almost the whole ordinary opposition,
and bore no inconsiderable proportion to that

of the courtiers. It might be said too. to have
with it, not only the greater part of those who
were jealous of the prerogative, but all that

great mass of the population which was ap-

parently neutral and indifferent to the issue

of the contest. The new-sprung factions,

hoveever, have swallowed up almost all this

disposable body; and have drawn largely
from the ranks of the old constitulionahsts

themselves. In consequence of this change
of circumstances, they can no longer act with

effect, as a separate party; and are far too

weak to make head, at the same time, against
the overbearing influence of the Crown, and
the rising pretensions of the people. It is nec-

essary, therefore, that they should now leave

this attitude of stern and "defying mediation
;

and, if they would escape being crushed

alons; with the constitution on the collision

of the two hostile bodies, they must identify
themselves cordially with the better part of

one of them, and thus soothe, ennoble, and
control it, by the infusion of their own spirit,

and the authority of their own wisdom and

experience. Like taithful generals, whose

trocps have mutinied, they must join the

march, and mix witli the ranks of the offend

ers, that they may be enabled to reclaim and

repress them, and save both them ami them
selves from a sure and shameful destruction

They have no longer strength tj overawe o.

repel either party by a direct and forcible at-

tack
;
and must work, therefore, by gentle

and conciliatory means, upon that which is

most dangerous, most flexible, and most capa-
ble of being guided to noble exertions. Like the

Sabine women of old, they must throw them-
selves between the kindred combatants; and

stay the fatal feud, by praises and embraces,
and dissuasives of kindness and flattery.
Even those who do not much love or care

for the people, are now called upon to pacify

them, by granting, at least, all that can reason-

ably be granted ;
and not only to redress their

Grievances, but to comply with their Desires,
in so far as they can be complied with, with
less hazard than must evidently arise from

disreijarding them.
We do not say, therefore, that a tliorough

reconciliation between the Whig royalists
and the great body of the people is desirable

merely
—but that it is indispensable: since it

is a dream—a gross solecism and absurdity,
to suppose, that such a party should exist,
uidess supported by the affections and appro-
bation of the people. The advocates of pre-

rogative have the support of prerogative ;
and

they who rule by corruption and the direct

agency of wealth, have wealth and the means
of corruption in their hands:—But the friends

of national freedom must be recognised by
the nation. If the Whigs are not supported

by the people, they can have no support;

and, therefore, if the people are seduced away
from them, they must just go after them and

bring them back : And are no more to be ex-

cused for leaving them to be corrupted by
Demagogues, than they would be for leaving
them to be oppressed by tyrants. If a party
is to exist at all. therefore, friendly at once to

the liberties of the people and the integrity
of the monarchy, and holding that liberty is

best secured by a monarchical establishment,
it is absolutely necessary that it should pos-
sess the confidence and attachment of the

people: and if it appear at any time to have
lost it, the first of all its duties, and the neces-

sary prelude to the discharge of all the rest,

is to regain it, by every effort consistent wdth

probity and honour.

Now, it may be true, that the present alien-

ation of the body of the people from the old

constitutional champions of their freedom,

originated in the excesses and de]u.sion of the

people themselves
;
but it is not less true, that

the Whig royalists have increased that alien-

ation by the haughtiness of their deportment—by the marked displeasure with which they
have disavowed most of the popular proceed-

ings
—and the tone of needless and imprudent

distrust and reprobation with which they have
treated preteijsions that were ovhj partly in-

admissible. They have given too much way
to the offence which they naturally received

from the rudeness and irreverence of the terms

in which their grievances were frequently
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staled
;
and have felt too proud an indignation

vhen they saw vulijarand turbulent men pre-
Fume to lay their unpurged hands upon the

sacred ark of the constitution. They have

disdained too much to be associated ^vith

coarse coadjutors, even in the good work of

resistance and reformation
;
and have hated

too virulently the demagogues who have in-

flamed the people, and despised too heartily

the people who have yielded to so gross a de-

lusion. All this feeling, however, though it

may be natural, is undoubtedly both misplaced
and imprudent. The people are. upon the

•whole, both more moral and more intelligent

than they ever were in any former period ;
and

therefore, if they are discontented, we may be

sure they have cau.se for di.«content : if they
have been deluded, we may be satisfied that

there is a mixture of reason in the sophistry

by which they have been perverted. All

their demands may not be reasonable
]
and

with many, which may be just in principle, it

may, as yet, be impracticable to comply. But

all are not in either of these predicaments ;

though we can only now afford to make par-
ticular mention of one : and one, we are con-

cerned to .say, on which, though of the great-
est possible importance, the people have of

late found but few abettors among the old

friends of the constitution, we mean that of a

Reform in the representation. Upon this

point, we have spoken largely on former oc-

casions
;
and have only to add that, though we

can neither approve of such a reform as some

very popular persons have suggested, nor

bring ourselves to believe that any reform

would accomplish all the objects that have

been held out by its most zealous advocates,

we have always been of opinion that a large
and liberal reform should be granted. The
reasons of policy which have led us to this

conviction, we have stated on former occa-

sions. But the chief and the leading reason

for supporting the proposal at present is, that

the people are zealous for its adoption ;
and

are entitled to this gratification at the hands

of their representatives. We laugh at the

idea of there being any danger in disfranchis-

ing the whole mass of rotten and decayed
boroughs, or communicating the elective fran-

chise to a great number of respectable citi-

zens : And as to the supposed danger of the

mere e.xample of yielding to the desires of

the people, we can only say, that we are far

more strongl_v impressed with the danger of

thwarting them. The people have far more
wealth and far more intelligence now, than

they had in former times; and therefore they
ought to have, and they must have, more po-
litical power. The danger is not in yielding
to this swell, but in endeavouring to resist it.

If properly watched and managed, it will only
bear the vessel of the state more proudly and

steadily along ;
—if neglected, or rashly op-

posed, it will dash her on the rocks and shoals

of a sanguinary revolution.

77

We, in short, are for the monarchy ar.d the

aristocracy of England, as the only sure sup-

ports of a permanent and regulated freedom :

But we do not see how either is now to be

preserved, except by surrounding them with
the affection of the people. The admirers of

arbitrary power, blind to the great lesson

which ail Europe is now holding out to them,
have attempted to dispense with this protec-
tion

;
and the demagogues have taken advan-

tage of their folly to e.\cite the people to with-

draw it altogether. The true friends of tho

constitution must now bring it back
;
and must

reconcile the people to the old monarchy and
the old Parliament of their land, by restraining
the prerogative within its legitimate bounds,

and bringing back Parliament to its natural

habits of sympathy and concord with its con-

stituents. The people, therefore, though it

may be deluded, must be reclaimed by gen-

tleness, and treated with respect and indul-

gence. All indications, and all feelings of

jealousy or contempt, must be abjured. What-
ever is to be granted, should be granted with
cordial alacrity ;

and all denials should be
softened with words and with acts of kind-

ness. The wounds that are curable, should

be cured
;
those that have festered more deeply

should be cleansed and anointed
; and, into

such as it may be impossible to close, the

patient should be allowed to pour any inno-

cent balsam, in the virtues of which he be-

lieves. The irritable state of the body politic
will admit of no other treatment.—Incisions

and cauteries would infallibly bring on con-

vulsions and insanity.
We had much more to say ;

but we must
close here : Nor indeed could any warning
avail those who are not aware already. He
must have gazed with idle eyes on the recent

course of events, both at home and abroad,
who does not see that no government can now
subsist long in England, that is not bottomed
in the affection of the great body of the peo-

ple ;
and who does not see, still more clearly,

that the party of the people is every day gain-

ing strength, from the want of judgment and.

of feeling in those who have defied and in-

sulted
it,

and from the coldness and alienation

of those who used to be their patrons and de-

fenders. If something is not done to concili-

ate, these heartburnings must break out into

deadly strife; and impartial history will as-

sign to each of the parlies their share of the

great guilt that will be incurred. The first

and the greatest outrages will probably pro-
ceed from the people them.selves

;
but a

deeper curse will fall on the corrupt and su»

percilious government that provoked them:
Nor will they be held blameless, who. when

ihey might have repressed or moderated the

popular impulse, by attempting to direct
itj

chose rather to take counsel of their pride, anq
to stand by, and see the constitution ton to

pieces, because they could not approve ei>

tirely of either of the combatants !
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A GOOD History of Ireland is still a deside-

ratum in our literature
;

—and would not only
be interestihij^, we think, but invaluable.

There are accessible materials in abundance
for such a history ;

and the task of arranging
them really seems no less inviting than im-

portant. It abounds with striking events, and
with strange revolutions and turns of fortune—brought on, sometimes by the agency of

enterprising men,
—but more frequently by

the sjlent progress of time, unwatched and

unsuspected, alike by those who were to suf-

fer, and those who were to gain by the result.

In this respect, as well as in many others, it is

as full of instruction as of interest,
—and to the

people of this country especially, and of this

age. it holds out lessons far more precious, far

more forcible, and far more immediately ap-

plicable, than all that is elsewhere recordetl

in the annals of mankind. It is the very great-
ness of this interest, however, and the dread,
an 1 the encouragement of these applications.
th:it have hitherto defaced and even falsified

the record—that have made impartiality al-

most hopeless, and led alternately to the sup-

pression and the exaggeration of sufferings
and atrocities too monstrous, it might appear,
in themselves, to be either exaggerated or

disguised. Party rancour and religious ani-

mosity have hitherto contrived to convert

what should have been their antidote into

their aliment,
—

and, by the simple expedient
of giving only one side of the picture, have

pretty generally succeeded in making the his-

tory of past enormities not a warning against,
but an incitement to, their repetition. In tell-

ing the story of those lamentable dissensions,

each party has enhanced the guilt of the ad-

versary, and withheld all notice of their own ;—and seems to have had it far more at heart

to irritate and defy each other, than to leave

*
It may he thought that this should rather have

been broiiijht in under the title of History : But the
truth is, that I have now omitted all that is properly
historical, and retained only what relates to tlie ne-

cessity of maintaining the legislative and incorpo-
ratins; union of the two countries ; a topic tliat is

purely polincal : and falls, I ihink, correctly enough
under the title of General Politics, since it is ai this

day of still more absorbing interest than when these
observations were first published in 1827. If at that

tirne I ihoui^lit a Separation, or a dissolution of the

union, (tor they are the same thing,) a measure not
to be conlemplaled but with horror, it may be sup-
posed that I should not look more charitably on the

proposition, now that Catholic emancipation and

Parliamentary reform have taken away some, at

least, of the motives or apologies of those by whom
it was then maintained. The example of Scotland.
I still think, is well put lor the argiunent : And
among the many who nnist now consider this ques-
tion, it may be gratifying to some to see upon what
grounds, and how decidedly, an opinion was then
formed upon it. by one certainly not too much dis-

posed to think favourably of the conduct or the pre-
tensions of England.

even a partial memorial of the truth. That
truth is, no doubt, for the most ])art, at once

revolting and pitiable;
—not easily at first to

be credited, and to the last difficult to be
toj^ with calmness. Yet it is thus only that

it can be told v/ith advantage—and so told,
it is pregnant with admonitions and sugges-

tions, as precious in their tenor, as irresisti-

ble in their evidence, when once fairly re-

ceived.

Unquestionably, in the main, England has

been the oppressor, and Ireland the victim
;—not always a guiltless victim.—and it may

be. often an offender: But even when the

guilt may have been nearly balanced, the

weight of suffering has always fallen on the

weakest. This comparative weakness, in-

deed, was the first cause of Ireland's misery—the second, her long separation. She had
been too long a weak neighbour, to be easily
admitted to the rights of an equal ally. Pre-

tensions which the growing strength and in-

telligence of the one country began to feel

intolerable, were sanctionetl in the eyes of the

other by long usage and prescription;
—and

injustice, which never could have been first

inflicted when it was first complained of, was

yet long persisted in, because it had been long
submitted to with but little complaint. No
misgovernment is ever so bad as provincial

misgovernment—and no provincial misgov-
ernment, it would seem, as that which is ex-

ercised by a free people,
—whether arising

from a jealous reluctance to extend that proud
distinction to a race of inferiors, or from that

inherent love of absolute power, M-hich gives
all rulers a tendency to be despotic, and seeks,
when restrained at home, for vent and indem-
nification abroad.

The actual outline of the story is as clear

as it is painful. Its most remarkable and
most disgusting feature is, that while Religion
has been made the pretext of its most sangui-

nary and atrocious contentions, it has been,
from first to last, little else than a cover for

the basest cupidity, and the meanest and most

unprincipled ambition. The history which
concerns the present times, need not be traced

farther back than to the days of Henry VIII.

and Queen Mary. Up to that period, the petty
and tyrannical Parliaments of the Pale had,

indeed, pretty uniformly insulted and des-

pised the great native chiefs among whom the

bulk of the island was divided—but they had
also feared them, and mostly let them alone.

At that era, however, the growing strength
and population of England inspired it with a

bolder ambition
;
and the rage of proselytism

which followed the Reformation, gave Jt both

occasion and excuse. The passions, which
led naturally enough to hostilities in such cir-

cumstances, were industriously fo.stered by
the cold-blooded selfishness of those who
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Were to profit by the result. Insurrections

were now regnliirly followed by Forfeitures;
and there were by this time men and enter-

prise enough in England to meditate the oc-

cupancy of the vast domains from which the

rebel chieftains were thus first to be driven.

From this period, accordingly, to that of the

Restoration, the bloodiest ancl mosi atrocious

in her unhappy annals, the history of Ireland

may be summarily described as that of a se-

ries of sanguinary wars, fomented for purpo-
ses of Contiscation. After the Restoration,
and down till the Revolution, this was suc-

ceeded by a contest equally unprincipled and

mercenary, between the settlers under Crom-
well and the old or middle occupants whom
they had displaced. By the final success of

King William, a strong military government
was once more imposed on this unhappy land

;

under which its spirit seemed at last to be

broken, and even its turbulent activity re-

pressed. As it slowly revived, the Prolestant

antipathies of the English government seem
to have been reinforced, or replaced, by a

more extended and still more unworthy Na-
tional Jealousy

—first on the subject of trade,
and then on that of political rights:

— and
since a more enlightened view of her own

interests, aided by the arms of the volunteers

of 1780, have put down those causes of op-

Eression,

—the system of misgovernment has

een maintained, for little other end, that we
can discern, but to keep a small junto of arro-

gant individuals in power, and to preserve the

supremacy of a faction, long after the actual

cessation of the causes that lifted them into

authority.
This is '-'the abstract and brief chronicle "

of the political or external history of the sister

island. But it has been complicated of late,

Und all its symptoms aggravated by the sin-

gularity of its economical relations. The mar-
vellous multiplication of its people, and the

growing difficulty of supplying them with

food or employment, presenting, at the pre-
sent moment, a new and most urgent cause
of dissatisfaction and alarm. For this last

class of evils, a mere change in the policy of

the Government would indeed furnish no ef-

fectual remedy: and to find one in any degree

available, might well task the ingenuity of the

most enlightened and beneficent. But for the

greater part of her past sufferings, as well as

her actual degradation, disunion, and most

dangerous discontent, it is impossible to deny
that the successive Governments of England
have been chiefly responsible. Without pre-

tending to enumerate, or even to class, the

several charges which might be brought

against them, or to determine what weight
phould be allowed to the temptations or pro-
vocations by which they might be palliated,
we think it easier and far more important
to remark, that the only secure preventive
would have been an early, an equal, and com-

plete incorporating Union of the two coun-

tries :
—and that the only effective cure for

the misery occasioned by its having been so

long delayed, is to labour, heartily and in ear-

nest, still to render it equal and complete. It

is in vain to hope that a provincial govern-
ment should not be oppressive

—that a dele-

gated power should not be abused—that of

two separate countries, allied >nly, but not in^

corporated, the weaker sho ild not be de-

graded, and the stronger unjust. The only
remedy is to identify and amalgamate them

throughout
—to mix up the oppressors and the

oppressed
—to take away all privileges and

distinctions, by fully communicating them,
—

and to render abuses impossible, by confound-

ing their victims with their authors.

If any one doubts of the wretchedness of

an unequal and unincorporating alliance, of

the degradation of being subject to a provin-
cial parliament and a distant king, and of the

efficacy of a substantial union in curing all

these evils, he is invited to look to the obvious

example of Scotland. While the crowns only
were united, and the governments continued

separate, the weaker country was the scene
of the most atrocious cruelties, the most vio-

lent injustice, the most degrading oppressions.
The prevailing religion of the people was pro-
scribed and persecuted with a ferocity greater
than has ever been systematically exercised,
even in Ireland; her industry was crippled
and depressed by unjust and intolerable re-

strictions ; her parliaments corrupted and over-

awed into the degraded instruments of a dis-

tant court, and her nobility and gentry, cut off

from all hope of distinction by vindicating
the rights or promoting the interests of their

country at home, were led to look up to the

favour of her oppressors as the only remain-

ing avenue to power, and degenerated, for the

most part, into a band of mercenary adven-

turers
;

—the more considerable aspiring to the

wretched honour of executing the tyrannical
orders which were dictated from the South,
and the rest acquiring gradually those habits

of subserviency and selfish submission, the

traces of which are by some supposed to be

yet discernible in their descendants. The
Revolution, which rested almost entirely on
the prevailing antipathy to Popery, required,
of course, the co-operation of all classes of

Protestants; and, by its success, the Scottish

Presbyterians were relieved, for a time, from
their Episcopalian persecutions. But it was
not till after the Union that the nation was

truly emancipated ; or lifted up from the ab-

ject condition of a dependant, at once sus-

pected and despised. The effects of that

happy consolitlation were not indeed immedi-

ately apparent ;
For the vices which had been

generated by a century of provincial mis-

government, the meannesses that had become

habitual, the animosities that had so long been

fostered, could not be cured at once, by the

mere removal of their cause. The generation

they had degraded, must first be allowed to

die out—and more, perhaps, than one genera-
lion: But the poison tree was cut down—the

fountain of bitter waters was sealed up, and

symptoms of returning vigour and happiness
were perceived. Vestiges may still be traced,

perhaps, of our long degradation ;
but for, at

lea-st, forty years back, the provinces of Scot-

land have been, on the whole, but the Nortb .
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em provinces of Great Britain. There are

no local oppressions, no national animosities.

Life, and liberty, and property, are as secure in

Caithness as they are in Middlesex—industry
as much encouraged, and wealth still more

rapidly progressive ;
while not only different

religious opinions, but different religious estab-

lishments subsist in the two ends of the same
island in unbroken h;irmony, and only excite

each other, by a friendly emulation, to greater

purity of life and greater zeal for Christianity.
If this happy Union, however, had been

delayed for another century
—if Scotland had

been doomed to submit for a hundred years
more to the provincial tyranny of the Lauder-

dales, Rotheses, and Middletons, and to meet
the cruel persecutions which gratified the fe-

rocity .of her Dalzells and Drummonds, and
tarnished the glories of such men as Mon-
trose and Dundee, with her armed conventi-

cles and covenanted saints militant—to see

her patriots exiled, or bleeding on the scaffold—her only trusted teachers silenced in her

churches and schools, and her Courts of Jus-

tice degraded or overawed into the instru-

ments of a cowardly oppression, can any man
doubt, not only that she would have presented,
at this day, a scene of even greater miserj'
and discord than Ireland did in 1800; but

that the corruptions and animosities by which
she had been desolated would have been
found to have .struck so deep root as still to

encumber the land, long after their seed had
ceased to be scattered abroad on its surface,
and only to hold out the hope of their eradi-

cation, after many years of patient and painful
exertion ?

Such, however, is truly the condition of Ire-

land
;
and such are the grounds, and such the

aspect of our hopes for her regeneration. So

far from tracing any substantive part of her
miseries to the Union of 1800, we think they
are to be ascribed mainly to its long delay,
and its ultimate incompleteness. It is not by
a dissolution of the Union with England then,
that any good can be done, but by its im-

provement and consolidation. Some injury
it may have produced to the shopkeepers of

Dublin, and some inconsiderable increase in

the number of the absentees. But it has shut

up the main fountain of corruption and dis-

honour; and palsied the arm and broken the

heart of local insolence and oppression. It

has sub.stituted, at least potentially and in

pro.spect, the wisdom and honour of the British

Government and the British people^ to the

passions and sordid interests of a junto of

Irish boroughmongers.—and not only enabled,
but compelled, all parties to appeal directly
to the great tribunal of the British public.
While the countries remained apart, the actual

depositaries of power were almost unavoida-

bly relied on by the general government for

information, and employed as the delegates
of its authority

—
and, as unavoidably, abused

ttie trust, and misled and imposed on their

employers. Having come into power at the
tjme when the Catholic party, by its support
of the House of Stuart, had excited against it

all the fears and antipathies of the friends of

liberty, they felt that they coild only mairv
tain themselves in possession of

it, by keep
ing up that distrust and animosity, after itK

causes had expired. They contrived, there-

fore, by false representations and unjust laws,
to foster those prejudices, which would other-

wise have graduall)"^ disappeared
—

and, un-

luckily, succeod?tl but too well. As their

own comparative numbers and natural con-

sequence diminished, they clung still closer

to their artificial holds on authority; and. ex-

asperated by feeling their dignity menaced,
and their monopolies endangered by the grow-
ing wealth, population, and intelligence of the

country at large, they redoubled their efforts,

by clamour and activity, intimidation and de-

ceit, to preserve the unnatural advantages

they had accidentally gained, and to keep
down that springtide of general reason and
substantial power which they felt rising and

swelling all around them.
Their pretence was, that they were the

champions of the Protestant Asccjidancy
—and

that whenever that was endangered, there

was an end of the English connection. While
the alliance of the two countries was indeed
no more than a connection, there might be
some truth in the assertion—or at least it was

easy for an Irish Parliament to make it appear
to be true. But the moment they came to

be incorporated, its falsehood and absuidity
should at once have become apparent. Un-

luckily, however, the incorporation was not so

complete, or the union so entire, as it should
have been. There still was need, or was

thought to be need, of a provincial manage-
ment, a domestic government of Ireland :

—
and the old wretched parliamentary machi-

nery, though broken np and disabled for its

original work, naturally supplied the materials

for its construction. The men still survived

who had long been the exclusive channels of

communication with the supreme authority;
and though other and wider channels were
now opened, the habit of employing the for-

mer, aided by the eagerness with which they
sought for continued employment, left with
them an undue share of its support. Still more

unluckily, the ancient practice of misgovern-
ment had left its usual traces on the character,
not only of its authors, but its victims. Habit-

ual oppression had produced habitual disaffec-

tion
;
and a long course of wrong and con-

tumely, had ended in a desperate indignation,
and an eager thirst for revenge.
The natural and necessary consequences

of the Union did not, therefore, immediately
follow its enactment—and are likely indeed

to be longer obstructed, and run gieater haz-

ard of beinc fatally intercepted, than in the

case of Scotland.
"

Not only is the mutual

exasperation greater, and the wounds more

deeply rankled, but the Union itself is more

incomplete, and leaves greater room for com-

plaints of inequality and unfairness. The
numerical strength, too, of the Irish people ig

far greater, and their causes of discontent

more uni#3rm, than they ever were in Scot-

land
; and, above all, the temper of the race

is infinitely more eager, sanguine, and reck-
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'.ess of consequence?, than that of the sober

and calculating tribes of the north. The

greatest and most urgent hazard, therefore, is

that which arises from their impatience;
—and

this unhappily is such, that unie.ss some early
measure of conciliation is adopted, it would
no longer be matter of surprise to anyone, if,

upon the first occasion of a war with any of

the great powers of Europe, or America^ the

great body of the nation should rise in final

and implacable hostility, and endeavour to

throw off all connection with, or dependence
on Great Britain, and to erect itself into an

independent state !

To us it certainly appears that this would
be a most desperate, wild, and impracticable

enterprise. But it is not upon this account
the less likely to be attempted by such a

nation as the Irish;
—and it cannot be dis-

sembled that the mere attempt would almost

unavoidably plunge both countries in the most

frightful and interminable ruin. Though the

separation even of distant and mature de-

pendencies is almost always attended with
terrible convulsions, separation, in such cir-

cumstances, is unquestionably an ultimate

good ;

—and if Ireland were a mere depend-
ency, and were distant enough and strong-

enough to subsist and flourish as an independ-
ent community, we might console ourselve.s,
even for the infinite misery of the struggle

attending on the separation, by the prospect
of the great increase of happiness that might
be the final result. But it is impossible, we
think, for any one but an exasperated and

unthinking Irishman, not to see and feel that

this neither is. nor ever can be, the condition

of Ireland. Peopled by the same race, speak-
ing the same language, associated in the same

pursuits, bound together and amalgamated by
continual intennarriages. joint adventures in

trade, and every sort of social relation, and,
above all, lying within sight and reach of

each other's shores, they are in truth as inti-

mately and inseparably connected as most
of the internal provinces of each are with one

another; and we might as well expect to

see two independent kingdoms established in

friendly neighbourhood, in Yorkshire and Lan-

cashire, as to witness a similar spectacle on
the two sides of the Irish Channel. Two such

countries, if of equal strength, and exasperated
by previous contentions, never could maintain

the relations of peace and amity with each

other, as separate and independent states;
—

but must either mingle into one—or desolate

each other in fierce and exterminating hos-

tility, till one sinks in total exhaustion at the

feet of the bleeding and exhausted victor. In

the actual circumstances of the two countries,

however, the attempt would be attended with
still more deplorable consequences. Ireland,
with whom alone it can originate, is decidedly
the weakest, in wealth, population, and all

effective resources—and probably never will

venture on the ex\iev\men\. ivithout foreign as-

sistance. But it must be at once apparent how
the introduction of this unhallowed element
darkens all the horrors of the prospect. We
are far from making light of the advantages

it might give in the outset. By the help of a
French army and an American fleet, we think

it by no means improbable that the separa-
tion might be accomplished. The English
armies might be defeated or driven from its

shores—English capitalists might be butcher-

ed—the English religion extirpated
—and an

Irish Catholic republic installed with due cere-

mony in Dublin, and adopted with acclama-
tion in most of the provinces of the land.

Under the protection of their foreign deliver-

ers this state of triumph might even be for

some time maintained. But how long would
this last? or how can it be imagined that it

would end ? Would the foreign allies remain
for ever, on their own charges, and without in-

terfering with the independence or the policy
of the new state which they had thus been
the means of creating ? If they did, it would,
after all, be but a vassal republic

—a depend-
ency on a more distant and still more impe-
rious master—an outlying province of Fiance
—a military station from which to watch and
to harass England, and on which the first

burst of her hostilities must always be broken
—and exposed, of course, in the mean time,
to all the license, the insolence, the rigour,
of a military occupancy by a foreign and
alien soldiery.

But this, it is plain, could never be more
than a temporary measure. The defende s

and keepers of the Hibernian republic would,
in no long time, make peace with England,
and quarrel, both with their new subjects, and
with each other—and then would come the

renovated, the embittered, the unequal strug-

gle with that exasperated power. Weakened
as England might be by the separation, it

would be absurd to suppose that she would
not still be a tremendous overmatch for Ire-

land, single-handed ;

—or that this new state,
wasted and exhausted by the war of her inde-

pendence, could supply the means of making
and equipping a fleet, or appointing an army,
such as would be required to make head

against this formidable antagonist. Though
the numerical majority of her people, too,

might be zealous for maintaining her inde-

pendence, it is obvious that England would
still have in her bosom a body of most f0-
midable allies. The most intelligent, the most

wealthy, the most politic and sagacious of her

inhabitants, are at this moment in the English

interest;
—

and, however sweeping and bloody
the proscription by which they might have
been overthrown, multitudes would still re-

main, with means and influence sufficient to

render their co-operatian most perilous, in a

contest for its restoration. Even if left to her

own resources, we have little doubt that the

country would soon be a prey to civil wars,

plots, and insurrections, which the want of

skill and experience in the new- rulers, as well

as the state of their finances, would aggravate
into universal disorder. It is no easy thing
to settle a new government amicably, even
where there is no foreign interference:—and,
in Ireland, from the temper of the people,
and the circumstances which would leave lesa

than an ordinary proportion of men of rank,
3B
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education, and personal aiithorily in the bands
of the successful parly, the ililiiculty ^vould

Erobably
be insurmountable. It is imjjospible,

owever, not to suppose tliat England wonlil

eagerly avail herselt of thosi? dissensions, both

by intrif>;ue, corruption, and force
;
and equally

impossible to doubt tliat she would succeed,
if not in regjiining her supremacy, at least in

embroiling the unhappy country which was
the subject of

it,
in the most miserable and

interminable disorders.

The sum of the matter then is, that there

could be no peace, and, consecjuenlly, no pro.s-

perityor happiness for Ireland, as a separate
and indej)endenl neighbour to England. Two
such countries, after all that has passed be-

tween them, could no more live in quiet and
comfort beside each other, than a wife who
had deserted her husband's house could live

again in his society and that of his family, as

a friend or visitor—having her expenses sup-

plied, and her solitude enlivened, by the fre-

quent visits of professing admirers : Nor can

any lesson of prudence be addressed to the

fiery and impatient spirits who may now
meditate in Irelanil the casting off of their

ties with the sister island, more precisely ap-

plicable to their prospects and condition, than
the warnings which a friendly adviser would
address to an exasperated matron, whose do-

mestic grievances had led her to contemplate
Buch a fatal step. And can any one cloubt

that the counsel which any faithful and even

partial friend would give her, must be, to bear
much from her husband, rather than venture
on so desperate a remedy ;

to turn her thoughts
rather to conciliation than recrimination or re-

venge ;
to avoid as much as pos.sible all causes

of reasonable or unreasonable offence—and,
above all, firmly and temperately to assert

the interests secured by the provisions of her

marriage articles, and to stimulate and insist

on the resolute interference of the trustees

appointed to enforce them.
Such are the warnings which we would ad-

dress to the offended and exasperated party,
in whose vindictive and rash proceedings the

catastrophe we have been contemplating must

onginate. But though we certainly think thcsy

Z^st appear convincing to any calm specta-
tor, it is not the less probable that they would
be of little avail with the inflamed and ex-

cited party, unless they were seconded by
conciliatory and gentle measures on the part
of the supposed ofTender. Nor are there

wanting motives sufficiently urgent and im-

perious to make such measures, in all sound

reason, indispensable. In the event of a war
for independence, Ireland would probably be
the scene of the greatest carnage, havoc, and
devastation—and, in the end, we think her
lot would be by far the most deplorable. But
to England also, it is obvious that such a con-
test would be the source of unspeakable ca-

lamity ;
and the signal, indeed, of her perma-

nent weakness, insecurity, and degradation.
That she is bound, therefore, for her own sake
to avert

it, by every possible precaution and

every possible sacrifice, no one will be hardy
enough to deny

—far less that she is bound,

in the first in.=;tance, to diminish tie tremeir.
dous hazard, by siinply '-doing Justice mia

skowiug Mercy''^ to those whom it
is, in all

other respects, her interest, as well as hei

duty, to cWrish and protect.
One thing we take to be evident, and it in

the substance of all that can be said on the

subject, that things are fast verging to a
crisis,

and cannot, in all probability, remain lonir as

they are. The Union, in short, must either

be made equal and complete on the part of

England—or it will be broken in pieces and
thrown in her face by Ireland. That country
must either be delivered from the domination
of an Orange faction, or we must expect, in

spite of all our warnings and remonstrances,
to see her seek her own deliverance by the
fatal and bloody career to which we have

already alluded—and from which we hold it

to be the height of guilt and of folly to hesi-

tate about withholding her, by the sacrifice

of that miserable faction.

Little, however, as we rely, without such

co-operation, on the effect of our warnings,
we cannot end without again lifting our feeble

voice to repeat them—without conjuring the

lovers of Ireland to consider how hopelesa
and how wretched any scheme of a perma-
nent separation from England must necessa-

rily be. and how certainly their condition must
be ameliorated by the course of events, the

gradual extinction of the generation in whom
the last life-use of antiquated oppressions is

now centered, and the spread of those mild
and liberal sentiments, to which nothing can
so much contribute as a spirit of moderation
and patience in those who have so long suf-

fered from the want of them. By the Union,
such as it

is,
we think the axe has been laid

to the root of the old system of oppression
and misgovernment in Ireland—and though
its branches may still look green, and still

afford shelter to the unclean birds wlio were
bred and have so long nestled in their covert,
the sap ascends in them no longer, and the
whole will soon cease to cumber the ground,
or obstruct the sight of the sky. In these

circumstances, the only wise and safe course
is to watch, and gently to assist the progress
of their natural decay. If, in some fit of im-

patience, the brands are thrown into the moul-

dering mass, and an attempt made to subject
the land at once to the fatal Purgation of Fire,
the risk

is, not only that the authors will per-
ish in the confiagration, but that another and
a ranker crop of abominations will spring from
its ashes, to poison the dwellings of many fu

ture generations.
We may seem to have forgotten Mr. O'Dris-

col in these general observations: and yet

they are not so foreign to his merits, as they

may at first sight appear. His book certainly
does not supply the desideratum of which we
spoke at the outset, and will not pass to pos-

terity as a complete or satisfactory History of

Ireland. But it is written at least in a good

spirit ;
and we do not know that we could

better describe its general scope and tendency,
than by saying, that they coincide almost en-

tirely with the sentiments we have just been
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cxyressing. The author, we have recently
understood, is a Catholic : But we had really
read through his work without discovering it.

—and can testify that he not only gives that

partv their full share of blame in all the trans-

actions which deserve it, but speaks of the

besetting sins of their sj-stera, with a freedom
and severity which no Protestant, not abso-

lutely Orange, could easily improve on. We
needed no extrinsical lights, indeed, to discover

that he was an Irishman,
—

for, independent
of the pretty distinct intimation conveyed in

his name, we speedily discovered a spirit of

nationality about him, that could leave no

doubt on the subject. It is the only kind of

partiality, however, which we can detect in

his performance ;
and it really detracts less

from his credit than might be imagined,
—

partly because it is so little disguised as to

lead to no misconceptions, and chiefly because
it is mostly coiifiaed to those parts of the story
in which it can do little harm. It breaks out

most conspicuously in the earlier and most

problematical poition of the narrative
;
as to

which truth is now most difficult to be come

at, and of least value when ascertained. He
is clear, for example, that the Irish were, for

many centuries before the conque.st of Henry
II., a very polished, learned, and magnilicent

people
—that they had colleges at Lismore

and Armagh, where thousands upon thousands
of studious youth imbibed all the learning of

the times—that they worked beautifully in

gold and silver, and manufactured exquisite
fabrics both in flax and wool—and, finally,

that the country was not only more prosperous
and civilised, but greatly more populous, in

those early ages, than in any succeeding time.

We have no wish to enter into an idle anti-

quarian controversy
—but we must say that no

sober Saxon can adopt these legends without

very large allowances. It is indubitable that

the Irish, or some of them, did very ancient))-
fabricate linen, and probably also some orna-

ments of gold ;
and it would appear, from cer-

tain ecclesiactical writers of no great credit,
that they had among them large seminaries

for priests,
—a body possessing, in those ages,

no very extraonliuary learning, even in more
favoured localities. But it is at least equally
certain, that they were entirely a Pastoral

people, unacquainted with agriculture, hold-

ing their herds as the common property of the

clan, dwelling in rude huts or wigwams, for

the most part deplorably ignorant, and. in spite
of their priests, generally practising polviramy
and other savage vices. But what chiefly
demonstrates the bias under which our author

considers those early times, is his firm belief

in the great populousness of ancient Ireland,
and the undoubting confidence with which he

rejects all the English accounts of their bar-

barism, even in the times of Henry VIII. and
Elizabeth. But a pastoral country never can be

populous
—and one overrun with unreclaim-

ed bogs and unbroken forests, still less than

any other. JNlore than two thirds of the present

population of Ireland undoubtedly owe their

existence to the potato ;
and men alive can

still point out large districts, now producing

the food of more than a million of new inhab-

itant.s, which they remember in their primitive
state of sterile and lonely morasses. Without

potatoes, without corn, turnips, or cultivated

grasses
—with few sheep, and with liothing,

in short, but roving herds of black cattle, if

Ireland had a full million of inhabitants in the

tenth or twelfth century, she had a great deal
;

and in spite of her theological colleges, and
her traditionary ctiurches, we doubt whether
she had as many.* But whatever may have
been the number or condition of her people in

those remote ages, of which we have no sta-

tistical memorial and no authentic account, it

is a little bold in Mr. O'Driscol to persuade
us, that in the time of Elizabeth they were

by no means an uncultivated or barbarous

people. To the testimony afforded by all the

official documents, and the full and graphic
accounts of Spenser, Davis, and the writers

referred to by Camden, long resident in the

country, and eye-witnesses of all they de-

scribe, we really do not know what Mr.
O'Driscol has to oppose, but his own patriotic

prejudices, and his deep-rooted conviction,
that no English testimony is to be trusted on
such a subject. We must be forgiven for not

sharing in his generous incretiulity.
As to the more modern parts of the history,

though he never fails to manifest an amiable

anxiety to apologise for Irish excesses, and to

do justice to Irish bravery and kindness, we
really are not aware that this propensity has
led him into any misrepresentation of facts

j

and are happy to find that it never points, in

the remotest degree, to anj- thing so absurd

as either a separation from England, or a vin-

dictive wish for her distress or humiliation.

He is too wise, indeed, not to be aware of that

important truth, which so few of his zealous

countrymen seem, however, able to compre-
hend—that there are no longer any of those

injured Irish in existence, upon whom the

English executed such flagrant oppressions
two hundred years ago ! and that nine tenths

of the intelligent Irish, who now burn with
desire to avenge the wrongs of their prede-

cessors, are truly as much akin to those who
did, as to those who suffered, the injury. We
doubt whether even the 0"Driscols have not,

by this time, nearly as much EngIi^h as Irish

blood in their veins; and are quite sure, that

if the lands pillaged from their original Celtic

owners, in the days of Elizabeth and Crom-

well, were to be given back to the tme heirs,

scarcely one of those who now reprobate the

spoliation in good English, would prolit by the

restitution. The living Irishmen of the j)res-

eiit day may have wrongs to complain of, and

injuries to redress, on the part of the English
Government : But it is absurd to imagine that

they are entitled to resent the wrongs and in-

*
If we remember rightly, the Torres nctualiy en-

gaged in the conquest or defence ot Ireland in the

lime of Henry the Second were most insignificant
in point of numbers. Less than a liundred men-at-
arms easily took possession of a whole district ; and
even after the invaded had time to prepare for re^

sislance, an army of tliree or tour liundred wa»
found quite sufficient to bear down all opposition.
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juries of those who sufTered ii; the same place
cenlurit's aj^o. Thoy are m)st of them half

English, by blood and lineage
—and much

more tlian half English, in speech, training,

character, and habits. If they are to punish
the descendants of the individual English wlio

usurped Irisli possessions, and displaced true

Irish possessors, in former days, they must

punish themselves;—for undoubtedly they
are far more nearly connected with those

spoilers than any of the hated English, whose
ancestors never adventured to the neighbour-
ing island. Mr. O'Driscol's partiality tor the

ancient Irish, therefore, is truly a mere pecu-
liarity of taste or feeling

—or at best but an
historical preililection ;

and in reality has no

influence, as it ought to have none, on his

views as to what constitutes the actual griev-

ances, or is likely to work *-he deliverance, of

the existing generation.

(IBeccmbcr, 1826.)

Memoirs of the Life of the Right Honourable Richard Brinsley Sheridan
Fourth Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. London Longman and Co.

By Thomas Moore.
1826.*

We have frequently had occasion to speak
of the dangers to which the conflict of two
extreme parties must always expose the peace
and the liberties of such a country as England,
and of the hostility with which both are apt
to regard those who still continue to stand

neutral between them. The charges against
this middle party

—which we take to be now

represented by the old constitutional Whigs
of 1688—used formerly to be much the same,
though somewhat mitigated in tone, with
those which each was in the habit of address-

ing to their adversaries in the opposite ex-

treme. When the high Tories wanted to

abuse the Whigs, they said they were nearly
as bad as the Radicals; and when these wished
in their turn to lessen the credit of the same
unfortunate party, the established form of re-

proach was, that they were little better than

the Tories ! Of late years, however, a change
Beems to have come over the spirit, or the

f

(radical tactics at least, of these gallant bel-

igerents. They have now discovered that

there are vices and incapacities peculiar to

the Whigs, and inseparable indeed from their

middle position : and that before settling their

fundamental differences with each other, it is

most wise and fitting that they should unite

to bear down this common enemy, by making
good against them these heavy imputations.
It has now become necessary, therefore, for

those against whom they are directed, to in-

quire a little into the nature and proofs of

these alleged enormities; the horror of which
has thus suspended the conflict of old heredi-

tary enemies, and led them to proclaim a

truce, till the field, by their joint efforts, can
be cleared for fair hostUities, by the destruc-

tion of these hated intruders.

Now, the topics of reproach which these

two opposite parties have recently joined in

directing against those who would mediate

* What is here given forms but a small part of

the ariifie originally published under this title, in

1826. But It exhibits nearly the whole of the Gen-
eral Politics contained in that article

; and having
been, as I believe, among the last political discus-

sions, I contributed to the Review, I have been

tempted to close, with it, this most anxious and

perilous division of the present publication.

between them, seem to be chiefly two :
—

First, that their doctrines are timid, vacillat-

ing, compromising, and inconsistent
; and,

secondly, that the party which holds them is

small, weak, despised, and unpopular. These
are the favourite te.xts,

we think, of those

whose vocation it has lately become to preach
against us, from the pulpits at once of servility
and of democratical reform. But it is neces-

sary to open them up a little farther, before

we enter on our defence.

The first charge then is. That the Whigs
are essentially an inefficient, trimming, half-

way sort of party
—too captioiis, penuriou.s,

and disrespectful to authority, to be useful

servants in a Monarchy, and too aristocratical,

cautious, and tenacious of old institutions, to

deserve the confidence, or excite the sympa-
thies, of a generous and enlightened People.
Their advocates, accordingly

—and we our-

selves in an an especial manner—are accused
of dealing in contradictory and equivocating

doctrines; of practising a continual see-saw

of admissions and retractations; of saying now
a word for the people

—now one for the aris-

tocracy
—now one for the Crown

;
of paralysing

all our liberal propositions by some timid and

paltry reservation, and never being betrayed
into a truly popular sentiment without in-

stantly chilling and neutralising it by some
cold warning against excess, some cautious

saving of the privileges of rank and establish-

ment. And so far has this system of inculpa
tion been lately carried, that a liberal Journal,
of great and increasing celebrity, has actually
done us the honour, quarter after quarter, of

quoting long passages from our humble pages,
in evidence of this sad infirmity in our party
and principles.
Now, while we reject of course the epithets

which are here applied to us, we admit, at

once, the facts on which our adversaries pro-
fess to justify them. We acknowledge that

we are fairly chargeable with a fear of oppo-
site excesses—a desire to compromise and

reconcile the claims of all the great parties in

the State—an anxiety to temper and qualify
whatever may be said in favour of one, with

a steady reservation of whatever may be justly
due to the rest. To this sort of trimming, tn
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this inconsistency, to this timidity, we dis-

tinctly plead ixuilty. We plead guilty to a

love to the British Constitution—and to all

and every one of its branches. We are for

King, Lords, and Commons; and though not

perhaps exactly in that order, we are proud
to have it said that we have a word for each

in its turn; and that, in asserting the rights

of one, we would not willingly forget those

of the others. Our jealousy, we confess, is

greatest of those who have the readiest means
of persuasion ;

and therefore, we are generally
far more afiaid of the encroachments of

arbitrary power, under cover of its patron-

age, and the general love of peace, security,
and distinction, which attract so strongly to

the region of the Court, than of the usurpa-
tions of popular violence. But we are for au-

thority, as well as for freedom. We are for

the natural and wholesome influence of wealth

and rank, and the veneration which belongs
to old institutions, without which no govern-
ment has ever had either stability or respect ;

as well as for that vigilance of popular control,
and that supremacy of public opinion, without

which none could be long protected from

abuse. We know that, when pushed, to their

ultimate extremes, those principles may be
said to be in contradiction. But the escape
from inconsistency is secured by the very ob-

vious precaution of stopping short of such ex-

tremes. It was to prevent this, in fact, that

the English constitution, and indeed all good

government everywhere, was established.

Every thing that we know that is valuable in

the ordinances of men, or admirable in the

arrangements of Providence, seems to depend
on a compromise, a balance

; or, if the expres-
sion is thought better, on a conflict and strug-

gle, of opposite and irreconcileable principles.
Virtue—society

—life itself, and, in so far as

we can see, the grand movements and whole

order of the universe, are maintained only by
such a balance or contention.

These, we are afraid, will appear but idle

truisms, and shallow pretexts for foolish self-

commendation. No one, it will be said, is

for any thing but the British constitution
;
and

nobody denies that it depends on a balance

of opposite principles. The only question is,

whether that balance is now rightly adjusted ;

and whether the Whigs are in the proper
central position for correcting its obliquities.

Now, if the attacks to which we are alluding
had been reducible to such a principle as this,—if we had been merely accused, by our

brethren of the Westminster, for not going far

enough on the popular side, and by our breth-

ren of the Quarterly, for going too far,
—we

should have had nothing to complain of, be-

yond what is inseparable from all party con-

tentions; and must have done our best to an-

swer those opposite charges, on their separate
and specific merits,

—taking advantage, of

course, as against each, of the authority of the

other, as a proof, a fortiori, of the safety of

our own intermediate position. But the pe-

culiarity of our present case, and the hardship
which alone induces us to complain of it is,

that th's is not the course that has been lately
78

followed with regard to us,
—that our adver-

saries have effected, or rather pretended, an
unnatural union against us,

—
and, deserting

not only the old rules of political hostility,

but, as it humbly appears to
u.s,

their own
fundamental principles, have combined to at-

tack us, on the new and distinct ground of

our moderation,
—not because we are opposed

to their extreme doctrines rcsjiectively, but

because we are not extremely opposed to them !—
and, affecting a generous indulgence and

respect for those who are diametrically against

them, seem actually to have agreed to join
forces with them, to run down those who stand

peacefully between, and would gladly effect

their reconcilement. We understand very
well the feelings which lead to such a course

of proceeding; but we are not the less con-

vinced of their injustice,
—

and, in spite of all

that may be said of neutrals in civil war, or

interlopers in matrimonial quarrels, we still

believe that the Peacemakers are Blessed,
—

and that they who seek conscientiously to

moderate the pretensions of contending fac-

tions, are more likely to be right than either

of their opponents.
The natural, and, in our humble judgTnent,

the very important function of a middle party

is,
not only to be a check, but a bulwark to

both those that are more decidedly opposed;
and though liable not to be very well looked

on by either, it should only be very obnoxious,
we should think, to the stronger, or those who
are disposed to act on the oflensive. To them
it naturally enough presents the appearance
of an advanced post, that must be carried be-

fore the main battle can be joined.
—and for

the assault of which they have neither the

same weapons, the same advantages of posi-

tion, nor the same motives of action. To the

weaker part)', however, or those m ho stand

on their defence, it must, or at least should,

always be felt to be a protection,
—though re-

ceived probably with grudging and ill grace,
as a sort of half-faced fellowship, yielded
with no cordiality, and ready enough to be
withdrawn if separate tenns can be made
with the adversary. With this scheme of

tactics we have long been familiar; and for

those feelings we were prepared. But it is

rather too much, we think, when those who
are irreconcileably hostile, and whose only

quarrel with us is,
that we go half the length

of their hated opponents.
—have the face to

pretend that we are more justly hateful to

them, than those \\ho go the whole length,
—

that they have really no particular quarrel
with those who are beyond us, and that we,
in fact, and our unhappy mid-way position,
are the only obstacles to a cordial union of

those whom it
is,

in truth, our main object to

reconcile and unite !

Nothing, we take it, can be so plain as that

this is a hollow, and, in truth, very flimsy-

pretext : and that the real reason of the ani-

mosity with which we are honoured by the

more eager individuals in both the extreme

parties is, that we afford a covering and a

shelter to each—impede the assault they are

impatient mutually to make on each other,
3b2
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and take away from ihom the means of that

direct onset, by which the sanguine in both

hosts imagine they might at once achieve a

decisive victory. If there were indeed no

belligerents, it is plain enough that there could

be no neutrals and no mediators. If there

was no natural war between Democracy and

Monarchy, no true gruuiitl of discord between
Tories and Radical Reformers—we admit
there would be no vocation for Whigs : for the

true definition of that party, as matters now
stand in England, is,

that it is a middle party,
between the two extremesof high monarchical

principles on the one hand, and extremely
popular principles on the other. It holds no

peculiar opinions, that we are aware of, on any
other points of jwlicy,

—and no man of com-
mon sense can doubt, and no man of common
candflur deny, that it differs from each of the

other parties on the very grounds on which

they differ from each other.—the only distinc-

tion being that it does not differ so widely.
Can any thing be so preposterous as a pre-

tended truce between two belligerents, in

order that they may fall jointly upon those

who are substantially neutral 1—a dallying
and coquetting with mortal enemies, for the

purpose of gaining a supposed advantage over
those who are to a great extent friends? Yet
this is the course that has recently been fol-

lowed, and seems still to be pursued. It is

now some time since the thorough Refonners

began to make awkward love to the Royalists,

by pretending to bewail the obscuration which
the Throne had suffered from the usurpations
of Parliamentary influence,

—the curtailment

of the Prerogative by a junto of ignoble bo-

roughmongers,
— and the thraldom in which

the Sovereign was held by those who were

truly his creatures. Since that time, the more

prevailing tone has been, to sneer at the Whig
aristocracy, and to declaim, with all the bit-

terness of real fear and affected contempt, on
the practical insignificance of men of fortune

and talents, who are neither Loyal nor Popu-
lar—and, at the same time, to lose no oppor-

tunity of complimenting the Tory possessors
of power, for every act of liberality, which
had been really forced upon them by those

very Whigs whom they refuse to acknowledge
as even co-operating in the cause ! The high
Tory or Court party have, in substance, played
the same game. They have not indeed af-

fected, so barefacedly, an entire sympathy, or

very tender reg-ard for their radical allies : but

they have acted on the same principle. They
have echoed and adopted the absurd fiction

of the unpopularity of the Whigs,—and, speak-
ing with affected indulgence of the excesses
into which a generous love of liberty may oc-

casionally hurry the ignorant and unthinking,
have reserved all their severity, unfairness,
and intolerance, for the more moderate oppo-
nents with whose reasonings they find it more
difficult to cope, and whose motives and true

position in the country, they are therefore so

eager to misrepresent.

Now, though all this maybe natural enough
in exasperated disputants, who are apt to

iffreak their vengeance on whatever is most

within their reach, it is not the less iir fair and
unworthy in itself, nor the less shoitsiiihted

and ungrateful in the parlies who aie guilty
of it. For we do not hesitate to say, that it

is substantially to this calumniated and mu-
tually reviled Whig party, or to those who act
on its principles, that the country is truly in-

debted for its peace and its constitution,
—and

one at least, if not both of the extreme par-

ties, for their very existence ! If there were
no such middle oody, who saw faults and
merits in both, and could not consent to the

unqualified triumph or unqualified extirpation
of either—if the whole population of the

country was composed of intolerant Tories
and fiery reformers,

—of such spirits, in short,
to bring the matter to a plain practical bear-

ing, as the two hostile parties have actually

cho.sen, and now support as their leaders and

spokesmen, does any man imagine that its

peace or its constitution could be maintained
for a single year? On such a supposition, it

is plain that they must enter immediately on
an active, uncompromising, relentless con-

tention
; and, after a short defying parley,

must, by force or fear, effect the entire sub-
version of one or the other

;
and in either case,

a complete revolution and dissolution of the

present constitution and principle of govern-
ment. Compromise, upon that supposition,
we conceive, must be utterly out of the ques-

tion^ as well as the limitation of the contest

to tvords, either of reasoning or of abuse.

They would be at each other's Throats, before
the end of the year ! or, if there was any com-

promise, what could it be, but a compromise
on the middle ground of Whiggism 1—a vir-

tual conversion of a majority of those very
combatants, who are now supposed so to hate
and disdain them, to the creed of that mod-
erate and liberal party 1

What is
it, then, that prevents such a mor-

tal conflict from taking place at the present
moment between those who represent them-
sent themselves respectively, as engrossing
all the principle and all the force of the

country 1 what, but the fact, that a very large

portion of the population do not in reality be-

long to either; but adhere, and are known to

adhere, to those moderate opinions, for the

profession of which the Whigs and their ad-

vocates are not only covered with the obloquy
of those whom they save from the perils of
such frightful extremities, but are preposter-

ously supposed to have incurred the dislike

of those with whom in fact they are identified,
and to whom they belong 1

And this leads us to say a few^ words on the

second grand position of the Holy Allies,

against whom we are now called to defend

ourselves, that the Whigs are not only incon-

sistent and vacillating in their doctrines, but,
in consequence of that vice or error, are, in

fact, weak, unpopular, and despised in the

country. The very circumstance of their being
felt to be so formidable as to require this

strange alliance to make head against them,
and to force their opponents to intermit all

other contests, and expenc. on them exclu

sively the whole treasures of their sophistrj
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and abuse, mij^ht go far, we think, to refute

this desperate allegation. But a very short

resumption of the principles we have just
been unfolding will show that it cannot pos-

sibly be true.

We reckon as Whigs, in this question, all

those who are not disposed to go the length
of either of the extreme parties who would
now divide the country between them,

—
all,

in other words, who wish the Government to

be substantially more popular than it is, or is

tending to be—but, at the same time, to re-

tain more aristocratical influence, and more
deference to authority, than the Radical Re-

formers will tolerate :
—

and, we do not hesi-

tate to say. that so far from being weak or

inconsiderable in the country, we are perfectly
convinced that, among the educated classes,
which now embrace a very large proportion
of the whole, it greatly outnumbers both the

others put together. It should always be

recollected, that a middle party like this is

invariably much stronger, as well as more
determined and formidable, than it appears.
Extreme doctrines always make the most
noise. T'hey lead most to vehemence, pas-

sion, and display,
—

they are inculcated with

most clamour and exaggeration, and excite

the g/eatest alarm. In this way we hear of

them most frequently and loudly. But they
are not, upon that account, the most widely
spraad or generally adopted ;

—
and, in an en-

lightened country, where there are two oppo-
site kinds of extravagance thus trumpeted
abroad together, they serve in a good degree
as correctives to each other

;
and the great

body of the people will almost inevitably set-

tle into a middle or moderate opinion. The

champions, to be sure, and ambitious leaders

on each side, will probably only be exasperat-
ed into greater bitterness and greater confi-

dence, by the excitement of their contention.—But the greater part of the lookers-on can

scarcely fail to perceive that mutual wounds
have been inflicted, and mutual infirmities

revealed,
— and the continuance and very

fierceness of the combat is apt to breed a

general opinion, that neither party is right, to

the height of their respective pretensions;
and that truth and justice can only be satis-

fied by large and mutual concessions.

Of the two parties
—the Thorough Reformers

are most indebted for an appearance of greater
strength than they actually possess, to their

own boldness and activity, and the mere curi-

osity it excites among the idle, co-operating
with the sounding alarms of their opponents,—while the high Tories owe the same advan-

tage in a greater degree to the quiet effect of

their influence and wealth, and to that pru-
dence which leads so many, who in their

hearts are against them, to keep their opinions
to themselves, till some opportunity can be
found of declaring them with eff'ect. Both,

however, are conscious that they owe much
to such an illusion,

—and neither, accordingly,
has courage to venture on those measures to

which they would infallibly resort, if they
trusted to their apparent, as an actual or avail-

able s'.renath. The Tories, who have the ad-

ministration in some measure in their hands,
would be glad enough to put down all popu-
lar interference, whether by assemblies, by
speech, or by writing; and, in fact, only allow
the law to be as indulgent as it

is, and its ad«
ministration to be so much more indulgent,
from a conviction that they would not be sup-
ported in more severe measures, either by
public opinion without, or even by their own
majorities within the walls of the Legislature.

They know very well that a great part of their

adherents are attached to them by no other

tie than that of their own immediate interest,—and that, even among them as they now
stand, they could command at least as large
a following for Whig measures as for Tory
measures, if only proposed by an administra-

tion of as much apparent stability. It is not

necessary, indeed, to go farther than to the

common conversation of the more open or

careless of those who vote and act among the

Tories, to be satisfied, that a very large pro-

portion, indeed, of those who pass under that

title, are what we should call really Whigs in

heart and conviction, and are ready to declare

themselves su('h, on the first convenient op-

portunity. With reg'ard to the Radical Re-

formers, ag^ain, very little more, we think, can
be necessary to show their real weakness in

the country, than to observe how very few
votes they ever obtain at an election, even in

the most open boroughs, and the most popu-
lous and independent counties. We count for

nothing in this question the mere physical
force which may seem to be arrayed on their

side in the manufacturing districts, on occa-

sions of distress and suff"ering ; though, if they
felt that they had even this permanently at

their command, it is impossible that they
should not have more nominations of parlia-

mentary attorneys, and more steady and im-

posing exhibitions of their strength and union.

At the present moment, then, we are per-
suaded that the proper Whig party is in reality

by much the largest and the steadiest in the

country ;
and we are also convinced, that it is

in a course of rapid increase. The effect of

all long-continued discussion is to disclose

flaws in all sweeping arguments, and to mul-

tiply exceptions to all general propositions
—

to discountenance extravagance, in short, to

abate confidence and intolerance, and thus to

lay the foundations for liberal compromise and
mutual concession. Even those who continue

to think that all the reason is exclusively on
their side, can scarcely hope to convert their

opponents, except by degrees. Some few rash

and fiery spirits may contrive to pass from one
extreme to the other, without going through
the middle. But the common course undoubt-

edly is difl^erent
;
and therefore we are entitled

to reckon, that every one who is detached from
the Tory or the Radical faction, will make a

stage at least, or half-way house, of Whiggism ;

and may probably be inauced, by the comfort

and respectabihty of the establishment, to re-

main : As the temperate regions of the earth

are found to detain the greater part of those

who have been induced to fly from the heats

of the Equator, or the rigours of the Pole.
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Though it is natural enough, therefore, for

those wlio hold extreme opinions, to depreciate
the weifiht and power of those who take their

station between them, it seems sufficiently

certain, not only that their position must at all

times be the safest and best, but that it is des-

tined ultimately to draw to itself all that is

truly of any considerable weight upon either

hand; and that it is the feeling of the con-

Btant and growing force of this central attrac-

tion, that indames the animosity of those

whose importance would be lost by the con-

vergence. For our own part, at least, we are

satisfied, and we believe the party to which
we belong is satisfied, both with the degree
of influence and respect which we possess in

the country, and with the prospects which,
we think, upon reasonable grounds, we may
entertain of its increase. In assuming to our-

selves the character of a middle party, we
conceive that we are merely stating a fact,

which cannot well be disputed on the present

occasion, as it is assumed by both those who
are now opposed to us, as the main ground of

their common attack
;
and almost all that we

have said follows as a necessary consequence
of this assumption. From the very nature of

the thing, we cannot go to either of the ex-

treme parties; and neither of them can make
any movement to increase their popularity and
substantial power, without coming nearer to

us. It is but fair, however, before concluding,
to state, that though we do occupy a position
between the intolerant Tories and the thorough
Reformers, we conceive that we are consider-

ably nearer to the latter than to the former. In

our principles, indeed, and the ends at which
we aim, we do not materially differ from what
Is professed by the more sober among them

;

thougii we require more caution, more securi-

ties, more exceptions, more temper, and more
time.

That is the difference of our theories. In

practice, we have no doubt, we shall all have
time enough :

—For it is the lot of England,
we have little doubt, to be ruled in the main

by wliat will be called a Tory party, for as

long a period as we can now look forward to

with any great distinctness—by a Tory party,

however, restrained more and more in its pro-

pensities, by the growing influence of Whig
principles, and the enlightened vigilance of

that party, both in Parliament and out of it;

and now and then admonished, by a temporary
expulsion, of the necessity of a still greater

conformity with the progress of liberal opin-

ions, than could be spontaneously obtained.

The inherent spirit, however, of monarchy,
and the natural effect of long possession of

power, will secure, we apprehend, for a con-

siderable time, the general sway of men pr(v

fessingTory principles; and their speedy rep-

toration, when driven for a season from their

places by disaster or general di.scontent : and
the Whigs, during the same period, must con-

tent themselves with preventing a great deal

of evil, and seeing the good which they had

suggested tardily and imperfectly effected, by
those who will take the credit of originating
what they had long opposed, and only at last

adopted with reluctance and on compulsion.
It is not a very brilliant prospect, perhaps, nor

a very enviable lot. But we believe it to be

what awaits us; and we embrace
it,

not only

cheerfully, but with thankfulness and pride
—

thankfulness, that we are enabled to do even
so much for the good and the liberties of our

country
—and pride, that in thus seeking her

service, we cannot well be suspected of selfish

or mercenary views.

The thorough Reformers never can be in

power in this country, but by means of an ac-

tual revolution. The Whigs may, and occa-

sionally will, without any disturbance to its

peace. But these occasions might be multi-

plied, and the good that must attend them
accelerated and increased, if the Reformers,
aware of the hopelessness of their separate

cause, would throw their weight into the scale

of the Whigs, and so far modify their preten-
sions as to make it safe or practicable to sup-

port them. The Whigs, we have already

said, cannot come to them; both because

they hold some of their principles, and thei.

modes of asserting them, to be not merely un-

reasonable, but actually dangerous; and be-

cause, by their adoption, they would at once

hazard much mischief, and unfit themselves

for the good service they now perform. But

the Reformers may very well come to the

Whigs; both because they can practically do

nothing (peaceably) for themselves, and be-

cause the measures which they might occa-

sionally enable the Whigs to carry, though
not in their eyes unexceptionable or sufficient,

must yet appear to them better than those of

the Tories—which is the only attainable al-

ternative. This accordingly, we are persuad-

ed, will ultimately be the result; and is al-

ready, we have no doubt, in a course of

accomplishment;— and, taken along with

the gradual abandonment of all that is offen-

sive in Tory pretensions, and the silent adop-
tion of most of the Whig principles, even

by those who continue to disclaim the name,
will effect almost all that sober lovers of their

country can expect, for the security of her

liberties, and the final extinction of all ex«

treme parties, in the liberal n.oderation of

Whiggism.
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Onk great staple of this book is a vehe-

ment, and, we really think, a sinjjnlarly un-

just attack, on the principles of this Journal.

Vet we take part, on the whole, with the au-

thor:—and heartily wish him success in the

great object of vindicating his country from
unmerited aspersions, and trying to make us.

in England, ashamed of the vices and defects
which he has taken the trouble to point out in

ournational character and institutions. In this

part of the design we cordially concur—and
shall at all times be glad to co-operate. But
there is another part of

it,
and we are sorry to

say a principal and avowed part, of which we
cannot speak in terms of too strong regret and

reprobation
—and that is, a design to excite

and propagate among his countrymen, a gene-
ral animosity to the British name, by way of

counteractinjr, or rather revenging, the ani-

mosity which he very erroneously supposes
to be generally entertained by the English
against them.

That this is. in itself, and under any circum-

stances, an unworthy, an unwise, and even a
criminal object, we think we could demon-
strate to the satisfaction of Mr. Walsh him-

self, and all his reasonable adherents
;
but it

is better, perhaps, to endeavour, in the first

place, to correct the misapprehensions, and

dispel ihe delusions in which this disposition
has its foundation, and, at all events, to set

them the example of perfect good humour and

fairness, in a discussion where the parties

perhaps will never be entirely agreed; and
where those who are now to be heard have the

strongest conviction of having been injuriou.sly

misrepresented. If \vi> felt any soreness, in-

* There is no one feelinjr
—havin? public con-

cerns for its object
—with which I have been so

long and so deeply impressed, as that of the vast

importance of our maimnininff friendly, and even
cordin! relations, with the free, powerful, inor.il, and
indusirions States of America:—a condition upon

j

which I cnnnot help thinking that not only our own i

freedom and prosperity, but that of the better part I

of the world, will ultimately be found to be more
'

and more dependent. I give the first place, there-
fore, in this concluding division of the work, to an
earnest and somewhat importunate e.vhortaiion to
this effect—which I believe produced some impres-
Bion at the time, and I trust may still help forward
•he good end to which it was directed.

deed, on the score of this author's imputa-
tions, or had any desire to lessen the just effect

of his representations, it would have been

enough for us, we believe, to have let them
alone. For, without some such help as ours,
the work really does not seem calculated to

make any great impression in this quarter of
the world. It is not only, as the author has
himself ingenuously observed of it, a A'ery

"clumsy book," heavily written and abomina-

bly printed,
—but the only material part of it—the only part about which anybody can now

be supposed to care much, either here or in

America— is overlaid and buried under a

huge mass of historical compilation, which
would have little chance of attracting readers
at the present moment, even if much better

digested than it is in the volume before us.

The substantial question is, what has been
the true character and condition of the Un ted
States since they became an independent na-

tion,
—and what is likely to be their condition

in future ? And to elucidate this question,
the learned author has thought fit to premi.se
about two hundred very close-prinfeti pages,
upon their merits as colonies, and the harsh
treatment they then received from the mother

country ! Of this large historical sketch, we
cannot .say, either that it is very correctly
drawn, or very faithfully coloured. It pre-
sents us with no connected narrative, or inter-

esting deduction of events—but
is, in truth, a

mere heap of indige.sted quotations from com-
mon books, of good and bad authority

—iitar-

tificially cemented together by a loose and
angry commentary. We are not aware, in-

deed, that there are in this part of the work
either any new statements, or any new views
or opinions; the facts being mostly taken
from Chalmers' Annals, and Burke's European
Settlements; and the authdrities for the good
conduct and ill treatment of the colonies,

being chiefly the Parliamentary Debates and
Brougham's Colonial Policy.

But, in good truth, these historica. recollec-
tions will go but a little way in determining
that great practical and most important ques-
tion, which it is Mr. W.'s intention, ns well
as ours, to di.scuss—What are, and what ought
to be, the dispositions of England and Ameri-
ca towards each other ? And the general facts

621
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as to the first settlements and colonial history
of '.he latter, in so far as they bear upon this

(]uestion, really do not admit of much dispute.
The most important of those settlements were

unquestionably founded by the friends of civil

ancl religious liberty
—who, though somewhat

precise and puritanical, and we must add, not

a little intolerant, were, in the main, a sturdy
and sagacious race of people, not readily to

be cajoled out of the blessings they had sought

through so many sacrifices; and ready at all

times manfully and resolutely to assert them

against all invaders. As to the mother coun-

try, again, without claiming for her any ro-

mantic tenderness or generosity towards those

hardy offsets, we think we may say, that she

oppressed and domineered over them much
less than any other modern nation has done
over any such settlements—that she allowed

them, for the most part, liberal charters and

constitutions, and was kind enough to leave

them very much to themselves;
—and although

she dill manifest, now and then, a disposition
to encroach on their privileges, their rights

were, on the whole, very tolerably respected—so that they grew up undoubtedly to a state

of muchi prosperity and a familiarity with
freedom in all its divisions, which was not

only without parallel in any similar establish-

ment, but probably would not have been at-

tained had they been earlier left to their own
guidance and protection. This is all that we
ask for England, on a review of her colonial

policy, and her conduct before the war; and
this, we think, no candid and well-informed

person can reasonably refuse her.

As to the War itself, the motives in which
it originated, and the spirit in which it was
carried on, it cannot now be necessary to say
any thing

—
or, at least, when we say that hav-

ing once been begun, we think that it termi-

nated as the friends of Justice and Liberty
must have wished it to terminate, we con-

ceive that Mr. Walsh can require no other

explanation. That this re.sult, however, should

have left a soreness upon both sides, and

especially on that which had not been soothed

by success, is what all men must have ex-

pected. But. upon the whole, we firmly be-

live that th's was far slighter and less durable
than has generally been imagined ;

and was

likely very speedily to have been entirely ef-

faced, by those ancient recollections of kind-

ness and kindred which could not fail to recur,
and by that still more powerful feeling, to

which every day was likely to add strength,
of their common interests, as free and as com-
mercial countries, and of the substantial con-

formity of their national character, and of

their sentiments upon most topics of public
and of private right. The healing operation,

however, of these causes was unfortunately
thwarted and retarded by the heats that rose

out of the French revolution, and the new in-

terests and new relations which it appeared
for a time to create :

—And the hostilities in

which we were at last involved with America
herself—though the opinions of her people, as

well as our own, wore deeply divided upon
both questions

—served still further to embit-

credible ignorance.

ter the general feeling, and to keep alive the

memory of animosities that ought not to have
been so long remembered. At last came peace,—and the spirit, we verily believe, but unfor-

tunately not the prosperity of peace; and the
distresses and commercial embarrassments of
both countries threw both into bad humour;
and unfortunately hurried both into a system
of jealous and illiberal policy, by which that

bad humour was aggravated, and received an
unfortunate direction.

In this exasperated state of the national

temper, and we do think, too much under its

influence, Mr. Walsh has now thought him-
self called upon to vindicate his country from
the aspersions of English writers; and after

them, generally, of the most in-

and atrocious malignity,
he proceeds to state, that the EniNBURfiH and
QtTARTERLY Reviows, iu particular, have been

inces.sanlTy labouring to traduce the character

of America, and have lately broken out into

such " excesses of obloquy," as can no longer
be endured

; and, in particular, that the pros-

pect of a large emigration to the United States

has thrown us all into such "paroxysms of

spite and jealousy," that we have engaged in

a scheme of systematic defamation that sets

truth and consistency alike at defiance. To
counteract this nefarious scheme, Mr. W. has
taken the field—not so much to refute as to

retort—not for the purpose of pointing out our

errors, or exposing our unfairness, but, rather,
if we understand him aright, of retaliating on
us the unjust abuse we have been so long pour-

ing on others. In his preface, accordingly, he

fairly avows it to be his intention to act on the

offensive—to carry the war into the enemy's
quarters, and to make, reprisals upon the hon-
our and character of England, in revenge for

the insults which, he will have it, her writers

have heaped on his country. He therefore

proposes to point out,
—not the natural com-

plexion, or genuine features, but '• the sores

and blotches of the British nation," to the

scorn and detestation of his countrymen; and

having assumed, that it is the •' intention of

Great Britain to educate her youth in senti-

ments of the most rancorous hostility to Amer-

ica," he assures us, that this design will, and
must be met with corresponding sentiments, on
his side of the water!

Now, though we cannot applaud the gen-
erosity, or even the common humanity of

these sentiments—though we thiidv that the

American government and people, if at all

deserving of the eulogy which Mr. W. has

here bestowed upon them, might, like Crom-

well, have felt themselves too strong to care

about paper shot—and though we cannot but

feel that a more temperate and candid tone

would have carried more weight, a^ «\ell as

more magnanimity with
it,
we must yet begin

by admitting, that America has cause of com-

plaint;
—and that nothing can be more despi-

cable and disgusting, than the scurrility with
which she has been assailed by a portion of

the press of this country
—and that, disgrace-

ful as these publications are, they speak the

sense, if not of a considerable, at least of a
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conspicuous and active party in the nation.*

All this, and more than this, we have no wish,
and no intention to deny. But we do wish

most anxiously to impress upon Mr. W. and

his adherents, to beware how they believe

that this party speaks the sense of the British

Nation—or that their sentiments on this, or on

many other occasions, are in any degree in

accordance with those of the great body of

our people. On the contrary, we are firmly

persuaded that a very large majority of the

nation, numerically considered, and a still

larger majority of the intelligent and enlight-

ened persons whose influence and authority
cannot fail in the long run to govern her coun-

cils, would disclaim all sjmipathy with any

part of these opinions ;
and actually look on

the miserable libels in question, not only with

the scorn and disgust to which Mr. W. would

consign them, but with a sense of shame from

•which his situation fortunately exempts him,
and a sorrow and regret, of which unfortu-

nately he seems too little susceptible.
It is a fact which can require no proof, even

in America, that there is a party in this coun-

try not friendly to political liberty, and deci-

dedly hostile to all extension of popular rights,—
which, if it does not grudge to its own peo-

ple the powers and privileges which are be-

stowed on them by the Constitution, is at least

for confining their exercise within the narrow-

est limits—which never thinks the peace and

well-being of society in danger from any thing
but popular encroachments, and holds the

only safe or desirable government to be that

of a pretty pure and unincumbered Monarchy,
supported by a vast revenue and a powerful

army, and obeyed by a people just enlightened

enough to be orderly and industrious, but no

way curious as to questions of right
— and

never presuming to judge of the conduct of

their superiors.

Now, it is quite true that this Party dislikes

America, and is apt enough to decry and in-

sult her. Its adherents never have forgiven
the success of her Avar of independence

—the

loss of a nominal sovereignty, or perhaps of a

real power of vexing and oppressing
— her

supposed rivalry in trade—and, above all, the

happiness and tranquillity which she now

enjoys under a republican form of govern-
ment. Such a spectacle of democratical pros-

perity is unspeakably mortifying to their high
monarchical principles, and is easily imagined
to be dangerous to their security. Their first

wish, and, for a time, their darling hope, was,
that the infant States would quarrel among
themselves, and be thankful to be again re-

*
Thintis are much mended in this respect since

1820 ; persons of rank and influence in this country
now speaking of America, in private as well as in

public, with infinitely greater respect and friendli-

ness than was then common
;
and evincing. I think,

a more general desire to be courteous to individuals

of that nation, than to foreigners of any other de-

Bcripiion. There are still, however, publications

among us, and some proceeding from quarters
where I should not have looked for them, that con-

tinue to keep up the tone alluded to in the text, and

consequently to do mischief, which it is Still a duty
therefore to endeavour to counteract.

ceived under our protection, as a refuge from

military despotism. Since that hope was lost,

it would have satisfied them to find that their

republican institutions had made them poor,
and turbulent, and depraved

—
incapable of

civil wisdom, regardless of national honour,
and as intractable to their own elected rulers

as they had been to their hereditary sove-

reign. To those who were capable of such
wishes and such expectations, it is easy to

conceive, that the happiness and good order

of the United States—the wisdom and au-

thority of their government
— and the un-

paralleled rapidity of their progress in wealth,

population, and refinement, must have been
but an ungrateful spectacle ;

and most especi-

ally, that the splendid and steady success of

by far the most truTy "democratical govern-
ment that ever was established in the world,
must have struck the most lively alarm into

the hearts of all those who were anxious to

have it believed that the People could never

interfere in politics but to their ruin, and that

the smallest addition to the democratical in-

fluence, recognised in the theory at least of

the British Constitution, must lead to the im-

mediate destruction of peace and property,

morality and religion.
That there are journals in this country, and

journals too of great and deserved reputation
in other respects, who have spoken the Ian

guage of the party we have now described,
and that in a tone of singular intemperance
and offence, we most readily admit. But need
we tell Mr. W., or any ordinarily well-in-

formed individual of his coimtrymen, that

neither this party nor their journalists can be
allowed to stand for the People of England 1

—that it is notorious that there is among that

people another and a far more numerous

party, whose sentiments are at all points op-

posed to those of the former, and who are,

by necessary consequence, friends to America,
and to all that Americans most value in their

character and institutions—who, as English-

men, are more proud to have great and glo-
rious nations descended from them, than to

have discontented colonies uselesslj' subjected
to their caprice

—who, as Freemen rejoice to

see freedom advancing, with giant footsteps^
over the fairest regions of the earth, and na-

tions flourishing exactly in proportion as they
are free—and to know that when the drivel-

ling advocates l)f hierarchy and legitimacy
vent their paltry sophistries with some shadow
of plausibilitynn the history of the Old Woi Id,

they can now turn with decisive triumph to

the "unequivocal example of the New—and
demonstrate the unspeakable advantages of

free government, by the unprecedented pros-

perity of America? Such persons, too, can
be as little suspected of entertaining any
jealousy of the commercial prosperity of the

Americans as of their political freedom
;
since

it requires but a very moderate share of un-

derstanding to see, that the advantages of

trade must always be mutual and reciprocal—that one great trading country is of necessity
the best customer to another—and that the

trade of America, consisting chiellv :n the ex-
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porlation of raw produce and the importation
of maiiuractured commoilities, is, of all olliers,

the most beneficial to a country like England.
That such sentiments were naturally to be

expected in a country circumstanced like

England, no thinking man will deny. But
Mr. Walsh has been himself among us; and

was, we have reason to believe, no idle or in-

curious observer of our men and cities
;
and

we apjieal with confidence to him, whether
these were not the prevailing sentiments

among the intelligent and well educated of

every degree ? If he thinks as we do, as to

their .soundness and importance, he cannot

well doubt that they must sooner or later in-

fluence the conduct even of our Court and
Cabinet. But, in the mean time, the fact is

certain, that the opposite sentiments are con-

fined, to a very small portion of the people of

Great Britain—and that the course of events,
as well as the force of reason, is every day
bringing them more and more into discredit.

Where then, we would ask, is the justice or

the policy of seeking to render a quarrel Na-

tional, when the cause of quarrel is only
with au inconsiderable and declining party of

the nation 1—and why labour to excite ani-

mosity against a whole people, the majority of

whom are, and must be, your sincere friends,

merely because some prejudiced or inter-

ested persons among them have disgusted the

great body of their own countrymen, by the

senselessness and scurrility of their attacks

upon yours?
The Americans are extremely mistaken,

too, if they suppose that they are the only

persons who are abused by the only party that

does abuse them. They have merely their

share of that abuse along with all the friends

and the advocates of Liberty in every part of

the world. The Constitutionalists of France,
including the King and many of his ministers,
meet with no better treatment;

—and those

who hold liberal opinions in this country, are

assailed with still greateracrimony and fierce-

ness. Let Mr. Walsh only look to the lan-

guage held by our ministerial journals for the

last twelvemonth, on the subjects of Reform
and Alarm—and observe in what way not

only the whole class of our own reformers

and conciliators, but the names and persons
of such men as Lords Laiisdaii'ne, Grej', Fitz-

william, and Erskine, Sir James Mackintosh,
and Messrs. Brougham, Lambton, Tierney,
and others, are deaTFwith by these national

oracles,
— and he will be satisfied that his

countrymen neither stand alone in the mis-
fortune of which he complains so bitterly,
nor are subjected to it in v'ery bad company.
We, too, he may probably be aware, have had
our portion of the abuse which he seems to

think reserved for America—and, what is a

little remarkable, for being too much her
advocate. For what we have said of her pre-
sent power and future greatness—her wisdom
in peace and her valour in war—and of all the

invaluable advantages of her representative

system
—her freedom from "taxes, sinecures,

and standing armies
—we hav"e been subjected

to far more virulent attacks than any of which

he now complains for his country
—and that

from the same party scribblers, with whom
we are here, somewhat absurdly, confounded
and supposed to be leagued. It is

rcall)', wo
think, some little presumption of our fairness,
that the accu.sations against us should be thus

contradictory
—and that for one and the same

set of writings, we should be denounced by
the ultra-royalists of England as little better
than American republicans, and by the ultra-

patriots of America as the jealous defamera
of her Freedom.

This, however, is of very little consequence.
What we wish to impress on Mr. W. is, that

they who daily traduce the largest and ablest

part of the English nation, cannot possibly be

supposed to speak the sense of that nation—
and that their offences ought not, in reason, to

be imputed to her. If there be any reliance

on the principles of human nature, the friends

of liberty in England must rejoice in the pros-

perity of America. Every selfish, concurs
with every generous motive, to add strength
to this sympathy; and if any thing is certain

in our late internal historj-, it is that the
friends of liberty are rapidly increasing among
us;
—

partly from increased intelligence
—

partly from increased sufi'ering and impa-
tience—partly from mature conviction, and
instinctive prudence and fear.

There is another consideration, also arising
from the aspect of the times before us, which
should go far, we think, at the present mo-

ment, to strengthen those bonds of affinity.
It is impossible to look to the state of the Old
World without seeing, or rather feeling, that

there is a greater and more momentous con-

test impending, than ever before agitated
human society. In Germany—in Spain

—in

France—in Italy, the principles of Reform
and Liberty are visibly arraying themselves
for a final struggle with the principles of Es-
tablished Abuse,

—
Legitimacy, or Tyranny—

or whatever else it is called, by its friends or

enemies. Even in England, the more modi-
fied elements of the same principles are stir-

ring and heaving, around, above and beneath

us, with unprecedented force, activity, and

terror; and everything betokens an approach-
ing crisis in the great European common-

wealth, by the result of which the future

character of its governments, and the struc-

ture and condition of its society, will in all

probability be determined. The ultimate re-

sult, or the course of events that are to lead

to it. we have not the presumption to predict.
The struggle may be long or transitory

—san-

guinary or bloodless; and it may end in a

great and signal amelioration of all existing
institutions, or in the establishment of one vast

federation of military despots, domineering as

usual in the midst of sensuality, barbarism,
and gloom. The issues of all these things
are in the hand of Providence and the womb
of time I and no human eye can yet foresee

the fashion of their accomplishment. But

great changes are evidently preparing; and
in fifty years

—most probably in a far shorter

time—some material alterations must have
taken place in most of the established govern-
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ments of Europe, and the rights of the Euro-

pean nations been established on a surer and
more durable basis. Half a century cannot

pass away in growing discontents on the part
of the people, and growing fears and precau-
tions on that of their rulers. Their preten-
sions mi(st at last be put clearly in issue; and
abide the settlement offeree, or fear, or reason.

Looking back to what has already happened
in the world, both recently and in ancient

times, we can scarcely doubt that the cause of

Liberty will be ultimately triumphant. But

through what trials and sufferings
—what mar-

tyrdoms and persecutions it is doomed to

work out its triumph
—we profess ourselves

unable to conjecture. The disunion of the

lower and the higher classes, which was

gradually disappearing with the increasing

intelligence of the former, but has lately been
renewed by circumstances which we cannot
now stop to examine, leads, we must confess,
to gloomy auguries as to the character of this

contest; and (ills us with apprehensions, that

it may neither be peaceful nor brief. But in

this, as in every other respect, we conceive
that much will depend on the part that is

taken by America
;
and on the dispositions

which she may have cultivated towards the

different parties concerned. Her great and

growing wealth and population
—her univer-

sal commercial relations—her own impregna-
ble security

—and her remoteness from the
scene of dissension—must give her prodigious
power and influence in such a crisis, either as
a mediator or umpire, or, if she take a part, as
an auxiliary and ally. That she must wish
well to the cause of Freedom, it would be in-

decent, and indeed impious, to doubt—and
that she should take an active part against it,

is a thing not even to be imagined :
—But she

may stand aloof, a cold and disdainful spec-
tator; and. counterfeiting a prudent indiffer-

ence to scenes that neither can nor ought to

be indifferent to her, may see, unmoved, the

Erolongation

of a lamentable contest, which
er interference might either have prevented,

or brought to a speedy and happy termination.

And this course she will most probably follow,
if she allows herself to conceive antipathies to

nations for the faults of a few calumnious in-

dividuals : And especially if. upon grounds so

trivial, .she should nourish such an animosity
towards England, as to feel a repugnance to

make common cause with her, even in behalf
of their common inheritance of freedom.

Assuredly, there is yet no other country in

Europe where the principles of liberty, and
the rights and duties of nations, are so well
understood as with us—or in which so great a
number of men, qualified to write, speak, and
act with authority, are at all times ready to

take a reasonable, liberal, and practical view
of those principles and duties. The Govern-

ment, indeed, has not always been either wise
or generous, to its own or to other countries;

—
but it has partaken, or at least has been con-
trolled by the general spirit of freedom

;
and

we have no hesitation in saying, that the Free
Constitution of England has been a blessing
and protection to the remotest nations of Eu-

79

rope for the last two hundred j-ears. Had
England not been free, the worst despotism
in Europe would have been far worse than it

is, at this moment. If our world had been

parcelled out among arbitrary monarchs, they
would have run a race of oppression, and en-

comaged each other hi all sorts of abuses.
But the existence of one powerful and flour-

ishing State, where juster maxims were ad-

mitted, has shamed them out of their worst

enormities, given countenance and encourage-
ment to the claims of their oppressed subjects,
and gradually taught their rulers to under-

stand, that a certain measure of liberty was
not only compatible with national greatness
and splendour, but essential to its support.
In the days of Queen Elizabeth, England was
the champion and asylum of Religious Free-
dom—in those of King William, of National

Independence. If a less generous spirit has

prevailed in her Cabinet since the settled pre-
dominance of Tory principles in her councilsj
still, the effects of her Parliamentary Oppo-
sition—the artillery of her Free Press—the

voice, in short, of her People, which Mr. W.
has so strangely mistaken, have not been
without their efiects;

—
and, though some fla-

grant acts of injustice have stained her recent

annals, we still venture to hope that the dread
of the British Public is felt as far as Peters-

burgh and Vienna
;
and would fain indulge

ourselves with the belief, that it may yet scare
some Imperial spoiler from a part of his prey,
and lighten, if not break, the chains of many
distant captives.

It is in aid of this generous, though perhaps
decaying influence—it is as an associate or

successor in the noble office of patronising and

protecting General Liberty, that we now call

upon America to throw from her the memory
of all petty differences and nice offences, and
to unite herself cordially with the liberal and

enlightened part of the English nation, at a
season when their joint efforts may be all little

enough to crown the good cause with successj
and when their disimion will give dreadful

advantages to the enemies of improvement
and reform. The example of America has

already done much for that cause
;
and the

very existence of such a countiy, under such
a government, is a tower of strength, and a
standard of encouragement, for all who may
hereafter have to struggle for the restoration

or the extension of their rights. It shows
within what wide limits popular institutions

are safe and practicable ;
and what a large

infusion of democracy is consistent with the

authority of government, and the good order
of society. But her inJJuence, as well as her

example, will be wanted in the crisis which
seems to be approaching :

—and that influence

must be paralysed and inoperative, if she
shall think it a duty to divide herself from

England ;
to look with jealousy upon her pro-

ceedings, and to judge unfavourably of all the

parties she contains. We do not ask her to

think well of (hat party, whether in power or

out of
it, which has always insulted and re-

viled her, because she is free and independ-

ent, and democratic and prosperous:
—But wn

3C
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do confidently lay claim to her favourable

opinion for that preat majority of the nation

ivhic'h has always been opposed to this parly—which has jiartaken with her in the honour

of its reproaches, and is bound, by every con-

8ideratif)n of interest and duty, consistency
and common sense, to maintain her rights and

her reputation, and to promote and proclaim
her prosperity.
To wliich of these parties ve belong, and to

which our pen has been devoted, we suppose
it is unnecessary for us to announce, even in

America; and therefore, without recapitulat-

ing any jiart
of what has just been said, we

think we may assume, in the outset, that the

charge e.xhibited against us by Mr. W. is, at

least, and on its face, a very unlucky and im-

probable one—that we are actuated by jeal-

ousy and spite towards America, and have

joined in a scheme of systematic defamation,
m order to diffuse among our countrymen a

general sentiment of hostility and dislike to

her ! Grievous as this charge is,
we should

scarcely have thought it necessary to reply to

it,
had not the question appeared to us to re-

late to something of far higher importance
than the character of our Journal, or the jus-

tice or injustice of an imputation on the prin-

ciples of a few anonymous writers. In that

case, we .should have left the matter, as all

the world knows we have uniformly left it in

other cases, to be determined by our readers

upon the evidence before them. But Mr. W.
has been pleased to do us the honour of identify-

ing us with the great Whig party of this coun-

try, or, rather, of considering us as the e.\po-

nents of those who support the principles of

liberty, as it is understood in England :
—and

to think his case sufficiently made out against
the Nation at large, if he can prove that both

the Edinburgh and the Quarterly Review
had given proof of deliberate malice and

shameful unfairness on the subject of Ameri-
ca. Now

f/u'.s,
it must be admitted, gives the

question a mag-nitude that would not other-

wise belong to it; and makes what might in

itself be a mere personal or literary alterca-

tion, a matter of national moment and con-

cernment. If a sweeping conviction of mean

jealousy and rancorous hostility is to be en-

tered up against the whole British nation, and
a corresponding spirit to be conjured up in the

breast of America, because it is alleged that

the Edinburgh Review, as well as the Quar-

terly, has given proof of such dispositions,
—

then it becomes a question of no mean or or-

dinary importance, to determine whether this

charge has been justly brought against that

unfortunate journal, and whether its accuser

has made out enough to entitle him to a ver-

dict leading to such consequences.
It will be understood, that we deny alto-

gether the justice of the charge :
—But we

wish distinctly to say in the beginning, that if

it should appear to anyone that, in the course

of a great deal of hasty writing, by a variety
of hands, m the course of twenty long years,
6ome rash or petulant expressions had been
admitted, at which the national pride of our

Transatlantic brethren might be justly ofTend-

nothing but

been
note.

ed, we shall most certainly feel noan>»<
ty

to

justify these expressions,
—nor any fea.- that,

with the liberal and reasonable part of the

nation to which they relate, our avowal of re«

gret for having emj)Ioyed them will not be
received as a sufficient atonement. Even in

private life, and without the provocation of

public controversy, there are not many men
who, in half the time we have mentioned, do
not say some things to the slight or disparage-
ment of their best friends; which, if all

" set

in a note-book, conned and got by role," it

might be hard to answer :
—and yet, among

people of ordinary sense or temper, such things
never break any squares

—and the dispositions
are judged of by the general tenor of one's

life and conduct, and not by a set of peevish

phrases, curiously culled and selected out of

his whole conversation. But we really do not

think that we shall very much need the bene-

fit of this plain consideration, and shall pro-
ceed straightway to our answer.

The sum of it is this—That, in point of fact,

we have spoken far more good of America
than ill—that in nine instances out of ten,

where we have mentioned her, it has been
for praise

—and that in almost all that is essen

tial or of serious importance, we have spoken

good;
—while our censures have

wholly confined to matters of inferior

and generally accompanied with an

apology for their existence, and a prediction
of their speedy disappearance.
Whatever we have written seriously and

with earnestness of America, has been with

a view to conciliate towards her the respect
and esteem of our own country ',

and we have

scarcely named her, in any deliberate man-

ner, except for the purpose of impre.ssing upon
our readers the signal prosperity she has en-

joyed
—the magical rapidity of her advances

in wealth and population
—and the extraordi-

nary power and greatness to w hich she is evi-

dently destined. On these subjects we have

held but one language, and one tenor of sen-

timent
;
and have never missed an opportu-

nity of enforcing our views on our readers—
and that not feeblj-, coldly, or reluctantly, but

with all the earnestness and energy of which
we were capable : and we do accordingly take

upon us to say, that in no European publica-
tion have those views been urged with the

same force or frequency, or resumed at every

season, and under every change of circum-

stances, with such steadiness and uniformity.
We have been equally consistent and equally

explicit, in pointing out the advantages which

that country has derived from the extent of

her elective system
—the lisrhtness of her pub-

lic burdens—the freedom of her press
—and

the independent spirit of her people. The

praise of the Government is implied in the

praise of these institutions
;
but we have not

omitted upon every occasion to testify, in ex-

press terms, to its general wisdom, equity, and

prudence. Of the character of the people,

too, in all its more serious aspects, we have

spoken with the same undeviating favour;
and have always repre.sented them as brave,

enterprising, acute, industrious, and patriotic.
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We need not load our pages with quotations
to prove the accuracy of this representation—our whole work is full of them- and Mr.
W. himself has (juoted enough, both in the

outset of his book and in the body of if. to

satisfy even such as may take their informa-

tion from him, that such have always been
our opinions. Mr. W. indeed seems to ima-

gnie, that other passages, which he has cited,

import a contradiction or retractation of these
;

and that we are thus involved, not only in the

guilt of malice, but the awkwardness of in-

consistency. Now this, as we take
it,

is one
of the radical and almost unaccountable errors

Avith which the work before us is chargeable.
There is no such retractation, and no contradic-

tion. We can of course do no more, on a point
like this,thanmakeadistinct asseveration; but,
after having perused Mr. W.'s book, and with
a pretty correct knowledge of the Review, we
do say distinctly, that there is not to be found
in either a single passage inconsistent, or at

all at variance with the sentiments to which
we have just alluded. We have never spoken
but in one way of the prosperity and future

greatness of America, and of the importance
of cultivating amicable relations with her—
never but in one way of the freedom, cheap-
ness, and general wisdom of her government—never but in one way of the bravery, intelli-

gence, activity, and patriotism of her people.
The points on which Mr. W. accuses us of

malice and unfairness, all relate, as we shall

see immediately, to other and far less con-

eiderable matters.

Assuming, then, as we must now do, that

Upon the subjects that have been specified,
our testimony has been eminently and e.xclu-

eively favourable to America, and that we have
never ceased earnestly to recommend the most
cordial and friendly relations with her, how,
it may be asked, is it possible that we should

have deserved to be classed among the chief

and most malignant of her calumniators, or

accused of a design to e.xcite hostility to her
in the body of our nation 1 and even repre-
Bented as making reciprocal hostility a point
of duty in her, by the excesses of our oblo-

quy ? For ourselves, we profess to be as little

able to answer this question, as the most ig-

norant of our readers
;

—but we shall lay be-

fore them some account of the proofs on which
Mr. W. relies for our condemnation; and

cheerfully submit to any sentence which these

may seem to justify. There are a variety of

counts ill our indictment; but, in so far as we
have been able to collect, the heads of our

offending are as follows. 1st, That we have

noticed, with uncharitable and undue severity,
the admitted want of indigenous literature in

America, and the scarcity of men of genius;
2d, as an illustration of that charge. That we
have laughed too ill-naturedly at the affecta-

tions of Joel Barlow's Columbiad, made an un-
fair estimate of the merits of Marshall's His-

tory, and Adams' Letters, and spoken illiber-

ally of the insianificance of certain American

Philosophical Transactions; 3dly, That we
have represented the manners of the fashion-

able society of America as less polished and

agreeable than those of Europe—the lower
orders as impertinently inquisitive, and the

whole as too vain of their country ; 4th, and

finally. That we have reproached them too

bitterly with their negro slavery.

These, we think, are the whole, and certainly

they are the chief, of the charges against us
j

and, before saying any thing as to the particu-

lars, we should just like to ask, whether, if

they were all admitted to be true, they would
afford any sufficient groumls. especially when
set by the side of the favourable representa-
tions we have made with so much more earn-

estness on points of much more importance,
for imputing to their authors, and to the whole

body of their countrymen, a systematic de-

sign to make America odious and despicable
in the eyes of the world ? This charge, we
will confess, appears to us most extravagant—

and, when the facts already stated are taken
into view, altogether ridiculous. Though we
are the friends and well-wishers of the Ameri-
cans—though we think favourably, and even

highly, of many things in their mstitutions,

government, and character,
—we are not their

stipendiary Laureates or blind adulators
;
and

must insist on our right to take notice of what
we conceive to be their errors and defects,
with the same freedom which we use to our
own and to all other nations. It has already
been shown, that we have by no means con-

fined ourselves to this privilege of censure
;

and the complaint seems to be, that we should
ever have presumed to use it at all. We really
do not understand this. We have spoken much
more favourably of their government and in-

stitutions than we have done of our own. We
have criticised their authors with at least as

much indulgence, and spoken of their national

character in terms of equal respect : But be-

cause we have pointed out certain undeniable

defects, and laughed at some indefensib„e ab-

surdities, we are accused of the most partial
and unfair nationality, and represented as en-

gaged in a conspiracy to bring the whole nation

into disrepute ! Even if we had the misfor-

tune to differ in opinion with I\Ir. W., or the

majority of his countrymen, on most of the

points to which our censure has been directed,
instead of having his substantial admission of

their justice in most instances, this, it humbly
appears to us, would neither be a good ground
for questioning our good faith, nor a reason-

able occasion for denouncing a general hos-

tility against the country to which we belong.
Men may differ conscientiously in their taste

in literature and manners, and in their opinions
as to the injustice or sinfulness of domestic

slavery; and may express their opinions in

public
—or so at least we have fancied—with-

out being actuated by spite or malignity. But
a verj- slight examination of each of the arti-

cles of charge will show still more clearly

upon what slight grounds they have been

hazarded, and how much more of spleen than

of reason there is in the accusation.

1 . Upon the first head, Mr. W. neither does,
nor can denv, that our statements are perfectly
correct. The Americans have scarcely aiiy
literature of their own growth

—and scarcely
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any authors of celebrity.* The fact is too

remarkable not to have been noticed by all

•who have occasion to speak of them
;

—and

we have only to add, that, so far from bringing
it forward in an insnltingor invidious manner,

we have never, we believe, alluded to it with-

out adding such e.vplanations as in candour

we thought due, and as were calculated to

take from it all shadow of offence. So early
as in our third Number (printed in 1802), we
observed that "Literature was one of those

finer Manufactures which a new country will

always find it better to import than to raise ;"—
and, after showing that the want of leisure

and hereditary wealth naturally lead to this

arrangement, we added, that " the Americans
had shown abundance of talent, wherever in-

ducements had been held out for its exertion;
that their party-pamphlets were written with

great keenness and spirit ;
and that their ora-

tors frequently displayed a vehemence, cor-

rectness, and animation, that would command
the admiration of any European audience."

Mr. W. has himself quoted the warm testi-

mony we bore, in our twelfth Volume, to the

merits of the papers published under the title

of The Federalist :
—And in our sixteenth, we

observe, that when America once turned her

attention to letters,
" we had no doubt that

her authors would improve and multiply, to a

degree that would make all our exertions

necessary to keep the start we have of them."
In a subsequent Number, we add the import-
ant remark, that "

among them, the men who
write bear no proportion to those who read;^'
and that, though they have as yet but few
native authors, "the individuals are innumer-
able who make use of literature to improve
their understandings, and add to their happi-
ness." The very same ideas are expressed
in a late article, which seems to have given
Mr. W. very great offence—though we can

discover nothing in the passage in question,

except the liveliness of the style, that can
afford room for misconstruction. " Native lite-

rature," says the Reviewer, "the Americans
have none : It is all imported. And why
should they write books, when a six weeks'

passage brings them, in their own tongue, our

sense, science, and genius, in bales and hogs-
heads ]"—Now, what is the true meaning of

this, but the following
—" The Americans do

not write books
;
but it must not be inferred,

from this, that they are ignorant or indiiferent

about literature.—The true reason is, that they
get books enough from us in their own lan-

guage ;
and are, in this respect, just in the

condition of any of our great trading or manu-
facturing districts at home, within the locality
of which there is no encouragement for authors

to settle, though there is at least as much
reading and thinking as in other places."
This has all along been our meaning—and
we think it has been clearly enough express-
ed. The Americans, in fact, are at least as

* This might require more qualification now,
tk»n in 1820, when it was written—or rather, than
in tvSlO, beloie which almost all the reviews con-

taining the assertion had appeared.

great readers as the English, and take off hn
mense editions of all our popular works;—-
and while we hive repeatedly stated th*

causes that have probably withheld them,
from becoming authors in great numbers
themselves, we confidently deny that we have
ever represented them as illiterate, or neg-
ligent of learning.

2. As to our particular criticisms on Ameri-
can works, we cannot help feeling that our

justification will be altogether as easy as in

the case of our general remarks on their rarity.

Nothing, indeed, can more strikingly illustrate

the unfortunate prejudice or irritation under
which Mr. \V. has composed this part of his

work, than the morose and angry remarks he
has made on our very innocent and good-
natured critique of Barlow's Columbiad. It is

very true that we have laughed at its strange

neologisms, and pointed out some of its other

manifold faults. But is it possible for any one

seriously to believe, that this gentle castigation
was dictated by national animosity 1—or does

Mr. W. really believe that, if the same work
had been published in England, it would have
met with a milder treatment 1 If the book was
so bad, however, he insinuates, why take any
notice of

it,
if not to indulge your malignity?

To this we answer, first, That a handsome

quarto of verse, from a country which pro-
duces so few, necessarily attracted our atten-

tion more strongly than if it had appeared
among ourselves

; secondly, That its faults

were of so peculiar and amusing a kind, as to

call for animadversion rather than neglect;

and, thirdly, what no reader of Mr. W.'s
remarks would indeed anticipate. That, in

spite of these faults, the book actually had
merits that entitled it to notice; and that a

very considerable part of our article is ac-

cordingly employed in bringing those merits

into view. In common candour, we must say,
Mr. W. should have acknowledged this, when
complaining of the illiberal severity with
which Mr. Barlow's work had been treated.

For, the truth is,
that we have given it fully

as much praise as he, or any other intelligent

American, can say it deserves
;
and have been

at some pains in vindicating the author's sen-

timents from misconstruction, as well as res

cuing his beauties from neglect. Yet Mr.W
is pleased to inform his reader, that the work
"seems to have been committed to the Mo
mus of the fraternity for especial diversion;"
and is very surly and austere at "the exquisite

jokes" of which he says it consists. We cer-

tainly do not mean to dispute with him about

the (juality of our jokes :
—though we take

leave to appeal to a gayer critic—or to him-

self in better humour—from his present sen-

tence of reprobation. But he should have re-

collected, that, besides stating, in distinct

terms, that "his versification was generally
both soft and sonorou!?, and that there were

many passages of liiL and vigorous descrip-

tion, and some that might lay claini even to

the praise of magnificence," the critics had

summed up their observations by saying,
" that the author's talents were evidently re-

spectable ; and that, severely as they had
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been oliiiged to speak of his taste and his dic-

tion, in a great part of the volume, they con-

sidered him as a giant in comparison with

many of the paltry and puling rhymsters who

disgraced our English literature by their oc-

casional success
;
and that, if he would pay

some attention to purity of style and simpli-

city of composition, they had no doubt that he

might produce something which English poets
would envy, and English critics applaud."
Are there any traces here, we would ask,

of national spite and hostihty?
—or is it not

true, that our account of the poem is,
on the

whole, not only fair but favourable, and the

tone of our remarks as good-humoured and

friendly as if the author had been a
whitish

Scotchnniaii ] As to '' Marshall's Life of Wash-

ington," we do not think that Mr. W. differs

very much from the Reviewers. He says,
" he does not mean to afhrm that the story of

their Revolution has been told absolutely well

by this author;" and we, after complaining of

its being cold, heavy, and tedious, have dis-

tinctly testified, that "it displayed industry,

good sense, and, in so far as we could judge,
laudable impartiality; and that the style,

though neither elegant nor impressive, was

yet, upon the whole, clear and manly." Mr.

W., however, thinks that nothing but national

spite and illiberality can account for our say-

ing,
''• that Mr. M. must not promise himself

a reputation commensurate with the dimen-

sions of his work;" and "that what passes
with him lor dignity, will, by his readers, be

pronounced dulness and frigidity:" And then

he endeavours to show, that a passage in

which we say that " Mr. Marshall's narrative

is deficient in almost every thing that con-

stitutes historical excellence," is glaringly in-

consistent with the favourable sentence we
have transcribed in the beginning; not see-

ing, or not choosing to see, that in the one

place we are speaking of the literary merits

of the work as an historical composition, and

in the other of its value in respect of the

views and information it supplies. But the

question is not, whether our criticism is just
and able, or otherwise

;
but whether it indi-

cates any little spirit of detraction and national

rancour—and this it would seem not very dif-

ficult to answer. If we had taken the occasion

of this publication to gather together all the

foolish, and awkward, and disreputable things
that occurred in the conduct of the revolu-

tionary councils and campaigns, and to make
the history of this memorable struggle, a

vehicle for insinuations against the courage
or integrity of many who took part in

it,
we

might, with reason, have been subjected to

the censure we now confidently repel. But

there is not a word in the article that looks

that way; and the only ground for the impu-
tation is, that we have called Mr. Marshall's

book dull and honest, accurate and heavy,
valuable and tedious, while neither Mr. Walsh,
nor any body else, ever thought or said any
thing else of it. It is his style only that we

object to. Of his general sentiments—of the

conduct and character of his hero—and of

the prospects of his country^ we speak as the

warmest friends of America, and the warmest
admirers of American virtue, would wish us

to speak. We shall add but one short passage
as a specimen of the real tone of this insolent

and illiberal production.

"
History has no oiher example of so happy an

issue to a revolution, consummated by a ions; civil

war. Indped it seems to be very near a maxim in

poliiical philosophy, that a free government cannot
l)e obtained where a long employment of military
force has been necessary to establish it. In the

case of America, however, the military power was,

by a rare felicity, disarmed by that very influence

which makes a revolutionary army so formidable

to liberty : For the images of Grandeur and Power—those meteor lights that are exhaled in the stormy
atmosphere of a revolution, to allure the ambi-
tious and dazzle the weak—made no impression
on the firm and virtuous soul of the American
commander."

As to Adams' Letters on Silesia, the case is

nearly the same. We certainl)^ do not run

into extravagant compliments to the author,
because he happens to be the son of the

American President : But he is treated with

sufficient courtesy and respect ;
and Mr. W.

cannot well deny that the book is very fairly

rated, according to its intrinsic merits. There
is no ridicule, nor any attempt at sneering,

throughout the article. The work is described

as "
easy and pleasant, and entertaining,"

—as

containing some excellent remarks on Educa-

tion,
—and indicating, throughout,

" that set-

tled attachment to freedom which is worked
into the constitution of every man of virtue

who has the fortune to belong to a free and

prosperous community." As to the style, we
remark, certainly in a very good-natured and
inoffensive manner, that "

though it is re-

markably free from those affectations and

corruptions of phrase that overrun the com-

positions of his country, a few national, per-

haps we might still venture to call them pro-

vincial, peculiarities, might be detected;"
and then we add, in a style which we do not

think can appear impolite, even to a minister

plenipotentiary, "that if men of birth and
education in that other England which they
are building up in the West, will not dili-

gently study the great authors who fixed and

purified the langaiage of our common fore-

fathers, we must soon lose the only badge
that is still worn of our consanguinity." Un-
less the Americans are really to set up a

new standard of speech, we conceive that

these remarks are perfectly just and unan-

swerable; and w^e are sure, at all events, tnat

nothing can be farther from a spirit of insult

or malevolence.

Our critique on the volume of American
Transactions is perhaps more liable to objec-

tion ; and, on looking back to it,
we at once

admit that it contains some petulant and rash

expressions which had better have been omit-

ted—and that its general tone is less liberal

and courteous than might have been desire>t.

It is remarkable, however, that this, which is

by far the most offensive of our discussions

on American literature, is one of the earliest,

and that the sarcasms with which it is sea-

soned have never been repeated
—a 'act

3 c2
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which, with many others, may serve to ex-

pose the singular inaccuracy with which Mr.
.W. has been led, throughout his work, to as-

^rt that we began our labours with civility
and kindness towards his country, and have

only lately changed our tone, ant! joined its

inveterate enemies in all the extravagance of

abuse. The substance of our criticism, it does

not seem to be disputed, was just
—the volume

containing very little that was at all interest-

ing, and a good part of it being composed in

a style very ill suited for such a publication.
Such are the perversions of our critical

office, which Mr. W. can only explain on the

supposition of national jealousy and malice.

As proofs of an opposite disposition, we beg
leave just to refer to our lavish and reiterated

praise of the writings of Franklin—to our

njgh'and distinguished testimony to the merits

of The Federahst—to the terms of commend-
ation in which we have spoken of the Journal
of Messrs. Lewis and Clarke

;
and in an espe-

cial manner, to the great kindness with which
we have treated a certain American pamj)hlet
published at Philadelphia and London in 1810,
and of which we shall have a word to say
hereafter,

—
though each and all of those per-

formances touched much more nearly on sub-

jects of national contention, and were far

more apt to provoke feelings of rivalry, than

any thing in the Philosophical Transactions,
or the tuneful pages of the Columbiad.

3. We come now to tlie ticklish Chapter of

Manners
;
on which, though we have said less

than on any other, we suspect we have given
more offence—and, if possible, with less rea-

son. We may despatch the lower orders first,

before we come to the people of fashion. The
charge here

is, that we have unjustly libelled

those persons, by saying, in one place, that

they were too much addicted to spirituous li-

quors ;
in another, that they were rudely in-

quisitive ;
and in a third, that they were

absurdly vain of their free constitution, and
offensive in boasting of it. Now, we may have
been mistaken in making these imputations ;

but we find them stated in the narrative of

every traveller who has visited their country ;

and most of them noticed by the better wri-

ters among themselves, from Franklin to

Cooper inclusive. We have noticed them,
too, without bitterness or insult, and generally
in the words of the authors upon whose au-

thority they are stated. Neither are the im-

putations themselves very grievous, or such
as can be thought to bespeak any great ma-
lignity in their authors. Their inquisitiveness,
and the boast of their freedom, are but ex-
cesses of laudable qualities; and intemper-
ance, though it is apt to lead further, is, in

itself, a sin rather against prudence than mo-
rality. Mr. W. is

infinitely offended, too, be-
cause we have said that " the people of the
Western Slates are very hospitable to strangers—because they are seldom troubled with them,
3,nd because they have always plenty of maize
and hams;" as if this were not the rationale
of all hospitality among the lower orders,

jhroughout the world,
—and familiarly applied,

limong ourselves, to the case of our Highland-

ers and remote Irish. But slight as these

charges are, we may admit, that Mr. W. would
have had some n^uson to complain if they had
included all that we had ever said of the great
bulk of his nation. But the truth is, that we
have all along been much more careful to no-
tice their virtues than their faults, and have lost

no fair opportunity of speaking well of them.
In our twenty-third Number, we have said
'•' The great body of the Ameiican people is

better educated, and more comfortably situated,
than the bull< of any European community;
and possesses all the accomplishments that

are anywhere to be found in persons of the

same occupation and condition." And more

recently, "The Americans are about as pol-
ished as ninety-nine out of one hundred of our
own countrymen, in the upper ranks; and

quite as moral, and well educated, in the louer.

Their virtues too are such as we ought to ad-

mire
;

for they are those on which we value
ourselves most highly." We have never said

any thing inconsistent with this:—and if this

be to libel a whole nation, and to viUify and

degrade them in comparison of ourselves, we
have certainly been guilty of that enormity.
As for the manners of the upper classes, we

have really said very little about them, and
can scarcely recollect having given any posi-
tive opinion on the subject. We have lately

quoted, with warm approbation. Captain HalPs

strong and very respectable testimony to their

agreeableness
—and certainly have never con-

tradicted it on our own authority. We have
made however certain hypothetical and con-

jectural observations, which, we gather from
Mr. W., have given some offence—we must

say, we think, very unreasonably. We have

said, for example, as already quoted, that "the
Americans are about as polished as ninety-
nine in one hundred of our own countrymen
in the upper ranks." Is it the reservation of

this inconsiderable fraction in our own favour
that is resented 1 Why, our very seniority, we
think, might have entitled us to this prece-
dence : and we must say that our monarchy—our nobility

—our greater proportion of he-

reditary wealth, and our closer connection with
the old civilised world, might have justified a

higher percentage. But we will not dispute
with Mr. W. even upon this point. Let him
set dowa the fraction, if he pleases, to the
score merely of our national partiality ;

—and
he must estimate that element very far indeed
below its ordinary standard, if he does not find

it sufficient for
it,

without the supposition of

intended insult or malignity. Was there ever

any great nation that did not prefer its own
manners to those of any of its neighbours 1—
or can Mr. W. produce another instance in

which it was ever before allowed, that a rival

came so near as to be within one hundreth
of its own excellence ?

But there is still something worse than this.

Understanding that the most considerable per-
sons in the chief cities of America, were their

opulent merchants, we conjectured that their

society was probably much of the same des-

cription with that of Liverpool, Manchester,
and Glasgow :

—And does Mr. W. really thinjc
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there is any disparagement in this?—Does he

not know that these places have been graced,
for generations, by some of the most deserving
and enlightened citizens, and some of the most

learned and accomplished men that have ever

adorned our nation? Does he not know that

Adam Smith, and Reid, and Miller, spent their

happiest days in Glasgow; that Roscoe and

Currie illustrated the society of Liverpool
—

and Priestley and Ferriar and Darwin that of

Manchester ? The wealth and skill and enter-

prise of all the places is equally indisputable—and we confess we are yet to learn in which
of the elements of respectability they can be

imagined to be inferior to New York, or Bal-

timore, or Philadelphia.
But there is yet another passage in the Re-

view which Mr. W. has quoted as insulting
and vituperative

—for such a construction of

which we confess ourselves still less able to

divine a reason. It is part of an honest and

very earnest attempt to overcome the h'gh
monarchical prejudices of a part of our own

country against the Americans, and notices

this objection to their manners only collaterally
and hypothetically. Mr. W. needs not be told

that all courtiers and zealots of monarchy im-

pute rudeness and vulgarity to republicans.
The French used to describe an inelegant

person as having
" Les manieres d'un Suisse,

En Hollande civilise
,•"
—and the Court faction

among ourselves did not omit this reproach
when we went to war with the Americans.
To expose the absurdity of such an attack,
we expressed ourselves in 1814 as follows.

" The complaint respecting America is, that there

are no people of fashion,
—that iheir column siill

wants iis Corinthian capital, or, in other words, thai

those who are rich and idle, have not yet existed so

long, or in such numbers, as to have brought to full

perteciion tliat system of ingenious trifling and ele-

gant dissipation, by means of which it has been dis-

covered that wealth and leisure may be most agree-
ably disposed of. Admitting the fact to be so, and
in a country where there is no court, no nobility,
and no monument or tradition of chivalrous usages,—and where, moreover, the greatest number of

those who are rich and powerful have raised them-
selves to that eminence by mercantile industry, w-e

really do not see how it could well be otherwise
;

we would still submit, that this is no lawful cause
eitherfor national contempt, or for national hosiiliiy-
It is a peculiarity in the structure of society mnoiig
that people, which, we lake it, can only give oflbnce

to their visiting acquaintance ; and, while it does us
no sort of harm while it subsists, promises, we think,

very soon to disappear altogether, and no longer to

afflict even our imagination. The number ol indi-

viduals born to the enjoyment of hereditary wcalih

is, or at least was daily increasing in that cotiniry ;

and it is impossible that their multiplication (with
all the models of European refinement before them,
and all the advantages resulting from a free govern-
ment and a general system of good education) should

fail, within a very short period, to give birth \oahfttrr
lone of conversation and society, and to mainiers
ntere dignified and refined. Unless we are very
much misinformed, indeed, the symptoms of such a

change may already be traced in their cities. 'I'heir

youths of fortune already travel over all the coun-
tries of Europe for their improvement ; and speci-
mens are occasionally met with, even in these

islands, which, with all our prejudices, we must ad-

mit, would do no discredit to the best blood of the

land from which they originally sprung."

Now, is there really any matter of ofTence

in this?—In the iirst place, is it not substan-

tially true ?—in the next place, is it not mildly
and respectfully stated ? Is it not true, that

the greater part of those who compose the

higher society of the American cities, have
raised themselves to opulence by conmieicial

pursuits?
—and is it to be imagined that, in

America alone, this is not to produce its usual

effects upon the style and tone of society?
As families become old, and hereditary wealth

comes to be the portion of many, it carinot but

happen that a change of manners will take

place ;

—and is it an insult to suppose that this

change will be an improvement ? Surely they
cannot be perfect, both as they are, and as

they are to be; and, while it seems impossi-
ble to doubt that a considerable change is in-

evitable, the offence .seems to be, that it is

expected to be for the better ! It is impossible,
we think, that Mr. W. can seriously imagine
that the manners of any country upon earth

can be so dignified and refined—or their tone

of conversation and society so good, when the

most figuring persons come into company from

the desk and the counting-house, as when

they pass only fiom one assembly to another,
and have had no other study or employment
from their youth up, than to render society

agreeable, and to cultivate those talents and
manners which give its charm to polite con-

versation. If there are any persons in America
who seriously dispute the accuracy of these

opinions, we are pretty confident that they
will turn out to be those whom the rest of the

country would refer to in illustration of their

truth. The truly polite, we are persuaded,
will admit the case to be pretty much as we
have stated it. The upstarts alone will con-

tend for their present perfection. If we have

really been so unfortunate as to give any of-

fence by our observations, we suspect that

offence will be greater at Cincinnati than at

New York,
—and not quite so .slight at Nevr

York as at Philadelphia or Boston.

But we have no desire to pursue this topic

any further—nor any interest indeed to con-

vince those who may not be already satisfied.

If Mr. W. really thinks us wrong in the opin-
now ex])resse(1, we are willingions we have

for the present to be thought so : But surely
we have said enough to show that we had

plausible grounds for those opinions; and

surely, if we did entertain them, it was im-

possible to express them in a manner less of-

fensive. We did not even recur to the topic

spontaneously
—but occasionally took it up in

a controversy on behalf of Amt^rica. with a

party of our own countrymen. What we said

was not addressed to America—but said of

her; and, most indisputably, with friendly
intentions to the people of both countries.

But we have dwelt too long on this subject.
The manners of fashionable life, and the ri

valry of hon ton between one country and

another, is, after all, but a poor affair to oc-

cupy the attention of philosophers, or affect

the peace of nations.—Of what real conse-

quence is it to the happiness or glory of a

country, how a few thousand i<Ue people—
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probably neither the most virtuous nor the

most useful of their fellow-cilizens— pass
their time, or divert the ennui of their inac-

tivity?
—And men must really have a great

propensity to liate each other, when it is

thouyht a reasonable ground of quarrel, that

the rich desauvres of one country are accused
of not knowing how to get through their day
80 cleverly as those of another. Manners
alter iVoni age to age, and from country to

country ,
and much is at all times arbitrary

and conventional in that which is esteemed
the best. What pleases and amuses each

people the most, is the best for that people :

And. where states are tolerably equal in power
and wealth, a great and irreconcileable diver-

sity is often maintained with suitable arro-

gance and inflexibility, and no common stan-

dard Kecognised or dreamed of. The bon ton

of Pekln has no sort of affinity, we suppose,
with the boa ton of Paris—and that of Con-

Btantinople but little resemblance to either.

The ditierence, to be sure, is not so complete
within the limits of Europe; but it is suffi-

ciently great, to show the folly of being dog-
matical or intolerant upon a subject so inca-

pable of being reduced to principle. The
Fiench accuse us of coldness and formality,
and we accuse them of monkey tricks and

impertinence. The good company of Rome
would be much at a loss for amusement at

Amsterdam; and that of Brussels at Madrid.
The manners of America, then, are probably
the best for America : But, for that very rea-

son, they are not the best for us : And when
we hinted that they probably might be im-

proved, we spoke with reference to the Euro-

pean standard, and t^ the feelings and judg-
ment of strangers, to whom that standard
alone was familiar. When their circum-

stances, and the structure of their .society,
come to be more like those of Europe, their

manners will be more like—and they will

suit better with those altered circumstances.

When the fabric has reached its utmost ele-

vation, the Corinthian capital may be added:
For the present, the Doric is perhaps more
suitable

; and, if the style be kept pure, we
are certain it will be equally graceful.

4. It only remains to notice what is said

with reaard to Negro Slavery:
—and on this

we shall be very short. We have no doubt

spoken very warmly on the subject in one of

our late Numbers:—but Mr. W. must have
read what we there said, with a jaundiced
eye indeed, if he did not see that our warmth
"proceeded, not from any animosity against the

people among whom this miserable institution

existed, but against the institution itself—and
was maiidy e.vcited by the contrast that it

presented to the freedom and prosperity upon
which it was so strangely engrafted ;

—thus

appearing
" Like a stain upon a Vestal's robe,

The worse for what it soils."

Accordingly, we do not call upon other

nations to hate and despise America for this

practice; but upon the Americans themselves

to wipe away this foul blot from their charac-

ter. We have a hundred times used the same
language to our own countrymen—and re-

peatedly on the subject of the Slave Trade
}
—

and Mr. W. cainiot be ignorant, that many
pious and excellent citizens of his own coun-

try have expressed themselves in similar

terms with regard to this very institution.

As to his recriminations on England, we shall

explain to Mr. W. immediately, that they
have no bearing w^hatever on the question
now at issue between us; and, though nobody
can regret more than we do the domestic

slavery of our West Indian islands, it is quite
absurd to represent the difficulties of the abo-

lition as at all parallel in the case of America.
It is still confidently asserted that, without

slaves, those islands could not be maintained
;

and, independent of private interests, the

trade of England cannot afford to part with
them. But will any body pretend to say,
that the great and comparative temperate re-

gions over which the American Slavery ex-

tends, would be deserted, if all their inhabit-

ants w ere free—or even that they would be

permanently less populous or less productive]
We are perfectly aware, that a sudden or im-
mediate emancipation of all those who are

now in slavery, might be attended with fright-
ful disorders, as well as intolerable losses

;

and, accordingly, we have nowhere recom-
mended any such measure: But we must re-

peat, that it is a crime and a shame, that the

freest nation on the earth should keep a mil-

lion and a half of fellow-creatures in actual

chains, within the very territory and sanc-

tuary of their freedom
;
and should see them

multiplying, from day to day, Avithout think-

ing of any provision for their vllimale libera-

tion. When we say this, we are far from

doubting that there are many amiable and
excellent individuals among the slave propri-
etors. There were many such among the

importers of slaves in our West Indies: Yet,
it is not the less true, that that accursed traffic

was a crime—and it was so called, in the

most emphatic language, and with general
assent, year after year, in Parliament, without

any one ever imagining that this imported a

personal attack on those individuals, far less

a malignant calumny upon the nation which
tolerated and legalized their proceedings.

Before leaving this topic, we have to thank
Mr. W. for a great deal of curious, and, to us,

original information, as to the history of the

American Slave trade, and the measures pur-
sued by the different Slates with regard to the

institution of slavery: From which we learn,

among other things, that, so early as 1767, the

legislature of ISIassachussets brought in a bill

for prohibiting the importation of negroes into

that province, which was rejected by the

British governor, in consequence of express

instructions;
—and another in 1774 shared the

same fate. We learn also, that, in 1770. two

years before the decision of Somerset's ca.se in

England, the courts of the same distinguished

province decided, upon solerun argument, that

no person could be held in slavery within their

jurisdiction ;
and awarded not only their free-

dom, but wages for their past services, to a
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rarlety of nesro suitors. These, indeed, are

fair subjects of pride and exultation
;
and we

nail them, without grndging-, as bright trophies
m the annals of the States to which they re-

late. But do not their glories cast a deeper
Bhade on those who have refused to follow the

example—and may we not now be allowed to

Bpeak of the guilt and unlawfulness of slavery,

as their own countrymen are praised and

boasted of for having spoken, so many years

ago?
We learn also from Mr. W., that Virginia

abolished the foreign slave trade so early as

1778—Pennsylvania in 1780—Massachusetts

in 1787—and Connecticut and Rhode Island

in 1788. It was finally interdicted by the

General Congress in 1794; and made punish-
able as a crime, seven years before that

measure was adopted in England. We have

great pleasure in stating these facts. But

they all appear to us not only incongruous
with the permanent existence of slavery, but

as indicating those very feelings with regard
to it which we have been so severly blamed
for expressing.
We here close our answer to Mr. W.'s

charges. Our readers, we fear, have been for

some time tired of it : And, indeed, we have
felt all along, that there was something ab-

Burd in answering gravel)^ to such an accusa-

tion. If any regular reader of our Review-

could be of opinion that we were hostile to

America, and desirous of fomenting hostility
between her and this country, we could

Bcarcel}- hope that he would change that opin-
ion for any thing we have now been saying.
But Mr. W.'s book may fall into the hands of

many, in his own country at least, to whom
our writings are but little known

;
and the

imputations it contains may become known to

many who never inquire into their grounds:
On such persons, the statements we have now
made may produce some impression

—and the

spirit in which they are made perhaps still

more. Our labour will not have been in vain,
if there are any that rise up from the perusal
of these pages with a better opinion of their

Transatlantic brethren, and an increased de-

sire to live with them in friendship and peace.
There still remains behind, a fair moiety

of Mr. W.'s book
; containing his recrimina-

tions on England—his expositions of ''her

gores and blotches"—and his retort courteous

for all the abuse which her writers have been

pouring on this country for the last hundred

years. The task, we should think, must have
been rather an afflicting one to a man of much
moral sensibility :

—But it is gone through very
resolutely, and with a marvellous industry.
The learned author has not only ransacked

forgotten histories and files of old newspapers
in search of disreputable transactions and de-

grading crimes—but has groped for the mate-
rials of our dishonour, among the filth of Dr.

Colquhoun's Collections, and the Reports of

our Prison and Police Committees—culled vi-

tuperative exaggerations from the records of

angry debates—and produced, as incontro-

vertible evidence of the excess of our guilt
and misery, the feivid declamations of moral-
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ists e.xhorting to amendment, or of sat.'nsta

endeavouring to deter from vice. Provincial

misgovernment from Ireland to Hindustan—
cruel amusements—increasing pauperism

—
disgusting brutality

—shameful ignorance
—

perversion of law—grinding taxation—brutal

debauchery, and many other traits equally

attractive, are all heaped together, as the char-

acteristics of English society ;
and unsparingly

illustrated by "loose extracts from English

Journals,"
—

quotations from Espriella's Let-

ters—and selections from the Parliamentary
Debates. Accustomed, as we have long been,
to mark the vices and miseries of our country-

men, we really cannot say that we recognise

any likeness in this distorted representation;
which exhibits our fair England as one great
Lazar-house of moral and intellectual disease
—one hideous and bloated mass of sin and

suffering
—one festering heap of corruption,

infecting the wholesome air which breathes

upon it, and diffusing all around the contagion
and the terror of its example.
We have no desire whatever to argue

against the truth or the justice of this picture
of our country ;

which we can assure Mr. W.
we contemplate with perfect calmness and

equanimity : but we are tempted to set against
it the judgment of another foreigner, w^ith

whom he cannot complain of being confront-

ed, and whose authority at this moment stands

higher, perhaps with the whole civilised

world, than that of any other individual. We
allude to Madame de Stael—and to the splen-
did testimony she has borne to the character

and happiness of the English nation, in her

last admirable book on the Revolution of her

own country. But we have spoken of this

work so lately, that we shall not now recal

the attention of our readers to
it,

further than

by this general reference. We rather wish,
at present, to lay before them an American

authority.
In a work of great merit, entitled " A Letter

on the Genius and Dispositions of the French

Government," published at Philadelphia in

1810, and which attracted much notice, both
there and in this country, the author, in a
strain of great eloquence and powerful rea-

soning, exhorts his country to make common
cause with England in the great struggle in

which she was then engaged with the giant

power of Bonaparte, and points out the many
circumstances in the character and condition

of the two countries that invited them to a
cordial alliance. He was well aware, too, of

the distinction w-e have endeavoured to point
out between the Court, or the Tory rulers of

the State, and the body of our People : and,
after observing that the American Govern-

ment, by following his councils, might retrieve

the character of their country, he adds, "They
will, I am quite sure, be seconded by an en-

tire correspondence of feeling, not only on
our part, but on that of the People of Eng-
land—whatever may be the narrow policy, or

illiberal prejudices of the British Ministry;"
and, in the body of his work, he gives an

ample and glowing description of the char-

acter and condition of that England of which
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we have just seen so lamentable a representa-

tion. The whole passage is too long for in-

sertion
;
but the following extracts will airord

a sufficient specimen of its tone and tenor.

" A peculiar masculine character, and the uimost

energy of feeling are communicated to all orders of

men,—by the abundance which prevails so univer-

sally,
—the consciousness of equal rights,

—the iul-

ness of power and frame to which the nation has

Biiained,
—and the beauty and robustness of the

species under a climate highly favourable to the

animal economy. I'he dignity of the rich is with-

out insolence,
—the subordination of the poor with-

oui servility. Their freedom is well guarded both

from the dangers of popular licentiousness, and

from the encroachments of authority.
— Their na-

tional pride leads to national sympathy, and is built

upon the most legitimate of all foundations—a sense

of pre-eminent merit and a body of illustrious an-

nals.
" -Whatever may be the representatiotis of those

who, with liitle knowledge of facts, and still less

soundness or impartiality of judgment, afftjct to de-

plore the condition of England,
—

it is nevertheless

true, that there does not exist, and never has ex-

isted elsewhere,—so beautiful and perfect a model
of public and private prosperity,

—so magnificent,
and at ihe same time, so solid a fabric of social hap-

piness and national grandeur. 1 pay this just tri-

bute of admiration with the more "pleasure, as it is

to me in the light of an Atonertient for the errors

and prejudices, under which I laboured, on this sub-

ject, before I enjoyed the advantage of a personal

experience. A residence of nearly two years in

that country,
—

during which period, I visited and
studied almost every part of it,

—with no other view
or pursuit than that of obtaining correct informa-

tion, and, I may add, with previous studies well

fitted to promote my object,
—convinced me that I

had been egregiously deceived. I saw no instances

of individual oppression, and scarcely any individual

misery but that which belongs, under any circum-
stances of o\ir being, to the infirmity of all human
institutions."—•

" The agriculture of England is confessedly su-

perior to that of any other part of the world, and
the condition of those who are engaged in the cul-

tivation of the soil, inconteslibly preferable to that

of the same class in any other section of Europe.
An inexhaustible source of admiration and delight
is found in the unrivalled beauty, as well as rich-

ness and fruitfulness of their husbandry ;
the effects

»f which are heightened by the magnificent parks
and noble mansions of the opulent proprietors : by
picturesque gardens upon the largest scale, and

disposed with the most exquisite taste: and by
Gothic remains no less admirable in their structure
than veneral)le for their antiquity. The neat cot-

tage, the substantial farm-house, the splendid villa,

are consianily rising to the sight, surrounded by the

most choice and poetical attributes of the landscape.
The vision is not more delightfully recreated by
the rural scenery, than the moral sense is gratified,
and the understanding elevated by the institu'ions

of this great country. The first and continued ex-
clamation of an American who contemplates them
with unbiassed judgment, is—

Salve! magna Parens frugum, Saturnia tellus!

Magna virum.

"
It appears something not less than Impious to

desire Ihe ruin of this people, when you view the

height to which they have carried the comforts, the

knowledge, and the virtue of our species : the ex-

lent and number of their foundations of charity ;

their skill in the mechanic arts, by the improvement
of which alone they have conferred inestimable
benefits on mankind ;

the masculine morality, the

lofty sense of independence, the sober and rational

piety which are found in all classes ; their impar-
tial, decorous, and able administration of a code of

laws, than which none more just and perfect haa
ever been in operation ; their seminarii-s of educa-

tion yieldmg more solid and profitable instruction

than any other whatever ; their eminence in litera-

ture and science— the urbaniiy and learning of their

privileged orders— their deliberative assemblies,
illustrated by so many profound statesmen, and
brilliant orators. Jt is worse than Ingratitude in

us not to sympathise with them in iheir present

struggle, when we recollect that it is from I hem we
derive the principal merit of our own CHARACTER—
the best of our own institutions— the sources of our

highest enjoyments
—and the light of Freedom itself,

which, if they should be destroyed, will not long
shed its radia?tce over this country.'"

What will Mr. Walsh say to this picture of

the country he has so laboured to degrade ?—
and what will our readers say, when they are

told that Mr. Walsh himself is the author of

this picture !

So, however, the fact unquestionably stands.
—The book from which we have made the

preceding extracts, was written and published,
in 1810, by the very same indiviiiual who has

now recriminated upon England in the vol-

ume which lies before us,
—and in which he

is pleased to speak with extreme severity of

the inconsistencies he has detected in our Re-

view !
—That some discordant or irreconcile-

able opinions should be found in the miscel-

laneous writing of twenty years, and thirty or

forty individuals under no effective control,

may easily be imagined, and pardoned, we
should think, without any great stretch of

liberality. But such a transmutation of senti-

ments on the same identical subject
—such a

reversal of the poles of the same identical

head, we confess has never before come under

our observation
;
and is parallel to nothing that

we can recollect, but the memorable trans-

formation of JSo^oni, in theMidsummerNight's
Dream. Nine years, to be sure, had intervened

between the first and the second publication.
But all the guilt and all the misery which is

so diligently developed in the last, had been
contracted before the first was thought of; and
all the injuries, and provocations too, by which
the exposition of them has lately become a

duty. Mr. W. knew perfectly, in 1810, how
England had behaved to her American colonies

before the war of independence, and in what

spirit she had begun and carried on that war:—our Poor-rates and taxes, our bull-baitings
and swindlings. were then nearly as visible as

now. Mr. Colquhoun, had, before that time, put
forth his Political Estimate of our pro.stitutes
and pickpockets ;

and the worthy Laureate his

authentic Letters on the bad state of our par-
liaments and manufactures. Nay, the Edin-

burgh Review had committed the worst of

those offences which now make hatred to

England the duty of all true Americans, and
had expressed little of that zeal for her friend-

.ship which appears in its subsequent Numbers.
The Reviews of the American Transactions,
and Mr. Barlow's Epic, of Adams' Letters, and
Marshall's History, had all appeared before

this time—and but very few of the articles in

which the future greatness of that country is

predicted, and her singular prosperity extolled.

How then is it to be accounted for, that Mr.
W. should have taken such a favourable view
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of our state and merits in 1810, and so very
different a one in ISIS? Tiiere is but one

explanation that occurs to us.— Mr. W., as

appears from the passages just quoted, had
been originally very much of the opinion to

which he has now returned—For he tells us,
that he considers the tribute of admiration

which he there offers to our excellence, as an
Atonement for the errors and prejudices under
which he laboured till he came among us,

—
and huits pretty plainly, that he had formerly
oeen ungrateful enough to disown all obliga-
tion to our race, and impious enough even to

wish for our ruin. Now, from the tenor of the

work before us, compared with these passages,
it is pretty plain, we think, that Mr. W. has

just relapsed into those damnable heresies,

which we fear are epidemic in his part of the

country
—and from which nothing is so likely

to deliver him, as a repetition of the same

remedy by which they were formerly removed ,

Let him come aguin then to England, and try
the effect of a second course of "

personal

experience and observation"—let him make
another pilgrimage to Mecca, and observe

whether his faith is not restored and confirmed—let him, like the Indians of his own world,
visit the Tombs of his Fathers in the old land,
and see whether he can there abjure the friend-

ship of their other children? If he will ven-

ture himself among us for another two years'

residence, we can promise him that he will

find in substance the same England thai he
left:—Our laws and our landscapes

—our in-

dustry and urbanity ;

—our charities, our learn-

ing, and our personal beauty, he will find

unaltered and unimpaired ;

—and we think we
can even engage, that he shall find also a still

greater
'•

correspondence of feeling in the body
of our People," and not a less disposition to

welcome an accomplished stranger who comes
to get rid of errors and prejudices, and to learn—or. if he pleases, to teach, the great lessons

of a generous and indulgent philanthropy.
We have done, however, with this topic.

—
We have a considerable contempt for the ar-

gumentum ad hominem in any case—and have
no desire to urge it further at present. The
truth is,

that neither of Mr. W.'s portraitures
of as appears to be very accurate. We are

painted en beau in the one, and en laid in the

other. The particular traits in each may be

given with tolerable truth— but the whole

truth most certainly is to be found in neither;

and it will not even do to take them together—any more than it would do to make a correct

likeness, by patching or compounding together
a flattering portrait and a monstrous carica-

ture. We have but a word or two, indeed,
to add on the general subject, before we take

a final farewell of this discussion.

We admit, that many of the charges which
Mr. W. has here made against our country,
are justly made— and that for many of the

things with which he has reproached us, there

is just cause of reproach. It would be strange,
indeed, if we were to do otherwise— consi-

dering that it is from our pages that he has on

many occasions borrowed the charge and the

reproach. If he had stated them therefore.

with any degree of fairne«s or temper, and
had not announced that they were brought
forward as incentives to hostility and national

alienation, we should have been so far from

complaining of him, that we should have been

heartily thankful for the services of such an

auxiliary in our holy war against vice and

corruption ;
and rejoiced to obtain the testi-

mony of an impartial observer, in corrobora-

tion of our own earnest admonitions. Even
as it is, we are inclined to think that this ex-

position of our infirmities will rather do good
than harm, so far as it produces any effect at

all, in this country. Among our nat onal vices,
we have long reckoned an insolent and over-

weening opinion of our own universal .'superi-

ority ;
and though it really does not belong to

America to reproach us with this fault, and

though the ludicrous e.\aggeration of iVIr. W.'s

charge is sure very greatly to weaken his au-

thority, still such an alarming catalogue of

our faults and follies may have some effect,

as a wholesome mortification of our vanity.
—

It is with a view to its probable effect in his

own country, anil to his avowal of the effect

he wishes it to produce there, that we consider

it as deserving of all reprobation;
—^and there-

fore beg leave to make one or two very short

remarks on its manifest injustice, and indeed

absurdity, in so far as relates to ourselves, and
that great majority of the country whom we
believe to concur in our sentiments. The ob-

ject of this violent invective on Ei.gland is,

according to the author's own admission, to

excite a spirit of animosity in America, to

meet and revenge that which other invectives

on our part are said to indicate here
;
and also

to show the flagrant injustice and malignity
of the said invectives :

—And this is the shape
of the argument—What right have you to

abuse us for keeping and whipping slaves,
when you yourselves whip your soldiers, and
were so slow to give up your slave trade, and
use your subjects so ill in India and Ireland?
—or what right have you to call our INIarshall

a dull historian, when you have aBelsham and
a Gifford who are still duller? Now, though
this argument would never show that \\ hipping
slaves was a right thing, or that Mr. Marshall

was not a dull writer, it might be a very smart

and embarrassing retort to those among us

who had defended our slave trade or our

military floggings, or our treatment of Ireland

and India—or who had held out Messrs. Bel-

sham and Gifford as pattern histor ans, and
ornaments of our national literature. But what

meaning or effect can it have when addressed

to those who have always testified against the

wickedness and the folly of the practices

complained of? and who have treated the

Ultra-Whig and the Ultra-Tory historian with

equal scorn and reproach? We have a right

to censure cruelty and dulness abroad, because

we have censured them with more and more

frequent severity at home
;
—and their homo

existence, though it may prove indeed that

our censures have not yet been effectual in

producing amendment, can afford no sort of

reason for not extending them •w=^er(>. 'hey
might be more attended to.
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We have generally blamed what we thought

worthy of blame in America, without any ex-

press reference to parallel cases in England,
or any invidious comparisons. Their books

we have criticised just as should have done
those of any other country ;

and in speaking
more generally of their literature and man-

ners, Ave have rather brought ihem into com-

petition with those of Europe in general, than

those of our own country in particular. VVheii

we have made any comparative estimate of our

own advantages and theirs, we can say with

confidence, that it has been far oftener in their

favour than against them;—and, after repeat-

edly noticing their preferable condition as to

taxes, elections, sufliciency of employment,
public economy, freedom of publication, ana

many other points of paramount importance,
it surely was but fair that we should notice,
in their turn, those merits or advantages which

might reasonably be claimed for ourselves,
and bring into view our superiority in eminent

authors, and the extinction and annihilation

of slavery in every part of our realm.

We would also remark, that while we have
thus praised America far more than we have
blamed her—and reproached ourselves far

more bitterly than we have ever reproached
her, Mr. W.. while he affects to be merely
following our example, has heaped abuse on
us without one grain of commendation—and

praised his own country extravagantly, with-

out admitting one fault or imperfection. Now,
this is not a fair way of retorting the proceed-
ings, even of the Quarterly; for they have

occasionally given some praise to America,
and have constantly spoken ill enough of the

f)aupers,

and radicals, and reformers of Eng-
and. But as to us, and the great body of the

nation which thinks with us, it is a proceeding
without the colour of justice or the shadow
of apology

—and is not a less flagrant indica-

tion of impatience or bad humour, than the

marvellous assumption which runs through
the whole argument, that it is an unpardon-
able insult and an injury to find any fault with

any thing in America,
—must necessarily pro-

ceed from national spite and animosity, and

affords, whether true or false, sufficient reason

for endeavouring to excite a corresponding
animosity against our nation. Such, however,
is the scope and plan of Mr. W.'s whole work.
Whenever he thinks that his country has been

erroneously accused, he points out the error

with sufficient keenness and asperity;
—but

when he is aware that the imputation is just
and unanswerable, instead of joining his re-

buke or regret to those of her foreign censors,
he turns fiercely and vindictively on the

parallel infirmities of this country
— as if

those also had not been marked with repro-

bation, and without admitting that the cen-
sure was merited, or hoping that it might
work amendment, complains in the bitterest

terms of malignity, and arouses his country
to revenge I

Which, then, we would ask, is the most
fair and reasonable, or which the most truly

patriotic 1—We. who, admitting our own mani-
lola faults and corruptionSj testifying loudly

against them, and feeling grateful to any fo^

reign auxiliary who will help us to reason, Ut

rail, or to shame our countrymen out of them,
are willing occasionally to lend a similar as-

sistance to others, and speak freely and fairly
of what appear to us to be the faults and er

rors, as well as the virtues and merits, of aU
who may be in any way affected by our ob-

servations;
—or Mr. Walsh, who will admit no

faults in his own country, and no good quali-
ties in ours—sets down the mere extension
of our domestic censures to their corresponding
objects abroad, to the score of national rancour
and partiality ;

and can find no better use for

those mutual admonitions, which should lead
to mutual amendment or generous emulation,
than to improve them into occasions of mutual

animosity and deliberate hatred 1

This extreme impatience, even of merited
blame from the mouth of a stranger

—this still

more extraordinary abstinence from any hint
or acknowledgment of error on the part of
her intelligent defender, is a trait too remark-
able not to call for some observation

;

—and
we think we can see in it one of the worst and
most unfortunate consequencesof a republican
government. It is the misfortune of Sove-

reigns in general, that they are fed with flat-

tery till they loathe the wholesome truth, and
come to resent, as the bitterest of all offences,

any insinuation of their errors, or intimation
of their dangers. But of all sovereigns, the

Sovereign People is most obnoxious to this cor-

ruption, and most fatally injured by its preva-
lence. In America, every thing depends on
their suffrages, and their favour and support;
and accordingly it would appear, that they are

pampered with constant adulation, from the
rival suitors to their favour—so that no one
will venture to tell them of their faults; and

moralists, even of the austere character of

Mr. W., dare not venture to whisper a syllable
to their prejudice. It is thus, and thus only,
that we can account for the strange sensitive-

ness which seems to prevail among them on
the lightest sound of disapprobation, and for

the acrimony with which, what would pass
anywhere else for very mild admonitions, are

repelled and resented. It is obvious, how-

ever, thai nothing can be so injurious to the
character either of an individual or a nation,
as this constant and paltry cockering of praise ;

and that the want of any native censor, makes
it more a duty for the moralists of other coun-
tries to take them under their charge, and let

them know now and then what other people
think and say of them.
We are anxious to part with Mr. W. in good

humour;—but we must say that we rather

wish he would not go on with the work he has

begun—at least if it is to be pursued in the

spirit which breathes in the part now before

us. Nor is it so much to his polemic and vin-

dictive tone that we object, as this tendency
to adulation, this passionate, vapouring, rhe-

torical st)de of amplifying and exaggerating
the felicities of his country. In point of talent

and knowledge and industry, we have no
doubt that he is eminently qualified for the

task—(though we must tell him that he does
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not write so well now as when he left Eng-
land)

—but no man will ever write a book of

authority on the institutions and resources of

his country, who does not add some of the

virtues of a Censor to those of a Patriot—or

rather, who does not feel, that the noblest, as

well as the most difficult part of patriotism is

that which prefers his country's Good to its

Favour, and is more directed to reform its

vices, than to cherish the pride of its virtues.

With foreign nations, too, this tone of fondness

and self-admiration is always suspected; and
most commonly ridiculous—while calm and

steady claims of merit, interspersed with ac-

knowledgments of faults, are sure to obtain

credit, and to raise the estimation both of the

writer and of his country. The ridicule, too,
which naturally attaches to this vehement self-

laudation, must insensibly contract a darker
shade of contempt, when it comes to be sus-

Eected
that it does not proceed from mere

onest vanity, but from a poor fear of giving
offence to power—sheer want of courage, in

short (in the wiser part at least of the popu-
lation), to let their foolish AHMOS know what
in their hearts they think of him.
And now we must at length close this very

long article—the very length and earnestness
of which, we hope, will go some way to satisfy
our American brethren of the importance we

attach to their good opinion, and the anxiety
we feel to prevent any national repulsion from

being aggravated by a misapprehension of our

sentiments, or rather of those of that great

body of the English nation of which we are
here the organ. In what we have now written,
there may be much that requires e.xplanation—and much, we fear, that is liable to miscon-
struction.—The spirit in which it is written,

however, cannot, we think, be misunderstood.
We cannot descend to little cavils and alter-

cations; and have no leisure to maintain a

controversy about words and phrases., We
have an unfeigned respect and affection for

the free people of America; and we mean
honestly to pledge ourselves for that of the

better part of our own country. We are very
proud of the extensive circuhation of our Jour-

nal in that great country, and the importance
that is there attached to it. But we should
be undeserving of this favour, if we could
submit to seek it by any mean practices,
either of flattery or of dissimulation

;
and feel

persuaded that we shall not only best deserve,
but most surely obtain, the confidence and re-

spect of Mr. W. and his countrymen, by
speaking freely what we sincerely think of

them,
—and treating them exactly as we treat

that nation to which we are here accused of

being too favourable.

(jX'ornnbtr, 1822.)

Bracebridge Hall; or, the Humorists. By Geoffrey Crayon, Gent. Author of "The Sketch

Book," &c. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 800. Murray. London: 1822.*pp.

We have received so much pleasure from
this book, that we think ourselves bound in

gratitude, as well as justice, to make a public
acknowledgment of it,

—and seek to repay, by
a little kind notice, the great obligations we
shall ever feel to the author. These amiable

sentiments, however, we fear, will scarcely
furnish us with materials for an interesting
article

;

—and we suspect we have not much
else to say, that has not already occurred to

most of our readers—or, indeed, been said by
ourselves with reference to his former publi-
cation. For nothing in the world can be so

complete as the identity of the author in these
two productions

—
identity not of style merely

and character, but of merit also, both in kind
and degree, and in the sort and extent of popu-
larity which that merit has created—not mere-

1)'^
the same good sense and the same good

humour directed to the same good ends, and

* My heart is still so much in the subject of the

preceding paper, that I am tempted to add this to it ;

chiefly for the .sake of the powerful backing which

my English exhortation to amity among brethren,
is there shown to have received iVom the most amia-
ble and elegant of American writers. I had said

nearly the saine things in a previous review of

"The Sketch Book," and should have reprinted
that article also, had it not been made up chietiy of

extracts, with wiiich I do not think it quite fair to

£!1 up this publication.

with the same happy selection and limited

variety, but the same proportion of things that

seem scarcely to depend on the individual—•

the same luck, as well as the same labour, and
an equal share of felicities to enhance the
fair returns of judicious industry. There are
few things, we imagine, so rare as this sus-

tained level of excellence in the works of a

popular writer—or, at least, if it does exist

now and then in rerum natiira, there is scarce-

ly any thing that is so seldom allowed. When
an author has once gained a large share of

public attention,
—when his name is once up

among a herd of idle readers, they can never
be brought to believe that one who has risen

so far can ever remain stationary. In their

estimation, he must either rise farther, or be-

gin immediately to descend
;
so that, when

he ventures before these prepossessed judges
with a new work, it is always discovered,
either that he has infinitely surpassed him-

self, or, in the far greater number of cases,
that there is a sad falling off, and that he is

hastening to the end of his career. In this

way it may in general be presumed, that

an author who is admitted by the public not

to have fallen off in a second work, has in re-

ality improved upon his first
;
and has truly

proved his title to a higher place, by mere-
that which he had formerlv

3 P
iy mamtaming
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earned. We would not have Mr. Crayon,
however. i)lume himself too much upon this

sage oK'«Tvation : for tiiough we, and other

great li::his of public judgment, have decided
that his former level has been maintained in

this work with the most marvellous precision,
we must whisper in his ear that the million

are not exactly of that opinion ;
and that the

common buzz among the idle and impatient

drawing-room is,

the Sketch Book,
that, in com-

rather

critics of the

parison with the Sketch Uook, it is

monotonous and languid; and there is too

little variety of characters for two thick vol-

umes; and that the said few characters come
on so often, and stay so long, that the gentlest
reader detects himself in rejoicing at being
done with them. The premises of this en-

thymem we do not much dispute ;
but the

conclusion, for all that, is wrong: For, in

spite of these defects, Bracebridge Hall is

quite as good as the Sketch Book
;
and Mr. C.

may lake comfort,
—if he is humble enough

to b3 comforted with such an assurance—and
trust to us that it will be quite as popular, and
that he still holds his own with the efficient

body of his English readers.

The great charm and peculiarity of this

work consists now, as on former occasions, in

the singular sweetness of the composition, and
the mildness of the sentiments,

—sicklied over

perhaps a little, now and then, with that cloy-

ing heaviness into which unvaried sweetness
is too apt to subside. The rythm and melody
of the sentences is certainly excessive : As it

only gives an air of mannerism, from itsnot

uniformity, but raises too strong an impres-
sion of the labour that must have been be-

stowed, and the importance which must have
been attached to that which is. after all, but
a secondary attribute to good writing. It is

very ill-natured in us, however, to object to

what has given us so much pleasure; for we
happen to be very intense and sensitive ad-

mirers of those soft harmonies of studied

speech in which this author is so apt to in-

dulge; and have caught ourselves, oftener

than we shall confess, neglecting his excellent

matter, to lap ourselves in the liquid music of

his periotis
—and letting ourselves float pas-

sively down the mellow falls and windings of

his soft-flowing sentences, with a delight not

inferior to that which we derive from fine

versification.

We should reproach ourselves still more,
however, and with better reason, if we were
to peisist ill the objection which we were also

at first inclined to take, to the extraordinary
kindliness and disamiing gentleness of all this

author's views and suggestions; and we only
refer to it now, for the purpose of answering,
and discrediting it, with any of our readers to

whom also it may happen to have occurred.
It first struck us as an objection to the au-

thor's courage and sincerity. It was qui.e

unnatural, we said to ourselves, for any body
to be always on such t^ery amiable terms with
his fellow-creatures

;
and this air of eternal

philanthropy could be nothing but a pretence
put on to bring himself into favour; and then
we proceeded to assimilate him to those silken

parasites who are in raptures with every body
they meet, and ingratiate themselves in gene-
ral society by an unmanly suppression of all

honest indignation, and a timid avoidance of

all subjects of disagreement. Upon due con-

sideration, however, we are now satisfied that

this was an unjust and unworthy interpreta-
tion. An author who comes deliberately be-

fore the public with certain select monologues
of doctrine and discussion, is not at all in the

condition of a man in common society; on
whom various overtures of baseness and folly
are daily obtruded, and to whose sense and
honour appeals are perpetually made, which
must be manfully answered, as honour and
conscience suggest. The author, on the

other hand, has no questions to answer, and
no society to select: his professed object is to

instruct and improve the world—and his real

one, if he is tolerably honest, is nothing worse
than to promote his own fame and fortune by
succeeding in that which he professes. Now,
there are but two ways that we have ever

heard of by which men may be improved—
either by cultivating and encouraging their

amiable propensities, or by shaming and

frightening them out of those that are vicious;
and there can be but little doubt, we should

imagine, which of the two offices is the high-
est and most eligible

—since the one is lelt in

a great measure to Hell and the hanginan,
—

and for the other, we are taught chiefly to

look to Heaven^ and all that is angelic upon
earth. The most perfect moral discipline
would be that, no doubt, in which both were
combined

;
but one is generally as much as

human energy is equal to
; and, in fact, they

have commonly been divided in practice, with-

out surmise of blame. And truly, if men have
been hailed as great public benefactors, mere-

ly for having beat tyrants into moderation, or

coxcombs into good manners, we must be per-
mitted to think, that one whose vocation is

different may be allowed to have deserved
well of his kind, although he should have
confined his efforts to teaching them mutual

charily and forbearance, and only sought to

repress their evil passions, by strengthening
the springs and enlarging the sphere of those

that are generous and kindly.
The objection in this general form, there-

fore, we soon found could not be maintained:—
But, as we still felt a little secret spite lin-

gering within us at our author's universal

affability, we set about questioning ourselves

more strictly as to its true nature and tenden-

cy; and think we at last succeeded in tracing
it to an eager desire to see so powerful a pen
and such great popularity employed in de-

molishing those errors and abuses to which
we had been accustomed to refer most of the

unhappiness of our country. Though we love

his gentleness and urbanity on the whole, we
should have been very well pleased to see

him a little rude and surly, now and then, to

our particular opponents; and could not but

think it showed a want of spirit and discrimi-

nation that he did not mark his sense of their

demerits, by making them an exception to his

general system of toleration and indulgence.
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Being Whigs ourselves, for example, we could

not but take it a little amiss, that one born

and bred a republican, and writing largely on

the present condition of England, should make
so little distinction between that party and its

opponents
—and should even choose to attach

himself to a Tory family, as the proper type
and emblem of the old English character. Nor
could we well acquit him of being

"
pigeon-

livered—and lacking gall," when we found

that nothing could provoke him to give a pal-

pable hit to the INIiuistry, or even to employ
his pure and powerful eloquence in reproving
the shameful scurrilities of the ministerial

press. We were also a little sore, too, we be-

lieve, on discovering that he took no notice of

Scotland! and said absolutely nothing about
our Highlanders, our schools, and our poetry.

Now, though we have magnanimously cho-

sen to illustrate this grudge at his neutrality
in our own persons, it is obvious that a dis-

satisfaction of the same kind must have been
felt by all the other great and contending par-
ties into which this and all free countries are

necessarily divided. Mr. Crayon has rejected
the alliance of any one of those

;
and reso-

lutely refused to take part with them in the

struggles to which they attach so much im-

portance ;
and consequently has, to a certain

extent, offended and disappointed them all.

But we must carry our magnanimity a step

farther, and confess, for ourselves, and for

others, that, upon reflection, the offence and

disappointment seem to us altogether unrea-

sonable and unjust. The ground of complaint
is, that we see talents and influence—inno-

cently, we must admit, and even beneficially

employed—but not engaged on our side, or in

the particular contest which we may feel it

our duty to wage against the errors or delu-

sions of our contemporaries. Now, in the first

place, is not this something like the noble in-

dignation of a recruiting serjeant, who thinks

it a scandal that any stout fellow should de-

grade himself by a pacific employment, and
takes offence accordingly at every pair of

broad shoulders and gootl legs which he finds

in the possession of a priest or a tradesman?
But the manifest absurdity of the grudge con-

sists in this. First, That it is equally reason-

able in all the different parties who sincerely
believe their own cause to be that which ought
to prevail ;

while it is manifest, that, as the

desired champion could oidy side with one,
all the rest would be only worse off by the

termination of his neutrality; and sccondlij,
That the weight and authority, for the sake of

which his assistance is so coveted, and which
each party is now so anxious to have thrown
into its scale, having been entirely created by
virtues and c|ualities which belong only to a
state of neutrality, are, in reality, incapable
of being transferred to contendinjr parties, and
would utterly perish and be annihilated in the

attempt. A good part of Mr. C.'s reputation,
and certainly a very large share of his in-

fluence and popularity with all parties, has
been acquired by the indulgence with which
he has treated all, and his abstinence from all

Borts of virulence and hostility j
and it is no

doubt chiefly on account of this iiflnence and
favour that we and others arc rashly desirous

to see him take part against our adversaries—
forgetting that those very qualities which ren-

der his assistance valuable, would
infallibly

desert him the moment that he complied with
our desire, and vanish in the very act of his

compliance.
The question then comes to be, not properly

whether there should be any neutrals in great
national contentions—but whether any man
should be allowed to aspire to distinction by
acts not subservient to party purposes?

—a

question which, even in this age of party and

polemics, we suppose there are not many
who would have the hardihood seriously to

propound. Yet this, we must be permitted to

repeat, is truly the question :
—For if a man

may lawfuUj' devote his talents to music, or

architecture, or drawing, or metaphysics, or

poetry, and lawfully challenge the general ad-

miration of his age for his proficiency in those

pursuits, though totally disjoined from all po-
litical application, we really do not see why
he may not write prose essays on national

character and the ingredients of private hap-

piness, with the same large and pacific pur-

poses of pleasure and improvement. To Mr.
C. especially, who is not a citizen of this coun-

try, it can scarcely be proposed as a tluty to

take a share in our internal contentions) and

though the picture which he professes to give
of our country may be more imperfect, and
the estimate he makes of our character less

complete, from the omission of this less tract-

able element, the value of the parts that he
has been able to finish will not be lessened,
and the beneficial effect of the representation

will, in all probability, be increased. For our

own parts, we have ventured, on former occa-

sions, to express our doubts whether the po-
lemical parts, even of a statesman's duty, do
not hold too high a place in public esteem—
and are sure, at all events, that they ought not

to engross the attention of those lo whom such
a station has not been intrusted. It should

never be forgotten, that good political institu-

tions, the sole end and object of all our party
contentions, are only valuable as means of

promoting the general happiness and virtue

of individuals)
—and that, important as they

are, there are other means, still more direct

and indispensable for the attainment of that

great end. The cultivation of the kind affec-

tions, we humbly conceive, to be of still more

importance to private happiness, than the

good balance of the constitution under which
we live

) and, if it be true, as we most firmly

believe, that it is the natural effect of politic4il

freedom to fit and dispose the mind for all

gentle as well as generous emotions, we hold

it to be equally true, that habits of benevo-

lence, and sentiments of philanthropy, are the

surest foundations on which a love of liberty
can rest. A man must love his fellows before

he loves their liberty ;
and if he has not learned

to interest himself in their enjoyments, it is

impossible that he can have any genuine con-

cern for that liberty, which, after all, is only
valuable as a means of enjoyment. We con-
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aider, therefore, the writers who seek to soften

and improve our social alfeftioiis, not only as

aimiii<>- directly at the same great end which

politicians more circiiitously pursue, but as

preparing those elemeuls out of wiiich alone

a generous and enlightened love of political

freedom can ever be formed—and vv'ithout

which it could neither be safely trusted in the

hands of individuals, nor prove fruitful of in-

dividual enjoyment. We conclude, therefore,
that Mr. Crayon is in reality a better friend to

Whig principles than if he had openly attacked

he Tones—and end this long, and perhaps
needless apology for his neutrality, by discov-

eri::g^ that such neutrality is in eliect the best

nursery for the only partisans that ever should

be encouraged
—the partisans of whatever can

be shown to be clearly and unquestionably

right. And now we must say a word or two

more" of the book before us.

There are not many of our readers to whom
it can be necessary to mention, that it is in

substance, and almost in form, a continuation

of the Sketch Book
;
and consists of a series

of little descriptions, and essays on matters

principally touching the national character

and old habits of England. The author is

supposed to be resident at Bracebridge Hall,

the Christmas festivities of which he had

commemorated in his former publication,
and among the inmates of which, most of the

familiar incitlents occur which he turns to

account in his lucubrations. These incidents

can scarcely be said to make a story in any
sense, and certainly not one which would
admit of being abstracted

;
and as we are

under a vow to make but short extracts from

popular books, we must see that we choose

well the few passages upon which we may
venture. There is a short Introduction, and

a Farewell, by the author; in both which he

alludes to the fact of his being a citizen of

America in a way that appears to us to de-

serve a citation. The first we give chiefly
for the beauty of the writing.

"
England is as classic ground loan American, as

Italy is to an Englishman; and old London leems
with as much historical associatiun as mighty Rome.

" But what more especially attracts his notice,

are those peculiarities which distinguish an old

country, and an old state of society, from a new
one. I have never yet grown familiar enough with

the crumbling monuments of past ages, to blunt

the intense interest with which I at first beheld

them. Accustomed always to scenes where history

was, in a manner, in anticipation ; where every
thing in art was new and progressive, and pointed
to the future rather than to the past ; where, in

short, the works of man gave no ideas but those of

young existence, and prospective improvement ;

there was something inexpressibly touching in the

sight (if enormous piles of architecture, grey with

antiquity, and sinking to decay. I cannot describe

the mute but deep-felt enthusiasm with which I

have contemplated a vast monastic ruin, like Tin-

tern Abbey, buried in the bosom of a quiet valley,
and shut up from the world, as though it had existed

merely lor itself; or a warrior pile, like Conway
Castle, standing in stern loneliness, on its rocky

heigiit, a mere hollow, yet threatening phantom of

departed power. They spread a grand and melan-

chciy,and, to me. an unusual charm over the land-

scape, 1 for the first time beheld signs of national

old age, and empire's decay ;
and prools of the tran-

sient and perishing glories of art, amidst the ever-

springing and reviving feriility of naiure,

"Hut, in fact, to me every thing was full of

matter: The footsteps of history were every where
to be traced ; and poetry had breathed over and
sanctified ihe land. 1 experienced the delightful
Ireshness of feeling of a child, to svhom every thing
is new. I pictured to myself a set of inhubitania

and a mode of life for every habitation thai I saw ;

from the aristocratical mansion, amidst the lordly

repose of stately groves and solitary parks, to the

straw-thatched cottage, with its scanty garden and
its cherished woodbine. I thought 1 never could

be sated with the sweetness and freshness of a

country so completely carpeted with verdure;
where every air breathed of the balmy pasture and
the honeysuckli'd hedge. I was continually coming
upon some little document of poetry, in the blos-

somed hawthorn, the daisy, the cowslip, the prim-

rose, or some other simple object that has received

a supernatural value from ihe Muse. The first

time that I lieard the song of the nightingale, I waa
intoxicated more by the delicious crowd of remem-
bered associations, than by ihe melody of its notes;
and I shall never forget ihe ihrill ot ecstasy with

which 1 first saw the lark rise, almost from beneath

my feet, and wing its musical flight up into the

morning sky."
—Vol. i. pp. 6—9.

We know nothing more beautiful than the

melody of this concluding sentence
;
and if

the reader be not struck with its music, we
think he has no right to admire the Vision of

Mirza, or any of the other delicious cadences

of Addison.
The Farewell we quote for the matter

;
and

it is matter to which we shall miss no fit oc-

casion to recur,
—

being persuaded not only
that it is one of higher moment than almost

any other to which we can now apply our-

selves, but one upon which the honest perse-

verance, even of such a work as ours may in

time produce practical and beneficial efTects.

We allude to the animosity which intemperate
writers on both sides are labouring to create,

or e.xasperate, between this country and

America, and which we, and the writer be-

fore us, are most anxious to allay. There is

no word in the following quotation hi which
we do not most cordially concur. We receive

with peculiar satisfaction the assurances of

the accomplished author, as to the kindly

disposition of the better part of his country-
men

;
and are disposed to place entire confi-

dence in
it,

not only from our reliance on his

judgment and means of information, but from

the accuracy of his representation of the sort

of persons to whom the fashion of abusing the

Americans has now gone down, on this side

of the Atlantic. Nothing, we think, can be
more handsome, persuasive, or grateful, than

the whole following passage.

" And here let me acknowledge my warm, my
ttiankful feelings, at the efiect produced by one of

my trivial lucubrations. I allude to the essay in

the Sketch-Book, on the subject of the literary

feuds between England and America. I cannot

express the heartfelt delight I have experienced at

the unexpected sympathy and approbation with

which those remarks have been received on both

sides of the Atlantic. I speak this not from any
paltry feelings of gratified vanity ;

for I attribute

the effect to no merit of my pen. The paper in

1 question was brief and casual, and the ideas it con-

I veyed were simple and obvious.
'

It was the cause ;

I it was the cause
'

alone. There was a predisposi-
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tion on '.ho part of my readers to be favourably af-

fected. \iy countrymen responded in heart to I lie

filial lee!in!,'s 1 had avowed in their name towards
the parent country ; and there was a generoiis

sympaihy in every English bosom towards a soli-

tary individual, litiing up his voice in a strange land,

to vinduaie ilie injured character of his naiion.—
There are some causes so sacred as to carry wiih
them an irresistible appeal to every virtuous bosom ;

and he neels but liiile posver of eloquence, who
defends ihe honour of his wife, his mother, or his

country.
"I hMil, therefore, the successof that brief paper,

as showing how much good may be done by a kind

word, however feeble, when spoken in season—as

phowing how much dormant good feeling actually
exists in each couniry, towards the oilier, which

only wants the slightest spark to kindle it into a

genial flame—as showing, in fact what I have all

along believed and asserted, that the two nations

would grow together in esteem and amiiy, if med-
dling and malignant spirits would but throw by their

mischievous pens, and leave kindred hearts to the

kindly impulses of nature.
"

I once more assert, and I assert it with in-

creased conviction of its truth, that there exists,

among the great majority of my countrymen, a

favourable feeling towards England. I repeat this

assertion, because I think it a truth that cannot too

often be reiieraied, and because it has met with
some contradiction. Among all the liberal and en-

lightened minds of my countrymen, among all those
which eventually give a tone to nationaf opinion,
there exists a cordial desire to be on terms of cour-

tesy and friendship. But, at the same lime, there

uniortunately exists in those very minds a distrust

of reciprocal goodwill on the part of England.
They have been rendered morbidly sensitive by the

attacks made upon their country by the English
press ;

and their occasional irritability on this sub-

ject has been misinterpreted into a settled and un-
natural hostility." For my part, I consider this jealous sensibility
as belonging to generous natures. I should look

upon my countrymen as fallen indeed from that

independence of spirit which is their birth-gift ; as

fallen indeed from that pride of character, which

theyinheiii from the proud nation from vvhich they
sprung, could they tamely sit down under the in-

fliction of contumely and insult. Indeed, the very
impaiience which they show as to the misrepre-
eentations of the press, proves their respect i'or Eng-
lish opinion, and their desire for English amity ;

for

there is never jealousy where there is not strong
regard." To the magnanimous spirits of both countries

must we trust to carry such a natural alli.unce of

affection into full effect. To pens more powerful
than mine 1 leave the noble task of promoting the

cause of national amity. To the intelligent and

enlightened of my own country, I address my
parting voice, entreating them to show themselves

superior lO the peity attacks of the ignorant and the

worthless, and still to look wiih a dispassionate and

philosophic eye to the moral character of England,
as the intellectual source of our own rising great-
ness

;
while I appeal to every generous-minded

Englishman from the slanders which disgrace the

press, insult the understanding, and belie the mag-
nanimity of his country : and I invite him to look

to America, as to a kindred nation, worthy of its

origin ; giving, in the healthy vigour of its growth,
the best of comments on its parent stock ; and re-

flecting, in the dawning brightness of its fame, the

moral eff'ulgence of British glory.
"/ am sure, too, that such appeal will not be

made in vain. Indeed I have noticed, for some
time past, an essential change in English sentiment
with regard to America. In Parliament, that foun-

tain-head of public opinion, there seems to be an

emulation, on both sides of the House, in holding
the language of courtesy and friendship. The same

81

spirit is daily becoming more and more prevalent in

good society. There is a growing curiosity con-

cerning my country ;
a craving desire tor correct

intbrmaiion, that cannot fail to lead lo a tuvourable

understanding. The scoffer, I trust, has had his

day ; the time of the slanderer is gone by. The
ribald jokes, the stale commonplaces, which have
so long passed current when Aniericii was the

theme, are now b)inished to the ignorffiit and the

vulgar, or only perpetuated by the hireling scrib-

blers and traditional jesters of the press. 'I'he in-

telligent and high-minded now pride themselves

upon making America a study.
Vol. ii. pp. 396—403.

From the body of the work, we must in-

dulge ourselves with very few citations. But
we cannot resist the following e.\quisile de-

scription of a rainy Stmday at an inn in a

country town. It is part of the admirable

legend of " the Stout Gentleman," of which
we will not trust ourselves with saying one
word more. The following, however, is per-

fect, independent of its connections.

"It was a rainy Sunday, in the gloomy month
of November. I had been detained, in the course
of a journey, by a slight indisposition, from which
I was recovering; but I was siill feverish, and
was obliged to keep within doors all day, in an inn

of the small town of Derby. A wet Sunday in a
country inn ! whoever has had the luck to experi-
ence one can alone judge of my situation. The
rain pattered against the casements; the bells

tolled for church with a melancholy sound. I

went to the windows in quest of something to

amuse the eye ; but it seemed as if 1 had been

placed completely out of the reach of all amuse-
ment. The windows of my bed-room looked out

among tiled roofs and stacks ol chiinneys, while
those of my sitting-room commanded a full view
of the stable-yard. I know of nothing more calcu-

lated to make a man sick of this world than a stable-

yard on a rainy day. The place was littered with
wet straw that had been kicked about by travellers

and stable-boys. In one corner was a stagnant
pool of water, surrounding an island of muck.
There were several hall-drowned fowls crowded
together under a cart, among which was a misera-

ble, crest-fallen cock, drenched out of all life and
spirit ; his drooping tail matted, as it were, into a

single feather, along which the water trickled from
his back. Near the cart was a half-dozing cow,
chewing the cud, and standing patiently to be rained

on, with wreaths of vapour risiii2 from her reeking
hide. A wall-eyed horse, tired of the loneliness

of the stable, was poking his spectral head out of
a window, with the rain dripping on it from the
eaves. An unhappy cur, chained to a dog-houae
hard by, uttered something every now and then,
between a bark and a yelp. A drab of a kitchen
wench tramped backwards and forwards through
the yard in pattens, looking as sulky as the weather
itself Every thing, in short, was comfortless and
forlorn—excepting a crew of hard-drinking ducks,
assembled like boon companions round a puddls,
and making a riotous noise over their liquor."

I sauntered to the window and stood gazing at

the people, pickins; their way to church, with petti-
coats hoisted mid-leg hiwh, and dripping umbrellas.

The bells ceased to toll, and the sireet.s became
silent. I then amused myself with watching the

daughters of a tradesman opposite ; who, being con-

fined to the house for fear of wetting their Sunday
finery, played off their charms at the front win
dows, to fascinate the chance tenants of the inn.

They at length were summoned away by a vignani

vinegar-faced mother, and I had nothing further

from without to amuse me.
" The day continued lowering and gloomy. The

slovenly, ragged, spongy clouds, drifted heavily

3d2
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along. There was no variety even in llie rain ;
it

was one dull, coniinued, monotonous patter—pat-
ter—patter, excepting that now and then I was
enlivened by the idea of a brisk shower, from the

rattling of the drops upon a passing umbrella. It

was quite rrfreshiiiff (if I may be allowed a hack-

neyed phrase of the day) when, in the course of the

morning, a born blew, and a stage coach whirled

throusrh tli*sircei, with outside passengers stuck

all over it, cowering under cotton umbrellas, and
seethed togeihcr, and reeking with the sieams of

wet box-coals and upper Benjamins. The sound
brounht out Iroiri iliiir lurking-places a crew of

vagabond boys, and vaaal)ond dogs, and the car-

roty-headed hostler, and that nondescript animal

yclepcd Boots, and all the other vagabond race that

mfest the purlieus of an inn ; but the bustle was
transient. The coach again whirled on its way ;

and boy and dog, and hostler and Boots, all slunk
back again to their holes. The street again became
silent, and the rain coniinued to rain on.

"•The evening gradually wore away. The travel-

lers read the papers two or three times over. Some
drew round the tire, and told long stories about
their horses, about their adventures, their overturns,
and breakings-down. They discussed the credits of

different inerchiints and different inns; and the two

wags told several choice anecdotes of pretty cham-
bermaids and kind landladies. All this passed as

they were qtiieily taking what they called their

night-caps, that is to say, strong glasses of brandy
and water and sugar, or some other mixture of the

kind; afier which, they one afier another rang for
" Boots" and the chainbermnid, and walked off to

bed, in old shoes, cut down into marvellously un-
comfortable slippers." There was only one man left ; a short-legged,
long-bodied, plethoric fellow, with a very large

Bandy head. He sat by himself with a glass of port
wine V.ei^ns, and a spoon ; sipping and stirring, and

meditaiing and sipping, until nothing w'as left but

the spoon. He gradually fell asleep bolt upright in

his chair, with the empty glass standing before him ;

and the candle seemed to fall asleep too ! for the

wick grew long, and black, and cabbaged at the

end, and dintmed the little light that remained in

the chamber. The gloom that now prevailed was

contagious. Around hung the shapeless, and almost

spectral box-coats of departed travellers, long since

buried in deep sleep. I only heard the ticking of

the clock, with the deep-drawn breathings of the

sleeping toper, and the drippings of the rain, drop—drop
—

drop, from the eaves of the house."
Vol. i. pp. 112—130.

The whole description of the Lady Lilly-
craft is equally good in its way; but we can

only make room for the portraits of her canine

attendants.
" She has brought two dogs with her also, out

of a number of pets which she maintains at home.
One is a fat spaniel, called Zephyr—though heaven
defend me Warn such a zephyr! He is fed out of

all sbap(? and comfort ;
his eyes are nearly strained

out of his head
;
he wheezes with corpulency, and

cannot walk without great difficulty. The other

is a little, old, grey-muzzled curmudgeon, with an

unhappy eye, that kindles like a coal if you only
look at him ; his nose turns up ; his mouth is drawn
into wrinkles, so as to show his teeth

;
in short, he

has altogeiher the look of a dog far gone in misan-

thropy, and totally sick of the world. When he

walks, he has his tail curled up so tight that it seems
to lift his hind feet from the ground ;

and he seldom
makes use of more than three legs at a lime, keep-
ing the other drawn up as a reserve. This last

wretch is called Beauty." These dogs are full of elegant ailments un-
known to vulgar dogs; and are petted and nursed

by Lady Lillycraft with the teiiderest kindness.

'I'hey have cushions for their express use, on which
tiiev lie before the fire, and yet are apt to shiver

and moan if there is the least draueht of air Whoa
any one enters the room, they make a ntost tyran-
nical barking that is absolutely deafening. They
are insolent to all the other dogs of the establish-

ment. There isa noble stag-hound, agreat favourite

of the squire's, who is a privileged visitor to the

parlour ;
but the moment he makes his appearance,

these intruders fly at him with furious rage ; and I

have admired the sovereign indifl'erence and co:i-

tempt with which he seems to look down upon his

puny assailants. When her ladyship drives out,
these dogs are generally carried with her to take
the air ; when they look out of each window of the

carriage, and bark at all vulgar pedestrian dogs."
Vol. i. pp. 75—77.

We shall venture on but one extract more
—and it shall be a specimen of the author's

more pensive vein. It is from the chapter
of "

Family Relitiues;" and affords, especially
in the latter part, another striking ii'.stance of

the pathetic melody of his style. The intro-

ductory part is also a good specimen of his

sedulous, and not altogether unsuccessful

imitation of the inimitable diction and collo-

quial graces of Addison.

"The place, however, which abounds most with
mementos of past times, is the picture gallery ; and
there is something strangely pleasing, though mel-

ancholy, in considering the long rows of portraits
which compose the greater part of the collection.

They furnish a kind of narrative of tlie lives of the

family worthies, which I am enal)led to read with

the assistance of the venerable housekeeper, who
is the family chronicler, prompted occasionally by
Master Simon. There is the progress of a fine

lady, for instance, through a variety of portraits.
One represents her as a little girl, w ith a long waist

and hoop, holding a kitten in her arms, and ogling
the spectator out of the corners of her eyes, as if

she could not turn her head. In another we find

her in the freshness of youthful beauty, when she
was a celebrated belle, and so hard-hearted as to

cause several unfortunate gentlemen to run despe-
rate and write bad poetry. In another she is de-

picted as a stately dame, in the maturity of her

charms, next to the portrait of her husband, a gal-
lant colonel in full-bottomed w'ig and gold-laced hat,

who was killed abroad : and, finally, her monument
is in the church, the spire of which may be seen
from the window, where her effigy is carved in

marble, and represents her as a venerable dame of

seventy-six.
—There is one group that particularly

interested me. It consisted of four sisters of nearly
the same age, who flourished about a century since,

and, if I may judge from their portraits, were ex-

tremely beautiful. I can imagine what a scene of

gaiety and romance this old mansion must have

been, when they were in the hey-day of their

charms ; when they passed like beautiful visions

through its halls, or stepped daintily to music in the

revels and dances of the cedar gallery ;
or printed,

with delicate feet, the velvet verdure of these

lawns," iVc.
" When I look at these faint records of gallantry

and tenderness; when I contemplate the fading

portraits of these beautiful girls, and think that

they have long since bloomed, reigned, grown old,

died, and passed away, and with them all their

graces, their triumphs, their rivalries, their adrni-

rers ; the whole empire of love and pleasure in which

they ruled— 'all dead, all buried, all forgotten,'
—

I find a cloud of melancholy stealing over the pres-

ent gaieties around me. I was gazing, in a musing
mood, this very morning, at the portrait of the lady
whose husband was killed abroad, when the fair

Julia entered the gallery, leaning on the arm of the

captain. The sun shone through the row of win-

dows on her as she passed along, and she seemed
to beam out each time into brightness, and relapse
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»gain ii.to shade, until the door at the bottom of the

gallery finally closed after her. I felt a sadness of

heart at the idea, tliat this was an emblem of her

lot ;
a few more years of .sunshine and shade, and

all this life, and loveliness, and enjoyment, will

have ceased, and nothing be left to commemorate
this beautiful being but one more perishable por-
trait : to awaken, perhaps, the trite speculations of

some future loiterer, like myself, when I also and

my scribblings shall have lived through our brief

existence and been forgotten."
— Vol. i. pp. 64, 65.

We can scarcely afford room even to al-

lude to the rest of this elegant miscellany.
"
Ready-money Jack" is admirable through-

out—and the old General very good. The
lovers are, as usual, the most insipid. The

Gypsies are sketched with great elegance as

well as spirit
—and Master Simon is quite de-

lightful, in all the varieties of his ever versa-

tile character. Perhaps the most pleasing

thing about all these personages, is the perfect
innocence and singleness of purpose which
seems to belong to them—and which, even
when it raises a gentle smile at their expense,
breathes over the whole scene they inhabit

an air of attraction and respect
—like that

which reigns in the De Coverley pictures of

Addison. Of the exotic Tales which serve to

fill up the volumes, that of "
Dolph Heyliger''

is incomparably the best—and is more char-

acteristic, perhaps, both of the author's turn
of imagination and cast of humour, than any
thing else in the work. "The Student of

Salamanca" is too long; and deals rather

largely in the commonplaces of romantic ad-

venture:— while -'Annette de la Barbe,"
though pretty and pathetic in some passages,

is, on the whole, ra\h.ev fade and finical—and
too much in the style of the sentimental after-

pieces which we have lately borrowed from
the Parisian theatres.

On the whole, we are very sorry to receive

Mr. Crayon's farewell—and we return it with
the utmost cordiality. We thank him most

sincerely, for the pleasure he has given us—
for the kindness he has shown to our country—and for the lessons he has taught, both

here and in his native land, of good taste,

goodnature, and nationalliberality. We hope
he will come back among us soon—and re-

member us while he is away ;
and can assure

him, that he is in no danger of being speedily

forgotten.

(april, 1807.)

A Portraiture of Quakerism^ as taken from a View of the Moral Education, Discipline, Peculiar

Custoins, Religious Principles, Political and Civil Economy, and Character of the Society of
Friends. By Thomas Clarkson, M. A. Author of .several Essays on the Subject of the

Slave Trade. 8vo. 3 vols. London : 1806.

This, we think, is a book peculiarly fitted

for reviewing: For it contains many things
which most people will have some curiosity
to hear about : and is at the same time so in-

iolerably dull and tedious, that no voluntary
reader could possibly get through with it.

The author, whose meritorious exertions for

\he abolition of the slave trade brought him
into public notice a great many years ago,
was recommended by this circumstance to

the favour and the confidence of the Quakers,
who had long been unanimous in that good
cause

;
and was led to such an extensive and

cordial intercourse with them in all parts of

the kingdom, that he came at last to have a

more thorough knowledge of their tenets and

living maimers than any other person out of

the society could easily obtain. The effect

of this knowledge has evidently been to ex-

cite in him such an affection and esteem
for those worthy sectaries, as we think can

scarcely fail to issue in his public conversion;

and, in the mean time, has produced a more
minute exposition, and a more elaborate de-

fence of their doctrines and practices, than

has recently been drawn from any of their

own body.
The book, which is full of repetitions and

plagiarisms, is distributed into a number of

needless sections, arranged in a most unna-
tural and inconvenient order. All that any
body can want to know about the Quakers,

might evidently have been told, either under
the head of their Doctrinal tenets, or of their

peculiar Practices; but Mr. Clarkson, with a
certain elaborate infelicity of method, chooses
to discuss the merits of this society under the
several titles, of their moral education—their

discipline
—their peculiar customs—their re-

ligion
—their great tenets—and their charac-

ter; and not finding even this ample distribu-

tion sufficient to include all he had to say on
the subject, he fills a supplemental half-vo-

lume, with repetitions and trifles, under the

humiliating name of miscellaneous particulars.
Quakerism had certainly undergone a con-

siderable change in the quality and spirit of

its votaries, from the time when George Fox
went about pronouncing woes against cities,

attacking priests in their pulpits, and exhort-

ing justices of the peace to do justice, to the

time when such men as Penn and Barclay
came into the society

"
by convinceraent,"

and published such vindications of its doc-

trine, as few of its opponents have found it

convenient to answer. The change since

their time appears to have been much less

considerable. The greater part of these vo-

lumes may be considered, indeed, as a wilful

deterioration of Barclay's Apology : and it is

only where he treats of the private manners
and actual opinions of the modern Quakers,
that Mr. Clarkson communicates any thing
which a curious reader might not have learat
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from that celebrated production. The lauda-

tory and argumentative tone which he main-
tains tliroughout, gives an air of jiartiality to

his statements which naturally diminishes

our reliance on their accuracy: and as the

argument is often extremely bad, and the

praise apparently unmerited, we are rather

inclined to think that his work will make a

less powerful impression in favour of the
"
friends," than might have been eflected by

a more moderate advocate. With many praise-

worthy maxims and principles for their moral

conduct, the Quakers^ we think, have but little

to say for most of their peculiar practices ;
and

make a much better figure when defending
their theological mysteries, than when vindi-

cating the usages by which they are separated
from the rest of the people in the ordinary in-

tercourse of life. It will be more convenient,

however, to state our observations on their

reasonings, as we attend Mr. Clarkson through
his account of their principles and practice.
He enters upon his task with such a wretch-

ed display of false eloquence, that we were

very near throwing away the book. Our
readers will scarcely accuse us of impatience,
when we inform them that the dissertation

on the moral education of the Quakers begins
with the following sentence :

—
" When the blooming spring sheds abroad its

benign influence, man feels it equally with the rest

of created nature. The blood circulates more freely,
and a new current of life seems to be diffused in his

veins. 'I"he aged man is enlivened, and the sick

man feels himself refreshed. Good spirits and
cheerful countenances succeed. But as the year
changes in its seasons, and rolls round to its end,
the tide seems to slacken, and the current of feeling
to return to its former level."—Vol. i. p. 13.

This may serve, once for all, as a specimen
of Mr. Clarkson's taste and powers in fine

writing, and as an apology for our abstaining,
in our charity, for making any further ob-

servations on his style. Under the head of

moral education, we are informed that the

Quakers discourage, and strictly prohibit in

their youth, all games of chance, music, dan-

cing, novel reading, field sports of every de-

scription, and, in general, the use of idle

words and unprofitable conversation. The
motives of these several prohibitions are dis-

cussed in separate chapters of extreme dul-

ness and prolixity. It is necessarj', however.
in order to come to a right understanding
with those austere persons and their apologist,
to enter a little into the discussion.

The basis of the Quaker morality seems

evidently to be, that gaiety and merriment

ought, upon all occasions, to be discouraged;
that everything which tends merely to ex-

hilaration or enjoyment, has in it a taint of

criminality; and that one of the chief duties

of man is to be always serious and solemn,
and constantly occupied, either with his

worldly prosperity, or his eternal welfare. If

it w-ere not for the attention which is thus

permitted to the accumulation of wealth, the

Quakers would scarcely be distinguishable
from the other gloomy sectaries, who main-

tain, that man was put into this world for no

other purpose, but to mortify himself into a

proper condition for the next;
—that all our

feelings of ridicule and sociality, and all the

spring and gaiety of the animal spirits of

youth, were given us only for our temjuation;
and that, considering the shortness of this

life,
and the risk he runs of damnation after

it,

man ought evidently to pass his days in de«

jection and terror, and to shut his heart to

every pleasurable emotion which this transi-

tory scene might hold out to the unthinking.
The fundamental folly of these ascetic max-
ims has prevented the Quakers from adopt-

ing them in their full extent; but all the

peculiarities of their manners may evidently
be referred to this source; and the qualifica-
tions and exceptions under which they main-
tain the duty of ab.staining from enjoyment,
serve only, in most instances, to bring upon
their reasonings the additional charge of in-

consistency.
Their objection to cards, dice, wagers, horse-

races, &c. is said to be, first, that they may
lead to a spirit of gaming, which leads, again,
to obvious luihappiness and immorality; but

chiefly, that they are sources of amusement

unworthy of a sober Christian, and tend, by
producing an unreasonable excitement, to dis-

turb that tranquillity and equanimity which

they look upon as essential to moral virtue.

"
They believe," says Mr. Clarkson,

"
that si JI-

ness and quietness both of spirit and of body, are

necessary, as far as they can be obtained. Hence,
Quaker children are rebuked for all expressions of

anger, as tending to raise those feelings which
ought to be suppressed : a raising even of the voice

beyond due bounds, is discouraged as leading to

the disturbance of their minds. They are taught
to rise in the morning in quietness ; to go about
their' ordinary occupation wiih quietness; and to

retire in quietness to their beds."

Now this, we think, is a very miserable

picture. The great curse of life, we believe,
in all conditions above the lowest, is its ex-

cessive stillness and quietness, and the want
of interest and excitement which it affords :

and though we certainly do not approve of

cards and wagers as the best exhilarators of

the spirits, we cannot possibly concur in the

principle upon which they are rejected with
such abhorrence by this rigid society. A re-

mark which Mr. Clarkson himself makes af-

terwards, might have led him to doubt of the

soundness of their petrifying principles.
"

It has often been observed," he says,
"

that a

Quaker Boy has an unnatural appearance. The
idea has arisen from his dress and his sedateness,
which, taken together, have produced an appear-
ance of age above the youth in his countenance. I

have often been surprised to hear young Quakers
talk of the folly and vanity of pursuits in which per-
sons, older than themselves, were then embarking
in pursuit of pleasure." &,c.

We feel no admiration, we will confess, fot

prodigies of this description; and think that

the world is but little indebted to those moral-

ists, who, in their efforts to ameliorate our

condition, begin with constraining the volatile

spirit of childhood into sedateness, and extin-

guishing the happy carelessness and anima-
tion of youth, by lessons of eternal quietnessi
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The next chapter is against music
;
and is,

as might be expected, one of the most absurd

and extravagant of the whole. This is Mr.

Clarksoii's statement of the Quaker reasoning

against this delightful art.

" Providence gave originally to man a beautiful

and a perfect world. He filled it wiili things neces-

sary, and tilings delightful: and yet man has often

turned these from their true and original design.
The very wood on ihe surface of the earih he lias

cut down, and the very stone and metal in its bowels

he has iicwn and cast, and converted into a graven

image, and worshipped in the place of his benefi-

cent Creator. The food which he has given him
for his nourishment, he has frequently converted

by his intemperance into the means of injuring his

health. The wine, that was designed to make his

heart glad, on reasonable and necessary occasions,

he has used often to the stupefaction of his senses,
and the degradation of his moral character. The
very raiment, which has been afforded him for his

body, he has abused also, so that it has frequently
become a source for the e.vcitement of his pride.

" Just so it has been, and so it is, with Music, at

the present day,"

We do not think we ever before met with

an argument so unskilfully, or rather so pre-

posterously put : Since, if it follows, from these

premises, that music ought to be entirely re-

jected and avoided, it must follow also, that

we should go naked, and neither eat nor drink !

and as to the arguments that follow against
the cultivatioii of music, because there are

some obscene and some bacchanalian songs,
which it would be improper for young persons
to learn, they are obviously capable of being
used, with exactly the same force, against
their learning to read, because there are im-

moral and heretical books, which maj^ possi-

bly fall into their hands. The most authentic

and sincere reason, however, we believe, is

one which rests immediately upon the gene-
ral ascetic principle to w^hich we have already
made reference, viz. that "music tends to

self-gratification, which is not allowable in the

Christian system." Now, as this same self-

denying principle is really at the bottom of

most of the Quaker prohibitions, it may be
worth while to consider, in a few words, how
far it can be reconciled to reason or morality.

All men, we humbly conceive, are under
the necessity of pursuing their own happiness;
and cannot even be conceived as ever pursu-

ing any thing else. The only difference be-

tween the sensualist and the ascetic
is,

that

the former pursues an immediate, and the

other a remote happiness ; or, that the one

pursues an intellectual, and the other a bodily

gratification. The penitent who passes his

days in mortification, does so unquestionably
from the love of enjoyment ;

either because
he thinks this the surest way to attain eternal

happiness in a future world, or because he
finds the admiration of mankind a sufficient

compensation, even in this life, for the hard-

ships by which he extorts it. It appears,

therefore, that self-gratification, so far from

being an unlawful object of pursuit, is neces-

sarily the only object wdiich a rational being
can be conceived to pursue ;

and consequently,
that to argue against any practice, merely that

it is attended with enjoyment, is to give it a

recommendation which must operate in its fa-

vour, in the first instance at least, even with
the most rigid moralist. The only sound or

consistent form of the argument, in short, is

that which was manfully adopted by the mor-
tified hermits of the early ages; but is ex-

pressly disclaimed for the Quakers by their

present apologist, viz. that our well-being in

this world is a matter of so very little con-

cern, that it is altogether unworthy of a rea-

sonable being to bestow any care upon it
;
and

that our chance of well-being in another world

depends so much upon our anxious endeavours

after piety upon earth, that it is our duty to

employ every moment of our fleeting and
uncertain fives in meditation and prayer; and

consequently altogether sinful and imprudent
to indulge any propensities which may inter-

rupt those holy exercises, or beget in us any
interest in sublunary things.
There is evidently a tacit aspiration after

this sublime absurdity in almost all the Qua-
ker prohibitions; and we strongly suspect,
that honest George Fox, when he inhabited a

hollow tree in the vale of Beevor, taught noth-

ing less to his disciples. The condemnation
of music and dancing, and all idle speaking,
was therefore quite consistent in him

;
but

since the permission of gainful arts, and of

most of the luxuries which w^eallh can pro-

cure, to his disciples, it is no longer so easy to

reconcile these condemnations, either to rea-

son, or to the re.st of their practice. A Quaker

may suspend all apparent care of his salva-

tion, and occupy himself entirely with his

worldly business, for six days in the week,
like any other Christian. It is even thought
laudable in him to set an example of diligence
and industry to those around him; and the

fruits of this industry he is by no means re-

quired to bestow in relieving the poor, or for

the promotion of piety. He is allowed to em-

ploy it for self-gratification, in almost every

way—but the most social and agreeable ! He

may keep an excellent table and garden, and
be driven about in an easy chariot by a pious
coachman and two, or even four, plump horses;
but his plate must be without carving, and his

carriage and horses (perhaps his flowers also)
of a dusky colour. His guests may talk ot

oxen and broadcloth as long as they think fit,

but wit and gaiety are entirely proscribed,
and topics of literature but rarely allowed.

His boys and girls are bred up to a premature
knowledge of bargaining and housekeeping;
but when their bounding spirits are struggling
in every limb, they must not violate theii se-

da/cness by a single skip;
—their stillncssrcwist

not be disturbed by raising their voices be-

yond their common pilch ;

—and they would
be disowned, if they were to tune their inno-

cent voices in a hymn to their great Benefac-

tor ! We cannot help saying, that all this is

absurd and indefensible. Either let the Qua-
kers renounce all the enjoyments of this life,

or take all that are innocent. The pursuit of

wealth surely holds out a greater temptation
to immorality, than the study of music. Let

them, then, either disown those who accumu^
late more than is necessary ^or

their subsist-
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enoe, or permit those who have leisure, to

employ it in something belter than money-
getting. To allow a man to have a house and

retinue, from the expenses of which fifty poor
families might be supported, and at the same
time to interdict a fold in his coat, or a ruffle

to his shirt, on account of their costliness and

vanity, is as ridiculous, and as superstitious,
as it is for the Church of Rome to permit one
of her cardinals to sit down, on a meagre day,
to fifty costly and delicious dishes of fish and

pastry, while it excommunicates a peasant for

breaking through the holy abstinence with a

morsel of rusty bacon. With those general

impressions, we shall easily dispose of their

other peculiarities.
The amusements of the theatre are strictly

forbidden to Quakers of every description 3

and this, partly because many plays are im-

moral, but chiefly because, on the stage,
"men personate characters that are not their

own ; and thus become altogether sophisti-
cated in their looks, words, and actions, which
is contrary to the simplicity and truth requir-
ed by Christianity!" We scarcely think the

Quakers will be much obliged to Mr. Clarkson

for imputing this kind of reasoning to them :

And, for our own parts, we would much rather

hear at once that the play-house was the Devil's

drawing-room, and that the actors painted
their faces, and therefore deserved the fate of

Jezebel. As to the sin of personating charac-

ters not their own, and sophisticating their

looks and words, it is necessarily committed

by every man who reads aloud a Dialogue
from the New Testament, or who adopts,
from the highest authority, a dramatic form
in his preaching. As to the other objection,
that theatrical amusements produce too high
a degree of excitement for the necessary se-

dateness of a good Christian, we answer, in

the first place, that we do not see why a good
Christian should be more sedate than his inno-

cence and natural gaiety may dispose him to

be
; and, in the second place, that the objection

proves Mr. Clarkson to be laudably ignorant of

the state of the modern drama,
—which, we

are credibly informed, is by no means so ex-

tremely interesting, as to make men neglect
their business and their duties to run after it.

Next comes dancing.
—The Quakers pro-

hibit this strictly) 1st, because it implies the

accompaniment of music, which has been

already interdicted; 2dly, because "it is use-

less, and below the dignity of the Christian

character ;" 3dly, because it implies assem-
blies of idle persons, which lead to thought-
lessness as to the important duties of life;

4thly, because it gives rise to silly vanity, and

envying, and malevolence. The lovers of

dancing, we think, will be able to answer
those objections without our farther assist-

ance
;
such of them as have not been already

obviated, are applicable, and are in fact ap-

plied by the Quakers, to every species of ac-

complishment. They are applicable also,

though the Quakers do not so apply them, to

all money-gettnig occupations in which there

is room for rival; y and competition.
The reading of novels is next prohibited,

not so much, Mr. Clarkson assures us, on a«.*.

count of their fictitious nature, though that in

ground enough for the abhorrence of many
Quakers, but on account of their general im-

morality, and their tendency to produce an
undue excitement of mind, and to alienate

the attention from objects of serious import-
ance. These are good reasons against the

reading of immoral novels, and against mak-

ing them our sole or our principal study.
Other moralists are contented with selecting
and limiting the novels they allow to be read.

The Quakers alone make it an abomination to

read any; which is like prohibiting all use of
wine or animal food, instead of restricting our
censures to the excess or abuse of them.

Last of all, the sports of the field are pro-

hibited, partly on account of the animal suf-

fering they produce, and partly from the hab-
its of idleness and ferocity which they are

supposed to generate. This is Mr. Clarkson's

account of the matter
;
but we shall probably

form a more correct idea of the true Quaker

principle, from being told that George Fox
" considered that man in the fall, or the apos-
tate man, had a vision so indistinct and vitia-

ted, that he could 7iot see the animals of the

creation as he ought; but that the man who
was restored, or the spiritual Christian, had a
new and clear discernment concerning them,
which would oblige him to consider and treat

them in a proper manner." The Quakers,
however, allow the netting of animals for

food
;
and cannot well object therefore to

shooting them, provided it be done about for

the same economical purpose, and not for

self-gratification,
—at least in the act of killing.

Mr. Clarkson proceeds next to discuss the

discipline, as he calls
it,

or interior govern-
ment of the Quaker society ;

but we think it

more natural to proceed to the consideration

of what he announces as their peculiar cus-

toms, which, for any thing we see, might all

have been classed among the prohibitions
which constitute their moral education.

The first, is the peculiarity of their dress.

The original rule, he says, was only that it

should be plain and cheap. He vindicates

George Fox, we think very successfully, from
the charge of having gone about in a leathern

doublet ; and maintains, that the present dress

of the Quakers is neither more nor less than

the common dress of grave and sober persons
of the middling rai.k at the first institution of

the society ;
and that they have retained

it,

not out of any superstitious opinion of its

.sanctity, but because they thought it would
indicate a frivolous vanity to change it,

unless

for some reason of convenience. We should

have thought it convenience enough to avoid

singularity and misconstruction of motives.

Except that the men now wear loops to their

hat.s, and that the women have in a great
measure given up their black hoods and green

aprons, their costume is believed to be almost

exactly the same as it was two hundred years

ago. They have a similar rule as to their

furniture; which, though sometimes elegant
and costly, is uniformly plain, and free from

glare or ostentation. In conformity with thi«
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principle,they do not decorate their houses with

pictures or prints, and in general discourage
the practice of taking portraits; for which

piece of abstinence Mr. Clarkson gives the fol-

lowing simple reason. " The first Quakers con-

Bidering themselves as poor helpless creatures,
and as little better than dust and ashes, had
but a mean idea of their own images !"

One of the most prominent peculiarities in

the Quaker customs, relates to their language.

They insist, in the first place, upon saying
thou instead of you ;

and this was an innova-

tion upon which their founder seems to have

valued himself at least as much as upon any
other part of his system.

'•' The use of thou,"

says honest George Fox, with visible com-

placency, "was a sore cut to proud flesh!"

and many beatings, and revihngs, and hours

of durance in the stocks, did he triumphantly
endure for his intrepid adherence to this gram-
matical propriety. Except that it is (or rather

was) grammatically correct, we really can see

no merit in this form of speech. The chief

Quaker reason for
it, however, is, that the use

of "
you

" to a single person is a heinous piece
of flattery, and an instance of the grossest
and meanest adulation. It is obvious, how-

ever, that what is applied to all men without

exception, cannot well be adulation. If princes
and patrons alone were called ''you," while
"thou" was still used to inferiors or equals,
we could understand why the levelling prin-

ciple of the Quakers should set itself against
the distinction; but if "you" be invariably
and indiscriminately used to the very lowest

of mankind,
—to negroes, felons, and toad-

eaters,
—it is perfectly obvious, that no per-

son's vanity can possibly be puffed up by re-

ceiving it
;
and that the most contemptuous

misanthropist may employ it without any
scruple. Comparing the said pronouns to-

gether, indeed, in this respect, it is notorious,
that " thou "

is. with us, by far the most flat-

tering compellation of the two. It is the form
in which men address the Deity ;

and in which
all tragical love letters, and verses of solemn

adulation, are conceived. "You" belongs
unquestionably to familiar and equal conver-

sation. In truth, it is altogether absurd to

consider "you" as exclusively a plural pro-
noun in the modern English language. It may
be a matter of history that it was originally
used as a plural only ;

and it may be a matter
of theory that it was first applied to individu-

als on a principle of flattery ;
but the fact is,

that it is now our second person singular.
When applied to an individual, it never ex-

cites any idea either of plurality or of adula-

tion; but excites precisely and exactly the

idea that was excited by the use of " thou "

in an earlier stage of the language. There is

no more impropriety in the use of
it,

there-

fore, than in the use of any modern term
which has superseded an obsolete one

;
nor

any more virtue in reviving the use of "
thou,"

than there would be in reviving any other an-

tiquated word. It would be j\ist as reasonable

to talk always of our doublets and hose, and
eschew all mention of coats or stockings, as a

fearful abomination.

The same observations apply to the other

Quaker principle of refusing to call any man
Mr. or Sir, or to subscribe themselves in their

letters, as any man's humble servant. Their
reasons for this refusal, are, first, that tha

common phrases import a falsehood
; and,

secondly, that they puff up vain man with
conceit. Now, as to the falsehood, we have
to observe, that the words objected to, really
do not mean any thing about bondage or do-

minion when used on those occasions
;
and

neither are so understood, nor are in danger
of being so understood, by any one who hears

them. Words are significant sounds; and,

beyond question, it is solely in consequence
of the meaning they convey, that men can be

responsible for using them. Now the only
meaning which can be inquired after in this

respect, is the meaning of the person who
speaks, and of the person who hears

;
but

neither the speaker nor the hearer, wilh us,
understand the appellation of Mr., prefixed to

a man's name, to import any mastership or

dominion in him relatively to the other. It is

merely a customary addition, which means

nothing but that you wish to speak of the in-

dividual with civility. That the word em-

ployed to signify this, is the same word, or

very near the same word, with one which, on
other occasions, signifies a master over ser-

vants, does not at all aifect its meaning upon
this occasion. It does not, in fact, signify any
such thing when prefixed to a man's proper
name

;
and though it might have been used

at first out of servility, with a view to that re-

lation, it is long since that connection has been
lost

;
and it now signifies nothing but what is

perfectly true and correct.

Etymology can point out a multitude of

words which, with the same sound and ortho-

graphy, have thus come to acquire a variety
of significations, and which even the Quakers
think it sufficiently lawful to use in them all.

A stage, for example, signifies a certain dis-

tance on the road—or a raised platform
—or a

carriage that travels periodically
—or a certain

point in the progress of any affair. It could

easily be shown, too, that all these different

meanings spring from each other, and were

gradually attributed to what was originally
one and the same word. The words, how-

ever, are now substantially multiplied, to cor-

respond with the meanings ;
and though they

have the same sound and orthoo-raphy. are

never confounded by any one who is ac-

quainted with the language. But there is, in

fact, the same difference between the word

master, implying power and authority over

servants, and the word Master or Mister pre-
fixed to a proper name, and implying merely
a certain degree of respect and civility. That
there is no deception either intended or effect-

ed, must be admitted by the Quakers them-
selves : and it is not easj- to conceive how the

guilt of falsehood can be incurred \\ithout

some such intention. Upon the very same

principle, they would themselves be guilty
of falsehood, if they called a friend by hi.H

name of Walhr, when he was mounted in

his one-horse chaise, or by his name of
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Smith, if he did not happen to be a worker in

metal.

The most amusing part of the matter, how-

ever, is, tliat in their abhorrence of this ety-

mological falsehood, they have themselves

adopted a practice, which is liable, on the

same principles, to more serious objections.

Though they will not call any body Sir, or

Master, they call everybody "Friend;" al-

though it is evident that, to a stranger, this

must be mere civility, like the words they re-

ject, and to an enemy must approach nearly
to insincerity. They have rejected an estab-

lished jihraseology, therefore, to adopt one
much more proper to fill them with scruples.
We have dwelt too long, however, on this

paltry casuistry; and must leave our readers

to apply these observations to our common
epistolary salutations, which are exactly in

the same predicament.
For similar, or rather for more preposterous

reasons, the (iuakers have changed the names
of the months and of the days of the week.
Some of them are named, it seems, after the

Heathen gods; and therefore the use of them
" seemed to be expressive of a kind of idola-

trous homage." If such a new calendar had
been devised by the original Christians, when
March and June were not only named after

Mars and Juno, but distinguished by particu-
lar festivals in their honour, we could have

comprehended the motive of the innovation;

but, now-a-days, when Mars and Juno are no
more thought of than Hector or Hecuba, and
when men would as soon think of worshipping
an ape or a crocodile as either of them, it

does appear to us the very acme of absurdity
to suppose that there can be any idolatry in

naming their names. In point of fact, what-
ever the matter may be elymologically or

historically, we conceive that Wednesday and

Thursday are words in modern English that

have no sort of reference to the gods Woden
and Tlior : Since they certainly raise no ideas

connected with those personages, and are

never used with the intention of raising any
such ideas. As they are used at present,

therefore, they do not signify days dedicated

to these divinities
;
but merely the days that

come between Tuesday and Friday in our

calendar. Those who think otherwise must
maintain also, that the English word expc(//cn<

actually signifies untying of feet, and the word
consideration a taking of stars together.

Another of their peculiar customs is, that

they will not pull off their hats, or make a

bow to any body. This is one of their most
ancient and respected canons. ''

George Fox,"
Mr. Clarkson assures us,

" was greatly grieved
about these idle ceremonies. He lamented
that men should degrade themselves by the

use of them, and that they should encourage
habits that were abhorrent of the truth."

Honest George ! He was accordingly repeat-

edly beaten and abused for his refractoriness

in this particular ;
and a long story is told in

this volume, of a controversy he had with

Judge Glynn, whom he posed with a citation

from Daniel, purporting, that the three children

were cast into the fiery furnace "with their

hats on." Is it possible however to believe,
that any rational being can imagine that there
is any sin in lifting off one's hat. or bendijig
the body ? It is an easy and sufficienllv con-
venient way of showing our resjx'ct or atten-
tion. A good-natured man could do a great
deal more to gratify a mere stranger ;

and if

there be one individual who would take the
omission amis.s, that alone would be a suffi-

cient reason for persisting in the practice.
Mr. Clarkson next discusses the private

manners of this rigid sect, and admits that

they are rather dull, cold, and taciturn. Their

principles prohibit them from the use of idle

words; under which they include every sort

of conversation introduced merely for gaiety
or amusement. Their neglect of classical

literature cuts off another great topic. Poli-

tics are proscribed, as leading to undue

warmth; and all sorts of scandal and gossip,
and allusion to public spectacles or amuse-
ments, for a more fundamental reason. Thus,
they have little to talk about but their health,
their business, or their religion ;

and all these

things they think it a duty to discuss in a
concise and sober manner. They say no

graces; but when their meal is on the table,

they sit silent, and in a thoughtful posture for

a short time, waiting for an illapse of the

spirit. If they are not moved to make any
ejaculation, they begin to eat without more
ado. They drink no healths, nor toasts

j

though not so much from the inconvenience
of the thing, as because they conceive this to

have been a bacchanalian practice borrowed
from the Heathens of anti(|uity. They are

very sober; and instead of sitting over their

wine after dinner, frequently propose to their

guests a walk before tea
;
the females do not

leave the party during this interval. Their

marriages are attended with no other cere-

mony, than that of taking each other by the

hand in a public meeting, and declaring their

willingness to be united. Notice, however,
must be given of this intention at a previous

meeting, when the consent of their parents is

required, and a deputation appointed to in-

quire whether they are free from all previous

engagements. Quakers marrying out of the

society are disowned, though they may be

again received into membership, on express-

ing their repentance for their mairiage ;
a de-

claration which cannot be very flattering to

the infidel spouse. There are many more
women than men disowned for this transgres-
sion. The funerals of the Quakers are aa

free from solemnity as their marriages. They
wear no mourning, and do not even cover

their coffins with black
;

—
they use no prayers

on such occasions;
—the body is generally

carried to the meeting-house, before it is com-
mitted to the earth, and a short pause is made,
during which any one who feels himself

moved to speak, may address the congrega-

tion;
—it is set down for a little time, also, at

the edge of the grave, for the same opportu-

nity ;

—it is then interred, and the friends and
relations walk away. They use no vault.s, and
erect no monuments, — though Iney some-

times collect and preserve some account of
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llie lives and sayings of their more eminent
and pious brethren.

Oil ihe subject of trade there is a good deal

of casuistry among the Quakers. Tiiey strictly

prohibit the slave-trade, and had the merit of

passing a severe cens/re upon it so long ago
as 1727. They also prohibit privateering,

Bmuggliiig, and all traffic in weapons of war.

Most other trades they allow
;
but under cer-

tain limitations. A Quaker may be a book-

eeller, but he must not sell any immoral
book. He may be a dealer in spirits; but he
must not sell to those whom he knows to be
drunkards. He may even be a silversmith;
but he must not deal in splendid ornaments
for the person. In no case may he recom-
mend his goods as fashionable. It is much and

learnedly disputed in this volume, whether
he may make or sell ribands and other fine-

ries of this sort; or whether, as a tailor or

hatter, he may furnish any other articles than

such as the society patronises. Mention is

also made of a Quaker tailor well known to

King James II., who was so scrupulous in

this respect, that "he would not allow his

servants to put any corruptive finery upon
the clothes which he had been employed to

furnish;'' and of one John Woolman, who
'• found himself sensibly weakened as a Chris-

tian, whenever he traded in things that served

chiefly to please the vain mind, or people."

Apart from these fopperies, however, the

Quaker regulations for trade are excellent.

They discourage all hazardous speculations,
and all fictitious paper credit. If a member
becomes bankrupt, a committee is appointed
to inspect his affairs. If his insolvency is re-

ported to have been produced by misconduct,
he is disowned, and cannot be received back
till he has paid his whole debts, even although
he may have been discharged on a composition.
If he has failed through misfortune, he conti-

nues in the society, but no contributions are

received from him till his debts are fully

paid.
When Quakers disagree, they seldom scold

;

and never fight or go to law. George Fox
recommended them to settle all their differ-

ences by arbitration
;

an-d they have adhered
to this practice ever since. Where the arbi-

trators are puzzled about the law. they may
agree on a case, antl consult counsel. When
a Quaker disagrees with a person out of the

society, he generally proposes arbitration in

the first instance
;
if this be refused, he has no

scruple of going to law.

We should now proceed to give some ac-

count of what Mr. Clarkson has called the

four Great Tenets of the Quakers; but the

length to which we have already extended
these remarks must confine our observations

to very narrow limits. The first is, That the

civil magistrate has no right to interfere in re-

ligious matters, so as either to enforce attend-

ance on one mode of worship, or to interdict

any other which is harmless. In this, cer-

tainly, their doctrine is liable to very little

objection. Their second great tenet is. That
it is unlawful to swear upon any occasion

whatsoever. We have not leisure now to

82

discuss this point with Mr. Clarkson
;
indeed,

from the obstruction which this scruple has so

often occasioned to law proceedings, it has
been discussed much olteiier than any of the
rest. Those who want to see a neat and forci-

ble abstract of the Quaker reasoning on the

subject, had better look into Barclay at once,
instead of wading through the amplilication
of Mr. Clarkson.

Their third great tenet is. That it is unlaw-
ful to engage in the profession of aims. This
is founded entirely upon a literal interpretation
of certain texts of scripture, requiring men to

love and bless their enemies, and to turn one
cheek to him who had smitten the other, &c.
It is commonly supposed, we believe, that

these expressions were only meant to shadow

out, by a kind of figure, that amicable and

gentle disposition by which men should be
actuated in their ordinary intercourse with
each other, and by no means as a literal and

peremptory directory for their conduct through
life. In any other sense, indeed, they would

evidently amount to an encouragement to all

sorts of violence and injustice; and would en-

tirely disable and annihilate all civil govern-

ment, or authority among men. If evil is not

to be resisted, and if the man who takes a
cloak is to be pressed to a coat also, it is plain
that the punishment of thieves and robbers
must be just as unlawful as the resisting of

invaders. It is remarkable, indeed, that the

Quakers do not carry their literal submission
to the scripture quite this length. They would

struggle manfully for their cloaks; and, in-

stead of giving the robber their coats also,
would be very glad to have him imprisoned
and flogged. If they can get rid of the letter

of the law, however, in any case, it does ap-

pear to us, that there are occasionally stronger
reasons for dispensing with the supposed pro-
hibition of war than with any of the others.

If they would be justified in killing a wild
beast that had rushed into their habitation,

they must be justified in killing an invader
who threatens to subject them and the whole

community to his brutal lust, rapacity, and

cruelty. We must call it a degrading super-
stition that would withhold the hands of a
man in such an emergency. The last great
tenet is, That it is unlawful to give pecuniary
hire to a gospel ministry. Thi.s, aguin, is en-

tirely a war of texts; aided by a confused
reference to the history of tithes, from which
the foliowing most logical deduct ions are made.

"
First, that ihey are not in equity dues of the

Cluirrh,—serondly, that the payment of ihein tieiiig

conipiilpory, it would, if acceded lo. be an acknow-
ledgment that the civil niagisira'e had a riiilit to use
Ibrcc in matters of religion

—and, lliirdly. that, being
claimed upon an act which holds iheni fonli as of
divine right, any payment of them would be an ac-

UpowiedL'ment of the Jewish religion, and that

Christ iiad not yet actually come !"—III. 141.

After perusing all that we have now ab-

stracted, Mr. Clarkson's readers might per-

haps have been presumed capable of forming
some conclusion for themselves as to ihe

Quaker character ; but the author choose? to

make the inference for them, in a dissertation

3E
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of one hundred and fifty paires ;
to which we

must eati^^ry ourselves, for the present, with

maiciiig tliis s:<'"t*'"al reference. VVe must use

the same liberty with the "miscellaneous

particulars." which fill nearly as many pages
with an attempt to prove that the Quakers are

a very happy j)eople, that they have done

good by the example of their virtues, and that

tho.se who have thoughts of leaving the so-

ciety, had better think twice before they take

a step of so much consequence.
We cotne now to say a few words on the

subject of their interior government ;
which

appears to us to be formed very much upon
the model of the Presbyterian churches .so

long established in this part of the kingdom.
The basis of the whole system is, that every
member of the society is not only entitled, but

bound in duty, to watch over the moral and

religious deportment of any other whom he
has an opportunity of observing, and to hiter-

fere for his admonition and correction when
he sees cause. Till the year 1698, this duty
was not peculiarly imposed upon any indivi-

dual; but, since that time, four or five persons
are named in each congregation, under the

title of overseers, who are expected to watch
over the conduct of the flock with peculiar

anxiety. The half of these are women, who
take charge of their own sex only. Four or

five congregations are associated together, and
hold a general monthly meeting of deputies,
of both sexes, from each congregation. Two
or more of each sex are deputed from these

monthly meetings to the general quarterly

meeting; which reunites all the congregations
of a county, or larger district, according to the

extent of the Quaker population; and those,

again, send four of each sex to the great yearly

meeting or convocation
;
which is regularly

assembled in London, and continues its sitting
for ten or twelve days.
The method of proceeding, where the con-

duct of a member has been disorderly, i.s, first,

by ]^rivate admonition, either by individuals,

or by the overseers; where this is not effectual,
the case is reported to the monthly meeting;
who appoint a committee to deal with him,
and, upon their report, either receive him back
into communion, or expel him from the so-

ciety by a written document, entitled, A Tes-

timony of Disownment. From this sentence,

however, he may appeal to the quarterly
meeting, and from that to the yearly. These
courts of review investigate the case by means
of committees

;
of which none of those who

pronounced the sentence complained of can
be members.

In the monthly meetings, all presentations
of marriages are received, and births and tu-

nerals registered ;

—contributions and arrange-
ments are made for the relief of the poa. ;

—
persons are disowned, or received back

;
—and

cases of scruples are stated and discussed.

They likewise prepare answers to a series of

standing queries as to the state and condition

of their several congregations, which they
transmit to the quarterly meeting. The quar-

terly meeting hears appeals,
—receives the

reports in answer to these queries,
—and pre-

pares, in its turn, a more general and ctimpre-
liensive report for the great annual meeting
in London. This assembly, again, hears ap-
peals from the quarterly meetings, and re-

ceives their reports; and, finally, draws up a

public or pastoral letter to the whole society,
in which it communicates the most interesting

l)articulars. as to its general slate and condi-

tion, that have been collected from the reports
laid before

it,
—makes such suitable admoni-

tions and exhortations for their moral and civil

conduct, as the complexion of the times, or

the nature of these reports have suggested,
—

and recommends to their consideration any
project or proposition that may have been laid

before it,
for the promotion of religion, and

the good of mankind. The slave-trade has,
of late years, generally formed one of the

topics of this general epistle, which is printed
and circulated throughout the society. In all

their meetings, the male and female deputies

assemble, and transact their business, in sep-
arate apartments ; meeting together only for

worship, or for making up theirgeneral reports.
The wants of the poor are provided for by the

monthly meetings, who appoint certain over-

seers to visit and relieve them : The greater

part of these overseers are women
;
and what-

ever they find wanting in the course of their

visits, money, clothes, or medicines, they or-

der, and their accounts are settled by the

treasurer of the monthly meeting. Where it

happens that there are more poor in any one
district than can easily be relieved by the more

opulent brethren within
it,

the deficiency is

supplied by the quarterly meeting to which it

is subjected. The children of the poor are all

taught to read and write at the public expense,
and afterwards bound apprentice to trades;

—
the females are generally destined for serWce,
and placed in Quaker families.

"
Such," says Mr. Clarkson, with a very natural

exiiltalion on ihe good management of his favour-

ites, "such is the organisation of the didjipline or

government of the Quakers. Nor may ii improp-
erly be called a Government, when we consider,

that, besides all matters relaiing to the church, it

takes cognisance of the actions of Quakers to

Quakers and of these to their fellow-riiizens
;
and

ol these, again, to the slate
;

in fact, ol all actions

of Quakers, if immoral in the eye of the society, as

soon as they are known. It gives out its prohibi-
tions. It marks its crimes. It imposes offices on
its subjects. It calls them to dis^ciiiliriary duties.

This government, however, noiwithsiaiiding its

power, has, as I observed before, no president or

head, either permanent or temporary. There is no
'

first man throuL'h the w^hole society. Neither has
it anv badge of office—or mace, or constable's stafT,

or sword. It may be observed, also, that it has no
office of emolument by which its hands can be

strengthened
—neither minister, elder, clerk, over-

seer, or deputy, being paid : and yet its administra-

tion is firmly conducted, and its laws are better

obeyed than laws by persons under any other de-

nomination or government." I. 246, 247.

We have nothing now to discuss wiln these

good people, but their religion : and with this

we will not meddle. It is quite clear to us,
that their founder George Fox was exceedingly
insane

;
and though we by no means suspect

many of his present followers of the same

malady, we cannot help saymg that most of
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flieir peculiar doctrines are too high-flown for

our humble apprehension. They hold that God
has at ail times communicated a certain por-
tion of the Spirit, or word, or light, to mankind

;

but has given very different portions of it to

different individuals : that, in consequence of

this inward illumination, not only the ancient

Patriarchs

and prophets, but many of the old

eathen philosophers, were very good Chris-

tians : that no kind of worship or preaching
can be acceptable or profitable, unless it flow

from the immediate inspiration and movement
of this inward spirit ;

and that all ordination,
or appointment of priests, is therefore impious
and unavailing. They are much attached to

the Holy Ghost
;
but are supposed to reject

the doctrine of the Trinity; as they certainly

reject the sacraments of Baptism and the

Lord's Supper, with all other rites, ordinances,
and ceremonies, known or practised in any
other Christian church. These tenets they
justify by various citations from the New
Testament, and the older fathers

;
as any one

may see in the works of Barclay and Penn,
with rather more satisfaction than in this of

Mr. Clarkson. We enter not at present into

these disputations.

Upon the whole, we are inclined to believe
the Quakers to be a tolerably honest, pains-

taking, and inoff"ensive set of Christians. Very
stupid, dull, and obstinate, we presume, in

conversat^'ion
;
and tolerably lumpish and fa-

tiguing in domestic society: active and me-
thodical in their business, and narrow-minded
and ill-informed as to most other particulars :

beneficent from habit and the discipline of the

society; but cold in their afTections, and in-

wardly chilled into a sort of Chinese apathy,
by the restraints to which they are continually

subjected ;
childish and absurd in their reli-

gious scruples and peculiar usages, and sin-

gularly imlearned as a sect of theologians}
but exemplary, above all other sects, for the

decency of their lives, for their charitable in-

dulgence to all other persuasions, for their care
of their poor, and for the liberal participation

they have afforded to their women in all the

duties and honours of the society.
We would not willingly insinuate any thing

against the general sincerity of those who re-

main in communion with this body ;
but Mr.

Clarkson has himself noticed, that when they
become opulent, they are very apt to fall off

from it; and indeed we do not recollect ever
to have seen either a Quaker gentleman of

fortune, or a Quaker day-labourer. The truth

is, that ninety-nine out of a hundred of them
are engaged in trade

;
and as they all deal and

correspond with each other, it is easy to see

what advantages they must have as traders,
from belonging to so great a corporation. A
few follow the medical profession ;

and a still

smaller number that of conveyancing; but

they rely, in both, almost exclusively on the

support of their brethren of the society. It is

rather remarkable, that Mr. Clarkson has not

given us any sort of estimate or calculation of

their present numbers in England ; though,
from the nature of their government, it must
be known to most of their leading members.
It is the general opinion, it seems, that they
are gradually diminishing.

(lulij, 1813.)

Memoirs of the Private and Public Life of William Penn. By Thomas Clarkson, M. A.
8vo. 2 vols. pp. 1020. London: 1813.

It is impossible to look into any of Mr.
Clarkson's books, without feeling that he is an
excellent man—and a very bad writer. Many
of the defects of his composition, indeed, seem
to be directly referrible to the amiableness of

his disposition. An earnestness for truth and

virtue, that does not allow him to waste any
thought upon the ornaments by which they
may be recommended—and a simplicity of

character which is not aware that what is

substantially respectable may be made dull

or ridiculous by the manner in which it is

presented
—are virtues which we suspect not

to have been very favourable to his reputation
as an author. Feeling in himself not only an
entire toleration of honest tediousness, but a

decided preference for it upon all occasions
over mere elegance or ingenuity, he seems to

have transferred a little too hastily to books
those principles of judgTnent which are admi-
rable when applied to men

;
and to have for-

gotten, that though dulness may be a very
venia. fault in a good man, it is such a fault

in a book as to render its goodness of no avail

what.soever. Unfortunately for Mr. Clarkson.

moral qualities alone will not make a good
writer; nor are they even of the first import-
ance on such an occasion : And accordingly,
with all his philanthropy, piety, and inflexible

honesty, he has not escaped the sin of tedious-

ness,
—and that to a degree that must render

him almost illegible to any but Quakers, Re-

viewers, and others, who make public profes-
sion of patience insurmountable. He has no

taste, and no spark of vivacity
—not the vestige

of an ear for harmony—and a prolixity of

which modern times have scarcely preserved

any other example. He seems to have a suflfi-

ciently sound and clear judgment, but no great
acuteness of understanding; and, though visi-

bly tasking himself to judge charitably and

speak candidly of all men, is evidently beset

with such antipathy to all who persecute

Quakers, or maltreat negroes, as to make him

very unwilling to report any thing in their fa-

vour. On the. other hand, he has great in-

dustry
—

scrupulous veracity
—and that serious

and sober enthusiasm for his subject, wliich
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is sure in the long run to disarm ridicule, and
win upon inattention—and is frequently able

to render vul^rarity impressive, and simplicity
sublime. Moreover, and above all, he is per-

fectly free from affectation
;
so that, though

we may be wearied, we are never disturbed

or offended—and read on, in tranquillity, till

we find it impossible to read any more.

It will be guessed, however, that it is not on

account of its literary merits that we are in-

duced to take notice of the work before us.

William Penn, to whose honour it is wholly
devoteil, was, beyond all doubt, a personage
of no ordinary standard

—and ought, before this

time, to have met with a biographer capable
of doing him justice. He is most known, and
most deserving of being known, as the settler

of Pennsylvania ;
but his private character

also is interesting, and full of those peculiari-
ties which distinguished the temper and man-
ners of a great part of the English nation at

the period in which he lived. His theological
and polemical exploits are no less character-

istic of the man and of the times;
—though

all that is really edifying in this part of his

history might have been given in about one-

twentieth part of the space which is allotted

to it in the volumes of Mr. Clarkson.

William Penn was born in 1644. the only
son of Admiral Sir W. Penn, the representa-
tive of an ancient and honourable family in

Buckingham and Gloucestershire. He was

regularly educated; and entered a Gentle-

man Commoner at Christ's Church, Oxford,
•where he distinguished himself very early for

his proficiency both in classical learning and
athletic exercises. When he was only about

sixteen, however, he was roused to a sense of

the corruptions of the established faith, by the

preaching of one Thomas Loe, a Quaker—and

immediately discontinued his attendance at

chapel ; and, with some other youths of his

own way of thinking, began to hold prayer
meetings in their private apartments. This,
of course, gave great scandal and offence to

his academical superiors; and a large fine,

with suitable admonitions, were imposed on
^.he young nonconformist. Just at this critical

period, an order was unluckily received from
Court to resume the use of the surplice, which
it seems had been discontinued almost ever
since the period of the Reformation

;
and the

sight of this unfortunate vestment, "opera-
ted," as Mr. Clarkson expresses it,

" so dis-

agreeably on William Penn, that he could not

bear it ! and. joining himself with some other

young gentlemen, he fell upon those students
who appeared in surplices, and tore them
every where over their heads." This, we
conceive, was not quite correct, even as a

Quaker proceeding; and was but an unpro-
mising beginning for the future champion of

religious liberty. Its natural consequence,
however, was, that he and his associates were,
without further ceremony, expelled from the

University ;
and when he went home to his

father, and attempted to justify by argument
the measures he had adopted, it was no less na-

tural that the good Admiral should give him a

good box on the ear, and turn him to the door.

This course of discipline, however, not

proving immediately effectual, he was sent

upon his travels, along with some other youny
gentlemen, and resided for two years in Fiance,
and the Low Countries; but without any
change either in those serious views of reli-

gion, or those austere notions of morality, by
which his youth had been so prematurely dis-

tinguished. On his return, his father again
endeavoured to subdue him to a more worldly
frame of mind

; first, by setting him to
study

law at Lincoln's Inn
;
and afterwards, by send-

ing him to the Duke of Ormond's court at

Dublin, and giving him the charge of his large

possessions in that kingdom. These expedi-
ents might perhaps have been attended with

success, had he not accidentally again fallen

in (at Cork) with his old friend Thomas Loe,
the Quaker,—who set before him such a view
of the dangers of his situation, that he seems
from that day forward to have renounced all

secular occupations, and betaken himself to

devotion, as the main business of his life.

The reign of Charles II., however, was not

auspicious to dissenters; and in those evil

days of persecution, he was speedily put in

prison for attending Quaker meetings; but

was soon liberated, and again came back to

his father's house, where a long disputation
took place upon the subject of his new creed.

It broke up with this moderate and very loyal

proposition on the part of the Vice-Admiral—
that the young Quaker should consent to sit

with his hat off, in presence of the King—the

Duke of York—and the Admiral himself! in

return for which slight compliance, it was

stipulated that he should be no longer molest-

ed for any of his opinions or practices. The
heroic convert, however, would listen to no
terms of composition ; and, after taking some

days to consider of
it, reported, that his con-

science could not comport with any species
of Hat worship

—and was again turned out of

doors for his pains.
He now took openly to preaching in the

Quaker meetings ;
and shortly after began that

course of theological and controversial pub-

lication.s, in which he persisted to his dying
days ;

and which has had the effect of over-

whelming his memory with two vast folio

volumes of Puritanical pamphlets. His most
considerable work seems to have been that

entitled, '-No Cross, no Crown ;" in which he
not only explains and vindicates, at great

length, the grounds of the peculiar doctrines

and observances of the Society to which he

belonged,
—but endeavours to show, by a very

large and entertaining induction of instances

from profane historj-, that the same general

principles had been adopted and acted upon
by the wise and good in every generation ;

and
were suggested indeed to the reflecting mind

by the inward voice of conscience, and the

analogy of the whole visible scheme of God's

providence in the government of the norld.

The intermixture of worldly learning, and the

larger and bolder scope of this performance,
render it far more legible than the pious ex-

hortations and pertinacious polemics which
fill the greater part of his subsequent publica-
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tions. In his love of controversy and of print-

ing, indeetl, this worthy sectary seems to have
been the very Priestley of the 17th century.
He not only responded in due form to every
work in which the principles of his sect were

directly or indirectly attacked,
—but whenever

he heard a sermon that he did not like,
—

or learned that any of the Friends had been

put in the stocks :
—whenever he was pre-

vented from preaching,
—or learned any edi-

fying particulars of the death of a Quaker, or

of a persecutor of Quakers, he was instantly
at the press, with a letter, or a narrative, or

an admonition—and never desisted from the

contest till he had reduced the adversary to

silence.

The members of the established Church,

indeed, were rarely so unwary as to make any
rejoinder; and most of his disputes, accord-

ingly, were with rival sectaries; in whom the

spirit of proselytism and jealous zeal is always
stronger than in the members of a larger and
more powerful body. They were not always
contented indeed with the regular and general
war of the press, but frequently challenged
each other to personal combat, in the form of

solemn and public disputations. William Penn
had the honour of being repeatedly appointed
the champion of the Quakers in these theo-

logical duels : and never failed, according to

his partial biographer, completely to demolish
his opponent;—though it appears that he did

not always meet with perfectly fair play, and
that the chivalrous law of arms was by no
means correctly observed in these ghostly en-

counters. His first set to, was with one Vincent,
the oracle of a neighbouring cnngreiration of

Presbyterians; and afTords rather a ludicrous

example of the futility and indecorum which
are apt to characterise all such exhibitions.—
After the debate had gone on for some time,
Vincent made a long discourse, in which he

openly accused the Quakers of blasphemy ;

and as soon as he had done, he made off, and
desired all his friends to follow him. Penn
insisted upon being heard in reply: but the

Presbyterian troops pulled him down by the

skirts
;
and proceeding to blow out the can-

dles, (for the battle had already lasted till

midnight.) left the indignant orator in utter

darkness ! He was not to be baffled or ap-

palled, however, by a privation of this de-

scription; and accordingly went on to argue
and retort in the dark, with such force and

effect, that it was thought advisable to send
out for his fugitive opponent, who, after some
time, reappeared with a candle in his hand,
and begged that the debate might be adjourn-
ed to another day. But he could never be

prevailed on, ]\Ir. Clarkson assures u.s, to re-

new the combat ; and Penn. after going and

defying him in his own meeting-house, had

recourse, as usual, to the press; and put forth

"The Sandy Foundation Shaken," for which
rxe had the pleasure of being committed to

the Tower, on the instigation of the Bishop
of London : and solaced himself, durinjr his

confinement, bv writing six other pamphlets.
Soon after his deliverance, he was again

taken up, and brpu.ght to trial before the Lord

Mayor and Recorder for preaching in a Qua-
ker meeting. He afterwards published an ac-

count of this proceeding;
—and it is in our

opinion one of the most curious and instruc-

tive pieces that ever came from his pen. The
times to which it relates, are sufficiently
known to have been times of gross oppression
and judicial abuse;

—but the brutality of the

Court upon this occasion seems to us to ex-

ceed any thing that is recorded elsewhere ;—
and the noble firmness of the jury still de-

serves to be remembered, for example to hap-
pier days. The prisoner came into court, ac-

cording to Quaker costume, with his hat on
his head

;

—but the doorkeeper, with a due
zeal for the dignity of ihe place, pulled it off

as he entered.—Upon this, however, the Lord

IVIayor became quite furious, and ordered the

unfortunate beaver to be instantly replaced
—

which was no sooner done than he fined the

poor culprit for appearing covered in his pre-
.sence !

— William Penn now insisted upon
knowing what law he was accused of having
broken,

—to which simple question the Re-
corder was reduced to answer,

•• that he was
an impertinent fellow,

—and that many had
studied thirty or forty years to understand the

law, which he was for having expounded in a
moment !" The learned controversialist how-
ever was not to be silenced so easily ;

—he

quoted Lord Coke and Magna Charia on his

antagonist in a moment : and chastised his in-

solence by one of the best and most charac-

teristic repartees that we recollect ever to have
met Avith. '• I tell you to be silent," cried the

Recorder, in a great passion ;

" if we should

suffer you to ask questions till to-morrow

morning, you will be never the wiser!"—
"That," replied the Quaker, with his immov-
able tranquillity, ''that is, according as the

ansicers are."—"Take him away, fake him

away?" exclaimed the IVIayor and the Ro-
corder in a breath—"turn him into the Bale

Dock ;"
—and into the Bale Dock, a filthy and

pestilent dunireon in the neighbouihood, he
was accordingly turned—discoursing calmly
all the way on ]\Iagna Charter and the rights
of Englishmen;—while the courtly Recorder
delivered a very animated charge to the Jury,
in the absence of the prisoner.
The Jury, however, after a short consulta-

tion, brought in a verdict, finding hira merely
"cuilty of speaking in Grace-Chni-ch Street.''

For this cautious and most correct deliverance,

they were loaded with reproacht s by the

Court, and sent out to amend their verdict,—
but in half an hour they returned with the

same ingenious finding, written out at larse,
and subscribed with all their names. The
Court now became more furious than ever, and
shut them up without meat, drink, or fire, till

next morning; when they twice over came
back with the same verdict ;

—upon which ihey
were reviled, and threatened so outrageously

by the Recorder, that William Penn protest-
ed against this plain intimidation of the per-
sons, to whose free suffrages the law had en-

trusted his cause. The answer of the Fecoider

was, '-'Stop his mouth, jailor
—

bring fetters

and stake him to the ground." William Penn
3 i: 2
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replied with the temper of a Quaker, and the

spirit of a martyr, "Do your pleasure
—I mat-

ter not your fetters !" And the Recorder took

occasion to observe,
"

that, till now, he had
never understood the policy of the Spaniards
in sufTerin? the Inquisition among them. But
now he saw that it would never be well with

us, till we had something like the Spanish In-

quisition in England !" After this sage re-

mark, the Jury were again sent back,
—and

kept other twenty-four hours, without food or

refreshment. On the third day, the natural

and glorious effect of this brutality on the

spirits of Englishmen was at length produced.
Instead of the special and unmeaning form of

their first verdict, they now, all in one voice,
declared the prisoner Not Guiltv. The Re-
corder again broke out into abuse and menace

;

and,- after "praying God to keep his life out

of such hands," proceeded, we really do not

see on what prete.xt, to fine every man of them
in forty marks, and to order them to prison till

payment. William Penn then demanded his

liberty; but was ordered into custody till he

paid the fine imposed on him for wearing his

hat; and was forthwith dragged away to his

old lodging in the Bale Dock, while in the

very act of quoting the twenty-ninth chapter
the Great Charter,

" Nidltis liber homo,^' kc.
As he positively refused to acknowledge the

legality of this infliction by paying the fine,
he might have lain long enough in this dun-

geon ;
but his father, who was now reconciled

to him, sent the money privately ;
and he was

at last set at liberty.
The spirit, however, which had dictated

these proceedings was not likely to cease from

troubling; and, within less than a year, the

poor Quaker was again brought before the

Magistrate on an accusation of illegal preach-
ing; and was aguin about to be dismissed for

want of evidence, when the worthy Justice

ingeniously bethought himself of tendering to

the prisoner the oath of allegiance, which, as

well as every other oath, he well knew that

his principles would oblige him to refuse. In-

stead of the oath, W. Penn, accordingly offer-

ed to give his reasons for not swearing; but
the Magistrate refused to hear him : and an
altercation ensued, in the course of which the

Justice having insinuated, that, in spite of his

sanctified exterior, the young preacher was as
bad as other folks in his practice, the Quaker
forgot, for one moment, the systematic meek-
ness and composure of his sect, and burst out
into this triumphant appeal

—
"

I make this bold clinllenge to all men, women,
and children upon earth, jusily to accuse me wiih

having seen me drunk, heard me swear, utier a

curse, or .«peak one obscene word, much less that I

ever made it my practice. I speak this lo God's
giory, who has ever preserved me from the power
of these pollutions, and who from a child begot an
hatred in me towards them. Thy words shall be

thy burthen, and I trample thy slander as dirt un-
der my feet !"—-pp. 99, 100.

The greater part of the audience confirmed
this statement: and the judicial calumniator
had nothing for

it,
but to sentence this unrea-

sonable Puritan to six months' imprisonment

in Newgate; where he amused himself, as

usual, by writing and publishing four pam-
phlets in support of his opinions.

It is by no means our intention, however,
to digest a chronicle either of his persecutions
or his publications. In the earlier part of his

career, he .seems to have been in prison every
si.x months; and, for a very considerable pe-
riod of

it, certainly favoured the world with
at least six new pamphlets every year. In all

these, as well as in his public appearances,
there is a singular mixture of earnestness and

sobriety
—a devotedness to the cause in which

he was engaged, that is almost sublime; and
a temperance and patience towards his oppo-

nents, that is truly admirable : while in the

whole of his private life, there is redundant

testimony, even from the mouths of his ene-

mies, that his conduct was pure and philan-

thropic in an extraordinary degree, and distin-

guished at the some time for singular pru-
dence and judgment in all ordinary affairs.

His virtues and his sufferings appear at last to

have overcome his father's objections to his

peculiar tenets
,
and a thorough and cordial

reconciliation took place previous to their final

separation. On his death-bed, indeed, the ad-

miral is said to have approved warmly of

every part of his son's conduct
;
and to have

predicted, that "if he and his friends kept to

their plain way of preaching and of living,

they would speedily make an end of the

priests, to the end of the world."—By his

father's death he succeeded to a handsome es-

tate, then yielding upwards of 1500Z. a year;
but made no change either in his professiona
or way of life. He was at the press and in

Newgate, after this event, exactly as before ;

and defied and reviled the lu.xury of the age,

just as vehemently, when he was in a condi-

tion to partake of it, as in the days of his po-

verty. Within a short time after his succes-

sion, he made a pilgrimage to Holland and

Germany in company with George Fox; where
it is said that they converted many of all

ranks, including young ladies of quality and
old professors of divinity. They were ill

used, however, by a surly Graf or two, who
sent them out of their dominions under a cor-

poral's guard ;
an attention which they repaid.^

by long letters of expostulation and advice,
which the worthy Grafs were probably neither

very able nor very willing to read.

In the midst of these labours and trials, he
found time to marry a lady of great beauty
and accomplishments; and settled himself io

a comfortable and orderly house in the coun

try
—

but, at the same time, remitted nothinf
of his zeal and activity in support of the cauwn

in which he had embarked. When the penal
statutes against Popish recusants were about

to be passed, in 1678, by the tenor of
whichj

certain grievous punishments were inflicteo

upon all who did not frequent the established

church, or purge themselves upon onth, from

Popery, William Penn was allowed to be heard

before a Committee of the Hou.se of Commons,
in support of the Quakers' application fcrt

some exemption from the unintended severity
of these edicts;

—and what has been preserved
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of his speech, upon that occasion, certainly is

not the least respectable of his performances.
It required no ordinary magnanimity for any
one, in the very height of the frenzy of the

Popish plot, boldly to tell the House of Com-

mons, "that it was unlawful to inflict punish-
ment upon Catholics themselves, on account

of a conscientious dissent." This, however,
William Penn did, with the firmnessof a true

philosopher; but, at the same time, with so

much of the meekness and humility of a

Quaker, that he was heard without offence or

interruption :
—and having thus put in his pro-

test against the general principle of intoler-

ance, he proceeded to plead his own cause,
and that of his brethren, with admirable force

and temper as follows :
—

"
I was bred a Protestant, and that strictly too.

I lost notiiing by time or study. For years, read-

ing, travel, and observation, made the relia;ion of

my education the religion of my jiidsment. My
alteration hath brought none to tliat belief; and

though the posture I am in may seem odd or strange
to you, yet I am conscientious; and. till you know
me better, I hope your charity will call it rather my
unhappincss than my crime. I do tell you again,
and here solemnly declare, in the presence of the

Almisrhty God, and before you all, that the profes-
sion I now make, and the Society I now adhere to,

have been so far from altering that Protestant juds-
ment I had, that I am not conscious to myself of

having receded from an iota of any one principle
maintained by those first Protestants and Relormers
of Germany, and our own martyrs at home, against
the see of Rome : And therefore it is, we think it

hard, that though we deny in common with you
those doctrines of Rotne so zealously protested

against, (from whence the name of Protestan's.)

yet that we should be so unhappy as to suffer, and
that with extreme severity, by laws made only
against the maintainers of those doctrines which we
do so deny. We choose no suffering ; for God
knows what we have already suffered, and how
many sufficient and trading families are reduced to

great poverty by it. We think ourselves an useful

people. We are sure we are a peaceable people ;

yet, if wc must still suffer, let us not suffer as

Popish Recusants, but as Protestant Dissenters."

pp. 220, 221.

About the same period we find him closely
leagued with no less a person than Algernon

Sydney, and busily employed in canvassing
.Tor him in the burgh of Guildford. But the

mo.st important of his occupations at this time
were those which connected him with that

region which was destined to be the scene
of his greatest and most memorable exertions.

An accidental circumstance had a few years
before engaged him in some inquiries with

regard to the state of that district in North

America, since called New Jersey-, and Penn-

sylvania. A great part of this territory had
been granted by the Crown to the family of

Lord Berkeley, w-ho had recently sold a large

part of it to a Quaker of the name of Billynge :

and this person having fallen into pecuniary
embarrassments, prevailed upon William Penn
to accept of a conveyance of this property,
and to undertake the management of

it,
as

trustee for his creditors. The conscientious
trustee applied himself to the discharge of this

duty with his habitual scrupulousness and ac-

tivity;
—and having speedily made himself

acquainted with the condition and capabilities

of the great province in question, was imme-
diately struck with the opportunity itafTurded,
both for a beneficent arrangement of the inte-

rests of its inhabitants, and for providing a

pleasant and desirable retreat for such of his
own communion as might be willing to leave
their native land in pursuit of religious liberty,
The original charter had vested the proprietor,
under certain limitations, with the power oi

legislation ;
and one of the first works of Wil-

liam Penn was to draw up a sort of constitu-

tion for the land vested in Billynge
—the car-

dinal foundation of which was, that no man
should be troubled, molested, or subjected to

any disability, on account of his religion. He
then superintended the embarkation of two or

three ship-loads of Quakers, who set off for

this land of promise;
—and continued, from

time to time, both to hear so much of their

prosperity, and to feel how much a larger pro-

prietor might have it in his power to promote
and extend

it,
that he at length conceived the

idea of acquiring to hirnself a much larger
district, and founding a settlement upon a still

more hberal and comprehensive plan. The
means of doing this were providentially placed
in his hands, by the circumstance of his father

having a claim upon the dissolute and needy
government of the day, for no less than

16,000?.,
—in lieu of which W. Penn proposed

that the district, since called Pennsylvania,
should be made over to him, with such ample
powers of administration, as made him little

less than absolute sovereign of the country.
The right of legislation was left entirely to

him, and such councils as he might appoint j

with no other limitation, than that his laws
should be liable to be rescinded by the Privy
Council of England, within six months after

they were reported to it. This memorable
charter was signed on the 4th of March, 1681.

He originally intended, that the country should
have been called New Wales; but the Under-

Secretary of State, being a Welshman, thought,
it seems, that this was using too much liberty
with the ancient principality, and objected to

it! He then suggested Sylvania; but the

king himself insisted upon adding Penn to
it,—and after some struggles of modesty, it was

found necessary to submit to his gracious
desires.

He now proceeded to encourage settlers of

all sorts,
—but especially such sectaries as

were impatient of the restraints and persecu-
tions to which they were subjected in Eng-
land

;
and published certain conditions and

regulations,
" the first fundamental of which,"

as he expresses it, was, "That every person
should enjoy the free profession of his faith,

and exercise of worship towards God, in such
a way as he ."^hall in his conscience believe is

most acceptable ;
and should be protected in

this liberty by the authority of the civil magis-
trate." With regard to the native inhabitants,
he positively enacted, that "whoever should

hurt, wrong, or offend any Indian, should in-

cur the same penalty as if he had offended in

like manner against his fellow planter;" and
that the planters should not be their own

judges in case of any difference with the Ir,
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dians, bul that all such difTeronccs should be

setlletl by twelve referees, six Indians and six

planters, under the direction, if need were,
of the Governor of the province, and the Chief,
or King of the Indians concerned. Under
these wise and merciftd reirulations, three

Bhips full of passengers sailed for the new

province in the end of 1681. In one of these

was Colonel Markham, a relation of Penn's,
and intended to act as his secretary when he
should himself arrive. He was the chief of

several commissioners, who were appointed to

confer with the Indians with regaid to the ces-

sion or purchase of their lands, and the terms

of a perpeluai peace,
—and was the bearer of

the following letter to them from the Governor,
a part of which we think Avorthy of being
transcribed, for the singular plainness, and

engaging honesty, of its manner.

" Now, I would have you well observe, that I

am very sensible of tiie unkindness and injustice
which have been too much exercised toward you
by the people of these parts of the world, who have

sought themselves to make great advantages by you,
rather than to be examples of goodness and patience
unto you. This I hear halh been a matter of trouble

to you. and caused gieat grudging and animosities,
sometimes to the shedding of blood. But I am not

such a man
;
as is well known in my own country.

I have great love and regard toward you, and desire

to win and gain your love and friendship by a kind,

just, and peaceable life
; and the people I send are

of the same mind, and shall in all things behave
themselves accordingly ; and if in any thing any
shall offend you or your people, you shall have
a full and speedy satisfaction lor the same, by an

equal number of just men on both sides, that by no
means you may have just occasion of being offended

against them.
"

I shall shortly come to see you myself, at

which lime we may more largely and freely confer
and discourse of these matters. In the mean time
I have sent my Commissioners to treat wiih you,
about land, and a firm league of peace. Let me
desire you to be kind to them and to the people,
and receive the presents and tokens, which I have
sent you, as a testimony of my good will to you,
and of my resolution to live justly, peaceably, and

friendly with you. I am, your loving Friend,
" WlLUAM PeNN."

In the course of the succeeding year, he

prepared to follow these colonists; and ac-

cordingly embarked, with about an hundred
other Quakers, in the month of September,
1682. Before separating himself, however,
from his family on this long pilgrimage, he
addressed a long letter of love and admoni-
tion to his wife and children, from which we
are tempted to make a pretty large extract

for the entertainment and edification of our
readers. There is something, we think, very
touching and venerable in the affect ionaten ess

of its w^hole strain, and the patriarchal sim-

plicity in which it is conceived
;
while the

language appears to us to be one of the most
beautiful specimens of that soft and mellow

English, which, with all its redundancy and
cumbrous volume, has, to our ears, a far richer

and more pathetic sweetness than the epigrams
and apothegms of modern times. The letter

begins in this manner—
" My dear Wife and Children,

" My love, which neither sea, norland, nor death

itself, can extinguish or lessen toward you, most

etidearedly visits you with eternal embraces, and
will abide with you for ever : and may ihe God of

my life waich over you, and bless you, and do you
good in this world and for ever I

—.Some things aro

upon my spirit lo leave with you in your n-speclive
capacities, as I am to one a husl>atid, and to the
rest a father, if I should never see you more in this
world.
" My dear wife ! remember thou w.Ft the Iov8

of my youih, and much the joy of my life
; the

most beloved, as well as most worthy of all my
earthly comforts: and the reason of that love waa
more thy inward than thy outward excellencies,
which yet were many. God knows, and thou
knowest it, I can say it was a match of Providence's

making ; and God's image in us l)oih was ihe first

thing, and the most amiable and engaging orna-
meni in our eyes. Now 1 am to leave ihee, and
that without knowing whether I shall everseelhee
more in iliis world, take my counsel into ihy bosom,
and let it dwell with thee in my stead while thou
livest."

Then, after some counsel about godliness
and economy, he proceeds

—
" And now, my dearest, let me recommend to

thy care my dear children ; abundantly beloved of

me, as the Lord's blessings, and the sweet pledges
of our muiual and endeared affection. Above all

things endeavour to breed them up in the love of

virtue, and that holy plain way of it which we have
lived in, that the world in no part of it get into

my family. I had rather ihey were homely than

finely bred as to outward behaviour; yet I love
sweetness mixed with gravity, and cheerfulness

tempered with sobriety. Religion in the heart leads
into this true civility, teaching men and women to

be mild and courteous in their behaviour
; an ac-

complishment worthy indeed of praise." Next breed them up in a love one of another!
tell them ii is the charge I left behind me ; and
that it is the way to have the love and blessing of
God upon them. SonT^'mies separate them, but
not long ;

and allow thom to send and give each
other small things, to endear one another with.

Once inore I say, tell them it was my counsel they
should be tender and affectionate one to another.
For their learning be liberal. Spare no cost

; for

by such parsimony all is lost that is saved : but let

it be useful knowledge, such as is consistent witti

truth and godliness, not cherishing a vain conversa-
tion or idle mind ;

but ingenuity mixed with indus-

try is good for the body and the mind too. Rather
keep an ingenious person in the house to teach

them, than send tliem to schools; too many evil

impressions being commonly received there. Be
sure to observe their genius, and do not cross it as
to learning; let them not dwell loo long on one

thing; but let their change be agreeable, and all

their diversions have some little bodily labour in

them. When grown big, have most care I'br ihem ;

for then there are more snares, both within and
without. When marriageable, see that they have

worthy persons in their eye, of good life, and good
fame for piety and understanding. I desire no
wealth, but sufficiency ; and be sure their love be
dear, fervent, and mutual, that it may be happy for

them. I choose not they should be married to

earthly, covetous kindred : and of cities and towns
of concourse, beware : the world is apt lo stick

close lo those who have lived and got wealth there:
a country life and estate I like best for my children.

I prefer a decent mansion of a hundred pounds per
annum, before ten thousand pounds in London, or
such like place, in a way of trade."

He next addresses himself to his children.

" Be obedient to your dear mother, a woman
whose virtue and good name is an honour lo you ;

for she hath been exceeded by none in her lime for

her integrity, humanity, virtue, and good under-
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Standino- ; qualities not usual among women of her

worldly condition aiul quality. Therefore honour
and obey her. tny dear cliildrcn, as your mother,
and your lailier's love and delight ; nay, love lier

too, for slie loved your father with a deep and

uprigiit love, choosing him before all her many
suitors: and thouirh slie be of a delicate eonsiiiu-

tion and noble spirit, yet she descended to the ut-

most tenderness and care for you. perlormijig the

pninfullest acts oi service to you in your inlancy,
as a mother and a nurse too. I charge you, before

the Lord, honour and obey, love and cherish your
dear mother."

After a great number of other affectionate

counsels, he turns particularly to his eider

boys.
" And as for you, who are likely to be concerned

in the government of Pennsylvania, I do charge

you belore the Lord God and his holy angels, that

you be lowly, diligent, and tender; fearing God,

loving the people, and hating coveiousness. Let

justice have its impartial course, and the law free

passage. Though to your loss, protect no man
against it; for you are not above the law, but the

law above you. Live therefore the lives yourselves
Vou would have the people live, and then shall you
have right and boldness to punish the transgressor.

Keep Ui)on the square, for God sees you : therefi)re

do your duty, and be sure you see with your own
eyes, and hear wiili your own ears. Entertain no
lurchers ; cherish no inlbrniers for gain or revenge ;

use no tricks ; fly to no devices to support or cover

injustice ;
but let your hearts be upright betiire the

Lord, trustinirin him above the contrivances of men,
and none shall be able to hurt or supplant you."

We should like to see any private letter of

instructions from a sovereign to his heir-appa-

rent, that will bear a comparison with the

injunctions of this honest Sectary. He con-

cludes as follows :
—

"
Finally, my children, love one another with a

true endeared love, and your dear relations on both

sides, and take care to preserve tender affection iti

your children to each other, often marrying within

themselves, so as it be without the bounds forbidden

in God's law, that so they may not, like the forget-

ting unnatural world, grow out of kindred, and as

cold as strangers; l)ut, as becomes a truly natural

and Christian stock, you and yours after you, may
live in the pure and fervent love of God towards
one another, as becoming brethren in ihe spiritual

and natural relation.

"So farewell to my thrice dearly beloved wife

and children !

"
Yours, as God pleaseth, in that which no
waters can quench, no time forget, nor distance

wear away, but remains for ever,
" William Penn."

"IVormhisrhnrsi, fourth of
sixth month, 16S2."

Immediately after writing this letter, he

embarked, and arrived safely in the Dela-

ware with all his companions. The country

assigned to him by the royal charter was yet
full of its original itihabitants

;
and the prin-

ciples of William Penn did not allow him
to look upon that gift as a warrant to dis-

possess the first proprietors of the land. He
had accordingly appointed his commissioners,
the preceding year, to treat with them for

the fair purchase of a
part

of their lands, and

for their joint possession of the remainder;
and the terms of the settlement being now

nearly agreed upon, he proceeded, very soon

after his arrival, to conclude the transac-

83

tion, and solemnly to pledge his faith, and
to ratify and coniirm the treaty, in si^ht both
of the Indians and Planters. For this pur-

pose a grand convocation of the tribes had
been appointed near the spot w here Philadel-

phia now stands; and it was agreed that he
and the presiding Sachems should meet and

exchange faith, under the spreading branches
of a prodigious elm-tree that grew on the bank
of the river. On the day appointed, accord-

ingly, an innumerable multitude of the In-

dians assembled in that neighbourhood ;
and

were seen, with their dark visages and brand-
ished arms, moving, in vast swarms, in the

depth of the woods which then overshadowed
the whole of that now cultivated region. On
the other hand, William Penn, with a mode-
rate attendance of Friends, advanced to meet
them. He came of course unarmed—in his

usual plain difss—without banners, or mace,
or guards, or carriages; and only distinguishea
from his companions by wearing a blue sash
of silk network (which it seems is still pre-
served by Mr. Kelt of Seething-hall, near

Norwich), and by having in his hand a roll

of parchment, on which was engrossed the

confirmation of the treaty of purchase and

amity. As soon as he drew near the spot
where the Sachems were assembled, the

whole multitude of Indians threw down their

weapons, and seated themselves on the ground
in groups, each under his own chieftain

;
and

the presiding chief intimated to William Penn,
that the nations were ready to hear him. Mr.
Clarkson regrets, and we cordially join in the

sentiment, that there is no written, contempo-
rary account of the particulars attending this

interesting and truly novel transaction. He
assures us, however, that they are still in a

great measure preserved in oral tradition, and
that both what we have just stated, and what
follows, may be relied on as perfectly accu-
rate. The sequel we give in his own words.

"
Having been thus called upon, he began. The

Great Spirit, he said, who made '.-im and them, who
ruled the Heaven and the Earth, and v\ho knew
the innermost thoughts of mat), knew tiiai he and
his fri<'nds had a hearty desire to live in peace and

friendship with them, and to serve ihem lo the

utmost of their power. It was not their custom to

use hostile weapons agaitist their fellow-crcainres,
for which reason they had come unarmed. Their

object was not to do injury, and thus provoke the

Great Spirit, but to do good. 'I'hey were then met
on the broad pathway ol good faith and good will,

so that no advtiniage was to be taken on either

side, but all was to be openness, brotherhood, and
love. After these atid other words, he utirolled

the parchment, and by means of the same inter-

preter conveyed to them, arlirle by article, ihecon-
diiions of the Purcha.'^e, and the Words of the Com*
p:ict then made for their eternal Union. Among
otiier things, they were not to be molested in iheii

lawful pursuits, even in the territory they had alien-

ated, for it was to be common to them and the

Knglish. They were lo have the same liberty to

do all things therein relating to the improvement
of their grounds, and providing sustenance for iheir

families, which the English had. If any disputes
should arise between the two, they should be set-

tied by twelve persons, half of whom should be

English, and haUTndians. He then paid them for

the land
;
and made them many presents besides,

from the merchandize which had been spread bcfor?
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them. Having done this, he laid the roll of parch-
ment on the ground, observing again, that the

ground should be common to boih people. He
then added, that he would not do as the Maryland-
crs did. (hat is, call ihcm Children or Brothers
only ; for often parents were apt to chastise their
children too severely, and Brothers sometimes
Mould differ : neither would he compare the Friend-
ship between him and them to a Chain, for the
rain mii,'lu sometimes rust it, or a tree niiL'hi fall

and break it
;
but he should consider them as the

same flesh and blood wi'h the Christians, and the
same as if one man's body were to be divided into
two parts. He then took up the parchment, and

presented
it to the Sachem, who wore the horn in

his chaplet, and desired him and the other Sachems
to preserve it carefully for three generations; that
their children might know what had passed between
them, just as if he had remained himself v^-ith them
lo repeat it."—pp. 311—343.

Thfe Indians, in return, made long and
Btately harangues—of which, however, no
more seems to have been remembered, but
that "they pledged themselves to live in love
with William Penn and his children, as long
as the sun and moon should endure." And
thus ended this famous treaty;

—of which
Voltaire has remarked, with so much truth
and severity,

" that it was the only one ever
concluded between savages and Christians
that was not ratiiled by an oath—and the only
one that never was broken !"

Such, indeed, was the spirit in which the

negotiation was entered into, and the corres-

ponding settlement conducted, that for the

space of more than seventy years
—and so

long indeed as the Quakers retained the chief

power in the government, the peace and amity
which had been thus solemnly promised and

concluded, never was violated;
—and a large

and most striking, though solitary e.xample
afTorded, of the facility with which they who
are really sincere and friendly in their own
views, may live in harmony even with tho.«e

who are supposed to be peculiarly fierce and
faithless. We cannot bring ourselves to wish
that there were nothing but Quakers in the
world—becau.se we fear it would be insup-
IJortably dull

;

—but when we consider what
tremendous evils daily arise from the petu-
lance and profligacy, and ambition and irri-

tability, of Sovereigns and Ministers, we can-
not help thinking that it would be the most
efficacious of all reforms to choose all those

ruling personages out of that plain, pacific,
and sober-minded sect.

William Penn now held an assembly, in

which fifty-nine important laws were passed
in the course of three days. The most re-

markable were those which limited the num-
ber of capital crimes to two—murder and
high treason—and which provided for the

reformation, as well as the punishment of

offenders, by making the prisons places of

compulsive industry, sobriety, and instruc-
lion. It was likewise enacted, that all chil-

dren, of whatever rank, should be instructed
in some art or trade. The fees of law pro-
ceedings were fi.xed, and inscribed on public
tables

;

—and the amount of fines to be levied
for ofl"ences also limited by legislative au-

thority Many admirable regulations were

added, for the encouragement of industry,
and mutual usefulness and esteem. There
is something very agreeable in the content-

ment, and sober and well-earned self-corn

placency, which breathe in the following "et-
ter of this great colonist—written durir^, his
first rest from those great labours.

"I am now casting the country into townships
for large lots of land. 1 have heid an Assembly,
in which many good laws are passed. We could
not stay safely till the spring for a Government. I
have aimexed the Territories lately obtained to the
Province, and passed a general naturalization for

strangers; which hath much pleased the people.—
As to outward things, we are satisfied; the land
good, the air clear and sweet, the springs plentiful,
and provision good and easy to come at

; an innu-
merable quantity of wild fowl and fish : in fine,
here is what an Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob would
be well contented wiib; and service enough for
Ood, for the fields are here white for harvesf. O,
how sweet is the quiet of these parts, treed frotn
the anxious and troublesome soliriiaiions, hurries,
and perplexities of woful Europe!"—pp. 350, 351.'

We cannot persuade ourselves, however,
to pursue any farther the details of this edify-
ing biogiaphy. W. Penn returned to England
after a residence of about two years in his

colony
—

got into great favour with James II.—and was bitterly calumniated as a Jesuit,
both by churchmen and sectaries—went on
doing good and preaching Quakerism—was
sorely persecuted and insulted, and deprived
of his Government, but finally acquitted, and
honourably restored, under King William—
lost his wife and son—travelled and married
again

—returned to Penn.sylvania in 1699 for
two years longer—came finally home lo Eng-
land—continueil to preach and publish as

copiously as ever—was reduced to a state of

kindly dotage by three strokes of apoplexy—
and died at last at the age of seventy-two, in
the year 1718.

He seems to have been a man of kind affec-

tions, singular activity and perseverance, and
great practical wisdom. Yet we can well
believe with Burnet, that he was ''a little

pufl"ed up with vanity;" and that "he had a
tedious, luscious way of talking, that was apt
to tire the patience of his hearers." He was
very neat in his person ;

and had a great hor-
ror at tobacco, which occasionally endangered
his popularity in his American domains. He
was mighty methodical, too, in ordering his
household

;
and had stuck up in his hall a

written directory, or General Order, for the

regulation of his family, to Avhich he exacted
the strictest conformity. According to this

rigorous system of discipline, he required
—

" That in that quarter of the year which included
part ot the winter and pan of the spring, the mem-
bers of it were to rise at seven in the morning, in
the next at six, in the next at five, and in the last

at six again Nine o'clock was the hour for break-
fast, twelve for dinner, seven for supper, and ten
to retire to bed. The whole family were to assem-
ble every morning for worship. They were to be
called together at eleven again, that each might
read in turn some portion of the holy Scripture, or
of ihe Mariyrology, or of Friends' books

; and
finally they were to meet again fiir worsihip at six
in the evening. On the days of public meeting, no
one was to be absent, except on the plea of health
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or of unavoidable engagement. The servants were
to be called up alier supper to render to ilieir mas-

ter and mistress an account ol what they had done
in the day, and lo receive instructions for the next ;

and were particularly exhorted lo avoid lewd dis-

courses and troublesome noises."

We shall not stop to examine what dregs
of ambition, or what hankerings after worldly

prosperity, may have mixed themselves with

the pious and philanthropic principles that

were undoubtedly his chief guides in forming
that great settlement which still bears his

name, and profits by his example. Human
virtue does not challenge, nor admit of such
a scrutiny ! And it should be sufficient for

the glory of William Penn, that he stands

upon record as the most humane, the most

moderate, and the most pacific of all rulers.

(illaa, 1S2S.)

A Selection from the Public and Private Correspondence of Vice-Admiral Lord Collingwood :

interspersed with Memoirs of his Life. By G. L. Newnham Collingwood, Esq. F. R. S.

2 vols. 8vo. Ridgway. London : 1828.

We do not know when we have met with
so delightful a book as this,

—or one with
which we are so well pleased with ourselves
for being delighted. Its attraction consists

almost entirely in its moral beauty; and it

has the rare merit of filling us with the deep-
est admiration for heroism, without suborning
our judgments into any approbation of the

vices and weaknesses with which poor mortal
heroism is so often accompanied. In this re-

spect, it is not only more safe, but more agree-
able reading than the Memoirs of Nelson

;

where the lights and shadows are often too

painfully contrasted, and the bane and the

antidote exhibited in proportions that cannot
but be hazardous for the ardent and aspiring

spirits on which they are both most calculated

to operate.
It is a mere illusion of national vanity

which prompts us to claim Lord Collingwood
as a character peculiarly English? Certainly
we must admit, that we have few English-
men left who resemble him

;
and even that

our prevailing notions and habits make it

likely that we shall have still fewer hereafter.

Yet we do not know where such a character

could have been formed but in England ;

—
and feel quite satisfied, that it is there only
that it can be properly valued or understood.

The combination of the loftiest daring with
the most watchful humanity, and of the no-

blest ambition with the greatest disdain of

personal advantages, and the most generous
sympathy with rival merit, though rare enough
to draw ibrth at all times the loud applause
of mankind, have not been without example,
in any race that boasts of illustrious ances-

tors. But, for the union of those high quali-
ties with unpretending and almost homely
simplicity, sweet temper, undeviating recti-

tude, and all the purity and sanctity of do-

mestic affection and humble content—we can

look, we think, only to England,
—or to the

fabulous legends of uncorrupted and unin-

structed Rome. All these graces, however,
and more than these, were united in Lord

Collingwood: For he had a cultivated and
even elegant mind, a taste for all simple en-

joyments, and a rectitude of understanding—
which seemed in him to be but the emanation

of a still higher rectitude. Inferior, perhaps,
to Nelson, in original genius and energy, and
in that noble self-confidence in great emer-

gencies which these qualities usually inspire,
he was fully his equal in seamanship and the

art of command
;
as well as in that devoted-

ness to his country and his profession, and
that utter fearlessness and gallantry of soul

which exults and rejoices in scenes of tre-

mendous peril, which have almost ceased to

be remarkable in the character of a British

sailor. On the other hand, we think it will

scarcely be disputed, that he was superior to

that great commander in general information

and accomplishment, and in those thoughtful

habits, and that steadiness and propriety of

personal deportment, which are their natural

fruit. His greatest admirers, however, can
ask no higher praise for him than that he stood

on the same lofty level with Nelson, as to that

generous and cordial appreciation of merit in

his brother officers, by which, even more, per-

haps, than by any of his other qualities, that

great man was distinguished. It does one's

heart good, indeed, to turn from the petty

cabals, the paltry jealousies, the splendid de-

tractions, the irritable vanities, which infest

almost every other walk of public life, and
meet one, indeed, at every turn in all scenes

of competition, and among men otherwise

eminent and honourable,
—to the brother-like

frankness and open-hearted simplicity, even
of the official communications between Nelson
and Collingwood : and to the father-like in-

terest with which they both concurred in fos-

tering the glory, and cheering on the fortunes

of their younger associates. In their noble

thirst for distinction, there seems to be abso-

lutely no alloy of selfishness; and scarcely
even a feeling of rivalry. If the opportunity
of doing a splendid thing has not come to

them, it has come to some one who deserved
it as well, and perhaps needed it more. Ii

will come to them another day
—and then the

heroes of this will repay their hearty congra-
tulations. There is something inexpressibly
beautiful and attractive in this spirit of mag-
nanimous fairness; and if we could only be-

lieve it to be general in the navy, we should

gladly recant all our heretical doubts as to tk«
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superior virtues of men al sea, join chorus to

all the slaiis: soiiijs of Dibilin on the subje-ct,

anti applaud to the i-cho all the tiiades about

British tars and wooden walls, which have so

often nauseated us at the playhouses.
We feel excessively obli<j;ed to the editor

of this book; both for making Lord Colling-
w^ood known to us, and for the very pleasing,
modest, and etTeclual way he has taken to do

it in. It is made up almost entirely of his

Lordship's correspondence ;
and the few con-

necting statements and explanatory observa-

tions are given with the greatest clearness and

brevity; and very much in the mild, concili-

atory, and amiable tone of the remarkable

person to whom they relate. When we say
that this publication has made Lord Colling-
wood known to us, we do not mean that we.

or the body of the nation, were previously

ignorant that he had long served with distinc-

tion in the navy, and that it fell to his lot. as

second in command at Trafalgar, to indite that

eloquent and touching desj)atch which an-

nounced the final ruin of the hostile fleets,

and the death of the Great Admiral by whose

might they had been scattered. But till this

collection appeared, the character of the man
was known, we believe, only to those who
had lived with him; and the public was gene-

rally ignorant both of the detail of his ser-

vices, and the high principle and exemplary
diligence which presided over their perform-
ance. Neither -was it known, we are per-

suaded, that those virtues and services actually
cost him his life ! and that the difficulty of

finding, in our large list of admirals, any one

fit to succeed him in the important station

which he filled in his declining years, induced

the government, — most ungenerously, we
must say, and unjustly,

—to refuse his earnest

desire to be relieved of it
;
and to insist on

his remaining to the last gasp, at a post which
he would not desert so long as his country-

required him to maintain it,
but at which, it

was apparent to himself, and all the world,
that he must speedily die. The details now
before us will teach the profession, we hope,

by what virtues and what toils so great and
so pure a fame can alone be won

;
and by

rendering in this way such characters less

rare, will also render the distinction to which

they lead less fatal to its owners : While they
cannot fail, we think, to awaken the govern-
ment to a sense of its own ingratitude to those

who have done it the noblest service, and of

the necessity of at last adopting some of the

suggestions which those great benefactors

have so long pressed on its attention.

We have not much concern with the gene-

alogy or early history of Lord Collingwood.
He was born in 17.50, of an honourable and
ancient family of Northumberland, but of

slender patrimony ;
and went to sea, under

the care of his relative, Captain, afterwards

Admiral Brathwaite, when only eleven years
old. He used, himself, to tell, as an instance

of his youth and simplicity at this time,
" that as he was sitting crying for his sepa-
lation from home, the first lieutenant ob-

served him
I
and pitying the tender years of

the poor child, spoke to him in terms of much
encouragement and kindness; which, as Lord

Collingwood said, so won upon his heart, that,

taking this officer to his box, he offered him
in gratitude a large \i\ece of plumcake which
his mother Juul given him!" Almost from
this early period he was the intimate friend

and frecjuent associate of the brave Nelson
j

and had his full share of the obscure perils
and unknown labours which usually form the

noviciate of naval eminence. He was made
commander in 1779

;
and being sent to the

West Indies after the peace of 1783, was only
restored to his family in 1786. He married
in 1791; and was again summoned upon
active service on the breaking out of the war
with France in 1793; from which period to

the end of his life, in 1810, he was continually
in employment, and never permitted to see

that hapj)y home, so dear to his heart, and so

constantly in his thoughts, except for one short

interval of a year, during the peace of Amiens.

During almost the whole of this period he
was actually afloat ; and was frequently, for

a year together, and once for the incredible

period of twenty-two months, without drop-

pin sc an anchor. He was in almost all the

great actions, and had more that his share of

the anxious blockades, which occurred in that

memorable time; and signalised himself in

all, by that mixture of considerate vigilance
and brilliant courage, which may be said to

have constituted his professional character.

His first great battle was that which ended in

I>ord Howe's celebrated victory of the 1st of

June, 1794: and we cannot resist the tempta-
tion of heading our extracts with a part of

the account he has given of it,
in a letter to

his falher-in-law, I\Ir. Blackett—not so much
for the purpose of recalling the proud feelings
which must ever cling to the memory of our

first triumph over triumpliant France, aS for

the sake of that touching mixture it presents,
of domestic afiection and family recollections,
with high professional enthusiasm, and the

kindling spirit of war. In this situation he

says :
—

" We cruised for a few days, like disappointed

people looliiiis; lor whnt we could not find, uniil the

mnniing of iiitie Sarah's binh-day. !)eiween eight
and nine o'clock, when liie French fleet, of tweniy-
five sail of the line was discovered to windward.
We chased them, and they hore down wiihin about

five miles of us. "^J'he night was spent in watching
and preparation for the succeeding day ; and many
a blessing did I send forth to my Sarah, lest I should
never bless her more ! At dawn, we made our ap-

proach on the enemy, then drew up, dressed our

ranks, and it was about eight
when the Admiral

made the signal for each ship to engage her oppo-

nent, and bring her to close action,
—and then down

we went under a crowd of sail, and in a manner
that would have animated the coldest heart, and

struck terror into the most intrepid enemy. The
sliip we were to engage was two a-head of the

French Admiral, so that we had to go through his

fire and that of the two ships ne.xt him, and received

all iheir broadsides two or three times before we
fired a gun. It was then near ten o'clock. I ob-

served to the Admiral, that about that time our

wives were going lo church, l)ut that I thought that

the peal wc should ring about the Frenchman'^eara
would outdo their parish bells ! Lord Howe began
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bis fire some time before we did
;
and he is not in

the habit of firing soon. We got very near indeed,

and ihen began such afire as would have done you

good to have heard! During liie whole action the

most exact order vsas preserved, and no accident

happened but what was inevitable, and the conse-

quence of the enemy's shot. In ten minutes the

Admiral was wounded; I caught him in my arms
before he fell: the first lieutenant was slightly

wounded by the same shot, and I thought I was in

a fair way of being left on deck by myself; but the

heutenant got his head dressed, and came up again.

Soon after, they called trom the forecastle that the

Frenchman was sinking; at which the men started

up and gave three ciieers. I saw the French ship
dismasted and on her broadside, but in an instant

she was clouded with smoke, and I do not know
whether she sunk or not. All the ships in our

neighbourhood were dismasted, and are taken, ex-

cept the French Admiral, who was driven out of the

line by Lord Howe, and saved himself by flight."

In 1796 he writes to the same gentleman,
from before Toulon—
"II is but dull work, lying off" the enemy's port:

they cannot move a ship without our seeing them,
which must be very mortifying to them; but w-e

have the mortification also to see iheir merchant-
vessels going along shore, and cannot molest them.
It is not a service on which we shall get fat ; and
often do I wish we had some of those bad potatoes
which Old Scott and William used to throw over

the wall of the garden, lor we feel the want of vege-
tables more than anything !

'• The accounts I receive of my dear girls give
me infinite pleasure. How happy I shall be to see

them again ! but God knows when the blessed day
will come in which we shall be again restored to the

comforts of domestic life ; for here, so lar from any
prospect of peace, the plot seems to thicken, as il

the most serious part of the war were but beginning.'
'

In 1797 he had a great share in the splendid

victory off Cape St. Vincent, and writes, as

usual, a simple and animated account of it to

Air. Blackett. We omit the warlike details,

however, and give only these characteristic

sentences :
—

"I wrote to Sarah the day after the action wiih

the Spaniards, but I am afraid I gave lier but an

imperfect account of it. [t is a very difficult thing
for those engaged in such a scene to give the de-

tail of the whole, because all the powers they have
are occupied in their own part of it. As to mys^elf,
I did my duty to the utmost of my ability, as I have
ever done : That is acknowledged now ; and that

is the only real diflerence between this and the

former action. One of the great pleasures I have
received from this glorious event is, that I expect it

will enable me to provide handsomely for those who
serve me well. Give my love to my wife, and

blessing to my children. What a day it will be to

me when I meet them again ! The Spaniards
always carry their patron saint to sea with them,
and I have given St. Isidro a berth in my cabin: It

was the least I could do tor him, after he had con-

signed his charge to me. It is a good picture, as

you will see when he goes to Morpeth." . . .

By some extraordinary neglect, Captain
Collingwood had not received one of the

medals generally distributed to the officers

who distinguished themselves in Lord Howe's
action

;
and it is to this he alludes in one of

the passages we have now cited. His efforts,

however, on this last occasion, having been
the theme of universal admiration throughout
ihe fleet, and acknowledged indeed by a va-

riety of grateful and congratulary letters frofti

the admirals, and from Captain Nelson, to

whose aid he came most gallantly in a mo-
ment of great peril, it was at last thought nec-

essary to repair this awkward omission.

" When Lord St. Vincent informed Captain Col-

lingwood that he was to receive one of the medals
which were distriliuled on this occasion, he told the

Admiral, with great feeling and firmness, tiiat he
could not consent to receive a inedal, while that for

the 1st of June was withheld.
'

I feel,' said ne,
'

that I was then imprtiperly passed over
;
and to re-

ceive such a distincti<in now, would be to acknow-

ledge the propriety of that injustice.'
— ' That is pre-

cisely the answer which I expected from you, Cap-
tain Collingwood,' was Lord St. Vinctni's reply." The two medals were afterwards— md as Cap-
tain Collingwood seems to have

ihoupht, by desire

of the King—transmitied to him at tne same time

by Lord Spencer, the then P^irst Lord of the Admi-
ralty, with a civil apology for the former omission.
'

I congratulate you most sincerely,' said his Lord-

ship, 'on having had the good fortune to bear so

conspicuous a part on two such glorious occasions
;

and have troubled you with this letter, only to say,
that the former medal would have been transmitted
to you some months ago, if a proper conveyance
had been found for it.'

"

We add the following little trait of the un-

daunted Nelson, from a letter of the same

year :—
" My friend Nelson, whose spirit is equal to all

undertakings, and whose resources are fitted to all

occasions, was sent with three sail of the line and
some other ships to Teneriffe, to surprise and cap-
ture it. After a series of adventures, tragic and

comic, that belong to romance, they were obliged
to abandon the enterprise. Nelson was shot in the

right arm when landing, and was obliged to be car-

ried on board. He himself hailed the ship, and de-

sired the surgeon would get his instruments ready
to dis-arm him

;
and in halt an ht.'ur alier it was off,

he gave all the orders necessary for carrying on their

operations, as if nothing had happened to him. In
three weeks alier, when he joined us, he went on
board the Admiral, and I thitik exerted himself to

a degree of great imprudence."

The following letter to Captain Ball, on oc-

casion of the glorious victory of the Nile, may
serve to illustrate what we have stated, as to

the generous and cordial sympathy with rival

glory and fortune, which breathes throughout
the whole correspondence :

—
"

I cannot express to you how great my joy was
when the news arrived ot the complete and unparal-
leled victory which you obtained over the French

;

or what were my emotions of thankfulness, that the

life of my worthy and much-respected friend was

preserved through such a day of danger, to his

family and his country. I congratulate you. my
dear friend, on your success. Oh, my dear Ball,

how I have lamented that I was not one of y(m I

Many a victory has been won, an-' I hope many
are yet to come, but there never has '^een, nor will

be perhaps again, one in w'hich the Irui..-- have been
so completely gathered, the blow so nobly followed

up, and the consequences so fairly brought to ac-

count. I have heard with great pleasure, that your
squadron has presented Sir H. Nelson with a s«ord ;

it is the honours to which he led you reflected back

upon himself,—the finest testimony of his merits for

having led you to a field in which you all so nobly
displayed your own. The expectation of the people
of England was raised to the highest pitch ;

the

event has exceeded all expectation."

After this he is sent, for repairs, for a few
weeks to Portsmouth, and writes to his father

in-law as follows :
—

3F
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<M MISCELLANEOUS.

Lord Mulffrave, and he mils ine in reply, thai he

hopes I will Slay, lor he knows noi how lo supply

my place. The iniprcs.aion which his ItMicr ninfle

upon nie was one ol Krief and sorrow : firsi, ihai

wiih such a list ns we hiive—including more ihaii a

hundred adniirnls—ihcre should be thought lo be

any difficulty in finding a successor "f superior ability

to me
; and next, that there should be any obsiaole

in the way ol the only comfort and happiness that I

have to look forward to in this world."

In answer to Lord Mulirrave's statement,
he afterwards writes, that his infirmities had

sensibly increased : but "
I have no object in

the world that I put in competition with my
public duty ;

and so long as your lordship thinks

it proper to continue rne in this command, my
utmost efTorts shall be made to stiengthen the

impression which you now have
;
but I still

hope, that whenever it may be done with con-

ven'ieiice, your lordship will bear in mind my
request." Soon after he writes thus to his

family:
—"I am an unhappy creature—old

and worn out. I wish to come to England ;

but some objection is ever made to it." And,
again, "I have been very unwell. The phy-
sician tells me that it is the eflfect of constant

confinement—which is not very comfortable,
as there seems little chance of its being other-

wise. OKI age and its infirmities are coming
on me very fast

;
and I am weak and tottering

on my legs. It is high time I should return

to England ;
and I hope I shall be allowed to

do it before long. It will otherwise be too late."

And it was too late ! He was not relieved—
and scorning to leave the post assigned to him,
while he had life to maintain it, he died at it,

in March, 1810, upwards of eighteen months
after he had thus stated to the government his

reasons for desiring a recall. The following
is the editor's touching and affectionate ac-

count of the closing scene—full of pity and of

grandeur—and harmonising beautifully with
the noble career which was destined there to

be arrested :
—

" Lord CoUingwood had been repeatedly urged
by hia friends to .surrender his command, and to

seek in England that repose which had hecome so

necessary in his declining health
;

l)ul his feelings
on the subjfct of discipline were peculiarly strong,
and he had ever exacted the most implicit obedience
from others. He thought it therefore his duty not

to quit the post which had been assigned to him,
until he should be duly relieved,—and replied,

'

that

his life was his country's, in whatever way it might

he required of him.' When he moored in the har-

bour of Port .Mahon, on the 25ih of I'ebruarv, ho
was in a state of great sufTcring and deliilny ; and
having been strongly recomnietided by Ins rnedicai

attendants to try the effect of gentle exercise on
horseback, he went immediately on shore, accom-

panied by his friend Captain Hallowell, who left hia

ship to attend him in his illness : but it was then loo

late. He became incapable of bearing the slightest

fatigue ; and as it was represented to him that his

return lo England was indispensably necessary )br

the preservation of his life, he, on the 3d ol .March,
surrendered his command lo Rear Admiral Martin.
The two following days were spent in unsuccessful

attempts to warp the Viile de Paris out of Port Ma-
hon

;
but on the 6ih the wind came round to ihe

westward, and at sunset the ship succeeded in clear-

ing the harbour, and made sail for England. When
L(jrd CoUingwood was informed that he was again
at sea, he rallied for a lime his exhausted strength,
and said to those around him,

' Then 1 may yet live

lo meet the French once more.' On the morning
of the 7th there was a considerable swell, and his

friend Captain Thomas, on entering his cabin, ob-

served, that he feared the motion ol the vessel dis-

turbed him. '

No, Thomas,' he replied ;

'

I am now
in a slate in which nothing in this world can disturb

me more. I am dying ;
and I am sure it must be

consolatory to you, and all who love me, to see how
comfortably I am coming to my end.' He told one
of his attendants that he had endeavoured to review,
as iar as was po.ssible, all the actions of his past life,

;ind that he had the happiness lo say, that nothing
gave him a moment's uneasiness. He spoke at

times of his absent family, and of the doubtlul con-
tesi in which he was about to leave his country in-

volvfd, but ever with calmness and perfect resigna-
tion to the will of God ; and in this blessed state of

mind, after taking an aflTeclionate farewell of his at-

tendanis, he expired without a struggle at six o'clock
in the evening of that day, having attained the age
of fifty-nine years and six months.

'• After his decease, it was found that, with the

exception of the stomach, all the other organs of
life were peculiarly vigorous and unimpaired ; and
from this inspection, and the age which the surviving
members of his family have attained, there is every
reason to conclude that if he had been earlier re-

lievfd from his command, he would still have been
in the enjoyment of ihe honours and rewards which
would doubtless have awaiied him on his return to

England."

The remainder of this article, containing
discussions on the practices of flogging in the

Navy, and of Impressment (to both which
Lord CoUingwood, as well as Nelson, were

opposed), is now omitted : as scarcely possess-

ing sufficient originality to justify its republi-

cation, even in this Miscellany.

(December, 1S2S.)

Narraiiv! of a Journey through the Upper Provinces of India from Calcutta to Bombay, 1824,
1825 {with Notes upon Ceylon); an Account of a Journey to Mailras and the Southern

Provinces, 1826
; and Letters written in India. By the late Right Reverend Reginald

Heber, Lord Bishop of Calcutta. Second Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. London : 1828.

This is another book for Englishmen to be

proud of—almost as delightful as the Memoirs
of Lord CoUingwood, and indebted for its at-

tractions mainly to the same cause—the sin-

gularly amiable and exalted character of the

person to whom it relates—and that combina-
tion of gentleness with heroic ambition, and

simplicity with high station, which we would
still fondly regard as characteristic of our own
nation. "To us in Scotland the combination
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Bee-Tis, in this instance, even more admirable
than ill that of the great Admiral. We have
no Bishops on our eslablishmentj and have
been accustomed to think that we are better

without them. But if we could persuade our-

selves that Bishops in general were at all like

Bishop Heber, we should tremble for our Pres-

byterian orthodoxy ;
and feel not only venera-

tion, but something very like envy for a com-
munion which could number many such men
among its ministers.

The notion entertained of a Bishop, in our

antiepiscopal latitudes, is likely enough, we
admit, not to be altogether just;

—and we are

far from upholding it as correct, when we say,
that a Bishop, among us, is generally supposed
to be a stately and pompous person, clothed

in purple and fine linen, and faring sumptu-
ouslj' every day— somewhat obsequious to

persons in power, and somewhat haughty and

imperative to those who are beneath him—
with more authority in his tone and manner,
than solidity in his learning; and yet with
much more learning than charity or humility

—very fond of being called my Lord, and

driving about in a coach with mitres on the

panels, but little addicted to visiting the sick

and fatherless, or earning for himself the

blessing of those who are ready to perish
—

Familiar with a round
Of Ladyships

—a stranger lo the poor"—
decorous in manners, but no foe to luxurious

mdulgences—rigid in maintaining discipline

among his immediate dependents, and in ex-

icting the homage due to his dignity from the

andignified mob of his brethren
;
but perfectly

willing to leave to them the undivided privi-

leges of teaching and of comforting their peo-
ele, and of soothing the sins and sorrows of

their erring flocks— scornful, if not openly
hostile, upon all occasions, to the claims of

the People, fro.Ti whom he is generally sprung—and presum'iif^ every thing in favour of the

royal will anJ pi.t^rogative, by which he has
been exalted— sotting, indeed, in all cases, a

much higher va'.ne on the privileges of the

few, than the rights that are common to all,

and exerting himself strenuously that the

former may ever prevail
—

caring more, ac-

cordingly, for the interests of his order than
the geneial good of the church, and far more
for the Church than for the Religion it was
eis'tablished to teach—hating dissenters still

more bitterly than infidels— but combating
b.^tl rather with obloquy and invocation of

civil penalties, than with the artillery of a

pcvcrful reason, or the reconciling influences

of * \ humble and holy life—uttering now
and -hen haughty professions of humility,
and P^Tilarly bewailing, at fit seasons, the

seven'./ of those Episcopal labours, which
Baddei

,

and even threaten to abridge a life,

which -J all other eyes appears to flow on in

almost unbroken leisure and continued in-

dulgenc i !

This, or something like this, we take to be
the notion that most of ua Presbyterians have
been used to entertain of a modern Bishop:
and it is mainly because they believed that

the rank and opulence which the station im-

plied, were likely to realise this character in

those who should be placed in
it,

that our

ancestors contended so strenuously for the

abrogation of the order, and thought their

Reformation incomplete till it was finally put
down— till all the ministers of the Gospel
were truly pastors of souls, and .stood in no
other relation to each other than as fellow-

labourers in the same vineyard.
If this notion be utterly erroneous, the

picture which Bishop Heber has here drawn
of himself, must tend powerfully to correct

it.
If, on the other hand, it be in any respect

just, he must be allowed, at all events, to

have been a splendid exception. We are

willing to take it either way. Though we
must say that we incline rather to the latter

alternative—since it is difficult to suppose,
with all due allowance for prejudices, that

our abstract idea of a Bishop should be in

such flagrant contradiction to the truth, that

one who was merely a fair specimen of the

order, should be most accurately character-

ised by precisely reversing every thing that

entered into that idea. Yet this is manifestly
the case with Bishop Heber—of whom we do
not know at this moment how we could give
a better description, than by merely reading
backwards all we have now ventured to set

down as characteristic of his right reverend

brethren. Learned, polished, and dignified,
he was undoubtedly; yet far more conspicu-

ously kind, humble, tolerant, and laborious—
zealous for his church too, and not forgetful of

his station
;
but remembering it more for the

duties than for the honours that were attached

to
it,

and infinitely more zealous for the re-

ligious improvement, and for the happiness,
and spiritual and worldly good of his fellow-

creatures, of every tongue, faith, and com-

plexion : indulgent to all errors and infirmi-

ties—liberal, in the best and truest sense of

the word—humble and conscientiously diffi-

dent of his own excellent judgment and never-

failing charity
—

looking on all men as the

children of one God, on all Christians as the

redeemed of one Saviour, and on all Christian

teachers as fellow-labourers, bound to help
and encourage each other in their arduous
and anxious task. His portion of the work,
accordingly, he wrousht faithfully, zealou-sly,
and well

; and, devoting himself to his duty
with a truly apostolical fervour, made no

scruple to forego, for its sake, not merely his

personal ease and comfort, but those domestic
aflfections which were ever so much more
valuable in his eyes, and in the end, we fear,

consummating the sacrifice with his life ! If

such a character be common among the dig-
nitaries of the English Church, we sincerely
con2:ratulate them on the fact, and bow our
heads in homage and veneration before them.
If it be rare, as we fear it must be in any
church, we trust we do no unworthy service

in pointing it out for honour and imitation to

all; and in prayincf that the example, in all

its parts, may promote the growth of similar

virtues among all denominatior;s o'" Christiana,
in every region of the world.
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But though ihs fjreat charm of tho book be

derivi'd from tlie character of its lamented

autlior, we are not sure that this is by any
means what will give it its great or most per-

manent value, independently of its moral

attraction, we are inclined to think it,
on the

whole, the most instructive and important

publication that has ever been given to the

world, on the actual state and condition of our

Indian Empire: Not only exhibiting a more

clear, graphic, and intelligible account of the

countiV; and the various races by which it is

peopled, by presenting us with more candid,

judicious, and reasonable views of all the

great questions relating to its destiny, and our

interests and duties with regard to
it, than are

any where else to be met with. It is the re.sult,

no doubt, of a hasty and somewhat supei-ficial

suFvey. But it embraces a very wide and

various range, and thus affords the means of

correcting errors, which are almost insepara-
ble from a narrower observation ; and has,
above all, the inestimable advantage of behig

given while the freshness of the first impres-
sion was undiminished, and the fairness of

the first judgment unperverted by the gradual
accumulation of interests, prejudices, and de-

ference to partial authorities; and given by
a man not only free from all previous bias,

but of such singular candour, calmness, and

deliberation of judgment, that we would, in

.almost any case, take his testimony, even
-On a superficial view, against that of a much
cleverer person, who, with ampler opportuni-

ties, had surveyed or reported with the feel-

ings, consciously or unconsciously cherished.

of an advocate, a theorist, a bigot, or a partisan.

Unhappily, almost all who have hitherto

had the means of knowing much about India,
have been, in a greater or less degree, subject
to these influences; and the consequence has

been, that though that great country is truly
a portion of our own—and though we may
find, in every large town, whole clubs of in-

telligent men, returned after twenty or thirty

years' residence in it in high situations, it is

nearly impossible to get any distinct notion

of its general condition, or to obtain such in-

formation as to its institutions and capacities
as may be furnished by an ordinary book of

travels, as to countries infinitely less important
or easy of access. Various causes, besides

the repulsions of a hostile and jealous reli-

gion, have conspired to produce this effect.

In the first place, the greater part of our reve-

nans have been too long in the other world,
to be able to describe it in such a way as to

be either interesting or intelligible to the in-

habitants of this. They have been too long
familiar with its aspect to know how they
would strike a stranger ;

and have confounded.
in their passive and incurious impressions, the

most trivial and insignificant usages, with

practices and principles that are in the highest

degree curious, and of the deepest moral con-

cernment. In the next place, by far the greater

part of these experienced and authoritative

residents have seen but a very small portion
of the mighty regions with which they are

too hastily presumed to be generally acquaint-

ed
;
and have for the most part seen even

those, oidy in the course of some limited pro-
lessional or official occupation, and only with
the eyes of their peculiar craft or profession.

They have been traders, or soldiers, or tax-

gatherers
—with here and there a diplomatic

agent, an engineer, or a naturalist—all, too

busy, and too much engrossed with tlie special

object of their several missions, to have time
to look to the general condition oi the country

—
and almost all moving through it,

with a reti-

nue and accompaniment of authority, which
excluded all actual contact with the People,
and even, in a great degree, the possibility of

seeing them in their natural state. We have
historical memoirs accordingly, and accounts
of military expeditions, of great value and

accuracy; and are beginning to have reports
of the culture of indigo, of the general profits
of trade, and of the heights and structure of

moutitains, that may be depended on. But,
with the excef)tion of Mr. Elphinstone's Cau-
bul and Sir John Malcolm's Central India—
both relating to very limited and peculiar dis-

tricts—we have no good account of the country
or the people. But by far the worst obstruc-

tion to the attainment of correct information

is to be found in the hostility which has pre-
vailed for the last fifteen or twenty years, be-

tween the adversaries and the advocates of

the East India Company and its monopoly;
and which has divided almost all who are now
able and willing to enlighten us on its con-

cerns, into the champions of opposite factions;
characterised, we fear we must add, with a

full share of the partiality, exaggeration, and

inaccuracy, Avhich has at all times been

chargeable upon such champions. In so large
and complicated a subject, there is room of

course, for plausible representations on both

sides
;
but what we chiefly complain of is,

that both parties have been so anxious to

make a case for themselves, that neither of

them have thought of stating the whole facts,

so as to enable the public to judge between
them. They have invariably brought forward

only what they thought peculiarly favourable

for themselves, or peculiarly unfavourable for

the adversary, and have fought to the utter-

ance upon those high grounds of quarrel ; but

have left out all that is not prominent and re-

markable—that is,
all that is truly character-

istic of the general state of the country, and
the ordinary conduct of its government; by
reference to which alone, however, the real

magnitude of the alleged benefits or abuses

can ever be truly estimated.

It is chiefly for these reasons that we have
hitherto been shy, perhaps to a blamable ex-

cess, in engaging with the great questions of

Indian policy, which have of late years en-

grossed so much attention. Feeling the ex-

treme difficulty of getting safe materials for

our judgment, we have been conscientiously

unwilling to take a decided or leading part in

discussions which did not seem to us to b«

conducted, on either part, in a spirit of per
feet fairness, on a sufficient view of well-es-

tablished facts, or on a large and comprehen-
sive perception of the principles to which
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they referred. With a strong general leaning

against all monopoly and arbitrary restrictions,
we could not but teel that the case of India

was peculiar in many respects; and that more
than usual deliberation was clue, not only to

its vast practical importance, but to the weight
of experience and authority that seemed ar-

rayed against our predilections; and we long-

ed, above all things, for a calm and dispas-
sionate statement of facts, from a recent and

intelligent observer, unconnected, if possible,
either by interest or any other lie, with either

of the parties, and untainted even by any
preparatory study of their controversies; but

applying his mind with perfect freedom and
fairness to what fell under his own immediate
observation, and recording his impressions
with that tranqud sincerity which can scarcelj-
ever be relied on but where the record is

meant to be absolutely private, and is conse-

quently made up without any feeling of re-

eponsibility, ambition, or deference.

Such a statement, and much more than
such a statement, we have in the work before

us; and both now, and on all future occasions,
we feel that it has relieved us from the chief

difficulty we have hitherto experienced in

forming our opinions, and supplied the most
valuable elements for the discussions to which
we have alluded. The author, it must be ad-

mitted, was more in connection with the Gov-
ernment than with any party or individual

opposed to
it,

and was more exposed, there-

fore, to a bias in that direction. But he was,
at the same time, so entirely independent of

its favours, and so much more removed from
its influence than any one w-ith nearly the

same means of observation, and was withal
of a nature so perfectly candid, upright, and

conscientious, that he may be regarded, we
think, as altogether impartial ;

and we verily
believe has set down nothing in this private

journal, intended only for his own eye or that

of his wife, not only that he did not honestly
think, but that he would not have openly
stated to the Governor in Council, or to the

Court of Directors themselves.
The Bishop sailed for India with his family,

in 1S23; and in June 1824, set out on the

visitation of his Imperial Diocese, having been

obliged, much against his will, to leave his

wife and children, on account of their health,
behind him. He ascended the Ganges to

Dacca and Benares, and proceeded by Oude
and Lucknow to Delhi and Agra, and to Al-

morah at the base of the Himalaya mountains;
and so onward through the newly-acquired
provinces of Malwah, to Guzerat and Bombay,
where he had the happiness of rejoining Mrs.
Heber. They afterwards sailed together to

Ceylon; and after some stay in that island, re-

turned, in October 1825, to Calcutta. In Jan-

uary 1826. the indefatigable prelate sailed

aaain for Madras, and proceeded in March to

the visitation of the southern provinces; but
had only reached Tanjore, when his arduous
and exemplary career was cut short, and all

his labours of love and duty brought to an end,

by a sudden and most unexpected death—
having been seized with a fit in stepping into

the bath, after having spent the morning in

the offices of religion, on the 3d of April of

that year.
The work before us consists of a very co-

pious journal, written for and traii.'^mitted to

his \\ife, during his long peregrinations; and
of several most valuable and interestirg let-

ters, addressed to her, and to his friends in

England, in the course of the same journey;
all written in a very pleasing, and even ele-

gant, though familiar style, and indicating in

every line not only the clear judgment and
various accomplishments of the writer, but

the .singular kindness of heart and sweetness
of temper, by which he seems to have been
still more distinguished. He surveys every
thing with the vigilance and delight of a cul-

tivated and most active intellect—with the

eye of an artist, an antiquary, and a naturalist—the feelings and judgment of an English

gentleman and scholar—the sympathies of a
most humane and generous man—and the

piet)', charily, and humility of a Christian.

The work is somewhat difiuse. and exhibits

some repetitions, and perhaps some inconsis-

tencies. It is not such a work, in short, as

the author would himself have oflered to the

public. But we do not know whether it is

not more interesting than any that he could

have prepared for publication. It carries us

more completely into the very heart of the

scenes he describes than any such \a ork could

have done, and it admits us more into his in-

timacy. We pity those, we confess, ^^ ho find

it tedious to accompany such a man on such
a journej'.

It is difficult to select extracts from a work
like this; or, rather, it is not worth while to

stand on selection. We cannot pretend to

give any abstract of the whole, or to transfer

to our pages any reasonable proportion of the

beauty or instruction it contains. We can

only justify our account of it by a few speci-

mens, taken very much at random. The fol-

lowing may serve to show the unaffected and
considerate kintlness with which he treated

his attendants, and all the inferior persons
who came in contact with him

;
and the effects

of that kindness on its objects.
" Two of my sepoys had been ill for several days,

in much ihe same way wiih my.«elf. I had ireaied

iliem in a similar inanner, and they were now doing
well : Rut heinor Brahmins ot high caste, I had
much diffinuliy in conquering iheir scruples and
doubts ahoni ihe physic which I gave them. They
both said that ihey would raiherdie than taste wine.

They scrupled at my using a spoon to measure their

castor-oil, and insisted that the water in which their

medicines were nii.xed, should be poured by them-
selves only. They were very grateful however,

particularly for the care I took of them when I was

myself ill, and said
repfatedly

that the sight of mo
in eood health would be better to them than all

medicines. They seemed now fiee from disease,
but recovered their strength more slowly than I did;
and I was glad to find that the Soubahd.ir said he

wasauthorized, under such circumstances, toengage
a hackery at the Company's expense, to carry ihetn

till they were fit to march. He mentioned this in

consequence of my offering them a lift on a camel,
which they were afrnid of trying."

"
I had a singular instance this eveninsr of the

fact how mere children ail soldiers, and 1 think pur
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ticularly sepoys, arc, when put b liiile out of their

usual way. On going lo ihe ^\acc where my es-

cort was hulled, 1 found that ihei \ was not room for

them all under iis shelter, and ihat four were pre-

paring to sleep on the open fii>ld. VViihin a hun-
dred yards stood another similar hut unoccupied, a

liule out of repair, hut lolerahly tenantahle.
' Why

do you not go thither?' was my question.
' We

like to sleep aliogeiher.' was iheir answer. ' But

why not bring the branches here, and make your
own hut larger? see, I will show you the way.'

They started up immediately in great apparent de-

light ; every man brought a bough, and the work
was done in five minutes—being only interrupted

every now and then by e.xclamations of '

Good,

good, poor man's provider !'
"

" A little before five in the morning, the servants

came to me for directions, and to say that the good
careful old Soubahdar was very ill, and unable to

leave his tent. I immediately put on my clothes

and went down to the camp, in my way to which

they told me, that he had been taken unwell at

night, and that Dr. Smith had given him medicine.

He opened a vein, and with much humane patience,
continued to try different remedies while any chance
remained ; but no blood flowed, and no sign of life

could be detected from the time of his coming up,

except a feeble flutter at the heart, which soon
ceased. He was at an advanced age, at leaat for

an Indian, though apparently hale and robust. I

felt it a comfort that I had not urged him to any ex-

ertion, and thai in fact I had endeavoured to persuade
him to lie still till he was quite well. But I was
necessarily much shocked by the sudden end of one
who had travelled with me so far, and whose con-
duct had, in every instance, given me satisfaction.

Nor, while writing this, can I recollect without a

real pang, his calm countenance and grey hairs, as

he sate in his tent door, telling his beads in an after-

noon, or walked with me, as he seldom failed to

do, through the villages on an evening, with his

own silver-hilted sabre under his arm, his loose cot-

ton mantle folded round him, and his golden neck-
lace and Rajpoot string just visible above it.

" The death of the poor Soubahdar led to the

question, whether there would be still time to send
on the baggage. All the Mussulmans pressed our
immediate departure; while the Hindoos begged
that they might be allowed to stay, at least, till

sunset. I determined on remaining, as, in my opin-

ion, more decent and respectful to the memory of a

good and aged officer."
" In the way, at Futlehgunge, I passed the tents

pitched for the large party which were to return to-

wards Cawnpoor next day, and I was much pleased
and gratified by the Soubahdar and the greater
number of the sepoys of my old escort running into

the middle of the road to bid me another farewell,

and again express their regret that they were not

going on wih me '

to the world's end.' They who
talk of the ingratitude of the Indian character,

should, I think, pav a little more attention to cases

of this sort. These men neither got nor expected

any thing by this little expression of good-will. If

I had offered them money, they would have been
bound, by the rules of the service, and their own
dignity, not to take it. Sufficient civility and re-

spect would have been paid if any of them who
happened to be near the road had touched their

caps, and I really can suppose them actuated by no
motive but good-will. It had not been excited, so

far as I know, by any particular desert on my part :

but I had always spoken to them civilly, had paid
some attention to their comforts in securing them
tents, firewood, and camels for their knapsacks, and
had ordered them a dinner, after their own fashion,

on their arrival at Lucknow, at the expense of, I

believe, not more than four rupees ! Surely if

pood-will is to be bought by these sort of attentions,

It is a pity that any bodv should neglect them."
" In crossing a nuddee. which from a ford had

orcome a ferry, we saw some characteristic groups

and occurrences ; the price of passage in the boat
was only a few cowries; but a number of country
lolk were assembled, who could not, or would not,

pay, and were now sitting patiently by the brink,

waiting till the torrent should subside, or, what was
far less likely to happen, till the boatmen should
take compassion on them. Many of these poor
people came up to beg me to make the boatmen
take them over, one woman pleading that her
'

malik our bucher,' (literally master, or lord, and

young one) had run away from her, and she wanted
to overtake them; another that she and her two
grandchildren were following her son, who was a

Havildar in the regiment which we had passed just

before; and some others, that they had been inter-

cepted the previous day by this torrent, and had
neither money nor food till ihey had reached their

homes. Four anas purchased a passage for the
whole crowd, of perhaps thirty people, and they
were really very thankful. I bestowed two anaa
more on the poor deserted woman, and a whimsical
scene ensued. She at first took the money with

eagerness, then, as if she recollected herself, she
blushed very deeply, and seemed much confused,
then bowed herself to my feet, and kissed my hands,
and at last said, in a very modest tone, 'it was not

fit for so great a man as I was, to give her two anas,
and she hoped that I and the ' chota Sahib,' (little

lord) would give her a rupee each !' She was an

extremely pretty liule woman, but we were inexor-

able ; partly, I believe, in my own case at least,

because we had only just rupees enough to take us
to Cawnpoor, and to pay for our men's provisions;
however, I gave her two tnore anas, my sole re-

maining stock of small change."

These few traits will do, we believe; but

we must add a few more, to let the reader

fully into the noble humanity and genuine
softness of this man's heart.

"In the course of this evening a fellow, who
said he was a gao-wala l)roiight me two poor little

leverets, which he said he had just found in a field.

They were quite unfit to eat. and bringing them
was an act of cruelly of which there are few in-

stances among the Hindoos, w-ho are generally
humane to wild animals. In this case, on my scold-

ing the man for bringing such poor liule things from
iheir mother, all the crowd of camel-drivers and

camp-followers, of whom no iticonsiderahle number
were around us, expressed great satisfaction and an
entire concurrence in my censure. It ended in the

man promising to take them back to the very spot

(which he described) where he had picked them I'.p,

and in my promising him an ana if he did so. To
see him keep his word two stout waggoner's boys
immediately volunteered their services, and I have
no doubt kept him to his contract.

" The same adviser wanted me to take ofl^ a joint
of Cabul's tail, under the hair, so as not to injure
his appearance.

'

It was known,' he said,
'
that by

how much the tail was made shorter, so much the

taller the horse grew.' I said
'

I could not believe

that God gave any animal a limb too much, or one
which tended to its disadvantage, and that as He
had made my horse, so he should remain.' This

speech, such as it was, seemed to chime in wonder-

fully with the feelings of most of my hearers ; and
one old man scid, that 'during all the twenty-two
years that the English held the country, he had not

heard so grave and godly a saying from any of them
before.' I thought of Sancho Panza and his wise

apophthegms!" Our elephants were receiving their drink at a

well, and I gave the largest some bread, which,
before my illness, I had often been in the habit of

doing. 'He is glad to see you again,' observed the

goomashta, and 1 certainly was much struck by the

calm, clear, attentive, intelligent eye which he fixed

on me. both while he was eating, and afterwards

while I was patting his trunk and talking about him.
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He was, he said, a fine-tempered beast, but the two
others were '

great rascals.' One of them had once
almost killed his keeper. I have got these poor
beasts' allowance increased, in consideration of their

Ion" march ; and that they may not be wronged,
)iave ordered the mohout to give tliem all their gram
in presence of a sentry. The gram is made up in

cakes, about as large as the top of a hat-box, and
baked on an earthen pot. Each coniains a seer,
and sixteen of them are considered as sufficient for

one day's food for an elephant on a march. The
Buwarree elephant had only twelve, but I ordered
him (he full allowance, as well as an increase to the

others. If ihey knew this, they would indeed be

glad to see me."
" The morning was positively cold, and the whole

scene, with the exercise of tiie march, the pictur-

esque groups of men and animals round me,—the

bracing air, the singing of birds, the light misi hang-
ing on the trees, and the glistening dew, had some-
thing at once so Oriental and so English, I have
seldom found any thing better adapied to raise a
man's animal spirits, and put him in good temper
with himself and all the world. How I wish those
I love were wiih me ! How much my wife would
enjoy this sort of life,

— its exercise, its cleanliness,
and puriiy ; its constant occupation, and at the same
lirne iis comparative freedom irom form, care, and
vexation ! At the same lime a man who is curious
in his eating had belter not come here. Lamb and
kid (and we get no oilier flesh) most people would
soon tire of. I'he only fowls which are attainable
are as lough and lean as can be desired ; and the
milk and butter are generally seasoned wiiii the

never-failing condiments of Hindostan—smoke and
Boot. These, however, are mailers to whicii it is

not difficult to become reconciled
; and all the more

serious points of warmth, shade, cleanliness, air,

and water, are at this season nowhere enjoyed better
than in the spacious and well-conirived tents, the

iinple means ot transport, the fine climate, and
fertile regions of Northern Hindosian. Anoiher
lime, by God's blessing, I will not be alone in this

Eden ; yet I confess that there are few people whom
I greatly wish to have as associates in such a jour-
ney. It is only a wife, or a friend so intimate as to

be quite another self, whom one is really anxious to

be wit hone while travelling through a new country."

Instead of wishingr. as we should have ex-

pected a Bishop to do, to move in the digni-
fied and conspicuous circle at the seat of

Government, it is interesting to find this ex-

emplary person actually languishing for a
more retired and obscure situation.

" Do you know, dearest, that I sometimes think
we should be more useful, and happier, it Cawn-
poor or Benares, not Calcutta, were our home?—
My visitations would be made with far more con-

venience, the expense of house rent would be less

to the Company, and our own expenses of living
would be reduced very considerably. The air. even
of Cawnpoor, is, I apprehend, better than that of

Bengal, and that of Benares decidedly so. The
greater part of my business with government may
be done as well by letters as personal interviews

;

and, if the Archdeacon of Calcutta were resident

there, it seems more natural that the Bishop of
India should remain in the centre of his diocese.—
Tne only objection is the great number of Christians
in Calcutta, and the consequent probability that my
preaching is more useful there than it would be any
where else. We may talk these points over when
we meet."

One of the most characteristic passages in

the book, is the account of his interview with
a learned and very liberal Brahmin in Guzerat,
whom he understood to teach a far purer mo-
rality than is usually enjoined by his brethren,
and also to discountenance the distinction of

castes, and to inculcate a signal toleration

"W^e can now afTord. however, to give little

more than the introductory narrative.
" About eleven o'clock I had the expected visit

from Swaamee Narain, to my interview with whom
I had looked Ibrward with an anxiety and eagerness
which, if he had known it, would perhajis have
flattered him. He came in a somewhat different

style from what I expected; having with him nearly
two hundred horsemen, mostly well-armed with
matchlocks artd swords, and several of them with
coats of mail and spears. Besides them he had a

large rabble on foot, with bows and arrows
;
and

when I considered that I had myself more than fifty

horse, and fifty muskets and bayonets, I could not

help smiling, though my sensations were in some
degree painlul and humiliating, at the idea of two
religions teachers meeting at the head of little

armies! and filling the city, which was the scene
of their interview, with the rattling of quivers, the
clash of shields, and the tramp of the war-horse.
Had our troops been opposed to each other, mine,
though less numerous, would have been doubtless
far more effective, from the superiority of arms and
discipline. But, in moral grandeur, what a differ-

ence was there between his troop and mine I Mine
neither knew me nor cared for me. They escorted
me faithfully, and would have defended me bravely,
because they were ordered by their superiors to do
so; and as they would have done for any other

stranger of sufficient worldly rank to make such
attendance usual. The guards of Swaamee Narain
were his own disciples and enthusiastic admirers ;

men who had voluntarily repaired to hear his les-

sons, w'ho now took a pride in doing him honour,
and who would cheerfully fight to the last drop of
blood ratiier than suffer a fringe of his garment to

be handled roughly. In the parish of Hodnet there
were once perhaps a few honest countrymen who
felt something like this for me ; but how long a time
must elapse before any Christian teacher in India
can hope to be thus loved and honoured !

" After the usual mutual compliments, I said that
I had heard much good of him, and the good doc-
trine which he preached among the poor people of
Guzerat, and that I greatly desired his acquaint-
ance; that I regretted that I knew Hindostanee so

imperfectly, but that I should be very glad, so far
as my knowledge of the language allowed, and by
the interpretation of friends, to learn what he be-
lieved on religious matters, and to tell him what I

myself believed ; and that if he would come and see
me at Kairah, where we should have more leisure,
I would have a tent pitched for him and treat hitn
like a brother. I said this, because I was very
earnestly desirous of getting him a copy of the

Scriptures, of which I had none with me. in the

Nagree character, and persuading him to read
thein

; and because I had some further hopes of

inducing him to go with me to Bombay, where I

hoped that, by conciliatory treatment, and iho
conversations to which I might introduce him with
the Church Missionary Society established in that

neighbourhood, I might do him more good than I
could oiherwite hope."

I saw that both he, and, still more, his disciples,
were highly pleased by the invitation which I gave
him ; but he said, in reply, that his life wai one of

very little leisure ; that he had five thousand disciples
now attending on his preaching in the neighbouring
villages, and nearly fifty thousand in different parts
of Guzerat

;
that a great number of these were to

assemble together in the course of next week, on
occasion of his brother's son coming of age to re-

ceive the Brahminical string; but that if I staid

long enough in the neighbourhood to allow him to

get this engagement over, he would gladly come
again to see me. '

In the meantime,' I said,
' have

you any objection to communicate some part of

your doctrine now?' It was evidently what he
came to do; and his disciples very visibly exulted
in the opportunity of his perhaps converting me,"
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The conference is too long to extract, but

it is very curious; thoiiph the result fell some-

thing short of what the worthy Bishop, in the

zeal of his benevolence, had anticipated.
—

We should now leave the subject of the au-

thor's personal character
;
but it shines out so

strongly in ihe account of the sudden death
of one of his English friends and fellow-tra-

vellers, that we cannot refrain from gratifying
our readers and ourselves with one other ex-

tract. Mr. Stowe, the individual alluded to,

died i.fter a short illness at Dacca. The day
after his burial, the Bishop writes to his wife

as follows :
—

"
Sincerely as I have mourned, and do mourn

him continually, the moment perliaps at which I

felt his loss most keenly was on my return lo this

house. I had always after airings, or other short

abse-nces, been accustomed to run up immediaiely
to his room to ask about his medicines and his

nourishment, to find if he had wanted any thing
duriiis my absence, and to tell him what I had seen
and heard. And now, as I went up stairs, I felt

most paint'ully that the object of my solicitude was

gone, and that there was nobody now to derive

comfort or help from my coming, or whose eyes
would faintly sparkle as I opened the door.

"
It will be long before I forgot the gnilelessness

of his nature, the interest which he felt and ex-

pressed in all the beautiful and sequestered scenery
which we passed through ;

his an.xieiy to be useful

to me in any way which I could point out to him,
(he was indeed very useful,) and above all, the un-
affected pleasure which he took in discussing reli-

gious subjects ; his diligence in
studying

the I3ible,

and the fearless humanity with which he e.xamined
the case, and administered to the wants, of nine

poor Hindoos, the crew of a sali-tiarge, whoin, as
I mentioned in my .Tournal, we found lying sick

together of a jungle fever, unable to leave the place
where they lay, and unaided by the neighbouring
villagers. I then little thought how soon he in his

turn would require the aid he gave so cheerfully."

On the day after, he writes in these terms
to Miss Stowe, the sister of his departed
friend :

—
" With a heavy heart, my dear Miss Stowe, I

send you the enclosed keys. How to offer you
consolation in your present grief, I know not ; fir

by my own deep sense of the loss of an excellent

friend, I know how much heavier must be your
burden. Separation of one kind or another is, in-

deed, one of the most frequent trials to which
affectionate hearts are exposed. And if you can

only regard your brother as removed for his own
advantage to a distant country, you will find, per-
haps, some of that misery alleviated under which

you
are now suffering. Had you remained in Eng-

land when he came out hither, you would have
been, for a time, divided no less effectually than

you are now. Tiie difference of hearing from jiim

is alfiiost all; and though you now have not that

comfort, yet even without hearing from him you
may be well persuaded (which there you could not

always have been) that he is well and happy; and,
above all, you may bo persuaded, as yourdear bro-
ther was most fully in his time of severest suffering,
that God never smites his children in vain, or out
of cruelty.
"So long as you choose lo remain with us, we

will be, to our power, a sister and a brother to you.
And it may be worth your consideration whether,
in your present state of health and spirits, a jour-
ney, in my w'ife's society, will not be better for you
than a dreary voyage home. But this is a point
on which you must decide for yourself; I would
scarcely venture to advise, far less dictate, where I

am cnly anxious to serve. In my dear Emily yoo
will already iiave had a most affectionate and sen
sible counsellor."

We dare not venture on any part, either of
the descriptions of scenery and antiquities, or
of the persons and presentations at the several

native courts. But we have no hesitation in

recommending them as by far the best and
most interesting, in both sorts, that we have
ever met with. The account of his journey-
ings and adventures in the mountain region at

the foot of the Himalaya is peculiarly striking,
fiom the affecting resemblance the author is

continually tracing to the scenery* of his be-

loved England, his more beloved Wales, or

his most beloved Hodnet ! Of the native

in all their orders, he is a most indulgent an
liberal judge, as well as a very e.xact observer.

He estimates their civilisation higher, we
think, than any other traveller who has given
an account of them, and is very much struck

with the magnificence of their architecture—
though very sceptical as to the high antiquity
to which some of its finest specimens pretend.
We cannot afford to give any of the splendid
and luminous descriptions in which the work
abounds. In a private letter he says,

—
"

I had heard much of the airy and gaudy style
of Oriental architecture ;

a notion, I apprehend,
taken from that of China only, since solidny, solem-

nity, and a richness of ornament, so well managed
as not to interiere with solemnity, are the charac-

teristics of all the ancient buildings which I have
met with in this country. 1 recollect no correspond-

ing parts of Windsor at all equal to the entranco
ot the castle of Delhi and its marble hall of au-

dience ; and even Delhi falls very short of Agra in

situation, in majesty of outline, in size, and the

costliness and beauty of its apartments."

Tlie following is a summary of his opinion
of the people, which follows in the same letter

" Of the people, so far as their nattiral character
is concerned, I have been led to form, on the whole,
a very favourable opinion. They have, unhappily,

many of the vices arising from slavery, froin an un-
settled slate of society, and immnral and erroneous

systems of religion. But they are men of high and

gallant courage, courteous, intelligent, and most

eager after knowledge and improvement, with a re-

markable aptitude for the abstract sciences, geome-
try, astronomy, &c., and for the imitative arts,

painting and sculpture. They are sober, indus-

trious, dutiful to their parents, and affectionate to

their children, of tempers almost uniformly gentle
and patient, and more easily affected by kindness
and attention to their wants and feelings than almost

any men whom I have met wiih. Their faults

seem to arise from the hateful superstiiionsto which

they are subject, and the unfavourable state of

society in which they are placed." More has been done, and more successfully, to

obviate these evils in the Presidency of Bombay,
than in any part of India which I have yet visited,

through the wise and liberal policy of Mr. Elphin-
stone ; to whom this side of the Peninsula is also

indebted for some very important and efficient im-

provements in the administration ot justice, and
who, both in amiable temper and manners, exten-
sive and various information, acute good sense,

energy, and application to business, is one of iho

most extraordinary men, as he is quite the most

popular governor, that I have fallen in with."

The following is also very important; and

gives more new and valuable information
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ihan many prptendiiig" volumes, by men who
nave been hall' iheir lives in the couiitiies to

which tliey relate :
—

" Of I he people of ihis country, and the mannrr
in which ihcy an? governed, I hava, hs yet haidly
seen eno\ii:h to f.irni an opinion. I have .seen

enoiii^h, however, lo find that the customs, the

liabiis. and prejudices of the forfiier are mucii mis-

understood in England. We have all heard, for

instance, of ihe humanity of the Hinditos towards
brute creatures, their liorror of animal food, &.c.

;

and you may he, perhaps, as much surprised as I

was, to find that those who can afford it are hardly
less carnivorous than ourselves ;

that even the

purest Brahmins are allowed to eat mutton and
venison

;
that fish is permitted to many castes, and

pork 10 miny oiliers
;
and that, thous^h they con-

sider it a grievous crime to kill a cow or hnllock

for tlie purpose of eating, yet they treat their draft

oxen, no less than their horses, with a degree of

barbarous severity which would turn an English
hackney coachman sick. Nor have their religious

prejudices, and the unchangeableness of their habits,

been less exaggerated. Some of the best informed
of their nation, wiih whom I have conversed, assure

me that half their most remarkable customs of civil

and domesiic life are borrowed from their Mahom-
medan conquerors ; and at present there is an ob-

vious and increasing disposition to imitate the Eng-
lish in every thing, which has already led to very
remarkiible changes, and will, probably, to still

more imporiant. The wealthy natives now all

aifect to have their houses decorated with Corin-

thian pillars, and filled with English furniture. They
drive the best horses and the most dashing carriages
in Calcutta. Many of them speak English fluently,
and are tolerably read in English hterature ; and
the children of one of our friends I saw one day
dressed in jackets and trousers, with round hats,

shoes and stockings. In the Bengalee newspapers,
of which there are two or three, politics are can-

vassed, with a bias, as I am told, inclining to Whig-
gisrn ; and one of their leading men gave a great
dinner not long since in honour of the Spanish Revo-
lution. Among the lower orders the same feeling
shows itself more beneficially, in a growing neg-
lect of caste—in not merely a willingness, but an

anxiety, to send their children to our schools, and
a desire to learn and speak English, which, if

properly encouraged, might, T verily believe, in

filiy years' lime, make oxr language what the

Oordno, or court and camp language of the country
(the Hindosianee), is at present. And though in-

stances of aciutd conversion lo Chrisiianiiy are, as

yet, very uncomtnon, yet the number of children,
both male and female, who are now receiving a sort

of Chrisiiin educaiion, reading the New Testa-

ment, repealing the Lord's Prayer and Comniand-
nienls, and ad with the consent, or at least without

the censure, of their parents or spiritual guides,
have increased, during the last two years, to an

amount which astonishes the old European resi-

dents, who were used to tremble at I he name of a

Mission.'iry, and shrink from thecomtnou duties of

Christianny, lest ihey should give offence to their

heathen neighbours. So far from that being a con-

sequence of the zeal which has been lately shown,
many of tlie Brahmins themselves express admira-
tion of the morality of the Gospel, and profess to

entertain a better opinion of the English since they
have found that they too have a religion and a Shas-
ter. All that seems necessary (or the best effects

to follow is, to let things take their course ; to make
the Missionaries discreet ; to keep the government
as it now is, stricily neuter

;
and to place our confi-

dence in a general diffusion of knowledge, and in

making ourselves really useful to the temporal as

well as spiruual interests of the people among whom
we live.
" In all these points there is, indeed, great room

for improvement : But I do not by any meaiia as-

85

sent to the pictures of depravity and general worth-

lessness which some have drawn ot ihe Hindoos

They are decidedly, by nature, a mild, pleasinff,

and inlelligeui race; sober, parsimonious, and,
where an object is held out to them, most iiidus-

irioiis and persevering. But the magistrates and

lawyers alt agree that in no country <ire lying and

perjury so common, and so liiile regarded ; and
not wiihsianding the apparent mildness of ilieir man-
ners, the criminal calendar is generally as lull as in

Ireland, with gang-robberies, setting fire to l)uild-

ings, stacks, &c.; and the number of children who
are decoyed aside and murdered, for the sake of

Iheir ornaments, Lord Amherst assures me, is

dreadful."

We may add the following direct testimony
on a point of some little curiosity, which has
been alternately denied and exaggerated :

—
" At Broach is one of those remarkable institu-

tions which have made a good deal of noise in Eu-

rope, as instances of Hindoo benevolence to inferior

animals. I mean hospitals for sick and infirm •

beasts, birds, and insects. I was not able to visit

it ; but Mr. Corsellis described it as a very dirty
and neglected place, which, though it has consider-

able endowments in land, only serves to enrich

the Biahrnins who manage it. They have really
animals of several diflt'rent kinds there, not only
those which are accoiinied sacred by the Hindoos,
as monkeys, peacocks, itc, but horses, dogs, and

cats; and they have also, in little bo,\es, an assort-

ment of lice and fleas ! It is not true, however,
that they feed those pensioners on the flcsli of beg-
gars hired for the pur|)0se. The Brahmins say thai

these insects, as well as tlie other inmates of their

infirmary, are fed with vegetables only, such as

rice. &-C. How the insects thrive, I did not hear:
but the old horses and dogs, nay ihe peacocks and

apes, are allowed to starve
;
and the only creatures

said to be in any tolerable plight are some miicb
cows, which may be kept from other motives than

charity."

He adds afterwards,
—

"
I have not been led to believe that our Govern-

ment is generally popular, or advancing towards

populiriiy. It is, perhaps, impossil)le iliai ue should
be so in any great degree ; yet I really think there

are sonn-:; causes of discontent whii-li it is in our
own power, and which it is our duty to remove or
diminish. One of these is the distance and haugh-
tiness with winch a very large proponion of the

civil and military servants of the Company ireal

the up|)er and middling class of natives. Against
their mixing much with us in society, there are cer-

tainly many hindrances
; though even their oljec

tion to eating wiih us might, so far as the Mussul
mans are concerned, I think, be conqiiend by anj
pojiular man in the upper i)rovinces, who made the

ai tempt in a right way. But there are some ofoui
aninsements, sui-h as private iheatrical entertain

ments and the sporis of the field, in which ihev

would be delighied to share, and invilaiions lo which
would be regarded by them as extremely flaiiering,
if they were not. perhaps wiih some reason, voted

bores, and treated accordingly. The French, under
Perron and Des Boignes, who in more serious mai-
lers lefi a very brd name behind them, had, in ihia

particular, a great advantage over us ; and ihc easy
and friendly inierconrse in which they lived with
natives of rank, is still ofien regretted in Agra and
the Dooab. This is not all, however. The foolish

pride of ihe English absolutely leads them to set at

nought the injunctions of their own Government,
The Tussildars, for instance, or principal active

officers of revenue, ought, by an order of council,
to have chairs always offered them in ihe presence
of their European superiors; and the same, by the

standing orders of the army, should be done m rn»,.

Soubahdars. Yet there are h^iv"-- -
v < : : ..;« .a
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India who observe the former etiquette: and the

lait»;r, wliich was filteen years ago never oiniitcd

in the army, is now completely in disuse. At the

same time, the regulations of which I speak are

known to every Tiissildar and Soubahdar in India,

and they feel themselves aggrieved every linie

these civilities are neglected.

Of the state of the Schools, and of Education

in general, he speaks rather favoui-ably; and
is very desirous that, without any direct at-

tempt at conversion, the youth should be ge-

nerally exposed to the humanising influence

of the New Testament morality, by the gene-
ral introduction of that holy book, as a lesson

book in the schools; a matter to which he
states positively that the natives, and even
their Brahminical pastors, have no sort of ob-

jection. Talking of a female school, lately
established at Calcutta, under the charge of a

very pious and discreet lady, he observes, that

"Rhadacant Deb, one of the wealthiest natives

in Calcutta, and regarded as the most austere

and orthodox of the worshippers of the Ganges,
bade, some time since, her pupils go on and

prosper; and added, that -if they practised
the Sermon on the Mount as well as they re-

f)eated
it,

he would choose all the handmaids
or his daughters, and his wives, from the

English school.' "

He is far less satisfied with the administra-

tion of Justice
; especially in the local or dis-

trict courts, called Adaulut, which the costb-

ne.ss and intricacy of the proceediiig.s, ^nd the

I

needless introduction of the Persian lai.guage,
have made sources of great practical oppres-

I

sion, and objects of general execration through*
! out the country. At the Bombay Presidency
I

Mr. Elphinstone has discarded the Persian,
and appointed every thing to be done in the

ordinary language of the place.
And here we are afraid we must take leave

of this most instructive and delightful publi-
cation

;
which we confidently recommend to

our readers, not only as more likely to amuse
them than any book of travels with which we
are acquainted, but as calculated to enlighten
their understandings, and to touch their hearts

with a purer flame than they generally catch
from most professed works of philosophy or

devotion. It sets before us, in every page,
the most engagin? example of devotion to

God and good-will to man
; and, touching every

object w ith the light of a clear judgment and
a pure heart, exhibits the rare spectacle of a
work written by a priest upon religious creeds

and establishments, without a shade of in-

tolerance
;
and bringing under review the

characters of a vast multitude of eminent in-

dividuals, without one trait either of sarcasm
or adulation.

((Dctober, 1S24.)

1. Sketches oj India. Written by an Officer, for Fire-Side Travellers at Home. Second
Edition, with Alterations. Svo. pp. 358. London : 1824.

2. Scenes and Impressions in Es:ypt and Italy. By the Author of Sketches of India, and
Recollections of the Peninsula. 8vo. pp. 452. London : 1824.

These are verj- amiable books :
—

and, be-
'

sides the good sentiments they contain, thej' I

are very pleasing specimens of a sort of travel-
j

writing, to which we have often regretted
that so few of those who roam loose about the

world will now condescend—we mean a brief
[

and simple notice of what a person of ordinary ;

information and common sensibility may see
j

and feel in passing through a new country,
which he visits without any learned prepara-
tion, and traverses without any particular ob-

,

ject. There are individuals, no doubt, who
travel to better purpose, and collect more

weighty information—exploring, and record-

ing as they go, according to their several

habits and measures of learning, the mineral-

og) antifjuities, or statistics of the difl"erent

regions they survey. But the greater part,
even of intelligent wanderers, are neither so

ambitious in their designs, nor so industrious

in their execution
;

—
and, as most of those

who travel for pleasure, and find pleasure in

travellmg. are found to decline those tasks,
which mi;L.''ht enrol them among the contribu-

tors to science, while they turned all their

movements .nto occasions of laborious study.
it seems reasonable to think that a lively and
m'ccuict account of what actually delighted

them, will be more generally agreeable than
a digest of the information they might have

acquired. We would by no means undervalue
the researches of more learned and laborious

persons, especially in countries rarely visited :

But, for common readers, their discussions

require too much previous knowledge, and
too painful an effort of attention. They are

not books of travels, in short, but works of

science and philosophy; and as the principal

delight of travelling consists in the impressions
which we receive, almost passively, from the

presentment of new objects, and the reflec-

tions to which they spontaneously give rise,

so the most delightful books of travels should

be those that give us back those impressions
in their first freshness and simplicity, and ex-

cite us to follow out the train of feelings and
reflection into which they lead us. by the di-

rect and unpretending manner in which ihey
are suggested. By aiming too ambitiously at

instruction and research, this charm is lost,

and we often close these copious dissertations

and details, needlessly digested in the form
of a journal, without having the least idea

how we, or any other ordinary person, would
have felt as companions of the journey

— tho-

roughly convinced, certainly, that we should
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Koi have occupied ourselves as the writers

before us seem to have been occupied ;
and

pretty well satisfied, after all. that they them-
selves were not so occupied during the most

agreeable hours of their wanderings, and had
omitted in their books what they would most

irequently recall in their moments of enjoy-
ment and leisure.

Nor are these records of superficial obser-

vation to be disdained as productive of enter-

tainment only, or altogether barren of instruc-

tion. Very often the surface presents all that

is really worth considering
—or all that we are

capable of understanding ;

—and our observer,
we are taking it for granted, is, though no

great philosopher, an intelligent and educated

man—looking curiously at all that presents
itself, and making such passing inquiries as

may satisfy a reasonable curiosity, without

greatly disturbing his indolence or delaying
his progress. Many themes of reflection and

topics of interest will be thus suggested, which
more elaborate and exhausting discussions

would have strangled in the birth—while, in

the variety and brevity of the notices which
such a scheme of writing implies, the mind
of the reader is not only more agreeably ex-

cited, but is furnished, in the long run, with
more materials for thinking, and solicited to

more lively reflections, than by any quantity'
of exact knowledge on plants, stones, ruins,

manufactures, or histor)'.

Such, at all events, is the merit and the

charm of the volumes before us. They place
us at once by the side of the author—and

bring before our eyes and minds the scenes
he has passed through, and the feelings they
suggested. In this last particular, indeed, we
are entirely at his mercy; and we are afraid

he sometimes makes rather an unmerciful
use of his power. It is one of the hazards
of this way of writing, that it binds us up in

the strictest intimacy and closest companion-
ship with the author. Its attraction is in its

direct personal sympathy—and its danger in

the temptation it holds out to abuse it. It

enables us to share the grand spectacles with
which the tra\-eller is delighted

—but compels
us in a manner to share also in the sentiments
with which he is pleased to connect them.
For the privilege of seeing with his eyes, we
must generally renounce that of using our

own judgment— and submit to adopt im-

plicitly the tone of feeling which he has found
most congenial with the scene.

On the present occasion, we must say, the

reader, on the whole, has been fortunate.

The author, though an officer in the King's

service, and not without professional predi-

lections, is, generally speaking, a speculative,

sentimental, saintly sort of person
—with a

taste t"or the picturesque, a singularly poeti-
cal cast of diction, and a mind deeply imbued
with principles of philanthropy and habits of

affection :
—And if there is something of fa-

daise now and then in his sentiments, and

something of affectation in his style, it is no

more than we can easily forgive, in con-

sideration of his brevity, his amiableness, and

fariety.

'• The " Sketches of India," a loose-printed
octavo of 350 pages, is the least interesting

perhaps of the two volumes now before us—
though sufficiently marked with all that is

characteristic of the author. It may be as
well to let him begin at the beginning.

" On ihe afternoon of July the 10th, 181S, our
vessel dropped anchor in Madras Roads, after a fine

run of three months and ten days from the Mother-
bank.—How changed the scene I how great the
contrast !

—Ryde, and its little snug dwellings, with
slated or thatched roofs, its neat gardens, its greea
and sloping shores.— Madras aiid its naked fort,

noble-looking buildings, tall columns, lofty veran-

dahs, and terraced roofs. The city, large and
crowded, on a flat site ; a low sandy beach, and a

foaming surf. The roadstead, there, alive with
heauiiful yachts, light wherries, and tight-built

fishing barks. Here, black, shapeless Massoolah
boats, with their naked cresvs, singing the same
wild (yet not unpleasing) air, to which, for ages,
the dangerous surf they fearlessly ply over has been

rudely responsive.
"

I shall never forget the sweet and strange sen-
sations which, as I went peacefully forward, the new
objects in nature excited in my bosom. The rich

broad-leaved plantain; the gracefully drooping
bamboo; the cocoa nut. with that mat-like-looking
binding for every branch

;
the branches themselvea

wavin? with a feathery motion in the wind ; the

bare lofty trunk and fan-leaf of the tall palm ; the

slender and elenant stem of the areca ; the large
aloes; the prickly pear; the stalely banian with

drop-branches, here fibrous and pliant, there strong
and columnar, supporting its giant arms, and form-

ing around the parent stem a grove of beauty ; and

among these wonders, birds, all strange in plumage
and in note, save the parroquet (at home, the lady's

pet-bird in a trilded cage), here spreading his bright

green wings in happy fearless flight, and giving his

natural and untaught si'ream.
"

It was laie and dark when we reached Poona-
mallee ; and during the latter part of our march we
had heavy rain. We tbund no fellow-countryman
to welcome us: But the mess-room was open and

lighted, a table laid, and a crowd of smart, roguish-

looking natives, seemed waiting our arrival to seek
service —Drenched to the skin, wiihout changes of

linen, or any bedding, we sat down to the repast

provided ; and it would have been difficult to have
found in India, perhaps, at the moment, a more
cheerful parly than ours.—Four or five clean-look-

ing natives, in while dresses, with red or white

inrbans, ear-rings of gold, or wiih emerald drops,
and large silver signet rings on their fingers, crowded
round each chair, aid watched our every glance, to

anticipate our wishes. Curries, vegetables, and
fruits, all new to us, were tasted and pronounced
upon ; and afier a meal, of which every one seemed
to partake wiih graiefiil good humour, we lay down
for the night. One aiiendani brought a small carpet,
ar'other a mat. others again a sheet or counterpane,
till all were provided with something; and thus
closed our first evening in India.— The morninff
scene was very ludicrous. Here, a barber uncalled

lor. was shaving a man as he still lay dozing I there,
anoiher was cracking the joints of a man half

dressed
;
here were two servants, one pouring water

on, the other washing, a Saheb's hands. In spite
of my efforts to prevent them, two well-dressed

men were washing my feet
;
and near me was a

lad dexterously putting on the clothes of a sleepj
brother officer, as if he had been an infant undei
his care I

—There was much in all this to amuse
the mind, and a great deal. T confess, to pain the

heart of a free-born Englishman."
Sketches of hidia, pp. 3—10.

With all this profu,«ion of attendance, the

march of a British officer in India set.'ras 9

matter rather of luxury than fatifrue.
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"
Marcliiiii; in this country is certainly pleasant ;

alihouiih perhaps you rise loo early for conifort.

All hour l)elore dayl)reak you mount your horsi'
;

•nd, Iravellnigat an easy p;ii:e, reach your ground
belore the sun has any power ;

and Hod a sniuli

lent pitched with Ureaklasi ready on the tahle.—
Your large tent toliows with couch and haggasic,
carried by hulli)ck3 and coolies ; and hefore nine

o'clock, you may he washed, dressed, and ein-

ployi^d wiili your hooks, pen. or pencil. Mats,
made of the fragrant roots ol the Cuscus grass, are

hi'i'g before llie doors of your tent to windward ;

and being constant wetted, admit, during the holiest

Winds, a cool refreshing air.
"

vVhile our forelailu-rs were clad in wolf-skin,
dwelt in caverns, and lived upon the produce of

the chase, the Hindcjo lived as now. As now, fiis

princes were cloihed in soft raiment, wore jewelled
turbans, and dwelt in palaces. As now, his haughty
hall-naked priests received his offerings in temples
of hewn and sculptured granite, and summoned him
to riles as absurd, but yet more splendid and de-

bauching, ih.iii ilie present. His cottage, garments,
household utensils, and implements of husbandry
or labour, the same as now. Then, too. he wa-
tered the ground with his foot, by means of a plank
balanct'd transversely on a lofty pole, or drew from
the deep bowerie by the labour of his oxen, in large

bags of leather, supplies of waer to flow through
the liille channels f>y whii^h their fields and gardens
are intersected. His children were then taught to

shape letters in the sand, and to write and keep
accounts on the dried lenves of the palm, by the

village schoolmaster. His wife Kround corn at the

same mill, or pounded it in a rude mortar with her

neighbour. He could make piirchase.-i in a regular
bazaar, change money at a shroff's, or borrow it

at usury, f<>r the expenses of a wedding or festival.

In short, all the traveller sees around him c)l social

or civilized life, of useful invention or luxurious
refinement, is <if yet higher aniiijuiiy than the davs
of Alexander the Great. So that, in fact, the eye
of the Briiish officer looks upon the same forms and
dres-^es. the same Ixiildings, manners, and cnsioms,
on which the .Macedonian troops gazed with the

same aslonishmeiii two thousand years ago."
Sketches of India, pp. 23—26.

If the ti^veller proceeds in a palanquin, his

comforts are not less amply provided for.

" You generally set off after dark ; and, habited
in loose draw(>rs and a dressing gown, recline at

full leng'h and slumber away the night. If you
are wakeful, you may draw back the sliding panel
of a lamp fixed behind, and read. Your cloihes
are pai^ked in large neat basket^, covered wiili

green oil-cloih, and carried by palanquin boys; two
pairs will contain two dozen complete changes.
Your palanquin is fitted up with pockets and
drawers. You can carry in it, without troul)le, a

writing desk and two or three books, with a few
canteen conveniences for your meals,—and thus

you may be comfortably provided for many hundred
miles' travelling. You slop for half an hour, morn-
ing and evening, under the shade of a tree, to wash
and take refreshment; throu";hout the day read,
think, or gaze round you. The relays of bearers
lie ready every tenor twelve miles; and the aver-

age of your run is about four miles an hour."
Ibid. pp. 218, 219.

We cannot make room for his descriptions.
though excellent, of the villages, the tanks,
the forest—and the dresses and deportment
of the different classes of the people ; but we
must give this little sketch of the Elephant
and Camel.
" While breakfast was getting ready, I amused

myself with looking at a baggage-elephant and a
,'"ew camels, which some servants, returning wiih a

general's tents from the Deccan, wt'c in lh« act
of loading. 'I'he intelligent obedience- of ihe \le-

phaiu is well known ; but to look upon ihis huge
and powerful monster kneeling down ot ifie mera
bidding of the human voice ; and, wiien he lias

risen again, lo see him protrude his trunk for the
foot of his mahout or attendant, to help him into
his seat

; or, bending the joint of his hind leg,
make a step for him to climb up behind ; and then,
if any loose cloths or cords fall off, with a dog-lika
docility pick them up with his proi)oscis and put
them up again, will delight and surprise long alter
it ceases to be novel. When loaded, this creature
broke off a large branch from the lofty tree near
which he stood, and quietly fanned and fly-flapped
himself, with all the nonchalance of an indolent
woman of fashion, till the camels were ready.
These animals also kneel to be laden. When in

motion, they have a very awkward gait, and seem
to travel at a much slower pace than they really
do. 'J'heir tall out-sirelched necks, long sinewy
limbs, and broad spongy feet,

—their head furni-

ture, neck-bells, anil the rings in their nostrils,
with their lofty loads, and a driver generally on the

lop of the leading one, have a stranije appearance."
Ibid. pp. 46—43.

We must add the following very clear de8»

cription of a Pagoda.
" A high, solid wall, encloses a large area in the

form of an oblong squ.ire ; at one end is the gale-

way, above which is rai.sed a larjie pyramidal lower ;

its bread; h at the base and height proportioned to

the magniiude of the iiagodi. 'f'his tower is as-

cended by sieps in the inside, and divided into

stories; the central spaces on each are open, and
smaller as ihe tower ri.-^es. 'I'he light is seen di-

rectly through them, pmdncing, ai times, a very
beau'iliil effect, as when a fine sky, or trees, forntj

the back ground. The front, si:les, and top of ihia

griieway and tower, are crowded wiih scnlpiure;
elabora'e, but tasieless. A few yards from the

gate, on ihe outside, you of;en see a loliy octagonal
sione pillar, or a square open building, sijp|>oried

by tall columns of stone, with the figure of a bull

couchani, sculptured as large, or much largerihan
life, beneath it.

"
Rnterinu the gateway, you pass into a spacious

paved court, in t e centre of which stands the inner

lemple, raised about three feet from the ground,
open, and supported by numerous stone pillars. An
enclosed sanctuary at the far end of ibis cen'ral

bnilding, contains the idol. Round the whole court

runs a large deep verandah, also supported by col-

umns of stone, the front rows of which are often

shiped by the sculptor into various sacred animals

rampant, roiie by their respective dciiies. All the

oilier paris of the pagoda, walls, basements, entab-

la'ures, are covered wiib imagery and ornament of

all sizes, in alto or dcmi-relievo."

The following description and reflections

among the ruins of Bijanagur, the last capital
of the last Hindu empire, and finally over-

thrown in 1564, are characteristic of the au-

thor's most ambitious, perhaps most question-

able, manner.

" You cross the sarden, where imprisoned beauty
once strayed. You look at the elephant-stable and
the remaining gateway, with a mind busied in con-

juring up some associations of hixurv and magnifi-
cence.—.Sorrowfully I pa.ssed <in. Every sione be-

neath my feet bore the mark of chisel, or of human
skill and labour. Yon tread continually on sups,
pavement, pillar, capital, or cornice ol rude relief,

displaced, or fallen, and mingled in confusion. Here,

large masses of such materials have already formed
bush covered rocks,—there, pagodas are still sand-
ing entire. You may for miles tract the city walls,
and can often discover, by the fallen pillars of the
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A)ng piazza, wr.ore '-t has been adorned by s'reefs

cf uncommon width. One. indetd. yei rem ims

/.early pcrtoct ; nt one end of ii a few poor ryots.

<vbo c<):>irive to ( uliivaie s me patches of rice, eoi-

ton. or sn^ar-cane. in do:a hed spots near the river,

have f.)rnred mud-dwellinas under the piazza.
"

While, wi-h a mind thus occupied, you pass on

ihrouiih this wilderness the desolatin<r judgments
on other renowned cities, so soiemidy (oretold, so

dreadfully fulfillcH, rise naturally t'> your recollec-

tion. 1 climbed the very loftiest rock at dny-break,

on the morrow of my first visit to the ruins, hy rude

and broken steps, windins; between and over im-

mense and detached tnasses of stone; and seated

mvself near a small pagoda, at the very summit.

From hence I commanded the whole extent of what

was once a city, described by "assar Frpd.ri'k as

twenty-four miles in circun'*'''rerice. Not above

eight or nine pa^odns are s'!»'iding; but there are

choultries innumerable. Fallen columns, arches,

piazzas, and fragments of all shapes on every side

for miles.—Can there have been streets and roads

in these choked-up valleys? Has the war-horse

pranced, the palfrey ambled there? Have jewelled

turbans once glittered where those dew-drops now

sparkle on the thick-growing hamhoos ? H ve the

delicate sinall feet of female dancers practised their

graceful steps where that rugged and thorn-covered

ruin bars up the pau > Have their soft voices, and

the Indian guitar, find the gold bells on their an-

kles, ever made music in so lone and silent a spot ?

They have; but otiier sights, and other sounds,

have also been seen and heard among these ruins.

—There, near that beautiful banyan-tree, whole

families, at the will of a merciless prince, have been

thrown to trampling elephants, kept for a work so

eavage that they learn it with reluctance, and must

be taught bv man. Where those cocoas wave, once

stood a vast' seraglio, filled at the expense of tears

and crimes; there, within that retreat of voluptu-

ousness, have poison, or the creese, obeyed, olie.i

anticipated, the sovereign's wish. By those green

banks, near which the sacred waters of the Toom-
budra flow, many ased pnrents have been earned

for'h and exposed to nerish bv those whose infancy

they fostered."—Sketches of India.

The following reflections are equally just

and in'.portant .
—

"
Nothing, perhaps, so much damps the ardour

of a traveller in India,' as to find that he may wan-

dn' leasue after Icasiue. visit city after city, village

pjf^.r viMage, and still only see the outside of Indian

» .^ety. "^I'he h-ouse he cannot enter, the group he

r"' not join, the domestic circle he cannot gaze upon,

the free unrestrained converse of the natives he can

never listen to. He may talk with his moonshee or

his pundit; ride a few miles with a Mahometan

sirdar ; receive and return visits of ceremony among

petty nawabs and rajahs; or be presented at a

native court: But behind the scenes in India he

cannot advance one step. All the natives are. in

comparative rank, a few far above, the many fir

below hiiTi : and the bars to intercourse with Ma-

hometans as well as Hindoos, arising frotn our faith,

are so many, that to live upon terms of intimacy or

acquaintance with them is impossible. Nay, in this

par'icular.
when our establishments were young

and sinall. our oflicers few, necessarily active, nec-

essarily linsuists, and unavoidably, as well as frorn

policy, conTorming more to native manners, it is

probable that more was known about the natives

from practical experience than is at present, or may

beagain."—/6jrf. pp. 213,214.

The author first went up the country as far

as Asra, visiting, and musing over, all the re-

markable places in his way—and then return-

ed through the heart of India—the country of

Scindiairand the Deccan, to the Mysore.

Though trdvolling only as a British regimental

officer, and without public character <ii any

kind, it is admirable to see with what uniibrra

respect and attention he was treated, even by
tbie lawless soldiery among whom he had fre-

quently to pass. The indolent and mercenary
Brahmins seem the only class of persons from

whom he experienced any sort of incivility.

In ati early part of his route he had the good
luck 10 fall ill with Sciiidiah himself; and the

picture he has given of that tuibulent leader

and his suite is worth preserving.

"
First came loose light-armed horse, either in

the road, or scrambling and leaping on the rude

banks atid ravines near ;
then some beiterclad. with

the quilted poshauk ;
and one in a compleie suit of

chain-armour ;
then a few el-phauts, among them

the hunting elephant of Scindiah, from which he

had di.smounipd. On one small elephant, gindmg
it himself, rode a fine boy, a foundling protege of

i=?ciiidiah, called the Jungle Rajah; then came,

slowlv prancing, a host of fierce, haughty chieOams,

on fine horses, show Iv caparisoned. They darted

forward, and all took their proud stand behind and

round us, planting their long lances on the earth,

and reining up their eager steeds to see, 1 suppose,

our salaam. Next, in a common naiive palkee, iia

canopy crimson, and not adorned, came Scindiah

himself. He was plainly dressed, with a reddish

turban, and a shawl over his vest, and lay reclined,

smoking a small gilt or golden calean.
"

I looked down on the chiefs under us, and saw

that they eyed us nvist haimhiily, which very much

increased the effect they would otherwise have pio-

duceJ. They were armed with lance, scimitar and

shield, creese and pistol ;
wore some shawls, some

tissues some plain muslin or cotton ;
were all much

wrapped in clothine ;
and wore, almost all. a large

fold of muslin, tied over the turban top, which they

fasten under the chin ;
and which, strange as it may

sound to those who have never seen it, looks war-

like, and is a very important defence to the sides

of the Uf-ck. . .

" How is if that we can have a heart-stirring sort

of pleasure in gazing on brave and armed men,

though we know them to be fierce, lawless, and

prnel ?
—thousrh we know stern ambition to he the

chief feature of many warriors, who. from the cra-

dle to the grave, seek only fame ;
and to which, in

such as I write of, is added avarice the most piti-

less ? I cannot tell. But I recollect often before, in

my life, being thus moved. Once, especially, I

stood over a gateway in France, as a prisoner, and

saw file in, several squadrons of gens-d'armerie

d'elite, returning from the fatal field of Leip.siG.

They were fine, noble-looking men, with warlike

helmets of steel and brass, and drooping plumes of

black horse-hair ;
belts handsome and broad ; heavy

swords; were many of them decorated with the

cross of the Legion of Honour. Their trumpets

flourished; and I felt my heart ihrob with an
atj-

miring delight, which found relief only in an invol-

untary tear What an inconsistent riddle is the

human heart V'—Ibid. pp. 260—264.

In the interior of the cotmtry there are large

tracts of waste lands, and a very scanty and

unsettled population.
" On the route I took, there was only one inhab-

ited viUaoe in fifty-five miles; the spots named lor

haltln.'-places were in small valleys, green with

vouiie :-orn. and under culuvation, but neglecied

sadiv A few straw huts, blackened and beat dowrj

bv rain ruh rude and broken implements of bus

bandrv Iving about, and a few of ihose round harden

ed ihrashing-floors. tell the traveller that some wan-

dering families, of a rude unsettled peop e visit

these vales at sowing time and harvest ;
atid labour

indt>lenilv at the necessary, but despised, tas/ ot

the peaceful ryot."—//"'/ P- "">!;
^ 3g$
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"
I enjoyed my march through these wilds great-

ly. Now you wound through narrow and deeply
wooded glens ; now ascended gliauis, or went down
the nioutiis of passes ;

now skirled ilie foot of a

mountawi ; now crossed a small plain covered wiih

the tall jungled-grass, from which, roused by your
horse tramp, the neelgau looked upon you ;

tlun

flying with active bound, or pausing doubtful trot,

joined the more distant hcrJ. You continually

cross clear sparkling rivulots, with rocky or pohblv
beds ;

and you hear ilie voice of waters among all

the woody hills around you. There was a sort ol

thrill, too, at knowing these jungles were filled

with all the ferocious beasts known in India (except

elephants, which are not found here), and at night,

in hearing their wild roars and cries. I saw, one

morning, on the side of a hill, about five hundred

yards trom me, in an open glade near the summit,
a lioness pass along, and my guide said there were

many in these jungles."
—Sketclies of India.

We should like to have added his brilliant

account of several native festivals, both Hindu

and JVIahometan, and his admirable descrip-
tions of the superb monuments at Agra, and

the fallen grandeur of Goa : But the extracts

we have now given must suffice as specimens
of the •'' Sketches of India"—and the length of

them, indeed, we fear, will leave us less room
than we could have wished for the " Scenes

":;.d Impressions in Egypt and in Italy."

This volume, which is rather larger than

the other, contains more than the title prom-
ises : and embraces, indeed, the whole history
of the author's peregrinations, from his em-
barkation at Bombay to his landing at Dover.

It is better written, we think, than the former.

The descriptions are belter finished, the re-

flections bolder, and the topics more varied.

There is more of poetical feeling, too, about

itj and a more constant vein of allusion to

subjects of interest. He left India in Decem-
ber 1822, in an Arab vessel for the Red Sea—
and is very happy, we think, in his first

sketches of the ship and the voyage.
" Our vessel was one, rude and ancient in her

construction as those which, in former and .eucces-

sive ages, carried the rich freights of India for the

Ptolemies, the Roman prefects, and the Arabian

caliphs of Egypt. She had, indeed, the wheel and
the compass; and our nakhoda, with a beard as

black and long, and a solemnity as great as that ot

a magician, daily performed the miracle of taking
an observation ! But although these "

peeping con-

trivances
"

of the Giaours have been adtniiied, yet

they build their craft with the same clumsy inse-

curity, and rig them in the saine inconvenient man-
ner as ever. Our vessel had a lofiy broad stern,

unmanageable in wearing; one enormous sail on a

heavy yard of immense length, which was tardily
hoisted by the efforts of some fifty men on a stout

mast, placed a little before midships, and raking
forwards; her head low, without any bowsprit;
and, on the poop, a niizen uselessly small, with

hardly canvass enoush for a fishina-boat. Our
lading was cotton, and the bales were piled up on
her decks to a height at once awkward and unsafe.

In short, she looked like part of a wharf, towering
with bales, accidentally detached from its quay, and

floating on the waters."—Scenes in Egypt, pp. 3, 4.

He then gives a picturesque description of

the crew, and the motley passengers—among
whom there were some women, who were
never seen or heard during the whole course
of the voyage. So jealous, indeed, and i>jm-

plete was their seclusion, that though one of

them (/icc/ and was committed to the seadur'.'jt
the passage, the event was not known to the

crew or passengers for several days after i»

had occurred. "Not even a husband entered

their apartment during the voyage
—because

the women were mixed : an eunuch who
cooked for them, alone had access."

"Abundantly, however," be adds, "was I

amused in looking upon the scents around mo,
and soine there were not readily to be lorgoiien :

—
when, at the soft and still hour ol sunset, whtle the

full sail presses down the vessel's bows on th*"

golden ocean-path, which swells to meet, and then

sinks beneath them,— thi-n, when these Araba

group for their evening sacrifice, bow down with

their faces to the earth, and prostrate their bodies

in the act of worship
—when the broad ameen,

deeply intoned from matiy assembled voices, strikes

upon the listener's ear—the heart re.«ponds, and
throbs with its own silent prayer. There is a so-

lemnity and a decency in their worship, belonging,
in its very forms, to the age and the country ol the

Patriarchs; and it is necessary to call to mind all

that the Mobainmedans are and have been—all thai

their prophet taught, and that their Koran enjoins
and promises, before we can look, without being

strotigly moved, on the Mussulman prostrate before

his God."—ii((/. pp. 13, 14.

They land prosperously at Mocha, of which
he gives rather a pleasing account, and again
embark with the same fine weather for Djidda—anchoring every night under the rocky

shore, and generally indulging the passengers
with an hour's ramble among its solitudes.

The following poetical and gtaphic sketch of

the camel is the fruit of one of these excur-

sions :
—

"The grazing camel, at that hour when the

desert reddens wiih the setting sun, is a fine object
to the eye which seeks and feeds on the pictiirci-ciue—his tall, dark form—his indolent leisurely walk—
his ostrich neck, now lilted to its full fieight, now
bent slowly, and far around, with a look of un-

alarmed inquiry. Yon cannot gaze upon bin: with-

out, by the readiest and most natural suggestions,

reverting in thought to the world's infancy
—to the

times and possessions of the shepherd kings, their

tents and raiment, their journeyings and settlings.

The scene, too, in the distance, and the hour, even-

tide, and the uncommon mnjesiy of that dark, lofty,

and irregular range of rocky mountain, which ends

in the black cape of Ras el Askar, formed an as-

semblage not to be forgotten."
—Ihid. p. 42.

At Djidda they had an audience of the Aga,
v/hich is well described in the following short

passage :
—

" Rustan Aga himselfwas a fine-looking, haughty,
martial man, with mustachios. but no beard

;
he

wore a robe of scarlet cloth. Hitssein Aga, who
sat on his left, had a good profile, a long grizzled

beard, with a black ribbon bound over one eye, to

conceal its loss. He wore a robe of pale blue. Th&
other person, Arnby Jellauny, was an aged and a

very plain man. The attendants, for the most part,

wore larL'e dark brown dresses, fashioned into the

short Turkish vest or jacket, and the large, full

Turkish trowsers ;
their sashes were crimson, an-j

the heavy ornamented buts of their pistols prolrii-

ded from them ; their crooked scimitars hung in

silken cords bnfore them
; they had white turbans,

large mustachios but the cheek and ch>'- ..eanly
shaven. Their complexions were in general very

pale, as of men who pass their lives in confinement.

They stood with their arms folded, and their eyes
fixed on us. I shall never forget them. Thera
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were a dozen or more. I saw noihing like this

after, not even in Egypt ; for Djidda is an excelieiii

government, both on account of iis port, and its

vicinity lo Mecca; and Rustan Aga had a large
estahhshment, and was something of a magnifico.
He has tlie power of hfe and death. A word, a

sign from him, and these men, who stand before

you in an attitude so respectlul, witli an aspect so

calm, 90 pale, would smile—and slay you !
—Here

I first saw the true scribe ; well robed, and dressed
in turban, trowsers, and soft slipper, like one of rank

among the people: his inkstand with its pen-case
has the look of a weapon, and is worn like a dagger
in the folds of the sash ;

it is of silver or brass— this

was of silver. When summoned to use it, he takes
Bome paper out of his bosom, cuts it into shape
with scissors, then writes his letter by dictation, pre-
sents it tor approval ; it is tossed back to him wiih
a haughty and careless air, and the ring drawn off

and and pas.sed or thrown to him, to affix the seal.

He does every thing on his knees, which are tucked

up to serve him as a desk."—Sce7ies in Egypt,
pp. 47—49.

They embark a third time, for Kosseir, and
then proceed on camels across the Desert to

Thebes. The following account of their pro-

gress is excellent—at once precise, pictur-

esque, and poetical :
—

" The road through the desert is most wonderful
in its features: a finer cannot be imagined. It is

wide, hard, firm, winding, ftr at least two-thirds ol

the way, from Kosseir to Thebes, between ranges
of rocky hills, rising often perpendicularly on either

side, as if they had been scarped by an ; here, again,
rather broken, and overhanging, as if they were
the lofty banks of a mighty river, and you travers-

ing its dry and naked bed. Now you are quite
landlocked

;
now again you open on small valleys,

and see, upon heights beyond, small square towers.
It was laie in the evening when we came to our

ground, a sort of dry bay ; sand, burning sand, wiih
rock and cliff, rising in jagged points, all around—a

spot where the waters of ocean might sleep in still-

ness, or, with the sott voice of their gentlest ripple,
lull the storm-worn mariner. The dew o( the night
before had been heavy ; we therefore pitched our

tent, and decided on starting, in iuture, at a very
early hour in the morning, so as to accomplish our
march before noon. It was dark when we moved
off, and even cold. Your camel is impatient to rise

ere you are well seated on him ; gives a shake, loo,
to warm his blood, and half dislodges you ; marches
rather taster than by day, and gives occasionally, a

hard quick stamp with bis callous foot. Our moon
was f:n- in her wane. She rose, however, about an
hour after we started, all red, above the dark hills

on our le!t ; yet higher rose, and paler grew, till at

last she hung a silvery crescent in the deep blue sky.
"Who passes the desert and says all is barren,

all lifeless? In the grey morning you may see the

common pigeon, and the partridge, and the pigeon
of the rock, alight before your very feet, and come
upon the beaien camel-paths for food. They are

tame, for they have not learned to fear, or to distrust

the men who pass these solitudes. The camel-driver
would not lift a stone to them; and the sportsman
could hardly find it in bis heart to kill these gentle
tenants of the desert. The deer might tempt him;
I saw but one

; far, very far, he caught the distant

camel tramp, and paused, and raised and threw
back his head to listen, then away lo the road in-

stead of from it; but far ahead he crossed it, and
then away up a long slope he fleetly stole, and off

to some solitary spring which wells, perhaps, where
no traveller, no human being has ever trod."—
Ibid. pp. 71—74.

The emerging from this lonely route is given
with equal spirit and freshness of colouring.

"
It was soon after daybreak, on the morrow, just

as the sun was hegirming to give his rich colouring
of golden ytUow to the while pale sand, ibat as 1
was walking alone at some distance far ahead of my
companions, my eyes bent on the ground, and lost

in thought, their kind and directing shout made ma
stop, and raise my head, when lo ! a green vale,

looking through the soft mist of morning, rathe.'' i
vision than a reality, lay stretched in iis narrow

length before me. The Land of Egypt! Wa
hurried panting on, and gazed and were s-ilent. In
an hour we reached the village of Hejazi, situated

on the very edge of the Desert. We alighted at a
cool, clean serai, having its inner room, "ith a large
and small bath for the Mussulmans' ablutions, it3

kiblah in the wall, and a large brimming water-

trough in front for the thirsting camel. We walked
forth into the fields, saw luxuriant crops of green
bearded wheat, waving with its lights and shadows ;

stood under the shade of trees, saw fluttering and

chirping birds
;
went down to a well and a water-

wheel, and stood, like children, listening to the

sound of the abundant and bright-flashing water,
as it fell from the circling pois; and marked all

around, scattered individually or in small groiips,

many people in the fields, oxen and asses grazing,
and camels too among them."—Ibid. pp. 60, 81.

All this, however, is inferior to his first elo-

quent account of the gigantic ruins of Luxore,
and the emotions to which they gave rise.

We know nothing, indeed, better, in its way,
than most of the following passages :

—
" Before the grand entrance of this vast edifice,

which consists ol many separate structures, lormerly
united in one harmonious design, two lolly obelisks

stand proudly pointing to the sky, fair as the daring
sculptor left them. The sacred figures and hiero-

glyphic characters which adorn them, are cut beauti-

fully into the hard granite, and have the sharp finish

of yesterday. The very stone looks not discoloured.

You see them, as Cambyses saw them, when he

stayed his chariot wheels to gaze at them, and the

Persian war-cry ceased before these acknowledged
symbols of the sacred element of fire.

—Behind them
are two colossal figures, in part concealed by the

sand
;
as is the bottom of a choked-up gateway, the

base of a massive propylon, and, indeed, their own.—Very noble are all these remains; and on the

propylon is a war-scene, much spoken of; but my
eyes were continually attracted to the aspiring obe-

lisks, and again and again you turn to look at them,
with increasing wonder and silent admiration."—
Ibid. pp. 86, 87.

" With a quick-beating heart, and steps rapid aa

my thoughts, I strode away, look the path to the

village of Karnac, skirled it, and passing over loose

sand, and, among a few scattered dale trees, I found

myself in the grand alley of the sphinxes, and di-

rectly opposite that noble gateway, which has been
called triumphal; certainly triumph never passed
under one more lofty, or, to my eye, of a more im-

posing magnificence. On the bold curve of its

beantifiilly projecting cornice, a globe, coloured as
of fire, stretches forth long over-shadowing wings
of ihe very brightest azure.—This wondrous and
giant portal stands well

; alone, detached a little way
from the mass of the great ruins, with no columns,
walls, or propylaea immediately near. I walked

slowly up to it. through the long lines of sphinxes
which lay couchant on either side of the broad road

(once paved), as they were marshalled by him who
planned these princely structures—we know not
when. They are of stone less durable than granite :

their general forms are fully preserved, but the de-

tail nrexecuiion is, in most of them, worn away.—
In those forms, in that couched posture, in the de

paying, shapeless heads, the huge worn paws, this

little image between them, and the sacred Inv, jrnsp
ed in iis crossed hands, there is something ^^hir||

disturbs you wiih a sense of awe. In the locality

you cannot err ; you are on a highway to a heaiheu
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temple ; mc that the Romnn rnme, as you cotne, to

Tisit and aiiuiire. and the Greek lielore him. And
Vdu know ihal priest and kin;;, lord and slave, the

fesiival ihrong and the soliiary worriliipper, trod for

ccniiirics where yon do: and y"U know that there

has hcon die crowding tli^jhl of ihf vanquished to-

wards their sanciunry and last hold, and the quick

trainii'ini; of armed pursuers, and the iieiuhingnf the

war-horse, and ilie voice of ilie trumpet, and the

ehout, as of a kin<r, amont; them, all on this silent

spot. And you see hefore you. and on all sides.

ruins!—the stones which formed wells and square

temple-lowers thrown down in vast heaps; or still,

in lar?e masses, creel as the huilder placed ihem.

and where their niaierinl has heen line, their sur-

faces and corners sinooih, sharp, and unii jured hy
lime. They are neither grey nor blackened ; like

the bones of man, they seem to whiten under the

Bun of ihe desert. Here is no lichen, no moss, no

rank gras^ or mantling: ivy, no wall-flower or wild

fig-iree to robe them, and to conceal their deformi-

ties, and bloom above them. No;—all is the na-

kedness of desolation—the colossal skeleton of a

giant fabric standing in the unwatered sand, in soli-

tude and silence."

This we think is very fine and beaulifiil :

But what follows is still better; and gives a

clearer, as well as a deeper impression, of the

true character and effect of these stupendous
remains, than all the drawings and descrip-
tions of Denon and his Egyptian Institute.

" There are no ruins like these ruins. In the

first court vou pass into, you find one large, lofiy.

solitary column, erect among heaped and scattered

fragments, which had formed a cf>lonade of one-

ana-twenty like it. You pause awhile, and then
move slowly on. You enter a wide portal, and find

yourself
surrounded by one hundred and fifty co-

lumns,* on which I defy any man, sage or savage,
to look unmoved. Their vast proportions ihe bel-

ter laste of after days rejected and disused ; but the

Blill astonishment, the serious Eraze. the thickening
breath of ihe awed traveller, are iribu'es of an ad-

miration not lobe checked or frozen by the chilling
rules of taste.

" We passed the entire day in these ruins ; each

wandering about alone, as inclinatiim led him. De-
tailed descriptions I cannot give ; I have neiiher the

skill or ibe patience to count and to measure. I as-

cended a wing of ihe great propvlon on the west,
and sat there long. I crept round Ihe coJosxa! x/atiies.'

I seated myself on a fallen obelisk, and gazed up at

the three, yet standing erect amid huge fragments
of fallen granite. I sauntered slowly round every
part, examining the paintinss and hieroglyphics,
and listening now and then, not without a smile, to

our polite little cicernne, as wMth the air of a con-

descending savant, he pointed to many of the sym-
bols, saying,

'

this means water.' and '

that means
land,'

'

this stability,'
'

that life.' and 'here is the
name of Berenice.'—Scenes in Eaypt, pp. 88—92.
" From hence we bade our guide conduct us to

some catacombs; he did so, in the naked hill just
above. Some are passages, some pits ; but, in eene-
ral, passages in the side of the hill. Here and there

you may find a bit of the rock or clay, smoothed
and painted, or bearing the mark of a thin fallen

coaling of composition ; but, for the most part, they
are quite plain. Bones, rags, and the scattered
limbs of skeletons, which have been torn from their

coffins, stripped of their grave-clothes, and robbed
of the sacred scrolls placed with them in the tomb,
lie in or around these

'

open sepulchres.' We found
nothins ; but surely the very rair blown to your feet

w a relic. May it not have been woven by some
iamsel under the shade of trees, with the song thai

* The central row have the enormous diameter
«f eleven French feet, the others that of eight.

lightens labour, twenty ccniuncs ngof or may it

iu)t have been carried with a sigh lo the iirijig-men
of the lemple by one w ho bronghi it to swathe the

cold and siiflened limbs oi a being |ovi-d in hlo, and
mourned and honoured in his death ? Yes, it is a
relic

;
and one musing on which a warm fancy might

find wherewithal to begude a long and boliiary
walk."— //;«/. p. 100. 101.
" We then relumed across ihe plain to our boat,

ptissins; and pausing before the celebraied silling
statues so often described. They are sealed on
thrones, looking to the east, and on the Nile ; ia

this posture ihey are upwards of tifiy feet in height;
and their liodies, limbs, and heads, are large, spread-

ing, and disproportioiied. These are very awlul
monuments. They bear the form ot man ; and
there is a something in their very posture which
touches the soul: ^I'here they sit erect, calm:

'I'hey have seen generation upon generation swept
away, and still their slony gaze is fixed on man toil-

ing and perishing at their feet ! ''I'was hue and
dark ere we reached our home. The day following
we again crossed to the western bank, and rode

through a narrow hot valley in the Desert, to the

tombs of the kings. Your Arab caiches at tlie head
of your ass in a wild dreary-looking spot, about five

miles from the river, and motions you to light. Oa
every side of you rise low, but sleep hills, of the

most barren appearance, covered with loose and

crumbling stones, and you stand in a narrow bridle-

path, which seems to be the bottom ol a natural

ravine; you would fancy thai you had lost your
wav ; but yotir guide leads you a lew paces forward,
and you discover in the side of the hill an opening
like the shaft of a mine. At the entrance, you ob-

serve that the rock, which is a close-grained, but

soft sione, has been cut smooth and painted. He
liirhis your wax torch, and you pass into a long cor-

ridor. On either side are small apartments which

you stoop down to enter, and the walls of which you
find covered with paintings: scenes of litie fail hfully

represented ; ni every-day life, its pleasures and la-

bours ; the instruments of its happiness, anil of its

crimes! You turn to each other with a delight,
not however unmixed w-ith sadness, to mark how
much the days of man then passed, as they do to

this very hour. You see the labours of agriculture—the sower, the basket, the plough; the steers;
and the artist has plavfuUy depicted a call skipping

among the furrows. You have the making of bread,
the cooking for a feast

; you have a flower garden,
and a scene of irris;aiion ; you see couches, sofas,

chairs, and arm-chnirs, such as might, this day,
adorn a drawins-room in London or Paris; you
have vases of every form down to the common jug,
(ay! such as the brown one of Toby Philjioi); you
have harps, wiih figures bending over them, and
others seated and listening; you have barks, with

larse, curious, and many-coloured sails
; lastly, you

have weapons of war, the sword, the dairger, the

bow, the arrow, the quiver, spears, helmets, and
dresses of honour.—The other scenes on tlie walla

represent processions and mysteries, and all the

apartments are covered with them or hieroglyphics.
There is a small chamber with the cow ot' [sis, and
there is one large room in an unjlnished slate,—
designs chalked off. that were to have been com-

pleted on that to-morrow, which never came I"

Jbid. pp. 104—109.

But we mnst hurry on. We cannot afford

to make an abstract of this book, and indeed
can find room but for a few more specimens.
He meets with a Scotch Mameluke at Cairo;
and is taken by Mr. Salt to the pre.sence of Ali

Pacha. He visits the pyramids of course, de-

scribes rapidly and well the whole process of

the visit—and thus moralises the conclusion:—
" He who has stood on the summit of the most

ancient, and yet the most mighty tnonumeni of liia
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power and pride evnr raised by mnn. and has looked
out and rounil to the far horizon, where Lybia and
Arahi:i lie silent, and hath seen, at his teei, theland

of Egi/pt (h\\ii giheirdark solitudes with a iinrmw
vale, lieaiitiliil and green, the mere enamelled set-

ting of one soH'ary sliinins; river, must receive im-

pressions which he can never convey, for he cannot
define ili^-ni :o himself
"
They are the tombs of Cheops and Cephrenes,

aya ine Urecian. They are the tombs of Seth and
Enoeh. savs the wild and imaginative Arabian ; an

English traveller, with a mind warmed, perhaps,
and misled by his heart, tells yon that the large py-
ramid may have contained the asiies of the patriarch

Joseph. It is all this which coi'Stitntes the very
charm ofa visit to these an'ient monuments. You
Bmile, and your smile is followed and reproved by
a sitrh. One thiiig you know—that the chief, and the

philosopher, and the poet of the times of old, m'n
'who mark fields as they pass with their own
inighiv names,' have certainly been here; that Al-
exander has spurred his war-horse to its base

;
and

Pythagoras, with naked foot, has probably stood

upon iis summit.—Scenes in Egypt, pp. 158, 159.

Cairo is described in great detail, and fre-

quently with great feeling and eloquence. He
Baw a live cameleopard there—very beautiful
and <i:ent]e. One of h's most characteristic

eketches. however, is that of the female slave
market.

" We stopped before the gate ofa large building.
and, turning, entered a court of no great size, with
a range ol apartments all round ; open doors show-
ed that they were dark and wretched. At them, or
before them, stood or sat stnall groups of female
slaves ; also from vviihin these chambers, you might
catch the moving eyes and while tee'h of those who
ehunued the light, '{"here was a gallery above with
other room-', and slave girls leaning on the rail—
laughter, all laughter I

—their long hair in numerous
falling curls, white with iat

; their laces, arms, and
bosoms shining with grease. Exposure in the market
is the moment of their joy. Their cors, their co\mirv,
the breast that gave them suck, 'he hand that led their

tottering steps not forgotten, but resigned, given up,
as thing-! gone for ever, left in another world. The
toils and terr.)rs of the wide desert, the hard and

scanty fare, the swollen fool, the whip, the scalding
tear, the curse; all. all are behind: hope meets
them again here

;
and paints some mas'er kind ;

Bome mistress gentle; some babe or child fo win
the heart of;

—as bond-women they may bear a

son. and live and die the contented inmates of some
quiet harem."—Ibid. pp. 178, 179.

He does not think much of All's new Insti-

tute—though he was assured by one of the tu-

tors that its pupils were to be taught '-every-
thing!" We have learned, from unquestion-
able authority, that from this evcrylhins. all

that relates to Politics, Religion, and Philoso-

phy, is expressly excluded
;
and that little is

proposed to be taught but the elements of the

useful arts. There is a scanty library of F'.u-

ropeaii books, almost all French,
—the most

conspicuous backed. '•' Victoiresdes Frantjais;—and besides these, "Les Liaisons Dange-
reusps!"—only one book in Ennflish, thou<;h

not ill-chosen—" Malcolm's Persia." He was
detained at Alexandria in a time of plague

—
and, after all, was oblijred to return, when
four days at sea. to land two sick men, and

pertorm a new quarantine of observation.

Th.-^re is an admirable description of Va-
letta. and the whole island—and then of Syra-
cuse and Catania; but we can give only the

lijght ascent to JEina—and that rather for the
86

scene of the Sicilian cottage, than for the

sketch of the mighty mountain :
—

"
If was near ten o'clock when the youth who

led the way stopped before a small dark cottage in

a hy-la'ie of Nicolosi. the guide's be said it wa3,
and hailed thein. The door was opened ; a light

struck; and the family was roused, and collected
rouird me

;
a grey-headed old peasant and his v\ife ;

two hardy, plain, dark yoimg men, broihers (one
of whom was in his holiday gear, new breeches,
and red garters, and flowered waistcoat, and clean

shirt, atid shining buttons;) a girl of si.xleen. hand-

some; a 'mountain-girl beaten with winds,' look-

ing curious, yet fearless and ' chaste as the har-

dened rock on which she dvvelt ;' and a boy of
twelve, an unconscious figure in the group, fast

slumbering in his clothes on the hard floor. (iSIad

were they of the dollar-bringing stranger, but sur-

prised at the e.xcellenza's fancy for coming al that

hour ; cheerfully, however, the gay yrtnih stripped
ofl^ his holidav-garb, and put on a dirty shirt and
thick brown clothes, and toi>k liis cloak and went
to borrow a mule (for I found, by their consulta-
tion, that there was some trick, this not being the

regular privileged guide family.' During his ab-
sence, the girl brought me a draught ol wine, and
all stood round with welcoming and flatterin

laughings. and speeches in Sicilian, which I di

not understand, hut which gave me pleasure, and
made me lonk on their diriy and crowded cottage
as one I had rather trust to. if I knocked at it even
without a dollar, than the lordliest mansion of the
richest noble in Sicily." For about four miles, your mule stumbles along
safely over a bed of lava, lying in masses on the
road ; then you enter the woody region : the wood
is open, of oaks, not large, yet good-sized trees,

growing amid fern ; and, lastly, you con\e out on a
sof' barren soil, and pursue the ascent till you find
a glistering whi'e crust of snow of no depth, crack-

ing under your mule's tread ; soon af'er, you arrive
at a stone cottage, called Casa Tngle.=e, of which
my guide had not got the key ; here you dismount,
and we tied up our mules clo-e by. and scrambling
over huge blocks of lava, and up the toilsome and
slippery ascent of the cone. I sat me down on

ground all hot. and smoking with su'phureoug
vaoour. which has for the first few niiniites the
effect of making your eyes smart, aiid water, of

o|)pressing and taking away your breath. It yet
wanted half an hour to the break of day. and I

wrapped my cloak close round me to guard me
from the keen air which came up over ili€ white

cape of snow that lay spread at the foot of the

smoking cone, where I was seated.

". The earliest dawn gave to mv view the awful
crater, with its two deep moirhs. from one whereof
there issued large volumes of thick whi'e smoke,
pressing up in closely crowding chuids; and all

aroimd. you saw the earth loose, and wi'h crisped,
vellow-moiithed small cracks. \ip which came little,

light, thin wreaths of smoke that ."soon dissipated in
the upper air, &:,c.—And when you turn to gaze
downw;)rds. and see the golden sun come up in

light and majesty to bless the waking millions of
voiir fellows, and the dun vapour of the night roll

off below, and capes, and hills, and lowrs. and the
wide ocean are seen as through a thin unearthly
veil; your eyes fill, and your heart swells; all the
blessings you enjov, all the innocent pleasnies you
find in your wanderings, that preservation, which
in storm, and in battle, and mid the pestilence was
mercifully given to your half-breaihed prayer, all

rush in a moment on your soul.

Ibid. pp. 253—257.

The following brief sketch of the rustic

auberges of Sicily is worth preserving, as
well as the sentiment with which it clofces.—

" The chambers of these rude inrs would please,
at first, any one. Three or four beds (mere planks
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upon iron trestles), with broad, yellow-striped,
conrsc inaitresses, turned up on them; n table iind

chairs of wood, blackened by age, and ol forms

feeloii'ging to the past century ;
a daub or two ot a

picture, and two or ihri;c coloured prints of Ma-
donnas and saints : a coarse table cloth, and coarser

napkin; a thin blue-tinted drinkin" glass; dishes

and plaiesof a striped, dirty-coloured, pimply ware
;

and a brass lamp with three mouths, a shape com-
mon to Delhi, Cairo, and Madrid, and as ancient

as the time of the Etruscans themselves.
" To me it had another charm ;

it brought Spain
before mo, the peasant and his cot, and my chance

billets amon.: that loved and itijured people. Ah I

I will not dwell on it
; but this only I will venture

to say, they err greatly, grossly, who fancy that the

Spaniard, the most patiently brave and resolutely

oersevering man, as a man, on the continent ol

Euro le, will wear long any yoke he feels galling
ind detestable."—Scenes hi Egypt, pp. 268, 26'j.

The picture of Naples is striking; and re-

minds us in many places of Mad. de Stael's

splendid sketches from the same subjects in

Corriiine. But we must draw to a close now
with our e.xtracts

;
and shall add but one or

two more, peculiarly characteristic of the gen-
tle mind and English virtues of the author.

"
I next went into the library, a noble rooin, and

a vast collection. I should much like to have seen

those things which are shown here, especially the

handwriting of Tasso. I was led as far, and into

the apartment where they are shown. 1 found

priests reading, and men looking as if they were
learned. I was confused at the creaking of my
boots; I gave the hesitating look of a wish, but I

ended by a blush, bowed, and retired. I passed

again into the larger apartment, and I felt composed
as I looked around. Why life, thought I, would
be too short for any human being to read these

folios; but yet, if safe fri^m the pedant's frown,
one could have a vast library to range in, there is

little doubt that, with a love of truth, and a thirst-

ing for knowledire, the man of middle age, who
regretted bis early closed le.xicon, might open it

again with delight and profit. While thus musing,
in stamped two travellers,

—my countiymen. my
bold, brave countrymen—not intellectual, I could

have sworn, or Lavater is a cheat—
"Pride in their port, defiance in their eye :"—

They strode across to confront the doctors, and
demanded to see those sights to which the book

directed, and the grinning domeslique de place led

them. I envied them, and yet was angry with

them ; however, I soon bethought me, such are the

men who are often sterling characters, true hearts.

They will find no seduction in a southern sun ! hut

back to the English girl they love best, to be liked

*»y her softer nature the better for having seen Italy,

qnd taught by her gentleness to speak about it

pleasingly, and prize what they have seen !
—Such

are the men whom our poor men like,
—who are

generous tnasiers and honest voters, faithful hus-

bands and kind fathers
; who, if they make us stniled

at abroad in peace, make us feared in war, and any
ne of whom is worth to his country far more than

t dozen mere sentimental wanderers."
Ihid. pp. 296—298.

"
Always on quitting the museum it is a relief to

drire somewhere, that you may relieve the mind

and refresh the sight with a view of eartli and ocean.
'I'he view from the Belvidere, in the garden of Sl
Mariino, close to the fortress of St. Elmo, is said

to be unequalled in the world. I was walking along
the cloister to it, when I heard voices behind me,
and saw an English family

—
father, mother, with

daughter and son, of drawing-room and university

iigcs. I turned aside that 1 might not intrude oa
them, and went to take my gaze when they came

away from the little balcony. I saw no leaiures;
but the dress, the gentle talking, and the quietude
of their whole manner, gave me great pleasure. A
happy domestic English lamily I parents travelling to

delight, improve, and protect their children ; younger
ones at home perhaps, who will sit next summer on
the shady lawn, and listen as Italy is talked over,
and look at prims, and turn over a sister's sketch-

book
,
and beg a brother's journal. Magically varied

is the grandeur of the scene—the pleasant city ; its

broad bay; a little sea that knows no storms ; its

garden neighbourhood ; its lamed Vesuvius, not

looking eiiher vast, or dark, or dreadful— all bright
and smiling, garmented with vineyards below, and
its brow barren, yet not without a hue oi that ashen
er slaty blueness which improves a mountain's

aspect ;
and far behind, stretched in their lull bold

fonns, theshadowy Appenines. Gaze and go back,

English ! Naples, with all its beauties and its

pleasures, its treastiry of ruins, and recollections,

and fair works of art ;
its soft music and balmy airs

cannot make you happy ; may gratify the gaze of

taste, but never suit the habits of your mind. There
are many homeless solitary Enghshinen who might

sojourn longer in such scenes, and be soothed by
them; but to become dwellers, settled residents,

would be, even for them, impossible."
Ibid. pp. 301—303.

We must break off here—though there ia

much temptation to go on. But we have now
shown enough of these volumes to enable our

readers to judge safely of their character—
and it would be unfair, perhaps, to steal more
from their pages. We think we have extract-

ed impartially ;
and are sensible, at all events,

that we have given specimens of the laults

as well as the beauties of the author's style.

His taste in writing certainly is not unexcep-
tionable. He is seldom quite simple or natural,
and sometimes very fcule and affected. He
has little bits of inversions in his sentences,
and small exclamations and ends of ordinary
verse dangling about them, which we often

wish away—and he talks rather too much of

him.self, and his ignorance, and humility,
while he is turning those fine sentences, and

laying traps for our applause. But, in spite
of all these things, the books are very interest-

ing and instructive
;
and their merits greatly

outweigh their defects. If the author has

occasional failures, he has frequent felicities:

—and. independent of the many beautiful

and brilliant pas,sages which he has furnished

for our delight, has contrived to breathe over

all his work a spirit of kindliness and content-

ment, which, if it does not minister (as it

ought) to our improvement, must at least

disarm our censure of all bitterness.

'•:<!
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(ilanuarjj, 1809.)

Letters from a late eminent Prelate to one of his Friends. 4to. pp. 380. Kidderminster: 1808.

Warburton, we think, was the last of our

Great Divines—the last, perhaps, of any pro-

fession, among us, who united profound learn-

ing with great powers of understanding, and,

along with vast and varied stores of acquired

knowledge, possessed energy of mind enough
to wield them with ease and activity. The days
of the Cudworths and Barrows—the Hookers
and Taylors, are long gone by. Among the

other divisions of intellectual labour to which
the progress of society has given birth, the

business of reasoning, and the business of

collecting knowledge, have been, in a great

measure, put into separate hands. Our scho-

lars are now little else than pedants, and an-

tiquaries, and grammarians,
—who have never

exercised any faculty but memory ;
and our

reasoners are, for the most part, but slenderly

provided with learning ; or, at any rate, make
but a slender use of it in their reasonings, Of
the two, the reasoners are by far the best off;

and, upon many subjects, have really profited

by the separation. Argument from authority

is,
in general, the weakest and the most tedi-

ous of all argimaents; and learning, we are in-

clined to believe, has more frequently played
the part of a bully than of a fair auxiliary;
and been oftener used to frighten people than

to convince them,
—to dazzle and overawe,

rather than to guide and enlighten. A mo-
dern writer would not, if he could, reason as

Barrow and Cudworth often reason : and every
reader, even of Warburton, must have felt

that his learning often encumbers rather than

assists his progress, and, like shining armour,
adds more to his terrors than to his strength.
The true theory of this separation may be,

therefore, that scholars who are capable of

reasoning, have ceased to make a parade of

their scholarship; while those who have no-

thing else must continue to set it forward—
just as gentlemen now-a-days keep their gold
in their pockets, instead of wearing it on their

clothes—while the fashion of laced suits still

prevails among their domestics. There are

individuals, however, who still think that a

man of rank looks most dignified in cut velvet

and embroidery, and that one who is not a

gentleman can now counterfeit that appear-
ance a little too easily. We do not presume
to settle so weighty a dispute ;

—we only take

the liberty of observing, that Warburton lived

to see the fashion go out
;
and was almost the

last native gentleman who appeared in a full

trimmed coat.

He was not only the last of our reasoning
scholars, but the last also, we think, of our

powerful polemics. This breed too, we take

it, is extinct;
—and we are not sorry for it.

Those men cannot be much regretted, who,
instead of applying their great and active

faculties in making their fellows better or

•viser, or in promo Ing mutual kindness and

cordiality among all the virtuous and enlight-

ened, wasted their days in wrangling upon
idle theories

;
and in applying, to the specu-

lative errors of their equals in talents and in

virtue, those terms of angry reprobation which
should be reserved for vice and malignity.
In neither of these characters, therefore, can
we seriously lament that Warburton is not

likely to have any successor.

The truth is, that this extraordinary person
was a Giant in Literature—with many of the

vices of the Gigantic character. Strong as he

was, his excessive pride and overweening
vanity were perpetually engaging him in en-

terprises which he could not accomplish:
while such was his intolerable arrogance to-

wards his opponents, and his insolence to-

wards tho.se whom he reckoned as his infe-

riors, that he made himself very generally
and deservedly odious, and ended by doing
considerable injury to all the causes which
he undertook to support. The novelty and
the boldness of his manner—the resentment

of his antagonists
—and the consternation of

his friends, insured him a considerable share

of public attention at the beginning : But such
was the repulsion of his moral qualities as a

writer, and the fundamental unsoundness of

most of his speculations, that he no sooner

ceased to write, than he ceased to be read or

inquired after,
—and lived to see those erudite

volumes fairly laid on the shelf, which he

fondly expected to carry down a growing
fame to posterity.
The history of Warburton, indeed, is un-

commonly curious, and his fate instructive.

He was bred an attorney at Newark
;
and

probably derived, from his early practice in

that capacity, that love of controversy, and
that habit of scurrility, for which he was after-

wards distinguished. His first literary as.so-

ciates were some of the heroes of the Dunciad
;

and his first literary adventure the publication
of some poems, which well entitled him to a

place among tho.se worthies. He helped
"
pil-

fering Tibbalds" to some notes upon Shake-

speare ;
and spoke contemptuously of Mr.

Pope's talent.**, and severely of his morals, in

his letters to Concaiuien. He then hired his

pen to prepare a volume on the Jurisdiction

of the Court of Chancery ;
and having now

entered the church, made a more successful

endeavour to magnify his profession, and to

attract notice to himself by the publication
of his once famous book on "the Alliance

between Church and State," in which all the

presumption and ambition of his nature was
fir.st made.manifest.

By this time, however, he seems to have

passed over from the party of the Dunces to

that of Pope ;
and proclaimed his conversion

pretty abruptly, by writing an elaborate de
fence of the Essay on Man from some hnputa
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tions which had been thrown on its theology
and morality. Pope received the services of

tliis voluntary champion with great gratitude;
and Warbmton having now discovered that

he was not only a great poet, but a very honest

man, continued to cultivate his friendship with

great assiduity, and with very notable success:

For Pope introduced him to Mr. Murray, who
made him preacher at Lincoln's Inn, and to

Mr. Allen of Prior Park, who gave him his

niece in marriage,
—obtained a bishopiic for

him,
—and left him his whole estate. In the

mean time, he published his " Divine Lega-
tion of Moses,"

—the most learned, most arro-

gant, and most absurd work, which had been

produced in England for a century;
—and his

editions of Pop", and of Shakespeare, in which

he was scarcely less outrageous and fantas-

tical. He replied to some of his answerers in

a style full of insolence and brutal scurrility ;

and not only poured out the most tremendous

abuse on the infidelities of Bolingbroke and

Hume, but found occasion also to quarrel
with Drs. Middleton, Lowth, Jortin, Leland,
and indeed almost every name distinguished
for piety and learning in England. At the

same time, he indited the most highflown
adulation to Lord Chesterfield, and contrived

to keep himself in the good graces of Lord

Mansfield and Lord Hardwicke;—while, in

the miilst of affluence and honours, he was

contiimally exclaiming against the barbarity
of the age in rewarding genius so frugally,
and in not calling in the aid of the civil ma-

gistrate to put down fanaticism and infidelity.

The public, however, at last, grew weary of

these blustering novelties. The bishop, as

old age stole upon him, began to doze in his

mitre; and though Dr. Richard Hurd, with

the true spirit of an underling, persisted in

keeping up the petty traffic of reciprocal en-

comiums, yet VVarburton was lost to the pub-
lic long before he sunk into dotage, and lay
dead as an author for many years of his natu-

ral existence.

We have imputed this rapid decline of his

reputation, partly to the unsoundness of his

general speculations, and chiefly to the of-

fensiveness of his manner. The fact is ad-

mitted even by those who pretend to regret

it; and, whatever Dr. Hurd may have thought,
it must have had other causes than the decay
of public virtue and taste.

In fact, when we look quietly and soberly
over the vehement and imposing treatises of

Warburton, it is scarcely possible not to per-

teive, that almost every thing that is original
Ai his doctrine or propositions is erroneous;
and that his great gifts of learning and argu-
mentation have been bestowed on a vain at-

tempt to give currency to untenable paradoxes.
His powers and his skill in controversy may
indeed conceal, from a careless reader, the

radical fallacy of his reasoning; and as, in

the course of the argument, he frequently
has the better of his adversaries upon inci-

dental and collateral topics, and never fails to

make his triumph resound over the whole
field of battle, it is easy to understand how
De should, for a while, have got the credit of

a victory, which is now generally adjudged to

his opponents. The object of "the Divino

Legation," for instance, is to prove that tho

mission of Moses was certainly from God,—
because his system is the only one \\hich

does not teach the doctrine of a future state

of rewards and punishments! And the ob-

ject of "the Alliance" is to show, that the

church (that is,
as he explains it,

all the ad-

herents of the church of England) is entitled

to a legal establishinent, antl the protection of

a test law,
—because it constitutes a separate

society from that which is concerned Jii the

civil government, and, being equally sovereign
and independent, is therefore entitled to treat

with it on a footing of perfect equably. The
sixth book of Virgil, we are assured, in the

same peremptory manner, contains merely
the description of the mysteries of Eleusisj
and the badness of the New Testament Greek
a conclusive proof both of the eloquence and
the inspiration of its authors. These fancies,
it appears to us. require no refutation

; and,
dazzled and astonished as we are at the rich

and variegated tissue of learning and argu-
ment with which their author has invested

their extravagance, we conceive that no man
of a sound and plain understanding can ever

mistake them for truths, or waver, in the least

degree, from the conviction which his own
reflection must aff'ord of their intrinsic ab-

surdity.
The case is very nearly the same with his

subordinate general propositions; which, in

so far as they are original, are all brought
forward with the parade of great discoveries,
and yet appear to us among the most futile

and erroneous of modern speculations. We
are tempted to mention two, which we think

we have seen referred to by later writers with

some degree of approbation, and which, at

any rate, make a capital figure in all the fun-

damental philosophy of Warburton. The one

relates to the necessary imperfection of human

laws, as dealing in Punishments only, and not

in Rewards also. The other concerns his

notion of the ultimate foundation of moral

Obligation.
The very basis of his argument for the

necessity of the doctrine of a future state to

the well-being of society, is, that, by human

laws, the conduct of men is only controlled

by the fear of punishment, and not excited by
the hope of reward. Both these sanctions,

however, he contends, are necessary to regu-
late our actions, and keep the world in order;

and. therefore, legislators, not finding rewarda

in this world, have always been obliged to

connect it with a future world, in which they
have held out that they would be bestowed

on all deservers. It is scarcely possible, we

believe, to put this most important doctrine

on a more injudicious foundation
;
and if this

were the only ground either for believing or

inculcating the doctrine of a future state, we
should tremble at the advantages which the

infidel would have in the contest. Wj? shall

not detain our readers longer, than just to

point out three obvious fallacies in this, the

most vaunted and confident, perhaps, of all
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the Warburtonian dogmata. In the first place,
t is obvious that disorders in society can

scarcely be said to be prevented by the hope
of futuie rewuids : the proper use of thai doc-

trine being, not to repress vice, but to console

affliction. Vice and disorder can only be

quelled by the dread of future punishment
—

whether in this world or the next
;
while it is

obvious that the despondency and distress

which may be soothed by the prospect of

future bliss, are not disorders within the pur-
view of the legislator. In the second place,
it is obviously not true that human laws are

nece.s-.sa»Vi/ deficient in the article of providing
rewards. In many instances, their enact-

ments have this direct object ;
and it is ob-

vious, that if it was thought essential to the

well-being of society, they might reward quite
as often as they punish. But, in the third

place, the whole argument proceeds upon a

gross and unaccountable misapprehension of

the nature and object of legislation ;

—a very-

brief explanation of which will show, both

that the temporal rewards of virtue are just
as sure as the temporal puinshmenls of vice,
and at the same time explain why the law
has so seldom interfered to enforce the for-

mer. The law arose from human feelings
and notions of justice ;

and those feelings and

notions, were, of course, before the law, which
only came in aid of their deficiency. The
natural and necessary effect of kind and vir-

tuous conduct
is,

to excite love, gratitude,
and benevolence-—the effect of injury and
vice is to excite resentment, anger, and re-

venge. While there was no law and no

magistrate, men must have acted upon those

feelings, and acted upon them in their whole
extent. He who rendered kindness, received

kmdness; and he who indicted pain and suf-

fermg, was sooner or later overtaken by re-

torted pain and suffering. Virtue was rewarded

therefore, and vice punished, at all times;
and both, we must suppose, in the same
measure and degree. The reward of virtue,

how-ever, produced no disturbance or dis-

order; and. after society submitted to regula-

tion, was very safely left in the hands of

gratitude and sympathetic kindness. But it

was far otherwise with the punishment of
vice. Resentment and revenge tended always
to a dangerous excess,

—were liable to be as-

sumed as the pretext for unprovoked aggres-
Bion,
—

and, at all events, had a tendency to

reproduce revenge and resentment, in an in-

tei'minable series of violence and outrage.
The law, therefore, took f/i?.s duty into its own
hands. It did not invent, or impose for the

first time, that sanction of punishment, which
\\as coeval with vice and with society, and
is implied, indeed, in the very notion of in-

jury :
—it only transferred the right of apply-

ing it from the injured individual to the pub-
lic; and tempered its application by more

impartial and extensive views of the circum-

stances of the delinquency. But if the pun-
ishment of vice be not ultimately derived from

law, neither is the reward of virtue
;
and al-

though human passions made it necessary for

law to undertake the reguIa*ioii of that pun-

ishment, it evidently would not add to its per-

fection, to make it also the distributer of re-

wards; unless it could be shown, that a simi-

lar disorder was likely to arise from leaving
these to the individuals affected. It is ob-

vious, however, not only that thete is no like-

lihood of such a disorder, but that such an
interference would be absurd and impractica-
ble, ft is true, therefore, that human laws
do in general provide punishments only, and
not rewards; but it is not true that they are,
on this account, imperfect or defective

;
or

that human conduct is not actually regulated

by the love of happiness, as much as by the

dread of suffering. The doctrine of a future

state adds, no doubt, prodigiously to both these

motives; but it is a rash, a presumptuous,
and, we think, a most shortsighted and nar-

row view of the case, to suppose, that it is

chiefly the impossibility of rewarding virtue

on Earth, that has led legislators to secure the

peace of society, by referring it for its recom-

pense to Heaven.
The other dogma to which we alluded, is

advanced with equal confidence and preten-

sions; and is, if possible, still more shallow

and erroneous. Speculative moralists had
been formerly contented with referring moral

obligation, either to a moral sense, or to a

perception of utility;
—

Warburton, without

much ceremony, put both these together:
But his grand discovery is, that even this tie

is not strong enough; and that the idea of

moral obligation is altogether incomplete and

imperfect, unless it be made to rest also on
the Will of a Superior. There is no point in

all his philosophy, of which he is more vain

than of this pretended discovery; and he

speaks of it,
we are persuaded, twenty times,

without once suspecting the gross fallacy
which it involves. The fallacy is not, how-

ever, in stating an erroneous proposition
—for

it is certainly true, that the command of a

superior will generally constitute an obliga-
tion : it lies altogether in supposing that this

is a separate or additional ground of obliga-

tion,
—and in not seeing that this vaunted dis-

covery of a third principle for the foundation

of morality, was in fact nothing but an indi-

vidual instance or exemplification of the prin-

ciple of utility.

Why are we bound by the will of a supe-
rior?—evidently for no other reason, than be-

cause superiority implies a. power to affect our

happiness; and the expression of will assures

us. that our happiness will be affected by our

disobedience. An obligation is something
which constrains or induces us to act

;

—but

there neither is nor can be any other motive

for the actions of rational and sentient beings,
than the love of happiness. It is the desire

of happiness
—well or ill understood—seen

widely or narrowl
j^,
—that necessarily dictates

all our actions, and is at the bottom of all our

conceptions of morality or duty: and the will

of a superior can only constitute a ground of

obligation, by connecting itself wdth this sin-

gle and universal agent. If it were possible
to disjoin the idea of our own happiness or

suffering from the idea of a superior, it is ob-

3H
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viows, that we should no longer bo under any
obligation to conform to the will of that supe-
rior. If we should be equally secure of hap-

piness
—in mind and in body

—in time and in

eternity; by disobeying his will, as by com-

plying with
it,

it is evidently altogether incon-

ceivable, that the expression of that will should

impose any oblig-ation upon us : And although
it be true that we cannot suppose such a case,

it is not the less a fallacy to represent the will

of a superior as a third and additional ground
of obligation, newly discovered by this author,
and superadded to the old principle of a regard
to happiness, or utility. We take these in-

stances of the general unsoundness of all

Warburton's peculiar doctrines, from topics
on which he is generally supposed to have
been less extravagant than on any other.

Those who wish to know his feats in criticism,

may be referred to the Canons of Mr. Ed-

wards; and those %vho admire the originality of

his Dissertation on the Mysteries, are recom-

mended to look into the Elensis of Meursius.

Speculations like these could never be pop-

ular; and were not likely to attract the atten-

tion, even of the studious, longer than their

novelty, and the glare of erudition and orig-

3nality which was thrown around them, pro-
tected them from deliberate consideration.

But the real cause of the public alienation

from the works of this writer, is undoubtedly
to be found in the revolting arrogance of his

general manner, and the offensive coarseness

of his controversial invectives. These, we
think, must be confessed to be somewhat
worse than mere error in reasoning, or ex-

travagance in theory. They are not only of-

fences of the first magnitude against good
taste and good manners, but are likely to be
attended with pernicious consequences in

matters of much higher importance. Though
we are not di.'iposed to doubt of the sincerity
of this reverend person's abhorrence for vice

and infidelity, we are seriously of opinion, that

his writings have been substantially prejudi-
cial to the cause of religion and morality; and
that it is fortunate for both, that they have
now fallen into general oblivion.

They have produced, in the first place, all

the mischief of a conspicuous, and, in some

sense, a successful example of genius and

learning, associated with insolence, intoler-

ance, and habitual contumely and outrage.
All men who are engaged in controversy are

apt enough to be abusve and insulting.
—and

clergymen, perhaps, rather more apt than
others. It is an intellectual warfare, in which,
as in other wars, it is vatural, we snspect, to

be ferocious, unjust, and unsparing; but ex-

perience and civilisation have tempered this

vehemence, by gentler and more generous
maxims,—and introduced a law of honourable

hostility, by which the fiercer elements of our
nature are mastered and controlled. No great-
er evil, perhaps, can be imagined, than the

violation of this law from any quarter of influ-

ence and reputation ;

—
yet the Waiburtonians

may be said to have used their best endeav-
ours to introduce the use of poisoned weapons,
and to abolish the practice of giving quarter.

in the fields of controversy. Fortunately, j
their example has not been generally follow '

ed
;
and the sect itself, though graced with

mitres, and other trophies of worldly success,
has perished, we thinkj in consequence of the

experiment.
A second, and perhaps, a still more formi-

dable mischief, arose from the discredit which
was brought on the priesthood, and indeed

upon religion in general, by this interchange
of opprobrious and insulting accusationsamong
its ministers. If the abuse was justifiable,
then the church itself gave shelter to folly
and wickedness, at least as great as was to be
found under the banners of infiilelity;

— if it

was not justifiable, then it was apparent, that

abuse by those holy men was no proof of de-

merit in those against whom it was directed:

and the unbelievers, of course, were furnished

with an objection to the sincerity of those in-

vectives of which they lhcm,selves were the

objects.
This applies to those indecent expressions

of violence and contempt, in which Warburtoi.

and his followers were accustomed to indulge,
when speaking of their Christian and clerica.

opponents. But the greatest evil of all, we
think, arose from the intemperance, coarse-

ness, and acrimony of their remarks, even on
those who were enemies to revelation. There

is,
in all well-constituted minds, a natural

feeling of indulgence towards these errors of

opinion, to which, from the infirmity of human
reason, all men are liable, and of compassion
for those whose errors have endangered their

happiness. It must be the natural tendency
of all candid and liberal persons, theiefore, to

regard unbelievers with pity, and to reason

with them with mildness and foibearance.

Infidel writers, we conceive, may generally
be allowed to be actual unbelievers; for it is

difficult to imagine what other motive than a
sincere persuasion of the tiulh of their opin-

ions, could induce them to become objects of

horror to the respectable part of any commu-
nity, by their disclosure. From what vices

of the heart, or from what defects in the un-

derstanding, their unbelief may have originat-

ed, it may not always be easy to determine
j

but it seems obvious that, for the unbelief it-

self, they are rather to be pitied than reviled;
and that the most efl'ectual way of persuading
the public that their opinions are refuted out

of a regard to human happine.s.s, is to treat

their author (whose happiness is most in dan-

ger) with some small degree of liberality and

gentleness. It is also pretty generally taken
for granted, that a very angry disputant is

usually in the wrong; tnat it is not a sign of

much confidence in the argument, to lake ad-

vantage of the unpopularity or legal danger
of the opposite doctrine

;
and that, when an

unsuccessful and unfair attempt is made to

discredit the general ability or personal worth
of an antagonist, no great reliance is under-

stood to be placed on the argument by which
he may be lawfully opposed.

It is needless to apply these observations to

the case of the Warburtonian controversies

There is no man, we believe, howp.ver he may
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be convinced of the fallacy and danger of the

principles maintained by Lord Bolingbroke,

by Voltaire, or by Hume, who has not felt in-

dignation and disgust at the brutal violence,
the affected contempt, and the flagrant unfair-

ness with which they are treated by this

learned author,
—who has not, for a moment,

taken part with Ihem ag-ainst so ferocious and

insulting an opponent, and wished for the

mortification and chastisement of the advocate,
even while impressed with the greatest vene-

ration for the cause. We contemplate this

scene of orthodox fury, in short, with some-

tb'ng of the same emotions with which we
sK. .'id see a heretic subjected to the torture,
rr a freethinker led out to the stake b3'a zeal-

ous inquisitor. If this, however, be the effect

of such illiberal violence, even on those whose

principles are settled, and whose faith is con-

firmed by habit and reflection, the conse-

quences must obviously be still more perni-
cious for those whose notions of religion are

still nniiifornied and immature, and whose
minds are open to all plausible and liberal

impressions. Take the case, for instance, of

a young man, who has been delighted with
the eloquence of Bolingbroke, and the sagacity
and ingenuity of Hume;—who knows, more-

over, that the one lived in intimac}' wilh Pope,
and Swift, and Atterbury. and almost all the

worthy antl eminent persons of his time;
—

and that the oiher was the cordial friend of

Robertson and Blair, and was irreproachably
correct and amiable in every relation of life;—and who, perceiving with alarm the ten-

dency of some of their speculations, applies
to Warburton for an antidote to the poison he

may have imbibed. In Warburton he will then
read that Bolingbroke was a paltry driveller—
Voltaire a pitiable scountlrel—and Hume a

"^uny dialectician, who ought to have been set

on the pillory, and whose heart was as base
and corrupt as his understanding was con-

temptible ! Now. what, we would ask any
man of common candour and observation, is

the effect likely to be produced on the mind
of any ingenious and able young man by this

style of confutation ? Infallibly to make him
take part with the reviled and insulted literati,—to throw aside the right reverend confuter

with contempt and disgust,
—and most proba-

bly to conceive a fatal prejudice against the
cause of religion itself—thus unhappily asso-

ciated with coarse and ignoble scurrility. He
must know to a certainty, in the first place,
that the contempt of the orthodox chamjiion is

either affected, or proceeds from most gross

ignorance and incapacity;
—since the abilities

of the reviled writers is proved, not only by
his own feeling and experience, but by the

suffrage of the public and of all men of intel-

ligence. He must think, in the second place,
that the imputations on their moral worth are

false and calumnious, both from the fact of

their long friendship with the purest and most
exalted characters of their age, and from the

obvious irrelevancy of this topic in a fair refu-

tation of their errors;
—and then, applying the

ordinary maxims by which we judge of a dis-

putant's cause, from his temper and his fair-

ness, he disables both the judgment and the

candour of his instructor, and conceives a

.strong prejudice in favour of the cause which
has been attacked in a manner so unwar-
rantable.

We have had occasion, oftener than once,
to trace an effect like this, from this fierce

and overbearing aspect of orthodoxy;
—and

we appeal to the judgment of all our readers,
whether it be not the very eflect which it is

calculated to produce on all youthful minds
of any considerable strength and originality.
It is to such persons, however, and to such

only, that the refutation of inlidel writers

ought to be addressed. There is no need to

write books against Hume and Voltaire for the

use of the learned and orthodox part of the

English clergy. Such works are necessarily

supposed to be intended for the benefit of

young persons, who have either contracted
some partiality for those seductive writers, or

are otherwise in danger of being misled by
them. It is to be presumed, therefore, that

they know and admire their real excellences;—and it might consequently be inferred, that

they will not listen with peculiar complacency
to a relutation of their errors, which sets out
with a torrent of illiberal and unjust abuse of

their talents and characters.

We are convinced, therefore, that the bully-

ing and abusive tone of the Waiburtonian

school, even in its contention with hifidels,
has done more harm to the cause of religion,
and alienated more youthful and aspiring
minds from the true faith, than any other
error into which zeal has ever betrayed ortho-

doxy. It may afford a sort of vindictive de-

light to the zealots who stand in no need of

the instruction of which it should be the ve-

hicle; but it will, to a certainty, revolt and

disgust all those to whom that instruction Mas

necessary,
—enlist all the generous feelings

of their nature on the side of infidelity,
—and

make piety and reason itself appear like pre-

judice and bigotry. We think it fortunate,

therefore, upon the whole, that the controver-
sial writings of Warburton have already passed

I into oblivion,
—

since, even if we thought more

I highly than we do of the substantial merit of
his argument.s, we should still be of opinion
that ihey were likely to do more mischief

I

than the greater part of the sophistries which
it was their professed object to counteract and
discredit.

These desultory observations have carried
us so completely away from the book, by the
title of which they were suggested, that we
have forgotten to announce to our readers,
that it contains a series of familiar letters, ad-
dressed by Warburton to Doctor (afterwards
Bishop) Hurd, from the year 1749, w hen their

acquaintance commenced, down to 1776, when
the increasing infirmities of the former put a

stop to the correspondence. Some little use
was made of these letters in the life of his

friend, which Bishop Hurd published, alter a

very long delay, in 1794
;
but the treasure was

hoarded up, in the main, till the death of that

prelate; soon after which, the pre.^ent volume
!
w-as prepared for publication, in obedience to
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th(> following intimation prefixed to the origi-

nal collection, and now printed in the front

of the book :
—

"
'I'he.ae ieiipfs srive so true a picture of the

wri'er's rhara^'ter, and are, liesidrs, so worthy of

iiiiii ill all r''sppet8 (I mean, if ilio reader cnn foraive

tlie p'ayrnJMrss of liis wii in some iiis'anci's, and the

partiiilitv
o!' his (liendship in many more), that, in

nonoiir of his mcmorv. I wonld have them pnlilishcd
af'er iny deiih, and the profiis arising from ilie sale

of them, applied to the benefit of the Worcester

Infirmary."

The tenor of ihi.s note, as well as the name
and the memory of Waiburton, excited in us

no small curiosity to peruse the collection
;

and, for a moment, we entertained a hope of

findinir this intractable and usurping author
softened down, in the gentler relations of pri-

vate life, to something of a more amiable and

engaging form: and when we found his right
reverend correspondent speaking of the play-
fulness of his wit, and the partiality of his

friendships, we almost persuaded ourselves,
that vve should find, in these letters, not only

many traits of domestic tenderness and cor-

diality, but also some expressions of regret
for the asperities with which, in the heat and
the elation of controversy, he had insulted all

who were opposed to him. It seems natural,

loo, to expect, that along with the confessions

of an author's vanity, we should meet with
Bome reflections on his own good fortune, and
some expressions of contentment and gratitude
for the honours and dignities which had been

heaped upon him. In all this, however, we
have been painfully di.eappointed. The arro-

gance and iriitability ol' Warburton was never
more con.spicuous than in these Letters,

—nor

his intolerance of opposition, and his prepos-
terous estimate of his own merit and import-
ance. There is some wit—good and bad—
scattered through them

;
and diverse frag-

ments of criticism : But the staple of the cor-

respondence is his own praise, and that of his

friend, whom he magnifies and exalts, indeed,
in a way that is very diverting. To him, and
his other dependants and admirers, and their

patrons, he is kind and complimentary to ex-

cess : but all the rest of the world he regards
with contempt and indifference. The age is

a good age or a bad age, according as it ap-

plauds or neglects the Divirie Leiration and
the Commentary on Horace. Those who
write against these works are knaves and

drivellers,
—and will meet with their reward

in the contempt of another ceneration, and
the tortures of another world! — Bishoprics
and Chancellorships, on the other hand, are

too little for those who extol and defend them
;—and Government is reviled for leaving the

press open to BnIiii<rbroke, and tacitly blamed
for not setting Mr. Hume on the pillory.
The natural connection of the subject with

the general remarks which we have already

premised, leads us to bejxin our extracts with
a few specimens of thnt savage asperity to-

warfis Christiansand Philosophers, upon which
we have felt ourselves called on to pass a
Bertence of reprobation. In a letter, dated in

1749. we have the following passage about
Mr. Hume,—

"
I ani strongly tempted, too, to have a stroke M

Iliime in parting. He is the autlior ofa liiile book,
nailed Philosophical Essays; in one part of which
he argues aeainst the being of a Gnd, and in another
(vpry needlessly you will say) against the possitiility
of miracles. lie has crnv^ned the liberty of Uie press.
And yet he has a considerable post undei ilie Go-
vernment ! I have a great mind to do justice on
his arguments aeainst tiiiracles, wliich I think might
be done in few words. But does he des-erve no-
tice ' Is he known amongst you? Pray answer
me these questions; for if his own weight keeps
him down, I should he sorry to roitlrihuie to his ad-
vancement—to any place but the I'illury."

—
p. H.

In another place, he is pleased to say, under
date of 1757, when Mr. Hume's reputation
for goodness, as well as genius, was iully es-

tablished :
—

" There is an epidemic madness amongst us ; to-

day we burn with the feverish heat of Siiiiers'iiion ;

to-morrow we stand fixed and frozen in .Atheism.

Expect to hear that the churches are all crowded
ne.xt Friday ; and that on .Saturday they buy up
Hume's new Essays ;

the first of which (and plsase
you; is The Nalural History of Rtli^tion. lor which
I will trim the rogue's jacKet, at least sit upon his

skirts, as you will see when you come hither, and
find his margins scribbled over. In a word, the

Essay is to establish an Atheistic naturalism, like

Bolingbroke ; and he goes upon one of B.'s capital

arguments, that Idolatry and Polytheism vvere be-

fore the worship of the one God. h is full of ab-

surdines; and here I come in with him; iox they
show themselves hnaves: hut, as you well observe,
to do their business, is to show thf^m fools. They
say this man has several moral qualities. It may
be so. But there are vices of the mind as well
as body ; and a Wirkcder Heart, and more deter-

mined to do public Mischief, 1 ihinh I never knew.'"

p. 175.

It is natural and ver)' edifying, after all thi&

to find him expressing the most unmeasured

contempt, even for the historical works of this

author, and gravely telling his beloved friend,
who was hammering out a pnny dialogue on
the English constitution, "As to Hume's His-

tory, you need not fear being forestalled by a
thousand svch writers. But the fear is natural,
as I have often felt, and as often experienced
to be absurd !" We really were not aware,
either that this History was generally looked

upon as an irreligious publication ;
or that

there was reason to suspect that Dr. Robertson
had no warm side to religion, more than hia
friend. Both these things, however, may bo
learned from the following short paragraph.
" Hume has outdone hiinself in this new history,

in showing his contempt of religion. ^I'his is one
of those proof chnrcres which .Arbiiihnot speaks of
in his treatise of polilicnl lyimr, to try how much
the public will bear. If this history he vhU received,
I shall conclude that there is even an end nf all pre-
tence to religion. But I should think il will not :

because I fancy the good reception of Robertson's

proceeded from the decency of it."—p. 207.

The following is the liberal commentary
which this Christian divine makes upon Mr.
Hume's treatment of Rousseau.

"It is a truth easily discoverable from his wri-

tings, that Hutne could have but one motive in

bringing him over (lor he was under the protection
of Lord iVlareshal) and tliot was, cherixhitifr a man
irhose torili/tfis were as misrhievoiis to society as hi$

own. The merits ot the two philosophers are soon

adjusted. There is an immense distance between
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their natural fjenias : none at all in their excessive

vaniti/ ; and iiiucli aL'ain in tlu'irgood iaith. Rous-
seau's warnitli has made him acl the madman in his

philos<i()liii'al inquiries, so that he olt saw not the

mischief which he (hd : Hume's coldness merle him
not oiihi see hut rejoice in his. But it is neither parts
nor i()»ic iliat has made either of ihem philosophers,
but Infidtlily only. For which, to be sure, they
both equally deserve a pension."—pp. 286, 287.

After all this, it can surprise us very little

to hear him eall Voltaire a scoundrel and a

liar ; and, in the bitterness of his heart, qua-

lify Smollett by the name of "a vagabond
Scot, who wrote nonsense,"—because people
had bought ten thousand copies of his History,
while the Divine Legation began to lie heavy
on the shelves of his bookseller. It may be
worth while, however, to see how this ortho-

dox prelate speaks of the church and of

churchmen. The following short passasre will

give the reader some light upon the subject ;

and also serve to exemplify the bombastic
adulation which the reverend correspondents

interchanged with each other, and the coarse

but robust wit by which Warburton was cer-

tainly distinguished.
" You were made for higher things : and my

greatest pleasure is, that you give me a hint you
are impatient to pursue them. What will not such
a capacity and such a pen do, either to shame or to

improve a miserable nge ! The church, like the

Ark of Noah, is worth saving ;
not for the sake of

the unclean heasls and vermin that almost filled it

and probably made most noise and clamour in it,

but for the little corner of rationality, that was as

tnuch distressed by the stink within, as by the tem-
pest without."—pp. 83, 84.

In anotlipr place, he says,
'•' I am serious

upon it. I am afraid that both you and I shall

outlive common sense, as well as learning, in

our reverend brotherhood ;" and afterwards

complains, that he has laboured all his life to

support the cause of the clergy, and been re-

paid with nothing but ingratitude. Li the close

of another letter on the same subject, he says,
with a presumption, which the event has al-

ready made half ridiculous, and half melan-

choly, "Are not you and I finely employed?
—but. Serimus arbores. alteri qua scculo pro-
sunty

But these are only general expressions,

arising, perhaps, from spleen or casual irrita-

tion. Let us inquire how he speaks of indi-

viduals. It would be enough, perhaps, to say,
that except a Dr. Balgiiy, we do not remember
of his saying any thing respectful of a single

clergyman throughout the whole volume.—
The following is a pretty good specimen of

the treatment which was reserved for such of

them as dared to express their dissent from
lii? paradoxes and fancies.

" What could make that important blockhead

v^ri-knuw whom) preach against me at St. James'?
He never met me at Court, or at Powis or New-
castle-House. And what was it to him, whether
the Jews had a future life? It misht he rrell for
such as him. if the Christians had 7ione neither!—
Nor, I dare say. does he mrich trouble himself about

Vie matter, while he stands foremost. amongst you, in

the new Land of Promise ; which, however, to the

mortification of these modern Jews, is a lii 'e ^:s-

tanl from that of performance."
—

p. ^^5.

87

Now. this is not said in jest ;
but in fierce

aiicer and resentment : and really affords as
wonderful a picture of the temper and liberal-

ity of a Christian divine, as some of the disputes

among the grammarians do of the irritability
of a mere man of letters. The contempt, in-

deed; with which he speaks of his answerers,
who were in general learned divines, is equally
keen and cutting with that which he evinces

towards Hume and Bolingbioke. He him-self

knew ten thousand faults in his woik ; but

they have never found one of them. Nobody
has ever answered him yet, but at their own

expense; and some poor man whom he men-
tions "must share in the silent contempt
with which I treat my answerers." This is

his ordinary style in those playful and affec-

tionate letters. Of known and celebrated

individuals, he talks in the same tone of dis-

fifusting arrogance and animosity. Dr. Lowth,
the learned and venerable Bishop of London,
had occasion to complain of some misrepre-
.sentations in Warburton's writings, relating
to the memory of his father

;
and. after some

amicable correspondence, stated the matter to

the public in a short and temperate pamphlet.
Here is the manner in which he is treated for

it in this Episcopal correspondence.

" All you say about Lowth's pamphlet breathes
the purest spirit of friendship. His wit and his

reasoning. God hnov.^s. and I also (ns a certain critic

said once in a matter of the like great importance),
are much below the qualities that deserve those

names. But the strangest thing of all, is this man's
holduess in publishing my letters without my leave

or knowledge. I remember several long letters

passed between us. And I remember you saw the

letters. But I have so totally forgot the contents,
that I am at a loss for the meaning of these words.
"In a vvord, yon are rieht.—If he expected an

answer, he will certainly find himself disappointed :

though f believe I could make as good sport with

this Devil of a vice, for the public diver>;io7i, as ever
was made with him, in the old Moralities."

pp. 273, 274.

Among the many able men who thought
themselves called upon to expose his errors

and fantasies, two of the most distinguished
were Jortin and Leland. Dr. Jortin had ob-

jected to Warburton's theory of the Sixts

i^neid ; and Dr. Leland to his notion of the

Eloquence of the Evangelists; and both with

great respect and moderation. Warburton
would not, or could not answer;— but his

faithful esquire was at hand
;
and two anony-

mous pamphlets, from the pen of Dr. Richard

Hurd, were sent forth, to extol Warburton,
and his paradoxes, beyond the level of a

mortal ; to accuse Jortin of envy, and to con-

vict Leland of igniorance and error. Leland
answered for himself; and, in the opinion of

all the world, completely demolished his an-

tagonist. Jortin contented himself with laugh-
inir at the weak and elaborate irony of the

Bishop's anonymous champion, and with won-

dering at his talent for perversion. Hurd never
owned either of these malignant pamphlets;—and in the life of his friend, no notice what-
ever was taken of this inglorious controversy
What would have been better forgotten, how

ever, for their ioint reputation.
•

'uiliclouiij.'

3 a 2
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brought back to notice in the volume now be-

fore us;
— and Warburton is proved by his

letters to have entered
I'liliy

into ail the paltry
keenness of his correspondent, and to have

indulged a feeling of the most rancorous hos-

tility towards both these excellent and accom-

plished men. In one of his letters he says,
"I will not tell you how much I am obliged
to you for this correction of Leland. I have

desired ColoiK'i Marvey to get it reprinted in

Dublin, which I li.'-v;k ^ut a proper return for

Leland's favour in London." We hear noth-

ing mo.'^, however, on this subject, after the

publicatii.n of Dr. Leland's reply.
With regard to Jortin, again, he says, "Next

to the pleasure of seeing myself so finely

praised, is the satisfaction I take in seeing
Jortin mortified. I know to what degree it

wiirdo it
;
and he deserves to be mortified.

One thing I in good earnest resented for its

baseness," &c. In another place, he talks of

his "mean, low, and ungrateful conduct;"
and adds, "Jortin is as vain as he is dirty, to

imagine that I am obliged to him," &c. And,
after a good deal more about his "mean, .'ow

envy," "the rancour of his heart," his "self-

importance," and other good qualities, he

speaks in this way of his death—
"I see hy the papers that Joriin is dead. His

overrating his abilities, and tlie public's uiiderra-

tinz them, made so frloomy a temper ent, as the an-

cients expressed it, his own heart. If his dea'h dis-

tresses iiis own family, I shall be heartily sorry tor

this acci'lent of mortitUly. If not, there is no loss—
even to himself!"

—
p. 340.

That the reader may judge how far con-

troversial rancour has here distorted the fea-

tures of an adversary, we add part of an

admirable character of Dr. Jortin, drawn by
:ne who had good occasion to know him, as

•«. appeared in a work in which keenness,

vandonr, and erudition are very singularly
blended. "He had a heart which never dis-

'^-aced the powers of his understanding.
—

\\ith a lively imagination and an elegant

tastfe, he united the artless and amiable negli-

gence cf a schoolboy. Wit without ill-nature,

and sense without eflbrt, he could, at will,

scatter on every subject ;
and. in every book,

. ^e writer presents us with a near and dis-

tinct view of the man. He had too much
discernment to confound difi"erence of opinion
with malignity or dulness; and too much can-

dour to insult, where he could not persuade.
He carried with him into every subject which
he explored, a solid greatness of soul, which
could spare an inferior, though in the offen-

sive form of an adversary, and endure an

f»qual. with or without the sacred name of a

friend."*

Dv. Middleton, too, had happened to difl^er

from some of Warburton's opinions on the

'rigin of Popish ceremonies
;
and accordingly

ho is very charitably represented as having
renounced his religion in a pet, on account of

the die-courtesy of his brethren in the church.

It is on an occasion no less serious and to'ich-

' See prefaco vi* Two Tructs by a Warburtonian.

p. 194.

ing, than the immediate proapect of thit

learned man's death, who had once been his

friend; that he gives vent to tliis hberal im-

putation.
" Had he had, I will not say piety, but preatnesB

of mind enough not to sutler the pretended injuries
of some cluirehmen to prejudice him anainsl reli-

gion, I should love him liviti", and hotiour his

memory when dead. But, goc?d (iod ! iliai man,
for the discourtesies done Tiim t>y his miserable

fellow-creatures, should be content to divest him

self of the true viaticum, the comfort, the solace,
the asylum, &-C. &c. is perfectly astonishing. 1

believe no one (all things considered) has .sutiered

more from the low and vile passions of the high and
low amongst our brethren than myself. Yet, God
forbid, &c."—pp.40, 41.

When divines of the Church of England
are spoken of in this manner, it may be sup-

posed that Disseiiteis and Laymen do not

meet with any better treatment. Priestley,

accordingly, is called "a wretched fellow;"
and Dr. Samuel Johnson, who, in spite of

considerable temptations to the contrary, had

spoken with great respect of nirn. both in his

preface to Shakespeare and in his notes, is

thus rewarded by the meek and modest eccle-

siastic for his forbearance.

" The remarks he makes in every page on my
commentaries, are full of i7isolf7ire atid Violiiinant

reflections, which, had itiey not in them as much
fnlhi as malisntty, I should have had reason to be

offended wiih. As it is, I thiik myselt obliged to

him in thus setting before the puldic so n)aiiy of

my notes with his remarks upim tln'm ; for, though
I have no great opinion of that trifling part of the

public, which pretends to judge of this part of

liicrature, in which boys and girls d^ide, yet /
think nohody can he mistaken in this nvipanson;
though I think their thoughts have never yet ex-

tended thus far as to reflect, that to discover the

corruption in an author's text, and by a hajjpy sa-

gacity to restore it to sense, is no easy task : But
when the discovery is made, then to cavil at the

conjecture, to propose an equivalent, atid defend
nonsense, by producing, out of the thick darkness
it occasions, a weak and iaint glimmering of sense

(which has been the business of this Editor \hToytg,h-

oui) is the easiest, as well as dullest ol all literary
efforts."—pp. 272, 273.

It is irksome transcribing more of these

insolent and vindictive personalities; and '^e

believe we have already extracted enough, to

satisfy our readers as to the probable effect

of this publication, in giving the world a just

impression of the amiable, playful, and af-

fectionate character of this learned prelate.
It is scarcely necessar}', for this porpose, to

refer to any of his pathetic lamentations over

his own age, as a ''harharous age." an "I'm-

fious age," and "a dark age,"
—to quote h'"*

murmurs at the ingratitude with which \\
own labours had been rewarded,

—
or, indesv',

to do more than transcribe his sage and mag-
nanimous resolution, in the year 1768, to be

gin to live fur himself
—having already livec"

for others longer than they had deserved ol

him." This worthy and philanthropic person
had by this time preached and written him-

self into a bishopric and a fine estate; and,
at the same time, indulged himself in every
sort of violence and scurrility against those

^'
.''"om whose oninions he dissenteci. In theso
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circnmstancef, >t^ really are not aware either
how he coulil have lived more for himself, or

less for others, than he had been all alonp^

doing. But we leave now the painful task of

commenting upon this book, as a memorial
ol his character; and gladly turn to those parts
ot

it,
from which our readers may derive more

unmingled amusement.
The wit which it contains is generally strong

and coarse, with a certain mixture of profanity
which does not always seem to consort well
Avith the episcojml character. There are some
allusions to the Lady of Babylon, which we
dare not quote in our Presbyterian pages. The
reader, however, may take the following:

—
" Poor Job ! If was his eternal fate to be perse-

cuted by his friends. His three comforters passed
sentence of condemnation upon him

;
and he has

been executing in ejfigie ever since. He was first

bound to the stake by a long catena of Greek
Fathers ; then tortured by Pineda ! then strangled
*)y Caryl; and afterwards cut up by Wesiley, and
anatomised by Garnet. Pray don't reckon me
amongst his hangmen. I only acted the tender

part ot his wife, and was for making short work with
him ! But he was ordained, I think, by a fate hke
that of Prometheus, to lie still upon his dunghill,
and have his brains sucked out by owls. One
Hodges, a head of Oxford, now threatens us with a
new Auto de Ft.''—p. 22.

We have already quoted one assimilation
of the Church to the Ark of Noah. This idea
is pursued in the following passage, which
is perfectly characteristic of the force, the

vulgarity, and the mannerism of VVarburton's

writing:
—

" You mention Noah's Ark. I have really for-

got what I said of it. But I suppose I compared
the Church to it, as many a grave divine has done
before me.—The rabbins make the giant Gog or

Magog contemporary with Noah, and convinced by
his preaching; so that he was disposed to take the
benefit of the ark. But here lay the distress; it l)y
no means suited his dimensions. Therefore, as
he could not enter in, he contented himself lo ride

upon it astride. And though you must suppose
that, in that stormy weather, he was more than
half-boots over, he kept his seat and dismoiniied

safely, when the ark landed on Mount Ararat.—
Imaye now to yourself this iMusirious Cavalier
mounted on his hnchifj/: and see if it does not bring
before you the Church, bestrid by some lumpif^h
minister of state, who turn.s and winds it at his

pleasure. The only difference is. that Goa believed
the preacher of righteousness and religion."

pp. 87, 88.

The following is in a broader and more am-
bitious style,

—
yet still peculiar and forcible.

After recommending a tour round St. James'

Park, as far more instructive than the grand
tour, he proceeds—

" This is enough for any one who only wants to

study men for his use. But if our aspiring friend
would L'o higher, and study human nature, in at-j

for iiself he must take a much larger tour than thnt
of Earope. He must first go and catch her vn-
dressed, nay, quite naked, in North America, and
at the Cape of Good Hope. He may 'hen examine
how she appears cramped, contracted, and buttoned
close up in the straight tunic of law and custom, as
in Cliina and Japan ;

or spread out, and enlarged
above her common size, in the long and flowing
robe of enthusiasm amongst the Arabs and Sara-

cens; or, lastly, as she flutters in the old rags of
worn-out policy and civil government, and almost

ready to run back naked to tho deserts, as on the
Mediterranean coast of Africa These, tell him,
are the grand scenes for the true iilnlosojilier, tor

the citizen of the world, to corjiemplate. The
Tour of Europe is like the er'ertainment that Plu-
tarch speaks of, which Ponipey's host of Epirug
gave him. There were many dishes, and they had
a seeming variety ; but whf n he came to examine
them narrowly, he found them all made out of one
hog, and indeed nothing but pork difl'erenily dis-

guised." Indeed I perfectly agree with you, that a scholar

by profession, who known how to employ his time
in his study, fir the lieiicfit of mankind, would b«
more than fantastical, lie ivould be mad, to go ram-

bhng round Europe, though his fortune would per-
mit him. For to travel with profit, nnisl be when
his faculties are at the iieight, his studies matured,
and all his reading fres.li in his head. But to

waste a consideral)le space of time, tit such a period
of life, is worse than Kuicide. Yet, for all this, the

knowledge of human nature (the only knowledge,
in the largest sense of it, worth a wise man's con-
cern or care) can never be well acquired without

seeing it inider all its disguises and distortions, ari-

sing from absurd governments and monstrous reli-

gions, in every quarter of the globe. Therefore, I

think a collection of the best voyages no despicable
part of a philosopher's library. Perhaps there will,

be found more dross in tiiis sort of literature, ever
when selected most carefully, tlian in any other.
But no matter for that

; such a collection will con-
tain a great and solid treasure.''—pp. Hi, 112.

These, we think, are favourable specimens
of wit, and of power of writing. The bad

jokes, however, rather preponderate. There
is one brought in, with much formality, about
his suspicions of (he dunces having stolen the

lead off the roof of his coachhouse
;
and two

or three absurd little anecdotes, which seem
to have r.o pretensions to pleasantry

—but
that they are narratives, and have no serious

meaning.
To pass from wit, however, to more serious

matters, we find, in this volume, some very
strikinc proofs of the extent and diligence of
this author's miscellaneous reading, particu-

larly in the lists and characters of the authors
to whom he refers his iriend as authorities
for a history of the English constitution. In
this part of his dialogues, indeed, it appears
that Hurd has derived the whole of his learn-

ing, and most of his opinions, from Warburton.
The following remarks on the continuation of

Clarendon's History are good and liberal :
—

" Besides that business, and age, and misfortunes
hid perhaps sunk his spirit, ihc Coiitinuation is not
so properly the history of the first six years of
Jharlcs the Second, as an anxious apology for the
share himself had in the administration. 'This has
hurt the composition in several respects. Amongst
others, he could not, wih decency, allow his pen
that scope in his delineation of the chief characters
of the court, who were all his personal enemies, as
he had done in that of the enemies to the King and

monarchy in the grand rebellion. The.cndeavoiir to

keep up a show of candour, and especially to pre-
vent the appearance of a rancorous resentment, has
deadened his colouring very much, besides that it

made him sparing in the use of it
; else, his inimit-

able pencil had attempted, at least, to do justice to

Bennet, to Berkley, to Coventry, to the nightly
cabal of facetious memory, to the Lady, and, if his

excessive loyalty had not intervened, to his in-

famous master himself With all this, I am apt to

think there may still be something in what I saia

of the nature of the subject. Exquisite virtue anc
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enormous vice afford a fine field for the historian's

genius. And iience Livy and Tacitus are, in their

way, perhaps equally enlertaiuing. Hut the little

intrigues ot a selfish court, about carrying, or de-

fealinp this or that measure, about displacing this

a7id briitfriit/t in that minister, which interest no-

body very much but ilie parties concerned, can

hardly be made very strikitig by any ability of the

relator. If Cardinal de Relz has succeeded, his

scene was busier, and of a another nature from
that of Lord Clarendon.''—p. 217.

His account of Tillotson seems also to be
fair and judicious.
" Aa to the Archbishop, he was certainly a virtu-

ous, pious, humane, and moderate man ; which last

quality was a kind of rarity in those times. I think

the sermons published in his lifetime, are fine

moral discourses. They bear, indeed, the charac-

ter of their author,—simple, elegant, candid, clear,

and rational. No orator, in the Greek and Roman
sense of the word, like Taylor; nor a discourser,
in their sense, like Barrow;—free from their ir-

regularities, but not able to reach their heights; on
which account, I prefer them infinitely to him.

You cannot sleep with Taylor ; you cannot forbear

thinking with Barrow; but you maybe much at

your ease in the midst of a long lecture from Til-

lotson, clear, and rational, and equable as he is.

Perhaps the last quality may account for it."

pp. 93, 94.

The following ob.servations on the conduct

of the comic drama were thrown out for Mr.
Hurd's use, while composing his treatise. We
think they deserve to be quoted, for their

clearness and justness :
—

" As those intricate Spanish plots have been in

use, and have taken both wiih us and some French
writers for the stage, and have much hindered the

main end of Comedy, would it not be worth while

to give them a word, as it would tend to the further

illustration of your subject? On which you might
observe, that when these unnatural plots are used,
the mind is not only entirely drawn off from the

characters by those surprising turns and revolu-

tions, but characters have no opportunity even of

being called out and displaying themselves; for the

actors of all characters succeed and are embarrassed

alike, when the instruments for carrying on designs
are only perplexed apartme7its, dark entries, dis-

guised habits, and ladders of ropes. The comic

plot is, and must indeed be, carried on by deceit.

The Spanish scene does it by deceiving the man
through his setises;

—Terence and Moliere, by de-

ceiving him through his passions and affections.
And this is the right way ;

for the character is not

lalled out under the first species of deceit,
—under

ae second, the character does all."—p. 57.

There are a few of Bishop Kurd's own let-

ters in this collection
;
and as we suppose they

were selected with a view to do honour to hiJs

memory, we think it our duty to lay one C
them at least before our readers. Warburto»
had slipped in his garden, and hurt his arm

whereupon thus inditeth the obsequious Dr
Kurd :—
"

I thank God that I can now, with some assur-

ance, congratulate with myself on the prospect of

your Lordship's safe and speedy recovery from

your sad disaster.
" Mrs. Warburton's last letter was a cordial to

me; and, as the ceasing of intense pain, so this

abatement of the fears I have been tormented with
for three or four days past, gives a certain alacrity
to my spirits, of which your Lordship may look to

feel the effects, in a long letter !

" And now, supposing, as I trust I may do, that

your Lordship will be in no great pain when yoti
receive this letter, I am tempted to begin, as irienda

usually do when such accidents befal, with my
reprehensions, rather than condolence. I have often^

wondered why your Lordship should not use a cane
in your walks! which might haply have prevented
this misfortune ! especially considering that Hea-

ven, I suppose the better to keep its sons in some
sort of equality, has thought fit to make your out-

ward sight by many degrees less perfect than your
inward. Even L a young and stout son of the

church, rarely trust my firm steps into my gardeii,
without some support of this kind ! How improvi-
dent, then, was it in a father of the church to com-
mit his unsieadfast footing to this hazard !" &c.

p. 251.

There are many pages written with the

same vigour of sentiment and expression, and
in the same tone of manly independence.
We have little more to say of this curious

volume. Like all Warburton's writings, it

bears marks of a powerful understanding and
an active fancy. As a memorial of his per-
sonal character, it must be allowed to be at

least faithful and impartial ;
for it makes us

acquainted with his faults at least, as distinct-

ly as with his excellences: and gives, indeed

the most conspicuous place to the former. It

has few of the charms, however, of a collec-

tion of letters;
—no anecdotes—no traits of

simplicity or artless affection;
—nothing of

the softness, grace, or negligence of Cowper's
correspondence

—and little of the lightness or

the elegant prattlement of Pope's or Lady
Mary Wortley's. The writers always appear

bu.sy, and even laborious persons,
—and per-

sons who hale many people, and despise many
more.—But they neither appear very happy,
nor very amiable

; and, at the end of the

book, have excited no other interest in the

reader, than as the authors of their respective

publications.
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Memoirs of the Political and Private Life of James Caulfield, Earl of Charlemont, Knight of
Si. Patrick, kc. ^x. By Francis Hardy, Esq., Member of the House of Commons in the

three last Parliaments of Ireland. 4to. pp.426. London: 1810.*

This is the life of a Gentleman, written by
a Gentleman,

—
and, considering the tenor of

many of our late biographies, this of itself is

no slight recommendation. But it
is, more-

over, the life of one who stood foremost in

the political history of Ireland for fifty years

preceding her Union,
—that is, for the whole

period during which Ireland had a history or

politics of her own—written by one who was
a witness and a sharer in the scene,

—a man
of fair talents and liberal views,

—and distin-

guished, beyond all writers on recent politics
that we have yet met with, for the handsome
and indulgent terms in which he speaks of

his political opponents. The work is enliven-

ed, too, with various anecdotes and fragments
of the correspondence of persons eminent for

talents, learning, and political services in both

countries; and with a great number of char-

acters, sketched with a very powerful, though
Bomewhat too favourable hand, of almost all

who distinguished themselves, during this mo-
mentous period, on the scene of Irish aflairs.

From what we have now said, the reader

will conclude that we think very favourably
of this book : And we do think it both enter-

taining and instructive. But (for there is

always a hut in a Reviewer's praises) it has
also its faults and imperfections; and these,
alas! so great and so many, that it requires
all the good nature we can catch by sympathy
from the author, not to treat him now and
then with a terrible and exemplary severity.
He seems, in the first place, to have begun
and ended his book, without ever forming an
idea of the distinction between private and

public history ;
and sometimes tells us stories

about Lord Charlemont, and about people
who were merely among his accidental ac-

quaintance, far too long to find a place even
in a biographical memoir;—and sometimes

enlarges upon matters of general history, with

which Lord Charlemont has no other connec-

tion, than that they happened during his life,

with a minuteness which would not be toler-

ated in a professed ainialist. The biography
again is broken, not only by large patches of

historical matter, but by miscellaneous reflec-

tions, and anecdotes of all manner of persons;

"while, in the historical part, he successively
makes the most unreasonable presumptions
on the reader's knowledge, his ignorance, and
his curiosity,

—
overlaying him, at one time,

*
I reprint only those parts of this pnpcr which

relate to the personal history of Lord Charlemont,
and Sonne of his contemporaries :

—with the e.\cep-
tion of one brief reference to the rpvnluiion of

1782, which I retain chiefly to introduce a re-

markable letter of Mr. Fox's on the formation
and principles of the new government, of that

year.

with anxious and uninteresting details, and,
at another, omitting even such general and

summary notices of the progress of events as

are necessary to connect his occasional narra-

tives and reflections.

The most conspicuous and extraordinary
of his irregularities, however, is that of his

style;
—which touches upon all the extremes

of composition, almost in every page, or every

paragraph;
—or rather, is entirely made up of

those extremes, without ever resting for an
instant in a medium, or aiibrding any pause
for softening the efTects of its contrasts and
transitions. Sometimes, and indeed most fre-

quently, it is familiar, loose, and colloquial,

beyond the common pitch of serious conver-

sation
;
at other times by far too figurative,

rhetorical, and ambitious, for the sober tone

of history. The whole work indeed bears

more resemblance to the animated and ver-

.satile talk of a man of generous feelings and
excitable imagination, than the mature pro-
duction of an author who had diligently cor-

rected his manuscript for the press, with the

fear of the public before his eyes. There is

a spirit about the work, however,
—

independ-
ent of the spirit of candour and indulgence of

which we have already spoken,
—which re-

deems many of its faults; and, looking upon
it in the light of a memoir by an intelligent

contemporary, rather than a regular history or

profound dissertation, we think that its value

will not be injured by a comparison with any
work of this description that has been recently

I

ofTered to the public.
The part of the work which relates to Lord

Charlemont individually,
—

though by no
means the least interesting, at least in its ad-

! juncts and digressions,
—may be digested into

a short summary. He was born in Ireland in

1728; and received a private education, un-
der a succession of preceptors, of various

merit and assiduity. In 1746 he went abroad,
without having been either at a public school

or an university; and yet appears to have
been earlier distinguished, both for scholar-

ship and polite manners, than most of the in-

genuous youths that are turned out by these

celebrated seminaries. He remained on the

Continent no less than nine vears ; in thenine years:
course of which, he extended his travels to

Greece, Turkey, and Egypt ;
and formed azi

intimate and friendly acquaintance with the

celebrated David Hume, whom he met both
at Turin and Paris—the President INlontes-

quieu
—theMarcheseMafTei—Cardinal Albani—Lord Rockingham—the Due de Nivernois—

and various other eminent persons. He had
rather a dislike to the French national charac-

ter; though he admired their literature, and
the general politeness of their manners.
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In 1755 he returned to his native country,
at the age of twenty-eight ;

an object of in-

terest and respect to all parties, and to all indi-

viduals of consequence in the kingdom. His

intimacy with Lord John Cavendish naturally

disposed him to be on a good footing with his

brother, who was then Lord Lieutenant; and
" the outset of his politics,"' as he has himself

observed, "gave reason to suppose that his

life would be much more courtly than it prov-
ed to be." The first scene of proliigacy and
court intrigue, however, which he \\ itnessed.

determined him to act a more manly part
—

" to be a Freeman," as Mr. Hardy says, ''in

the purest sense of the word, oj)posing the

couit or the people indiscriminately, when-
ever he saw them adopting erroneous or mis-

chievous opinions." To this resolution, his

biographer adds, that he had the virtue and
firmness to adhere

;
and the consequence was.

that he was uniformly in opposition to the

court for the long remainder of his life !

Though very regular in his attendance on

the Lish Parliament, he always had a house in

London, where he passed a good part of the

winter, till 1773; when feelnigs of patriotism
and duty induced him to transfer his residence

almost entirely to Ireland. The polish of his

manners, however, and the kindness of his

disposition,
—his taste for literature and the

arts, and the unsu.spected purity and firmness

of his political principles, had before this time

secured him the friendship of almost all the

distinguished men who adorned England at

this period. With Mr. Fox, Mrs. Burke, and
Mr. Beauclerk — Sir Joshua Reynolds, Dr.

Johnson, Sir William Chalmers—and many
others of a similar character—he was always
particularly intimate. During the Lieuten-

ancy of the Earl of Northumberland, in 1772,
he was, without any solicitation, advanced to

the dignity of an Earl
;
and was very much

disting-uished and consulted during the short

period of the Rockingham administration;
—

though neither at that time, nor at any other,
invested with any official situation. In 1768,
he married; and in 1780, he was chosen Gene-
ral of the Irish Volunteers, and conducted him-
self in that delicate and most important com-

mand, with a degree of temper and judgment,
liberality and firmness, which we have no
doubt contributed, more than any thing else,

both to the efficacy and the safety of that most

perilous hut necessary experiment. The rest

of his history is soon told. He was the early

patron and the constant friend of Mr. Grat-

tan
;
and was the means of introducing the

Single-Speech Hamilton to the acquaintance
of Mr. Burke. Though very early disposed to

relieve the Catholics from a part of their dis-

abilities, he certainly was doubtful of the pru-

dence, or propriety, of their more recent pre-
tensions. He was from first to last a zealous,

active, and temperate advocate for parlia-

mentary reform. He was averse to the Legis-
lative iJnion with Great Britain. He was uni-

formly steady to his principles, and faithful

/o his friends ; and seems to have divided the

latter part of his life pretty equally between
those elegani studies of literature and art by

which his youth had been delighted, and
those patriotic duties to which he had devoted
his midille age. Tlie sittings of the Irish

Academy, over which he presided from its

first foundation, were frequently held at Char-
lemont House

;

—and he always extended the
most munificent patronage to the professors of

art, and the kindest indulgence to youthful
talents of every description. His health had
declined gradually from about the year 1790:
and he died in August 1799,

—esteemed and

regretted by all who had lunl any o|)portunity
of knowing him, in public or in private, as a
friend or as an opponent.

—Such is the sure

reward of honourable sentiments, and mild
and steady principles !

To this branch of the history belongs a con-

siderable part of the anecdotes and characters

with which the book is enlivened
; and, in a

particular manner, tho.?e which Mr. Hardy
has given, in Lord Charlemonl's own words,
from the private papers and memoirs which
have been put into his hands. His Lordship

appears to have kept a sort of journal of every

thing interesting that befel him through life,

and especially during his long residence on
the Continent. From this document Mr. Har-

dy has made copious extracts, in the earlier

part of his narrative
;
and the general style of

them is undoubtedly very creditable to the

noble author,
—a little tedious, perhaps, now

and then,
—and generally a little too studiously

and maturely composed, for the private me-
moranda of a young man of talents

;

—but

always in the style and tone of a gentleman,
and with a character of rationality, and calm

indulgent benevolence, that is infinitely more

pleasing than sallies of sarcastic wit, orperiodi
of cold-blooded speculation.
One of the first characters that appears on

the scene, is our excellent countryman, the

celebrated David Hume, whom Lord Charle-

mont first met with at Turin, in the year 1750:
—and of whom he has given an account rather

more entertaining, we believe, than accurate.

We have no doubt, however, that it records

with perfect fidelity the impression which he
then received from the appearance and con-

versation of that distinguished philosopher.

But, with all our respect for Lord Charlemont,
we cannot allow a young Irish Lord, on his

first visit at a foreign court, to have been pre

cisely the person most capable of appreciating
the value of such a man as David Hume;—
and though there is a great fund of truth in

the following observations, we think they il-

lustrate the character and condition of the

person who makes them, fully as much as

that of him to whom they are applied.

"
Nature, I believe, never formed any man more

unlike his real character than David Hume. The
powers of physiognomy were baflled by his counte-

nance ; nor rould the most skilful in that science,

pretend to discover the smallest trace of the facul-

ties of his mind, in the unmeaning features of his

visage. His face was broad and fat, his mouth
wide, and witho\it any other e.xpression than that

ofiniberility. His eyes, vacant and spiritless ; and
the corpulence ot his whole person was iar better

tilted to communicate the idea of a turtle-eating al-

derman, than of a refined philosopher. His speech.
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in English, was rendered ridiculous by tlie broadest

Scotcii accent
;
and iiis French was, it possible,

Still more laiiffjiaiile
;
so thai wisdom, most cerlaiii-

ly, never disguised herselt' liet'ore in so uncouiii a

farb.
Thouiih now near fifiy years old he wa#

ealthy and strong ;
but his health and strength,

far from being advantageous to his figure, instead

jf manly comeliness, had only the appearance of

rusticity. His wearing an uniform added greatly
to his natural awkwardness ;

for he wore it like a

grocer of the trained bands. Sinclair was a lieuten-

ant-general, and was sent to the courts of Vienna
and Turin as a military envoy, to see thai their

quota of troops was furnished by the Austrians and
Piedinontese. It was therefore thought necessary
that his secretary should appear to be an officer ;

and Hume was accordingly disguised in scarlet.

"Having thus given an account of his e.xterior, it

is but fair that I should state my good opinion of his

character. Of all the philosophers of his sect, none,
I believe, ever joined more real benevolence to its

mischievous principles than my friend Hume. His
love to mankind was universal, and vehement

;
and

there was no service he would not cheerfully have
done to his fellow-creatures, e.xcepling only that of

Buffering them to save their own souls in their own
way. He was tender-hearted, friendly, and char-

itable ill the extreme."—pp. 8, 9.

His Lordship then tells a story in illustration

of the philosopher's benevolence, which we
have no other reason for leaving out—but that

we know it not to be true
;
and concludes a lit-

tle dissertation on the pernicious efTects of his

doctrines, with the following little anecdote
;

of the authenticity of which also, we should
entertain some doubts, did it not seem to have
fallen within his own personal knowledge.
" He once professed himself the admirer of a

young, most beautiful, and accomplished lady, at

Turin, who only laughed at his passion. One day
he addressed her in the usual common-place strain,

that he was abime, anianti.-— ' Oh 1 pour atieaiili,'

replied the lady,
'

ce iiest en efftt qu une operation
tres-naturelle de voire systeme.'

"—
p. 10.

The following passages are from a later part
of the journal : but indicate the same turn of

mind in the observer :
—

"
Hume's/i7,<!/i(o« at Paris, when he was there as

Secretary to Lord Hertford, was truly ridiculous;
and nothing ever marked in a more striking man-
ner, the whimsical genius of the French. No man,
from his manners, was surely less formed for their

society, or less likely to meet with their approba-
tion ; but that flimsy philosophy which pervades
and deadens even their most licentious novels, was
then the folly of the day. Freeihinking and Eng-
lish frocks were the fashion, and the Anglomanic
was the toji du pais- From what has been already
said of him, it is apparent that his conversation to

strangers, and particularly to Frenchmen, could be

little delightful; and still more particularly, one
would suppose to Frenchwomen. And yet, no

lady's toilette w.is complete without Hume's at-

tendance! At the opera, his broad, unmeaning
face was usually seen e?itre deuxjolis minois. The
ladies in France give the ton, and the ton, at this

time, was deism ;
a species of philosophy ill suited

to the softer se.x, in whose delicate frame weakness
is interesting, and timidity a charm. But the women
in France were deists, as with us tliey were char-

ioteers. How my friend Hume was al)le to endure
the encounter of those French female Titans, I

know not. In England, either his philosophic pride,
or his conviction that infidelity was ill suited to

women, made him always averse from the initia-

tion of ladies into the mysteries of his doctrine."

—pp. 121, 123.
"
Nothing," adds his Lordship, in anotner place,

"ever showed a mind more truly benefice*:, than
Hume's whole conduct with regard to Rousseau.
That story is too well knowti to be repealed ;

and
e.\liil)iis a striking picture of Hume's heart, whilst
it displays the strange and unaccountable vanity and
madness of the French, or rather Swiss moralist.

When first they arrived together from France, hap-
pening to meet with Hume in the Park, I wished
him joy of his pleasing connection

;
and particularly

hinted, that I was convinced he must be perfectly

happy ill his new friend, as their religious opinions
were, I believed, nearly similar.

' Why no, man,'
said he,

'

in that you are mistaken. Rousseau is

not what you think him. He has a hankering after

the Bible ; and, indeed, is little better than a Chris-

tian, in a way of his own !

' "—
p. 120.

"
In London, where he often did me the honour

to communicate the manuscripts of his additional

Essays, before their publication, I have sometimes,
in the course of our intimacy, asked him, whether
he thought that, if his opinions were universally to

take place, mankind would not be rendered more

unhappy than they now were; and whether he did
not suppose, that the curb of religion was necessary
to human nature ?

' The objections,' answered he,
'

are not without weight ;
but error never can pro-

duce good ;
and truth ought to take place of all con-

siderations.' He never failed, indeed, in the midst
of any controversy, to give its due praise to every
thing tolerable that was either said or written

against him. His sceptical turn made him doubt,
and consequently dispute, every thing; yet was he
a fair and pleasant disputant. He heard with pa-
tience, and answered without acrimony. Neither
was his conversation at any time offensive, even to

his more scrupulous companions. His good sense,
and good nature, prevented his saying any thing
that was likely to shock

; and it was not till he was
provoked to argument, that, in mixed companies,
he entered into his favourite topics."

—
p. 123.

Another of the eminent persons of whom
Lord Charlemont has recorded his impressions
in his own hand, was the celebrated Montes-

quieu) of whose acquaintance he says, and
with some reason, he was more vain, than of

having seen the pyramids of Egypt. He and
another English gentleman paid their first

visit to him at his seat near Bourdeauxj and
the following is the account of their introduc-

tion :
—

" The first appointment with a favourite mistress
could not have rendered our night more restless

than this flattering invitation ; ana the next morning
we set out so early, that we arrived at his villa be-

fore hevvas risen. The servant showed us into his

library ; where the first object of curiosity that pre-
.sented itself was a talile, at which he had apparently
been reading the night before, a book lying upon
it open, turned down, and a lamp extinguished.
F^ager to know the nocturnal studies of this great

philosopher, we immediately flew to the book. It

was a volume of Ovid's Works, coritaining hi."

Elegies ;
and open at one of the most gallant poems

of that master of love ! Before we could overcome
our surprise, it was greatly increased by the en-
trance of the president, whose appearance and man-
ner was totally opposite to the idea which we had
formed to ourselves of him. Instead of a grave,
austere philosopher, whose presence might strike

with awe such boys as we were, the person who
now addressed us, was a gav, polite, sprightly
Frenchman

; who, after a thousand genteel compli-
ments, and a thousand thanks for the honour we
had done him, desired to know whether we would
not breakfast; and, U[ion our declining the offer,

having already eaten at an inn not far from the

house,
' Come, then,' says he,

'

let us walk
; the

day is fine, and I long to show you my villa, as I

have endeavoured to form it according to the Eng-
lish taste, and to cultiva'e and dress it in the English
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manner.' Following him into the farm, we soon
arrived at the skirts o( a beautiful woad, cut into

walks, and paled round, the entrance to which wns
barricadoed with a moveable bar, alioui three feet

high, fastened with a padlock.
'

Come,' said he,

searching in his pocket,
'

it is not worth our while

to wait for the key ; you, I am sure, can leap as well

as I can, and this bar shall not slop me.' So saying,
he ran at the bar, and fuirly jumped over it, while

we folliiwed him with amazement, though not with-

out delight, to see the philosopher likely to become
our play-fellow."

—
pp. 32, 33.

" In Paris, 1 have frequently met him in company
with ladies, and have been as often astonished at

the poliieness, the gallantry, and sprightliness of

nis behaviour. In a word, the most accomplished,
the most refined pelit-maitre of Paris, could not

have been more amusing, from the liveliness of his

chat, nor could have been more inexhaustible in

that sort of discourse which is best suited to women,
than this venerable philosopher of seventy years
old; But at this we shall not be surprised, when
we reflect, that the profound author of L'Esprit des
Loix was also author of the Persian Letters, and of

the truly gallant Temple de Gnide."—p. 36.

The following opinion, from such a quarter,

might have been expected to have produced
nore effect than it seems to have done, en so

farm an admirer as Lord Charlemont :
—

" In the course of our conversations, Ireland, and
ts interests, have often been the topic ; and, upon
Jiese occasions, I have always found him an advo-
sate for an incorporating Union between that coun-

iry and England.
' Were I an Irishman,' said he.

'I should certainly wish for it; and, as a general
lover of liberty, I sincerely desire it; and for this

plain reason, that an inlierior country, connected
with one much her superior in force, can never be
certain of the permanent enjoyment of constitutional

freedotn, unless she has. by her representatives, a

proportional share in the legislature of the superior

kingdom.' "—Ibid.

Of Lord Charlemont's English friends and

associates, none is represented, perhaps, in

more lively and pleasing colours than Topham
Beauclerk

;
to the graces of whose conversa-

tion even the fastidious Dr. Johnson has borne
such powerful testimony. Lord Charlemont,
and, indeed, all who have occasion to speak
of him, represent him as more accomplished
and agreeable in society, than any man of his

age—of exquisite taste, perfect good-breeding,
and unblemished integrity and honour. Un-

disturbed, too, by ambition, or political ani-

mosities, and at his ease with regard to for-

tune, he might appear to be placetl at the very
summit of human felicity, and to exemplify
that fortunate lot to which common destinies

afford such various exceptions.
But there is no such lot. This happy man,

so universally acceptable, and with such re-

sources in himself, was devoured by eriTim/

and probably envied, with good reason, the

condition of one half of those laborious and
discontented beings who looked up to him
with envy and admiration. He was querulous.
Lord Charlemont assures us—indifferent, and

internally contemptuous to the greater part of

the world;
—

and, like so many other accom-

plished persons, upon whom the want of em-

ployment has imposed the heavy task of self-

occupation, he passed his life in a languid
and unsatisfactory manner; absorbed some-
limes in play, and sometimes in study; and

seeking, in vain, the wholesome exercise of a

strong mind, in desultory reading or con-

temptible dissipation. His Letters, however,
are delightful ;

and we are extremely obliged
to Mr. Hardy, for having favoured us with bo

many of them. It is so seldom that the pure,
animated, and unrestrained language of polite

conversation, can be found in a printed book,
that we cannot resist the temptation of tran-

.scribing a considerable part of the specimens
before us; which, while they exemplify, in

the happiest manner, the perfect style of a

gentleman, serve to illustrate, for more re-

flecting readers, the various sacrifices that are

generally required for the formation of the
envied character to which that style belongs.
A very interesting essay might be written on
the unhappiness of those from whom nature
and fortune seem to have removed all the
causes of unhappiness :

—and we are sure
that no better assortment of proofs and illus-

trations could be annexed to such an essay,
than some of the following passages.

"
I have been but once at the club since you left

England ; where we were entertained, as usual, by
Dr. Goldsmith's absurdity. Mr. V. can give you
an account of it. Sir Joshua intends painting your
picture over again ; so you may set your heart at

rest for some tiine : it is true, it will last so much
the longer ; but then you may wait these ten years
for it. Elmsly gave me a commission from you
about Mr. Walpole's frames for prints, which is

perfectly unintelligible : I wish you would explain
it, and it shall be punctually executed. The Duke
of Northumberland has promised me a pair of his

new pheasants for you; but you must wait till all

the crowned heads in Europe have been served first.

I have been at the review at Portsmouth. If you
had seen it, you would have owned, that it is a

pleasant thing to be a King. It is true, made
a job of the claret to

, who furnished the first

tables with vinegar, under that denomination.
Charles Fox said, that Lord S—wich should have
been impeached ! What an abominable world do
we live in ! that there should not be above half a
dozen honest men in the world, and that one of
those should live in Ireland. You will, perhaps,
be shocked at the small portion of honesty that I

alloc to your country : but a sixth part is as much
as comes to its share

; and, for any thing I know to

the contrary, the other five may be in Ireland too ;

for I am sure I do not know where else to find them.
"

I am rejoiced to find by your letter than Lady
C. is as you wish. I have yet remaining so much
benevolence towards mankind, as to wish that there

may be a son of your's, educated by yon, as a speci-
men of what mankind ought to be. Goldsmith, the
other day, put a paragraph into the newspapers, in

praise of Lord Mayor Townshend. The same night
we happened to sit next to Lord Shelburne, at

Drury Lane. I mentioned the circumstance of
the paragraph to him. He said to Goldsmith, that

he hoped that he had mentioned nothing about

Malagrida in it.
' Do you know,' answered Gold-

smith,
'

that I never could conceive the reason why
they call you Malagrida ; for Malagrida was a very
good sort of man.' You see plainly what he meant
to say ; but that happy turn of expression is pecu-
liar to himself. Mr. Walpole says, that this story
is a picture of Goldsmith's whole life. Johnson
has been confined for some weeks in the Isle of

Skye. We hear that he was obliged to swim over
to the main land, taking hold of a cow's tail. Be
that as it may, Lndy Di. has promised to make a

drawing of it. Our poor club is in a miserable

decay ; unless you come and relieve if, it will cer-

tainly expire. VVould you imagine, that Sir Joshna
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Reynolds is extremely anxious to be a member of

Almack's? You see what iiohle ambition will

make a man attempt, 'i'hat den is not yet opened,
c.onseqiienily I have not been there; so, for the

present, I am clear upon tliat score. I suppose
PDur confounded Irish politics take up your whole
attention at present ;

but we cannot do wiihout

you. If you do not come here, I will bring all the

club over to Ireland, to live with you, and that will

drive you here in your own defence. Johnson shall

tpoil your books, (Joldsmiih pull your flowers, and
Boswell talk 10 you. Stay then if you can. Adieu,
my dear Lord."—pp. 176, 177, 178.

"
I saw a letter from Fooie, the other day, with

an account of an Irish tragedy. The subject is

Manlius ; and the last speech which he makes,
vhen he is pushed off' from the Tarpeian Rock, is,

Sweet Jesus, where am I going ?' Pray send tne

frord if this is true. We have a new comedy here,
Khich is good for nothing. Bad as it is, however,
Lt succeeds very well, and has almost killed Gold-
smith with envy. I have no news, either literary
or political, to send you. Every body, except my-
Belf, and about a million of vulgars, are in the

country. I am closely confined, as Lady Di. expects
to be so every hour."—p. 178.

" Why should you be vexed to find that mankind
are fools and knaves? I have known it so long.
that every fresh instance of it amtises me, provided
it does not immediately affect my friends or myself
Politicians do not seem to me to be much greater

rogues than other people ;
and as their actions

affect, in general, private persons less than other
kinds of villany do, I cannot find that I am so an-

gry with them. It is true, that the leading men in

both countries at present, are, I believe, the most

corrupt, abandoned people in the nation. But now
that I am upon this worthy subject of human na-

ture, I will inform you of a few particulars relating
to the discovery of Otaheite."—p. 180.

"There is another curiosity here,—Mr. Bruce.
His drawings are the most beautiful things \'ou ever
eaw, and his adventures more w^onderful than those
of Sinhad the sailor —and. perhaps, nearly as true.

I am much more afflicted with the account you send
me of your health, than I am at the corruption of

your ministers. I always hated politics; and I now
rate ihein ten times worse ; as I have reason to

think that they contribute towards your ill health.

You do me great justice in thinking, that whatever
concerns you, must interest nie ; but as I wish you
most sincerely to be perfectly happy. I cannot bear
to think thai the villanous proceedings of others
should make you miserable: for, in that case, un-

doubtedly you will never be happy. Charles Fox
is a member at the Turk's Head

;
but not till he

was a patriot ; and you know, if one repents. &c.
There is nothing new, but Goldsmith'.'^ Retaliation,
which you certainly have seen. Pray lell Lady
Charlernont, from me, that I desire she may keep
you from politics, as they do children from sweet-

meats, that make them sick."—pp. 181, 182.

We look upon these extracts as very inter-

esting and valuable
;
but they have turned

out to be so long, that we must cut short this

branch of the history. We must add, how-

ever, a part of Lord Charl(>moiit"s account of

Mr. Burke, with whom he lived in habits of

the closest intimacy, and continual corres-

pondence, till his extraordinary breach with
his former political associates in 1792. Mr.

Hardy does not exactly know at what period
/.he followiiig paper, which was found in Lord
Charlemont's handwritnig, was written.

'"This most amiable and ingenious man was

private secretary to Lord Rockingham. It may not
ue superfluous to relate the following anecdote, the

.Yuth of which I can assert, and which does honf)ur
M him and his truly noble patron. Soon after Lord

S8

Rockingham, upon the warm recommendation of

many friends, had appointed Burke his secretary,
the Duke of Newcastle informed him, thai he had

unwiirily taken iino his service a man of dantrcroua

principles, and one who washy birth and education
a papist and a jacobiie; a calumny founded upon
Burke's Irish connections, which were most of
them of that persuasion, and upon some juvenile
follies arising from those connections. Tlie Mar-
quis, whose genuine VV'hiirgism was easily alarmed,
immediately sent for Burke, and told him what he
had heard. It was easy for Burke, who had heen
educated at the university at Diihlitt, to bring testi-

monies to his protestantism ; and with regard to the

second accusation, which was wholly founded on
the former, it was soon done away ; and Lord
Rockingham, readily and willintrly disabused, de-
clared I hat he was perfectly satisfied of the false-

hood of the information he had received, and that

he no longer harboured the smallest doubt of the

iruegriiy of his principles ; when Burke, with an
honest and disinterested boldness, told his Lordship
that it was now no longer possible for him to be his

secretary ;
that the reports he had heard would

probably, even unknown to himself create in hia

rnittd such suspicions, as mii;ht prevent liis tho-

roughly confiding in him ; and that no earthly con-
sideration should induce him to stand in that rela-

tion with a man « ho did not place entire confidence
in him. The Marquis, struck wiih this manliness
of semiment, which so exactly corresponded with
the feelings of his own herrt, frankly and positively
assured him, that what had passed, far from leaving
any bad impression on his mind, had only served
to fortify his good opinion ; and that, if from no
other reason, he might rest assured, that from his

conduct upon that occasion alone, he should ever
esteem, and place in him the most unreserved con-
fidential trust—a promise which he faithfully per-
formed. It must, however, be confessed, that his

early habits and connections, ihouah they could
never make him swerve fiom his duty, had given
his mind an almost constitutional bent tovvards the

popish party. Prudenr-e is, indeed, the only virtue
he does not possess; from a total want of which,
and from the amiable weaknesses of an excellent
heart, his esiimaiion in England, though still great,
is certainly diminished."—pp. 313, 344.

We have hitherto kept Mr. Hardy himself
so much in the back ground, that we think it

is but fair to lay before the reader the sequel
which he has furnished to the preceding notice
of Lord Charlernont. The passage is perfectly
characteristic of the ordinary colloquial style
of the book, and of the temper of the author.

" Thus far Lord Charlemont. Something,
though slight, may be here added. Burke's dis-

union, and final rupture with Mr. Fox. were at-

tended with circumstances so distressinir, so far

surpassing the ordinary limits of pohiical liosiility,
that the mind really aches at the recollection of
them. But let us view him, for an instant, in better

scenes, and better hours. He was social, hospit-
able, of pleasing access, and most agreeably eom-
miniicative. One of the most satisfactory days,
lierhaps, that

I^evcr passed in my life, was t'oing
whh iiiin, ti'le-a-tele, from London to BeconsfielcL
He stopped at Uxbridge, whilst his horses were
feeding; and, happetiing to meet some gentlemen,
of I know not what miliiia, who appeared to be
perfect strangers to him, he entered into discourse
with them at the gateway of the inn. His conver-
sation, at that moment, completely exemplified
what Jolinson said of him— '

Tliat you could not
meet Burke for half an hour under a shed, without

saying that he was an extrafirdinary man.' He
was, on that day. altocether, uncommonly instruc-

tive and agreeable. Every object of the slightest

notoriety, as we passed along, whether of natural
or local history, furnished him with abundant ma-

31
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terials for conversation. The House at Uxbridge,
where the treaty was held dm iiiL' Cliarles the First's

time ;
the beaiiiifiil and undulaiinij grounds of Biil-

Blrode, foritierly the residiuiee of Chancellor Jeff'e-

ties; and Waller's tomb in Beconsfield church-

yard, which, before we went home, we visited, and
whose character, as a gentleman, a poet, and an

orator, he shortly delineated, but with exijuisite

felicity of genius, altogether gave an uncommon
interest to nis eloquence; and, alihongh one-and-

twenty years have now passed since that day, I re-

tain the Tnost vivid and pleasing recollection of it.

He revieu-e'd the characters of many statesmen.—
Lord Baili's. wiiom, I think, he personally knew,
and that of Sir Robert VValpole, which he pour-
trayed in nearly the same words which he used
with regnrd lo that eminent man. in his appeal fnmi
the OldWhigs to the New. He talked much of

the great Lord Chatham
; and, amidst a variety of

particulars concerning him and his family, staled,
that his sister, Mrs. Anne Pitt, used often, in her
altercations wiih him, to say,

' That he knew
nothing whatever except Spenser's Fairy Queen.'
'And,' continued Mr. Burke,

' no matter how that

was said ; but whoever relishes, and reads Spenser
as he ought to be read, will have a strong hold of
the English language

' These were his exact
words. Of Mrs. Anne Pitt he said, that she had
the most agreeable and uncommon talents, and was,
beyond all comparison, the most perfectly eloquent
person he ever heard speak. He always, as he said,
lanipnied that he did not put on paper a conversa-
tion he had once with her ; on what subject I forget.
The richness, variety, and solidity of her discourse,

absolutely astonished him.*

Certainly no nation ever obtained such a
deliverance by such an instrument, and hurt
Itself so little by the use of it; and, if the

Irish Revolution of 1782 shows, that power
and intimidation may be lawfully employed
to enfoice rights which have been refused to

supplication and reason, it shows also the ex-

treme danger of this method of redress, and
the necessity there is for resorting to every
precaution in those cases where it has become

indispensable. Ireland was now saved from
all the horrors of a civil war, only by two cir-

cumstances
;

—the first, that the great military
force which accomplished the redress of her

grievances, had not been originally raised or

organised with any view to such an interfer-

ence
;
and was chiefly guided, therefore, by

men of loyal and moderate characters, who
had taken up arms for no other purpose but

the defence of their country against foreign
invasion :

—The other, that the just and rea-

Bonablo demands to which these leaders ulti-

mately limited their pretensions, were address-

ed to a liberal and enlightened administration,—too just to withhold, when in power, what

they had laboured to procure when in opposi-

tion,
—and too magnanimous to dread the

effect of conceding, even to armed petitioners,
Vi'hat was clearly and indisputably their due.

It was the moderation of their first demands,
and the generous frankness with which they
were so promptly granted, that saved Ireland

*
I here omit the long abstract which originally

Allowed, of the Irish parliament and public history,
from 1750 to the period of the Union, together with
fcll the details of the great Volunteer Association in

"SO, and its fortunate dissolution in 1782—to which
eraar liable event the paragraph which now foUowa
J3 iie text refers.

in this crisis. The volunteers were i resist, ble^
while they asKed only for their country what
all the world saw she was entitled to : But

they became impotent the moment they do.

manded more. They were deserted, at thai

moment, by all the talent and the respect-

ability which had given them, for a time, the

absolute dominion of the country. The con-

cession of their just rights operated like a
talisman in separating the patriotic from the
factious: And when the latter afterwards at«

tempted to invade the lofty regions of legits
mate government, they were smitten Milh inu

stantaiieous discord and confusion, and speed
ily dispersed and annihilated from the face of
the land. These events are big with instruc-

tion to the times that have come after; and
read an impressive lesson to those who have
now to deal with discontents and conventions
in the same country.

But if it be certain that the salvation of Ire-

land was then owing to the mild, liberal, and

enlightened councils of the Rockingham ad-

ministration as a body, it is delighllul to see,
in some of the private letters which Mr. Hardy
has printed in the volume before us, how cor-

dially the sentiments professed by this min-

istry were adopted by the eminent men who

presided over its formation. There are letters

to Lord Charlemont, both from Lord Rocking-
ham himself, and from Mr. Fox, which would
almost reconcile one to a belief in the possi-

bility of ministerial fairness and sincerity.
We should like to give the whole of them
here

;
but as our limits will not admit of that,

we must content ourselves with some extractt

from Mr. Fox's first letter after the new min.

istry was formed,
—for the tone and style of

which, we fear, few precedents have been
left in the office of the Secretary of State.

" My dear Lord,—If I had had occasion to write

to you a month ago, I should have written with

great confulcnce that you would believe nie perfectly
sincere, and vvould receive any thing that came from
me with the partiality of an old acqnaitnance, and
one who acted upon the same political prhiciples. I

hope you will now consider me in the same light;
but I own I write with much more diffidence, as I

am much more sure of j'our kindness to me per-

sonally, than of your inclination to listen with fa-

vour to any thing that comes from a Secretary of

State. The principal business of this letter is to

inform you, that the Duke of Portland is appointed
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, and Colonel Fitzpatrick
his secretary ; and, when I have said this. I need
not add, that I feel myself, on every private as well

as public account, most peculiarly interested in the

success of their administration. That their persona
and characters are not disagreeable to your Lord-

ship, I may venture to assure myself, without being
too sanguine; and I think myself equally certain,

that there are not in the world two men whose

general way of thinking upon poliiical subjects ia

more exactly consonant to your own. It is not,

therelbre, too much to desire and hope, that you
will at least look upon the administration of stich

men with rather a more favourable eye, and incline

to trust them rather more than you could do most
of those who have been their predecessors."

—
" The particular time of year at which this change
happens, is productive of many great inconveniences,

especially as it -.vill be very difficult for the Duke
of Portland to be at Dublin before your Parliament

meets ; but I cannot help hoping that all reasonablft

Smen will concur in removing some of these difi
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rallies, and that a short adjournment will nut be

ienied, it asked. I do not throw out this as know-

ing irom any authority that it will be proposed, but

ns an idea that suggests iiself to me
;
and in order

to show that 1 wish lo talk wiih you, and consult

with you ill the same irank manner in which I

should have done belore I was in this siiuniion, so

very new to me. I have been used to think ill ot

all the ministers whom I did know, and to suspect

those whonj I did not, that when I am obliged lo

call myself a minister, 1 leel as it I put mysclt into

t very suspicious character ;
but I do assure you 1

am the very same man, in all respects, that 1 was

when you knew me, and honoured me with some

share in your esteem—that I maintain the same

.tpinions, and act with the same people.
" "

Pray make my best compliments lo Mr. Grat-

lan, and lell him, that the Duke of Portland and

Fitzpatrick are thoroughly impressed wiih the im-

portance of his approbaiion, and will do all ihey can

to deserve it. I do most sincerely hope, that he

may hit upon some line that may be drawn honour-

ably and advantageously for both countries ;
and

that, when that is done, he will show the world that

there may be a government in Ireland, of which he

is not ashamed to make a part. That country can

never prosper, where, what siiould be the ambition

of men of honour, is considered as a disgrace."

pp. 217—219.

The following letter from Mr. Burke in the

end of 1789, will be read with more interest,

when it is recollected that he published his

celebrated Reflectioiis on the French Revolu-

tion, but a few months after,

" My dearest Lord,—I think your Lordship has

acted with your usual zeal and judu;ment in esiab-

lishing a Whig club in Dublin. These ineelings

prevent the evaporation of principle in individuals,

an(^ q^ive them joint force, and enliven their exer-

tions 1^ emulation. You see ihe matter in its true

light ; irfic ^iih your usual discernment. Party is

absolutely necessary at this time. 1 thought it al-

ways so in this country, ever since I have had any

thing to do in public business ;
and I rather fear,

that there is not virtue enough in this period to sup-

port party, than that party should become necessa-

ry, on account of the want of virtue to support itself

by individual exertions. As to us here, our thoughts

of every thing at home are suspended by oiar as-

tonishment at the wonderful spectacle which is ex-

hibited in a neighbouring and rival country. What

spectators, and what actors ! England gazing with

astonishment at a French struggle for liberty, and

not knowing whether to blame, or to applaud. The

thing, indeed, though I thought I saw something
like it in progress for several years, has still some-

what in it paradoxical and mysterious. The spirit

it is impossible not to admire ;
but the old Parisian

ferocity has broken out in a shocking manner. It

is true, that this may be no more than a sudden ex-

plosion ;
if so, no indication can be taken from it

;

but if it should he character, rather than accident,

then that people are not fit for liberty
—and must

have a strong hand, like that of their former mas-

ters, to coerce them. Men must have a certain

fund of natural moderation to qualify them for free-

dom ;
else it becomes noxious to themselves, and a

perfect nuisance to every body else. What will be

the event, it is hard, I think, still lo say. To form

a solid constitution, requires wisdom as well as

spirit ; and whether the French have wise heads

among them, or, if they possess such, whether they

have authority equal to their wisdom, ia
yet

to be

Been. In the mean time, the progress of this whole

aflTair is one of the most curious matters of specula
tion that ever was exhibited."—pp. 321, 322.

We should now take our leave of Mr. Hardy •.

—and yet it would not be ftiir to dismiss hirr

from the scene entirely, without giving oui

readers one or two specimens of his gift of

drawing characters; in the exercise of ^\hich

he generally rises to a sort of quahit and

brilliant conciseness, and displays a degree
of acuteness and line observation that aie not

to be found in the other parts of his writing.

His greatest fault is,
that he does not abuse

any body,
—even where the dignity of history,

ami of virtue, call loudly lor such an inliiction.

Yet there is something in the tone of all hia

delineations, that satisfies us that there is no-

thing worse than extreme good nature at the

bottom of his forbearance. Of Philip Tisdal,

who was Attorney-general when Lord Cluule-

mont first came into Parliament, he sa}s:
—

" He had an admirable and most superior under-

standing ; an understanding matured by \ears—by

long experience
—

by habiis wiih ihe lest company
trom his youth

—with the bar, with Parliament,

with the Stale. To this strength of iniellect was

added a consiituiional philosophy, or apathy, which

never suffered him to be carried away bv attach

ment to any party, even his own. He saw men
and things so clearly; he understood so well the

whole farce and lallacy ol lite, that it passed before

him like a scenic representation; and, till almost

the close of his days, he went through the world

with a constant sunshine of soul, and an inexorable

araviiy of feature. His countenance vvas never gay,
and his mind was never gloomy. He was an able

speaker, as well at the bar as in ihe House of Com-
mons, though his diciion was very indifferenl. He
did not speak so much at length as many of his par-

liamentary coadjutors, though he knew the whole

of the su'.iject much better than they did. He was

not only a good speaker in Parliament, but an ex-

cellent manager of the House of Commons. He
never said too much: and he had great merit in

what he did not say; for Govermneiii was never

comniiited by him. He plunged into no difficuliy ;

nor did he ever sutler his antagonist lo escape Irom

one."—pp. 78, 79.

Of Hupsey Burgh, afterwards Lord Chief

Baron, he observes ;
—

" To those who never heard him, as the fashion of

this world in eloquence as in all things soon passes

away, it may be no easy matter to convey a just

idea of his style of speaking. It was sustained by

great inaenuiiy, great rapidity of intellect, luminous

and piercing satire ;
in refinement abundant, in sim-

plicity sterile. The classical allusions of this orator,

for he was most truly one, were so apposite, they
followed each other in such bright and varied suc-

cession, and, at times, spread such an unexpected
and triumphant blaze around his subject, that all

persons who were in the least tinged with litera-

ture, could never be tired of listening to him
; and

when in the splendid days of the Volunteer Asso-

ciaiion, alludin<r to some coercive English laws,

and to that institution, then in its proudest array,

he said, in the House of Commons,
' That such

laws were sown like dragons' teeth,—and sprung"

up in armed men.' the applause which tiillowed,

and the glow of enthusiasm which he kiiidlcd in

every mind, far exceed my powers of descripiion."

—pp. 140, 141.

Of Gerard Hamilton, he gives as the fol-

lowing characteristic anecdotes.

"The uncommon splendour of his eloquence,
which was succeeded by such inflexible taciturnity

in St. Stephen's Chapel, became the subject, aa

mioht be supposed, of much, and idle speiulation.

The truth is, that all his speeches, whether delivered

in London or Dubhn, were not only prepared, but

studied, with a minuteness and exactitude, of which
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those wlio are only used to the carelessness of

0iodern debating, I'lm scarcely lorni any idea. Lord
Charlemoni, wlio had been long and inliniaiely ac-

quainted wiih him, previous lo his coming to Ire-

land, ofien mentioned that he was the only speaker,

among the many he had heard, of whom he could

say, with certainty, that all his speeches, however

long, were written and not bi/hrarl. A gentleman,
well known to his Lordship and Hamilton, assured

him, that he heard Ilannlion repeat, no less than

three times, an oration, which he atierwards spoke
in the House of Commons, and which lasted almost

three hours. As a debater, therefore, he became
88 useless to his political pa<rons as Addison was to

Lord Sunderland; and, if possible, he was more

scrupulous in composition than even that eminent
man. Addison would stop the press to correct the

most trivial error in a large publication ; and Ham-
ilton, as I can assert on indubitable authority,
would recall the tootman, if, on recollection, any
word, in his opinion, was misplaced or improper, in

the slightest note to a famihar acquaintance."
pp. 60, 61.

No name is mentioned in these pages with

hifjher or more uniform applause, than that

of Henry Giattan. But that distinguished

person still lives : and Mr. Hardy's delicacy
has prevented him from attempting any de-

lineation, either of his character or his elo-

quence. We respect his forbearance, and
shall follow his example :

—Yet we cannot

deny ourselves the gratification of extracting
one sentence from a letter of Lord Charle-

mont, in relation to that parliamentary grant,

by which an honour was conferred on an in-

dividual patriot, without place or official situa-

tion of any kind, and merely for his personal
merits and exertions, which has in other cases

been held to be the particular and appropriate
reward of triumphant generals aud command-
ers. When the mild and equable tempera-
ment of Lord Charlemont's mind is recol-

lected, as well as the caution with which all

his opinions were expressed, we do not know
that a wise ambition would wish for a prouder
or more honourable testimony than is con-

tained in the following short sentences.

"
Respecting the erant, I know with certainty

that Grattan, though he felt himself flattered by
the mtenlion, looked upon the act with the deepest
concern, and did all in his power to deprecate it.

As it was found impossible to defeat the design, all

his friends, and I among others, were employed to

lessen the sum. It was accordingly decreased by
one half, and that principally by his positive decla-

ration, through us, that, if the whole were insisted

on, he would refuse all but a few hundreds, which
he would retain as an honourable mark of the good-
ness of his country. By some, who look only into

themselves for information concerning human na-

ture, this conduct will probably be construed into

hypocrisy. To such, the excellence and pre-emi-

nency of virtue, and the character of Grattan, are

as invisible and incomprehensibe, as the brightness
of the sun to a man born blind."—p. 237.

(September, ISIS.)

An Inquiry whether Crime and Misery are produced or prevented by our present System of Prison

Discipline. Illustrated by Descriptions of the Borough Compter, Tothill Fields Prison, the

Jail at St. Albans, the Jail at Guildford, the Jail at Bristol, the Jails at Bury and Ilchester,

the Maison de Force at Ghent, the Philadelphia Prison, the Penitentiary at Millbank, and the

Proceedings of the Ladies'' Committee at Newgate. By Thomas Fowell Buxton. 8vo. p. 171.

London: 1818.

There are two classes of subjects which

naturally engage the attention of public men,
and divide the interest which society takes in

their proceedings. The one may, in a wide

sense, be called Party Politics—the other

Civil or Dome.stic Administration. To the

former belong all questions touching political

rights and franchises—the principles of the

Constitution—the fitness or unfitness of min-

isters, and the interest and honour of the

country, as it may be affected by its conduct
and relations to foreign powers, either in peace
•or war. The latter comprehends most of the

branches of political economy and statistics,

and all the ordinary legislation of internal

police and regulation ; and, besides the two

great heads of Trade and Taxation, embraces
the improvements of the civil Code—the care

of the Poor—the interests of Education, Re-

ligion, and Morality
—and the protection of

prisoners. Lunatics, and others who cannot

claim protection for themselves. This dis-

tinction, we confess, is but coarsely drawn
'—since every one of the things we have
last enumerated may, in certain circumstan-

feSj be made an occasion of party contention.

But what we mean is, that they are not its

natural occasions, and do not belong to those

topics, or refer to those principles, in relation

to which the great Parties of a free country

necessarily arise. One great part of a states-

man's business may thus be considered as

Polemic—and another as Deliberative
;

his

main object in the first being to discomfit and

expose his opponents
—and. in the second, to

discover the best means of carrying into effect

ends which all agree to be desirable.

Judging a priori of the relative importance
or agreeableness of these two occupations,
we should certainly be apt to think that the

latter was by far the most attractive and com-

fortable in itself, as well as the most likely

to be popular whh the community. The fact,

however, happens to be otherwise : For such

is the excitement of a public contest for influ-

ence and power, and so great the prize to be

won in those honourable lists, that ihe highest
talents are all put in requisition for that de-

partment, and all their force and splendour
reserved for the struggle : And indeed, when
we consider that the object of this struggle is

nothing less than to put the whole power of
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administration into the hands of the victors,
and thus lo enable them not only to engross
the credit of carrying through all those bene-

ficial arrangements that may be called for by
the voice of the country, but to carry them

through in their own
icaij.,

we ought not per-

haps to wonder, that in the eagerness of this

pursuit, which is truly that of the means to all

ends, some of the ends themselves should,
when separately presented, appear of inferior

moment, and excite far less interest orconcern.

But, though this apology may be available

in some degree to the actors, it still leaves us

at a loss to account foi ihe corresponding sen-

timents that are found in the body of the peo-

ple, who are but lookers on for the most part
in this great scene of contention—and can

scarcely fail to perceive, one would imagine,
that their immediate interests were often post-

poned to the mere gladiatorship of the parties,
and their actual service neglected, whde this

fierce strife was maintained as to who should

be allowed to serve them. In such circum-

stances, we should naturally expect to find,
that the popular favourites would not be the

leaders of the opposite political parties, but

those who, without regard to party, came for-

ward to suggest and promote measures of ad-

mitted utility
—and laboured directly to en-

large the enjojTnents and advantages of the

people, or to alleviate the pressure of their

necessary sufferings. That it is not so in fact

and reality, must be ascribed, we think, partly
to the sympathy which, in a country like this,

men of all conditions take in the party feel-

ings of their political favourites, and the sense

they have of the great importance of their

success, and the general prevalence of their

principles ;
and partly, no doubt, and in a

greater degree, to that less justifiable but very
familiar principle of our nature, by which we
are led, on so many other occasions, to prefer

splendid accomplishments to useful qualities,
and to take a much greater interest in those

perilous and eventful encounters, where the

prowess of the champions is almost all that is

to be proved by the result, than in those hum-
bler labours of love or wisdom, by which the

enjoyments of the whole society are multi-

plied or secured.

There is a reason,
and a wise one—as for every other general
law to which its great Author has subjected
our being: But it is not the less true, that it

often operates irregularly, and beyond its

province,
—as may be seen in the familiar

instance of the excessive and pernicious ad-

miration which follows all great achievements
in War, and makes jVlilitary fame so danger-

ously seducing, both to those who give and to

those who receive it. It is undeniably true,
as Swift said long ago^ that he who made two
blades of grass to grow where one only grew
before, was a greater benefactor to his country
than all the heroes and conquerors with whom
its annals are emblazed

;
and yet it would be

ludicrous to compare the fame of the most
successful improver in agriculture with that

of the most inconsiaerable soldier who ever

signalised his courage in an unsuccessful cam-

no doubt, for this also—

paign. The inrentors of the steam-engine
and the spinning-machine have, beyond all

question, done much more in our own tinies^
not only to increase the comforts and wealttt
of their country, but to multiply its resources
and enlarge its power, than all the Statesmen
and Warriors who have affected during the
same period, to direct its destiny ;

and yet,
while the incense of public acclamation has
been lavished upon the latter—while wealth
and honours, and hereditary distinctions, have
been heaped upon them in their lives, and
monumental glories been devised to perpetu-
ate the remembrance of their services, the

former have been left undistinguished in the

crowd of ordinary citizens, and permitted to

close their days, unvisited by any ray of pub-
lic favour or national gratitude,

—for no other

reason that can possibly be suggested, than
that their invaluable services were performed
without noise or contention, in the studious

privacy of benevolent meditation, and with-

out any of those tumultuous accompaniments
that excite the imagination, or inflame the

passions of observant multitudes.

The case, however, is precisely the same
with the different classes of those who occupy
themselves with public interests. He who
thunders in popular assemblies, and consumes
his antagonists in the blaze of his patriotic

eloquence, or -withers them with the flash of

his resistless sarcasm, immediately becomes,
not merely a leader in the senate, but an idol

in the country at large;
—while he who by

his sagacity discovers, by his eloquence recom-
mends, and by his laborious perseverance ulti-

mately effects, some great improvement in

the condition of large classes of the commu-
nity, is rated, by that ungrateful community,
as a far inferior personage ;

and obtains, for

his nights and days of successful toil, a far

less share even of the cheap reward of popu-
lar applause than is earned by the other,

merely in following the impulses of his ovvn
ambitious nature. No man in this country
ever rose to a high political station, or even
obtained any great personal power and influ-

ence in society, merely by originating in Par-
liament measures of internal regulation, or

conducting with judgment and success im-

provements, however extensive, that did not
affect the interests of one or other of the two

great parties in the state. Mr. Wilberforce

may perhaps be mentioned as an exception ;

and certainly the greatness, the long endu-

rance, and the difficulty of the struggle, which
he at last conducted to so glorious a termina-

tion, have given him a fame and popularity
which may be compared, in some respects^
with that of a party leader. But even Mr.
Wilberforce would be at once demolished in

a contest with the leaders of party ;
and could

do nothing, out of doors, by his own indi vidua,

exertions; while it is quite manifest, that the

greatest and most meritorious exertions to ex
tend the reign of Justice by the correction of

our civil code—to ameliorate the condition of

the Poor—to alleviate the sufferings of the

Prisoner,
—

or, finally, to regenerate the minds
of the whole people by an improved system

3 I 2
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of Education, will never give a man half the

power or colebnty that may be secured, at

any time, by a biilliant speech on a motion
of censure, or a flaming harangue on the

boundlessness of our resources, and the glo-
ries of our arms.

It may be conjectured already, that with
all due sense of the value of party distinc-

tions, and ail possible veneration for the talents

which they call most prominently into action,
we are inclined to think, that this estimate

of public services might be advantageously
corrected

;
and that the objects which would

exclusively occupy our statesmen if they were
all of one mind upon constitutional questions,

ought more frequently to take precedence of

the contentions to which those questions give
rise. We think there

is,
of late, a tendency

to such a change in public opinion. The na-

tion, at least, seems at length heartily sick of

those heroic vapourings about our efforts for

the salvation of Europe,
—which seem to have

ended in the restoration of old abuses abroad,
and the imposition of new taxes at home;—
and about the vigour which was required for

the maintenance of our glorious constitution,
which has most conspicuously displayed itself

in the suspension of its best bulwarks, and the

organisation of spy systems and vindictive per-

secutions, after the worst fashion of arbitrary

governments :
—and seems disposed to re-

quire, at the hands of its representatives, some
substantial pledge of their concern for the

general welfare, by an active and zealous co-

operation in the correction of admitted abuses,
and the redress of confessed wrongs.

It is mortifying to the pride of human wis-

dom, to consider how much evil has resulted

from the best and least exceptionable of its

boasted institutions—and how those establish-

ments that have been most carefully devised
for the repression of guilt, or the relief of mise-

ry, have become themselves the fruitful and

pestilent sources both of guilt and misery, in

a frightful and disgusting degree. Laws, with-

out which society could not exist, become, by
their very multiplication and refinement, a
snare and a burden to those they were intend-

ed to protect, and let in upon us the hateful

and most intolerable plagues, of pettifo^ijing,

chicanery, and legal persecution. Institutions

for the relief and prevention of Poverty have
the effect of multiplying it tenfold—hospitals
for the cure of Diseases become centres of

infection. The very Police, which is neces-

sary to make our cities habitable, give birth

to the odious vermin of informers, thief-catch-

ers, and suborners of treachery;
— and our

Prisons, which are meant chiefly to reform the

guilty and secure the suspected, are converted
info schools of the most atrocious corruption,
and dens of the most inhuman torture.

Those evils and abuses, thus arising out of

intended benefits and remedies, are the last to

which the attention of ordinary men is direct-

ed—because they arise in such unexpected
quarters, and are apt to be regarded as the

unavoidable accompaniments of indispensable
institutions. There is a selfish delicacy which
tnake$ us at all times averse to enter into de-

tails of a painful and offensive nature : and an
indolent .sort of optimism, by which we natu-

rally seek to excuse our want of activity, by
charitably presuming that things are as well
as they can easily be made, and that it is

inconceivable that any very Jlasrant abuses
should be permitted by the worthy and hu-
mane people who are more immediately con-
cerned in their prevention. To this is added
a fear of giving offence to those same worthy
visitors and superintendants—and a still more

potent fear of giving offence to his Majesty's
Government;—for though no administration

can really have any interest in the exTstence
of such abuses, or can be suspected of wish-

ing to perpetuate them from any love for them
or their authors, yet it is but too true that most

long-established administrations have looked
with an evil eye upon the detectors and re-

dressors of all sorts of abuses, however little

connected with politics or political persons
—

first, because they feel that their long and
undisturbed continuance is a tacit reproach on
their negligence and inactivity, in not having
made use of their great opportunities to dis-

cover and correct them— secondly, because
all such corrections are innovations upon old

usages and establishments, and practical ad-

missions of the flagrant imperfection of those

boasted institutions, towards which it is their

interest to maintain ablindand indiscriminate

veneration in the body of the people
—

and,

thirdly, because, if general abuses affecting

large classes of the community are allowed to

be exposed and reformed in any one depart-
ment, the people might get accustomed to look

for the redress of all similar abuses in other

departments,
—and reform Avould cease to be a

word of terror and alarm (as mcst ministers

think it ought to be) to all loyal subjects.

These, no doubt, are formidable obstacles;
and therefore it is, that gross abuses have
been allowed to subsist so long. But they are

so far from being insurmountable, thai we are

perfectly persuaded that nothing more is ne-

cessary to insure the effectual correction, or

mitigation at least, of all the evils to which we
have alluded, than to sntisfy (he public, 1st,

of their existence and extent—and. 2dly, of

there being means for their effectual redress

and prevention. Evils that are directly con-

nected with the power of the existing admin-
istration— abuses of which they are them-
selves the authors or abettors, or of which they
have the benefit, can only be corrected by
their removal from office—and are substan-

tially irremediable, however enormous, while

they continue in power. All questions as to

them, therefore, belong to the department of

party politics, and fall within the province of

the polemical statesman. But with regard to

all other plain violations of reason, justice, or

humanity, it is comfortable to think that we
live in such a stage of society as to make it

impossible that they should be allowed to sub
sist many years, after their mischief and ini-

quity have been made manifest to the sense

of the country at large. Public opinion, which
is still potent and formidable even to Ministe-

rial corruption, is omnipotent against all infe-
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rior malversations—and the invaluable means
of denunciation and autl )ritative and irresis-

tible investigation whicl. we possess in our

representative legislature, ^)uts it in the power
of any man of prudence, patience, and re-

epectability in that House, to bring to light the

most secret, and to shame the most arrogant

delinquent, and to call down the steady ven-

geance of public execration, and the sure

light of public intelligence, for the repression
and redress of all public injustice.
The charm is in the little word Publicity!—And it is cheering to think how many won-

ders have already been wrought by that {>re-

cious Talisman. If the House of Commons
was of no other use but as an organ for yivo-

claiming and inquiring into all alleged abuses,
and makinir public the results, under the

sanction of names and numbers which no man
dares to suspect of unfairness or inattention,
it would be enough to place the country in

which it existed fur above all terms of com-

parison with any other, ancient or modern, in

whicn no such institution had been devised.

Though the great work is done, however, by
that House and its committees—though it is

there only that the mischief can be denounced
with a voice that reaches to the utmost bor-

ders of the land—and there only that the seal

of unquestioned and unquestionable authority
can be set to the statements which it authen-
ticates and gives out to the world •—there is

still room, and need too, for the humbler min-

istry of inferior agents, to circulate and en-

force, to repeat and expound, the momentous
facts that have been thus collected, and upon
which the public must ultimately decide. It

is this unambitious, but useful function that

we now propose to perform, in laying before

our readers a short view of the very interest-

ing facts which are detailed in the valuable

work of which the title is preiixed, and hi the

parliamentary papers to which it refers.

Prisons are employed for the confinement
and security of at least three ditferent descrip-
tions of persons:

—
first, of those who are ac-

cused of crimes and offences, but have not yet
been brought to trial

; 2d, of those who have
been convicted, and are imprisoned prepara-

tory to, or as a part of, iheir punishment ;
and

3d, of debtors, who are neither convicted nor

accused of any crime whatsoever. In both

the first classes, and even in that least enti-

tled to favour, there is room for an infinity of

distinctions—from the case of the boy arraign-
ed or convicted for a slight assault or a breach
of the peace, up to that of the bloody murderer
or hardened depredator, or vet(Maii leader of

the house-breaking gang. All these persons
must indeed be imprisoned

—for so the law
has declared •

but, under that sentence, we
humbly conceive there is no warrant to inflict

on them any other punishment—any thing
more than a restraint on their personal free-

dom. This, we think, is strictly true of all

the three classes we have mentioned
;
but it

will scarcely be disputed, at all events, that

it is true of the first and the last. A man may
avoid the penalties of Crime, by avoiding all

criminality : But no man can be secure against

False accusation
;
and to condemn him who

is only .suspected, is to cornmenc(' his punish-
ment while his crime is uncertain. Nay, it is

not only uncertain, as to all who are untried,
but it is the fixed presumption of the law that

the susjjicion is unfounded, and that a trial

will establish his innocence. VVe suppose
there are not less than ten or fifteen thousand

persons taken up yearly in Great Britain and
Ireland on suspicion of crimes, of whom cer-

tainly there are not two-thirds convicted
j
so

that, in all likelihood, there are not fewer than

seven or eight thousand innocent persons placed

annually in this painful predicament
—whose

very imprisonment, though an unavoidable, is

beyond all dispute a very lamentable evilj
and to which no unnecessary addition can be
made without the most tremendous injustice.
The debtor, again, seems entitled to at

least as much indulgence. '-He may," says
Mr. Buxton,

" have been reduced to his ina-

bility to satisfy his creditor by the visitation

of God,
—
by disease, by personal accidentSj

by the failure of reasonable projects, by the

largeness or the helplessness of his family.
His substance, and the substance of his credi-

tor, may have perished together in the flames,
or in the waters. Human foresight cannot

always avert, and human industry cannot al-

ways repair, the calamities to which our na-

ture is subjected :
—

surely, then, some debtors

are entitled to compassion."
—

(p. 4.) Of the

number of debtors at any one time in confine-

ment in these kingdoms, we have no means
of forming a conjecture ;

but beyond all doubt

they amount to many thousands, of whom
probably one half have been reduced to that

state by venial errors, or innocent misfortune.

Even with regard to the convicted, we
humbly conceive it to be clear, that where no

special severity is enjoined by the law, any
additional infliction beyond that of mere co-

ercion, is illegal. If the greater delinquents
alone were subjected to such severities, there

might be a colour of equity in the practice j

but, in point of fact, they are inflicted ac-

cording to the state of the prison, the usage
of the place, or the temper of the jailor;

—
and, in all cases, they are inflicted indiscrimi-

nately on the whole inmates of each unhappy
mansion. Even if it were otherwise,

''

Who,"
says Mr. B., "is to apportion this variety of

wretchedness ? The Judge, who knows noth-

ing of the interior of the jail; or the jailor,
who knows nothing of the transactions of the

Court '? The law can easily suit its penalties
to the circumstances of the case. It can ad

judge to one offender imprisonment foi one

day ;
to another for twenty years : But what

ingenuity would be sufficient to devise, and
what discretion could be trusted tc inflict,

modes of imprisonment with similai varia-

tions'?"—p. 8.

But the truth
is, that all inflictions beyond

that of mere detention, are clearly illegal.-
-

Take the common case of fetters— from
Bracton down to Blackstone, all our lawyers
declare the use of them to be contrary to law.

The last says, in so many words, that '' the

law will not justify jailors in fettering a pri-
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Boner, unless where he is unruly or has at-

temptcvl an escape ;" and, even in that case.

the practice seems to be questionable
—if we

can trust to the memorable reply of Lord
Chief Justice King to certain magistrates,
who urged their necessity for safe custody

—
'Met them build their walls hijiher." Yet
has this matter been left, all over the king-

dom, as a thing altogether indifferent, to the

pleasure of the jailor or local magistrates ;

and the practice accordingly has been the

most capricious and irregular that can well be

imagined.
" In Chelmsford, for example, and in Newgate,

all accused or convicied of f'ulony are ironed.—At
Bnri), and at Norwich, all are without irons.—At
Abt7tsrloii the untried are not ircjned.—At Derhy,
none bul the untried are ironed I

—At Cold-bath-

fields, none but the untried, and those sent for re-

exatninalion, are ironed.— At Winchester , all before
trial are ironed ; and those sentenced to transporta-
tion after trial.

—At Chester, those alone of bad
character are ironed, whether tried or untried."

pp. 68, 69.

But these are trifles. The truth of the case

is forcibly and briefly stated in the following
short sentences :

—
" You have no right to deprive a man sentenced

to mere imprisonment of pure air, wholesome and
sufficient food, and opportunities of exercise. You
have no right to debar him from the craft on which
his family depends, if it can be exercised in prison.
You have no right to subject him to suffering from

cold, by want ot bed-clothing by night, or firing Ijy

day. And the reason is plain,—you have taken iiini

from his home, and have deprived him of the means
of providing himself with the necessaries or com-
forts of life

;
and therefore j»ou are bound to furnish

him with moderate indeed, but suitable accommo-
dation.
" You have, for the same reason, no right to

ruin his habits, by compelling him to be idle, his

morals, by compelling him to mix with a pro-
miscuous asscmbla£ie of hardened and convicted

criminals, or his henlih by forcing him at night into

a damp unventilated cell, with such crowds of com-
panions, as very speedily render the air foul and

putrid, or to make liim sleep in close contact with
the victims of contagious and loathsome disease, or
amidst the noxious efHuvia of dirt and corruption.
In short, no Judge ever condemned a man to be
half starved with cold by day, or half suff()caled

with heal by night. Who ever heard of a criminal

being sentenced to Rheumatism, or Typhus fever ?

Corruption of morals and contamination of mind
are not ihe remedies which the law in its wisdom
has thought proper to adopt."*

The abuses in Newgate, that great recepta-
cle of guilt and misery, constructed to hold
about four hundred and eighty prisoners, but

generally containing, of late years, from eight
hundred to twelve hundred, are eloquently
set forth in the publication before us, though
we have no longer left ourselves room to spe-

cify them. It may be sufficient, however, to

observe, that the state of the Women's wards
was universally allowed to be by far the
worst

;
and that even Alderman Atkins ad-

*
I do not now reprint the detailed statements

which formed the bulk of this paper, as originally
published ; and retain only the account of the mar-
vellous reformation effected in Newgate, by the
her^i: libotirs of M*s. Fry and her sisters of charity—of which I tniuK it a duty to omit nothmg that

mav help to perpetuate the remembrance.

mitted, that in that quarter some alteration

might be desirable, though, in his apjirehen-

sion, it was altogether impracticable. Thouga
by no means inclined to adopt the whole of

the worthy Alderman's opinions, we may
safely say, that we should have been much
disposed to agree with him iu thinking the

subjects of those observations pretty nearly
incorrigible : and certainly should not have
hesitated to pronounce the change which has

actually been made upon them altogether im-

possible. Mrs. Fry, however, knew better of

what both she and they were capable; and,
strong in the spirit of compassionate love, and
of that charity that hopeth all things, and be-
lieveth all things, set herself earnestly and

humbly to that arduous and revolting task, in

which her endeavours have been so singularly
blessed and effectual. This heroic and affec-

tionate woman is the wife, we understand, of

a respectable banker in London
;
and both

she and her husband belong to the Society of
Friends—that exemplary sect, which is the

first to begin and the last to abandon every
scheme for the practical amendment of their

fellow-creatures—and who have carried into

all their schemes of reformation a spirit of

practical wisdom, of magnanimous patience,
and merciful indulgence, which puts to shame
the rashness, harshness, and precipitation of

sapient ministers, and presumptuous politi-
cians. We should like to lay the whole ac-

count of her splendid campaign before our

readers; but our limits will no longer admit of
it. However, we shall do what we can

; and,
at all events, no longer withhold them from a

part at least of this heart-stirring narrative.

" About four years ago, Mrs. Fry was induced
to visit Newgate, by the representations of iis state
made by some persons of the Society of Friends.

" She found the female side in a situation which
no language can describe. Nearly three hmidred
women, sent there for every gradation of crime,
some untried, and some under sentence of death,
were crowded together in the two wards and two
cells, which are mow appropriated to the untried,
and which are found quite inadequate to contain
even this diminished number with any tolerable

convenience. Here ihey saw their friends, and kept
their multitudes of children

;
and they had no other

place for cooking, washing, eating, and sleeping."
They all slept on the floor; at times one hun-

dred and twenty in one ward, without so much as
a mat for bedding ; and many of them were very
nearly naked. She saw them openly drinking
spirits; and her ears were offended by the mosi
terrible imprecations. Every thing was filthv to

excess, and the smell was quite disgusting. Every
one, even the Governor, was reluctant to go
amongst them. He persuaded her to leave her
watch in the office, telling her that his presence
would not prevent its being torn from her! She
saw enough to convince her that every thing bad
was going on. In short, in giving me this account,
she repeatedly said— ' All I tell thee is a faini pic-
ture of the reality ; the filth, the closeness of tha

rooms, the ferocious manners and expressions of
the women towards each other, and the abandoned
wickedness which every thing bespoke, are qiute
indescribable.' "—pp. 117—119.

Her design, at this time, was confined to

the instruction of about seventy children, who
were wandering about in this scene of horror

and for whom even the most abandoned Oi
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llioii wretched mothers thanked her ^vith

tears of <iiatitude for her benevolent inten-

tions! while seveial of the younger women
flocked about her, and entreated, with the

most pathetic eagerness, to be admitted to

her intended school. She now ap))Iied to the

Governor, and had an interview with the two

Sheriffs and the Ordinary, who received her

with the most cordial approbation ;
but fairly

hitimated to her •' their persuasion flint her

efforts would be utterly fruitless.^' After some

investigation, it was officially reported, that

there was no vacant spot in which the school

could be established; and an ordinary philan-

thropist would probably have retired disheart-

ened from the undertaking. Mrs. Fry, how-

ever, mildly requested to be admitted once

more alone among the women, that she might
conduct the search for herself. Difficulties

always disappear before the energy of real

zeal and benevolence: an empty cell w-as im-

m.ediately discovered, and the school was to

be opened the very day after.

"The next day she commenced the school, in

company with a yo\insr lady, who then visited a

prison for the first lime, and who since gave me a

very interesting description of her feelings upon that

occasion. The railing was crowded with half naked

women, struggling together for the front situa-

tions with the most boisterous violence, and begging
with the utmost vociferation. She felt as if she was

going into a den of wild beasts; and she well recol-

lects quite shuddering wiien the door closed upon
her, and she was locked in, with such a herd oi

novel and desperate companions. This day, how-

ever, the school surpassed their utmost e.xpectaiions:
their only pain arose from the numerous and press-

ing applications made by young women, who longed
to be taught and emi>loyed. The narrowness of the

room rendered it then impossible to yield to these

requests: But they tempted these ladies to project
a school for the employment of the tried women,
for teaching them to read and to work."
" When this intention was mentioned to the

friends of these Indies, it appeared at first so vision-

ary and unpromising:, that it met with very slender

encouragement : they were told that the certain

consequence of introducing work would be, that it

wovild he stolen ; that though such an experiment

might be rcasonatde enough, if made in the country,

among women who had been accustomed to hard

labour, it was quite hopeless, when tried upon those

who had been so long habituated to vice and idle-

ness. In short, it was predicted, and by many too,

whose wisdom and benevolence added weight !o

Their opinions, that those who had set at defiance

the law of the land, with nil its terrors, would very

speedily revolt from an authority which had noihing
to enforce it; and noihing more to recommend it

than its simplii-iiy and gentleness. But the noble

zeal of these unassuming women was not to be so

repressed ; and feeling that their design was in-

tended for the good and the happiness of others,

they trusted that it would receive the rruidance and

protection of Him who often is pleased to accom-

plish the highest purposes by the most feeble instru-

ments.
" With these impressions, they had the boldness

to declare, that if a committee could be found who
would share the labour, and a matron who would

engage never to leave the prison, day or night, they
would undertake to try the experiment, that is,

they would themselves find employment for the

women, procure the necessary money, till the city

could be induced to relieve them, and be answer-

•l.U for the safety of the property committed into

\\\f jiands of the prisoners,
llic committee immediately presented itself; it

89

consisted of the wife of a clergyman, and eleven

Cfemale) members of the Society ot r'riends. They
professed tiieir willingness to suspend every other

engagement and avocation, and lo devote them-
selves to Newgate; and in truth, they have per-
formed their promise. With no interval of relaxa-

tion, and wiih but few intermissions Ironi the call

of other and more imperious duties, they liave since

lived amongst the prisoners."

Even this astonishing progress could not

correct the incredulity of men of benevolence
atid knowledge of the world. The Reverend

Ordinary, though filled with admiration for

the exertions of this intrepid and devoted

kind, ftiirly told Mrs. F. that her designs, like

many others for the improvement of that

wretched mansion, ''u'ould inevitably fail.'*

The Governor encouraged her to go on—but

confessed to his friends, that "he could not

.see even the possibility of her success." But
the wisdom of this world is foolishness, and
its fears but snares to entangle our feet m the

career of our duty. Mrs. F. saw with other

eyes, and felt with another heart. She went

again to the Sherifis and the Governor;
—near

one hundred of the women were brought be-

fore them, and, with much solemnity and ear-

nestness, engaged to give the strictest obedi-

ence to all the regulations of their heroic bene-

factress. A set of rules was accordingly

promulgated, which we have not room here to

transcribe
• but ihey imported the sacrifice of

all their darling and much cherished vices;—
drinking, gaming, card-playing, novel reading,
were entirely prohibited

—and regular appli-
cation to work engaged for in every quarter.
For the space of one month these benevolent

women laboured in private in the midst of

their unhappy flock
;
at the end of that short

time they invited the Corporation of London
to satisfy themselves, by inspection, of the

effect of their pious e.vertions.

" In compliance with this appointment, the Lord

Mayor, the Sheriffs, and several of the Aldermen,
attended. The prisoners were assembled together ;

and it being requested that no alteration in their

usual practice might take place, one of the ladies

read a chapter in the Bible, and then the females

proceeded to their various avocations. Their atten-

tion during the time of reading, their orderly and
sober deportment, their decent dress, the absence
of every thing like tumult, noise, or contention, the

obedience, and the respect shown by them, and the

cheerfulness visible in their countenances and man.
ners, conspired lo excite the astonishment and ad-

miration oi' their visitors.
"
Many of these knew Newgate ;

had visited it

a few months before, and had not forgotten the

pninfiil impressions made by a scene, exhibiting,

jjcrhaps, the very utmost limits of misery and guilt.—They now saw, what, \viihout exaggeration, maj
be called a transformation Riot, liceniiousness,
and filth, exchanged for order, sobriety, and com-

parative neatness in the chamber, the apparel, and
the persons of the prisoners. They saw no moro
an assemblage of abandoned and shameless crea

lures, half-naked and half-drunk, raiherdemanding,
than requesting charity. The prison no more re-

sounded with obscenity, and imprecations, and li-

centious songs ; and to use the coarse, but the just,

expression of one who knew the prison well,
'

this

hell upon earih,' already exhibiied the appearance
of an industrious manufactory, or a well regulated

family." The magistrates, to evincp their rcnar of il.t,
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importance of the alterations which had been ef-

fected, iniinedi:iielv adopted the whole plan as a part

of the aysii'in of Newgate ; ciiipowcred the ladies

to punish ilie refractory by short coiitinetiient, un-

dertcxjk part of the expense of the matron, and
louded the ladies with thanks and benedictions."

pp. 130, 131.

We can add iiothiiip: to this touching and

eleviiting statement. The story of a glorious

victory gives us a less powerful or proud
emotion—and thanks and benedictions appear
to us never to have been so richly deserved.

" A year, says Mr. Bu.vton, has now elapsed
eince the operaiions in Newgaie l)ei.'an ;

and ihose

most coinpeient to jiidiiu, the laf; Lord .Mayor and
the present, the h\e Slu'rifTs and liie present, the

late Governor and the present, various Grand
Juries, the Chairman of the Police Comniitlee, the

Ordinary, and the officers of the iirison, have all

detlared their satisfaction, mi.ved with asioni.^h-

ment, at the alteration which has taken place in the

conduct of the femnles.

"It is true, and the Ladies' Committee are an.x-

ious that it should not be concealed, that some of

the rules linve been occasionally broken. Spirits,

they fear, have more than once beeiiinlroduccd ;

and it was discovered at one period, when many ot

the ladies were absent, that card-playing had been
resumed. But, ihouwh truth compels them to ac-

knowledge the.'se deviaiio!is, they have been of a

very limited e.xlent. I could find but one lady who
heard an oaih, and there had not been aliove half a

dozen insiances of inlo.xicaiion ; and the ladies feel

justified in siatinfj. that the rules have generally
been observed. The ladies themselves have been
treated with uniform respact and gratitude."

pp. 132, 133.

At the close of a Se.ssion, many of the re-

formed prisoners were dismissed, and many
new ones were received— and, under their

auspices, card-playing was again introduced.

One of the ladies, however, went among them

alone, and earnestly and afTectionalely e.x-

plained to them the pernicious consequences
of this practice; and represented to them
how much she would be gratified, if,

even
from regard to her, they would agree to re-

nounce it.

" Soon after she retired to the ladies' room, one
of the prisoners came to her, and expressed, in a

manner which indicated real feeling, her sorrow for

having broken the rules of so kind a friend, and

pave her a pack of cards : four others did the same.

Having burnt the cards in their presence, she felt

bound to remunerate them for their value, and to

mark her sense of their ready obedience by some
small present. A few days afterwards, she called

the first to her, and telling her intention, produced
a neat muslin handkerchief To her surprise, the

girl looked disappointed ; and, on Ixnng asked the

reason, confessed she had hoped that Mrs
would have given her a Bible with her own name
written in it ! which she should value beyond any
thing else, and always keep and read. Sueh a

request, made in such a manner, could not be re-

fused ; and the lady assures me that she never gave

a Bible in her life, wliich was received witn so much
interest and satisfaction, or one, which she thinks
more likely to do good. It is remarkable, that this

girl, from her conduct in her preceding prison, and
in court, came to Newgate with the worst of char-
acters."—p. 134.

The change, indeed, pervaded every de-

partment of the female division. Those who
were marched off for transportation, instead

of breaking the windows and furniture, and

going off, according to immemorial usage, with
drunken songs and intolerable disorder, took

a serious atid tender leave of their compan-
ions, atid e.xpressed the utmost gialitude to

their benefactors, from whom they parted
with tears. Stealing has also been entirely

suppressed; and, while upwards of twenty
thousand articles of dress have been manu-

factured, not one has been lost or purloined
within the precincts of the prison !

We have nothing more to say; and would
not willingly weaken the effect of this im-

pressive statement by any observations of

ours. Let us hear no more of the difhculty
of regulating provincial prisons, when the

prostitute felons of London have been thus

easily reformed and converted. Let us never

again be told of the impossibility of repress-

ing drunkenness and profligacy, or introducing
habits of industry in small establishments,
when this great crater of vice atid corruption
has been thus stilled and purified. And, above
all. let there be an end of the pitiful apology
of the want of funds, or means, or agents, to

effect those ea.sier improvements, when wo-
men from the middle ranks of life— when

quiet unassuming matrons, unaccustomed to

business, or to any but domestic exertions,

have, without funds, without agent.s, without

aid or encouragement of any description,
trusted themselves within the very centre of

itifection and despair ;
and. by opening their

hearts only, and not their pur.^es, have effect

ed, by the mere force of kindness, gentleness,
and compassion, a labour, the like to which
does not remain to be performed, and which
has smoothed the way and insured success

to all similar labours. We cannot Envy the

happiness which Mrs. Fry must enjoy from
the consciousness of her own great achieve-

ments;—but there is no happiness or honour
of which we should be so proud to be par-
takers : And we seem to relieve our own
hearts of their share of national gratitude, in

thus placinir on her simple and modest brow,
that truly Civic Crown, which far outshines

the laurels of conquest, or the coronals of

power— andean only be outshone itself, by
those wreaths of imperishable glory which
await the champions of Faith and Charity in

a higher state of existence.
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Mtmoirs of Richard Cumberland: written by himself. Containing an Account of hts Life
and IVridngs, interspersed with Anecdotes and Characters of the most distinguished Persons

of his Time with tvhom he had Intercourse or Connection. 4to. pp. 533. London; 1806.*

We certainly have no wish for the death
of Mr. Cumberland

;
on the contrary, we hope

he will live long- enough to make a large sup-
plement to these memoirs : But he has em-
barrassed us a little by publishing this volume
in his lifetime. We are extremely unwilling
to say any thing that ma\' hurt the feelings
ot a man of distinguished talents, who is draw-

ing to the end of his career, and imagines that

he has hitherto been ill used by the world :

but he has shown, in this publication, such an

appetite for praise, and such a jealousy of

censure, that we are afraid we cannot do our

duty conscientiously, without giving him of-

fence. The truth is, that the book has rather

disappointed us. We expected it to be ex-

tremely amusing; and it is not. There is too

much of the first part of the title in
it,

and too

little of the last. Of the life and writings of

Richard Cumberland, we hear more than

enough ;
but of the distinguished persons with

whom he lived, we have many fewer charac-
ters and anecdotes than we could have wish-
ed. We are the more inclined to regret this,
both because the general style of Mr. Cum-
berland's compositions has convinced us, that

no one could have exhibited characters and
anecdotes in a more engaging manner, and

because, from what he has put into this book,
we actually see that he had excellent oppor-
tunities for collecting, and still better talents

for relating them. The anecdotes and charac-

ters which we have, are given in a very pleas-

'ing and animated manner, and form the chief

merit of the publication : But they do not oc-

cupy one tenth part of it; and the rest is filled

with details that do not often interest, and ob-

servations that do not always amuse.

Authors, we think, should not, generally,
be encouraged to write their own lives. The
genius of Rousseau, his enthusiasm, and the

novelty of his plan, have rendered the Con-

fessions, in some respects, the most interest-

ing of books. But a writer, who is in full

possession of his senses, who has lived in the

world like the men and women who com])Ose
it, and whose vanity aims only at the praise
of great talents and accomplishments, must
not hope to write a book like the Confessions :

and is scarcely to be trustetl with the delinea-

tion of his own character or the narrative of
,

his own adventures. We have no objection,

*
I reprint part of this paper—for the .<iake chiefly

of the anecdotes of Beiiiley, Bubb Dodingion,
Soame Jenyns, and a few oihers, which I think
remarkable—and very much, also, for the lively
and graphic account of the impression of Garrick's
new style of acting, as compared with iliatof Quin
and ihe old schools—which is as good and as cu-
rious as Colley Gibber's admirable sketches of
Beiierton and Booth.

however, to let authors tell their own story,
as an apology for telling that of all their ac-

quaintances ; and can easily forgive them for

grouping and assorting their anecdotes of their

contemporaries, according to the chronology,
and incidents of their own lives. This is but

indulging the painter of a great gallery of

worthies with a panel for his own portrait;
and though it will probably be the least like

of the whole collection, it would be hard to

grudge him this little gratification.
Life has often been compared to a journey;

and the simile seems to hold better in nothing
than in the identity of the rules by which
those who write their travels, and those who
write their lives, should be governed. When
a man returns from visiting any celebrated

region, we expect to hear much more of the

remarkable things and persons he has seen,
than of his own personal transactions; and
are naturally disappointed if,

after saying that

he lived much with illustrious statesmen or

heroes, he chooses rather to tell us of his own
travelling equipage, or of his cookery and ser-

vants, than to give us any account of the

character and conversation of those distin-

guished persons. In the same manner, when
at the close of a long life, spent in circles of

literary and political celebrity, an author sits

down to give the world an account of his re-

trospections, it is reasonable to stipulate that

he should talk less of himself than of his as-

sociates; and natural to complain, if he tella

long stories of his schoolmasters and grand-

mothers, while he passes over some of the

most illustrious of his companions with a bare
mention of their names.

Mr. Cumberland has offended a little in this

way. He has also composed these memoirs,
we think, in too diffuse, rambling, and care-

less a style. There is evidently no selection

or method in his narrative : and unweighed
remarks, and fatiguing apologies and protes-

tations, are tediously interwoven with
it,

in

the genuine style of good-natured but irrepres-
sible loquacity. The whole composition, in-

deetl, has not only too much the air of con-

versation : It has sometimes an unfortunate
resemblance to the conversation of a piofessed
talker; and we meet with many pass;iges in

which the author appears to work himself up
to an artificial vivacity, and to give a certain

air of smartness to his expression, by the in-

troduction of cant phrases, odd metaphors, and
a sort of practisecl and theatrical originality.
The work, however, is well worth looking

over, and contains many more amusing pas-

sages than we can afford to extract on the

present occasion.

Mr. Cumberland was born in 1732
;
and he

has a very natural pride in i 'ating that his
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paternal great-grandfather was the learned

and most exemplary Bishop Cumberland, au-

thor of the treatise De Legibus Nalura ; and

that his maternal grandfather was the cele-

brated Dr. Richard Benlley. Of the last of

these distinguished persons he has given, from

the distinct recollection of his childhood, a

much more amiable and engaging represen-
tation than has hitherto been made public.
Instead of the haughty and morose critic and

controversialist, we here learn, with pleasure,
that he was as remarkable for mildness and

kind affections in private life, as for profound
erudition and sagacity as an author. Mr.
Cumbo>rland has collected a number of little

anecdotes that seem to be quite conclusive

upon this head
;
but we rather insert the fol-

lowing general testimony :
—

"
I had a sister somewhat older than myself.

Had there heen any of that sternness in my grand-
fatlier, wliich is so falsely impuied to him, ii may
well be supposed we should have been awed iiiio

BJleiice in his presence, to which we were admitted

every day. Notliinu; can be further from the truth ;

he was the unwearied patron and promoter of all

our childish sports and sallies
;
at all times ready to

detach himself from any topic of conversation to

take an interest and bear his part in our amuse-
ments. The eager curiosity natural to our age, and
the questions it gave birth to, so teasing to many
parents, he, on the contrary, attended to and en-

couraged, as the claims of infant reason, never to

be evaded or abused ; strongly recommending, that

to all such inquiries answers should be given ac-

cording to the strictest truth, and information dealt

to us in the clearest terms, as a sacred duty never
to be departed from. I have broken in upon him

many a lime in his hours of study, when he would

put his book aside, ring his hand-bell for his ser-

vant, and be led to his shelves to take down a pic-
ture-book for my amusement! I do not say that

his good-natin-e always gained its object, as the

pictures which his books generally supplied me with

were anatomical drasvings of dissected bodies, very
little calculated to communicate delight ;

but he
had nothing better to produce ;

and surely such an

effort on his part, however unsuccessful, was no
feature of a cynic ;

a cynic
'

should be made of
sterner stuff.'"

Once, and only once, I recollect his giving me
a gentle rebuke for making a most outrageous noise

in the room over his library, and disturbing him in

his studies: I had no apprehension of anger from

him, and confidently answered that I could not help
it. as I had been at battledore and shuttlecock with

Master Gooch, the Bishop of Ely's son. 'And I

have been at this sport with his father,' he replied ;

' But thine has been the more amusing game ; so

there's no harm done.'
"

He also mentions, that when his adversary
Collins had fallen into poverty in his latter

days, Bentley, apprehending that he was in

some measure responsible for his loss of repu-

tion, contrived to administer to his necessities

in a way not less creditable to his delicacy
than to his liberality.
The youngest daughter of this illustrious

scholar, the Phoebe of Byron's pastoral, and
herself a woman of extraordinary accomplish-

ments, was the mother of Mr. Cumberland.
His father, who appears also to have been a

man of the most blameless and amiable dis-

positions, and to have united, in a very exem-

plary way, the characters of a clergyman and
a gentlemen, was Rector of Stanwick in North-

amptonshire at the birth of his son. He want
to school, first at Bury St. Edmunds, and af.er

wards at Westmhister. But the most valuable

part of his early education was that for v. hich
he was indebted to the taste and intelligence
of his mother. We insert with pleasure iho

following amiable paragraph;
—

"
It was in these intervals from school that my

mother began to form both my taste and my ear

tor poetry, by employing me every evening lo read
to her, of which art she was a very able mistress.

Our readings were, with very few exceptions, con-

fined to the chosen plays ot Shakespeare, whom
she both admired and understood in the true spirit

and sense ot the author. With all her lather's

critical acumen, she could trace, and teach me to

unravel, all the meanders of iiis metaphor, and

point out where it illuminated, or where it only
loaded and obscured the meaning. These were

happy hours and interesting lectures to me ; whilst

my beloved father, ever placid and complacent,
sate beside us, and took part in our amusement ;

his voice was never heard but in the tone ol appro-
bation ;

his countenance never marked but with
the natural traces of his indelible and hereditary
benevolence."

The efTect of these readings was, that the

young author, at twelve years of age, pro-
duced a sort of drama, called '•

Shakespeare
in the Shade.s," composed almost entirely of

passages from that great writer, strung to-

gether and assorted with no despicable in-

genuity. But it is more to the purpose to

observe that, at this early period of his life, he
first saw Garrick. in the character of Lothario;
and has left this animated account of the im-

pression which the scene made upon hia

mind :
—

"
I have the spectacle even now, as it were, be-

fore my eyes. Quin presented himself, upon the

rising of the curtain, in a green velvet coat, em-
broidered down the seams, an enormous lull-bot-

tomed periwig, rolled stockings, and high heeled

square-toed shoes: With very little variation of

cadence, and in deep full tone, accompanied by a

sawitig kind of action, which had more of the senate

than of the stage in it, he rolled out his heroics

with an air of diicijiHed indifference, that seemed to

disdain the plaudits that were bestowed upon him.
Mrs. Gibber, in a key high pitched, but sweet with-

al, sung, or rather recitatived, Rowe's harmonious

strains, something in the manner of the Improvi-
satori : It was so e.xtremely wanting in contrast,

that, though it did not wound the ear, it wearied it :

when she had once recited two or three speeches, I

could anticipate the manner of every succeeding
one. It was like a long old legendary ballad ot in-

numerable stanzas, every one of which is sung to

the same tune, eternally chiming in the ear without

variation or relief. Mrs. Pritchard was an actress

of a different cast, had more nature, and of course

more change of tone, and variety both of action

and expression. In my opinion, the comparison
was decidedly in her favour. But when, alter long
and eager expectation, I first beheld little Garrick,
then young and light, and alive in every muscle
and in every feature, come bounding on the stage,
and pointing at the wittol Allamont and heavy-

paced Horatio— heavens, what a transition!—it

seemed as if a whole century had been stepped
over in the transition of a single scene ! Old things
were done away ;

and a new order at once brought
forward, bright and luminous, and clearly destined

to dispel the barbarisms and bigotry of a tasteless

age, too long attached to the prejudices of custom,
and superstitiously devoted to the illusions of im-

posing declamation. This heaven-born actor was
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tnen struggling to emancipate his audience from tlie

slavery liiey were resigned to ; and though at times

he succeeded in throwing in some glcunis of new-
born ligiit upon liiem, yet in general they seemed
to love darhieas better than lif^ld; and in the dia-

logue of ahercarioa between Horatio and Lothario,
bestowed far the greater show of hands upon the

master of the oh! school than upon ilie founder of
the new. I thank my stars, my feelings in those

moments led me rigiii ; they were those of nature,
and therefore could not err."

. Some }-ears after this, Mr. Cumberland's
father evchanged his living of Stainvick for

that of Fulham, in order that his son might
have the benefit of his society, while obliged
to reside in the vicinity of the metropolis.
The celebrated Bubb Dodington resided at

this time in the neighbouring parish of Ham-
mersmith; and Mr. Cumberland, who soon

became a frequent guest at his table, has pre-
sented his readers with the following spirited
full length portrait of that very remarkable
and preposterous personage.

" Our splendid host was excelled by no man in

doing the honours of his house and table
;

to the

ladies he had all the courtly and profound devotion
of a Spaniard, with the ease and gaiety of a French-
man towards the men. His mansion was magnifi-
cent ; massy, and stretching out to a great extent

of front, with an enormous por'ico of Doric columns,
ascended by a stately flight of steps. There were
turrets, and wings too, that went I know not whi-

ther, though now levelled wiih the ground, or gone
to more ignoble uses : Vanbrush, who constructed
this superb edifice, seemed to have had the plan of

Blenheim in his thoughts, and the interior was as

proud and splendid as the exterior was bold and

imposing. AH this was exactly in unison wiih the

taste of iis magnificent owner
;
who had gilt and

furnished the apartments with a profusion of finery,
that kept no terms with sitnplicity, and not always
with elegance or harmony of style. Whatever JVJr.

Dodington's revenue then was, he had the happy
art of managing it with such economy, that I be-

lieve he made more display at less cost than any
man in the kingdom but himself could have done.

His town-house in Pall-Mail, and this villa at Ham-
mersmith, were such establishments as few nobles
in the nation were possessed of In either ol these

he was not to be approached but ihrousih a suit of

apartments, and rarely seated but under painted

ceilings and gilt entalilatures. In his villa you were
conducted through two rows of antique marble
statues, ranged in a gallery floored with the rarest

marbles, and enriched with columns of granite and

lapis lazuli ; his saloon was hung with the finest

Gobelin tapestry, and he slept in a bed encanopied
with peacock's feathers in the style of .Mrs. ,\ion-

tague. When he passed from Pali-Mall to La
Trappe it was always in a coach, which I could not

but suspect had been his ambassadorial equipage at

Madrid, drawn by six fat unwieldy black horses,

short-docked, and of colossal dignity. Neither was
he less characteristic in apparel than in eqiiipacie ;

he had a wardrobe loaded with rich and flaring suits,

each in itself a load to the wearer, and of these I

have no doubt hut many were coeval with his em-
bassy above mentioned, and every birth-day had
added, to the stock. In doing this he so contrived

as never to put his old dresses out of countenance,

by any variations in the fashion of the new ; in the

mean time, his bulk and corpulency srave full dis-

play to avast expanse and profusion of brocade and

embroidery, and this, when set oflT with an enor-

mous tie-periwig and deep-laced ruffles, gave the

picture of an ancient courtier in his gala habit, or

Quin in his stage dress. Nevertheless, it must be

confessed this style, though out of date, was not out

of character, but harmonised so svell with the per-

son of the wearer, that I remember when he made
his first speech in the House of Peers as Lord Mel-
combe, all the flashes of his wit, all the studied

phrases and well-turned periods of his rhetoric

lost their eflfect, sitnply because the orator had
laid aside his magisterial tie, and put on a mo-
dern bag-wig, which was as much out of costume

upon the broad expanse of his shoulders, as a cue
would have been upon the robes of the Lord Chief-

Justice."

The following, with all our former impres-
sions of his hero's absurdity, ratlier surpassed
our expectations.

" Of pictures he seemed to take his estimate only
by their cost

;
in fact, he was not possessed of any.

But I recollect his saying to me one day in his great
saloon at Eastbury, that il lie had halt a scoie pic-
tures of a thousand pounds a-piece, he would gladly
decorate his walls with them ; in place of which I

am sorry to say he had stuck up immense patches of
gilt leather, shaped info buf;le horns, upon hangings
of rich crimson velvet ! and round his state bed he

displayed a carpeting of gold and silver embroidery,
which too glaringly betrayed its derivation Irom
coat, waistcoat, and breeches, by the testimony of

pockets, buttonholes, and loops, with other equally
incontrovertible witnesses, subpoenaed from the
tailor's shopboard ! When he paid his court at St.

James' to the present queen upon her nuptials, he

approached to kiss her iiand, decked in an em-
broidered suit of silk, vviih lilac waistcoat, and
breeches, the latter of which, in the act of kneeling
down, forgot their duty and broke loose from their

moorings in a very indecorous and uncourtly
manner."

"
During my stay at Eastbury, we were visited

by the late Mr. Henry Fox and Mr. Alderman
Beckiord; the solid good sense of the former, and
the dashing loquacity of the latter, formed a striking
contrast between the characters of these gentlemen.
To Mr. Fox our host paid all that courtly homage,
which he so well knew how to time, and where to

apply; to Beckford he did not observe the same
attentions, but in the happiest flow of his raillery
and wit coinbated this intrepid talker with admira-
ble effect. It was an interlude truly comic and
ainusing.

—Becktord loud, voluble, self-sufTicient,
and galled by liiis wliicli he could not parry, and

probably did not expect, laid hirn.self more and
more open in the vehemence of his argument;
Dodin<;ton lolling in his chair in perfect apaihy and
self-command, dozing, and even snoring at intervals,
in his lethargic way, broke out every now and then
into such gleams and flashes of wit and irony, as

by the contrast of his phlegm with the f)iher's im-

petuo.^ity, made his humour irresistible, and set the
table in a roar. He was here upon his very strong-
est ground."" He wrote small poems with great pains, and
elaborate letters with much lersen(;ss of style, and
some quaininess of expression : I have seen him
refer to a volume of his own verses in manuscript,
but he was very shy, and I never had the perusal
ol It. 1 was rather belter acquainted with \\'\^ Diary,
whi(!h since his death has been published; and I

well remember tlio tem()orary disgust he seemed
10 take, when upon his asking what I would do
with it should he bequeath it to my discretion, I

instantly replied, that 1 would destroy it. There
was a third, which I more coveted a siiihi of than
of either of the above, as it contained a miscella-

neous collection of anecdotes, repartees, good say-
ings, and humorous incidents, of which he w as part
author and part compiler, and out of which he Nvao

in the haliit of refreshing his memory, when he

prepared himself to expect certain men of wit and

pleasantry, either at lii.s own house or elsewhere.

Upon this practice, which he did not affect to con-

ceal, he observed to me one day, that it was a com
pliinent he paid to societv. when he submitted ;o

3K
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steal weapons out of his own armoury for their en-
tertainment."
"I had taken leave of Lord Melcornbe the day

preceding tiie coronation, and tound him before a

looking-glass in his new rol)t'S,
—

practising atti-

tudes, and debating within himself upon the most

graceful mode of carrying his coronet in the pro-
cession. He was in hi<;h "lee with his fresh and

blooming honours; and I Tell him in the act of

dictating a billet to Lady Hervey, apprising her that

a you7ig lord was coming to throw himselt at her
feet."—p. 159.

Mr. Cumberland went to Ireland with Lord
Halifax in 1761; and the celebrated Single-

Speech Hamilton went as chief secretary.
—

His character is well drawn in the following
sentences.

" He spoke well, but not often, in the Irish

House of Commons. He had a striking couiiie-

nanQe, a graceful carriage, great self-possession and

personal courage : He was not easily put out of his

way by any of those unaccommodating repugnances
that men of weaker nerves, or more tender con-

sciences, might have stumbled at, or been clieckcd

by: he could mask the passions that were natural

to him, and assume those that did not belong to

him : he was indefatigable, mediia'ive, myj-terious :

his opinions were the result of long labour and
much reflection, but he had the art of setting them
forth as if they were the starts of ready genius
and a quick perception : He had as much seeminsr
steadiness as a partisan could stand in need of, ;ind

all the real flexibility that could suit his purpose, or

advance his interest. He would lain have retained

his connection with Edmund Burke, and associated

him to his politics, for he well knew the value of his

talents; but in that ol)ject he was soon disap-

pointed : the genius of Burke was of too high a

caste to endure debasement."—pp. 169, 170.

In Dublin Mr. Cumberland was introduced

to a new and a more miscellaneous society
than he had hitherto been used to, and has

presented his readers with striking sketches

of Dr. Pococke and Primate Stone. We are

more amused, however, with the following

picture of George Faulkner.

"
Description must fall short in the attempt to con-

vey any sketch of that eccentric being to those who
have not read him in the notes of Jephson, or seen
him in the mimickry of Foote, who, in his portraits
of Faulkner, found the only sitter whom his ex-

travagant pencil could not caricature
;

for he had a

solemn intrepidity of egotism, and a daring con-

tempt of absurdity, that fairly outfaced imitation,

and, like Garrick's Ode on Shakespeare, which
Johnson said

"
defied criticism," so did George, in

the original spirit of his own perfect buffoonery,

defy caricature. He never deigned to join in the

laugh he had raised, nor seemed to have a feeling
of the ridicule he had provoked. At the same time

that he was preeminently, and by preference, the

butt and buffoon of the company, he cotild find

openings and
opportunities

for hits of retaliation,

which were such left-handed thrusts as lew could

parry : nobody could foresee where they would
fall ; nobody, of course, was fore-armed : and as

there was, in his calculation, hut one supereminent
character in the kingdom of Ireland, and he the

printer of the Dublin Journal, rank was no shield

against George's arrows, which flew where he

listed, and hit or missed as chance directed,
—he

cared not about consequences. He gave good meat
and excellent claret in abundance. I sat at his table

once from dinner till two in the morning, whilst

George swallowed iinmense potations, with one

solitary sodden strawberry at the bottom of the

lass,
—which he said was recommended to him by

is doctor for its cooling properties ! He never lost

his recollection or equilibrium the whole time, and
was in excellent foolery. It was a singular coinci-

dence, that there was a person in company who had
received his reprieve at the gallows, and the very
judge who had passed sentence of death upon him .

But this did not in the least disturb the harmony
of the society, nor embarrass any human creaturs

present."
—

pp. 174, 175.

At this period of his story he introduces

several sketches and characters of his literary

friends; which are executed, for the most

])art, with great force and vivacity. Of Grnr-

rick he says
—

" Nature had done so much for him, that he
could not help being an actor

;
she gave him a

frame of so manageable a proportion, and from its

flexibility so perfectly under ctniimand, that, by its

aptitude and elasticity, he could draw it out to fit

any sizes of character that tragedy could offer to

him, and contract it to any scale of ridiculous di-

niiiiuiion. that his Abel Drugger, Scrubb, or Frib-

ble, could require of him to sink it to. His eye, in

the meantime, was so penetrating, so speaking;
his brow so movable, and all his features so plas-

tic, and so accommodating, that wherever his mind

impelled them, they would go ; and before his

tongue could give the text, his countenance would

express the spirit and the passion of the part he waa
encharged with."—pp. 245, 246.

The following picture of Soame Jenyns is

excellent.

" He was the man who bore his part in all so-

cieties with the most even temper and undisturbed

hilarity of all the good companions whom I ever

knew. He came into your house at the very mo-
ment you had put upon your card ; he dressed him-
.self to do your party honour in all the colours of

the jay; his lace indeed had long since lost its

lustre, but his coat had faithfully retained its cut

since the days when gentlemen embroidered figured
velvets with short sleeves, boot cuffs, and buckram
shirts. As nature had cast him in the exact mould
of an ill made pair of stiff stays, he followed her so

close in the fashion of his coat, that it was doubted
if he did not wear them. Because he had a pro-
tuberant wen just under his poll, he wore a wig
that did not cover above half his head. His eyes
were protruded like the eyes of the lobster, who
wears them at the end of his feelers, and yet there

was room between one of these and his nose ibr

another wen, that added nothing to his beauty ; yet
1 heard this good man very innocently remark,
when Gibbon published his history, that lie won-
dered any body so ugly could write a book.

" Such was the exterior of a man, w ho was the

charm of the circle, and gave a zest to every com-

pany he came into: His pleasantry was of a sort

peculiar to himself; it harmonised with everything ;

it was like the bread to your dinner; you did not

perhaps make it the whole, or principal part of

your meal, but it was an admirable and wholesome

auxiliary to your other viands. Soame Jenyns told

you no long stories, engrossed not much of your
attention, and was not angry with those that did.

His thoughts were original, and were apt to have a

very whimsical affinity to paradox in them: He
wrote verses upon dancing, and prose upon the

origin of evil ; yet he was a very indifferent meta-

physician, and a worse dancer: ill-nature and per-

sonality, with the single exception of his lines upon
Johnson, I never heard fall from his lips: Thos»
lines I have forgotten, though I believe I was tha

first person to whom he recited them ; they wera

very bad, but he had been told that Johnson ridi-

culed his metaphysics, and some of us had jusf

then been making extemporary epitaphs upon each

other. Though his wit was harmless, yet the gene •

ral cast of it was ironical; there was a terseness in
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his repartees, that had a play of worJs as well as

of thought; as, when speaking of the difference

between laying out money upon land, or purchasing
iinto the funds, he said

' One was principal witho\ii

interest, and the other interest wiihoui principal.'
Certain it is he had a brevity of expression, that

never hung upon the ear, and you felt the point in

the very moment that he made the push."
pp. 247—249.

Of Goldsmith he says,
" That he was fantastically and whimsically vain,

all the world knows; but there was no malice in

his heart. He was tenacious to a ridiculous ex-

treme of certain pretensions that did not, and by
nature could not, belong to him, and at the same
time he was inexcusably careless of ihe fame which
he had powers to command. What foibles he had
he took no pains to conceal; and the good qualities
of his heart were too frequently obscured by the

carelessness of his conduct, and the frivolity of his

manners. Sir Joshua Reynolds was very good to

him, and would have drilled him into better trim

and order for society, if he would have been amen-
able ;

for Reynolds was a perfect gentleman, had

good sense, great propriety, with all the social at-

tributes, and all the graces of hospitality, equal to

any man.
"

Distress drove Goldsmith upon undertakings
neither congenial with his studies nor worthy of his

talents. I remember him, when in his chambers
in the Temple, he showed me the beginning of his

Animated Nature; it was with a sigh, such as

genius draws, when hard necessity diverts it from
its bent to drudge for bread, and talk of birds and
beasts and creeping things, which Pidcock's show-
man would have done as well. Poor fellow, he

hardly knew an ass from a mule, nor a turkey
from a goose, but when he saw it on the table."

pp. 257—259.
" I have heard Dr. Johnson relate with infinite

humour the circumstance of his rescuing Goldsmith
from a ridiculous dilemma, by the purchase-money
of his Vicar of Wakefield, which he sold on his

behalf to Dodsley, and, as I think, for the sum of
ten pounds only. He had run up a debt with his

landlady, for board and lodging, of some few

pounds, and was at his wits end how to wipe off

the score, and keep a roof over his head, except by
closing with a very staggering proposal on her part,
and taking his creditor to wife, whose charms were

very far from alluring, whilst her demands were

extremely urgent. In this crisis of his fate he was

found by Johnson, in the act of meditating on th«

melancholy alternative before him. He showed
Johnson his manuscript of the Vicar of Wakefield,
but seemed to he wiihout any plan, or even hope,
of raising money upon the disposal of ii

; when
Johnson cast his eye upon it, he discovered some-

thing that gave him hope, and immediaiely took it

to Dodsley, who paid down the price above-men-
tinned in ready money, and added an eventual con-

dition upon its future sale. Johnson described the

precautions he took in concealing the amount of the

sum he had in hand, which he prudently adminis-

tered to him by a guinea at a time. In the event

he paid off the laiullady's score, and redeemed the

person of his friend from her embraces.'—p. 273.

We will pronounce no general judgment on
the literary merits of Mr. Cumberland

;
but

our opinion of them certainly has not been
raised by the perusal of these memoirs. There
is no depth of thought, nor dignity of senti-

ment about him
;

—he is too frisky for an old

man, and too gossipping for an historian. His

style is too negligent even for the most fami-

liar composition ;
and though he has proved

himself, upon other occasions, to be a great
master of good Engli-sh, he has admitted a

I

number of phrases into this work, w hich, we
are inclined to think, would scarcely pass
current even in conversation. "

I declare to

truth"—" with the 2:i-eate.st pleasure in life"

"she would lead ofT in her best manner," &c.

are expressions which we should not e.vpect
to hear in the society to which Mr. Cumber-
land belongs ;

—" laid," for lay, is still more
insufTerable from the antagonist of Lowthand
the descendant of Bentley ;

—"
querulential"

strikes our ear as exotic
;

— '•

locate, location,
and locality," for situation simply, seem also

to be bad; and "intuition" for observation

soimds very pedantic, to say the least of it.

Upon the whole, however, this volume is not

the work of an ordinary writer
;
and we should

probably have been more indulgent to its

faults, if the excellence of some of the au-

thor's former productions had not sent us to

its perusal with expectations perhaps some-
what extravagant.

(lultj, 1803.)

The Works of the Right Honourable Lady Mary Worthy Montagu. Including her Correspond-"" ' "
Published by permission, from her Original Papers. 5 vols.ence, Poems, and Essays.

8vo. London: 1803.

These volumes are so very entertaining that

we ran them all through immediately upon
their coming into our possession ;

and at the

same time contain so little that is either dilfi-

cult or profound, that we may venture to give
some account of them to our readers without
farther deliberation.

The only thing that disappointed us was the

memoir of the writer's life, prefixed by the

editor to her correspondence. In point of com-

position it is very tame and inelegant; and
'ather excites than gratifies the curiosity of

*he reader, by the imperfect manner in which

the facts are narrated. As the letters them-

selves, however, are arranged in a chronologi-
cal order, and commoidy contain very distinct

notices of the writer's situation at their dates,
we shall be enabled, by our extracts from

them, to give a pretty clear idea of her Lady-
ship's life and adventures, with very little as-

sistance from the meagre narrative of Mi.

Dallaway.
Lady Mary Pierrepoint, eldest daughter of

the Duke of Kingston, was born in 1690; and

gave, in her early youth, such indications of u
studious disposition, that she was initiated into
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the rmlimenfs of the learned languages along
with her brollier. Her first years appear to

have been spent in retirement; and yet the

very first series of letters with which we are

presented, indicates a great deal of that talent

tor ridicule, and power of observation, by
which she afterwards became so famous, and
BO formidable. These letters (about a dozen
in number| are addressed to Mrs. Wortley. the

mother of ner future husband; and, along with
a good deal of girlish flattery and afTectation,

display such a degree of easy humour and
Bound penetration, as is not often to be met
with in a damsel of nineteen, even in this age
of precocity. The following letter, in 1709,
is written upon the misbehaviour of one of her
female favourites.

" My kni>rlitcrrantry is at an end
;
and T believe I

shall iienceforward tliink freeing of calley-slaves
and knocking down windmills, more laudai)le un-

derlakings ihan the defence of any woman's repu-
tation whatever. To say truth, I have never had

any great esteem for the generality of the fair sex
;

and my only consolation for being of that gender,
has been the assurance it gave me of never being
married to any one ainong them ! But I own, at

present, I am so much out of humour with the ac-

tions of Lady H * *
*, that I never was so heartily

ashamed of iny petticoats before. My only refuge
is, the sincere hope that she is out of her senses;
and taking herself for the Queen of Sheba, atid Mr.
Mildmay for King Solomon, I do not think it quite
so ridiculous : But the men, you may well imagine,
are not so charitable; and they agree in the kind

reflection, that nothing hinders women from playing
the fool, but not having it in their power."

Vol. i. pp. 180, 181.

In the course of this correspondence with
the mother, Lady Mary appears to have con-
ceived a very favourable opinion of the son;
and the next series of letters contains her an-

tenuptial correspondence with that gentleman,
from 1710 to 1712. Though this correspond-
ence has interested and entertained us as
much at least as any thing in the book, we are
afraid that it will afford but little gratification
to the common admirers of love letters. Her

Ladyship, though endowed with a very lively

imagination, seems not to have been very sus-

ceptible of violent or tender emotions, and to

have imbibed a very decided contempt for

sentimental and romantic nonsense, at an age
which is commonly more indulgent. There
are no raptures nor ecstasies, therefore, in

these letters
;
no flights of fondness, nor vows

of constancy, nor upbraidings of capricious af-

fection. To say the truth, ht^jr Ladyship acts

a part in the correspondence that is not often
allotted to a female performer. Mr. Wortley,
though captivated by her beauty and her vi-

vacity, seems evidently to have "been a little

alarmed at her love of distinction, her propen-
sity to satire, and the apparent inconstancy of

her attachments. Such a woman, he was
afraid, and not very unreasonably, would make
rather an uneasy and extravagant companion
to a man of plain understanding and moderate
fortune

;
and he had sense enough to foresee,

and generosity enough to explain to her, the
risk to which their mutual happiness might
be exposed by a rash and indissoluble tinion.

Ladv Mary, who probably saw her own char-

acter in a different light, and was at any rate
biassed by her inclinations, appears to have
adiiressed a great number of letters to him
upon this occasion; and to have been at con-
siderable pains to relieve him of his scruples,
and restore his confidence in the substantial
excellences of her character. These letters,
which are written with a great deal of female

spirit and masculine sense, impress us with a

very favourable notion of the talents and dis-

positions of the writer; and as they exhibit
her in a point of view altogether difl^erent from

any in which she has hitherto been presented
to the public, we shall venture upon a pretty
long extract.

"
I will slate the case to you as plainly as I can,

and then ask yourself if you use me well. I have
showed, in every action of my life, an esteem for

you, that at least challenges a grateful regard. I
have even trusted my reputation in your hands; for
I have made no scruple of giving you. under my
own hand, an assurance of my iriendship. After
all this, I exact nothing from you : If you find it in-

convenient for your affairs to take so small a fortune,
I desire you to sacrifice nothing to me: I pretend
no tie upon your honour ; but. in recompense for so
clear and so disinterested a proceeding, must I ever
receive injuries and ill usage ?

"
Perhaps I have been indiscreet : I came young

into the hurry of the world ;
a great innocence, and

an imdesigning gaiety, may possibly have been con-
strued coquetry, and a desire of being followed,
though never meant by me. I cannot answer for

the observations that may be made on me. All who
are malicious attack the careless and defenceless: I

own myself to be both. I know not any thing I can

say more to show my perfect desire of pleasing you,
and making you easy, than to proffer to be confined
with you in what manner you please. Would any
woman but me renounce all the world for one ? or
would anv man but you be insensible of such a

proof of siiicerity ?"— Vol. i. pp. 208—210.
" One part of my character is not so good, nor

t' other so bad, as you fancy it. Should we ever live

together, you would be disappointed both ways;
you would find an easy equality of temper you do
not expect, and a thousand faults you do not ima-
sine. You think, if you married me, I should be
passiona'elv fond of you one inonih. and of some-
body el.se the nest. Neither would happen. I can
esteem, I can be a friend ; but I don't know whe-
ther 1 can love. Expect all that is complaisant and
easy, but never what is fond, in me.

'•
If you can resolve to live with a companion that

will have all the deference due to your superiority
of good sense, and that your proposals can be

agreeable to those on whom I depend, I have no-

thing to say against them.
" As to travellinff, 'lis what I should do with great

pleasure, and could easily quit London upon your
account

;
but a retirement in the country is not so

disagreeable to me, as I know a few months would
make it tiresome to you. Where people are lied

for life, 'tis their mutual interest not to grow weary
of one ano'her. If I had the personal charms that

T want, a face is too slight a foundation for happi-
ness. You would be soon tired with seeing every
day the same thing. Where you saw nothing else,

you would have leisure to remark all the defects;
which would increase in proportion as the novelty
lessened, which is always a great charm. I should
have the displeasure of seeing a coldness, which,
'hough I could not reasonably blame you for, being
involuntary, yet it would render me uneasy ; and
the more, because I know a love may he revived,
v\hich absence, inconstancy, or even infidelity, has

extinguished : But there is no reiurnins from a de-

goiti i;iven by satiety."
—Vol. i. pp. 212—214.

"
1 begin to be tired of my humility ; I have rar
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ried my complaisances to you fariher than I oiighi.
You make iii;\v scruples: you have a great deal ol

fancy! and your distrusts, being all of your own
making, are more immovable than if there were
Bonie real s^'round lor them. Our aunts and grand-
mothers always tell us, that men are a sort ot ani-

mals, that if ever they are constant, 'lis only where
they are ill-used. "I'was a kind of paradox 1 could
never believe ; l)ut experience has launht me the

truth of it. You are the first I ever had a corres-

pondence wiih
;
and I thank God, I have done with

it for ail my lile. You needed not lo have lold me
you are not what you have been; one must be

etupid not to find a d.fterence in your letters. You
Beam, in one part of your last, to excuse yourself
from having done me any injury in point ol fortune.
Do I accuse you of any ?
"

I have not spirits to dispute any longer with

you. Y"ou say you are not yet deiermined. Let
me determine lor you, and save you the trouble of

writing again. Adieu for ever ; make no answer.
I wish, among the variety of acquaintance, you may
find some one to please you : and can't help the

vaniiyof thinking, should you try them all, you
wont find one thru will be so sincere in their treat-

ment, though a thousand more deserving, and every
one happier."

— Vol. i. pp. 219—221.

These are certainly very uncommon pro-
ductions for a 3'oung lady of twenty ;

and in-

dicate a strength and elevation of character,
that does not always appear in her gtiyer ancl

more ostentatious performances. Mr. Wort-

ley was convinced and re-assured by them;
and they were married in 1712. The con-

cluding part of the first volume contains her
letters to him for the two following years.
There is not much tenderness in these letters

;

nor very much interest indeed of an)- kind.

Mr. Wortley appears to have been rather in-

dolent and unambitious : and Lady Mary
takes it upon her, with all delicacy and ju-
f^Jcious management however, to stir him
up to soine degree of activity and exertion.

There is a good deal of election-news and
small politics in these epistles. The best of

them, we think, is the following exhortation
to impudence.

"
I am glad you think of serving your friends. I

hope it will put you in mind of serving yourself. I

need not enlarge upon the advantages of money;
every thing vvu see, and every thing we hear, puts
us in remembrance of it. If it were possible to re-

store liberty to your country, or limit the encroach-
ments ot I he prerogaiive, by reducing yourself to a

garret, I should be pleased to share so glorious a

poverty with you : But as the world is, and will

be, 'tis a sort of duty to be rich, that it may be in

one's power to do good ;
riches being anoiher word

for power ; towards the ol)iaining of « hicli. the first

necessary ciualificaiion is Impudence, and (as De-
mostliencs said of pronunciation in oratory) the
second is impudence, and the third, still, impu-
dence! No modest man ever did, or ever will

make his fortune. Your friend Lord Halifax, R.

Walpolc, and all other remarkable instances of

quick advancement, have been remarkably impu-
dent. The ministry, in short, rs like a play at

court: There's a little door to get in, and a ureal
crow'd without, shoving and thnisiiiig who shall be

foremost; people who knock others wiih their el-

bows, disregard a litile kick of the shins, and still

thrust heartily forwards, are sure of a good place.
Your modest man siands behind in the crowd, is

Bhoved about by every body, hiscloihes torn, almost

squeezed to deaih, and sees a thousand get in before
him, that don't make so good a figure as himself

"
If this letter is impertinent, it is founded upon

90

an opinion of your merit, whicli, if it is a mistake,
I would not be undeceived. It is my interest to

believe (as I do) that you deserve every thing, and
are capable of every thing; but nobody else will

believe it, if they see you get nothing."
— Vol. L

pp. 250—252.

The second volume, and a part of the third,
are occupied with those charming letters,
written during Mr. Wortley's embassy tc

Constantinople, upon which the literary repu-
tation of Laily Mary has hitherto been exclu-

sively founded. It would not become us to

say any thing of productions which have so

long engaged the admiration of the public.
The grace and vivacity, the ease and concise-

ness, of the narrative and the description which

they contain, still remain unrivalled, we think,

by any epistolary com])ositions in our lan-

guage ;
and are but slightly shaded by a

sprinkling of obsolete tittle-tattle, or woman-
ish vanity and affectation. The authenticity
of these letters, though at one time disputed,
has not lately been called in question; but
the secret history of their first publication has

never, we believe, been laid before the public.
The editor of this collection, from the original

papers, gives the following account of it.

"
In the later periods of Lady Mary's life, she

employed her leisure in collecting copies of the let-

ters she had written during Mr. Won ley's embassy,
and had transcribed them herself in two small
volumes in quarto. They were, without doubt,
sometimes shown to her literary friends. Upon her
return to England for the last lime, in 171)1, she

gave these books to a Mr. Snowden, a clergyman
of Rotterdam, and wrote the subjoined memoran-
dum on the cover of them: ' These two volumes
are given to the Reverend Benjamin Snowden,
minister at Rotterdam, to be di.-po^ed of as he
thinks proper. This is the will and design of M.
VVoriley Montagu, December 11, 17()1.'
" After her death, tlie late Earl ot Bute commis-

sioned a gentleman lo procure them, and to ofler

Mr. Snowden a considerable remuneration, which
he accepted. Much to the surprise of that noble-
inan and Lady Bute, the manuscripts were scarcely
safe in England, when three volumes of Lady .Mary
Won ley Montagu's Letters were published by
Beckett

; and it has since appeared, that a Mr. Cle-
land was liie editor. The same gentleman, who
had negotiated before, was again despatched to
Holland

; and could gain no further imelligence
from Mr. Snowden, than that a short lime before
he parted with the MSS. two English gentlemen
called on him to see the Letters, and obtained their

request. They had previously contrived that Mr.
Snowden should 1)6 called away during iheir pe-
rusal ; and he found on his return that they had dis-

appeared wiih the books. Their residence was
unknown to him

; but on the next day they brought
back the precious di'posit, with many apologies. It

may be fairly presumed, that the intervening night
«as consumed in copying these letters by several
amanuenses."—Vol. i. pp. 2'J—32.

A fourth volume of Lady Mary's Letters,

published in the same form in 1767, appears
now to have been a fabrication of Cleland's:
as no corresponding MSS. have been found

among her Ladyship's papers, or in the hands
of her correspondents.
To the accuracy of her local descriptions,

and the justness of her representations of ori-

ental manners, Mr. Dallaway, who followed
her footsteps at the distance of eighty years,
and resided for several months in the very

3k2
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palace which she had occupied at Pera, bears

a decided and resi)eclabie testimony; and, in

vindication of her veracity in describing- tlie

interior of the seragtio, into which no Christian

is now permitted to enter, he observes, that

the reigning Sultan of the day, Achmed the

Third, was notoriously very regardless of the

injunctions of the Koran, and that her Lady-

ship's visits were paid while the court was in

a retirement that enabled him to dispense
with many ceremonies. We do not observe

any difference between these letters in the

ptrseitt edition, and in the common copies,

except that the names of Lady Mary's corres-

pondents are now given at full length, and

short notices of their families .subjoined, upon
their first introduction. At page eighty-nine
of the third volume, there are also two short

le'tters. or rather notes, from the Countess of

Pembroke, that have not hitherto been made

public ;
and Mr. Pope's letter, describing the

death of the two rural lovers by lightning, is

here given at full length ;
while the former

editions only contained her Ladyship's an-

Bwer,—in which we have always thought that

her desire to be smart and witty, has intruded

itself a little ungracefully into the place of a

more amiable feeling.
The next series of letters consists of those

written to her sister the Countess of Mar. from

1723 to 1727. These letters have at least as

much vivacity, wit, and sarcasm, as any that

have been already published ;
and though they

contain little but the anecdotes and scaiulal

of the time, will long continue to be read and

admired for the brilliancy and facility of the

composition. Though Lady ]\Iary is exces-

sively entertaining in this correspondence, we
cannot say, however, that she is either very

amiable, or very interesting. There is rather

a negation of good affection, we think, through-
out

;
and a certain cold-hearted levity, that

borders sometimes upon misanthropy, and

sometimes on indecency. The style of the

following extracts, however, we are afraid,

has been for some time a dead language.

"I made a sort of resolution, at the beginning
of my letter, not to trouble you with the mention
of what passes here, since you receive it wiili .so

much coldness. BiU I find it is impossible to forbear

tellinc; you the metamorphoses of some ol your ac-

quaintance, which appear as wondrous to me as

any in Ovid. Would any one believe that Lady
H*****ss is a beauty, and in love ? atid that Mrs.
Anastasia Robinson is at the same time a pnidt and

a kept mistress? The first of these ladies is ten-

derly attached to the polite Mr. M***, and sunk in

all the joys of happy love, notwithstanding slie

wants the use of her two hands by a rheumatism,
and he hns an arm that he cannot move. I wish I

could tell you the particulars of this amour; which
seemsi to me as curious as that between two oysters,
and as well worth the serious attention of naturalists.

The second heroitic has engaged half the town in

arms, from the nicety of her virtue, which was not

able to bear the too near approach of Senesino in the

opera; and her condescension in accepting of Lord

Peterborough for her champion, who has signalized
both his love and courage upon this occasion in as

many instances as ever Don Qui.xote did for Diil-

cinea. Innumerable have been the disorders be-

tween the two se,xes on so great an account, besides

half the House of Peers being put under arrest. By
lh« Providence of Heaven, and the wise care of his

Majesty, no bloodshed ensued. However, things
arc now tolerably accommodated ; and ilie tuir lady
rides thrrough the town in the shining Lerliii ol her

hero, not lo reckon the more solid advantages of

100/. a month, which 'tis said, lie allows her. I

will send you a letter by the Count Caylus, whom,
if you do not know already, you will thank me for

introducing to you. He is a Frenchman, and no

fop ; which, besides the curiosity ol it, is one ot the

prettiest things in ihe world. "'-Vol. iii. pp. 120—122.

"
I write to you ai this lime piping-hoi from the

birth-night ; my brain warmed with all the agreeable
ideas that fine clothes, fine gentlemen, brisk tunes,

and lively dances can raise there. It is to be hoped
that my letter will entertain you ; at least you will

certainly have the freshest account ol all passages
on that glorious day. First, you must know thai I

led up the ball, which you'll stare at
;
but what is

more, I liclieve in my conscience I made one of

the best figures there: For, to say truth, people are

grown so extravagantly ugly, that we old beauties

are forced to come out on show-days, to keep the

court in countenance. I saw Mrs. Murray there,

through whose hands this epistle will be conveyed;
1 do not know whether she will make ihe same

compliment to you that I do. Mrs. West was with

her, who is a great prude, having but two lovers at

a time
;
I think those are Lord Haddington and Mr.

Lindsay ;
the one for use, the other for show.

"The world improves in one virtue to a violent

degree
—

I mean plain dealing. Hypocrisy being,

as the Scripture declares, a damnable sin, I hope
our publicans and sinners will be saved by the open

profession of the contrary virtue. 1 was lold by a

very good auihor, who is deep in the secret, ihat at

this very miniiie there is a bill cooking up at a hunt-

ins seat at Norfolk, to have vol taken out ot the

commandments, and clapped into the creed, the

ensuing session of Parliament. 'I'o speak plainly,

I am very sorry for the forlorn state of matrimony ;

which is now as much ridiculed by our young ladies

as it used to he by young fellows: In short, both

sexes have found the inconveniences of it ;
and the

appcllntion of rake is as genteel in a woman as a

man of qunliiy : It is no scandal to say I\liss ,

the maid of honour, looks very well now she is out

again ; and poor Biddy Noel has never been qiiite

well .since her last confinement. You may imagine
we married women look very silly : We have no-

thing to excuse ourselves, but that it was done a

great while ago, and we were very young when we
did it."—Vof. iii. pp. 142—145.

"Sixpenny worth of common sense, divided

among a whole nation, would make our lives roll

away glibly enough: But then we make laws,

and we follow customs. By the first we cut off

our own pleasures, and by the second we are an-

swerable for the faults and extravagances of others.

All these things, and five hundred more, convince

me that I have been one of flie co7idemned ever

since I was born ; and in submission to the Divine

Justice, T have no doubt but I deserved it, in some

pre-exisient state. 1 will still hope, however, that

I am only in purgatory ;
and that after whining and

pining a certain number of years, I shall be trans-

lated to some more happy sphere, where virtue will

be natural, and custom reasonable ;
that is, in short,

where common sense will reign. I grow very
devout, as you see, and place all my hopes in the

next life—being totally persuaded of the nothing-

ness of this. Don't you remember how miserable

we were in the little parlour, at 'J'horesby ? we then

thought marrying would put us at once into posses-

sion of all we wanted. Then came though, after

all, I am still of opinion, that it is extremely silly

to submit to ill-fortune. One should pluck up a

spirit, and live upon cordials ;
when one can have

no other nourishment. These are my present en-

deavours; and I run about, though I have five

thousand pins and needles in my heart. I try lo

console myself with a smaH damsel, who is at pre-

sent every thing I like—but, alas! she is yet iu a
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while frock. At fourteen she may run away with

me butler."— Vol. iii. pp. 178—180.
"

I cannot deny but thai I was very well diverted

on the coronation-day. I .saw the procession much
at my ease, in a house which I filled wiih my own

company ;
and then got into Westminster-hall

without trouble, where ii was very entertaining to

observe the variety of airs that all meant the same

thing. The business of every walker there was to

conceal vanity and gain admiration. For these pur-

poses some languished and others sirCiited ;
but a

visible satisfaction was diffused over every counte-

nance, as soon as the coronet was clapped on the

head. But she that drew the greatest number of

eyes was indisputably Lady Orkney. She e.xposed

behind, a mixture of fat and wrinkles ;
and before,

a considerable protuberance, which preceded her.

Add to this, the inimitable roll of her eyes, and her

grey hairs, which by good fortune stood directly

upright, and 'tis impossible to imagine a more de-

lightful spectacle She had embellished all this with

considerable magnificence, which made her look as

big again as usual
;
and I should have thought her

one of the largest things of God's making, if my
Lady St. J***n had not displayed all her charms in

honour of the day. The poor Duchess of M***se

crept along with a dozen of black snakes playing
round her face

;
and my Lady P**nd (who has fallen

away since her dismission from Court) represented

very finely an Egyptian mummy embroidered over

with hieroglyphics. In general, I could not per-

ceive but that the old were as well pleased as the

young: and I who dread growing wise more than

any thing in the world, was overjoyed to find thai

one can never outlive one's vanity. I have never

received the long letter you talk of, and am afraid

that you have only fancied that you wrote it."

VoU iii. pp. 181—183.

In spite of all this gaiety, Lady Mary does

not appear to have been happy. Her discreet

biographer is silent upon the subject of her

connubial felicity; and we have no desire to

revive forgotten scandals; but it is a fact,

which cannot be omitted, that her Ladyship
went abroad, without her husband, on account

of bad health, in 1739, and did not return to

England till she heard of his death in 1761.

Whatever was the cause of their separation,
however, there was no open rupture ;

and she

seems to have corresponded with him very

regularly for the first ten years of her absence.

These letters, which occupy the latter part of

the third volume, and the beginning of the

fourth, are by no means so captivating as most

of the preceding. They contain but little wit,

and no confidential or striking reflections.—
They are filled up with accounts of her health

and "her journeys; with short and general no-

tices of any extraordinary customs she meets

with, and little scraps of stale politics, picked

up in the petty courts of Italy. They are

cold, in short, without being formal; and are

gloomy a.nd constrained, when compared with

those which were spontaneously written to

show her wit, or her affection to her corres-

pondents. She seems extremely anxious to

impress her husband with an exalted idea of

the honours and distinction with which she

was everywhere received
;
and really seems

more elated and surprised than we should

have expected the daughter of an English
Duke to be, with the attentions that were
shown her by the noblesse of Venice, in par-
ticular. From this correspondence we are

not tempted to make any extract.

The last series of letters, which extends tu the

middle of the fifth volume, and comes down
to the year 1761, consists of those that were
addressed by Lady Mary, during her resi-

dence abroad, to her daughter the Countess

of Bute. These letters, though somewhat
less brilliant than those to the Countess of

Mar, have more heart and affection in them
than any other of her Ladyship's productions ;

and abound in lively and judicious reflections.

They indicate, at the same time, a very great
share of vanity ;

and that kind of contempt
and indifference for the world, into which the

veterans of fashion are most apt to sink.—
With the exception of her daughter and her

children, Lady Mary seems by this time to

have, indeed, attained to the happy stale of

really caring nothing for any human being;
and rather to have beguiled the days of her

declining life with every sort of amusement,
than to have soothed them with affection or

friendship. After boasting of the intimacy
in which she lived with all the considerable

people in her neighbourhood, she add.s, in one

of her letters,
" The people I see here make

no more impression on my mind than the

figures on the tapestry, while they are before

my eyes. I know one is clothed in blue, and
another in red : but out of sight they are so

entirely out of memory, that I hardly remem-
ber whether they are tall or short."

The following reflections upon an Italian

story, exactly like that of Pamela, are very
much in character.

" In my opinion, all these adventures proceed
from ariifice on one side, and weakness on the other.

An honest, tender heart, is often betrayed to ruin

by the charms that make the fortune of a designing
head ; which, when joined with a beauiitui face,

can never fail of advancement—except barred by a

wise mother, who locks up her daughters from view
till nobody cares to look on them. My poor friend

the Duchess of Bolion was educated in solitude,

wiih some choice of books, by a saint -like gover-
ness : Crammed with virtue and good qualiiies,

she thouffhi it impossible not to find gratitude,

iboueh slie failed to give passion : and upon this

plan threw away her estate, was despised l)y het

husband, and laughed at by the public. Polly, bred

in an alehouse, and produced on the stage, has ob-

tained wealth and title, aud even found the way ta

be esteemed '."—Vol. iv. p. 119, 120.

There is some acrimony, and some power
of reviling, in the following extract :

"
I have only had time to read Lord Orrery's

work, which has extremely entertained, and not at

all surprised me, having the honour of being ac-

quainted with him, and knowing him for one of

those danglers after wit, who, like thuse after

lieauty. spend their whole time in humiily admiring.
Dean Swift, by his Lordship's own account, was
so intoxicated with the love of flattery, that he

sought it amongst the lowest of people, and the

silliest of women ; and was never so well pleased
with any companions as those that worshipped him,
while he insulted them. Hi? character seems to

me a parallel with that of Caligula; and had he
had the same power, he would have made the same
use of it. That Emperor erected a temple to him-

self, where he was his own high-priest, preferred
liix horse to the hiuhest honours in the state, pro-
fessed enmity to tlie human race, and at last lost

his life by a nasty jest on one of his inlenora,

which 1 dare swear Swift would have made in his
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place. There can be no worse picture made of the

Docior's morals than he has given us himself in the

letters printed by Pope. We see liim vain, trifling,

ungiatulul 10 the memory of his pairon. making a

servile court where he had any imert-sled views,

and meanly abusive when iliey were disappoinied ;

and, as lie says (in his own piirasc), flying in ihe face

of mankind, in company wiih his adorer Pope. It

is pleasant to consider, that had it not been tor ihe

good nature of iliese very mortals ihey contemn,
these two superior beings were eniiiled, by their

birih and hereditary fortune, to be only a couple of

link-boys. I am of opinion, however, that their

friendship would have continued, though they had

remained in the same kingdom. It had a very
strons; foundation—the love of flaitery on one side,

and the love of money on the oilier. Pope courted

with the utmost assiduity all the old men from
whom he could hope a Icgicy, the Duke of Buck-

ingham, Lord Peterhorouiih, Sir G. Kiieller, Lord

Bolingbroke, Mr. Wycheily, Mr. Coiigreve, I;ord

Harcoiiri, &c., and I do not doubt projected lo

sweep the Dean's whole inheritance, il he could

have persuaded him to throw up his deanery, and
come to die in his house ; and his general preach-

ing against money was meant to induce people to

throw it away, that he might pick it up."
Vol. iv. pp. 142—147.

Some of the following reflections will ap-

pear prophetic to some people ;
and we really

did not expect to find them under the date of

1753.

"The confounding of all ranks, and making a

jest of order, has long been growing in England ;

and I perceive, by the books you sent me, has made
a very considerable progress, 'ihe heroes and
heroines of ihe age, aie cobblers and kitchen-
wenchps. Perhaps you will say I should not take

my ideas of the manners of the times from such

trifling authors; but it is more truly to be found

among ihein, than from any hisiorian : as they write

merely to get money, they always fall into the no-
tions that are most acceptable to the present (asie.

It has long been the endeavour of our English
writers, to represent people of quality as the vilest

and silliest part of the nation, being (generally) very
low-horn themselves. lam not surprised at their

propagating this doctrine ; but I am much mistaken
if this levelling principle does not, one day or other,
break out in latal consequences to the public, as it

has already done in many privaie families."

Vol. iv. pp. 223, 224.

She is not quite so fortunate in her remarks
on Dr. Johnson, though the conclusion of the
extract is very judicious.

" The Rambler is certainly a strong misnomer:
he alwnvs plods in the beaien road of his predeces-
sors, following the Speciator (wiih the same pace a

pack-horse would do a hunter) in the style that is

proper to lensihen a paper. These writers may,
perhaps, be of service to the public, which is saying
a ercHi deal in their favour. There are numbers
of both sexes who never read any ihins but such

prodiK-iions ; and cannot spare lime, from doine:

nothing, to go through a si.xpenny pamphlet. Such
gentle readers may be improved by a moral hint,
which, thousjh repeated over and over, from gener-
ation to generaiion, they never heard in their lives.

I should liP glad to know the name of this laborious
author. H. Fielding has given a true picture of
himself and iiis first wife, in the characters of Mr.
and Mrs. Booth, some compliments to his own
figure excepted ; and I am persuaded, several of
the incidents he mentions are real matters of fact.

I wonder, however, that he does not perceive Tom
Jones and Mr. Booth to be both sorry scoundrels.
All this son of books have the same fault, which
1 cannot easily oardon, being very mischievous.

They place a merit in extravagant passions ; and
encourage young people to liope lor impossible
events, to draw ihem out of the misery they choose
to plunge themselves into; expecting legacies from
unknown relations, and generous benefactors lo

distressed virtue,
—as much out of nature as fairy

treasures."— Vol. iv. pp. 259, 260.

The idea of the following image, we be-

lieve, is not quite new
;
but it is expressed in

a very lively and striking manner.
" The world is past its infancy, and will no longer

be contented with spoon-meat. A collective body
of men make a gradual progress in understanding,
like a single individual. When I reflect on the vast

increase of useful as well as speculative knowledge,
the last three hundred years has produced, and that

the peasants of this age have more conveniences
than the first emperors of Rome had any notion of,

I imagine we may now be arrived at that period
which answers to fifteen. I cannot think we are

older
;
wlien I recollect the many palpable lollies

which are siill (almost) universally persisted in.

Among these I place that of War—as senseless as

the boxing of school-boys ;
and whenever we come

to man's estate (perhaps a thousand years hence), I

do not doubt it will appear as ridiculous as the

pranks of unlucky lads. Several discoveries will

then be made, and several truths made clear, of
which we have now no more idea than the ancients

had of the circulation of the blood, or the optics of
Sir Isaac Newton."—Vol. v. pp. 15, 16,

After observing, that in a preceding letter,
her Ladyship declares, that "it is eleven years
since she saw herself in a glass, being so little

pleased with the figiaie she was then begin-

ning to make in it," we shall close these ex-

tracts with the following more favourable ac-

count of her philosophy.
"

I no more expect to arrive at the aee of the
Duchess of Marlborough, than to that of Methusa-
lem ; neither do Idesiieit. I have long thought
myself useless to the world. I have seen one gene-
ration pass away, and it is gone ; for I think there

are very few of those left that flourished in my
youth. You will perhaps call these melancholy
reflections; but they are not so. There is a quiet
after the abandoning of pursuits, something like the

rest that follows a laborious day. I tell you this

for your comfort. It was formerly a terrifying view
to me, that I should one day be an old woman. 1

now find that nature has provided pleasures for

every state. Those only are unhappy who will

not be contented with what she gives, but strive to

break through her laws, by affecting a perpetuity
of youth,

—which appears to me as little desirable
at present as the babies do to you, that were the

delight of your infancy. I am at the end of my
paper, which shortens the sermon."

Vol. iv. pp.314, 315.

Upon the death of Mr. Wort ley in 1761.

Lady Mary relumed to England, and died
there in October 1762, in the 73d year of her

age. From the large extracts which we have
been tempted to make from her correspond-

ence, our readers will easily be enabled to

judge of the character and genius of this ex-

traordinary woman. A little spoiled by flat-

tery, and not altogether
'• undebauched by

the world," she seems to have possessed a
masculine solidity of understanding, great
liveliness of fancy, and such powers of ob-

servation and discrimination of character, as

to give her opinions great authority on all the

ordinary subjects of practical manners and
conduct. After her marriage, she seenus to
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have abandoned all idea of laborious or regu-
lar study, and to have been raised to the sta-

tion of a literary character merely by her

vivacity and her love of amusement and anec-

dote. The great charm of her letters is cer-

tainly the extreme ease and facility with
which every thing is expressed, the brevity
and rapici ty of her representations, and the

elegant simplicity of her diction. While they
unite almost all the qualities of a good style,
there is nothing of the professed author in

them : nothing that seems to have been com-

posed, or to have engaged the admiration of

the writer. She appears to be quite uncon-
scious either of merit or of exertion in what
she is doing; and never stops to bring out a

thought, or to turn an expression, with the

cunning of a practised rhetorician. The let-

ters from Turkey will probably continue to be
more universally read than any of those that

are now given for the first lime to the public;
becau.se the subject commands a wider and
more permanent interest, than the personali-
ties and unconnected remarks with which the

rest of the correspondence is filled. At the

same time, the love of scandal and of private

history is so great, that these letters will be

highly relished, as long as the names they
contain are remembered

;

—and then they
will become curious and interesting, as ex-

hibiting a truer picture of the manners and
fashions of the time, than is to be found in

most other publications.
The Fifth Volume contains also her Lady-

ship's poems, and two or three trifling papers
that are entitled her Essays. Poetr}-, at least

the polite and witty sort of poetry which Lady
Mary has attempted, is much more of an art

than prose-writing. We are trained to the

latter, by the conversation of good society:
but the former seems always to require a good
deal of patient labour and application. This
her Ladyship appears to have disdained; and

accordingly, her poetry, though abounding in

lively conceptions, is already consigned to

that oblivion in which mediocrity is destined,

by an irrevocable .sentence, to slumber till

the end of the world. The Essays are ex-

tremely insignificant, and have no other merit,
that we can discover, but that they are very
few and very short.

Of Lady Mary's friendship and subsequent
rupture with Pope, we have not thought it

necessary to say any thing ;
both because we

are of opinion that no new lights are thrown

upon it by this publication, and because we
have no desire to awaken forgotten scandals

by 60 idle a controversy. Pope was undoubt-

edly a flatterer, and was undoubtedly suffi-

ciently irritable and vindictive; but whether
his rancour was stimulated, upon this occa-

sion, by any thing but caprice or jealousy,
and whether he was the inventor or the echo
of the imputations to which he has given no-

toriety, we do not pretend to determine. Lady
Mary's character was certainly deficient in

that cautious delicacy which is the best guar-
dian of female reputation ;

and there set ms to

have been in her conduct something of that

intrepidity which naturally gives rise to mis-

construction, by setting at defiance the maxims
of ordinary discretion.

(mar), issa.)

2'he Life of the Right Honourable John Philpot Curran, late Master of the Rolls in Ireland.

By his Son, William Henry CuRRAN, Barrister-at-law. 8vo. 2 vols, pp.970. London: 1819.

Tins is really a very good book
;
and not

less instructive in its moral, and general scope,
than curious and interesting in its details. It

is a mixture of Biography and History
—and

avoids the besetting sins of both species of

composition
—neither exalting the hero of the

biography into an idol, nor deforming the his-

tory of a most agitated period with any spirit
of violence or exaggeration. It is written, on
the contrary, as it appears to us, with singular

impartiality and temper—and the style is not

less remarkable than the sentiments: For

though it is generally elegant and spirited, it

is without any of those peculiarities which the

age, the parentage, and the country of the au-
thor would lead us to expect :

—And we may
say, indeed, of the whole work, looking both
to the matter and the manner, that it has no
defects from which it could be gathered that

it was written either by a Young man—or an
Irishman—or by the Son of the person whose

history it professes to record— though it has
attractions which probably could not have

I

existed under any other conditions. The dis-

: tracting periods of Irish story are still almost
too recent to be fairly delineated—and no

Irishman, old enough to have taken a part in

the trar.sactions of 1780 or 1798, could weL'
be trusted as their historian—while no one

I

but a native, and of the blood of some of the
chief actors, could be sufficiently acquainted
with their motives and characters, to commu-

I

nicate that life and interest to the details

\

which shine out in so many pa.s.sages of the

volumes before us. The incidental light which

they throw upon the national chaiacter and
, state of society in Ireland, and the continual

j

illustrations they afford of their diversity from
our own, is perhaps of more value than the

; particular facts from which it results; and

stamp upon the woik the same peculiar at-

,

traction m hich we formerly ascribed to Mr.

j
Hardy's life of Lord Charlemont.
To qualify this extraordinary praise, we

must add. that the limits of the private and
the public story are not very well observed^
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nor the scale of the work very correctly regu-
lated as to either

;
ro that ^ve have alternately

too iniK'h and too little of bolh:—that the

Btyle is rather wordy and difiuse, and the ex-

tracts and citations too copious ;
so that, on the

whole, the book, like some others, would be

improved by being reduced to little more than

half its present size—a circumstance which
makes it only the more necessary that we
6ho\iId endeavour to make a manageable ab-

stract of
it,

for the use of less patient readers.

Mr. Curran's parentage and early life are

now of no great consequence. He was born,

however, of respectable parents, and received

a careful and regular education. He was a

little wild at college ;
but left it with the char-

acter of an excellent scholar, and was univer-

sally popular among his associates, not less

for his amiable temper than his inexhaustible

vivacity. He wrote baddish verses at this

time, and exercised himself in theological dis-

courses: for his first destination was for the

Church
;
and he afterwards took to the Law,

very much to his mother's disappointment and
mortification—who was never reconciled to

the change—and used, even in the meridian
of his fame, to lament what a mighty preacher
had been lost to the world,

—and to exclaim,

that, but for his versatility, she might have
died the mother of a Bishop ! It was better

as it was. Unquestionably he might have
been a very great preacher; but we doubt
whether he would have been a good parish

priest, or even an exemplary bishop.
Irish lawyers are obliged to keep their

terms in London
; and, for the poorer part of

them, it seems to be but a dull and melan-

choly noviciate. Some of his early letters,
with which we are here presented, give rather

an amiable and interesting picture of young
Curran's feelings \n this situation—separated
at once from all his youthful friends and ad-

mirers, and left whhout money or recommend-
ation in the busy crowds of a colder and more
venal people. During the three years he

passed in the metropolis, he seems to have
entered into no society, and never to have
come in contact with a single distinguished
individual. He saw Garrick on the stage, and
Lord Mansfield on the bench; and this ex-

hausts his list of illustrious men in London.
His only associates seem to have been a few
of his countrymen, as poor and forlorn as him-
self. Yet the life th(»y lived seems to have
been virtuous and honourable. They con-

tracted no debts, and committed no exces,ses.

Curran himself rose early, and read dili-

gently till dinner; and, in the evening, he

usually went, as much for improvement as

relaxation, to a sixpenny debating club. For
a long time, however, he was too nervous and
t'mid to act any other part than that of an au-

ditor, and did not find even the germ of that

singular talent which was afterwards improved
lo such a height, till it was struck out as it

were by an accidental collision in this obscure
arena. There is a long account of this in the

book before us, as it is said to have been re-

Deatedly given by Mr. C. himself—but in a

style which we cannot conscientiously ap-

plaud. We suspect, indeed, from various

passages in these volumes, that the Irish

standard of good conversation is radically dif-

ferent from the English; and that a tone of

exhibition and effect is still tolerated in that

country, which could not be long endured in

good society in this. A great proportion of

the colloquial anecdotes in this work, confiiTO

us in this belief—and nothing more than the

encomium bestowed on Mr. Curran's own con-

versation, as abounding in '-those magical
transitions from the most comic turns of

thought to the deepest pathos, and for ever

bringing a tear into the eye before the smile

was off the lip." In this more frigid and fas-

tidious country, we really have no idea of a
man talking pathetically in good company,—
and still less of good company sitting and cry-

ing lo him. Na)'. it is not even very conso-

nant with our notions, that a gentleman should

be "most comical."

As to the taste and character of Mr. Cur-

ran's oratory, we may have occasion to say a

word or two hereafter.—At present, it is oidy

necessary to remark, that besides the public
exercitations now alluded to, he appears to

have gone through the most persevering and
laborious processes of private study, with a

view to its improvement—not only accuistora-

ing himself to debate imaginary cases alone,
with the most anxious attention, but '-'reciting

perpetually before a mirror," to acquire a

graceful gesticulation ! and studiously imita-

ting the tone and manner of the most cele-

brated speakers. The authors from whom he

chiefly borrowed the matter of these solitary
declamations were Junius and Lord Boling-
broke—and the poet he most passionately
admired was Thomson. He also used to

declaim occasionally from Milton—but. in his

mafnrer age, came to think less highly of that

great poet. One of his favourite exercises

was the funeral oration of Antony over the

body of Caesar, as it is given by Shakespeare;
the frequent recitation of which he used to

recommend to his young friends at the Bar, to

the latest period of his life.

He was called to the Bar in 1775. in his

twenty-fifth year
—having rather imprudently

married two years before—and very soon at-

tained to independence and distinction. There
is a very clever little disquisition introduced

here by the author, on the very different, and
almost opposite taste in eloquence which has

prevailed at the Bar of England and Ireland

respectively;
—the one being in general cold

ami correct, unimpassioned and technical; the

other discursive, rhetorical, and embellished

or encumbered, with flights of fancy and ap-

peals to the passions. These peculiarities the

author imputes chiefly to the difference in the

national character and general temperament
of the two races, and to the unsubdued and
unrectified prevalence of all that is character-

istic of their country in those classes out of

which the Juries of Ireland are usually se-

lected. He ascribes them also, in part, to the

circumstance of almost all the barristers of

distinction having been introduced, very early
in life, to the fierce and tumultuary arena of
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the Irish House of Commons—the Government

being naturally desirous of recruiting their

ranks with as many efficient combatants as

f)0ssible

from persons residing in the metropo-
is—and Opposition looking, of course, to the

same great seminary for the antagonists with
"whom these were to be confronted.

We cainiot say that either of these solutions

is to us very satisfactory. There was heat

enough certainly, and to spare, in the Irish

Parliament
;
but the barristers who came there

had generally kindled with their own fire,

before repairing to that fountain. They had
formed their manner, in short, and distin-

guishetl themselves by their ardour, before

they were invited to display it in that assem-

bly ;

—and it would be quite as plausible to

refer the intemperate warmth of the Parlia-

mentary debates to the infusion of hot-headed

gladiators from the Bar, as to ascribe the gen-
eral over-zeal of the profession to the fever

some of them might have caught in the

Senate. In England, we believe, this effect

has never been observed—and in Ireland it

has outlived its supposed causes—the Bar of

that country being still (we understand) as rhe-

torical and impassioned as ever, though its leg-
islature has long ceased to have an existence.

As to the effects of temperament and
national character, we confess we are still

more sceptical
—at least when considered as

the main causes of the phenomenon in ques-
tion. Professional peculiarities, in short, we
are persuaded, are to be referred much more
to the circumstances of the profession, than
to the national character of those who exer-

cise it; and the more redundant eloquence of

the Irish bar, is better explained, probably, by
the smaller quantity of business in their courts,
than by the greater vivacity of their fancy, or

the warmth of their hearts. We in Scotland

have also a forensic eloquence of our own—
more speculative, discursive, and ambitious
than that of England—but less poetical and

passionate than that of Ireland
;
and the pe-

culiarity might be plausibly ascribed, here

also, to the imputed character of the nation,
as distinguished for logical acuteness and in-

trepid questioning of authority, rather than for

richness of imagination, or promptitude of

feeling.
We do not mean, however, altogether to

deny the existence or the operation of these

causes—but we think the effect is produced

chi/'Jly by others of a more vulgar description.
The small number of Courts and Judges in

England—compared to its great wealth, popu-
lation, and business—has made brevity and

despatch not only important but indispensable

qualifications in an advocate in great practice,—since it would be physically impossible
either for him or for the Courts to get through
their business without them. All mere orna-

mental speaking, therefore, is not only severely
discountenanced, but absolutely debarred

;

and the most technical, direct, and authorita-

tive views of the case alone can be listened to.

But judicial time, to u.se the language of Bcn-
tham is not of the same high value, either in

Ireland or in Scotland
;
and the pleaders of those

countries have consequently given way to that

universal love of long-speaking, which, we
verily believe, never can be repressed by any
thing but the absolute impossibility of indulg-

ing it :
—while their prolixity has taken a dif-

ferent character, not so much from the tem-

perament of the speakers, as from the difference

of the audiences they have generally had to

address. In Ireland, the greater part of their

tediousness is bestowed on Juries—and their

vein consequently has been more popular.
With us in Scotland the advocate has to speak
chiefly to the Judges

—and naturally endeav-

ours, therefore, to make that impression by
subtlety, or compass of reasoning, which he
would in vain attempt, either by patho.s, po-

etry, or jocularity.
—Professional speakers, in

short, we are persuaded, will always speak
as long as they can be listened to.—The quan-
tity of their eloquence, therefore, will depend
on the time that can be afforded for its display—and its quality, on the nature of the audience
to which it is addressed.

But though we cannot admit that the causes

assigned by this author are the main or fun-

damental causes of the peculiarity of Irish

oratory, we are far from denying that there is

much in it of a national character, ami indi-

cating something extraordinary either in the

temper of the people, or in the state of
society

among them. There is. in particular, a much
greater Irascibility; with its usual concomi-
tants of coarseness and personality,

—and a
much more Theatrical tone, or a taste for

forced and exaggerated sentiments, than would
be tolerated on this side of the Channel. Of
the former attribute, the continual, and, we
must say, most indecent altercations that are

recorded in these volumes between the Bench
and the Bar, are certainl}- the most flagrant
and offensive examples. In some cases the

Judges were perhaps the aggressors
—but the

violence and indecorum is almost wholly on
the side of the Counsel: and the excess and

intemperance of their replies generally goes
far beyond any thing for which an apology
can be found in the provocation that had been

given. A very striking instance occurs in an

early part of Mr. Curran's history, where he
is said to have observed, upon an opinion de-

livered by Judge Robinson. " that he had
never met with the law as laid down by his

Lordship in any book in his library;" and,

upon his Lordship rejoining, somewhat scorn-

fully, '"'that he suspected his library was very
small," the offended barrister, in allusion to

the known fact of the Judge having recent-

ly published some anonymous pamj)hlets,

thought fit to reply, that '-'his library might
be small, but he thanked Heaven thai, among
his books, there were none of the wretched

productions of the frantic pamphleteers of the

day. I find it more instructive, my lord, to

study good works than to compose had ones I

My books may be few, but the tille-pagea

give me the writers' names—my shelf is not

disgraced by any of such rank absurdity that

their very authors are ashamed to own them."

(p. 122.) On another occasion, when he was

proceeding in an argument with his charac-
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teristic impetuosity, the presiding Judge hav-

ing calleil to tlie Shurifr to be ready to take

into custody any one who should disturb the

decomm ot the Court, the sensitive counsellor

at once applying the notice to himself, is re-

ported to have broken out into the following
incredible apostrojihe

—"
Do, Mr. Sheriff," re-

plied Mr. Curran, '-go and get ready my dun-

geon ! Prej)are a bed of straw for me; and

upon that bf'<l I shall to-night repose with more

tranquillity than I should enjoy were I sitting

upon that bench, with a consciousness that I

disgraced it !''—Even his reply to Lord Clare,
when intenupted by him in an argument be-

fore the Privy Council, seems to us much more

petulant than severe. His Lordship, it seems,
had admonished him that he was wandering
from the question ; and Mr. C. after some

general observations, replied, '-I am aware,
my lords, that truth is to be sought only by
slow and painful progress : I know also that

error is in its nature flippant and compendious;
it hops with airy and fastidious levity over

proofs and arguments, and perches upon as-

sertion, which it calls conclusion."—To Lord

Clare, however, Mr. C. had every possible

temptation to be intractable and impertinent.
But even to his best friends, when placed on
the seat of judgment, he could not always
forbear a similar petulance. Lord Avonmore
was always most kind and indulgent to him—
but he too was sometimes in the habit, it

seems, of checking his wanderings, and some-
times of too impatiently anticipating his con-
clusions. Upon one of these occasions, and
in the middle of a solemn argument, we are

called on to admire the following piece of

vulgar and farcical stupidity, as a specimen
of Mr. C's most judicious pleasantry :

—
"

'Perhaps, my lord, I am strnying ;
but you

must impute it to tiie e.xireme agitaiion of my mind.
I have just witnessed so dreadful a circumstance,
that my irn;io;ination has not yet recovered irom liie

shocU.'—His lordship was now all attention.— ' On
my way to court, my lord, as I passed by one of
the markets, I observed a butc!ier proceeding to

slaughter a calf. Just as his hand was raised, a

lovely little child approached him unperceived, and,
terrible to relate—I still see the life-blood gushing
out—the poor chilri's bosom was under his hand,
when he plunged his knife into—into'

'

Into the
bosom of the child !' cri' d out the judge, with much
emotion— '

into the neck of the calf, my lord; but

your lordship sotnetimes anticipates!'
"

But this is not quite fair.—There is no more
such nonsense in the book—nor any other
Iricism so discreditable to the taste either of

its hero or its author. There are plenty of

traits, however, that make one blush for the

degradation, and shudder at the government
of that magnificent country.

—One of the most

striking is supplied by an event in the early
part of Mr. C's professional history, and one
to which he is here said to have been indebted
for his first celebrity. A nobleman of great
weight and influence in the country

—we
gladly suppress his name, though it is given
in the book—had a mistress, whose brother

being a Catholic, had, for some offence, been
sentenced to ecclesiastical penance—and the

yoang woman solicited her keeper to use his

influence with the priest to obtain a remission
His Lordship went accordingly to the cabin
of the aged pastor, who came bareheaded to

the door with his missal in his hand
;
and af-

ter hearing the application, respectfully an-

swered, that the sentence having been imposed
by the Bishop, could only be relaxed by the
same authority

—and that he had no right or

power to interfere with it. The noble medi-

ator, on this struck the old man ! and drove
him with repeated blows I'rom his presence.
The priest then brought his action of damages—but for a long time could find no advocate

hardy enough to undertake his cause!—and
when youitg Curran at last made offer of his

services, he was blamed and pitied by all his

prudent friends for his romantic and Quixotic
lashness.

These facts speak volumes as to the utter

perversion of moral feeling that is jjioduced

by unjust laws, and the habits to which they
give rise. No nation is so brave or so generous
as the Irish,

—and yet an Irish nobleman could
be guilty of the brutality of striking an aged
Ecclesiastic without derogating from his dig-

nity or honour.—No body of men could be
more intrepid and gallant than the leaders of

the Irish bar; and yet it was thought too

daring and presumptuous for any of them to

assist the sufferer in obtaininji redress for an

outrage like this. In England, those things
are inconceivable : But the readers of Irish,

history are aware, that where the question
was bet ween Peer and Peasant—and still more
when it was between Protestant and Catholic—the barristers had cause for apprehension.
It was but about forty years before, that upon
a Catholic bringing an action for the recovery
of his confiscated estates, the Irish House of

Commons publicly voted a resolution,
'' that

all barristers, solicitors, attorneys, and proctors
who should be concerned for him, should be
considered as public enemies I" This was in

1735. Iti 1780, however, Mr. C. found the

service not quite so dangerous; and by great

eloquence and exertion extorted a reluctant

verdict, and thirty guineas of damages, from
a Prote.stant Jury. The sequel of the affair

was not less chaiacteristic. In the first place,
it involved the advocate in a duel with a wit-

ness whom he had rather outrageously abused—
and, in the next place, it was thought suffi-

cient to justif'y a public notification to him, on
the part of the noble defendant, that his au-

dacity should be punished by excluding him
from all professional employment wherever
his influence could extend. The insolence

of such a communication might well have
wanaiited a warlike reply: But Mr. C. ex-

pressed his contempt in a gayer, and not less

effectual manner. Pretending to misunder-
stand the tenor of the message, he answered

aloud, in the hearing of his friends,
-
M)' good

sir, you may tell his lordship, that it is in vain

for him to he proposing terms of accommoda-
tion

;
for after what has happened, I protest I

think, while I live,. I never can hold a brief

for him or one of his family." The threat,

indeed, proved as impotent as it was pitiful;
for the spirit and talent which the young
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counsellor had displayed through the whole

scene, not only brought him into unbounded

popularity wiiii the lower onlers, but instantly
raised hmi to a distinguished place in the
ranks of his profession.*
We turn gladly, and at once, from this

dreadful catastrophe. t Never certainly was
sbort-lived tranquillity

—or rather permanent
danger so dearly bought. The vengeance of

the law followed the havoc of the sword—
and here again we meet Mr. C. in his strength
and his glory. But we pass gladly over these

melancholy trials; in which we are far from

insinuating, that there was any reprehensible
severity on the part of the Government. When
matters had come that length, they had but
one duty before ihem—and they seem to have

discharged it (if we except one or two pos-
thumous attainders) with mercy as well as
fairness: for after a certain number of victims
had been selected, an arrangement was made
with the re.st of the state prisoners, under
which they were allowed to expatriate them-
selves for life. It would be improper, how-

ever, to leave the subject, without offering
our tribute of respect and admiration to the

singular courage, fidelity, and humanity, with
which IMr. C. persisted, throughout these ago-

nising scenes, in doing his duty to the unfor-

tunate prisoners, and watching over the ad-
ministration of that law, from the spectacle of
whose vengeance there was so many tempta-
tions to withdraw. This painful and heroic
task he undertook—and never blenched from
its f\dfilment, in spite of the toil and disgust,
and the obloquy and personal hazard, to which
it continually exposed him. In that inflamed
state of the public mind, it is easy to under-
stand that the advocate M-as frequently con-
founded with the client

;
and that, besides the

murderous vengeance of the proflig-ate inform-
ers he had so often to denounce, he had to

encounter the passions and prejudices of all

those who chose to look on the defender of

traitors as their associate. Instead of being
cheered, therefore, as formerly, by the ap-

plauses of his auditors, he was often obliged to

submit to their angry interruptions; and was

actually menanced more than once, in the

open court, by the clashing arms and indig-

nant menaces of the military spectators. He
had excessive numbers of soldiers, too. billet-

ted on him, and was in many other ways ex-

posed to loss and vexation : But he bore it all,

with the courage of his country, and the dig-

nity due to his profession
—and consoled him-

* The frrpater part of what follows in the original

paper is now omiited ;
ns lonchinp; on points in the

moflorn history of Trt'Innd whirli has been sufTloient-

ly discusseii under preceding lilies. I retain only
what relates to Mr. Ciirran personally ; or to those

peculiariiie.s in his eloqncnce which refer raiher to

his country than to tlie individual : ihoiiah, for the

Bake chiefly of connection, I have innde one allusion

to the sad and most touching Judicial Tratredv
which fo'lowed up liie deplorable Field scenes of

the rebellion#f 1798.
t The extinction of the rebellion—by the s'aiifrh-

ter of fifty ihoiisand of the insurirents, and upwards
of twenty thousand of ttie soldiery and their adhe-
rents I

91

self for the vulgar calumnies of an infuriated

faction, in the friendship and society of such
men as Lords Moira, Charlcmont, and Kilwar-
den—Grattan. Ponsonby, and Flood.

The incorporating union of 1800 is said to

have tilled Mr. C. with incurable despondency
as to the fate of his country. We have gre^
indulgence for this feeling

—but we cannot

sympathise with it. The Irish parliament
was a nuisance that deserved to be abated—
and the British legislature, with all its parti-

alities, and its still more blamable neglects,

may be presumed, we think, (o be more ac-

cessible fo rea.son, to justice, and to shamej
than the body which it superseded. Mr. C.

was not in Parliament when that great mea-
sure was adopted. But, in the course of that

year, he delivered a very able argument ia

the case of Napper Tandy, of which the only
published report is to be found in the volumes
before ns. In 1802, he made his famous

speech in Hevey's case, against Mr. Sirr, the

town-major of Dublin
;
which afl'ords a strong

picture of the revolting and atrocious barbari-

ties which are necessarily pcrpetiatcd, when
the solemn tribunals are silenced, and inferior

agents intrusted with arbitrary power. The
speech, in this view of

it,
is one of the most

striking and instructive in the published vo-

lume, which we noticed in our thirteenth vo-

lume. During the peace of Amiens, Mr. C.

made a short excursion to France, anil was by
no means delighted with what he .saw there.

In a letter to his son from Paris, in Octobei

1802, he says,—

"I am glad I have come iiere. I enlertaiiied

many ideas of it. which I have eniirely given irf», or

very much indeed altered. Never was there a scene
that could furnish more to the weeping or the grin«

ning philosoplier ; they well might agree liiat hu-
man afTiirs were a sad joke. I see it every where,
and in every thinar. Tiie wheel has run a complete
round

; only chantred some spokes and a few '

fel.

lows,' very little lor the better, but ilie a.\le cer-

tainly has not rusted
;
nor do I see any likelihood

of its riisiing. At present all is quiei, e.xcept the

tongue,
—ihanks to those invaluable proiectora of

peace, the army ! !''
— V^ol. ii. pp. 206, 207.

The public life of Mr. C. was now drawing
to a close. He distinguished himself in 1804
in the Marquis of Headfort's case, and in that

of Judge John.son in 1805: But, on the acces-

sion of the Whigs to office in 1806, he was
appointed to the situation of Master of the

Rolls, and never afterwards made any jiublio

appearance. He was not .satisfied with this

appointment ;
and took no pains to conceal hie

dissatisfaction. His temper, perhaps, was by
this time somewhat soured by ill health

;
ana

his notion of his own importance e.xagireiated

by the flattery of which he had long been the

daily object. Perhaps, loo, the sudden with-

drawing of those tasks and excitements, to

which he had been so long ac( nstomed, co-

operating with the languor of declining age^

may have aflected his views of his own situa<.

tion : But it certainly appears that he was
never very gay or good-humoured after his

promotion
—and passed but a dull ami peevish

time of it during the remainder of his life. In

1810, he went, for the first lime, to Scotland
j

3 L
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and we cannot deny our nationality the plea-
Bure of his honest testimony. He writes thus
to a friend soon after his arrival on our shore :

—
"

I am greaily delighted with ihis country. Yon
Bee no irncp here of the devil workitifr ai?ain?t the
wisd'^m and bfnefirence of God, and toriiirincr and

degraditiiT his cteatnres. It may seem the romann-

ing of travellinz ;
bill I am satisfied of the iact,tliai

the por)resI man here has his children tauizhi to read

and "file, and that in every liouse is found a Bible,
and in almost every house a clock: And the frniis

of this are manifest in the intelligence and manners
of all ranks. In Scoiland, what a work have the

fonr-and-tweniy letters to show for themselves!—
the natural enemies of vice, and folly, and slavery ;

the great sowers, but the still greater weeders, of
the human soil. Nowhere can you see here the

cringins hypocrisy of dissembled detestation, so in-

separable from oppression: and as liiile do you
meet the hard, and dull, and risht-iined angles of
thesoiitliern visage; you find the notion exact and
the phrase direct, with the natural tone of the Scot-
tish muse.

" The first night, at Ballinfrav, the landlord at-

tended US at supper; he would do so. though we
begged him not. We talked to him of the cultiva-

tion oi potatoes. I said, I wondered at his takins
them in place of his na'ive food, oatmeal, so much
more siibs'aniiiil. His answer struck me as very
characteristic of the genius of Scotland—frugal,
tender, and picturesque. 'Sir,' said he, 'we are

not so much i' the wrong as you think ; the tilth is

easv. thcv are swift i' the cooking, they take little

fuel ; and then it is pleasant to see the srude wife
wi' a' her bairns aboot tlie pot, and each wi' a po-
tatoe in its hand.'

"—Vol. ii. pp. 254—2.56.

There are various other interestinrr letters

in these volunips, and in particuhir a loiip-one
to the Duke of Sussex, in favour of Catholic

Emancipation ;
but we can no longer afford

room for extracts, and must indeed hurry
throuirh our abstract of Avhat remains to be
noticed of his life. He canvassed the burgh
of Newry unsuccessfully in 1812. His health
failed very much in 1813

;
and the year after,

he resigned his situation, and came over to

London in his way to France. He seems at

no time to have had much relish for English
society. In one of his early letters, he com-
plains of "the proud awkward sulk" of Lon-
don company, and now he characterises it

with still greater severity :
—

"
I question if it is much better in Paris. Here

the parade is gross, and cold, and vulvar; there ii

is, no doubt, more flippant, and the altitude mnre
gracet'ul; but in either place is not Society equally
a tyrant and a slave? The judgment despises it.

and the heart renounces it. We seek it because
we are idle

; we are idle because we are silly ; and
the naiural remedy is some social intercour.se, of
which a few drops would restore ; but we swallow
the whole vinl, and are sicker of the remcdv 'han
we were of the disease."—Vol. ii. pp. 337, 338.

And again, a little after,
—

"
England is not a place for society. It is too

cold, too vain.—without pride enough to be hum-
ble, drowned in dull fantastical formality, vulgarized
by rank without talent, and talent foolishly recom-
mending itself by weight rather than by fashion—
a perpetual war between the disappoinied pteten-
sion of talent and the stupid overweening of affect-

ed patronage ; means without enioyment, pursuits
without an object, and society wiihout conversation
or intercourse : Perhai)s ihey manage this better in

France—a few days, I think, will enable ine to

decide."—Vol. ii. pp. 345, 346.

In France, nowever, he was not much bet-
ter off—and returned, complaining of a con-
stitutional dejection,

''• for which he could find
no remedy in water or in wine." He rejoiceil
in the downfall of Bonaparte ;

and is of opinion
that the Revolution had thrown that country
a century oacK. in spring 1817, he began to

sink rapidly; and had a slight paralytic attack
in one of his hands. He proposed to try
another visit to France

;
and still complained

of the depression of his spirits:
—"he had a

mountain of lead (he said) on his heart."

Early in October, he had a very severe shock
of apoplexy, and lingered till the 14th, when
he expired in his 68th year.
There is a very able and eloquent chapter

on the character of ]\Ir. Curran's eloquence—
encomiastic of course, but written with great

temper, talent, and discrimination. Itscharra
and its defects, the learned author refers to

the stale of genuine passion and vehement
emotion in which all his best performances
were delivered ; and speaks of its effects on
his auditors of all descrij)tions, in terms which
can leave no doubt of its substantial excel-

lence. We cannot now enter into these rhetori-

cal di.squisitions
—though they are full of in-

terest and inslrtiction to the lovers of oratory.
It is more within our province to notice, that

he is here said to have spoken extempore at

his first coming to the Bar; but when his rising

reputation made him more chary of his fame,
he tried for some time to write down, and com-
mit to memory, the more important parts of

hispleadings. The result, however, was not at

all encouraging: and he soon laid aside his pen
so entirely, as scarcely even to make any notes

in preparation. He meditated his subjects,
however, when strolling in his garden, or more

frequently while idling over his violin
;
and

often prepared, in this way, those splendid

passarres and groups of images with which he
was afterwards to dazzle and enchant his ad-

mirers. The only notes he made were often

of the metaphors he proposed to employ—and
these of the utmost brevity. For the grand
peroration, for example, in H. Rowan's case,
his notes were as follows:—"Character of

Mr. R.— Fvrnace— Rebellion — smothered—
Stalks—Redeemius Spirit.^' From such slight
hints he spoke fearlessly—and without cause
for fear. With the help of such a scanty
chart, he plunged boldly into the unbuoyed
channel of his cause; and trusted himself to

the torrent of his own eloquence, with no
better guidance than such landmarks as these.

It almost invariably happened, however, that

the experiment succeeded; "'that his own
expectations were far exceeded

;
and that,

when his mind came to be more intensely
heated by his subject, and by that inspiring
confidence which a public audience seldom
fails to infuse into all who are sufficiently

gifted to receive it, a multitude of new ideas,

adding vigour or ornament, were given oft,
and it also happened, that, in the same pro
lific m.oments, and as tlieii' almo.* inevitable

consequence, some crude and fantastic notions

escaped : which, if they impeach their au-

thor's taste, at least leave him the merit of a
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8j>lendid fauli, ^hich none but mm t, cenius
can commit." (pp. 403, 404.) 'J'he best ex-

planation of his success, and the best apology
for hih defects as a speaker, is to be found, we
believe, in the following candid passage :

—
" Tlie Juries among whom he was thrown, and

for whom he originally formed his style, were not

fastidii'iis triiics; they «ere more usually men
abounding in rude unpolished sympiithies, and wlu)
were ready to surrender the treasure, ot which

they scarcely knew the value, to him that oflV'ied

them the most alluring toys. Whaiever might have
been his own better taste, as an advocate he soon
discovered, that tiie surest way to persurde was to

conciliate by amusing them. With them he found
that iiis imagination might revel unrestrained ; that,
when once the work of inii>.\ication was begun,
every waywaid fancy and wild expression v\as a.«

acceptable and effecuial as the most refined wit;
and that the favour which they would have refused
to the unatiractive reasoner, or to the too distant

and formal orator, they had not the firmness to

withhold, when solicited with the gay persuasive
familiarity of a companion. These careless or li-

centious habits, encouraged by early applause and

victory, were never thrown aside
;
and we can ob-

serve, in almost all his productions, no matter how
august the audience, or how solemn the occasion,
that his mind is perpetually relapsing into its primi-
\ive indulgences."

—
pp. 412, 413.

The learned author closes this very able
and eloquent dissertation with some remarks

upon what he says is now denominated the

Irish school of eloquence J
and seems inclined

to deny that its profusion of imagery implies

any deficiency, or even neglect of aigument.
A.S we had some share, we believe, in impo-
sing this denomination, we may be pardoned
for feeling some little anxiety that it should
be rightly understood; and beg leave there-

fore to say, that we are as far as possible from

holding, that the greatest richness of imagery
necessarily excludes close or accurate reason-

ing: holding, on the contrary, that it is fre-

quently its most appropriate vehicle antl na-

tural exponent — as in Lord Bacon, Lord

Chatham, and Jeremy Taylor. But the elo-

quence we wished to characterise, is that

where the figures and ornaments of speech
do interfere with its substantial object

—where

fancy is not ministrant but predominant
—

where the imagination is not merely awak-

ened, but intoxicated— and either overlays
and obscures the sense, or frolics and gambols
arotuid

it,
to the disturbance of its match,

and the weakening of its array for the con-

test :
—And of this kind, we still humbly think,

was the eloquence of Mr. Curran.

His biographer says, indeed, that it is amis-
take to call it Irish, because Swift and Gold-
smith had none of it—and Milton and Bacon
and Chatham had much; and moreover, that

Buike and Gratlan and Curran had each a

disjunctive style of eloquence, and ought not

to be classe<l together. How old the style

may be in Ireland, we cannot undertake to

say
—though we think there are traces of it

in Ossian. We would observe too, that, though
born in Ireland, neither Swift nor Goldsmith
were trained in the Irish school, or worked
for the Irish market; and we have already
said, that it is totally to mistake our concep-
tion of the style in question, to ascribe any

tincture of it to such writers as Milton, Bacon,
or Taylor. There is fancy and figure enough
certainly in their compositions: But there is

no intoxication of the fanc}', and no rioting
and revelling among figures

—no ungoverned
and ungovernable impulse

—no fond dalliance
with metaphors

—no mad and headlong pur-
suit of brilliant images and passionate ex-

pressions
— no lingering among tropes and

melodies—no giddy bandying of antitheses

and allusions—no craving, in short, for per-

petual glitter, and panting after effect, till

both speaker and hearer are lost in the

splendid confusion, and the argument evapo-
rates in the heat which was meant to enforce

it. This is perhaps too strongly put ;
but

there are la'ge portions of Mr. C.'s Speeches
to which we think the substance of the de-

scription will apply. Take, for instance, a

passage, very much praised in the work be-

fore us, in his argument in Judge Johnson's

case,
—an argument, it will be remembered,

on a point of law, and addressed not to a Jury,
but to a Judge.

"
I am not ignorant that this e.xiraordinary con-

struction has received the sanction of another Court,
nor of the surprise and dismay with which it smote

upon the general heart of the Bar. I am aware that

I may have the mortification of being told, in an-
other country, of that unhappy decision; and I

foresee in what confusion I shall hang down my
head when I am told of it. But I cherish, too, the

consolatory hope, that I shall be able to tell them,
that I had an old and learned friend, whom I would
put above all the Kinecpings of their Flail (no great
compliment, wo should think), who was of a differ-

ent opinion
—who had derived his ideas of civil

liberty from the purest fountains of Athens and of
Rome—who had fed the youthful vigour of his

studious mind with the theoretic knowledge of iheir

wisest philosophers and statesmen—and who had
refined that theory into the quick and e-xquisite

sen.sihiliiy of moral instinct, by contemplating the

practice of their most illustrious examples—by
dwellii'g on the siveet-.ooiiled piety of Cinton—on
the anticipaled Christianity of Socrates—on the

gallant and pathetic patriotism of Epaminottdas^
on that pure austerity of Fabricins, whom to move
(rom his integrity would have been more difficult

than to have pushed the sun from his course! I

would add, that if he had seemed to hesitate, it

was hut lor a moment—that his hesitation was like

the passing cloud that floats across the morning sun,
and hides it from the view, and does so for a mo-
ment hide it, hy involving the fi>ectalor without even

approaching the face of the luminary.
—And this

soothing hope I dra«' from the dearest and tenderest
recollections of my life—from the remembrance of
those attic nights, and those refections of the eods,
which we have spent with those admired, and re-

spected, and beloved companions, who have gone
before us; over whose ashes the most precious
tears of Ireland have been shed. [Here Lord
Avonmore could not refrain from bursting intc

tears.] Yes, my good Lord. I see you do tiot for-

get them. I see their sacred forms passing in sad
review before your memory. I see your pained ana

,«o/VfWfrf/ff7iryrecallingthose happy meetings, where
the innocent enjoyment of social mirth became ex

pandcd into the nobler warmth of social virtue, and
ihe horizon of the hoard became enlarged into the

horizon of man—where the swelling heart conceived
and communicated the pure atid generous purpose-
where my slenderer and younger taper imbibed its

borrowed light from the more matured and redun-

dant fountain of yours.''
—Vol. i. pp. 139—148.

Now, we must candidly confess, that wo
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do not remember ever to have read any thing
much more absurd than this—and that the

puerility and folly of the classical intrusions

is even less offensive, than the heap of incon-

gruous metaphors by which the meaning is

obscured. Does the learned author really
mean to contend, that the metaphors hero
add either force or beauty to the sentiment ?

or that Bacon or Milton ever wrote any thing
like this upon such a topic? In his happier

moments, and more vehement adjurations,
Mr. C. is often beyond all question a great
and commanding orator; and we have no
doubt was, to those who had the happiness
of hearing him, a much greater orator than
the mere readers of his speeches have any
means of conceiving :

—But we really cannot

help repeating our protest against a style of

composition which could betray its great mas-

ter, and that very frequently, into such pas-

sages as those we have just extracted. The
mischief is not to the master—whose genius
could efface all such stains, and whose splen-
did successes would sink his failures in obli-

vion—but to the pupils, and to the public,
whose taste that very genius is thus instru-

mental in corrupting. If young lawyers are

taught to consider this as the style which
shoukl be aimed at and encouraged, to ren-

der Judges benevolent,—by comparing them
to "the sweet-souled Cimon," and the ''gal-
lant Epaminondas;" or to talk about their

own "young and slender tapers," and '-the

clouds and the morning sun,"
—with what

precious stuff will the Courts and the country
be infested ! It is not difficult to imitate the
defects of such a style

—and of all defects

they are the most nauseous m imitation.

Even in the hands of men of genius, the risk

is, that the longer such a style is cultivated,
the more extravagant it will grow,

—
^just as

those who deal in other means of intoxica-

tion, are tempted to strengthen the mixture
as they proceed. The learned and candid
author before us, testifies this to have been
the progress of Mr. C. himself—and it is still

more .strikingly illustrated by the history of his

models and imitators. Mr. Burke had much
less of this extravagance than Mr. Grattan—
Mr. Grattan much less than Mr. Curran—and
Mr. Curran much less than Mr. Phillips.

—It

is really of some importance that the climax
should be closed, somewhere.

There is a concluding chapter, in which
Mr. C.'s skill in cross-examination, and his

conversational brilliancy, are commemorated
;

as well as the general simplicity and affability
of his manners, and his personal habits and

peculiarities. He was not a profound lawj^er,
nor much of a general scholar, though reason-

ably well acquainted with all the branches of

polite literature, and an eager reader of novels

—
being often caught sobuing o\er the pathoi

of Ilichardson. or laughing at the humour of

Cervantes, with an unrestranied vehemence
which reminds us of that of Voltaire. Ha
spoke very slow, both in public and private,
and was remarkably scrupulous in his choice
of words: He slept very little, and, like John-

son, was always averse to retire at night-
lingering long after he arose to depart

—
and, in

his own house, often following one of hi.* guests
to his chamber, and renewing the conversation
for an hour. He was habitually abstinent and

temperate ; and, from his youth up, in spite of

all his vivacity, theT^ictim of a constitutional

melancholy. His wit is said to have been ready
and brilliant, and altogether without gall.
But the credit of this testimony is some\Ahat
weakened by a Lttle selection of his bons

mots, with which we are furnished in a note.
The greater part, we own, appear to us lo be
rather vulgar and ordinary; as, when a man
of the name of Halfpenny was desired by the

Jutlge to sit down, Mr. C. said, '-I thank jour
Lordship for having at last nailed that nij) to

the counter f^ or, when observing upon tlie

singular pace of a Judge who was lame, he

saiil,
" Don't yon see that one leg goes before,

like a tipsttifT, to make room for the other?"—
or, when vindicating his countrymen from

the charge of being naturally vicious, he said,
••'He had never yet heard of an Irishman being
horn drunk." The following, however, ia

good—"I can't tell you, Curran," observed
an Irish nobleman, who had voted for the

Union,
'• how frightful our old House of Com-

mons appears to me." "Ah ! my Lord," re-

plied the other, "it is only natural for Mur-
derers to be afraid of Ghosts;"

—and this ia

at least grotcfsque. "Being asked what an
Irish gentleman, just arrived in England, could
mean by perpetually putting out his tongue?
Answer— •'

I suppose he's trying to catch the

English accent.'
" In his last illness, his physi-

cian observing in the morning that he seemed
to cough with more difficulty, he answered,
"that is rather surprising, as I have been

practising all night."
But these things are of little consequence.

Mr. Curran was something much belter than
a sayer of smart sayings. He was a lover of

his country
—and its fearless, its devoted, and

indefatigable servant. To his energy and tal-

ents she was perhaps indebted for some miti-

gation of her sufferings in the days of her ex-

tremity
—and lo these, at all events, the public

has been indebted, in a great degree, for ihe

knowledge they now have of her wrongs; and
for the feeling which that knowledge has

exci.ed, of the necessity of granting them re-

dress. It is in this character that he must
h?.\e most wished to be remembered, and in

which he has most deserved it.
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M. SiMOND is already well known in this

country as the author of one of the best ac-

counts of it that has ever been given to the

world, either by native or foreigner
—the full-

est certainly, and the most unprejudiced
—

and containing the most faithful descriptions
both of the aspect of our country, and the pe-
culiarities of our manners and character, that

has yet come under our observation. There
are some mistakes, and some rash judgments;
but nothing can e.vceed the candour of the

estimate, or the fairness and independence of

spirit with which it is made
j
while the whole

is pervaded b}' a vein of original thought,

always sagacious, and not unfrequently pro-
found. The main fault of that book, as a
work of perinanent interest and instruction,
which it might otherwise have been, is the

too great space which is alloted to the tran-

sient occurrences and discussions of the time

lo which it refers—most of which have al ready
lost their interest, and not only read like old

news and stale politics, but have extended
Iheir own atmosphere of repulsion to many
admirable remarks and valuable suggestions,
of which they happen to be the vehicles.

The work before us is marked by the same

excellences, and is nearly free from the faults

to which we have just alluded. Li spite of

Ihis, however—perhaps even in consequence
of it—we suspect it will not generally be

thought so entertaining; the scene being nec-

essarily so much narrower, and the per.sons
of the drama fewer and less diversified. The

work, however, is full of admirable description
md original remark:—nor do we know any
book of travels, ancient or modern, which

contains, in the same compass, so many
graphic and animated delineations of exter-

nal objects, or so many just and vigorous ob-

servations on the moral phenomena it records.

The most remarkable thing about it. however—and it occurs equally in the author's former

publication
—is the singular combination of

entluisiasm and austerity that appears both in

the descriptive, and the reasoning or ethical

parts of the performance
—the perpetual strug-

gle that seems to exist between the feelings
and fancy of the author, and the sterner in-

timations of his understanding. There is,

*
I reprint a part of this paper :

—
partly out of love

lo the memory of the author, who was my coiinec-

fion and particular friend :
—hut ciiiefly for the sake

Df his remarks on our English manners, and my
judgment on these remarks— which 1 would ven-
ture to submit to the sensitive patriots of America,
as a specimen of the temperance with which the pa-
triots ofothcr countries can deal with the censors of
their national habits and pretensions to fine breeding.

particularity,
been most barbarous, venal,

accordingly, in all his moral and political ob-

servations at least, a constant alteniation of

romantic philanthropy and bitter sarcasm—of

the most captivating views of apparent hap-
piness and virtue, and the most relentless dis-

closures of actual guilt and misery
—of the

sweetest and most plausible illusions, and the

most withering and chilling truths. He ex-

patiates, for example, through many pages,
on the heroic valour and devoted patriotism
of the old Helvetic worthies, with the memo-
rials of which the face of their country is

covered—and then proceeds to dissect their

character and manners with the mo.>t cruel

and makes them out to have
and unjust. In

the same way, he bewitches his readers with

seducing pictures of the peace, simplicity, in-

dependence, and honesty of the mountain

villagers ;
and by and by takes occasion to

tell us, that they are not only more stupid,
but more corrupt than the inhabitants of cities.

He eulogises the solid learning and domestic
habits that prevail at Zurich and Geneva; and
then makes it known to us that they are in-

fested with faction and ennui. He draws a

delightful picture of the white cottages and

smiling pastures in which the cheerful pea.s-

anls of the Engadine have their romantic

habitations—and then casts us down from
our elevation without the least pity, by in-

forming us, that the best of them are those

who have returned from hawking stucco par-

rots, sixpenny looking-glasses, and coloured

sweetmeats through all the towns of Europe.
He is always strong for libertj', and indignant
at oppression

—but cannot settle very well in

what liberty consists; and seems to suspect,
at last, that political rights are oftener a source

of di.sorder than of comfort; and that if per-
son and property are tolerably secure, it is

mere quixotism to look further.

So strona" a contrast of warm feelings and
cold reasonings, such animating and such de-

spairing views of the ntiture and destiny of

mankind, are not often to be found in the same
mind—and still less frequently in the .sime

book : And yet they amount hut to an extreme

case, or strong example, of the inconsislencies

through which all men of generous tempers
and vigorous understandings are perpetually

passing, as the one or the other part of their

constitution assumes the ascendant. There
are many of our good feeling-s, we su.spect,

and some even of our good principles, thai

rest upon a sort of illusion
;
or cannot submit

at least to be questioned by frigid reason,
without being for the time a good deal dis-

countenanced and impaired
—and this we taic«

3l 2
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to be very clearly the case with M. Simorid.

His temperament is plainly enthusiastic, and

his fancy powerful : But his reason is active

and exacting, and his love of truth paramount
to all other considerations. His natural sym-

pathies are with all fine and all lofty qualities—but it is his honest conviction, that happi-
ness is most securely built of more^ulgar
materials—and that there is even something
ridiculous in investing our humble human na-

ture with these magnificent attributes. At

all events it is impossible to doubt of his sin-

cerity in both parts of the representation ;
—

for there is not the least appearance of a love

of paradox, or a desire to produce effect; and

nothing can be so striking as the air of candour

and impartiality that prevails through the

whole work. If any traces of prejudice may
still be detected, they have manifestly sur-

vived the most strenuous efforts to efface

them. The strongest, we think, are against
French character and English manners

—with

some, perhaps, against the French Revolution,
and its late Imperial consummator. He is

very prone to admire Nature—but not easily

satisfied with Man
;

—
and, though most in-

tolerant of intolerance, and most indulgent to

those defects of which adventitiousadvantages
make men most impatient, he is evidently of

opinion that scarcely any thing is exactly as

it should be in the present state of society
—

and that little more can be said for most

existing habits and institutions, than that

they have been, and might have been, still

worse.
He sets out for the most picturesque country

of Europe, from that which is certainly the

least so :
—and gives the first indications of his

sensitiveness on these topics, by a passing

critique on the ancient chateaus of France,

and their former inhabitants. We may as

well introduce him to our readers with this

passage as with any other.

" A few comfortable residences, scattered about

the coutiiry, have lately put us in mind how very
rare they are in general : Instead of them, you meet,
not unfrequently, some ten or twenty miserable

hovels, crowded together round what was formerly
the stronghold of the lord of the manor ;

a narrow,

dark, prison-hke building, with small grated win-

dows, embattled walls, and turrets peeping over

thatched roofs. The lonely cluster seems uncon-

nected with the rest of the country, and rnay be said

to represent the feudal system, as plants in a hnrtus

siccus do the vegetable. Long before the Revolu-

tion, these chateau.x had been mostly forsaken by
their seig?ieurs. for the nearest country town ;

where
Monsieur le Compte, or Monsieur le Marquis, deco-

rated with the cross of St. Louis, made shift to live

on his paltry seigniorial dues, and rents ill paid ^y
a starving peasantry ; spending his time in reminis-

cences of gallantry with the old dowagers of the

place, who roujred and wore patches, dressed in

noops and high-heeled shoes, full four inches, and

long pointed elbow-ruffles, balanced with lead. Not
one individual of this good company knew any thing
of what was passing in the world, or suspected that

anv change had taken place since the days of Louis

XIV. No book found its way there ; no one read,

not even a newspaper. When the Revolution

burst upon this inferior nobility of the provinces, it

appeared to them like Attila and the Huns to the

people of the fii"!!! century
—the Scourrre of God,

coming nobody knew whence, for the mere purpose

of dfstruction—a savage enemy, speaking an iih

known language, with whom no compromise could

be made."

The first view of the country, though no

longer new to most readers, is given with a

truth, and a freshness of feeling which we
are tempted to preserve in an extract.

" Soon after passing the frontiers of the two

countries, the view, heretofore bounded by nearob- 1

jects, woods and pastures, rocks and snows, opened i

all at once upon the Canton de Vaud, and upon half -

Switzerland ! a vast extent of undulaiing country,
tufted woods and fields, and silvery streams and

lakes; villages and towns, with their antique tow-

ers, and their church-steeples shining in the sun.
'• The lake of Neuchaicl, far below on the left,

and those of Morat and of Vienne, like mirrors set

in deep frames, contrasted by the tranquillity of

their lucid surfaces, with the dark shades and broken

grounds and ridges of the various landscape. Be-

yond this vast extent of country, its villages and

towns, woods, lakes, and mountains; beyond all

terrestrial objects
—beyond the horizon itself, rose a

limg ranjre of aerial forms, of the softest pale pink
luur: These were the high Alps, the rampart of

Italy
—from Mont Blanc in Savoy, to the glaciers

of the Overland, and even further. Their angle
of elevation seen from this distance is very small

indeed. Faithfully represented in a drawing, the

effect would be insignificant; but the aerial per-

spective amply restored the proportions lost in the

mathematical perspective.
" The human mind thirsts after immensity and

immutability, and duration without bounds; but it

needs some tangible object from which to take its

flight,
—something present to lead to futurity, some-

thing bounded from whence to rise to the infinite.

This vault of the heavens over our head, sinking
all terrestrial objects into absolute nothingness,

might seem best fitted to awaken this sense of ex-

pansion in the mind : But mere space is not a per-

ceptible object to which we can readily apply a

scale, while the Alps, seen at a glance between

heaven and earth—met as it were on the confines

of the regions of fancy and of sober reality, are

there like' written characters, traced by a divine

hand, and suggesting thoughts such as human lan-

guage never reached.

"Coming down the Jura, along descent brought
us to what appeared a plain, but which proved a

varied country wiih hills and dales, divided into neat

enclosures of hawthorn in full bloom, and large

hedge-row trees, mostly walnut, oak, and ash. It

had altogether very much the appearance of the

most beautiful parts of England, although the en-

closures were on a smaller scale, and the cottages
less neat and ornamented. They differed entirely

from France, where the dwellings are always col-

lected in villages, the fields all open, and without

trees. Numerous streams of the clearest water

crossed the road, and watered very fine meadows.

The houses, built of stone, low, broad, and massy,
eiiher thatched or covered with heavy wooden shin-

gles, and shaded with maiinificent walnut trees,

rni"'ht all have furnished studies lo an artist."

Vol. i. pp. 25—27.

The following, however, is more character-

istic of the author's vigorous and familiar, but

somewhat quaint and abrupt, style of de-

scription.
"

I/eaving our eqnipnEfes at Ballaisrne, we pro-

ceeded to the fills of the Orbe, through a hanging
wood of fine old oaks, and came, afier a l>ng de-

scent, to a place where the Orbe breaks thnKmh a

L'reat mass of ruins, which, at some very remote

period, havp fallen from the moiMitain. and entirely

obstructed its channel. All the eanh. and all the

smaller frafrments, having long since disappeared .

and the water now works its way, with great noisf
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and fury, among the larger fragments, and falls

above the height of eighty feet, in the very best

Btyle. The blocks, many of ihom as large as a

good-sized three-story house, are heaped up most

strangely, jammed in by their angles
—in equilibrium

on a point, or lorming perilous bridges, over which
you may, with proper precaution, picli your way
to the other side. The quarry from which the ma-
terials of liie bridge came is just above your head,
and the miners are still at work—air, water, frost,

weight, and lime ! The strata of limestone are

evidently breaking down
; their deep rents are

widening, and enormous masses, already loosened
from the mountain, and suspended on their preca-
rious baues, seem only wailing for the Inst effort of
the great lever of nature to take the horrid leap,
and bury under some hundred feet of new chaotic

ruins, the trees, the verdant lawn—and yourself,
M'ho are looking on and foretelling the catastrophe !

We le(t this scene at lasi reluctantly, and proceed-
ed towards the dent-de-vaulioii, at ihe base ot which
we arrived in two hours, and in two hours more
reached ihe summii, which is four thousand lour
hundred and seventy-six feet above the sea, and
three thousand three hundred and forty-two feci

above ihe lake of Geneva. Our path lay over
smooth turf, sufficiently steep to make it difficult

to climb. At the top we found a narrow ridge, not
more than one hundred yards wide. The south
view, a most magnificent one, was unfortunately
too like that at our entrance into Switzerland to

bear a second description; the other side of the

ridge can scarcely be approached without terror,

being almost perpendicular. Crawling, therefore,
on our hands and knees, we ventured, in this modest
attitude, to look out of ihe window at the hundred
and fiftieth story (at least two thousand feet), and
see what was doing in the street. Herds of cattle

in the inji?iiment petit were grazing on the verdant
lawn of a narrow vale ; on the other side of which,
a mountain, overgrown with dark pines, marked the

boundary of France. Towards the west, we saw
a piece of water, which appeared like a mere fish-

pond. It was the lake of Joux. two leagues in

length, and half a league in breadth. We were to

look for our night's lodgings in the village on its

banks."— Vol.1, pp. 33—36.
" Bienne struck us as more Swiss than any thing

we had yet seen, or rather as if we were entering
Switzerland for the first time

; every thing looked
and sounded so foreign : And yet to see the curiosity
we excited the moment we landed and entered the

Btreels, we might have supposed it was ourselves
who looked rather outlandish. The women wore
their hair plaited down to their heels, while ihe full

petticoat did not descend near so far. Several

groups of them, sitting at their doors, sung in parts,
with an accuracy of ear and taste innate among the
Germans. Gateways fortified with towers inter-

sect the streets, which are composed of strange-

jooking houses built on arcades, like those of

bridges, and variously painted, blue with yellow
borders, red with white, or purple and grey ; pro-

jecting iron balconies, highly worked and of a

glossy black, with bright green window frames.
The luxury of fountains and of running water is

still greater here than at Neuchatel ; and you might
be lempied to quench your thirst in the kennel, it

runs so clear and pure. Morning and evening,
goats, in immense droves, conducted to or from the

mountain, traverse the streets, and slop of them-
selves, each at its own door. In the interior of the

houses, most ariieles of furniture are quaintlv shaped
and ornamented

; old-looking, but rubbed bright,
and in good preservation ; from the nut-cracker,

curiously carved, to the double-necked cruet, pnur-
ing oil and vinegar out of the same bottle. The
accommodations at ihe inn are homely, but not un-
comfortable ; substantially good, though not ele-

gant."—Vol. i. pp. 65, 66.

We may add the followirg, which is in the
same style.

"
It rained all day yesterday, and we remained

shut up in our room at a German iim in Waldshut,
enjoying a day's rest with our books, and observing
men and manners in Germany, through ihe small
round panes of our casements. 'I'he projecting
root's ol houses afford so much shelter on boili sides
of the streets, that the beau sex ot Wald^hut were
out all day long in their Sunday clothes, as it it had
been fine weather ; their long yellow hair in a sin-

gle plait hung down to their heels, along a back
made very strait by the habit of carrying pails of
milk and water on ihe head

;
their snow-white shift-

sleeves, rolled up to the shoulder, exposed to view
a sinewy, sun-burnt arm ; the dai k red stays were
laced with black in front, and a petticoat scarcely
longer than the Scotch kilt, hid nothing of the lower
limb, nor of a perfectly neat stocking, wellstietched

by red garters full in sight. I'he aged among them,
generally frightful, looked like withered little old
men in disguise."—Vol. i. pp. 87, 88.

Of all the Swiss cities, he seems to have
been most struck with Berne

;
and the im-

pression made by its majestic exterior, has
even made him a little too partial, we think,
to its aristocratic constitution. His description
of its appearance is given with equal spirit
and precision.

" These fine woods extend almost lo the very
gates of Berne, where you arrive under an avenue
of limes, which, in this season, perluine the air.

There are seats by the side of the road, for ihe con-
venience of foot-passengers, especially women going
to market, with a shelf above, at the height of a

person standing, for the purpose of receiving their
baskets while they rest themselves on ihe bench:
you meet also with fountains at regular distances.
The whole country has the appearance of English
pleasure-grounds. 'Ihe town itself stands on the
elevated banks of a rapid river, the Aar, to which
the Rhine is indebted for one half of its waters. A
sudden bend of the stream encloses, on all sides
but one, the promontory on which the town is

built
; the magnificent slope is in some places cover-

ed wiih turf, supported in others by lotty terraces

planted with trees, and commanding wonderful
views over the surrounding rich country, and the

high Alps beyond it.
"

It is not an easy matter to account for the first

impression you receive upon entering Berne. You
certainly feel that you have got to an ancient and a
great city : Yet, before the eleventh century, it had
not a name, and its present population does not ex-
ceed twelve thousand souls. It is arepulilic; ye.
it looks kingly. Something of Roman majesty ap-
pears in its lofty terraces ; in those massy archef
on each side of the streets; in the abundance of
water flowing night and day into gigantic basins •

in the magnificent avenues of trees, 'i'he very
silence, and absence of bustle, a certain stateliness
and reserved demeanour in the inhabitants, by
showing it to be not a money-making town, implies
that its wealth springs from more solid and per-
manent sources than trade can aflTord, and that
another spirit animates its inhabitants. In short,
of all the firsl-sight impressions and guesses about
Berne, that of its being a Roman town would be
nearer right than any other. Circumstances, in
some respects similar, have produced like results
in the Alps, and on the plains of Latiiim, at the in-
terval of twenty centuries. Luxury at Berne seems
wholly directed to objects of public utility. By the
side of those iiigantic terraces, of those "fine foun-
tains, and noble shades, you see none but simple
and solid dwellings, yet scarcely any begsarly
ones; not an equipage to be seen, but many a
country wagon, coming to market, with a capital
team of horses, or oxen, well appointpd every way."

Aristocratic pride is said to be exces>ive at
Berne

;
and the antique simplicity of its niagistrates,

the plain and easy manners they uniformly pre
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erve ir. llieir intercourse with the people, are not

by any iniaiis at variance wiili ilie a.ssoriion ; for

ihat <>.\i('rn:il
sinipliciiy and iili'abiliiy lo inleriors is

one of il)o characlcrisiics ot ilic nrisiocraiic govern-
meni ; all assuinpiion of superiurity being carelully
Bvoidcd when real auihoriiy is not in qiiesiion.
Ziiricii ?u^!;esi8 ilie idea ofa niuniciinil aristocracy ;

Berne of a warlike one : there, we think we see

citizens of a town transformed into nobility; liere

sobies wlio have made themselves citizens."

Vol. i. pp. 213—217.*

But we must now hasten from the Physical
wonders of this country to some of the author's

Moral observations
J
and we are templed to

give the first place to his unsparing but dis-

passionate n^marks on the character of modern

English travellers. At Geneva, he observes,
"
English travellers swarm here, as everywhere

else; but tiiey do not mix with the society of the

country more ihan they do elsewhere, and seem to

like ii even less. The people of Geneva, on the
other hand, say,

' Their former friends, the English,
are so changed they scarcely know them again.

They used lo he a plain downright race, in whom a

certain decree of sauvagerie (oddity and shyness)
only served to set off the advantages of a highly
cultivated understanding, of a liberal iriind, and

generous temper, which characterised them in gen-
eral. Their young men were often rather wild, but
«oon reformed, and became like their fathers. In-

stead of this, we now see (ihey say) a mixed assem-

blage, of whotn lamentably few possess any of those

qualities we vvere wont to admire in iheir predeces-
sors. Their former shyness and reserve is changed
to disdiiin and rudeness. If you seek these modern
English, they keep aloof, do not mix in conversa-
tion, and seem to laugh at you. Their conduct,
Btill more strange and unaccountable in regard to

each other, is indicative of coniempt or suspicion.

Studiously avoiding to exchange a svord with their

countrymen, one would suppose they expected to

find a siiarper in every individual of their own na-

tion, not particularly introduced,—or at best a per-
son betieaih them. Accordingly you cannot vex or

displease ihetn tnore than by inviting other English
travellers to meet them, whom they may be com-
pelled afterwards to acknowledge. If they do not
find a crowd, they are tired. If you speak of the
old English you formerly knew, tlini was before the

Flood ! If you talk of books, it is pedantry, and

they yawn ;
of politics, they run wild about Bona-

parte! Dancing is the only thing which is sure to

please them. At the sound of the fiddle, the think-

ing nation starts up at once. Their young people
are adepts in the art

;
and take pains to become so,

spending half their time with the dancing master
You may know the houses where they live by the

scraping of the fiddle, and shakins of the floor,
which di-titrbs their neighbours. Few bring letters;
and yet they complain they are neglected by the
?ood company, and cheated by innkeepers. The
latter, accustomed to the ISlilords Anglais of former
times, or at least having heard of them, think they
may charge accordingly ; but only find des Anglais
pour Tire, who bargain at the door, before they ven-
ture to come in. for the leg of mutton and bottle of
wine, on which they mean to dine !'

"Placed as I am between the two parties, I hear

young Englishinen repeat, what they have heard in

France, that the Genevans are cold, selfish, and in-

terested, and their women des pricieuses ridicules,
the very milliners and mantua-makers giving them-
eelves airs of modesty and deep reading ! that there
is no opera, nor theatre des vaniles; in short, that

Geneva is the dullest place in the world. Some
Bay it is but a bad copy of England, asham republic ;

and a scientific, no less than a political, counterfeit.

• Many travelling details, and particular de-

scriptions, are here omitted.

Tn short, the friends of Gent .a, among o: r nndein
English travellers, are not njmerous—thoii>:h tltey
are select. These last di.siinguislied ilieiiiselvcii

during the late hard winter by tlieir bouniy to the

poor
—not the poor of Geneva, who were suliiciently

assisted by their richer counirymeti, bin those of

Savoy, who «ere literally starving. If English
travellers no longer appear iti the same light us for-

merly, it is because it is not the same class of peo-
ple who go abroad, but all classes,

—and not the best
of all classes, either. They know this too, and say
it themselves; they feel the ridicule of iheir enor-
mmis numbers, and of the absurd conduct of many
of ihem. They are ashamed and provoked ; describe
it will) the most pointed irony, and tell many a hu-
morous story againsc themselves. Formerly, the

travelling class was composed of young men of

good fatnily and fortune, just coming ot age, who,
after leaving the University, went the tour of the
Continent under the guidance of a learned tutor,

often a very distinguished man, or of men of the
same class, at a more advanced age, with their

families, who, after many years spent in professional
duties at hotne, came to visit again the countries

they had seen in their youth, and the friends they
had known there. In those better times, when no

Englishman left his country either to seek his for-

tune, to save money, or to bide himself; when
travellers of that nation were all very rich or very
learned; of high birih, yet liberal principles; un-
bounded in their generosity, and with means equal
to the inclitiation, their high standing in the world

might well be accounted for; and it is a great pity

they should have lost it. Were I an Englishman,
I would not set out on my travels until the new
fashion were over."—Vol. i. pp. 356—359.

At SchafThausen, ag"ain, he observes,

"There were other admirers here besides our-
selves ; some English, and more Germans, who
furnished us with an opportunity of coniparins the

difference of national manners. 'I'he 'ornier, divided
into groups, carefully avoiding any commmiicaiion
with each other still more than with the foreigners,
never exchanged a w-ord, and scarcely a look, with

any but the legiiiinate interlocutors of their own set
;

women adhnring tnore particularly to the rule—from
native reserve and timidity, full as much as from

pride or from extreme good breeding. Some of the

ladies here might be Scotch
;
at least they wore the

national colours, and we overheard them drawing
comparisons between what we had uiider our eyes
and Coralyn ; giving justly enough, the preference
to the Clyde ; bitt, at any rate, they behaved i
V Anglaise. The German ladies, on the contrary,
contrived tn Her conveTsalio7i\n indifTereni French.
With genuine simplicity, wholly unconscious of for-

wardness, although it might undoubtedly have been
so qualified in England, they begged of my friend

to let them hear a few words in English, just to

know the sound, to which they w-ere si i angers. If

we are to judge of the respective merits of these

opposite manners, by the impression they leave, I

think the question is already decided by the English
auainst themselves. Yet, at the same time that they
blame and deride their own protid reserve, and
would depart from it if they well knew how. but a

few have the courage to venture :
—and I really be-

lieve they are the best bred, who thtts allow them-
selves to be good-humoured and vulgar."

Vol. i. pp. 94, 95,

We have not much to say in defence of

our countrymen
—but what maybe said truly,

ought not to be suppressed. That our travel-

lers are now geneially of a lower rank than

formerly, and that not very many of them are

fitted, either by their wealth or breedino;, to

uphold the character of the not'.e and honour-

able persons who once almost monopolised
the advantages of foreigti travel, is of course
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implied in the fact of their having become

vastly more numerous,
— without supj^osiiig

nny actual degeneracy in the nation itself.

At a very popular point of M. Simond's jour-

ney, it appeared from a register which he

consulted, that the proportion of travellers

from different countries, was twenty-eight

English to four Prussians, two Dutch, live

French, one Italian, and three Americans.—
That some of this great crowd of emigrants

might not be suitable associates for some

others, may easily be conjectured
—and that

the better sort may not have been very wil-

ling to fraternise with those who did least

honour to their common country, could scarce-

ly be imputed to them as a fault. But these

considerations, we fear, will go but a little way
to explain the phenomenon ;

or to account for

the "
Morgue Aristocratique," as Bonaparte

called it,
of the English gentry

—the sort of

Bulky and contemptuous reserve with which,
both at home and abroad, almost all who have

any pretensions to bon ton seem to think it

necessary to defend those pretensions. The

thing has undoubtedly been carried, of late

years, to an excess that is both ludicrous and
offensive—and is, in its own nature, unques-
tionably a blemish and a misfortune: But it

does not arise, we are persuaded, from any
thing intrinsically haughty or dull in our tem-

perament
—but is a natural consequence, and,

it must be admitted, a considerable drawback
from two very proud peculiarities in our con-

dition—the freedom of our constitution, and
the rapid progress of wealth and intelligence
in the body of the nation.

In most of the other countries of Europe,
if a man was not born in high and polished

society, he had scarcely any other means of

gaining admission to it—and honour and dig-

nity, it was supposed, belonged, by inheri-

tance, to a very limited class of the people.
Within that circle, therefore, there could be no

derogation
—

and, from without
it,

there could

bo no intrusion. But, in this country, persons
of every condition have been long entitled to

aspire to every situation—and, from the nature

of our political constitution, any one who had
individual influence, by talent, wealth, or ac-

tivity, became at once of consequence in the

community, and was classed as the open rival

or necessary auxiliary of those who had the

etrongest hereditary claims to importance.
But though the circle of Society was in this

way at all times larger than in the Conti-

nental nations, and embraced more persons
of dissimilar training and habits, it does not

appear to have given a tone of repulsion to

the manners of those who affected the supe-

riority, till a period comparatively remote.

In the days of the Tudors and Stuarts there

was a wide pale of separation between the

landed Aristocracy and the rest of the popu-
lation

;
and accordingly, down at least to the

end of Charles the Second's reign, there

Beems to have been none of this dull and
frozen arrogance in the habits of good com-

pany. The true reason of this, however, was.

that though the competition was constitution-

ally open, good education was, in fact, till

92

after this period, ccnfined to tht. -hildren of

the gentry; and a certain parade in equipago
and dress, which co jld not be easily assumed
but by the opulent, nor naturally carried but

by those who had been long accustomed to

it,
threw additional difficulties in the way

of those who wished to push themselves for-

ward in society, and rendered any other bul-

warks unnecessary for the protection of tho

sanctuary of fashion.

From the time of SirRobertWalpole, how-

ever, the communication between the higher
and the lower orders became far more open
and easy. Commercial wealth and enterprise
were prodigiously extended— literature and

intelligence spread with unprecedented ra-

pidity among the body of the people ;
and

the increased intercourse between the differ-

ent parts of the country, naturally produced
a greater mixture of the different classes of

the people. This was followed by a general
rela.\ation in those costly external observances,
by which persons of condition had till then
been distinguished. Ladies laid aside their

hoops, trains, and elaborate head-dresses
;
and

gentlemen their swords, periwigs, and em-

broidery ;

—and at the same time that it thus

became quite practicable for an attorney's
clerk or a mercer's apprentice to assume the

exterior of a nobleman, it happened also, both
that many persons of that condition had the

education that fitted them for a higher rank—
and that several had actually won their way
to it by talents and activity, which had not

formerly been looked for in that quarter.
—

Theii- success was well merited undoubtedly,
and honourable both to themselves and their

country; but its occasional occurrence, even
more than the discontinuance of aristocratical

forms or the popular spirit of the Government,
tended strongly to encourage the pretensions
of others, who had little qualification for suc-

cess, beyond an eager desire to obtain it.—
So many persons now raised themselves by
their own exertions, that every one thought
himself entitled to rise; and very few pro-

portionally were contented to remain in the

rank to which they were born
;
and as vanity

is a still more active principle than ambition,
the effects of this aspiring spirit were more

conspicuously seen in the invasion which it

prompted on the prerogatives of polite society,
than in its more serious occupations ;

and a
herd of uncomfortable and unsuitable com-

panions beset all the approaches to go^d com-

pany, and seemed determined to force all its

barriers.

Wo think we have now stated the true

causes of this phenomenon—but, at all events,
the fact we believe to be incontrovertible, that

within the last fifty years there has been an
incredible increase of forwardness and solid

impudence among the half-bred and half-

educated classes of this country
— and that

there was consequently some apology for the

assumption of more distant and foi bidding
manners towards strangers, on the ]iart oi

those who were already satisfied with the ex-

tent of their society. It was evidently easier

and more prudent to reject the overtures of
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unknown acquaintances, than to shake them
off after they had been once allowed lo fasten

themselves—to repress, in short, the first at-

tempts at familiarity, and repel, by a chiliiiip

and somewhat disdainful air, the advances of

all, of whom it might any way be suspected
that they might turn out discreditable or un-

fit associates.

This, we have no doubt, is the true history
of that awful tone, of gloomy indifference

and stupid arrogance, which has unfortunately
become so striking a characteristic of English
manners. At its best, and when most justified

by the circumstance of the parties, it ha.s, \%e

must allow, but an ungracious and disoblig-

ing air: But the extravagant height to which
it is now frequently carried, and the extraor-

dinary occasions on which it is sometimes dis-

played, deserve all the ridicule and reproba-
tion they meet with. We should not quarrel
much with a man of family and breeding

being a little distant and cold to the many-

very affable people he may meet with, either

in his travels, or in places of public resort at

home. But the provoking thing is, to see the

same frigid and unsociable manner adopted
in private society, and towards persons of the

highest character, if they happen not to be-

long to the same set, or to be occupied with

the same pursuits with those fastidious mor-
tals—who. while their dignity forbids them to

be affxble to men of another club, or women
of another assembly, yet admit to the fami-

liarity of their most private hours, a whole

gang of led captains, or led parsons, fiddlers,

boxers, or parasitical buffoons. But the most
remarkable extravagance in the modern prac-
tice of this repulsive system, is, that the most

outrageous examples of it are to be met with

among those who have the least occasion for

its protection,
—

persons whose society nobody
would think of courting, and who yet receive

the slightest and most ordinary civilities,
—

being all that the most courteous would ever

dream of offering them. — with airs of as

vehement disdain as if they were really in

danger of having their intimacy taken by
storm ! Such manners, in such people, are

no doubt in the very extreme of absurdity.
—

But it is the mischief of all cheap fashions,
that they are immediately pirated by the vul-

gar; and certainly there is none that can be
assumed with so little cost, either of industry
or understanding as this. As the whole of it

consists in being silent, stupid, and sulky, it

is quite level to the meanest capacity
—

and,
we have no doubt, has enabled many to pass
for persons of some consideration, who could

never have done so on any other terms; or

has permitted them at least to think that they
were shunning the society of many by whom
they would certainly have been shunned.
We trust, therefore, that this fashion of

mock stateliness and sullen reserve will soon

pass away. The extreme facility with which
it maybe copied by the lowest and dullest of

mankind,—the caricatures which are daily
exhibited of it in every disgusting variety,

—
and the restraints it must impo.se upon the

good nature and sociality which, after all,
do

degree ;

think are those that are rej)aid.

the largest share of gratitude

really form a part of our national character,
must concur, we think, with the alienation it

produces in others, speedily to consign it to

the tomb of other forgotten affectations. The
duties that we owe to strangers that come

casually into our society, certainly are not

very weighty
—and a man is no doubt entitled

to consult his own ease, and even his indo-

lence, at the hazard of being unpopular among
such persons. But, after all, afiabilify and

complaisance are still a kind of duties, in their

and of all duties, we should
really

not only with
but with the

greatest internal satisfaction. All we ask
is,

that they, and the pleasure which naturally

accompanies their exercise, should not be sa-

crificed to a vain notion of dignity, which the

person assuming it knows all the while to be
false and hollow—or to a still vainer assump-
tion of fashion, which does not impose upon
one in a thousand

;
and subjects its unhappy

victim to the ridicule of his very competitors
ill the practice. All studied manners are as-

sumed, of course, for the sake of the effect

they are to produce on the beholders : And if

a man have a particularly favourable opinion
of the wi.sdom and dignity of his physiogno-

my, and, at the same time, a perfect con-

sciousness of the folly and vulgarity of his

discourse, there is no denying that such a

man, when he is fortunate enough to be v here

he is not known, will do well to keep his own

secret, and sit as silent, and look as repulsive

among strangers as possible. But, under any
other circumstances
it to be a reasonable

ble demeanour. To return, however, to M
Simond.

If he is somcAvhat severe upon our national

we really cannot admit

anymore than an amia-

character, it must be confessed that he deals

still harder measure to his own countrymen.
There is one passage in which he distinctly
states that no man in France now pretends to

any principle, either personal or political.

What follows is less atrocious,
—and probably

nearer the trath. It is the sequel of an enco-

mium on the domestic and studious occupa-
tions of the well-informed society of Zurich.

"
Probnbly a mode of life so entirely domestic

would lempt feu- sir.'injrers, and in France particu-

larly, it would appciirqnite intolcralilc Yet I doubt
whether these contemners of doinestie duhiess are

not generally the dullest of the two. Walking oc-

casionally the whole length of the interior Boule-

vards of Paris, on a summer evening, I have gene-
rally observed on my return, nt the interval of

several hours, liie very same figures sitting just
where I had left them ; mostly isolated middle-aged
men. established for the evening on three chairs,

one for the elbow, another for the e,\tend< d leg, a

third for the centre of gravity; with vacant looks

and a muddy complexion, appearing discontented

witli themselves and others, and profoundly tired.

A faittaiil in a sainn, for the passive hearer of iho

talk of others, is still worse, I laUeit, than thethreo

chairs on the Boulevard. The theatre, seen again
and asain, can have no great charm ; nor is it every
one who has money to spare for the one, or (ree ac-

cess to the other; thcrelore. an immense number
of people are driven to the Boulevard as a last re-

source. As to h<une. it is no resouice at nil. No
one thinks of the possibility of employing his lime,
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tlierc, either by himself or with his family. And
the result, upon the whole, is, that I do not believe
there is a country in the world where you see so

many long faces, care-worn and cross, as among
the very people who are deeined, and believe theni-

eelves, the merriest in the world. A man of rank
and talent, who has spent many years in the Cri-

mea, who employed himself diligently and usefully
when there, and who naturally loves a couniry
where he has done much good, praising it to a
friend, has been heard to remark, as the main ob-

jection to a residence otherwise delightful
— ' Mais

on est oblige de s'aller coucher tous lessoirs a sept
heiires,

—
parcequ'en Crimee on ne sait pas oii allcr

passer la soiree I' This remark excites no surprise
at Paris. Every one there feels that there can be
no alternative,—some place, 7iot home, to spend
your evenings in, or to bed at seven o'clock ! It puts
one in mind of the genileman who hesitated about

marrying a lady whose company he liked very
much, 'lor,' as he observed, 'where could I then

go to pass my evenings?'
"—Vol. i. pp. 404, 405.

The following, though not a cordial, is at

least a candid testimony to the substantial

benefits of the Revolution :
—

" The clamorous, restless, and busiling manners
of the common people of Aix their antiquated and

ragged dress, their diminutive stature and ill-favour-

ed countenances, strongly recalled to my mind the

population of France, suck as I remembered it

formerly; for a considerable change has certainly
taken place, in at! such respects, between the years
1789 and 1815. The people of France are decidedly
Jess noisy, and graver; better dressed, and cleaner.

All this may be accounted for; but handsomer is

not so readily understood, a priori. It seems as if

the hardships of war, having successively carried

off all the weakly, those who survived have regen-
erated the species. The people have undoubtedly
gaiiied much by the Revolution on the score of

property, and a little as to political instituiions.

They certainly seem conscious of some advaniase
attained, and to he proud of it

—not properly civil

liberty, which is little understood, and not properly
estimated, but a certain coarse equality, asserted in

email things, althon£;h not thought of in the essen-
tials of society. This new-born equality is very
touchy, as if it felt yet insecure ; and thence a de-

gree of rudeness in the common imercourse wiih
the lower class, and, more or less, all classes, very
different from the old proverbial French politeness.

This, though in itself not agreeable, is, however, a

good sign. Pride is a step in moral improvement,
from a very low stale. These opinions, I atn well

aware, will not pass in France without aniinad ver-

sion, as it is not to be expected the same judgment
will be formed of things under different circiim-

Statices. If my critics, however, will only go three

or four thousand miles off, and stay away a quarter
of a century, I dare say we shall agree better when
we compare notes on their return."

Vol. i. pp. 333, 334.

The way in which M. Simond speaks of

Rousseau, affords a striking example of that

struggle between enthusiasm and severity
—

romance and cool reason, which we noticed

in the beginning as characteristic of the whole
work. He talks, on the whole, with contempt,
and even bitterness, of his character: But he
follows his footsteps, and the vestiges and
memorials even of his fictitious personages,
with a spirit of devout observance—visits

Clareus, and pauses at Meillerie—rows in a

burnitig day to his island in the lake of Bien-

ne—expatiates on the beauty of his retreat at

the Charraettes—and even stops to explore
his temporary abode at Moitier Travers. The

following passages are remarkable :
—

"
Rousseau, from his garret, governed an em-

pire
—that of the mind; the founder of a new reli-

gion in politics, and to his enthusiastic iollowers a

prophet
—He said, and they believed ! '1 he disci-

ples of Voltaire might be more numerous, but they
were bound to him by far weaker ties. Those of
Rousseau made the French Revwluiion, and per-
ished for it; while Voltaire's, miscalculaiing its

chances, perished hy it. Both, perhaps, deserved
their fate ; but the former certainly acted the noljler

part, and went to battle with the best weapons too,—for in the deadly encounter of all ilie passions, of

the most opposite principles and irreconcilabh; pre-

judices, cold-hearted wit is of little avail. Ileroea

and martyrs do not care for epigrams ;
and he must

have enthusiasm who pretends to lead the enihu-
siastic or cope with them. TJiteintime persuasion,
Rousseau has somewhere said, m'a toujours tenu

litu d' eloquence! And well it might ; for the first

requisite lo command belief is to believe yourself.
Nor is it easy to impose on mankind in this respect.
There is no eloquence, no ascendancy over the

minds of others, without this intimate persuasion in

yourself. Rousseau's might only be a sort of poet-
ical persuasion, lasting but as long as the occasion;

yet it was thus powerful, only because it was true,

though but for a quarter of an hour perhaps, in the

heart of this inspired writer.
" Mr. M ,

son of the friend of Rousseau, to

whom he left his manuscripts, and especially his

Confessions, to be published after his deaih, had
the goodness lo show them lo me. I observed a
fair copy written by himself, in a small hand like

print, very neat and correct; not a blot or an era-

sure to be seen. The most curious of these papers,

however, were several sketch-books, or memoranda
half filled, where the same hand is no longer dis-

cernil)le ; but the same genius, and the same way-
ward temper and perverse intellect, in every fugi-
tive thought which is there put down. Rousseau's

composition, like Montesquieu's, was laborious and
sl(jw

; his ideas flowed rapidly, but were not readily

brought into proper order ; they did not appear to

have come in consequence of a previous plan ;
but

the plan itself, formed afterwards, came in aid of
the ideas, and served as a sort of frame for them,
instcnd of being a system to which they were sub-
servient. Very possibly some of the futidamental

opinions he defended so earnestly, and for which
his disciples would willingly have suffered martyr-
dom, were origtnally adopted because a bright
tlioutrht, caught as it flew, was entered in his com-
motiplace book.
" These loose notes of Rousseau afford a curious

insight into his taste iti composition. You find

him perpetually retrenching epithets
—

reducing his

thoughts to their simplest expression
—

giving words
a peculiar energy, by the new application of their

original meaning—going back to ihe naivete of old

langnase ; and, in the artificial process of simplici-

ty, carefully cffac'ing the trace of each laborious

footstep as he advanced ; each idea, each image,
coming out, at last, as if cast entire at a single
throw, original, energetic, and clear. Although
Mr. M had promised to Rousseau that he would

publish his Confessions as they were, yet he took

upon himself to suppress a passage explaining cer-

tain circtimstatices ol his abjurations at Anneci, af-

fording a curious, but frightfully disgusting, picture
of monkish manners at that lime. It is a pity that

Mr. M did not lireak his word in regard to some
few more passages of that most admirable and most
vile of all the productions of genius."

Vol. i. pp 564—566.

The following notices of Madame de Stael

are emphatic and original :
—

"
I had seen Madame de Stael a child ; and I saw

her again on her deaihlicd The intermediate years
%vere ."spent in another hemisphere, as I'ar as possible
from the scenes in which site lived. Mixing acain,
not many months since, with a world in which I am
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B stranger, and feel that I must remain so, I just saw
this celebrau'd wotuan ; and heard, as ii were, iier

last words, as i iiad read lier works bel<)re, uninflu-

enced l>y any local bias. PerlKi[)s. I he inipressioris

of a man ihus dropped from another svorld inio this

in"»y l)C deemed SDmetiiin" like those of posterity.
' Madame de Siaiil lived for conversaiion : She

was not happy out of a large circle, and a f'reiich

circle, w here she could be heard in her own lan-

guage to the best ndvaniage. Her extravagant ad-

miration of the society of Paris was neither more
nor less than genuine admiration of herself. It

was the best mirror she could get
—and that was

all. Ambitiotis of all sorts of notoriety, she would

have given the world to have been born noble and

a beaifty. Yet there was in this e.xcessive vanity
so luuch honcsiy and frankness, it was so entirely

void of affectation and trick, she made so fair and no

irresisiiltic an appeal to your own sense of her worth,
liiat what would liave been iaugliable in any one
else, was almost respectable in her. That ambi-
tion ol eloquence, so conspicuous in her wriiingB,
was much less observable in her conversation ;

there was more uhmtdon in what she said than in

what she wrote ; while speaking, the f-ponlaneous

inspiration was no labour, but all pleasure. Con-
scious of extraordinary powers, she gave herself up
to the present enjoyntent of the good things, and
the deep things, flowing in a full ^Iream from her
well-stori d mind and luxuriant fancy. The inspi-
ration was pleasure

—the pleasure was inspiration;
and without precisely intending it, she was, every
evening of her life, in a circle ol company, the very
Corinne she liad depicted."—Vol. i. pp. 283—286.

'

(^oDcmbcr, 1812.)

Rejected Addresses ; or the New Theatrum Poetarum. 12mo. pp. 126. London: 1812.*

After all the learning, wrangling and
solemn exhortalion of our preceding pages,
we think we may venture to treat our readers
with a little morsel of town-made gaiety,
without any great derogation from our estab-

lished character for seriousness and contempt
of trifles. We are aware, indeed, that there

is no way by which we could so certainly in-

gratiate ourselves with our provincial readers,
as by dealing largely in such articles; and
we can assure them, that if we have not

hitherto indulged them very often in this

manner, it is only because we have not often

met with any thing nearly so good as the

little volume before us. We have seen no-

thing comparable to it indeed since the pub-
lication of the poetry of the Antijacobin ;

and

though it wants the high seasoning of politics
and personality, which no doubt contributed

much to ihe currency of that celebrated col-

lection, we are not sure that it does not ex-

hibit, on the whole, a still more exquisite
talent of iitiitation, with powers of poetical

composition that are scarcely inferior.

We must not forget, however, to inform our

country readers, that these "Rejected Ad-
dresses" are merely a series of Imitations of

the style and manner of the most celebrated

living writers—who are here supposed to have

*
I have been so much struck, on lately looking

back to this paper, with th^ very extraordinary
rneril and felicity of the Imitations on which it is

employed, that I catniot resist the lenipiaiion of

giving them a chance of delighting a new genera-
tion of ad nircrs, by including some part of them iti

this ptiblicaiion. I take them, indeed, lo be the

Tery best imitations) and often of difficult originals)
that ever were made: and, considering iheir great
extent and Viiriety, to indicate a talent to which I

do not ktiow wliere to look for a parallel. Some
few of iliem descend to the level of parodies: Btit

by far the greater pari are of a much higher de-

Bcription. They ought, I suppose, to have come
under the head of Poetry,

—but " Miscellaneous"
is broad enough to cover any thing.

—Some of the

less striking citations are now omitted. The au-

thors, I believe, have been long known to have

been the late Messrs. Smith.

tried their hands at an address to be spoken
;it the opening of the New Theatre in Drury
Lane—in the hope, we presume, of obtaining
the twenty-pound prize which the munificent

managers are said to have held out to the suc-

cessful candidate. The names of the imagi-

nary competitors, whose works are now offered

to the public, are only indicated by their ini-

tials; and there are one or two which we
really do not know how to fill up. By far the

greater part, however, are such as cannot pos-

sibly be mistaken; and no reader of Scott,

Crabbe, Southey, Wordsworth, Lewis, JVloore,

or Spencer, could requite the aid, even of their

initials, to recognise them in their portraits.

Colerid<:e, Coleman, and Lord Byron, are not

quite such striking likenesses. Of Dr. Busby's
and Mr. Fitzgerald's, we do not hold ourselves

qualified to judge
—not professing to be deeply

read in the woiks of these originals.

There is no talent so universally entertain-

ing as that of mimicry—even when it is con-

fined to the lively imitation of the air and
manner—the voice, gait, and external deport-
ment of ordinary individuals. Nor is thts to

be ascribed entirely to our wicked love of

ridicule; for, though we must not assign a

very high intellectual rank to an art which is

said to have attained to perfection among the

savages of New Holland, some admiration is

undoubtedly due lo the capacity of nice ob-

servation which it implies; and some gratifi-

cation may be innocently derived from the

sudden perception which it excites of pecu-
liarities previously unobserved. It rises in

interest, however, and in dignity, when it

succeeds in expressing, not merely the visible

and external characteristics of its objects, but

those also of their taste, their genius, and

temper. A vulvar mimic repeats a man's

cant-phrases and known stories, with an exact

imitation of his voice, look, and gestures : But

he is an artist of a far higher description, who
can make stories or reasonings in his manner;
and represent the features and movements of

his mind, as well as the accidents of his body.
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, The same distinction applies to the mimicry,
if it may be so called, of an author's style and
manner of writing. To copy his peculiar

I phrases or turns of expression
—to borrow the

'; grammatical structure of his sentences, or the

i metrical balance of his lines—or to crowd and

6trin;j together all the pedantic or afTected

words which he has become remarkable for

using
—

applying, or misapplying all these

wiihout the least regard to the character of

his genius, or the spirit of his compositions, is

to imitate an author only as a monkey might
imitate a man—or, at best, to support a mas-

querade character on the strength of the Dress

only ;
and at all events, requires as little talent,

and deserves as little praise, as the mimetic
exhibitions in the neighbourhood of Port-Syd-

ney. It is another matter, however, to be able

to borrow the diction and manner of a cele-

brated writer to express sentiments like his

own—to write as he would have written on
the subject proposed to his imitator—to think

his thoughts, in short, as well as to use his

words—and to make the revival of his style

appear but a consequence of the strong con-

ception of his peculiar ideas. To do this in all

the perfection of which it is capable, requires

talents, perhaps, not inferior to those of the

original on whom they are employed—to-

gether with a faculty of observation, and a

dexterity of application, which that original

might not always po.ssess ;
and should not only

afford nearly as great pleasure to the reader,

as a piece of composition,
—but may teach him

some lessons, or open up to him some views,
which could not have been otherwise disclosed.

The exact imitation of a good thing, it must
be admitted, promises fair to be a pretty good
thing in itself; but if the resemblance be very
striking, it commonly has the additional ad-

vantage of letting us more completely into the
secret of the original author, and enabling us
to understand far more clearly in what the

peculiarity of his manner consists, than most
of us should ever have done without this as-

sistance. The resemblance, it is obvious, can

only be rendered striking by exaggerating a

little, and bringing more conspicuously for-

ward, all that is peculiar and characteristic in

the model: And the marking features, which
were somewhat shaded and confused in their

natural presentment, being thus magnified and

disengaged in the copy, are more easily ob-

served and comprehended, and their effect

traced with infinitely more ease and assu-
rance

;

—
just as the course of a river, or a range

of mountains, is more distinctly understood
when laid down on a map or plan, than when
studied in their natural proportions. Thus, in

Burke's imitation of Bolingbroke (the most

perfect specimen, perhaps, which ever will

exist of the art of which we are speaking), we
have all the qualities which distinguish the

style, or we may indeed say the genius, of

that noble writer, as it were, concentrated and

brought at once before us; so that an ordinary

reader, who, in perusing his genuine works,

merely felt himself dazzled and disappointed—
delighted and wearied he could not tell

why, is now enabled to fjrm a definite and

precise conception of the causes of those op-

posite sensations,
—and to trace to the noble-

ness of the diction and the inaccuracy of the

reasoning
—the boldness of the propositions

and the rashness of the inductions—the mag-
nificence of the pretensions and the feebleness
of the performance, those contradictory judg-
ments, whh the confused result of which he
had been perplexed in the study of the original.
The same thing may be said of the imitation

of Darwin, contained in the Loves of the Tri-

angles, though confessedly of a satircal or

ludicrous character. All the peculiarities of

the original poet are there brought together,
and crowded into a little space; where they
can be compared and estimated with ease.

His essence in short, is extracted, and sepa-
rated in a good degree from what is common
to him with the rest of his species;

—and
while he is recognised at once as the orisinal

from whom all these characteristic traits have
been borrowed, that original itself is far better

understood—because the copy presents no
traits but such as are characteristic.

This highest species of imitatron, therefore,
we conceive to be of no slight value in fixing
the taste and judgment of the public, even
with regard to the great standard and original
authors who naturally become its subjects.
The pieces before us, indeed, do not fall cor-

rectly
under this denomination:—the subject

to which they are confined, and the occasion
on which they are supposed to have been pro-

duced, having necessarily given them a cer-

tain ludicrous and light air. not quite suitable

to the gravity of some of the originals, and

imparted to some of them a sort of mongrel
character in which we may discern the fea-

tures both of burlesque and of imitation.

There is enough, however, of the latter to an-

swer the purposes we have indicated above
j

while the tone of levity and ridicule may
answer the fartherpurposeof admonishing the
authors who are personated in this exhibition,
in what directions they trespass on the borders
of absurdity, and from what peculiarities they
are in danger of becoming ridiculous. A mere

parody or travestie, indeed, is commonly made,
with the greatest success, upon the tenderest

and most sublime passages in poetry
—the

whole secret of such performances consisting
in the substitution of a mean. Judicious, or

disgusting subject, for a touching or noble one.

.^Bnt where this is not the case, and where the

passages imitated are conversant with objects

nearly as familiar, and names and actions

almo.st as undignified, as those in the imita-

tion, the author may be assured, that what a
moderate degree of exaggeration has thus

made eminently laughable, could never have
been worthy of a place in serious and lofty

poetry.
—But we are falling, we perceive, into

our old trick of dissertation, and forgetting our
benevolent intention to dedicate this article to

the amusement of our readers.—We break
off therefore, abruptly, and turn without far-

ther preamble to the book.
The first piece, under the name of the loyal

Mr. Fitzgerald, though as good, we suppose,
as the original, is not very interesting. Whether

3M
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it be very like Mr. Fitzgerald ornot, however,
it must be allowed that thj vulgarity, ser-

vility, and gross absurdity of the newspaper
scribblers is well rendered in the following
lines :

—
" Gallia's stem despot shall in vain advance
Froni Palis, ihe meiropolis of France

;

By iliis d;iy monili the monster shall not gain
A tool of hind in Portugal or Spain.
See Wellington in Siilainaiica's field

Forces his lavounte General to yield, [Marmont
Brenks throiiyli his lines, and leaves his boasted

E.xpirins on the plain without an arm on:
Madrid he enters at the cannon's mouth,
And iheii the villas;es still further south !

Base Bonaparte, filled with deadly ire.

Sets one by one our playhouses on fire :

Some years ago he pounced with deadly glee on
The OpiM'a House—then burnt down the Pantheon :

Nay, still unsaied, in a coat of flames.
Next at Millbank he cross'd the river Thames.
Who makes the quartern loaf and Luddites ri.«e 7

Who fills ilie butchers' shops with large blue flies?

Who ihought in flames St. James's court to pinch?
Who burnt the wardrobe of poor Lady Finch?
Why he, who, forging for tiiis Isle a yoke,
Reminds

me||||'a
line I lately spoke.

'The tree of Freedom is the British oak.'
"

The ne.\t, in the name of Mr. W. Words-

worth, is entitled "The Baby's Debut;" and
is characteristically announced as intended to

have been "spoken in the character of Nancy
Lake, a girl eight years of age, who is drawn

upon the stage in a child's chaise, by Samuel

Hughes, her uncle's porter." The author does

not, in this instance, attempt to copy any of

the higher attributes of Mr. Wordsworth's

poetry : But has succeeded perfectly in the

imitation of his mawkish affectations of child-

ish simplicity and nursery stammering. We
hope it will make him ashamed of his Alice

Fell, and the greater part of his last volumes—of which it is by no means a parody, but a

very fair, and indeed we think a flattering
imitation. We give a stanza or two as a

specimen :
—

"My brother Jack was nine in May,
And I was eight on New Year's Day ;

So in Kaie Wilson's shop
Papa (he's my papa and Jack's)

Bought me last week a doll of wax,
And brother Jack a top.

" Jack's in the pouts
—and this it is.

He thinks mine came to more than his,

So to my drawer he goes.
Takes out the doll, and, oh, my stars !

He pokes her head between the bars,
And melts off" half her nose!"—pp. 5, 6.

Mr. Moore's Address is entitled "The Liv-

ing Lustres," and appears to us a very fair

imitation of the fantastic verses which that

ingenious person indites when he is merely
gallant ; and, resisting the lures of voluptuous-
ness, is not enough in earnest to be tender. It

begins :
—

"O why should our dull retrospective addresses
Fall damp as wet blankets on Drury Lane fire ?

Away with blue devils, away with distresses.
And cive the gay spirit to sparkling desire !

Let artists decide on the beauties of Drury,
The richest to me is when woman is there;

The question of Houses 1 leave to Ihe jury ;

The fairest to me is the house of the fair."—p. 25.

The main drift of the piece, however, as
well as its

title, is explained in the following
stanzas :

—
" How well would our artists attend to their duties,
Our house save in oil, and our authors in wit,

In lieu of yon lamps if a row ot young beauties
Glanc'd light from their eyes between us and

the pit. [ia on
Altiin'd to the scene, when the pale yellow moon
Tower and tree, they'd look sober and sage ;

And when they all wink'd their dear peepers io

unison,

Night, pitchy night would envelope the stage.
Ah ! could I some girl from yon box for her youth

pick,
I'd love her—as long as she blossom'd in youth?

Oh ! white is the ivory case of the toothpick.
Bat when beauty smiles how much whiier thft

tooth!" pp. 26, 27.

The next, entitled "The Rebuilding," is in

name of Mr. Southey; and is one of the best
in the collection. It is in ihe style of the
Kehama of that multifarious author; and is

supposed to be spoken in the character of one
of his Glendoveers. The imitation of the
diction and measure, we think, is nearly per-
fect

;
and the descriptions quite as good as the

original. It opens with an account of the

burning of the old theatre, formed upon the

pattern of the Funeral of Arvalan.

"
Midnight, yet not a nose

Fron) 'lower-hill to Piccadilly snored!
l\lidnii;lil, yet not a nose

From Indra drew the essence of repose !

See with what critnson fury.

By Indra fann'd, the god of fire ascends the walla
of Dniry !

The tops o( houses, blue with lead,
Beid beneath the landlord's tread;

Master and 'preniii-e, serving-man and lord,
Nailor and tailor,

Grnzier and brazier.
Thro' streets and alleys pour'd.

All, all abroad to gaze.
And wonder at the blaze."—pp. 2D, 30.

There is then a great deal of indescribable

intriguing between Veeshnoo, who wishes to

rebuild the house through the insttumentality
of Mr. Whitbread, and Yamen who wishes to

prevent it. The Power of Restoration, how-

ever, brings all the parties concerned to an
amicable meeting; the effect of which, on
the Power of Destruction, is thus finely repre-
sented :

—
" Yamen beheld, and wither'd at the sight;

Long had he aitn'd the sun-beam to control,
For light was hateful to his soul :

Go on, cried the hellish one, yellow with spile ;

Go on, cried the hellish one, yellow with spleen ;

Thy toils of the morning, like Ithaca's queen,
I'll toil to undo every night.

The lawyers are met at the Crown and Anchor,
And Yamen's visage grows blanker and Ijlanker-

The lawyers are met at the Anchor and Crown,
And Yamen's cheek is a rnssety brown.

Veeshnoo. now thy work proceeds!
The solicitor rea<ls.

And, merit of merit !

Red wax and green ferret

Are fix'd at the foot of the deeds !"

pp. 35, 36.

"
Drury's Dirge," by Laura Matilda, is not

of the first quality. The verses, to be Bure,
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are very smooth, and very nonsensical—as

was intended : But they are not so good as

Swift's celebrated Song by a Person of Qua-

lity; ai.d are so exactly in the same mea-

sure, and on the same plan, that it is impos-
sible to avoid making the comparison. The
reader may take these three stanzas as a

sample :
—

" Lurid smoke and frank suspicion,
Hand in iiand reluctant dance ;

While the god fulfils his mission,

Chivalry resigns his lance.

" Hark ! the engines blandly thunder,

Fleecy clouds dishevell'd lie ;

And the firemen, mute with wonder,
On the son of Saturn cry.

" See the bird of Ammon sailing,
Perches on the engine's peak.

And the Eagle fireman hailing,
Soothes them with its bickering beak."

"A Tale of Drury," by Walter Scott, is,

upon the whole, admirably executed
; though

the introduction is rather tame. The burning
is described with the mighty Minstrel's char-

acteristic love of localities :
—

" Then London's sons in nightcap woke!
In bedgown woke hi;r d.Tines;

For shoals were heard 'mid fire and smoke,
And twice ten hundred voir-es spoke,

' The Pliyiioiise is in flrimes!'

And lo I where Catherine Street extends,
A fiery tail its lustre lends

'I'o every window pnne :

Blushes each spout in Martlet Court,
And Rarbican. inoth-enten fort,

And Covent Garden kennels sport,
A bris^ht etisangnin'd drain ;

Meux's new hrcNvliouse shows the light,

Rowland Hill's chapel, and the height
Where patent shot they sell :

The ^Pennis Court, so fiir and tall.

Partakes the ray with Surgeons' Hall,
The iic!;et porters' house of call.

Old Bedlam, close by London wall,

Wright's shrimp and oyster shop withni,

And Richardson's Hotel."—pp. 46, 47.

The mustering of the firemen is not less

meritorious :
—

" The summon'd firemen woke at call

And hied them to their stations all.

Starting from short and broken snoose,

F-ach soufiht his pond'rous hobnail'd shoes ;

But first his worsted hosen plied.

Plush breeches next in crimson dyed.
His nether bulk embrac'd ;

Then jacket ihick, of red or blue.

Whose mnssv shoulder gave to view

The badge of each respective crew,
In tin or copper traced.

The engines thunder'd thro' the street.

Fire-hook, pipe, bucket, all complete.
And torches glared, and clattering feet

Along the pavement paced."
—

p. 48.

The procession of the engines, with the

badges of their different companies, and the

horrible names of their leaders, is also admi-

rable—but we cannot make room for it. The
account of the death of Muggins and Hiirgin-

bottom, however, must find a place. These

are the two principal firemen who suffered on

this occasion : and the catastrophe is describ-

ed with a spirit; not unworthy of the name so

venturously assumed by the describer. After

the roof falls in,
there is silence and great con

sternation :
—

" When lo ! amid the wreck uprear'd
Gradual a moving head appear'd.

And Eaole firemen knew
'Twas Josepn Rluggins, name rever'd,

The foreman of their crew.

Loud shouted all in sign of woe,
' A JVIusgins to the rescue, ho !'

And pour'd the hissing tide:

Meanwhile the Muggins fought amain.
And strove and sirugiird all in vain.

For rallying but to iall again.
He tottor'd, sunk, and died I

Did none attempt, before he fell.

To succour one ihey lov'd so well?

Yes, Hiiiginbottom did aspire,

(His fireman's soul was all on fire)

His brother chief to save ;

But ah ! his reckless generous ire

Serv'd but to share his grave !

Mid blazing beams and scalding streams.
Thro' fire and smoke he dauntless broke,

Where Mugsins broke before.

But sulphury stench and boiling drench.

Destroying sight, o'erwhelrn'd liim quite;
He sunk to rise no more !

Still o'er his head, while Fate he brav'd,
His whizzing water-pipe he wav'd;
' VVhiiford and Miiford, ply your pumps !

'

You, Clutlerbuck, com(> siir your stumps,
' Why are you in such dolelul dimips?
' A fireman, and afraid of bumps !

' What are they fear'd on. fools? 'od rot 'em!'
Were the last words of Higginbottom."

pp. 50—52.

The rebuilding is recorded in strains as

characteristic, and as aptly applied :
—

Didst mark, how toil'd the busy train

From morn to eve, till Drury Lane

Leap'd like a roebuck from the plain ?

Ropes rose and simk, and rose again,
And nimble workmen trod.

To realize hold W^yati's phm
Rush'd many a howling Irishman,
Loud clatier'd many a porter can.

And many a ragamuffin clan,

With trowel atid with hod."—pp. 52, 53.

"The Beautiful Incendiary," by the Hon-
ourable W. Spencer, is also an imitation of

great merit. The flashy, fashionable, artifi-

cial style of this wiiter, with his confident

and extravagant compliments, can scarcely
be said to be parodied in such lines as the

following:
—

"
Sobriety cease to be sober.

Cense labour to dig and to delve !

All hail to this tenth of October,
One thousand eight hundred and twelve!

Hah ! whom do my peepers remark ?

'Tis Hebe with Jupiter's jug!
Oh, no ! 'lis the pride of the Park,

Fair Lady Elizabeth Muag !

But ah ! why awaken the blaze

Those bright burning-glasses contain,
Whose lens, with concentrated rays,
Proved fatal to old Drury Lane!

'Twas all accidental, they cry :

Away with the flimsy humbug !

'Twas fir'd by a flash irom the eye
Of Lady Elizabeth Mugg !

"Fire and Ale," by M. G.Lewis, is not

less fortunate
;
and exhibits not only a faith-

ful copy of the spirited, loose, and flowing
versification of that singular author, but a very
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Just representation of that mixture of extrava-

gance and jocularity which has impressed
most of his writings with tlie character of a

sort of farcical horror. For example :
—

" The fire king one day raiher amorous felt ;

lie niouiiieJ Ills hot copper filly ;

His l)reecliis luid boois were of tin ; and the bell

Was made of cusi iron, for (ear it should melt

Willi die heat of the coppt>r colt's belly.

Sure never was sUin half so scalding as his !

\Vlien an inlani, 'twas equally horrid,

For the water when he was bapiiz'd gave a fizz.

And bnblil'd and ^^immnr'd and started off, whizz !

As snun as it sprinkl'd his furehead.

Oh then there was i^litter and fire in each eye,
For two livini; coals were the symbols ;

His teeth were Ciilcin'd, and his tongue was so dry
It rallied against iheni as tlimigh you should try

'I'o play the piano in thimbles."—pp. fJS, G9.

The drift of the story is, that this formida-

ble persoiiaije Jails in love with ]\'liss Drury
the elder, who is consuined in his ardent em-
brace ! when Mr. Whitbread, in the character

of the Ale King, fairly bullies him from a

similar attempt on her younger sister, who
has just come out under his protection.
We have next "Playhouse Musings," by

Mr. Coleridge
—a piece which is unquestion-

ably Lakish—though we cannot say that we

recognise in it any of the peculiar traits of

thai powerful and misdirected genius whose
name it has borrowed. We rather think,

however, that the tuneful Brotherhood will

consider it as a respectable eclogue. This is

the introduction :
—

" My pensive Public ! wherefore look you sad?
I had a grandmiiiher ;

she kepi a donkey
To carry to tlie mart her crockery ware,
And when that donkey lonk'd me in the face,

His fice was .'•ad ! and you are sad, my Public!

Joy siiould be yours : this tenth day of October

Again nsscniMes us in Drury Lane.

Long wept my eye to see the limber planks
That hid (uir ruins : many a day I cried

Ah me ! I fear iliey never will rebuild it!

Till on oni' eve. one joyful Monday eve.
As along Charles Sireel I prepar'd to walk,
Just ai die corner, by the pastry cook's,
I heard a trowel tick against a brick !

I look'd me up, and strait a parapet

Uprose, at least seven inches o'er the planks.

Joy to ihee, Drury ! to myself I said.

He of Glnckfiiars Road who hymn'd thy downfal
In loud Ilosaniialis, and who prophesied
Tiiat flames like those iVom prostrate Solyma
Would scorch ilie hand that vent ur'd to rebuild thee.
Has prov'd a lying pruphet. From that hour,
As iei.^ure offcr'd, close to Mr. Spring's
Bo.\-office door, Fve stood and eved the builders."

pp. 73, 74.

Of "Architectural Atoms," translated by
Dr. Busby, we can say very little more than

that they appear to us to be far more capable
of combining into good poetry than the few
hues we were able to read of the learned

Doctor's genuine address in the newspapers.
They might pass, indeed, for a very tolerable

imitation of Darwin :
—as for instance :

—
"

I sing how casual bricks, in airy climb
Encounier'd casual horse hair, casual lime ;

How rafters borne through wond'rins clouds elate,

Kiss'd in their slope blue elemental slate I

Clasp'd solid beams, in chance-directed fury,
AtA %%vc to birth our renovated Drury."

pp. 82, 83.

And again :
—

" Thus with the flames that from old Drury tise
lis elements priniEeval sought the skies,
There pendulous to wait the happy hour,
When new attractions should restore their power-
Here em!)ryo sounds in ajiher lie coiiceal'd

Like words in norihern atmosphere congeal'd.
Here many an embryo laugh, and half encore.

Clings to the root, or creeps along the floor.

By pufTs concipient some in aeihir flit,

And soar in bravos from the lliund'ring pit ;

\Vhile some this mortal life abortive miss,
Crush'd by a groan, or murder'd by a hiss."—p. 87.

"The Theatre," by the Rev. G. Crabbe,
we rather think is the best piece in the col-

lection. It is an exquisite and most masterly
imitation, not only of the peculiar style, but
of the taste, temper, and manner of descrip-
tion of that most original author; and can

hardly be said to be in any respect a carica-

ture of that style or manner—except in the

excessive profusion of puns and verbal jingles—
which, though undoubtedly to be ranked

among his characteristics, are never so thick-

sown in his original works as in this admira-

ble imitation. It does not aim, of course, at

any shadow of his pathos or moial sublimity ;

but seems to us to be a singularly faithful

copy of his passages of mere description. It

begins as follows :
—

" 'Tis sweet to view from half-past five to six,

t^nr long wax candles, wiih short coiton wicks,
'I'oucb'd by the lamplighter's Prompihean art,

Siart itito light, and make the lighter start !

To see red Fhcehus through the gallery pane
Tin^e with his beam the beams of Drury Lane,
While gradual parlies fill our widen'd pit.

And gape, and gaze, and wonder, ere they sit,
" At first, while vacant seats give choice and ease,

Distant or near, ihey settle where they please;
But when the muliiiude contracts the span,
And seats are rare, ihcy settle where they can.
" Now the full benches, to late comers, doom

No room for standing, miscall'd alandiug room.
" Hark ! the check-taker moody silence breaks.

And bawling
'

Pit full,' gives the check he takes."

pp. 116, 117.

The tuning of the orchestra is given with
the same spirit and fidelity; but we rather

choo.se to insert the following descent of a

playbill from the upper boxes :
—

"
Perchance, while pit and gallery cry,

' hats ofT,*

And aw'd consumpiion checks his cliided cough,
.Some gigsling daughter of the queen of love

Drops, rt ft of pin, her play-bill iiom above ;

Like Icnrns, while laughing galleries clap,
iSoars, ducks, and dives in air, the printed scrap i

But, wiser far than he, combustion lears,

And, as it flies, eludes the chandeliers
;

Till sinkintf gradual, with repealed twirl,

It seiiles, curling, on a fiddler's curl ;

\Vho from his p(jwder'd pate the intruder strikes.

And, for mere malice, sticks it on the spikes."
p. 118.

The quaintness and minuteness of the fol-

lowing catalogue, are also in the very spirit

of the original author—bating always the un-

due allowance of puns and concetti to which
we have already alluded :—
" What various swains our motley walls contain!

Fashion from Moorfields. honour from Cliick Lane;
Bankers from Paper Buildings here resort,

Bankrupts from Golden Square and Riches Court}
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The lottery cormorant, the auction shark,
The full-price master, and the half-price clerk ;,

Boys vvlio long linger at the gallery door,
Wiih pence twice five,

—
ihey want but twopence

Till some Saniariian ihe twopence spares, [more,
And sends liiem jumping up the gallery stairs.

Critics we boast who ne'er iheir malice baulk.
But talk llicir minds,—we wish they'd mind their

Big-worded bullies, who by quarrels live, [lalk !

Who give the lie, and tell the lie they give ;

And bucks with pockets empty as their pate.
Lax in their gaiters, laxer in tlieir gait.""

pp. 118, 119.

We shall coticlude ^vilh the episode on the

loss and recovery of Pat Jennings' hat—which,
if Mr. Crabbe had thonght at all of describing,
we are persuaded he would have described

precisely as follows :
—

'' Pat Jennings in the upper gallery sat.

But, leaning forward, Jetiiiings lost his hat;
Down from the gallery the beaver flew,
And spurn'd the one to setile in the two.
How shall lie act ? Pay at the gallery door
Two shillings for what cost when new but four?

Now, while his fears anticipate a thief,

John .Mullins whispers, lake my handkerchief.

Thank you, cries Pat, but one won't make a line ;

Take mine, cried V\'ilson, and cried Stokes take

A motley cable soon Pat Jennings lies, [mine.
Where Spitalticlds with real India vies;
Like Iris' bow, down darts the painted hue

Starr'd, stnp'd, and spotted, yellow, red, and blue.

Old calico, torn silk, and muslin new.

George Greene below, with palpitating hand,

Loops the last kerchief to the beaver's band :

Upsoars the prize; the youth with joy unfi^ign'd,

Regaiu'd the felt, and felt what he regain'd ;

While to the applaudintj galleries grateful Pat

Made a low bow, and touch'd the ransom'd hat."

The Ghost of Samuel Johnson is not very
good as a whole : though some passages are

singularly happy. The measure and solemnity
of his sentences, in all the limited variety of

their structure, is imitated with skill
;

—but

the diction is caricatured in a vulgar and un-

pleasing degree. To make Johnson call a

door "a ligneous barricado," and its knocker
and bell its '-'frappant and tintinabulant ap-

pendages," is neither just nor humorous;
and we are surprised that a writer who has

given such e.\tra.ordinary proofs of his talent

for finer ridicule and fairer innitation, should

have stooped to a vein of pleasantry so low, and
so long ago exhausted

; especially as, in other

passages of the same piece, he has shown
how well qualified he was both to catch and
to render the true characteristicsof his original.

The beginning, for example, we think excel-

lent:—

" That which was organised by the moraljibilitj
IS been executed by the phy;

many ; and Druky Lan'e 'rHKATKic is now com
of one, has been executed by the physical cfTo

bility
rt of

plcte. Of that part behind the cuitaiii. which has
not yet been destined to glow beneaih the brush of
the varnishcr, or vibrate to the bammcrol the car-

peiUer, little is thought l)y the public, and little

need be said by the committee. Truth, however,
is not to be sacrificed for the accommodation of
either

;
and he who should pronounce that our edi-

fice has received its final embellishment, would bo

disseminating falsehood without incurring favour,
and risking the disgrace of detection without partici-

paiiiiK the advantage of success.

"Let it not, however, be conjectured, that be-

cause we are unassuming, we are imbecde ;
that

forbearance is any indication of despondency, or

liuniiliiy of demerit. He that is the most assured

of success will make the fewest appeals ta favour j

aud where nothing is claimed that is undue, nothing
that is due will be withheld. A swelling opening
is too often succeeded by an insigiiificant conclu-

sion. Parturient mountains have ere now produced
muscipular abortions; and the auditor who com-
pares incipient grandeur with final vulgarity, is re-

minded of the pious hawkers of Constantinople,
%vh(> solemnly perambulate her streets, exclaiming',
' In the name of the prophet

—
figs !'

"—
pp. 54, 55.

It ends with a solemn eulogium on Mr.

Whitbread, which is thus wound up :
—

" To his never-slumbering talents you are in-

debted for whatever pleasure this haunt of tho

Muses is calculated to aflljrd. If, in defiance of
chaotic malevolence, the destroyer of the temple
of Diana yet survives in the name of Herostraius,

surely we may confidently piedici, ihai the rebuilder

of the temple of Apollo will stand recorded to dis-

tant posterity, in that of—Saiviuel Whitbki^ad."

pp. 59, 60.

Our readers will now have a pretty good
idea of the contents of this amusing little

volume. We have no conjectures to ofTer as

to its anonymous author. He who is such a
master of disguises, may easily be supposed
to have been successful in concealing him-

self;
—and with the power of assuming so

many styles, is not likely to be detected by
his own. We should guess, however, that ha
had not written a great deal in his own char-

acter—that his natural style was neither very
lofty nor very grave

—and that he rather in»

dulges a partiality for puns and verbal plea-
santries. We marvel why ho has shut oul

Campbell and Rogers from his theatre of liv-

ing poets ;

—and confidently expect to have
our curiosity in this and in all other particu-
lars very speedily gratified, wheu the ap-

plause of the country shall induce him to take

ofl" his mask.

(December, 1828.)

(Euvres Inedites de Madame la Baronnc dc Stail, publiees par son Fils ; piecedees dhme Notiu
sur le Caracterc d les Ecriis de M. de Stael. Par Madame Necker Sai'.ssure. Trois tomes
8vo. London, Treuttel and Wurtz : 1820.

We are very much indebted to Madame i It Is, to be sure, rather in the nature of a Pane-
NeckerSaussure for this copious, elegant, and gyri,' than of an impartial biography

—
and,

affectionate account of her friend and cousin. I with the sagacity, morality, and skill in com
93

'

3m 2
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posiiloii vhich seem to be endemic in the

society of Geneva, has also perhaps some-

thing of the formality, mannerism, and di-

dactic ambition of that very intellectual so-

ciety. For a personal memoir of one so much
distinguished in society, it is not sufHciently
individual or familiar—and a great deal too

little feminine, for a woman's account of a

woman, who never forgot her se.x. or allowed
it to be forgotten. The only things that indi-

cate a female author in the work before us,
are the decorous purity of her morality

—the

feebleness of her political speculations
—and

her never telling the age of her friend.

The world probably knows as much already
of M. and Madame Necker as it will care

ever to know: Yet we are by no means of

opinion that too much is said of them here.

They were both very good people
—neither

of the most perfect bon ton, nor of the very
highest rank of understanding,—but far above
the vulgar level certainly, in relation to either.

The likenesses of them with which we are

here presented are undoubtedly very favour-

able, and even flattering; but still, we have
no doubt that they are likenesses, and even

very cleverly executed. We hear a great deal

about the strong understanding and lofty prin-

ciples of Madame Necker, and of the air of

purity that reigned in her physiognomy : But
we are candidly told also, that, with her tall

and stiff figure, and formal manners,
"

il y
avoit de la gene en elle, et aupies d'elle ;"

and are also permitted to learn, that after

having acquired various branches of know-

ledge by profound study, she unluckily be-

came persuaded thnt ail virtues and accom-

plishment? might be learned in the same

manner; and accordingly set herself, with

might and main, '-to stridy the arts of conver-

sation and of housekeeping—toirether with
the characters of individuals, and the manage-
ment of society

—to reduce all these things
to system, and to deduce from this system
precise rules for the regulation of her con-

duct." Of M. Necker, again, it is recorded,
in very emphatic and affectionate terms.

that he was extraordinarily eloquent and ob-

serving, and equally full of benevolence and

practical wisdom : But it is candidly admit-
ted that his eloquence was more sonorous

than substantial, and consisted rather of well-

rounded periods than impressive thoughts ;

that he was reserved and silent in general

society, took pleasure in thwarting his wife

in the education of their daughter, and actu-

ally treated the studious propensity of his

ingenious consort with so little respect, as to

prohibit her from devoting any time to com-

position, and even from having a table to

write at!—for no better reason than that he

might not be annoyed with the fear of dis-

turbing her when he came into her apart-
ment ! He was a great joker, too, in an inno-

cent paternal way. in his own family ;
but we

cannot find that his witticisms ever had much
success in other places. The worship of M.
Necker, in short, is a part of the established

religion, we perceive, at Geneva
;
but we

suspect that the Priest has made the God,

1 here as in other instances; and rather think
I the worthy financier must be contented to bo

j

known to posterity chiefly as the faijier of

;

Madame de Stael.

j

But however that maybe, the education of

1
their only child does not seem to have been
gone about very prudently, by these sage

I personages; and if Mad. de Stael had n:;t

1

been a very extraordinary creature, both as
to talent and temper, from the very beginning,
she could scarcely have escaped being pretty
well spoiled between them. Her mother had
a notion, that the best thing that could be
done for a child was to cram it with all kinds
of knowledge, without caring very much whe-
ther it understood or digested any part of it;—and so the poor little girl was overtasked
and overeducated, in a very pitiless way, for

several years; till her health became seri-

ously impaired, and they were obliged to let

her run idle in the woods for some years
longer

—where she composed pastorals and

tragedies, and became exceedingly romantic.

She was then taken up again ;
and set to her

studies with greater moderation. All this

time, too. her father was counteractuig the

lessons of patient application inculcated by
hpr mother, by the half-playful disputations
in which he loved to engage her. and the dis-

play which he could not resist making of her

lively talents in society. Fortunately, this

last species of training fell most in with her

disposition : and she escaped being solemn
and pedantic, at some little risk of becoming
forward and petulant. Still more fortunately,
the strength of her understanding was such
as to exempt her almost entirely from this

smaller disadvantage.

Nothing, however, could exempt her from
the danger and disadvantage of being a youth-
ful Piotligy ;

and there never perhaps was an
instance of one .so early celebrated, \\hose

celebrity went on increasing to the last period
of her existence. We have a very lively pic-
ture of her, at eleven years of age. in the

work before us; where she is represented as

then a stout brown girl, with fine eyes, and
an open and affectionate manner, full of eager

curiosity, kindness, and vivacity. In the draw-

ing-room, she took her place on a little stool

beside her mother's chair, where she was
forced to sit very upright, and to look as de-

mure as possible: But by and by, two or

three wise-looking oklish gentlemen, with

round wi<rs, came up to her, and entered into

animated and sensible converisation with her,
as with a wit of full age ;

and those were

Raynal, Marmontel. Thomas, and Grimm. At
table she listened with delighted attention to

all that fell from those distinguished guests;
and learned incredibly soon to discuss all sub-

jects with them, without embarrassment or

affectation. Her biographer says, indeed, that

she was -always young, and never a child;"
but it does seem to us a trait of mere child-

ishness, thousfh here cited as a proof of her

filial devotion, that, in order to insure for her

parents the gratification of Mr. Gibbon's so-

ciety, she proposed; about the same time, that
'

she should marry him ! and combated, with
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g'eat eariieslnpss. all the objections that were

stated to this extraordinary union.

He/ temper appears from the very first to

have been delightful; and her heart full of

generosity and kindness. Her love for her

father rose almost to idolatry ;.

and though her

taste for talk and distinction carried her at

kst H, good deal away from him, this earliest

paesion seems never to have been superseded,
or even interrupted, by any other. Up to the

age of twenty, she employed herself chiefly
w'litx poems and plays ;

—but took after that to

prose. We do not mean here to say any thing
of her different works, the history and ana-

lyois of uhich occupies two-thirds of the No-
tite before us. Her fertility of thought, and
warmth of character, appeared first in her

Letters on Rousseau
;
but her own character is

best portrayed in Delphine
—Coriune showing

rather what she would have chosen to be.

Daring her sufferings from the Revolution, she

wrote her works on Literature and the Pas-

sions, and her more ambitious book on Ger-

many. After that, with more subdued feel-

ings
—more confirmed principles

—and more

piactical wisdom, she gave to the world her

admirable Considerations on the French Revo-

lution : having, for many years, addicted her-

self almost exclusively to politics, under the

conviction which, in the present condition of

the world, can scarcely be considered as erro-

neous, that under "
politics were comprehend-

ed morality, religion, and literature."

She was, from a very early period, a lover

of cities, of distinction, and of brilliant and

varied discussion—cared little in general for

the beauties of nature or art—and languished
and pined, in spite of herself, when confined

to a narrow societ}'. These are common
enough traits in famous authors, and people
of fashion and notoriety of all other descrip-
tions: But they were united in her with a

warmth of affection, a temperament of enthu-

siasm, and a sweetness of temper, with \\ hich

we do not know that they were ever combined
in any other individual. So far from resem-

bling the poor, jaded, artificial creatures who
live upon stimulants, and are with difficulty

kept alive by the constant excitements of

novelty, flattery, and emulation, her great
characteristic was an excessive movement of

the soul—aheart overcharged with sensibility,
a frame over-informed with spirit and vitality.

All her affections, says Madame Necker,
—her

friendship, her filial, her maternal attachment,

partook of the nature of Love—were accom-

panied by its emotion, almost its passion
—

and very frequently by the violent agilalions
which belong to its fears and anxieties. With
all this animation, however, and with a good
deal of vanity

—a vanity which delighted in

recounting her successes in society, and made
her speak without reserve of her own great

talents, influence, and celebrity
—she seems

to have had no particle of envy or malice in

her composition. She was not in the least

degree vindictive, jealous, or scornful
;

but

uniformly kind, indulgent, compassionate, and

forgiving
—or rather forgetful of injuries. In

these respects she is very justly and advan-

tageously contrasted with Rousseau; who,
with the same warmth of imagination, and
still greater professions of philanthropy in hia

writings, uniformly indicated in his individual

character the most irritable, suspicious, and
selfish dispositions; and plainly showed that

his affection for mankind was entirely theo-

retical, and had no living objects in this world.

Madame de StaeFs devotion to her father

is sufficiently proved by her writings:
—but

it meets us under a new aspect in the Memoir
now before us. The only injuries which she

could not forgive were those offered to him.

She could not bear to think that he was ever

to grow old
;
and. being herself blinded to his

progressive decay by her love and sanguine

temper, she resented, almost with fury, every
insinuation or casual hint as to his age or de-

clining health. After his death, this passion
took another turn. Every old man now re-

called the image of her father 1 and she
watched over the comforts of all such per-

sons, and wept over their sufferings, with a

painful intenseness of sympathy. The same

deep feeling mingled with her devotions, and
even tinged her strong intellect with a shade

of superstition. She believed that her soul

communicated with his in prayer; and that it

was to his intercession that she owed all the

good that afterwards befell her. Whenever
she met with any piece of good fortune, she

used to say,
'•

It is my father that has obtain-

ed this for me !"

In her happier days, this ruling passion took

occasionally a more whimsical aspect: and

expressed itself with a vivacity of which we
have no idea in this phlegmatic country, and
which more resembles the childish irritability
of Voltaire, than the lofty enthusiasm of the

person actually concerned. We give, as a

specimen, the following anecdote from the

work before us. Madame Saussure had come to

Coppet from Geneva in M. Necker's carriage;
and had been overturned in the way, but with-

out receiving any injury. On mentioning the

accident to Madame de Stael on her arrival,
she asked with great vehemence who had
driven ; and on being told that it was Richel,
her father's ordinary coachman, she exclaim-
ed in an agony, "My God, he may one day
overturn my father!" and rung instantly with
violence ibr his appearance. While he was

coming, she paced about the room in the

greatest possible agitation, crying out, at every
turn, "My father, my poor father ! he might
have been overturned !"—and turning to her

friend, "At your age, and with your slight

person, the danger is nothing
—but with his

age and bulk ! I cannot bear to think of it."

i The coachman now came in
;
and this lady,

so mild and indulgent and reasonable with all

her attendants, turned to him in a sort of

frenzy, and with a voice of solemnity, but

choked with emotion, said, "Richel, do you
know that I am a woman of genius?"—The

poor man stood in astonishment—and she

went on, louder,
" Have you not heard, I say,

that I am a woman of genius 1" Coachy was
still mute. " Well then ! I tell you that / am
a woman of genius

—of great genius
—of oro-
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digious genius!
—and I tell you more—that

all ihe genius I have shall be exerted to se-

cure your rotting out your days in a dungeon,
if ever you overturn my father 1" Even after

the fit was oven she could not be made to

laugh at her extravagance ;
but was near be-

ginning again
—and said " And what had I to

conjure with but my poor genius'?"
Her insensibility to natural beauty is rather

unaccountable, in a mind constitutexl like hers,
and in a native of Switzerland. But, though
born in the midst of the most magnificent

scenery, she seems to have thought, like Dr.

Johnso n, that there was no scene equal to the

high tinf-'of human existence in the heart of

a populous city. "Give me ihe Rue de Bae,'''

said she, when her guests were in ecstasies

with the Lake of Geneva and its enchanted
shores—"I would prefer living in Paris, in a

fourth story, with an hundred Louis a year."
These were her habitual sentiments;

—But
she is said to have had one glimpse of the

glories of the universe, when she went first

to Italy, after her father's death, and was en-

gaged with Corinne. AntI in that work, it is

certainly true that the indications of a deep
and sincere sympathy with nature are far

more conspicuous than in any of her other

writings. For this enjoyment and late-de-

veloped sensibility, she always said she was
indebted to her father's intercession.

The world is pretty generally aware of the

brilliancy of her conversation in mixed com-

pany; but we were not aware that it was

generally of so polemic a character, or that

she herself was so very zealous a disputant,—such a determined intellectual gladiator as

her cousin here represents her. Her great

delight, it is said, was in eager and even vio-

lent contention
;

and her drawing-room at

Coppet is compared to the Hall of Odin, where
the bravest warriors were invited every day
to enjoy the tumult of the fight, and, after

having cut each other in pieces, revived to

renew the combat in the morning. In this

trait, also, she seems to have resembled our

Johnson,
—

though, according to all accounts.

ghe was rather more courteous to her oppo-
nents. The.se fierce controversies embraced
all sorts of subjects

—
politics, morals, litera-

ture, casuistry, metaphysics, and history. In

the early part of her life, they turned oftener

upon themes of pathos and passion
—love and

death, and heroical devotion
;

but she was
cured of this lofty vein by the affectations of

her imitators. "I tramp in the mire with
wooden shoes," she said, "whenever they
would force me to go with them among the

clouds." In the same way, though suffici-

ently given to indulge, and to talk of her
emotions, she was easily disgusted by the

parade of sensibility which is sometimes made
by persons of real feeling: observing, with
admirable force and simplicity, '-'Que tons

les sentiments naturels ont leur pudeur."
She had at all times a deep sense of religion.

Educated in the strict principles of Calvini.sm,
she was never seduced into any admiration
of the splendid apparatus and highpreten.sions
Bi Popery; although sho did not altogether

escape the seductions of a mce sublime tra-

perstition. In theology, as well as in every
thing else, however, she was less dogmatic
than persuasive ; and, while speaking from
the inward conviction of her own heart, poured
out its whole warmth, as well as its convic-

tions, into those of others; and never seemed
to feel any thing for the errors of her com-

panions but a generous compassion, and an
affectionate desire for their removal. She
rather testified in favour of religion, in shoit,
than reasoned systematically in its support;

and, in the present condition of the world,
this was perhaps the best service that could

be rendered. Placed in many respects in the

most elevated condition to which humanity
could aspire

—
possessed unquestionably of the

highest powers of reasoning
—

emancipated, in

a singular degree, from prejudices, and enter-

ing with the keenest relish into all the feelings
that seemed to suffice for the happiness and

occupation of philosophers, patriots, and lovers—she has still testified, that without religion
there is nothing stable, sublime, or satisfj ing !

and that it alone completes and consummates
all to which reason or afl'ection can aspire.

—
A genius like hers, and so directed, is, as her

biographer has well remarked, the only Mis-

sionary that can work any permanent eflcct on
the upper classes of society in modern limes;

—
upon Ihe vain, the learned, the scornlul, and ar-

gumentative,
—

they
" who stone the Pioj hets

while they affect to offer incense to the Muses."
Both her marriages have been censured

;

—
the first, as a violation of her principles

—the

second, of dignity and decorum. In that with
M. de Stael, !-he was probably merely passive.
It was respectable, and not absolutely un-

happy ;
but unquestionably not such as suited

her. Of that with M. Rocca, it will not per-

haps be 60 easy to make the apology. We
have no objection to a love-match at fifty:

—
But where the age and the rank and fortune

are all on the lady's side, and the bridegroom
seems to have little other recommendation
than a handsome person, and a great deal of

admiration, it is difficult to escape ridicule,
—

or something more severe than ridicule. Mad.
N. S. seems to us to give a very candid and

interesting account of it; and undoubtedly

goes far to take off what is most revolting on

the first view, by letting us know that it origi-

nated in a romantic attachment on the part
of M. Rocca

;
and that he w as an ardent suitor

to her, before the idea of loving him had en-

tered into her imagination. The broken state

of his health, too—the short period she sur-

vived their union—and the rapidity w ith w hich

he followed her to the grave
—all tend not only

to extinguish any tendency to ridicule, but to

disaim all severity of censure; and lead us

rather to dw cU on the story as a part only of the

tragical close of a life full of lofty emotions.

Like most other energetic spirits, she des-

pised and neglected too much the accommoda-
tion of her body

—cared little about exercise,
and pave herself no great trouble about health.

With the sanguine spirit which belonged to

her character, she affected to triumph over

infirmity; and used to say
—"I might have
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been sickly, like any body else, had I not re-

solved to vanquish all physical weaknesses."
Biit Nature would not be defied!— and she

died, while contemplating still greater under-

takings than any she had achieved. On her

sick-bed, none of her great or good qualities
abandoned her. To the last she was kind,

patient, devout, and intellectual. Among other

things, she said—' J'ai toujonrs ele la meme—vive et triste.—J'ai aime Dieu, mon pere,
et la liberie !" She left life with regret

—but

felt no weak terrors at the approach of death—and died at last in the utmost composure
and tranquillity.
We would rather not make any summary

at present of the true character and probable
effects of her writings. But we must say,
we are not quite satisfied with that of her

biographer. It is too flattering, and too elo-

quent and ingenious. She is quite right in

extolling the great fertility of thought which
characterises the writings of her friends

\

—
and. with relation to some of these writings,
she is not perhaps very far wrong in saying
that, if you take any three pages in them at

random, the chance
is, that you meet with

more new and striking thoughts than in an

equal space in any other author. But we
cannot at all agree with her, when, in a very
imposing passage, she endeavours to show that

she ought to be considered as the foundress

of a new school of literature and philosophy—or at least as the first who clearly revealed

to the world that a new and a grander era was
now opening to their gaze.

In so far as regards France, and those coun-

tries which derive their literature from her

fountains, there may be some foundation for

this remark; but we cannot admit it as at all

applicable to the other parts of Europe ;
which

have always drawn their wisdom, wit, and

fancy, from native sources. The truth
is, that

previous to her Revolution, there was no civil-

ised country where there had been so little

originality for fifty years as in France In

literature, their standards had been fixed

nearly a century before : and to alter, or even

to advance them, was reckoned equally im-

pious and impo.ssible. In politics, they were
restrained, by the state of their government,
from any free or bold speculations; and in

metaphysics, and all the branches of the

higher philosophy that depend on it, they had
done nothing since the days of Pascal and
Descartes. In England, however, and in

Germany, the national intellect had not been
thus stagnated and subdued—and a great deal

of what startled the Parisians by its novelty,
in the writings of Madame de Stael, had long
been familiar to the thinkers of these two

countries. Some of it she confessedly borrowed

from those neighbouring sources; and some
she undoubtedly invented over again for her-

self. In both departments, however, it would
be erroneous, we think, to ascribe the greater

part of this improvement to the talents of this

extraordinary woman. The Revolution had

thrown down, amongother things, the barriers

by which literary enterprise had been so long
restrained in France— and broken, among

other trammels, those which had circumscrib-
ed the liberty of thinking in that great coun-

try. The genius of Madame de Stael co-ope-

rated, no doubt, with the spirit of the times,
and assisted its effects—but it was also acted

upon, and in part created, by that spirit
—and

her works are rather, perhaps, to be consider-

ed as the first fruits of a new order of thmgs,
that had already struck root in Europe, than
as the harbinger of changes that still remain
to be effected.*

In looking back to what she has said, with
so much emphasis, of the injustice she had to

suffer from Napoleon, it is impossible net to

be struck with the aggravation which that in-

justice is made to receive from the quality
of the victim, and the degree in which those

sufferings are exaggerated, because they were
her own. We think the hostility of that great
commander towards a person of her sex, char-

acter, and talents, was in the highest degree
paltry, and unworthy even of a high-minded
tyrant. But we really cannot say that it seems
to have had any thing very savage or ferocious

in the manner of it. He did not touch, nor

even menace her life, nor her liberty, nor her

fortune. No daggers, nor chains, nor dungeons,
nor confiscations, are among the instruments
of torture of this worse than Russian despot.
He banished her, indeed, first from Paris, and
then from France

; suppressed her publica-
tions ; separated her from some of her friends

;

and obstructed her passage into England ;

—
very vexatious treatment certainly,

—but not

quite of the sort which we should have guessed

at, from the tone either of her complaints or

lamentations. Her main grief undoubtedly
was the loss of the society and brilliant talk

of Paris; and ii that had been spared to her,
we cannot help thinking that she would have
felt less horror and detestation at the inroads

of Bonaparte on the liberty and independence
of mankind. She avows this indeed pretty

honestly, where she says, that, if she had been
aware of the privations of this sort which a
certain liberal speech of M. Constant was

ultimately to bring upon herself, she would
have taken care that it should not have been

spoken I The truth is, that, like many other

celebrated persons of her country, she could

not live happily without the excitements and
novelties that Paris alone could supply; and

that, when these were withdrawn, all the vi-

vacity of her genius, and all the warmth of

her heart, proved insufficient to protect her

from the benumbing influence of e?imn'. Here
are her own confessions on the record :

—
"

J'etois vuliieralile pnr mon gout pour la socieie

Montaigne a dit jadis : Je snis Fnnigois par Paris,
et s'il pensoit ainsi, ii y a trois siecles, que seroii-c«

depiiis que Ton a vu reunies tani de persoiuies

d'e.sprit dans une meme viile, et lant de persoimes
accoutumee.s a se .servirde ret esorii pour le.s piait-irs

de la conversaiion ? Le fantSme de V ennui m''i

toujours poursuivie ! C'est par la lerreur qu'il nie

* A great deal of citation and remark, relating

chiefly to the character and conduct of Bonaparte,
and especially to his persecution of the fair author,

is here omitted—the object of this reprint being

solely to illustrate her Personal character.
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cause que j'aurois ete capable de plier devant la

tyrannic
—si I'exemple de mon pere, et son sang qui

coule dans mes veines, ne reiiiporloieni pas sur

cette foiblesse."—Vol. iii. p. 8.

We think this rather a curious trait, and not

very easily explained. We can quite well

understand how the feeble and passive spirits
who have been accustomed to the stir and

variety of a town life, and have had their in-

anity supplied by ihe superabundant intellect

and gaiety that overflows in these great re-

positories, should feel helpless and wretched
when these e\irinsic supports are withdrawn :

But why the active and energetic members
of those vast assemblages, who draw their

resources from within, and enliven not only

themselves, but the inert mass around them,

by the radiation of their geniu.s, should suffer

in -a similar way, it certainly is not so easy to

comprehend. In France, however, the people
of the most wit and vivacity seem to have

always been the most subject to ennui. The
letters of Mad. du Deffand, we remember, are

full of complaints of it
;
and those of De Bussy

also. It is but a humiliating view of our frail

human nature, if the most exquisite arrange-
ments for social enjoyment should be found
thus inevitably to generate a distaste for what
is ordinarily within our reach; and the habit

of a little elegant amusement, not coming very
close either to our hearts or understandings,
should render all the other parts of life, with
its duties, affections, and achievements, dis-

tasteful and burdensome. We are inclined,

however, we confess, both to question the

perfection of the arrangements and the system
of amusement that led to such results; and
also to doubt of the permanency of the dis-

comfort that may arise on its first disturbance.

We are persuaded, in short, that at least as

much enjoyment may be obtained, with less

of the extreme variety, and less of the over-

excitement which belongs to the life of Paris,
and is the immediate cause of the depression
that follows their cessation; and also, that, in

minds of any considerable strength and re-

source, this depression will be of no long dura-

tion
;
and that nothingbut a little perseveranoe

is required to restore the plastic frame of our

nature, to its natural appetite and relish for

the new pleasures and occupations that may
yet await it, beyond the precincts of Paris or
London. We remember a signal testimony
to this effect, in one of the later publications,
we think of Volney, the celebrated traveller;—who describes, in a very amusing way. the

misery he suffered when he first changed the

society of Paris for that of Syria and Egypt;
and the recurrence of the same misery when,
after years of absence, he was again restorecf

to the importunate bustle and idle chatter of

Paris, from the tranquil taciturnity of his war-
like Mussulmans !

—his second access of home
sickness, when he left Paris for the United
States of America,

—and the discomfort he

experienced, for the fourth time, when, after

being reconciled to the free and substantial

talk of these stout republicans, he finally re-

turned to the amiable trifling of his own fa-

mous metropolis.
It is an affliction, certainly, to be at the end

of the works of such a writer—and to think

that she was cut off at a period when her en-

larged experience and matured talents were

likely to be exerted with the greatest utility,

and the state of the world was such as to hold

out the fairest prospect of their not being ex-

erted in vain. It is a consolation, however,
that she has done so much

;
—And her works

will remain not only as a brilliant memorial
of her own unrivalled genius, but as a proof
that sound and comprehensive views were

entertained, kind affections cultivated, and

elegant pursuits followed out. through a period
which posterity may be apt to regard as one
of universal delirium and crime

;

—that the

principles of genuine freedom, taste, and mo-

rality, were not altogether extinct, even under
the reign of terror and violence—and that one
who hved through the whole of that agitating

scene, was the first luminously to explain, and

temperately and powerfully to impress, the

great moral and political Lessons, which it

should have taught to mankind.

(ODctobcr, 1S35.)

Memoirs of the Life of the Right Honourable Sir James MacMntosh. Edited by his Son,
Robert James Mackintosh, Esq. 2 vols. 8vo. London: 1835.*

There cannot be, we think, a more delight-
ful book than this : whether we consider the

* This was wy last considerable contribulion lo

the Edinburgh Review; and, indeed, (with the ex-

ception of a slight notice of Mr. Wilberforce's Me-
moirs,) Vie. only thing I wrote for it, after my ad-

vancement to ihe place I now hold. If there was
anv improprieiy in my so contributing at all, some

padiaiion I hope may be found in the nature of the

feelings by which I was led to it, and the tenor of

what these feelings prompted ine to say. I wrote
it solely out of afTection to the memory of the frienij,

1 had lost
;
and I think I saiil nothing which was

no' dictated by a desire to vindicate and to honour

attraction of the Character it brings so pleas-

ingly before us—or the infinite variety of ori-

that memory. At all events, if it was an impro-

priety, it was one for which I cannot now submit to

seek the shelter of concealment: And ihertfore I

here reprint the greater part of it : and think I can-

not belter conclude the present collection, than with
this tribute to the merits of one of the most distin-

guished of my Associates in the work out of which
it has been gathered.
A considerable part of the original is omitted in

this publication ;
but consisting almost entirely in

citations from the book reviewed, and incidental re-

marks on these citations.
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ginai thoughts and fine observations with
which it abounds. As a mere narrative there

is not so much to be said for it. There are

but few incidents; and the account whicli we
have of them is neither very luminous nor

very complete. If it be true, therefore, that

the only legitimate business of biography is

with incidents and narrative, it will not be

easy to deny that there is something amiss,
either in the title or the substance of this

•work. But we are humbly of opinion that there

is no good ground for so severe a limitation.

Biographies, it appears to us, are naturally
of three kinds—and please or instruct us in at

least as many different ways. One sort seeks
to interest us by an account of what the indi-

vidual in question actually did or suffered in

his own person : another by an account of

what he saw done or suffered by others
;
and

a third by an account of what he himself

thought, judged, or imagined—for these too,
we apprehend, are acts of a rational being

—
and acts frequently quite as memorable, and
as fruitful of consequences, as any others he
can either witness or perform.

Different readers will put a different value
on each of these sorts of biography. But at

all events they will be in no danger of con-

founding them. The character and position
of the individual will generally settle, with
sufficient precision, to which class his me-
moirs should be referred

;
and no man of com-

mon sense will expect to meet in one with the

kind of interest which properly belongs to

another. To complain that the life of a war-
rior is but barren in literary speculations, or

that of a man of letters in surprising personal

adventures, is about as reasonable as it v-ould

be to complain that a song is not a sermdn. or

that there is but little pathos is a treatise on

geometry.
The first class, in its higher or public de-

partment, should deal chiefly with the lives of

leaders in great and momentous transactions—men who, by their force of character, or the

advantage of their position, have been enabled
to leave their mark on the ag-e and country to

which they belonged, and to impress more
than one generation with the traces of their

transitory existence. Of this kind are many
of the lives in Plutarch

;
and of this kind, still

more eminently, should be the lives of such
men as Mahomet, Alfred, Washington, Napo-
leon. There is an inferior and more private

department under this head, in which the in-

terest, thouuh less elevated, is often quite as

intense, and rests on the same general basis,

of sympathy with personal feats and endow-
ments—we mean the history of individuals

whom the ardour of their temperament, or the

caprices of fortune, have involved in strange
adventures, or conducted through a series of

extraordinary and complicated perils. The
memoirs of Benvenuto Cellini, or Lord Her-
bert of Cherbury, are good examples of this

romantic sort of biography; and many more

might be added, from the chronicles of an-

cient paladins, or the confessions of modern
malefactors.

The second class is chiefly for the compilers

of Diaries and journals
—

autobiographers who,
without having themselves done any thing

memorable, have yet had the good luck to live

through long and interesting periods; and

who, in chronicling the events of their own
unimportant lives, have incidentally preserv-
ed invaluable memorials of contemporary
manners and events. The Memoirs of Eve-

lyn and Pepys are the most obvious instances

of works which derive their chief value from
this source

;
and which are read, not for any

great interest we take in the fortunes of the

writers, but for the sake of the anecdotes and
notices of far more important personages and
transactions with ^\hich they so lavishly pre-
sent us

;
and there are many others, written

with far inferior talent, and \\ here the design
is more palpably egotistical, which are perused
with an eager curiosity, on the strength of the

same recommendation.
The last class is for Philosophers and men

of Genius and speculation
—men, in short, who

were, or ought to have been, Authors; and
whose biographies are truly to be regarded
either as supplements to the works they have

given to the world, or substitutes for those

which they might have given. These are

histories, not of men, but of Minds
;
and their

value must of course depend on the reach and

capacity of the mind they serve to develope,
and in the relative magnitude of their contri-

butions to its history. When the individual

has already poured himself out in a long series

of publications, on which all the moods and

aspects of his mind have been engraven (as in

the cases of Voltaire or Sir Walter Scott), there

may be less occasion for such a biographical

supplement. But when an author (as in the

case of Gray) has been more chary in his com-
munications with the public, and it is yet pos-
sible to recover the precious, thoujih imma-
ture, fruits of his genius or his studies,

—
thoughts, and speculations, which no intelli-

gent posterity would willingly let d'?,
— it is

due both to his fame and to the bcs< interests

of mankind, that they should be presei-ved,
and reverently presented to after times, in

such a posthumous portraiture as it is the bu-
siness of biography to supply.
The best and most satisfactory memorials

of this sort are those which are substantially
made up of private letters, journals, or writ-

ten fragments of any kind, by the party him-

self; as these, however scanty or imperfect,
are at all events genuine Relics of the indivi-

dual, and generally bearing, even more au-

thentically than his publications, the stamp of

his intellectual and personal character. We
cannot refer to better examples than the lives

of Gray and of Cowper, as these have been

finally completed. Next to these, if not upon
the same level, we should place such admira-
ble records of particular conversations, and
memorable sayings gathered from the lips of

the wise, as we find in the inimitable pages
of Boswell.—a work which, by the general
consent of this generation, has not only made
us a thousand times better acquainted with
Johnson than all his publications put together,

but has raised the standard of his intellectual
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character, and actually made discovery of

large provinces in his understanding, of which

scarcely an indication was to be found in his

writings. In the last and lowest place
—in so

far, at least, as relates to the proper business

of this branch of biography, the enlargement
of our knowledge of the genius and character

of individuals—we must reckon that most
common form of the memoirs of literary men,
which consists of little more than the biogra-

pher's own (generally most partial) descrip-
tion and estimate of his author's merits, or of

elucidations and critical summaries of his

mo.sl remarkable productions. In this divi-

sion, ihoLigh in other respects of great value,
must be ranked those admirable dissertations

which Mr. Stewart has given to the world un-

der the title of the Lives of Reid, Smith, and

Robertson,
—the real interest of which con-

sists almost entirely in the luminous exposi-
tion we there meet with of the leading specu-
lations of those eminent writers, and in the

candid and acute investigation of their origi-

nality or truth.

We know it has been said, that after a man
has himself given to the public all that he

thought worthy of its acceptance, it is not fair

for a posthumous biographer to endanger his

reputation by bringing forward what he had
withheld as unworthy,

—either by exhibiting
the mere dregs and refuse of his lucubrations,
or by exposing to the general gaze those crude

conceptions, or rash and careless opinions,
which he may have noted down in the pri-

vacy of his study, or thrown out in the confi-

dence of private conversation. And no doubt
there may be (as there have been) cases of

Buch abuse. Confidence is in no case to be
violated

;
nor are mere trifles, which bear no

mark of the writer's intellect, to be recorded

to his prejudice. But wherever there is power
and native genius, we cannot but grudge the

Buppression of the least of its revelations; and
are persuaded, that with those who can judge
of such intellects, they will never lose any
thing by the most lavish and indiscriminate

disclosures. Which of Swift's most elaborate

productions is at this day half so interesting
as that most confidential Journal to Stella? Or
which of them, with all its utter carelessness

of expression, its manifold contradictions, its

infantine fondness, and all its quick-shifting

moods, of kindness, selfishness, anger, and
ambition, aives us half so strong an impres-
sion either of his amiableness or his vigour?
How much, in like manner, is Johnson raised

in our estimation, not only as to intellect but

personal character, by the industrious eaves-

droppings of Boswell, setting down, day by
day, in his note-book, the fragments of his

most loose and unweighed conversations'? Or

what, in fact, is there so precious in the works,
or the histories, of eminent men. from Cicero

to Horace Walpole, as collections of their pri-

vate and familiar letters? What would we
not give for such a journal

—such notes of

conversations, or such letters, of Shakespeare,
Chaucer, or Spenser? The mere drudges or

coxf^ombs of literature may indeed suffer by
Bucn disclosures—as made-up beauties might

do by being caught in undress: but all who
are really worth knowing about, will, on tho

whole, be gainers; and we should be well

content to have no biographies but of those

who would jirofit, as well as their readers, by
being shown in new or in nearer lights.

The value of the insight which may thus

be obtained into the mind and the meaning
of truly great authors, can scarcely be over-

rated by any one who knows how to turn

such communications to account; and we do

not think we exaggerate when we say, that

in many cases more light maybe gained from

the private letters, notes, or recorded talk of

such persons, than from the most finished of

their publications; and not only upon tho

many new topics which are sure to be started

in such memorials, but as to the true charac-

ter, and the merits and defects, of such pub-
lications themselves. It is from such sources

alone that we can learn with certainty by
what road the author arrived at the conclu-

sions which we see established in his works;

against what perplexities he had to struggle,

and after what failures he was at last enabled

to succeed. It is thus only that we are often

enabled to detect the prejudice or hostility

which may be skilfully and mischievously

disguised in the published book—to find out

thedoubts ultimately entertained by the au-

thor himself, of what may appear to most

readers to be triumphantly established,
—or

to gain glimpses of those grand ulterior specu-

lations, to which what seemed to common

eyes a complete and fiinshed system, was, in

truth, intended by the author to serve only as

a vestibule or introduction. Where such
documents are in abundance, and the mind
which has produced them is truly of the high-
est order, we do not hesitate to say, that more
will generally be found in them, in the way
at least of hints to kindred minds, and as

scattering the seeds of grand and original

conceptions, than in any finished works which
the indolence, the modesty, or the avocations

of such persons will have generally permitted
them to give to the world. So far, therefore,
from thinking the biography of men of genius
barren or unprofitable, because presenting few

events or personal adventures, we cannot but

regard it,
when constructed in substance of

such materials as we have now mentioned,
as the most instructive and interesting of all

writing—embodying truth and wisdom in the

vivid distinctness of a personal presentment,—enabling us to look on genius in its first

elementary stirrings, and in its weakness as

well as its strength,
—and teaching us at the

same time great moral lessons, both as to the

value of labour and industry, and the neces-

sity of virtues, as well as intellectual endow-

ments, for the attainment of lasting excellence.

In these general remarks our readers will

easily perceive that we mean to shadow forth

our conceptions of the character and peculiar
merits of the work before us. It is the history
not of a man of action, but of a student, a

philosopher, and a statesman; and its value

consists not in the slight and imperfect ac-

count of what was done by, or happened to,
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the indivi.lial, but in the vestiges it has

I'ortunately preseiveil of the thoughts, senti-

ments, and opinions of one of the most power-
ful thinkers, most conscientious inquirers, and
most learned reasoners, that the world has
ever seen. It is almost entirely made up of

journals and letters of the author himself;
and impresses us quite as strongly as any of

his publications with a sense of the richness

of his knowledge and the fineness of his un-

derstanding
—and with a far stronger sense

of his promptitude, versatility, and vigour.*
His intellectual character, generally, can-

not be unknown to any one acquainted with
his works, or who has even read many pages
of the Memoirs now before us; and it is need-

less, therefore, to speak here of his great

knowledge, the singular union of ingenuity
and soundness in his speculations

—his per-
fect candour and temper in discussion—the

pure and lofty morality to which he strove to

elevate the minds of others, and in his own
conduct to conform, or the wise and humane
allowance which he was ready, in every case

but his own. to make for the infirmities which
must always draw down so many from the

higher paths of their duty.
These merits, we believe, will no longer be

denied by any who have heard of his name,
or looked at his writings. But there were
other traits of his intellect which could only
be known to those who were of his acquaint-

ance, and which it is still desirable that the

readers of these Memoirs should bear in

mind. One of these was, that ready and pro-

digious Memory, by which all that he learned

seemed to be at once engraved on the proper

compartment of his mind, and to present
itself at the moment it was required ; another,
still more remarkable, was the singular Ma-
turity and completeness of all his views and

opinions, even upon the most abstruse and

complicated questions, though raised, without

design or preparation, in the casual course of

conversation. In this way it happened that

the sentiments he delivered had generally
the air of recollections—and that few of those

with whom he most associated in mature life,

could recollect of ever catching him in the

act of making up his mind, in the course of

the discussions in which it was his delight to

engage them. His conclusions, and the grounds
of them, seemed always to have been pre-

viously considered and digested ;
and though

he willinglv developed his reasons, to secure

the assent of his hearers, he uniformly seemed
to have been perfectly ready, before the cause

w^as called on, to have delivered the opinion
of the court, with a full summary of the argu-
ments and evidence on both sides. In the

work before us, we have more peeps into the

preparatory deliberations of his great intellect

—that scrupulous estimate of the grounds of

decision, and that jealous questioning of first

impressions^ which necessarily precede the

formation of all firm and wise opinions.
—than

could probably be collected from the recol-

* A short account of Sir James' parentage, edu-

cation, and peroonal hisiory is here omitted.

94

lections of all who had most familiar acce.ss to

him in society. It was owing perhaps to this

vigour and rapidity of intellectual digestion

that, though all his life a great talker, there

never was a man that talked half so much
who said so little that was either foolish or

frivolous
;

nor any one perhaps who knew
sg w-ell how to give as much liveliness and

poignancy just and even profound observa-

tions, as others could ever impart to startling

extravagance, and ludicrous e.vaggeration. The
vast extent of his information, and the natural

gaiety of his temper, made him independent
of such devices for producing effect

; and,

joined to the inherent kindness and gentle-
ness of his dispo.«ition, made his conversation

at once the most instructive and the most

generally pleasing that could be imagined.
Of his intellectual endowments we shall

say no more. But we must add, that the

Tenderness of his domestic affections, and
the deep Humility of his character, were as

inadequately known, even among his friends,
till the publication of those private records:

For his manners, though gentle, were cold
;

and, though uniformly courteous and candid
in society, it was natural to suppose that he
was not unconscious of his superiority. It

is,

therefore, but justice to bring into view some
of the proofs that are now before us of both

these endearing traits of character. The
beautiful letter which he addressed to Dr.

Parr on the death of his first wife, in 1797,
breathes the full spirit of both. We regret
that we can only afford room for a part of it.

" Allow me, in justice to her memory, to tell

you what she was, and what I owed her. I was
cuided in my choice only by the blind afl'ection of

my yinnh. I found an inielligent companion, and
a lender friend ;

a prudent monilress, the most
faiihful of wives, and a mother as lender as children

ever Iwd ihe misforiune lo lose. I tound a woman
who. by the tender management of my weaknesses,
giaduaily correcied the mo-t pernicious of ihem.
.She became prudent irom affeciion

;
and ihough of

ilie most generous nature, she v\as laughi economy
and frugaliiy by her love for me. During ihe most
critical period of my lite, she preserved order in my
affairs, from the care of which slic relieved me. She

genily reclaimed mc from dissipation ;
she propped

my weak and irresolute nainrc ; she urged my in-

dolence to all llie exertions that have Itcen useful

or creditable to me. and she was perpetually ai hand
lo admonish my heedles.-^ncss and improvidence.
To her I owe whatever I am ;

to her whatever I

shall be. Such was she whom I have lost ! And
I have lost her after eight years of struggle and dis-

tress had bound us fast together, and moulded our

tempers to each other,—when a knowledge of her
worth had refined my youihful love inio friendship,
and before age had deprived it of mucii of its origi-

nal ardour,— I lost h^r, alas! (die choice of my
youth, and the partner of my misforiiines) at a mo-
ment when I iiad the prospect of iier sharing my
better days !

" The philosophy which I have learnt only leaches

me that virtue and friendship are the greatest of

human blessings, and that ibeir loss is irreparable.
It aggravates iny calamity, instead of consoling me
under it. But my wounded heart seeks another

consolation. Governed by those feelinsrs, which
have in every age and region of the world actuated

ihe human mind, I seek relief, and I find it, in

the soothing hope and consolatory opinion, that a

I Benevolent'Wisdom inflicts the cha.'stisement, aa

3N
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well as bestows the enjoyments of human life ;
that

Superinteiiding (Joodiiess will one d;iy enligliicn

the darkness wliicli surrounds our nature, and hangs
over our prospects ; that this dreary and wreiclied

life is not the whole of man; that an animal so

sagacious and provident, and c pable of such pro-

ficiency in science and virtue, is not like the beasts

that perish ;
that there is a dwelling-place pn-pared

for the spirits of the just, and that the ways of God
will yet be vindicated to man."

V.'e may add part of a very kind letter,

RTitteri from India, in 1808, in a more cheer-

ful mood, to his son-in-law Mr. Rich, then on

a mission to Babylon,
—and whose early death

so soon blastetl the hopes, not only of his atBicl-

ed family, but of the whole literary world.

" And now, my dear Rich, allow me, with the

liberty of warm affection, earnestly to exhort you
to exert every power of your mind in the duties ot

your station. There is something in the serious-

ne?;s, boih of business and of science, of which your
vivaciiy is impatient. The brilliant variety ot your
attainments and accomplishments do, I fear, flatter

you into the conceit that you may 'indulge your
genius,' and pass your life in amusement ; while

you smile at those who think, and at those who act.

I5ut this would be weak and ignoble. The success

of your past studies ought to show you how much
yo\i may yet do, instead of soothing you with the

reflection how much you have done.
' Habits of seriousness of thought and action are

necessary to the duties, to the importance, and to

the dignity of human life. What is amiable gaiety
at tweniy-four might run the risk, if it was unac-

companied by other things, of being thought frivo-

lous and puerile at forty-four. I am so near forty-

four, that I can give you pretty exact news of that

dull country ; which yet ought to interest you, as

you are travelling towards it, and must, I hope,

pass through it.

"I hope you will profit by my errors. I was
once ambitious to have made you a much improved
edition of myself. If you had stayed here, I should
have laboured to do so, in spite oi your impatience ;

as it is, I heartily pray that you may make your-
self something much better.

" You came here so early as to have made few
sacrifices of friendship and society at home. You
can afford a good many years for making a hand-
some fortune, and siill return home young. You
do not feel the force of that word quite so much as

I could wish : But for the present let me hope that

the prospect of coming to one who has such an
affection for you as I have, will give your country
some of the attractions of home. If you can he
allured to it by the generous hope of increasing the

enjoyments of my old age, you will soon discover
in it suflicient excellences to love and admire ; and
it will become to you, in the full force of the term,
a home."

We are not sure whether the frequent as-

pirations which we find in his private letters,
after the quiet and repose of an Academical

situation, ought to be taken as proofs of his

humility, though they are generally expressed
in language bearing that character. But there

are other indications enough, and of the most

unequivocal description—for example, this

entry in 1818:—
"

has, I think, a distaste for me. I think
the worse of nobody for such a feeling. Indeed I

often feel a distaste for myself; and I am sure I

should not esteem my own character in another

person. It is more likely that I should have dis-

respectable or disagreeable qualities, than that

should have an unreasonable antipathy.
Vol", li. p. 344.

In the same sad but gentle spirit, we have
this entry in 1822 :

—
" Walked a little up the quiet valley, which on

this cheerliil morning looked pretty. While silting
on the stone under the tree, my mind was soothed

by reading some passages of in the Quarterly
Review. With no paniful humility I felt that an

enemy of mine is a man ot genius and viriue ; and
that all w ho think slightingly of me may be right."

But the strongest and most painful expres-
sion of this profound humility is to be lound
in a note to his Dissertation on Ethical Philo-

sophy; in which, after a beautiful eulogium
on his deceased friends, Mr. George Wilson
and Mr. Serjeant Lens, he adds—

" The present writer hopes that the good-natured
reader will excuse him tor having thus, perlmps
unseasonably, bestowed heartfelt commendation
on those who were above the pursuit of praise, and
the remembnince of whose goi)d opinion and good-
will helps to support him, under a deep sense of
faults and vices."

The reader now knows enough of Sir

James' personal character to enter readily
into the spirit of any extracts we may lay be-

fore him. The most valuable of these are

supplieil by his letters, journals, and occa-

sional writings, while enjoying the compara-
tive leisure of his Indian residence, or the

complete leisure of his voyage to and from
that country: and, with all due deference to

opposite opinions, this is exactly what we
should have expected. Sir James Mackin-

tosh, it is well known, had a great relish for

Society ;
and had not constitutional vigour

(after his return from India) to go through
much Business without exhaustion and fatigTie.

In London and in Parliament, therefore, his

powerful intellect was at once too much dis-

sipated, and too much oppressed ;
and the

traces it has left of its exertions on those

scenes are comparatively few and inadequate.
In conversation, no doubt, much that was de-

lightful and instructive was thrown out; and,
for want of a Boswell, has perished 1 But,

though it may be true that we have thus lost

the light and graceful flowers of anecdote and

conversation, we would fain console ourselves

with the belief that we have secured the more

precious and mature fruits of studies and

meditations, which can only be pursued to

advantage, when the cessation of more impor-
tunate calls has "

left us leisure to be wise."

With reference to these views, nothing has
struck us more than the singular vigour and
alertness of his uiulerstanding during the dull

progress of his home voyage. Shut up in a
small cabin, in a tropical climate, in a state

of languid health, and subject to every sort

of annoyance, he not only reads with an in-

dustry which would not disgrace an ardent

Academic studying for honours, but plunges
eagerly into original speculations, atid finishes

off some of the most beautiful compositions
in the language, in a shorter time than would
be allowed, for such subjects, to a contractor

for leading ])aragraphs to a daily paper. In
less than a fortnight, during this voyage, ha
seems to have thrown oft' nearly twenty elabo
rate characters of eminent authors or slates
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men m English story
—conceived with a just-

ness, and executed with a delicacy, which
would seem vinattainable without long medi-

tation and patient revisal. We cannot now
venture, however, to present our readers with

more than a part of one of them
;
and we take

out extract from that of Samuel Johnson.

" In early youth he had resisted the most severe

»ests of probity. Neither the extreme poverty nor

the uncertain income to which the virtue of so many
jnen of letters has yielded, even in the slightest de-

gree weakened his integrity, or lowered the dianiiy
of his independence. His moral principles (if the

language may be allowed) partook of the vigour of

his understanding. He was conscientious, sincere,

determined ;
and his pride was no more than a

ijteady consciousness of superiority in the most valu-

able qualities of human nature. His friendships
were not only firm, but generous and tender, be-

iieaih a rugged exterior. He wounded none of those

feelings which the habits of his life enabled him to

estimate ; but he had become too hardened by se-

rious distress not to contract some disregard for

those minor delicacies which become so keenly sen-

jible, in a calm and prosperous fortune. He was a

Tory, not wiihout some propensiiies towards Jacob-

itism; and a High Churchman, with more attachment
to ecclesiastical authority and a splendid worship,
than is quite consistent with the spirit of Protestant-
ism. On these subjects he neither permitted himself
to doubt, nor tol'eraied difT^rence of opinion in others.
But the vigour of his understanding is no more to

be estimated by his opinions on subjects where it

was bound by his prejudices, than the strength of a

man's body by the efforts of a limb in fetters. His
conversation, which was one of the most powerful
instruments of his extensive influence, was artificial,

dogmatical, sententious, and poignant ; adapted,
with the most admirable versatility, to every sub-

ject as it arose, and distinguished by an almost un-

paralleled power of serious repartee. He seems to

have considered himself as a sort of colloquial mag-
istrate, who inflicted severe punishment from just
policy. His course of life led him to treat ihnse

sensibilities, which such severity wounds, as fantas-
tic and efTeminate

; and he entered society too late

to acquire those habits of politeness which are a sub-
stitute for natural delicacy." In the progress of English style, three periods
may be easily distinguished. The first period ex-
tended from Sir Thomas More to Lord Clarendon.

During great part of this period, the style partook
of the rudeness and fluctuation of an unformed lan-

guage, in which use had not yet deterinined the
words that were to be English. Writers had not

yet discovered the combination of words which best
suits the original structure and imnmtable constitu-
tion of our language. While the terms were Ens-
lish, the arrangement was Latin—the exclusive lan-

guage of learning, and that in which every truth iti

science, and every model of elegance, was then

contemplated by youth. For a century and a half,

ineffectual attempts were made to bend our vulgar
tongue to the genius of the language supposed to be

superior; and the whole of this period, though not
wiihout a capricious mixture of coarse idiom, may
be called the Latin, or pedantic age, of our style." In the second period, which extended from the
Restoration to the middle ofthe eighteenth century, a

series of writers appeared, of less genius indeed than
their predecessors, but more successful in their expe-
riments to discover the mode of writing most adapted
to the genius of the language. About the same pe-
riod that a similar change was effected in France

by Pascal, they began to banish from style, learned
as well as vulgar phraseology ; and to confine them-
selves to the part of the language naturally used in

general conversation by well-educated men. That
middle region which lies between vulgarity and

pedantry, remains commonly unchanged, while

both extremes are condemned to perpetual revolu-
tion. Those who select words from that permanent
part of a language, and who arrange them according
to its natural order, have discovered the true secret

of rendering their writings permanent ;
and of pre-

serving that rank among the classical writers of
their country, which men of greater intellectual

power have failed to attain. Of these writers, whose

language has not yet been at all superaniuiated,

Cowley was probably the earliest, as Dryden and
Addison were assuredly the greatest." The third period may be called the Rhetorical,
and is distinguished by the prevalence of a school
of writers, of which Johnson was the founder. The
fundamental character of I'a'm style is, that it em-

ploys undisguised art, where classical writers appear
only to obey the impulse of a cultivated and adorned

nature, &c.
" As the mind of Johnson was robust, but neither

nimble nor graceful, so his style, though sometimes

significant, nervous, and even majestic, was void

of all grace and ea.se; and being the most unlike
of all styles to the natural efl'usion of a cultivated

mind, had the least pielensions to the praise of elo-

quence. Duritig the period, 7iow nem- a close, in

which he was a favourite model, a stiff symmetry
and tedious monotony succeeded to that vaiious

music with which the taste of Addison diversified

his periods, and to that natural imagery which his

beautiful genius seemed with graceful negligence to

scatter over his composition."

We stop here to remark, that, though con-

curring in the substance of this masterly clas-

sification of our writers, we should yet be dis-

posed to except to that part of it which

represents the first introduction of soft, giace-

ful, and idiomatic English as not earlier than
the period of the Restoration. In our opinion
it is at least as old as Chaucer. The English
Bible is full of it; and it is among ihe most

common, as well as the most beautiful, of the

many languages spoken by Shakespeare.

Laying his verse aside, there are in his longer

passages of prose
—and in the serious as well

as the humofons parts
—in Hamlet, and Bru-

tus, and Shylock, and Henry V., as well as in

Falstafl'. and Touchstone, Ro.salind, and Bene-

dick, a staple of sweet, mellow, and natural

English, altogether as free and elegant as that

of Addison, and for the most part more vigor-
ous and more richly coloured. The same may
be said, with some exceptions, of the other

dramatists of that age. Sir James is right

perhaps as to the grave and authoritative wri-

ters of prose J
but lew of the wits of Queen

Anne's time were of that description. We
shall only add that part of the sequel which
contains the author's general account of the
Lives of the Poets.

" Whenever understanding alone is sufficient for

poetical criticism, the decisions of Johnson are

generally right. But the beauties of poetry must
he felt before their causes are investigated. There
is a poetical sensibility, which in the progress of the
mind becomes as distinct a power as a musical ear
or a picturesque eye. Wiihout a considerable de-

gree of this sensibility, ii is as vain for a man of the

greatest understanding to speak of the higher beau-
ties of poetry, as it is for a blind man to speak of
colours. But to cultivate such a talent was wholly
foreign. from the worldly sagacity and stern shrewd-
ness of Johnson. As in his judgment of life and
character, so in his criticism on poetry, he was a
sort of free-thinker. He suspected the refined of
affectation ; he rejected the enihusiactic as absurd,
and he took it for granted that the mysteiious was
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uniniclligiMe. lie came into llio world when ilie

Ecliool ol Drydeii mid Pope gave ilu- law lo English
poetry. In thai school he liud liinisfU' learned lo

be a lofty and vigorous decluiincr in liariixjniuus

verse; beyond that school iiis unforced admiration

perhaps scarcely soared ; and hi3 highest efiori of

criticism was accordingly the noble panegyric on

Dryden. His criticism owed its populaiiiy as much
to its defects as to iis excellences. It was on a level

with the majoriiy of readers—persons of good sense
and ititormaiion, but of no exquisite sensibility ; and
to their niHids it derived a lalse appearance ot so-

lidity, from that very narrowness, which excluded
those grander efforis of imagination to which Aris-

totle and Bacon have confined the name ot poetry."

The admirable and original delineation,
of Avhich this is but a snnall part, appears to

have been the task of one ciistuibed and

sickly day. We have in these volumes char-

acters of Hume, Swift, Lord Mansfield, Wilkes,
GoUlsmilh. Gray, Fianklin, Sheridan, Fletcher

of Saitouii, Louis XIV., and some others, all

finished with the same exquisite taste, atid

conceived in the same vigorous and candid

epirit ;
besides which, it appears from the

Journal, that in the same incredibly short

period of fourteen or fifteen days, he had
made similar delineations of Loid North,

Paley, George Grenviile, C. Townshend, Tur-

got, Malesherbes, Young, Thomson, Aiken-

eide. Lord Bolingbroke, and Lord O.vford
;

though (we know not from what cause) none
of these last mentioned appear in the present

publication.

During the same voyage, the perusal of

Madame de Sevigne's Letters engages him

(at intervals) for about a fortnight ;
in the

course of which he has noted down in his

Journal more just and delicate remarks on her

character, and that of her age, than we think

are any where else to be met with. But we
cannot now venture on any extract

j
and must

confine ourselves to the following admirable

remarks on the true tone of polite conversa-

tion and familiar letters,
—

suggested by the

same fascinating collection :
—

" When a woman of fueling, fancy, and accom-

plishment has learned lo converse with ease and

grace, t'rom long intercourse with the most polished

Bociety, and when she writes as she speaks, she
must svrite letters as they ought to be written

;
if

she has acquired just as much habitual correctness
as is reconcilable with the air of negligence. A
inoment of enthusiasm, a burst of feeling, a flash of

eloquence may be allowed ; but the intercourse of

society, either in conversation or in letters, allows
no more. Though interdicted from the long-con-
tinued use of elevated language, they are not with-

out a resource. There is a part of language which
is disdained by the pedant or the declaimer, and
which both, if ihey knew its difficulty, would ap-

proach with dread ; it is formed of tlie most familiar

phrases and turns in daily use by the generality of

men, and is full of energy and vivacity, beari.ig

upon ii the mark of those keen feelings and strong
passions I'ro'ii which it springs. It is the employ-
ment of such phrases which produces what may be
called colloquial eloquence. Conversation and let-

ters may be thus raised to any degree of animation,
without depariing from their character. Any thing

may be said, if it be spoken in the tone of society.
The highest guests are welcome if they come in

the easy undress of the club ;
the strongest meta-

phor appears without violence, if it is familiarly ex-

pressed ; and we the more easily catch the w arm-
cst feeling, if we perceive that it is iiilentionally

lowered in expression, out of condescension to our
calmer temper. It is thus that harangues and dec-
lamations, the last proof ot bad taste and bad man
tiers III conversation, are avoided, while ti.e faiicf

and the heart find the means of pouring lorth all

their stores. To meet this despised pan ul language
ill a polished dress, and producing all the efiecis uf
wit and eloquence, is a constant source of agreeable
surprise. This is increased, when a lew bolder
and higher words are happily wrought into the tex-

ture of this familiar eloquence. To find w iiat seems
so unlike author-craft in a book, raises the pleasing
astonishment to iis highest degree. I once thought
ot illusiranng my notions by tiumerous examples
from ' La Sevigne.' And I must, some day or

other, do so; tiiough I think it the resource of a

bui'.gler, wiio is not enougti master of language to

convey his eoncepiions into the minds ol others.
The style ofMadame de .Sevigne isevidently copied,
not only by I er worshipper, Walpole, but even by
Gray ; who, notwiihstaiiding the exiratirdinary mer-
its ot his matter, has the double stifliiess of an imi-

tator, and of a college recluse."

How many debatable points are fairly set-

tled by the following short and vigorous re-

marks, ill the Journal for 1811:—
" Finished George Rose's ' Observa'ions on

Fox's His'ory,' which are tedious and inefficient.

That James was more influenced by a passion for

arbitrary power than by Popish bigotry, is an idle

rtfinement in Fox : He liked both Popery and

lyranny; and 1 am persuaded he did not himself
know which he liked best. But I take it to be cer-

tain that the English people, at the Revolution,
dreaded his love of Popery more than his love of

lyranny. This was in them Protestant bigotry,
not reason : But the instinct of their bigotry pointed

right. Popery was then the name for the taction

which supported civil and religious tyranny in

Europe: I'o be a l'a[)ist was to be a partisan of the
ambition of Louis XIV."

There is in the Bombay Journal of the same

year, a beautiful essay on Novels, and the

moral effect of fiction in general, the whole
of which we should like to extract

;
but it is

far loo long. It proceeds on the assumption,
that as all fiction must seek to interest by
representing admired qualities in an exagge-
rated form, and in striking aspects, it must
teiiil to raise the standard, and increase the

admiration of excellence. In answer to an
obvious objection, he proceeds

—
" A man who should feel all ihe various semi-

ments of morality, in ilie proportions in which they
are inspired by the Iliad, would certainly be far

from a [lerfecily good inan. But it does not follow

that the Iliad did not produce great moral benefit.

To deiermine that point, we must ascertain whether
a man, formed by the Iliad, would be better than

the ordinary man of the country, at the time in

which it appeared. It is true that it too much in-

spires an admiration for ferocious courage. That
admiration was then prevalent, and every circum
stance served to strengthen it. But the Iliad

breathes many other sentiments, less prevalent
less favoured by the stale of society, and calculated

gradually to mitigate the predominant passion. The
friendship and sorrow of Achilles for Patroclus, the

patriotic valour of Hector, the paternal affliction of

Priam, would slowly introduce more humane affec-

tions. II they had not been combined with the ad

miration of barbarous courage, they would not have
been popular; and consequently they would have
found no entry into those savage hearts which they
were destined (I do not say iideiided) to solten. It

is iherelore clear, from the very nature of poetry,
that the poet must inspire somewhat better morals
than those around him ; though, to be effectual and
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tisrful, his morals must not be totally unlike those

of his contemporaries. If the Iliad should, in a long
course of ases, have iuflaincd the ambition and fe-

rocity of a few individuals, even that evil, great as
it is, will be far from balaneing all the generous
pentimeiits, which, for three thousand years, it has
been pnurmg into the hearts of youth ; and wliicli

it now continues to infuse, aided by the dignity of

antiquity, and by all the fire and splendour of poetry.

Eveiy eiicceeding generation, as it refines, requires
the standard to be proportionably raised.
"
Aftply these remarks, with the necessary modi-

fications, to those fictions copied from common life

colled Novels, which are not above a century old,
and of which the multiplication and the importance,
as well literary as moral, are characteristic features

of England. There may be persons now alive who
recollect the putilication of' Tom Jones,' at least,

if not of '

Clarissa.' Since that lime, probably
twelve novels have appeared of the first rank—a

proditiious number, of such a kind, in any depart-
ment of literature (by the help of Sir Walter Scott
and .Miss Edgeworth we may now at least double
the nuinber)

—and the whole cla-s of novels must
have had more influence on the public, than all

other sorts of books combined. JSoihini.' popul£ij>
can be frivulous. Whatever influences muliitudes.
must be of proportionable importance. Bacon and
Turaot would have contempliied with inquisitive
admiration this literary revolution."

And soon after, while admitting that Tom
Jones (for example) is so far from being a
moral book as to be deserving of the severest

reprobation, he adds—
" Yet even in this extreme case, I must observe

that the same book inspires the greatest abhorrence of
the duplicity of Blifil. of the hvpnnrisy ofThwnckum
and Square ; that Jones himself is interesting by
his frankness, spirit, kindness, and fidelity

—all vir-

tues of the first class. The objection is the same
in its principle with that to the Iliiid. The ancient

epic exclusively presents war—the modern novel
love

;
the one what was most interesting in public

life, and the other what is most brilliant in private—and both with an unfortunate disregard of moral
restraint."

The entry under 6th March, 1817, has to

the M-riter of this article, a melancholy inter-

est, even at this distance of time. It refers

to the motion recently made in the House of
Commons for a new writ, on the death of Mr.
Horner. The reflections with which it closes

must, we think, be interesting always.
" March 6th.—The only event which now ap-

pears interesting to me, is the scene in the House
of Commons on Monday. Lord Morpeth opened
it in a speech so perfect, that it might have been
well phced as a passage in the most elegant Eng-
lish writer; it was full of feeling; every topic was
skillully presented, and contained, by a sort of pru-
dence which is a part of taste, within safe limits;
he slid over the thinnest ice without cracking it.

—
Canning filled well what would have been the va-
cant place of a calm observer of Horner's public
life and talents. Manners .'^iiMon's inost affecting

Bpeech was a tribute of aflection from a private friend

become a political enemy ; I^ord fjascelles, at the

head of the country gentleman of England, closing
this affecting, improving, and most memorable
scene by declaring,

'

that if the sense of the House
could have been taken on this occasion, it would
have beeti unanimous.' I may sny without cxasse-
ration, that never were so many words uttered with-

out the least suspicion of exasrgeraiion ; and that

never was so much honour paid in any age or nation
to intrinsic clp.ims alone. A Howard introduced,
and an English House of Commons adopted, the

propoeition, of thus honouring the memory of a

man of thirty-eight, the son of a shopkeeper, who
never filled an office, or had the piAvcr of obliaing
a living creature, and whose grand title to this dis-

tinction was the belief of his virtue. How bonour-
al)le (o the age and to the House ! A country where
such sentiments prevail is not ripe for destruction."

Sir James could not but feel, in the narrow
circles of Bombay, the great superiority of
London society; and he has thus recorded
his sense of it :

—
"

In great capitals, men of different provinces,
professions, and pursuits are brought together in so-

ciety, and are obliged to acquire a habit, a niniier,
and manner muiunlly perspicuous and agreeable.
Hence they are raised above frivdiity, and are di-

vested of pedantry. In small societies this habit is

not imposed by necessity ; they have lower, but
more urgent subjects, which are interesting to all,

level to all capacities, and require no effort or prepa-
ration of mind."

He might have added, that in a great capi-
tal the best of all sorts is to be met with

;
and

that the adherents even of the most extreme
or fantastic opinions are there so numerous,
and generally so respeclabl)' headed, as to

command a deference and regard that would

scarcely be shown to them when appearing
as insulated individuals; and thus it happens
that real toleration, and true modesty, as well

as their polite simulars, are rarely to be met
with out of great cities. This, however, is

true only of those who mix laigely in the

general society of such places. For bigots
and exclusives of all sorts, they are hot-beds
and seats of corruption ; since, however ab-
surd or revolting their tenets may be, such

persons are sure to meet enough of their fel-

lows to encourage each other. In the provin-

ces, a believer in animal magnetism or Ger-
man metaphysics has few listener.s. and no

encouragement; but in a place like London

they make a little coterie
;
who herd together,

exchange flatteries, and take themselves for

the apostles of a new gospel.
The editor has incorporated with his work

some letters addressed to him by friends of

his father, containing either anecdotes of his
earlier life, or observations on his character
and merits. It was natural for a person whose
age precluded him from speaking on his own
authority of any but recent transactions, to

seek for this assistance : and the information
contributed by Lord Abinger and IVIr. Basil

Montagu (the former especially) is very inter-

esting. The other letters pre.sent us with little

more than the opinion of the writers as to his

character. If these should be thought too

laudatory, there is another character which
has lately fallen under our eye, which cer-

tainly is not liable to that objection. In the
"Table-Talk" of the late Mr. Coleridge, we
find these words:— -'I doubt if Mackintosh
ever heartily appreciated an eminently origi-
nal man. After all his fluency and brilliant

erudition, you can rarely carry ofl" any thing
worth preserving. Youmieht not improperly
write upon his forehead, 'Warehouse to let !'

"

We wish to speak tenderly of a man of ge-

nius, and we believe of amiable dispositions,
who has been so recently removed from his

friends and admirers. But so portentous a

3n2
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misjudgmpnt ap this, and coming from such a

quarter, cannot be passfd without notice. If

Sir James Mackintosh had any talent more

conspicuous and indisputable than another, it

was that of appreciating the merits of eminent
and original men. His great learning and

singular soundness of judgment enabled him
to do this truly; while his kindness of na-

ture, his zeal for human happiness, and his

perfect freedom from prejudice or vanity,

prompted him, above most other men, to do

it hearliiy. And then, as to his being a person
from whose conversation little could be car-

ried away, why the most characteristic and

remarkable ihing about
it,

was that the whole
of it might be carried away— it was so lucid,

precise, and brilliantly perspicuous ! The joke
of the ' warehouse to let "

is not, we confess,

quite level to our capacities. It can scarcely
mean (though that is the most obvious sense)
that the head was empty—as that is incon-

sistent with the rest even of this splenetic
delineation. If it was intended to insinuate

that it was ready for the indiscriminate re-

ception of any thing which any one might
choose to put into

it,
there could not be a more

gross misconception ;
as we have no doubt

Mr. Coleridge must often have sufficiently

experienced. And by whom is this di«<^

covery, that Mackintosh's conversation pre-
sented nothing that could be carried away,
thus confidently announced 1 Why, by the

very individual against whose own oracular

and interminable talk the same complaint has

been made, by friends and by foes, and with

an unanimity unprecedented, for the last forty

years. The admiring, or rather idolizing ne-

phew, who has lately put forth this hopeful

specimen of his relics, has recorded in the

preface, that "his conversation at all times

required attention
;
and that the demand on

the intellect of the hearer was often very
great: and that, when he got into his 'huge
circuit' and large illustrations, most people
had lost him, and naturally enough supposed
that he had lost himself." Nay, speaking to

this very point, of the ease or difficulty of

"carrying away" any definite notions from
what he said, the partial kinsman is pleased
to inform us, that, with all his familiarity wiih
the inspireil style of his relative, he himself
has often cone away, after listening to him
for several delightful hours, with divers masses
of reasoning in his head, but without being
able to perceive what connection they had
with each other. " In such cases," he adds,
"I have mused, sometimes even for days after-
wards, upon Ihe words, till at length, spon-
taneously as it were, the fire would kindle,"
&c. &c. And this is the person who is pleased
to denounce Sir James Mackintosh as an ordi-

nary man 3
and especially to object to his con-

versation, that, though brilliant and fluent,

there was rarely any thing in it which could

be carried away !

An attack so unjust and so arrogant leads

naturally to comparisons, which it could be

easy to follow out to the signal discomfiture
of the party attacking. But without going
beyond what is thus forced upon our notice,

we shall only say, that nothing could possibly
set the work before us in so favourable a

point of view, as a comparison between it

and the volumes of "Table Talk," to which
we have already made reference— unless,

perhaps, it were the contrast of the two minda
which are respectively portrayed in these

publications.
In these memorials of Sir James Mackin-

tosh, we trace throughout the workings of a

powerful and unclouded intellect, nourished

by wholesome learning, raised and instructed

by fearless though reverent questionings of

the sages of other times (which is the per-
mitted Necromancy of the wise), exercised

by free discussion with the most distinguished

among the living, and made acquainted with
its own strength and weakness, not only by
a constant intercourse with other powerful
minds, but by mixing, with energy and de-

liberation, in practical business and affairs:

and here pouring itself out in a delightful

miscellany of elegant criticism, original spe-

culation, and profound practical suggestions
on politics, religion, history, and all the greater
and the lesser duties, the arts and the ele-

gances of life—all expressed with a beautiful

clearness and tempered dignity
—

breathing
the purest spirit of good-will to mankind—•

and brightened not merely by an ardent hope,
butan assured faith in their constant advance-
ment in freedom, intelligence, and virtue.

On all these points, the "table Talk " of
his poetical contemporary appears to us to

present a most mortifying contrast; and to

r&nder back merely the image of a moody
mind, incapable of mastering its own imagin-
ings, and constantly seduced by them, or by
a misdirected ambition, to attempt impracti-
cable things:

—
naturally attracted by dim

paradoxes rather than lucid truths, and pre-

ferring, for the most part, the obscure and ne-

glected parts of learning to those that are

useful and clear—marching, in short, at all

times, under the exclusive guidance of the
Pjllar of Smoke— and, like the body of its

original followers, wandering all his days in

the desert, without ever coming in sight of

the promised land.

Consulting little at any time with any thing
but his own prejudices and fancie.-*, he seems,
in his latter days, to have withdrawn alto-

gether from the correction of equal minds;
and to have nourished the assurance of his

own infallibility, by delivering mystical ora-

cles from his cloudy thrine. all day long, to a
small set of disciples, to whom neither ques-
tion nor interruption was allowed. The result

of this necessarily was, an excaerbation of all

the morbid tendencies of the mind
;
a daily

increasing ignorance of the course of opinions
and affairs in the world, and a proportional
-iJonfidence in his own dogmas and dreams,
which might have been shaken, at least, if

not entirely subverted, by a closer contact

with the general mass of intelligence. Un-

fortunately this unhealthful training (pecu-

liarly unhealthful for such a constitution) pro-
duced not merely a great eruption of ridicu-

lous blunders and pitiable prejudices, but
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seems at last to have brought on a confirmed

and thoroughly diseased habit of uncharitable-

ness, and misanthropic anticipations of cor-

ruption and misery throughout the civilised

world. The indiscreet revelations of the work
to which we have alluded have now brought
to light instances, not only of intemperate
abuse of men of the highest intellect and
most unquestioned purity, but such predic-
tions of evil from what the rest of the world
has been contented to receive as improve-
ments, and such suggestions of intolerant and

Tyrannical Remedies, as no man would be-

lieve could proceed from a cultivated intel-

lect of the present age—if the early history
of this particular intellect had not indicated

tan
inherent aptitude for all extreme opinions,—and prepared us for the usual conversion of

one extreme into another.

And it is worth while to mark here also,

»and
in respect merely of consistency and

ultimate authority with mankind, the advan-

tage which a sober and well-regulated under-

6tandir;g will always have over one which
claims to be above ordinances; and trusting
either to an erroneous opinion of its own
strength, or even to a true sense of

it, gives
itself up to its first strong impression, and sets

at defiance all other reason and authority.
Sir James IMackintosh had, in his youth, as
much ambition and as much consciousness of

power as Mr. Coleridge could have : But the

utmost extent of his early aberrations (in his

VindicicE Galliccc) was an over estimate of the

probabilities of good from a revolution of

violence; and a much greater under-estimate
of the mischiefs with which such experiments
are sure to be attended, and ths value of set-

tled institutions and long familiar forms. Yet,

though in his philanthropic enthusiasm he did

miscalculate the relative value of these op-

posite forces (and speedily admitted and rec-

tified the error), he never for an instant dis-

puted the existence of both elements in the

equation, or aflected to throw a doubt upon
any of the great principles on which civil so-

ciety reposes. On the contrary, in his earliest

as well as his latest writings, he pointed

steadily to the great institutions of Proper! }•

and Marriage, and to the necessary authorit}-
of Law and Religion, as essential to the being
of a state, and the well-being of any human
society. It followed, therefore, that when

disappointed in his too sanguine expectations
from the French Revolution, he had nothing
to retract in the substance and scope of his

opinions; and merely tempering their an-

nouncement, with the gravity and caution of

maturer years, he gave them out again in his

later days to the world, with the accumulated

authority of a whole life of consistency and

study. At no period of that life, did he fail

to assert the right of the people to political
and religious freedom; and to the protection
of just and equal laws, enacted by representa-
tives truly chosen by themselves: And he
never uttered a syllable that could be con-

strued into an approval, or even an acquies-
cence in persecution and intolerance

;
or in

txie maintenance of authoiily for any other

purpose than to give effect to the enlightened
and deliberate will of the community. To
enforce these doctrines his whole life was
devoted

;
and though not permitted to com-

plete either of the great works he had pro-

jected, he was enabled to finish detached

portions of each, sufficient not only fully to

develope his principles, but to give a clear

view of the whole design, and to put it in the

power of any succeeding artist to proceed
with the execution. Look now upon the other
side of the parallel.
Mr. Coleridge, too, was an early and most

ardent admirer of the French Revolution
;
but

the fruits of that admiration in him were, not
a reasoned and statesmanlike apology for

some of its faults and excesses, but a resolu-

tion to advance the regeneration of mankind
at a still quicker rate, by setting before their

eyes the pattern of a yet more exquisite form
of society ! And accordingly, when a full-

grown man. he actually gave into, if he did
not originate, the scheme of what he and his

friends called a Pantisocrac}'
—a form of so-

ciety in which there was to be neither law
nor government, neither priest, judge, nor

magistrate
—in which all property was to be

in common, and every man left to act upon
his own sense of duty and affection !

This fact is enough :
—And whether he af-

terwards passed through the stages of a Jaco-

bin, which he seems to deny—or a hotheaded

Moravian, which he seems to admit,
—is really

of no consequence. The character of his un-

derstanding is settled with all reasonable men :

As well as the authority that is due to the
anti-reform and anti-toleration maxims which
he seems to have spent his latter jears in

venting. Till we saw this posthumous publi-

cation, we had, to be sure, no conception of

the extent to which these compensating max-
ims were carried

;
and we now think that few

of the Coni^ervatives (who were not originally

Pantisocratists) will venture to adopt them.
Not only is the Reform Bill denounced as the

spawn of mere wickedness, i ijustice, and
ignorance ;

and the reformed House of Com-
mons as '•

low, vulgar, meddling, and sneering
at every thing noble and refined," but the
wise and the good, we are assured, will, in

every country, "speedily become disgusted
with the Representative form of government,
brutalized as it is by the predominance of de-

mocracy, in England, France, and Belgium !"

And then the remedy i.s,
that they will recur

to a new, though, we confess, not very com-

prehensible form, of ' Pure Monarchy, in

which ihe reason of the people shall become
efficient in the apparent Will of the King!"
Moreover, he is for a total dissolution of tho
union with Ireland, and its erection into a sepa-
rate and independent kingdom. He is against

Negro emancipation
—sees no use in reducing

taxation— and designates Mallhus' demon-
tration of a mere matter of fact by a redundant
accumulation of evidence, by the polite and

appropriate appellation of '-a lie;"' and repre-
sents it as more disgraceful and abominable
than any thing that the m rakness and wick-
edness of man have ever before given birth to.
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Such as his temperance and candour are in

polities', they are also in relijirion ;
and recom-

mended and e.vcused by the same flagrant
conlradictioa to his early tenets. Whether he
ever was a proper Moravian or not we care

not to inquire. It is admitted, and even stated

somewhat boastingly in this book, that he was
a bold Dissenter from the church. He thanks

heaven, indeed, that he --had gone much
farther than the Unitarians!" And to make
his boldness still more engaging, he had gone
these lengths, not only against the authority
of our Doctors, but against the clear and ail-

mitted doctrine and teaching of the Apostles
themselves ' " ' What care I,' I said,

' for the

Platonismsof John, or theRabbinismsof Paul ?

Mtjcons ience revolts?'—That was the ground
of mij Unitarianism." And by and by, this

infallible and oracular person does not hesitate

to tleclare, that others, indeed, may do as they
choose, but he, for his part, can never allow

that Unitarians are Christians ! and, giving no
credit for "revolting consciences" to any one
but himself, charges all Dissenters in the

lump with hating the Church much more
than they love religion

—is furious against the

repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts, and
Catholic Emancipation,

—and at last actually,
and in good set terms, denies that any Dis-

senter has a right to toleration! and, in per-
fect consistency, maintains that it is the duty
of the magistrate to stop heresy and schism

by persecution
—if he only has reason to think

that in this way the evil may be arrested
;

adding, by way of example, that he would be

ready
'' to ship off—any u'here,'^ any mission-

aries who might attempt to disturb the un-

doubting Lnlhpianism of certain exemplary
Norwegians, whom he takes under his special

protection.
We are tempted to say more. But we de-

sist; and shall pursue this parallel no farther.

Perhaps we have already been betrayed into

feelings and expressions that may be objected
to. We should be sorry if this could be done

justly. But we do not question Mr. Cole-

ridge's sincerity. We admit, too, that he was
a man of much poetical sensibility, and had--

visions of intellectual sublimity, and glimpses
of comprehensive truths, which he could

neither reduce into order nor combine into

system. But out of poetry and metaphysics,
we think he was nothing; and eminently dis-

qualified, not only by the defects, but by the

best parts of his genius, as well as by his

temper and habits, for forming any sound

judgment on the business and affairs of our
actual world. And yet it is for his preposter-
ous judgments on such subjects that his memory
is now held in aflected reverence by those

who laughed at him, all through his life, for

what gave him his only true claim to admira-
tion ! and who now magnify his genius, for no
other purpose but to give them an opportunity
to quote, as of grave authority, his mere deli-

rations, on reform, dissent, and toleration—his

cheering predictions of the approaching mil-

lennium of pure monarchy—or his demonstra-
tions of the absolute harmlessness of taxation,
and the sacred duty of all sorts of

efficient per-

secution. We are sure we treat Mr. Coleridge
with all possible respect when we say, that
his name can lend no more pluusibilily to ab-
surdities like these, than the fargnaler names
of Bacon or Hobbes could do to the belief in

sympathetic medicines, or in churchyard ap-
paritions.
We fear we have already transgressed our

just limits. But before concluding, we wish
to say a word on a notion which we lind pretty

generally entertained, that Sir James Mackin-
tosh did not sufliciently turn to pro/it the
talent which was committed to him

;
and did

much less than, with his gifts and opportuni-

ties, he ought to have done. He himself
seems, no doubt, to have been

occasionally
of that opinion; and yet we cannot but think
it in a great degree erroneous. If he had not,
in early life, conceived the ambitious design
of executing two great \^orks.—one on the

principles of Morals and Legislation, and one
on English History ;

or hatl not let it be under-

stood, for many years before his death, that

he was actually employed on the latter, we
do not imagine that, with all the knowledge
his friends had (and all the world now has)
of his qualifications, any one would have

thought of visiting his memory with such a

reproach.
We know of no code of morality which

makes it imperative on every man of extra-

ordinary talent or learning to write a large
book :

—and could readily point to inslanceg

where such persons have gone wilh unques-
tioned honour to their graves, without leaving

any such memorial—and been judged to have
acted up to the last article of their duty,

merely by enlightening society by their lives

and conversation, and discharging with ability
and integrity the offices of magistracy or legis-

lation, to which they may have been called.

But looking even to the sort of debt which

may be thought to have been contracted by
the announcement of these works, we cannot

but think that the public has received a very

respectable dividend—and, being at the best

but a gratuitous creditor—ought not now to

withhold a thankful discharge and acquittance.
The discourse on Ethical Philosophy is full

payment, we conceive, of one moiety of the

first engagement,
—and we are persuaded will

be so received by all who can judge of its

value; and though the other moiety, which
relates to Legislation, has not yet been ten-

dered in form, there is reason 1o believe that

there are assets in the hands of the executors,
from which this also may soon be liquidated.
That great subject was certainly fully treated

of in the Lectures of 1799—and as it appears
from .some citations in these Memoir.s, that,

though for the most part delivered extempore,
various notes and manuscripts relating to them
have been preserved, we think it not unlikely

that, M'ith due diligence, the outline at least

and main features of that interesting disquisi-

tion may still be recovered. On the bill for

History, too, it cannot be denied that a large

payment has been made to account—and as

it was only due for the period of the Revolu-

tion, any shortcoming that may appear upon
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thai score, maybe fairly held as compensated
oy the voluntary advances of value to a much

greater extent, though referring to an earlier

period.

But, in truth, there never was any such

debt or engagement on the part of Sir James:
And the public was, and continues, the only
debtor on the transaction, for whatever it may
have received of service or instruction at his

hand. We have expressed elsewhere our

estimate of the greatness of this debt
;
and of

the value especially of the Histories he has
left behind him. We have, to be sure, since

«(jen some sneering remarks on the dulness

and uselessness of these works
;
and an at-

tempt made to hold them up to ridicule, under
the appellation of Philosophical histories. We
are not aware that such a name was ever ap-

glied

to them by their author or their admirers,

ut if they really deserve
it,
we are at a loss

to conceive how it .should be taken for a name
of reproach ;

and it will scarcely be pretended
that their e.\ecution is such as to justify its

application in the way of derision. We do

not perceive, indeed, that this is pretended ;

and, strange as it may appear, the objection
seems really lo be, rather to the kind of wri-

ting in general, than to the defects of its exe-

cution in this particular instance—the objector

having a singular notion that history should

consist of narrative only ;
and that nothing

can be so tiresome and useless as any addition

of explanation or remark.

We have no longer room to expose, as it

deserves, the strange misconceptions of the

objects and uses of history, which we humbly
conceive to be implied in such an opinion ;

and shall therefore content ourselves with

asking, whether any man really imagines that

the modern history of any considerable State,
•with its complicated system of foreign rela-

tions, and the play of its domestic parties,
could be written in the manner of Herodotus?—or be made intelligible (much less instruct-

ive) by the naked recital of transactions and
occurrences? These, in fact, are but the crude

materials from which history should be con-

structed; the mere alphabet out of which its

lessons are afterwards to be spelled . If every
reader had indeed the talents of an accom-

plished Historian,
—that knowledge of hnman

nature, that large acquaintance with all col-

lateral facts, and that force of understanding
which are implied in such a name—and, at

the same time, that leisure and love for the

subject which would be necessary for this

particular application of such gifts, the mere
detail of facts, if full and impartial, might be
sufficient for his purposes. But to every other

class of readers, we will venture to say, that

one half of such a history would be an in-

soluble enigma; and the other half the source

of the most gross misconceptions.
Without some explanation of the views and

motives of the prime agents in great transac-

tions—of the origin and state of opposite inte-

rests and opinions in large bodies of the people—and of their tendencies respectively to as-

cendency or decline—what intelligible account

could be given of any thing worth knowing
95

in the history of the world for the last twti

hundred years? above all, what useful lesson*

could be learned, for people or for lulers, from
a mere series of events presented in detail^
without any other information as to their

causes or consequences, than might be in-

ferred from the sequence in which they ap-

peared ? To us it appears that a mere record

of the different places of the stars, and their

successive changes of position, would be as

good a system of Astronomy, as such a set of

annals would be of History; and that it would
be about as reasonable to sneer at Newton
and La Place for seeking to supersede the

honest old star-gazers, by their philosophical
histories of the heavens, as to speak in the

same tone, of what Voltaire and Montesquieu
and Mackintosh have attempted to do for our

lower world. We have named ihese three^
as having attended more peculiarly, and mor»

impartially, than any others, at least in modern

times, to this highest part of their duty. Butj
in truth, all eminent historians have attended

to it—from the time of Thucydides down-

wards;
—the ancients putting (he necessary

explanations more frequently into the shapd
of imaginary orations—and the moderns into

that of remark and dissertation. The very

first, perhaps, of Hume's many excellence*

consists in these philosophical summaries of

the reasons and considerations by which ho

supposes parties to have been actuated in

great political movements; which are moro

completely abstracted from the mere story^
and very frequently less careful and complete,
than the parallel explanations of Sir James
Mackintosh. For, with all his unrivalled sa-

gacity, it is true, as Sir James has himself

somewhere remarked, that Hume was too

little of an antiquary to be always able to

estimate the effect of motives in di.stant ages}
and by referring too confidently to the princi*

pies of human nature as developed in our own
times, has often represented our ancestors a^
more reasonable, and much more argumenta*
tive, than they really were.

That there may be, and have often been^
abuses of this best part of history, is a reason

only for valuing more highly what is exempt
from such abuses; and those who feel most
veneration and gratitude for the lights aflbrded

by a truly philosophical historian, will be sur*
to look with most aversion on a counterfeit.

No one. we suppose, will stand up for the in-

troduction of ignorant conjecture, shallow dog-
matism, mawkish morality, or factious injustice
into the pages of history

—or deny that tha
shortest and simplest annals are greatly prefer-
able to such a perversion. As to political

partiality, however, it is a great mistake to

suppose that it could be in any degree ex-

cluded by confining history to a mere chroni.

cle of facts—the truth being, that it is chiefly
in the statement of facts that this partiality

displays itself; and that it is more frequently

exposed to detection than assisted, by the aN
guments and explanation.s, which are supposed
to be its best resources. We shall not resumO
what we have said in another place as to the

merit of the Histories which are now in quea>
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tion
;
but we fear not to put this on record, as

our tielibera'.e, and we think impartial, judf^-

ment—ihal they are the most candid, the

most judicious, and the most pregnant with

thouijht, and moral and political wisdom, of

any in which our domestic story has ever yet
been recorded.

. J)ut even if we should discount his Histo-

TJefi, and his Ethical Dissertation, we should

still be of opinion, that Sir James Mackintosh
had not died indebted to his country for the

usij he had made of his talents. In the vol-

umes before us, he seems to us to have left

them a rich legacy, and given abundant proofs
of the industry with which he sought to the

last to qualify himself for their instruction,
—

and the honourable place which his name
must ever hold, as the associate and successor

of Jloinilly in the great and humane work of

ameliorating our criminal law, might alone

suffice to protect him from the imputation of

having done less than was required of him, in

the course of his unsettled life. But, without

dwelling upon the part he took in Parliament,
on these and many other important questions
both of domestic and foreign policy, we must
be permitted to say, that they judge ill of the

relative value of men's contributions to the

cause of general improvement, who make
small account of the influence which one of

high reputation for judgment and honesty may
exercise, by his mere presence and conversa-

tion, in the higher classes of society,
—and still

more by such occasional publications as he

may find leisure to make, in Journals of wide

circulation,
—like this on which the reader is

now looking
—we trust with his accustomed

indulgence.
It IS now admitted, that the mature and en-

lightened opinion of the public must ultimately
rule the country; and we really know no other

way in which this opinion can be so effectu-

ally matured and enlightened. It is not by
every man studying elaborate treatises and

systems for himself, that the face of the world
is changed, with the change of opinion, and
the progress of conviction in those who must

ultimately lead it. It is by the mastery which

strong minds have over weak, in the daily in-

tercourse of society; and by the gradual and
almost imperceptible infusion which such
minds are constantly effecting, of the practical
results and manageable summaries of iheir

preceding studies, into the minds immediately
below tliem, that this great process is carried

on. The first discovery of a great truth, or

J)ractical
principle, may often require much

abour; but when once discovered, it is gene-
rally easy not only to convince others of its

importance, but to enable them to defend and
maintain it, by plain and irrefragable argu-
ments; and this conviction, and this practical

knowledge, it will generally be most easy to

communicate, when men's minds are excited
to inquiry, by the pursuit of some immediate

interest, to which such general truths may
appear to be subservient. It is at such times
that important principles are familiarly started

in conversation; and disquisitions eagerly pur-

•ued, in societies, where, in more tranquil

periods, they would be listened to with impa
tience. It is at such times, too, that the in-

telligent part of the lower and middling
classes look anxiously through such publica-
tions as treat intelligibly of the subjects to

which their attention is directed; and are thus

led, while seeking only for reasons to justify
their previous niclinings, to imbibe principles
and digest arguments which are impressed on
their understandings for ever, and may fruc-

tify in the end to far more important conclu-

sions. It is, no doubt, true, that in this way,
the full exposition of the truth will often be
sacrificed for the sake of its temporary appli-

cation; and it will not unfrequently happen
that, in order to favour that application, the

exposition will not be made with absolute

fairness. But still the principle is brought
into view; the criterion of true judgment is

laid before the public; and the disputes of

adverse parties will speedily settle the correct

or debatable rule of its application.
For our own parts we have long been of

opinion, that a man of powerful understand-

ing and popular talents, who should, at such
a season, devote himself to the task of an-

nouncing such principles, and rendering such
discussions familiar, in the way and by the

means we have mentioned, would probably
do more to direct and accelerate the rectifica-

tion of public opinion upon all practical ques-

tions, than by any other use he could possibly
make of his faculties. His name, indeecl,

might not go down to a remote posterity in

connection with any work of celebrity; and
the greater part even of his contemporaries
might be ignorant of the very existence of

their benefactor. But the benefits conferred

would not be the less real
;
nor the conscious-

ness of conferring them less delightful ;
nor

the gratitude of the judicious less ardent and
sincere. So far, then, from regretting that

Sir James Mackintosh did not forego all other

occupations, and devote himself exclusively
to the compilation of the two great woiks he
had projected, or from thinking that his coun-

try has been aeprived of any services it might
otherwise have received irom him, by the

course which he actually pursued, we firmly
believe that, by constantly maintaining hu-

mane and generous opinions, in the most en-

gaging manner and with the greatest possible

ability, in the highest and most influencing
circles of society,

—by acting as the respected
adviser of many youths of great promise and

ambition, and as the bosom counsellor of many
practical statesmen, as well as by the timely

publication of many admirable papers, in this

and in other Journals, on such branches of

politics, history, or philosophy as the course

of events had rendered peculiarly interesting
or important,

—he did far more lo enlighten
the public mind in his own day, and to insure

its farther improvement in the days that are

to follow, than could possibly have been ef-

fected by the most successful completion of

the works he had undertaken.

Such great works acquire for their authors

a deserved reputation with the studious few;
and are the treasuries and armories fiom
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•which the actual and future apostles of the

truth derive the means of propagating and de-

fending it. But, in order to be so effective,
the arms and the treasures must be taken forth

from their well-ordered repositories, and dis-

seminated and applied where they are needed
and required. It is by the tongue, at last, and
not by the pen, that multitudes, or the indi-

viduals composing multitudes, are ever really

persuaded or converted,
—by conversation and

not by harangues
—or by such short and oc-

casional writings as come in aid of conversa-

tion, and require little more study or continued

attention than men capable of conversation

are generally willing to bestow. If a man,
therefore, who is capable of writing such a

book, is also eminently qualified to dissemi-

nate and render popular its most important

doctrines, by conversation and by such lighter

publications, is he to be blamed if,
when the

times are urgent, he intermits the severer

study, and applies himself, with caution and

candour, to give an earlier popularity to that

which can never be useful till it is truly

Eopularl
To us it appears, that he fulfils the

igher duty ;
and that to act otherwise would

be to act like a general who should starve his

troops on the eve of battle, in order to replen-
ish his magazines for a future campaign—or

like a fanner who should cut off the rills from

his parching crops, that he may have a fuller

reservoir against the possible drought of an-

other year.
But we must cut this short. If we are at

all right in the views we have now taken, Sir

James Mackintosh must have been wrong in

the regret and self-reproach with which he

certainly seems to have looked back on the

unaccomplished projects of his earlier years :—And \'e humbly think that he was wrong.
He had failed, no doubt, to perform all that

he had once intended, and had been drawn
aside from the task he had set himself, by
other pursuits. But he had performed things
as important, which were not originally in-

tende<i
;
and been drawn aside by pursuits

not less worthy than those to which he had
taskeii himself. In blaming himself—not for

this idleness, but for this change cf occupa-
tion— we think he was misled, in part at

least, by one very common error—we mean
that of ihinking, that, because the use he ac-

tually made of his intellect was more agree-
able than that which he had intended to make,
it was therefore less meritorious. We need
not say, that there cannot be a worse criterion

of merit : But tender consciences are apt to

fall into such illusions. Another cause of

regret may have been a little, though we really
think but a little, more substantial. By the

course he followed, he probably felt, that his

name would be less illustrious, and his repu-
tation less enduiing, than ifhe had fairly taken

his place as the author of some finished work
of great interest and importance. If he got
over the first illusion, however, and took the

view we have done of the real utility of his

exertions, we cannot believe that this would
have weighed very heavily on a mind like

Sir James Mackintosh's
;
and while we can-

not but regret that his declining years should
have been occasionally darkened by these

shadows of a self-reproach for which we think

there was no real foundation, we trust that he
is not to be added to the many instances of

men who have embittered their existence by
a mistaken sense of the obligation of some
rash vow made in early life, for the perform-
ance of some laborious and perhaps impracti-
cable task.

Cases of this kind we believe to be more
common than is generally imagined. An am-
bitious young man is dazzled with the notion

of filling up some blank in the literature of

his country, by the execution of a great and

important work— reads with a view to
it, and

allows himself to be referred to as engaged in

its preparation. By degrees he finds it more
irksome than he had expected ;

and is tempt-
ed by other studies, altogether as suitable and
less charged with responsibility, into long fits

of intermission. Then the very expectation
that has been excited by this protracted incu-

bation makes him more ashamed of having
tlone so little, and more dissatisfied with the

little he has done ! And so his life is passed,
in a melancholy alternation of distasteful, and
of course unsuccessful attempts ;

and long fits

of bitter, but really groundless, self-reproach,
for not having made those attempts with more

energy and perseverance : and at last he dies,—not only without doing what he could not

attempt without pain and mortification, but

prevented by this imaginary engagement from

doing many other things which he could have
done with success and. alacrity

—some one of

which it is probable, and all of which it is

nearly certain, would have done him more

credit, and been of more service to the world,
than any constrained and distressful comple-
tion he could in any case have given to the
other. For our own parts we have already
said that we do not think that any man, what-
ever his gifts and attainments may be. is really
bound in duty to leave an excellent Book to

posterity : or is liable to any reproach for not

having chosen to be an author. But, at all

events, we are quite confident that he can be
under no obligation to make himself unhappy
in trying to make such a book : And that as

soon as he finds the endeavour painful and

depressing, he will do well, both for himself
and for others, to give up the undertaking,
and let his talents and sense of duty take a
course more likely to promote, both his owa
enjojTnent and their ultimate reputation.



Thk following brief notices, of three lamented and honoured Friends, certainly were not

contributed to the Edinburgh Review : But, as I am not likely ever to appear again as an

author, I have been tempted to include them in this publication
—

chiefly, I fear, from a fond

desire, to associate my humble name with those of persons so amiable and distinguished :
—

But partly also, from an opinion, which has been frequently confirmed to me by those most

compeieiil to judge
—

that, imperfect as these sketches are, they give a truer and more graphic
view of the manners, dispositions, and personal characters of the eminent individuals con-

cerned—than is yet to be found—or now likely to be furnished, from any other quarter.

THE HONOURABLE HENRY ERSKINE.*

Died, at his seat of Ammondell, Linlith-

gowshire, on the 8th instant, in the seventy-
first year of his age, the Honourable Henry
Erskine, second son of the late Henry David,
Earl of Buchan.
Mr. Erskine was called to the Scottish Bar,

of which he was long the brightest ornament,
in the year 1768, and was for several years
Dean of the Faculty of Advocates: He was
twice appointed Lord Advocate,

—in 1782 and
in 1806, under the Rockingham and the Gren-
ville administrations. During the years 1806
and 1807 he sat in Parliament for the Dunbar
and Dumfries district of boroughs.

In his long and splendid career at the bar,
Mr. Erskine was distinguished not only by the

peculiar brilliancy of his wit, and the grace-

fulness, ease, and vivacity of his eloquence,
but by the slill rarer power of keeping those

seducing qualities in perfect subordination to

his
judgment. By their assistance he could

not only make the most repulsive subject

agreeable, but the most abstruse easy and

intelligible. In his profession, indeed, all his

wit was argument ;
and each of his delightful

illustrations a material step in his reasoning.
To himself, indeed, it seemed always as if

they were recommended rather for their use
than their beauty; and unquestionably they
often enabled him to state a fine argument, or

a nice distinction, not only in a more striking
and pleasing way, but actually with greater

precision than could have been attained by
the severer forms of reasoning.

In this extraordinary talent, as well as in the

charming facility of his eloquence, and the

constant radiance of good humour and gaiety
which encircled his manner of debate, he had
no rival in his own times, and as yet has had

• From the "
Endinburgh Courant" Newspaper

•fthe 16ih of October, 1817.
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no successor. That part of eloquence is now
mute—that honour in abeyance.
As a

politician,
he was eminently distin-

guished tor the two great virtues of inflexible

steadiness to his principles, and invariable

gentleness and urbanity in his manner of as-

serting them. Such indeed was the habitual
sweetness of his temper, and the fascination

of his manners, that, though placed by his

rank and talents in the obnoxious station of a
Leader of opposition, at a period when politi-
cal animosities were carried to a lamentable

height, no individual, it is believed, was ever
known to speak or to think of him with any
thing approaching to personal hostility. In

return, it may be said, with equal correctness,

that, though baffled in some of his
pursuitSj

and not quite handsomely disappointed oi

some of the honours to which his claim waa

universally admitted, he never allowed the

slightest shade of discontent to rest upon his

mind, nor the least drop of bitterness to min-

gle with his blood. He was so utterly inca-

pable of rancour, that even the rancorous felt

that he ought not to be made its victim.

He possessed, in an eminent degree, that

deep sense of revealed religion, and that zeal-

ous attachment to the Presbyterian establish-

ment, which had long been hereditary in his

family. His habits were always strictly moral
and temperate, and in the latter part of his

life even abstemious. Though the life and
ornament of every society into which he en-

tered, he was always most happy and most

delightful at home
;
where the buoyancy of

his spirit and the kindness of his heart found

all that they required of exercise or enjoy-
ment

;
and though without taste for expensive

pleasures in his own person, he was ever most

indulgent and munificent to his children, and
a liberal benefactor to all who depended on bin

bounty.
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He finally retired from the exercise of that

profession, the highest honours of which he

had at least deserved, about the year 1812,
aiic' spent the remainder of his days in do-

mestic retirement, at that beautiful villa which
had been formed by his own taste, and in the

improvement and adornment of which he
found kis latest occupation. Passing thus at

once from all the bustle and excitement of a

Eublic

life to a scene of comparative inactivity,
e never felt one moment of ennui or dejec-

tion
;
but retained unimpaired, till within a

day or two of his death, not only all his intel-

lectual activity and social affections, but, when
not under the immediate affliction of a painful
and incurable disease, all that gaiety of spirit,

and all that playful and kindly sympathy with

innocent enjoyment, which made him the idol

of the young, and the object of cordial attach-

ment and unenvying admiration to liis friends

of all ages.

NOTICE AND CHARACTER
or

PROFESSOR PLAYFAIR*

Of Mr. Plaj-fair's Bcientlfic attainments,
—

of his proficiency in those studies to which he
was peculiarly devoted, we are but slenderly

qualified to judge : But, we believe we hazard

nothing in saying that he was one of the most

learned Mathematicians of his age, and among
the first, if not the very first, who introduced

the beautiful discoveries of the later conti-

nental geometers to the knowledge of his

countr)'men ;
and gave their just value and

true place, in the scheme of European know-

ledge, to those important improvements by
which the whole aspect of the abstract sciences

has been renovated since the days of our il-

lustrious Newton. If he did not signalise
himself by any brilliant or origin.al invention.

0e must; at least, be allovjed to liave been a

most generous and intelligent judge of the

achievements of others
;
as well as the most

eloquent expounder of that great and magnifi-
cent system of knowledge which has been

gradually evolved by the successive labours

of so many gifted individuals. He possessed,

indeed, in the highest degree, all the charac-

teristics both of a fine and a powerful under-

standing,
—at once penetrating and vigilant,

—
but more distinguished, perhaps, for the cau-

tion and sureness of its march, than for the

brilliancy or rapidity of its movements,
—and

guided and adorned through all its progress,

by the most, genuine enthusiasm for all that

is grand, and the justest taste for all that is

beautiful in the Truth or the Intellectual Ener-

gy with which he was habitually conversant.

To what account these rare qualities might
have been turned, and what more brilliant or

lasting fruits they might have produced, if his

•whole life had been dedicated to the solitary
cultivation of science, it is not for us to con-

jecture; but it cannot be doubted that they
added incalculably to his eminence and utility

as a Teacher; both by enabling him to direct

his pupils to the most simple and luminous

*
Originally printed in an Edinburgh newspaper

of August, 1819. A few introductory sentences are

now omitted.

methods of inquiry, and to imbue their minds,
from the very commencement of the study,
with that fine relish for the truths it disclosed,
and that high sense of the majesty with which

they were invested, that predominated in his

own bosom. While he left nothing unex-

plained or unreduced to its proper place in the

system, he took care that they should never

be perplexed by petty difficulties, or bewil-

dered in useless details; and formed them
betimes to those clear, masculine, and direct

methods of investigation, by which, with the

least labour, the greatest advances might be

accomplished.
Mr. Playfair, however, was not merely a

teacher; and has fortunately left behind him
a variety of works, from which other genera-
tions may be enabled to judge of some of those

qualifications which so powerfully recom-
mended and endeared him to his contempo-
raries. It is, perhaps, to be regretted that so

much of his time, and so large a proportion of

his publications, should have been devoted to

the subjects of the Indian Astronomy, and the

Huttonian Theory of the Earth: And though
it is impossible to think too highly of the in-

genuity, the vigour, and the eloquence of those

publications, we are of opinion that a juster
estimate of his talent, and a truer picture of

his genius and understanding, is to be found
in his other writings ;

—in the papers, both bio-

graphical and scientific, with which he has

enriched the Transactions of our Royal Socie-

ty ;
his account of Laplace, and other articles

which he contributed to the Edinburgh Re-

view,—the Outlines of his Lectures on Natu-
ral Philosophy,

—and above all, his Introduc-

tory Discourse to the Supplement to the

Encyclopsedia Brittannica, with the final cor-

rection of which he was occupied up to the

last moments that the progress of his disease

allowed him to dedicate to any intellectual

exertion.

With reference to these works, we do not

think we are influenced by any national, or

other partiality, when we say that he was

certainly one of the best writers of his age ;

30
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and even that we do not now recollect any
one of his contemporaries who was so great a
master of composition. There is a certain

mellowness and richness about his style,
which adorns, without disguising the weight
and nervousness which is its other great char-

acteristic,
—a sedate gracefulness and manly

simplicity in the more level passages,
—and a

mild majesty and considerate enthusiasm
where he rises above them, of which we
scarcely know where to find any other exam-

ple. There is great equability, too, and sus-

tained force in every part of his writings. He
never exhausts himself in flashes and epi-

grams, nor languishes into tameness or in-

sipidity: At first sight you would say that

plainness and good sense were the predomi-
nating qualities; but by and bye, this sim-

plicity is enriched with the delicate and vivid

colours of a fine imagination,
—the free and

forcible touches of a most powerful intellect,—and the lights and shades of an unerring and

harmonising taste. In comparing it with the

styles of his most celebrated contemporaries,
we would say that it was more purely and

peculiarly a written style,
—

and, therefore, re-

jected those ornaments that more properly
belong to oratory. It had no impetuosity,
hurry, or vehemence,—no bursts or sudden
turns or abruptions, like that of Burke; and

though eminently smooth and melodious, it

was not modulated to an uniform system of

solemn declamation, like that of Johnson, nor

spread out in the richer and more voluminous
elocution of Stewart

; nor, still less, broken
into that patchwork of scholastic pedantry and
conversational smartness which has found its

admirers in Gibbon. It is a style, in short, of

great freedom, force, and beauty; but the de-

liberate style of a man of thought and of

learning; and neither that of a wit throwing
out his extempores with an affectation of care-

less grace,
—nor of a rhetorician thinking more

of his manner than his matter, and deter-

mined to be admired for his expression, what-
ever may be fate of his sentiments.

His habits of composition were not perhaps
exactly what might have been expected from
their results. He wrote rather slowly,

—and
his first sketches were often very slight and

imperfect,
—like the rude chalking for a mas-

terly picture. His chief effort and greatest

pleasure was in their revisal and correction;
and there were no limits to the improvement
which resulted from this application. It was
not the style merely, nor indeed chiefly, that

gained by it : The whole reasoning, and sen-

timent, and illustration, were enlarged and
new modelled in the course of it

;
and a naked

outline became gradually informed with life,

colour, and expression. It was not at all like

the common finishing and polishing to which
careful authors generally subject the first

draughts of their compositions,
— nor even

like the fastidious and tentative alterations

with which some more anxious writers assay
their choicer passages. It was, in fact, the

great filling in of the picture,
—the working up

of ihe figured weft, on the naked and meagre
voof that had been stretched to receive it;

and the singular thing in his case was, not

only that he left this most material part of his

work to be performed after the whole outline

had been finished, but that he could proceed
with it to an indefinite extent, and enrich and

improve as long as he thought fit,
without any

risk either of destroying the proportions of

that outline, or injuring the harmo.'iy and unity
of the original design. He was perfectly

aware, too, of the possession of this extraor-

dinary power ;
and it was partly, we presume,

in consequence of it that ne was not only at

all times ready to go on with any work in

which he was engaged, without waiting for

favourable moments or hours of greater alac-

rity, but that he never felt any of those doubts
and misgivings as to his being able to get cre-

ditably through with his undertaking, to which
we believe most authors are occasionally liable.

As he never wrote upon any subject of which
he was not perfectly master, he was secure

against all blunders in the substance of what
he had to say; and felt quite assured, that if

he was only allowed time enough, he should

finally come to say it in the very best way of

which he was capable. He had no anxiety,

therefore, either in undertaking or proceeding
with his tasks; and intermitted and resumed
them at his convenience, with the comfortable

certainty, that all the time he bestowed on
them was turned to account, and that what
was left imperfect at one sitting might be
finished with equal ease and advantage at

another. Being thus perfectly sure both of

his end and his means, he experienced, in the

course of his compositions, none of that little

fever of the spirits with which that operation
is so apt to be accompanied. He had no

capricious visitings of fancy, which it was

necessary to fix on the spot or to lose for ever,—no casual inspirations to invoke and to wait

for,
—no transitory and evanescent lights to

catch before they faded. All that was in his

mind was subject to his control, and amena-
ble to his call, though it might not obey at the

moment; and while his taste was so sure,
that he was in no danger of over-working any
thing that he had designed, all his thoughts
and sentiments had that unity and congmity,
that they fell almost

spontaneously
into har-

mony and order; and the last added, incor-

porated, and assimilated with the first, as if

they had sprung simultaneously from the same

happy conception.
But we need dwell no longer on qualities

that may be gathered hereafter from the works
he has left behind him. They who lived with

him mourn the most for those Avhich v»ill be
traced in no such memorial ! And prize far

above those talents which gained him his high
name in philosophy, that Personal Character

which endeared him to his friends, and shed

a grace and a dignity over all the society in

which he moved. The same admirable taste

which is conspicuous in his writings, or rather

the higher principles from which that taste

was but an emanation, spread a similar charm
over his whole life and conversation

;
and gave

to the most learned Philosopher of his day
the manners and deportment of the most pef
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lect Gentleman. Nor was this in him the

lesult merely of good sense and good temper,
assisted by an early familiarity with good

company, and a consequent knowledge of his

own place and that of all around him. His

good breeding was of a higher descent
;
and

his powers of pleasing rested on something
better than mere companionable qualities.

—
With the greatest kindness and generosity of

nature, he united the most manly firmness,
and the highest principles of honour, —and
the most cheerful and social dispositions, with
the gentlest and steadiest affections.

Towards Women he had always the most
chivalrous feelings of regard and attention,
and was, beyond almost all men, acceptable
and agreeable in their society,

—though with-

out the least levity or pretension unbecoming
his age or condition : And such, indeed, was
the fascination of the perfect simplicity and
mildness of his manners, that the same tone

and deportment seemed equally appropriate
in all societies, and enabled him to delight the

young and the gay with the same sort of con-

versation which instructed the learned and
the grave. There never, indeed, was a man
of learning and talent who appeared in society
so perfectly free from all sorts of pretension
or notion of his own importance, or so little

solicitous to distinguish himself, or so sincerely-

willing to give place to everyone else. Even
upon subjects which he had thoroughly studied,
he was never in the least impatient to speak,
and spoke at all times without any tone of

authority; while, so far from wishing to set

off what he had to say by any brilliancy or

emphasis of expression, it seemed generally
as if he had studied to disguise the weight
and originality of his thoughts under the

plainest forms of speech and the most quiet
and indifferent manner: .so that the profound-
est remarks and subtlest observations were
often dropped, not only without any solicitude

that their value should be observed, but with-

out any apparent consciousness that they
possessed any.
Though the most social of human beings,

and the most disposed to encourage and sym-
pathise with the gaiety and even joviality of

others, his own spirits were in general rather

cheerful than gay, or at least never rose to

any turbulence or tumult of merriment
;
and

while he would listen with the kindest indul-

gence to the more e.vtravagant sallies of his

younger friends, and prompt them by the

heartiest approbation, his own .satisfaction

might generally be traced in a slow and tem-

perate smile, gradually mantling ovef his

benevolent and intelligent features, and light-

ing up the countenance of the Sage with the

expression of the mildest and most genuine
philanthropy. It was wonderful, indeed, con-

sidering the measure of his own intellect, and
the rigid and undeviating propriety of his own
conduct, how tolerant he was of the defects

and errors of other men. He was too indul-

gent, in truth, and favourable to his friends !—and made a kind and liberal allowance for

the faults of all mankind—except only faults

of Baseness or of Cruelty,
—

against which he

never failed to manifest the most open scorn

and detestation. Independent, in short, of his

high attainments, Mr. Playfair was one of the
most amiable and estimable of men : Delight-
ful in his manners, inflexible in his principles,
and generous in his affections, he had all that

could charm in society or attach in private:
and while his friends enjoyed the free and
unstudied conversation of an easy and intel-

ligent associate, they had at all times the

proud and inward assurance mat he was a

Being upon whose perfect honour and gene-

rosity they might rely with the most implicit

confidence, in life and in death,
—and of whom

it Avas equally impossible, that, under any cir-

cumstances, he should ever perform a mean,
a selfish; or a questionable action, as that his

body should cease to gravitate or his soul to

live !

If we do not greatly deceive ourselves, there

is nothing hereof exaggeration or partial feel-

ing,
—and nothing with which an indifferent

and honest chronicler would not heartily con-

cur. Nor is it altogether idle to have dwelt
so long on the personal character of this dis-

tinguished individual: For we are ourselves

persuaded, that this personal character has
done almost as much for the cause of science

and philosophy among us, as the great talents

and attainments with which it was combined,—and has contributed in a very eminent de-

gree to give to the better society of this our

city that tone of intelligence and liberality by
which it is so honourably distinguished. It is

not a little advantageous to philosophy that it

is in fashion,
—and it is still more advanta-

geous, perhaps, to the society which is led to

confer on it this apparently trivial distinction.

It is a great thing for the country at large,
—

for its happiness, its prosperity, and its re-

nown,—that the upper and influencing classes

of its population should be made familiar,
even in their untasked and social hours, with
sound and liberal information, and be taught
to know and respect those who have distin-

guished themselves for great intellectual at-

tainments. Nor is
it,

after
all,

a slight or

despicable reward for a man of genius, to be
received with honour in the highest and most

elegant society around him, and to receive in

his living person that homage and applause
which is too often reserved for his memory.
Now, those desirable ends can never be ef-

fectually accomplished, unless the manners
of our leading philosophers are agreeable,
and their personal habits and dispositions en-

gaging and amiable. From the time of Hume
and Robertson, we have been fortunate, in

Edinburgh, in possessing a succession of dis-

tinguished men, who have kept up this salu-

tary connection between the learned and the

fashionable world; but there never, perhaps,
was any one who contributed so powerfully to

confirm and extend it. and that in times when
it was peculiarl}- difficult, as the lamented in

dividual of whom we are now speaking : And
they who have had most opportunity to ob-

serve how superior the society of Edinburgh
is to that of most other places of the same

size, and how much of that superiority is
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©wing to the cordial combination of the two

Bristocracies, of rank and of letters,*
—of both

of which it happens to be the chief pro-
rincial seat,

—will be best able to judge of

•In addiiion to the two distinguished persons
mentioned in the text, (the first of whom was, no
doubt, before my time.) I cnn, from my own recol-

lection, and wiihout reJerring to any who are still

living
—

give the names of the following residents in

Edinburgh, who were equally acceptable in polite

•ociciy and eminent for literary or scientific aitain-

ments, and alike at home in good company and
In learned convocaMons:—Lord Hailes and Lord

llonboddo, Dr. Joseph Black, Dr. Hugh Blair,

the importance of the service he has lhfl«

rendered to its inhabitants, and through them,
and by their example, to all the rest ol ».he

country.

Dr. Adam Fergusson, Mr. John Home, Mr. John
Robison, Mr. Dugald Stewart, Sir James Hall,
Lord Meadowbank, Mr. Henry Mackenzie, Dr.
James Gregory, Rev. A. Alison, Dr. 'i'homas
Brown, Lord VVebb Seymour, Lord Woodhouse-
lee, and Sir Walter Scon

;

—wiihout reckoning
Mr. Horner, the Rev. Sydney Smith, and Mr.
George Wilson, who were settled in Edinburgh
for several years, in the earlier pan of the period
referred to.

NOTICE AND CHARACTER
or

JAMES WATT.*

Mr. James Watt, the great improver of the

Bteam-engine, died on the 25th of August,
1819, at his seat of Heathfield, near Birming-
ham, in the 84th year of his age.

This name fortunately needs no commemo-
ration of ours; for he that bore it survived to

see it crowned with undisputed and unenvied

honours; and many generations will probably

pass away, before it shall have gathered "all

its fame." We have said that Mr. Watt was
the great Improver of the steam-engine : but,
in truth, as to all that is admirable in its

structure, or vast in its utility, he .should

rather be described as its Inventor. It was

by his inventions that its action was so regu-

lated, as to make it capable of being applied
to the finest and most delicate manufactures,
and its power so increased, as to set weight
and solidity at defiance. By his admirable

contrivance, it has become a thing stupendous
alike for its force and its flexibility,

—for the

prodigious power which it can exert, and the

ease, and precision, and ductility, with which
that power can be varied, distributed, and ap-

plied. The trunk of an elephant, that can

pick up a pin or rend an oak, is as nothing to

it. It can engrave a seal, and crush masses
of obdurate metal before it—draw out, with-
out breaking, a thread as fine as gossamer,
and lift a .ship of war like a bauble in the air.

It can embroider muslin and forge anchors,
—

cut steel into ribands, and impel loaded ves-

eels against the fury of the winds and waves.
It would be difficult to estimate the value

of the benefits which these inventions have
conferred upon this country. There is no
branch of industry that has not been indebted

to them
; and, in all the most material, they

»ave not only widened most magnificently
the field of its exertions, but multiplied a
thousand-fold the amount of its productions.

*
First published in an Edinburgh newspnper

f 'The Scotsman"), of the4ih September, 1819.

It was our improved Steam-engine, in short,

that fought the battles of Europe, and exalted
and sustained, through the late tremendous

contest, the political creatness of our land. It

is the same great power which now enables
us to pay the interest of our debt, and to

maintain the arduous struggle in which we
are still engaged, [1819], with the skill and
capital of countries less oppressed with taxa-
tion. But these are poor and narrow views
of its importance. It has increased inde-

finitely the mass of human comforts and en-

joyments; and rendered cheap and accessi-

ble, all over the world, the materials of wealth
and prosperity. It has armed the feeble hand
of man, in short, with a power to which no
limits can be assigned ; completed the do-
minion of mind over the most refractory qua-
lities of matter; and laid a sure foundation
for all those future miracles of mechanic

power which are to aid and reward the la-

bours of after generations. It is to the genius
of one man, too, that all this is mainly owing!
And certainly no man ever bestowed such a

gift on his kind. The blessing is not only

universal, but unbounded; and the fabled in-

ventors of the plough and the lootn, who were
Deified by the erring gratitude of their rude

cotemporaries, conferred less important bene-
fits on mankind than the inventor of our pre-
sent steam-engine.

This will be the fame of Watt with future

generations: And it is sufficient for his race

and his country. But to those to whom he
more immediately belonged, who lived in his

society and enjoyed his conversation, it is

not, perhap.s, the character in which he will

be most frequently recalled—most deeply
lamented—or even most highly admired. In-

dependently of his great attainments in me-

chanics, Mr. Watt was an extraordinary, and
in many respects a wonderful man. Perhaps
no individual in his age possessed so much
and such varied and exact information,

—had
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read so mnch, or remembered what he had
read so accurately and well. He had infinite

quickness of apprehension, a prodigious me-

mory, and a certain rectifying and methodis-

ing power of understanding, which extracted

something precious out of all that was pre-
sented to it. His stores of miscellaneous

knowledge were immense,—and yet less as-

tonishing than the command he had at all

times over them. It seemed as if every sub-

ject that was casually started in conversation

with him, had been that which he had been
last occupied in studying and exhausting;

—
Buch was the copiousness, the precision, and
the admirable clearness of the information

which he poured out upon it,
without effort or

hesitation. Nor was this promptitude and

compass of knowledge confined in any degree
to the studies connected with his ordinary

pursuits. That he should have been minutely
and extensively skilled in chemistry and the

arts, and in most of the branches of physical

science, might perhaps have been conjectur-
ed

;
But it could not have been inferred from

his usual occupations, and probably is not

generally known, that he was curiously learn-

ed in many branches of antiquity, metaphys-
ics, medicine, and etymology, and perfectly
at home in all the details of architecture,

music, and law. He was well acquainted,

too, with most of the modern languages—and
familiar with their most recent literature. Nor
was it at all extraordinary to hear the great
mechanician and engineer detailing and 'JA

pounding, for hours together, the metaphys-
ical theories of the German logicians, or criti-

cising the measures or the matter of the Ger-
man poetry.

His astonishing memory was aided, no

doubt, in a great measure, by a still higher
and rarer faculty

—by his power of digesting
and arranging in its proper place all the infor-

mation he received, and of casting aside and

rejecting, as it were instinctively, whatever
was worthless or immaterial. Every concep-
tion that was suggested to his mind seemed

instantly to take its proper place among its

other rich furniture
;
and to be condensed into

the smallest and most convenient form. He
never appeared, therefore, to be at all encum-
bered or perplexed with the verbiage of the

dull books he perused, or the idle talk to

which he listened
;
but to have at once ex-

tracted, by a kind of intellectual alchemy, all

that was worthy of attention, and to have re-

duced
it,

for his own use, to its true value and
to its simplest form. And thus it often hap-
pened, that a great deal more was learned
from his brief and vigorous account of the

theories and arguments of tedious writers,
than an ordinary student could ever have de-

rived from the most painful study of the ori-

ginals,
—and that errors and absurdities be-

came manifest from the mere clearness and

plainness of his statement of them, which

might have deluded and perplexed most
of his hearers without that invaluable assist-

ance.

It is needless to say, that, with those vast

rowvjces, his conversation was at all times
96

rich and instructive in no ordinary degree :

But it was, if possible, still more pleasing
than wise, and nad all the charms of famili-

arity, with all the substantial treasures of

knowledge. No man could be more social

in his spirit, less assuming or fastidious in his

manners, or more kind and indulgent towards
all who approached him. He rather hked to

talk—at least in his latter years : Btit though
he took a considerable share of the conversa-

tion, he rarely suggested the topics on which
it was to turn, but readily and quietly took

up whatever was presented by those around
him

J
and astonished the idle and barren pro-

pounders of an ordinary theme, by the treas-

ures which he drew from the mine they had

unconsciously opened. He generally seemed,
indeed, to have no choice or predilection for

one subject of discourse rather than another;
but allowed his mind, like a great cjclopa;dia,
to be opened at any letter his associates might
choose to turn up, and only endeavoured to

select; from his mexhaustible stores, what

might be best adapted to the taste of his

present hearers. As to their capacity he gave
himself no trouble

; and, indeed, such was his

singular talent for making all things plain,

clear, and intelligible, that scarcely any one
could be aware of such a deficiency in his

presence. His talk, too, though overflowing
with information, had no resemblance to lec-

turing or solemn discoursing, but, on the con-

trary, was full of colloquial spirit and pleas-

antry. He had a certain quiet and grave

humour, which ran through most of his con-

versation, and a vein of temperate jocularity,
which gave infinite zest and effect to the con-

densed and inexhaustible information, which
formed its main staple and characteristic.

There was a little air of affected testiness, too,
and a tone of pretended rebuke and contra-

diction, with which he used to address his

younger friends, that was always felt by them
as an endearing mark of his kindness and

familiarity,
—and prized accordingly, far be-

yond all the solemn compliments that ever

proceeded from the lips of authority. His
voice was deep and powerful,

—though he

commonly spoke in a low and somewhat
monotonous tone, which harmonised admira-

bly with the weight and brevity of his obser-

vations
;
and set off to the greatest advantage

the pleasant anecdotes, which he delivered

with the same grave brow, and the same calm
smile playing soberly on his lips. There
was nothing of effort indeed, or impatience,

any more than of pride or levity, in his de-

meanour; and there was a finer expression
of reposing strength, and mild self-possession
in his manner, than -we ever recollect to have
met with in any other person. He had in his

character the utmost abhorrence for all sorts

of forwardness, parade, and pretensions; and,

indeed, never failed to put all such impostures
out of countenance, by the manly plainness
and honest intrepidity of his language and

deportment.
In his temper and dispositions he was not

only kind and aff(!ctionate, but generous, and
considerate of the feehngs of all around him ,
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and gave the most liberal assistance and en-

couragement to all young persons who showed

any indications of talent, or applied to him
for patronage or advice. His health, which
vpas delicate from his youth upwards, seemed
to become firmer as he advanced in years ;

and he preserved, up almost to the last mo-
ment of his existence, not only the full com-
mand ofWiis extraordinary intellect, but all the

alacrity of spirit, and the social gaiety which
had illumined his happiest days. His friends

in this part of the country never saw him
more full of intellectual vigour and colloquial

animation,
—never more delightful or more

instructive,
—than in his last visit to Scotland

in autumn 1817. Indeed, it was after that

time that he applied himself, with all the

ardour of early life, to the invention of a
machine for mechanically copying all sorts

of sculpture and statuary ;
—and distributed

among his friends some of its earliest per-

formances, as the productions of "a young
artist, just entering on his eighty-third year!"

This happy and useful life came, at lanf, ta

a gentle close. He had suffered some incon
venience through the summer; but was not

seriously indisposed till within a few weeks
from his death. He then became perfectly
aware of the event which was approaching ;

and with his usual tranquillity and benevo-
lence of nature, seemed only anxious to point
out to the friends around him, the many
sources of consolation which were afforded

by the circumstances under which it was
about to take place. He expressed his sin"

cere gratitude to Providence for the length
of days with which he had been blessed, and
his exemption from most of the infirmities of

age; as well as for the calm and cheerful

evening of life that he had been permitted to

enjoy, after the honourable labours of the

day had been concluded. And thus, full oi

years and honours, in all calmness and tran^

quillity, he yielded up his soul, without panj
or struggle,

—and passed from the bosom of

his family to that of his God.
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